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Interchangeability

Clarified/

FROM I STATEMENT BY
J. E. OTTERSON, PRES.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PROD.

"We have just reached an under-
standing with the producers licensed

by us that they will play their pro-

ductions on any equipment which in

their judgment, gives results of satis-

factory quality. If they find, or we
demonstrate, that the quality is not up
to the standard then they will cease
to serve such equipment. To the ex-
hibitors we say:

' 'If you can get an equipment as

good as ours for less money, buy it,

but if it is of lower quality don't buy
it at any price. Wait until you can
offer your public the best. Our in-

terest is to see you prosperous
through talking pictures. The success
of talking pictures means more to us
than the sale or loss of a sale of equip-
ment.'

"

Reprinted from

I III, TRADE PRESS, Dec. 30, 192S

E point with pride

to the satisfaction

of exhibitors who
have played Metro-
Go Idwyn-Mayer, Para-

mount, First National,

and United Artists pic-

tures on the Sonora-

Bristolphone reproduc-

ing system.



PARAMOUNT
offers the greatest array of

important box office product

SOUND and SILENT ever

released in one single month

in the history of pictures!

;



INTERFERENCE a*..
AM,-TAMi I \4p UNIT. Firs! great quality 100% talking feature. Straight from $2 S.R.O. run at Criterion, N. Y.

Evelyn Brent, dive Brook, William Powell, Doris Kenyon. Directed by Roy J. Pomeroy. Based on Mendes Production.

Plus EDDIE CANTOR in screaming short. Plus RUTH ETTING, Ziegfeld beauty and blues singer. The feature picture,

"Interference", also available as fine silent picture.

A iine Nichols9

Amirs iicisii kose
The most successful stage hit of all times! Now a quality Paramount sound picture. With Jean Hersholt talking. Nancy
Carroll singing and dancing. Charles '"Buddy"* Rogers playing the piano. Victor Fleming Production. .Marvelous music
score. Triumphant pre-release engagements in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and San Francisco. Also available silent.

THE
CASE of LENA SMITH

One of 1929's dramatic sensations! With Esther Ralston and James Hall. Directed by Josef von Sternberg, the man who
made "1 ndcrworld"", "The Dragnet"' and ""Docks of New York". Adolph Zukor wires personally from Hollywood : "Another
von Sternberg triumph. Miss Ralston's greatest performance by far". Silent picture only.

THE
MIOI»\VOIt\ ANIpEI;

With Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper. Richard Wallace Production. Synchronized with music score and sound effects.

One reel all-talking. Flashy, tender, grippingly dramath every element for a great box office attraction. Miss Carroll
singing "A Precious Little Thing Called Love", sure to be one of the song hits of all times. Also available silent.



the DOCTOR'S SECRET 99

AXD ALL-TALKIXG I
T>1T. A 100r

o talking feature picture from J. M. Barrie's celebrated stage hit, "Half

an Hour". With Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner, John Loder, Robert Edeson. Directed by William de Mille. Plus

BORRAH MINNEVITCH and his Musical Rascals in de luxe jazz short. Plus "JUST ONE WORD", novelty playlet

produced by Joseph Santley. Sound picture only.

BEHIND
THE GERMAN LINES

Direct from successful long run at Rialto Theatre, N. Y. German war secrets from behind the lines revealed for first time

in official film photographed in actual battles. Ufa Production. Synchronized with great music score and effects. Also

available silent.

r

SHORT FEATURES
The class of the market! BOBBY VERNON in "Why Gorillas Leave Home". BILLY DOOLEY in "Happy Heels".

Paramount-Christie Comedies. Two releases each of the popular KRAZY KAT and INKWELL IMPS Cartoons. Two
issues weekly of PARAMOUNT NEWS, the industry's leading news reel.

NATIONAL NEWS-
campaign starting January 1st in 700PAPER ADVERTISING

newspapers in 400 key cities, reaching 100.000,(100 readers! Containing name and date of theatre playing "Interference''

Selling Paramount's amazing talking picture program to audiences in advance.

(paramount (pictures
1920 MOTION PICTURE HEADQUARTERS

*i£j>ictiues£



AN EARFUL

!

Phil Reisman gets the

"inside" from Paul Bern
on a great Pathe Picture

"a box-office

bombshell
*

******

¥afre

\

Read what this director- author- showman says.

To Phil Reisman:

"I have seen 'The Office Scandal', with Phyllis Haver, Ray-

mond Hatton and Tully Marshall. It is a Ralph Block production

with which I had absolutely nothing to do. I am mentioning

this so that you will not think that my enthusiasm comes from a

lack of personal perspective, but I want to assure you that in my
opinion 'The Office Scandal' is the very best picture our Studio

has ever turned out, and speaking conservatively, it is one of the

best pictures ever made by anybody anywhere.

"It is gorgeously directed at a tremedous tempo. Not once

does the interest stop; it is constantly exciting, amusing and en-

tertaining.

"The picture, I know, will prove to be a bombshell wherever

shown. It is one of those unexpected great things that come to

us once in a while."

PAUL BERN

PHYLLIS HAVER
"THE OFFICE SCANDAL

"

with RAYMOND HATTON
LESLIE FENTON and MARGARET LIVINGSTON

A Ralph Block Production Directed by Paul L. Stein

Pathe® Pictures Talking Boxcffwe
Member oj Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.— Will H. Hays. President



Ooh, look - a Geepsy

!

maybe a futchun she'll

tell, hah! i



WHAT THE FUTURE
HOLDS IN STORE FOR
LEO AND YOU

Start the New Year right!

Know what's going to happen

The greatest barometer of the days to

come are days passed and passing*

That's why it's a cinch to figure out

what Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer means

to you in 1929!



Here's what happened in 1928

"Our Dancing Daughters" with Joan Crawford
started the fun! And what fun! Everybody said:

"Watch M-G-M!" And oh baby they watched Bill

Haines in "Excess Baggage"; Lon Chaney in "While
The City Sleeps"; "White Shadows in the South
Seas"; Marion Davies and William Haines in "Show
People"; "Dream of Love" with Joan Crawford;
Lon Chaney in "West of Zanzibar"; John Gilbert in

"Masks of the Devil" and a lot more Big Ones* And
that's just the appetizer! Wait!

Warn dm- . fJ. vis*.*

r
one hit after another

It's been the greatest hit year in

M-Q-M history

THE FIRST RELEASE OF
1929 IS THE GIANT PICTURE
Clarence Broum's production

of the Astor Theatre Sensation

THE TRAIL OF
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Epic of the Klondike Gold Rush

with

m
in LORES DEL RIO
and a mighty box-office cast



iiTHE TRAIL OF '98
is one of the greatest box-

office pictures ever made*
It has a great story with

great players, including

91

RALPH FORBES



THE WHITE HORSE RAPIDS
The tiny boats were tossed about like driftwood among the mountainous wave* of the

rapids that tore along at express train speed

FACTS
about "The Trail of '98"

More than two years in the making at

a cost oftwo million dollars! Clarence

Brown is the director. An All-Star

cast: Dolores Del Rio, Ralph Forbes,

Karl Dane, Tully Marshall, Harry
Carey and a host of others. Fifteen

thousand extras appear in the picture,

more even than "Ben-Hur." Based
on RobertW. Service's famous novel,

serialized in hundreds of newspapers.

Played to capacity for months at $2
at the Astor, N.Y., and at Grauman's
Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles. Hailed
by critics as the logical successor to

"The Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur."

THE SNOWSLIDE
A thunderous roar! Hundreds of men, horses and dogs
lost as the avalanche buries them beneath tons of snow

THE BURNING
OF DAWSON

CITY
It was too wicked
to last—the gold-
born city is
purged of its sins

SOUND
OR

SILENT!

MORE BIG SCENES
THAN EVER BEFORE
IN ONE PICTURE!

THE GIGANTIC SNOW SLIDE
More breath-taking than the dividing of the Red Sea
in "Ten Commandments."

THE CHILKOOT PASS
A spectacle to be remembered with the winding march
of heroes in "Big Parade."

THE WHITE HORSE RAPIDS
Ranks for thrill and tenseness with the chariot race
in "Ben-Hur."

THE BURNING OF DAWSON CITY
Showing the origin of history's great disaster, when
the gambler with ignited clothing sets fire to the world's
most famous gold camp.

Follow 'The Trail" to the Bank! to the Bank! i

i



DUNK THIS OVER!

&
,

&
. the • • «*«„

-G-M HAS COME THROUGH WITH
ONE BIG HIT AFTER ANOTHER
SINCE AUGUST but it's just part of

M'Q-M's merriest box'office party!

HOORAY! HOORAY! THEY'RE ON THE WAY!

aims JIMMY
VALENTINE

Starring

WILLIAM HAINES

S. R. O. $2 ASTOR THEATRE
TALKING SENSATION!

And Morel Morel Morel Take a look—



And still the

-G-M hits come

—

RAMON NOVARRO in

THE FLYING FLEET
Absolutely the last word in aviation thrills with
handsome Ramon in his most romantic and
jolliest role since "The Midshipman." Great
either with Sound or Silent.

JOHN GILBERT in

THIRST
The star they all wanted! He's just signed again
with M-G-M (of course!). And his vast public
will flock to see his new drama of love and
thrills! Equipped for,Sound—or Silent!

GRETA GARBO in

WILD ORCHIDS
John Cotton, author of the stage success "Rain"
has given beautiful Greta the most gripping
story she's ever appeared in. With Nils Asther.
Sound or Silent!

THE BELLAMY
TRIAL

Something to cheer about! The Saturday
Evening Post serial! Directed by Monta Bell!

The perfect TALKING picture. A thriller

any way you play it—Sound or Silent.

WILLIAM HAINES
THE DUKE STEPS OUT
Jimmy Cruze who made "Excess Baggage" is

directing Bill Haines (with Joan Crawford) in
what is destined to be one of the talked of pic-

tures this year. Watch for a Big Shot! 7h

ONEY—

"IS THERE A DOCTOR
IN THE AUDIENCE?"

This exhibitor is overcome!

He let his opposition get

M'G'M and he doesn't feel

happy at all, at all!

METRO
MOVIETONE

ACTS
It was to be expected that M-G-M
would bring the much needed
Quality note into the making of

these important Movietone subjects.

Within a brief six months M-G-M
has built up a library of great box-

office numbers and now brings you
its Second Series of Metro Movie-
tone Acts. Three de luxe numbers
weekly. Among the big names:
Van & Schenck, Vincent Lopez,

Miller & Lyles, Ukelele Ike,

George Dewey Washington, Odette
Myrtle and many more.

WITH SOUNDJ Now available
with Sound—"Our Gang "comedies;
Charlie Chase comedies and Laurel-

Hardy comedies!

ETTING— OVIES

Hitch your Theatre to these Stars



\ Ramon
x Novarro

THE
BRIGHT
LIGHTS!
M-G-M stars

are the greatest

of all!

And There Are "More
Stars Than There Are
in Heaven" in Metro-
Goldwyn~M.ayer Pictures

X
#

William N

Haines



WARNING*.
No. 615—Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation.

DON'T LET THE GREAT BIG PICTURE OF THE YEAR SLIP FROM YOUR
grasp!

DON'T SLIP UP ON "THE LAST WARNING"!

IF NO UNIVERSAL SALESMAN HAS CALLED ON YOU, DON'T WAIT FOR
one to come. Get in immediate touch with the nearest Universal exchange and make
dead sure that "The Last Warning" is yours!

YOU KNOW HOW "THE CAT AND THE CANARY" TOOK EVERYBODY
by surprise—and maybe you are one of those unfortunates who missed out on it!

YOU REMEMBER HOW "THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA" CAUGHT
you unaware.

DON'T LET IT HAPPEN IN THE CASE OF "THE LAST WARNING"
because this is destined for bigger things than the other two pictures rolled into one.

WHETHER YOU GET "THE LAST WARNING" IN SYNCHRONIZED OR
silent form, get it— that's the main point, get it! It is a stunning audience picture in its

silent form, but there is no disputing the fact that it is even more so in its sound version.

THIS PRODUCTION IS ONE YOU ARE GOING TO TALK ABOUT FOR A
long time to come. You will use it as the basis for comparison for many, many pictures

in the future. Your audiences will tell you "That's the kind of stuff we want. Give us

more like that."

DR. PAUL LENI, UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF CARL LAEMMLE, JR.,

and aided and abetted by a magnificent cast, turned out this most remarkable piece of

property.

THEY HAVE NOT OVERLOOKED ONE SINGLE ITEM OF THE POSSIBILL
ties of the great stage play of the same title. All the psychology of years of showmanship
experience has been brought to bear in the making of "The Last Warning".

EVERY TRICK OF THE CAMERA AND EVERY NEW IDEA OF GROUPING
and stage lighting has been employed with the utmost skill. It is a gem of a story, done
in the ultra modern manner—and you can take a vast amount of pride in showing it to

your public.

THE FIRST AND MOST IMPORTANT THING IS TO BE DEAD SURE THAT
you get it. The second and next most important thing is to give it an advertising cam ,

paign worthy of such a production .

AFTER THAT, YOUR ONLY JOB WILL BE TO GLOAT OVER YOUR
profits in dollars and in prestige!

(Two negatives: one silent; one with dialog)



"Sets new record
Samuel Goldujyn
^Presents

V II LIMA
BANKY

in

^S^wakening
prances Marion

witli

Louis Wolheim
. and •

Walter Byron

VICTOR FLEMING
production

Says the American of Miss Banky's

first solo starring picture: "Worth-while

film. Miss Banky as gloriously beauti-

ful as ever with a new sparkle."

The NEWS: "Miss Banky is a thing

of exquisite beauty. Splendid

performances."

The TELEGRAPH: "Miss Banky's

beauty and charm never seen to

greater advantage. A radiant star."

EVE. WORLD: "A feature which
is bound to prove popular to the

great mass of movie fans."

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES



first four days?
\ at RIVOLI -UNITED ARTISTS, New York

"Crammed full of the above mentioned tried-and-true situations.
1 '—Eve. World.

The WORLD: "Good en- The GRAPHIC: "Miss The TRIBUNE: "Miss
tertainment. The kind that Banky jmore interesting Banky is excellent."
seems to be popular." and attractive than ever."

The JOURNAL :
' 'Actress

The MIRROR: "Vilma en- The TIMES: "A picture is very beautiful. A hand-
chanting. It is a beauti- that makes for good enter- somely mounted produc-
fully made picture." tainment." tion."

for your success in ft)l.C)



...an international

check-up by MOTION PICTURE
NEWS reveals the startling informa-

tion that each year photoplay editors

of daily newspapers and magazines

are asked by motion picture theatre-

goers to answer approximately sixteen

million questions about players,

writers, directors, and executives* <^2V, c^Vj

Editors answer these questions

with the detailed informa-

tion contained

in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

BLUE BOOK

*

-c^V>-

The Authoritative Who's Who of Filmdom
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Ess1!
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MACK
SENNETT

DRAWS A

•,;-'•'
1

ROAR of APPLAUSE
With His First

TALKING COMEDY

A JnLJi

LION'S ROAR"

*** BAT
0NS

-

Ufa

Looks like a very happy combina-

tion inaugurated by this sound

short between Educational and

Mack Sennett. —Film Daily

The Educational -Mack Sennett

affiliation is an event and this all-

talking comedy is an event...The
talking comedy means a rebirth of

the humor of the screen.

— Exhibitors Herald

and M. P. World

As a favor to every exhibitor in

the United States who has sound
equipment we direct attention to

the Mack Sennett -Educational

comedy in sound, "The Lion's

Roar." as one of the absolute

knock 'em over, rock the house,

make 'em all laugh type of attrac-

tions...We congratulate all con-

cerned and especially the exhibi-

tors who have a chance to clean

up on this unusual piece of show
property.

—Exhibitors Daily Review

The initial talker on Education-

al's program was a riot from start

to finish.—Motion Pictures Today

It is very cleverly conceived...The
subject matter is of the type that

can reflectonly credit to the screen.

—Motion Picture News

This Mack Sennett production is

an excellent opener for Educa-

tional's entry in the short subjects

sound field.

—Associated Publications

^^
1UST

SCREENED
«W» ^

„E HA.VE
JUST oirS *0W\

KURSK*
WE^RES

The verdict is unanimous

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

(<£h£ux>citlcrruxl U^ctuAjnA^

'THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, PrtiUtmt



Introducing

Exhibito r's Choice Selling

which means

that exhibitors can pick and choose
those of our pictures which they believe

will make money in their theatres.

that exhibitors can buy one, or as many
pictures at a time as they wish.

that exhibitors can see our pictures be-

fore booking them if they wish.

that this company intends to play so

fairly with exhibitors that it will pay
them to help us to succeed.

Incorporated

Physical Distribution
through

EDUCATIONAL

First list of pictures Ready Jan. 15th
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The Show Spirit
Pictures Not Made

By William
THE New Year opens with a whirl in

the stock market in the leading amuse-
ment stocks, the market index finger

pointing upward.
We have been solemnly informed in high

places, that large coalitions in the business

are in order and inevitable.

So we take it, that the voice of Wall Street

is talking in this wise; and that it is telling

already the big and vital moves the industry

will make this year.

If coalitions are inevitable, why, then, let's

have them and get the thing over with as

soon and as smoothly as possible.

If they will correct over production and
over seating, over cost of production and
over cost of theatre presentation, over salaries

and under competences—certainly we need
them and want them.

But let us breathe one prayer and that is

this: Jet them not take the show spirit out of

this show business.

The business of motion pictures, we cheer-

fully admit, has been wasteful to a degree
probably unparalleled in all commercial his-

tory. The pampering of relatives and poli-

ticians—not at all unlike that of petty

dynastic government; the reckless competi-
tion in production and theatre building; the

blind and eager rush forward all along the

line—all have been prodigal to a degree that

has perturbed the sober minded world (in

which we include Congress and the legisla-

tures).

Even so, however, the industry has fur-

nished, in still more amazing fashion, the

amusement today of the civilized world.

That is the point not to be forgotten.

Coalitions are inevitable, we will say; but

In Counting Rooms

A. Johnston
it is not at all inevitable that entertain-

ment will be forthcoming from the coalitions.

You could take 'most any of our prosper-

ous concerns and by the simple elimination

of non-recurring salaries (a term the banker
dearly loves)—making them non-recurring
because they are, in the great majority, un-
necessary, wipe out a big funded debt or pay
a dividend.

So much for that.

But, on the other hand, each one of these

prosperous companies has, in its history,

been yanked out of impending financial dis-

aster, by the production of one great picture.

So we extend a friendly warning to the

coalitioners— the bankers, statisticians, ac-

countants and market manipulators, the boys
with the balance sheets, budgets and sched-

ules, the experts in black and red figures,

don't think for one minute that pictures are

made in the counting rooms.

The many millions who buy entertainment
care only, as always, for laughter, tears, love,

mystery and all that thrills the emotions of

young and old.

Stars, stories, songs, variety, novelty and
the like are going to count just as much in

a year of coalition as in the years of reckless

competition.

Some two billion dollars worth of theatre

seats have got to be filled with cash cus-

tomers: and it's a sure fire bet that the show
business won't do the job unless there's a lot

of spirit in the show business—creative spirit

with the joy of creation back of it, and, let

us now forget, back also of the finished cre-

ation the blare of exploitation trumpets.

The great question facing this business

today is not coalition but rather: what mind
has the public toward motion pictures?
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What Price Prophets?
OUT of some thirty or forty prominent executives

who played the role of prophets a year ago, only
three had anything to say about sound pictures. Yet

the sound picture revolution, which overturned the in-

dustry, was l°2(S's big development.

When the executives were giving out their statements
at the end of 1927, "The Jazz Singer" was daily and nightly

taxing the capacity of the Warner Theatre in New York.
The handwriting was on the wall, but the prophets couldn't

see it, a handful excepted.
likewise, the Warners were busy mapping out their

talking picture schedule for 1928, but the bulk of the

prophets considered sound, talkies and synchronization of

so little importance that they didn't even mention them.
The big topic a year ago was the presentation question,

and there was considerable comment about this in the
prophecies. There was much argument pro and con about
where presentations were leading the industry, a discussion

which seems pale by comparison with the fires of revolu-

tion lighted by "The Jazz Singer".
The three who were definite, and accurate in their

predictions were William Fox, W. R. Sheehan and Harold
B. Franklin. And it was Franklin who came closest to the
mark when he said:

"The New Year will in all likelihood show great prog-
ress in the synchronization of motion pictures and sound,
and every important company will probably7 be engaged
in the making of pictures with sound producing devices.

Such apparatus will eventually replace questionable music
played by orchestras in small theatres where capable
instrumentalists are not available".

What price prophets?

VonHerberg Suing Wesco
Asks Receivership for Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Charg-

ing Attempt to Evade Lease Payment

WKST COAST THEATRES, IN*..

with -ix other allied corporations,

were named defendants last week
in Seattle, Washington, in a suit Eor $20,203

damages and tin- appointment of a receiver

fur tin- Liberty Theatre Company, insti-

Hoover Inauguration
May Be Televisioned
EXEMPLIFYING the possibilities

of television in the immediate
future, it is not unlikely, accord-

ing to the Associated Press, that there
will be projected into the homes scenes
surrounding the inauguration of Presi-

dent-elect Herbert Hoover. This is the
hope of Virgil A. Schoenberg, chief en-
gineer of WCFL, the Chicago Federa-
tion of Labor station which success-
fully broadcasted by television the
first ordinary motion picture films, not
silhouettes. Mr. Schoenberg hopes in

the near future to broadcast by tele-
vision other public spectacles, such as
football games and prize fights.

tuted by John G. Von Herberg, Eor r mil-
lionaire circuit magnate of the Pacific
Northwest ami dow a suburban exhibitor.

The -uit presages reentry of Von Herberg
into the downtown motion picture field in

Seattle, Mr. Von Herberg admitting that
he is actually seeking to regain possession
of tin' Liberty Theatre Eor operation by his

company or other interest-. The house,

which i- reported to have shown a net prof-

it of more than $100,000 the hist year of

ii- operation as the key house in the circuit

nf mure than thirty theatres operated by
Jensen Von Herberg, is now dark.

The defendants in the action, in addition

to West <'"a-t Theatres, are the United
Arti-t- Theatre Circuit, Inc., Pacific North-
west Theatre-, West Coast Service Corpo-
ration, Liberty Theatre- Company, Greater
Theatre- Company and Washington State
Theatres Circuit. Mr. Von Herberg
charges a combination to defraud his con-

cern of money due under a lease on the

theatre, asserting thai no rent has been
paid since July, lii-ls, and that the owners
have had to pay taxe- amounting to $6,453.

Canadian Chain Likely for

British-Gaumont
According to a report Erom London,

which has not been verified, British-Gau-
mont i- contemplating an extensive chain

of theatres in Canada to add to their

already large theatre holdings in Great

Britain. Writing from London in a special

article in the Wall Streel Journal in New
fork, Herbert X. Casson says that with its

chain of 320 theatres and alliances with

German producers Gaumont-British Picture

Corporation has broken the ynericai n-

trol of the best theatre- in Great Britain.

Mr. Casson writes that only three big

London \A'e-t End theatre-, the Empire,

Plaza and Rialto remain in control of the

American companies. There are 3,600 thea-

tres in Great Britain, t,000 of which have

I n built in the last three years, the article

Rosabelle Laemmle Weds
Stanley Bergerman

The marriage ceremony of Rosabelle

Laemmle, only daughter of Carl Laemmle,
ami Stanley Bergerman took place last

Wednesday evening, January '1, at "Dios
Dorados," the Laemmle home at Beverly

Hills. Rabbi E. F. Magnin united the couple

in wedlock and a small group of relatives

of the pair attended. Miss Estelte Cohen

was maid of honor and Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

best man. One of the gifts to the bridal

couple was a silver service of 55 pieces

from Universal departments all over the

world.

3 New Film Firms Are
Chartered at Albany

Motion picture companies incorporating

in New York State, at Albany, during the

past week, included the following: Inca

Laboratories, Inc., $20,000, John L. Farrell,

Theodore L. Horrison, George T. Barker.

New York City; Consolidated Bristolphone

Corporation, capitalization not stated, Anne
Eichel, Belle Balstow, Serena Klein, New-

York City; Cheer-Up Productions, Inc.,

$100,000, J. J. Leventhal, Robert Sterling,

Louis Winer. New York City.

Stanley Offices Moving to

Warner Bldg.
The offices of the Stanley Company of

America in Xew York are to be moved
Erom the Bond Building at 46th Street and
Broadway to the eighth floor of the Warner
Bros. Building on West 44th Street. The
move will be some time within the next

month. This will mean that the booking
offices for the Stanley houses will be in

the same building with those of the War-
ner- and a joint control of both may be ar-

ranged Eor.

Laemmle to Remain on
Coast Until Spring

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollyw I, Jan. 3. Carl Laemmle, pres-

ident of Universal, returned Erom New
York and expects |o remain on the coast

until late in the spring. Laemmle will SU-

pervise Qniversal's sound film production

act ivitie- at the local StudlOS.
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Best B. O. Pictures for 1928
As Told by "The Check-Up"

"Jazz Singer" Leads; Ninety-Nine in All Get Percentage Rating of

70 Per Cent or Over and Make Grade

EXHIBITOR reports to Motion Pic-

ture News, for 1928, place ninety-

nine pictures as entitled to enumera-
tion among the year's best at the box-office.

This compilation is made from "The Check-
Up, " the recognized authority on box office

merit, and takes into account pictures

which were generally released during the

twelve months just passed.

To arrive at the designation "the year's

best at the box office, "only those pictures

which attained a percentage rating of 70

per cent or over for the entire period are

included. "The Check-Up," a regular

monthly feature of The News and relied on
by exhibitors everywhere, charts the real

box office fate of features.

It should be understood that some spe-

cials which were shown in 1928, but which
have not been generally distributed, do not

appear in the list. Thus "The Check-Up"
gives a true account of box office merit, be-

cause it is based on countrywide and gen-
eral showing.

The leader for 1928 is, of course, "The
Jazz Singer" (87 per cent). Also in the 80
per cent or over classification are: "The
Fleet's In" (84 per cent); "The King of
Kings" (84 per cent) ; "Ramona" (S4 per
cent); "Tempest" (84 per cent); "Glori-
ous Betsy" (83 per cent) ; "Lights of New
York" (83 per cent); "The Street Angel"
(82 per cent) ; "Submarine" (82 per cent)

;

"Wings" (82 per cent).

Following are the ninety-nine box office

best for 1928

:

COLUMBIA
Street of Illusion, The 70
Scarlet Lady, The 73

Submarine 82

FBO
Chicago After Midnight 70

Mojave Kid, The 70

Hit of the Show, The 72

Perfect Crime, The 72

FIRST NATIONAL
Butter and Egg Man, The 70

Whip, The 70

Harold Teen 71

Yellow Lily, The 71

Head Man, The 73

Out of the Ruins 73

Waterfront 73

Wheel of Chance, The 73

Shepherd of the Hills, The 74

Noose, The 75

Oh Kay 75

Patent Leather Kid, The 76

Crash, The 76

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come 77

FOX
Mother Machree 70

Dare Devil's Reward 72

No Other Woman 72

Road House 72

Woman Wise 72

Colleen Moore Leaving First National
—May Go Over to Paramount

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 3.—Colleen Moore and First National will part

when she completes the two remaining pictures on her contract

with that company. It is understood that the Warners do not in-

tend renewing the option held by First National and that Colleen and her
husband, John McCormick, are also anxious to make some other affilia-

tion. Her contract calls for more money than the Warners care to pay
and Colleen is desirous of having more independence in the making of

her pictures than the Warners are rumored willing to grant. When the
two pictures are finished, Colleen will have been with First National for

six years. Her first was made in 1923 with "Flaming Youth."
There is a strong possibility of John McCormick making a deal with

Paramount for the release of Colleen's future productions. When Mc-
Cormick and Colleen came to break with First National some time ago,

Paramount evidenced a willingness to listen to negotiations were started.

These were called off when Richard Rowland healed the breach with Mc-
Cormick.

Fazil 78

Four Sons 79

Street Angel, The 82

M-G-M
Cossacks, The 70

Laugh, Clown, Laugh 70

Excess Baggage 72

Smart Set, The 72

Four Walls 73
Mysterious Lady, The 73
Skirts 73

Across to Singapore 74

Show People 74
Cameraman, The 75

Telling the World 75

White Shadows in South Seas 76

Student Prince, The 77

West Point 77

Our Dancing Daughters 78

While the City Sleeps 78

PARAMOUNT
Beggars of Life 70

First Kiss, The 70

Just Married 70

Kit Carson 70

Mating Call, The 70

Drag Net, The 71

Hot News 71

Racket, The 71

Street of Sin, The 71

Wedding March, The 71

Get Your Man 72

Old Ironsides 72

Sunset Legion, The 72

Warming Up 73

Docks of New York, The 74

Water Hole, The 74
Legion of the Condemned, The 75

Patriot, The 76

Two Flaming Youths 76

Red Hair 77

Last Command, The 78

Speedy 78
Wings 82
Fleet's In, The 84

PATHE
Cop, The 70
Midnight Madness 70
Tenth Avenue 70

Let 'Er Go Gallegher 72

Rush Hour, The 73
King of Kings, The 84

GOTHAM
United States Smith 74

STATE RIGHTS
Simba 72

UNITED ARTISTS
Battle of the Sexes 70

Revenge 70
Garden of Eden, The 70
Two Lovers 71

Gaucho, The 75

Sadie Thompson 75

Circus, The 77

My Best Girl 77

Ramona 84

Tempest 84

UNIVERSAL
Cohens and Kellys in Paris 75

Foreign Legion, The 70

Melody of Love, The 70

Uncle Tom's Cabin 76

WARNER BROTHERS
Powder My Back 70

State Street Sadie 71

Tenderloin 74

Lion and the Mouse, The 77

Terror, The 79

Glorious Betsy 83

Lights of New York, The 83

Jazz Singer, The 87
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Hays Members to Discuss Publication
Campaign to Public

AMOVE is under way to arouse greater public interest
in pictures, through some sort of an institutional

campaign. It was learned this week that private
conferences have been held in several of the hig distribut-
ing offices along this line. The general plan, as reported,
is that the entire producer-distributor membership of the
Hays organization will be asked to join the campaign,
which, presumably, would be handled by the Hays office

as an organization matter.
Among the ideas now being talked is the publication

of a weekly picture supplement in the big dailies through-
out the country. The sponsors of this plan feel that it is

die most direct way to enlist greater public interest and
that it could be tied in, locally for the exhibitor, so as to

prove a big aid to the box offices in cities where the sup-

plements would appear.
Others, it is said, are prepared to argue for the pub-

lication of a monthly fan magazine, under Hays organiza-
tion auspices, to have a run of about 5,000,000 and to be dis-

tributed through theatres free to the public. It is argued
that a considerable amount of national advertising could
be attracted to this publication. The exhibitor, according
to reports, would be asked to buy copies in bulk for distrib-

ution to the public.

Those who do not see the fan magazine plan as feasible

point out that big national advertisers do not favor maga-
zines of free circulation.

It is reported that discussion of a plan to be adopted
will be taken up shortly at a general meeting in the Hays
office.

U. S. Commerce Chamber
Myers' Allied Idea

Only Organized Exhibitor Bodies Would Be Eligible;

No Comment on Woodhull Attack

EVT5RY newspaper correspondent in

Washington on January 2 received

;i marked cop3 "t tin- statement is-

sued lasi week by K. F. Woodhull, presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners "I America, attacking tin- new Al-

Iied States Exhibitors Association, of which

Abram I-'. Myers, of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, is to lie head. -Mr. Myers' day was
mi taken up with matters in the Federal

Trade C tission that he could not lie

reached t" secure hi- comment on Mr.

W llnill 's statement.

While, so far, Mr. Myers ha- had but lit-

tle tn 3aj regarding hi- plans for the new

organization, he has pointed out thai its

cor t ii nt ii hi provides that only organized as-

sociations of motion picture exhibitors are

eligible for membership. This means thai

the individual exhibitor will not be able to

become a member of Allied State-, lint that

the organization will be modeled somewhat
the plan of the United States Chamber

of Commerce, the membership of which is

composed of trade and business organiza-
tions. The constitution also provides that

the object of the association shall be to co-
operate with and by agreement represent
the organization's members and the inter-

ests represented by them.
In general, so far as it lias I n explained

by Mr. Myers, the new organization would
merely carry out the policies agreed upon
by it- various member associations, again
as does the United State- Chamber of Com
merce, The latter organization determines
upon it- course with respect to any given
problem only alter a questionnaire lias been
sent out to all member organizations and
their vole upon the question presented has

been recorded. Bach member association

decides within its own ranks how it shall

Vote upon such a question and the returns

to the chandler indicate the feeling of the

majority, not only of the member associa-

tions but of the membership within the as

social inn.

Reed and I Iobart Associate
F B O Producers

Luther Reed ami I tenrj I [obarl w ill be

associate producers at the FBO studios.

Preparations are now progressing tor the

filming of the FBO program for the year
and they will bol h have much to do \s 1 1 1

1

i he com ersion into pict ures of t he mati rial

lined up b\ Joseph 1. Schnitzer, president
of F BO.

Anal her personnel appoint ment at I he

FBO studio i- that ol Louis Sarecky as

assistant to William Le Baron, vice presi-

dent in charge of production and the ap-

pointments of Myles Connolly and Harold
Schwartz as special production supervisors.

Blames Films for Taking
Fun Out of Traveling

The movie- have another account to

settle with those journalists and writer-,

who bewail their widespread influence.

Now it i- a Parisian who speak- out against
the films.

"There is no joy left in traveling,"' says
A. de Montgon, who -ays that the indi

vidual costumes of foreign lands are fast

disappearing due to the general adoption
of styles as they are depicted in Holly w I

films. Travel was once considered the

equivalent of a col lee luc.it ion, but its

only equivalent today is a four-reel baby
film and a photograph," the Parisian jour-

nalist comments.

Van Praag Host at New
Year Fete at Club

The numerous Universal executive- in

Xew York attending the •'Abie-Cohen- and
Kellys" trial, were entertained at the Mo-
tion Picture Club in New York on New
Year's EJve by M. Van Praag, general sales

manager for Universal. Universal people
from the Coast included Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Pollard, Al Colin, Edward Montagne,
Curtis Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Leni.

Xew York members were Mr. and Mr-. Ted
Schlanger.

Cowan Becomes Manager
of Paramount Plant

James K. Cowan, who has been in charge
of the production of shorts at Paramount 's

Long Island studio, has been appointed
production manager and will work under
the general supervision of Monta Bell, pro-

duction executive of the studio. Cowan will

be directly in charge of the detail of all

productions, both features and shorts, the

change allowing Hell greater freedom for

questions of policy and new development.

Cleve Adams FBO Sales
Manager in N. Y.

Cleve Adam-, short subject -ale- manager
I'm- FBO last \ear, began the new year by
filling the chair id' FBo sales manager of

New York State, lie started hi- career

with Universal 1 I year- ago .as film sales-

man, later becoming branch manager, per-

sonal representative to the general manager,
and assistant general -ales manager. He
was FBO district manager for six years.
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1928 Pictures Reached High
Average, Say Exhibitors

Survey by NEWS Reveals Products For Year Met Required
Needs in Opinion of Majority—Praise Silents

FEATURE productions, both sound
and silent, maintained a high aver-

age of box office standards during
1928, according to the opinions of exhibi-

tors and theatre executives operating houses

in cities throughout the country, a survey
completed this week by Motion Picture
News reveals. Independent and chain the-

atre managers and executives with theatre

interests in territories scattered about the

country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific

coast and as far South as Florida, were
.queried for their estimates of the product
for the year 1928 and patron reactions to

their offerings during the period. The ma-
jority endorsed the pictures released in

1928 as fully up to anticipated standards
and satisfactory from the standpoint of the

people who pay off at the box office.

Silents Not Slighted

Contrary to widespread discussion con-

cerning the "overemphasis" on sound re-

:sulting in a neglect of silent picture pro-

duction standards, the bulk of the theatre

men queried by Motion Picture News de-

clared that, judged by the product they

have played, they do not believe that the

silent pictures have been neglected to the

extent that business has been hurt through

a lessening of the quality of the silent

drama.
Many leading showmen gave optimistic

etsimate of the business whieh lies ahead
Eor theatres. The view of many of these is

that the sound picture is bringing new
ehisses of patronage into the picture the-

atres :md that with a realization of the

promised quality of entertainment from- the

studios 1929 will witness a considerable ex-

pansion of the numbers upon which the

properly conducted picture theatre may
draw patronage.

< tpiiiion was unanimous that sound itself

is no longer a drawing card. The closing

months of 1928 afforded conclusive proof,

they declared, that the public will not ac-

cept mediocre entertainment just because
it has the added feature of dialogue or

sound effects and syehronized score. En-
tertainment is now what it always has been,

the one and only dependable attraction in

the theatre, where novelty will create ;i

Hurry but will not keep a theatre on a pay-

ing basis beyond the precise point at which
the novelty di: s.

Franklin s View
Following are reports from some of the

cities canvassed by Motion Picture News

for exhibitor estimates of 1928 product and
the prospects of 1929.

LOS ANGELES.—Harold B. Franklin,
president of West Coast Theatres, Inc., de-

clared that "productions on the whole have
met box office requirements during the past
year. I honestly believe that the silent

product of the past six months was better
than that produced in the last six months
of the preceding year. Sound has given us
more big box office attractions without
diminishing the value of established stars

in silent pictures. Sound 1ms put producers
on their toes, for the silent product must
be so much better than it has-been to cope
with the novelty of talking pictures and the

talking pictures have steadily improved in

quality. Consequently sound has benefited

aH branches of the industry. The most im-
portant lesson taught the industry by box
offices during the year is simply that the

public wants good pictures regardless of
whether they are silent or sound. The lat-

ter part of the year has taught us that the

public will not accept a picture merely be-

cause it has sound.
'

'

ST. LOUIS—Spyros Skouras, president

of Skouras Brothers Enterprises and the St.

Louis Amusement Company: "Avery high

(Continued on page 30

—
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Television Attracts Thousands
Flood of Inquiries at G. E. Shows Big Number of Receivers

Built; Short Wave Broadcast Continues

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., Jan. 2.—Will
television prove to be the big develop-

ment of 1929? What will be its effect

on the picture industry? Prophecies are

dangerous, but the fact about what is ac-

tually going on are of vital importance, in

view of the thousands who have built tele-

vision receiving sets, and the flood of in-

quiries coming into the General Electric of-

fices here.

Motion Picture News this week made
an investigation at the headquarters of

iG.E., and the striking point was brought

out, through statements of officials, that

thousands of television receivers are in ac-

tual use. From letters received, it is evi-

.dent that there are many more who desire

information on how such sets may be built.

Many letters have been received from
distant points reporting reception. The
most remote one was from a listener or ob-

server in Tasmania who reported receiving

the television impulses from the short wave
station. Gilbert C. Lee of Los Angeles,

iCalif., has been successful on several occa-

sions in picking up WGY's short wave tele-

vision signals as has Frank Jones, an engi-

neer and experimenter of Tuinucu, Cuba.

(By a Special Correspondent)

The News will publish next week the re-

sult of a second investigation at another
television broadcasting station.

WGY discontinued its weekly television

broadcasts on the 379.5 meter channel, Jan-
nary 1, but will continue carrying its visual

program through the medium of its short
wave stations W2XAF and W2XAD.
On May 10, 1928, the Schenectady station

began the operation of a regular television

schedule and was the first broadcasting sta-

tion anywhere to present television on
schedule. This schedule included operation
afternoons and late evenings; Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday in the afternoon and
Sunday and Tuesday evenings. All evening
television programs are broadcast on the

short waves.
The television image is a twenty-four

line picture—that is, the disc used at the
sending end has twenty-four holes. In re-

ception a disc with a similar number of
holes is necessary. The television trans-

mitter is constructed along lines of devel-

opment made by Dr. E. F. W. Alexander-
son, consulting engineer of the General
Electric Company and WGY's broadcast-
ing was inaugurated to assist him and his

associated engineers in getting all data.

Prior to the inauguration of the schedule,

WGY had broadcast television on many
occasions In the fall of 1927 WGY broad-

cast the voice simultaneously with the pic-

ture signals carried on short waves. Two
receivers, one tuned to the short waves and
another to WGY picked up the combina-
tion broadcast and observers saw and
heard the speakers in WGY's studio, three

miles away.
On August 22, WGY broadcast the first

outside pick-up of a television program,
Governor Smith about to deliver his speech
in Albany, accepting the Democratic nomi-
nation to the presidency.

On September 21, WGY broadcast the

first drama by television. Three cameras,

one for each of two characters and a third

for props, permitted a pick-up of the two-

character play, "The Queen's Messenger,"
by J. Hartley Manners. In this case the

image was broadcast on WGY's long wave
and the voice was transmitted on the 31.4

meter wave of W2XAF.
Observation on the television broadcasts

are made by Dr. Alexanderson and his as-

sistants in or near Schnectady.
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FBO Making Extensive Preparations
for Filming "Rio Rita"

FB is making extensive preparations for the filming of "Rio Rita,'
1

which ii is said w i\] be made with the original Florenz Ziegfeld cast

and music. The production will bave the advantage of supervision

li\ \\ illi.ini l.i- Baron, who is in charge of all production tor FBO.
Mr. l.c Baron lias been successful as playwright, editor, author and

motion picture producer and is likewise a1 home in the realm of musical

affairs. In addition to writing numerous legitimate pla\s lie was asso-

ciated with the late Victor Herbert in the authorship of "Her Regiment"
and with \ ictor Jacobi and Fritz Kreislcr on "Apple Blossoms."

"Bio Rita" "ill lie scored with all of the original Ziegfeld numbers. It

will he tin- first of I'" B ( )'s one hundred per cent sound and talking specials

for the 1929-30 season. Rehearsals will be held for at least a fortnight he-

fore a camera i~ turned for sound recording on the production. Authentic
backgrounds will be photographed on location along the Bio Grande Biver
and in the Mexican border towns.

Weeks Forms Sono-Tone
Paramount Tie-in?

Eddie Dowling On Way to Make First Picture at

Christie Sound Studios; Prominent Affiliations

ANEW sound picture producing com-
pany, Sono-Art, headed by George
W. Weeks. Paramount executive and

for the past year with Christie in the East,

will produce a number of feature length

talking pictures with silent versions during

1929. Early in January production will

start at the Metropolitan studios in Holly-

wood, which are under control of the Chris-

tie Film Company, when an Eddie Dowling
picture will get under way. Interested with

Mr. Week- are < >. E. Goebel, associated witli

this industry, Thomas A. Lynn, a financial

executive, and Charles 11. Christie, of

Christie Brothers. The company will have

the backing of the National Diversified

Corp. which i- said to represenl l > i i_r
mon-

eyed interests. Western Electric recording

equipment will be used.

In view of the Christie-Paramount aflilia-

Unfair Publicity Claim
by Tom Mix

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 3.—Tom Mix
claims the newspapers have
taken an unfair attitude toward

him regarding his court trouble over
the support of his daughter Ruth. It

is claimed to be another case of build-

ing sensational stories around a pic-

ture star.

Mix was cited in the local Superior
(Hurt last week to show cause why
he should not be held in contempt of

court for failure to pay Ruth S22.">

monthly support. The picture star

declares that he arranged with his at-

torneys for a fund out of which would
be paid monthly the amount awarded
Ruth. Recently creditors of Ruth
Mix, it is said, attached these funds,

so tying them up that neither Ruth
nor the creditors can collect any of
them until judgment is rendered.
The action citing Mix followed and

the story broke in the local papers be-
fore Mix was aware of the attachment,
he declares.

tion it is not an extravagant thought that

the Dowling picture will be released through
Paramount channels, or, in other words the

same kind of arrangement whereby Christie

makes the Douglas McLean pictures for

Paramount release.

Christie Brothers have recently filed in-

corporation papers to the extent of a mil-

lion and a half dollars for an organization
known as Metropolitan Sound Studios, Inc.

It is understood that several large out-

side interests besides the Christies' are be-

ing pooled in the ownership of at least six

different producing companies and which
will have a combined film program for the

coming year of more than $20,000,Q00.
Officers of the new corporation are

Charles II. Christie, president; Al E. Chris-

tie, vice president : William S. Holman,
secretary and treasurer; with Phil L. Ryan,
genera] manager in charge of production.

Anion"; the important film producing or-

ganizations now making pictures at Metro-
politan are the Harold Lloyd Productions,
Caddo Productions, Columbia Pictures,

British and Dominion Film-. Ltd., Sono-Art

Corporation; Chesterfield, Liberty and Cliff

Broughton Production Companies.

$850,000 Stock Increase in

Louisville Company
An increase in the stock of the Fourth

Avenue Amusement Company, Louisville,

Ky.. from $150,000 to $1,000,1 was an-

nounced las! week by the president of the

company, Fred J. Dolle. Of the new issue,

$1:1111.000 ot -tock will be distributed to the

stockholders in the ratio of their present

holdings and the remaining $400,000 will

be placed in the treasury. The distribution

amounts to a 300 per cent stock dividend.

D. H. Long is secretary and treasurer of

the company, and the board of director!

is composed of Mr. Dolle, Mr. Long, George
J. Long, J. C. Murphy and Adolph Ruel-
inger.

Negotiations Finished in

Schine-Chekeres Merger
Final negotiations have beei pleted in

the merger of the Schine and Chekeres in

tere ts at Springfield, Ohio, the new organ
ization taking the name of the Stat. |,v

gent Corporation. The Regent and Fair-

banks Theatres have been purchased from
the Co- Sun interests, while the new com
pany also will control the state and Ma
jestic, formerly owned by Chekeres. The
Regent closed a few weeks ago for refur
nishing and redecorating, and will reopen
around Christmas with a combination pol-

icy of pictures and vaudeville. Sound will

be installed at the State soon as arrange-
ments can be made. No definite announce-
ment has I n issued concerning the future
policy of the Fairbanks and Majestic.

Chekeres will manage all four houses. The
Company has under consideration two prom
meiit sites in Springfield for the erection of
a 2, 51 id-seat house, a 30 day option having
been taken on one of the site-.

T. S. Sales Convention in

Chicago, January 28-29
A convention of all the eastern sales man-

agers of Tiffany-Stahl will be held in Chi-
cago at the Hotel Stevens on January 28
and 29. General Sales Manager Oscar Han-
son will preside. A convention of the west-

ern managers will be held some time after

the first of the year in Hollywood. Grant
L. Cook, from the New York office, will at-

tend in company with M. II. Hoffman and
John M. Stahl, the heads of Tiffany-Stahl.

At the Chicago gathering, plans will be
outlined for the sales of sound and syn-

chronized films, of which there will not be

less than six or eight.

Other officials who will be present include

Rudolph Flothow, in charge of shorts and
synchronization supervisor; A. L. Selig, of

the advertising and publicity department;
S. F. Juergens, comptroller; and Wm. I).

Shapiro of Boston.

Police Say Youth Admits
Theatre Robbery

Charged with having held up Manager
Harry E. Lohmeycr and his assistant,

Wayne Birdsell, of the Earle Theatre,

Washington, 1). ('., October '_'!• and making
the latter open the office sail', from which
he took some $2,700, Elmo William Wil-

liams, 2(1, arrested in Chicago last week, is

said to have confessed to the crime upon his

arrival in Washington and implicated his

uncle, Thomas Williams, who was broughl
back to Washington from Tampa, Fla. The

elder Williams is said by police to have re-

ceived from hi- nephew the proceeds of the

robbery.

The young bandit i- being held by the

police under the technical charge of in-

\ c-t igal ion.

Zukor Leavess Coast for

New York
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 3.—Adolph Zukor, ac-

companied by Mis. Zukor, hit tor New
York after a live-week survey of production

ai-t ivil v at I he Paramount s| udio ,
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Interchangeability Arbitration
Provided in Settlement

Otterson Statement Fails to Cover Point Which Will Now Be
Regulated through Hays Organization

INTERCHANGEABILITY is at last a
reality—with restrictions. As an-
nounced exclusively in last week's issue

of Motion Picture News at least twenty-
four hours in advance of any other trade
publication, J. E. Otterson, president of
Electrical Research Products, conceded the
point in a lengthy statement.

The Stumbling Block
Electrical Research Products, subsidiary

to Western Electric Company, has been the

stumbling block in interchangeability since

the development of that company was first

put on the market and its licensees signed
the company contracts. RCA Photophone
has consistently stated that it had no objec-

tion to interchangeability provided the

equipment used was of a quality suitable for

proper reproduction. That is identical with
the concession now made by Mr. Otterson.

When it was announced that negotiations

were on between Western Electric 's li-

censees and the company in an effort to

bring about interchangeability it was also

said that the negotiations called for the

appointment of a special arbitration com-
mittee to handle any discussions that might
arise over the problem.

A paragraph in the Otterson statement
reads

:

"We have reached an understanding with

the producers licensed by us that they will

play their productions on any equipment
which in their judgment gives results of sat-

isfactory quality. If they find or we dem-
onstrate that the quality is not up to stand-
ard then they will cease to serve such equip-

ment."
There is no provision made for arbitra-

tion in that statement, but Elek J. Ludvigh,
general counsel for Paramount and chair-

man of the committee which represented the
licensees in the negotiations with Western
Electric, says that any problem arising will

be referred to arbitration boards in the

same manner as is any other film difference

that is otherwise unadjustable. The pro-

ducing company has the right to bring up
to standard any equipment that might be
protested by Western Electric and if the

latter still protests the quality it may be
referred to an arbitration board. With
both the Western Electric and RCA now
members of the Hays ' organization such

arbitration will be referred to the exhibitor-

distributor arbitration boards.

Ludvigh Discreet

Mr. Ludvigh politely refused to comment
to any extent on the statement of Mr. Ot-

terson or to offer any advice to the exhibitor

who is still in a quandary as to whether or

not he should install one of the cheaper
equipments. He expressed the opinion that

it would make better business than ever for
Western Electric. He compared the equip-
ment business with the automobile business,
saying that few persons who first purchased
a car bought the most expensive on the mar-
ket, but a majority of them eventually
bought a higher priced car.

Copyright Still Problem
The copyright music problem is still one

that is likely to throw a monkey wrench
into interchangeability and that is one that
cannot be definitely settled until the return
of E. C. Mills from Europe. The contract
which Mr. Mills has with Western Electric
and RCA exclusively, provides that copy-
right music of the sixty or seventy musie
publishers he represents as agent and
trustee can be played only on equipment of
Western Electric and RCA, which have paid
upward of $100,000 for the privilege.

Before his departure Mr. Mills said that

it would be to the advantage of his publish-
ers to have their music played as exten-
sively as possible, but that they would per-

mit only of its being played on proper
equipment and the only proper equipment
he had heard was that of Western Electric

and RCA.
Mr. Ludvigh expressed the belief that

Mr. Mills in all probability would take the

{Continued on page 33)

Reciprocity's First Big Test
Foreign Governments Watching Career of World Wide; Initial

Attempt to Provide Steady Flow of Imported Pictures

RECIPROCITY between Europe and

America is about to get its first real

test. Governments abroad will watch

closely what happens, particularly the Brit-

ish Government, which is greatly concerned

over the film question as related to America.

There has been talk of reciprocity for

years, but no organized, commercial effort

to put it over on a solid basis was made 1><'-

fore the advent of World Wide Pictures,

Inc., which will start operations January 15.

Hitherto, pictures from abroad have

come in spasmodically. It has been the con-

tention of a good many film interests

abroad that the pictures reaching here in-

termittently from the other side didn't get

a fair break in the American market.

This situation, however, will change, it is

pointed out, to this degree at least: that a

steady supply of films from abroad, dis-

tributed on a regular basis, will be available

through World Wide. Further, the com-

pany is manned by experts in the American

field: J. D. Williams, organizer of First

National; Alexander S. Aronson, for five

years foreign representative of M-G-M; and

Joseph S. Skirboll, former distribution

executive in the U. S. and foreign repre-

sentative for First National. Skirboll is

sales manager and Aronson general foreign

representative with headquarters in Europe.

The company has contracts with British

Hays Welcomes Euro-
pean Productions

I
NOTE with pleasure the announce-
ment of the World Wide Pictures,

Inc. Every additional facility for

the further production or distribution
of worthwhile pictures is good.
Too, this company will aid in still

further making certain that good pic-

tures, wherever they are made, are
given additional natural and easy
methods of distribution in this country.

This industry is ever ready to wel-
come to the screen of America all mo-
tion pictures which meet the standards
of entertainment expected by the
American motion picture public.

(Signed) WILL H. HAYS.

International Pictures, Ltd. ; UFA in Ger-
many and British Dominions, Ltd., French,,

Austrian and Italian contracts are pending.

The first list of releases contain seven pic-

tures.

The company's announced policy as ex-

pressed by Williams, is that pictures from
abroad for distribution here will be careful-

ly selected. He points out that the flood

gates will not be let down for a flow of hit-

or-miss pictures from Europe.

This idea, it was pointed out by observers

this week, is in line with the situation as it

must be faced by World Wide. The actual

determination of whether reciprocity is

workable will be settled at the box office.

However, foreign governments will watch
very closely to see whether any artificial or

political monkey wrenches are thrown. If,

for example, big producer-owned or affili-

ated circuits should not book World Wide,

always assuming that the pictures are good,

there would be a disposition abroad, it is

said, to question whether this refusal is in

good faith.
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II hen Lupe I tdez sings "If here Is the Song <>/ Songs for Me'/", an Irving Berlin air, in "L»</v
/>/ (Zip Pavements." Here the Mexican actress can be seen doing her scene, nith I). W. Grffiith

in the director's chair coaching her in pantomime, and the musicians providing the accompani-
ment. The story is placed in the I ranee of \apoleon III and Miss I idez is a cabaret singer.

35 For First National
at Increased Cost

$18,000,000 Reported Outlay for 1929-30; Higher Than
in Some Years

( Hollywood Bureau,

HOLDYWOOD, January 3.— With
l-'ir-t National scheduled to make
35 pictures uexl pear .-it an outlay

«
.

i $18, ,000, according to information
tin- week, .-i rise in cosl of production over
some previous years is seen by observers

here.

It. i- figured thai this may be brought

about bj increased overhead due to sound,

or for other reasons. In any event, com-
parisons are being made with cither years,
when tin- number of pictures was greater

and t he cosl lower.

In a typical year, under the old order of

things I « r 1 1_- before sound cut any figure ad

all, some 17 pictures were scheduled al a

cosl of $12,000,000, and these included some
big specials.

Motion Picture News)

The 1929-30 pictures will be known as

First National- Vitaphone productions.
Warner Brothers, controlling First Nation-
al, recently announced a program of 35 for
next season, so the total of the two concerns

will be 70.

Pirst National will have full use of Vita-
phone talking and sound synchronization
facilities and will go in heavily for dia-

logue. A list announced this week for com-
ing release, :ill of which will have talk, in-

clude- the ( mi nine Griffith pictures under
her new contract, whereby she will make
two super-specials a year; also the remain
ing pictures to be made under her for r

contract. Productions starring Richard
Barthelmess, Billie Dove and Milton Sills

also will be with dialogue.

Suggested by a Studio
Press Agent

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News/

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. :!.—The un-
kindest cut of the year was
pulled last week by a studio

press agent. In speaking to the mana-
ger of a Los Angeles theatre, where
business has been none too good, he
suggested the slogan:
"Avoid the Christmas crowds. Go to

the Soandso Theatre."

Daylight Saving Approved
and Disapproved

The ratepayers of Ottawa, Ontario, have
adopted the 102!* Daylight Saving Referen-
dum by a vote of L5,316 to 9,877, although
two of the city ward- voted against the

proposal. Brockville, Ontario, electors, on
the other hand, voted down daylight saving
for L929 while Port Colborne, Ontario has

voted to have daylight saving during the

next three years.

Toronto voted to continue daylight sav-

ing in 1020 hut Hamilton and London have

refused to accept t he measure.

Stage Hands and Publix
Settle Difficulties

The labor troubles between the Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees and the Publix Theatre circuit were
aim. •ally settled thi- week at Minneapolis,
a conference between representatives of the
two organizations arriving at the terms.

Mr. Canavan, president of the Alliance;

Theodore I.. Eays, of Finkelstein and Ru-
ben, president and tin- hoard and director of
Public Relations of the North West Theatre
Circuit, and Harry Sherman, Publis di-

rector of public relation-, were present at

the conference. Theatres involved in the

discussion were the State, Minnesota and
( iarrick in .Minneapolis.

The new terms are: That 28 shows con-
stitute one week, instead of the 'j:i -hows
demanded by the stage hands; that there
are to hi' hut three stage hand- at each the-

atre instead (if the six located now.
The controversy between the stage hands

and the Eennepin Orpheum in Minneapolis
was also peaceably settled.

Movie "School" Proprietor
Indicted in Syracuse

Harry Bennett Farrell, of Syracuse, N.
Y., who claimed to be director and producer
of Mayo Productions as well as a proprie-
tor of a so-called moving picture school in

that city, was turned over to the federal
authorities last week by the Syracuse po-
lice, following an indict nt in Dtica on
charges id' using the mails to defraud. The
charges were the result of a visit to the
school by a Syracuse policewoman, who
claimed that she had found six students, in

make-up, and all of whom had paid Farrell
sums ranging up to $500. The visit of the
policewoman was prompted by an adver-
tisement inserted by Farrell in one of the
local newspapers. It was alleged that Far-
rell promised to give contracts to the stu-

dents for engagements in the production of

a moving picture in Syracuse.

Sunday Shows Win Favor
of Mechanicville Voters
Residents of Mechanicville, N. V., at a

special election recently, declared them-
selves in no uncertain terms in favor of
Sunday movies, the vote being 1,534 to

038. The election was authorized hy the
common council on November '-!<i. Ahout
live years ago, opponents of Sunday movies
won out hy a. large majority in Mechanic-
ville and in 102(i the city council, hy a vote

of 3 t<i 2, refused to submit the proposition
to a special election. This marks the
first time in the history of the city that

motion pictures have been allowed. Resi-

dents of the city have been forced to travel

to Troy or CoboeS for the picture enter-

tainment on Sundays.

Bulgarian Government to

Erect Modern Studio
The Bulgarian Government intends to

erect a modern studio in the neighborhood
of Sofia, in order to develop domestic film

production, the Department of Commerce,
Washington, I). C, is informed. The tech-

nologists, who are to -urvey the eipiipment

of the new studio, will he mostly German.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Paramount

IT
\v;ns a snappy show at the big Publix

house for New Year's week. There
were two stage units and they were

quite as responsible as was the picture for
the general excellence of the program. The
feature picture is "The Shopworn Angel,"
with Gary Cooper and Nancy Carroll, one of

those in betweeners that it is rather hard to

'peg. Some of the women seemed to like it

but it was more the type of picture for the

"bigger towns only.

The entire show at the house ran two
hours and twenty-two minutes of which the

feature consumed an hour and eighteen

minutes. The only other screen entertain-

ment being the Paramount News, which was
alotted but four minutes.

A special "Happy New Year" prologue
to the regular show opened the program,
its running time being nine minutes. There
were four brief scenes representing the four
seasons which were thrown on the scrim
from projectors, a chorus singing "Winter"
for a snow scene, a soprano solo for Spring,

a Venetian scene for Summer with "Night
of Love" as the number, and Anally a violin

solo from the pit by Rubinoff, the guest

conductor, for Autumn. A Happy New
Year greeting with a

'

' Shake Hands '

' num-
ber was delivered by one of the girls of the

unit seated atop of the organ for the final

kick. The newsreel followed.

Jesse Crawford 's contribution for the

week comprised two numbers. The first

was Irving Berlin's latest "How About
Me?", which seemingly registered heavily

with the audience ; for a laugh finish he did

"I Faw Down and Go Boom," which pulled

a strong return. Seven minutes.

"The Perfect Girl," Publix Unit, had

the next thirty-nine minutes. Helen Mc-
Fadden, daughter of the physical culture

expert and publisher, is the featured girl.

She does a couple of nip-ups and hand-

springs and looks pretty good from the

front, but that lets her out. With her are

Joe Penner the comic, Luella Lee a soubret,

the Four Cheer Leaders and twelve of the

Alan Foster Girls. Penner, except for one

number, failed to get anything from the

audience. The Four Cheer Leaders doing a

couple of numbers in close harmony really

carried away the hit of the show. The
audience was asking for more when they

quit. The Foster girls had two distinct

novelty numbers, one devoted to bag punch-

ing in time with the music and the other a

running race on treadmills. For the open-

ing of the act Luella Lee handled a "Syn-
copated Cocktail" fairly, well.

Bennie Krueger and the Paramount stage

band worked throughout the revue. Krueger

as master of ceremonies added considerable

pep to the show. Rubinoff with his fiddle

was also spotted in the revue for a num-
ber which got over nicely.

Capitol
WALKING into the Capitol after having

been away from Broadway show re-

viewing for two years one is compelled to

wonder what they are trying to do to that

valuable piece of theatrical property. It

has been permitted to deteriorate to a

tremendous extent. That seemingly is true

of all divisions of the running of the house.

The theatre itself does not look as fresh

and inviting as it was, the service on the

part of the staff has gone to pot and the

stage shows are the type that they serve on

the West Coast. There is the usual stage

band with a master of ceremonies and spe-

cialty acts.

What a Difference

A personage new to the movies but famous on
stage and radio—Carlotta King, star of the first

I itaphoned operetta, "The Desert Song."

It is hard to reconcile the fact that from
the stage of the theatre, which two years

ago was the leader of the street one today

hears a flock of double entendre gags that

would not be permitted in any vaudeville

house and
.
which would only have been

tolerated at the Columbia when it played

burlesque. There should be some one at

this house that had the right to censor the

material of the acts that are booked in. The
offender this week in particular is Bob Nel-

son.

Incidentally, the hit of the week was

scored by King and King, a couple of danc-

ing boys whose stepping approximates as

nearly as possible the team work that Doyle

and Dixon once did. These boys, with a

fast routine of dancing, took all that there

was to be had from the audience in the way
of applause.

The Capitol's show this week runs two

hours and eighteen minutes, and is headed

with a sure box office draw in Lon Chaney

A family group—Hugh Allen, Dickey Moore
and Lois Wilson. They are the principals of
''Object—Alimony," new Columbia production.

in his latest feature "West of Zanzibar,"
based on the play "Congo," which was
barred from the screen by the Hays organi-

zation in its original form. A short talking

subject made by M-G-M presenting George
Dewey Washington a colored performer in

a series of three songs. The three numbers
are "Bluebirds," "Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulders" and "Sonny Boy." This col-

ored boy has a lot of personality and a cork-

ing voice and the picture being shot princ-

ipally in medium and close-up shots brings

him into the laps of the audience. The
Magazine, which was the program's only

other screen offering, contained four se-

lected shots from the M-G-M weekly and
two from Paramount. Three shots from

the Fox Movietone news showed Mt.

Vesuvius in eruption. This really looked

like a shot from the library which had a

sound effect added. The two other shots

were the Japanese actors in San Francisco

and a shot of the race track at Havana.

42 Minute Stage Show

The stage show ran 42 minutes. It is a

Mort Harris production and entitle. 1

"Mantilla." It is Spanish in flavor being

opened with a vocal duet by Gertrude Long

and Forrest Yarnell with the Chester Hale

girls working in front of the stage band for

a couple of numbers including a castenet

dance and a. tambourine drill. The exit at

the finish of the first, a sort of an endless

chain idea, with the girls coming right back

with the tambos clicked with the audience.

Dave Schoolee ran through a medley of

Spanish popular tunes on the piano and

received a very fair return for his efforts.

(Continued on following page)
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A Movietone dose-up for Mr. Leo, the M-G-M lion. In his role of trademark for the Metro
product, Leo will be seen and heard.

Broadway Show Reviews
(Continued from preceding page)

Manning and White, with burlesque Span-
ish Dance, fitter! nicely in the next spot with
the Hale Girls mi again immediately follow-

ing them.
A number thai gave the boys in the stage

hand a chance to contribute something in

the way nf song followed and lent comedy.
Then King and King £or the applause wal-

lop, and finally Bob Nelson to finish. Bob
went along and managed to get a few
Laughs until be got into his rough gags.

In all the show was a decided improve-
ment over tl ne that held the stage here

the preceding week.

Roxy
O L. ROTHAFEL is giving them a whale
*--'• of a show at the Roxy over the holi-

day -weeks. One of the outstanding fea-

tures of his bill is the Bhowing of 22
minutes solid of newsreels. Boxy has un-
doubtedly heard people say "If I could only

go to the theatre and see nothing but news-
reels I'd be satisfied," and he has taken
advantage of it. In the new-reel unit,

which comes al the end of the program,
! national. Pal lie. M Q M,

and Fox silenl m-w- subjects. This i- given
in addition to the regular Magazine and
Fox Movietone new- at its regular spot IE

the program. The program with "Prep and
Pep" a Pox release running i>:! minutes,
consumed exacl l> two hours and 55
Koxy in laying nut this program fig

that it would b to run two
week- and it i- exactly that, for it contains

the elements i bal aj e eei tain to appeal to

t lie ml Xew York is just

jammed with them at present because their

schools are closed down.
1 (pet an organ

of three minutes, followed b a I bree

minute overture of ''The .Merry Wives of

Windsor," which blends into another three
minute- of Knglish Christmas Carols with
the Roxy ensemble grouped on the stairs

and in the boxes at both sides of the
proscenium arch, the whole culminating in

a very effective scene entitled "The
Nativity." The latter opens with the lights

dimmed, a soloisl appears as an angel for
the rendition of "Holy Night" and as the
number comes to a close the slow brighten-
ing of the lights brings to view Mary,
Joseph and the Holy Child. The entire

elapsed time to this point was but 1.1

minutes.

The first of the holiday spectacles came
aexl and was entitled "Christinas Greet-
ings'' running 20 minutes. Santa Clan-,

with two gnomes open before the curtain
which parted discloses a toy shop. In this

a double quartel of negro singers are em-
ployed for the singing. They are effectively

dressed as Gingerbread Men, an acrobatic

dancer is the Jack-in-the-Box, two boys
and a girl a- wooden soldiers contribute a

routine of hard-shoe dancing, while the

h'nw el tes do duty as the dulls.

The Magazine and Pox Movietone News
had the next nine minute- of the program.

Not hing atari Ling here.

"The Sleeping Beauty," in eight scene .

proved the big stage wallop of the bill. It

run- .'!:! minute-. There are L3 principal

roles and t be enl ire company of t be house

utilized as the background. On the whole

the production remind- oi C the usual

holiday pantomimes that are so popular in

I ii" la m.i .1 ad al t be Roxy the product ion is

so elaboi al e a to bring to mind the spec
'.Millar things that were done at the old

New York Hippodrome in the days when
Arthur Voegtlin was in command there.

The story of the Princess who is be-

witched on her eighteenth birthday and
doomed to sleep for loo years when she will

he awakened by a handsome prince is

charmingly sel forth, with musical numbers,
eh. .in- ensembles and incidental ballet

dances. That alone was worth the price ol

admission.
The iVai ure on i lie screen was " Prep and

Peg" a Po3 release thai i- of the ordinary
run of program productions, but which
should prove amusing to the younger ele-

ment of theatre goer-.

Strand
HP JUS house is the hon I the all-talkie
A shows on Broadway and there are no
revues, presentations or other embellish-
ments to distract from the screen entertain-

ment. The show for the current week is

one that is entirely satisfactory from an
audience standpoint and its running time i>

exactly two hours and live minutes. In-

cluded in the program is a sound feature,

a talking short subject, a sound synchron-
ized cartoon and the Movietone New-.
That's enough for anybody with a couple of
hours to kill.

There is a brief orchestral interlude of a

minute at the opening of the show and this

is followed by the Strand Topical Review,
which contained one clip from International,

two from Pathe and three from Fox. A
complete Fox Movietone News followed,

this house being the only one on Broadway
showing the reel in its entirety. It contains

a New Year's Greeting, a shot of Gene Tim-
ney praying for England's King; the Jap
actors in San Francisco; Vesuvius in erup-

tion; New York's sub-debs in a ballet for

sweet charity and a shot of the Havana race

track. Seven minutes were given over to

the silent newsreel and ten to the Movie-
tone.

The cartoon comedy was "The Galloping
Gaucho" a Walt Disney production with

"Mickey Mouse" as the character. It. is a

burlesque on Doug Fairbank's "Gaucho"
in a way, but gets a lot of laughs. The
Powers Cinephone was used for the sound
effects.

"Giving In," a Warner Bros.-Vitaphone
short ran for 21 minutes and has Harry
Delf and Hedda Hopper as the principal

characters. It is a comedy thai was effect-

ive until the linish where it lacked a punch.

Richard Barthelmess in "Scarlet Seas"
with Betty Compson and Loretta Young
featured was the concluding offering of the

program. The feature is synchronized for

music and in several spots there are sound

effects of a mob battling sailors. But it is

Only the growls that are heard and no talk.

McGormack Resigns
from M. P. News

WILLIAM McCORMACK, long a
valued executive of Motion
Picture News, has resigned to

enter the general advertising field. Mr.
McCormack came to the News in lillli

and for eight years was an advertising

representative in New York City.

lie was then selected to succeed .1. C.
Jessen as western representative in

1921, and has since filled that ollice in

Hollywood, where he has many friends
and is highly respected throughout the
film colony and the business circles of
the city. The best wishes of the News
staff go with him in his new field of
work.
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1928 Pictures Reach High Mark
{Continued from page 25)

standard was set by producers in 1928 and
the possibilities for big grosses were greater
than ever in the history of the industry.
This was especially true of sound films.

The general public attended good picture
shows in increasing numbers and in all re-
spects it was our greatest year. We heard
very little complaint from patrons regard-
ing the quality of pictures offered. While
most producers were endeavoring to enter
the new sound field I cannot say that they
slighted silent pictures for sound. The out-
look for 1929 is very promising.

CLEVELAND.—William Haynes, assist-

ant general manager Loew's Theatre;
"1928 pictures were better than previous
year's output. The public showed marked
approval of good talking pictures and good
silent pictures, which latter were sufficiently

plentiful to disprove that the producers
neglected the type of production on which
the industry built its popularity. The out-
look for 1929 is promising of bigger and
better pictures with a combination of silent

and talking sequences."
John Royal, general manager, Keith's

theatre: "192S product was fair. During
the year the public was more emphatic in

its approval of good pictures and disap-
proval of the pictures which did not suit

the popular taste."

A Pessimistic Note

M. B. Horwitz, general manager, Wash-
ington circuit :

'

' The product for 1928 was
below required standards of the box office,

and the public expressed its disapproval
of the weaker attractions by staying away
from the theatres. The outlook for 1929
is not as promising as it would be if the-

atres were relieved of the great overhead
saddled upon the industry by experimenta-
tion in sound and the equipment for the
production and exhibition of sound pic-
tures. '

'

SAN FRANCISCO.—Exhibitors gener-
ally in this city are of the opinion that the

1928 product from the studios was entirely

satisfactory and generally better than ex-
pected. The public, according to a con-
sensus, has been 60 per cent satisfied with
about 40 per cent expressing disapproval.

George Allen, manager of the Golden Gate
theatre, was one of many to declare con-

fidence in the prospects for 1929 as a most
prosperous year for the picture men.

KANSAS CITY.—Louis Charnisky, man-
ager, Pantages theatre: "It is my convic-

tion that the pictures of 1928 were above
the standard of previous years. As a
whole, the expressions of patrons were fa-

vorable to the pictures, with the exception
of sound vaudeville pictures, which don't
seem to 'set' so well with the public. I

think 1929 will see a predomination of talk-

ing pictures and that business will be much
better than it was in 1928."

Walter Maloney, manager, Loew's Mid-
land: ''Public opinion has been favor-
able toward 1928 pictures, and I think the

product compares favorably with that of
other years, if it did not overshadow pic-

Silent Talkies Prove Trial to National
Board Reviewers

THE National Board of Review are said to be up in arms because they
have to listen to sound and dialog screen productions without receiv-

ing the benefit of the talk or music, the reason being that the
projection rooms in which they review the pictures are not equipped with
amplifying devices.

Last week the National Board had a two hour program of talking shots

to review and half of them left the projection room before the program
was 50 per cent over. The reason is simple. They look at the screen and
see the players delivering their lines and at the same time they are trying
to follow the dialog from a type written sheet that has been provided. It

is one of those cases of trying to do two things at once and seemingly it is

proving too much of a strain on the reviewers.

hires of the past few years. I think 1929

will see a further increase in the demand
for the sound picture and that business will

be good. '

'

Sees 1929 Good Year
L. J. Finske, manager, Newman theatre

:

"In so far as the Newman is concerned, I

can say without any fear of contradiction
that the 1928 pictures far surpassed pic-

tures of other years. Our box office re-

ceipts will prove that. The public in gen-
eral has expressed approval of the 1928
product. 1929 should see a good business

year for exhibitors and an increase in the

number and appeal of sound films."

Lawrence Lehman, manager, Mainstreet
theatre: "The 1928 product compares fa-

vorably with the pictures of other years.

Public opinion has been in favor of sound
pictures and the 1928 product in general.

Holden Swiger, manager, Royal theatre:
"My vote on the 1928 pictures is that they
surpassed in quality and drawing power the

pictures of other years. Public opinion has
been favorable to the offerings. Producers
have been busy with sound, but I don't see

that the silent product indicated any neg-
lect on the part of producers for that form
of production."

ALLIANCE, OHIO.—Theatre men here
were unanimous in the opinion that the
1928 run of pictures was as good and even
better than the previous years. Crime pic-

tures and comedy-dramas proved the most
popular. With the addition of facilities

for talkies Alliance operators are looking
forward to an even greater business in 1929.

Publix District Manager Relates

Experiences With Sound
OKLAHOMA CITY.—Chas. E. Sasseen,

District Manager for Publix, has gone
through the experience of having six the-

atres under his jurisdiction install Vita-

phone-Movietone since last May, namely.

Criterion and Capitol, Oklahoma City; Ri-

alto, Chickasha, Okla.; Criterion, Enid,

Okla.; Joie, Ft. Smith, Ark., and Royal,

Little Rock, Ark.
"In the first place," stated Mr. Sasseen,

"we found it invariably necessary to do

some remodeling in all of our houses, especi-

ally in the booths, which had to be enlarged

to accommodate the sound equipment. With
Movietone and the Vitaphone, producing

different sized pictures, we overcame this

by the use of an oversized lens that is wide
enough to cover the screen from side to side,

cutting off the bottom and top of the pic-

ture with a gate. This throws the same
sized picture on the screen for both instru-

ments. In some of our houses we found it

necessary to cover all metal partitions with

cloth or seltex material in order to get the

proper acoustical result-.."

With regard to the increased cost in run-

ning synchronized pictures, he stated he

considered it necessary t" increase In- op-

erators from two men to four for the Vita-

phone and from two men to three for the
Movietone. He also felt justified in increas-

ing the salary of his operators from ten to

fifteen per cent over the old silent picture
scale.

It was his opinion that much improve-
ment can yet be made in servicing his equip-
ment. Engineers are supplied, at a nominal
cost, by the manufacturer, who make regu-
lar inspections every week to ten days. Un-
til very recently, when such engineers were
located in Oklahoma City, it was necessary
to call one from other cities in emergen-
cies.

'

' Our sound equipment, '

' continued Mr.
Sasseen, "makes it necessary for the house
manager to be constantly in attendance at

each performance, because of the sensitive-

ness of the equipment to atmospheric con-
ditions, temperature of the theatre and
other things. There is a 'fader' device that

adjusts the sound when too low or too high.

The operator in the booth does not always
detect a deflection in sound, even though he
has a horn in his booth. Head 'phones con-
necting with the booth enable the manager
to communicate with the operator from the

floor and make corrections almost in-

stantly."



Sh
IN EQUIPMENT
ADVERTISING EOR ?ft
The vote's in—and counted. It's the vote cast by all the equip-

ment advertisers in the theatre field. And it's a vote that permits

no vestige of a doubt concerning its sincerity— for every voter

paid to cast his ballot.

Here's the result.

Motion Picture News leads all other motion picture trade

journals in total number of equipment advertising pages

carried during 1928. Motion Picture News also carried ad-

vertising from a greater number of equipment manufac-

turers than any of its competitors. Motion Picture News

equipment advertising for 1928 showed a gain over its

1927 volume. Its closest competitor showed a loss in vol-

ume of equipment advertising carried for 1928 as com-

pared to 1927.

In the final analysis only results count. Motion Pic-

ture News places these plain indisputable facts before

every advertiser and lets the advertiser judge.

The leading equipment paper fifteen years ago,

the leading equipment paper today—and to-

morrow !

OTIOIM
PICTURE

\?mm



HIRES WHY
For fifteen years, Motion Picture News has covered all the buyers in the

theatre field.

Not a forced circulation, but one acquired and retained thru the strength,

character and service that theatre owners recognize in the News.

Further, Motion Picture News equipment editions have gained full

recognition from theatre architects of consequence. Architects are a

mighty important factor in the sale of theatre equipment.

When advertisers buy Motion Picture News circulation, they are

not paying for any "waste". They pay only for the placing of

their sales messages before readers that actually buy.

It is because manufacturers of theatre equipment are familiar

with the complexities of the structure of the theatre field that

they recognize that Motion Picture News circulation repre-

sents the individuals and organizations they must sell.

The largest as well as the longest established equipment

manufacturers in the theatre industry advertise in Mo-
tion Picture News—some with campaigns that have
extended over fifteen years.

The true test of advertising value of a Motion
Picture Trade Paper is the amount of equip-

ment advertising it carries.
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Paramount 9-Months'
Net Is $5,975,745

NET profil of $2,102,117.57 for the
three months' period and $5,975,-

771.7(1 for (hi- nine-months'
period ended September 29, 1928, after
deducting all expenses and taxes, is

credited to P&ramount-Famous-Laskj
Corporation. The figures for the nine
nionihs include $142,532.76, represent-
ing the company's undistributed share
ol earnings of Balaban and Katz, at

that time a ii."> per eenl owned sub-
sidiary. I'rolits fur the three months
amount to S.'Utli |)er share on stock
issued and outstanding prior to recent
split-up of three for one. and $1.02 per
share after same split-up: for nine-
months' period, profits amount to i?S.(>9

per share on old basis, and 82.90 per
share on new basis of stock outstand-
ing.

Speaker Hits Proposed Tax
On Admissions

Speaking at the meeting of the Monarch
i, II. A. Buchanan, of Sylva, a member

of the Theatre Owners' Association of
North Carolina, which held its sixteenth an-
nual convention here this week, took inci-

sion to condemn the proposal to assess a
tax of in per cent on theatre tickets in

North Carolina, citing conditions in the the-
atre industry in South Carolina which have
resulted from the imposition of a similar
tax.

Mr. Buchanan also criticized the efforts

being made to establish censorship of mo-
tion pictures, stating that the theatre own-
ers know they cannot hope to succeed mi-
les they give the public worthwhile pictures
and that this fact alone obviates the need
for censorship.

New M-G-M Contracts
Long term contracts were signed last

week by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with
Charles King and Phyllis Haver, featured
players, and George Cunningham, stage di-

rector. The firsl i- a product of the legit.

, who is now in pictures, while the
latter did his first work for M-G-M in train-
ing the chorus for "Broadway Melody."
Miss Haver is a recent addition to the
M < i M rank--.

Decline in U. S. Film
Exports in September

AHEAVY decline in motion pic-
ture exports in September is re-
ported by the Department of

Commerce, Washington, D. C, figures
compiled showing that shipments dur-
ing the month totaled only 16,632,985
feet, valued at $410,741, as compared
with 21,991,311 feet, valued at $726,036
in August.
With the exception of exports of raw

stock, which increased from 4,409,154
feet, valued at $101,113 in August, to
5,712„300 feet, valued at $131,085 in
September, the decline in exports was
general, shipments of positive film
dropping from 16,511,648 feet, valued at
$433,301 to 10,622,207 feet, valued at
$248,609, and negatives declining from
1.040,509 feet, valued at $188,622 to 298,-

478 feet, valued at $31,047.

Navy Relies Principally on
Films for Entertainment
Motion pictures arc steadily compt

a greater share oi the on afforded

enlistei Navy, according to i be

annua I

i epot I of the chief of t be Bureau
of Navigation, Washington, D. <'.. which

shows thai 13 per cent of the funds pro-

\ Lded Eor this purpose are de\ oted to mo-
i ion pictures.

" h can l>e seen thai atesl indi-

vidual expenditure is devoted to motion

pictures," the report stales, "the reason

i bereJ oj being thai l>\ this means the idle

hour- at the cud of every working day can

best be filled to provide eontentmeni and

to furnish contact with lif tside the con-

fines of the Navy. The Bureau of Naviga-

tion makes acknowledgement to the motion-

picture producers of the country for their

interest and cooperative efforts in making
preeminently successful the Navy motion

picture service, which reaches to the

furthest limits of the Naval establishment.

The Army transport service, as well, bene-

fits from the Navy motion pictures when
transporting films to outlying stations."

Will Consider Changes in

Film Duties in February
Changes in the duties on moving picture

films will be taken up by the House Com-
mit t n Ways and Means, Washington,
D. C, beginning February 15, when the

sundries schedule of the tariff act is reached

during the hearings on general revision of

the tariff which are to begin January 7, it

has been announced.
The hearings are expected to extend for

probably two months and in order that the

work of the committee in drafting the new
bill may be expedited it has been split up
into a number of subcommittees, each in

charge of one schedule, the subcommittee in

charge of the sundries schedule consisting

of Representatives Frank Crowther of New
York, chairman, Charles C. Kearns of Ohio
and Harry A. Estep of Pennsylvania.

Adults Only, Say Censors
One of the first restrictions in Canada on

a sound feature was the order from the Al-
berta Board of Moving Picture Censors that

"The Wedding March" should be shown
only to adult audiences. The result was
that Manager Hazza of the Capitol Theatre,

Calgary, had to announce that no children

would be admitted when it was presented

there as a synchronized attraction during
the week of December 10. Another result

was that the theatre was packed at every

show.

Luckett Becomes Manager
Joseph E. Luckett has been made mana-

ger of tin' company's branch office in Dal-
las, Texas, by Kir-t National. He succeeds
Leslie Wilkes, who resigned to become as-

sociated with Louis Dent in theatre opera-
tion.

"The Spieler" Now Ready
Lathe's special. "The Spieler," a storj

of the carnivals, is ready for release this

month both in sound and silent versions.

If dice Adoree and Alan Dale are featured
in the production.

Trend of Pictures Is

Toward Romance
HEART stories, simple romances

and similar stories leavened
with modern sophistication, are

now being used in pictures, declared

Paul Hern last week. "The trend is

away from hardness, from the sordid
annals of the underworld," said the
I'alhe producer, who is now in New
York.
The new art of talking pictures does

not mean the elimination of personali-
ties who have achieved fame in silent

dramas, thinks Mr. Hern. Women with
screen personalities, who have fine

speaking and singing voices, now have
the chance to climb higher than they
have ever been able to do in the silent

drama, he believes.

First National Purchases
4 New Stories

"Rose of Killarney," "When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling," "Riviera" and "The Queen
of Jazz" are recently acquired stories for

which First National purchased both the

filming and dialogue rights. It is not cer-

tain as to what time they will go into pro-

duction.

Resonant Floor Material
After consducting tests in an effort to

find a floor material resonant enough for

the recording of sound films, the acoustic

engineers of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio have determined to use varnished

plywood, which brings out particularly well

the sound of tap dancing, it is said.

Morgan Heads Cameras
Ira Morgan, after several years on the

Coast, has been brought east by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer to take charge of camera work
at the Cosmopolitan studio in New York,
where M-G-M is now concentrating on
talkie production.

Winners in F. N. Fall

Sales Campaign
THE Albany exchange in the East-

ern district, Kansas City in the
Southern district. Salt Lake City

in the Western district and Winnipeg
in the Canadian were announced last

week by First National as the winners
of the Fall sales drive. Albany and
Kansas City were only a fraction of

one per cent apart in their ratings.

Managers of the winning branches
are: R. W. Wehrle. Albany; William
Warner, Kansas City: William F. Gor-
don, Salt Lake City; M. Isman, Winni-
peg. They will each be awarded cash
prizes and the salesmen and other em-
ployees of each winning exchange will

also be rewarded.
New Haven and Boston were next to

the leaders in the Eastern district;

Seattle and Minneapolis were runners
up in the Western district: Cleveland
and Memphis were second and third
respectively in the Southern district;

Vancouver and Toronto were close be-
hind in the Canadian district.
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Sawnson Unit Moves from
FBO to Pathe

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, January 3.—The production
of the Gloria Swanson picture "Queen
Kelly" had been moved from the FBO
studio to Pathe, the reason given being- that
FBO had only one stage available for the
Swanson unit which did not provide the
space n led. The picture lias been seven
weeks in production with four weeks to go
for the silent version.

The real reason for moving, it is reporti d,

is probably Joseph P. Kennedy's with-
drawal from FBO and the fact that he is

financing the Swanson unit and is allied

with Pathe only.

Edmund Goulding will direct the dialogue
version, it is said.

Spokane Audience Routed
When Film Ignites

Several hundred patrons of the Unique
Theatre, Spokane, Wash., made a wild dash
from the theatre when a film flashed into

flames in the operator's booth, burning two
reels of film and the clothing of Ralph Hil-
born, operator, who had a narrow escape.

Lieut. Jack Lambert, however, was not

so fortunate, as while fighting the fire he
had a narrow escape from electrocution

when the nozzle of the chemical hose he
was using came in contact with a metal
door that had become charged from a live

wire. One of his hands was severely
burned.

It is expected that damage will amount
to $600 and repairs will be made immedi-
ately.

Ontario Begins Classifying

Films for Public
The Ontario Board of Moving Picture

Censors, Toronto, turned over a new leaf

with the beginning of the calendar year in

the matter of regulations by putting into

effect the arrangement for the classifying of
all film subjects for general and adult pre-

sentations. Starting January 1, all pictures

passed in Ontario are being labelled either

"U" for both adult and juvenile absorption
or "A" when they are intended for adult

audiences only. This is the Same rule that

has been in force in Alberta, as well as in

Great Britain, for some time.

Warner's Pre-releasing 2
Features in January

"The Million Dollar Collar" will be pre-
released on January 12 and '•Fancy Bag-
gage" on January 26 by the "Warner Bros.

The pre-release bookings are for houses
equipped with Vitaphone, it is announced.

These two pre-releases make a total of

five Warner releases for January. The oth-

ers are "The Little "Wildcat," January .">;

"My Man," January 12; ami "Conquest,"
Januarv If).

M. Gluckman Buys Right
to Handle Price Feature
The distribution rights to the Oscar A.

Price production, " The Bachelors' Club,"
for Argentine, Chile, Bolivia, Uraguay,
Paraguay and Ecquador have been sold to

Max Glucksman, New York.

Past Year Was Bad One for Movie
Colony, 30 Persons Dying

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 3.—The past year took heavy toll of the film

colony. Thirty members of Hollywood's film colony, which means
players, directors, or executives allied with the production branch

of the industry, died either at home or while traveling. Seventeen of the

thirty were players. Four were directors or assistant directors. The re-

maining nine were executives, writers, cameramen or technicians.

The players were Fred Thomson, Theodore Roberts, Edward Connolly,

Larry Semon, Arnold Kent, Einar Hansen, Ted McNamara, Sid Smith,

Ward Crane, William H. Crane, George Beban, Hughie Mack, George
Nichols, George Seigmann, Georgia Woodthorpe, and Frank Currier. The
others were Ralph O. Donoghue, Merle Mitchell, Gerald Duffy, Dr. Bela
Rudolph J. Bergquist, John Fairbanks, L. M. Goodstedt, Frank Urson,

Mauritz Stiller and J. T. O'Donohue.

7,000 Seater for N. Y.
Fox Reported Negotiating With Shuberts for Great

White Way Site; 40-Story Office Bldg. Planned

THE names of "William Fox and the

Shuberts are linked in a report now
current in Broadway film circles that

the former is negotiating for properties on
the Southwest corner of Broadway and 47th

Street, Xew York City, on which it is said

Fox plans to erect the largest motion pic-

ture theatre in the city, advance reports

placing the seating capacity of the house

at 7,000. The proposed structure would be

topped by 40 stories of offices and display

rooms, according to reports, and would also

have a tower above.

'flic Fox Realty Company, representing

the theatre magnate, are sponsoring the pro-

ject, it is understood, and the properties in-

volved include the Central Theatre, owned

New Unit Replaces
Northwest M.P.T..O.A.
FOLLOWING the annual conven-

tion of exhibitors of Pacific

Northwest in Seattle, Washing-
ton, the unit of the M. P. T. O. A. form-
erly known as the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Washington was
disbanded, and is now replaced by The
Allied Amusements of the Northwest.
The move was made in order to in-

clude in the exhibitor organization
scores of showmen of Alaska, Montana,
Oregon, Idaho and Washington who
were formerlv not in the geographical
boundaries of the M. P. T. O. A. The
convention, held at the Washington
Hotel, was the most successful in the
history of the group.

Officers for 1929 were elected as fol-

lows: Al Rosenberg, Seattle, president;
LeRoy V. Johnson. Seattle, vice-presi-

dent : F. C. Weskil. Colfax, vice-presi-

dent ; James M. Hone, executive secre-
tary-treasurer; Melvin Winstock, Seat-
tle, chairman finance committee.
Trustees for ensuing year: Ray Grom-
bacher, Milton Kenworthv, Charles M.
Thall. Benjamin Fey, John McGill,
Frank A. Graham. Francis Graham, Ed
Dolan, Will Starkey.

by J. J. Shubert. The Hanover Bank, just

around the corner of 47th Street, and about
four or five other buildings in addition to

the Central will be demolished to make
way for the new playhouse, reports say. It

is further added that tenants occupying the

properties involved have been asked to va-

cate the premises about the middle of the

present year and surrender on May 1 leases

expiring during September and October.

The Hanover Bank, it is said, will move
back into the proposed building upon its

completion. The other properties involved

are small in height and they are said to be

owned by the Trebuhs Realty Co., repre-

senting the Shuberts. The proposed play-

house would offer a dangerous competitor

for the Strand, which is located on the next

block north. There are already two thea-

tres on the street, but they are devoted to

the legitimate stage presentations.

The Shubert offices have admitted that

Fox is negotiating for their properties but

no statement was released concerning the

stage the negotiations have reached.

Hays Going to Coast on
January 8

Will H. Hays, president of the Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors, leaves

for Hollywood on January S, making his

bi-annual pilgrimage to the production cen-

ter. Maurice MeKenzie wiil accompany
him on this trip. A special meeting of the

Association of the Motion Picture Produc-

ers will hi' called immediately after the ar-

rival of Mr. Hays on the coast.

Spitt Publicity Director for

Paramount Theatre
Ralph Spitt, former foreign publicity di-

rector for First National, has been ap-

pointed director of publicity for the Para-

mount Theatre, Xew York City, and
entered on his new duties this week.

Mr. Spitt is one of the best known pub-
licity men in this industry.
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Depinet (Jot Alice White
Team "Sponsor" Job

'Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. X—To Ned
Depineti Bales manager for Firs!

National, goes credit For grab-
bing off the most sought-after public-
itj stunt cm ihr W r-i Coast each year.
Depinet succeeded in getting Alice
White, a Kirst National -tar. to act as
"Sponsor" for the Georgia Tech foot-
ball team during the Rose Mow I

Tournament mi New fear's Day. Each
year the West (Hast studios vie with
eaeh other to succeed in placing one of
their stars in that position. Depinet is

a Georgian, and through his connec-
tions placed Alice as the hostess and
mascot lor the Eastern visitors.

Warners Preparing Story
for David Lee

David Lee, the three-year-old boy who
perforin- m "The Singing Fool," and who
recentlj acted in a Bin-Tin-Tin vehicle,

"Frozen River," will he starred in a spe-

cial story by the Warner Brothers. The
scenario department has been ordered by
J. L. Warner to write a story especially tor

the young player. A title tor it has not

been definitely chosen but it will go
into production early tin- month, it i- -aid.

The story will have the benefit of Ai
Jolson''s advice and supervision through its

production. Jolson ha- consulted with the

scenario department over the details.

A recent report emanating from Holly-
wood that the boy actor had lied was en-

tirely unfounded. The .juvenile has com-
pletely recovered from a slight attack of

the tin which confined him to hi- home for

two day-. He showed up at the Warner
studio last Tuesday lit for work.

Billy Bevan Among New
Pathe Releases

'Hi- New Stenographer," a Mack Sen-
nett comedy, starring Hilly Bevan, heads
the new Pathe -hoit- -et for release during
the Week of December 30. The other sub-
ject- on the bill are: •The Mail Man,"
Ae-op film fable; Topics of the Day, No. 1

;

"The Tigers' Mark." chapter two of

"The Tiger's Shadow," now Pathe serial;

Pathe Review No. 1 and two issues of the

Pathe News.
Natalie Joyce, [rving Bacon and Alice

Ward are supporters of Bevan in his new
vehicle, directed by Phil Whitman. In the

Review are pictorial -indie- of "The Po
lice Gazette," the Mexican farmers trou

bles as revealed in "Portable Acre-," and
"A Horseback After Fish on a Mountain,"
a natur -t udy.

Adaptor
Edward Luddy, Universal contract di-

rector, has been loaned to First National to

write adaptation of forthcoming production
in be directed by Mervyn Le Roy. When
finish d at First National. Luddy will re-

turn to Firs! National to direct Arthur
Lake in In- next.

Johnny Walker Producer
of Talking Pictures

Johnnj Walker, motion picture actor, has

become a producer oj I a Iking picl tires. 1 [e

is the producing head of Talkaphone Pic

lure- Corporation, a new eompanj organ-

ized to produce in the De Foresl Phonofilm

studios of General Talking Picture- Corpo-

ration at 318 Easl 18th Streel in New York

City.

The lir-i i eal niv to be made and on « Inch

work was scheduled to start this week, is

titled, "Blackface," an original story by
Howard Emmetl Rogers. Among the

timaite players in the east are. Phoebe
Foster, late of "Interference;" William

Harrigan, Charles Dow Clark. William

Fra\t ley and .lack ( berry.

Johnny Walker and Howard Emmetl
Rogers will co-direct the picture. Walker
will direct the picture and supervise the

dialogue, while Rogers will direct the dia-

logue and supers ise l he picture.

"Old Arizona" Released
Nationally January 20

The Fox sales organization has decided

on January 20 as the national release date

for their production of "In < • I < 1 Arizona."
The picture will open at the Roxy, New
York, one day earlier.

This is the all-talk production that was
started by Haoul Walsh as director and
principal male lead. After he was injured

while making the picture, Irving Cummings
took over the direction and Warner Baxter

was substituted in the lead. A great portion

of the picture had to be reshot in order that

Baxter might carry the -lory.

A- it now stand- there are but few of

the original Walsh scenes left in the pro-

duction.

Mahlon Hamilton Cast
Mahlon Hamilton will play lead oppo Lte

Sophie Tucker m her all talker for War-
ner Brothers "Honky Tonk."

Eastman Cannot Use
Word as Trademark

THK word "cinegraph" is not valid

as a trademark for motion pic-

ture positive films it has been
held by Assistant Commissioner of

Patents M. J. Moore in a decision in

Washington, D. C, denying registra-

tion of the word to the Eastman Ko-
dak Company.

The ground on which registration of

the mark was refused is that it is

descriptive of the goods, indicating

that they are films for motion pictures

or cinegraphs; that "cinegraph" is

substantially a phonetic spelling of

"cineograph" as commonly pronounced.
The Eastman Company, however, in ap-
pealing from a decision of the exam-
iner of trademarks refusing registra-

tion, contended that the words were
not identical, that the definition given
in dictionaries is not of a fi'm but ot

the projected image as visible on a
screen, that "cineograph" although
found in the dictionary, has never been
more than a suggested word.

This contention was declared "unten-
able" by the assistant commissioner,
who stated: "Being a recognized de-

scriptive word used in the motion pic-

lure art, it should be left to the free
use of all who are interested in this

art."

Moran, Mack Signed
By Paramount

MORAN AND MACK, vaudeville
and legitimate stars, have been
signed by Paramount to make

two feature length ta'king pictures at

the company's Hollywood studios.

They will depart for the coast in the
near tut lire.

As a team, Moran and Mack are
known as "The Two Black Crow-."
They have been vaudeville headliners
for many years, and for several sea-
sons appeared in Karl Carroll's
"Vanities" and other Broadway musical
shows.

Daylight Saving Loses Out
in Kansas City

There will be no daylight saving plan in

force in Kansas City next summer, or in a

good many year- in all probability, a- a

result of the meeting of representative- of

various organizations who attended the

Chamber of Commerce hearing on the ques-

tion la-t week. Only one person favored
daylight -axing at the meet tng.

Representing the exchange of Kansas
City, A. 11. Cole argued against the proposi
lion in conjunct ion with C. II. Burkey, rep-

resenting the suburban theatre owners.
They insisted that one hour of daylight sav-

ing would result in a financial hi-s for both
open and housed motion picture -how-.

The postal department, the teachers club

and all union labor voted against the propo-
-it ion.

Pathe International Corp.

to Handle Color Films
Pathe International Corporation will dis-

tribute six one-reel films, produced under
the Blattner Keller-Dorian system, in Creat

Britain. A. George Smith, managing direc-

tor of I'. I. C.'s London office, recently

completed negotiations. The British office

of Pathe International will also handle the

uecessar; apparatus to enable the films to

be projected, It is a simple attachment, it

is -aid, and the cost of the installation will

be approximately $25. The first of the color

picture- will shortly be trade-shown in Eng-

land.

Makeup for Golortone
Aft r considerable experimenl with vari-

ous liquids and pastemaking ingredients, it

has been discovered by the Metro Groldwyn-

Mayer studio thai a specially prepared dry
or powder makeup is the most easily pho-

tographed and gives the be-t color tints |,,r

the novell y colortone revues.

Adapting

A. I'. Younger is writing adaptation of

"I'lie Bugle Sounds." l.on Chancy 's next

starring picture for M-G M.

"Rosalie"

"Rosalie," the musical comedy hit, will

be made by Metro-Goldwyn Mayer as a Ma-
rion Davies vehicle. Marilyn Miller starred

in the stage version of the Ziegfeld -how.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Music May Halt Interchangeability
Mills Contracts Give
Permission for Use
Only by W. E. and RCA

i i ontinucd from page 27)

same attitude as the producers and the elec-

tric companies on interchangeability,

though he said he had not yet even spoken
lo Mr. Mills regarding the matter. It is

understood, however, that among- the Mills

publishers are some said to he dissatisfied

with the contracts they hold with him and
that they would welcome a breach of the

conditions so that they might take up free

lance work, which it is said, would lie much
more profitable to many of them.
Among' other things, Mr. Ludvigh said

there were complications in several phases
of interchangeability aside from the music
angle and it would doubtless be some time

before they were straightened out to the

complete satisfaction of all concerned.

B. E. Bucher, vice-president of RCA
Photophone was pleased with the Otterson
statement, declaring the more the merrier
and it must eventually be a survival of the

tittest.

'"We have never questioned interchange-
ability," said Mr. Bucher, "and we at no
time doubted it woldd become effective. We
have made great progress with our

equipment and there will be further im-

provements. We will also have on the mar-
ket within the next few months a consid-

erably cheaper disc reproducing device ami
we are ready for competition with any of

them."

New Telefilm Releasing
Company Formed

Hollywood. .Ian. .'!.—Anthony J. Xydias,
well known independent producer, has

formed Perfect Talking Pictures Company,
releasing organization tm- Telefilm Pictures
Corporation which owns sound and talk

synchronization via disc method.
It is claimed that Telefilm discs will be

interchangeable on any disc apparatus.
Production for the present will lie confined
lo one and two reel vaudeville numbers, a

series of 12 of which will be state righted.

Commercial Use Made of

Movietone Picture
The first commercialized use of sound

pictures in Kansas City occurred recently

when sound pictures were exhibited to

37 Graham-Page car dealers, the three Gra-
ham brothers appealing in a Movietone
him to extend an invitation to a national

dealers' meeting in Detroit this month.

Canada Showmen See Advantages in
Short Talking Pictures

INTERESTING claims and promises are being made for sound pictures

by prominent men of the moving picture theatre business in Canada.
Important comment has been made by Jack Arthur of Toronto, super-

visor of presentations for Famous Players Canadian Corp.. and conductor
at the Uptown Theatre, Toronto, as follows:

"With the advent of talking pictures, presentations and acts will natu-

rally be reduced in small houses. With the abundance and variety of talk-

ing shorts, with many name attractions featured in them and the low cost

of these subjects, there can he nothing but favorable comparison in en-

tertainment value against the house using two or three small time vaude-
ville acts on the apron owing to the lack of stage space—to say nothing
of inadequate lighting and settings. I believe, however, that stage pre-
sentations will always have a place in the large motion picture theatres."

Ray Tubman, manager of the Regent and Imperial Theatres, Ottawa.
Ontario, made the following pronouncement in the Ottawa Journal on
December 28:

"A new era is dawning for the motion picture. There is no question
that the spoken drama is in demand. Is the new motion picture develop-
ment, the Movietone, destined to fill this want? We, in Ottawa, will have
an opportunity of seeing and hearing famous dramatic, concert and revue
stars in some of their best works at a very nominal admission charge. I

believe that the Movietone will help the situation in Ottawa considerable"

Paramount to Triple L. I.

Studio Sound Equipment
PARAMOUNT has doubled its capacity
•* for the recording of sound pictures at

the Long Island studio of the company, and
in the near future will be equipped to re-

cord through a third sound channel, accord-
ing to announcement by John W. Butler,

executive manager at the studio.

Since the making of all-dialogue feature
pictures was begun at the Astoria studios

last Fall with "The Letter." featuring
Jeanne Eagles, followed by "The Hole in

The Wall," it has been possible to make
only a single talking scene at once. There
has been only one "sound channel." Con-
sequently only one picture was made at a

lime, in contrast to the old days when as

many as six silent pictures were in produc-
tion simultaneously at the studio. The only
possible chance to speed up on the talkies

has been doing night work on the short sub-

jects.

The original equipment at the Astoria

studios has now been doubled throughout
by engineers of the Electrical Research
Products Company and in a few week- a

third sound channel to record musical
scores will he completed.

Effective sound proofing of the main floor

stage is now in progress. Because of its

>ize and the necessity I'm- keeping its space
flexible, it was impractical to treat this

stage with hollow tile walls like the -mailer
stages. Alter experimenting with heavy
drapes, it has been decided to equip the

stage with huge tent-like hangings, arranged
lo |nill up and down in the manner of Ve-
netian window curtains. The device was
worked mil by Butler himself, in conference
with sound experts of the studio staff.

Du Par, Roth Take Posts
at Brooklyn Studios

Edwin Du Par, tor the past three years
chief Yitaphone camera man at the Warner
West (.'oast Studios, is now at the Vita-

phone Brooklyn studios to start camera
work on short subjects ami to instruct a

crew of camera men in the intricacies of

operating- a Yitaphone camera. He will lie

in charge of all camera work at the studio.

Murray Roth, assistant to Bryan l-'oy.

production chief at the Brooklyn studios of

Warner-, is also on hand from the eoast.

He ha- assumed his post as director of short

subjects.
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Sound Picture Reviews
By CHESTER J. SMITH

"Stage Struck"

Til I
s i- one of the Aesop's Fable series animated h\ Paul Terrj and

John Foster, « iih effects bj Max Mannie, music 1>\ Joseph Zurro and
distributed bj Pathe. Sound and effects add materially to these car-

toons generally and this one i- no exception. The one criticism "I ii is that
it has been crammed too lull of effects. Thej are almost continuous and
Synchronism i> by RCA Photophone.

"Pressing the Suit"

[here i- little to recommend in this abbreviated talkie. It is an all-

dialogue sketch which is entirelj withoul art inn and the dialogue is of a

type that i- neither bright nor clever. The casl of three could also be im-

proved upon. I ln\ read their lines in a mechanicaJ sort oi «.n that i- not
\n\ impressive. The storj i- of the Topics of the Daj series released bj

Pathe and synchronized l>\ the RCA Photophone process.

"The fetters"

Tli i- i- another of the Topics of the Daj scries released b\ Pathe and
synchronized h> RAC Photophone. It is dull entertainment with a drab
line of patter that run- continuously. None of the three principals i> con-
vincing in the reading of lines. It is just the tale of a couple of petters
who spring an occasional gag or wise crack. They are interrupted by the
girl's father who indignantly tell- the youth to put the milk inside as lie

nor- out. Other such jibes fail to enliven it any.

George Dewey Washington
Here is a clever entertainer in an act that will he well received wher-

ever sound is reproduced on the screen. It is an M-G-M Movietone subject
by a Colored artist who has a voice well adapted for the talkies. His
number- are well chosen and as well rendered with as clear enunciation
a- i- heard on the screen. "Just Like a Melody (hit of the Sky" was en-
thusiastically received by a critical New York audience.

Walter Huston Heads Cast
in Paramount's "News"
At the head of a east picked from the

ranks "I Broadwaj stage actors for the

rule- cil :i new Paramount feature-length

talkie dealing with the in per racket,

Paramounl has placed Walter Huston. The
picture is the screen version ol "Gentle-
men Hi' the Pre--." temporarily titled

••New-."
Huston will play W nk Snell; Chi

;les, the drunken reporter; Norman
Poster, Snell's son-in-la^ ; Lawrence Leslie,

"Red"; Katherine Francis, Myra May;
Bettj Lawford, Snell*- daughter; George
Barbier, the mayor; t! thers will be

Charles Slattery, Joseph M. Holicky,

Charles M. Seay, Leslie Hum. Ralph Mur-
phy, Mary Williams. Millard Webb placed

"News" into work tlii- week. Ward More-

house assisting in an advisory capacity,

Monta Pell supervising.

Stage Hand Demanded for

Ontario Talkies
Somewhal of a crisis has been reached in

the Province "I' Ontario between exhibitors

and the union men with the advent of the

sound films. The kick has not come from
tin' projectionists nor from the musicians,

it i- declared, but from the international

Alliance nt Theatrical Stage Employes.
The demand has been made for the plac-

ing of one stage hand in theatres present-

ing sound pictures exclusively .-mil t he union
is asking that three stage hands be em-
ployed in houses having stage presentations
in addition to the sound pictures. In one
instance the manager of a theatre which has
mi stage has been asked in lure ;i stage hand.
This manager had jusl engaged two more
projection machine operators, making four
m all. alter wiring the house.

Vitaphone Signs Five Va-
riety Headliners

Vitaphone has signed five additional acts
Erom the variety stage, according in an-
nouncement from Bryan Foy, production
chief at the Brooklyn studios. They are:
Frank Whitman. "The Fiddler of Infinite

Surprises;" Sol Ginsberg, known as "Vio-
linsky;" McKee and Ardine, headliners Eoi

a number of yen-; Fred Ardath and Co.,

who have previously been seen in a Vita

phone sketch, and Lerdo's Mexican orches
tra.

Production on these live acts i- in gel

under way in the immediate Inline under
direction of Brvan Foy and Murray Roth.

F

Music hath charms k, soothe the savage beast." But ih<- melodies produced by I ernon Dent
have just the opposite effect on Johnny Burke. The spraying s. .«,. contributes to the laughter

oj "The Lion's Roar," the EducationalrSennett talkie comedy.

irst "Curiosities" With
Sound From F B O

Waller fuller'- "Curiosities" -eric-.

presented by the Van Beuren Company and
distributed bj P lit), is now making its ap
pearance garbed in sound and music and
synchronized vocal explanations of con
tents.

The firsl of the modern "Curiosities"
contains six subjects, as follows: Japan's
met hod of in erl ing sand into oysters to

develop pearls; "The Mysterious Winches-
ter House," containing 138 rooms and 57
addition-; hunting underground for truffles;

"Televox," the Mechanical Man; micro
scopic views of Rotifera, which exists in all

liquids; and the lea Lake in Peru.
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RCA Now Expanding Internationally
Vice President Off

for Europe to Make
Survey of Territory

HAVING now fairly Launched its

activities in the way of installing

sound reproducing equipment in the

theatres in the United States, RCA Photo-

phone is about to expand its operations to

cover Europe and the Continent. With that

end in view B. 0. Hey], one of the vice-

presidents of the company, -will sail for

Europe Saturday night of this week.

Mr. Heyl will make a complete survey

of conditions while abroad and upon his

findings will depend largely the future

activities of the company. He is to exploit

Photophone in all of the principal cities

and out of it will doubtless come RCA
International Photophone. While abroad

Mr. Heyl will make his headquarters at the

Paris office of the company.

The ultimate object of Mr. Heyl's trip is

to launch a manufacturing plant for Photo-

phone somewhere in Europe, but whether or

not this will be done will depend upon the

results obtained on the trip. In England
two installations have already been made of

Photophone production and reproduction

equipment and reports, according to E. E.

Bucher, vice-president of RCA Photophone,

are most encouraging. However, the com-
pany will not launch any extensive manu-
facturing operations until Mr. Heyl is satis-

fied that conditions abroad will warrant it.

Meantime Photophone is going ahead as

rapidly with installations in this country

as is possible and expects to have over 2,000

houses equipped by the end of the coming
year.

In the production of sound pictures too,

RCA sees a big year ahead. The new
Gramerey studio will be a week delayed in

opening, but will get under way on January
15. The company is now planning an ex-

tensive production schedule for the coming
year. It has not yet been determined how
many features will be made during the year,

but the program is now being shaped up and
will be ready for announcement during the

coming week. Five feature-, have been de-

r

Shenandoah Capitol Theatre Springs
New Equipment Innovations

INNOVATIONS in connection with the installation of sound devices in

the Capitol Theatre, Shenandoah. Pa., which Manager Max Abrams
believes are absolutely original in his house, include a microphone

attachment connecting the manager's office with the projection room. By
use of the apparatus the manager, sitting at his desk, can broadcast an-

nouncements through the theatre when any person in the audience is

wanted at the box office or at the telephone, or when physicians in the
auditorium are summoned on emergency calls. Announcements of com-
ing attractions are also made in this manner. A small loud speaker has
been installed in the projection room to enable the operator to learn the
exact volume of the music and dialogue being poured through the house.
This makes it possible for him to ascertain whether the volume is too
soft, too loud or just right. Adjustment can be made efficiently in this

manner.
The Capitol is equipped with both Vitaphone and Movietone and gave

its premiere sound program on December 17.

cided upon up to the present time, but the

order in which they will be produced has

in it been determined. It is likely the first

will be a grand opera.

According to Mr. Bucher the new studio

will have to work on a twenty-four hour
.schedule to meet the demands being made
for it. Not only will RCA produce there,

but it will be available for all other com-
panies and the demands are so numerous
that they can be accommodated only by
working day and night. While not reveal-

ing prospective tenants, Mr. Bucher says
they have requests from so many companies
to produce features and shorts it looks as

though it would be impossible to accommo-
date them all.

Emory Johnson Plans Re-
issuing Films With Sound

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 3.—Re-issue of three

pictures made live years ago, with sound
effects added in the new versions, is planned
by Emory Johnson. The latter produced
and directed "In The Name of the Law,"
••The Third Alarm" and "Westbound
Limited

,
police, fire department, and

railroad stories, respectively. They were
released by E B several years ago, and
got over with heavy exploitation play.

Johnson figures synchronized sound
effects can be easily added to each of the

productions, and in sound film form run
up substantial gross bookings as re-issues.

Arabian love. Olive Borden as the Bedouin
girl and Hugh Trevor in the FBO feature pro-

duction, "Love in the Desert."

Gorrish Series Will Be
Done in Dialogue

The Nat Corrish series of 26 one-reel

dramas produced under the group title of
••What Would You Do?" are to be dune
in dialogue, it is rumored. Each subject has
the climax ending eliminated and audiences
are requested to submit their own finish of

the drama to participate in prizes totalling

.flfi.lHII) to be awarded by the producer.
The sounding of the pictures is reported

being made by Telefilm, a disc system.

Physical handling of the distribution is be-

ing done through Educational exchanges.

Edmund Joseph to Write
Vitaphone Dialogue

The eastern studios of Vitaphone in

Brooklyn have signed Edmund Joseph to
write dialogue for Vitaphone short subjects.
He formerly served in the same capacity for
Fox.

Joseph has been identified with motion
pictures for the past eleven years, after
having been a dramatic critic.

SOUND
EFFECT
RECORDS
$12£ EACH

F.O.B. OMAHA
Set contains more than 30 different
effects, such as Airplane, Gunshots,
Passenger and Freight Trains, Fire
Engines, Auto Horns, Machine Guns,
Etc., and makes

SOUND PICTURES A REALITY
For the small theatre which owns a
double turn table outfit.

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

$looDON'T WAIT
ORDER TODAY

PER
RECORD

WRITE OR WIRE

EXHIBITORS RECORD
SERVICE CO.

ROOM NO. 1, FILM BLDG.

OMAHA, NEBR.
EVERYTHING SHIPPED C.O.D.
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Ontario Lost $380,000 Thru
Abolition of Tax

The loss in revenue during the pasl fiscal

year to the Ontario Government through
the abolishment of the amusement tax on

tickcl or less v - I, il

was indicated iii the financial statement of

Province for the 1_ months ending
! last, the report being issued bj

Hon. Dr. J. D. Monteith, Provincial Treas
urer, on I lecember 5, L928.

This statement shows that the revenue
derived from the Amusement Tax during
the past year totalled $1,187,000, a- com
pared with $1,567,000 during the previous

fiscal year. These totals an- cil' impoi
because of tin- claim by Premier G. II. Fer
trii-i >ti of Ontario that the Amusemenl Tax
would drop $600,000 following the wiping
out of the levy on tickets up i <

>

-'< cents,

li is also interesting to note thai Ontario
has reported a surplus for the yea] oi

$237,000. One of the large revenue items

was $8,225, I profil from the sale oi

liquor.

Exhibitors in Ontario recently organized
a movement to a>k the Provincial Govern-
ment in take off the amusement tax on all

tickets up i" $1. Further steps will now lie

taken, following the publication of the an-

nual statement.

Surprise Party for Joseph
Schenck's Birthday

sixty of In- closest friends honored Joseph
M. Schenck al a surprise party in the

Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, to mark In- sis

tieth birthday. Arthur W. Stebbins, of New
fork City, was host. The guests included:
Adulpli Zukor, Douglas Fairbanks. Charles
Chaplin. Milton Sill-, Winlield Shechan, 1).

\Y. Griffith, Dr. A. II. Giannini,"*. C. Du-
ranl. Nathan Biirkan, Lou Aimer. Fred W.

on, Sam Behrendt, .lack Conway, John
W. Considine, Jr., Buster Collier, Edwin
Carewe, Harry Cohn, Leo Diegel, B. P.

Pineman, Robert Fairbanks, I. •
'. Freud,

Harold Franklin, John Gilbert, Samuel
Goldwyn, Sid Grauman, Ben Goetz, Barney
Glazer, Arthur Hornblow, Albert Kaufman,
Buster Keaton, Robert '/.. Leonard. Lou
Lipton, Ernst Lubitsch, M. C. Levee, Abra-
ham Lehr, Louis B. Mayer. Eddie Mannix,
Xcd Marin. William Melhorn, Harry I).

Wilson, Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, Bobby North,

Fred Nihlo, Frank Newman, Frank Or-

— ii

t

t i . Kent Parrot, Watterson B. Rothacker,
Harry Rapf, Hal Roach, Hunt Stromberg,
B. P. Schulberg, Hal Stebbins, trving Thai-

Joe Toplitsky, .lack Warner, Sol

Wuri/e], Roland West, Louis Wolheim ami
Daryl Zanuck.

Planning "Minstrel Show"
Whipping into shape plans tor "The

Minstrel Show," three Universal workers
Director Harry Bollard, Scenarist Edward
Montagne ami Scriptman Curtis Benton—
are now in New fork conferring on the

-lory and looking Up atmospheric detail.

Bollard i- scouring Broadway tor comedians
on the legit, stage and vaudeville and many
screen ti >ts have been made. Tom Healy is

mentioned a- one of the promising prOS-

In and Out of Town

OOPIIIE TUCKER, vaudeville and stage
^ 7 artist, left New York last week for

Hollywood to fulfill her contract to star in

Warner Bros.' "Honky Tonk." Casting of

the principal supporting roles has already
begun.

LEE PATRICK, tl ii Pa
talkii "Thi Missing Man," arrived in

New York last Mondaj on the ITwentieth

Century. She stoppi d ofl at ' iklahi ma I it) fi >r

.i i
i iupll l

.i

PV'
1

/ /•'/ R \
. Pathc pi odui i

spending the pasl in Ni u

surveying the book and stage play marts, left

last Thursday on the Wolverine for the West
Coast where he will assnmi immediate charge

Pathe's all-talkie, "Listen Ba

\\ T E. CALLAWAY, Southern sales
» V • manager for First National, has re-

turned from a two weeks' trip into the
Southern territory. He visited all of the ma-
jor Southern cities.

TED SUM VNGER, assistant general sales

manager for Universal, left New York re-

cently on a short sales tour; Buffalo and the

Pittsburgh exchanges are included in his itin-

erary.

Johnny Burke Chief Star

on New Pathe Bill

Johnny Burke in "Clunked on the Cor-

nel," a burlesque detective story, is the

chief item of interest on the new program
of short subjects hilled by Bathe for release

during the week of January 6. The other

attractions on the schedule were: "Know-
ing the Ropes," a Grantland Bice Sport-

light; "Land o' Cotton," an Aesop car-

toon; "The Secret Mission," third chapter
of "The Tiger's Shadow"; Topics of the

Day No. '-'; the regular weekly issue- of

Pathe News; an issue of the Bathe Sound
New-, ami Bathe Review No 2.

In the Ias1 mentioned subject are: "A
Drama Without Players," ••cherry Blos-

soms
'

' and '

' But t les.

15 Sound Proof Cameras
Ordered for FBO

William l.e Baron, vice-president of FBO
in charge of production, has ordered fifteen

SOUnd-prOof cameras to hi' Used in the film-

ing of talking features on the 1929-30 pro

gram. The camera- are specially designed
to meed the demand for silence in the mak-
ing of audible lilms. Thej eliminate the
click of l! riliiiary motion picture camera.

Preparations are actively under way for the

Installation of sound stages at the FBO
studios in llolh wood.

Raquel Torres Cast
1 have the role ot the

girl, Pepita, in "The Bridge of San Luiti

Key," which M-G-M will n

"Eternal Love" New Title

for Barrymore Film
John Barrymore'- nevi vehicle for United

Artists, made under the direction of Ernst

Lubitseh, will in future be known as "Eter
ii a I Love," which lake- the place of "King
ol the Mountain-." tentative title given -la

cob Christopher Heer story, "Iter Koenig
der Bernina," while it was in production.

( Czechoslovak Film Budget;
Entertainment lax Stir
The budget of the Czechoslovakian G

ernmeni. recentlj presented, sots aside eon
- iderable sums lor film producl em and sup-

port, i In- I leparl menl ot < ommerce in \
s
>

ington learn-. A iiumlier ..f items appear
for administration by the Ministrj of Pub-
lic instruction, with following expenditure
estimates: L5,000 Czech Crown- for film

' ds ; 10,000 ( row ii- for educal ional

films; 1.12,000 crowns for people'- educa-
tion by mean- of films

; 50,00 « ns for

I ra\ eling cinema- ; 500 crown- for tilm liter-

ature, inn,nun crown- an -ei aside for cen

sors and 66,880 for two theal res. Ministries

for National Defense and Foreigi Affairs

have appropriated 740,000 and 100,000
crown- respectively for cinematographic
expenses.

The cut en ainmeni tax in Czechoslovakia,
winch i- applied on a progressive scale, lias

aroused protest from professional organi-

zations. Gearman Exhibitors' Organiza-

tions of the Czechoslovak Republic has pro-

posed to the Czechoslovak Exhibitors'

Union that a commission be formed to as-

sist the censors in classifying lilms into

three categories, the entertaining films to

hear the full brunt of the tax.

Lloyd to Film Talkie at

Metropolitan Studio
Extended use of the new sound stages

and equipment al the Metropolitan Studio
has been obtained by Harold Lloyd for the

making of his next Paramount comedy ve-

hicle. He is now preparing to incorporate

sound and dialogue into scenes of the pic-

ture.

The comedian will not vary his method
of production and will spend between live

and -ix months making the silent version of

his picture, spending sufficient time in the

meanwhile to experiment with sound.

Italian Film Commissioners
Study Ufa Production

An Italian Commission, headed by Direc-

tor Fiore, technical manager of the pro-

posed Italian -tudio, is now in Berlin, states

a report to the Department of Commerce
in Washington. The [talians will study the

technical and general organization of the

Ufa studios at Tempelhof and Neubabels-

berg. The experience acquired they will use

for the construction of studios in Rome,
where, it i- -aid, lilm- are lo be made with

1 fa '- cooperal ion.

Paramount Buys Story by
Sir Philip Gibbs

The screening ami dialogue rights to

"Darkened R is," a dramatic story by
Sir Philip Gibbs, the English novelist, have
I n purchased by Paramount. Evelyn
Brent and William l'ow ell will be CO I ea

lured in the two stellar role- and l.olii.ir

Meade- will direct. '•Darkened Rooms"
has a theme of spiritulistic mysticism. Pro-

duct ion -i ail - in February.

"That's a Bad Girl"

Colleen Moore ha- begun filming on hrr

next First National work, "That's a Bad
Girl." William A. Seiter is directing her.
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East Losing Out on Sound Features?
Only Specialties Will
Remain, Says Director;

Others Back Up Idea
HOLLYWOOD, .Ian. 3.—Sound pro-

duction in the Last is rapidly

dwindling to a basis of only short

subjects and specialties, with the feature

length talkies eventually due for concentra-

tion on the West Coast. E. H. Griffith, di-

rector, who returned from a visit to New
York last week makes this statement, quot-

ing several producers with whom he spoke

while East.
'

' It is mainly the lack of screen personal-

ities and available talent which is responsi-

ble," he says. "Producers say quite

frankly that most of the stage material and
personalities who can be used in talkies

have been tried and found wanting as far

as feature length production is concerned.
Their names mean little or nothing to the

film houses. They serve well for shorts and
through that medium, a few may be built

eventually into attractions for features, but
that requires too much time and investment
at present.

'

' The best talent for talking features can
be found right in Hollywood among the

standard accepted by members of the
screen colony. I think it will soon come to

the basis of short subject and specialties

being made in the East with all features
being produced on the West Coast."

A Brilliant Example of

Executive "Thinking"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 3.—A film

writer under contract to one of

the large coast studios, getting
$200 a week salary, recently submitted
a story idea for one of the company's
leading stars to the producing head.
The idea was accepted and the writer
assigned to write an original story and
scenario. This work was accomplished
in four weeks time, which gave the
producer an original story and script

for only $800. The producing super-
visor, however, decided that the
scenario was not strong enough, and
engaged a high powered "name" scen-
arist to write the script for a flat sum
of $15,000.

After the scenarist had finished his

work and was paid off, the producing
supervisor decided that the first

writer's script was by far the better
of the two, and turned it over to the
director to make the picture. Even
though the producer wasted the $15,000
paid the "name" scenarist, the con-
tract writer got no increase in salary.

Trapeze tirtists and circus performers, Marie
Prevost and Clarence Burton have important
parts in "The Sideshow," a new film from

Columbia.

Warner Employees Get Bonuses
Warner Brothers set a precedent in studio

history last week by being the first and only
firm to give every employee a cash bonus
for Christmas. The bonus was given to

everyone working in both the Warner
Brothers and the First National Studios. It

consisted of an extra half week's salary for

each individual, up to $50. That is, all sal-

aries up to $100 weekly were given an addi-

tional 50 per cent. Those of $100 weekly
and over were given the $50 bonus.

"Fog" Cast
The complete cast of "The Fog," which

Marshall Neilan is directing for British ami
Dominion Pictures, Ltd., comprises Mary
Brian, James Kirkwood, John Loder, Lloyd
Hamilton, Robert Ames, Frank Reicher and
Hallam Cooley. Dialogue rehearsals are

now being held on the stages of Metropoli-

tan Studios where the film will be made.

Subtitle—From "What A Night" for

Paramount, titles by H. Mankiewicz.
"That's right, my boy. We never

reach manhood until we can blame
something on a woman."
The story that got away is always

the biggest one in a newspaper office.

"Command to Love" Will
Be Fox Feature

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Dec. 20.—"The Command to

Love," last season's Broadway legit hit, is

reported as scheduled for production by
Fox. Inasmuch as the play is on the banned
list of the Hays' organization, Fox will be
unable to announce it under "that title and
a new one has not been picked as yet. Xo
reference to the original play title or the

character names used in the play are per-

mitted.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer got around this

rule in the making of "The Green Hat" by
the simple expedient of calling it "A
Woman of Affairs" and changed the char-

acter names as well.

Talkie Trailer for Silents

George Landy, head of First National's
West Coast Publicity department, is making
a series of talking trailers for silent produc-

tions. Heretofore most talking trailers

made by studios have been in advance of

pictures containing dialogue. Landy made
three trailers last week, for ''Weary
River," "Seven Footprints to Satan" and
"The Divine Lady." The last two are

strictly silent productions, the only synchro-

nization being music and sound effects. Xo
talk is used in either.

Balconova Becomes Star

Baclonova has been elevated to stardom
by Paramount. Her first vehicle will be

"The Woman Who Needed Killing." It is

to be 100 per cent talker. John Farrow will

do the adaptation from Margaret Law-
rence's magazine story, and Louis Gasnier

will direct.

May McAvoy Leaving Warners
May McAvoy will leave the Warner

Brothers on January 6, when her contract

expires. She will embark on a free-lance

career. Miss McAvoy rated second in the

recent poll of favorite talking picture act-

resses taken in Los Angeles.

Ethlyn Clair

Pathe signed Ethlyn Glair to be featured

with Walter Miller in their next serial,

"Queen of the Northwoods." Spencer Ben-

nett is producing with Tom Storey assigned

lo direct. This will be Walter Miller's 15th

successive Pathe serial in which he has been
featured.

{Continued on following page)
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Voice School Investigation Under Way
District Attorney Will

Use Broom on Those
Not on the Up and Up

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 3. A sweeping
investigation of the newlj crei

voice and elecution schools is re-

ported "ii the schedule of the recently elect-

ed Buron Pitts, Los Angeles Districl At

torney. Pitts, like the perennial new

m, has l a sweeping clean since liis

installation in office and .-it present is tied

ii]) with closing cafes and enforcing prohi-

bition. The voice school, a new equation

which came in with "talkies," i- slated

for hi- attention.

The voice school is the successor to the

old form of evil, the "screen test," "make-
up" and "institute acting," so many of

which of doubtful foundation were estab-

lished throughout Hollywood before. There

are several hundred voice, language, and

elocution teachers now established in 1 1 <>l-

1>\\ 1. Many of them, like Thorner and

Gerald LaForest, arc legitimate and were

established for years in New York in con-

junction with concert, opera, and the legiti-

mate -tnge.

There are others, however, who swept into

the film colony for a quick clcan-np and
who have been getting little attention from
thi authorities. This is mainly because
the former districl attorney, Asa Keyes,

now faces charges which are being prose-

cuted by Huron Pitts in conjunction with

the i- cut Julian oil scandal. Willi

this case and the holiday "prohibition
"bally-hoo" over, Pitts will give his atten-

tion to other matters. Voice schools is

scheduled to he one of them.

Abandons Talk Version of
"5 O'Glock Girl"

/Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood. Jan. 3.—On acouni of delays

encountered in making dialogue sequences
for "The Five O'clock Girl," M-G-M ha-

abandoned making the talk version of this

picture, and has shifted the company to

production of the silent film. With limited

sound stage -pace, the studio i- forced to

adhere to the strict schedule of assignments
lor sound stage shooting, as undue delays
on the part of any unit holds up i hose slated

to follow.

Marion Davie- i- getting her lii-t film

dialogue experience in "The Five O'Clock
Girl." The picture is also the firs! talkfilm

to be directed by A I
< Ireen.

F. N. Comptroller
Passes Away on Coast

II'

oltywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

'OLLYWOOD Dec. 27. — Arthur
Fresneda. financial comptroller
of the First National Studios

died at his home in Beverly Hills this

morning after a brief illness. He had
been with First National for a number
of years. He had been comptroller in

charge of production finances at both
the east and west coast studios of the
organization. He was appointed gen-
eral financial comptroller of the stu-
dios about two months ago.

Dotty Jottings

By Jerry Hoffman

Hi 'rally didn't want any publicity on it . . .

and it wasn't his fault that it leaked out

. . hut a man who quietly takes eleveii

hundred extras each Christmas and gives 'em a

i ed and a whale o) a good /'arty des
la get more than a nod from his fellowmen
. . . so here's a sweeping /'ore to a great little

guy . . . Jack L. Warner. . . .

WHICH has nothing to do with the crack

passed last week . . . that "the only
any sure of his job at First Vatwnal these days
is the one who goes around putting nciv names
on the doors" . . .

SAMUEL GOLDEN held a press preview of

he Rescue" last week in the new sound

ection room at United Artists. . . .

Sammy also held a nice little reception aftet

the picture. . . . Roland Caiman and Lily

Damita gave great performances . . . but it

may have helped the picture to have lu-IJ tin 1

reception before the preview . . . which re-

minds me . . . Harrison Carroll in the Los
Angeles Evening Herald . . . picket! up the

press yam thai Goldwyn had signed a contract

offering lily Damita a price if she would learn

to speak English without an accent in six

months! . . . so Carroll doubled on Goldwyn
ami offered him a price if he'd do like-wise! . . .

Thai's sort of cruel . . . considering that Sam
Goldwyn can express himself more vividly and
emphatically when he wants to than anyone
else I've met . . . but a funny crack is a funny
crack- nevertheless. . . .

NOW that New Year's is over and most of
the hundred odd film papers in Hollywood

have put their "special" numbers to press . . ,

all the Hollywood directors and actors are com-
ing out of hiding into the open. . . .

PATSY Rl I II MILLER, Edward Everett

Horton and Edward Carle play the leads

in "The Hottentot," which starts work at the

Warners' next week . . . there's one set I'd

like to hang around for they make the three

cleverest ad lib artists in the business . . . the

only one lacking is Glenn Tryon . . . but

there'll be plenty of laughs between scenes. . . .

t?STELLE TAYLOR starts work soon on
u "Jungle" opposite Lon Chancy . . . great

aal and trouper. . . Jack Pempsey is showing
Neiv York sports writers wild Hollywood. . . .

Iiilhc Dove am! Irvin Willat are up again aftet

being "flue, I" down Shirley O'Hara is

/oiioi to play in i lara Boist/s "The Wild Party."

. . . Ruby Met oy - . . famous "Montmartre
i igarette Girl" is a dancer in "Broadway." . . .

ii 0. Mclntyrc please note . . . so are Edyth
and I illian Woods. . . . licit , Mm

i ante ba, k to Hollywood with her new
husband, .lames A. Morrissey, and may play a

bit in Chaplin's picture. . . . Charlie started

o, tual shooting this week . . . which makes ii

still another holiday. . . . Lane Chandler goi

a haircut. . . . Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., hasn't

given in yet . . . rumors are that he's only

trying to slime up the House of David . . .

tell me that gag has hair on it. . . . Lily Da
iniia is going to play opposite John Gilbert in

mption" and when 'mi ho sees the way
Damita cm kiss in "The Rescue" she won't

think the idea so grand . . . and let's leave

. . .

Hollywood Happenings
i i outinued from preceding ;

Walthall in "Speakeasy"
Henry B. Walthall is the only Hollyw 1

resident engaged for "Speakeasy" by Fox.
All tin' others in the cast are from the New
York legitimate company. Walthall played
it in the Los Angeles legitimate theatre-.

Scott Darling with Fox
Scott Darling, scenario writer, signed

with Fox to write adaptation of next pic-

t iii- to be directed by Howard Hawks.

Definite Title

Paramount definitely set title of "A
Genius Is Born" for "The Genius," which
will feature 0. P. Heggie.

Paramount Renews Lukas' Contract
Option on contract of Paul Lukas, actor,

exercised by Paramount for another six-

month period.

"Pagan" Unit Returning Soon
Ramon Novarro and the M-G-M "Pa-

gan" company, under direction of W. S.

Van Dyne, which shot exteriors in the

South Sea Islands, were back at the studio

before Xmas. Interiors will be made on

the M-G-M lot.

Fred Kohler Free Lancing
Part unit failed to renew option on con-

tract of Fred Kohler, screen heavy, and the

actor is now free lancing. During the past

year, Kohler was featured in twelve Para-

mount releases, a total not equalled by any
ot her player in 1 lollywood.

Form Stage-Screen Agency
Milton Bren and Al Rosen have formed

firm of Bren and Rosen as agents and

managers for stage and picture talent. Of-

fices »ill be opened on Hollyw I Blvd.

Al Rosen is well known as an agent in both

1 1 .
. 1 1 \ w I ami New York. Bren was re-

cently a production supervisor at M-G-M.

M-G-M to Make "Gunga Din"
"Gunga Din" will be produced as a

special for next year's program by M-G-M.
.lack Neville i- now writing the adaptation.

Jetta Goudal in Chaney Film
delta Coital will be Lon Chancy'- leading

ladj in •' Where East is East." The story

is an original by Tod Browning, who will

also direct.

"Redemption" a Gilbert Talkie

Count I Tolstoy's "Redemption" will

be made by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as a

talker with John Gilbert starring. Fred

Nihlo will direct.

Denny's New Film
Eddie Cline will direct Reginald Den-

ny's next Universal production. "You've
Got to Pight " i- the title.

i < outinued on pane 44)
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Key City Reports
First-Hand Information from News Correspondents

No Broadway Records Fall Xmas Week
Houses Disappointed
When Increase Fails;

This Week a Little Up
NEW YORK CITY.—The expected box

office smashes for Christmas week on
Broadway failed to materialize, even

though business was what might be termed good
for an average week. With the extra holiday

prices for Tuesday it was expected that the houses

would show a marked increase, especially when
the average daily business was also expected to

be better. There were a few spots, however,
that showed a little stronger than usual and they

were the regular two-a-day houses where three

shows were in order on the holidays.

S. L. Rothafel with a smashing holiday show
on the stage and "Prep and Pep" as the screen

feature led the b. o. returns with $114,400 the

picture being held over with the show for a

second week. The Capitol was the runner-up
turning in a return of $85,395 the picture be-

ing the M-G-M release "Dream of Love."

The third big house of the street, the Para-
mount, came through with a little better than

$71,000 with "What a Night" with Bebe Daniels

as the star proved a weak sister for this house
where more was expected. The Strand with its

all-talkie program having "Capt. Swagger" as

its principal attraction came through to the

tune of $36,000 which isn't bad when one takes

into consideration the fact that the house is

playing to a lower admission scale than any of

the others and also has a far more limited seat-

ing capacity.

Those theatres playing pictures for a run at

a regular admission scale and grinding continu-

ously held up fairly well. At the Colony "Give
and Take" a Universal feature finished out the

week with a little under $19,000 for its bit, while

at the Rialto "Abie's Irish Rose" disappointed

in getting $25,400. At the Rivoli "Revenge"
with Dolores Del Rio finished out its run with

$23,000 to its credit with "The Awakening" com-
ing in on Saturday and getting away to a fair

start over the New Year celebration.

"The Viking" at the Embassy dropped down
to just a few dollars under S6.600, while the

Rumor of Interstate
Sale Denied

THE Interstate Amusement Co., of

Texas, which operates Majestic
Theatres in Dallas, Ft. Worth,

Houston, San Antonio, and controls

theatres in Alabama, Louisiana, Arkan-
sas and Oklahoma, is still a Texas
company, with ownership remaining
where it always was, said Karl

Hoblitzelle, president, upon his return

to Dallas from New York on last Sun-
day. Mr. Hoblitzelle's two-months'
visit in the East was the cause of a

number of rumors that the Interstate

circuit would be sold. A trade paper

also published the report that the Fox
Film Co. was negotiating for the pur-

chase of the theatres. Mr. Hoblitzelle

stated that all such rumors were abso-

lutely unfounded.

Astor with "Alias Jimmie Valentine" went to

§20,041. "Interference" at the Criterion lifted

its receipts with an extra performance on Tues-
day and the week there finished with $15,130.

At the Gaiety where Fox brought "The River"
in on the Saturday of the previous week man-
aged to get $16,875 in the face of bad notices

for the picture and more particularly for Mary
Duncan.
Extra performances on Christmas day at both

the Winter Garden where Al Jolson is still hold-
ing forth in "The Singing Fool," and at War-
ner's, where Fannie Brice in "My Man" is the

attraction the business for the week went a
little above what they got the week previous.

None of the current week's attractions are
outstanding as unusual box office draws, but the
New Year's Eve and day following business
should help things on the general showing for
the week.
On New Year's Eve all of the houses on the

street tried to combat the speculators who were
hanging around by having their own men on the
sidewalks announcing the extra performances
and the fact that seats could be obtained at the
box offices at regular prices. This is one of the
first times that the picture houses have resorted

to this, although it has been usual with the
weaker sisters of the legitimate stage from time
to time.

Three Baltimore First Runs Return Very
Good Week Despite Holiday

THREE pictures playing Baltimore's first-

run this past week scored exceptionally

good box-office returns. Clear, cold weather
predominated with the exception of a rainy

Thursday. These films were, "Restless Youth"
(Col.), showing at the Hippodrome, along with

a short subject "Taxi Beauties," Pathe News,
the Lewis Mack Players and vaudeville acts;

"My Man" (War.), in its first week at the

Metropolitan, with a surrounding bill includ-

ing two sound shorts featuring Irene Stone

and Flo Lewis, and Kinograms reel ; and
"Annapolis" ( Pathe) at the Rivoli, with two
sound shorts, Pathe sound and Fox Movietone
newsreels.

"What a Night" (Para.) in its six-day run

at the Publix Century, realized a take of $21,-

500. The accompanying program here was a

Chas. Chase comedy "Ruby Lips," Fox Movie-
tone and M-G-M newsreels, and the Publix

stage unit.

The New Garden theatre, playing Fox' "A

Thief in the Dark," managed to draw good re-

turns for the week, the show being aided by a

comedy, serial, vaudeville and newsreels.

Clara Bow, in Paramount's "Three Week
Ends," rang up a $17,500 figure at the Stanley
box-office. Added attractions were, sound
shorts, Paramount and Movietone newsreels,
special overture and organ solo.

The New Theatre, reached the $6,000 mark
during its presentation of "Prep and Pep"
(Fox), and sound shorts and newreels.

"Show People," shown as second-run at the

Parkway grossed $3,000. A good short bill was
added to the feature.

Two Ufa productions were served in this past

week's fare. "Spies" was offered at the Valen-
cia, with a "Big Boy" comedy and M-G-M
newsreel, and the register displayed $3,100. The
Little Theatre, a 267-seat house, corralled but
$800 for the week with "Loves of Jeanne Ney"
(Ufa), a Russian musical film, Harry Langdon
comedv and Pathe News.

Pittsburgh Does Well by "Dream of
Love;" Enright Opens to S.R.O.

PITTSBURGH.—Loew's Penn had a tre-

mendous week's business with "Dream of

Love" on the screen and Singer's Midgets on

the stage. It was an excellent holiday week
bill.

"The Barker" was the screen attraction at

the Stanley, and though slow moving like most

of the talkies, it brought a nice week's business.

A stage act in the nature of a kiddie Christmas

frolic was prettily done.

Dane and Arthur in an average comedy,

"Brotherly Love," brought a good week's busi-

ness to Loew's Aldine.

The Grand has "Waterfront" with Mulhall

and Mackaill. A fairly good program and fair

business.

"On Trial" drew very well at the Regent for

the week.
"Lonesome" went over well al the Camera-

phone and seemed to please the audiences im-

mensely.

"White Shadows in the South Seas" did not

draw so well at the Alhambra.

Bebe Daniels in "What a Night" played to

disappointing busmess at the Olympic.

The Enright, new 3500-seat Stanley house,

opened on Friday with "Adoration." Business,

of course, was S.R.O Friday and Saturday. The
production will be shown all of the next week.

12 States Threatened
With Tax Legislation
ADMISSION tax legislation is

threatened in twelve states, ac-

cording to the latest report re-

ceived by those who keep posted on
adverse legislation to the industry. It

is certain that bills will be introduced
in both Vermont and Mississippi. The
reason in those two states being that

their good roads bonds fall due next
year and that the states are not in a
financial position to meet them.

C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays organi-
zation left for Chicago this week to
look over the legislation situation in

the mid-west.
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'Flu Epidemic Hits Cleveland Hard
Children Kept From

Theatres and Xmas
Crowds Stay Home

CLEVELAND—Ii was a disappointing

Christinas week in Clevela usual

-•mas crowds di i nd the

theatres. Tliis was .In to the 'flu epidemic

which had gripped the old town. In former
. the children filled the matinees during

Christmas week, and they brought their parents

with them. This year the children are being

kept from public places and from large gath-

erings sequently the) are not attending

the theatn
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," which opened a

prolonged engagement at the Stillman, made an
excellent showing. The picture attracted busi

ially in the evening, and

plenl nig.

"West of Zanzibar" did well at the Allen.

All Chaney pictures go over, ami although this

one w. -hI. red ..- tine a- previous ones

it attracted the usual Chaney clientele.

"Manhattan Cocktail" had a fairly successful

wei k. Inn nnt what was expected.

"Someone t" Love" did well at Keith's Pal

aee. \ good clean picture for the whole family

with love interest and comedy intelligently com-
hined.

"Annapolis" enjoyed a moderate success last

week at the Hippodrome. Interest was shown
•11 the naval settings more than ill the plot,

which offered nothing new. It proved interest-

ing, however, and was favorably reviewed.

"Courl Martial." a Civil War tale of a sol-

dier's failure to carrj out orders, is beautifully

Staged, and always interesting. Jack Holt, the

culprit, carries off the honors of a play which
will appeal to the popular mind. It did fairly

well tin- first half of the week at Keith'- Easl

-I
.

"The Circus Kid." apropos holiday entertain-

ment, was well liked at Keith's East 105th St.

it half of the week, hut pulled only a

modicum of business.

"The Land of the Silver Fox," a good dot;

picture, starring Kin. Tin-Tin. had a good week

Fox Deal for Boston
Theatre Site Concluded
AGREEMENTS have boon signed

for the property at tho corner of

Bnylston. Tremoot and LaGrange
Streets, BoetOtt, whore the. William
Fox interests propose to erect a 6,060-

soat theatre, the plans indicating that

it will be the finest in New England.
Papers concluding the deal have

been deposited in escrow at the At-
lantic National Bank of Boston. Pur-
chase of the properties is said to be
dependent upon permission for the
(losing of Tamworth Street and upon
obtaining clear titles to all of the
property involved. There is a 90-day
clause in the agreement and it is

thought details will be worked out be-

fore the time has expired.
It is understood that the structure

will he of terraced type and will he

Boston's lirst skyscraper, rising to a

height of some .'10 stories, containing
(.dices and stores as well as the thea-
tre, (ahot. (ahol and Forbes is hand-
ling the realt) interests involved and
Saul E. Rogers, vice-president of the

Fox Theatres Co. and its general coun-
sel, is said to have appeared as counsel
when the agreements were concluded
bj Boylston and Trcninnt Corporation
for the purchase of the properties.

at th. I I he picture ha pi sc and
the general interest was well sustai

Tin-Tin had a "tall in which
u a- display i .1

I ll . .mi .i Love" and "The I I, muted
it tl e I'm '.. and each

did just tan- busini ss The-e were the first run
• e pii Hires,

i

.
imm run houses all repot ted that they

freatlj disappointed in their holiday busi-

ncss. To., much and too persistent illness killed

whatever enthusiasm there was i. .i movies.

Sickness Fails to Halt Ok-
lahoma City Trade

Oklahoma City.— First run theatres averaged
verj good this past week, considering the preva-

.1 tin and other sickness.

( i.ii.
i Bow in "Tlner Week Ends" helped Pat

VfcGee ent< i tain i usti uners at the I .ritei ii m.

Clara is rather popular in Oklahoma City, es-

pecially with the flappers, and the National
Players in repertoire presenting "Here i ome:
the Bride" enjoyed good business all week.

I Ii. Nome Towners," playing at the Capitol,

kept all the patr.-ii- continually laughing during
the performance. It was a great success, and

the sound effects were excellent.

Colleen Moore in "Synthetic Sin" pleased

'.in all week at the Empress and "Marriage by
Contract," featuring Patsy Ruth Miller, also en-

joyed 'j. "..I busines at the Liberty.

"Wings," at the Victoria, had good business;

and the vaudeville and feature picture "Danger
Street" had excellent business at the Orplienin.

Christmas Gives Tampa
Houses Good Break

I . 1 1 1

1

1 >. i . < hristmas ga\ e all Tampa thi

.. real break. Ever) housi enjoyed big Imsiness.

"On Trial." talkie, pulled the I. . ,i tin

reel I he Sunday opening I ampa was
BIG, is was tin holiday, and with the other

running ver) j I, the house marked
up a Corking first half. "Adoration" was the
feature of tin last halt' and it went over very

I

The Victor) split the week, using "Mother
Machree" the lirst half and "The Little Wild
cat" the last. They had a good Sunday and
Christinas hut the rest of the w ek «;i- a little

under the average of thi- house. For a year now
the Victor) ha- I.een the OIll) talkie house in

["ampa, but with the inauguration of the sound
films at the Tampa, the talkil tans have two
houses to choosy from

"Rile) the lop" didn't seem to appeal and
the business was off for the Strand Sunday and
Monday. Opening Tuesday, and Christmas, at

lh.it. put "Sal From Singapore" over to I

lent husiie-ss. ()n the hill with Sal was an-

other ..f those Laurel-Hardy comedies, "From
Soup to Nuts." and it helped the draw for the

following tw.. days, which han a httl. over

average. "Good Time i harlie" the last two
da) s to average takings.

Indianapolis Trade Perks
Up to "Fair"

Indianapolis.—Indianapolis downtown houses
had a "fair" after-Christinas business last week.
English's was dark all week, throwing the legit,

crowd to the movie houses. The week's busi-

ness was considerably better than the previous
period, due P. better weather conditions.

Some One to Love" at the Indiana and Char-
lie Davis' band in "Bars and Stripes" did aver-
age business for this season.

"Dream of Love" at the Palace and "Syn-
thetic Sin" at Circle shared second best for

th" week's box office receipts.

Tin Apoll.. picture was "Dry Martini" which
had fair husiness.

Weather Aids Des Moines
Holiday Trade

lies Moines.—At the Strand Theatre last

week husiness was g I with pleasant weather
aiding the holiday trade though it did not bring
a check to the 'llu epidemic which is still in

progress though seeming t., diminish slowly.

The features at the Strand wen- Kin Tin Tin
ill "The Land of the Silver Fox" and a comedy
of "La) (>n. MacDuff," which did good busi-

ness for the last half of the week, equalling the

husiness done over the Christmas time.

At the lies Moines Theatre the feature was
"On Trial." Pauline Fredericks evidently has

a lot of friends for the feature met with j I

reception, which was credited to her drawing
power at least in part. At the Capitol the stagi

show did well with Ray Harrison, local star.

getting the big hand in a special song number.
The feature was "The Outcast," not especially

strong, hut it met with good comment generally

Santa Claus and 'Flu Jinxes Affect Dallas;

"Woman of Affairs" Best
DALLAS Good husiness at the Dallas first

run theatres the past week has been en-
tirely absent and no theatn was able to over-
come the jius of the season. The unusually low
receipts were due to two things Santa < laus

and the Flu. The effect of the present widespread
. pidemic of Flu is certainly being reflected in

present theatre crosses and from presenl indi-

cations will he more so in the near future nn
less things make a turn the other way.

"( aught in the hog." featuring Conrad Nagcl
and Max M. \\m

. at the M :lba, failed to get

the husiness and the gross for the week was
low. This picture was a semi talk'i but failed

to attract oi causi an) cot indable comment.
\t the Map stic . "Blindfold," with < ieorge

O'Brien and Lois Moran, checked off just Fait

husiness for the week, which meant that husi-

ness was low. The attraction was fairly well

received by those who saw it. The Interstate

Vaudeville headliners, Jack Davis, Gladys Kill

.in.
I Jack Bell, in "Pair O' Jack u d a I jueen,"

concluded the program with somi ver) clever

ind ongs.

"A Woman of Affairs," featuring John Gil-

Gri l Garbo, at thi I 'alace, pri ived to

be the biggest draw of the week and business
was fairly pood although far from capacity.
The names Gilbert and Garbo are synonymous
w lth eo. .(I hlls-'nesv jn | lallas.

At the Capitol. "Red Lips." with Charles
Rogers and Marion Nixon, was only a fair box
office attraction and receipts for the week wen-
low. The attraction ..tiered seemed P. please

and was ,i good picture hut \inis and the Flu

k( pi it low.

\l Jolson in "The Singing Fool" failed p.

"click" for once in Dallas and receipts at the

Ritz, wh.ie ii w.is ..ii. nil f..r a week, were
onl) average. This was the third time, howl VI i

.

that this attraction has been offered to the Dal
Lis theatregoers at a downtown theatre and not

much more could he expected of an attraction.

\l.me\ was made on the showing, although not

as much as w as expected

At tin ( lid Mill. "The Butter and Egg Man."
featuring Jack Mulhall and Greta Nissen, ac-
. .muled for only fair busim

At th. \i..i.lia. "The Wright Idea," with

fohnilie limes, and "Man Made Women" wa'th

I . in i. e |o) .ni.l II B Warner, faded to get

more than tair business for the week.
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Holidays Boost Philadelphia Grosses
Boyd, Philly's New

House, Opens Strong
with "Interference"

PHILADELPHIA.—Mild weather all week
helped to boost box office receipts and holi-

day business in Philadelphia on the whole
was excellent. Christmas celebrations in Phila-

delphia were confined chiefly to stage presenta-

tions and several novelty short films, such as

"Forget Me Not" and "There Is a Santa
Claus," where in former years special feature

films suited to the occasion were shown.

At the Stanley "Show Girl," with sound and
on the stage "Merrie Christmas Frolic," appeal-

ing to grown-ups as well as children, drew very
good crowds all week. Two large Christmas

trees decorated the sides of the stage.

The Boyd, Philadelphia's newest theatre,

opened on Christmas Day with the all-talking

picture "Interference" as the main attraction.

The new theatre represents the most advanced
ideas in construction and decoration and attend-

ance all week was highly satisfactory.

"Ab :

e's Irish Rose" at the Aldine in its sec-

ond week is not doing as big" business as was
expected. Philadelphia fans seem to be pretty

well satisfied with what they have seen of the

story in other forms.

The Karlton with Billie Dove in the "Night
Watch" reports just average holiday business

with nothing especial in the way of patronage.

"The Wind," with sound effects, at the

Stanton is pronounced a good picture by all

the critics but does not seem to register well
with the fans and attendance has been just aver-

age.

Entertainment at the Fox with "Prep and
Pep" on the screen and a "Joyous Christmas
Festival" was just fair but nevertheless played
to good business. Christmas decorations, con-
sisting of two large trees at the sides of the

stage and an appropriate surrounding bill, with
carols, bore out the spirit of the season.

At the Met the talking picture, "The Terror,"
and a varied program of stage features played
to very good business.

"Kriemhild's Revenge" at the Little Theatre
has aroused much interest and holiday business

was satisfactory.

The Fox-Locust reopened on Christmas Day

with "Four Devils," starring Janet Gaynor, and
i-, playing to fairly good business.

The Forum had a big week as usual with
William Haines in "Excess Baggage" and Buzz-
ington's Band on the stage.

At the Victoria "Companionate Marriage,"
taken from Judge Lindsey's famous book, aided

Ottawa Exhibs Have
"Lilac Time" and

OTTAWA.—A business landslide was ex-

perienced by exhibitors of Ottawa, On-
tario, during the wek of December 24 and
every manager, doorman, cashier and

usher knew that Christmas shopping was over

for another year. Mild weather put a crimp in

winter sports, such as ski-ing and skating, and

this helped to throw the people through the

theatre doors.

The piece de resistance was "Lilac Time"
(silent) at the Centre Theatre, where crowds
were immense. The feature was popular and

g< it the town talk.

There was also a mighty rush to the Regent
Theatre, the raison d'etre being "Three Week
Ends," Clara Bow and Elinor Glyn. This was
the final silent week here and Manager Ray
Tubman whetted the patrons' appetite for the

"soundes" by presenting "The Hut" and a couple

of sound trailers at each show, prior to the

opening with "Street Angel" on December 29.

by lurid lobby displays, accounted for satisfac-
tory business.

"Jazz Mad" at the Arcadia was not a particu-
larly strong picture but resulted in just average
holiday business.

".Masks of the Devil," with John Gilbert, was
the attraction at the Palace and business was
good.

Merry Xmas Week;
Bow Film Strong
The human torrent also surged into B. F.

Keith's Theatre, where the screen attraction
was "Varsity," a lively story of young people
with an element of pathos. No complaints on
this and the vaudeville was also a treat.

The Imperial Theatre caught most of the ju-
veniles with a double-header offering in "Land
of the Silver Fox" and a re-issue of Chaplin's
"The Rink." We do not know what the former
was like because we couldn't get near the en-
trance.

The neighborhood houses came back with a
bang as well, with the exception of the Avalon,
where progress is slow. "The Circus" and "The
Dove" divided the week at the Rex Theatre and
both got capacity crowds. "The Hawk's Nest"
and "The Heart of a Follies Girl" did likewise
at the Columbia Theatre and the Fern was
packed for "Casey Jones" and "Silent Hero."
The Avalon registered steady business with
"Just Married" and "The Fleet's In," the latter

being second run.

Box Offices Give Santa Claus Strong
Competition Up Albany Way

A W timer Bros, co-starring team : William
Collier, Jr., and Betty Bronson. With youthful
ardor they portray the leads in "One Stolen

Night."

ALBANY.—Theatregoers in Albany did not

spend all their money for Christmas pres-

ents, as was evident from the excellent business

done by the motion picture theatres in the city

last week. It was far ahead of a year ago, and
at least three of the houses played to S. R. O.
business night after night, something almost
unheard of in Albany for the week between
Christmas and New Year's, which has always
been regarded as one of the deadest.

The Mark Strand in Albany found the all-

talkie "On Trial" a wonderful proposition from
the standpoint of the box-office. There was
capacity business plus every night throughout
the week, with long lines awaiting a chance to

reach the box-office. A good part of this was
no doubt due to the fact that Bert Lytell, an
Albany favorite through having been connected
with a stock company here some years ago, was
featured in the picture.

The Mark Ritz in Albany also played to more
than capacity business last week with "The
Midnight Taxi." This house appears to be

soundly on its feet these days, and since it has
been equipped for sound pictures, it has played

to absolute capacity business.

The Leland used "Blindfold" last week to

satisfactory business, although it might have
been perhaps a trifle better. Clinton Square
is still running strong with its first-run double

features, and panned out very well last week
with "Name the Woman" and "Pretty Clothes."

Proctor's Grand used Zane Grey's "Ava-
lanche" for its picture end of the program of

entertainment. Opposition was offered in the

legitimate by the Capitol Theatre featuring

"The Vagabond King."
Neighborhood houses in Albany report busi-

ness as about normal for the week.
Troy theatres reported business as being de-

cidedly off last week. At the Troy Theatre
"Two Lovers," running for four days, did only

a fair business with matinees small. For three

days "The Outcast"' played to only one-half

houses at the Troy, despite the fact that Corinne

Griffith is generally regarded as a fairly good

drawing card in the Collar City. People simply
did not seem to have the money to spend.
The Lincoln used "Uncle Tom's Cabin" for

the week, and played to just fair-sized crowds.
Proctor's Troy Theatre, with its combination
of pictures and vaudeville, appeared to be the
only house doing a satisfactory business. This
theatre used "Annapolis" for its picture end of
the program. The neighborhood houses in

Troy report business as being very bad during
the past week.

Holiday Shopping Guts
'Frisco Receipts

San Francisco.—In the main business district

of San Francisco, conditions were peculiar in

the first run motion picture theatres. This was
due to the fact that the Christmas shoppers
spent most of their time in the stores.

"Three Week Ends," as played on the screen
of the Granada Theatre, did well, especially in

the evenings.

"The Awakening" at the California did not
do as was contemplated. "White Shadows in

the South Seas," shown at the St. Francis The-
atre, did fairly well. It was shown for two
weeks.

The two theatres that drew the crowds were
Loew's Warfield, with "The Lady of Chance"
on the screen and SO "Kiddie's Revue." Other
acts were also shown. The other crowded the-

atre was the Embassy with "The Hometown-
ers." The Golden Gate also did good business

with the picture "Good-Bye Kiss" and vaude-
ville. The Pantages Theatre did but a fair busi-

ness with "Companionate Marriage" on the

screen and special vaudeville acts. The Union
Square Theatre reported excellent business with
tin- pictures, "Domestic Meddlers" and "Burn-
ing Gold" on the screen with "The Midnight
Girls" on the stage. The El Capitan, a Vita-

phone Theatre, did excellent with "Glorious

Betsy."
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Los Angeles Houses Do Heavy Trade
"Old Arizona" at

Criterion Breaks

All House Records

LOS \\'«.l- II'S. Jan. 3 The holiday

n the whole were very

The Criterion, one of the town's \\

houses, came through in a bla with
the tirst week's showing of "In < >M Arizona,"
which broke all ords bj doing business

to the tune of $23,500. The previous record was
$23,000, established when the house «.i- a new
tirst run in 1921 with Charlie Chaplin in "The
Kid." The second week oi Fox's "In < M<1

Arizona" promises a still bigger gross the way
business has started.

The Metropolitan with Param. unit's "The
( ase of Lena Smith" ran up a gross of $28,000.

te coffers received tsJS.500 during the

week with "A Lady of Chance," starring Norma
Shearer. The United Artists, with the second

week of "The Trail of '98," took in {12,000.

"My Man." in its first three days at the

Warner Brothers Theatre, brought in $10,500.

The fourth week of "The Barker," running
at the Carthay Circle, resulted in $17,500. The
holiday week aided "Noah's Ark" playing at

the Grauman's Chinese Theatre as a jump to

$22,000 was in evidence, the week being the

picture's ninth at the Chinese, too.

It was originally intended to close the run

of "Noah's Ark" at the Chinese lasl week, but

the picture was held < >\ er for an additional two
weeks bj the request of Warner Brothers, who
promised to underwrite the theatre's weekly

overhead. Meanwhile the gross jumped almost

$10, I during the holiday week.

Trade Enjoys Smart Pick
Up in Harrisburg

Harrisburg.— Business of the picture theatres

picked up sharply immediately alter Christmas
Day, following a seasonable slump in mid-De-
cember. The revival was attributed in part to

a natural rebound from the public's work of

preparing for the holiday and in part to the

-splendid quality of pictures shown in most of

the important houses.

Exceptionally large business was done by
"The Awakening," starring Yilma Hanky, at

Not only did it attract ca-

pacity houses everj night after the holiday, but

the theatre was crowded at practically all the

matini

"Wings." at popular prices, parked them in

at the Victoria, notwithstanding tin- picture had
shown, at road show prices, in another

; e early in the Fall.

\t the Colonial the feature picture was "The
Haunted House," which also possessed strong

popular appeal as reflected in splendid box of-

fice receipts.

\t the I'.road Street the main attraction was
William Boyd in "'fin- Night Flyer," while the

Rialti ' mate Man
based on Judge Ben B the. irj i if w ed-

lock, and tin's won a big slice of feminine pa-

tron, i

Just a Fair Week's Trade
for Cincinnati

cinnati.—After a careful survej of the

Cincinnati ion of

one manager, who di ;s as "just

tol'able," virtually sntns up the situation for the

and New
1 1. piti in. excellent lire up of attrac-

tions, and favorable weather, tic theatri

common with other local trades, did not - ,

ixing the shekels into their respective tills

•it that they would have liked.

i Bow in "Three Week balds" u

.

Fairbanks Up $5,000 on
Chaplin

'Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. X—Douglas
Fairbanks seems to he a much
better business man than Char-

lie Chaplin, and the latter is the tar-

get fur much kidding in consequence.
Some time ago, it seems. Fairbanks

endorsed a certain brand of cigarettes,

and sold the manufacturer the right

to advertise his endorsement for the
sum of $10,000. Later. Chaplin sub-
mitted to the blindfold test for an-
other cigarette manufacturer, hut only
received $5,000 for his permission to
allow the result of the test to be ad-
vertised.

screen feature at the Albee, while Kenneth Har-
lan, in person, headlined a good array of acts,

the house giving four instead of three complete
shows daily during the week. Business, although
good, could have been better.

There was somewhat of a let-up in attendance
at the Lyric, where "Wings" showed for the
third and final week at popular prices with
sound. Even at that, the engagement as a whole
was satisfactory.

"Pep and Pre])." at Keith's, with sound, to-

gether with special Christmas offerings on the

Movietone end. held up fairly well.

The Capitol, with a holdover of "A Woman
of Affairs," with Vitaphone, had fair returns,

which were overshadowed by the business for
the initial week.

"Spies," at the Strand, the last week of si-

lent movies at this house, did a comfortable
business, comparatively speaking.
The Palace, with "What a Night," and vaude-

ville, which bouse also increases its schedule to

four shows a daj for tic week, was about on
a par with the other theatres in the business

(list iii t.

Xmas Week Slump Hits
Seattle Theatres

Seattle "Ibe traditional week before Christ-
dump was apparent in the bu

oi the first run houses last week, with box
office reports mostlj below average in the lead-

ing theatres. The winner for the week was
"West of Zanzibar," which went over to

business at the Fifth \vnur Theatre, but still

was not up p. the usual bos offio mark set by
Chanej hi i e. ( ,e..i ge 1 >' wej Washingti m's

\l (i \l Movietone short was exceptionally well

bked. and business was acceptable for this

w eek.

At the Seattle Theatre, "Romance of the

Underworld" was well liked but wa- not .,

strong box office attraction. On the stage, Fan-
chon-Marco's revue was below par for

i

weeks Business at this house was not much
more than fair. The same criticism applies gen-
erally to "Beware of Bachelors," which was the

attraction at the Blue Mouse Theatre. It did

only a fair business, compared to other recent

films at this house.

"On Trial" played its fourth week to moder-
ati business at the Music Box Theatre, but

showed signs of slipping and was nearing the

end of its run. The long waiting lines have dis-

appeared, which is a sign of slumping business

for this 950-seat house. One-half more week
will see the end of this run. "Just Married"
was the attraction at the Coliseum and it failed

to arouse much enthusiasm, Much stress is be-

ing pul on the coining talkies to this house next

week, and the present film suffered as a result.

Reviewers were well pleased with "Nothing to

Wear" at Pantages, but business was not much
better than average, as the vaudeville unit was
weak. The Orpheum bad a very strong vaude-

ville program, and "The Crash" on the screen

served merely as a time-filler betwen shows,

failing to impress the audiences.

Nuptials
Winifred Dunn, scenario writer, was mar-

ried tit Coronado hist week to Harold
Swartz, sculptor.

Holiday Week Above Normal in Kansas
City; All First Runs Do Well

^
r A.\^\.^ CITY.—Individuals and children
V were I,,,) tlu. only ones to whom Christ-

mas week brought cheer in Kansas City.

Virtually every exhibitor tei the man enjoyed
business far above normal, especially on Christ-
mas night, while other nights were better than
average nights.

\i the Newman, "Buddy" Rogers in "Some
one To Love" scored big. Rogers being a Kan-

i ity boy, which probably gave impetus to

the attendance. The matinee business found
hundreds of women shoppers in attendance.

\t Loew's Midland. Joan Crawford in

"Dream of Love" played to well-filled houses,

as did Billy Dove in "Admiration" at the Main
Street, which also offered a strong stayc pro-

gram in addition to the feature picture. "The
I 'ower of the Press" drew well all week at the

Globe. So did "Conquest" at the Royal, espe

ciallj at matinees, the afternoon business being

better, comparatively, than the night attendance.

At the Pantages "The \pache" played to

well Idled houses all week. All theatres had the

usual Christinas lobby and Stage decorations,

but. aside from a slight increase in newspaper
advertising on the part of the Newman in ex-

ploiting "buddy" Rogers, there was nothing out

of the ordinary in the exploitation of pictures.

"Fool" Averages 32,000 Patrons Week-
ly in St. Louis; Good Week All Around

OT, LOUIS.—With an average attendance of

k J upwards of .i-MHIII per week ill a compara-
tively small theatre, "I he Singing Fool," now
in its seventh week at Skouras Brothers Mid-
town Theatre, Olive street, west of Grand
boulevard, St. Louis, Mo., seems to grow big

get week by week. 'Ibe end is not ut iii sight.

It is truly remarkable bow th Ei males and
males pa\ 75c to Si per head to cry at

and with Sonny Boy. That's what pays divi-

dends on tin. itre stocks, H and when. At any

rate, a dead bouse has been converted into a

big financial winner.

de 'lom's Cabin" as interpreted with

sound and accompaniment, opened an en

incut at the Grand Central Theatre on Christ-

mas Da) and despite the holidays .and the prev-

alence of influenza had an excellent week.

Loew's State Theatre, Eighth street .mil

Washington avenue, offered on its screen

"Dream of Love" with Joan Crawford and \'ik

\sther. Also several short sound subjects. On
the whole it was a satisfacti irj w ei k.

"Submarine" was on the screen at the Mis-
souri Theatre and proved a very popular attrac-

tion and the Ambassador's film was "Synthetic
Sin."
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for

Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis

of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England

A .. In a special article
Another tw0 w

*
eka T

"Sound"" Danger w a r n e d exhibitors

Warnin 0, about the "tin-pan"
devices being sold to

the'atres all over the country. Now I U~m>
another warning-, but this time it is meant
for theatres already equipped with some
form of sound apparatus, either nun-syn-

chronous or both.

After hearing about various kinds of pho-

nograph record service for use on non-syn-

chronous plants I made it a point to ques-

tion several exhibitors regarding same, and
also to investigate what these so-called ser-

vices consisted of. It was not long before

I found that just like the "tin-pan" sound

plants, some of these services were long on

promises but rather short on delivery. So
you had better follow the same advice I

gave you about non-synchronous plants

when it comes to buying a record service

to run on it. Investigate every proposition

that interests you and make sure that the

company offering such service is in a posi-

tion to give you what you are to pay for.

Better still, if you are in doubt, drop a

line to the CDUB and let us get the "dope"
fur you. A week or two delay will never put

you out of business but it may save you a

lut nf grief and money.

From the west

Creating Interest coast
,

com
!
s * ra

,
th

f
r

v c tt nove l method of di-m lour Staff recting attention

from theatre pa-
trons to the theatre staff of employees. An-
nounce through your program or on your
screen that a pair of passes will be given
to any patron who notes some particular
good act or service by a theatre employee,
and who notifies the management of same
by letter.

After a little plugging, and announce-
ment cf some of the reports, you will be
surprised to see how your patrons are
watching every attachee in your theatre,
and instead of all those nice little actions
and etforts of your staff going to waste for
lack of attention or appreciation, you will

soon see that they are on their toes every
minute that the house is open for business
because they will want some observing pa-
trons to see and report what they are doing.
They will also be very careful about doing
anything wrong for fear that even such an
action would be reported.

This strikes us as being another corking
way to kick up interest in your theatre staff

and in these days when the actions of the-

atre employees generally reflect the theatre

Did You Answer My
Last Letter?

^TO doubt that I>y this time
J you have received the spe-

cial letter sent out hy the
CLUB about silent and sound
pictures. NOW, the thing to do
is to sit right down and send me
the information requested in
that letter, but don't delay be-

cause we want to broadcast the
answers to those questions for
the enlightenment of the industry
at large. DO IT NOW. THANKS.

C. E. L.

itself, it provides much good food for

thought.

We pass this suggestion on for just what
it is worth to the average theatre manager
who continually cries, "There is nothing
new under the Sun."

Now that "talk-

Farash Theatres ies " havt
' beeome

rl . rn I. . more of a reality
Fioneers Talkies than a dream it

would be timely to
say that much credit is due Mr. Win. M.
Shirley, President of the Farash Theatre
Corp., in Schenectady, N. Y., operating a
string of high class theatres in that part of
New York State, for his vision and fore-
sight in seeing the possibilities of this new
theatre angle.

According to a story printed in the Sche-
nectady Union-Star a short time ago, Mr.
Shirley installed the eighth sound plant
built with both Vitaphone ami Movietone.
Much interesting information has reached

this office about Wm. M. Shirley, and we
had hoped to get him to send us one of his

pictures so that we could show you what
he looks like. But he is a little modest and
up to this date we have nut been able to get
the photo. However, we are glad to come
forward and give credit where credit is due.
Mr. Shirley was one of the very few who
believed in the possibilities and future of
"sound" and did not hesitate to place faith
and money to prove his theory. We know
he has been amply repaid tor his venture.
As soon as the CLUB organizes an in-

vestigation bureau, we will ferret out some
more "dope" about the Farash Theatres
and let the rest of the world in on their up-
to-the-minute activities.

It is my contention

Epidemics and f
"
at the less said

about the present
Showmanship Flu. epidemic, as far

as the public is con-

cerned, the better it is for all concerned.

We know that it doesn't help business any,

and we also know that if we take a little

precaution to safeguard the health of our

patrons we are doing all we can. Therefore,

I suggest that you let your actions speak

louder than words. Keep your theatre well-

ventilated, avoid the crowding of patrons

in any one spot in the theatre. See that a

proper disinfectant is used by your janitors

in cleaning the theatre. But avoid all refer-

ence to it as far as publicity is concerned,

especially the name "Flu."

Introducing
A. H. R. Miller

Mr. Miller, man-
ager nf the Opera

House in Waynes-
burg, Pa., employed
a most interesting-

letter when he sent me his membership ap-

plication. He listed his "qualifications" as

follows

:

1—Messenger for the original Film
Trust.
2—Pittsburgh, Pa.—Original Sound

Effect man (Behind the screen L907).
3—Theatrical Usher.
4—10 years, Penn. State licensed op-

erator.
5—3 years in Production nf Motion

Pictures from pay roll clerk to studio

manager.
6—Film Salesman.
7—This is 3rd house (All failures

prior to taking over).

S—Annual Trip—from coast to coast

or in part studying theatrical condi-

tions.

9—Personal acquaintance with many
of the biggest men in the Industry.
10—Original Ideas—Nothing i> ever

tried in this theatre as a stunt if we
know it's been tried elsewhere- Except
as a test against our plan.

We thought his list of experiences was
very interesting BUT we thought hi' was
ALL wrong on that number 1(1. Surely, Mr.
Miller, all the good ideas in the world

couldn't be thought out only in Waynes-
burg, could they? No, I think you will

agree with me. So why not watch what the

other fellow is doing and just see if "In-"
ideas cannol be fitted for your use in your
town. But maybe we misunderstood. Per-

haps you meant that you never use a stunt

that has been used in your town. It so
a

( Continued on following page i
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il i~ .-hi entirely different angle to view
letter.

At any i re glad to e you
he CLUB ami know that we are going

;.i gel some interesting and profitable ideas

from you, especially since your ideas are .ill

original and thai i~ what we want, Origin-

ality. Let's hear from you again soon.

Floyd F. Sinclair,

Meet Another manager cf the New
. i# i

Southern Theatre in
\eu Member Minneapolis. Minn..

sends us his applica-
tion blank together with a very novel stunt
that he used in conjunction with "The Yel-
low Cameo" a serial picture. He organized
a "Yellow Cameo Club" among the chil-
dren of his community and enrolled quite
a large membership. The entire idea was
well planned, but we would rather have you
write direct to Mr. Sinclair for details and
samples of the membership card he made
up. Since we have been great believers in
the use of serials we know that this will
stimulate attendance of the kiddies and
furthermore, it can be used in connection
with any serial you run. Write him today,
his address is the New Southern Theatre,
Washington at Cedar Aves., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Let us hear from you again soon, Mr.
Sinclair.

Hollywood Happenings
In Brief

Sunday Movies Win Fight
in Florida Town

Thanks to the initiative of two enterpris-
ing citizens, Tarpon Springs, Fla., now has
Sunday movies. The new order <it' things
was launched Sunday, December 0, with the
showing at the Royal Theatre of Univer-
sal's "The Fourth Commandment.''

Elmer Hoadley, a real estate factor, in-
itiated tin- movement. Another equally en-
terprising citizen was Prank Morris.

(Continued

Signed
Harrj < i reen, \ audeville > om dian a

sociated with Aaron Hoffman's "George
Washington Cohen" tor many years, has

been signed by Paramount, fie "ill make
his screen debut in "Young Sinners," with

Buddy Rogers and Nancy Carroll.

Free Lance
Nancy Drexel, who has been under con-

trart to Fox tor the past yr.'ir, becomes a

free-lance on the expiration of her present

agreement term this month. She just com-
pleted her first talkie role ill " l'"or I let Me-

Not."

Talker for Louise Dresser
"Tlie Grouch-Bag," by Wallace Smith,

will be Louise Dresser's first all-talker for

Fox. Irving Hammings will direct, the film

going into production late in January.

Title
"Companionate Troubles" is the title of

a forthcoming Universal production. The
story is an original by Earle Snell.

Term Contract
Paul Perez, title writer, signed term con-

tract with First National. His first assign-

ment will be titles and dialogue for "Weary
River," starring Richard Barthelmess.

Homecoming
Mrv Winifred Keeves has returned to

Universal as a story editor assisting Rob-

ert Welsh, studio general manager.

Your Chance to Be a

First Member of 1929

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name

Address Policy

Theatre Capacity

City State

Honorary Chairman Chairman

Wm. A. Johnston Charles E. Lewis

from page

M-G-M Signs Ghas. King

M 1
1 M signed Charles K 1 hl; . former mu-

sical comedy star, to long-term contract for

talkfilms. Kinu came to the coast for fea-

tured part with B— ie Love and Anita Page
in "Broadway Melody." Following tins,

he was signed to play lead opposite .Marion

Davies in "Five O'Clock Girl," now being
movietoned bj M-G M

Wm. Austin Loaned
William Austin, Paramount contract

CO! linn, has been loaned to M-G-M for

part in "Five O'Clock Girl," starring Ma-
rion Davirs, which AI Green is directing.

Lowe Signs Contract

Carl Laenimle, Jr., signed Edward T.

Lowe, Jr., scenario writer, to five-year op-

tional contract for Universal. I.owe re

eentlv completed adaptation of "Show-
Boat.

"

To Direct Baclanova
Rowland V. Lee will direct Balcanova in

'"The Woman Who Needed Killing," a

Paramount all-talk picture. John Farrow
is writing film adaptation and dialogue.

Louis Leighton will produce.

New Educational Comic
Billy Dale, Educational featured come-

dian, started production on the fourth of

his series of two-reelers Eor thai company.
Jules White is directum.

FBO Engages Marian Nixon
Marian Nixon was engaged by FBO tor

the ingenue lead in "The Red Sword,"
which went into production last week in

Hollywood.

Gillingwater Replaces Breese

Claude Gillingwater replaces Edmund
Breese in the casl of "Alimony Annie," a

new Warner Bros, production thai will tea

tiire Dolores ( lostello.

"Restless Youth" Begun
Columbia's new drama. "Restlefcs

Youth." went into work last week with

Robert Ellis, Gordon Elliot! and Mary Ma-
berj la

I e addil ions to i he cast.

Serial Sound Sequences
Pathe is considering injecting sound se-

quences into the serial, "The Fire Detec-

tive," which Spencer Bennel i> directing.

Warner Bros. Donate Murals
The Warner Bros, last week donated

$40,000 to the Temple B'nai B'rith in LoS
Angeles for the purchase of mural paint-

ings for the new edifice now being erected.

Writing Dialogue
Howard Green is writing dialogue for

talking sequences of "Younger Genera-
tion," Columbia picture. Green will also

write dialogue lor the sound version of

"The Donovan Affair," also Columbia pro-

duced.
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Opinions on Pictures

West of 'Zanzibar

A Congo Country Melodrama
(Reviewed by Freddie Sehader)

\\7 HILH M-G-M arc programming this

* * as "an original story for the screen

by Chester Devonde and Kilbourn Gordon"
it is in reality a screen version of the stage
play "Congo" which was barred by the
Hays organization. With Lon Chaney in

the principal role the picture is certain to

be a box office drawing- card, but there is

nothing about the film itself that will cause
anyone to go out and rave about it. Mary
Nolan is a very interesting figure in the
east and Warner Baxter as the drink sod-
den doctor manages to get some sympathy
for himself and the girl.

The opening scenes are laid in a London
music hall and the balance of the picture
is enacted in the Congo country. There is

some colorful stuff in the scenes with the
Idacks but in the main the story is depress-
ing. Chaney has the role of the stage ma-
gician who is deserted by his wife, she elop-
ing with a South African adventurer. When
she returns later to die, bringing a child
with her the wronged husband believes the
youngster is the offspring: of the lover. To
avenge himself for the wrongs done him
he places her in one of the dives in Cape
Town while he goes up country. Years later

he sends for the girl, having in the mean-
time managed to virtually become king of
the black tribe-., and at the same time ar-

ranges fin- the man whom he thinks her
father to come into the territory. It i- the

custom of the blacks upon the death of the
male head of the family to burn alive the
nearest relative either wife or daughter of
the dead person. Chancy plans the death
of the father and the burning of the
daughter, until he discover-, that she in

reality is his own child. Then he gives his

life so that the gill and the doctor who has
been his personal attendant can escape.

Drawing Power: Musi depend solely on
Lon Chancy, although Lionel Barrymore is

also in the cast, but has little to do. Mary
Nolan looks good and it i- safe to predict
a screen future for her.

THEME: Deserted husband decides to
revenge himself on offspring cf wife who
deserted him and the man who betrayed
her by planning the death of both by na-
tives in the interior of Africa. The girl's

escape with a lover and the death of the
two men in the original plot finish up the
story, a tale that is rather gruesome in

spots.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-
wyh-Mayer. Length, 6,150 feet. Released,

November '24, 1928. Directed by Tod Brown-
ing.

THE CAST
Flint Lon Chaney
Crane Lionel Barrymore
Doc Warner Baxter
Maizie Mary Xolan
Anna Jane Daly
Tiny Roscoe Ward
Babe Kala Pasha

"What a Night"
A Snappy Fast Moving Story
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

THERE is a little bit id' everything but

grand opera in this one. There is bur-

lesque, comedy, drama and various other

factors that all go to make for an enter-

taining picture, if one that has entirely too

many ridiculous situations. Belie Daniels is

starred anil she is her usual vivacious self.

They have given her some good comedy but

it loses much of its effect in some poor situ-

ations that surround it.

The tale is somewhat of a travesty on

newspaper life and will be far from pleas-

ing to members of the trade. One seldom
sees a wealthy girl in the role of a reporter
traipsing a pet poodle along to the office

with her and tieing it to her desk. How-
ever, the story was not made for the news-
papers and the movie patrons might be able

to overlook some of these ridiculous

touches. Of course, Miss Daniels, the under-
study to the star reporter, reveals the hid-

ing place of the much desired spurious

check and her paper succeeds in scooping
all rivals, which, of course, is the main
thing.

Aside from some of the discrepancies in

the story, Mi>s Daniels does some splendid

work puts over the comedy in her usual

clever style. She is ably assisted by Xeil

Hamilton, Wheeler Oakman, William Aus-
tin and Charles Sellon.

Drawing Power: Tt is the type of picture

that undoubtedly has box-office appeal and
the popularity of the star should make it a

good draw. Exploitation Angles: The -tal-

is always a good bet. The mystery angles;

the newspaper angles, the comedy and the

fast action; the fashions.

THEME: Comedy drama in which daugh-
ter of wealthy man becomes cub reporter

and unearths big scoop for her newspaper.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, 5,476 feet. Released, Dec. 22, 1928.

Directed by Edward Sutherland. Story by
Lloyd Corrigan and Grover Jones. Scenario

by Louis Long.

THE CAST
Dorothy Winston Bebe Daniels
Percy Penneld William Austin
Mike Corney Wheeler Oakman
Editor Madison Charles Sellon
Patterson Charles Hill Mailcs
Snarky Ernie Adams

"Land O'Cotton"

(Fable-Pathe—One Reel)

THERE is some real good humor as well as a

well executed story in this Aesop's Fable
of Simon Legrec and his slave boy and girl.

Their purchase, incarceration and getaway from
their brutal master provide more than the usual
number of laughs found in these animated car-

toons.

Simon, after buying the boy and girl on the
auction block locks them up in adjoining huts
and they are aided in their getaway by a friendly
mule. The chase for them is highly exciting
and as they are about to be recaptured the mule
throws his two hind shoes with deadly accuracy
and renders Simon null and void.—CHESTER
J SMITH.

Prep and Pep
Juvenile Story Will Appeal Strongly

to Youth

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

A FRAGILE little story, of youthful
trials and emotions, of a kid discour-

aged to the point of quitting who
fights his way back to love and happiness, this
directorial endeavor of David Butler, erst-

while actor, is best calculated to please

Mamie Flapper and the Boy Friend. It 's

an exceptionally light bit of drama.

The Culver Military Academy supplies

the locale. The youngsters are all

"kaydets" and are smitten by the Com-
mandant's pretty daughter. So right off

the bat one could call this a sort of junior
West Point story, you know the type, its

plot somewhat like this: a first year man
suffering humiliation and disgrace before

his comrades and desiring to run away from
it all, newly born courage and a sense of

filial devotion towards old Alma Mater
holding him back; and then the boy con-

quering all his mental handicap--, tri-

umphantly beating the psychic jinx and
marching off with the girl. The plot is

familiar, isn't it? "Prep and Pep" fol-

lows it pretty faithfully.

Young David Rollins and pretty Nancy
Drexel are the young pair. David's rival

is a cocky young fellow who finds much
pleasure in disgracing him in public. The
hero suffers from his jibes, especially when
he has a name to uphold : the name of his

dad, who was Culver's star athlete. When
the Academy boys find out that David is

not a chip off the old block they have a

grand time kidding him. After awhile the

boys patience is exhausted and he gets mad
and full of the spirit of •"I'll show them."
From thence on he scores one success after

another, finally ending his feats with the

rescue of his girl anil rival caught in a

prairie fire.

Drawing Power: For the youthful clien-

tele. Sell it from its military angle and
tell 'em that it is a realistic portrayal of

young love and trial-. It will be a sure bet

in towns having military schools, high

schools, etc., and exhibitors would do well

to make a play for such trade.

THEME : Picturing the tribulations of a

young chap who goes to Culver Military

Academy, and is immediately accepted as a
whiz, being the son cf a famous athlete.

When he proves a bust, he feels like quit-

ting but becomes imbued with a desire to

win and goes to victory and the hand of the

Commandant's daughter.

Produced and distributed by Fox Films.

Story, Wm. Counselman and David Butler.

Scenario, John Stone. Length, 6,086 feet.

Director, David Butler.

THE CAST
Cyril Reade David Rollins

Dorothy Marsh Nancy 1 Irexel

Flash Wells John I larr iw

Col. John Marsh E. H. Calvert

Bunk Hill Frank Alhertson

Coach Robert Peck
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The River
Sluggish, Sophisticated, lint Parks

Punch lit re and There
I
l'< \ iewed li> E. «.. Johnston)

H"1 Ills |. Prank Boi
* director who gave this industry "

enth Heaven " and "Strei \.\ el," un-
wound itself a< the Ne\i Vork Gaiety The-
;ii re a few nights : re it's in for a

visil al the two rate I [ere, il has the

support of ;m excellent Movietone comedy,
id show in itself, and a strong M-

tone newsreel featuring King Alphonso of
Spain. A prologue in the feature, a couple
of heavyweights singing the theme song,
was ;i tragic failuri— bul now to the pic-
ture :

Represented as a symbolic affair "The
River" lias a dangerously thin coating of

ir tin- kiml of trick skating. True it

starts out like a sturdy stream, flashes
brightly through rapids here and there but
dawdles along until all it- vigor i- spent in

broad and sluggish channels.
Charles Parrell has the role of a much-

too-innocent fellow from I'p The River who
<1"\\ n-stream on a (mimic made barge

to find out what the Sen, Women and I 'il ies

look like. Via picture he never reaches the
Sen or City but doe. meet a Woman and
thereby hangs this tale.

Barge tied up he Loafs around a worldly-
girl whose keeper has just been sent

up for murder. The affair ripen- into a

rather tempestuous brand of love for both
girl and hoy while the other man i- away.

the latter reappears he is success-
fully done away with and the pair resume
the journey to the Sea. It i- then that you
are informed that Women and Rivers are
much the -,-i —rifts, rapids, whirl] Is,

depth- and whatnot. So mucE tor a brief
theme. Now for whatever highlights there
be and a mention of a few sequences which
thi- revidwer thought ridiculously over-
drawn :

Charley Farrell a mi Mary Duncan do
wonderfully well with the flimsj material
handed them. Next, we compliment Borzage
along The -•inie line-. Not many director-
would have even attempted to film SUCh a

story a- thi-. A minor role, played by Ivan
Linow, i- also faithfully portrayed. The
photography i- of the best.

I'm' on the other hand. Let '- go back
to t he beginning \\ hei i ee t lie girl cling-

ing frantically to "her man," being led

away to serve a murder sentence. She is

Swearing eternal faithfulness. A tew hour-
later -he'- making eye- at the young fill

billie. Not a sympathetic start lor one
whom we are later led to believe l- re-

deemed by love. Next, the amorous bed
room scene which i- prettj hot stuff. This

• retched out 'way to,, far and Broad-
way laughed at the girl's far to,, obvious

pts to enslave her new boy friend.

Then, the climax of thi- sequence when a

jackdaw breaks up the party and a near
knifing occurs. Boy friend seizes an axe.

goes outside ami -tart- hacking down ma-
ture trees. Maybe two or three tree- i >. K.
but -o help us he cuts enough lumber to

furnish Hollj n I sets for month to c '.

Ami Broadway guff; lin ami again
when -he coddles the boy back to life bj

t he warm) h of her body.
Drawing Power: Don't pay "Special"

t or thi- because it doesn 't rate that

high But if yon ct right do so by
all mean- providing i of it i- i

bol tor your audience. It '- sophisl tcated

tare.

Produced and Distributed by Pox Film
Corporation. Length, 7^11 feet. Release
datt undetermined. Directed by Frank Bor-

1
1
omi Tristam Tupper's novel by same

name.
Till CAS1

Allen John Pender
Mai > I Duncan
ii

Mai -'l,,n .Alfred*
Margaret Mann

Her Bert Woodruff

The Shopworn Angel
Love Regenerates a Detained Lady

(Reviewed bj Freddie Schader)

T I i- jii-i a question how much your audi-
* once will stand for. In the ease of
this picture the heroine i- a backline ehorii-

girl, who gets a heavy sugar poppa who puts
her in a flat where -he ami all the little boy
and girl friend- make whoopee. Then along
come- a buck private in the draft army.
lie's from Texas and hasn't a friend in the

world. He bulls his buddies that he knows
Daisy of thi' chorus and that -he's hi- girl.

They make him make good on bragging and
a- luck would have it the gir] goes through
for him. Finally she fall- in love with him,

gives her sugar daddy the air and walk- to

the alter with the boy just a few minutes
before he is to start overseas. But the wed-
ding ceremony is never completed, the girl

".ocs into a dead faint when the minister
reaches that part of the ceremony where he

says "and fore-wear all other-." Back to

the chorus for Daisy and while rehearsing
a new number she ha- a vision that come-
over the empty -eat- in the orchestra of the
death of the boy who almost was her hus-

band. And that ends the tale.

There are two version- of this picture,

one i- silent and the other talkie. The lat-

ter version i- the one that was shown at

the Paramount. The talking sequence runs
lor ten minutes at the end of the picture,

which makes a difference of a couple of

hundred feet in the length of the picture.

Gary Cooper, who plays the role of the

buck private, i- the only one in the cast who
gets the sympathy of the audience, but

Garj fail- to qualify when ii (amies to de-

livering line-. Nancy Carroll, however,
with considerable stage experience behind

her manages to shine in the moments that

-he has to deliver dialogue.

There are time- when the picture in the

silent portion seems to drag considerably,

and there -coined to be too much stressing

ol the fact that the girl was being main-
tained in an apartment. It was almost cm
Stantly on the screen.

Drawing Power: The title seems to be

the best bet tor the box office. In the spots

where they are still strong for war stuff

this may do business.

THEME: Chorus girl with a "guard-
ian" falls for a soldier and is about to

marry him. At the altar she faints, but
love has regenerated her and she goes back
to work after the boy goes overseas.

Produced ami distributed by Paramount
Famous -Lasky. Length, talkie version,

7.:;7:i; silent, 7,1 12. Released, -Ian. 12, L929.

Directed by Richard Wallace. Story by
liana Burnett, screen version by Howard
f ialnool; and Albert Shelby l.evino.

THE CAST
Hill Tyler Gary Cooper
I taisj Nancy Carroll
Bailey Paul Lulcas

Scarlet Seas
A China Sea Heller with Thrills

(Reviewed l>» Freddie Schader)

n nil \i;d BARTHELMESS Mint have
'* suddenly remembered what a tremen-
dous box office smash "Fury" was for him.
and decided to do another sea picture along
the -ame general outline. He ha- not suc-
ceeded in duplicating "Fury" by a long
-hot, hut he ha- turned out a picture that

i- fairly interesting. Dick and Betty Comp-
"ii run away with all the acting honor- and
carrj the story, Betty, incidentally i- a

fallen woman who i- queening over a

Shanghai sailor dive who i- stolen from the
establishment by Dick, carried off on hi- boat
and after the two are purged by fire ami
water, for the boat catches tire and -ink-,

they are purified and ready to -tart lite

anew. Hut the tale i- told with any number
of thrills and while it is hard to reconcile
little Dick knocking the big sea-faring
huskies fight ami left with a punch 'he

audiences pretty general^ will stand for it.

I',cit\ Comp-on looks the part of the dive
girl and manages to give a fairly colorful

performance. Loretta Young ha- very little

to do and leaves no lasting impression with

what is entrusted to her.

The handling of the sea scenes was com-
mendable, while the burning ami sinking of

the vessel done in miniature fitted nicely

t trough clever cutl ing.

Drawing Power: Play up the -tar and his

former sea story. Hetty Compson should
al-o be worth something at the b. o.

"Shanghied in Shanghai" might be a good
catch line for you. It i- a sound picture

but not a talker.

THEME: A hard drinking, hard hitting

sailor man steals a girl and takes her to sea.

She's not a gocd girl, but the experience

brings her regeneration. The two passing

through hardships of a shipwreck, a mutiny,

any number of fights and a couple of

murders, finally see the light and turn
square.

Produced and distributed by First Na-
tional Pictures, I in-. Length. 6,237 feet.

Released, Dec. n. L928. Directed by -John

Francis Dillon.

I ill-. CAST
Steve Donkin Richard Barthelmess
Rose McKay Betty Compsoa
Mai gari I Barbour Loretts

[ohri son I

' Bi
I
iurj . Sr.

Toomey Jack Curtis
t tapt. Bai -mi, Knute I i

""Clunked on the Corner""

( Sennet t-Pa the—Two Reels)

J
i HIWY BURKE has a t'air comedy in tins

two-reeler, which has plenty of gags and
comedy situations, though most of them arc ot

a rather ancient vintage, There is an occasii

good laugh, but it seems a- though this clever

comic would have a better chance to displa

talents with a little different brand of material.

Johnnj ha- the role of a dumb newsboy, who
run- in,m ,,nc mess ol' trouble right into an

other. A female shoplifter finally slip- a

able necklace into his pocket and then

him to her home, where he i- roughl) reo
by her husband, who is much wanted by the

police. When the cops arrive the couple are

sneaking out the back door, leaving Johnny in

charge with instructions to shoot anyone who
lin- to enter the house. They are all eventu-

ally captured after man\- ,,i those time worn
-hot- that find Johnny dangling mir a lofty

cliff. Vernon Dent and Carmelita Geraghty are

the other principals and both do well what is

asked ol them CHESTER J. SMITH.
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My Man
A Fannie Brice Triumph
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

T^AXNIE BRICE is just as great an ar-

* tist on the screen as on the speaking
stage. In fact one has a better chance in

cat i'li her full artistry of expression in the

numerous screen closeups than on the

vaudeville or musical comedy stage. Her
facial expression is as wonderful as i- her

brand of humor.
If Miss Brice were not just as clever as

she is this latest Warner Vitaphoned fea-

ture would be anything but a sensation. It

is about two-thirds talkie and about three

thirds Fannie Brice. She jumps from one
specialty to another, all taken from her
vaudeville acts and she renders all of her

old favorite numbers including, "My Man,"
"Floradora Baby," "Second Hand Rose,"
"Spring Song," "I'm An Indian," "I'd
Rather Be Blue Thinkins' of You Than Be
Happy With Somebody Else." "If You
Want the Rainbow, Yon Must Have the

Rain," and the recitation, " Mrs. Cohn At
the Beach."
Working so many numbers and specialties

into a film story is a somewhat difficult

task and necessarily the story has been
sacrificed. It is woefully disjointed and the

direction is far from the best. There is an
attempt to ring in a bit of the pathos thai

is so effective in the Jolson pictures, "The
Jazz Singer" and "The Sinning Fool," but

it just does not click in the same way.
Guinn Williams has the leading male

role and does well enough in it. He has a

lot of personality, but he evidently is not
accustomed to reading lines. Edna Murphy
is splendid as the ungrateful and erring
sister, and Ann Brody scores as Mrs.

Schultz, the sympathetic and altogether lov-

able friend of Fannie. But the success of

the picture can be credited almost entirely

to Miss Brice.

Dra-wing Pcwer: It can hardly fail to

do big business in any wired house. The
popularity of the star and her artistry are

just about a guaranty of its success. Ex-
ploitation Angles: The star, the numerous
popular song hits and the specialties.

THEME: Poor shopgirl with young
brother and erring sister suffers many hard-
ships and loses the man she loves on her
wedding evening when be falls for the wiles

of the sister. She becomes a successful

stage star.

Produced and distributed by Warner
Bros. Length 9,247 feet. Released .Tan. 12,

1029. Story by Mark Canfield. Directed by
Archie May®.

THE CAST
Fannie Brand Fannie Brice
Joe Halsey..... Guinn Williams
Erna Brand Edna Murphy
Landaia . Andre de Seguroia
Waldo Richard Tucker
Thorn* Arthur Hoyt
Sammy Billy Seay
Mrs. Schultz Ann Brody
Fun-lady Clarissa Sehvynne

in his "Saturday Evening Post" yarns.

The elusive will o' the wisps of crime and

the sturdy, upright "cops" play a pretty

game of wits here. Told with crisp vigorous

direction and sketching of character that

does nut leave anything to be desired, the

story can immediately be credited with that

quality of picture goodness: satisfying gen-

eral appeal.

LoC Moran presents a cleft little por-

trayal of a girl, who temporarily suffers

from shock when she sees her lover cut

down by a gangster. A master crook sees

her condition and because of his knowledge
of neurosis, restores her mind sufficiently

to make her a most suitable bait for his

scheming designs. The girl's lover is sus-

pended from the police force through the

conniving^ of the master crook but he de-

termines to solve the case alone. He sees

the girl and through strength of will com-

pels her to remember her real status. So
while the crooks are staging a robbery she

(with the aid of her lover) leads them into

a pretty trap, which results in all of them
donning the steel braclets.

Perhaps the characterization that probes
deepest is that of Earle Foxe ('member
his work in "Four Sons"?) as the genius

of crime. George O'Brien is exceedingly

efficient as the young cop who loves Lois

Moran. As a crook with a musical bent,

Fritz Feld does well in a small part.

The camera work is especially fine in two
instances: a scene showing the girl's reac-

tion to the knowledge that her brother has

been killed by a bandit; and a sequence

showing the girl bending over the fallen

body of her lover with the daze tempor-
arily blanketing her memory.

Drawing Power: It is the type of pic-

ture that gets by in the Broadway type of

house. Exploitation Angles: Publicize

O'Brien, Lois Moran, Earle Foxe, the au-

thor's stores, the type of film; most any
stories appearing in the dailies and dealing

with crime will provide suitable "copy";
arrange tie-ups wflth police department,
jewelry stores, etc.

THEME: Drama of girl enmeshed in

not spread by gang of crooks lead by a
"master mind" of crime and of her escape
from their hands through the help of her
faithful lover.

Produced and distributed by Fox Films
Corp. Released, Dee. 9, 1928. Length,
5,598 feet. Director, Charles Klein. Author,
Charles Francis Coe.

THE CAST
Mary Brower Lois Moran
Robert Kelly George O'Brien
Dr. Cornelius Simmons Earle Foxe
Buddy Brower Don Terry
Pepita Maria Alba
Thomas Benard Fitz Feld
Funeral Andy Clyde
Ackroyd Crauford Kent
Captain Jenkins Robert E. Ilomans
Chauffeur John Kelly
Jeweler Phillips Smalley

Blindfold
JSeally Pictured Crook Drama

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
rT'IIE constant warfare that goes on in

* our big cities between the blue-coated

representatives of law and order and the
versatile criminals of today is the theme
and backbone of this effective little story.

The author, Charles Francis Coe, knows his

gunmen having presented them in detail

"The Yankee Clipper"
(Universal—One Reel)

OSWALD is up to his old tricks in this car-
toon creation. As a barber he expands

on the beauty of the various animals that come
to him. Fairly amusing gags are utilized for

the barber shop sequences and a bit of plot that

is introduced makes it a compact affair.

Walt Lanz and Tom Palmer are credited
with the ingenuity and drawings.—GEORGE
J. REDDY.

Dream of Love
Almost a Nightmare in a Mythical

Kingdom
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THERE is a box office chance for this

feature providing the exhibitor can

book it in almost on the heels of "Dancing
Daughters," in which event it will draw on

the strength of the Joan Crawford prestige

established in the pieture. Otherwise it is

slightly below the average of the program
type. There is really no role to speak of

for .loan Crawford and one has to build

the box office appeal on her personality.

Co-starred with her is Nils Asther, but the

rank and file of fans the country over have
not seen enough of him to give his name a

b. o. value.

In addition to the co-stars there are a

number of names that are worth while.

Aileen Pringle and Carmel Myers both look

like a million dollars in stunning costumes

and Miss Pringle contributes considerable

in a role that is wholly unsympathetic, she

running the gamut from farce to heavy

melodrama when she is "the woman
scorned." Warner Oland is the menace as

the dictator for the mythical kingdom in

which the action takes place, a kingdom
that might just as well be Russian, Rou-
manian, Austrian or what have you. Harry
Myers, who has appeared all too infre-

quently on the screen of late, lends a hand
in supplying comedy relief.

In the matter of direction Fred Niblo has

handled his story very well indeed, but

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer need not think that

even a director as capable as this is going

to build Joan Crawford and Nils Asther
into a Gilbert-Garbo combination for the

box office; it isn't in the cards. Joan
Crawford, in roles that are suited to her, is

a strong enough box office attraction for

anyone, so why go to experimenting with
her.

Drawing Power: Joan Crawford should

prove your best bet to get them in. I would
not dwell too strongly on the idea that here

is a "new romantic pair" for the audience
will be disappointed if you do. The name
of Fred Niblo should have some pulling

value. Exploitation Angles: Play up the

stunning advance gown fashions worn by
Joan Crawford, Aileen Pringle and Carmel

'

Myers. Use the angle of should the heir to

the throne renounce it for a woman.

THEME: The love of a Prince for a

commoner set forth in a melodramatic
setting with a revolution as the background,
the intrigue being supplied by a woman
with money and ambitions to become a
queen.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Length, 7,987 feet. Released
December 1st, 1928. Authors, Eugene
Scribe and Ernest Legouve. Continuity,

Dorothy Farnum. Titles, Marian Ainslee
and Ruth Cummings. Director, Fred Niblo.

Film Editor, James McKay.

CAST
Adrienne Joan Crau ford
Mauritz Nils Astoer
Duchess \ileen Pringle
Duke Warner Oland
Countess Carmel Myers
Count Harry Reinhardt

Harry Myers

R. W. Neill Signed

R. William Neill has been signed by Co-
lumbia to direct one picture, title not vet
set.
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"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest

hibitors in every part of the country on current features,

picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature

the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who

The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the av
method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "F
centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are

ports, giving the average percentage—a figure which rep
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading
are averaged up and eliminated.

No picture is included in the list which has not recei

and most convenient form of reports received from ex-

which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the

represents the number of managers that have reported

ber who consider it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
consider it "Big."

erage rating on that feature, obtained by the following
air," 40% ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%. The per-

then added together, and divided by the number of re-

resents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this

taken alone and such individual differences of opinion

ved at least ten reports.

Title of Picture

COLUMBIA PICTURES
After the Storm —
Broadway Daddies -

Matinee Idol, The -

Scarlet Lady. The -

Sporting Age. The -

Street of Illusion. The -

Submarine —
F B O
Chicago After Midnight.. . .

—
Coney Island -

Dead Man's Curve —
Freckles 3
Hit of the Show, The -

Legionaires in Paris 1

Mojave Kid. The —
Perfect Crime. The —
Red Riders of Canada, The

.

—
South Sea Love 1

FIRST NATIONAL
Big Noise 2

Burning Daylight —
Butter and Egg Man. The. .

—
Canyon of Adventure —
Chaser, The 1

Crash, The —
Flying Romeos —
French Dressing 1

Good-live Kiss, The -

Happiness Ahead —
I [arold Teen —
Hawk's Nest, The —
Head Man. The
Heart ofa Follies Girl, The.. 1

Heart to Heart ... —
II. len of Troy 3

Ladies' Night in a Turkish
Bath —

Lad' . .

-

Littli -I of Kingdon
Come .

.

—
Mad Hour, The 1

Night Watch, The
Noose, The —
Oh Kay —
Out of the Ruin
Patent Leather Kid, The. . .

—
Sailors' Wives 2

th.- Hill
1 :

I . .
—

Strange Case of Captain
Ramper. ... .

.

—
Three-Ring Marriage —
Upland Ri

I 1

Vamping Venus 2
i he .

.

—
Waterfronl .

.

—
Wheel of Chance —
Whip, The

.
—

Whip Woman, The 3

8 ? i \f

a

*• ?• w n >
• -

M M M H
a a c a 3
port port

&
r
a

a
u

a
3

V U G V u V
X X X X a. _'

4 8 60 5,459 Ft.

2 8 64 5.400 Ft.

2 8 64 5.925 Ft.

1 8 2 73 6,443 Ft.

6 6 .

—

55 5.467 Ft.

1 8 1 70 5,988 Ft.— 6 4 82 8,192 Ft.

3 17 2 70 6,249 Ft,

5 18 — 63 6.390 Ft.

3 7 — 61 5,511 Ft.

4 17 1 60 6,131 Ft.

1 10 72 6,337 Ft.

. 3 18 — 63 5,771 Ft.

13 — 70 4,912 Ft.

2 12 3 72 6,331 Ft.
•>

13 — 66 6,419 Ft.

2 16 — 64 6,388 Ft.

6 12 56 7.1O0 Ft.

6 23 1 65 6,500 Ft.

2 11 1 70 6,467 Ft.
1

11 65 5.800 Ft.
• 5 5 — 52 5,744 Ft.

8 2 76 6,225 Ft.

6 13 — 61 6.184 Ft.

3 28 2 68 6,344 Ft.

3 8 — 62 7,300 Ft.

7 32 1 66 7,100 Ft.

2 18 3 71 7,500 Ft.

7 21 1 64 7,126 Ft.

9 1 73 6,502 Ft.
•> 16 — 64 5,957 Ft.

1 12 — 68 6,071 Ft.

12 21 6 62 7,691 Ft.

7 20 62 6,592 Ft.

3 18 — 66 6,608 Ft.

1 27 10 77 7,700 Ft.

9 15 — 57 6,625 Ft.

1 17 — 64 6,612 Ft,

1 13 75 7,331 Ft,

1 19 5 75 6,100 Ft.
•>

17 1 73 6,100 1 1

1 11 20 76 11,11 l Ft.

5 1 1
— 58 1 Ft.

1 10 71 38 Ft.

2 12 — 63 6,133 Ft.

3 7 61 7,531 M
14 — 65 34 Fl

1 12 — 65 i,73] Ft.
•>

7 — 55 6,021 Ft.

17 — 63 6,212 Ft.

2 7 3 73 i, 142 Fl
3 2

4

6 15 Ft.

1 11 1 70 6,058 Fl

8 10 — 51 5,087 Ft.

I 1
a % -5

Title of Picture

Yellow Lily, The —
FOX
Air Circus. The -

Branded Sombrero, The. ... 1

Chicken a la King -

Dare Devil's Reward -

Don't Marry -

Dressed to Kill -

Escape, The -

Fazil —
Fleetwing —
Four Sons -

Gateway of the Moon 1

Girl in Every Port, A -

Hangman's House -

Hello, Cheyenne —
Honor Bound -

Horseman of the Plains. . . .
-

Love Hungry -

Me, Gangster -

Mother Knows Best -

Mother Machree -

News Parade, The 1

None But the Brave -

No Other Women -

Painted Post, The —
Plav Girl, The -

River Pirate, The -

Road House -

.Sharpshooters 1

Soft Living -

Square Crooks —
Street Angel. The -

Thief in the I >ark. A -

W liv Sailors Go Wrong. . . .
-

Win That Girl -

\\ oman Wise -

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Across to Singapore —
Actress, The 1

Baby Mine 6
Beau Broadway —
Big City, The -

Bringing Up Father 1

Cameraman, The -

Cardboard Lover, The -

( ei tain Young Man. \ . .

.

-

Circus Rookies, The 3
Cossacks. The -

d, The 1

Detectives 2

1 diamond I landcuffs -

I »i\ ine \\ oman. The 2

ay, The 2

l ci 1 1
'.!. age -

Forbidden 1 lours -

Four Walls -

Latest From Paris, The. . . .

-

Laugh, clow n, Laugh -

I av 1 >i the Range, The. . . .
-

26 71 7.187 Ft.

1 11 — 68 7.702 Ft.

1 9 1 66 5,612 Ft.

1 10 — 67 ('..117 Ft.

1 17 72 4,987 Ft.

1 18 — 68 5,708 Ft.

6 21 2 66 6.566 Ft.
9 18 65 5,109 Ft.

1 15 7 78 7.217 Ft.

2 8 — 64 1.939 Ft.

2 16 11 79 9,412 Ft.

4 18 1 61 5.038 Ft.

i> 15 2 66 5.882 Ft.

4 20 2 68 6,518 Ft.

5 9 1 62 1 518 Ft.

5 11 — 61 6,188 Ft.

3 17 1 67 1,397 Ft.

11 1 68 5.792 Ft.

2 8 — 64 6,042 Ft.

2 11 — 65 10.100 Ft.

1 10 1 70 6,863 Ft.

6 10 1 59 6,679 Ft.

3 9 1 65 5.713 Ft.
•>

14 1 72 5,071 Ft.

3 7 — 61 4.952 Ft.

1 11 1 64 5,200 Ft.

4 19 — 65 6,937 Ft.— 12 1 72 4,991 Ft.

o 22 2 65 5,573 Ft.

4 10 — 61 5,629 Ft.

4 6 — 58 5,397 Ft.
>

19 18 82 9,221 Ft.
•>

13 — 66 5,937 Ft.

3 21 1 68 5,112 Ft.

1 9 — 61 5,337 Ft.— 12 1 72 ...050 Ft.

5 28 7 71 6,805 Ft.

10 21 3 63 6,998 Ft.

11 23 1 56 5,139 Ft
5 8 — 58 6,037 Ft.

11 36 5 67 6,838 Ft.

11 11 — 55 1 1 Ft.— 14 3 75 6,995 Ft.

3 18 2 69 7.108 Ft.

10 13 — 57 82 Ft.

4 17 — 59 5,661 It.

6 36 6 70 8,601 Ft.

5 24 5 69 48 Ft.

5 8 — 53 . 38 Ft.

.. 17 1 65 6,700 Ft.

8 33 6 67 7,300 Ft.

5 25
>

64 8.189 Ft.

1 21 6 72 7.182 Ft.

1 17 3 69 5,011 Ft.

1 27 4 73 6,620 Ft.

8 10 5 68 7,743 Ft.

1 11 1 70 7,045 Ft.

6 13 — (il 5.393 Ft.
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Love —
Lovelorn 1

Madameoiselle from Ar-
mentieres —

Man, Woman and Sin 4
Mysterious Lady, The -

Our Dancing Daughters.. . .
-

Patsy, The —
Road to Mandalay. The . . .

-

Rose-Marie —
Show People —
Skirts —
Smart Set, The -

Spoilers of the West -

Student Prince, The -

Telling the World -

Under the Black Eagle -

West Point -

While the City Sleeps —
White Shadows in the South

Seas —
Wickedness Preferred 1

Wyoming —
PARAMOUNT
Beau Sabreur 4
Beggars of Life -

Big Killing, The -

Docks of New York -

Doomsday —
Drag Net, The —
Easy Come, Easy Go —
Feel My Pulse -

Fifty-Fifty Girl, The -

First Kiss, The -

Fleet's In, The -

Fools For Luck 2
Forgotten Faces —
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. . 4

Get Your Man —
Half a Bride -

His Tiger Lady 1

Honeymoon Hate 1

Hot News —
Just Married -

Kit Carson —
Ladies of the Mob 1

Last Command. The -

Legion of the Condemned. .
—

Love and Learn —
Loves ot An Actress —
Magnificent Flirt, The -

Mating Call. The —
Moran of the Marines —
Night of Mystery, A 1

Old Ironsides 1

Partners in Crime —
Patriot, The -

Pioneer Scout, The —
Racket, The -

Red Rair -

Sawdust Paradise, The. ... —
Secret Hour, The 3

Showdown, The 3
Something Always Happens 1

Speedy —
Sporting Goods —
Street of Sin, The -

Sunset Legion, The -

Take Me Home -

Three Sinners -

Tillie's Punctured Romance 3
Two Flaming Youths —
Under the Tonto Rim —
Vanishing Pioneer, The .... 1

Varsity —
Warming Up —
Water Hole, The -

Wedding Marsh, The -

Wife Savers 4
Wings —
PATHE
Almost Human 1

Blue Danube, The 1

Chicago —
Cop, The —
Hold 'Em Yale -

King of Kings —
»

4 13 1 65 7,365 Ft
12 14 1 56 5,950 Ft.

3 7 61 5,441 Ft.
11 31 5 62 6,280 Ft.— 31 4 73 7,652 Ft.

3 23 13 78 7,652 Ft.

5 41 4 69 7,289 Ft.

11 32 4 66 6,544 Ft.

6 39 — 66 7,745 Ft.

1 11 3 74 7,453 Ft.

1 8 2 73 5,801 Ft.
2 39 5 72 6,476 Ft.

4 17 1 66 6.280 Ft.

4 35 17 77 9,563 Ft.

1 24 6 75 7,184 Ft.

3 12 — 64 5,901 Ft.
9 41 16 77 8,134 Ft.

3 15 11 78 7,448 Ft.

8 2 76 7.968 Ft.

2 16 — 64 5,011 Ft.

2 10 — 65 4,435 Ft.

11 28 5 62 6,704 Ft.

4 16 4 70 7,560 Ft.

8 13 1 62 5,808 Ft.

2 12 6 74 7,202 Ft.

6 15 — 61 5,665 Ft.

5 30 6 71 7,720 Ft.

8 29 1 64 5,364 Ft.

9 27 2 64 5,889 Ft.

7 22 .

—

63 7,720 Ft.

2 23 2 70 6,134 Ft.— 22 14 84 6,918 Ft.

3 10 — 57 5,758 Ft.

3 22 1 68 7,640 Ft.

10 26 6 63 6,871 Ft.

3 42 6 72 5,889 Ft.

5 23 — 65 6,263 Ft.

/ 15 — 59 5,038 Ft.

5 15 — 60 5,415 Ft.— 25 1 71 6,528 Ft.

2 12 2 70 6,039 Ft.— 11 — 70 7,464 Ft.

8 27 2 64 6,792 Ft.

4 37 20 78 8,234 Ft.

5 37 14 75 7,415 Ft.

3 22 2 69 5,737 Ft.

5 11 2 65 7,434 Ft.

3 17 — 66 6,440 Ft.

1 15 1 70 6,325 Ft.

3 16 2 69 5,444 Ft.

8 25 3 64 5,741 Ft.

8 37 14 72 7,910 Ft.

10 27 — 62 6,600 Ft.
9 19 8 76 9,819 Ft.

5 15 1 64 6,118 Ft.

5 26 6 71 7,646 Ft.

2 32 12 77 6,331 Ft.

3 9 2 68 5,928 Ft.

4 14 — 57 7,149 Ft.

14 17 3 57 7,616 Ft.

4 22 1 65 4,729 Ft.

3 39 19 78 7,960 Ft.

4 33 2 68 5,951 Ft.

3 31 4 71 6,'218 Ft.

2 15 3 72 6,763 Ft.

1 14 — 68 6,514 Ft.

6 19 2 66 7,029 Ft.

8 11 — 52 5,733 Ft.— 16 4 76 5,319 Ft.

3 21 2 69 5,991 Ft.

5 15 — 60 5,834 Ft.
9 9 — 65 5,802 Ft.
9 29 5 73 6,509 Ft.

1 18 4 74 6,319 Ft.
9 16 3 71 10,400 Ft.

10 20 3 59 5,413 Ft.— 15 10 82 11,764 Ft.

10 65 5,596 Ft.

1 17 2 69 6,589 Ft.

6 21 4 68 9,992 Ft.

1 13 1 70 7,054 Ft.

4 17 — 64 7,056 Ft.

1 21 21 84 10,200 Ft.

Leopard Lady, The 1

Let 'Er Go Gallegher
Midnight Madness -

Night Flyer, The -

On to Reno -

Rush Hour, The -

Ship Comes In, A —
Skyscraper, The —
Stand and Deliver —
Tenth Avenue —
Walking Back 1

STATE RIGHTS
Hell Ship Bronson —
Port of Missing Girls, The. . —
Road to Ruin, The 1

Simba —
United States Smith. —
TIFFANY-STAHL
Grain of Dust, The —
Haunted Ship, The —
Lingerie 1

Streets of Shanghai 1

UNITED ARTISTS
Battle of the Sexes, The ... —
Circus, The 2
Devil Dancer, The —
Dove, The -

Drums of Love 1

Garden of Eden, The —
Gaucho, The -

My Best Girl

Ramona —
Revenge —
Sadie Thompson —
Steamboat Bill, Jr —
Tempest —
Two Lovers —
Woman Disputed, The .... —
UNIVERSAL
Buck Privates —
Cohens and the Kellys in

Paris —
Count of Ten, The 1

Finders Keepers —
Foreign Legion, The —
Four Flusher, The —
Good Morning Judge —
Home James —
Hot Heels -

Lonesome —
Love Me and the World is

Mine —
Man's Past, A 1

Man Who Laughs, The .-...-

Melody of Love —
Michigan Kid, The -

Midnight Rose 3
Night Bird, The -

Rawhide Kid, The 1

Shield of Honor, The -

Stop That Man -

Surrender —
Thanks for the Buggv Ride . 1

That's My Daddy 1

Thirteen Washington Square —
Trick of Hearts, A -

Uncle Tom's Cabin 1

We Americans —
WARNER BROS.
Across the Atlantic —
Beware of Married Men ... —
Caught in the Fog 1

Crimson City, The -

Glorious Betsy -

Ham and Eggs at the Front —
If I Were Single —
Jazz Singer, The —
Lights of New York, The.. .

—
Lion and the Mouse -

Little Snob, The —
Powder My Back -

Race for Life, A —
State Street Sadie —
Tenderloin —
Terror, The —
Women They Talk About. .

—

4 17 — 62 6,650 Ft
2 12 3 72 5,888 Ft
1 10 1 70 6,559 Ft
4 17 1 66 5,954 Ft
3 10 1 66 5,494 Ft— 11 1 73 5,880 Ft.

2 8 —

.

64 6,209 Ft.

5 18 — 63 7,040 Ft.

2 19 — 67 5,423 Ft.— 10 — 70 6,370 Ft.— 16 1 69 5,035 Ft.

3 8 62 6,432 Ft.

4 18 — 65 7,270 Ft.

3 13 2 66 5,167 Ft.

1 11 9 72 8,000 Ft.— 12 2 74 6,000 Ft.

1 9 67 6,126 Ft.

2 9 — 65 4,753 Ft.

1 9 — 63 5,676 Ft.

1 13 2 69 5,276 Ft.

3 12 3 70 8,180 Ft.

7 29 28 77 6,700 Ft.

7 26 6 69 6,765 Ft.

14 25 10 68 8,400 Ft.

6 22 4 67 8,350 Ft.

2 23 3 71 7,558 Ft.

8 42 20 75 9,256 Ft.

4 50 23 77 8,500 Ft.
.

—

32 27 84 8,200 Ft.

2 7 2 70 6,541 Ft.

4 3 14 75 8,700 Ft.

5 18 3 68 7,700 Ft.— 12 10 84 9,300 Ft.

3 20 4 71 8,500 Ft.

3 14 1 67 8,041 Ft.

1 10 — 67 6,171 Ft.

3 34 11 75 7,481 Ft.

5 7 — 55 6,279 Ft.

4 16 1 66 6,081 Ft.

3 14 3 70 7,828 Ft.

2 14 — 66 6,193 Ft.
9 17 — 67 5,645 Ft.
9 8 — 64 6,307 Ft.
9 8 1 67 5,874 Ft.

2 9 — 65 6,142 Ft.

5 12 61 6,813 Ft.

5 19 — 62 6,135 Ft.

3 15 2 69 10,185 Ft.

1 10 1 70 6,733 Ft.

2 9 — 65 6,030 Ft.

3 5 — 48 5,689 Ft.

3 6 1 64 6,702 Ft.

3 7 — 57 4,777 Ft.

3 14 — 64 6,172 Ft.
9 9 — 65 5,389 Ft.

3 14 — 65 8,249 Ft.

5 15 60 6,197 Ft.

5 16 3 66 6,073 Ft.

5 9 — 59 6,274 Ft.

5 9 — 59 5,495 Ft.

3 14 9 76 10,600 Ft.

10 32 1 64 9,151 Ft.

3 20 66 6,052 Ft.

6 10 — 59 5,421 Ft.

2 9 — 61 5,428 Ft.

3 7 — 61 5,388 Ft.

18 13 83 6,800 Ft.

6 11 1 62 5,613 Ft.

5 7 1 61 6,320 Ft.

1 19 27 87 7,077 Ft.

1 12 11 83 5,267 Ft.

1 8 4 77 6,352 Ft.

3 8 — 62 5,331 Ft.

10 — 70 6,185 Ft.

3 8 — 62 4,777 Ft.

2 27 3 71 7,169 Ft.

3 23 8 74 7,782 Ft.

9 4 79 7,674 Ft.

5 17 2 66 5,527 Ft.
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3 Fires in 8 Days at

Quebec House
/"'i INSIDERABLE excitement
v. .. as i a:--. .1 at Quebec

when the Princess The-
atre, a neighborhood house, sul

three tire- within a period of eight

- The third blaze, which broke
out alter the last show on Christ-

mas night, was mere ..r less com-
plete, the interior of the structure

being ith heavy Ii iss \ big

holidaj crowd had just left the

theatre when flames were dis

ered. An investigation is being
held t.> determine the cause.

The Quebec Provincial Govern-
ment carried out its threat to press
the Sunday show issue when it en-
tered an appeal from the judgment
of Mr. Justice Desaulniers in the

Superior Court, Montreal, in the
• of Appeals at Montreal on
mber _'".

In this ti i 'nited Amuse-
ments. Limited, Montreal, owning
13 local houses, won the decision in

the lower court when the presiding
judge decided that a motion picture
show did not constitute a theatrical

performance within the meaning ol

the Lord's Da\ Act. As a i

the moving picture houses of cities

and towns in Quebec continued to

give Sunday shows as they had
for a score of years. If the

judgment is reversed, they will be
1 to close.

The Capitol Theatre, one of-
Montreal's greatest film palaces, in-

bound programs stai

mber !<> with "Abie's Irish
Rosi ." This is the second '

(real theatre to he wired, the first

the Palace, which opened
with sound programs on Septem-
ber 1. Manager I tarry Dahn con-
tinued the use of tlie big Capitol
house rclr-stra and operatic static

presentations. Prices were raised
slightly, ranging up to 99c.

Announcement has been made of
ippointment of James Trayers

oi Toronto a- general manager of
dian Educational Fill

ited, with headquarters at Ton
Mr. Tra. Oscar ] [an-
SOtl, now in Xew ,

t

eral sales manager of Tifl

Productions, Inc. Mr. Tracer
had long experience in I

dian film exchange field. There are
Educational offio

Dominion.

for years
with Candian Universal at '

treal. ha- become Canadian r<

sentative of Tiffai II-
headquarter- are now at 'I oronto

und picture- made their au-
iow at the Rier.it | heatre,

wa, Ontario, at a special mid
on I lecember 28, this

d by Mai
Tubman as a curtain r

' sound opening on
ram com-

1""'- Mierl." a Fox Mov-
VS reel.

Fan:!

Hut." 1'rie, - were raised hi

und regime,
rcial combination pages ap-

peared in both local newspapers in

which local merchants and '

extended congratulations to th

gent on the arrival of the Movie-

Wi 'I'd from i Mlaw a 'dian

ration

of tw ' picture companies
in the Dominion as follow-: Fi-

delity Films of Canada. Limited.

with a capitalization of $300,000,

headquarters at St John, X. I'...

irry on the business of a film

exchange.

Also the Fisher Theatres. Lini-

at Winnipeg. Manitoba, with

$125,000 in preferred share- and
ii" par common -hare-, to

erect and Opel ate one or more thc-

Moving pictures have been inti o-

duced at Queen's University, King-
ston, one of the leading collegi

Canada, for regular instructional

purposes. Dean J. C. Connell is

using moving pictures in the medi-
cal ' illi L> for auxiliary teaching
of anatomy and surgery.

Schine O. Houses
Get Policy Change
PICTURES will he discontinued

at the Fairbanks. Springfield.
I Ihio, which house was rei entl

i

quired by the Schine I hakeres in-

!-. Alter extensive remodel-
ing, the house will play legitimate
attractions. The Regent Theatre,
another house in the newly-formed
i bain, after being remodeled and
redecorated, has opened with a pol-

icy of pictures and vaudeville, with
Movietone to be installed later.

Willard Osborne, who has been di-

rector oi the State Theatre orches-
tra, is managing the Regent, which
is the only house in Springfield
plaj ing vaudeville.

I he State Theatre, Springfield,
• Hia i. has discontinued it- or< la -

tra, and will hereafter feature only
organ music. The polic} of talkie-

will be continued at this house as
al-o the Map -lie. both "I which
theatres are a part of the Schine

inization.

Organ accompaniment for sound
pictures i- the latest innovation to

be presi 1 al the I Irpheum The-
a i mi iiinati neighborh I

house. Herschel Luecke, organist,

ived the idea of an accompani-
ment for a Vitaphone a. i into
ma the Trinity Choir in choral
numbers. The experiment found
-neb favor with the ( Irpheum audi

that Manager I hesti i Mai tin

will continue the plan.

John Gregory, owner of the Lib-
i'' an r, Springfield, ( )hio,

plans to install an entire new front
to the house and completelj red. .

.

A lone bandit pushing a pistol

ugh tlr I- di "a of

Northern Theatre, i
i luri

1 that lie be ac :i

modated w ith paper mi mi > only.

Mrs. Ii, me Wright, cashier, who
wa- checking up n ir the night

him $50 in bills. The band t es

A syndicate, headed by I \\

kind, is being formi d to erect a

1,000 theatre at Mi. Healthy,

adjat enl to i Cincinnati.

Ii' 1

is been in-

ited at Columbu . Ohio, fi ir

00, with .lame- \. lack-on,

Ruby R. William-, \l. A. Moore
and W. C. < lie-hrough.

The Granada, St. Francis and
fi ii nia 'I heatres, I >aj ton, I Hiio,

will hereafter start their "bargain"
p. in i inaiu a

j at 11 A. M.. one hour
earlier than their previous sched

ule.

(,. \\ Briggs, i"iami lv a theatre
i 'W in r at Main ttO, * Ihio, and an as-

sociate, a new coiner to the game,
pui chased the Roj al Theatre,

< ihio. from Mrs. A. M.
Weiherg.

New Plan Permits
Kan. Sunday Shows
TIIK Liberty Theatre, Horton,

Kan-., is the latest Kansas
house to successfully operate on

Sundays under the "contribution"

plan. Sunday shows legally may
be prohibited in Kansas, so, on
Sundays, patrons at the Liberty
Theatre merely have been requested

to leave their contributions, if they

SO de-ire. as they hie out of the

theatre. Ministers and other blue

law advocates have protested
against the theatre's plan and re-

am -ted that the county attorney in-

vestigate the case. He did—and
found no violation of the law, no
more than the operation of any
church on Sunday. The contribu-

tions thus far have not equalled the

week-day receipts.

vlong movie row the exchanges
u . re decorated with Christmas ac-

cessories and a typical Yuletide

spirit prevailed. At the Paramount
exchange there was a Christmas
tree and it is reported that a thor-

oughly good time was enjoyed by
all.

Christmas meant more than a
mere holiday to Rev. Miller of the

National Screen Service and Miss
Alyce Hartung of the First Na-
tional exchange, who were married
the Saturday pr"\ious and left to

spend their honeymoon in St. Louis
and Chicago.

Mi ore,-, n ha- been in-tailed in

the Rockhill Theatre, suburban
house of Kansas City, for the pur-
i.o-e of broadcasting organ recitals,

by ia mote ei mtrol, over station

Will: of Kansas City. Morrill

Mi or<' i- tl»' organist.

Anione lb" out of town exhibit

or- in the Kansas Citv market this

week were: Hugh Gardner, Or-
iiheum. Neosho. M' - Georgi Skil-

kett, Jonliu: Mo.
:

O. W. Wil-
liam-. Ri.alto and Gem Theatres,
Monett. Mo : Enslev Barbi mr, ,i n
lin. Mo, : II. If. ] [arriss, Sprins
lield. Mo.: L. Bingaman, Waverly,
M" ,('M Pattee, Pattee Theatre,
I avvrence. Kails.: and I, ( Staple,

\ a '. ir Theatre, Rockpi n't. Mi -

The Derrick Th< itre of Virgil,

Kan-., was destroys 1 in a $30,000
tire in that town, several business

i
- also being burned. Fire di

i. inn .
. an Yates i !i no r,

Kan- . ami I lainiln in, K a

a befi .re th" lire was cxtin-

guisl

Calm Ind. Showman
Averts Fire Panic
Cr\I.M\l SS oi Philip Men ll,

y owner .a a Laurel. I

ture house, avoided loss of more
than _'nii live- in threati ned i

1
'.

. 24, when Rami - -wept through

the ceding while a crowd wan i

a wild vve-t ihnller. Merrill.

sisted hv cool headed assistants,

managed to get everyone out with-

out injury.

A correction n made to

the list of newly elected officers oi

the Indianapolis Screen ( luh, pub
lished recently ill this column. Thl

authent ii lim up is as foil

\\ . W. Willman, Metro-Goldwyn.-
er, Pri ident; I .ouis

B. i ioulden, Presidi nt oi < loulden

Theatres Corp., Vice-President;

Duff Newman, Paramount sales

man. Treasurer; A. II. Kaufman.
Manager Big Feature Rights <

Se< i etary.

I la Board i i director- includ

W. W. Willman, Louis B. Goulden,
Duff Newman, A. II. Kaufman and

John W. Friday.

Skouras Publix interests w< n
host at a dinner for newspaper men
last Friday night at the Columbia
Club. A. L. Block wa- toastmastet

Cullen Espy, manager tor Skouras-
Pllblix interests in Indiana, and

George D. Tyson, State advertising

manager, spoke. An Indiana ball-

room orchestra provided music.

Matinees were held in neighbor-

hood houses by Indiana [ndorsers

of Photoplays to raise Christmas
money for needy families. Mrs.
II. C. Bertrand wa- chairman of

the event.

Ace Berry, former Circle mana-
ger, has now been transferred to
Washington to take over mana-
gi i ial duties.

Mary 1 lownes, one of the ( lould

dancers at the Indiana last week, is

a n irmer Indianapolis girl.

The Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company, owning a string of thea-

tres in Indiana, ha- announced the

appointment of | )on L. I lammei
Lafayette, as managing director of

the company's four theatre- in

Lafayette, the Mars. Luna. Famil)

and Lyric. He succeeds Herbert
11. Johnson, general manager of

the Luna Amusement Company,
former operators of the theatres

At all four theatres new projei

tion booth equipment is being in-

stalled and work on the mstallatioi

und equipment at the M
will -tart immediately.

i nia ial- oi tin' Skouras Publix
interest in this citv. entertained

local new -paper nun recently al a

dinner at the I i .lnnilna ( luh in

Indianapolis.

f ii e, tin night to have origin.'

from a discarded cigarette, dam-
aged the Little Grand motion pic-

ture and vaudeville llOUSC al Madi-
son, Ind . to the extent of $15,000

recentlj .
< Inly the front wall- "i

the biulding escaped damage.
I
in- fact that mi several &

-ion- small boj - ha 1 1 bet n caught

stealing in the rear < f the building

ami smoking cigarettes wa- gi

a- a possible cause for the fire's
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Albany Territory
Film Reports

ABOUT 100 employees of the

Proctor Theatre and the Gris-

wold in Troy were guests of the

company at a dinner last week at

Jack's restaurant in the Collar City.

Jake Golden was major domo of

the occasion. Incidentally, Air.

Golden was presented with a gold

wrist watch by the employees of

the Fourth Street Theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stom-

baugh, the former being manager of

the Pathe exchange in Albany,

were among those who attended the

inauguration of Governor Franklin

D. Roosevelt at the State Capitol

on New Year's Day.

Harry Brooke president of the

projectionists union in Troy for

the past sixteen years or more, and

who has been in the booth at the

Lincoln Theatre, has gone to Proc-

ter's Fourth Street House, which
has just been equipped for sound.

lames Kelly, operator at the Pal-

ace, succeeds Mr. Brooks at the

Lincoln.

Ed. Urschel is now booking for

Pathe in Boston.

The Stanley Company remem-
bered its employes in its theatres in

Albany and Troy with crisp bills

for Christmas. No one was for-

gotten.

The Troy Theatre will use split

weeks throughout January. In all

probability the policy will be con-

tinued throughout the winter.

The Orpheum in Utica is to be
wired not later than February IS

for Movietone. William Benton, of

Saratoga Springs, is wiring four

out of his five theatres for

sound.

Uly S. Hill, general manager of

the Stanley houses in Albany and
Troy, is sporting a brand new trav-

eling bag these days, a gift from
the managers and assistants in this

territory.

R. W. Sykes, who owns the King
Theatre in Troy, has changed his

policy and now opens at 2 p. m.
rather than at 10 o"clock in the

morning. He is using musical com-
edy and pictures.

All of the first run houses, as

well as a few of the subsequent run
ones in Albany and Troy, staged
midnight shows on New Year's
Eve.
Ed. Hochstim, salesman for First

National in Albany, had an auto-
mobile accident in Hudson last

week, and received a broken axle.

A Supreme Court action to fore-

close a $33,000 third mortgage on
the Liberty Theatre in Watertown
was started last week by Carl A.
Phillips against the Miraiste The-
atre Corporation. Failure of the

theatre corporation, controlled by
Charles Sesonske, to pay the fall

school taxes, imposed by the city,

and amounting to about $1,000, pro-
vided the basis of the action.

Harry Ross, connected with the

Schine house in Oneonta, was in

Troy last week as guest of his

parents.

There is a rumor to the effect

that the Rose and Griswold The-
atres in Troy are to be equipped
for the Photophone.
Walter M. Powers and Lawrence

J. Carkey. managers of the Avon
and Olympic Theatres in Water-
town, were presented with gifts

fn mi their employes last week at

parties held in the respective the-

atres.

The theatrical bowling league in

Troy will hold a banquet at Jack's

Restaurant on the night of Janu-
ary 12.

Lew Fischer, owner of a theatre

in Hoosick Falls, is facing rather

stiff opposition these days in the

way of a roller skating rink that

has started up in the same block.

Irving Goldsmith, part owner of

one of the motion picture theatres

in Saratoga Springs, will devote

more attention to his theatre as his

term of office as Justice of the Su-
preme Court expired on New
Year's Day.

ington, D. C, has been appointed

manager of the Palace theatre Dal-

las, succeeding Emil Bernstecker,

who has been transferred to the

Metropolitan theatre at Houston.

Mr. Landers entered the theatre

profession as doorman of the

Hawaii theatre at Honolulu in

l')24, Later lie became assistant

manager and after returning to the

states lie entered the services of

Balaban & Katz.

Publix Gives Big
Texas Promotions
JAMES O. CHERRY, manag-

ing director of the Publix
Melba theatre, has been promoted

to the position of district manager
of Publix theatres in Texas and
will have charge of the Palace and
Melba theatres at Dallas, the

Metropolitan and Kirby in Houston
and Publix' four theatres in San
Antonio. Two years ago Mr.
Cherry was house manager of the

Palace theatre here in Dallas and
since that time he has advanced
rapidly, due to his ability as a real

showman. Mr. Cherry succeeded

in putting the Melba theatre on a

paying basis for the first time since

it was constructed which was more
than just good luck as former own-
ers will testify. Mr. Cherry's of-

fice will be in the Palace theatre at

Dallas, from which place he will

direct the other theatres.

Barry Burke, former manager of

the Palace theatre, Dallas and the

Palace at Forth Worth and lately

district manager for Publix thea-

tres in Colorado, has been appointed

divisional manager over Publix
theatres in Colorado, Texas, Kan-
sas City, and will supervise Publix'

interest in the Saenger theatre at

New Orleans. John J. Friedl, who
up until this time has been divi-

sional manager in this section for

Publix, has been appointed manager
of Publix' entire eastern division,

and will assist in the operation of

the Publix New York theatres.

Jean Finley, director of publicity

for the Palace theatre, Dallas, has
been transferred to the publicity

department of the home office at

New York. Mr. Finley is well
versed in the technique of theatrical

advertising and is backed by sound
experience. Jack Williams, direc-

tor of publicity for the Metropoli-
tan theatre at Houston, will succeed
Mr. Finley.

William Mcllheran, father of

Robert Mcllheran, manager of the

Universal Dallas Exchange, died
at his home in Wichita Falls on
last Tuesday. Mr. Mcllheran, who
was 78 years of age at the time of
his death, was said to be one of
the oldest motion picture theatre
owners in Texas.

J. H. Landers, formerly with the
Stanley-Crandall Circuit, at Wash-

Four More Ohio
Sound Theatres

THE DeForest Phonofilm had
its first Cleveland demonstra-

tion on Christmas day at M. B.

Horwitz' Plaza theatre. The Astor,

another Horwitz house, opened
with Phonofilm on New Year's

day, and the Haltnorth follows

with an early January installation.

Jess Fishman, authorized distrib-

utor of DeForest Phonofilm in this

territory, announces that a DeFor-
est installation has been ordered by
Abe and Jules Schwartz for the

Utopia theatre, Painesville.

M. C. Howard, special represen-

tative for Gotham, has left for a

two weeks' trip to St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, and Omaha, in the inter-

est of Gotham pictures.

Fred Bartow has resigned as

manager of Loew's State theatre.

He is succeeded by Jack McBride.
Schine interests have purchased

the Colonial theatre, Akron. This
has always been a Feiber and Shea
house, and the sale was unexpected.

It is reported that L. B. Cool will

continue as manager. Vitaphone
is now being installed in the Colo-

nial.

The local M-G-M exchange was
crippled last week by six cases of

the flu. None of them were serious,

however.
Chester Loewe, manager of the

Independent Pictures exchange in

Cincinnati, spent Christmas in

Cleveland with his folks.

Max Young is redecorating his

Mckinley theatre. Canton. New
paint is being generously used both
inside and outside, and new deco-
rations have been ordered.

Mark Goldman, manager of the

Cleveland Tiffany-Stahl exchange,
has been very ill with a severe at-

tack of influenza.

Warner Brothers are extending
their offices in Cleveland. Addi-
tional space has been leased on the

third floor of the Film Exchange
Bldg. where discs and sound equip-
ment will be handled.

Howard M. Mercy and Kenneth
Dick, operating the Merick Amuse-
ment Company, have purchased the

Opera House at Mineral City,

formerly owned by J. Markley.
Mercy and Dick have also taken
over the Grand theatre, West La-
Fayette, which has been closed

since last June.
Rev. Robert Cotton, of Minne-

apolis, father of Robert Cotton,
former film exchange manager of

Cleveland, died last week at the
home of his daughter.

Postpone Opening
New Fox St. Louis

I'
1 HE formal opening of the new
Fox Theatre, Grand and

Washington Boulevards, St. Louis,

Mo. originally set for Christmas
Day, has been postponed indefinite-

ly. It is probable a date in Febru-
ary will see the opening of the new
house.

The postponement was made ne-

cessary because of the delay in the

shipment of materials and also to

the decision to revamp the big

organ in the theatre auditorium.

Harry Greenman, who formerly
managed Loew's State here, has
been named manager of the new
house.

James P. Brennan, for the past

five years manager of the Grand
Opera House, on December 24 re-

linquished that job. R. F. Quinby
oi Chicago is his successor.

Mr. Brennan is leaving the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit. His
resignation follows closely upon
that of Everett Hayes, until recent-

ly manager of the St. Louis Thea-
tre, rand and Delmar Boulevards,
another of the Radio-Keith-Orphe-
um chain. Irvin J. Scully, pub-
licity man for the Grand Opera
House and the St. Louis, is also

leaving the employ of the R-K-O
chain.

St. Louis films stock closed De-
cember 22 as follows: Skourc-^ A.
S51 bid and $55 asked, and St.

Louis Amusement A, $24 bid. A
year ago Skouras A was $41 and
St. Louis Amusement A $35.

Construction will be started soon
on the theatre to be erected at 2141
North Market street, Wichita.
Kans., by the Stockman-Hartman
Theatre Company, 3700 East Doug-
las street, Wichita. The building
will have a main floor and balcony
and be 50 x 140 feet.

The Bird Construction Company
has started the remodeling of the
Grand Theatre, in Searcy, Ork.
The front will be changed and the

entire interior redecorated, new
seats will be added and new dress-

ing rooms installed.

The Olympia Theatre, 1420
Market street, St. Louis, Mo.,
where Spyros and Charley Skouras
got their motion picture start hack
in 1914, must give way to modern
progress and early next year the
house will be torn down to make
way for the municipal auditorium
for which the people of St. Louis
voted bonds a few years ago.

The Olympia Theatre is now the

property of John Karzin. Origi-
nally the Skouras boys invested

$6,000 for a half interest in the
Olympia Theatre. Their partners
were George and Gus Galanis, both
of whom have passed on to the
Great Beyond.
Barney Rosenthal, president of

Columbia Pictures, spent the great-

er part of last week out in the
territory.

Harry Hynes, of Universal Pic-
tures, visited a number of towns
along Illinois Highway No. 4.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Week's MovieNews
of Southeast

AtlantaAiching
film row this

i

at Wauchula, Fla .

which has been bj X. W.
ond, who will contii

ic Theatre at i

Mr. Stonaras had a house at

Wauchula time, hut dis-

I of his I bout three

and went to Europe. Re
cently he I the Franklin

Theatre at Fort Valley, Ga., which.

it is understood, he is giving tip t"

;, Wauchula.
M. G. I.ee. who operates the Lee

Theatre at Cuthbert, Ga., and the

Theatre at Kut'aula. Ala..

while in Atlanta, announced that.

ning December 31, he will

take "\cr the Royal Theatre at

Dawson, Ga., the house which lias

been operated for some time bj

Bj r.^n Cooper.
Mr. Lee's new theatre at Cuth-

bert, which has a seating capacity

of approximately 1,(100, was opened

October -'5. last, and his new the-

atre at Eufaula, Ala., was opened

months ago.

1 1 P. Rhodes of the Vitaph

office in Atlanta, has returned to

his desk after having been confined

home on account of illness.

\Y. B. Fulton, division sales

manager of Vitaphone Corporation,

was in Atlanta after a visit to the

company's branches at New Or-
leans and 1 >allas.

John \Y. Mamiham. Jr., manager
of Liberty - Specialty's Atlanta

branch, left last Thursday for a

trip in the Alabama territory.

Tom Colby, head of the Tiffany-

Stahl branch in Atlanta, attended

a convention in Chicago of the

company's Eastern branch manag-
which will take place 1 >ecem-

l.er AS and 29 at the Hotel Stcv-

Paul i Bryan, head of box's

Atlanta exchange, left early this

for New York for a sales

rence at the In me ofl

( Iscar S < lldknow, vice-pn

of National Theatre Supply Com-
pany, with headquarters in Atlan-

ta, has left on a trip to company
brani

>rs seen along Atlanta's

Film Row this past week included:

Mrs. I.. \Y. Holland, of the Madi-
son 'I heatre, M Ga 1 1

1 1

.

I layman.
I

Mel
T. F. Thompson, Cedar

town. Ga.; Mrs I 11 I >i< t/. Star
' ia. : M. II.

Silverman, Grand Theatre, Chatta-
a, Tenn.

W. W. Anderson, head of the

Pathi ;e in Allan
Nashville, Tenn., recently.

Ben Y. Cammack, head of Uni-
il's Atlanta 1 > i

.

in New York.

Kentucky
The Fort Thomas Tie ll

Fort Thomas. Ky
.

; the Wheel-
right at Wheelright, Ky., and the

Weeksbury at Weeksbury, Ky.. are

ng as a result of the preval-
ihi at those places.

There is a new theatre at Pres-
ury, Ky., the Princi

is operating under
i

; and Smiley.

Fred J. 1 >olle, presidi i

Fourth Avenue Amusement <

of Louis\ ille, and 1

1

in asurer of the i > mpanj

,

just returned ft

where they arranged for sound
. quipmenl fi >r their thn i I

[arioti ..ml

port.

Roj Hargan, of the Ma
itre, Hodgenville, Ky., was a

the local last

week.

A series i if mi n ing pi< tures

arranged for orphana ;i and othei

institutions in Louisville and Jef-

ferson t ounty during t
1

mas hi 'lid. i \ B \i

manager of Keith's Majestic The
. arranged to furnish films, op

erators and other essentials for

presentation. Inmates of many
i the homes were invited to

Keith's Rialto on December 19, 20

and -> by David E. Dow, man-
agi i of the theatre.

Tennessee
Through a new change of policy

jusl announced by Publix Thea-
tres Corporation, Keith vaudeville

will make its how in Chattanooga

and Knoxville, Tenn., Januarj 10

The Tennessee Theatre, Knoxville,

and the Tivoli Theatre, Chatta-

nooga, will become combination

pictures - and - vaudeville houses,

playing a straight picture program
the first three days of each week
and shifting to vaudeville and pic-

tures the last three days.

Heretofore both houses have ad-

hered to a picture policy supple-

mi nted li\ Stage hand shows. Un-
der the new policy the stage hands

will be eliminated but adequate pit

orchestras will he retained.

When the new combination pol

icy is inaugurated simultaneously in

the two towns on January 10 four

acts of Keith vaudeville will go in-

to the Tennessee for a three ,1 r,

run, and four other acts will he

booked into the Tivoli for the same
peril id.

Friends of II. M. Williams,

salesman for Universal in the Ten-
nessee territory, are sympathizing
with him in the loss of his young
son, Harold, who died this week
after an illness covering several

months, Interment was at Piristol,

Tenn.

Florida

Yeggs, who have been active in

Tampa during the holidays, and

wdio succeeded in blow ing si vi ral

safes, made an attempl on the Vic-

tory strong box Christinas night.

They first attempted to break into

the Stage entrance, but the heavy
doors withstood their efforts Then
they tried the front doors leading

into the auditorium, but were only
successful in breaking ofl the

moulding and scarring up the doors

Then they went after the iron grill

in fn 'in
i if the box office doi n

bending some oi the heavy metal
but Mil' d I" 1 ii ll" lock.

\- :< final efforl they started to i aw
awa; md the lock and
had cut one of the bars when
were either scared awa 01 [av

it ut> a a bad
i

The ii' W Polk Theatre, I .ake-

opened la i Saturda; \s a

Christmas gift to the children of

the city, the management tagi

T

tl ci il In \
.
M

formal opi nil
\

al nighl was

a bi >man
I irau. . Citj Manaj er O uncil and

.
'

' .1 and

delivered addresses. The Polkis
equipped for \ md Mo\ ie

ion, productions and is operated

bj the Publix ( ompany.

5 Incorporations in

New England
'HE Milton theatres, Inc., at

Milton, Mass., has ini

rated with capital oi $50,000.

Philip Markel is president. Carl B.

Carlsen is treasurer and Bi

Wasserman is a director.

[Tie S & S Enterprises, Inc.,

Bi i ton, has incorporated with $10,

. apital. < Ifficers are Henry G.

Segal, president; David L. Shool-

man, treasurer, both prominently

identified with Boston theatrical in-

.ind Florence R. I hibin.

Greenwich Playhouse, In. ,
lias

been incorporated at Greenwich,
i oiin, ( leorge F. 1 lean and others,

all of Greenwich, are the incorpo-

rators.

Darien Theatre Co.,
|

Darien,

Conn., has incorporated with capi-

tal of $210,000. E. H. Delafield

and others of Darien are the in-

corporati irs.

The Capital Amusement Co.,

Lawrence. Mass., with 1.000 shares

of no par stock, has incorporated.

Harold W. Bailey is president.

Jeremiah Campopiano is treasurer

and William Campopiano is a di-

rector.

Walton Howe has been appointed

resident manager of the Keith-

Albee St. James Theatre, at Bos-

ton, having been promoted through

various grades from an usher.

Plans are being prepared for re-

modelling the Academy of Music

at Haverhill, damaged some weeks

ago by fire.

< e ildstein Bros.' Union Square

theatre, at Pittsfield, is to be re-

paired and improved, following the

recent fire which did heavy damage
to the structure.

The new arbitration committee

of the Boston Film Board consists

of Maurice N. Wolf, district man-
ager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Cyril McGerrigle, of FBO, and

John J. Scully, manager of Edu-
cational.

II. E. Kahn, of the Fox organi-

zation has been spending a few

days at the Boston exchange prior

i" going to Scandinavia for the

Fox interests.

Gertrude Keating has resigned

from the booking department of the

Fox exchange and is succeeded by

I ouise ( lates.

A. I). Rudenstein has taken over

the Faulkner theatre at Maiden,

formerly operated by Phil Markel.

Louis Rothenberg has taken over

the Auditorium theatre at Lynn,

which has been playing stock i "in

panies in past j eai 5, and is operat-

ing it as a motion picture thi atri

with a daily change of bill.

The new Park theatre, al West
field, one "f Abe Spitz' theatn -.

lias opened with William Harding
i i ' sidenl manager. 1 1 i .

i quipped
wiib Movietone and Vitaphone

\ theatre is to be erected at

I I.e. es and Central streets, Natii I

for the Harris Theatre Corp., N C
Harris, president. Plans have been

revised by Architect John F. Kel
ley, 38 Chauncey street, Boston.

Seattle Territory
Sees Busy Trading
SIA ERAL ' hangi in ov, i

ship and managi mi nl in this

territory announi ed I. i-l v i
I

' lie b sale of thi I dgar I heatre.
i. Montana, to \. Jensen by

I ,awi ence Byi d pui chasi ol the
Ri ise Theatn at Glendive, Mi mtana,
b) be 1. Sui kstorff, who in turn

sold In- .it Winn-
• ii i" W. F. ( frii bel ; purcha i

-

the Plains Theatn al I tot Springs,
Montana, bj the Simon Taylor cir-

cuit, and purchase of the Pai
Theatre at Kama: I e by Floyd
( .ii ter.

William Cults, former manager
of the ( "bnnbu I hi .in I" re, is

in a entering the theatre field in

Oregon. Under the name of Wil-
liam Cutts, Inc.. be is planning a

$150,000 theatre in The Dalli
i )regon.

B. Wallace Rucker, manager of
the Educational Film Exchai
last week was reelected president of

the Seattle Film Board of Trade,
in appreciation of bis good worl
for the organization during 1928
L. ( ). I.ukan, manager of First Na-
tional, will serve with Mr. Rucker
as \ ice president.

Sam Berkowitz, home office rep

resentative of Sonora-Bristolphone,
has arrived in Seattle and has
opened temporary quarters at

233014 Second avenue.
Another "sound" office has been

established at 2A]'>' j Second avenin
above the American Film Ex
' hange. This is the Melophon<
Corporation's new address, when
Bill Drummond and George Endert
make their headquarters.

Jack Gait, advertising and pub-
licity man from California, has ar-

rived here to accept new duties with
West Coast's Fifth Avenue and
Coliseum Theatres \t the first-

named house he succeeds Herb Po-
lan, who left for Los Angeles last

week.
Prominent figures in the film and

theatre industry visited Seattle last

week, conferring with Charles M.
Thall of West (oast Theatres and
Robert Blair of Publix. The vis-

itors wen- Sam Dembow, presi

dent of the Paramount corpora-
tion; John Balaban of Chicagi
vice-president of Publix: Herman
Wobber, western division manager
for Paramount, and Ralph E. Cra-
bill, Pacific Coast manager for

Publix Theatres.
House managers, cashiers, ush

ers, operators and maintenance men
of each of the eleven theatre-
owned and operated by Universal
in Seattle were guests at a nrd-
nigbt banquet staged last week by
Karl L. Burk, general manager for
"('" theatre- in ibe Northwest. Ted
Gamble, assistant to Mr. Burk. was
chairman of the n 'iiing.

Mitchell Sutherland, former pub-
licity and advertising man with
Wesl Coast Theatres in Seattle and
Los Angeles, is now achieving new
laurels by writing special continui-

ty fi ir radio broadcasting. lb is

assi k iated w ith the American
I '.i

i
..ilk .ii !!'> Companj of this i it \

.

operating KJR in Seattle and af-

filiated wiib a chain of Coast sta-

tions.

John Hamrick, general manager
of the Blue Mouse and Music Box
circuits in the Northwest, has just

moved into handsome new offices in

his local Blue Mouse Theatre.
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Change in Wesco
Northwest Staff

RICHARD SPIER, for the past

year in charge of the Port-

land division for West Coast The-
atres, Inc., will leave shortly for an
executive position in the William
Fox organization in Los Angeles.

J. E. Mansfield, who has been in

charge of the theatre operation de-

partment in the home office, will

become Portland division manager
for West Coast Theatres with
headquarters in Portland.

The Portland Theatre was rob-

bed of $491 at a late hour Christ-

mas Eve. As the cashier was
about to leave the cage with the

heavy day's receipts she was con-
fronted with a ruddy-faced young
robber who demanded the sack of

money. In his haste to get away
the robber dropped a $100 bill and
also overlooked another sack con-
taining $4,000. This is the second
robbery of this house in a year.

The Circle Theatre will augment
its famous spinning "Globe of

Light" with an additional monster
electric sign with radial rays seven
feet beyond the circumference of

the present ball.

Joseph Sampietro, for several

years director of the Columbia
Theatre orchestra, has been named
as musical director for radio sta-

tion KFEC, Portland.

Mrs. Myrtle Buckmiller has pur-
chased the interests of the Haselton
Theatres, Inc., of Baker, Ore., con-
sisting of the Clarick, Orpheum
and Empire Theatres. She will be
president of the company and also

assume active management of the

houses.

Stanley Opens New
Enright in Pitts.

STANLEY COMPANY opened
a new 3500-seat theatre, the

Enright, in East Liberty, Pitts-

burgh, on December 28th. The the-

atre was named in honor of Thos.
F. Enright, a citizen of Pittsburgh
and the first Pennsylvanian to fall

in the World War. As a conse-
quence of this honor, the American
Legion members assisted in the in-

augural ceremonies at the theatre.

James Baltner, formerly of the
Stanley Grand, is manager of the
Enright. Among the Stanley of-

ficials at the opening were : S. H.
Fabian, M. A. Silver, A. Sablosky
and Joseph Bernhardt.
A huge steel truss, weighing ap-

proximately 40 tons and calculated

to support 600 tons, has been
placed in the Harris Memorial The-
atre being erected by the Harris
Amusement Company at McKees-
port. It is 90 feet long and 12 feet

high.

James B. Clark, pioneer film and
theatre man of Pittsburgh, was
married in this city on December
27th to the former Alice Leech.
The couple are now in New York
preparatory to taking a wedding
trip to Bermuda.
Our sympathies are extended to

A. R. Cherry, city salesman for

Columbia Film Service, in the loss

of his mother, whose death occur-
red recently.

Pete Alderman, of the Pastime

Theatre, Herron avenue, is once

again a proud daddy. This time

the newcomer is a girl, and there

are now two boys and two girls in

the Alderman household. Congrat-
ulations !

William Davis, manager of the

Triangle, has recovered from a

siege of the grip. Other sufferers

who have recovered are : James H.
Alexander, manager of Columbia
Film Service ; Ike Browarsky, man-
ager, Hippodrome and Variety

Theatres ; Eddie Moriarity, M-G-
M ; Miss Catherine Bohn, Colum-
bia Film Service.

Among the out-of-town exhibit-

ors seen on film row last week were
Carl Becker, Butler; Mike Manos,
Greensburg; J. B. Kane, Pitcairn,

and George Zeppos, Wheeling.
The various theatres owned by

the Harris Amusement Company
will celebrate their thirty-first an-

niversary of the company's found-

ing by offering special bills during

the month of January.
Harry Fry, shipper at Columbia

Film Service, has our sympathy,
having lost two members of his

family the past week. Both his fos-

ter-father and his grandmother
were called by death within a few
hours of another.

Ira Cohen is the new Fox mana-
ger in Pittsburgh. Comes here

from Cincinnati Fox office which
he also managed. He succeeds

William J. Kupper, who goes to

New York for a promotion, the na-

ture of which is not yet announced.

Two 'Frisco Film
Promotions

TTOUR and one-half years ago
•T Allen Usher joined Para-

mount's forces as shipping clerk,

and during that time was advanced
from clerk to booker and from
booker to salesman. In 1927 he

was initiated to the Paramount
"One Hundred Per Cent Club."

Just recently he was transferred to

the Salt Lake branch, where he will

act as Paramount's Exchange man-
ager for that territory.

A. J. Sullivan, formerly a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer salesman has now
taken over the management of the

Columbia office in Seattle, succeed-

ing C. Beale.

The Lyceum theatre, at Fresno,

for several years operated by Joe
Kinnester, has been disposed of by
him to J. M. Roka and associates,

who will continue the picture policy

as established by Kinnester.

George Chamberlain, who has

been ill for some time, is back on
the job again.

Newt Levy, who has been ill

from an operation for appendicitis,

is on the road to recovery and is

expected back at work very soon.

A. Moussa has finished auditing

books of the local Warner Brothers
office.

Russell Enger and Jack Flan-

nery, of United Artists, attended

convention in Chicago.

Some of the out-of-town ex-

hibitors seen along the row were
Joe Rosenberg, of the Principal

Theatres ; Wm. Allen, of Tracy

;

and Everett Howell, of Porterville.

Lewis Cohn, of FBO's Advertis-

ing Department, has announced his

engagement of Miss Yvonne Cohn.

Manager Fred Voight made a

trip through the San Joaquin Val-

ley recently.

Blaine Walker, Pacific Coast
Editor of Fox News, visited the

Fox Exchange after having made a

trip North in the company of

James Darst, who is National Edi-

tor of Fox News.
Lloyd Strehl, who is in charge

of Kemp's Laboratory, has a new
son. This is the second baby in the

Strehl family.

W. J. Heineman is back on the

job at Universal after having spent

some time in a local hospital, fol-

lowing an operation for ap-

pendicitis.

E. E. Fulton Co. are installing

all stage and booth equipment in

the new Ellis J. Arkush theatre at

Redwood City.

Rumored Warners
Want Philly House
UNCONFIRMED rumors are

current to the effect that

Warner Brothers have offered

Alexander R. Boyd, former
vice-president of the Stanley
Company of America, a quarter
of a million profit for the new Boyd
theatre opened on Christmas Dav
at 19th and Chestnut Sts., Phila-

delphia, only a few doors from the

Stanlev Company's Aldine Thea-
tre. The Boyd has a seating capac-

ity of 3,000, and is one of the fin-

est theatres in the city. Interesting

developments are expected within

a very short time.

Jay Emanuel's Forum theatre at

Frankford Ave. and Bridge St..

Philadelphia, will be enlarged and
beautified bv the addition of a bal-

cony to seat 750 persons, and two
broad marble stairways leading

from the lobby. Plans for the ad-

ditions have been prepared by
W. H. Lee, architect. The seating

capacity will be increased to ap-

proximately 2.500 by the addition

of the balcony.

According to present plans, the

Stanley Comnany's new 5.000 seat

Mastbaum theatre, at 20th and
Market Sts., Philadelphia, will be
opened early in February.

Edwin N. Johnson, owner of the

$500,000 Keswick Theatre opened
last week in Glenside, Pa., is adopt-
ing some good publicity methods to

promote the interests of his new
theatre. Mr. Johnson announced
that his house was to be a com-
munity theatre and his first move
was to turn the theatre over to the

Glenside Kiwanis Club for two eve-

nings. A community celebration

known as the Kiwanis' Follies in

which 100 prominent business men
and residents of the community par-

ticipated was given and resulted

in a great deal of favorable pub-
licity for the new house. Mr.
Johnson has also launched a news-
paper, the Greater Glenside Gazette,

issued monthly, which will aid in

promoting the interests of the Kes-
wick. Another feature which it is

believed will add materially to the

success of the undertaking is the

fact that there is free parking space

for several hundred cars in the

rear of the theatre.

Central Penn. Has
Active Week

IT is reported in banking circles

of Harrisburg that the Fox in-

terests again are seeking a site for

a theatre in the business center of

the city. Owners of property near

the northern end of Market Square,

including the Bolton House, an old

hotel covering a large plot, and ad-

joining properties, are said to have
been asked to put prices on their

holdings with a view to selling

them to the theatrical concern.

Prices have been given in a num-
ber of instances and the Fox people
are said to have taken them under
advisement. It is reported that the

Bolton House is held at $700,000.

Rumors of the intention of the Fox
interests to erect a large theatre in

the capital city of Pennsylvania
have been rife for a number of

years.

A number of theatres in the Cen-
tral Pennsylvania district are re-

ported recently to have contracted

for the installation of Synchro-
phones. Among them are the

Strand and Wilbur of Easton. A
new sound device has been installed

in the McTague Theatre, Coaldale.

It was first used in connection with
the presentation of "The Street

Angel."
The Grand theatre, Norristown,

owned by the Stanley Company of

America, was menaced by flames

which broke out near the heating

apparatus in the basement early

one morning recently. Judson
Horner, an employee, was badly

burned when he attempted to con-

quor the blaze single-handed, and
received treatment in the Norris-

town Hospital. The local fire de-

partment saved the building from
serious damage.
Announcement is made that the

new theatre the Al Boyd interests

will erect at Queen and Chestnut
streets, Lancaster, will seat 3,000.

Construction work will start in

April. The theatre is being de-

signed by the Hoffman-Henon Co.,

Philadelphia architects, and will

cost $500,000.

Donald W. Ross, who, on De-
cember 24, succeeded John P. Mc-
Carthy as manager of Loew's
Regent theatre, Harrisburg, when
Mr. McCarthy was sent to manage
a big Loew theatre in Syracuse,

N. Y., came to Harrisburg direct

from Loew's Midland, in Kansas
City, Mo., where he was assistant

manager.
Paul C. Bailey, formerly organist

at the Hollywood theatre, Potts-

ville, is now director of the Wur-
litzer School for Theatre Organists

in Philadelphia.

Mrs. Dietrich Petrey has been
selected to succeed Mrs. Marie
Dietrich Leaser as treasurer of the

Rialto theatre, Allentown.

The Victor Theatre, Pottstown,
formerly known as the Grand Opera
House, was recently reopened after

an expenditure of $30,000 on im-

provements. The house is con-

trolled by the Pottstown Theatres,

Inc., of which John H. Snyder, of

Reading, is president. New seats,

lighting fixtures, stage scenery and
switchboards have been installed

and auditorium has been revamped.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way
New York
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

WANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator

(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.

Married. Must have work at

once. No reasonable offer re-

fused. Can give best of refer-

ences. Wire at once. David

S. Mayo, 848 Felder St.,

Americus, Ga.

Man. Pianist, some organ
but nut expert, seeks local ion.

East preferred. Experien 1

vaudeville man. Arrange,

transpose, handle orchestra.

Cuing pictures correctly at

sight my specialty. Union.

Could handle small house on

circuit. John II. Muller,

Gen. Del., Logan, 0.

Experienced Poster Artist

with ideas and real creative

ability. He knows lobby dis-

play and exploitation and de-

sires first, class connection.

Will send samples and all per-

sonal details. Married; age

30. Write Box 424, care Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Projectionist, experienced

on Simplex and Powers ma-
chines with arc reflector D.C.

current, wishes steady job

anywhere. Address Box 426,

care Motion Picture News,

729 7th Ave., New York City.

ORGANIST, versatile, com-

pi 1
1

it no employed, desires

change of city. Complete li-

brary. Nine year experience.

Box 428, care Motion Picture

News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.

For Sale

FOR SALE — 300 high

class upholstered opera chairs,

$2.75 per chair. Box 425, care

Mot inn Picture News, 729

Seventh Ave., New York.

FOR SALE : Used Repro-

duce Player Organ with large

library music rolls. Excel-

lent condition. Clyde E.

Noble, Arcade Theatre,

Brookhaven, Miss.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Ppholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

Wanted
THEATRE WANTED —

AT ONCE—any town over

2,000 population. Prefer

lease. Will consider buying.

10 years successful manage-
ment. Box 430, care Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

Wanted to Lease—-Picture
Theatre in good town up to

25,000. Write giving data
<' rning same to Box 432,

care Motion Picture News,

729 Seventh Ave.. New York,

X. V.

NEWS
Classified

Ads Pay
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New Keith-Albee Palace Theatre,
Rochester, Has Gala Opening

'THE Palace, new Keith-Albee 3,000-seat
* theatre in Rochester, N. Y., began
functioning for the first time on Christmas
Day before a capacity audience. The thea-

tre is luxuriously equipped for the comfort
of patrons.

The Grand foyer is shaped like an "L"
with the shorter end adjoining the ticket

lobby and the longer end leading to the

street. The design is 18th Century. Gold
satin brocade panels are outlined and low-

relief decorations in ivory, gold and silver

bedeck the walls and heavy gold draper-

ies are suspended over the lounge rooms.
From the ceiling hang four large crystal

chandeliers with smaller torchiers along1 the

walls. A feature of interest in the foyer

are paintings from the collection of Edward
F. Albee and the Japanese and French ce-

ramic vases which are placed in positions

calculated to catch and please the eye.

The women's lounge is done in French
ISth Century period. The walls are of blue

and gold satin and are equipped with gilt

chairs. A fireplace and a piano lend an
added charm to the room. Mirrored walls,

panels of lavender and gray brocade, and
French chairs are to be found in the cos-

metic rooms. The French style has also

been adopted for the appearance of the

>nii.king room and the women's room on the

mezzanine promenade.

The men's lounge is paneled in walnut
and has furniture of overstuffed brown
leather. An Italian marble fireplace deco-

rates the room.

Across the stage of the theatre swings a

cerese curtain which is reflected by the

hangings draping the entrances to the

boxes, the rail curtains and the wall brocade
panels. Two draped arches on either side

of the auditorium and a recessed arch above
the stage relieve the wall lines also broken
by the boxes. The orchestra pit can be

raised or lowered at will. The stage is 100

feet wide and 30 feet deep.

Netoco ReopensRevamped Globe
Theatre in Boston

THE Globe Theatre, on Washington
above Beach Streets, Boston, was re-

opened last week to the public. The Xetoco
house was entirely renovated botli within

and without ; its new fixtures, hangings and
lighting effects and sound film equipment
were a matter of intense interest to the

throngs of fans who entered the playhouse.

Crimson, blue and gold predominate in

the color scheme of the house. A striking

effect is achieved with the wall covering

which runs throughout the orchestra, along

the stairways and corridors and which pre-

sents a mingling of colors : figured damask
in crimson, blue and gold. The main lobby,

done over in white and gold, has the same
wall covering as the orchestra and is lit by
elaborate crystal chandeliers, many of

which are scattered throughout the thea-

tre's interior. A huge ball of lights forms
the main chandelier.

The auditorium section consists of an

Stanley to Erect Theatre

On Site of Pa. Church
A $1,500,000 theatre with a seating capac-

ity of 4,000 will be constructed by the

Stanley Company of America on the site

of the Reformed Episcopal Church of the

Atonement, a landmark in Germantown,
Pa. The church property is located at

Wayne and Chelton Avenues and has a
frontage of 158 and 166 feet on the respec-

tive avenues. The Stanley Company ac-

quired the property through Mastbaum
Brothers and Fleischer, as well as the ad-

joining property at 165 West Chelton Ave-
nue, frontage 30 feet and depth 158 feet.

Plans for the theatre will be prepared by
a Xew York architect and work on the

construction of the house will be begun
soon.

orchestra, mezzanine and balcony. The wall
covering above the orchestra consists of a

rough gray plaster, interspersed with white
lines simulating the mortar of masonry and
producing an effect of great walls of stone.

A glow of mulberry lights soften the Avails.

The perpendicular section of the auditorium
carries out the same effect, with crimson
draperies hanging clown from the sides.

Forest scenes are depicted high on the
walls.

The ceiling, also included in the renova-
tion, now has gold predominating in the
color scheme. The tiers of boxes, the lower
part of the mezzanine, have also been gone
over.

Outside the building, a new sign in yel-

low, red and green lights, has been erected,

as well as a newly lighted canopy. The re-

tiring rooms have been elaborately refitted.

The staff of the house has also been
equipped with new uniforms.

$125,000 Theatre Building
for Oregon Town

Plans for a $125,000 two-story theatre
building, which will be leased to G. E.
Mathews, manager and part owner of the
Empress Theatre in the town, have been
made public in The Dallas, Oregon. The
new theatre, it is reported, will be equipped
with the latest sound pictures equipment.
The Moorish type of architecture is to be
followed. The theatre will seat 800. A large

marquee will encircle the main entrance.

Universal Finishes Coast
Building Program

The firs! stage of extensive building pro-
gram, inaugurated during the beginning of
19'is, has finally reached conclusion at Uni-
versal City and the large Universal picture
plant there has undergone complete reno-
vation. As a result, the studio is much
larger in properties.

Innovations at the studio include: three
new sound proof stages; a new automobile
entrance; an enlarged electrical depart-
ment; a new lumber mill; newly macadam-
ized roads; a drainage channel; three newly
rebuilt office buildings; six new projection
rooms; newly erected bill-boards equipped
with colored lights; new coat of paint for
the entire studio; sprinkler systems for the
nine stages; a central oil burning healing
plant; additional wardrobe space; increased
laboratory space.

Building and improving activities will

be continued during 1929, Walter Stern,
business manager, stated.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Till, Star Rel. Date Length

College Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1 2 reels

Her Salty Suitor June 20 .
.
2reols

.

HlsWIIdOat McDougall Kids July 10... 2reels.

Lonesome Babies Jack Cooper Aug. 1 2 reels

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1... 2reels

Lot o' Boloney. A McDougall Kids June 10. . 2 reels

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10. .. .2 reels

Reviewed

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

After the Storm Bosworth-Gilbert-Delanev April 17... 5459feet ... Sept. 15

Apache. The Alvarado-Llvingston 5838 feet

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-O'Arcy July 1 . .5649 feet

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7... 5537feet Sept.15

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12 6014 feet

Dawn Special Cast 7500 feet

Desert Bride. The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26 5528feet

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15 . 6267 feet

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1 5592 feet

Matinee Idol. The Walker-Love Mar. 14 . .
.
5925 feet

Modern Mothers Chadwick-Fairbanks. Jr.-Kent May 13 5540 feet

Name the Woman. . . Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25... 5544 feet

Nothing to Wear Logan-von-Eltz 5701 feetE

Power of the Press. The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston 6465 feet.

Raider Emden. The Special Cast 6021 feet

Sept. 15

May 5

Sept. 8

riansom Wilson-Burns . June 7 5584 feet

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23... 5725 feet

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livlngston-Chadwlck. July 13 6401 feet

Scarlet Lady. The Oe Putti-Alvnrado Aug. 1 .. 6443 feet

Sinners' Parade Revier-Varconi 5616 feet.

Sporting Age. The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2. 5464 feet
. June 2

Street of Illusion. The Keith-Valli 5988 feet

Stool Pigeon. The Delaney-Borden 5988 feet

••SSubmarine Holt-Revier-Graves 8192 feet

•tiSubmarine Holt-Revier-Graves

VlrglnLlps Borden-Boles July 25 ... 6048 feet. . Sept. 22

Way of the Strong. The Day-Livingston-Von Eltz June 19... 5752 feet

Coming Attraction*

Title Star Length Reviewed

College Coquette M. Day-Forbes
•tSDonovan Affair, The Jack Holt 6214 feet

Faker, The Logan-Delaney
•{Fall of Eve. The
•tjLone Wolfs Daughter. The Lytell-Olmstead-Kelth 6214 feet

Object—Alimony Louis Wilson
Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes 6085 feet

Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves

•tjYounger Generation. The Hersholl-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

Title Star Rel. Date

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Luplno July 15
Lucky Duck. The Billy Dale Oct. 7

Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11

Making Whoopio Goodwln-Bradlev Oct 28 . . .

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25.

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec. 16 .

.

Oh Mama Mlller-Hutton July 1 . .

On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept. 9 .

.

Only Me Luplno Lane Jan. 20 .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodgc-Podge Nov. 18 .

.

Peep Show, The.. Hodge-Podge Aug. 12...
Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10
Pirates Beware. Luplno Lane Sept. 9 .

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec I...
Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30. .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4 ..

Rah Rah Rah! Dorothy Devore June 3
Roaming Romeo Luplno Lane July 29...
Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17. .

.

Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec. 16
Sky Ranger. The Reed Howes Sept. 23 . .

.

Skywayman. The Reed Hawes Nov. 18. ..

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23. .

.

Stage Frights George Davis OcL 21...
Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17. ..

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept. 2. ..

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26. .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13...
Wedded Blisters. Luplno Lane Aug. 26 . .

.

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13...
Who's Lyln? Davls-Colllns June 10...
Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept. 23...
Wild Wool— Nlqht Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15...
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec 16. .

.

Length Reviewed

1 reel June 23
1 reel Sept.15
1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels Nov. 24
.1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 23
1 reel

2 reels Dec 15
1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel Dec 1

1 reel June 23
2 reels

1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Sept.15
2 reels Oct. 6
2 reels May 28
2reels July 21

1 reel June t

1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6

2 reels Nov. 3

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct 6
1 reel June 9

1 reel Sept. 29
1 reel Aug. 4

. 1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4

1 reel Dec. 15-

2 reels May 26
I reel Sept. 8
1 reel June 30
2 reels Dec 15.

Title

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Star Rel. ReviewedDate Length

''^Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur 2 rels

*t§Llon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9. . . .2 reels Dec
*t§Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15. . . 7000 feet
Inspiration George Walsh May 10 6759 feet

Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe June 15. . . .6700 feet.

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklin 5355 feet.

Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankin-Lease July 16... 6400 feet.

Manhattan Knights Befford-Mlller Aug. 27 6000 feet.

Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31 4700 feet.

Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31 6520 feet.

Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All In Fun Jerry Mandy OcL 21...

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6. ..

America's Pride Our World Today OcL 7...

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27. ..

Be My King Luplno Lane Dec 9

Blondes Beware Johnny Arthur July 15...

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18 .

.

Call Your Shots Al St John Sept 15 ..

Come to Papa "Big Boy" OcL 14 .

Companionate Service Dorothy Devore OcL 7. .

.

Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8 . .

.

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept 9. .

.

Prown Me Wallace Luplno June 3...

Dumb- and How Thalcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27. .

.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeowa "Sullivan Cartoon" Julv 8 . .

.

Felix the Cat in Futurltiy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24...

Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles. . . "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22.

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat in the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5

Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist . Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19 .

Fisticuffs Luplno Lane OcL 28. .

.

Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec 16

Girlies Behave Jerry Drew SepL 9

Gloom Chaser. The "Big Boy" June 24 .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge OcL 14

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13. .

.

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12 .

Hard Work Wallace Luplno July 29 .

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4 .

.

Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17 .

.

He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12 .

Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11...

Homemade Man. A Lloyd Hamilton June 17

.

Hop OH Charley Bowers Julv 1

Hot Luck "BlgBoy" SepL 2

HotorCold Al SL John Dec 2 ...

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6. ..

In the Momlng Vernon Dent Dec 30 .

.

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19 .

Kid Hayseed "BlgBoy" Aug. 5 .

Ladles Preferred Jerry Drew July 8

Leaping Luck Davis-Collins July 29

Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22

* Meant synchronized score, j Meant toand effectt.

Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct 27
2 reels

1 reel . Oct. 6

.2 reels

2 reels Nov. 10
2 reels June 23
.1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels Oct 13

2 reels . . Crt. 6

1 reel July 14

1 reel Sept. 16
1 reel May 26

1 reel Dec. 22

1 reel Aug. 16
.1 reel. . . July 21

1 reel Sept. 22
1 reel June 30
1 reel Sept 29

. 1 reel Aug. 4

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Sent. 8

2 reels June 2

1 reel Oct 27
.2 reels

2 reels July 28
1 reel . .July 14

1 reel Oct 27
2 reels May 26
1 reel

. Julv ' d

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels June 9

2 reels June 23
2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels Nov. 10

. 2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
2 reels Aug. 11

2 reels. Aug. 4

2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14

2 reels July 14

F B O
FEATURES

Title Star

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer

Rel. Date Length

May 13
Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7.

Bantam Cowboy, The Buz jarton Aug. 12.

Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elliott Mar. 18

•tJBIockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec 16
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 26.

Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman SeoL 16.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4
*t {Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct. 7.

Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11.

Danger Street Baxter Sleeper Aug. 26

.

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7

Dog Justice Ranger-Martin June 10.

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2.

Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1

.

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4
tSGang War Borden-Pickford Nov. 18
Headin' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23.

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11.

•tjHItof the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept 23.
King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26
Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21

Little Buckarno, The Buzz Barton Mar. 1

1

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28
Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17
Man In the Rough, The Steele-King May 20
Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec 23
*t}Perfect Crime, The RIch-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19

Phantom ol the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April 22
Pinto Kid. The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29
Red Riders ol Canada MIUer-Byer April 15
Rough Ridin' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4
Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest July 15

Sally's Shoulders Wilson-Hackathorne Oct. 14.

Singapore Mutiny, The .

.

. . Ince-Toylor Oct. 7.

Sinners In Love Borden-Gordon
Skinner's Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor

6886 feet

4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet.

Reviewed

. Mar. 24

Feb. 25

4869 feet

5487 feet

6249 feet Mar. 17

6085 feet . Sept. 22
6291 feet

5621 feet

5984 feet

6043 feet

4802 feet

4758 feet

8131 feet Jan. 28

6337 feet

5249 fret

Dec 1

.. 6337 feet ..Aug. 4

4769 feet

4647 feet.

4801 feet

6429 feet

5181 feet

4785 feet

Mar. 10

April 21

6331 feet Aug. 11

.4781 feet . Feb. 11

4884 leot Jan. 7
6419 feet Dec 23
4714 feet
6(159 feet

.6297 feet

5812 feet Oct. 13

Nov. 4 Oct 2t>

April 24 5967 feet ... Mar. 17

§ Meant voice (including Jialogae and incidental songs). A. T. alter title meant AH Talkie.
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Sept 29

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct- 1 6037 teet

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher Sept 9 5493 feet

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dec. 2
Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19. . . .4884 feet.

Texas Tornado, The Tyler-Darro June 24 4793 feet.

Trail of Courage. The Steele-Bonner July 8 4758 feet.

Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec. 16
Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25 4778 feet.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25
Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept 16. . . .4762 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25. .

.

Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept 16. .

.

Beef-Steaks. The Helium-Davis Dec 30 . .

.

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec. 9 .

.

Come Meat Al Cooke June 11 . .

.

Curiosities No. 1 Novelty Sept 26 .

.

Curiosities, No. 2 Novelty Oct 10. .

.

Curiosities, No. 3 Novelty Oct 24 . .

.

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec. 5...

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec. 19. .

.

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill Sept. 16. .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan Sept 16. .

.

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11 . ..

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2...

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Sept. 9..

.

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14. ..

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7. .

.

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Seot.30...
Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec. 23...
Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4 . .

.

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule Sept 2 .

.

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mli key's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2. .

.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct 28..

.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14...

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7...

Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept 23 .

.

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27 .

.

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9...

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24. ..

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2 . .

.

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7...

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct. 14...

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept. 9

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept 29
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2reels Sept. 29
2 reels

2 reels June 16

.2 reels

2reels Sept 29

2 reels Oct 20
2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reel

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.Dec 2 .

Length Reviewed

6360 feet

1

1

Star Rel Date Length Reviewed

Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July 29 .. 7534feet ..June 9
Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10 . . 5834 feet

Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June 3 5731 feet May 19
Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May 13 6021 feet

Ware Case. The Special Cast Nov. 25 61 85 feet
•tWaterfront Mackaill-Mulhall Sept. 16. .. .5976 feet .. Dec. t

Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17. . . .6895 feet. . . .July 7

•tWhip. The Mackaill-Nilsson-Forbes Sept. 30... 6058 feet . Sept. 22
Wright Idea, The Hines-Lorraine Aug. 5. .. 6300 feet Sept. 22
Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20 7187 feet May 26

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

*tAdoration Billie Dove
California Mail, The Maynard-Dwan
Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17

*f JChildren of the Rib Mackaill-Mulhall Mar. 3
Comedy of Life, The Sills-Corda Mar. 10
*t§Divine Lady Griffith-Varconl Jan. 27 . .10015 feet

*t§His Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Jan. 30
*t§Hot Stuff Alice White Mar. 31

Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
*t§Man of the Moment Billie Dove Feb. 10
Phantom City, The Maynard-Gilbert Dec 23 5887 feet

Prisoners Corinne Griffith

Saturday's Children Corinne Griffith Mar. 17
*t§Seven Footprintes to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 3
tSSquall. The
*t§Synthetic Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6 6730 feet

That's a Bad Girl Moore-Hamilton Mar. 24
*t§Weary River Barthelmess-Compson

Title

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

8

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno Jan.

Amazing Vagabond. The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3
Down Our Way Valll-Caldweli-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ons, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Gun Law Tom Tyler Mar. 3
Hardboiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Idaho Red Tom Tyler Mar. 3
*t§Jazz Age, The TJ M. Day-Fairbanks, Jr.-Walthall
Little Outlaw, The Buzz Barton . .

*t§Love in the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog. The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
*t§Rio Rita Special Cast

*t §Syncopation Bennett-Waison-Warings Band
•tjTaxi 13 Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor Nov. 18...
Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 4957 feet

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13
Vagabond Cub, The Buzz Barton Feb. 10
Voice of the Storm

Length Reviewed

6351 feet

•§Alr Circus. The Carrol-Lake-Rol'lns Sept 30..
Baggage Smasher, The McLaglen-Collyer Nov. 18.

.

Blindfold O'Brien-Moran Dec. 23 .

Chicken a la King Sterling-Car roll-Stone June 17.

.

Cowboy, Kid The Rex Bell July 15.

.

Don't Marry Muran- Hamilton June 3.

.

Dressed to Kill Lowe-Astor Mar. 13

*t§Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct 14.

.

Escape, The Valli-Russell April 29 .

Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8.

.

Fleetwing. Norton-Janis June 24.

.

Gateway of the Moon Del Rio-Pidgeon Jan. 1 .

.

Girl-Shy Cowboy. The Rex Bell Aug. 12 .

Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13 .

.

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13

Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30.

.

Honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6 .

.

Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11 .

.

Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9
Love Hungry. Moran-Gray April

•tJMaklnq the Grade Moran-Lowe Oct 7

Me, Ganster Collyer-Terry Oct 8 .

*+§Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28...
•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaalen Oct 22
News Parade, The Stuart-Phipps May 27.

.

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald .... Aug. 5 . .

,

No Other Woman Del Rio-Alvarado June 10 .

Painted Post. The Mlx-Klnoston July 1 . .

.

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11 .

.

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennick Sept. 23 .

Play Girl. The Bellamy-Brown April 22

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8. '29

River Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26.

.

Road House Barrymore-Alba.. July 15.

.

•t§Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19

•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brien Nov. 4

.

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan

Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25 .

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10
Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept. 16

Length Reviewed

7702 feet. . Sept 8

5598 feet.

.

6417 feet

4293 feet

.5708 feet..

6566 feet .

7176 feet .

51 09 feet

5148 feet.

.

4939 fret..

5038 feet .

4404 feet .

6518 feet.

461 8 feet..

June 23

July 21

.June 9
Mar. 17

Nov. 10
May 12

Sept. 8

Jan. 14

6188 feet

4397 feet

May 19

May 19

May 26

Mar. 24

8 .. 5792 feet ..April 21

6042 feet ..

10.100 feet.

. 6863 feet ...

6679 feet ..

5034 feet. .

.

5071feet...
4652 feet ..

.6086 feet

5641 feet. . .

.5200 feet...

.6132 feet...

6937 feet. .

.

4991 feet...

9221 feet .

8729 feet...

.6000 feet ..

5112feet...
4921 feet...

5337 feet .

Oct. 10
Sept. n
Mar. 17
June 16

Aug. 11

June 23

Sept 29
April 28
Dec. 8
Sept 22
.Aug. 4
July 28
Oct 14

April 14

Oct. 6

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.) SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Keith June 5 .

.

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. .

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. .

.

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29.
.

.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 5. .

.

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept 30 .

*t §Barker. The Sills-Compson-Mackaill Dec. 30 . .

.

Big Noise, The Conklin-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25. .

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. 11 . .

.

Butter and Egg Man, The Mulhall-Nissen Sept 2. .

.

Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre .April 22. .

.

Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorraine April 15
Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1 . .

.

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walllng Oct 21 . .

.

•Crash, The Sllls-Todd Oct 7. .

.

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct 14...
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell Oct 28...
*tGood Bye Kiss, The Ellers-Burke-Kemp July 8. .

.

Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24. .

.

Harold Teen Lake-Baian-Whlte April 29 .

.

•tHaunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4
Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenyon May 27 .

.

Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8. .

.

Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18
Heart to Heart Astor-Hughes July 22. ..

Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackaill-Mulhall April 1 .

.

Ladv Be Good Mackaill-Mulhall May 6

•f§Lllac Time Moore-Cooper Nov. 8. .

.

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. . . Barthelmess-O'Day April 8
Mad Hour. The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4 ...

•Naughty Baby White-Mulhall Dec 16 ...

.

•fNignt Watch, The Dove-Reed Sept 9
. .

.

Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 26 .

•tOutcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11 . .

.

Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug. 19..

.

•tScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec. 9. .

.

•tShow Girl White-Delaney Sept 23

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects

Length

5800 feet.

5700 feet

5700 feet

6000 feet

6200 feet

Length

7137 feet

7137 feet

7402 feet.

6500 feet.

6467 feet

8730 feet

6365 feet

5600 feet

.

6227 feet.

6225 feet.

5976 feet.

5886 feet

.7300 feet.

Reviewed Rel. Date

5...

Revleweo

..July 7

.Dec 15
. .May lz

April 28

. May 19

Nov. 21

Title Star

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug.

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9.

Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Tempie June 24.

Daisies Won't Yell Rubin-Lincoln July 8.

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct 28.

Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11

.

Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug. 19

His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July 22.

Knight of Daze. A Tyler Brooke June 10

Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5

Low Necker, The Marjorie Beebe Dec. 18

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25
Neapolitan Days Variety Sept 2.

On a South Sea Shore Variety April 1

Oregon Trail. The Variety 1 reel

.

Snowbound Variety Aug. 19 1 reel

.

Spanish Craftsmen Variety Sept 30 1 reel.

Steeplechase Variety Oct 14 1 reel

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23... 1 reel

Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept 16 . 1 reel

Length Reviewed

.2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels June 23
. 2 reels

1 reel

.2 reels Aug. 11

1 reel

.2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21

.2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2 reels Jan. 14

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

July 28

Title

Backwash

Coming
Star

Farrell-Duncan.

Attractions
Rel. Date Length Reviewed

I '

J°
J

ee
| Chasing Through Europs. .

.

. . . Stuart-Carol

.

7541 feet

5755 feet.

7426 feet

6502 feet.

5957 feet

6071 feet

5400 feet

6592 feet.

6608 feet

8967 feet.

7700 teet.

6625 feet.

Dec. 22
July 1

Mar. 17
Sept. 10

April 14
June ?

Mar. 24
.Miy 19

April 21

6612 feet

6100 feet

6622 feet.

6100 feet

6237 feet

6133 feel

Oct. 1?

SeDt 1

Dec 8
Aug. 25

Nov. 10

Christine Janet Gaynor
False Colors Lowe-McLaglan
Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard
•Four Devils. The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet. . . Oct 13

*t§Ghost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe

Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast —
*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Dec. 29
•tLost In the Arctic Special Cast 5474 feel Aug. m
Our Daily Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer
River, The Farrell-Duncan 7813 feet

Veiled Woman, The Tora-Alba
Woman, The Astor-Boles

Title

At the Ball Game

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Star Rel.

Joe Cook

Date Length Reviewed

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie
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rule Stv Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bridge et Midnight Ths Msry Ounun
Corpus Chrlstl .

Raauel Meller Sept. 6

Diplomats The Clarke-McCullough

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept. 8

Family Picnic. The Raymond McKee 2 reels

Four A. M 2 reels

Interview. The Clarke-McCullough

Ladles' Man. The Chic Sales 2 reels

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2reels

They're Coming to Get Me Chick Sales

Treasurer's Report. The Robert Benchley

Family Picnic The McKee June 30

George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30

Seranade Schuberti Harold Murray Sept 8

White Faced Fool. The Lionel Atwlll Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Chorus Kid. The Falre-Washbum April 1 .. 8200 feet .. April 14

Head of the Family. The Russell-Corbin 6250 feet.

Hell Ship Branson Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery May 1 6432 feet

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmstead Aug. 12 6200 feet.

River Woman. The Logan-L. Barrymore Aug. 26 . 6800 feet

Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1— 6600 feet

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert 6420 feet

United States Smith Gribbon-Lee-Harlan June 1 6000 feet

Coming Attraction*

Title Star

Able of the U. S. A George Jessel

•SGIrl From Argentine, The Carmel Meyers
When Danger Calls Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

May 12
Aug. 11

Aug. 11

Mar. 1?

June 18

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Date

"Noisy Noighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9. .

.

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Fob. 16
Ol

-

Gray Hoss.Ths "Our Gang" OcL 20 .

•01' Gray Hosa, The "Our Gang" Oct 20 .

.

Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2 . .

Palace of Honey. The Ufa Oddities June 16
*Ruby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19
Sacred Baboon, The Ufa Oddities SeoL 1 .

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24 .

.

•School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17. .

.

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Fob. 16. .

.

Should Married Men Go Home? Laurel-Hardy SepL 18
Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30 .

.

'Spanking Age, The "Our Cng" Dec IB...
Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec 22 .

.

That Night Roach Stars SepL15
Tokens of Manhood 'if« Oddities June 2 .

.

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3...
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19
+We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec. 29 .

.

WlvesforSale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27
World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities OcL 13...

Coming Attractions
Title Star

*t5Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines-Hyams-Barrymore Jan..

(Ballyhoo Norma Shearer
*t§Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson. .

.

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels July 28
2 reels OcL 13
2 reels

1 reel May 28
2 reels

I reel

1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels

1 reel May 2*

2 reels Dec 8
2 reels.

2 reels

I reel

1 reel Nov. 3

Length Reviewed

8000 feet ...Nov. 24

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7...

Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28 .

.

Adventurer. The McCoy-Sebastian July 14. .

.

•'Baby Cyclone. The Cody-Pringle

^eau Broadway Cody-Pringle Sept. 29 .

.

Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy SepL 15. .

.

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran Mar. 17...

•tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct. 12...
'Cameraman, The Keaton-Day. Sept. 29. .

.

Cardboard Lover, The Davles-Asther Aug. 25. .

.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19...
Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31

Cossacks, The Gilbert-Adoree June 23 . .

.

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3 ..

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9. .

.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naoel May 5 .

.

•tExcess Baggage Haines-Cortez SepL 8. .

.

Flying Fleet, The Novarro-Page Jan
Foroidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16 . .

.

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11...
Lady of Chance, A Norma Shearer Nov. 2. . .

.

Laugh. Clown, Laugh Chaney-Young-Asther April 14 ..

Madamoiselle from Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2. .

.

Masks of the Devil John Gilber Oct.
Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4. .

.

Naooleon Special Cast ...Oct.
•tOur Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept. 8 .

.

f aisy. The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10
Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 .

.

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo ralno Oct. 26. .

.

•IShow People Davies-Halnes OcL 9...
Single Man. A Cody-Pringie Jan
Skirts Chaplin-Balfour May 12...

Telling the World Haines-Page . June 30 .

.

Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24 .

•t While the City Sleeps Chaney-Page SepL 15. .

.

•t '.White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7. ..

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Pringle Jan. 28 .

•tWind. The Gish-Hanson Nov. 23 .

.

*iWoman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo
Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24. .

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Afucan Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27...
Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities. Mar. 16..
Ancient Art, An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2. ...

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5. ..

Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities Sept. 15 .

.

• 3ooster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24 .

.

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10 ..

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson OcL 15
Chasing Husbands . Charley Chase Dec 22...
Cleopatra Revler-Ellls July 7...
Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2 ..

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13
Drying Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2
Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18 .

.

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct 6 .

.

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12
Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec 8
Going GiGa KenneJy-Davidson-Bryon Jan. 5

Growing Pains "Our Gang" Sept. 22 . .

Habeas Coraus Laurel-Hudy Dec. 1 .

Happy Omen. A Ufa Oddities July 14 . .

.

Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. Daw-Walling Sept 22
Molly Terror, The "Our Gang" ...Mar. 9
•Imagine My Embarrassment Charley Chase Sept. 1

•Is Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sept. 29
Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities . Mar. 30
Kisses Come High Ufa Odditii- J, in. 5
"Liberty Laurel-Hardy ....... . Jan. 26
Lonely Laoland Ufa Oddities.

.

Nov. 10
Madame Du Barry Nov. 17
Manchu Love Jan. 12
Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities . Sept 1 .

.

Murder Ufa Oddities Sept 29
Napoleon's Homeland Ufa OJdities Jan. 5

Nature'i Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28. .

* Meant synchronized score. 1' Meant toons
1

effects.

Length

6805 feet

6998 feet

4187 feet.

5530 feet.

6037 feet

5896 feet

6344 feet

6053 feet

6995 feet

7108 feet.

5679 feet

56t>1 feet

8601 feet

8538 feet

5838 feet

6700 feet.

7182 feet

Reviewed

. May 5

..July 14

. Aug. 4

June 2

"Sept. 15
. . Sept. 8

. June I 6

..May 19

..June 30
. Feb. 25

..Sept. 15

. Sept. 29

5011 feet.

662H feet

. July 28
. Aug. 25

7045 feet .

5441f eet.

5575 feej

7652 feet.

7652 feet

7289 feet.

5014 feet

5448 feet

7453 feet

June 2

Dec 1

Aug. 11

Oct. 13

Nov. 17

5801 feet

.7184 feet

6901 I eet

7231 feet

7968 feet

5011 feet

6721 feet

July 21

May 19

Oct. 27
Aug. 18

Nov! 17

4435 feet

Length Reviewed

2 reels

. 2 reels . . . Dec 1

Mhv 7R

2 reels Nov. 3

1 reel

2 reels. .

.

Nov. 3

July ;.-:

2 reel*

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

*tfcBridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torris-Torrence-Damita
*t§Broadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Law Tim McCoy
tDevll's Mask, The John Gilbert
Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec 1 . 7987 feet

*t§Duke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford
Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel
*t§Five o'Clock Girl, The (A, T.) Davies-Arthur
*t§Green Ghost The
*t ^Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
•t .Hallelujah Colored Cast
He Learned About Women Haines-Page-Percy
Honeymoon Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
*1 &Last of Mrs. Cheney Nagel
Loves of Casanova, The Special Cast . Jan

"t SMan's Man, A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNIze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
*t§Our Modern Maids Joan Crawford
*t§Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine
Soles Special Cast
Spite Marriage Buster Keaton
Soulx Blood McCoy-Frazer
•t§Thlrst Gilbert-Nolan
•{Tide of Empire Adoree-Murray
•tTrall of '98. The Del Rio-Forbes 11100 feet. . . Mar. 24
*t§Trial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.) Shearer-Warner-Hackett
West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore
tViking, The Starke-Crisp 8508 feet. . . . Nov. 17

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Re!. Date Length Reviewed

Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec 1

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels

Fuzzy Knight Songs OcL 27
George Dewty Washington Songs Oct. 27
George OewBy Washington.. Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs Oct. 20
Marion Harris Songs Sept. 29
Jimtown Cabaret MIHerand Lyle Nov. 10.. . 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs SepL 29
Joseph Regan Oct 13
Joseph Regan Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling
Locust Sisters Songs Oct 8
Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct. 13
M-G-IVi Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13
Odette Myrtle Songs Oct. 20
Phipps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwick 2 reels Dec 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct 20
Ponce Sisters Songs Nov. 10
Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" 2 reels Dec 1

Van and Schenck Songs Sept 29 Oct 13
Van and Schenck Songs Oct. 27
Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10
Walt Roesner and Capltollans Jazz Band Oct 8
We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy 2 reels Dec 1

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Rel.Title Star

Avalanche, The Holt-Hill . Nov. 10

*§8eggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept. 15

Big Killing The Beery-Hatton Mav 19

•Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Con:oson-Baclanova . Oct. 20
Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent May 26
Easy Come, Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21

Bow-Hah Oct. 13

Daniels-Hall May 12

. Wray-Cooper Aug. 25

Flelds-Conklln May 7.

Brian-Brook Aug. 1

1

Ralston-Arlen June 16

•Fleet's In, The
Flfty-Flfty Girl. The
First Kiss. The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces . .

Half a Bride
His Private Life .

.

Ht-> Tiger Lady Men|ou-Brent June
I Homecoming, The Parlo-Hanson
Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14

Just Marrlod Hall-Taylor Aug. 18

Date Length

6099 feet

7560 feet

5930 feet

7202 feet

7866 feet

5364 feet

6918 feet

6402 teet

6134 feet

5852 feet

7640 feet

6238 feet

Reviewed

1 reel

Kit Carson
Ladies of the Mob
Legion of the Condemned
•Loves of An Actress. The
Loves of an Actress (silent version i

Men|ou-Carver 4690 f eot

5038 feet

8100 feet

6528 feet

6039 feet

7464 feet

6792 feet

7415 feet

7434 reel

7159 feet

41l!IHtee.t

Thomson-Lane
Bow-Arlen June 30
Cooper-Wray Mar. 10
Negri- Asther Aug. 18

Negrf-Asther Aug. 18

1 ... Sept. 29
1 ...July 7
.. Sept. 22

. . .June 9
...May li

. Sent. 1

. May 2«
... Aug. a

1 . June 23
1 Aug. ii

Nov. 17
. . .June 2

...Nov. .'•1

. July .'8

. . Aug. IS

.Mar. ?4

. . .Aug.

Magnificent Flirt, The Florence Vidor Juno 2

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie

June 30
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rille Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t{Manhattan Cockatil Arien-Carroll 6051 feet

Matlnq Call. The Metghan-Brent-Adoree July 21 .. 6325feet .. Oct. 13

Model from Montmartre Naldi-Petrovitch Sept. 22 . .5941 feet

*Moran of the Marines Dix-Elder Oct 27 . . .5444 feet. . . Nov. 3

Night of Mystery, A Menjou-Brent April 7 . 5741 feet April 21

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery .. Mar. 3 ... 7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17. . . 6600 feet .

•Patriot, The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1 9819 feet

Racket, The Meighan-Prevost June 30 . . 7646 feet

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar.10 6331 feet

•Sawdust Paiadlse, The Ralston-Howes Aug. 25 . . 5928 feet

Someone to Lovs Charles Rogers Dec. 1 6323 feet .

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24. . . .4792 feet

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7 . .7960 feet

Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26 6218 feet .

Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21 . .6763 feet

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct. 20
.

. . 6514 feet

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14 7029 feet .

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec 5962 feet

Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23 5834 feet

*$Varsity Rogers-Brian Sept 29 5802 feet .

•Warming Up Richard Dix Aug. 4 6509feet

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25 6319feet

•Wedding March, The Von Stroheln-Wray Oct 6 . . .10400 feet

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton 5476 feet.

Wings Bow-Rogers Sept ...12reels .

Woman From Moscow, The Negri-Kerry 6938 feet

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

May
Aug. 18
July 14

Mar. 31

Sept. 1

. Dec. 8

May 26
April 14

June 2

Sept 29
Oct 27

. April 28
Dec. 15
Sept 29

..Nov. 3

July 21

Sept. 8

Oct. 20

Auq.26'27
Nov. 10

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
Giersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon
If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame, The (Christie) .... Colored Cast

Music Ha'h Charms (Chris'ie) Colored Cast

One Word Special Cast

{Pusher in the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels

Ruth Etting. Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel .

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1— 2 reels

That Party in Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie) Hatton-Hardy-Lorraine

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23 ... 2 reels

.

Baby Fund Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18 1 reel ....

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22— 1 reel ..

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24— 2 reels. .

Call Again E. E. Horton Oct 20 2reels...

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13 1 reel—
Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4. . . .1 reel . .

.

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27— 2 reels

•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie) Billy Dooley Aug. 18 . .2 reels .

Face Value Novelty July 21 2 reels .

Footllose Wimmen (Christie) Bobby Vernon 2 reels. .

.

Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec. 15— 2 reels ..

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19— 2 reels .

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobby Vernon June 2 2 'eels. .

Home Girl. The Gilmore-Kruger Dec. 1 2 reels...

•Hot Scotch 'Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25 2 reels .

.

Het Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3 2 reels. ..

Ko-Ko's Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept 8. . . .1 reel . .

.

Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23. .. .1 reel . .

Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25 1 reel

Ko-Kt KleansUp Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22... 1 reel

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7 1 reel

Ko-Ko's Chase Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 11 1 reel

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon Oct 20 1 reel

Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9 1 reel

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 6... 1 reel

Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17 2 reels.

Loose Change (Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 6 . .

.

News Reelinq Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4 .

.

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jen. 5 2 reels.

.

Oriental Hugs ' Christie) Billy Dooley Sept. 29 2 reels

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2— 2 reels.

.

Patent Medicine Kid, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 2. . . 1 reel .

.

Phantom Nail, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 29— 1 reel . .

.

Picture Mv Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee Oct 13 2 reels .

.

Prancing Prune Helen Hayes 2 reels.

Rain Dropper. The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30 .. 1 reel

Say Uncle (Christie) Jack Duffy June 9 2 reels

Scramhled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30 2 reels.

Sea Food (Christie) Billy Dooley July 14 . . 2 reels

.

Sea Sword Krazv Kat Cartoon Sept I... 1 reel .

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10— 2 reels.

Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept15 1 reel .

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec. 22... 2 reels.

Slick Slickers (Christie) Neal Burns July 7 2 reels.

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmie Adams June 18 2 reels.

.

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) Bobby Vernon Sept. 22 2 reels

Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16 1 reel .

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug. 11 2 reels

Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept 8 2 reels

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton Sept 15 2 reels

Walls Tell Tales Mariop Kennedy Aug. 4. . . 2 reels.

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12 2 reels.

Reviewed

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

*t§Annapolis Loff-Brown Dec. 2.

Annapolis Loff-Brown Nov. 18

Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29

.

Black Ace, The Don Coieman Sept 2

.

Blue Danube. The Leatrice Joy Mar. 12.

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec. 23

Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept. 30

*t {Captain Swagger La Rovque-Carol Nov. 18
Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct. 14

.

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7.

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 5

Cop, The WllllamBoyd Auo. 19

Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept. 16

FangsofFate. Klondike (dog) June24.
Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov. 25
Forbidden Love Lili Damita Oct. 28

Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan. 16.

Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dec.

Date Length Reviewer:

2.... 7957 feet

.7008 feet

. 4293 feet... Met. 31

.5722 feet. . Sept. If

. 6589 feet. May 2f

. .4598 feet

.4550 feet Mar. 31

.4846 feet

6124 feet Dec. 29
631 2 feet

6145 feet.

9145 feet

7054 'eel

.6670 feet

4476 feet

6670 feet.

6787 feet

5959 feet .

. .4750 feet

Dec. 30
Sept fl

Dec. 15
Juitt 2o

Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque May 14— 7056 'eet

Jan. 28

Sept. 22
Mar. 3

Sept. 15

Sept 8

Mar 17

Nov. 17

.. 61 32 feet Jan. 20
I . 6902 feet. June y>

. 6466 feet . Dec. 15

. 7040 feet . April la

Oct. 20

Coming Attraction!
Title Star

*t {Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers
Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carrol-Rogers

•tBehind the German Lines Special Cast
*t{Burlesque James Barton
*t{Canary Murder Case, Tht (A. T.)..Powell-Taylor-Bruan
•Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Case of Lena Smith, The Esther Ralston
•t{Close Harmony (A. T.) Charles Rogers
•{{Concert, The (A. T.) Adolphe Menjou
•{{Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Wamer-Chatterton
•{{Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton
*t{Four Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•{{Genius is Born, A (A. T.) A. P. Heggie
*t§Half an Hour Ruth Chatterton

*t{Hole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder.
•t{lnnocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier
•{Interference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twentv-One Rogers-Brian
•t{Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggie-Owen
•{Looping the Loop Werner-Kraus
•{{Manhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Meniou
*t{Night Club (A. T.) Special Cast
*t{Nothing But the Truth (A. T.). .. Richard Dix
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton
Odd Fellows Flelds-Conklln

Ouick Lunch Flelds-Conklln
Redskin Richard Dix
*t{Shop Worn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll

Side Show. The Flelds-Conklln

•t{Slns of the Fathers Emll Jannings

•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
*t{Tong War (A. T.) Beery-Vidor
»f{Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.). George Bancrof Jan. 26.

.

•t{Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wrap

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

t{King of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept. 30. . . .10,196 feet April 2927
L aw's Lash, The Klondike (dog) May 20. . . .

4683 feet ... Mat. 31

Let'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15 .. 5888 feet.

.

Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Sent 16— 5737 feet.

Oct 13 Man-Made Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept. 9 5762 feet.

Marlie the Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4 ... 4600feet.

Midniqht Madness Jacqueline Logan Mar.26— 6559feet

*t{Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12
Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec. 2 . 6070 feet

Power Boyd-Logan Sept.23... 6092feet.

Red Mark, The von Seyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 26 .. 7937 feet.

.

SaddleMates Wally Wales Aug. 5 ... 452nfeet .

Shady Lady. The Phyllis Haver 6132 feet .

2 reels **{Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4

Ireel *t{Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20

Ship Comes In, A Rudolph Schildkraut . ... June 4

*t§Show Folks Quillan-Basquette-Armstrong Dec. 16

Skyscraper William Boyd April

*t§Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec.

Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec. 30. .. .5816 efet

Tenth Ave Haver-Varconi-Schildkrant Aug. 5 6370 feet

Valley of Hunted Men, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Feb 19 ... 4520 feet .. Mar. 3

WalkinoBack Sue Carrol May 21... 5035 feet Sept. 22

Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney Oct. 28 . 5937fee» Oct. 2

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" Sept 9.

Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8
Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15
Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct 14

Bath Time Sportliqht June 24
Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21

.

Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec 9 2 reels

Bunker Battlers Sportliqht July 22 . 1 reel

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dot. 22

Camous Carmen. The Senneft Girls Sept 23 2 reels Sert. 15

Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25 2 reels Nov. 24

Canned Thrills Sportlight . Aug. 19... 1 reel Aug. II

Catalina Rowboat Races Jackson-Hart-McKee Oct 21 2 reels

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9
Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables"
Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan Sept 9

Chicken, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 26
City Slickers "Aesop Fables" July 1

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23
Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6

Covering Ground Sportlight Sept. 18.

.

Cross Country Run, A "Aesop Fables" Aug. 19
Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct. 7.

Length Reviewed

1 reel Septt
. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels Oct. G
Ireel.. June 23

1 reel ... Oct 27

Dec.

Length Revlewe

Nov. 17
12103 feet. April 28

8254 feet . Dec 8

2 reels.

1 reel.

.

2 reels ...

2 reels
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept. 8

. 1 reel Aug. 18

. 1 reel Oct. 6

Day Off, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 1

Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct 28 Ireel Oct 27

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct 7... Ireel Sept. 29

Defensive Line, The Football Sense Oct 21 1 reel Oct 20
•tDlnner Time "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 16 2 reels Sept 8
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14... 10 episodes Oct. 6
Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22 . . 1 reel

FalrAffair.A Sportliqht July 8... Ireel Sept. 8
Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct 14... Ireel Oct. 27

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 8
Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3 Ireel tune 9

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 15

Getting Together Sportlight Oct 28 ... Ireel Oct. 20

Girl From Nowhere. The Sennett Girls Aug. 5.. 2 reels Mar 24

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct 28 1 reel Oct 27
Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportlight Sept.30 Ireel

High Seas "Aesoo Fables" Sept. 23 1 reel Sept. 22

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec. 30 .2 reels

His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12 . 2 reels

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4 2 reels Nov. 17

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2. . . .2 reels Dec. 8
Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8 .. Ireel July 14

In the Bag "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26 . . 1 reel

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11 .. 2 reels Nov. 3
Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 6 . Ireel

Land i'Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 6. .. .1 reel .

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Nov. 17
Llmberlegs Sportlight June 10 Ireel June 2

Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables" 2 reels Dec. 22
Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fable" Sept 30 1 reel

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

Dec. 1

7 reels Dec. 1
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line Slar Rel.

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" OcL
Motor Boat Minus. Bevan-Dent Sept.

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June
Mouse's Bride. The "Aesop Fables" June
Muscle Marvels Spnrtlight Oct.

No Company Halnes-Coomba Dec
No Picnic Halnes-Coombs-Dempsey Oct.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov.
On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov.
Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug.

Outnumbdered "Aesop Fables" Julv

Polar Flight. A "Aesop Fables" Nov.
Puppy Love, . . "Aesop Fables" June
Smith Catallna Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee OcL
Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug.

Soldier Man Harry Langdon SepL
South Sea Sagas Sportllght

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables"
'[Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"

Static "Aesop Fable"
Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables"
Sunny Italy . - . "Aesop Fables"
Supple Sex. The Soirtliqht

Targets Sportlight

Sept

Data

14..

30
16...
24 ..

14

16
7 ...

18...
25 ..

5...
29
18...
10

21...
19

30...
22 .

SepL
Seot.

Aug.
Aug.
Nov.

Tail Beauties Jack Cooper Dec
Taxi tor Two Jack Cooper SepL
Tail Scandal. A Jack Copoer OcL
Terrible People The Serial) .... Ray-Miller Aug.

Tiger's Shadow. The McConnell-Allan Dec
•'{Winning Patterns Sportllght

Yellow Cameo. The I
Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June

Longt i hevlewe-1

1 reel Oct. 27

2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

1 reel . .... June 30
1 reel Oct. 13

2 reels

2 reels . Sept. 29

2 reels

1 reel Dec. 1

.1 reel

1 reel Aug. 4

1 reel Nov. 10

1 reel .

2 reels .... Oct. 13

2 reels

3reels
1 reel

1 reel Dec 8

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel

. . 1 reel

2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
10 episodes

10 episodes
. .1 reel

10 episodes

Title Stir Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet

End ot St. Petersburg. The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet June 16

Faces of Children French Cast Zakoro 8000 feet

Fangs of Justice Sllverstreak-Walker Blschort 5000 feet

fortune's Fool Emll Jannlngs L- T. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romince Raquel Meller Aff. European .SepL 6 reels

HandsotOrlac Conrad Void! Aywon SepL 6500feet
Hearts of Men .... Harrls-Keefe Anchor 5400feet.

HellSilp SpeclalCast Collwyn 5800feet SepL15
Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 5712 feet

Houseof Siame Falre-Hale Chesterfield.. Sept. 1 5300feet.. SepL15
Jealousy Lya de Puttl Brill SepL 1 5460feet
Lady of Petrograd. The Special Cast Aff. European . Sept. . . 6000 feet

Lady from Paris. The Vllma Banky Aywon ..SenL .6000 feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding Russian Cast Amkino 7500feet
Life • Like Tnat . Withers-Boteler F. Royer < producer) June 16

Sept.

Sept.

Llgnis of Paris. SpeclalCast

Little Wild Girl. The Lee-Landls
Lookout Girl. The Jacqueline Logan
Loves of Jeanne Ney. Tne . Edith Jahanne .

Mother of Mine Special Cast
Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet .

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong.

.

Superlative 6000 feet

. Hercules
Quality DIsL. Nov 6413 feet

Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet.

Zikoro OcL .7200 feet

Conquest Jan. . 6500feet
7000feet.

.Plaza 5215(eet.
Old Age Handicap. The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 feet ... Sept. 15

Olympic Hero. The Charles Paddock .... Zakoro. July .5200 feet

On the Divide . Bob Custer Syndicate . . OcL 15 4657 feet .

Coming Attractions
Title Star Length Reviewed

Elevator Girl. The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24
*t{Flylng Fool. The William Boyd Feb. 10
Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17
Geraldine Quillan-Nixon
"{Getaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31

•tGodless Girl. The Basquette-Pievost 10720 feet Sept. I

Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17
•rSHigh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale
*t {Leatherneck. The William Boyd Feb. 3
"{Listen Baby (A.T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17
Leatherneck. The William Boyd Feb. 3
"{Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 6 5490 feet

"'{Noisy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27
•'{Missing Man. The Patrick

•t}Omce Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3
Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20
••{Sojuare Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10

.Superlative

Aff. European. SepL
Scenic Films..
Zakoro Aug.

Port of Missing Children Special Cast
Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players

Prlmanerllebe German Cast
Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell .

Q Ships Special Cast
Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Plct

Racing Through Mae Marsh Aff. European . SepL
Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality DIsL. OcL

.

Sally of the South Seas Hercules
Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Pict. . Oct
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000 feet

Shadows ot the Night Hercules

6 reels .

.

6500 feet

6200 feet

6000 feet

5900 feet

7 reels

6100 feet

Mar. 24

Artlee Aorlt

. .Chesterfield. . Aug. 1.

Syndicate Aug. 15

. Capitol Plct

.Chesterfield. . .June 15.

5800 feet

4890 feet

4315 feet

8000 feet .

4900 feet

.

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
TKta Star Rel. Date Length

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Gravs Sept. 5... 5700 feet

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15... 5600 feet.

Reviewed

Shooting Stars English Cast

Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes
Silent Trail, The Bob Custer

Slmba JungleFllm .

Sky Rider. The Chamolon-Hughes
Somme, The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

Station Master, The Ivan Moskvln Zakoro June 18
Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern.. May 1

Tartuffe the Hypocrite ... Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern.. . April 1

Ten Days That Shook the World. .Russian Cast Amkino Jan. .

.

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Anchor
Two Brothers Conrad Veldt Ufa Eastern. ... July 1 6300 feet

est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feet

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 feet

Woman Temoted The Compten-Ward Aywon SepL 6500 feet

Yellow Ticket, The Russian Cast Amkino 6200 feet

Youth Astray Johnson-Mattonl Ameranglo .60O0teet

April 28

Feb. 4

7200 feet

6603 feet

6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

8600 feet . . Nov. 24

Golden Shackles 8onner-Wlthers
Out With the Tide Dwan-Landis

Mar. 15.

June 22

.5600 feet

. 5700 feet

RAYART (S. R.)
Tltrs Star Rel.

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlowe May. .

.

City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer SepL 15
Danger Patrol, The Russell-Falre April

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 15
Gypsy nf the North Gordon-Hale April

(sleof Lost Men Tom Santschl
Llghtnin' Snot, The Buddy Roose»elt May
Man From Headquarter*. The ... Roberts-Keefe Aug. 1

Midnight Adventure. A Murphy-Landls May. .

.

My Home Town Brock well-Glass Mar.
Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July
Phantom ol the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar.
Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart OcL 1

Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec.
Trill Riders Buddy Roosevelt April

Tralhn' Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar.

Date Length

.6089 feet.

5937 feet

6076 feet

4533 feet

5683 feet.

.5976 feet

.5800 feet .

4797 feet

5946 feet

.5262 feet

.5608 feet..

4538 feet

5905 feet

.5650 feet .

5991 feet

.4627 feet

4308 feet

Reviewed

..June I

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title star OI«t'r ReL Data Length Reviewed

Fare Enough Poodles Hanneford . Artclass 2reels
Mysterious Airman, The Weiss Bros 10 episodes
Fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves Mascot Pict

•OMiing to Live For Al Joy Cranfield Clarke 2 reels

She Said No Ben Turpln Artclass 2 reels

Sophomore. The G. O'Nelll-L. Graydon Hl-Mark
Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfield-Clarke 2 reels
Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels

Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The (Serial) . Special Cast Mascot Plct.. . Oct. 15. 10 episodes OcL 13

Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct.. Aug. 1 10 episodes.. SepL 15
Who's Who Al Joy Cranfield-Clarke 2 reels

You Can't Win (Serial) Weiss Bros 10 i

June 2

Coming Attractions
Star

Foster-Keith

Rel. Date Length ReviewedTitle

•tSShouldaGirl Marry?

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Overture of 1812 (Tschaikowsky) Fiimtone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawalians
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
T"!e Star

Marry the Girl Bedford-Ellis
Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes

Rel. Date, Length Reviewed

Mar. 1 5300 feet . Mar. 10
April 15... 5400 feet

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Ocl. 15
Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield.. Aug. 15
Age of Lust. The Emll Jannlngs ... . L. T. Rogers
Air Mail Pilot. The Mehartey-Metcalfe Hl-Mark ....

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern. . Aug. 15
Arizona days. Bob Custer Syndicate Sept. 15
Autumn Love Lya de Puttl Aff. European . SepL
•Big H"»p. The Jones-Ralston-Hearn. .B. Jones Corp. . Aug.
Black Butterflies Ralston-Busch-frazer Quality Dlst Sept. 1

Bondage German Cas Ufa
Broken Hearts Hercules
Cltv Without lews. The Soeclal Cast Avwon SepL 1

CodeoftheAIr Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod
Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern. June 1

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt. Crescent
Devil's Passion. The SpeclalCast Arfa

* Meant synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake Chesterfield

*\ ^Chopin's Passion Robertson-Brinkley .

.

Powers Cinephone
Dancer of His Maiesty, The. . . .Special Cast Amkino 7000 feet

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana Aff. European 6 reels

Escaped from Hell Murlat Esterhazy Aff. Eurupean 8 reels

Exodus to the New World, The. Lyon-Prevost Pioneer

Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Alt. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Art. European 7 reels

{Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The John Loder Art. European 6 reels

Guilty . Frltsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Noian AH. European 6 reels

Little Colonel, The Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life Veidt-Krauss Aff. European 3 reels

Mechanics of tne Srain Educational Amkino 6000 feet

Milak of the Snowlands SpeclalCast Ufa-Eastern
Our Daily 8read Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels

Poet and Czar Special Cast Amkino 8775 feet

South of Panama Carmellta Geraghty.. Chesterfield

Two Divs Special Cast Amkino 6500 feet

Unholy Love . . Wegoner-Petrovitch Aff. Europea n

Verdun Special Cast Rlchmount.
Vera Mlezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7 reels

Water. The M.Chekhov Amkino 7000feet

When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

rellow Ticket, The Anna Sten Amkino 7000 feet

TIFFANY-STAHL
5256 feet April 21

Title

FEATURES
Star Rel.

Oct. 6

Date

Albany Night Boat Olive Bordon July 20

Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15..

Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Auq. I.

•t{Cavaller, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1.

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pidgeon May 1

Domestic Meddlers .... Claire Windsor Aug. 15

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr Nov. 10 .

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20
Gialn ot Dust, The Cortez-Wlndsor-Bennett July 10

Green Grass Widows ,
Hagen-Harron-Olmsted. . June 10

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20 .

House of Scandil Sebastlan-O'Malley April 1 .

Ladles of the Night Club Cortez-Leonard May 15 .

§ Means voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

5000 feet

7545 feet

4345 feet .

6 reels. .

7000 feet

6261 feet

6040 feet

Length

5844 feet

6147 teet

6157 feet.

6775 feet

5201 teet

5362 feet

5477 feet

Reviewed

OcL 27

WO feet

5700 feet

MMjfi.et

5600 feet

5700 teet

6126 feet

5334 feet

5516 feet

5297 (Bet.

6553 feet
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Linqerle White-McGregor July 1

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1

Naughty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct. 10

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennen Oct. 20

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennett Oct 20

Prowlers of the Sea Cortez Myers June 30

Scarlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo April IE.

Sto.-my Waters Southern-McGregor June 1

Their Hour Harron-Sebastian Mar. 1

•tSTollers. The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct- 1

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel

Gold .
Color Classic

•tJHawaiian Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15

•tlJapanese Carnival. A Color Svmphony Jan. 1

*t§ln a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct I.

•ffln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15

•tLove Charm, The Color Symphony

—

Maude Muller Color Classic

No Woman Allowed Color Classic

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic

•t§Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1...

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20 . .

.

Devil's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 18...

Family Row, The Windsor-Gray
Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20
•{Ghetto. The George Jessel Feb. 1

Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10 ..

*t§Lucky Boy Jessel-Quimby
Man in Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10 ..

*t&Marrlage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1 . . .

.

New Orleans Cortez-Bnnett Mar. 1 . .

.

Queen of B'irlesque Belle Bennett

Rainbow, The.. Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1...

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20. .

.

Squads Right Grlbbon-Stone Feb. 1 . .

.

5676 feet

.7786 feet .

.5271 feet .

. 5554 feet

Oct 20

Ttiie Star Rel. Date Length Reviewe

Calford in the Movies Lewls-Culliver-Phillips Oct. 15. . . 2 reels Oct. 6

Calford on Horseback Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec 10 2 reels Dec 1

Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Sept 17.

Card of Destiny. The Fred Gilman July 14.

Cash Customers Young-La Salle Julv 11.

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec. 1

Come on. Horace Arthur Lake OcL 8
Cross Country Bunion Race. The ... Siri Saylor .... Nov. 7

Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jab. 30
Danger Trail. The Newton House Sept. I.

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrin June 2.

Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2

,

"~'j"
Daring Chances Jack Hoxie Dec. 15
Dead Game „ Art Accord ...Oct 7

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec. 8

Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson April 8, '29,

5160 feet

.51 02 feet

.5735 feet

.5652 feet

.7256 feet Oct 20

Date Length Reviewed

. .1 reel

1 reel

. .1 reel Nov.~17
. . 1 reel ...

. .1 reel

. .1 reel

•East Side 2 reels

.

Fantasle Laemmle Novelty 1 reel.

2 reels.

2 reels June 16
.2 reels

. 2 reels Dec. 22
2 reels Nov. 24
2 reels

2 reels
, OcL 13

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels May 5
2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 15
10 episodes

Length Reviewed

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore SepL 9. .

.

Arizona Cvclone, The Fred Humes May 6 .

.

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec 16...

Body Punch, The Daugherty-Falre OcL 28 .

.

Buck Privates De Purti-McGregor June 3. .

.

Clearing the Trail Glbson-Culliver .. Oct 7 ..

Cloud Dodger, The Al Wilson Sept. 30 .

Count of Ten. The Rav-Ralston June 17
Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec 16. .

.

Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. .

.

Flyin' Cowboy, The Gibson-Hasbrouck July 1 .

.

Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept. 23 .

Four Footed Ranqer. The Dynamite 'don' . Mar. 25. .

.

Freedom of the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day OcL 28 ..

Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9 .

.

*t§Give and Take Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23 .

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29 .

.

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29 .

.

Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe . . SepL 30 .

.

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrin Sept. 16 .

Harvest of Hate, The Rex (horse)-Perrin April 14 .

.

Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec 2 ..

Home. James La Plante-Delaney Sept. 2 ..

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30 ..

Hoofbeats of Vengeance Rex (horse)-Perrln June 16. .

.

Hot Heels Tryon-Miller May 13 .

Hound of Silver Creek Dynamite (dogi May 20. .

.

How to Handle Women Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14.

.

Jan Mad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11 . .

.

•tJLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20
Love Me and World Is Mine Phllbln-Kerry Mar. 4...
Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3 ..

•fMan Who Laughs. The Veldt-Philbin Nov. 4 .

*tMan, Woman and Wife. Kerry-Starke-Nixon Jan. 13. .

.

*t§Melody of Love (A. T.) Pidgeon-Harris-Winton Dec. 2.

.

Michigan Kid, The Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21 . .

.

Night Bird, The Reginald Denny . Sent. 16
One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec 9. .

.

Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2. .

.

Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25...
Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4 ..

Prince of Fear, The Cody-Thompson OcL 28
Put 'Em Up Fred Humes Mar. 11..
Quick Triqgers Fred Humes July 15...
**§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27
Red Lips Nixon Rogers Dec 2 .

.

rtldlngfor Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19...
Shield of Honor. The Lewis-Gulliver-Hamilton Feb. 19.

.

Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13.

.

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11.
Surrender Phllbln-Mosklne Mar. 4 ...

Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1...
Thirteenth Juror. The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13...
Thunder Riders. The Ted Wells April 8. .

.

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18 ..

Two Outlaws. The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18. ..

't&Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast SepL 2. .

.

We Americans Sidney-Miller-Lewls May 6 ...

Wild West Show. The Gibson-Gulliver May 20. .

.

Wolves nf the City Dec 2
Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22

,
„" Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec 24

1
"™. Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 15.

J JJJI Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb OcL 20 .

I ™ , Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Nov. 12.

.

1 reel
Fighting Kid, The Newton House June 9 .

Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29

Flsn Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21..
Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19.

.

Fox Chase. The Oswald Cartoon June 25

Full House. A l_ong-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll...June 13.

.

Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5
Galloping Ace. The Jack Hoxie Sept. 22.

Gauge of Battle, The Fred Gilman April 21 .

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20 .

Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept. 24.

Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2 .

High Up.. Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept. 10

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7..

Homeless Homer Oswadl Cartoon Jan. 7.

.

Horse Tail, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20
Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29

Iron Code The Jack Perrin June 30.

.

Junior Year, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept. 3

Just Walt Young-La Salle. Sept. 26

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps OcL 1 .

.

King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13..

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor OcL 10
McGinis vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll Aug. 8

Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon SepL 17

Mystery Rider, The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26 .

.

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6
5311 feet Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 31

Length

.6243 feet.

.4076 feet.

.4179 feet

4786 feet

6171 feet

Reviewed

Feb.

4322 feet

6279 feet Sept. 15
Newlyweds' False Alarm. The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll June

cib?!
66

!
— n '

"v> Newiyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan
5357 feet

5109 feet

7828 feet

442 6 feet

6474 feet

Dec. 22

June 30

. ^Oct 20

SepL 5

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Barllett-McPhaill Jan. 23.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The. . . .Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28.

Neluweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec. 26.

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan OcL 3

Out At Home Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9

llll !

ee
I '

n"
oi,

Paddling Co-Eds'.'.'.'
.'

.'
.'

.'

.'

Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
'.'.'

' OcL 29
6552 feet

5645 feet

4194 feet

6599 feet

4868 feet

4719 feet

5606 feet

6307 feet

6057 feet

Dec. 29
SepL 22

Panicky Pancakes.
Poor Papa
Prodigal Pup, The.

Oswald Cartoon Oct 1

.Oswald Cartoon June 11.

. Canine Cast 1 reel

.1 reel

1 reels

. .2 reels.

.. 2 reels OcL 27
2 reels May 19

. .2 reels

. .2 reels OcL 20
. 1 reel OcL 27

1 reel May 26

. .2 reels May 19

. .1 reel Oct 20

. . 2 reels

.2 reels Mar. 24
.2 reels May 19
. . 1 reel Nov. 24

. .1 reel June I
. 1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel Dec 22
.1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel July 28
. 1 reel

2 reels Sept 1

. 2reels May 28
. 2 reels

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

1 reel July 21

. 2reels
. .2 reels

. .2 reels

. 1 reel

. .10 episodes
. .2 reels

2 reels Sept2 9

. 2 reels June 2

.2 reels May 12
.2 reels Aug. 18
. .2 reels

.2 reels Dec 28

.2 reels Dec 1

. 2 reels

. .2 reels

. 2 reels Oct 27
. .1 reel Oct 13

1 reel May It

5874 feet Sept 15

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12.

Ranger Patrol, The Fred Gilman Aug. 1 1

.

Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1.

Reel Life Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll .July 4

Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7

Riders of the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept. 1

5

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12
Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood ... . ..Oct 6

Sept IB

km '.
eet

. i i
" i« Ropin' Romance Newton House Aug. 4

5591 feet

6832 feet

6142 feet

6813 feet

July 14 Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 12

Ruse. The Jack Perrin Aug. 25

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16

imls i
#"••:« Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler OcL 27

B5feet
.

May 12 c car | et Arrow. The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3.

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept 3.

cnrv? <„„. Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec. 31.

Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23 .

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26 .

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwnod . Sect 8 .

Speeding Youth Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 7.

Speed Sheik, The Arthur Lake June 18

.6674 feet

.6733 feet

6030 feet

6670 feet

OcL
Feb. 11

Nov. 10

Oct. 27
July 7

4230 feet

4200 feet

4472 feet.

S2S.'.'S St8S.mi»t
.6957 feet

5424 feet

.61 72 feet

4364 feet

. 5389 feet

82491 eet

6179 feet

5598 feet

.4353 feet

.5495 feet.

461 6 feet.

10600 feet

9151 feet

Willie. Oswald Cartoon 1 reel.

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

. 2 reels

.2 reels June 2

2 reels

. .2 reels

1 reel Oct. 28
. 2 reels

.2 reels

..2reels
?reels July 2P

.2 reels Dec. 8
1 reel June 28

.2 reels Oct. IB

10 episodes

2 reels Oct. '

1 reel Dec. 22

. 2 reels . July 28

. 2 reels

. 1 reel Aug. 18

. . 1 reel Dec 8
1 reel June 3f

.1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Sept 8
. .2 reels

1 reel May 28

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

All for Geraldine Sid Saylor Dec 5. .

.

Ambuscade, The Fred Gilman June 16 .

.

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19...
Bio Game George Sid Savior July 18..
Bookworm Hero Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec 17...
Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17...
Broke Out Young-La Salle . Aug. 1 .

Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog June 27.

.

Buster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct 17...,
Busting Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Aug. 15...
Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28

* Means synchronized score, f Means soanJ effects.

Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec. 5

Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9.

.

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12 .

Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Nov. 14.

.

Tenderfoot Hero. A Bob Chandler SepL 29

There's a Will C. Klng-C. Doherty Dec. 21 .

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. 5.

.

Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30.

.

Tricky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4 .

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Boh Curwood . June 23 .

Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Dec. 12..

Wag Fioures Laemmle Novelty ... Oct 22. .

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28..
"Mteet Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6 .

.,._, , Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21..
"'"I 61" • Woman'sMan.A Arthur Lake Dec. 3..

Wooden Soldier. The Laemmle Novelty Dec. 17.

.

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 .

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28

Dec. 30

.April 28
Mar. 10
Feb. 4

Dec 9

Nov. 18

April 7

Length Reviewed

2reels Nov. 17
2 reels May 19
2 reels

2 reels Sept. 1

2 reels

2 reels OcL 27
2 reels

2 reels May 26
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel
. . Sept. 29

1 reel Nov. 18
1 reel June 1B
15 episodes . luly 21

2 reels Oct 20
2 reels

.2 reel«. . .

.2 reels

1 reel ...

.1 reel May 19

.2 reels May 19

.2 reels Dec. 8
1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels May 12

.2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 17

.1 reel Dec 3

. 1 reel

2 reels June 1 f

May 19

Coming Attractions
Title Star

tSBargain in the Kremlin, The (A.T.)Joseph Schildkraut
*t§Barnum Was Righi
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells

•tSBraggart, The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plants

*t§Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
Burning the Wind HootGibson.. Feb. 10 5202feet.

§ Means voice (including di alo^e and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie

Length Reviewed
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Title Star Rel. Dale Length

•• {Charlatan. The Special Cast
•'{Clear the Deck ReginaldDenny Mar. 24

•'{Climax. The A. T.

•'{Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

Thi Sidney-Gordon-Prlce-Swaln . Mar. 17
•'{Collegiate A. T. Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps

•tJCome Across Special Cast May 5
Crimson Hour. The De Puttl-Mnsluklne
•'{Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante-. June 16
Do<ihllnq Fur Trnunle Gibson-Gilbert

•'{Drake Murder Case. The ...

Erin the Great Veidt-Phllhin

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody
cxll*n Angels Kerry-Starke
•1 {Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger. The Arthur Lake
•'{Girl on the Barge. The Hersholt-ONeil-McGregor Feb. 24
Grit Wins Wells-Coilms Jan. 27 4596 feet

n at Cinema Murder. The
•'{Haunted Lady. The
Hell Wrecker. Tne Hoot Gibson

Lucky Day ReginaldDenny June 2

tf*tt Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21

Kid's Clever. The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17
•t{Klng of Jazz. The A. T.i Paul Whiteman and Band
King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6 5509 feet

Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23

•t{Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6
Man Oisturner. The Reginald Oenny.

"i Minstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Ni.vdiun Arthur Lake
•'{One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3
*t{Play Goes On, The A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hool Gibson April 7
•+ { 'ort of Dreams. The Mary Philbln
•* {Shakedown. The Murray-Kent Feb. 3
•tjShannons of Broadway, The;A. T.James Gleason
*Snow Boat Kubens-La Pfante-J. Schlldkraut

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20. . . 5809 feet
Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibsob Aug. 30
faranga Special Cast
•' {That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Watch My Speed Reginald Denny
Wild Blood Rex fhnrsei-Perrln Feb. 10
*t{You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11 . .

.

Three Brox Sisters Songs

RevltWMl Title Star Rel. Date

•i {Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello OcL 6 ..

•t {On Trial A. T.i Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec. 29 ..

•IJOnTrl.il (A. T.i Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec. 29...
•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12 .

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 1

•Rlnty of the Desert Rln-Tln-Tin-Ferrls-Nye Aorll 21

•tSState Street Sadie Loy-Naole Aug. 25
•t{Tenderloln . D. Costello-Naget
*t{Terror, The (A-T.) McAvoy-Honon Oct 20.

•tSWomen They Talk About I. Rlch-Ferrls-Colllcr, Jr Sept. 8

Length Reviewed

5729 feet Nov. 24
8290 feet Nov. 3
8290 feet

4975 feet

6185teet
4820 feet

71t>9feet

.7340 feet

7654 feet

5527 feet

Sept. If
Sept. 15"'

Aorll 8

Aug. 2»

Coming Attraction!

Rel. Dale Length Reviewed

Sept. 22

Title Star

*t{Alllmony Annie D. Costello-Ferrls-Rankln

*t{Conquest (A.T.) Bluo-Warner-Wilson
•{{Desert Song, The Boles-King
•t{Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris

*t{From Headquarters Monte Blue
*t}Frozen River Rln-Tln-TIn
•t{Glorlous Betsy O. Costello-Nagle 7441 • sat. .. .May I
•t{Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue
*t{Hard-Bolled Rose Loy-Colller. Jr -Brockwell
*t{Home Towners. The (A.T.) Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell
•t§Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
•tjKidGloves Nagel-Wllson
*t{Llon and the Mouse L Barrymore-McAvoy-Colller, Jr 6352 feet May 26
•1 {Little Wild Cat. The Ferrls-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5
•tjMadonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costello

•tSMIIIIon Dollar Collar. The Rln-Tln-TIn
'SMyMan Fanny Brice Jan. 12 . 9247 feet

t§Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen OcL 27
*t§No Defense Blue-McAvoy
"t{No Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

*t{One Stolen Niqht Bronson. Collier, Jr.

*t§Queen of the Night Clubs Texas Guinan .

.

•t{RedeemlngSln. The D. Costello-Nagel
tjShe Knew Men Bronson-Horton

*t§Slnglng Fool. The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1 9592 feet . Sept 29
t{Stark Mad (A.T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda

*t§ Stolen Kisses May McAvoy

Title

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

June 14
Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act ...Jan. 28.

Length

1 reel ..

.

1 reel

1 reel

Reviewed

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•{Awakening. The Banky-Byron Nov. 17. ..

•tBattle of the Sexes, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct- 13...
College Buster Keaton July 29...
Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31 . .

Garden of Eden. The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4 .

Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug. 14...
Ramona Del Rio-Baxter Feb. II...
•tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3...
Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-"rorrence May 12...
•tTempest J. Barrymore-Horn Aug. 11

tTwo Lovers Colman-Banky Sept 7. .

.

•tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Holand OcL 29 ..

Length Reviewed

7972 feet

8180 feet ..Oct 20
5800 feet. . SepL 23
8350 feet Jan. 28
7300 feet. ..Jan. 14
7850 feet Sept. 30
7552 feet Feb. 4

.6541 feet. . .Dec. 15
6400 feet May 19

9300 feet . June 16

. 8500 feet April 28
8041 feet Nov. 17

Coming Attraction*

Title

; ill loo Drum-mid A. T.

Star

Rnil i C tlnni
I - Fifth Avenue A. T.i Banky-Hill.

ijCoque.te A. T. Pickford-Brown
•Uitv Lights. . Charlie Chaplin
Evangeline Delores del Rio
tHell'sAngels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen .

King of the Mountains John Barrymore
•tjLady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal. .

"{Lummox A. T.

•tJMan With the Iron Mask. The. Dnuqias Fairbanks. . .

•'{Nightstick 'A. T.) O'Malley-Busch
•tJQueen Kelly Swanson-Byroi
•tiRescue. The Colman-Damlta
•tSSay It With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
•' {She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens. . .

.

Three Passions Terry-Petrovltch

Venus Constance Talmadge.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 25

Ban|omanlac Eddie Peabody : OcL 13
Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner SepL 22
Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 25
California Songbirds, The Bell-Coates Sept. 1

Celeste Alda (Alda) Giovanni Martinelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22
Cougat & Company Violin, Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22
Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept. 1

Death Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 25
Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 25
Family Affair, A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song program June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hiqlns-Leah Aug. 25
Gus Arnheim & His Ambassadors ... Jazz Band June 23
Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 16

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra. . . Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jesse Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The Chief Caupolican Aug. 25
Ingenues, The Jazz Band June 23

In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch. . I Ulls & Clark

Larry Cebalos Undersea Review .... Songs and Dances SepL 1

Lash, The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16

Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23

Miss Information Wilson-Horton 2 reels June 30
Morrissey & Miller Night Club Revue June 16

Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23

Night Court, The William Demarest June 16

Non-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16

Pagliacci John Charles Thomas
Papa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20

Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25

Realization Herbert-Pam June 16

Regular Business Man, A Robert Ober Sept. 15
Rigoletto—Quartet Gigll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon S ept. 29

Sharp Tools Ethel Groy Terry '.Oct"i3

Soup Harry Delf Nov. 1

7

Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25

Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23

Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve).. .Giovanni Martinelll June 2

When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17

Winnie Lightner Songs Nov. 17

Title Star

•t {Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle
Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel
•Crimson City, Tne Loy-Mllian-Hyams April 7
•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24
•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazend.i-Cook May 26
•tiHome Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec. 16
•{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4
•MLand of the Silver Fox Rln-Tln-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10
ISUghts of New York (AT.) Cottello-Landis-Brockwell 6267 feet

* Means synchronized score, t Meant sound effects. § Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs).

Rel. Date Length

SepL 22... 6270 feet

.... 5428 feet

.5388 feet

.5164 feet

. 4914 feet

8693 feet

7077 feet

.51 79 feet .

Reviewed

April 21

SipL22
OcL 27

OcL 21

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks
Moulin Rouge Olga Checova
Pawns of Passion Olga Checova
Tommy Atkins Waiter Byron
Woman in the Night, A Maria Corda.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
BLUE BOOK
The Authoritative Wh()'s Who of Filmtlom



In the "talkies" too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Apermanent music feature for the
average exhibitor. TheM?tv Style39/?
is a musical, artistic and structural
achievement,making it possible for
the average exhibitor to offer his pa-
trons the highest tupe of performance
at a minimum cost.

The/VeM\S^/e7£/?R<fcert Mw-ton Unit
Organ is different from all other organs.
No technical description can conveu the
Wonderful ran$e of musical possibilities
and the amazing superiority in construc-
tion.

Before vjou passjudgment- beforeyou
binj dun musical equipment of a 1 1 1 1 type
whatsoever,vou owe it to yourself and
V.our patrons to $et complete informa-
tion on this wonderful instrument.

Robert MnfoiOrgan Gh
New York.
1560 Broid»uy

Chi c a go
624 So.MichiJan

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

SmFrancisco
168 Golden Gate
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IN CASH PRIZES
are being offered to the general public by
Universal for the best answers to the question:

Whydcalluring
women love
homely men?
It's a knockout exploitation idea for exhibitors.
See Universal Weekly. Jan. 12th issue and follow-

ing issues, for details.

V ith Olga Baelanova, Brandon Hurst, Sam De
'•rasse. Cesare Gravina, Sluart Holmes. George
>eigmann. Two negatives— one silent, one

with sound.

JTaul Leni Trodudion

©

\

starring CONRAD VEIDT and MARY PHILBIN



THE
SHOPWORN
ANGEL''
smashes records in same

week at Paramount, New

York* and Paramount,

Brooklyn!
••

*Former record $81,000 **Former record $59,000

When the tough New
York critics rave like

this, it means plenty!

" 'The Shopworn Angel' is thoroughly
charming and engaging. So delightful
in story, action, direction and titling that
it is assuredly THE MOST LIKABLE AND
GENUINELY HEART- WARMING
PHOTOPLAY TO ARRIVE HERE IN
MANY WEEKS. Nancy Carroll has never
been as good as she is in the role of the
chorus girl. Gary Cooper is engaging, in-
genuous. Paul Lukas is, as ever, excep-
tionally good/'—Netv York Herald Tribune

"Delightful, convincing, human, beauti-
fully acted. Nancy Carroll plays her role
magnificently. Gary Cooper will amaze
fans. He gives a great performance."—New
York Daily Mirror

"THEY DON'T COME MUCH MORE
ENTERTAINING THAN 'THE SHOP-
WORN ANGEL.' Has every ingredient
necessary to success."

—

New York Daily
News

"Nancy Carroll looks pretty enough to
be in the front row of any show, in fact
right out in front. 'The Shopworn Angel'
is ably done and wonderfully free of
hokum."

—

New York World.

"Neat, ingratiating. Charming Nancy
Carroll is excellent. ONE OF THE BEST
THINGS I HAVE SEEN AT THE PARA-
MOUNT THIS SEASON."— New York
Telegram.

"An amusing film handled well. Paul
Lukas is excellent. Nancy Carroll again
proves she has make-up of a real comedi-
enne. Gary Cooper puts over a convincing
characterization."— New York Evening
Journal.

"Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper give ex-
pert and charming performances in 'The
Shopworn Angel.' Richard Wallace has
turned out a thoroughly fresh and fasci-
nating film."

—

New York Sun.

"Entertaining, packed with audience ap-
peal. SO WELL HANDLED THAT IT
GOES DOWN AS ADDITION TO SEA-
SON'S GOOD PICTURES."—New York
Daily Graphic.

PARAMOUNT-

Great SILENT
or in SOUND
with score, Nancy
Carroll singing and
ONE REEL DIALOG

all the Bis: Ones! U
J



ora ii i v talking ~~

{Pictures H

^J|4| NEWSPAPERS in 100 cities are telling

• "" 100,000,000 readers in page ads the

triumphant story of "INTERFERENCE" and

PARAMOUNT QUALITYTALKING PICTURES!
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MARKED MONEY
grabs coin «*space
^State Lake, Chicago

(£f)ira£cr JhmjCrogr JXtxhams i I.H.-.i Raymond

DtCKMBER 21 IM»

YULETIDE BRINGS SIX NEW PLAYS TO CHICAGO
-41

IS 1 !•<:*.. ,Jf|,l'

r/iaf afcout the

Current Theater

The Children ViU

Lfre Thi* Film.

'for They're In It

Ri*4t Of Vrwm.

THESE YOl"NGSTERS MAKE "MARKED MONEY" A MOVIE THE KIDS WILL LIKE r

Tfcu Hmu About

the irtort, Alto.

Only once in a

blue moon does a

feature crash the

Tribune for half

a page—

"Marked Money"
made it—heralded

and headlined
as a Hit for
Youngters and

Oldsters" by Mae
Tinee, famous
critic.

Pathe® Pictures talkingBoxOffice
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'The GreatdmericanTicture

/

—Proved by hundreds of exhibitors
1

box-office

reports to trad; papers; pro zed by more hundreds
of exhibitor testimonials on file with Universal;

proved by every BOX-OFFICE TEST to be
one of the year's ten best, and one of the
biggest box-office certainties of all time. BOOK
IT—NOW

!

CARL LAEMMLE'S $2,000,000
Production, with Margarita Fischer, Arthur Edmund Carew,
Lucien Littlefield, James Lowe, Virginia Grey, Adolph Milar, Vivian

Oakland, Lassie Lou Ahern, Mona Ray, Aileen Manning. Two
negatives: 1 SILENT; 1 with SOUND.

A HARRY POLLARD PRODUCTION

—Silenf orSound- Carl Laemmle leads the Way///



and hotu she can act

Presenting*

0£gjx, GfteAxnwb
Star of

DupontV*Moulin Rouge
an.<x Pawns of Passion

//
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The Greatest Era
But the Difficulties Ahead Equal the Possibilities

By William A. Johnston

GEORGE M. COHAN, after viewing a

dialogue picture, said in his terse way;
"What are they trying to do? Bring

the picture back to the four walls of the

stage? I thought that was what they were
trying to get away from."

And after seeing a rounded number of the

Broadway talkies he said: "Well, maybe it's

the thing. I'm open to argument. But they've

got a long way to go."

In view of the fact that the Broadway legi-

timate season this year is about the worst in

history and that, generally speaking, Broad-
way legitimate producers have proven any-

thing but clever forecasters of the popular
trend of amusement, still most anyone will

listen cannily to George Cohan's views in

the show business.

We might add that Mr. Cohan paid a very

high compliment to the development of mo-
tion picture technique.

So much, at any rate, for a Broadway
opinion, and from the best source obtainable.

Here is another from the sticks, from an
exhibitor, Allen Johnson, operating a string

of Michigan theatres. He says:

"A Solution At Last

!

"Your editorial in the December 29th issue of the

Motion Picture News offers, in my humble opinion,

the nucleus of a solution to the talker, sound, syn-

chronized picture problem.

"In their hectic efforts to supply the public with 'all

talkers,' the producers apparently have thrown to the

four winds all the advantage which the picture had

over the stage. The public came, they saw, and were

thrilled by the novelty, but will not be satisfied with

the all dialogue picture as regular fare.

"The time may come, and I predict that it will come,

when sweep of action, color, realism, etc., can be had

with dialogue and all the naturalness of reality. I

predict further the enlargement of the screen to the

size of the proscenium with figures entering litelike

upon the screen with sound and dialogue following

the character to the various positions on the screen.

But can we hope to accomplish all this overnight ? No.
Nor is the public so impatient as to expect it. But
they will take it to their hearts when it comes, if their

interest is not dispelled by rank imitations and cheap

attempts.

"The sensible course to pursue is that laid down in

one paragraph of your editorial referred to which

amounts to more and rings more nearly true than all

the reams and reams of predictions, advice and ad-

monitions I have read on the subject. The nucleus of

a solution to the problem is in that paragraph reading

as follows:
" 'Obviously, the thing to do is to build sound (and

eventually dialogue) into pictures, not pictures into

sound (and dialogue). Then we will hold fast to all

the picture has accomplished and add to its expression

and its audience.'
'

We agree with Mr. Johnson that the pos-

sible future of the motion picture screen

—

with animation, sound, color, third dimen-

sion, television, screen magnification, tran-

scends the imagination today.

The motion picture is just entering its

greatest era of entertainment.

But the difficulties ahead are quite as great

as the possibilities.

Surefootedness is the one slogan of true

progress.

Let the laboratories flank the studios but

not overwhelm them.

Whatever the form of the show you have

got to have a story.

And the motion picture, let us never for-

get, more than sound, color, or any other

contribution to realism and dramatic effect,

remains, in its universal and understandable

language, its sweep and vividness of appeal,

the world's greatest medium of expression.
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Speaking Editorially

Something for American Producers
ami Exhibitors to Watch

JANUARY 15 brings an event of real significance

and one that may explode several ideas.

An organized, well-planned entry into the

American distributing market by European producers
begins then through World Wide Pictures, Inc.

The advance work is being capably done with an
admit blending of showmanship and dignity by J. D.

Williams and A. S. Aronson, and their able lieuten-

ants, Joseph Skirboll and C. L. Yearsl^.
The campaign is impressive. The series of post-

cards being mailed to exhibitors throughout the coun-
try, the calendar with its practical encouragement to

daily nsage, the trade paper inserts, the personnel of

the field force, all combine to give a definite impression
that there will be quality entertainment to support

tVi >rld Wide's claims to American exhibitors.

With that support forthcoming from World Wide's

producers, it will be an epochal event for American
exhibitors and for American producers.

The American box-office needs more—many more

—

productions that compel the S.R.O. sign. Where
"money pictures" are made, so long as they are made,

is of no consequence to exhibitors or the public.

If some

—

or many—are made abroad, that fact will

sharpen wits and creative faculties in Hollywood and

New York.

The best contest always is between two opponents

equal in skill.

World Wide's advance campaign promises much of

great interest and significance to every American ex-

hibitor, whether he is the head of a great chain of the-

atres or an independent trying daily to fill 300 seats

with patrons seeking entertainment.

1 f World Wide's producers are creating real enter-

tainment, they deserve and will get a generous revenue

from American theatres.

American exhibitors cannot be kept away from a

"hit." Block booking commitments are evaded in the

rush for early dates on a "sell out."

This has been as true of imported pictures as it has

been of American product.

It will continue to be true just as often as a produc-

tion of real entertainment content is marketed.

You can't keep a good picture down. Nationality,

parentage, mean nothing. Its character of entertain-

ment is all that matters.

Every American exhibitor should investigate the

box-office value to him of the imported pictures World
Wide is offering. Every American producer should
see them.

These pictures may offer much for the box-office in

unusual entertainment values, new exterior settings,

new faces, new technique and, we sincerely hope, new
record grosses.

It remains for the producers abroad who are releas-

ing in America through World Wide Pictures to make
good the quality of entertainment and promise of box-
office performance so clearly implied in the selling and
advertising campaign now at its height.

That is the only real question and problem between
World Wide Pictures and an eminent success.

The Industry's Robots

ROBOTS, machine-made humans, are too nu-
merous in the business of exhibiting motion
pictures.

They are the managers of certain of the chain thea-

tres.

They were born as human beings, with more than a

normal amount of initiative, creative ability and re-

sourcefulness. Theatre management appealed to them
as an outlet for these abilities known in the vernacular

as Showmanship.
But the guiding minds of some chains have tried to

improve on nature.

They have substituted rubber stamps for initiative,

multigraphed forms for creative ability, numerous
standardized rules for independent thinking, and dis-

ciplinary measures equal to army regulations in their

severity for violations.

This standardized direction of chain theatres is

murderous to the thing that formerly meant so much
to first class houses—the right of a manager to think

and act for himself to a reasonable degree.

There will be surprising increases in the gross busi-

ness of many chain theatres when the house managers

are permitted to reasonably exercise their natural

abilities without fear of dismissal for violating some

of the long list of "don'ts" that now make them

Robots.
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Pathe Fights Dialogue Censorship;

Big Newspapers Aroused to Menace
FREE SPEECH THE ISSUE

Temporary Injunction Against

N. Y. Board Secured, As
Film World Awaits

Fined Outcome

PATHE'S fight to preserve the

constitutional right of free

speech was this week pre-

sented to America's most prominent

publishers and editors by Motion
Picture News.
A telegram was sent to news-

paper and magazine owners in

which Motion Picture News ex-

plained the great issue involved by

Pathe's aggressive defense of free

speech on the screen, sharply and

dangerously challenged by the New
York State Censorship Board in

attempting to censor the dialogue

in the picture "Sal of Singapore."

Pathe has launched the fight on

behalf of the whole industry. It

carries far greater significance

than is immediately apparent. It

concerns the whole question of con-

stitutional free speech, and the

danger has been immediately recog-

nized by a number of leading pub-

lishers and editors in wires and let-

ters to Motion Picture News,

These appear elsewhere on this

page
Other publishers have thus far failed to

respond, probably feeling that they might

be drawn into a publicity stunt. Publicity

is the least consideration in this serious

situation, and this -will become alarmingly

apparent as other publishers and editors

realize that the issue may finally threaten

their rights of free speech.

Pathe's fight is on against the New York

State Censor Board as applied to talking

pictures and all picturedom is awaiting the

result. The film company has been granted

a temporary injunction restraining the

board from invalidating or revoking licenses

for the picture "Sal of Singapore," re-

leased January 4, and which in its silent

version was passed by the board without

deletion.

Pathe has applied to make the injunction

permanent and upon the result of this

action or decisions by the Courtof Appeals

hinges censorship of the talkies in this

state. The hearing was to have been held

on January 7th, but on application of the

Attorney General's office a postponement

was had until January 16th.

(Continued on following page)

H. L. Mencken
Say<

Vigorous denunciation

of censorship of talking

pictures is expressed in
*** the following letter from

H. L. Mencken, Editor of The American Mercury:

"Dear Mr. Johnston:—I hope you are able to head
off the censorship of talkies. If it is tolerated it will be
followed soon or late by a complete censorship, carried

out by fools and dominated by fanatics. It seems
to me to be clearly unconstitutional. The State has a
plain right to prosecute anyone guilty of public in-

decency, but if the Bill of Rights means anything it cer-

tainly has no right to punish before the act.

Sincerely yours,"

(Signed) H. L. Mencken.

Chandler Says

Screen Entitled

To Free Speech
Pulitzer Agrees Censorship

Involves Bureaucratic

Power

Telegraphing to Motion Picture News
on January 8, Harry Chandler, publisher of

The Los Angeles Times, made the following

comment on the freedom of screen speech

:

"If the authors of the Constitution of the

United States had foreseen the day of the

motion picture or its newer outgrowth, the

talking picture, they would have granted to

them the same freedom of expression that

they did to the orator and the press.
'

' Freedom of speech is one of our highest

ideals and every farseeing, patriotic Ameri-
can and lover of liberty should be con-

stantly on guard. The screen and the newly
acquired Voice of the Screen are entitled

to the same privileges and should have the

same guarantees."

Joseph Pulitzer, publisher of the St.

Louis Post-Dispatch, commenting on the

Pathe fight on the New York State Censor
Board, made the following comment exclu-

sively to Motion Picture News:
"I am opposed to censorship on the

ground that it involves bureaucratic power
that is likely even with the best intentions

to be misapplied and abused and thus lead

to a greater evil—the suppression of free-

dom of thought—than the evil, usually ob-

scure, that censorship is intended to de-

strov.
'

'

Calvert Flays

Censorship As
Not American

Oregonian Editor Declares It

Expansion of Odious
Bureaucracy System

At the request of Motion Picture News,
R. G. Calvert, Editor of the Portland Ore-

gonian, has given expression to his views

(in the attempted censorship of screen

speech. He condemns it in vigorous lan-

guage.

"Censorship of talking pictures bodes no

good for the constitutional rights of free

speech and constitutes another attempt to

expand an odious system of bureaucracy.

Every needful purpose is adequately served

by existing legal machinery.
'

' Censorship is essentially un-American in

petty annoyances, official nagging and elim-

inations on trifling and unsatisfactory

grounds of features necessary to the con-

tinuity on which the public ought to be

permitted to pass judgment itself.

"If this movement is designed to uplift

motion picturedom it goes at the task the

wrong way and will defeat its own purpose.

A better and more far-reaching way is ac-

cessible under present statutes to achieve

permanent reform. If it can be shown dia-

logue is vulgar suppress the film in its en-

tirety.
'

' Censorship is essentially un-American in

principle, obnoxious in practice and capable

of abuses which public opinion will not per-

petually tolerate because it embodies a de-

nial of a fundamental right."
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Roy W. Howard,

Scripps*Howard

Newspapers

Following is a statement by Mr. Howard to Motion

Picture News, which later appeared as an editorial in

The New York Evening Telegram: "In a recent edi-

torial we spoke of 'legislative momentum' as demon-
strated hy prohibition; legislative momentum being

the unforeseen by-product that develops from law

—

as prohibition, designed to stop drinking, didn't do

it. but did a lot of other things; or as the dole system in England, designed to deerease

poverty, made paupers.

"Another most interesting example is now parading itself in the public prints—cen-

sorship as it applies to the talkies.

"Censorship of motion pictures was established by statute.

"But the statute didn't include any spoken version that might go along with the

pictured story.

"Then came an invention, and with the movie was synchronized the human voice,

mechanically reproduced.

"Bureaucracy's inevitable tendency is to expand its authority. So it is no more than

natural that the censors are now fighting to make their supervision include the voice

as well as the picture.

"Which raises the old constitutional issue of free speech in a new way, mechanically

relayed speech in this case—and also show-* another striking demonstration of legisla-

tive momentum."
In a telegram to William A. Johnston, Mr. Bris-

bane said: "I see no difference between talking

actors and talking pictures. One should have the

same rights as the other. Both should have free-

dom of speech, being held responsible, however, for any violation of law or decency."

Arthur Brisbane,

Hearst Newspapers

Battle for Free Speech on Screen
(Continued from preceding page)

The injunction air:i in~1 James Wingate,

Director of the Million Picture Division of

the New York State Education Department,

and the Commissioner of Education, was

secured on Thursday, January 3rd, by
Coudert Brothers, Attorneys for Pathe Ex-

change, Inc., in the Supreme Court, Special

. Part II.

Pathe states that on October "I lth appli-

cation was made to tin- Director of the Mo-

tion Picture Division for License! to exhibit

one original and four duplicate prints of

"Sal of Singapore." This silent version

was reviewed and upon receiving a rating

of 100 per cent, was licensed by the Censor

Board. Subsequently, dialogue sequences

and musical synchronization were recorded.

The making of the sound recordings did not

involve any change of the pictorial matter

embraced in the Him, a- licensed by the New
York Censor Board.

Turn Down Sound Version

On November 2nd, Pathe made applica-

tion for addi ional licenses for six dupli-

of "Sal of Singapore." The sound.-,

music and word- recorded were not sub-

mitted, as there is nothing in the law, by
inference or suggestion as to the censor-

-hip i The requested licenses wen'

issued with the following word- stamped

upon their face: "This license is invalid

when the film or any part thereof is used in

conjunction with mechanical devices for the

reproduction of sound or by the use of per-

sons for the utterance of language."
Pathe directed the attention of James

Wingate, on December 12th, to the tail

that there is nothing in the law empowering
him, or the Motion Picture Division of the

State Education Department, to issue

limited or restricted licenses for the ex-

hibition of any films; that the obligation to

issue unrestricted licenses for all films

excepl those found to he obscene, indecent,

immoral, inhuman, sacriligious or of a char-

acter tending to corrupt morals or incite to

crime was mandatory.

It is Pathe's contention that the i-su

a nee of a license that will become invalid,

not because of any pictorial matter con

tained in the motion picture film itself, but

because the film or a part of it is used In

Conjunction with mechanical devices for the

reproduction of sound, i- unsound in law

and is an arbitrary assumption of power by
hi Director of the Motion Picture Division

of tin' State Educal ion I >epar1 menl which

is utterly invalid.

Tn the application for the injunction

Pathe further call- attention to the fact

that the Director of the Motion Picture

Division has no legislative powers and can

not change the law and that he has no
]iowcrs other than those expressly given to

him under the law.

The Director of the Motion Picture Divi-

sion of the Stale Education Department
has advised Pathe that if it exhibits "Sal
of Singapore" under the licenses issued,

with mechanical devices lor the reproduc-
tion of sound and by the use of persons for
the utterance of laimuaue. it will become
his duty to set in motion action- for the

enforcement of the law which will include

the revocation of the licenses and the perse

cution of the offenders in the Criminal
( lourts.

Absurdity of Ruling

Lewis Innerarity, Secretary of Pathe,

emphasized the absurdity of this latest New
fork Censor Board ruling hy showing that.

under the restricted and limited licenses

being issued hy the Motion Picture Divi

-ion, Slate Education Department, in viola-

tion of law, it would nol lie possible for

Mr. Martin Johnson, the celebrated explor

er, oi- Mr. Burton Holme-, the celebrated

lecturer, or Commander Richard E. Byrd, to

appear before an audience in the State of

New York in conjunction wilh pictures of

their travels and utter any words or lan-

guage in conjunction with the exhibition of

tlie lihns withoui invalidating the licenses

issued for the exhibition of such films."
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Warners Deny
Interest in New
Disc Equipment

Say They Know Nothing of
Disc Device to Be Made by

Placent Company
The Plaeent Electrical Corporation is the

latest in the field to manufacture a syn-
chronous disc reproducer. According to

stories printed in the daily trade press the
project was reported being financed by
Warner Bros., but this statement was de-

nied without reservations by Albert War-
ner, who declared that his company had aot

even heard of the device.

It is said that the Plaeent company will

market the device for $3,000 or even as low
ii> $2,500. The equipment is to be manufac-
tured by Seymour Products Company at

Seymour, Conn. The latter is a subsidiary
to the Placent Electrical Corporation, man-
ufacturers of radios.

PL W. Davis is sales manager for Sey-
mour Products. He admits the facts con-
cerning the price and the equipment, but
refused to verify the report that Warners
were involved in the manufacturing deal.

George Quigley, vice-president of Vita-

phone, added his denial to that of Warners
that they were not directly nor indirectly

interested in the new equipment. Mr. Quig-
ley said that his company might service the

new equipment when it reaches the market
providing it comes up to the standard of
quality demanded under the conditions of

the contract with Western Electric Com-
pany.

Continued rumors persist of a cheaper
disc device to be projected by Warners but
each in turn is emphatically denied by the

company. At the same time those supposed
to be in the know insist that Warners are

preparing to announce such equipment and
that it will be ready for marketing within
the next few months.
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Irving Goldsmith Joins New
York Law Firm

living I. Goldsmith, part owner of the

Palace Theatre at Saratoga Springs, and a

former Justice of the Supreme Court, has
become associated with the law firm of Har-
den, Hess, Eder and Freschi in New York
City. His term as Justice ended January
1st.

Mr. Goldsmith will retain his interest in

the Palace at Saratoga Springs and will de-

vote a portion of his practice to the affairs

of the motion picture industry.

New Companies Chartered

for Film Business
iNewly incorporated X. Y. film com-

panies receiving charters from the Depart-
ment of State during the past week, in-

cluded the following: Craftsmen Studios,
Inc., $10,000, Marion Block, Celia Rubin,
Samuel Rosenblatt, New York City; Good
Amusement Corporation, capitalization not
specified, M. J. Siegel, S. Cantor, H. Green-
house, New York City; Cinesonore Com-
pany, Inc., $50,000, Herman S. Heller, Irene

Heller, S. M. Livingston, New York City.

Wall Street Ban on Publicity

For Big Film Corp, Executives

Ptiblix Denies Report
of Huge Expansion

THE report printed this week in

one of the trade publications to

the effect that Publix was to in-

vade 40 cities in the Middle West and
South in a wholesale theatre building
campaign was denied in toto by Sam
Dembow, vice-president of the corpor-

ation. He stated that the South was
well covered at this time with theatres
either owned by Publix or operated by
them in conjunction with their asso-

ciates. As to the Middle West, there
was no concerted plan laid out by the
organization to invade that territory.

Within the next few weeks Publix
will open a theatre in Toledo and a
number of executives will go West to

attend that event. From time to time
Publix will expand, building a theatre
here and there in various locations

all over the country.

Victor Merger
Ratified, Adds
Strength to RCA

Poiverful Organization Gains

Noted Artists for Sound
Films and Vaudeville

The long awaited and recently announced
merger of Victor Talking Machine Company
and Radio Corporation of America was rati-

fied last Friday when the directors of

RCA voted to absorb the talking machine
company through an exchange of stock.

The move is of tremendous importance
in the entertainment field and adds ma-
terially to the strength of the already pow-
erful Radio-Keith-Orpheum and the RCA
Photophone. It will make all Victor artists

available for service to Photophone and will

be a tremendous factor in strengthening the

popularity of vaudeville houses controlled

by RCA.
By the terms of the merger one share of

new common and one share of new pre-

ferred stock of RCA and $5 in cash will be
exchanged for each share of Victor common.
RCA stock will be split five for one and a

new issue of five per cent preferred will be

floated. At the present time RCA has 1,155,-

400 shares of common.
A joint statement issued by the two com-

panies said that both classes of preferred
stock of Victor Talking Machine Company
are to be retired. The outstanding $19,561,-
000 of seven per cent prior j:>reference

shares, according to the statement, will be
called for redemption at $115 a share.

Nearly all of the $6 convertible preferred
already have been retired through exchange
into common, it was stated, and it is planned
that the remainder will be converted prior
to the operation of the plan of consolida-
tion. If this stock is not converted it will

be called for redemption at $110 a share.

Bank Interests Noiv Guarding
Against Stock Reaction
In Event Personalities

Meet Mishap

Wall Street has decreed that per-
sonal publicity of film company ex-
ecutives is all wrong. Institutions
and not personalities are the points
on which publicity should be Eo

cused and to that end they have laid
down the law in several directions
regarding the printing of personal
photographs of the heads of vari-
ous organizations. The reason be-
hind this move is that the banking
interests figure that with the public
holding the stock of the various big
picture producing companies and
theatre operating chains, the status
of these securities should not be en-
dangered by their being linked with
any one personality who might at

any minute become ill or pass away
and thus affect the market value of
the shares.

This policy has been in vogue for more
than a year in at least two of the larger
companies. They are Paramount Famous
Lasky and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Within
the last few months the same attitude has
also become true in the case of the Fox
organization.

A Retiring Attitude

Those who keep in constant touch with
the activities in film circles have noted that.

Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount-
Famous-Lasky, who at no time in his film

career was any too anxious to be quoted or
to have his likeness blazoned forth in (he
trade, fan and daily papers, assumed even
a more retiring attitude. The same is like-
wise true of S. R. Kent, general manager
of the corporation. In fact, the only name
that occasionally crops up in connection
with Paramount i- that of Jesse L. Lasky,
vice president of the company in charge
id' production. The reason for this is that
Mr. Lasky has to deal largely with person-
alities and therefore it is necessary for
him to be a personality in himself so that
he can dominate a situation when that be-
comes a necessity.

Since the death of the late Marcus Loew
there has been considerable curtailment
in the amount of publicity that has been
given to both Louis B. Mayer and Irving
Thalberg who are the production execu-
tives for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organi-

zation. Heretofore hardly a day passed
without the publicity representative for
one or the other of these men not issuing
some sort of a statement.

Several months ago, the Fox organiza-
tion al-o started in on a campaign to stre

( Continued mi page 123 I
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G. E. Official

On Coast for

New Merger?
It's All a Mystery. But Bank

President Sees Possible

Gigantic Deal

ll'lhu I. Jan. lit. I- there a 1 >i tr deal

on involving millions, which would result

in some -"it of a General Motors plan for

the picture industry. Hollywood is wonder-

ing, bul SO far it 's all a mystery.

The "General Motor-" story got new im-

petus this week, however, with the report

that a vice-president of General Electric

has been oul here for a week working on ar-

rangement- tor a big picture deal in which

bis company would be a part.

A hank president in Los Angeles com
mented on the presence of the vice presi-

dent and remarked that the deal mu-i be

of huge proportions, as the regular Gen-

eral Electric representatives on the Coast

have put over many deals in Southern Cali-

fornia, likewise involving millions, without

the necessity of a vice president making
the trip.

The presence of the vice president, as

reported, started talk that General Elec-

tric may be concerned in "the big deal."

as Hollywood calls it. Which might mean.
observers said, that RCA would be in it on

some basis.

The mystery is heightened by the angle

that any such gigantic merger could just as

well, or better, be consummated in New
York, where the film executives are. Un-
less, of course, as Hollywood wiseacres say,

the vice president is out here on a survey

of studio properties as preliminary to final

negotiations in New York.

It's all a mystery bul this much is a fact

:

the report that the industry is to be "gen-
eralmotored" i- persistent and crops out

from some new angle every few days.

Paramount Buys "Woman
Who Needed Killing"

Paramount has purchased the motion pic-

ture rights to "A Woman Who Needed
Killing," by Margery H. Lawrence. The
story will be filmed at the west coast studios

of the company as a 100 per cent dialogue

picture.

Baclanova, the Russian artist will have
the title role, with Clive Brook playing
opposite her. Neil Hamilton will also be
seen in an important role. Rowland V. Lee
will direct. John Farrow of the studio writ-

ing stall' has -tarted work on the adapts
t ion and preparation of the dialogue.

Montreal's Amusement Toll

Jumped $138,000 in 1928
amusement tax collected in the City

of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, during Hi'JS

totaled $1,000,827, or $138,000 more than
the previous year, according to the report

of the tax collection department. As the

tax is 10 per cent, total amount expended
on aii during the year in Montreal
•was approximate! $10,000,000.

Fox May Launch Tex.
Theatre Program

TEXAS will very likely be a battle

ground between the theatre in-

terests of William Fox, Publix
and others. Publix and its allied

circuits are planning to construct
theatres in the state while the Fox
invasion of the same territory is said
to rely on the result of a survey made
recently in the southern portion of the
state by Kddie Grainger. The report
he submitted to Fox was that the field

was a fertile one for theatre expan-
sion, it is said.

International

Remaining with

U. to End of 1929
Contract for Distribution of

Hearst Neivs Reel Runs for

This Entire Year
The Hearst International News Heel will

be distributed by Universal until the end of

this year, all other reports to the contrary
notwithstanding. The existing contract

between the Hearst interests and Universal

calls for the latter organization to handle

the distribution of International News until

December, 1929. In the meantime it is said

that Universal is preparing an organization

which will place its own news reel in the

field when the Hearst contract expires.

E. B. Hatrick, the executive in charge of

the Hearst news reel activities and other

motion picture venture-, stated this week
that as far as he knew Universal would
continue to distribute the International

Xews for the duration of the existing con-

tract. No changes of any kind were con-

templated either by his organization or by
Universal as far as he knew.
At Universal 's home offices in New York

no information could be obtained relative to

a proposal on the part of that organization

to issue its own news reel.

The fact, however, that the Hearst organ-
ization is the one that is furnishing the pic-

torial material for the M-G-M News and
virtually is a competitor to its own Inter-

national News which Universal distributes

may be responsible for Universal deciding

that when the contract is fulfilled they will

enter the news reel field on their own.

TNTERGHANGEABIL-
A ITY became known to

exhibitors as a fact ex-

clusively through Motion
Picture News. It was first

to point out the actual
meaning to exhibitors of the
statement made by J. E. Ot-
terson of Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc.

Report Universal

Seeks to Be Rid
of Colony Lease

Saul to Have Approached Moss
But Latter Refused to

Take House Back
Universal would like to unload their lease

on the Colony theatre which they are oper-

ating ai present. They have had the lioii-e

for a little more than two years and have
been utilizing it to exploit their own pic-

tures on Broadway. In all the operation

has not been a successful one and the Fni-

versal executives would be just as pleased

if B. S. Moss, who originally built the

house and from whom they have it under
lease would take back the property.

It is understood that they have ap-

proached Moss with a proposal that he re-

lieve them of their lease before he sailed

for Europe recently. Moss, however, said

that lie was perfectly satisfied with the

manner in which the deal was working from
his view point and refused to take the bouse

back.
At present C. is utilizing the house fo]

the presentation of their talking features

and thus far have presented there "Lone-
some," "Give and Take'

-

and ••The Last

Warning." But they do not want to use

the house for the screen version of "The
Show Boat" as they feel that that picture

would fare better if it were placed in a

house further down on Broadway.

Roadshowing of

Talkfilms Out of

St. Louis Planned
The roadshowing of motion pictures with

sound and dialogue out of St. Louis is now
being planned by several Illinois business

men and those interested in the project are

completing their financial arrangements. It

is not certain as yet how many shows will

travel out of the city, but their number will

depend entirely on the success of the initial

ventures.

Zie«jfel«l Tries to Purchase
Barthelmess' Contract

New York's dailies this week all carried

stories to the effect that Florenz Ziegfeld

had endeavored to purchase the release of
Richard Barthelmess from the contract
First National has with the star. The the-

atrical producer, it was said, was desirous

of procuring Barthelmess to co-star him in

his musical stage version of "Easl Is

West."

Fitzniaurice to Make 5 Films

for U. A. in Two Years
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 10.—George Fit /ma uricc

has signed with United Artists on a two-

year contract. It is understood that he will

get $70,000 per production and will make
five pictures during his term. Fitzniaurice

is still at. First National winding up produc-
tion on "The Man and the Moment."
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Franklin Says

Action on Liberty

Lease Is Unfair
Theatre Chief Declares Suit

Is Flareback Against

Plaintiffs

Harold B. Franklin, president of Pacific

Northwest Theatres and West Coast Thea-

tres, has issued a statement regarding legis-

lation now pending1 and also threatened by
Jensen and von Herberg against the com-
panies Franklin represents. He charges that

an action now pending for rent against the

Liberty Theatre Company for a lease on
the Liberty Theatre in Seattle is in no way
justified against Pacific Northwest Theatres
as the latter company owns no part of it.

He further alleges that the Liberty Theatre
Company was originally organized by Jen-

sen and von Herberg and not furnished with
sufficient assets, as a result of which the

present trouble arose.

The Franklin statement follows:

"This is a picayunish attempt upon the

part of Jensen & von Herberg interests to

force a settlement of an action now pending
against the Liberty Theatre Company for

rent, based upon a lease of the Liberty
Theatre in Seattle.

"It is interesting to note that the Liberty
Theatre Company was organized by the Jen-
sen & von Herberg interests. They find

themselves in the position of being limited

to redress under a lease of the theatre to a

corporation which they themselves organ-
ized and controlled. It is this company
that they are suing and because the com-
pany never was furnished with sufficient as-

sets, they are endeavoring to bring into liti-

gation Pacific Northwest Theatres and other
companies under the claim that that com-
pany or some other company under some
alleged arrangement assumes the obligation

of the lease.

"The fact is that no company ever as-

sumed any obligation of the Liberty Theatre
Company. They themselves organized the
Liberty Theatre Company. The Pacific

Northwest Theatre does not own any of
the stock of the Liberty Theatre Company."

79

Ben Lyon Signs Contract with

Columbia
Columbia Pictures Corporation has added

Ben Lyon to the array of stars that will

appear in the company's talkie and silent

productions. This Columbia contract marks
Lyon's first appearance for an independent
company. He has had considerable experi-

ence on the speaking stage and Columbia
figures this will add materially to his value

in talking pictures.

Hanson Makes Changes in

Tiffany-Stahl Staff
Harry I. Goldman has been appointed

manager of the Boston exchange of Tiffany-

Stahl and Henry Ellman has been named
supervisor of the central division. The lat-

ter replaces A. H. McLaughlin, who has re-

signed. The changes were announced by
Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of the

company.

Jack Warner Charges Rivals

With Maligning Talking Films

Jrick L. h* nrner

Pinanski Plans

More Expansion

Netoco Chain
Head of New England Theatres

Operating Company Spikes

Rumor of Sale

Though the Netoco circuit operated

throughout New England by the New Eng-

land Theatres Operating Company, Inc., has

expanded in the past year from twelve

houses to close to fifty, considerable more
expansion is planned for the current year,

according to an announcement made by
Samuel Pinanski, president of the operating

company. As rapidly as suitable sites can

be acquired additional houses will be

erected.

Various rumors have been circulated from
time to time to the effect that Netoco hold-

ings would be disposed of to Fox ami t <

Warners, but vigorous denials have been
made as additional houses have bei n

acquired. New England Theatres Operat-

ing Company, Inc., was organized only a

year ago with an authorized capital of $25,-

000,000 and a chain of twelve houses. These
houses have been quadrupled during '.he

year until the circuit is now the large 1 -' in

New England.

President Pinanski has acquired the

choicest locations for hi> new houses, and is

erecting fur Netoco the latest types of at-

mospheric theatres. Pour of these are now
Hearing completion. The New Netoco State,

housed in a $1,000,000 office building, is in

the heart of Portland, Maine's business dis-

trict. It is Spanish in architecture and ap-

pointment.

The Seville, Boston, is in Spanish design.

Tin' Egyptian, Brighton, is patterned after

the Temple of Karnak.

Says Inability to Make Them
Prompts Propaganda

Appearing in

Papers
( Hollywocd Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 9. —
Jack L. Warner, produc-
tion chief at Warner Bros,

studios, has come out with an attack

against those producers who have
decried the talking picture as a fail-

ure that would not last the year out.

He declares there is a well planned

movement afoot among these cer-

tain producers maligning the talk-

ies because they have been unable

to demonstrate their ability to pro-

duce them.

In bitterly rebuking these "pro-

pagandists" Mr. Warner said they

were in a movement to Hood the

press with unfavorable comment in

regard to talking pictures. He
branded their efforts as highly un-

ethical, prejudiced, entirely un-

truthful and wilfully misleading.

In part Mr. Warner said :

"This propaganda appearing repeatedly

111 certain publications is being projected

for the sole purpose of misleading the pub-

lic for the financial advantage of a certain

group of film producers. These interests

have not yet demonstrated their ability to

produce talking pictures successfully, nor

in sufficient number to capitalize on tin-

public's enthusiasm for talking pictures.

"By damaging the talking picture these

interests hope to sell their silent product,

the only product they have for sale. I con-

sider this movement the most flagrant

In-each of ethics and good business taste

ever to crop up in the motion picture in-

dustry."
According to Mr. Warner the propaganda

in question is to the effect that the talking

picture is a failure, that the public does

not care fur talking pictures, that theatres

playing talking pictures are showing less

patronage than they were when playing

silent, films, and that talking pictures will

not live the year through.

Continuing his statement Mr. Warner
says:

"These statements are absolutely ridicu-

lous. They have nevertheless crept into pub-

lic prints repeatedly a- authoritative and

reflecting the thought of the best brains in

the industry. It is needless for me to cite

figures and tact- mi box-office receipts to

bear up my contention that talking pictures

are sensationally successful. I do feel im-

pelled, however, to refer to the fact that

certain of the offending studios are reach-

ing out in every direction in search of tal-

ent, which they know to be peculiarly fitted

for speaking parts."
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Positive Film

Output Takes Big

Jump on W. Coast
200.000.000 Feet Disposed of

in Six Months Due to

Talking Pictures

The introduction of scund pictures has

added tremendously t" the distribution ol

Eastman positive film, according to a state-

ment by the Eastman Kodak Company. On
the Pacific Coast alone, upwards of 200,-

000,000 feet of positive film were dis-

tributed for the six months period ending

December 31.

This big jump in film footage is charged

almost entirely to the talking picture--. a>

most of the companies are now making the

talkies in addition to the silent version of

their features. Not only dues this add ma-

terially to the film consumption, but most

of the studios have been working through

an experimental period, which has required

the usage ol considerably more material

than in the pa~t

.

These figures given l>\ Eastman apply

only to the Pacific Coast and represent a

larger increase than for any corresponding

period in the history of the company. The

figures are the more remarkable because

aside Erom the activities in the sound pro-

duction field The year was not a particu-

larly livelv one.

Judges Render
Opposite Views

On Sunday Laws
Conflicting decisions have been handed

down in Montreal, Quebec, within the hist

few days under the Lord's Day Act. A few

days ago Justice Desaulniers dismissed the

action against United Amusements, Ltd.,

Montreal for conducting Sunday shows.

He held that moving pictures did not con-

stitute a performance under the law, and

therefor, a Sunday picture show was legal.

The latest decision by Justice Choquette

finds the Victoria and ('artier Theatres

guilty of infraction- of the Sunday law and

levies a fii t $25 and costs. .Justice Cho-

quette gives the opinion that a cinema

inhere an admission i- charged "is eertainlj

a theatre."

7 U. S. Films Listed

By German Paper
Among 10 Best

In a poll of film critics of :i<i countries

conducted by Der Deutsche, the German
trade paper, Seven American films are

ranked among those considered the ten best

for the year 1928. '-The Patriot" is first

on the list. Ranking next is "Jeanne
D'Arc," the French production, while next

The < lireus. " The remaining 3e\ en

films are "1 ndei ivorld," "White Shad
in the Sou) h Seas," " The Last ( lorn

mand," "S venth Heaven." •The End of

St. Petersburg," "The Crowd." and
* •

I [eimkehr," a I lerman film.

Kansas Board Will
Censor Screen Talk

1"^HE Kansas State Censor Board
would become censors of the

spoken word as well as the silent

movie, now that the hoard has moved
into its new headquarters at 714 North
Si\lh Street. Kansas City, Kansas,
.Miss Km in a Viets, chairman of the

hoard, announced.
The Kansas hoard has assumed the

attitude that its functions include the

words as well as the scenes and more
than at) per cent of the eliminations

made are those of alleged objectionable

titles. A problem that has not yet been
met adequately is the trouble encoun-
tered in synchronized pictures when
eliminations are made in the scenes.

When the film is cut the accompanying
sound fails to synchronize unless a
blank piece of film the exact length of

the eliminated piece is inserted.

Oklahoma Unit

Injunction Order

Made Permanent
Conspiracy Charge Settled by

Consent Decree in Federal

Court
Alleged activities of the Oklahoma M. P.

T. <>. .'i"ainsi non-theatricals are ai an end.

The injunction secured by the Department
of Justice in the consent decree in the Fed-

eral Court at Oklahoma City has been made
permanent. It restrains the Oklahoma ex-

hibitor from coercing distributors to refuse

to deal with or cease to deal with non-the-

atrical accounts and from sending or threat

ening to send to members names of ex-

changes serving such accounts.

Conspiracy was charged by the Govern-

ment againsl the Oklahoma unit in which it

was alleged that the exhibitors and a cer-

tain group of others had combined to shut

out competition from the non-theatricals by

refusing them service.

"W H Y the hell did

we get scoop-

ed?" reads a wire to the

Coast representative of

another trade paper, re-

ferring to the story of

the producer swing
hack to silent pictures

—

published exclusively in

Motion Picture News
—and of great impor-
tance to small town
exhibitors who cannot

get sound equipment for

months to come.

Industry Loss

From Illness

Is $2,000,000
Slowing Production Activity,

Absence of Personnel

Boost Figures

Loss to the industry due to illness of

personnel from the flu, for the past Eew

weeks, was figured this week at alioiit $2,-

000,000.

At the Coast studios, production activi-

ties have been slowed down, from time to

time, during the tin period, with the loss

there mounting up considerably, due to

holding up of lilms in the making.

In the distribution field, while no detailed

statement could be obtained of the number
of employees who have been hit by the llu,

it was believed that a large number have

been affected, with considerable time lost.

Salaries, of course, are paid during illness.

Likewise, a g I many theatre managers
in the circuits have been away, necessarily,

from their duties, due to the flu. And the-

atre owners themselves, including some
prominent executives, have been ill.

It is noted, however, that the loss to the

industry is nothing like so heavy as it was
in 1918, so far as personnel is concerned.

Neither has there been any big box office

loss on account of closing of theatres,

though in some sections houses have been
dark for a few days at a Inn ', or even

longer.

Leishman Wins
European Post

With Universal
E. D. Leishman, Universal supervisor of

exchanges and assistant to the general sales

manager, has been selected by Carl

Laemmle, Universal child', to go to Europe
shortly and bring the Universal exchanges

in Continental Europe to the same high

S'tate of efficiency as the company's Amen
can exchanges. Leishman, who will leave

New York within several weeks, will lie an

assistant to Joe Friedman, who is in charge
of Universal operations on the continent.

Leishman has been with Universal seven

years, joining in 1922 as travelling audi-

tor. The following year he was appointed

assistant to the general manager at the

Universal ho flice, ami a year later was

sent to England on a special assignment for

Mr. Laemmle. lie became chief auditor of

exchanges for Universal late in L924 and

was appointed to hi- present position in

1926. He is all expert on the physical op-

erations of an exchange.

Veteran Spokane Exhibitor

Buys Rex Theatre
Purchase of the Rex Theatre, Spokane,

Erom the Will Starkey Theatres ha- been

made by J. W. Allendcr, owner of the RitZ

Theatre. The bouse was formerly known
a- the Empire. Mr. Ailender is one of the

veteran Spokai xhibitors, having owned
houses there continuously since 1915, and

ha- been in the business for '_'ii yen-.
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Exhibitors of

N. W. in Protest

On Arbitration
Threaten to Withdraw From

Hearings If Reforms
Are Not Made

Arbitration as it is now conducted may
run against a snag: in Washing-ton State un-
less the exhibitors can institute a reform
they are insisting- upon, according- to Ray
A. Grombacher, former president of the
unit, who is at present in New York.
At the convention of the body held in

December it was decided that if the secre-

tary of the Film Board of Trade was to be
present when the findings of the Arbitra-
tion Board were made, the secretary of the
exhibitor body must also be present. In
the event that this concession is not made
the three exhibitors on the Arbitration
Board will withdraw from the hearings.

It has been customary for the secretary

of the Film Board to remain for the find-

ings when all others are eliminated except
the members of the Arbitration Board. It

is not charged that the secretary of the

Film Board participates in the findings, but
the exhibitors see no reason why they too

should not be represented by a secretary.

According to Mr. Grombacher, the Wash-
ington exhibitors have changed their name
to Allied Amusements of the Northwest.
They expect to include in their membership
amusement representatives of all types and
to take into the membership also a part of

Northern Idaho and Western Montana
where those exhibitors are not affiliated

with their own state bodies. The organiza-

tion has been enlarged to take in all forms
of amusement in order to present a stronger

front to tight adverse legislation or any-

thing else detrimental to the amusement
fiekL

Western Electric Announces

Lower Priced Theatre Device

Stage Players Support Dix in

"Nothing But the Truth"
Paramount has assembled a cast of stage

players to support Richard Dix in his first

talking picture, ''Nothing But the Truth,"
which got under way this week at the Long-

Island studios of the company under the di-

rection of Victor Schertzinger.

In the cast are Elvia Enders, Helen Kane,
Nancy Ryan, Wynne Gibson, Edna May
Oliver, Berton Churchill, John Louis Bar-

tels and Ned A. Sparks. All have been
prominently identified with Broadway
shows.

William Collier, who starred in the orig-

inal play of "Nothing But the Truth," has
charge of the dialogue in the picture ver-

sion and will be closely associated with Di-

rector Schertzinger throughout the entire

production.

Another Aviation Series Will

Be Issued by Educational
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Jan. 10.—Educational will re-

lease another series of two reel airplane
dramas starring Reed Howes. The first ser-

ies of six lias just been completed, and pro-

duction on the new group will start immedi-
ately. The pictures are produced by Charles
K. Rogers and Harry Joe Brown.

Await Negotiations for

Disbanding Circuit
NEGOTIATIONS are pending for a

separation of the houses oper-

ated by Universal-Variety circuit

in Cleveland. The deal arranged for

Universal to take over the Cedar-Lee,
Broadway, Oriental, Milliard Square
and Detroit, and for Variety to take
the Variety, Kinsman, Imperial, Home-
stead and Moreland. The new million

dollar Uptown Theatre is not included
in the transaction as it was not oper-
ated jointly by the circuit, but was
built and is operated by Messrs.
Stecher, Fine and Kramer. The Uni-
versal-Variety circuit was formed when
Dr. B. I. Brody sold his interest in

the U-B circuit to Meyer Fine and Abe
Kramer. Charles Lowenberg, who has
been representing the Universal in-

terests in Cleveland, has left town, and
in his stead Stanley Siegelbaum has
been appointed.

Speculation Is

On Over Hoover
Appointments

Wiseacres Wonder if Industry

Will Be Recognized
In New Regime

Speculation was rampant in several quar-

ters this week as to whether or not the in-

dustry would figure in appointments to be
made by Herbert Hoover, after he takes
office as President on March 4.

It is the usual custom for the alleged po-

litical sharps to try to pick a new Presi-

dent's Cabinet for him, and make up a slate

of ambassadors and other choice offices, but
the new Executive frequently pulls sur-

prises when he gets ready to make an-
nouncements.
In the industry, there are those who seem

inclined to believe that if any official posi-

tions are to be filled wherein a knowledge
of motion picture affairs here or abroad is

essential, Mr. Hoover may seek the advice
of two outstanding supporters of his in the
recent campaign—Joseph M. Schenck and
Louis B. Mayer.

All this is, of course, speculative, but it

is recalled that both film executives were
delegates to the Republican National Con-
vention at Kansas City.

For this reason, as well as the prominence
of both in the industry, observers are in-

clined to believe that their advice, would
be sought, should Mr. 1 louver decide to

make appointments effecting the picture

world.

John Miljan Signs for Role
in "Innocents of Paris"

The supporting cast of Maurice Cheva-
lier'-, in his Paramount talkie, "The Inno-
cents of Paris," was added tn last week by

the addition of John Miljan.

New Machine to Cost $5,500
for Film or Disc, $7,000

If Used for Both
Reproductions

THE Western Electric Com-
pany has perfected a cheaper

sound reproducing device

primarily for smaller theatres that

cannot afford the more expensive

equipment. Tt is to cost $5,500

when used either for disc or film

reproduction and $7,000 if used for

both. These prices include the cost

of installation.

The equipment costing $5,500 is

applicable only for the use of disc

or of film, but cannot be used for

reproduction of both without the

extra attachment which brings the

price up to $7,000.
The company is prepared to accept orders

now for this new equipment, but is not pre-

pared to make installations until after

June 1, 1929.

Ottersons Statement
Commenting on the announcement, J. E.

Otterson, President of Electrical Research

Products, Inc., had the following to say:

"The information that Western Electric

has perfected a new model sound equipment

for small theatres will, I daresay, be good

news to the thousands of small theatre

owners who have been awaiting a depend-

able sound system within reach of their

pocketbook.
"As I have previously pointed out, we

have all along been mindful of the needs of

the small theatre owners, and while our

engineering and installing staffs have been

at work on existing systems they have been

gaining valuable experience in relation to

the design and operation of the units

adapted to the smaller house. This new

equipment has now passed the acid test and

has been placed in the factory for produc-

tion.
'

' Ord rs already on our books for present

types of apparatus, even at our increased

1929 manufacturing schedule of 250 instal-

lations per month, will keep our factory

and installation department working at top

spe-d until the late Spring, but we are now
aide to secure installations of the new
equipments beginning June 1st, and the

trade may be sure that the Western Electric

has a full sense of meeting its responsibili-

ties on the new models. They are, of

course, made with the same care and in the

same factory as the equipments now in use

and the same nation-wide servicing organi-

zation will insure their being kept at maxi-

mum operating efficiency.

"I need hardly comment upon the great

significance of today's announcement to the

motion picture industry and the millions

of people who depend upon the small the-

(Continued on page 124)
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Fox Closes Deal with N. Y.

Independents for 184 Houses
$45,000,000 Sum Involved

\T ith Another SI 2,000,000
For Additional

Acquisitions

WILLIAM FOX on Thurs-
day announced that they
<lav announced that he

whereby the local independent ex-
hibitor in Greater New York vir-
tually became a thing of the past.
According to the statement issued
by the Fox organization they have
acquired 184 houses with a total

seating capacity in excess of 285,-
000. While the actual figures in-

volved in the transaction were not
available from Fox it is understood
that the amount that is to pass
hands in this first phase of the ac-
quisitions is $45,000,000 and that
an additional expenditure of $12,-
000,000 will be made in the near
future in the taking over of addi-
tional theatres.

This latter sum is to be largely

expended in acquiring theatres in

the New England territory. When
all the deals are completed it will

mean that Fox has added more
than 200 theatres to his present
holdings, which include the Poli

houses in New England, the Fox
Circuit in and about Greater New
York and the West Coast Circuit

of theatres in the territory from

California to the Canadian line,

and the Midwesco theatres in the

middle west territory.

These new houses secured by purchase
.mil merger will be operated by the Pox
Hi ropolitan Playhouses, Inc., a wholly own
subsidiary for Fos Theatres. The stock for

the Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., it is

understood is shortly to be placed on the

Boston Curb and a drive made in the New
England territory to gel the public to ;.n-

vest in the venture.

S3.000.000 Annual Profits

Theatres included in the deals for the

most part, have all been erected during the

past three to five years. Their annual pro-

fits are estimated al $5,000,000. They have
been acquired under leases having an aver-

age life of over 20 years and did an aver-
age gross business, in the lasl three years,

of approximately $25,000,000. An indica-

tion of the combined magnitude of this new
company may be gained by the fael that

paid admission figures tor the rear ended
Oct. 31, 1928 totaled over $72,000,000. Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., will form
line lit' tbe must strategic links in the Fox
Theatre Corp. chain of bouses anil will con-
stitute by far the largest group of theatres

under one management in the Metropolitan
area.

Cen tralized Management
Under Fox management an organization

will be effected by which several exhibitors

thus bought out will be made division man-
agers and, under one bead, will be added as

one unit to the organization of Fox Thea-
tres.

Fox has ambitious plans for his new
chain and among other things has issued or-

ders to immediately equip each theatre with

the latest iii sound equipment.
Under centralized management, it is esti-

1 ( ontintu d on page 1-4 I

New Houses in $45,000,000 Fox Deal
THE following arc the circuits and individual theatre properties that

were acquired on Wednesday in the $45,000,000 deal closed by the
\\ Lilian] Fox organization. Their is a total of 184 theatres with a

Beating capacity of 285,047. Another $12,0011,000 deal pending will bring
the total of theatres to more than 200.

Name of Theatre No. of
or Circuit Theatres

Bernstein, J. E 1

Blinderman-Steiner-M.&S 25
Brandt, Wm. & Harry . . 7
Brecher, Leo 2
Burroughs-Boas la
Calderone 6
Coleman, A. & S 1
Delphtno 2
Freedman, Chas 1
Genesee 1

Greenberg 1

Grob-Knobel 9
Hanuny, Jr., Geo 2
Harris 7
Hirsch, J. Arthur 1

Joelson 10
Kutinsky, Morris 10
Merck 1

O'Reilly, Charles L 1

Total Seating
Capacity
2,266

30,650
8,600
2,529
10,288
8,600
2,200
1,611
1,200
1,650
2,060

13,500
2,025
9,300
1,700

16,000
13,950
1,073
1,100

Name of Theatre No. of
or Circuit Theatres

Park Lane 1

Rachmil & Rinzler 8
Rapf, Arthur 3
Rhaben 6
Kobinson 2
Roseuszweig 7
Runckle Bros 2
Salkin 2
Schwartz 3
Siegal 6
Small-Strausberg 26
StUlweU
bioueman-Emba^sy
Stoneman-Somerse', .

Stoneman-Portland, Me.
Ullman, Jr., Fred
Weingarten
West End State

To'.al Seating
Capacity
2,200

15,000
4.650
7,161
3,000
8,500
1,904
2.289
3,766
8,000

37,000
1,770
2,100

10,792
6,700
3,326
1,760
1,400

Total 286,047

No Changes Likely in

Censor Board
CHANGES in the Nc« York State

Hoard of .Motion Picture Censor-
ship during the year are regarded

as unlikely, the general opinion in

Albany being that Governor Roosevelt
will not seek any changes as the power
for selecting members of the censor-
ship board now lies with the State
Board of Regents in the Department
of Education.
The Board is now solely composed

of James Wingate, director, of whom
it is anticipated that he will serve
out his term.

New Chief for

W. E. Educational

Talking Pietures
F. L. Devereaux, vice-president of the

Bell Telephone Securities Company, has

been made general manager of the Depart-
ment of Educational Talking Pictures in

the Electrical Research Products organiza-

tion, according to an announcement made
by the Western Electric Company. Mr.
Devereaux 's work will relate to tbe develop-

ment of sound pictures in fields other than

those of amusement.
Except for the period of the World War,

during which he rose to the rank of Lieu-

tenant-Colonel, Mr. Devereaux has been

continuously associated with the Bell Tele-

phone System since 1903. For a number of
years be has held executive positions in the

Bell System in Washington, 1). ('., of which
city he is a native, in Philadelphia, Omaha,
Neb., and finally in New York, where Eor

the past seven years he has been associated

with the Bell Telephone Securities Co.

Dave Warner
Operated On;

Condition Low
Dave Warner, one of the remaining War-

ner Bros, who ha- been ill tor upwards of

a year underwent an operation this week
at the hands of a specialist lor the removal
of one of his glands. The specialist was
brought from the middle west at a cos! of

$10,000 for the operation.

On Thursday it was stated that the opera-

tion was a grave one and the result was -till

in the balance.

Indianapolis Elects Officers

for Film Board
Indianapolis has elected new officers of

the Film Hoard. Harry D. Graham, of
Pathe, is the new president, with Claude E.

Penrod, of Flit), vice president, and Lester

Rosenthal, of Universal, secretary-treasur-

er. Miss Marian McCullough was named as

executive secretary.

Jimmie Grainger 111

Jimmie Grainger, general sales manager
for Fox Films organization, was taken
down with the tin Ihis week. lie was not

able to be present at the announcement of

the closing of the deal for the New York
independent houses and will be confined at

his home for several days.
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The Brooklyn Paramount

Publix Theatres made its entry in another eastern city with the opening
of the new Paramount in Brooklyn, X. )'. This gorgeous motion picture
house embodies many unique features of design am! equipment. The main
lobby, shozmi aobve is a spacious hail with a high vaulted ceiling supported
by marble columns. A marble door, wrought iron grilles of exceptional

design, and rich draperies present an imposing scene.

C. IV. & GEO. L. RAPP. ARCHITECTS
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c—the Proscenium . Irch, tin Elaborately
rated Frame for the Pictures Presented on

Stage and Screen at the Brooklyn Paramount.
This Auditorium Nnmben Among Its Umtsual
Features a Suggestion of the Atmospheric in the

Open Lattice Treatment of the Main Ceiling and
the Sidewall Reveals.

AUDITORIUM

Below—View Across Auditorium Under the Bal-

cony. Showing the loges with Illuminated Fronts
and the Balcony Soffit 'i'ith Insets of (ilass. Illum-
inated from Above, a Suggestion oj the Scheme
of the Main Ceiling. Ornamental Plaster Is the

I 'chicle thai teas I'sed to Produce the Many
Intricate Designs of the Decoration
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Above—a corner of the main lounge. On
the extreme left is a cabinet from a castle

in Florence, containing a shrine sur-

rounded by carved ivory panels.

DECORATIVE DETAIL
OF NEW PARAMOUNT

Another one of the public rooms which
feature the accomodations afforded pat-

rons of the Brooklyn Paramount is shown
above, a modernistic interior.

Sectional view of the auditorium sideivall and balcony arrangement. The Paramount is of the "de luxe" or loge type of construction.
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A RECENT ADDITION
TO THE CHAIN

OE STANLEY HOUSES

FI\< >M an architectural standpoint,

the Stanley Theatre in Utica, X.
Y.. is one of the- mosl striking play-

houses in the large chain of houses
built and operated by tin- Stanley Com-
pany. This elaborate theatre has a

seating capacity of over 3,000, and was
buib from plans by Thomas W. Lamb,
Architect. The decoration was planned
and executed by the Ucbert ]'.. Power
Studios.

The theatre is housed in a building
which also provides office and store

^l>are and is located on Genessee
Street. The front elevation has two
distinct and attractive motives -the
upper portion a rich, high, double arch

window feature, embracing the main

. /; top of page is shown n

the proscenium treatment and stage.

1 hi the I'll a cornei 0) thi entrai <

lobby of the Stanley Theatre, Utica,

x. v.

77/c.l/. IV W. I AMB, IRt HITECT
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. Ibove—viezv of the grand staircase

hall, a separately designed feature

On the right is shown a coiner of the

men's smoking room which includes a

novel fireplace as a striking feature.

entrance, and the lower portion flank-

ing this and containing the stores and
offices.

A large vestibule gives access to

the theatre proper. The main lobby

has a high marble base with an ornate

Mexican order on top. This order

forms the frame for huge murals on
the one side and an open promenade
and an ornamental mirror from the

other two sides of the lobby. The
ceiling has a barrel vault with a dome
centered.

The grand foyer has a novel treat-

ment built around bays, with draped
openings off the mezzanine promenade
which encircles the foyer.

The main auditorium has as its main
decoration the Mexican Baroque
treatment found in the lobby and foyer.

A series of draped arches form the

side walls.

The public rooms include a ladies
7

retiring room and cosmetic in the
modern Spanish style with colored tile

base, rough walls and rich iron fixtures.
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Exterior view of the rutin Theatre, Brooklyn, N. V.

NEW HEIGHTS FOR THE RESIDENCE DISTRICT THEATRE

Patio Theatre, Brooklyn, Emphasizes Extension of De Luxe Standards

ILLUSTRATH >NS on this and the

following two pages offer con-

vincing testimony in support of the

statement made at the time of the

opening of the Patio Theatre in the

Prospect Park section of Brooklyn,

X. V., that A. II. Schwartz, head of

the Century Circuit, with the launch-

ing of this beautiful playhouse added

to the formidable array of fine theatres

in this country an outstanding example

of the modern motion picture palace.

The Patio in its exterior, foyer and

•mditorium treatment is faith-

ful to the Spanish motif in

design and decoration. \

colorful and graceful archi-

tectural scheme has been

adapted to the requirements

of a romantic atmosphere

achieved in a structure effi-

itly designed to serve as

the amusement re-sort of de-

votees of motion picture

presentations.

The theatre asserts the

character of its setting to the

pective patron before

entrance is made to the outer

lobby, for the facade pre-

sents a spectacle of marked

old-world beauty. The ex-

terior i~ executed in terra

cotta with typical Spanish

ornamentation. The theatre,

fronting on Flatbush Ave-

nue, has a large main en-

trance, flanked by two si

rooms at either side. These

store fronts are nicely calculated to

afford advantageous display to the

merchant occupying them while fitting

perfectly into the architectural scheme.

The entrance lobby is roomy and
handsomely decorated. It leads di-

rectly to a rotunda replete with in-

teresting detail. This is strictly in

the Spanish mood, with tiled floor,

arches supported by round columns
and set off with delicately wrought
grilles, and grilled windows high up
on the walls, finished in rough cast

plaster. The main feature of this

inner foyer is a fountain centered in

a pool on the rim of which are tropical

plants. A clever lighting arrangement
greatly enhance the effectiveness of
this attractive centerpiece.

The auditorium, with a seating capa-
city of nearly 3,000 perons, is as im-
pressive for the fine proportions which
distinguish it as for its interesting and
colorful fletail of decoration. The
proscenium arch is beautifully decor
ated. The stage is set in a narrow

frame, arched at top and
featuring a mural. The stage

curtain is a tapistn of

antique lla\ or. The arch 1 >\ ei

the stage features grilles set

off with painted panels. The
proscenium walls have upper
Stage boxes, with the wall

space on the lower floor

broken by arched niches, in

which are garden urns.

The main ceiling features

octagonal dome, in which

handsome chandelier is

There is a single

an

a

hunt

The fountain, an important feature
inner foyer.

1! the Patio'i beautiful

balcony with a loge section.

The rear walls are sur-

mounted by arches, sup-

ported by twisted columns
and hung with colorful

drape-. 1 ,eaded glass win-

dows, which are illuminated

from behind are centered in

thi' wall space under this bal-

cony effect.

\ Main lounge done in the
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Spanish style and furnished to afford

patrons the utmost in cozy comfort,

a ladies' room executed in the modern-
istic style and a mens' smoking room
are among the service features which
the Patio provides.

The theatre was designed by R.
Thomas Short, Architect. William
Ran, designer and decorative artist,

designed and executed the decorations,

and Teresa Jackson had charge of the

interior furnishings.

The Patio is the twenty- fourth
theatre in the Century Circuit. It is

located in the section of Brooklyn
where Mr. A. H. Schwartz and Mr.
H. Clay Miner, heads of the circuit,

built the first of their now extensive

chain of theatres.

. //'i);c—The proscenium and stage treatment

effects a striking example of the rich and

colorful in theatre decoration. Old ivory,

blue and gold are the predominating colors

used in the ornamentation.

.1 viciv of the right sidewall and proscenium

of the Patio is shown on the left. The
theatre is of balcony construction with a

section set off for logc sals.
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SERVICE FEATURES
Provide Ultimate in

Comfort

i
in the left is a photograph showing the

unusual treatment carried out in the fur-
nishing and decoration of the ladies' room
at the Patio. The modernistic touch is

handled with restraint and a marked feeling

of good taste. This room is one of several

of the service feature which stamp the

Patio as a splendid example of the neivest

type o) motion picture theatre.

The Spanish motif is strongly stressed in

the decoration of the mam lounge, shown
below. I inniture has been selected with a

view to proivding comfort as well as the

decorative note in harmony with the

atmosphere of the I'atio. Handsome art

objects arc tastefully arranged and the cosy
and homelike feeling is encountered instantly

One enters this Incurious lounge.
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Manufactured Weather
in the MASTBAUM

H'
ERE is another great theatre which

will provide for its patrons not

only good entertain-

ment but, with Manufac-

tured Weather, the utmost

in health and comfort.

Those progressive theatres

which provide Manufactured

Weather, as produced only

through the Carrier System

for Air Conditioning, assure

their patrons an ideally com-

fortable and a scientifically

healthful atmosphere every

day in the year, regardless

of outside weather conditions or the size

of the crowd.

This installation in the Mast-

baum, made in the closest

cooperation with the Archi-

tects, Hoffman & Henon, is

the fifth in the Stanley Com-

pany of Americans de luxe

houses. Similar installations

provide Manufactured
Weather in a rapidly grow-

ing and impressive list of

progressive theatres in

the United States and
abroad.

New York

The Mastbaum

We shall be pleased to have theatre owners, architects and engineers
investigate the results accomplished by the Carrier System for Air

Conditioning, and ask for a visit from one of our Engineers.
Write, too, for the Book, "Theatre Cooling and Condition-
ing," and the list of Carrier Conditioned Theatres.

Carrier Fnqineerinq Corporation

Offices and Laboratories

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Philadelphia Boston Chicago Cleveland Washington Kansas City Los Angeles
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Checking Over Exhibitor Exploitation

Ideas Used on 1928 Film Crop
Shows the "This Is No Bull" School of Ballyhoo Is Disappearing; Theme Song

Outstanding Feature of Year's Advertising Developments

AiiI.ANCE back over the exploita-

tion ideas employed by theatre men
during 1928 reveals one fact that

is bound to be considered striking by
those acquainted with exploitation meth-
ods used in the past—particularly in con-

nection with picture theatre promotion

work—and that is the increasing impor-

tance of the theatre-merchant form of

advertising. Also, a comparison of last

year's exploitation with that of several

years ago emphasizes the growing ten-

dency to restrict campaign efforts to the

more direct forms of publicity and ad-

vertising—such as paid space in news-
papers, tie-up stunts in connection with

newspaper promotion of merchandising,

direct mail campaigning, etc., with only

isolated instances of the "This is No
Bull" type of ballyhoo.

Motion pictures and picture theatres

have developed far beyond the "no bull"

class of ballyhoo, and certain standards

of good taste figure as importantly in the

results obtained as the novelty of the

basic idea on which the stunt or the

campaign is built. The theatres them-

selves are so far removed from the circus

wagon idea of flash that yokel ideas of

what constitutes news or spectacle fail

utterly to increase the immediate returns

of a picture theatre resorting to them in

an effort to drum up trade.

The sensational idea, which in many
instances looks better on paper than it

figures in the box office records, is bound
to be more conspicuous by its absence

than its presence under conditions such

as now prevail. Instead of running the

police ragged in an uncertain effort to

stir up a sensation, which might and
oftener does not tie-in with the show in

any discernable way so far as the public

can figure out, the theatre men now have

the police, when they want them, form a

parade and behind a brass band and under
flying banners, which everybody can read,

march to the playhouse as a demonstra-
tion to attract the attention of the public

to that show.

The records of the exploitation exe-

cuted during 1928 draw particular atten-

tion to the advance which has been made
by the "theme song" as an angle of

publicity for a particular motion picture.

Motion picture exploitation men have
played with the song tie-up idea for

years, and upon occasion in the past some
notable results have been obtained. But
it remained for the past year to bring the

pictures to the fore as the one great

hope of the song publisher to put over
a new tune quickly, emphatically and

The Theatre Itself Featured in Window Display. Above is a good example of co-
operative Advertising in Which a New Theatre Is Exploited. Wurlitzer Organ and
Heywood-Wakefield Chairs. Equipment in the New Boyd Theatre, Richmond. Va., Are
on Display in the Window of a Prominent Local Store. The Boyd Is the Newest House

in the Chain Operated in Virginia by W. J. Coulton.

profitably. The sensational success of
"Charmaine" and "Diane," both com-
posed by Erno Rapee as theme songs for
pictures and one following the other in

comparatively short time, focussed the
attention of the song publisher and the
song writer on the motion picture as the
greatest publicity medium in sight. The
tie-up of publicity for the picture theme
song through the theatre orchestra or the

sound reproducing apparatus, and the

radio broadcasters form an unbeatable
combination for poputaxizing a tune. In-

deed, pictures have madfe^p much money
for songs that the big line producers of
the films have decided to cut in on some
of the profits—-as well as assure them-
selves of an adequate supply of musical
material—and have bought into song pub-
lishing firms or are now busily engaged
in starting their own music publishing
subsidiary.

The picture "Ramona" benefitted im-
measurably through the song of that title

which was used as its principal theme
in theatre scores. "Ramona" was ex-
tensively exploited through merchant tie-

ups, music stores, and radio renditions
of the song. Indeed the tie-up worked
so well for the music dealers as well as

the theatre men that both got together
again at the first opportunity for another
co-operative drive. "Angela Mia," the
song written for "Street Angel," "Jean-
nine I Dream of Lilac Time," "I Loved
You Then as I Love You Now," theme
songs for "Lilac Time" and "Dancing
Daughters" respectively, were important
factors in all the key city campaigning
for those films. It remained for Al Jol-

son to come' along with "Sonny Boy" and
"Rainbow Round My Shoulder" as

original airs for his picture "The Singing
Fool" and prove that there are millions

in writing a song hit for a synchronized
picture.

The character of the pictures them-
selves set the style for exploitation. Wit-
ness, as you run your eye back over the

1928 exploitation, the extensive use of

aviation as a valuable asset of the theatre

seeking to publicize a special show.
"Wings," which gained general release

last year '"Legion of the Condemned,"
"Air Circus," "Lilac Time," and the other

aviation pictures set a style which the

exhibitors found no little fun in following

and a good deal of profit in adopting.

The theatre men in the key cities have
(Continued on page 109)
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York Theatre,

Majestic Theatre,

Temple Theatre,

Circle Theatre,

TO KNOW
THE NEW

FULCO PROJECTOR
—is to concede its superiority in the field of

picture projecting mechanism. For the silent

photoplay or those that include voice and all

sorts of recorded sound it is unsurpassed.

Convince yourself of this by investigating any

P* FULCO PROJECTOR installation.

Here are some of them:

York, Neb. Dixie Theatre, Appalachicola, Fla.

E. St. Louis, 111. Star Theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.

Alton, 111. Parkside Theatre, San Francisco, Calif.

Nevada, la. Peninsula Theatre, Burlingame, Calif.

El Camino Theatre, San Rafael, Calif.

We are pioneers in the designing and manufacturing

of projection room equipment and accessories of the

most advanced type; the kind which assures maximum
protection against fire. Our little price list and catalog

may be conveniently carried in the pocket. Ask for

one.

E. E. FULTON CO.
C. H. FULTON, President

F. A. VAN HUSAN, Vice-Pres. & Sale* Mgr.

A. G. JARMES, Treasurer

Executive Headquarters

1018 S. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, III.

BRANCHES

1018 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

115 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

3403 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
151 SEVENTH ST., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
340 N. ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
255 GOLDEN GATE AVE., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIf

.

146 WALTON ST., ATLANTA, GA.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON SEATTLE

FACTORY

2001 S. CALIFORNIA AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Forecast Record Construction in 1929
Theatre Building and Box Office Averages Map

Above Average EusineBs

Average Buslneu

Under Average Business

1

(£)

cz Light new construction

©,cz
fii\w cz Heavy new construction

The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven terri-

tories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed

theatre building as represented for the period from November 15th to

December 15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of

dollars and cents rather than number of projects.

The shading is in four densities ; solid, which represents the greatest

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation

of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative build-

ing ; and the very light areas, where the investment in new theatre pro-

jects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics

visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing com-
parative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.

The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate

averages of theatre attendance during the period from November 15th

to December 15th, 1928. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at

the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied

in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre

expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar

or nearly similar conditions.

These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the Key
City Reports, published weekly in Motion Picture News, and other

sources of information gathered by this publication.

THE 1929 Building Forecast as presented by the

Architectural Forum in its eighth annual building survey

lists theatres with a program of $163,559,000. In the

1928 forecast the total theatre building was placed at $161,-

938,000, which shows a slight increase for theatre building for

the 1929 program.
As shown on the accompanying map, the greater part of

this building will be carried on in the North Atlantic and the

Middle States while the Western, South Western and New
England States will share a lighter volume of new building,

practically in equal proportion. The South Eastern territory

is given but a light theatre building forecast.

It will l>e noted upon examination of the accompanying
map that the North Atlantic States are to receive by far the

heaviest building per unit of territory, as the total building

in the territory almost equals that of the Middle States where

the total area exceeds that of the Norh Alantic States several

times.

Also, in New England, the building per unit of area will

greatly exceed that of the Western and South Western States,

even though the investment of totals shown are practically

the same for the three territories.

In this forecast by the Architectural Forum, no allowance

is made for the cost of site nor for the cost of equipment.

As it is customary in this industry to take into account the

cost of site and equipment when speaking of the cost of a

theatre, the totals given by the Architectural Forum represent

only approximately three-quarters the figures necessary for

correct interpretation by the motion picture industry. Making
allowances for the cost of equipment and sites, the total theatre

constructions for the United States for 1929 will equal approx-
imately $240,000,000. In order that a comparison can be made
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of the building for the various territorial divisions of the

United States for the past two years and for 1929, the follow-

ing table has been prepared

:

Section 1929 1928 1927
New England $6,366,800 $21,920,000 $18,637,500
North Alantic 62,891,400 43,114,000 54,747,500
South Eastern .... 3,746,600 4,167,000 6,995,000
Southwestern.... 7,812,200 3,777,ooo 11,012,500

Middle 74,032,200 71,620,000 93,367,500
Western 8,773,600 17,340,000 14,892,500

It will be seen from this tabulation that the North Atlantic

States show an increase for 1928 over 1927 of .approximately

50 per cent while the Middle States are scheduled for a

slight increase. Also, in the South Western division, the

prediction holds for more than 100 per cent increase in theatre

building activities. New England and the Western States

suffer a large retrenchment in theatre building activities.

The figures given in this tabulation are for the cost of

construction and do not include cost of site and equipment.

1928 differed from 1927 in theatre building particularly in

the average cost per theatre. The theatre of 1928 represented

a considerably less investment than the 1927 house. This
same condition is expected to prevail for 1929, where the

average cost per house will remain approximately the same
as for 1928.

UPON analysis of the monthly theatre building reports

which have been published by "The Showman," it was
found that the average cost per theatre for the entire country for

1928 was $271,600, with a seating capacity of 1,300 and cost per

seat of $208.00. There were relatively few houses costing

over $500,000 built last year as compared with this class of

house constructed in 1927. It is predicted that there will be

relatively few theatres built which will cost over a half million

dollars during 1929 as the theatre industry has entered upon
a period of building which is centering on the better class

neighborhood theatres and houses in the smaller centers of
population. The theory has been advanced by this depart-
ment that the motion picture industry has experienced an
enormous expansion in theatre building during the past four
years and that this rate of building has reached a point of
stability which is accommodating the steadily increase in popu-
lation of this country and also the natural replacement of
obsolete theatres.

The records for theatre building for the past four years

have borne out our theory and we feel justified in predicting

that the theatre building programs for the next several years
will be maintained at relatively the same volume as has been
enjoyed for the past four years. The Architectural Forum
in speaking of building in general in the United States tends

to confirm our prediction:
"—The theory was advanced that we have practically arrived

at a new, normal, annual volume of building construction

from which deviations might occur only in direct occurrence

with the variations in general prosperity and business activity.

1929 Theatre Building

Forecast by Districts
In actual figures the 1929 theatre building forecast

for each territorial division of the United States is

as follows:

Middle States $74,032,200

North Atlantic States 62,891,400

Western States 8,773,600

South Western States 7,812,200

New England States 6,366,800
South Eastern States 3,746,600

Total for U. S $163,622,800

"—We predict therefore that building activities during the

year 1929 will be maintained on approximately the same general

level which has been established during the last three years

with a definite possibility of the total exceeding any previous

year."

While the above statements made by the Architectural Forum
refer directly to all building in the United States, yet they

must refer indirectly to theatre building as the various factors

mentioned exert an equal influence on amusements as upon
any other division of our national activities.

Our report is in direct refutation of the many statements

that are continually appearing in print to the effect that

theatre building will or has become stagnated. These pre-

dictions frequently have been for the past four years though
in every instance failed to materialize.

The sale of theatre equipment has enjoyed an increase during

1928 over any year in the history of the theatre industry.

This increased sale has been due primarily to the greater

appreciation which theatre owners today give to the importance
of fine equipment in popularizing theatres with the public.

It is now fully recognized that any theatre which is not com-
pletely eqiupped cannot expect to compete efficiently with
other houses in its neighborhood, nor expect to increase the

percentage of patrons in any given territory.

Renovating and remodelling have played an important part

in the record sales of equipment for 1928 and will also play
an equal part for equipment sales for 1929. With the exception

of an unforseen depression in business, it's practically a fore-

gone conclusion that equipment sales for 1929 will exceed
those for 1928.

THEATRE attendance during the period November 15 to

December 15 held up particularly well in the face of many
adverse conditions. The latter part of that period came within
the usual pre-Christmas slump and many of the key cities, par-

ticularly in the West, during the entire period, were in the
throes of flu epidemics, which, of course, hit the box offices a
severe blow. It is not many years since an epidemic as severe

as that which recently swept over many localities would have
paralized theatre business. With improved conditions and more
intelligent handling of the situation, as well as the fact that a

majority of the theatres in the big cities are scientifically ven-
tilated and properly cared for, shutdowns as a probable outcome
of flu epidemics are becoming increasingly rare.

A comparison of the map for the current period with that

of last month shows 13 key cities at average as against 18 at

average last month ; 6 cities with above average ratings this

month, while only 4 cities reached that peak last month ; while

on the current map there are 7 under averages as compared with

6 under average last month.
The Thanksgiving holiday was marked by especially good

business at a majority of the key city theatres, an important

factor in holding up averages in a period marked by decided

slumps of a seasonal and local character.

The picture which rated highest as attractions at key city first

run theatres during the period of this report cover a wide
variety of entertainment styles. The top of the list is occupied

by a silent film, though close on its heels as the attraction with

the greatest number of above average and average runs was
"The Singing Fool," which led the list last month. This is

unusual, because the comparatively limited number of key city

first runs are played out by any one picture before the second

month rolls around—unless of course there is something extra-

ordinary like "Singing Fool" to score extended runs in suf-

ficient numbers to hold it on equal terms with the number of

first runs which naturally fall to a newer release.

The ten pictures, which, according to the reports to this de-

partment from key city first runs, ran up the greatest number
of profitable showings at the "big houses" are

:

1. "Show People"
2. "The Singing Fool"

3. "Masks of the Devil"

4. "Show Girl"

5. "Submarine"

6.

7-

8.

10.

"West of Zanzibar"

"The Woman Disputed"
"Abie's Irish Rose"

(sound version)

"White Shadows in the

South Seas"
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RAPP«»<,RMP1
mdsterpi'ece

1

Brooklyn
Paramount

SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, M<1.

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, \. Y.

( Uricago, III.

Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, .Minn.

New York, N.Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif.

Seattle, \\ ash.

CUE magnificent new Brooklyn Paramount is but one of
the many Rapp and Rapp designed theatres in which

you will find Heywood -Wakefield theatre seating.

Specially designed seats for the Oriental and Palaee-Orpheum
in Clin ag*>, the Michigan in Detroit, and several more excep-
tional showhouses were developed in co-operation with these

outstanding architects. Rapp and Rapp have confidence in

Heywood-Wakefield seating, because they know how comfort-
ably and how well it is built, how attractively it is designed and
finished, and how it brings big dividends to the box office.

May we tell you more about this world's largest selling line of

theatre chairs? A note to a Heywood-Wakefield sales office

will bring an experienced representative who will be glad to ex-

plain the box office appeal ofHeywood-Wakefield theatre seating.

HEYWOOD<*WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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"Cultivating a new
attitude towards en-
tertainment is diffi-

cult the manager
who tries it often
becomes a target for
bitter objection from
many patrons."

97

Silence!
Picture Theatre Men Face New
Problems with the Advent of

Audible Screen Programs—Not
the Least of Which is Need to

Educate Old Patrons to the New
Habit of Letting the Pictures

Provide All the "Sound Effects"

ADVENT of the talking picture,

upsetting the whole industry as has

nothing since the first film was
made, brings new problems—and many
of them—to the manager of a theatre

which specializes in all-audible programs
—that is, programs in which all the fea-

1 Ltres are either too per cent talking, syn-
chronized to sound, music and dialogue
or with only sound effects.

At the Great Lakes theatre, the first

house in Buffalo to inaugurate this sort

of program and the third theatre in the
country to be wired for so-called "talk-

ing pictures," we have been pioneering in

the matter of handling audiences under
the new regime. Like many other
pioneers, we have had our troubles

—

troubles aplenty of one sort or another.
What to do is the question. Educat-

ing the public to a new manner or means
of entertainment is difficult ; it takes

much time, and the manager who tries it,

as many of us have learned in the past,

is a target for bitter objection from many
patrons who, once used to silent films,

find it almost impossible not to do those

things which are impossible in a house
which programs sound and talking fea-

tures.

The manager, for instance, who tries to

impress upon patrons the necessity for

silence, both at entering and leaving the

house, so that other patrons may find

pleasure in the synchronized music or

spoken word, is often misunderstood. In

tact, as will be seen by the most critical,

if only they will consider for a moment,
his only thought is for the convenience,

comfort and enjoyment of the patron.

After all it's a matter of business with

him and under different circumstances he

would not care if the patron did laugh and
talk. Tn fact, he would rather a patron

By

H. M. Addison

Managing Director
Great Lakes Theatre,

Buffalo

would bv this means indicate his or her

enjoyment—but it is NOT THE THING
when so much of the other patron's en-

joyment depends upon hearing the music
or spoken word.

Silence, or at least a quietness, which
is so essential to other folk's enjoyment
of the picture, is suggested in many ways.
lew of us have gone as far as has Roxy
in his New York theatre, where great

signs carry the message in bold letters at

A Sermon on the Golden Rule—For Theatergoers

SILENCE
CAdds to Everyone's Pleasure

With the coming of Ulkuife

\ OD pictures, it is up to YOU
to be of help in your NEIGH-

"HOME BOR'S enjoyment of the

TOWNERS," :

boon, for only by YOUR
silence can lie be assured

all-talking, of 100 per cent, entertain-

is shown ment. Here is an excellent

chance for the application of

TODAY the Golden Rule—the person

at next to you is QUIET, why

11, 12:45, 3:10 '
not be QUIET, too? Par-

5:30, 7:50 ticularly upon entering and
leaving the theater, are pat-

10:15 p.m. ,

trons requested to observe

the rule, for the benefit of

CD
those already seated. A
momentVloud talk may spoil

GREAT LAKES
THEATRE

A Sermon on the Golden Rule—For Theatergoers

.

every turn. If the patron would only

lake the manager's suggestions as sugges-
tions and realize the request for silence is

for the greatest good for the greatest

number, it would be a wonderful help.

Silent film audiences were accustomed
to coming into the show at any time, go-
ing out at their convenience, squeezing

by others in the same row of seats and
shutting off the view of the screen, for

the moment, on their way to the aisles.

It didn't matter so much, as the thread of

the plot of the picture being shown could

be picked up easily.

But now that the talkies are with us, so

much depending upon the spoken word or

the synchronized music, it is at times dif-

ficult for a spectator to pick up the story

>vhen he enters half-way through the pic-

GREAT LAKES
THEATRE

Packing 'em in!

Here's the reason:
COURIER-EXPRESS—At last a talking movie—and all-

talking, mind you, that is a success in the mroda of the

audience.

NEWS—If you like a hearty, swashbuckling spook

drama, with just enough thrills to give an edgo. don't miss

"The Terror,"

TIMES—'

' The Terror,

'

pleased audiences last night.

100 per cent, talkie, highly

See it Today
at 11, 1, 3.30, 5.20, 8, 10.15

LASTWORD«TALKING PICTURES.'

//iVkius C
/lm>Et£jTtM£nr

-A Wov/
WARNER BR^S-SECOND
1002 ALL-TALKING

PICTURE

Ads usr-d in the newspaper campaign to improve conditions for audible screen presen-
tations. On the left an explanation of the need for silence in the theatre. Ob

the right a current run ad stressing the time schedules for feature showings.
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thus the whole show is spoiled,

already in the theal re be-

ginning to voice their objection to the

late-comer and thus the manager i

fronted with a dual problem.

To help out, the Great Lakes theatre,

together with scores of other places of

amusement, is stressing heavily the time

the feature opens. For instance, oi

rds and in advertisements, the

message is carried that the feature pic-

ture is shown six times a day, opening at

a certain definite time. In the advertising

a few minutes leeway is given, so that

patrons have no excuse for being late.

THERE is even being considered right

now the plan of having a two-min-
ute intermission between sections of talk-

ing pictures, no one to be seated during
the screening of the picture. This works
well where short subjects are being

shown, as we have demonstrated at the

Great Lakes by temporary arrangement,

but with feature length subjects it is not

possible. It would work well in neighbor-

hood houses, and is in fact now in vogue
at many of these places, but in a down-
town theatre with six shows a day it is

impossible.

At various times, too, the manager
uses the public speaker system in the

house to personally announce to audiences
coming attractions, incorporating each

time the request that audiences do their

best to remain silent, particularly during
al'.-talking features, stress being laid on
the necessity for close following of dia-

logue in the picture to assure the patron's

clear understanding of the thread of the

picture, often carried completely via the

Vitaphone or Movietone sound. The
audiences are also requested, as far as

possible, not to leave the theatre during
the showing of the feature picture, at

least, but to remain until the end and
then leave in the general move toward
the exits.

As it stands, it is up to the patrons to

make talking pictures a success—for the

other fellow. The golden rule must be

the yardstick by which enjoyment of
this new means of entertainment may be
best enjoyed. If all work together, it

will benefit all.

IN the meantime, do not let anyone tell

you that "talking pictures" are not
the picture of the future. "Talking pic-

tures" are here to stay. They will be im-
proved continually. Xext season's prod-
uct will make this year's look like last

week's news reel.

If you think that good production has
now been reached in these pictures, wait
until hear and enjoy next year's

ict. As succeeding efforts •

from the studio mills, the tremendous
possibilities of "talking pii tures" becomes
apparent. In the past, few stage p
have made good screen material. In the
future, they should make some of the besl

features the screen will produce and also

the greatest money makers.
Think of hearing and seeing "The

Signs |>l;ir>'<l over exists are shown
above. They are while with red

lettering.

The service manager casually displays a
"silence pleas*'" eard as he walks by a noisy

group in the lobby or foyer.

AN AUDIBLE FEATURE
IS NOW BEING PRESENTED

Won't you lnl[> thost already

seated b) remaining

QUIET?

Left above—Usher assigned to main street lobby hands out cards, reproduced below,

to patrons as they enter the theatre. It is necessary that a boy with understanding
and a wide smile do ihis work, as it might become a matter over which a patron
would take offense. On the right is a view of the outer lobby, showing signs which

request patrons to observe the rule of silence.

1 lesert Song," "Rio Rita," "The Green
I fat," 'The Trial of Mary Dugan," "Ani-
mal Crackers" and productions of that

kind on the screen. At this time the pro-

ducers are bending every effort to turn

cut bigger pictures and better pictures

and all with dialogue, musical or sound
synchronization. They will do it, beyond
a doubt.

The new era is here. It will not be
manifest over night and there will be

many disappointments and many dis-

couragements, but remember this, the

the success or failure of the greatest de-

velopmenl the motion picture industry has

en, to a great extent is up to the

re nun themselves, who form the

poinl of contacl between the producers
and the patrons of this new entertainment.

The establishment of a "do unto others

as you would have them do unto you"
policy on the part of the theatre goers

will spell success for the "talkies."

Survey by National Society

Includes Row Hospital

The Roxy Theatre gained national

recognition for one of its unusual fea-

tures, in being the only institution of

its kind to be included in the survey of

the National Organization for Public

Health Nursing in Commerce and In-

dustry.

The Organization selected the Roxy
Theatre as a representative institution

bei ause of its complete hospital and nurs-

ing equipment, as an important adjunct

of the service rendered to patrons and

employees.
In the twenty months that it lias been

operating, the Roxy Hospital has taken

care of more than 5000 cases ranging

from sore throat to epileptic strokes.

There are two trained nurses constantly

in attendance, with 12 physicians on call.
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\OVt OVEIt 200 l»till MONTH!
Thafs i In- way theaters sill

over l In* country are installing
Phototone Sight-Sound Policy

T|HE seven hundred theaters now
using Phototone are getting the
crowds with " sight - sound "

programs. And they didn't pay $11,000 for the
equipment. It'll pay you to get on the "sight-
sound" bandwagon with them—especially since

you can do it for only $500.

That's all Phototone costs with baffle board
and dynamic cone speaker. It is $575 with two
baffle board speakers and with cue cabinet con-
taining fifty records and fifty filing devices. All

the sound effects and themes you can use for all

the situations in your bookings. Music by the

world's greatest orchestras.

Now's your chance to start packing the crowds
in for real honest-to-goodness "sight-sound"
programs. Beat your competitor to it.

Be sure and hear the

new Phototone cone

sound hoard speaker

1531 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

132S Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1025 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

J'OR small annual cost you can equip your theater with Photo-

tone's new cue and record service. This gives you a circulat-

ing library of sound records made exclusively for Phototone—also

standard records for incidental use, and special noise records

such as mob sounds, growls, shrieks, sirens, etc.

By means of this new sound service your Phototone disc li-

brary will be replenished with cue servicemadeup by theThematic
Music Cue Service of New York, which is also writing original

scores for Phototone.

Mail the coupon. Get the details.

Check the information you want and mail this coupon to the

Phototone Company, North Vernon, Ind.

Record Cue Service

Phototone Equipment

NAME

ADDRESS.

COMPANY.

CITY STATE.

*H6*OfoNfc
The new Phototone cone

sound board is clear and
distinct— built for long

hard service

Phototone Branch Offices
Neil Thompson, Argos, Ind. 220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C.

(for Indianapolis and Cleveland) 815 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

327 E. Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio 3706 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

70S W. Grand Ave.. Oklahoma. City, Okla.

5332 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Phil Pierce Company, Dallas, Texas

CUE VOIR PICTURES WITH THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC
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The owners of the Plaza Theatre in Kansas City spent $25,000 for the purchase of property and its improvement a* a parking
space for cars of patrons attending the theatre. The park shown above is opposite the theatre and accomodates 350 ears.

This Car Park is Paying the Theatre Dividends on

the Investment of $25,000 Involved

THE old and accepted theory that

the cost of a theatre should be

spent in the theatre building itself

seems to have been somewhat altered in

Kansas City.

What now appears to have been one
of the smartest moves in suburban the-

atre building was made by the J. C.
Nichols Companies, which recently com-
pleted the $1,000,000 Plaza theatre, which
seats 2,200. Much money was spent on
antique Spanish fixtures, it is true, but
the most dividend-paying expenditure
appears to have been $25,000 spent on a
free parking station, which resembles a
beautiful park more than it does a park-
ing station, having a capacity of about

350 automobiles.

"An exhibitor may spend much money
for handsome fixtures or a beautiful lob-

by, or even super- feature pictures, but
after a patron has parked his car four
blocks away and has to walk to the the-

atre the beauty of those fixtures fade
somewhat," Jack F. Truitt, managing di-

rector of the Plaza, said. "There is only

one way a large suburban theatre can
hope to retain the patronage in its neigh-

borhood. That is offering equally as good
a show as can be seen downtown under
more convenient circumstances. A movie-
goer in any large city naturally expects

to do some walkinig to the theatre after

he has parked his car. If a large subur-

ban theatre in his neighborhood can offer

him the same show and free parking sta-

Exhibitors may spend

much money on ornate

lobbies and even for

super-films but after the

patron has parked his

car + blocks away and

walked back to the

theatre the beauty of

those attractions has faded

somewhat

!

tion within a stone's throw of the the-

atre, what is the result ? The answer is

obvious.

"I can say truthfully that the Plaza
has attracted patrons from the most re-

mote sections of Kansas City, not to see

a larger house than could be found down-
town, as such is not the case; not to see

a more beautiful theatre or a better pic-

ture, but simply because the average the-

atre patron who drives a motor car is

reluctant about parking a distance from
his destination— and walking hack—so

the large parking station—free—right

next to the Plaza appeals to him.

"The motor car and the theatres are

most closely linked than many persons

realize. They are becoming more closely

linked each year, too. As a general rule,

the slightest factor can change the de-

cision of a man or a woman concerning

the subject: 'What shall we do this even-

ing?' A bridge party with friends, the

radio at a friend's house, a theatre down-
town -all of those arc possibilities, along

with the usual alternative of taking a

motor car ride out on some highway. A
theatre might be showing a picture which
the persons in question might like to see,

1 in i the thought of having to bother with

parking worries changes the decision to

something else in the way of entertain-

ment for the evening.

"Frankly, I am firmly convinced that

the money invested in the Plaza's free

parking station will pay dividends as

quickly and surely as government bonds."
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Is youi* seating /
a i*eal attraction?

__j

Whether you make or mar the appearance of

your theater interior depends a very great deal

upon the seating. Today, people are more dis-

cerning, more critical and more responsive to

beauty. Just ordinary seating won't do. Seating

must harmonize with its surroundings.

Steel Furniture Company has long pioneered

this new day development in seating. Steel

knows theater seating requirements thoroughly

and has to its credit many of the finest theater

installations in the world. Steel seating is a real

attraction—comfortable and enduring. Our ex-

pert planning service is at your disposal. We
welcome an inquiry from you. Get the Steel

catalog showing chairs of indescribable beauty

at prices that denote real values.

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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It's Easy to Handle Sound Pictures if

You Avoid These Common Mistakes
MANY exhibitors who are having

their first experience in the vari-

ous details of sound presentation

have encountered various difficulties in

the handling and use of wax records and
itone (sound track) subjects.

A great many of the common mistakes

involved in unpacking and preparing

these sound pictures for showing may be

quite easily avoided, according to William
D. Kelly, head of the film department of

Metro < nildwyn-Mayer, who has pre-

pared the following summary of sugges-

tions for the convenience of exhibitors

and exchanges.

Sound films, as most exhibitors know,
are produced by the Yitaphone or disc

method and the Movietone or film meth-

od.

Records are of a standard size, sixteen

inches in diameter. One disc carries

synchronization for one reel of film. Each
disc weighs approximately one and three-

quarters pounds. Packed for shipment,

the weight is very close to two pounds.
Each disc is represented by the makers

to have an average life of from fifteen to

twenty reproductions. That is, it is con-

tended that good service can be obtained

up to fifteenth or twentieth time that the

record is run through the theatre's re-

producing machine. In actual practice,

however, motion picture distributors are

counting a disc's life to be much more lim-

ited than this. Four sets of records are

usually being provided to week-run the-

atres. If four shows are given on week
days and five on Saturday and Sunday,
the four sets of records will average seven
and one-half shows per set. That is,

each disc will be run seven or eight times.

Proportionate figuring is done for thea-

tres which change two. three and four or
more times weekly. The real considera-

tion, of course, is the number of show-.

rather than the number of days, While
there is no hard-and-fast rule, the average
here indicated seems to be pretty well

maintained.

Utility of discs, incidentally, is also

affected by the sort of recording which
they contain. Two of them in the same
set will not necessarily have the same life.

Records of high notes or shrill sounds
will not last as long as those of low regis-

ter. Thus, one disc of a set may be ren-
dered useless for reproducing purposes
before the others are. Unless this one is

replaced, the others obviously will be of
little value.

The number of discs provided with a

synchronized picture is equal to the num-
ber of reels, plus one. The extra disc

carries the overture. Thus, with a six-

reel picture, there would be seven discs;

with a nine-reel picture, ten discs, ai

on.

One of the M-G-M exchanges had been

receiving persistent complaints from a

certain account of the warping of discs.

Investigation revealed that the theatre

operator had regularly been storing the

discs when not in use by standing them
on edge.

This theatre is one of a large chain

and it developed that its house managers
and projectionists never had ljeen in-

structed by the theatre organization re-

garding the proper handling of discs.

Only recently, since we directed attention

lo the matter, has this chain organization

explained to its employees that discs are

fragile, easily warped and damaged by

heat.

Attention should be called both to the

necessity for flat storage and for avoid-

ance of heat, such as that from rheostats,

lamps, radiators, and so forth.

Discs may warp if they are laid on an
uneven surface. Great care, therefore,

should be exercised in setting them clown,

even temporarily. They should not be
lifted or carried in stacks, nor be placed

on any surface which does not equal in

length and breadth the circumference of

the disc. Overlapping the edge of a flat

table or shelf may cause bending. So also

may the horizontal lifting of discs

by the edge, so that the weight is not

supported oxer the disc's entire surface.

LONG experience of the Victor Com-
pany in packing discs for shipment

I as enabled them largely to overcome
warping in transit. Tt is not probable,

therefore, that many discs will be found
to be warped at the time the shipping case

is opened. Should such warping he dis-

covered, or should it develop subsequently
in the exchange, the difficulty can usually
be overcome by placing the discs tem-
porarily on a true flat surface. Their
tendency under this treatment will be to

straighten themselves.

As little time as possible should elapse

between unpacking and the storage of
iliscs in racks.

\s previously has been stated, the discs

are affected both by dampness and heat.

They must not be stored near a radiator

and should be kepi always in a place

which is both dry and reasonably cool.

I Inless this is done, warping is very
likely to result, even though the disc may
In- properly stored in the racks which

been provided for that purpose.
It is very easy to scratch discs in the

process of handling in the exchange.
Such scratching may occur in a great
variety of ways—by the disc striking a
ring, a button on clothing, the edge of
another disc, the corner of a table, the

of a rack, or by coming in contact,

even lightly, with any other hard or
sharp object.

Discs, in spite of the impression which

may prevail to the contrary, are com-
paratively soft. The channels or grooves
containing the sound record are really

very gragile shells and may easily be
broken down. A pin is much more than
sufficiently strong for this purpose.

In general, our suggestion is that discs

be handled much as very thin and fragile

glassware would be.

TIIP sound track of synchronized

film is processed with a very thin

protective coating. The purpose of this

coating is to prevent the absorption of oil

1)V the film and damaging from dirt.

In cleaning the sound track of film

which is thus processed, do not use Car-

bona or Carbon Tetracloride, as this re-

moves the coating. Wipe carefully with

a dry chamois. This will remove the sur-

face oil and dust and keep the sound
track in proper condition.

Vitaphone film has 16 frames per foot,

and each foot is numbered. Beginning

with "o" at the starting mark, the i6th

frame after the starting mark is marked
No. i. The 1 6th frame after No. i is

marked No. 2, and so throughout the

print. There are, therefore, 15 frames

without numbers between each pair of

numbers. By this system, the position of

every single frame in the reel is indicated.

In synchronized features there are in ad-

dition other numbers on the margin of the

picture, which indicates the scene numbers
of the picture. These numbers can be

the film which indicate the scene numbers
distinguished from the footage numbers,
because they have a dash at each side, as

tor instance "—286—," the footage num-
bers themselves being simply "286," with-

out the dash at either end. In cases

where the scene and footage numbers
conflict, the footage number is omitted,

but is counted, and reference will have to

be made to the next footage number in

sequence.

If a footage number does not appear

at each 16th frame, continue counting

until you reach the next number, when
you should then have 31 frames between
the two footage numbers.
With the numbering system described,

it is easy to ascertain whether or not a
print has the proper number of frames

by simply examining each splice and
counting the footage numbers on each

side. The two numbers should be con-

secutive and there should be 15 frames
without numbers between them.

In case of a break in a film, make a

patch by inserting black leader. Be sure

that the number of frames of black leader

inserted is exactly the same as the num-
ber of frames you take out of the film,

plus the frames used for the patches.

After putting in the black leader, be sure

to check up and see that the numbers
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Correct Way to Place Disc on Turn-table, Illustrated Above. Model Booth. Note Box at Left for Discs.

Light That Reproduces Sound
Movietone System.

Correct Position of Operator in Run-
ning Projector.

Fireproof Bins for Storage of "Sound
Track" Films.

follow in sequence and that there are ex-

actly 15 frames without numbers between
each pair of footage numbers.

If any numbered frames are missing,

or if the missing portion is more than one
foot, you will have to check both sides of

the break to the next number, and after

making the splice, see that you do not

forget the intervening numbered frames.

Prints for use with disc records (Vita-

phone system) differ in several respects

from those which exhibitors are accus-

tomed to handle. The most important
differences are as follows: The prints

have greater footage than those of non-
sound subjects, this difference being at

the beginning and end of reels.

At the beginning of each reel there is

a title reading: "This reel is properly
marked for sound effects." This title is

followed by one frame marked "Start,"

which is the starting point of the reel and
corresponds to the starting point of the

disc, which is also clearly marked. Foot-
ages of prints must be constantly main-
tained at their original length from the

point marked "Start" to the end, if proper
sound reproduction is to be had.
The entire reel is printed on one con-

tinuous piece of raw stock and without

splices. The reel is assembled so that

it ends with a sub-title which has a mini-
mum length of 20 feet. The reel which
follows has a duplicate of the foregoing
title at the beginning and this duplicate

title measures 16 feet.

THESE duplicates are placed at the

end and beginning of reels to assist

in making switches from one projection

machine to another. Experience has
shown that it is more suitable to switch

reels on a sub-title than on a scene. There
may be exceptions where change-overs
take place after a fade-out and before a
fade-in. In such cases, additional foot-

age is provided at the fade-outs and the

fade-ins.

There are two reasons why duplicate

footage is required for switching reels

and discs. The additional footage is

needed at the end of the reel which is

being run so that the screen will not be
dark in event of delay in starting the fol-

lowing reel.

This duplication of material applies to

the sound record on the disc as well as to

the photographic image (title or fade)

on the film. In musical scoring, the or-

chestra leader morks the note which is

being played at the moment the last title

of each reel appears on the scene.

The orchestra then plays on as long as

the title holds the screen. In scoring the

next reel, the orchestra turns back to the

marked note and repeats the music which
was played at the end of the preceding

reel. How this affects actual operation

will be seen from the following explana-

tion:

Gianging Reels and Records : The
method to be used by the theatre when
changing over reels and discs is as fol-

lows

(A) The operator starts the next ma-
chine and the next disc, the moment the

first frame of the last title in the reel then

running appears on the screen. ( However,
the picture is not yet turned on, nor is the

record yet playing.)

(B) Five seconds after the second ma-
chines have been started, and while both

are running, the operator turns the second

projection machine on the screen and cuts

off the first projection machine. (The
second reel is now being shown to the audi-

ence, but it is running to the sound
record of the first disc).

(C) Four seconds after the second of

the above operations has been completed,

(Continued on pane 110)
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fifteen
years

FOR fifteen years, Motion Picture News has cov-

ered all the buyers in the theatre field.

Not a forced circulation, but one acquired and

retained thru the strength, character and service that

theatre owners recognize in the News.

Further, Motion Picture News equipment editions have

gained full recognition from theatre architects of con-

sequence. Architects are a mighty important factor

in the sale of theatre equipment.

When advertisers buy Motion Picture News circulation,

they are not paying for any "waste." They pay only

for the placing of their sales messages before readers

that actually buy.

It is because manufacturers of theatre equipment are

familiar with the complexities of the structure of the

theatre field that they recognize that Motion Pic-

ture News circulation represents the individuals and

organizations they must sell.

The largest as well as the longest established equip-

ment manufacturers in the theatre industry advertise

in Motion Picture News—some with campaigns that

have extended over fifteen years.
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They re buying Qomfort, Too,/

When the feature picture is finished, and the

lights go up, what is the effect? Glare?

Harsh shadows? Depressing gloom? It makes

a big difference. To your patrons. And to the

box-office. Good lighting is only

good business!

Good lighting depends upon the

quality of the lamps you burn.When
you use Edison Mazda* Lamps you

get lamps that are of a known stand-

ard of lamp quality the result of

years of constant research. In addi-

tion, you receive through reliable

theater supply organizations the en-

1879-1929
50 a t/lnniversary o/ the

(Invention of the Edison Lamp)

Examine your lighting. Write today for your

copy of the new free bulletin, "The Lighting

of Theaters and Auditoriums." You will find

in it many valuable ideas for the proper

lighting of your particular type and

size of theater. Just drop a line to

the Edison Lighting Institute, Edison

Lamp Works of General Electric

Company, Harrison, N. J.

Edison Mazda Lamps represent the

latest achievements of Mazda Ser-

vice, through which the benefits of

world-wide research and experiment

in the Laboratories of General Elec-

gineering services of the Edison Lamp Works trie are given exclusively to lamp manufac-

of General Electric Company. turers entitled to use the name Mazda.

* Mazda— the mark of a research service

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL E LECTRIC
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Sound Arrives at Skookum Hollow
And Reproduced Music Seems to Fit Better There Than in the Metropolis

RENTLY, a correspondent to

this department, wishing to im-

press upon us the enduring nature

of his regard, closed his letter with the

"Yours till Che Skookum Hollow
Theatre installs sound pictures."

Until very recently this expression

aptly served to indicate the general feel-

ing of futility which existed in regard to

the practical availability of sound devices

to the small theatre. The type of theatre,

that is to say, in which the choice of such

equipment rests solely upon financial

—

or rather, a lack of financial—considera-

tions which, ordinarily, do not confront

the larger houses situated in more pros-

perous localities.

At the time of their first general ap-

pearance, sound pictures, like the play-

ing of golf, were the sport of the rich and
the seemingly unobtainable goal of the

poor. Today, sound pictures, so-called,

even as golf, are within the reach of all,

including even the village theatre of the

Opera House type with its single nightly

showings.

Sound pictures, in truth, have come to

the Skookum Hollow Theatre. And

—

what mockery—they appear to offer more
advantage to this class of theatre than

to any other. Indeed, sound pictures ap-

pear to be the very salvation of those the-

atres which, heretofore, have had to rely

upon nothing better than a piano or an
organ accompaniment to provide a musi-

cal background for their picture presenta-

tions.

The considerations which surround the

installation of sound pictures are, for the

small theatre, entirely different from those

which apply in the case of the large city

theatres.

Increased operating economy is of no
import to the small theatre because for an
annual cost which is little or no greater

than its present schedule it can obtain

far superior musical accompaniments. In
the large theatre, however, which uses

sound equipment to displace high priced

orchestras, the offering of "canned" music

represents a positive retrogression in the

matter of musical quality; a retrogression

which is deliberately incurred for the

sake of obtaining increased operating

economies.

Of course, the ultimate summation of

all advantages in both cases is not so

simple as expressed above because the in-

stallation of relatively high-priced equip-

ment by the large theatre makes it pos-

sible for this class to present features

which are beyond the kent of the village

house. Chief among these features is

that of talking pictures. Another is the

synchronization of music with film by the

bands of experts.

ASIDE from the purely musical ad-

vantages which non-synchronous ap-

paratus holds forth to the small theatre

of limited financial means, there are addi-

tional advantages in the form of realistic

si und effects which can be cued to suit-

able pictures and which further tend to

level off the differences that exist between
the deluxe house and the small theatre.

Sound effects of every conceivable na-

ture are now available to all theatres at

a very moderate price as respects both

equipment and accessories (sound rec-

ords"). As a practical example of the in-

ti resl which these sound effects hold for

the small town theatre we present here-

with a letter by William < .. Walker, Man-
ager of the Pastime Theatre, Coplay,
I 'enna.

:

I am a reader of the columns in your
Projection Department in the News. I

would like to have some information on
how to produce sound effects such as air-

plane motors, gun shots, etc. We are
using non-synchronized phonographic music
records with the picture.

Our outfit is similar t" the Orchestra-

phone, using Western Electric amplifica-

tion and com type speakers.

For your convenience I am enclosing

stamped and addressed envelope for reply.

This letter is but one of many received,

all with the same thought in the minds of

the writers.

A complete library of sound effect

records are now available to all theatres

which have the apparatus required to re-

produce them. In this connection we
wish to bring to the atention of exhibitors

who are in a position to make use of this

service a typical library which offers 12

double faced sound effect records con-

taining over 30 different sound effects

with which any exhibitor can actually cue
his pictures.

These records are electrically recorded

and are manufactured of high grade ma-
terials and offer to the theatre realistic

sounds of every nature.

A specific list of the sound effects of-

fered are as follows

:

Sleigh bells, steamboat whistle, cheer-

ing of carnival crowds, gun shots (singly

or in volleys), auto horn, crash of falling

(Continued on page 114)

AT ANNUAL MEETING OF HEYWOOD-WAKEFIEI.D ORGANIZATION
In the group above arc members of the sales organisation of the Public Scaling Division and executives of the Heywood-Wakcfield
Company, manufacturer of theatre chairs, who atllnded the recent annual meeting held at the plant of the company at Gardner,

Mass. Standing in the center, number 25, in the group, is Mr. L< II. Greenwood, president of Heywood-Wakefield Company.
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Simplex Supremacy
WILL BE MAINTAINED

AND A

Pledge of Progress
IS MADE FOR

Simplex Projectors
FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
WE HAVE SERVED THE

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

AND

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
MADE IN THE LARGEST FACTORY
OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

have won absolute, unquestioned
international leadership

a resolve to aqain deserve this
qood will and confidence is

our 1929 new year's messaqe

International Projector Corporation
90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK

9

1
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering

Kliegl Offers New
Type Mazda Unit

for Studio Work
THE advent of the talking movie,

with its sensitive sound-recording
instruments, imposing a restriction

tor absolute silence in the studio, and the

demand for greater economy in the light-

ing of studio sets, has resulted in the

development of a new form of "Klieg-

lights" for motion picture photography,
in which high-candle-power incandescent

lamps are used for the light source.

The new Kliegs, it is asserted, furnish

brilliant, evenly diffused light high in

actinic qualities, permitting photography
with clearness of detail, full color values,

sharp definition, and freedom from sound
interference.

Incandescent studio lighting w a s

brought into almost general vogue at the

bigger studios during the past year. Fac-
tors which give the incandescent prefer-

ence over the arc as a studio light source

—as exhaustive experimentation at vari-

ous coast studios developed—are reduced
labor requirements in operation, the light-

ness of the equipment, making transpor-

tation less costly, economies in current
consumption, production time and the

ease and speed with which they are han-
dled. With the introduction of sound
recording, particularly with the "light

track on film" system, difficulties arose
from the extraneous sounds or noises

which incandescent lamps caused. Thus,
the accomplishment of a noiseless lamp
of this type represents an important step
in improvement.
The Klieglights of the incandescent

type operate on the service line, whether
A.C. or D.C., and the makers claim ab-
solute freedom from sound interference.
There are four types of units, for gen-

eral illumination, long-range spotlighting
over a restricted area, floodlight for

evenly-diffused brilliant light, spotlight

for long-range concentrated beam. The
units are described as follows

:

KLIEG-SUN (No. 114413) is a long beam,
liigh intensity floodlight for projecting a
strong, well-defined, evenly-diffused beam of
light a considerable distance—covering a re-
stricted area; used especially for general light-

ing of deep sets, producing sunlight effects,

S|iotting-out, modelling, and for accentuating
main points of interest; accommodates 2,000-,
5.000- , and 10,000-watt G type Mazda lamps.
Projector consists of a cylindrical lamp hous-
ing containing a receptacle, reflecting mirror
and adjustable lens; mounted on a telescopic
standard ; set on a base fitted with ball-bearing
rubber-tired casters ; constructed as to mini-
mize weight; designed to allow free and easy
ping ' and it lias opened with film

programs at popular prices.

Illustrating Four Types of Mazda Studio Lights. Reading from Left to Right They
Are: Twin-floodlight; High Intensity Flood for General Illumination; Side Floodlight,

and on the Right a Long-range Spotlight.

insure comparatively cool operation—thus pro-

longing the life of the lamps ; and slide grooves
on the front permit the use of a diffusing

screen.

Receptacle for the lamp is mounted on a

traveling base, controlled by a small lever at

the rear of the housing. It moves along the

reflector axis, which allows focusing the lens

and regulating its beam spread from eight to

approximately thirty degrees.

An adapter is furnished to fit the lamp re-

ceptacle, permitting the use of the smaller

sized lamps than that for which the unit is de-

signed. The adapter serves to correctly posi-

tion the lamp filament in the optical axis of the

reflector.

A heat-resisting mirrored-glass parabolic re-

flector, in the rear of the housing, back of the

lamp, reflects the light.

KLIEG SIDE-FLOODLIGHT (No. 1153) is

a high-intensity variable-range floodlight giv-

ing an evently-diffused light for general il-

lumination; projecting the beam usually in a

horizontal direction or at a slight angle above
or below the horizontal ; used as a side lamp
for general lighting of deep studio sets and
close-up photography • accommodates a 1,000-

' r 1.500-watt P. S. 52 Mazda lamp.

Projector consists of a deep glass-lined re-

flector fitted with a mogul-screw-base recep-

tacle, assembled in a sheet-metal housing, sup-

ported by a yoke ; mounted on a telescopic

pedestal, and set on a base equipped with ball-

hearing, rubber-tired casters so that it may be
easily rolled about.

Reflector is of parabolic contour made of

spirally-rifled heat-resisting glass, giving di-

rect* mal control and diffusion of the light beam.
A mogul-screw-base receptacle is set back of

the reflector to accommodate the lamp, and a

sheet-metal housing affords protection for the

glass reflector and the lamp.

KLIEG TWIN-FLOODLIGHT (No. 1150)
is a wide-spread high-intensity floodlight for

general illumination, projecting an evenly-

diffused light over a large area; used for light-

ing foregrounds, close-ups, and general light-

ing of studio sets; accommodates two 1.000-

watt or two 1,500-watt PS 52 Mazda lamps.

Projector consists of an all metal box re-

flector fitted with two screw-base receptacles

;

mounted on a telescopic pedestal, set on a base

equipped with ball-bearing rubber-tired casters,

and so designed as to allow variations in the

projection of the light in every direction, adjust-

ments in height, and to roll easily over the

floor.

Reflector is a spun aluminum set in a deep
open-front sheet-metal box. The contour of

the reflector is parabolic, giving directional con-

trol of the light, and its surface has been

chemically treated to produce controlled dif-

fusion of the light. The receptacles are placed

well toward the rear, with the lamps close to

the reflector.

KLIEG SPOTLIGHT (No. 8 N 22) is a

high-intensity long-range spotlight for use

with incandescent lamps; projects a concen-

trated beam of light any distance up to 100

ft., gives a 3-ft spot, or a wide spread; and is

used in the studio for: back lighting—to give

depth to the picture ; cross lighting—to elim-

inate facial shadows; spotlighting, follow-up

floodlighting, modelling, and for special light-

ing effects ; accommodates a 2,000-watt con-

centrated filament G 48 Mazda lamp.

Spotlight is flexibly mounted on a telescopic

pedestal stand, can be set at any angle, raised,

lowered, or turned in any direction, and the

base is fitted with casters permitting it to be

rolled easily over the floor.

Lamp housing, 22 inches in length, is light-

tight, thoroughly ventilated, and equipped with:

an 8-inch condensing lens—so supported as to

allow unrestricted expansion of the glass to

avoid breakage.

New Theatre for St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg, Florida, is to have a new
neighborhood house. During the boom a

theatre was built on Tangerine Avenue, be-

tween 17th and 18th streets, but it was
never opened as the company that had
leased it went under with the collapse of

the boom. It has remained vacant for two
years. Now the owner, T. L. Heard, be-

lieving conditions are right again, is equip-

ping the house and will open with film pro-

grams at popular prices in December.
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Checking Exhibitor Exploitation Ideas

Used in Campaigns During 1928
(Continued from page 92)

been flying high in planes either hired

or obtained through some reciprocal

arrangement to scatter programs, hand

bills and some "comps" to the men on

the street, who since Lindburgh made

good is ever on the alert to lend his eyes

and attention to a plane soaring or stunt-

ing overhead. The large number of air-

ports opened in American cities during

the year also served to enhance the ex-

ploitation value of the aviation pictures,

and many of them were capitalized into

big money through this form of advertis-

ing. The air mail authorities also have

been very responsive to overtures for a

publicity hook-up with the picture theatres

and that angle has been played widely

and profitably for both principals to the

arrangement during the year.

Radio is becoming more accessible to

the rank and file of the picture theatres

through the increasing number of stations

and the difficulty they have in getting

good "sustaining features." Broadcasts

of dialog sequences and complete musical

scores of photoplays and Movietone News

features started as "stunts" are now on

their way to an established place as a

standard form of radio entertainment.

Exploitation events at various types

which stood out during the course of

last year's theatre events include the fol-

lowing items

:

A C. Raleigh, manager of a theatre

in Olympia, Wash., during the latter part

of the year promoted a local campaign,

in which merchants, town officials and

the newspapers took a most active part,

to boost home town buying in a deter-

mined and effective drive to off-set the

flow of trade attracted to nearby large

cities.

A state-wide harmonica contest, based

on the tie-up between Educational and

the Hohner company, which it may be

noted in passing is perhaps the longest-

lived exploitation tie-ups ever developed

for the films, was held in Texas. A
"leap vear stage wedding" put on early

in 1928 at the Fond du Lac Theatre,

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, must be cred-

ited, or held responsible, according to

how you look at it, for a flurry of stage

weddings which swept across the country

during the year. The stage wedding

had a prosperous year in 1928, even

though William Allen White did write

a bitter editorial denouncing them.

Exploitation also got closer to another

rival of the movies among popular pas-

times when exhibitors played up the golf

angle of such pictures as "Spring Fever
'

and "Sporting Goods." In Los Angeles

all hole-in-one golfers were awarded

prizes by the theatre exploiting "Spring

Fever" in that city. A golf-driving con-

test held at a local course was a popular

event and attracted attention to the

showing of "Sporting Goods" at the

Worth Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas.

Probably one of the most extensive ex-

ploitation stunts was that which Milton

Korach developed for his showing of

"The Jazz Singer" at the Rialto theatre

in Omaha. The Rialto inaugurated its

sound installation with this presentation,

and the officials of the U. P. arranged

special excursions from 120 neighboring

towns into Omaha during the run of the

picture. This stunt was used later in
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other cities where suitable facilities were
available. The U. P. executives who
agreed to the stunt must have been favor-

ably impressed, because several months
later that company listed the showing of

"Wings" at the Omaha theatre as one of

several inducements stressed in literature

selling week-end excursions from nearby

towns.

Kansas City was the scene of an un-

usual tie-up between a theatre and a local

traction company. An advertising cam-

paign conducted by the Kansas City Pub-
lic Service Company gave special em-
phasis to selling people the "Ride the

Street Car to the Theatre" idea, which

(Continued on page 116)

Heat your Organ Chamber

Correctly!

The Prometheus Organ Heater protects the delicate mechanism of the organ by

heating the lower part of the chamber in a scientific way. Unlike other devices

which send heat upward, thus neglecting the equally important base, Prometheu9

deflects the warm air downward. The heat naturally rises throughout the organ

chamber giving a constant, unvarying degree of temperature. Proper heating

avoids expensive repairs and maintenance costs due to destructive cold, moisture

and climatic changes. It also keeps pitch accurate.

Automatic Thermostat regulates heat to the proper degree required. Fur-
nished in Aluminum. Occupies only 14'

t x 4 inches. Sturdy. Durable.

Send Coupon for Complete Details—————————
PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP., 354 W. 13th St., New York City

Please send details about your organ heater.

NAME ADDRESS
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Avoiding Common Mistakes in Handling

And Projecting Sound Films
(Continued from page 103)

the O] itches the discs by
the fader. (Both the second reel and the

second disc are now in operation for the

audience and the first reel and first disc

have I it. The switching, there-

is complete.)

The foregoing method will no doubt be

improved from time to time. We arc all

trying to work means of pro-

viding for switching which will net require

the amount of footage on the screen that

this system involves. More will be writ-

ten to you later regarding this.

Exceptional care must he used when
inspecting or otherwise handling syn-

chronized prints to avoid hreaking the

film. As there are no splices in a new
synchronized print and as it must he run

at normal speed when used in connection

with sound, the chance of breakage in

operation is reduced to a minimum.

When a break occurs in a synchronized

print, it is repaired by inserting "back

Like the magic of hidden hands

YNCONTROL, developed simultaneously with "talkies," operates your cur-
tains harmoniously with sound and screen! Red and green indicators at source of
control make hitch impossible.

JL ALKIES are here—undoubtedly—but profit depends largely on the atmosphere
which surrounds their presentation.

YNCONTROL is sold under the same guarantee as Vallen High Speed and
Junior Controls and Vallen Noiseless All-Steel Tracks.

Always building better equipment for you

VALLEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY

Complete
information

will be
furnished you.

^ncoiri|voI
A l/ALLEN PRODUCT

225 Bluff St.

Akron, Ohio

TRADE MARK

film" corresponding in length to the num-
ber mi" frames that wen- taken nut.

The process of reproducing sound from
film is comparatively simple. After the
picture ha- been projected, the film li

the projector head and enters what might
be called a sound reproducing magazine.
A narrow beam of bright light is here
focused through a split upon the "sound
track." This light, varying in intensity

according to the density of the lines

through which it passes on the sound
track, falls on a photo-electric cell. And
this produces an electric current whose
variations correspond to the light and
therefore to the sound which was or-

iginally recorded. The current passes to

amplifiers and finally is converted into

sound by means of receivers and horns
located at the screen.

It is thus apparent that the sound chan-
nel on a Movietone film is not. as you may
])erhaps have previously supposed, a
grooved record. It has no resemblance
in this respect to disc records. A needle

is not used in reproduction. The sound
is reproduced (as just described above)
wholly by the use of light, electric cur-

rent, receivers and horns.

Neither, as many people presume, is

the sound record on the same frame as

the photographic image with which syn-
chronization is to be provided.

Splicing Movietone film : When the

him carrying a sound track becomes
broken, as few frames as possible should

he cut out for the splice. A break in the

sound track is even more noticeable to the

audience than a break in the picture.

However, it is not advisable to go to the

extreme of saving weak film which may
be the cause of trouble later on.

Why some splices cause clicks : A plain

splice, no matter how carefully made, will

cause a click to be heard from the sound
projectors as the splice passes through
the sound reproducing attachment. This
is because the two edges and the overlap

disturb the uniformity of the sound track

and produce the same effect as though
noises had actually been recorded.

How to make non-click splices: In
dealing with this class of film, first make
a splice in the usual manner, then paint

over the sound track portion of this splice

in black. The painted mark on the sound
track should l>e roughly triangular in

shape. It should have a blunted apex and
should be roughly triangular in shape.

It should have a blunted apex and should

be between % of an inch and % an inch

wide at the base. If the splice is painted

in this manner it will be almost unnoticed

when passing through the reproducing at-

tachment. The reason for this is that the

change in the light intensity which the

splice causes will be at a frequency In low
the audible range. (It will actually cause

sound, but such sound will he so low the

human ear will not register it.)

Manufacturers of sound producing ap-

paratus recommend the use of Zapon
Concentrated Black Lacquer No. 2002-2

for opaqucing splices. When a thinner

is necessary, Zapon Thinner No. 20 is

(Concluded on page 112)
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No. 4320

Air Column 10 feet

Depth 34 inohes

Bell 40 in. by 40 in.

Weight 45 pounds

[^(VA/vl Horns
Another Amazing Audience Winner

Yes, this type horn fills more cubic feet of theatre space than
any other.

It is scientifically designed to give perfect reproductions of music
and speech—from 75 cycles up without distortion, resonance or un-
natural tones

—

The most thrilling realistic reproducer known and that keeps the
picture plays crowded with enthusiastic patrons.

Because of its patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and
construction, it is light in weight and can be quickly mounted
wherever wanted with slight effort.

Racon Dynamic Units for Exponential Horns mark an advanced
step in this day of remarkable talking picture achievement. The
results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column Units are to
be a surprise even to the most critical listener.

Let our acoustical engineers show you how patented Racon
Horns fill your needs as no others possibly can.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto. Canada

WRITE FOR CATALOG

NATIONAL* THEATRE
.. • -.,......-.-..-,..-...

Nothing So Essential to a Theatre

As a Good Electric

A GREAT electric sign, with powerful letters of light . . .

the added appeal of various colors . . . motion. . . in-

tense light from a brilliant marquee ... an attraction-board

of clearly readable electric letters featuring the current show!

When people see a theatre like that, they go in. Light

is the greatest attraction theatres can employ. And
Flexlume electrics—glass letter, exposed lamp, neon tube,

or combinations—offer exhibitors the most brilliant and
spectacular electric display.

Some designs of electrics are better for theatres than
others. Ask for the free helpful booklet "Theatre Electric

Displays" illustrating some of the Flexlume types that

have proven highly productive of crowded houses. FLEX-
LUME CORPORATION, I860 Military Road, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Sales and Service

Offices in Chief Cities

of U. S. and Can.

Factories at

Buffalo, N. Y., and
Toronto, Can.

FLEXLUME ELECTRIC DISPLAYS
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Avoiding Common Errors in

Handling Sound Filmso
mtinued from page no)

recommended. The lacquer should be

applied to the shining or celluloid sid

the film and not to the emulsion side. It

is represented that the preparation dries

almost instantly, adheres tightly and is

much more satisfactory than India in

other substitutes that originally wen-
used.

There is no basis of figuring from
which even an approximate idea mi
obtained of the additional space required
tor storing discs. We have no idea how
many theatres eventually will be equipped

for sound projection. And there is such

variation in reports of the life of sound

records and in the reports of the number
of sets required for proper service that

we are unable to predict what our own
experience will show.

The question of storage space for the

firsl few sound reli ould not bother

any exchange. But when sound feature

>es increase in number, and when
they are augmented by short features, the

space required for disc storage may ex-

ceed what is available.

There is nothing in such a condition

which justifies alarm or worry. Possibly

a little inconvenience—that's all. But if

your exchange has none too much storage

room at present, then it certainly would

ENERGY
ALL »
USED TO
CREATE
WARM
AIR
CIRCULATION

Let Results Be Your Guide
EVENHEETERS have been selected

by scores of prominent theatres through-

out the country for their organ protectors

;

Roxy's and the Paramount are the two

most important.

Most Theatre Chains—Comerford,

Publix, Saenger, Universal, Stanley, and

others have EVENHEETERS installed

in many of their theatres.

Hundreds of Organists and Organ man-
ufacturers throughout the country are

endorsing EVENHEETERS, the organ

protector.

And leading Theatre Architects include

EVENHEETERS in their organ equip-

ment specifications.

There's a reason for this support.

Results have proved to these users and

endorsers that the EVENHEETER is

the organ heater. You too should let

results be your guide. Clip the coupon

today- let us send you EVENHEETER
literature.

Cramblet Engineering Co.
286-288 Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wis.

Cramblet Engineering Co.,

286 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me your newest booklet on Evenheeters.

Name

Address

N eceMMtty O g a n M i c

Ml

l>e wise to give thought now to what you
will do later. If you think you are not

going to be able to cope with the storage

situation, make a survey of the immediate

neighborhood and ascertain what storage

space is available that can be rented on a

month-to-month basis, or on a short term
U-a^r (from three to six months). Bear

in mind that discs are not inflammable

and, therefore, expensive fireproof

quarters are not required for their stor-

age. A basement—a store—a loft—al-

mostan) place convenient to the exchange
will suffice. Therefore, the rental should

1 e nominal.

Dampness, according to Victor en-

gineers, is not likely to be harmful, but it

might affect labels and envelopes, causing

in ild or spotting or other bad appear-

ance. Experimentally, Victor engineers

have played discs across which water was
running. The same is true of oil. Playing

was not affected, although the records

were somewhat marked. Neither was the

efficiency of the discs subsequently found
to have been in the least impaired.

There is, however, another matter

which needs careful consideration. A cool

storage place is essential. Discs are

made of iron ore and shellac, which are

blended under pressure. The material

will actually melt at comparatively low
tempearture—200 degrees. But it will

soften and bend long before it melts.

Discs which have been displayed in store

windows—with Southern exposure

—

have taken most unusual shapes. Direct

sun light may cause bending or warping.

Beautiful Color Effects

with ftp Color Hoods

Color HoodB
for 10 to 600
Watt Lamps

Furnished in all colors

and for either one or

two-tone color ef-

fects.

RECO color lighting

equipment will last

indefinitely.

Write for our Bulletin

JVo. 76

YNOI.
ELECTRIC COMPANY

2628 W. Congress St. Chicago, III.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
Aalor Theatre BuiMian

N. W. Cor. 45th St. A Broadway
I ockmmanna 7876
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UNIFORMS
Designed expressly

for your theatre

Among others of the most
important theatres in the

country, we have recently

created and executed distin-

guished uniforms for the en-

tire staff of the magnificent
new Fox Detroit. Let us sub-

mit original designs and esti-

mates for uniforming the staff

of your theatre!

BrowningKing
UNIFORM DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores

in the principal cities from coast to coast.

Gaining

Public

Favor

How can it be done? Good films, good
location, an attractive theatre, comfort and
conveniences—-of course.

But all of these things are of no avail unless

the picture on the screen has Clear Definition,

Flatness of Field, Black and White Contrast,

and Proper Illumination.

For after all, the public pays to be enter-

tained by with the pictures.

So page the Cinephor Lens. It will faith-

fully reproduce the film and help greatly to

gain public favor.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
653 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Brenkert's Contribution to

YOUR 1929
SUCCESS

PROJECTIONISTS
OPERATING MANUAL

BRENKERT F7
Master Bren&grapSi

H^FNKEBT UGHT PROJECTION CO.

^
fc

A Complete Operating Manual for

Effect Lighting in All Theatres

To the thousands of theatres who have suc-

cessfully used Brenkert effect devices in the

past; to the theatres who have never used
Brenkert effects, to all of those theatres who,
at some time, hope to make use of the hundreds
of mystical, colorful atmospheric changes
which can be so easily obtained, Brenkert now
has ready for distribution a complete operat-

ing manual on the famous Brenkert F-7 Master
Brenograph which contains explicit instruc-

tions for obtaining all of those wonderful light-

ing effects so necessary to a well balanced
motion picture program.

Fifteen large pages of interesting and
highly useful information, profusely illus-

trated, and handsomely bound, make this book-
let an indispensable part of the library of any
theatre manager or projectionist.

A New Brenkert Catalog
A NEW 1929 edition of the Brenkert catalog is

also available for the asking. In this catalog are
described and illustrated the complete line of those
famous Brenkert projection devices which have come
to be looked upon as the standard in leading theatres
throughout the world. Spotlamps, effect projectors,
special color projectors, and major equipments for

the projection room are shown in detail.

Copies of Both—Now Free on Request.

Brenkert Light Projection Company
St. Anbin at East Grand Blvd.

Detroit, Mich.
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A HUNDRED POINTS
EXPLAINED

So important is the TRANSVERTER in the Projection Room of the
modern up-to-date theatre

—

So universally is it used by those with whom we rarely come in personal
contact

—

So many years does it continue to perform, during which the personnel
of the theatre often changes

—

THAT TO MEET THESE MANY SITUATIONS WE HAVE
ISSUED THE HERTNER HAND BOOK

It covers in simple, easily read language, installations and operation facts

of value on TRANSVERTERS of all types.

YOU MAY HAVE A COPY FREE if you own, manage or are employed
in any theatre showing moving pictures.

MAKE SURE 1929 RUNS SMOOTHLY—
with the TRANSVERTER

Sold in the U. S. A. by
The National Theater Supply Co.

Canadian Distributor
Perkins Electric, Ld.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
12694 ELMWOOD AVENUE

^rasfflsmwr?
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

AN IDEAL COLLECTION FOR MOTION PICTURE ORGANISTS

STANDARD ORGAN PIECES
The following condensed contents will give a good Idea of the scope of this work:

Paper bound $3.00
Cloth bound 5.00

at all music stores

20 Classic Pieces such as
Air for the G String Bach
Gavotte in D Gossec
Nocturne Op. 9.2 Chopin
Minuet in A Mozart

31 Modern Pieces such as
Chants Russes Lalo
Largo Dvorak
Playera Granados
Poeme Fibich
Souvenir Drdla

20 Sacred Pieces such as
Anprlus Massenet
Andantino Franck

Kol Nidrei Hebrew
Vision Rheinberger
Cantilene Nuptiale Dubois

20 Opera Pieces such as
Hymn to the Sun R. Korsakow
Song of India R. Korsakow
Dance of Hours Ponchielli
Barcarolle Offenbach
20 Marches and Characteristics

Dervish Chorus Sebek
Russian Patrol Rubinstein
Boyards' March Halvorsen
Festival March Gounod
Marche Nuptiale Ganne

D. APPLETON & COMPANY Send for complete
Index of 111 Pieces

35 W. 32nd St.,

New York City

Synchronization Arrives at

Skookum Hollow
(Continued from page 106)

buildings, siren, realistic storm with wind
and thunder, two train records, freight

and passenger, train approaching, train

passing, train receding.

Fire apparatus (taken from actual big

city fire department and containing siren,

bells, etc.), hand clapping and applause,

crowds cheering as at a football game,
gong, cuckoo, horse hoofs on pavement,
two realistic airplane records (with or-

chestral background and without), drone
of airplane motor , machine gun, and
shriek of falling plane, crash of falling

airplane, church bells with orchestral

background.

The entire set

above, are priced

of records, as listed

at $21.50 and can be

played on all types of record reproducing

equipment for non-synchronous service.

Not all manufacturers of apparatus of

this kind are prepared, or are in a posi-

tion, to offer this cueing service and un-

less the exhibitor feels himself thoroughly

competent to do the skillful work of cue-

ing himself he should be careful to pur-

chase his non-synchronous equipment
only from such companies that offer the

cueing service along with the equipment.

All Uniforms for Mammoth
Theatre Made in 10 Days
The complete uniform wardrobe, con-

sisting of more than 150 afternoon and
evening uniforms worn by the ushers,

doormen, musicians, etc., at the Fox
Theatre in Detroit, was produced in ten

days' time in accordance with rush order

arrangements between the theatre com-
pany executives and Browning, King &
Co., manufacturers of uniforms.

In addition to specifying special cut

and fabrics, the order which the uniform
maker completed in ten days called for

special gold plated buttons featuring a

unique microphone insignia.

PROGRAM Covers
BVJED IBOX OFJFICERECEIPTS

WriteforSamples,TfieHenne$anG>, Cincinnati^

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS ,437 BV,y
New York
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The PERFECT SOUND REPRODUCER

W

Model S. 120

Air-column 10 Feet
Weight 38 Lbs.

Depth 36 inches

Bell 40 x 40 inches

Write for Complete Information

HP HE most important part of any reproducing device in the field

of sound reproduction is the instrument that is capable of

dissipating an enormous amount of sound without any distortion.

In making sound picture installations of high quality many manu-

facturers of such equipment use Macy's Exponential Horns.

Assure yourself of perfect sound reproduction and install a Macy
horn as the most vital part of your equipment. For special horn

problems the maker's wide and varied experiences are available.

Points of Superiority

No drumming tone—no loss of the higher harmonics in speech

or music—Exponental curve—Directional—Material has the

finest acoustic properties—Gives music its Beauty.

We are glad to offer our engneering services for the solution

of any horn problems.

Macy Manufacturing Corp.
Pioneer Makers of A caustic Horns

1451—39th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

SENTRY

SAFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

F J L M

FIRES

SENTRY

SAFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

S A FETY

CONTROL

Ai I R

Safe and At Ease With
SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
All through the ranks of Exhibitors, the most successful

and most at-ease are those who comprise the Army of

2,000 who have equipped their theatres with SENTRY
SAFETY CONTROL.

They know that their audiences and employees and invest-

ment are wholly safe from the hazardous threat of film-

fires.

IHSTIr^V

The positive fire preventer Can be attached to any projector Costs only a feio cents a day.

Sentry Safety Control Corporation. 13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway, New York
And aii Branches of National Theatre Supply Company

Ls^> ^O
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WHAT
ticket register

do the BIG
circuits us^l

all of fhese biq ones use fhe

GOLD SEAL

IVhy notyoujoo?

Automatic
Ticket RegisterCorp.

723 SeVcnth AVe.
NeW York City

Quality Tickets at Lowest Market Prices

Checking Exploitation Used

By Exhibitors in 1928

{Continued from page 109)

was stressed in a series of newspaper dis-

plays.

< Ither items prominent were the use

of stage drops as advance trailers, and

settings or acts to announce some
special future booking : local reels pro-

duced in cooperation with newspapers

—

though in this line the headlines went to

the tie-up of the Hal Roach "Our Gang"
comedians with the Loew theatres and
the production at the latter of local "Our
Gang" comedies; "Usher Endorsement
Cards" distributed by the staff of theatres

and giving the usher's personal endorse-

ment of some special show the following

week ; Serial Attendance Cards, provided

with numbers to he punched as each child

to whom such were issued entered the

theatre, those cards having 1 1 numbers
punched entitling the hearer to free ad-

mission to the final chapter of the serial

picture ; Reproduction in store windows
of photoplay scenes in which wax dum-
mies and naturalistic settings were used

;

Extensive use of phonograph records

tearing a specially made "sales talk and
vocal rendition of theme song" for "Lilac

Time" ; Presentation of 48 burros to the

Democratic Convention in Houston by the

Will Horowitz theatres, a stunt which
gained national publicity ; Extensive
newspaper cooperation for theatres play-

ing "Telling the World" through the

M-G-M tieup with the United Press;
Bridge tournament held on afternoons for

week at Pueblo, Col., worked out on the

elimination basis with a prize for the

finalist; "Gaucho" gym tournaments con-

ducted by Y.M.C.A.'s and newspapers as

originally introduced in Cleveland by the

Stillman theatre management,
New theatres opened last year afforded

theatre publicity men opportunity to dis-

play the advanced technic which has been

developed for theatre exploitation. Sev-
eral notable drives of this kind came to

light during the year. The United Artists

theatre in Los Angeles, which was ex-

ploited from every angle employed in

putting over some special feature picture,

and the new Fox theatre in Detroit cam-
paigns were among the most striking.

Architecture is now being very in-

tensively exploited in new theatre cam-
paigns. The preliminary newspaper cam-
paign for the Paradise theatre in Chi-

cago was based wholly on the unusual

architectural features of that novel at-

mospheric house. The illustrations for

the displays for two weeks after opening
and for the weeks in advance all showed
fragments of the decorative treatment of

various parts of the Paradise.

Cash
that

can be

stolen is a magnetl
It draws the burglar and holdup man
just as irresistibly as the loadstone

draws steel filings.

The York Burglary Chest^the result

of nearly half a century in expert safe

construction—will bring to your thea-

tre the protection needed.

York Safe
and LOCK
Company
York, Pa.

The Proper Control of Light

On Your Screen

Picture Alms vary as well a* current condi-

tions. Tour projectionist can adjust nisi axe

current to always give you a clear, bright

picture If you equip with PERFECTION.
Current saving also Is a result of PBaFBC-
TION equipment, for he need not IN fnll

current till the actual projection Is started.

RHEOSTATS RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED BY ALL THE LEADING THEA-
TRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue New York City

Mfg. Division
Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
. TYPHOON FAN CO. •* 345 W.39-ST. ** NEW YORK
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TAKE NO CHANCES—
WITH ELECTRIC POWER FAILURE

ENSLEN HYDRO-ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Sufficient Power to Operate Projection

Machines and Lights

IN AN EMERGENCY—

Approved by
the Depart-
m e n t of
Labor and
industry at

Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th

1922. Ap-
proval No.
276.

Send for descriptive Booklet.

Enslen Hydro-Electric Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

NO BATTERIES — NO REPLACEMENTS

Qreatly Improved
Spotlight with new principle of

SPOT-FLOOD CONTROL

AN exceptionally powerful, long distance spotlight,
floodlight, and effect projector—of greatly improved

design; complete—-providing in a single unit everything
required for white lighting, color lighting, framing, fad-

ing, and spotlight
attachments; hav-
ing all controls cen-
tralized, and other
accommodations to
facilitate conve-
nient, speedy and
easy operation; 125
amperes', projects
any distance up to
150 feet; gives any-
thing required from
a 4-ft. spot to a 50-

ft. flood—and all

colors desired.

Write for full
details

k^
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc

321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK. N.Y.

ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
This picture tells the story of Rockbjstos superiority

better than words.

It is extremely flexible.

Rockbestos insulation will not deteriorate with age.

A beautiful permanent finish.

Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable is the choice of
projectionists everywhere.

Writefor Bulletin on M. P. Cable.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTSCORPORAT I ON
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURG
On the PaciBc Coast—C. Dent Slaughter
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Selling Importance of Good Projection

is Job of New Advisory Council
By LESTER B. ISAAC

Supervisor of Projection, Loom's Incorporated

THE Projection Advisory Council

has been organized to ''Develop a

better realization of the importance

projection and to assist all ac-

tivities seeking to improve projection

condition-." This is a hroad and com-
prehensive declaration requiring much de-

tailed explanation, but the plans which

are quite simple and workable have re-

ceived the strong endorsement of Gov-
ernment and Municipal Departments,

industrial and commercial organi-

zations, engineering and projection so-

cieties and many of America's best known
projectionists.

The motto of the Projection Advisory
Council, "Progress Through Understand-

ing," is not a mere slogan but a sudied

attempt to combine in these three words
all the plans and purposes of this new
organization. "Understanding," in its

varied meanings, conveys a compre-
hensive explanation of what the Projec-

tion Advisory Council will seek to ac-

complish for the advancement of projec-

tion and the motion picture industry.

The chief purpose of the Projection

Advisory Council is to conduct a cam-
paign of constructive propaganda and
there will be no conflict with the work of

any other organization, no duplication of

effort. Ignorance and indifference are

costiy and can only be dispelled through

education. A clearer realization of just

what good projection means will be of

inestimable value to the public and the

motion picture industry.

Various agencies and individuals have
worked in the past to improve projection

conditions, but the efforts of the Projec-

tion Advisory Council will be more col-

lective and concentrated. We feel sure

that this unified influence is highly neces-

sary in the Projection Department, which
has attained a greater importance and be-

come more complex with the tremendous
expansion of the motion picture industry.

No attempt will be made to have the

Projection Advisory Council compre-
hensively function at once and each com-
mittee will be given one simple, workable
but important task before starting any
ether activity for the Council. Elabora

tion o lans of the Projection Ad-
visory ( ouncjl will be postponed until, by

essful performance of certain

practical but highly essential work, we
,iin the confidem e industry.

'1 1m- Proji lvisory Council is inter-

national in it > membership and all pos

sible can is being taken in the selection

of the directors and chairmen of commit-

Ideas similar to those upon which the

Projection Advisory Council has been

founded have l>een put into successful op-

eration in many other industries and we

see no reason why equally satisfactory

results cannot be secured by the Projec-

tion Advisory Council for the benefit of

the motion picture industry.

The work of a number of the commit-

tee will be the routine activities of any
organization and some of the committees

will develop certain ideas which eventual-

ly can be put into successful operation.

It is not practicable at this time to give

details of the work of all committees, but

several will be taken to indicate how the

Projection Advisory Council expects to

put into practical operation the ideas and
ideals upon which the council has been

founded.

As has already been explained, each

committee for the present will take one
simple, workable idea and carry it to a

successful conclusion before taking up
other work. We fullv realize that there

are many ideas which deserve the con-

sideration of an organization such as the

Projection Advisory Council, but if too

much is attempted at the start more 'harm

than good will be done. In the simplest

'Progress Through Understanding''
Slogan of Council

"Understanding" signifying knowledge
will receive the attention of the Projec-
tion Advisory Council and the projec-
tionist aided in every way to secure all

possible theoretical and practical in-

formation regarding his work.
"Understanding" of the activities of

all societies working for the advance-
ment of projection is essential and such
organizations will receive the approval
and co-operation of the Projection Ad-
visory Council.
The Projection Advisory Council will

promote "understanding" which will

enable the public to more fully realize

that poor projection develops physical
handicaps which greatly detract from the
full enjoyment of motion pictures. The
public as well as the industry should
have a better "Understanding" of the
artistic possibilities of good projection.
The Projection Advisory Council will

create a clearer "understanding" of the
value of good working conditions in the
projection room and show the tremend-
ous financial loss created by defective
equipment.
Most of all the Projection Advisory

Council hopes to give encouragement to
"understanding" that dispels "misunder-
standing." All suffer by the ill-will

created through the failure to properly
realize the responsibility and problems
of others.

manner and with the fewest possible

words the work of several of the com-
mittees will be outlined.

Committee on Projection Room Plan-

uiiifj: The work of this committee will

be to have a pamphlet prepared on the

"Fundamentals of projection room plan-

ning." These fundamentals are size, lo-

cation, ventilation, freedom from drafts,

general working conditions, toilet facili-

ties, etc. Only those matters will be con-

sidered which the owner and architect

should allow for when the plans of the

theatre are still on paper. For more exact

technical information the Projection Ad-
visory Council will recommend that the

architect and owner consult experts in

the various departments connected with
the construction and equipping of the pro-

jection room. The Projection Advisory
Council, however, will see that this pam-
phlet on the "Fundamentals of projection

room planning" is placed in the hands of

architects and owners as soon as plans are

filed. This is the time to consider the

fundamentals and not when the theatre

is approaching completion.

Safety Committee: The first work of

this committee will be to secure the fullest

possible information regarding rules and
laws on safety in projection rooms, con-

dition of equipment, etc. When we have

this information and conclusions can be

reached, recommendations will be made
by the Projection Advisory Council and
presented to the industry. The work of

this and the preceding committee is based

upon ideas now in general practice in all

large commercial and industrial organi-

zations, that anything which affects the

health of the employee reduces his

efficiency. It is a part of wise, modern
humanitarianism to free employees from
handicaps which affect their health and
safety. It is, also, a matter of plain, com-
mon sense and good judgment to provide

all conditions which enable projectionists

to do their work in the best possible way.
Equipment Specifications: The work of

this committee will lie to draw up stand-

aid specification sheets to enable owners
and projectionists to give adequate in-

formation when placing orders for equip-

ment.

Committee of Awards: The work of

this committee will In- "to suitably recog-

nize any work for the advancement of

projection or an act of meritorious nature

]>erformcd by a projectionist." In many
instances projectionists have risked their

lives to protect patrons and the Projection

Advisory Council believes that such men
should receive recognition.

Committee on Resolutions: Will give
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recognition to owners, executives and
managers who promote better projection

standards by providing better working
conditions and establishing pleasant rela-

tions with projectionists. Executives who
encourage skill and conscientious effort

are a more potent influence for the ad-

vancement of better projection than has

been generally realized.

THE activities briefly outlined may not

necessarily be the most important for

the new organization to consider, but they

are unquestionably the most advisable to

take up at this time. "Nothing would ever

be attempted if all possible objection must
first be overcome," and we ask every de-

partment of this great industry to send
the new organization off with "best

wishes" even though no more tangible as-

sistance can be given until the Projection

Advisory Council has put its plans into

practical operation.

Board of Directors: Lester B. Isaac.

President, Supervisor of Projec-

tion, Loew's, Incorporated ; Laurence
Jones, Secretary and Treasurer, Albee
Theatre, Brooklyn, formerly editor of

American Projectionist
; J. Clayton, Capi-

tol Theatre, New York ; W. Ricks, Palace
Theatre, Washington, D. C. ; C. Greene,
Minneapolis, Minnesota; A. Gray, Lan-
caster Theatre, Boston, Mass. ; E. Keller,

Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif. : I.

Katz, Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.

;

H. Rubin, Supervisor of Projection,

Publix Theatres, N. Y., N. Y. ; L. Bowen,
New York, N. Y. ; C. Johnson, Super-

visor of Projection, Fox Film Corpn.,

New York, N. Y. ; C. Eichhorn, Vice-

President, Local No. 306, New York,
N. Y.
Ways and Means—Otto Kafka, for-

merly President American Projection

Society.

Safety—George Edwards, President

American Projection Society.

Projection Room Planning—M. D.

O'Brien, Assistant Supervisor of Projec-

tion, Loew's Incorporated.

Equipment Specifications—J. Hopkins,
Assistant Supervisor of Projection, Pub-
lix Theatres.

Membership— T. Reed, President

Washington Local

Sound—R. Meihling, Publix Theatres,

New York.

History—W. C. Smith. New York.

Law—H. E. Stein, Rialto Theatre,

New York.

Lighting and Effects—Colby Harriman,
Loew's Palace Theatre, Washington,
D. C.

Publicity—P. A. McGuire, New York.

Awards—Thad. Barrows, Metropoli-

tan Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Resolutions—B. Stern, Rialto Theatre,

New York.

Public Relations—Harry Sherman,
Publix Theatres, New York, formerly
Assistant President, I. A. T. S. E.,

M. P. M. O
All these officials of the Projection

Advisory Council are men of standing in

this field and have been connected with
the motion picture industry for many
vears.

Mogler's Bill for Coins to

Kids $2,823.60 for Year
Joseph Mogler, owner of the Mogler,

Bremen and Excello theatres in North
St. Louis, president of the St. Louis
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League and
State Senator on December 22 acted as

Santa Claus for 1700 children in the

vicinity of his theatres by passing out
about $600 in new quarters in front of
the Bremen Bank.

The innovation started as more or less

of a joke last year, when one of two
youngsters asked him for a nickel. He
gave both a nice new 5-cent piece.

The following Saturday the same two
kids and a dozen or so more were on
hand and once more Joe passed out coins.

And every Saturday since that the crowds
grew steadily.

During the fifty weeks Mogler gave
away $2,823.60.

Combine Organ and

Sound System for

Musical Feature

IN its ability to hold the place it has
maintained as an important feature of

picture presentations despite changing
styles in entertainment and the very
mechanics of projection and stagecraft,

nothing in the theatre matches the re-

sources and versatility of the pipe organ.

For years the organ has held on as new
ideas supplanted the old. And when the

new became standard it was discovered
that importantly associated with it was
the theatre pipe organ.

At the Plymouth Theatre in Worcester,
Mass., several novelties employing the

sound reproducer and the organ in com-
bination are finding great popular success.

Prominent among these are the offerings

of a "singing organist," whose vocal ren-

ditions are made into a microphone con-

nected with the sound amplifier while he

accompanies himself on the two-manual
Robert Morton organ which is one of

the featured attractions of the Plymouth.
This, one of many similar stunts, is

liecoming vogue at many theatres

equipped with sound apparatus. The
microphone is placed on the console

within convenient speaking distance of

the organist. The organ music, of course,

issues from the pipes behind the pros-

cenium grilles while the voice is amplified

from the horns located back of the screen.

Organist addressing audience through microphone wired to sound system. Photo
above shows organist of Plymouth Theatre, Worcester, Mass., at the console of the

Robert Morton organ featured by that house.

Many unusual effects of the variety which
appeals to picture fans are obtained in

this manner.

Another practice is to use the micro-
phone as a means of making announce-
ments urging the audience to join in the
chorus of some song played on the organ
and illustrated with slides which flash

the words on the screen.

Much experimentation has been carried

on at the Plymouth with the result that

the Robert Morton organ installed there

is becoming one of the leading standard

attractions of that beautiful playhouse.

Considerable showmanship has gone
into the appearance which the builders

have given the visible features of the

instrument. The console, which is lo-

cated on a raised platform, is handsomely

finished with a stipple effect done in gold

bronze polychromed to match the interior

ornamentation of the Plymouth.
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared foi the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Aiv.hitects

Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free

to readers upon request to this magazine. For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request

blank provided. To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply rnsert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Showman Service Bureau.

AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descrip-

tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in thea-

tres.

CLEANING SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.

DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges—-decora-

tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, dra-
peries, etc.

(4) Fin>hing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descripi'ons of materials and apparatus used in proces-

ses for h.ui renovation, preservation and cleaning.

HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ve.-tilating and heating systems with dia-

grams, illustrates and descriptions of apparatus.

LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote con-

trol color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,

cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,

illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.

LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications

for use and operation.

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects

and advertising.

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,

and their uses in stage effects.

LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches

of various type? for stage and auditorium lighting

control.

MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators special 'esigned

for motion picture projection.

(14) Power control, transformers, etc for projection, speci-
fications and illustration of appar^us.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT
(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small

auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and

stage band acts.

PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,

illustrated.

PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify

make and model).

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic

stage platforms, elevators, etc.

SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes espe-

cially designed for theatre use.

SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat-

ing arrangements, etc.

SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur-

faces, etc.

SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.

TICKET VENDORS
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,

change makers, canceling devices and registers.

Index of Advertisers

The following list of advertisers in the January Showman has been
prepared for the convenience of readers, and while care has been
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Modern
Perfection=
In Theatre Service

KEEPING pace with the phenomenal development of the motion
picture industry, NATIONAL One-Source, One-Quality, One-
Guarantee Service has come to stand for modern perfection in

theatre supplies and equipment. . . . From thumb tack to pipe

organ, the NATIONAL Line reflects the convenience of expert service

from thirty distributing branches; the economy of one-source purchasing
and the integrity of a vast national organization.

It provides for the ready financing of theatre renovation and for the

construction of a new house from the ground up—completely equipped.

Also for the installation of complete equipment. It maintains an expert

repair service for the convenience of the American exhibitor.

NATIONAL Service and modern theatre perfection go hand in hand.

In supplies, equipment, and appointments NATIONAL sets the pace
today . . . as it did yesterday . . . as it will tomorrow.

Ask your nearest National Branch, or address our
General Office, 624 South Michigan Ave., Chicago.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
Offices in all Principal Cities

ORL
TICKETS

AND

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF

Service—Accuracy—Quality
SATISFIED USERS ARE OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT

WORLD TICKET & SUPPLY CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway New York

is the date of the next

Showman number.

Feb.
Many feature articles

and an exceptionally

2nd interesting photo-
graphic review of new
theatres will appear in

this issue.

No. 7149 Iron Wrought
Stand with filling of Ar-
tificial Flowers, drooping
TinM and natural pre-
pared ferns, 50 x 24
inches, complete, $6.00.

No. 777S Kentia, Plant an* pot,

natural prepared, p«n. with
IE leaves, 48 inches high, iou
pl.te, $4.00, with basket pot
cover as illustrated, $1.60 extra
Can be had in sues from 4 foot

to $ feet high.

Write for copy of our Spring

Catalogue No. 7 with illustra-

tions in colors of artificial

Flowers, Plants, Vines, Trees,

etc.

Mailed Free on Application

FRANK NETSCHERT, INC.

61 Barclay Street New York, N. Y.



First Place

has been awarded
Motion Picture News

by advertisers

of theatre equipment

1928 records show motion pic-

ture news leading all its com-
petitors in volume of equip-

ment advertising carried—also
a greater number of equipment
advertisers used motion pic-

ture news.

Of greatest significance is the

fact that motion picture news
showed a gain in volume of

equipment advertising carried

while its nearest competitor
showed a loss.
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Publix Plans

Active Battle

On West Coast
Changing Metropolitan to

Paramount in L. A.; Will

Sell Million Dollar

Publix has decided that they will inaugu-

rate the stiffest type of competition on the

w< st coast. This step was decided on im-

mediately on their breaking- relations with

the West Coast Theatres, which organiza-

tion had been operating their houses along

the Pacific Coast. Publix turned over the

operation of these theatres to West Coast

about 18 months ago when Harold B.

Franklin became president of the Pacific

Coast Chain. At the beginning of this year
Publix decided that for the best interests

of their holdings they would again operate

the theatres and broke with West Coast.

One of the first moves will be to remodel
the front of the Metropolitan Theatre in

Los Angeles and give it a new marquee that,

will be the same as the Paramount in New
York and at the same time rename the

house The Paramount. An extensive adver-

tising campaign has been laid out tor the

theatre and the strongest type of attrac-

tions will be played there. This will be true

of both screen and stage entertainment.

New Policy Plans

At the same time they will dispose of the

Million Dollar Theatre which is now under
lease to a producer of stock burlesque, but
as the site is extremely for commercial pur-

poses it is believed that the purchasers will

put a business building on the property.

Third and Broadway, where the Million

Dollar is located, is no longer the center of

things theatrical as it was when Sid Grau-
man built the house, the trend being to the

south from that point.

In San Francisco the Granada is also to

undergo extensive alterations and here also

will a policy of the best for the stage and
screen be followed

Other Publix houses in San Francisco
will also undergo a change of policy from
what has been pursued by West Coast dur-

ing the year and a half that they have
ben operating. The only house that West
Coast will continue to operate in the north-

ern California city will be Loew's Warfield,

as was the case prior to their arrangement
with Publix, until the new house which the

William Fox organization has under con-
struction there will be completed.

Of cours? in Los Angeles the reverse of
this situation will exist for Publix will have
only the Paramount there, unless there is

some deal with Joseph M. Schenck whereby
the operation of that house and the new
United Artists might be pooled.

Exhibitor Unit Urges More
Advertising in Trade Papers

"Prisoners" Griffith's First

Under F. N.-Vita Contract
Fnder hrr new contract which covers a

period of two years at a considerable in-

crease in salary, Corinne Griffith will ap-

pear exclusively in First National-Vita-
phone pictures, her first to be Franz Mol-
nar's play, "Prisoners." The production
will be directed by William A. Seiter.

A I Rosen Brings Suit

Against Baclanova
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 10—Olga Bac-
lanova, Russian actress under
term contract to Paramount,

was made defendant in suit filed in

Superior Court by Al Rosen, agent
and manager. Rosen asks for $1,460

due him as commissions on the term
contract he secured the actress with
Paramount.
Baclanova signed a five-year con-

tract with Rosen several months ago,

whereby the latter was authorized to

act as her agent in securing picture
engagements. He sold her for one of

the featured parts in Universal's "The
Man Who Laughs" even after another
actress had been selected for the role.

Later, he placed her in two pictures

at Paramount, and then negotiated a
long-term contract for her with the
latter company. The actress paid Rosen
commission on the free-lance engage-
ments.
Upon signing the term contract with

Paramount, Baclanova assumed the
attitude that she had no further use
for an agent, and was not obligated
to pay him commissions on her salary
as called for in their agreement. She
informed Rosen he would not receive
further commissions, and then filed

suit in court, asking that her contract
with the agent be set aside.

Wall St. Bans
Ballyhoo for

Movie Chiefs
( Continued from page 77)

the Corporation and a ban was issued on
the reproduction of the likeness of William
Fox, the president of that company. Within
the last week information has been received

from the west coast that all of the theatres

that are owned 100 per cent by William Fox
or the West Coast Circuit which is the

same, are to have the name of William
Fox blazoned forth in electric lights. This

is all part of the plan to build up the or-

ganization as an institution in the minds
of the public. Shortly the public is going
to be let in on the Fox stock. Fox, it is

understood, is going to start campaigns on
the securities of that organization in New
England on the strength of the Poli hold-

ings in that territory which were purchased
by them a short time ago; in New York and
vicinity on the taking over of the indepen-
dent theatres to the value of some $45,000,-

000 in Greater New York alone and on the

Coast where the organization controls the

West Coast chain.

In a great many instances right now the

film executives are leaning backwards in

the matter of publicity. Instead, of rush-

ing into print as they have been wont to

do in the past, now when they are ap-

proached and asked for a statement they,

in nine out of ten instances, refuse to talk.

E. Perm., S. Jersey, Delaware
Petition Distributors Against

Practice of Curtailment
At the regular monthly meeting

of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware held in Philadelphia, a

resolution was passed urging that

national producing and distribut-

ing organizations do not curtail

trade paper advertising-. It was felt

that a curtailment of such informa-

tion on the part of distributors and
producers would have a detrimen-

tal reaction on the picture business

itself. Copies of the following

resolution, which was passed, will

be mailed to all local and national

distributors.

Text of Resolution
"WHEREAS, it has been quite notice-

able during the past twelve months that

producing and distributing companies have

advertised less and less information con-

cerning pictures in the various trade papers,

and
WHEREAS, trade papers are one of the

mediums to which exhibitors may turn for

information concerning forthcoming attrac-

tions, and
WHEREAS, the lack of proper informa-

tion to the exhibitors concerning forthcom-

ing productions seriously affects the busi-

ness of the exhibitors, it is therefore

RESOLVED—'At open meeting of Mo-
tion Pietm-e Theatre Owners of Eastern

Penna., Southern New Jersey and Dela-

ware, held on December 27, 1928, in the

City of Philadelphia, that producers and

national distributors be advised that it is

the consensus of this meeting that it is

absolutely essential and necessary that more
information be advertised in trade papers

as to forthcoming productions, in order

that exhibitors may be properly advised as

to such forthcoming productions, and fur-

ther, that a copy of this resolution be sent

to all local and national distributors.'
"

Attest: Geo. P. Aarons
Secretary,

M. P. T. 0. E. Pa., S. N. J. & DEL.
Officers of the organization in expressing

themselves on the resolution were of the

unanimous opinion that trade paper adver-

tising is one of the big assets of the indus-

try.

Jannings Replaces Menjou as

Star of "The Concert"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Jan. 10.—Adolphe Menjou has

won out in his argument against Paramount
executives when he refused to portray the

star role in "The Concert," Leo Deitrich-

stcin's play, for his last picture under con-

tract. This is revealed in the assignment of

Emil Jannings to use it for his next vehicle,

with Florence Vidor co-featured.
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N. Y. Theatre Receipts Slip

As Sound Novelty Wears Off
l h a i n Executive Declares

Sound Features Prove Only
a "Flash in Pan"

IN the Greater New York terri-

tory a survey of the box office

retn r n s mi neighborhood
houses made during the last few

weeks by chain executives, ba s< >1 m
box office returns, show-, that the

district theatres which have had
sound amplification devices in-

stalled have by this time again as-

sumed the normal in receipts. 1 lur-

ing the first weeks after the sound
pictures were presented the receipts

leaped so that the theatres showed
tremendous profits on the opera-

tion, providing that the sound in-

stallation was not charged too

heavily against the current receipts,

but the profits did not pay off what
the cost of installation was. Now
the receipts are right back to where
they were with silent pictures be-

fore the sound craze struck the

theatres.

One of the executives "i
1

:i circuit cover-

ing the Greater City stated openly thai lie

hal after .'ill was — ; i i < I and done
thai the sound features \\fvr to In- only n

ii | iic pan. 1 Ii- houses with sound in

stallations were righl back in receipts to

u hciv they were before sound was given to

the audiences. In addition he Pound thai

sound was keeping a number of patrons
from the theatres. Tin- conclusion was
reached through a circuit-wide canvass of

the patrons thai was made by the manag-
< i "I' llii' patrons leaving the theatre after

they had witnessed sound or talking pro-

ductions.
The circuit in question lias been the larg-

est in the neighbor) Is during the lasl 15

years and is also in the producing ami dis-

tributing end of the picture business. The
executive who made the statement is in

complete control of all of the various
brunches of the affairs of the organization
and his resume of the box office and man-
agerial reports will guide that organiza-
tion's production plans either for or against
sound or talking features. There is one
thing certain that the survey will do ami
that is that this particular company will

n.it at this time spend millions of dollars

in the building of sound stages for their
production-. They will utilize what they
have devised as makeshifts on their lot on
the Coast and continue to do so until the
public opinion as actually expressed at the
box office shall be definitely for or against
sound pictures.

$45,000,000 N. Y. Deal Finished
( Continued from page 82

)

mate,
I expenses of the new circuit should be

decreased by about 20 per cent with the uni-
fication of purchasing power ami the ability
to -hm\ better ami newer productions. Box-
office receipts are expected to increase in

the same amount, so that with this increase
in gross and the saving, it is hoped the net

return of s:,,iiiin. i „i|| ]„. increased at

50 per cent ; therefore, this circuit,
which shows earnings of $5,000,000, oughl
to make between .$7,0110,000 ami $7,500,000
per year, I he company beliei es.

A< quisition of almosl 200 Greater New
York Theatres by Pox Metropolitan Play-
houses, Inc., win practically eliminate all

tli -called independent theatres in the
>ry and at the same time, give Fox

Theatres Corp. a buying power for film

estimated at $7,000,000 per year. This pur-
chasii er, il i- held, can immea urabrj
better the quality of neighborhood -how-.

Deals Started Last May
oget her of practically every

chain of independent theatre- in the Greater
New Fork territory under the banner of

ill of long delibei a

tions which bad their beginnings months
ago.

For the la-t two years independent thea-
in the metropolitan district tried to

organization that would function
a- one cohesive unit to deal with I hi' \

I U

problems that confronted the independent

theatre operator, the most important of
which was the buying of film and other out-
-ide entertainment such as vaudeville. The
sound situation in later months added to

their problems.
A number of cooperative organizations

were attempted at various times. The last

attempt was made by Aaron Sapiro. The
organization was formed, but it was unable
to successfully handle the problems that
each circuit, had to ileal with and thus .li-

banded on | >ec. 1.

About this time Pox had a conference
with the leaders of t he-e various groups
and determined the only way to meet the
problem would be to actually purchase the

theatres, thus combining under one owner-
ship all of the bouses in the so-called inde-
pendent group.

Tin' problems confronting such an acqui-
sition made il a difficult ta-k. To actually

ipli-h the acquisition Fox solicited the

services of A. ('. Blumenthal, who had been
actively engaged in all the larger activities
on behalf of tin- Fos organization for the
la-t two or three years. After several
nioni h ,,i im i mi ion, i

t ract - ha\ e now
been signed by which practically every im-
portant circuit of independent theatre op-
erator- in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens,
Kings ami Westchester county, and a limn
ber in New Jersey and Connecticut have

d to -ell their holdings to the Pox Met-
ropolitan Playhouses, Inc.

Legislation Threatened
In 12 States

IS

He-

re-

on
It

ADMISSION tax legislation
threatened in twelve stall-.

cording t<> the latest report

ceived by those who keep posted

adverse legislation 1" the industry.

is certain that bills will he introduced
in both Vermont and Mississippi. The
reason in those two states being that

their good roads bonds fall due next

year and that the state- are not in a

financial position to meet them.
('. C. Pettijohn of the Says organiza-

tion left lor Chicago last week to look

over the legislation situation in the

mid-west.

F and R - Puhlix Northwest

Rumor of Deal Denied
Another rumor has gone ami-- with a de-

nial of a reported new deal between Publix

ami r'inkel-tein and Ruben's Northwest

Theatre circuit. The report CI from

Minneapolis as the result of the transfer of

ii. Ralph Branton to the general manage-

ment of all Finkelstein and Ruben Publix

bouses in the Twin Cities.

lira nt i m ha- been in charge of the F and

R houses except the nine m which Publix is

also interested, lie was loaned to manage
the nine houses a- well as those he already

had in charge. In denying the story it is

announced that F & K continues the book-

in"- and management of it- own houses.

Lower Priced Device From
Western Electric

( Contimu </ jr.iiii page .si i

atre for their entertainment. When sound

pictures were first conceived il was recog-

nized that they would bring the greatest

transformation in entertainment standards

to the small town patrons of the motion

picture unaccustomed to the large scale

presentations of first-run theatres in the

large cities. But, if, in the unprecedented

rush for thcati [uipments tor sound pic-

tures, I he small theatres, as a group, have
had to await the development of apparatus

specially designed for their needs, it is, I

think, fortunate that for the most part
they have heeded the advice of leaders in

the industry not to experiment with untried

systems. Western Electric offers its new
model with full assurance I hat it will main-
tain in the small theatre field the same high

standard of quality which has brought to

it in the industry its present position of
recognized leadership."

Paramount Retains Title of

"Gentlemen of the Press**
"Gentlemen of the Press," the nai f

Ward Morehouse's stage play which just

closed a run on Broadway and which Para-
mount is making into a talking picture at

the Astoria studio, will reach the screen

with no change in title. At first it was ex-

pected the film version would be called

"News."

W. B. Sijin Josephson
Julian Josephson has been put under

long term contract by Warner Bros. His

initial work will be preparatii f Al Jol-

-on '- next film, " Mammy.''
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Skouras Joins

Warners in Berth

as Theatre Head
Reported Salary is $100,000

Yearly to Handle Big

Chain of Houses
On January 2, Spyros Skouras, president

of Skouras Brothers Enterprises and the

St. Louis Amusement Company, went to

New York City to assume his '$100,000 a

year position with the large string of mo-
tion picture theatres owned and controlled

by Warner Brothers.

In order to secure the services of Skouras
and his brothers, Charley and George, War-
ner Brothers purchased the Ambasador,
Missouri, Grand Central and Midtown The-
atres and also the chain of thirty neighbor-
hood houses operated by the St. Louis
Amusement, and also took over the Skouras
holdings in theatres at Indianapolis, Ind.

The St. Louis and Indianapolis houses are
now part of the Warner circuit.

The actual transfer of the Skouras hold-

ings to Warner Brothers did not even make
a ripple on the surface of amusement cir-

cles in St. Louis. It was accomplished
without an official announcement from
either firm and so far as the theatregoers of
the city were concerned nothing had hap-
pened apparently.

The motive power behind the big deal, it

is said, was the desire of Warner Brothers
to obtain the services of the Brothers Skou-
ras. The acquirement of the St. Louis the-

atres was merely incidental. But to get
Spyros, Charley and George they were
forced to buy everything and they did.

The sale to Warner Brothers has not ac-
celerated the Skouras and St. Louis stocks
to any great extent. On January 5 Skouras
A closrd on the St. Louis Stock Exchange
at $47.50 bid and $50 asked, a decline of $3
a share on the week, while St. Louis Amuse-
ment A remained at $28 a share asked.
During the week 105 shares of Skouras A
changed hands on the exchange and but ten
sharrs of St. Louis Amusement A. The lat-

ter stock shifted off $1 a share in the week.

1928 Silent Features Were Not

Neglected., Exhibitors Declare

Sunday Movies Victorious in

Florida Town
The citizens of Tarpon Springs, Florida,

want Sunday movies. Recently agitation
for film entertainment on the Sabbath be-
came so widespread that a petition suc-
ceeded in obtaining enough names to influ-

ence the mayor and the city commissioners
to repeal the blue ordinance. The winning
petition showed 441 in favor of Sunday
films and the defeated petition showed 281
against them. The commissioners later ex-
tracted several names from the petitions
which brought the totals to 349 for and 234
against.

Negro Casts Called
O. K. for South

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 10—The in-

creasing vogue of motion pic-

tures with all-colored casts has
led several independent producers to

inquire of the Motion Picture News
office here as to just what the reaction

of Southern exhibitors will be to such
productions. A check-up of Fox, who
is making "Hearts in Dixie"; Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. making "Hallelujah";

Christie with its Octavus Roy Cohen
stories; and FBO where another series

of all-colored shorts is being planned;
reveals that this territory is in no
way opposed to such features.

Southern fans hold no objection to

all-colored casts It is the mixing of

races which brings about such objec-
tions and as long as the rosters of

productions are one hundred per cent
colored, the pictures will be played.

Christies point to the fact that the
Octavus Roy Cohen stories are most
widely read in the South. Other pro-
ducers point to the reception secured
by minstrel shows throughout that
territory.

Were objections raised to all-colored

productions, it is estimated that thirty-

five to forty per cent of exhibitor
territory would be lost.

Anikino Sets Release Date for

"Ten Days"
"The Ten Days That Shook the World"

was released by Amkino early this

month. The picture had a live week run in
New York City. "The Yellow Pass," an-
other Amkino film, opened at the Cameo in
New York on December 8.

Albert Warner
Denies Deal for

Equity Circuit
Declares Warner Bros. Have
Not Even Considered Matter;

Gottesman Rumor Off
Albert Warner brands as absolutely with-

out truth a rumor printed in the daily trade

press that Warner Bros, were involved in

a deal for the acquirement of the Equity
Circuit of thirty-five theatres located in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. He declared
that the rumor had not yet reached him
and that he had never heard of such a con-

templated deal.

According to the printed story Warner
officials from the home office of the company
were in Philadelphia last Friday, at which
time all details regarding the taking over
of the chain were agreed upon. It was also

said that the Equity plans for expanding
the chain would be carried out by Warners
except where it conflicted with the Stanley
houses which have already passed to the
Warners.
Another recent rumor denied by Mr.

Warner was that his company would ac-

quire the Gottesman chain operating in the

New England territory. Substantiating this

denial is the fact that Gottesman is rapidly
acquiring new bouses in different parts of
the territory. He has taken over the Pal-
ace, Norwich and the Capitol, Middletown,
increasing the circuit to eleven houses.

Survey of Motion Picture News
Brings Opinions Commend-

ing Product for
Past Season

DESPITE the furore created

by sound pictures during
the past year, the silent

features have been neglected nei-

ther by the producers nor the pa-

trons of motion picture houses. The
quality of silents has been fully as

good as in past years, and while

the talkies have drawn extensive

patronage, attendance has not fall-

en off to any noticeable extent in

the houses not yet equipped with

sound reproducing devices.

These facts are brought out in

the nation-wide survey conducted

by Motion Picture Nezvs among
leading exhibitors of the country.

First expressions of opinion of

these exhibitors were revealed in

last week's issue of Motion Picture

News. Additional opinions are

submitted herewith.

Silents Have Perked Up
A concensus of opinion of leading ex-

hibitors in Cincinnati says: "Exhibitors

do not feel that the silent pictures have

been in any way slighted or neglected by
the producer in favor of sound pictures.

On the contrary, many exhibitors give it

as their opinion that appearances indicate

some of the producers are paying even

more attention to details of the silent pic-

tures, apparently in an effort to help the

silent pictures to successfully cope with

the opposition created by the talkies."

Picture interest has picked up consider-

ably in Oklahoma City. Where previously

a week was the longest duration of a run,

features now are frequently carried over

toi- two and three weeks. Here is the ver-

dict of Oklahoma City exhibitors:

"Up to the present time the silent pic-

ture has not suffered greatly at the bands

of the sound picture. However, the ten-

dency at this time seems to stress more
and more the sound pictures."

Hoxie Farley, general manager of the

Strand and Empire, Publix houses at Mont-
gomery. Alabama, believes that the general

run of cinema productions during 1928 was
quite up to the highest average. Talkie pic-

tures have not materially cut into the busi-

ness of liouses not equipped. This is demon-
strated particularly at smaller houses show-

ing second run production. The outlook at

Montgomery is so good, according to Mr.
Farley, that the Empire and Strand have
taken up with the talkies.

Boston exhibitors decry the quality "f

(Continued on page 129)
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Theatre Screen Can Aid Local

Authorities in Flu Situation

Precedents Established in

1918 Epidemic Can Be Used
to Advantage in All

Communities

WIT! I the scattered closing of

theatres in some sections

due I" the mild ilu epi-

demic, exhibitors who may have to

deal with the health authorities on

this subjeel will find useful the ex-

perience of New York City in i<hX.

when tin conditions were far worse
than they arc now.

Al thai time pressure was broughl to bear
on Dr. Royal S. Copeland, then Health
Comissioner of the city, to close the thea-

tres and other places of public assembly.

Exhibitors, headed by Sydney S. Cohen,
urged Dr. Copeland that, instead of closing

the houses, he use the screens, programs ami
rostrums, if necessary, to carry a message
in the public.

The result was thai Dr. Copeland made
;i public announcement "thai theatres

would remain open as usual and the pub-
lic would be educated in fighting the disease

through slides, placards and announcements
readit

"To prevenl the spread of influenza,

please cough or expectorate, it' you must,

into your handkerchief. There is no dan-

ger if \"it heed i his warning.
"By Order of the Board of Eealth

Royal s. Copeland, President."
The New York theatres remained open

.ill during the L918 epidemic, and after it

subsided it was found thai New York, de-

spite it- congested living conditions, had
the lowesl death and sickness rate of any
city in the country.

bitors in the present

advised also to call the attention of their

health authori i lie wholesal indi-

tions surrounding the operation of their

theatres, regarding cleanlii ventilation,

etc., and the invaluable aid thej can give

in I'.irrv ing lii'.-ih Ii messages from I he

authorities, as well as providing needed
recreation for the public in time of stress.

Waller Eberhardt

Goes to Electrical

Research Products
Phil Thomson, director of public rela-

tions for Western Electric Co., has an-

nounced the appointment of Walter !'. Eb-
erhardl to an executive position in the In-

formation Department of Erpi. This is the

di partment thai specializes in the publicity,

advertising and dissemination of public in-

formation of Electrical R search Products,
Inc. the subsidiary of Western Electric in

which all of the activities of that corpora-

tion in the recording and amplification in

sound pictures arc concentrated.

Until a few weeks ago Walter Eberhardt
was one of the executives in charge of pub-
licity for First National, he severing his

connection with that organization shortly

after its direction was taken over by the

Warner Bros.

G. P. Morgan Joins U. A. as

Special Foreign Agent
Resigning from the Samuel Goldwyn sales

organization, Guy P. Morgan has taken up
the new post of special traveling represen-

tative in the United Artist Foreign Depart-
n!. lie is now in conference with the

United Artists general manager of foreign

distribution, Arthur W. Kelly.

Louis Ii. Miivrr. l/-t,-l/ vice-president in charge
of production, and Cecil />. De Mille, film <li-

rector, discuss plans fot "Dynamite,'' De Mille's

first sound munition

Columbia Names
Morgan to Sales

Executive Post
William J. Morgan, long identified with

the distribution of motion picture-, has

been appointed to an executive sales post bj

Columbia Picture-. The announcement was
made by Joe Brandt, Presidenl of Colum-
bia.

.Mr. Morgan was with First Rational for

eight years in charge of the hiune office

-ale- and contract department. Later he
was with P. D. C. anil when that company
merged with Pathe he returned to Firsl Na-
tional as European general manager, lie

severed this connection tn join Columbia.

Ben Hecht and
MacArthur Signed

For F B O Stories
Pen Hecht anil Charles Mac Arthur, well

known playwrights ami novelists have been
signed in contracts by Joseph I. Schnitzer,
president of V 1! 1 1. Each will write an
original story. Mr. Hechl is already al work
on "Upperworld," while Mr. Mac Arthur
will start mi an untitled story within the
next leu days.

IJnili Hecht and Mac Arthur have gained
lame as playwrights. They collaborated on
"The Fronl Page," oi I' the must sue
cessful plays of the current Broadway sea
son. Work on I heir new stories will be
started a I the ]'

I '. I ) -t ml ins as soon a- they

have completed i heir scripl -.

British Film Producer Here
for World Wide Meeting
Victor Saville, managing director of Bur-

lington Films, arrived in \e\\ York last

Friday to consult with J, D. William-.

president of World Wide Pictures, concern-

ing Burlington films to be released in Amer-
ica and to study sound, lie i- going to II"]-

l\ « I. « here he h ill he joined by John
Maxwell, chairman of British International.

Mr. Saville is director of "A Woman o

Night," which World Wide i- releasing.

One ni the Scenes in "Thp Last Warning," Universal'i Spook and Horror Film. The Incident
ill luri-in Roy D lay, on the (»', is Thought in linn- Hern Murdered) Occurs Wln-n the

Police Reenact a Theatrical Play and Sab the Murderer.

Paramount Christens Chink
Film With New Title

"Tune, War." the Parai mi all-dia-

logue melodrama of the Chinese tong wars,

became "Chinatown Nights" lasl week at

i he Paramount -t udio. Jack i fakie and
Nicholas Soussanin head the supporting

easl for Florence Vidor and Wallace Beery.
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Light Support

for Colony Film

Presentation Worth

Roxy Bill Offers Good Blending

Stage Entertainment Weakens
Appeal of Feature

and Good Short

There is little or no show surrounding

"The Last Warning," at the Colony thea-

tre. The feature runs an hour and 25 min-
utes. Then there are 25 minutes given over
to Jimmy Carr and his orchestra, nine min-
utes to one of the Walter Futter "Curiosi-

ties" and seven minutes to a Castle short,

•'Down Hawaii Way," in color thai was
most effective.

In addition to the Jimmy Carr orchestra

there were the Earle Bros., a team of danc-

ing boys who showed little, and a girl by
the name of Maud Linde with a contortion-

ist ic offering. The latter was decidedly out

of place for a Broadway picture house and
smacked decidedly of burlesque. Miss Linde
is a statuesque girl with a beautiful figure,

but it is a mistake to bring her on the stage.

Whoever is managing the Colony should

keep a closer tab on the ushers handling
the loge seats. These boys are taking it

right and left from those who have paid
the regular price of admission and who
want to sit down in front. This would work
out all right if it weren't for the fact that

patrons paying the extra toll at the box of-

fice for loge seats arrive to find that they

are all occupied. There is one way to put
a curse on a theatre and that is to charge
the patron for something and then not de-

liver it. For exact information, the reviewer

witnessed a situation as above described at

a little after nine o'clock on Sunday night

on the 53rd Street side of the balcony.

Rialto and Rivoli Have
Fair Bills

AT the Rialto with "Abie's Irish

Rose'" as the feature the out-
standing entertainment feature

was a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sound
short with George Dewey Washington.
Here for the first time is a voice that
is capable of singing from the screen
over a live orchestra accompaniment.
A Kinogram News reel was the only
other attraction.

At the Rivoli in addition to "The
Awakening" there was a selected news
reel and a Vitaphone talking short
"Men Among Men" with Fred Ardath
as the star. It was fair hokum
comedy without any great punch at
finish.

Of Stage, Screen Entertainment
While Underworld Picture Tops Diversified Show,

Which Includes Elaborate Ballet Drill

and Splendid Overture

A PERFECT blending of stage and
screen entertainment is what may
be said of the first bill of 1929 at

the Roxy. Surprisingly, the Roxy has a

picture that is worth while, even though it

i- an underworld story; two very elabo-

rate and imposing stage divertissements; a

ballet drill, a silhouette number anil these

are topped by a corking overture in the

selections from ''La Boheme." A remark-

able thing too that this entire program
should have been run through at the initial

performance of the week in exactly two
hours and seven minutes, which was right

on schedule.

The Roxy Kimball organ opened the show
at exactly 1.30 P. M., the selection lasting

but a couple of minutes, after which the

orchestra platform arose showing Erno
Rapee in the conductor's stand and the

100 men in the pit began the opening strains

of Puccini's delightful "La Boheme" and
how they played it, fully deserving the ter-

rilic applause which rewarded their efforts.

The elapsed time for the organ and over-

ture was 15 minutes.

"The Clown," a musical-pantomime, next

occupied the stage. The setting showed the

interior of a huge dressing tent of a cir-

cus with a huge group of clowns making
ready for the show. Harold Van Duzee
as the clown first opened with a song "Poor
Punchinello" by Pollock, Lewis and Young
that scored. Then the pantomimic action

began. It was the old story of the clown
in love with the lovely maid and she in

turn loving another. It ended by the

clown slaying the lover and the girl dying
of a broken heart. Picturesquely told includ-

ing a Dying Swan dance by the girl. The
whole 14 minutes that the scene required
held the audience.
The 32 Roxyettes in a flash number were

next and scored a heavy applause as did
also a silhouette dance with four charac-
ters entitled "The Flirtation" which fol-

lowed. Roxy instead of the usual black and
white worked this out in red and black and
it proved effective. The two numbers
needed but eight minutes.
The next 18 minutes were given over to

the news reel which contained two clips

from the silent Fox News and the balance
Movietone. Several effective shots but in

general there was room for improvement.
"In Holland" was the big stage offer-

ing of the program. It is a classic for a
picture theatre. The entire set done in

Dutch Blue with all of the costumes glazed.

This would have been an ideal prolog to

the next Janet Gaynor picture "Christine."
There is no particular story but just a cork-

ing Holland scene and a series of songs and
dances.

"A Romance of the Underworld" is the

feature and it proves that it wasn't a fluke

when Irving Cummings directed "Dressed
To Kill" for he repeats in this one.

Paramount Entertainment Fair

With Outstanding Feature Lacking
WHILE it is fair entertainment, there is

nothing outstanding in the program
that is presented for the current week at the

Paramount. The only highlight to th" bill

is the Movietone short subject "The Spell-

binder," in which Robert Benchley is the

bright and shining star. At that, Benchley
simply does his "Treasurer's Report" char-

acterization as a political speaker. The
Publix Revue "Cheerio" held no big hit

other than Helen Young, a coloratura prima
dona, who virtually stopped the show. The
feature picture, Colleen Moore in "Syn-
thetic Sin," fell far short of giving the au-
dience a real kick. The whole show ran just

nine minutes over two hours with the fea-

ture taking an hour and eight minutes.

Seemingly, the Paramount is trying to

force Dave Rubinoff, the guest conductor,

with the result that they are overdoing mat-

ters and audiences seemingly get a little

too much of him. He hasn't a personality

that is particularly ingratiating and he

should be held down to his work in the pit

only and not permitted to do the additional

two numbers as part of the revue.

The program is opened by Rubinoff and
the house orchestra presenting the "Musical
Comedy Hits of 1928," a popular medley,

and in this Rubinoff takes the spotlight and
stars himself for a couple of violin num-
bers, all the while smirking at the audience.

That prop smile of his is so apparent that

(Continued on following page)
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anyone. Eight minutes are

alotted to the orchestra. This is followed

by a showing of the straight Paramount
shot • for ii\ e minutes.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford in a double
recital next held the stage. Mrs.

Crawford taking the stage console for the

final selection of a group of eight excerpts

from grand operas. Seemingly, the Para-

mount audiences favor the lighter and pop-

ular tuni s from the organ.

"Cheerio," the Publix Unit, runs 32

minutes and lias Gene Bodemich as director

of the Paramount stage orchestra and mas-
ter "i ceremonies. The title of the opening

ble is "Cheerio" with Martha Jack-

son singing the number and the 12 Gamby-
Hale Girls assisting her. Gene Rodemich
makes his appearance directly after and
pin- the boys throuirh their paces with

"Don't Be take That." Wally Jackson, an
eccentric dancer, next steps and managed
to -' t a little return on his eontortionistic

exhibition. Helen McFarland proved to be
the first bright spot of the revue. This little

miss i> nf the soubrette type and she - i 1 1

^ -

.

dance- ami plays xylophone. Her handling
of tic latter put her over.

The Gamby-Hale Girls were next mi with

:i fast dance routine to " 5Tou 're the Cream
in e," which was followed by
Helen Young with her two numbers that

-crcd. after which Wally Jackson returned

for a burlesque bit of leading the hand.

pulling a decidedly aged and yerj smalltime

number nf gags .

Then the audience was "treated" to its

second load of Rubinoff. Fir t. he played
• Chi Dance "t the Russian Peasants" and
this was followed by bis own arrangement
oi a jazz number, great stress being placed
on the fact that this groat artist was conde-

scending to play jazz. That would have

been in order had it not been for the fact

that he had already done so in the pit at

I I
|
it'll i ult of t he show.

The finale followed this number, with the

try for a whoopee finish going rather flat.

From 30,000 to 36,000 New
Seats Planned by Fox

During 1929, new Pox theatre-, each
from 5,000 to 6,000 seating capacity, will

go up in Chicago, I...- Angeles, Pittsburgh,

Baltimore, Boston and Cleveland, accord-

ing to a statement credited to William Fox.

WANTED
Moving Picture Theatre

Managers
One of the large national theatre cir-

cuits is looking- for manpower!
They want men of experience, charac-
ter, ability, initiative, men who are look-

ing- for a field in which to advance.

They want the new type of showman

—

the man who is moving along with the

procession—live wires and yet business

executives. They want you!

Write in your application, stating your
l>;ist experience, your present position

and salary, your qualifications, your
ideas. Sell yourself in a letter!

Make it comprehensive—not rambling.
Businesslike -- not discursive. Show-
ma i is] i i plike—not perfunctory.

Address Box 435
care Motion Picture News

Write today I

Tabloid Broadcasting
Helps "Awakening"

ANEW and effective exploitation
stunt was pulled at Bloomington,
III., in connection with the show-

ing of United Artists' picture, "The
Awakening," when a telephone line was
leased covering several downtown city

blocks and tabloid broadcasting was
resorted to.

The hook-up was made with a half

dozen music and phonograph record
stores. A record of the theme song of

the picture. ".Marie." was played at the
theatre, carried along the telephone
line to the cooperating ~tore~ and to

the power dynamic speakers located
above the entrance doors. Then after
the theme song was played a switch
cut off the electrical pickup and cut
in a standard broadcasting studio
microphone for a sales talk by the
theatre for both the picture and the
stores.

Texas Theatre Owner Sued
By Music Society

Cases alleging L. I.. Dunbar, proprietor

of both Cliff Queen and Rialto Theatres in

Oak Cliff, a suburb of Dallas, Texas, with

infringement of copyright were tiled in Fed-

eral court by Judge Felix K. Robertson, lo-

cal counsel tor the American Society of

Composers, Authors an<l Publishers. Spe
cifically the -.uit> are on behalf of Harm-.
Inc., lor the Cliff Queen ami Feist, Inc..

for the Rialto. It is claimed songs of these

publishers were used in these theatres with-

out the license \'n^ bing paid.

French and German Editions

of Franklin Book Coming
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, .Ian. 10.- Harold 1',. Frank-

lin'- book, "Motion Picture Theatre Man-
agement," is being translated into French
by Andre Oilman, of Paris, France, and by
F\a Wachowski into German. The Furo-

pean demand has increased steadily since

the book was published by Doran about a

year ago and it i- expected that it will be

translated into other languages shortly.

R. Pierce Wins Managership
of Memphis Orpheum

Following an offer made personally by
Mortimer Singer, executive of the Orpheum
Circuit, Roy Pierce, of Omaha, resigned last

week bis position with World Realty I o.,

Theatre Circuit to become managing di-

rector of I he new Orpheum Theatre, M in

[phis, Tenii. lie began his career in tin m
ilii-nv as a young lad distributing programs
at the old Creighton Theatre, which later

became t he < Irpheum.

Famous Canadian Acquires
Allen Houses and Others

Recent additions to the coast-to-coast

chain of Famous Flayer- Canadian Corp..

Toronto, Canada, include the Capitol Thea-
tre at Prince Rupert, B. C, where -I. Easson
i- manager; Imperial ami Crescenl Theatres
at Sarnia, Ontario, with .1. F. Myers as

manager, ami various houses of the Allen

Amusement Enterprises in Ontario town-,
the control of which has been acquired.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Silent Films Not Being Slighted
Survey Shows

1928 Product Was
Up To Standard

(Continued from page 125)

features produced last year, with six pos-

sible exceptions, and the public has ex-

pressed its disapproval by remaining away
from the theatres. The feeling is that

silent pictures are being neglected with the

future quality very uncertain, but in the

future of sound pictures more optimism is

expressed.

Salt Lake City agrees with Boston, that

silent pictures have been below standard,

with sound features being exceptionally

well received. The outlook for the coming
year is considered splendid.

It is generally agreed among the exhibi-

tors of Portland, Oregon, that the bulk of

the 1928 features were up to the standard,

but only a half dozen of the silent pictures

made money. The houses equipped for

.sound reproduction got most of the business.

Charles M. Thall, Pacific Northwest divi-

sion manager of West Coast Theatres in

Seattle, says the 1928 features were fully

up to the standard of previous years, judg-

ing by box-office reports and favorable com-
ment of the public. He believes producers

have slighted silent pictures to a very small

extent, as is natural when a new develop-

ment such as the talkie is being fostered,

but points out that much attention is still

being paid silent films by the producers.

Guy A. Kenimer, manager of Consoli-

dated Amusements in Tampa, says last

year's crop of pictures was not only up to,

but above the usual standard, and that gen-

erally, the producers are not slighting the

silents.

Lee Levy, manager of the Victoria and
Colonial Theatres, Wilmer and Vincent
houses in Harrisburg, Pa., says :

"The picture output of 1928 was fully

up to previous standards, and, in fact, aver-

aged a shade better than any other year.

The chief criticism that I have heard from
the public is not of the quality of the pic-

tures, but of a lack of diversity of themes.

In my opinion the producers have not in

any sense neglected the silent pictures."

J. Louis Rome, general manager of Asso-
ciated Theatres Corporation in Baltimore
says :

"The pictures offered by the producers in

192S have not been up to the standard.

While there have been some, there have
been very few outstanding productions
offered during the season."

Five leading exhibitors of Richmond, Va.,
prophesy a bright year for 1929, although
they do not feel that productions were quite

up to standard during the past year.

Canadian Government Ban is Denied On
Non-Synchronous Disc Devices

CANADIAN exhibitors were surprised to read in a New York trade
publication of January 5 that the Canadian Government had placed
a ban on the use of non-synchronous disc devices with film features.

As a matter of fact the Canadian Government knows nothing of the
moving picture business other than the collection of duty on film imports
and theatre equipment and the releasing of the Government's one-reel
subjects for propaganda purposes.

What has happened, as reported by your correspondent some weeks
ago, was that the Canadian film distributors decided to bar the use of
auxiliary equipment for phonographic music when a theatre was not
wired for Movietone, Vitaphone or other similar sound film presentations,
This was done because the distributors did not want faked synchroniza-
tion which might be of an inferior quality to real sound projection.

During the past week silent film theatres in Canada have been receiving
a memorandum with reel shipments from exchanges which sets forth that
the film feature is not to be presented with sound devices. In other words,
the feature has been sold on a silent basis and anything but orchestra,
organ or piano accompaniment is forbidden.

Lasky Enthuses Over Stage Stars'

Successes in Talking Pictures
JESSE L. LASKY, first vice-president in

charge of Paramount production, is en-

thusiastic over the appearance of Broadway
legitimate actors in the talking pictures of

the company that are being made at the

Long Island studios. He feels completely
justified in recruiting them for the talkies

and is making elaborate preparations for

productions in which they will appear in the

future.

Results from "The Letter," which has
Jeanne Eagles as the star, and "The Hole
In the Wall," with Claudette Colbert in the

leading role, prompted the Lasky remarks.
"These two pictures," said Mr. Lasky,

"have completely justified the policy of
drawing upon the Broadway stage for casts

that can talk. Following the successful com-
pletion of these pictures the studio has now
embarked upon the production of two big

features that will see Richard Dix in 'Noth-
ing But the Truth' and Walter Huston,
stage star of 'The Barker' and 'Elmer t In-

Great, ' in the successful newspaper drama,
' Gentlemen of the Press. ' The supporting
east in the Dix picture includes some of our
leading stage personalities.

"In all of these productions we are fol-

lowing the policy of having a trained di-

rector from the stage assist with the dia-

logue and bring to the films the technique
of making the most out of spoken lines.

"On the first of February we expect to
begin our first big musical comedy in talking
films, 'The Cocoanuts,' starring the four
Marx brothers. George S. Kaufman, author
of the book for the stage production, is ad-
vising us. Irving Berlin, composer of the
original music, is writing a new score. In
March we propose to start another big star-
ring drama for Jeanne Eagles."

Seven First National Stages

Ready This Month
First National studios at Burbank, Cali-

fornia, will have at least seven stages ready
for the filming of sound and talking pic-
tures before the end of the present month.
It will then be possible to use twelve stages
for Vitaphone pictures.

Fred Newnieyer Will Direct

First Sono-Art Talkie
Fred Newnieyer, film director who

handled a number of Harold Lloyd's com-
edies, has been signed by Sono-Art Produc-
tions, to direct "Broadway Bound."
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Powers Denies Any Contemplated

Ciiiephone Merger with Biophone

PA. POWERS, pr -idem of Powers
• Cinephone, says there is no eonti

plated merger with Biophone, bul tha

latter has merely contrael il for the Cine

phone sound-on-filin attachment to the Bio-

phone disc reproducing device. Biophone

announced the arrai md il was mis-

taken in some quarters for a merger of the

two companies, according to Mr. Powers.

li i- said that a number of other manu-
facturers of sound r producing equipment

on disc are planning to contract Eoj the

ind-on-filni attachment. This

fact has resulted in a number of rumors of

mergers with independent companies, ;ill of

which are denied by Mr. Powers. The latter

says that his company has no intention

i of merging with any other company
or of granting exclusive selling rights Eor

the sound on film attachment as a unit or

an accessory.

In this respect Mr. Powers points out

thai the contract betu en Powers Cine-

phone and Biophone is a non exclusive agree

men! whereby the Biopho sompany i a

sured the Powers Cinephone attachment for

i heir equipments n ithout prejudice to any

similar arrangements that may be made
with other manufacturers of disc sound re-

produc i

Mr. Powers Eurther states that the Bio-

phone agreement and the other similar

agreements pending will in no way effect

the selling plans nor the sales of Powers
Cinephone complete equipm 'nts. These will

be handled both direct Erom the Powers
Cinephone office in X 'W York and through

territorial sales agencies.

Duleetone to Produce Own Films

If Regular Service Is Refused

F RANK R. WILSON, who organized
Duleetone. Inc., i- prepared to go into

the sound picture production field if sound

picture distributors refuse to extend service

to houses equipped with the Duleetone re-

producing device. This is a disc synchro-

nization system based on Cortellaphone pat-

ents.

Dulc < as organized by Mr. Wilson

and be will become president of the com-

pany or chairman of the board when the

ization meeting is held in the near
future. Incorporation papers of the com-

pany have Keen filed in Delaware with an
elastic capitalization, the original amount
being $500,000.

With the statement from Western Elec-

tric Company permitting its licensees to

service equipment that comes up to the

proper standard of quality, Mr. Wilson does
ii. il anticipate any trouble on the question

of Lnterchangeability, which he considers

settled Eor all time. He is completely satis-

fied that the quality of Duleetone equip-

ment will readily meet with all require-

ments, Imi if Eor anj reason service should

be refused he stands ready to provide the

funds to go into the sound picture produc-

ing field.

'I'he first of the Duleetone machines are

to be ready by January '22, when fifteen

units will be completed. Five of these will

be immediately installed. The prices of the

equipment range from $3,500 to $7,500. It

is the aim of the company to produce 100

machines weekly with four factories mak-
ing different parts.

Christie Busily Engaged With
Production of Talkies

Al Christie is in tin- midst of a heavy
production schedule of talking pictures. He
lias .just finished two subjects, while others

are in various stages of production. Those
completed are "A Bird In the Hand," fea-

turing Lois Wilson, and "The Melancholy
Dame," first of the Octavus Roy Cohen
"Darktown" series.

Raymond Griffith will be seen in "Post
Mortem.--," which is now in production.

Two others will get under way soon.

Sonora-Bristolphone Acquires New
Sound-On-Film Attachment

CHARLES R. ROGERS, general manager of Sonora-Bristolphone an-

nounces that his company will have available by February 1st a

8ound-on-film attachment that can be easily applied to its present
sound-on-disc reproducing device and thus make Sonora-Bristolphone
interchangeable with every type of system by which talking pictures

are reproduced.
Commenting on the acquisition Mr. Rogers said:

''With the addition of this souml-on-film attachment, Sonora Bristol-

phone will he physically interchangeable with every type of system now be-

ing used by the outstanding producers of the industry. This new auxiliary

service will lie marketed along the same lines that have won quick support
for Sonora-Bristolphone, which is in the position of having all the patents

necessary to its operation under its own roof. It will be a distinct benefit

to exhibitors who cannot afford the higher priced instruments."

Wm. M. Brown

Brown Launches
New Laboratories

For Sound Discs
William M. Brown has entered the sound

picture field as president and treasurer of

Recording Laboratories of America, which

has secured a long-term Lease on studio- and

offices hi East 38th Street, New York City.

Engineers of the company have perfected

a synchronous and non-synchronous device,

using the disc method. The synchronous

apparatus is known as Phonoscope and the

non-synchronous as Audio'tone. Production

will get under way shortly on a series of

short novelty pictures.

Mr. Brown for a number of year- has

been associated with large industrial con-

cerns in Canada. He was connected with

Canadian Industries, Ltd., for seventeen

years. lie heads (he William M. Brown
and Company, Inc., this being the pa rent

company of Recording Laboratories of

America. Officers of the hitler concern, in

addition to Mr. Brown .are, Jess Smith, vice-

president anil studio production manager,

and .Ionian M. Cohan, secretary.

Sono-Art Estahlishes Quarters

at Metropolitan Studio
( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Bollywood, January 10.—The Sono-Art

Productions, which is to produce "Broad-
way Bound," starring Eddie Dowling, ar-

rived in Hollyw I this week and estab-

lished headquarters in the Metropolitan
Studios. o. E. Goebel i- president of the

new firm, and George Week-, former dis-

tribution manager for Paramount, is vice-

president.

Fred Newmeyer is to direct "Broadwaj
Bound" as a screen musical comedy. It

was written by Dowling. .lames Mauley
wrote the music. Kay Donley, musical com-
edy star, arrived with the company and in

private life i>. Mrs. Dowling. She will not

appear in thi- production.

2 Different Treatments in

"Coquette" Versions
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, -Ian. 10.—Mary Pickford is

making two separate and distinct versions
of "Coquette" for (Jnited Artists. One will

be a talkie and the other a silent; both will

have the same plot but with entirely dif-

ferent treatment.
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uBad Girl" Films Get Big B'Way Money
Public Paid Out

$560,236 for Movie
Shows Last Week

NEW YORK CITY.—There were four "bad
girl" films on Broadway last week por-

traying "fallen women" and when the

week was ended it was discovered that the four

had run up a total gross in receipts of $225,236.

The four pictures were Mary Nolan in "West
of Zanzibar" at the Capitol, Nancy Carroll in

"Shopworn Angel" at the Paramount. Vilraa

Banky in "The Awakening" at the Rivoli and

Betty Compson in "Scarlet Seas" at the Strand.

In the fifteen theatres in the Times Square dis-

trict playing film attractions the receipts for the

first week of 1929 went to $560,236. ( )f this the

eight grind houses got $417,161. while the seven

remaining theatres where picture are in for a

run, and a two-a-day policy is in effect, turned

in $143,075. It was really a big whoopee week
for the Broadway box offices.

The biggest money on the street naturally

went to the good little girl Nancy Drexel in

"Prep and Pep" which was a hold over at the

Roxy, where the big capacity and a strong stage

show made it possible to draw $114,000 on the

week. The Capitol was next in the point of

receipts with Lon Chancy in "West of Zanzi-

bar" getting $88,869 with the result that the

picture and show were held over for the current

week.
At the Paramount Nancy Carroll and Gary

Cooper came within an ace of breaking the

house record there, which is held by "Under-
world." The receipts for the week were $82,-

670, which included an extra New Year's Eve
show. The Rivoli, with "The Awakening," got

$43,585, running just ahead of the Strand where
Richard Barthelmess in "Scarlet Seas" played
to $40,097.

"Give and Take," which came into the Colony
managed to pull down $21,370, while "Abie's
Irish Rose," at the Rialto, pulled an out and out

nose dive showing $20,570 for the week. This
was another distinct disappointment to the house
operators. It was figured that the controversy
in the $3,000,000 plagiarism suit by the author of

"'Abie" against Universal now being fought
in the local courts and gett'ng a lot of news-
paper space would help the box office but seem-
ingly it didn't.

The little Cameo, on 42nd Street, with "Ten
Days That Shook the World," managed to get

$6,200 after the picture had been shown in other
houses along the street.

Of the pictures that are in for a run the top
money went to '"The Singing Fool," with Al.

Garbo Film Tops L. A. Grosses; Near
Mark for "Daughters" at Loew 's State

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 9.—Molion picture theatres in general witnessed
good attendance in Los Angeles this past week. High honors were
tendered Loew's State, where "A Woman of Affairs" topped the city's

grosses with a box office take of over $35,000, almost crashing the record
previously established by "Our Dancing Daughters" at this house.

Warner's Hollywood theatre playing "My Man" came next in the big
earning line-up, with the register showing $30,000 for the week from Thurs-
to Wednesday.

"Sins of the Fathers," starring Emil Jannings, held up at the Metro-
politan theatre with $26,500. "The Rescue," showing in its first week at

the United Artists, boosted the house receipts to the figure of $17,500. In
the midst of its third week presentation "In Old Arizona" scored to the tune
of $21,500.

"The Barker," in its fifth week at the Carthay Circle, slipped a bit,

managing to corral a week's return of $13,000.

Having been held over for two additional weeks at Grauman's Chinese
theatre at the request of Warner Brothers, "Noah,'s Ark" playing for its

tenth consecutive week, hit the $13,500 mark.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "A Broadway Melody" will have its world

premiere at Grauman's and will follow "Noah's Ark" into that house on
January 25.

A Scene from "The Skywayman," One of the

"Russ Farrell, Aviator" Series, Which Educa-
tional is Now Releasing.

Jolson at the Winter Garden. Here the receipts

were $44,427 with New Year's contributing

largely to this, as was also the case at the War-
ner Bros., where Fanny Brice in "My Alan"

pulled $29,047, the second biggest money for the

run shows.
"Alias Jimmie Valentine," at the Astor, was

next in line with $19,333, while "The Barker,"

at the Central, finished the week with $16,121.

"The River," at the Gaiety, managed to hold

up due to the holiday crowds spending their

money wherever they could get in and the state-

ment here showed $14,294, while "Interference,"

at the Criterion, played to $14,127.

The low on the street went to "The Viking."

at the Embassy, where the figures showed
$5,726.

This week the business along the street is

generally reported as normal, with no outstand-

ing smashes outside of the possibility of "Ro-
mance of the Underworld," at the Roxy show-
ing up.

"Singing Fool"

Draws Big Crowds
to St. Louis House

St. Louis.
—"The Singing Fool" playing at

the Midtown Theatre, Olive street, just west of

Grand boulevard, continued to pull in approxi-
mately 30,000 patrons per week at 75 cents and
$1 per head. Rather remarkable for the size of

the theatre.

"Interference," the Paramount talking picture

at the Ambassador Theatre, had the novel ex-
perience of playing St. Louis just a few weeks
behind the stage show of the same title. The
Ambassador had a good week,
At the Grand Central the screen version of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" had an average week for

this house, which was the first of the de luxe
talking palaces.

The Missouri Theatre, Grand and Lucas ave-
nues, offered "The Little Wild Cat," a talkie,

while Eddie Cantor was also on the screen in

a talking short.

At Loew's State Theatre Lon Chaney in

"West of Zanzibar" proved a very popular at-

traction. Ukulele Ike, a big favorite in St.

Louis, was on the Movietone bill.

Midnight Shows
Help Good Week

in Alhany Houses
Albany.—The best money-getter among the

motion picture theatres of Albany, N. Y„ last

week was the "Woman of Affairs" at the Mark
Strand, synchronized to sound and music.
While there were no record-breaking crowds,
the midnight show on New Year's Eve helped
make the opening day a big one, while the snow
and rain that fell on New Year's sent thou-
sands to the theatres and the Mark Strand got
its full share. There were crowds standing in

front of the box office for the second show each
night throughout the week.
The Mark Ritz in Albany also had a big week

with Richard Barthelmess in "Scarlet Seas,"
with sound. The Leland did what might be
termed a good business with Dolores Del Rio
in "The Red Dance." The Clinton Square used
"Shadows of the Night" and "The Girl He
Didn't Buy" to consistent business throughout
the week.
Neighborhood houses in Albany report busi-

ness as being fairly good, although there is no
question but that the presence of flu kept down
the crowds in many instances.

In the neighboring city of Troy business does
not seem to pick up as it should. The Troy The-
atre used "A Woman of Affairs" for the first

part of the week and "The Haunted House" the

latter part of the week, both doing just normal
business. The Lincoln used "Scarlet Seas" to
fairly good business, although there might be
some improvement.

Proctor's used "Craig's Wife" along with a

program of vaudeville and the picture is re-

ported to have more than held its own

Victor to Sound 2 - Reeler
"Ruby Lips,'' a new Hal Roach comedy,

sarring Charley Chase, has been synchro-
nized at the Victor recording plant in New
York east of 5th avenue ; it is expected
that subsequent Roach comedies will be
synchronized with musical scores and sound
effects at the same laboratory.
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Cincinnati Off To Flying Start

A romance of Napoleonic rimes, set with

charming costumes and backgrounds, is D. IF'.

Griffith's neu I nihil Artists production, ''Lady

of the Pavements.'' Lupe I ale: {left) and
William Boyd (right) are tin- leads. Albert

Conti (center) is a featured player

Oklahoma City

Slump Continues

Due to Illness
Oklahoma City.—The pre-holiday slump was

apparent at all the theatres and they are un-

doubtedly feeling the results of a siege of 111—

.Inch has been fairly general.

The Orpheum Theatre, in conjunction with
five acts of vaudeville, offered on the screen

"The S featuring Estelle Tay-
lor and Ralph [nee. Business was c

Alice White and Jack Mulhall in "Naughty
i mpress and "I 'rep and Pep,"

with David Rollins anil Nancy Drexel, at the

. enjoyed good business. Fannie Brice,

starring in "My Man." at the Capitol, also

ght good business.

Heavy Business

Done I>\ Special

New Year Shows

CINCINNATI.- The first week of the new
year showed up very well for a majority
of the Cincinnati houses, manj of which

gOl '-II I" a flying start with their special shows
i

, Year's eve. The Albee, which
advertised their special performances heavily.

old out long I" fore the time for the event.

Van and Schenck, headlining the vaudeville

n of the Albee bill, which, incidentally, was
considerablj above the general run, and "I iri am
o) I ove," "ii thi screen succeeded in attracting

a big lot of customers foi the week.

The Capitol, with it- second all-talking pic-

ture. "On Trial," did a splendid business, not-

withstanding the fact that some of the local crit-

ics made rather odious comparisons when com-
menting on the voice of Pauline Frederick, who

een lure earlier in the season in the stage

play of the same name

"White Shadows in the South Seas" pleased

the customers of the Lyric mightily ; in fact, so

much so, that the booking has been extended to

include an additional seven days. Business was
very good.

Keith's, with "Beware of Bachelors" (sound),
had a very satisfactory attendance for the week.

"The Singing Fool," in its second week at

the Strand, showed some signs of having" worn
out its welcome, although when considering the

fact that the picture played a solid four weeks
at another Cincinnati house just a short time

ago, and at the same prices, business was really

good.

The Palace with "Marked Money" on the

screen and a good vaudeville bill did nicely.

The influenza epidemic is undoubtedly keeping
a number of regulars away from the theatres,

but so far this has not been felt to any appreci-

able extent.

Record Holiday Crowds Patronize

Good Film Offerings in Portland
PORTLAND. ORE.—The final week of

1928 was enhanced by a wonderful array

of film offerings which were shown by <

at all first run houses, and brought out a record
vd. which taxed the capacity of all

and whii of propor-
II of th. MidNight matim

The MidNight matinee marked the opening
of tb' H and
Manager Ely presented five icts of

vaudi een offering.

"Nothing to Wear."
With extra performances daily, ami v,

the rule, big business predominated at The
e William nubble "In

Old Arizona." which will -tra weeks
land.

• "tie to Love," starring Buddy Ro
land, I-'an-

chon & Marco's "Stairway of Dreams" idi

ted in nicely on the St

Multnomah Theatre t'ircuit reports an i

tionally high atfc ekat their half dozen
suburban theatres, doil business with re-

turn showing of "King of Kings" and adding
- ille for tl i ws.

Exceptionally largi crowds were handled at

Pantages, their outstanding offering being
"Mother Machree" on tie

by five novelty acts.

vds revelled at The Rivoli for the Night

Club Revue, headed by an old favorite, Don
Smith, as master of ceremonies. The regulai

week's bill also drew well, with "Lady I'.e

Good," featuring Dorothy Mackaill and In!

Mulhall. and for the latter half of the week
Norma Talmadge in "Woman Disputed."

I nited Artists also made a much betti i

-bowing at the box office with Pola Ni

"Loves of an Vctn " an Our Gang comedy,
L Beei via Metro Movietone and Fox Talk-
mi' News.

\ndr. \ Ferris and William ("oilier, Jr., con-
tinued big drawing cards at The Blue Mouse
for the third week in "Beware of Bachelors"
with supplementary Vitaphone offerings, in-

cluding a Max l),nids',n comedy, "Kiel" Cor-
coran banjoist and a Movietone news reel.

In order to accommodate his man} stead

tomers Manager Peterson at The Music Box
in'' d to run an extra show Startil "

It

11 :30 I'. M. Xew Year's Eve ol "( »n I rial,"

and throughout the week business was heavy,
with prospects of long run.

Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge" brought i

business p, Tebbett's Oriental, at its second
showing of the year, and culminated in a mon-
ster vaudeville revue with seats at a premium.
i apitol Theatre brought bai k a popular Regi
nald Denny film "That's \K Daddy," which
swelled box offio receipt , culminating with a
big girl revue to the usual hour. 4 A. M.

NraYWRsiin

1r^
S&M_^ ,

T^sJ
#***^H Hi vi

) es, that's just what Lee Patrick, leading
woman in Pathe's all-talkie, "Strange Cargo,"
intends doing. Havng made a mime for her-
self on the stage, she plans to climb just as high

in the nen medium, the talking film

Salt Lake Ends
Week With Fairly

Good Attendance
Salt Lake City.—Theatre patn iiage at down

town houses started quietly the forepart of the
holiday week hut it ended with fairly g 1 at-

tendance.

The Capitol Theatre presented Bebe Daniels
in "What a Night," and also the stage act "Up.
in the Air." a Fanchon and Marco production,
w ith fairly satisfactory results

The Damages Theatre, in addition to the
vaudeville and picture program, featuring the
comedv drama. "A Single Man." offered a OC
attraction in the form of a male chorus of fifty

voices, known as "The Swanee Singers," which
ed t" he a gi io,| draw me card.

Emil Jannings in "Sins of the Fathers," with
sound effects, played t" moderately crowded
houses during the week. "Shop Worn Angel."
starring Gary Cooper and Nancy l arroll, played
to attendance which was omewhat under par.
The American Theatre reports satisfactory

business considering the preholiday week dur-
ing the presentation of "I ley Rube." Pauline
Fredericks in "The Nest" was shown at the
Rialto Th. aire and Norma Shearer in "The
Actress" at the Slate with fairly good results.

Hoodlums Cause New Year's
Trouble in Ottawa Houses
Disturbances occurred in connection with

Xew Fear's Eve performances in two Can
adian theatres, one being al I'.. I-'. Keith 's

Theatre, Ottawa, and the other at the Tiv.di

Theatre, Toronto police being called.

At Keith's Ottawa, 1 dlums in the big
audience became strenuous m aiming nu-
merous articles ai the stage and orchest i;i

and the show was called off by Manager J.

\l. franklin when efforts to secure order
proved fruitless. Then' was further trouble
when rowdies demanded their money back.
All patrons presenting seat stubs were
given exchange ticket-.

At the Toronto Tivoli the crowd saw the
special show bill then demanded ihe presen-
tation of "The Terror," which was the
sound attraction on the bill for the week's
regular performances. Manager Thomas
Daley announced that this feature had
never been advertised.
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Midnight Shows Help in Cleveland
New Year's Eve

Performances Put
Grosses Over Top

CLEVELAND.—The extra New Year's eve
midnight performances which were pre-

sented at all the leading" theatres in town,
helped to increase the average business for the

week and turn what would have been just a fair

week into a very profitable one.

"The Barker" at the Hippodrome with Milton
Sills was the outstanding attraction of the week,
and did the outstanding business. Presented with
a carnival lobby display with regular circus

concessions in the lobby, sawdust on the floor,

and canvas covering the walls and ceiling, the

play went over big, and is establishing a prece-

dent by being held for a second week—the first

picture to be held over in the Hippodrome under
its present operating policy.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine," playing its second
week at the Stillman, went over very well. The
picture is liked by young and old, both for its

theme and its presentation. It is being held a

third week.
"A Woman of Affairs" proved splendid adult

entertainment at the Allen, where it received
popular approval. Business was pretty good dur-
ing the week, and very good on New Year's Eve.
"The Outcast" did fairly well at the State.

It made good with the adult patrons. "Naughty
Baby" made a good showing last week at

Keith's Palace. "The Michigan Kid" appealed
to the vast audiences who like action. Conse-
quently the picture did satisfactory business the

first half of the week at Keith's East 105th St.

"Riley the Cop" made a fair showing the last

half of the week.
"Three Week Ends" and "The Water Hole"

divided honors of the week at the Park, where
both pictures played their first subsequent run
engagements. Business for the Clara Bow pic-

ture was pretty good, and "The Water Hole"
made a good showing, too.

Stormy Weather
Fails to Halt

K. C. Business
Kansas City.—Cold and stormy weather failed

to halt the enthusiasm for motion pictures here
last week and grosses generally took a jump
over Christmas week. The Mainstreet topped all

other houses with a gross for the week of $23,-

000. The seating capacity is 3,067 and the house
is scaled from 35 to 60 cents. The feature film

was "Power," Pathe, with an Aesop's Fable,
Mack Sennett's "The Lion's Roar," and Pathe
News to round out the program.
Loew's Midland with a seating capacity of

4.000 and prices ranging from 25 to 65 cents

did a gross business of $22,500 with M-G-M's
"A Woman of Affairs" as the screen feature.

Fox Movietone News and M-G-M News and
two Movietone acts rounded out the film pro-
gram.

"Interference" did $14,600 for the week at the

Newman, a house of 2,000 capacity and prices

from 25 to 60 cents. Fox News and two Para-
mount shorts completed the program.
At the Royal "Sins of the Fathers" played to

$8,400. It is a house with only 900 seating ca-

pacity and the prices are 25 and 50 cents. "Go-
ing Places," a short subject, and Paramount
News made up the balance of the picture pro-
gram.
At Pantages business was not up to the stand-

ard of some of the other houses. They grossed
only $11,500 on the week, with a seating capacity

of 2,166 and prices ranging from 25, 50 and 75

cents. "Sinners In Love" was the feature pic-

ture, with the balance of the program made up
of an Aesop's Fable and International News.

Good Week for Pittsburgh's Picture

Theatres; Loew's Perm Leads List
PITTSBURGH.—Loew's Perm had a tremendous week's business with

Gilbert-Garbo in '"A Woman of Affairs," which proved to be rather
an interesting picture. Teddy Joyce, master of ceremonies, and Pub-

lix unit "Bubbles"' went over big.

"Concpiest" fared well at the Stanley. Many pleasing comments on
the novelty of this one. Stanley's new Enright Theatre (in fashionable

East Liberty, five miles from the heart of the town), opened with "Adora-
tion" and played to S.R.O. at most performances. Also used three vaude-
ville acts of very average quality.

"Varsity" did a fair week's business at the Grand, and didn't seem to

cause much interest. "The Woman Disputed" played to disappointing
business at the Regent." "Blindfold" at the Olympic played to but fair

business."

Liberty—First half: "Docks of New York"; last half: "Avalanche."
But fair business. Admission prices cut from forty to thirty cents. Only
recently had been cut from fifty to forty.

"Mother Machree" got a nice week's business for the Aldine.

"Brotherly Love" did very little for the Cameraphone, while "Sub-
marine" did not fare much better at the Alhanibra.

New Orleans Business Excellent

Despite Warning to Avoid Crowds
Xew Orleans.—Despite warnings of the local

health authorities to avoid crowded places dur-

ing the influenza epidemic crowds attended the

downtown first run theatres during the past

week. Al the houses played strong pictures and
while business was not up to the previous week
was excellent nevertheless.

The cash register of the Saenger Theatre
clicked more often at this house than any other

during the week. The 100 per cent Warner
Brothers production, "On Trial," with Pauline
Frederick, Bert Lytell and Lois Wilson was
featured and was lauded not only by the four

local newspapers but by everyone that saw it.

Running its across the street neighbor a close

race for first honors was Loew's State Theatre
where "A Woman of Affairs" was the attrac-

tion in conjunction with five acts of vaudeville.

The vaudeville was above average but the pic-

ture was sufficient to pull 'em in.

"Manhattan Cocktail" was presented with
sound accompaniment at the Tudor and business
at this house was slightly above average. Four
acts of Vitaphone vaudeville were offered in

conjunction.

The Strand did well with Norma Shearer and
Johnny Mack Brown in "A Lady of Chance."

Although "Wings" had its premiere at another
house sometime ago business at the Liberty
Theatre was good enough to justify its reten-
tion for an extra week.

"Masks of the Devil" had its local premiere
at Loew's State a short time ago but this did
not hurt the Globe's business the past week.

The Orpheum offered "The Spieler" with
Renee Adoree, Alan Hale and Clyde Cook, along
with five acts of vaudeville. The picture was
well liked and the business of the house was
good.

Midweek Holiday, Ideal Weather
Make Banner Week in Milwaukee

Milwaukee.—Downtown theatres have just

finished one of the finest weeks in several

months. The weather has been ideal for theatre

going and the mid-week holiday seems to have
added impetus to patronage. Matinee business

was especially good.
At practically all first run theatres capacity

was reached by the middle of the afternoon.

"The Awakening of Love" at the Alhanibra
started its ten-day run on Tuesday and in this

short time has manifested a strong pulling

power. Business very good.
"Three Week Ends" at the Wisconsin with

a presentation headed by Dave Apollon, combine
to make an unusually popular bill. "The Air
Circus" at the Strand is doing good business.

"My Man" finishes its second wek at the

Garden this week. The second week's business
continued very satisfactory. "Mother Machree"

featured at the Merrill brought better business
to that theatre than the past few features. It

has been well attended throughout the week.
"Woman of Affairs" did fair business at the

Majestic. "Adoration" was featured on the Or-
pheum bill. The theatre drew very good re-

sults throughout the week. Matinee business

was unusually good at the Riverside, where
"The Air Legion" was the photoplay feature.

Neighborhood theatres were not as well at-

tended as the down town houses, yet business at

practically all was above average. The Oriental

and Tower did fair business with "Mother
Knows Best." The Fleet's In" at the Uptown,
Modjeska and Garfield was well attended. "The
Woman Disputed" at the Milwaukee and Na-
tional drew fairly well. "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
played to good houses at the Egyptian and Ve-
netian.
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Baltimore Reports Business Fair
Ncm Year Week

Grosses Are Good
and Bad in Spots

BALTIMORE.—Motion picture houses re-

bad bi

for the week starting off the New Year.

All were bellied considerably by New Year's

md the holiday shows. The weather was
and cold for the most part, with rain on

-day and Saturday.

The best gross for the week was that re-

ported by the Century, a Publix house with a

seating capacity of 3,221, the prices being 25

cents to 65 cents. The gross for the week was
$23,500. "A Lai '

i

" was the feature

picture on display

.

The Stanley was another house that did a

ge week of business with a sr"- of

i 3,654, the scale

of prices also running from 25 cents to 65

cents. The feature attraction was "A Woman
of Affairs."

Excellent business was reported from the

1,981 seat house, the Rivoli, whose prices run

A most unseemly place for May McAvoy. How-
ever, the popular If arner Bros, slur is seen to

better advantage in "Caught in the Fog"
"Stolen Kisses." \<> Defense" and other of her

neu vehicles

from 25 cents to 50 cents. The feature picture

was "The Red I >ance" and there was also a

good supporting program of short subjects.

The New Garden, another of the larger houses

Midnight Shows Launch New Year
To Strong Start in Harrisburg

HARRISBURG—The New Year bopped
off with a fanfare that augured well

i the Harrisburg picture

Five leading theatres put on special

midnight shows running from late Monday until

well into the earl) hours of Tuesday to welcome
the youngster, 1929. These additional perform-

in rwhelminglj popular that they,

in themselves, brought up the weekly average of

box office receipt- to a quite material extent,

particularly as attendance was well maintained

at all the regular performances.
Loew's Regent opened the year very success-

fully with John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in "A
ii of Affair-." a play that bad a strong

appeal from the first, particularly among femi-

nine patron-. Local new paper critics had only

the most flattering things to say about it. In-

stant popularity was gained also by "The Sins

of the Fathers," -tarring F.mil Jannings, which
featured the bill at the Victoria all week. The
crowds were very satisfactory, particularly in

view of the flu scare which, by the way, is rap-
idly dwindling in Harrisburg.
"Mother Machree," with sound and effects,

and featuring Victor McLaglen and Belle Ben-
nett, was greeted by uniformally good-sized
crowds at the Victoria all week and was gener-
ally pronounced excellent entertainment. At the

State Theatre the film feature the last three

days was Irene Rich in 'AVomen They Talk
About," while the first half of the week there,

including the New Year's midnight show, the
picture part of the program was "Tenth Ave-
nue." featuring Phyllis Haver.
Another John Gilbert picture shown in Har-

risburg the same week was "Masks of the
Devil," which headed the hill at the Rialto.

M ilt. .n Sills in "The Hawk's Nest" was popular
at the Capitol. Joan Crawford in "Our Dancing
Daughters" came to Harrisburg for a second
run, this time doing nice business at the Russell.

Al. Hoxie thrilled 'em in "Battling Burke" at

the Roval.

First of Talking Pictures Heard
in Ottawa James Regent Theatre

Ottawa The one big -tir in Ottawa, Ontario,

ement circle- during week of December
31 was film- ins- ..i sound at

the Regent Thi first for the Canadian
al. The theatre was jammed all after-

noon and evening and it was necessarj to re

peat the show after 11 I'. M. to satisfy the late-

comers. It was significant t'n it thi Regent prob-

ably had it jam on the night of a big

;ii ii al hockej game » hi n .. -. pn » iously,

the Regent as well as all oth< r loi al theatres fell

a drop in attendance because of hockey attract-

ive! i.

The program at the Regent comprised "Street
Angel." Fox Movietone Xews, "The Family
Picnic" and "The Hut." with the house orches-
tra continuing its regular presentations.

The Centre Theatre had its second week of

"Lilac Time" in silent version but business did

not hold up to the previous week's standard.

rally speaking, the crowd was not enthusi-

astic over it.

A scintillating piece was "Manhattan Cock-

tail" at IS. F. Keith's and this was the main-
stay of the week's bill, being much better than
the vaudeville, relatively speaking. New Year's
crowds were immense and business during the

re-t of the week was fairly strong.

Satisfactory crowds turned to the Imperial
Theatre for "Someone to Love" with Buddy
Rogers and Mary Brian. The feature was light

'ii texture but it pleased the young folks who
n • i e in the majority.

Second run of "Show People" gave the Ava-
lon Theatre its best crowds so far. while "The
I ii t Kiss" registered fairly good results as

well. The Fern Theatre got it- till of people
for "Gay Retreat" and there was another fair

turnout for "Cruise of the Hellion."

Tin Columbia got back into its stride with
Racket" and "I kilo Cheyenne," while the

Rex enjoyed big business with final episodes of

"Yellow Cameo" and "Haunted Island." the

feature- being "My Best Girl" and "Garden of

Eden." Serials are great at the Rex alwa\ -

with 3,016 -eat-, w.i- another th ed very
1 business with "Man Made Woi

feature atti ai tion. A quite elaborate presi

tion was offered.

At the Metropolitan. "My Man" reported
verj good business with price- running from 15

ti > 50 cents '1 wo sh< ir( subji cts and a
Kinogram newsreel rounded out the program.
The I [ippodromi w d to havi

a jump of $3,000 over the previous week, but

n nil an estimated gri i oi i 00 business was
on

1
1

.
.in l.i thi I si Ii i- J, "on seats. The

attraction was 'The Floating College."

The small, i housi - had onlj fair business and
in - ime cases poor. The New Theatre with
"Uncle Tom'- Cabin" played to $8,700 at prici -

from 25 cents to 50 cent-. The Parkwav with
\\ . st of Zanzibar" bad a gross of S.5,800. The

Valencia with "A Single Man" as the feature
attraction grossed $2,950.

Holiday Helps
Tampa Houses to

Average Business
Tampa.—The New Year opened up very satis-

factory New Year's Day was fine in all houses
and rest of week went over nicely. "Sunrise" at

tin Tampa the first half pulled a good Sunday
and a big Tuesday. The other two day- were
just average. Gilbert and Garbo, both well

liked here, in "A Woman of Affairs," drew
very well for the last half.

The Victory had a good week all through.
"Annapolis" the first half and "The Sins of the

Fathers" the last half. Outside of the big Tues-
day business, the latter picture showed up besl

at the box office and was well liked.

"Silks and Saddles" failed to pull the aver-
age business for the Strand the fust two day-.

"Me Gangster" opened up big on Tuesday and
hit the Tribune critic to the tune of a half col-

umn, which pulled another good day on Wednes-
day, but Thursday dropped a little. "Blind-
fold." the last two days, didn't start anything,

with business hardly up to average.
The six change program still continues at

the Franklin and the house is enjoying good
patronage. The three second runs this week
win better cards than the three first runs, which
was natural, as they had Chancy in "London
\fter Midnight," Clara Bow in "(let Your
Man." and Billie Dove in "The Night Watch."

Capitol Heads
Des Moines Houses

With "Submarine"
Des Moines.—The Capitol with the Columbia

picture, "Submarine," topped all houses here
for last week by virtue of the fact that it has
the larec-t -eating capacity and also that its

prices exceed other houses, drosses from there-

are reported as $9,006 for the week with the

seating capacity 1,700 and the prices -^, .'5 and
oil cent-.

The real leader in point of attendance- was the

M. Moines with a gross of $<S,975 in a 1, Mill-

scat house with prices of 25 and 50 cents. The
attraction was Warner Bros. "My Man." Sup-
plementing the program at these two houses
were, at the Capitol, a fashion news reel, a talk-

ing trailer on "Interference," Paramount News
and a I'uhlix presentation. "Babes of Broad-
way," and the Des Moines, a short, titled

"Sorry Sally"; a song slide number. Fox Movie-
tone .Yews and the Red Spice orchestra.

The Strand, a 1,200-seat bouse with prices of

2d and 30 cents, did only $1,092 on the half

week with "Fazil" as the feature, a short, titled

"Calford in the Movies," and a Fox Newsreel.
On the other half week with "State Street Sa-
die" the gross was $1,400.
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Bern Sees Talkie Novelty Waning
Quality Is Fan's

Concern Now Says

Pathe Producer
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

H OLLYWOOD, Jan. 10.—That the

mere words "talking pictures'' no
longer draw audiences alone, and

the public now wants to know the quality

of the sound pictures advertised by theatres

brfore paying good money at the box office,

are the opinions expressed by Paul Bern,
Pathe producer, who recently returned from
New York. During his eastern trip, Bern
made a survey of theatre conditions, especi-

ally in relation to showing of sound and
dialogue pictures.

"Until recently it was only necessary for

the exhibitor to emblazon the words '

' with
sound" in his advertising to assure big

business, but now the situation has resolved

itself to a condition where competition
among talking pictures is as keen as was
the competition in silent pictures before the
sudden success of Vitaphone so upset the

industry," Bern declared.

"Box office reports collected by trade
journals prove most convincingly that the
power of the talking picture as a box office

magnet is rapidly being lessened, and good
silent films with the old favorite screen per-
sonalities are proving even greater drawing
cards than most of the current talktilm

subjects.

"Now that the novelty of hearing ] pie

speak on the sere n has worn off, it will be

In This Argument, Who
Was Right?

< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 10—When the
Brothers Studio telephones the
First National plant, the girl

on the Warner end has been in the
habit of saying, "Main studio calling."

Last week some one at the First

National studio, believed to be an
office boy, resented this. When the
girl said, "Main studio calling," he
returned, "What?" She repeated and
he again said "What." The same query
and answer went back and forth until

the girl finally said, "Warner Brothers
Studio calling."

necessary for all producers to pay more at-

tention to the entertainment qualities of

their film productions whether they be si-

lent or with sound. The fundamental re-

quirements of the two mediums, from the

box office standpoint, are identically the

same, but the talking pictures will have to

reach as high a standard of entertainment

as the silent drama has achieved before it

can have as permanent an appeal. In fact,

stupid, inane dialogue is worse than poor
titles, and the mere effort of people talking

to each other will never supplant in inter-

est the action and varied background of the

silent drama."

George K. Arthur and Josephine Dunn, two of
the talented young contract stars oj the Metro-

Goldivyn-Mayer studio

Supporting Clara Bow
In "The Wild Party" are: Phillips R.

Holmes, Jack Oakie, Shirley 'Hara.

Joins Pathe
Erie Hampton, former Fox Coast public-

ist, has joined the Pathe studio staff in

California.

Learns Lines by Heart
Norma Shearer learned the entire dia-

logue of "Trial of Mary Dugan" before
work got under way.

Eddie Baker
Eddie Baker turns from acting in Chris-

tie comedies to directing them. His first is

"His Angel Child." Neal Burns, another
actor turned director, is making "Papa
Spank," Jimmy Elroy leading man.

Subtitle—From "All At Sea" for
M-G-M, titles by Robert Hopkins:
"O. K. McDuff joined the navy to

get rid of a floating kidney."

Newspaper Contest Winners
Will Tour Hollywood

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 10.—Arthur Zellner,

Pickford-Fairbanks press agent, left for

New York last Wednesday to begin picking

up winners of the "Most Deserving Girl"
contest held in 25 cities by as many differ-

ent newspapers. Prize consists of a special

visit to the movie studios and environs for

the 25 lucky girls and a woman writer for

each paper conducting the contest. The
strict conditions for the winners include

that none shall try to break into pictures

in any form or manner and unless they

agree to take the special train home at the

conclusion of the tour they cannot be in-

cluded among the winning troupe. The con-

test started January 1(1.

New Contract

Jack Oakie has gotten

from Paramount.
new contract

Stage Engagement
Edward Everett Horton is taking a fling

at the stage while vacationing away from
Warner studio.

Adam Hull Shirk
He has been signed by Columbia to di-

rect studio publicity, replacing Leroy John-
ston, resigned.

Added
Add to "Object—Alimony" cast: Ethel

Grey Terry, Roscoe Karns, Carmelita
Geraghty, Jane Keckley.

With Mix
Kathryn McGuire will be the girl lead in

n w FBO western starring Tom Mix. Wal-
ter McGrail to be heavy and Ethan Laidlaw,

Barney Fuery and Wynn Mace in other

roles.

Will Talk
Lilyan Tasliman will talk in Paramount's

'

' A Genius Is Born.

W. B. Studio Promotions
Anthony Coldeway, Cornier western

scenario editor, has been made assistant as-

sociate executive at Warner Coast studio.

Graham Baker will succeed him.

Eve Southern to Star
Eve Southern will star in T.-S.'s "The

Miracle," George Archainbaud to direct.

Frances Hyland doing the continuity. Wal-
ter Pidgeon is also seen.

1 1. ontinued on follozving
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Wampas Choose New Baby Stars
All. Except One.

Correspond with

News Prediction
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Bollywood, Jan. 10.—The Wampas held

una] election of the 13 baby star

Monday. They will be presented to the pub-
lie at tin- frolic February L2 at the Shrine
Auditorium.

The new crop of stars contains the follow-
ing names

:

Anita Page ami Josephine Dunn, M-G-M
Jean Arl bur and Doris Hill, Para-

lnoum stars; Loretta Xbung, First National
Doris Dawson, Warner Dims, star;

Helen Foster, < lifl Broughton Productions
star; I and Helen Twelvetrees,
Fox stars; Bettj Boyd, Educational star;

Sally Blane, FBO stai . Ethyln Clair, Pathe
star; and Mona Rica, United Artists star.

Although Miss I '' • -"I has been s
!

iial player, arrangements were made
for her tn be the Warners baby star.

Speculation a tiers was rife

in Bollywood following the election, the

local office of the News predicting the win-

ners and only guessing wrong in one in-

instance.

Eevine Serial Begins

"The Fatal Warning," a ten episode

serial, was placed in production this week
li.\ Mascot. Productions. The east includes

Ralph Graves, llelene Costello, Martha
Maddox, and Phillip Smaller. Dick Thorpe
is directing.

Eddy's New Job
Don II. Eddy, is now installed as the new

publicity director for the FBO studios.

Lance Heath, who has been handling the

studio in addition to Gloria Swanson, will

E M B A K 1{ A S S I N G MO M E N T S

W Inn \oii mir! your prospective

In-Laws . . . for tin- firsl time . . .

be nonchalant . . . Light a Murad.

© P. Lur.ll.r.l C.U., Eel. l'OO They taste just like they did 20 years ago

concentrate on Swan-on in the future.

Eddy \\a- pre-- agent for Rudolph Valen

tino at t he height of his career and later

tor Barry Langdon. Be was also al o later

period, general manager for the Lai

product Mil

Rod La Rocque
M Q M engaged Rod La Rocque for one

of the featured parts in "Our Modern
Maidens," planned as a sequel to "Our
Dancing Daughters." The film will be dia-

logued.

Leatrice Joy in Vaude
Leatrice Joy has left pictures temporarily

for vaudeville. She opens a tour of the Or-

pheum Circuit in San Francisco, next week.

"Trial Marriage"

The next Columbia to go into work is

••Trial Marriage," Sat. Evening Posl story

by Elizabeth Alexander. Erie Kenton to

direct, Sonya Levien to do adaption, Nor-

man Kerry and Sally Eilers to he leads.

Ted Wilde, 111, Resigns

Ted Wilde resigned recently as director

for Lloyd, rather than hold up produc-

tion on "T.N.T." for a longer period, be-

cause of his illness. Wilde became seriously-

ill and Lloyd was willing to wait. Mean-

while Wilde showed little signs of improv-

ing rapidly, so he has asked Lloyd to get

some one else rather than delay production

further.

Filming His Own Play

William De Mille is directing a two-reel

talking version of his own play, "The Men
Higher Up," for M-G-M. Hobart Bosworth

and Robert Edeson have the two featured

parts.

Dinner for Dialogue Writers

Recently imported eastern "dialogue

writers" for sound pictures will be guests

at a dinner February 2nd to be tendered

them by the executive committee of the

Writers' Branch of the Academy of Motion
Picture Art- and Sciences.

"Five O'Clock Girl"

Charles King is the male lead in M-G-M 's

"Five O'Chiek Girl." Cast includes:

Aileen Pringle, Carmelita Geraghty, Polly

Moran.

"Dear Vivian"

"Dear Vivian" is new talkie -ketch by

Waldemar Young, filmed by Christie with

Sam I lardy and Raymond Hat Ion. Lor-

raine Eddy and Mabel Forrest in cast.

Child Makes Debut

Marcia Kagnn, four and a hall' year-,

makes her how in ParamOUllt's "Hole in

Wall."

Harry Gribbon to Direct Talkie

Harry Gribbon will direct an all talking

short i dy Eor Mack Sennett, besides

playing one of the featured parts. Grib-

bon was one of Sennett'- featured players

hack in 1915.

( Continui d on page 138)
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for

Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis

of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England

Among every line

Working a Public up of pictures you

Allele are sure '" nnf' one
or two that could be

box office bets by running a private showing
for the civic and educational authorities of

your town or city. Arrange such a private

showing a few weeks in advance of your
play dates and advise your invited guests

that the picture will only be shown if they
vote that it is worthy for public exhibition.

At the showing, slips of paper can be passed
out to all attending on which Ihev can vote

"Yes" or "No."
This idea was successfully worked on

quite a few occasions and resulted in much
increased business for what might have been
an ordinary program picture.

The best angle, of course, is that the story

deals with growing boys and girls, then sell

the idea that it preaches a moral and should
be seen by "every parent and child in the

community." Many other good angles pre-

sent themselves for such a tie-up and if you
think your bookings are getting you into a
rut look through your availability list and
see if you can't select some picture that

lends itself to this kind of exploitation.

Mr. Callahan,
Fire Department m a n a «» of t]

?
e

,-, . Cameo Theatre in
Co-operation Bridgeport, Conn.,

found his theatre on
the front page of the papers after he had
arranged with the Bridgeport Fire Depart-
ment to instruct his staff on fire drills.

Aside from the value of such training it is

bound to stir up a lot of favorable com-
ment from your patrons and we are certain
that every local fire department would will-
ingly listen to such a suggestion.

Callahan, a former publicity man on the
Famous Players staff, recently became af-
filiated with the Cameo Theatre and is rap-
idly getting his stride in the famous "All
Sound '

' theatre.

With the arrival

The New Year's of thl ' new veai we
received some good
suggestions regard-
ing some resolutions

that all real theatres could well afford to
heed. The best resolution was that theatre
managers should resolve NOT to fool their
patrons with promises they don't perform.
Another was to keep their theatres spic and
span for the new year. Still another was
that they would present their shows in a
more showmanlike manner.
We could utilize this entire issue with

Resolutions

We Thank You
HE answers to our recent

letter are beginning to come
in faster than the previous

request and for this reason we
must express our thanks to the
various members who responded
with such fine spirit.

The question of "Sound" con-
tinues to be of first importance
to every phase of the industry
and when light on this subject is

shed by the men who are actually

running these pictures then the
entire industry can benefit by
reading of their opinion and re-

actions.

The publication and editing

of these letters are now being
worked into shape and will, no
doubt, create a lot of interest.

C. E. L.

others we have received but if one was to

boil them all together in a big pot the re-

sult would read: "Resolved, that we would
run our theatres as theatres and make 1929

a banner year from every viewpoint.

Who was it that said "No matter how
you slice it, it's still bologna?

A printed list of

Correspondence ^ v
Round J a

b

le

t J TI • members is
is the 1 lung now De ing prepared,

and any member
who would like a copy for the purpose of
writing to the other members should drop
me a line and I will forward one of these
lists. The interchanging of ideas is the
foundation upon which the CLUB was
originally organized, and the mighty strides
made in this direction are one of the many
reasons why the CLUB is today a great suc-
cess. But, like all the other good resolu-
tion makers, we are determined to make it

a still greater success.

Any CLUB member addressing a letter to
a brother member will soon learn that such
communications are answered immediately.
The reason for this is that we have created
a scrt of brotherhood, and regardless of
where you are located you are all together
through the medium of the trade's leading
publication, the MOTION PICTURE
NEWS.

T h e v e r y im-

The Maintenance l'" 1'' 11 " 1 subje, '

t "*

c I
. . theatre equipment

Subject Again maintenance pops
up again. 1 rehash it

because in the past few months 1 was rather
surprised to note how many large, tine thea-
tres were permitting their equipment to gel

into a deplorable condition. Most particu-
larly important is the booth equipment.
Here is, perhaps, the most vital part of your
business and yet 90 per cent of the exhibi-

tors in this country depend solely upon
their operators to keep their equipment in

proper shape.

Don't take such chances. We all know
that there are a certain element of projec-

tionists who really take a personal inter-

est in the booth placed in their charge, but

unfortunately, there are but a few like this.

The larger majority are more inclined to let

the equipment alone until such time as some
portion of it becomes out of order or shows
signs of going out of use.

There are various remedies for this con-
dition. The first, and most important, is a

personal inspection by the manager of his

entire booth and every article in it. Ar-
range to meet your operators some set

morning each week and go through the

booth thoroughly. Look into the lamp
houses, see if the reflector or condensers
are being kept clean. Look at the bottom
of the lamps to see if they are being cleaned
out regularly, especially the carbon dust
which eventually gets into the movable
parts of the lamp and hinders their effi-

ciency. Make it a point to see that the
mechanisms are being lubricated properly
and that this part of your projectors are
not in need of overhauling, and if you find

they are, DON'T delay. Postponing such
attention will cost you many times more
than what it should cost if you were to at-

tend to it promptly, and besides it may
cause a breakdown of your show at a time
when you can't afford it.

We don't like to "tell the world" about
the other guy's faults, but we could fill half

a page telling of "so-called" good man-
agers whose equipment we found to be
badly neglected.

Wake up, boys, don't show poor manag-
ing ability by letting the property in your
care suffer for want of attention, and don't
depend on paid help to worry over things
thai rightly belong to your sole attention.

And, incidentally, the booth is not the only
place that requires your constant attention.

It implies to every part of your house and
every bit of equipment in it.

(Continued on following page)
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Texas conies for-

About Drives for™* wi
f.
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' gestion that the
Membership CLUB should stage

a membership drive

during the winter months, but our only re-

ply is that such a drive is unnecessary, be-

cause the membership is constantly increas-

ing, as day by day more exhibitors are

learning of the great value that the CLUB
is to its members. We say with all mod-
esty, that the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB is the largest organization
of its kind in the whole world. And we
don't mean maybe. The spirit of coopera-
tion, a leaning toward aggressive tactics of
showmanship are evident in the splendid
work its members are doing. And that work
is realizing an influx of new members into

the CLUB.

Hollywood Notes
136)

"Climax" Players Lined Up
Antonio Moreno was signed by Universal

.,rrk I'm- the fourth principal role in

"The Climax," which Renaud Eoffman is

makin I ai Hersholt, John Reinhardl

and Kal hi I ford have the other roles.

M-G-M Seeks Roberts Story

Metro Goldu yn Mayer is negotiating

the rights to "The Man Sigh r Op" with

the intention of making i( into a feature-

length film. It is tlic property of the

Theodore Roberts' i state, having been used

by the late Roberts as a vaudeville sketch.
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A year that will go down in history
|

as a banner year for the Manager's

Round Table Club.

Every "Live Wire' Manager and

Exhibitor, not already enrolled,

should sign the application and

jump aboard for a happy and pros-

perous cruise.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name

Address Policy

Theatre Capacity

City State

Honorary Chairman

Wm. A. Johnston

Chairman

Charles E. Lewis

.

R,oberl -. prior to his deal h, inl ended ma
it .-i- .-I mol ion piel lire and hi d ar-

ivith Willi. mm Di Mille, who
n rote it as a plaj let. M-G \l intends usin

Roberl Edeson and 1 [obai I Bos « orth in i hi

leading roles w il h William I > M ille direel

in-.

Bradley King With F. N.

Bradley King, scenarisl for
]

years with Metro-Gold i ; it Via \ er, has left

that firm and is now al Firsl National writ-

ing dialogue for "The Squall." Al Roeketl

arrang il with M <' M to secure her for

Miss King's contract had another month
to run. When she finishes work on "The
Squall" she intends taking a European
trip for ii vacal ion.

"White Collars"

"While Collars," plaj produced b> A.nm

Nichols, "ill be made into talkie by William

C. De Mille for M-G-M.

Story Bought
First National has purchased screen

rights to "Que n of Jazz," by Charles

Beahan, Frances Kanes.

"Our Gang"
Julia Swayne supports "Our Gang" in

new M-G-M comedy.

New Lead
Nina Mav McKenny has girl lead in

M-G-M's "Hallelujah."

Laurel and Hardy
Laurel ami Hardy are making new com-

edy; cast includes a white horse.

Burbank Writers

First National's writers are extremely
busy. Louis Stevens is adapting "Hot
Stuff;" Bradley King is preparing

"Squall;" Agnes C. Johnston is doing con-

tinuity for "Man ami Moment;" Forrest

Halsey is adapting "Prisoners;" Joseph
Poland is adapting and writing continuity

for "Two Weeks Off."

New Title

United Artists "Love Song" becomes
•• Lady cf Pavements.

"

Gets Role
Frederic March is leading mule in Clara

Bow's "Wild Party."

Sport Headliners

Two former sporl headliners, .Mike Don
lin, ex-baseball star, and Roberl Perry, for-

mer boxer, play mountaineer roles in

Pal he's
'

' Noisy Neighbors.

Russell Gleason

Russell Gleason, son of .lame- Gleason,

has been cast for one of the role- in Pathe's
talkie. "The Missing Man." following his

appearance in " Shad} Lady.

"

Anita Louise's Debut

Anita Louise made her debul in the lilms

under the name of Aint.i Fremault in

-Mary'.- Little Lamb," a James \. Kitz-

patrick production. She is now playing in

• Square Shoulder-
'

' for Pal he.

Borzage to Make "Blue Skies"

Frank Borzage will direel "Blue Skies"
for Fox. .land Gaynor and Charles Farrell

will be featured.
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Opinions on Pictures

The Last Warning
A Modernised "Phantom of the

Opera"
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

CARL LAEMMLE turned out a box of-

fice knock-out in "The Phantom of the
Opera." Because of that they undoubtedly
argued that "The Last Warning," which
is nothing more than "The Phantom" in a
little different dressing, should be another
knockout. It will hardly be as great as the
former, but it will provide jour audience
with a number of thrills. There are about
two reels of talking, one at tin- opening and
the other at the finish of the picture, that
hold up fairly well. Between these there
are some sound effects and screams that
have been added to the score portion and
they assist materially in driving home the
thrill moments. It is highly possible that
this particular picture would be more ef-
fective in the silent version.

Outstanding in this picture is Laura La
Plaute, a screen comedienne of long experi-
ence in a dramatic role. There isn't much
to the role but Laura takes what there is to
it and delivers a very talented performance.
The chances are that after this Universal
will keep her in this type of role for they
will be able to get bigger prices for this
Star as a dramatic actress than they could
possibly obtain for her should she continue
as a comedienne.

Surrounding Miss La Plante there is a
cast that has a galaxy of names. Montagu
Love as the producer contributes a corking
performanc \ while John Boles, as the lead,
and Boy D'Arcy in a minor role both stand
out. Two other women in the cast are Mar-
garet Livingston and Flora Finch, the for-
mer looking very nifty and the latter aiding
materially in th laugh producing. Then
among the men are Burr Mcintosh, "Slim"
Summerville, Mack Swain, Fred Kelsey and
Tom O'Brien. Fred Kelsey Mauds out with
a catch phrase in the dialog. He is a cop-
per and is going to "take charge personal."
By stressing this time and again he gets
laughs with it.

Paul Leni, the German director, handled
this production with tin- discrimination. He
has utilized the German angle and dissolves
shots to advantage in a number of spots
and his opening shots showing the fantasy
of Broadway were very good inde d.

Drawing Power: This is another mystery
play as strong as "The Phantom of the
Opera" and with its talking sequences
should manage to pull business. There are
100 thrills in the picture and still suf-
ficient comedy relief so that the tension on
the audience isn't too great. The cast is a

strong one and you can go after the names.
Produced and distributed by Universal

Films. Length, 7,74(1 feet. Released Jan.
Hi I'r-o Fr.m th plav by Thomas Fallon,
adapted by Alfred A. Cohn, Robert F. Hill
ami .i. li. jiav. i; .. 'i'lties and dialog by Tom
Reed. Directed by Paul L iii.

THE CAST
Dons Laura La Plante
McHugh Montagu Love
Quayle John Boles

Carlton Roy D'Arcy
Mike Bert Roach
Evalinda Margaret Livingston
Robert Mack Swain
Josiah Burr Mcintosh
Barbara Carry Daumery
Tommy "Slim" Summerville
Ctene Torben Meyer
Woodford D'Arcy Corrigan
Sammy Bud Phelps
Doctor Charles K. French
Inspectors Fred Kelsey and Tom O'Brien
Coroner Harry Northrup

Sal of Singapore
An Improbable and Unconvincing

Story

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

rPHERE is so much that is improbable in

* this story and so little attention has

been given to directorial details that it is

all very unconvincing. Here is Singapore
Sal, a very, very hard-boiled dance hall girl

plying her living in the lowest type of sail-

ors' div in a gown so beautiful that it

might be worn by a queen. She i< shang-
haied from this dive wearing the gown and
is thrown in with a crew of the lowest

type sailors, where it seems other raiment
is readily available.

And Singapore Sal immediately upon be-

ing carried aboard the ship waxes enthu-
tiastic over a foundling baby that in some
manner had been planted in a ship's life-

boat. And eventually she becomes senti-

mental and falls into love with the very
hard-boiled captain of the craft who has
made the threat that she would not be alive

by the time they reached Frisco.

There is a more or less interesting at-

mosphere surrounding the story and the

roles are well played by Phyllis Haver, as

Singapore Sal, and Alan Hale as the cap-
tain of the ship. But the story is too slow
in getting anywhere and there is too much
of a sameness to it between the end of the
first reel and the climax, which comes with
a poorly directed fight at sea between the

captains and crews of two ships that are
made fast to each other for the occasion.

The picture has an RCA Photophone syn-
chronized score, a theme song and a little

dialogue.

Drawing Power: It is the type of story

that has a more or less popular appeal, and
though it is all very improbable it figures

to do fairly'well at the box-office.

THEME: Sea Captain finding foundling
baby on ship shanghaies dance hall giri to
mother it. The baby becomes desperately
ill on the voyage, is nursed through the
crisis by the girl and the captain, who find

their love for each other.

Produced and distributed by Pat lie.

Length 6,389 feet. Released January 4,

1929. Story by Dale Collins. Directed by
Eoward Higgin. Scenario by Elliott Claw-
son.

TOE CAST
Sal rhyllis Haver
Captain Erickson Alan Hale
Captain Sunday Fred Kohler
Erickson's First Mate Noble Johnson
Erickson's Second -Mate Dan Wolheim
Cook Jules Cowles
Sunday's First Mate Pat Harmon
Baby Harold William Hill

Synthetic Sin
Colleen Moore in a Weak Sister

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

"OYNTHETIC SIN" proves nothing
^ more or less than synthetic entertain-

ment. The best thing about this feature

from a box office standpoint is the title. It

is a highly improbable story that was played

for laughs that failed to materialize. If it

is true that Colleen's drawing power is

waning then this type of picture is going
to make it certain that she is going to fail

at the box office. Give her a couple like this

one and you'll have to have another "Flam-
ing Youth" to bring her to life again.

In the earlier portions of the story Col-

leen as a little southern girl is the Cinder-

ella of her family. There is an older sister

that mother is trying to marry off, but Col-

leen, the "patsy," manages to turn the
tables on sister and step into the affections

of the Broadway playwright who has re-

turned to the home town to try out one of
his plays. Because he is in love with her
he gives her the opportunity to play the

leading role, that of a fallen woman. She
fail- miserably because of her lack of ex-

perience and when she is told that is the
reason for her failure she is determined to

"sin and suffer" so that she can be an act-

ress. She runs away with her negro mammy
as chaperon, to seek adventure, sin and suf-

fering in New York and makes her way to

a combination theatrical-bootlegger hotel in

the Flaming Fifties. Here she finds excite-

ment enough, but not the sin and suffering

that she is looking for. In the end she

marries the playwright and becomes his

leading lady at home for life.

Supporting Miss Moore is Antonio Mo-
reno who is still a great screen bet and one
that th- girls all like. Kathryn McGuire
as the sister contributes a nice performance
while Gertrude Astor as an actress with a

gang-leader hotel proprietor as a sweetie

delivers all that is asked for. Montagu
Love is the hotel man and his performance
stands out as one of the worth while things

in the picture.

William Seiter, who direct, handled the

earlier scenes skillfully but the finish

showed considerable let-down.

Drawing Power: Play up Colleen Moore
and the title for that is all that you have
in this instance. There is a theme song
"Hetty" written by Harold Christy and
Nat Shilkret that is tuneful and pretty and
tits admirably in the synchronized score.

Produced by John McCormick and dis-

tributed by First National. Length, 6,730

feet. Released Jan. (i, 1929. From the play
by Frederick and Fanny Hatton, adapted
by Tom J. Geraghty. Titles by Tom Reed.
Directed by William A. Seiter.

THE CAST
Betty Colleen Moore
Donald Antonio Moreno
Mrs. Fairfax Edythe Chapman
Margery Katherine McGuire
i i-h Gertrude Howard
Sheila Gertrude Astor
Sam Raymond Turner
Brandy Montagu Love
Frank Ben Hendricks, Jr.
Frank's Gang. ... Fred Warren. Jay Eaton, Stanley

Blystone, Art Rowland. Dick Gor-
don, Julanne Johnston, Hazel Howell
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\!>ir"- Irish Rose
Second Review-Sound J ersion

Reviewed bj Freddie Schader)

Tl I E -"iii. I \ ersion of • • Abie's [rish

Rose" i- seemingly proving a- much of

;i disappointment al the bi .-t the

Rialto as diil the silent version when it was
shown al the 44th Streel al -J top. The
new version of "Alii'" has bul two real

d sequences, and on both occasions it

i- -Iran Hersholl chanting tin' Hebrew
I 'i .1 \ er t'T tin' dead. » >th t than i hal t here

synchronized score in which in a few
spots the ringing of door-bells, the knock-
ing mi doors and a touch of a man whistling

sound. 1 1>.\\ <-% er, the picture

i present form, it has been cul dov a

considerably, is a genuine tear-jerker with
any number of lighter comedj moments.

Casting about for a reason as to the fail-

ure of this picture to click ov rwhelmingly
at the bos office, there is but one conclusion

that one co - to, and that i- thai the screen

production followed too closely on the heels

of the stage play. If there ever was within
the lasl decade a play thai covered this

country like a blanket, playing every little

way station and water tank, it was ••Abie."
Tlir tremendous length of the runs thai il

hail in smaller cities and towns makes it

fairly reasonable to assume that almost
i veryone has seen it, and because of that

they are not interested in the screen pro-

duction of the play.

"Abie" on the screen is a better play
than it was on th > stage. There may not

be as many laughs in screen form, but there
ore pathos and there is a real kick or

two in the war prolog that has been added,
but that about lets it out.

One thing certain, that in this day when
the s nl features are coming along with
anywhere from one to two reel- of talking

sequ nces included, the exhibitor wants to

be careful how he advertises this as a talk-

ing feature, for if he <loes the chances are
that his audiences will be sorely disap-

pointed.

Drawing Power: Just play it up as the
record-breaking play of plays. The one
that there was a $3,000,000 sin! over, which
i- another record, and let it go at that,

trusting thai you will do business.

Produced and distributed by Paramount
Famnii- Lasky. Length, sound version,

10,471 feet. Released, Jan. 5, 1929. Adap-
ted by Jules Furtman from the Anne Nich-
ols play. Titles by Julian Johnson and
Herman Mankiewicz. Directed by Victor
Fleming. Supervision of Anne Nichols and
William de Lign< mare.

TMK CAST
Abie Levy Rogers

.rv Murphy Nancy Carroll
Jean Hersholl

Murphy J. Farrell M.i I

i Bei
Mrs. I [da Kramer
Father Whalen Nick Cogley
Kahlii Jacob Samuels
Sarah

:
- ^anova

Lucky Boy
A Heal Tear Jerking Melodrama

(Reviewed l>» Freddie Schader)
HPJFI'.VNY STAIIL have turned oul a boa
' office bei in "Lucky Boy" which has

tar. Now don 't fly

e handle ;nnl -ay thai i leorgie Jl

iliiln't mean a thing to you when he was in

Bros, pictures. This one is differ

ent, and, <

\ bo was to have made

• The Ja; ' for lie played it i

ally on the stage, has Anally obtained a

chance to redeem himself. He certainl d

' e and while
" The Siii"-

inl Fool," it has a lot on the ball and is

a any house. There
are - sequences in i he pictui

The son
" \h Mother's Eyes," the thi i

picture. "Old Man Sunshine," " My Black-

Are Bluebirds Now." "M3 Real
heart

'

' and '

' Bouquet oi Me
[f your house 1- wired you ean'l afford to

overlook this

In the casl there aren't any names that

will mean very much to your audience out-

side of Jessel, but the companj surrounding
him is adequate. Gwen Lee ami Margaret
Quimby in the principal women roles look

pretty enough, although neither will make
a -pot for herself a- far as talking pic-

tures are concerned. Rosa Rosanova and
William K. Strauss playing Georgie's
mother ami lather respectively, manage to

score nicely.

'fhe tale take- Georgie from the Atlan-
tic to the Pacific. Hi- dad wants him to be
a jeweler but the boy has his heart set on

the Stage, lie trie- to make good ill the

Bronx but proves a Hop, so he hikes for
San Francisco where he makes good on an
amateur night and next is seen as a cafe
entertainer. Here he meets the girl of the

story. She'- from New York on a visit.

Back in the Bronx Georgie's folks listening

in on the radio hear their boy way out on
the coast doing his broadcasting and they
wire him that his mother is ill. lie hops ;i

Irani, which i- also carrying the girl friend
back home. Once back in town the social

barriers between the cafe singer and the

Society girl are broken down and (leorgie

becomes a Broadway star.

Drawing Power: Play up Georgie Jessel

as the "original 'Jazz Singer' " and the
fact that thi- is a tale of a singing waiter
who marries a society girl, ala Irvine' Ber-
lin and the daughter of Clar nee Mackay.
The talk and singing should pull audiences
anywhere for you. Right now this j- a hoi

bet with Jessel as the runner-up for Jolson.
Produced and distributed by Tiffany-

staid. Length, sound version 8,500 feci. Re-
leased Jan. Hi, 1929. Dialog and title by
Georgie Jessel. from a story by Viola
Brothers Shore. Directed by Norman
Taurog and Charles C. Wilson.

THE CAST
' "

I ' Jessel George Jessel
Momma Jessel Rosa Rosanova
Poppa Jessel William K. Strauss
Eleanor Margaret Quimliv

'His Gwen Lee
Mr. F.llis Richard Tucker
Mr. I rent Gaync Whitman
Becky Mary Doran

"Giving In"
1 \ itaphone Two Reels 1

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is a Vitaphone -hurt subject talkei

that runs exactl) 20 minutes, 'flic fact thai

the tall-e 1- are run at a speed of 'in would make
this approximately 1,800 feet. Ii has as its

theme the mother-in law visit with Hedda Hop
per a- lb'- 1 isitoi . Harrj I lelf playing the

young on in law. Elmira Lane is the third

on ml the casl while Walter Rogers has

a bit. 'Ihc dialog bj Hugh Herbert is brisk ami
.1 laughs in the early por-

tion of the picture bill il falls Willi a thud at

the fini-li. 'fhe pictun should have been cut at

the end of Dclf's fmal telephone conversation
d oi giving him the added footage which
him the final Eadi >ul al

The Awakening
tnother Romance of the \\ ar

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

IT would be unfair to say that Fra

barn d "Mai ie < Idile'

'

a- her 1 at tern for tin- picl tin . b ae

niii-t say that it i- rather reminiscent of

that stage play a- Ear a- the two principal

characters are concerned. Bul irregardless

of the tori \ 1 Inia I lankj with 1 he assist-

ance of Walter Byron and Loin- \Y

should bring monej to the box offic?. "'fhe

Awakening" isn'1 a special in the fullest

Sense of the word, but il i- better than the

mi of program pictures of this

period. Victor Fleming directed the pro

diielion and supplied many dolt touches.

Incidentally the -core and the synchroni-
zation devised for I he picture by Hugo
Reisenfeld play no -mall part in it- effec-

tiveness with the audience. The portion- of

the -col' 111 SOng Were o-peeiallv Well lilted

to the picture.

The story opens in Al-aee Lorraine some
lime prior to 1914, the heroine living in a

small village that is visited by a Bquadron
of huzzars. The Lieutenant in commond has

a reputation as a lady's man ami he im-

mediately starts to win the little village

queen. It's all in fun at first, but, when the

villagers take it seriously and brand the

girl as a wanton, because -he ha- visited

the officer's room- in the inn, the officer

has a change of heart, anil realizes he loves

the girl. Her grandfather die- of -ha me and
the girl is believed to have committed sui-

cide for her shawl was found at the river's

bank. Then several years later when the

great war is on the Li utenant is again in

Al-aee, the Germans are retreating and
with his men he stop- at a convent to advise
the sisters that they had best fall back with
the troops. After he has delivered his mes-

sage he sees his former peasant girl love.

She has nol yet taken her final vows, so

when he is wounded and she professes her

love for him, there is -till opportunity for

the happy ending.

There is one thins,' about the picture anil

that is that it is one of the first to show
the Germans in the light of humans during
the war and any spot where there i- a Ger-
man population there i- certain to be a

sure tire audience for I he film.

Vihna I'anky is a comely wench and one
cannot blame the lieul eiianl for falling t'ot-

her. By the same token almost any girl

would be willing to -lip a little for Walter
Byron as the officer. Sam (bildwyn OUghl
io do something worth while with his boy
a- a leading man. He seems to have It.

Drawing Power: Vilma Hanky and Wal-
ter Byron a- a new pair of screen lovers

together with a fairly interesting story
which i- at time- amusing, .should attract

business. If you played the synchronized
version be sine to >trcss the fact that the

-J. He and SOngS are well worth while.

Irvine Berlin's theme song "Marie" looks

like a real hit.

Produced b\ Sa J Goldwyn and re-

leased by United Artists. Length 7iir_' feet.

Released Nov. 17. 1928. Story by Frances
Marion. Adapted lor the screen by Carej
Wilson. Directed by Victor Fleming.

rill. CAST
I
luci "i Vilma Hanky

Lieul Count Karl von Hagan Walter Ryron
I. Bete Louis Wolheim
The Orderl) George Davis
Grandfathei Ducrol William A. ( hlamond

1
in. Frana Geyer Carl von Rartman
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A Romance of the Underworld
Worthy Successor to "Dressed to

Kill"

(Reviewed by Freddie Sehader)

TRVING CUMMINGS has turned out an-
I other hit in "Romance of the Under-
world." There were a lot of people who
believed his "Dressed To Kill" was a lucky
fluke and that the director couldn't repeat,

but he has fooled them, that is, providing
someone else doesn't try to take the credit

for it away from him as they did in the
first instance. It's box office picture and
directed with an easy tempo that alone be-

longs to Cummings.
There is little of the original Paul Arm-

strong play left in the version for the
screen devised by Sidney Lanfield and
Douglas Doty but it is effective picture
stuff. Mary Astor heads the cast and does
deliver a corking performance, but Robert
Elliott and Ben Bard are not far behind
her, especially Bard. John Boles does well
enough with what is allotted him and Helen
Lynch as one of the honky-tonk girls hits
with a wallop. A former director, Oscar
Apfel, is in the picture and if some one is

hunting for a possibility as an American
.Tannings they should not overlook this bet.

It is the oft told tale of the little coun-
try girl who conies to the city and works as
a night club hostess turning her earnings
over to a man. She manages to escape from
this life and eventually marries a boy of
wealth and position. Her former "man"
becomes aware of her success and decides
to blackmail her. He would have been suc-
cessful had it not been for a plain clothes
copper, who first chased her out of the
speakeasy and to whom she goes with her
troubles. He engineers a little affray be-
tween the former lover and the owner of
the speakeasy who was the victim of a
frame-up by the would-be blackmailer, with
the result that the latter is bumped (iff.

This touch is directed in a comedy vein
that makes everyone happy when the deed
is done.

Drawing Power: It is the type of pic-
ture that will appeal to the sophisticated
type of audience. Play it up as a second
'"Dressed to Kill." It has a synchronized
score that is tuneful and effective. Mary
Astor should pull somewhat at the b.o.

Produced and distributed by Fox Film
Corp. Length (ilfi2 feet. Released Nov. 11,
1928. Adapted from the stage play by Paul
Armstrong. Directed by Irving Cummings.

THE CAST
Judith Andrews Mary Astor
Derby Dan Manning Ben Bard
Edwin Burke Robert Elliott
Stephen Ransome John Boles
Champagne Joe Oscar Apfel
Llondy Nell Helen Lynch

Lucrezia Borgia
Spicy Story Muffled

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

'"PHOSE turbulent times of the Renais-
* sance which left their indelible im-

print on history's pages echo faintly in this

picturization. The Borgia closet is opened
and the family skeleton is exhibited. But
the wanton spirit of the age does not dare
flaunt itself freely in the film (the censors
have seen to that) and what one does see
seems a trifle musty and childishly make
believe. For with every coat of villainy
that they put on Cesare they whitewash the
character of Lucrezia and put her up one

step further on the ladder of purity. No,

the story never really goes Decameron;

you'll find it quite an odd mixture of

pseudo licentiousness, a wearisome account

of villainy and an unaccountably insincere

portrayal of the title role.

Evidently no attempt was made to have

the story historically accurate. The true

manner of Cesare 's death is sacrificed in

order to make a picture of Cesare and Lu-

crezia 's first husband in a hand to hand

combat.
But enough of shafts of criticism aimed

at the film's historical value. The primary
faults that one can find with the production

are that it is unmistakably an old film, the

lighting is poor and the titles are often

juvenile.

The drawing power of the picture lies in

its title. Borgia blood has been the subject

for stories by Hugo, Sabatini and scores of

other authors and their particular brand of

wickedness holds the glamour of the for-

bidden. The characterization of Conrad
Veidt as the baffling Cesare is the best piece

of work in the picture. It is a difficult role

to play, but the Teuton has a sure grasp of

detail and an economy of expression that

tend to keep the character pulsing, although

at times he makes him very melancholy.

Lina Haid makes a synthetic Lucrezia, Paul
Wegener a realistic rogue, and

.... a convincing enough Pontiff wor-
ried over his wayward son.

Drawing Power: The individual exhibitor

can best determine whether the picture will

find a response with his audience. Exploita-

tion Angles: Play up Veidt and Wegener as

leading German actors; the Borgias' fame
in song and story; real locales.

THEME: A movie account of the af-

fairs of the Borgias, culminating in the

death of Cesare.

Distributed by Mutual M. P. Corporation.
7,200 feet. Directed by Richard Oswald.
Edited and titled by J. W. McConaughy.

THE CAST
Lucrezia Borgia Lina Haid
Cesare Borgia Conrad Veidt
Alexander VI

Paul Wegener
Giovanni Sforza

"The Diplomats"

(Fox-Movietone Comedy—26 Mill.)

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

ASURE fire hit for any sound equipped house,

this looks to be. The writer witnessed it

at the Gaiety Theatre, New York City, where a

first night audience bellowed their appreciation

with a merry succession of honest laughs. A
number of the hard-boiled ones were heard to

the effect that it was the best thing of its kind

done to date. Much credit must be given to the

well known team of Clark and McCullough for

clever and sincere work, Norman Taurog's di-

rection, and the assistance of F. B. McKenzie
and Ben Kline, respectively sound and camera
men. Some of the scenes are lavishly done and
it is quite evident that a considerable amount
of money was spent on this short feature.

Action centres aboard an ocean liner and the

province of "Delgrabia," one of the little Euro-
pean countries where intrigue flourishes. The
comedy team, stowaways on the liner, are taken
for a couple of diplomats in service to the dis-

tressed kingdom. Plot revolves mostly around
ludicrous efforts to obtain a document which
will save the existing regime. This is finally

accomplished when the psuedo-distinguishcel duo
arrive at the seat of government.

In addition to Clark and McCullough, Mar-
guerite Churchill and John St. Polis also de-
serve honorable mention.

Manhattan Coektail
Hinges on the Ordinary

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

EXCEPT iur the charming performance
of Nancy Carroll and the suave acting

of Paul Lukas, this drama of an innocent

country miss turned chorus girl wouldn't
amount to much. And that goes also for

its synchronization and voice sequence

wherein the warbling of a song falls rather

flat. Nancy is very nice in pantomime, but

she makes a so-so songster.

Dorothy Arzner directed this one, and
evidence of a woman's hand is evident in its

scenes. The character of the girl is clearly

drawn, but the others, with the exception of

Paul Lukas, make little headway. A far-

too lengthy prologue precedes the modern
story and the average spectator will be sim-

ply at a loss watching a fantastic presenta-

tion dealing with Grecian mythology, which
follows fast upon the frontispiece "Man-
hattan Cocktail."

Richard Arlen fares badly with his role.

True, he gets little to do, but he and Dinny
O'Shea are too obviously pawns moved
about, at will. When Danny suddenly de-

cides to take a death leap, it all appears to

be a bad solution of the mess into which the

couple had fallen. The drama, when ended,

leaves behind it the feeling of soggy story

telling, overlaid with a few fantastic

touches.

When his girl went to the big city in com-

pany with another school mate, Arlen de-

cides to try his luck there, too. He appears

where Nancy and Danny are hoofing

it together in Lukas' show, and gets into a

mix-up with the latter. Seeing that the girl

loves Arlen and wanting her himself, Lukas

has Arlen framed and imprisoned and fires

Danny because of a suspicion of intimacy

with a free-and-easy wife. The girl is

called on to make one of those "sacrifices"

to save her lover in prison, but her nimble

wit brings her safely past the danger. On
the night of the show, Danny clubs Lukas

and thinking he has killed him, jumps to

his death. After this little tragedy, Nancy
and Arlen depart in haste from the "big

city," and apparently live happily ever

after in the country.

Drawing Power: Only a fairly good draw.

Try to get the women's trade.

THEME: Drama of a country lass and

two youths who tried their luck in Man-
hattan. One died and the other two, lovers,

left the city chastened c f all thoughts to

win success in the theatrical world and re-

turned to the country to enter upon married

life.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

Story, Ernest Vajda. Adaptor, Ethel Doh-

erty. Length, 6,051 feet.

THE CAST
Babs Nancy Carroll

jrre(i
'

' .'...'. Richard Arlen

Bob ".'.
°.

'.
°. ...... . Danny O'Shea

Renov - Paul Lukas

Mrs. Renov Lilyan Tasbman

"Pathe Review No. 1"

(Pathe—One Reel)

APICTORIAL study of the early days of

the "Police Gazette," forerunner of all the

tabloids, is offered as the entertainment highlight

of this Pathe Review subject. Other interesting

sequences are "Portable Acres," revealing how
farmers of Mexico solve the real estate problem

;

and "A-Horseback After Fish on a Moun-
tain," a pictorial story of beautiful girls fish-

ing the mountain streams on horseback. A
novel reel very nicely put together.—GEORGE
J. REDDY.
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"Take Youi Pick"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed lis George .'. Reddy)

MIKE and Ike. the Stern Brothers comedi-
in another of their

comic series for Universal. The fun of this

number is gagged at a fairly smart pace, and
Director Newfield lias handled some trick

Stuff very well. It will serve as a good enough
added attraction tor any program.
Our friends Mike and Ike are kept awake

far into the night by two pretty chorus girls

in the next apartment, who are practicing some
red hot dance steps. When the boys step out into

the hall to protest, their door locks behind

them. Clad only in pajamas, they find theni-

in a sad . good deal of
- offered by the various troubles thi

into, while endeavorii iter their rooms.
The chorines next morning forgive Mike and
Ike for their fault finding, and arrange a meet-
ing backstage at the show. It is at this point

that the main comedy action occurs, with Alike

and Ike finally getl one way ticket to the

hospital, after causing almost a panic through
their battles with the stage doorman and mana-
ger.

guilt. Set ered he is cast into

the was! ni anew more trials that

li n! to her dissolution.

To ai i times, things end happily

for tl'. shadi i <i thi doll when it appeal s before

and is fittingly re-

warded.- GEt REDDY.

"Imagine Mv Embarrassment"
(M-G-M—Two Reek)

(Reviewed by George ]. Reddy)

XX7TTH the strains of "Clap Hands Here
VV Comes Charlie" that introduces the syn-

chronized version of this Charles Chase com-
edy, the spectator embarks on a very enjoyable

25-minutes or so. Sophisticated and slap-stick

humor contribute to the effectiveness of the

piece. It is polite clowning that Charles in-

dulges in and audiences are bound to derive

amusement from his caperings, and those of
Ed. Kennedy and Anita Garvin, who support

him.
As is generally true of all of Hal Roach'

comedies, the plot is extremely simple: Charley
and his family are invited to a party. Anxious
to make a pleasant impression at this, his debut

in society, Charley has the misfortune to do
everything wrong. He makes an enemy of his

host and is embarrassed terribly before the

guests. His misfortune will be a source of

pleasure to fans.

"Men Among Men"
(Vitaphone Talking Comedy—1 Reel)

FRED ARDATII with a company of two
pie presents his vaudeville drunk skit.

There are any number of laughs early in the

picture and there is a little kick at the end with
the two male friends harmonizing "Sweet Ade-

line." The plot has the old story of one man
trying to tip off his pal on how to square it

with the wife because he has been on a sous,.

The usual result, drunk gets his excuse all

mixed up and wifey gets sore and leaves. It

will do to fill in on any talking bill.

"The Rag Doll"

I I niversal—One Reel)

AX imaginative littli |
. i

sort of fairy

tale, this Laemmle N'ovelt; at-

i from exhibitors. It is a quaint bit of
entertainment. Children will respond to it

ously and the "grown ild find it a cute
tid-bit. Employing pure cinema and
seeming to miss the absi story
is told of a poor unassuming rag doll,

rtune it was to possess just plain s in

so when her owner was presented with a

larger and more fanciful doll, the n
iy for

the usurper. Humiliating incidi ill the
rag doll; a dog tries his sharp teeth on her;
she is cast and floats almi

'•h ; finally she finds her way
into the garbage can from which she is plucked
by a thief who seeks to hide his spoils in her
sawdust interior. Later the doll is

ing on the magistrate's desk as evidence i

•\\ hoopee Boys"

(Educational- Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

HERE is an unblushingl] - l-humored

two reeler that will grab the chortles. It

is i.ist unrefined fun that the troupe of funsters

indulge in, a bit vulgar, perhaps, but laughably

conceived and cleverlj done. Monty Collins and

Vernon Dent work together like old pals and
one can't help but laugh at the friendly shirt-

pulling fracas into which they draw the entire

assemblage of guests at the party where they

are detectiving. Their antics will not let the

spectators stay in repose, but agitate his laugh

nerves and replenish his stock of giggles.

In addition to Messrs. Collins and Dent, the

cast contains Estelle Bradley, Eva Thatcher.

Rob it < iraves and Al Thompson. Stephen Rob-

erts manipulated the megaphone with good re-

sults. The two leads are comniissiond to watch

the guests. They inflict themselves on the vari-

ous social lights, clowning around like Mexican

jumping beans and finally wreck the party with

the shirt-pulling fight. Their stuff is simply

in 1 but it's funny.

"Rar-^e Wolf"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

ALL that may be said for this two-reel fea-

turette staring Universale Western hero.

Bob Curwood. is that it is just another release

in the series. The story of this one is weakei

than usual, and is set in production worn loca-

ti..ii that have been seen time and time again.

Although Westerns draw mostly on the kid

trade it might be advisable to give even them a

little variation in atmosphere. Curwood tries

hard to do some really good work, hut he has

been handcuffed to a lot of stereotyped continu-

ity that seems to defy his best efforts.

Curwood, as Bob Mason, rides in on the film

in time to save a ranch girl from death by
stampede of horses. Cattle have been stolen

regularly from her ranch and Bob decides to

corral the rustlers. This theme serves as the

main thread of the story, which has been spot

ted here and there with the familiar Western
gags, such as horse riding, rough-and-tumble

fighting, etc. This film will unquestionably go

over with thi younger generation, but we sin-

cerely wish "U" would give these features a

redecoration.

'"Beauties Beware"

(Educational—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

TANTILIZING girlies, an indiscreet hubbie
who has a weakness for them, his rugged

wife who resents his interest in the pretty crea-

tures and a jumble of comedy events laid out

according to the pattern of jazzy flirtations, this

Ideal comedy with the screen Johnny, Jerry
Drew, has its moments of gay solicitude. By
far the funniesl thing in its chain of events is

a fight between furious dames who hurl large

gobs oi facial cream onto one another's counte-

nano s. Tins is a grand finale that jars thi on
laughter.

Jerry likes the girls, hm his wife doesn't ap-

preciate his love for womankind. However,
when-" email givi a party in Jerry's house
he naturalb ' out of the wife's pn
.mil hies himself to the apartment of Estelle

Bradley, when- a choice assortment of ciities

are having a happy time. Eventually Jerry finds

things a hit hot for him inasmuch as lie has

made an enemy of his ho ti husband (Harry
Myers) and his own wife (Dolores Johnson)
has discovered his absence and is trailing him.

'"Habeas Corpus"

(Educational—M.CM.-Roach—Two
Reel-

I

i /iVi iewed by George J. Redds I

MERRY proceedings, a fine splurge of

laughs winch scud tl n ugh its length, an

accelerated pace, this Hal Roach starring vehicle

for Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, delivers in

splendid fashion. The "corpus" of the title sup-

plies a theme that is fittingly taken advantage

of with plentj of guffaws resulting. Here the

word is not used as in law. but refers ratio i to

the nefarious trade of those who steal into

graveyards at night to rob the earth of thc-

dead.

It is on such a mission that Stan and Oliver

are sent. They are quaking with fear, which

is accentuated all the more when another party,

learning of their purpose, dons a white sheet

and frightens them out of their wits. Against

the forbidding background of the tombstones, a

bj pla\ of corned) ensues.

"Our World Today"
(Educational—One Reel)

ARATHER unusual fish story, a very good

marionette show and an interesting por-

tion devoted to the wonders of a modern fac-

tory—these assets comb/ne to make of "Our
World Today" Magazine an entirely suitable

screen amusement. One of the sights in the

aquarium of George Wright's Walker House
Hotel in Toronto are walking fish and this un-

usual procedure is laughable, to say the least.

In the marionette show, Tony Sarg's puppets

give the story of Columbus and Ferdinand and

Isabella and how the great explorer discovered

America. The Bessemer Plant of the Edgar

Thomson works at Braddock, I'a.. are seen;

molten steel, the hot ingots ol the newly forged

metal, fiery furnaces and the huge maj

used to catch and transport the steel contrbute

an illuminating glimpse into the steel industry.

—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Pathe Review No. 4"

(Pathe—One Reel I

EDITOR TERRY RAMSAYE of the Re-

view presents a highly interesting and

thrilling subject as the leadoff to his reel on this

occasion. It is titled "Cinema Heroes," and of-

fers scenes of the men that crank the cameras

for Pathe News reel. All the famous Pathe

Wws camera heroes are shown performing

daring feats, in their efforts to gather pictorial

records of the world's activities. Other subjects

in this reel are: "Once Aboard the Lugger."

glimpsing merry English sa'lor girls who go to

sea in saucy pajamas, and "Paper Scraps,"

Pathechrome scenes of the seasons as conceived

by a modern juvenile.—GEORCE J. REDDY.

"Knowing the Ropes"
( Sportlight-Pathe—One Reel)

GRANTLAND RICE contributes another

entertaining Sportlight to his good series

of one-reelers. This one is devoted to the ex-

pert handling of ropes. It first shows the boy

scouts manipulating the rope: oi a yacht and

then switches to a cowboy who cocs through

some exceptional maneuvers and some remark-

able gyrations while keeping his ropes whirling.

Lastly arc shown some shots of athletes going

through their training stunts in rope skipping.

It is wll arranged .nil good entertainment.—

i IIKSTKR J SMITH.

"A White Elephant"
(Pathe-Faldcs—One Reel I

Till", adventures of old Al Falfa and Lion

Dog among the wild beasts of the African

\, fits
i
rovide g 1 laugh material. While hunt-

elephantS they are chased by two of the

derms and are threatened with demolition

when a churchmouse, whom they had befriended

at the beginning of their journey, scares the ele-

phants away. GEORGE J. REDDY.
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Newspaper displays that exploited M-G-M's "White

Shadows in the South Seas" at first run theatres

in Norfolk, Cleveland and St. Louis are reproduced

above. The ads shoivn are a four-column modern-

istic style layout for the Nova, Norfolk; a two-

column ad for Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, and a

two-column ad for Loew,
s State, St. Louis.

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING

£RS, thoroughly trained and

jxperieneed in theatre work.

>len and women now ready

for good positions. Write
salary, and other data. Ad-
dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Cbi-

•ago.

WANTED POSITION —
As Moving Picture Operator

(Projectionist). Thirteen
years' experience. Age 30.

Married. Must have work at

once. No reasonable offer re-

fused. Can give best of refer-

ences. Wire at once. David
S. Mayo, 848 Felder St.,

Americus, Ga.

Experienced projectionist

wants position, have 10 years'

experience and best of refer-

ences. Ivan Fry, Minerva,

Ohio.

Experienced Assistant
Manager w ants position.

Knows show business. Neat
appearing, honest and relia-

ble with very best references.

Write offers to James M.
Cole, 403 Liberty Street,

Penn Yan, New York.

Experienced Poster Artist

with ideas and real creative

ability. He knows lobby dis-

play and exploitation and de-

sires first class connection.

Will send samples and all per-

sonal details. Married; age

30. Write Box 424, care Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Projectionist, experienced

on Simplex and Powers ma-
chines with arc reflector D.C.

current, wishes steady job

anywhere. Address Box 426,

care Motion Picture News,
729 7th Ave., New York City.

ORGANIST, versatile, com-
petent, now employed, desires

change of city. Complete li-

brary. Nine year experience.

Box 428, care Motion Picture

News, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York.

For Sale

FOR SALE — 300 high

class upholstered opera chairs,

$2.75 per chair. Box 425, care

Motion Picture News, 729

Seventh Ave., New York.

Three Thousand Dollars

will buy good will and equip-

ment for a 380-seat moving
picture house; rent, month,

$150. Favorite Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotbghts, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

Wanted
THEATRE WANTED —

AT ONCE—any town over

2.000 population. Prefer

lease. Will consider buying.

10 years successful manage-

ment. Box 430, care Motion

Picture News, 729 Seventh

Ave., New York City.

Wanted to Lease—Picture

Theatre in good town up to

25,000. Write giving data

concerning same to Box 432,

eare Motion Picture News,

729 Seventh Ave., New York,

N. Y.

NEWS
Classified

Ads Pay
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Publix-I cS: R Make
Minn. Changes

EDWARD A. SMITH, manag-

ing director of the Mini

Theatre in Minneapolis, this pasl

week was appointed division man-

of the Midland division of the

ix Finkelstein S Ruben

cuit. Murray Pennock, formerly of

the Paramount Theatre, New
York, will succeed him at the Min-

m. Several other changes weri

also announced. G. Ralph Barton,

city manager, was advanced to the

management of the circuit's thea-

tres in the Twin Cities. Gordon
i Ireen was appointed to the man-

ship of the State Theatre in

Minneapolis, and Eld. Prinsen to

the managership of the Strand and

Garrick. Hen Ferris was made
vertising manager for the Twin

Cities and John P. Goring, for-

merly of the Forum Theatre. Los

|{ 5, was made managing di-

rector of the Capitol Theatre in

Paul, succeeding Clem 1'.

Murphy, who will be production

manager for the State in Minne-

apolis and the Capitol in St. Paul.

The first of next month the

Strand Theatre in Sioux Falls, S

1), will go into the possession of

Bennie Berger, who has secured

the lease of the house, which seats

It has been operated lor sev-

eral years by F & R in partnership

with Jay Dundas. F & R has built

a large new State Theatre

entering this partnership with Hun-

das and also operates the Orpheum
and Egyptian in Sioux Falls. There

veral smaller houses in

the city, including the Prino

which is run by the McCarthy
Bros., owners of more than twentj

theatres in the northwest. The Li-

berty, owned by Charles Sawyer,

will be closed soon in order that a

building may be erected on

the site. Business men of tin- city

are planning to back a project lor

building a atre and hot 1

in the near futun

failed to sei ure the li a

um from F & R when
the firm closed that housi

for lack of patron.

Mr. Ber
program last year when he pur-

1 the two theati nidji,

Minn.
Mowing the general

cutting program of First National,

ilue to the assumption of ow
ship by Warner Brothers, the

Minm
the first oi

A tour of the northwest territory

ing made by < Iharli

win, special n

and Ben Marcus, Minneapolis

Thi in Minm I

d sonic time ago when
city count

form-

new man.i

the libn

of the shows.

A number of comp w < re

iri

centlj when Cecil Maberry, general
i

' II. Knis-

pel, dn isii m manager, visit' d Min-
neapolis.

The Orpheum Theatre at Gre-
X. 1 )., has been purchased bj

J. (,. Alkenhrack of Mohall from
Mrs. Frances Knutsen.
The Triangle Theatn a1 I toward

lake. Minn, has just undergone a

number of improvements It now-

sports French doors enclosing the

lobby and a brilliantly illuminated

canopy.

Sound Brings New
Ottawa Admissions
SIGNIFICANT price changes

have occurred in sound and
silent theatres in < Ittaw a, < Intario.

With the introduction of sound
programs at the Regent Theatre,
Manager Ray Tubman raised

prices 10 cents and enormous
crowds were in evidence. At the
same time Manager Ambrose No-
lan has reduced prices 10 cents at

the new Avalon Theatre, opened
only a few weeks ago, where silent

films prevail. Regent prices are
now 45 and 60 cents while at the

Avalon they are 20, 25 and 35
cents.

Manager Fred McLennan has
changed the name of his theatre

at Brockville, Ontario, from
"Brock" to "Capitol."

Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

Toronto, is building a new theatre
in Windsor, Ontario, and plans are

being completed for new houses at
( Ittawa and Quebec I ity. The new
Famous Flayers house at Saska-
toon, Sask., is scheduled to open
February IS.

Because of the overcrowding at

the Capitol Theatre. Guelph, On-
tario, Manager Dave McMullen
has taken a lease of the Regent
Theatre which he will operate

Fridays, Saturdays and holidays.

\ fter being \\ ired and red-

1

i an d, the I )< uninii m I In atre, \ ic-

toria, B. C., has been re opened
1>

I M. Robertson. New
wen installed.

The Village of Joggin Mines,
Nova Scotia, was --wept by a fire

v, hich broke i ml ill the llo i\ ill" pit

tun- theatre building owned bj I

J. Ihirkc. No less than 21 build-
.

i i destn ed

W. A. Summerville, alderman of

["ori into i n < ouni il for some
years, was elei ti d to the Civil

1 ntrol for 1929 b

did vote in th' election on

Xew Ye.n
!

' Her Sum-
thi proprietor ol th<

Prince of Wales
i onti

The < apitol 'I heatre, Moose Jaw
i a shake-i

Managi r E I'. I ields, He i- now
Pantagi

rdaj and pictures the other

Irwin Taylor is

tin ( lal

< iiitario, in

the late Jami

ie sudden death in Chicagi
a big ga|> in the managerial ranks
of the Famous Players < anadian
Corp

L. Lloyd I '• '.ii ill has been ap
pi i nted managi r i >i tin big i lapi-

ti il The. lire. \ .in. OUVI i
. I I C. W.

I'. \\ ilson was in charge of tins

house until In took over the Pan-
tages Theatre in Edmonton, Al-
berta.

J. Schulberg is now the man-
the Regent Tin atre in

Vancouver, H. C . while F E. Pi fen
is to be found at the Victoria The-
atre in Vancouver.

Fete Egan, manager of the

Capitol Theatre, Regina. Sask.,
was unsuccessful in bis effort to

gain a seat in the City Council for

1929,

H. M. Thomas, Western Divi-
sion manager of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., returned to his

headquarters in Toronto after
making an extensive tour of in-

spection of Western Canadian the-
atres during December.

Theatre Reports
From Cincinnati

THE Strand Theatre, the larg-
est movie house in Middle-

town, Ohio, has been closed for

extensive remodeling and enlarg-
ing. Vaudeville in addition to pic-

tures will be featured by Chifos
Bros., owners, when the house is

reopened.

Thomas Broad, of St. Marys,
Ohio, who operates houses in that

city as also in Mendon and Fort
Recovery, has leased the Colum-
bia Theatre, at Coldwater, Ohio,
Pearl Miller, of St. Marys, has
been made manager of the house
to succeed Alex II. ( Here,

Fred Johnson, general manager
of the Strand and Colonial The-
atres, at Cambridge, < »hio, has
been elected a director on the board
oi 'In local Kiwanis club.

I). E. I lull", who claims Colum-
bus, Ohio, as his home, anil who
has been in charge of the Ritz
Theatre, Columbia, S. C, has been
appi linted manager of the < aro
Iina 'Theatre, at Charlotte. X. i

,,

which house is also a unit in the

Publix chain.

Th< is
. gent Theatre, I familton,

| ilii". which has been playing pic-

tures in connection with dramatic
stock, has discontinued pictures, and
revet ted to a straight stock policy.

with another company occupying
the house.

Among tin city's i ismn-s dm ing

W. S. Perutz, maii-

i the Publix Theatres, at

I fartford, I onn . w ho hastened to

nati b; i hat tered ail pi. me to

be at the bedside of his - m, ( 'arn ill,

~. whi i is seriousl} ill in the i

Hospital with scarlet fiver.

'The tricken while on a

v'sit lure with his mother, whi
now In quarantine in the hospital.

Herschel Leucke, i
I the

i Irphcum Thea nati, was
b enl bui .M a mnted fi >r several

week. h;i

tilled to his home with

cold

Open Equity House
At Philadelphia

EQUITY THEATRE COM-
PANY'S new Ambler Thea

tre, a 1250 seat house, which
built by I larrisi n Bi othei s, was

1 d to the public on December
.ilst. M..C Goodman, director of
publicity for Equirj I heatres, will
be m charge of the new tin atn
temporarily.

Fred <;. Nixon-Nirdlinger, who
has been in Philadelphia foi

era! weeks returned to Europe, ac-
companied In Mrs. Nirdlinger and
bred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, Jr., on
the Berengaria which sailed from
New York on January 4th. After
a short stay in Paris, Mr. and Mrs.
Nirdlinger will go to St. Moritz to
take part in the winter sports.
The Oxford Theatre, Oxford.

Pa., has been sold by the |

Coast Theatres Co. to a new con-
cern, the Xew Oxford Theatre
( ompany.

\ me Street has been hard hit
by the mild epidemic of grippe and
influenza now raging in the East
and many exhibitors and exchange-
men have been victims of the flu
germ.

William Gershman has sold the
Parkside Theatre, Camden, X. J.
to I. Zatkin.

Arrangements are now being
completed for the opening of the
Stanley Company's Uptown Thea-
tre at Broad and Susquehanna
Ave. on February 2nd.
As a token of appreciation from

Equity Theatres Corporation, the
entire proceeds of the special mid-
night shows held in all Equity
houses on Xew War's Eve were
distributed among the employees oi
the organization.

Norman Ayers, formerly division
s. lbs man. leer oi \ itaphone, started
tin Xew Year as branch manager
of the Warner Exchange in De-
troit.

'The entire 1 kkeeping depart-
ment of the Stanley I ompany of
America has been moved to Xew
York. Irving l> Ro in

im
,

,„, .,

dent of ii„. Stanley Company,
spends about five days a week in

New York and Jules ( atsiff, pur-
chasing agent, will do the buying
for the Company from the Xew
^ ork offii e, C N< wman, treasur-

i i
.
and J. unes Brennan, ass,

treasurer, are now in the New York
office. !'.. R. Trenchard, who has
been assisting ill the I'libhciU I >e-

partmenl oi tin Stanli •
I ompany

in the Philadi Iphia i

transferred to i .ancaster, Pa
when- he has bi i u made gi

managi i ol .ill the Stank j thi

tres in that town.
Moi-e than 100 resi n ations hi

ah eadj bi en r< i rued for tin an
inial banquet oi thi M. P I 0. i

Eastei n Pennsj l\ .una. Southern
ID are, to b<

held I. M iai j 27th at tin Bi nja
nun T ranklin I [otel. I i

am ' w ill be limited to 250 and it

is expi eied that the full quota will

1" sub ribed to shortlj . Jay
Emanui i is chairman of the enter-
tainment committi e.
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3 Indiana Theatre
Incorporations

ARTICLES of incorporation

have been tiled with the secre-

tary of state of Indiana by the Hud-

son Enterprises, Incorporated, of

Kendallville, Ind. The corporation

has an initial capital stock of 1,000

shares of no par value common, and

is organized "to own, lease, man-

age and operate theatres and places

of amusement.'' The incorporators

are Robert L. Hudson, Hollys P.

Hudson and Will W. Keller.

Other incorporations filed, were

:

Goulden Theatres Corporation of

Indianapolis. The corporation has

an initial capital stock of 1,000

shares of no par value and is

formed "to carry on the business of

theatrical proprietors, motion pic-

ture theatres, vaudeville and_ cater-

ers for public entertainment." The

incorporators are Louis H. Goul-

den, A. P. Madison and Ethel Goul-

den ; and Allied Amusements, In-

corporated, of Indianapolis. The
corporation has an initial capital

stock of 100 shares of no par value

common and is formed "for buying,

selling and leasing of motion pic-

tures and talking pictures." The
incorporators are Leonard E. Gar-

rison, Maxine Rembusch Garrison

and J. Dudley Shouse.

E. M. Viquesney, sculptor of the

"Spirit of The American Dough-

boy," opened his new $45,000 Ti-

voli motion picture theatre, Spen-

cer, Ind., on New Year's eve.

Maurice A. Baker, manager of

the Colfax theatre, South Bend,

Ind., confined to a local hospital

following an emergency operation

for hernia, is suffering a slight in-

fluenza infection and likely will be

in the institution for several days.

The Kay-Bee theatre, Anderson,

Ind., changed hands recently with

Harry VanNoy taking over the

house. Possession was given im-

mediately.

1929 'Frisco Board
Officers Elected

AT the December meeting of the

San Francisco Film Exchange
Board of Trade the following offi-

cers for the ensuing year were
elected : President, M. E. Corey

;

Vice-President, J. J. Patridge

;

Secretary-Treasurer, W. E. Mat-
thews, G. C. Parsons and Chas.

Muehlman, together with the three

elective officers, form the Board of

Governors. Miss Claire Foley was
re-elected Executive-Secretary, and
Milton Nathan is retained as

Counsellor.

Rube Wolfe, who is one who has

been making the Warfield Theatre

popular with his popular prank
orchestra leads, is leaving that

theatre for one in Los Angeles.

His successor will soon be an-

nounced.

Another "city within a city." the

Taraval district, has its own neigh-

borhood show house with the dedi-

cation, on December 28, of the new
Parkside Theatre, at Taraval street

and Nineteenth avenue.

The Parkside joins San Francis-

co's growing list of intimate com-
munity theatres de luxe which now
serve the city. It is operated by
Golden State Theatre Circuit

which, with its associates, the T &
D Junior Enterprises, Inc., owns

or controls one of the major cir-

cuits operating in a score of North-
ern California cities.

Robert Power has left the Arm-
strong-Power Company in order
that he may devote full time to the

decorating business, and has estab-

lished headquarters in New York.
Mrs. Grace Patterson, of the

Ellis Arkush Circuit, has been con-
fined to the hospital following a

very serious operation. She is re-

covering.

C. W. Burchett is supervising all

the installations for jobs which
E. E. Fulton Co. handle around
San Francisco and nearby towns.

Circuit in Oregon
Changes Hands

\XT J. WOODS has transferred
V V ' his chain of theatres to

Chas. H. Hutchens, who will con-
tinue to operate them. The circuit

covers a group of small mill towns
in the vicinity of Eugene, includ-
ing Drain, Noti, Penn. Blackley,
Mapleton, LaComb and Lowell.
H. E. Ulsh has remodeled his

Ellensburg Theatre at Ellensburg,
Wash., and will install sound and
talking pictures. National Theatre
Supply is furnishing various sup-
plies.

M. W. Mattecheck has pur-
chased the Rialto Theatre at Hood
River, Ore., from Art Kolstad, who
is now busy supervising installa-

tion of his Kolstaphone at many
houses in Oregon.

Donald McDonald, formerly
manager of the Majestic Theatre
in Corvallis, is the new manager
of the Oregon Theatre in Salem
for the Guthrie Company.
The Simons and Taylor com-

pany of Missoula, Mont., have
bought the Bluebird Theatre from
Henry Turner, which now gives
them three houses in the Garden
City—The Bluebird, Wihna and
Rialto.

Fred McConnell, short subject
sales manager for L'niversal,

stopped in Butte to confer with J.
Matt Skorey, manager of the Mon-
tana branch, on his way to the

Coast.

Consolidated Theatres Company
of Portland, announce that early

this year extensive alterations will

be made in the Peoples Theatre,
which will include installation of

both vitaphone and movietone. It

is also announced that A. Bernard,
who has for many years been ac-

tively associated with a number of

the Coast houses will be named as

manager for the remodeled house.

Al Cushman, formerly assistant

manager at the Broadway is now
in a like position for the'new Hip-
podrome Theatre which opened un-
der the management of W. W. Ely.

L. A. Samuelson, for a number
of years booker for Pathe is now
in charge of the Portland Tiffany-
Stahl exchange.
At the annual meeting for elec-

tion of officers for the Portland
Film Board of Trade Bob Hill of

Warner Bros, was elected presi-

dent ; Harry Percy of Pathe. vice-

president and Jimmy Linn of Fox,
Ike Schlank of L'niversal and Tille

Withers of F 1'. ( ) as the new trus-

tees,

Manager E. K. Taylor of the
Wihna Theatre, Missoula, Mont.,
writes that he was held up at the
"end of a perfect box office day"
and robbed of $851. No trace of
perpetrators.

The stage hands of Butte held
their annual election and named
Orrie N. Olds, president, which he
fills for the second time; Carl
Fredericks, vice-president ; Sam
Spiegel, recording secretary ; Hi
Kimball financial secretary; Larry
Farmer, business agent ; George
Pieler, sergeant-at-arms. A. E.
Elge. Tommy Bastian and George
Pieler trustees.

Busy ' Buying Week
On Texas Mart

PURCHASE of four theatres in

three valley cities, with plans
for purchasing more in the section

of Brownsville was announced by-

associates of L. L. Dent of Dallas.

The purchase was made in the

name of the Hidalgo Theatres, Inc.,

wdiich has just been chartered with
a capital stock of $40,000. The
theatres are located at Weslaco,
Pharr and Donna, Texas.

Mid-Texas Theatres, Inc., of

which Grover S. Campbell is presi-

dent, has acquired the Dent Thea-
tres, Inc.. interest in Temple and
will hereafter cfcvn and operate
two of the four houses formerly
owned by the Dent Co. One of the

others is to be reopened immedi-
ately and improved. Simultaneously
with change in ownership it was
announced that talking pictures

would be exhibited at the new Ar-
cadia Theatre. Equipment was in-

stalled several months ago.

Roy Sinor, theatre manager at

Pampa, Texas, was burned, prob-
ably fatally in a gas explosion in

his office. His clothing blazing, he
rushed into the street where a night
clerk from a nearby hotel ripped
the flaming clothes from him, but
not before Sinor had been severely
burned. He was unable to explain
how the explosion occurred.

J. E. (Uncle Joe) Luckett, has
turn appointed manager of the Dal-
las First National Exchange to suc-
ceed Leslie Wilkes, who has en-
tered the exhibition field with the
1 lent Theatres. W. E. Callaway
of New York, southern divisional

manager appointed Mr. Luckett to

his new position. Mr. Wilkes is

now city manager for the Dent
Theatres at Corsicana, Texas.

Col. H. A. Cole, president of the

M.P.T.O. of Texas, has returned
from an eastern trip where he
transacted business pertaining to

the Allied States Association.

Robert Sparks, Vernon Theatre
manager, pleaded guilty to operat-
ing a theatre on Sunday, and was
fined $20.00, the minimum in jus-

tici o mrt at Vernon.

K. C. Branch War
on Damaged Film
IN the last several months more

film has been returned in a

damaged condition by exhibitors in

the Kansas City territory than in

the last five years, according to

Leo J. Doty, president of the Kan-
sas City Film Board of Trade. As
a result distributors in the Kansas
City territory have launched a cam-
paign against the mutilation of film
while in the possession of exhibi-
tors. The campaign will be waged
through a series of letters to ex-
hibitors, urging co-operation in

preserving film, and through film
salesmen, who will be instructed to
confer with exhibitors in their re-
spective territories in effort to ob-
tain a more careful handling of
film.

The blare of calliopes, the notes
of carnival horns and other noise
shrouded the Coates House, a hotel
of Kansas City, last week during
the annual convention of the Heart
of America Showmen's Association,
of which about fifty motion picture
exhibitors are members. Several
thousand persons visited the ex-
hibits during the convention, which
closed Monday. Everything in the
sideshow and circus line was ex-
hibited, including novelties for ma-
gicians and actors. A dinner and
dance closed the convention. Noth-

> pertaining to legislative prob-
lems or other matters which ex-
hibitors might be interested in was
d'scussed, the convention being
more in the nature of an exhibit.

The association has about 500 mem-
bers.

The Lindbergh, Kansas City's
newest suburban motion picture
theatre, has opened its doors. The
house, which is owned by A. Baier,
seats 1,200 persons and cost $150,-
000, it having a policy of first

suburban run pictures and vaude-
ville with admission prices at 15
cents and 10 cents.

December proved to be the big-

gest month of the year for the Mid-
west Film Distributors, Inc., of
Kansas City, according to C. A.
Schultz, manager. First runs at

four downtown houses in Kansas
City helped to establish the record,
Mr. Schultz said.

Sentiment aplenty was attached

to the wrecking of the New Thea-
tre, Salina, Kas., this past week.
The theatre, which was bu'lt fifty-

one years ago, and which for many
years was the pride of the town,
was razed to make way for a 10-

story office building.

Xew Year's Day proved to be
"labor day" for Kansas City film

exchanges for half a day. Virtu-

ally all of the exchanges remained
o"en until 1 o'clock to take care of

big holiday business, h was a
happy Christinas all around on film

n iw

.

Carl Laemmle. president of Uni-
versal Pictures Corp., was a visi-

tor for a slmrt time in Kansas
City Saturday. He was. on his way
from New York to Hollywood.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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MilwaukeeRowHas
Active WeekTmerly

known as the Empress bur-
1 uary

cture theatre under man-
i Henrj It

has been completely redecor;

ami remodeled. Bristolphone
installed.

M-G M Efficiency Club will

hold its annual banquet and
at the Milwaukee

Athletic Club on the evening of

January 26th. Dancing will fol

dinner.

Harry Hatfield is no longer at

the Allen. Racine. lie is now man-
theatres in Chicago.

The M i, M sales force has
equipped itself all around with new
nrs.

The Parkway Theatre opened
on January 6th with Biophone.
The New Brin Theatre at

Menasha which had been closed for
remodeling, opened recently.

Fred Meyer, manager of the
Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, was
presented with a humidor by mem-
bers of tin staff as a Christmas
gift.

The Venetian Theatre opened
with sound on the 25th of Decem-
ber. Vitaphone and Movietone
were installed.

L. K. I'.rin's new circuit, com-

prising the Fischer Paramount

Wisconsin theatres and the Garden

and Majestic of this city, and the

New Brin at Menasha, has neces-

.': Mr. Brin opening new offices

in the Straus building at 1001.

Stanley Brown has joined the new

Circuit as general manager. Sam
Miller who was formerly booker

for the Fischer circuit is now pro-

duction manager of the new \\ is-

consin circuit. Mr. Brown was

lerly associated with Midwesco.

The new circuit is known as Bnn's

terprises.

I

i \ Marshall, traveling audi-

tor for the U. chain is spending

several week- in the Milwaukee

Theatre Circuit offices.

The Burleigh Theatre under

management of Langheinrich 1

ers and the Granada which is

managed by Harry Hart, opened

during the past week with sound.

Morris Parfrey, formerly assis-

tant manager of the Strand The-

atre is now assistant m the adver-

tising department of Midwesco.

ams, exploiteer for

M-G-M is spending some time in

the Milwaukee branch.

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kelhhcr of

the Sprague Theatre at Elkhorn,

left last week for several weeks

stay in Miami, Fla

S. Olson's new theatre at Dela-

van is progressing rapidly. The

walls havi been erected and it is

expected the theatre will soon be

time it is un-

derstood, Mr. Olson will close the

Pastime which he is now operating.

Flu Gets in Punch
at Albany Section

A(
t I iRDIN'i, lo reports re-

1 week the old

"Flu" bogey is getting in its

whack, in and around the Albany

territory. Patronage is said to have

n hit at the Capitol Theatres,

and some of the smaller villages

• that fully ?d per cent of the

population are ill. i Ither Noi I

New York theatres that have been
i to close last week, due to

the ravages of the epidemic in their

u

located in Brushton, Redv
It i.i Baj and Will

Vlbany man-
'

mobile accidi ni i mi dai

while driving back from New
City. The car skidded, crashing

into a telephone pole, which broke
and fell on the top of the

striking Mrs. Schmertz and cul

a u'ash that required several

Stitches by a physician. The car

was wrei I
i

Len Garvey, who has bi • n handl-
ing a theatre at New Hartford

me a Pathe . working
out of Albany.

Mrs. Benjamin Smith, wile of a

Tiffany salesman in Albany, was
called to Canada lasl week on ac-

I • .in
1
1 of the serious illness of her

her.

Minard E. Spate-holts has taken

ovei Fireman's Hall a1 Schoharie,

and will show pictures one or two
niehts a week throughout the win-
ter.

John Butynski is the new owner
of the Broadway Theatre in Sche-
nectady. The house was formerly
handled by J. Skladamowski.

Phil Burkhart is now handling
the McAlpin Theatre at Lyons
Falls, which was formerly operated

by I lersehel ( .aylard.

George Lefko, manager for FB
O in Albany, has recovered from
his recent illness.

cut session of the Pennsylvania

ature.

The prevalence of II u in a mild
form which reduced attendance at

i
i ntral Pennsj Ivania theatres to

abli i ii ti ni in !

ired to be much diminished
early in January. 'I he Han burg

public scl Is which, on account

ol the flu, were kepi clo ed for

daj s alter the tune originally

s( t for the i nding of the (
I

mas holidays, wen d On

[anuary 7.

The Capitol Th. atre, Pottsville,

announces that hi reafter it will

i all synchronized features.

shorts and short subjects. Man-
ager Samuel Friedman has, in fact,

dismissed the orchestra. Russell

Kershner, organist, has been re-

tained. The Capitol is Pottsvi

newest and largest tin atri and is

a part of the Comcrford chain.

Announcement was made Janu-
ary 4 that the Majestic Theatre,

Gettysburg, has been leased to

Louis J. Appell, head of the Nathan
Appell Enterprises, of York. For
several years the Majestic has been

operated by the Higgins Amuse-
ment Company. The theatre is lo-

cated in the Gettysburg Hotel.

Movietone and Vitaphone equip-

ment is to be installed at once along

with a new projection booth and
other equipment. George A. Scharf
will remain as resident manager
with Mr. Bitner as supervising di-

rector.

Central Penn Film
Reports

BANKERS who previously had
announced that the Majestic

theatre on Walnut Street, Harris-
burg, facing the State capitol

grounds, would be sold to a syndi-

cate which planned to erect a nine-

story garage there, stated on Janu-
ary 3 that the project had been
abandoned. Under the sale plan

originally the theatre would have
been razed early in the present year.

The Reading chapter of the Mu-
sician's Protective Association, com-
posed of musicians employed in the-

atres of Reading and vicinity, has

re-elected Frank L. Diefenderfer
president for the ninth successive

time. Other officers elected im hided

Edward A. Gicker, secretary, who
held every office in the asso-

ciation.

Frank J[. Harris, of Crafton,

Allegheny county, one of the guid

ing influences in the big Harris
Amusement Company chain of the-

atres in Pittsburgh and vicinity, re-

turned to his seat in the Senate of

uiia when that body reas-

sembled for the biennial session in

Harrisburg on January 1. Another
prominent motion picture man who
will be active in the work at the

capitol this winter is Lieutenant

rnor Arthur James, of Wilkcs-

Barre, who owns several picture

houses in Luzerne County and is a

close business associate of M. E.

Com Scranton. It is prob-

able both Lieutenant Governor
James and Senator Harris will be

keenly interested in any legislation

with bearing on the picture indus-

try that is introduced in the pres-

Work Near End On
New Fox St. Louis
MAJOR WILLIAM ZANFT

in charge of the William Fox
theatres throughout the country

has arrived in St. Louis to view

the final stages of work on the

new big Fox theatre now under

construction at Grand and Wash-
ington Boulevards. Originally it

was planned to open this house on
Christmas Day but due to labor

troubles and delays in the shipment

of materials the work has been

held hack. It is expected that Ma-
jor Zanft will set a definite date

for the opening of the new house

soon. It probably will throw open

its doors in February.

In selecting Grand Boulevard

for the site of the new Fox house,

Major Zanft believes this district

will remain the dominant amuse-

ment center of St. Louis for many
years to come.

The Strand Theatre at Equality,

111., was destroyed bj fire early on

January 2. The loss was estimated

at $18,000. The house was un-

occupied at the time of the blaze.

An unmasked bandit held up the

box office of the Missouri Theatre

in Columbia, Mo., the night of

January 4 and escaped with about

flOO in cash. The robber appeared

at the box office window and asked

for a ticket, pushing a coin through

the opening so that it rolled to the

floor. When the girl cashier tinned

to pick up the coin the robber

grabbed the money box and ran.

He did not display a weapon of

any kind.

II Lowry master of ceremonies

at the Ambassador Theatre, St.

Louis, who had been forced to re-

main abed for several days because

of an attack of grippe and bron-

chitis returned to the theatre on

January 5.

Several Theatre
Transfers in Iowa
THE Palace Theatre, al Exira,

eh. meed hands last Week w hen
it was sold by L. "/. Henry to Axel
R. Jensi 'i

Al I
i mi i"', Iowa, there was

tlso a transfer of ownership. The
Strand theatre there was sold by
F. J. Ulrich to Frank Kline, Jr.

Kile R. Martin recently bought
Hi. I is theatre at Cedar Rapids.
The house has since been clo ed
In Mr. Martin. The former own-
ers ol the houst wei e \ ictor C.
Smith and Sons.

Ed Phillips, purchased the Cozy
I hi aire at Vail, Iowa, from K. M.
Junkin.

P. G. Held recently added a ni w
screen, a new front drop and other
tagi equipment to his theatre at

I iriswold, Iowa.

Gran) Washburn, organist at the
Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Iowa, is

now in i hicago. During his ab-
sence West Master of Marshall-
town is filling the position as or-
ganist.

Work is progressing on the
Phoenix theatre, at Neola, Iowa,
which is to have an attractive new
lobby and foyer, an enlargement of
the former arrangement.

Nate Frudenfeld, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Des Moines, re-

cently received a nice promotion
when he was made assistant to

Harry David, division manager for
the Publix shows in this territory.

Mr. Frudenfeld who is a former
newspaper man, came to Des
Moines as manager of the Capitol
from the Reviera at Omaha, and
also after work as publicity man
for the A. H. Blank-Publix houses
in Iowa. His successor at the Capi-
tol has not as yet been announced,
awaiting word from the New York
office of Publix.

A new 550,000 theatre building
feir Iowa ( ity, Iowa, is now being
planned by Des Moines architects,

Boyd and Moore, who state that

this estimated cost is outside of the

furnishings and equipment. The
house is to be built for the Iowa
Memorial Association of which
K. II. Fitzgerald is director. Work
will begin on the new theatre-audi-

torium in about a month.

A new front, lobby and foyer

have been added to the Grand thea-

tre at Eldora. New lighting effects

have been added and the auditorium
redecorated. The booth has been
remodeled and enlarged to be ready
for sound pictures.

E. E. Morris, of the Princess at

Eagle Grove, was a caller at the

office of Paramount last week.
Walter Carroll, of the Star at

Colfax, was also in to book some
pictures.

Katherine Reynolds of the Uni-
versal office was promoted at

Christmas time to the office of

cashier. She succeeds Dorothy
Richey, who has been cashier of

the office for the past three years.

O. H. Garland, salesman of the

Pathe office, has been ill with the

'flu. He was at home for a week.

Lew Hess is the new salesman

at the office of Universal. He
comes from the New York office of

Universal and will cover Zone D.
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9 Southeast Shows
Closed by Flu

DUE to the prevalence of "flu,"

nine theatres in the Southeast
were reported as closed, or closing,

tins week. They arc the Lyric

Theatre at East Tallassee, Ala., the

Vaudette at Brewton, Ala. ; the

Palmer at Palmer, Tenn. ; the

Bonita at Murphy, N. C. ; the

Italian Gardens Theatre at Clax-
ton, Ga. ; the Olympia at Petros,

Tenn. ; the Bonifay at Bonifay,
Fla. ; the Mount Vernon Theatre
at Tallassee, Ala., and the Por-
terdale (community house) at Por-
terdale, Ga.

Atlanta

Two motion picture theatres in

Atlanta opened the week with mid-
night shows last week—Loew's
Capitol and the Rialto, Publix
house.

William G. Minder became head
of Fox's Atlanta branch Thurs-
day, January 3, his appointment to

the post being announced by
George VV. Fuller, Southeastern
district manager of the company.
Mr. Minder succeeds Paul C.
Bryan, who has been promoted to
the Fox Movietone department and
who, while making his headquarters
in Atlanta, will have supervision
over Fox Movietone activities in
the Atlanta and Charlotte terri-

tories.

C. R. Beacham, veteran Atlanta
exchangeman, will head the local
office of World Wide Pictures,
Inc., when that company opens here
January 14.

With approximately 100 cases
scheduled for consideration, it is

probable that the Atlanta Joint
Board of Arbitration will hold two
meetings in January.
Maurice Mitchell and Neil

Blount have joined the sales force
of Tiffany-Stahl's Atlanta branch.
Frank Rogers, of the E. J.

Sparks Enterprises of Florida,
stopped in Atlanta, en route to
New York.

Florida

Operation of the Capitol Thea-
tre, High Springs, Fla., is being
taken over, by A. H. Warrall, from
W. J. Priest.

Jesse Marlowe, formerly assis-
tant to John Thomas at the River-
side Theatre, Jacksonville, has been
placed in charge of the Rialto.
John Thomas, formerly of the

Riverside Theatre, has been trans-
ferred to the Imperial, Jacksonville.
Brandon Warren, formerly of the
Rialto, is now at the Riverside.
The Lincoln Theatre, colored

house at Bradenton, Fla., closed for
some time, has been taken over by
Manuel Patris. Theatre formerly
operated by W. B. Russell.

Jesse L. Lasky visited in Tampa
last week, looked over the theatres
and expressed his approval of the
beautiful playhouses.

N. V. Darley, manager of the
Rivoli, Ybor City, returned from
a short trip to Jacksonville, to find

a call to come to Havana to look
out for his movie interests there.
Besides the Cuba proposition and
the house in Ybor City, Mr. Dar-
ley also operates the Royal at Tar-
pon Springs and is kept pretty busy
commuting between the three
places.

Charlotte

The Lumberton Theatre Corpo-
ration, Lumberton, N. C, an-

nounces the appointment of E. R.
Medd as general manager of the

Carolina Theatre here. Mr. Medd
has already assumed the duties of

the new post.

E. F. Dardine is now connected
with World Wide Pictures in this

territory and the company will open
its Charlotte office January 14 in

connection with the local Educa-
tional exchange.

Air. and Mrs. E. L. McShane
have returned from a trip to

Washington, D. C.

S. T. Maughon, of the Caro-
linian Theatre, Orangeburg, S. C,
stopped off here on his way home
from New York.

J. F. Dorland, salesman for

Paramount, has been confined to

his home with an infected hand.
Mrs. William Conn, wife of the

local F B O manager, has been
very ill with the "flu."

The National Theatre at Mt.
Airy, N. C, operated by W. H.
Marion, was completely destroyed
by fire recently. It is reported
that the blaze started from defec-
tive wiring.

The Romina Theatre at Forest
City, N. C, opened last week. It

is operated by W. H. Hughes.
The Romina is well equipped
throughout and is reported to have
cost more than §450,000.

Louisville

The Kentucky Theatre, Louis-
ville, Ky., is entering the ranks of
houses showing sound pictures, as

arrangements have been made to

have sound equipment installed by
January 20. It was announced that

the organist will be retained.

A. L. Hancock, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., has assumed management of
the Princess Theatre at Spring-
field, Tenn., and Captain Anient,
who has managed this house, goes
to Nashville, one of the Sudekum
theatres.

The Seco Theatre, Seco, Ky.,
Loyal Theatre, Shonn, Ky. and
Auxier Theatre, Auxier, Ky., have
closed as a result of the "flu."

W. A. Finney, general manager
in the western district for Loew's
Inc., visited Loew's State Theatre,
Louisville, last week on his an-
nual tour.

Salt Lake City
Regional News

IT is announced here that Harry
Warren, employed at a theatre

in Lewiston, Idaho, disappeared De-
cember 21st, and a search has been
started for him. He left without
drawing his pay or getting his

street clothes.

Blaine Miller, a twelve year old

lad, received bad lacerations about
the forehead when he climbed over
the balcony rail in a theatre at

Idaho Falls recently and stepped off

to the floor, eighteen feet below.

D. F. Houdeshell, Home Office

Play Date representative for Uni-
versal, is still in this city checking
over accounts.

Dave McElhinney. Montana rep-

resentative, was in Salt Lake City
last week and will soon take over
the Idaho bloc in place of the Mon-
tana section in which he has been
working. John Dickson will take

the place of McElhinney.
Bob Schofield has recently ooen-

ed up the Great Western Film
Laboratories at 145 East 1st South
Street.

The American Theatre closed

January 6th, for complete renova-
tion and redecorating and will re-

open some time between February
15th and March 1st.

Upon reopening the theatre will

be wired with Western Electric

sound equipment. The theatre will

be renamed but at the present time
the name has not been selected.

Dave Farquhar, well known in

film local circles, has recently made
a connection with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.
Fred Lind is back to his manag-

erial desk at the F B O exchange.
M. J. McCarthy, traveling audi-

tor for Tiffany-Stahl, is in this

city on a special assignment check-
ing up all delinquent contracts ex-
isting in the territory.

All of the Fox salesmen were in

Salt Lake for the holidays and at-

tended a sales meeting at the local

office.

W. V. Call who operates the Li-

berty and Alberta Theatres with
Ed Ryan of Brigham City, has
been appointed United States Mar-
shall in place of J. Ray Ward who
was killed at Bingham, Utah, sev-

eral months ago.

It is reported that the Judith
Theatre of Lewistown, Montana,
opened with Vitaphone on Decem-
ber 29th.

A new theatre opened at Para-
wan, Utah, during Christmas week,
known as the "Alladin." This
house is owned and operated by
Air. Mitchell of Parawan.
Miss Alargaret Hammer, inspec-

tor at the local Warner Brothers
exchange, was in San Francisco
on a business trip.

C. J. Marley, local manager for

the Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion exchange, has entirely recov-
ered from a serious attack of the

influenza.

The fifth anniversary of the Vic-
tory Theatre was celebrated last

week.
Louis Alarcus of the Louis Mar-

cus Enterprises here, has returned
from a trip to the Pacific Coast.

Pittsburgh Movie
Circles Quiet

ANNOUNCEMENT has just

been made of the engagement
of Samuel Askenase, vice-presi-

dent of the Exhibitors Program
and Show Print Company, well-

known Film Rowite. Miss Her-
moine Greenberger is the young
lady in the case.

Fred Fry has resigned as ship-

per at Columbia Pictures Corpora-
tion, and in the future will devote
all of his time to the operation of
the Liberty Theatre at West Eliza-

beth, which he conducts in part-

nership with Howard Dennison
accessory salesman at the Pathe
office.

David Silverman, Pathe booker,
is to be married some time during
the month of February.

Joseph Davidson, booker for

Tiffany-Stahl, became the proud
father of a baby girl on December
13th.

A. H. Schnitzer, F B O manager,
is the daddy of a brand new baby
boy, born December 21st.

Cleve. Announces
Ownership Deals

MESSRS. I. and Charles Web-
ber are now running the

Webber Theatre at Dover. The
house has been closed for some
time. It was previously operated

by Arthur Thompson.

W. E. Weiberg has notified local

exchanges that he has sold the

Royal Theatre, Salem to M. W.
Sheffield and G. W. Briggs.

Charles Burton has purchased
the Rivoli Theatre, Central Ave.,

and the entire building surround-
ing the theatre. He will operate

the theatre himself. Sam Barck,
former operator of the house, did

not renew his lease which expired

the first of the year.

Morris Venzer is the new owner
of the Columbia Theatre, Akron.
He has purchased the house from
William Alagreni.

C. L. Tindolph is now associated

with Mrs. J. O. Engle in the op-
eration of the Majestic Theatre in

Liberty, Center. Formerly Mrs.
Engle ran the house alone.

It is stated that H. M. Malone
has leased the Dreamland Theatre,

Akron, from A. P. Butzum.
Butztim has the Orpheum, Akron,
and the Strand and Valentine, Can-
ton.

Herman Goldberg is in the city

opening the new Vitaphone disc

and service exchange. He will re-

main here about a month, see that

everything is all set, and then turn

over the office to C. E. Almy who
will manage both the Vitaphone
service and the Warner Brothers

exchange.
Al Freedman, who recently re-

signed as general manager of The-
atres for Loew's Theatres, has

booked passage for California.

H. Herron has closed the Bijou

Theatre, New Philadelphia follow-

ing the death last week of Airs.

Herron.
Frank Greenwald is now man-

aging the Cedar-Lee Theatre, hav-

ing been transferred from the

Moreland. Lee Berger goes from
the Cedar-Lee to the Aloreland.

Loew's Liberty and Doan The-
atres have changed their policies

from straight pictures to pictures

and vaudeville.

In order to check the spreading

of the influenza epidemic now ram-
pant in Elyria, all places of puhlic

gatherings have been ordered closed

for three weeks by order of the

Board of Health. This includes

schools, churches, theatres, lodges

etc.

Herbert Ochs has been appointed

manager of the Cleveland office of

World Wide Pictures, by Joseph

Skirboll, general manager of World
Wide. Ochs assumed his new du-

ties last Monday, and is now lo-

cated in the local Educational ex-

change, through which physical

distribution of World Wide Pic-

tures will be handled.

C. E. Almy arrived in town last

Saturday to take over the reins of

the local Warner Brothers ex-

change. Norman Moray, advanced
from local manager to home office

official, left to attend the Warner
Brothers convention in Chicago.

Many theatres in surrounding

towns are closing on account of

the flu. Among them are the Dor-
sey at Johnstown, Barton, at Bar-
ton, and Home at Seville.

J
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART 1

Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date

College Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1

Her Salty Suitor June 20

His Wild Oat McDougall Kids July 10

Lonesome Babies Jack Coooer Aug. 1

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1 . .

.

Loto' Boloney. A McDougall Kids June 10

Pikers The McDouoall Kids Aug. 10

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels.

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

Title Star

Ladles Preferred Jerry Drew
Leaping Luck Davls-Colllns . .

Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton
Lost Laugh, The Wallace Luplno

.

Lucky Duck. The Billy Dale

Rel. Date

July 8
July 29
July 22
July 15
Oct 7

Rel. Date

April 17.

Title Star

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev

Apache, The Alvarado-Llvingston

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July I...

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7 ..

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12...

Dawn Special Cast

Oesert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. IB...

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May I...

Matinee I del. The Walker-Love Mar. 14.

Modern Mothers Chadwlck-Falrbanks. Jr.-Kent . . May 13 . .

.

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25 . .

.

Nothing to Wear Logan-von-Eltz

Power of the Press. The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston

Raider Emden, The Special Cast

Hansom Wilson-Bums June 7

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23. .

.

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livlngston-Chadwlck. July IS...

Scarlet Lady. The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1 . .

.

Sinners' Parade Revler-Varconl

Sporting Age. The Bennett-Herbert-Nya Mar. 2 .

Street of Illusion, The Keith-Valll

Stool Pigeon. The Delaney-Borden
*t{Submarine Holt-Revier-Graves

•tjSubmarlne Holt-Revler-G raves

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvlngston-Von Eltz June 18...

Coming Attractions

Title Star

College Coquette M. Day-Forbea
•t}Donovan Affair, The Jack Holt

Faker. The Logan-Delaney
•t}Fall of Eve. The
•f|Lone Wolfs Daughter. The Lytell-Olmstead-Keith

Oblect—Alimony Louis Wilson
Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes
Sideshow, The Prevosl-Graves

*1(Younger Generation, The Hersholl-Lease-Basquette-Cortez.

Length

5459 feet

5838 feet

5649 feet..

5537 feet

6014 feet.

75O0feet
5528 feet.

6267 feet

5592 feet

5925 feet

5540 feet

5544 feet

5701 feetE

6465 feet.

6021 feet .

5584 feet .

,5725 feet..

6401 feet .

6443 feet .

5616 feet

5464 feet

5988 feet

5988 feet

8192 feet

Review ed

. Sept. 15

Sept. 15

Sept. 15

May 5

Sept. 8

June 2

6048 feet

.

5752 feet

Sept. 22

Length Reviewed

! 8214 feet."
".".".' .'.'.".'

Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11

Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct. 28 .

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25 .

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16
Oh Mama Mlller-Hutton July 1

On the Move Hodge-Podqe Sept. 9
Only Me Luplno Lane Jan. 20 .

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18
Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12
Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24
Permanent Wave Railroad. The Oor World Today
Pictorial Tidbits ... Hodge-Podge ... June 10

Pirates Beware Luplno Lane Sept. 9 .

Playful Papas. Jerry Mandy Dec 1..

PolarPerlls. Montv Collins .. . . Sept.30
Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20
yulet Worker. The Jerry Drew Nov. 4

.

Rah Rah Rahl Dorothy Devore June 3 .

.

Roaming Romeo Luplno Lane July 29 .

Sailor Bov Montv Collins. June 17
ServedHot.. Cliff Bowes Feb. 10

Shilling Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16. .

.

Sky Ranger. The Reed Howes Sept. 23
Skywayman. The Reed Hawes Nov. 18.

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec. 23 .

Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21 . .

Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch ....... June 17 .

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2..

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26 .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13..
Wedded Blisters Luplno Lane Aug. 26
What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13.,
Whoopee Boys Monty Collins Feb. 10
Who's Lyln'? Davls-Colllns June 10 .

Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept 23
Wild Wool— Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15

Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec 16

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Hel. Date

*t§Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13

Length Reviewed

2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14

2 reels July 14

1 reel June 13
1 reel Sept. 15
1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels . Oct. li

2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 2o

1 reel

2 reels Dec. 15
1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Aug. U
1 reef

1 reel Dec t

1 reel June 23

2 reels

1 reel Dec t

2 reels Sept. lb
1 reel

2 reels .... Oct. 6
2 reels May 28
2 reels July 21

1 reel June t

1 reel

1 reel

2 rpels . . Oct. 6

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct 8
1 reel .... June 6

1 reel Sept. 29
1 reel Aug. 4

1 reel

2 reels . . . Aug. 4

1 reel Dec. 15
2 reels

2 reels May 28
I reel Sept. 8

1 reel June 3f>

2 reels Dec. 15

Review eoLength

2 reels

•tSLIon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Denl Dec 9 2 reels Dec.
*tjOld Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

6214 feet EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)

6085 feet

Rel. Date Length

May 15 7000 feet

EDUCATIONAL
Star Rel. Date

Jerry Mandy Oct El...

Title

All In Fun
Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6

America's Pride Our World Today Oct. 7

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27.

Be My King Luplno Lane Dec 9.

Best Dressed Woman in the World "Our World Today" Feb. 1

7

Jnhnny Arthur ... luly 15.

Stone-Ruth Nov. 18.

AlSt. John ' Sept. 15

Reed Howes Feb. 24

"Big Boy" Oct 14

Dorothy Devore Oct. 7.

July 8.

Sept. "

Blond "s Beware
Bumping Along

Call Your Shots

Cloud Patrol. The
Come to Papa
Companionate Service

Conquering the Colorado . Hodge-Podge
Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton
Crown Me . Wallace Luplno June 3

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8..

Felix the Cat In Futuritzy . "Sullivan Cartcon" June 24.

Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles . . "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10.

Felix the Cat In the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" . Aug. 5

Flghtinq Orphans— Evening Mist . . Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19.

Fisticuffs Luplno Lane Oct. 28

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3.

Follow Teacher "Big cloy" Dec 16

Gtrlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept. 9

Gloom Chaser. The "Big Boy" June 24.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge OcL 14

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13.

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12
Wallace Luplno July 29
Stone-Dale Nov. 4

.Lupino Lane June 17
Colllns-Hutton Aug. 12
Monty Collins Nov. 11.

Lloyd Hamilton June 17

Charley Bowers Julv 1

"Big Boy" Sept. 2.

Hot or Cold.. Al St. John Dec 2

Husbands Must Play Wallace Luplno Jan. 6

In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec 30

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5

* JWeo.ru synchronized Kore. f Means sound' effects.

Hard Work
Hay Wire
Hectic Days
He Tried to Please .

Hold That Monkey.
Homemade Man. A.

Hop Off

Hot Luck.

Length Reviewed

1 reel OcL 27
2 reels

1 reel Oct. 6

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Nov. 10

1 reel ....

2 reels June 23
1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels . . Cct. 6

1 reel July 14

1 reel Sept. 16
1 reel May 2f

1 reel Dec. 22

1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22

1 reel June 30
1 reel Sept. 29
1 reel Aug. a

2 reels Oct. 27
2 riM'ls ... Feb. 3

2 reels Nov. 17

2 reels Sent. I

2 reels June 2

1 reel OcL 27

2 reels

2 reels July 2E
.1 reel . . .July 14
1 reel OcL 27
2 reels . ... May 26
1 reel .... July 14

2 reels OcL 27
2 reels June 6

2 reels June 23
2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels Nov. 10

.2 reels

. 1 reel Nov. 24
2 reels Aug. 11

2 reels Aug. 4

§ Meant voice (incla

FEATURES
Title Star

Bit of Heaven. A Lee-Washburn
Inspiration George Walsh May 10 6759 feet

Into No Man's Land Santschl-Blythe June 16... 6700 feet

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklin 5355 feet

.

Making the Varsity Hulotte-Rankin-Lease July 15 6400 feet.

Manhattan Knights Befford-Mlller Aug. 27 6000 feet.

Reviewed

5487 feet

6249 feet ...Mir. 17
6085 feet . Sept. 22
6291 feet

Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31. . . .4700 feet.

Women Who Dire Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31 6520 feet

F B O
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Alex the Great . . Gallagher-Dwyer May 13. . . .6888 feet

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler OcL 7 4808 feet

Bantam Cowboy, The Buz Jarton Aug. 12. . . 4893 feet

Bevend London's Lights Shumway-Elhott Mar. 18 . . .5583 feet.

*t {Blockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec. 16
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1 4869 feet

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept. 16.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4.

•tjCircus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown OcL 7.

Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11

.

Danger Street Baxter Sleeper Aug. 26. 5621 feet

Oevll's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7 59B4 feet

Oog Justice Ranger-Martin June 10 . . 5043 feet

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2... 4802 feet.

figntlnq Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1 4758 feet

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21 8131 feet

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dogl Nov. 4
•ISGang War Bordcn-Pickford Nov. 18 .. .6337 feet

M. .nil ii for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec. 16 . 5249 feet

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec. 23
His Last Haul T.Moore-Owen Nuv.il
•tjHIt of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept. 23
King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26

Law of Fear. The Ranqer-Reld-Nelson April 8 ...4769 feet

Lightning Speed Bob Steele OcL 21. .. .4647 feet.

Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11 4801 feel

Little Yellow House. The Sleepor-Caldwell May 28 6429 feel

Loves of Rlcardo. The George Beban June 17 .5181 leet .

•ian In the Rough, The Steele-King May 20 4765 leet

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec 23 ...

.

•tJPerfect Crime, The RIch-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19 6331 feet

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thomo'on-Darro April 22 . .4781 feet

Pinto Kid, The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29 . 4884 feet

Red Riders of Canada Mltler-Bver April 15 6419 feet

Reviewed

. . Mar. 24

Feb. 25

Jan. 28

Dec 1

6337 feet Aug. 4

Mar. 10

April 21

Aug. 11

Feb. 11

Jan. 7
Dec 23

ding dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



January 12 , 19 29 149

Title Star Rel. Date

Rough Ridin' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4. ..

Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest. . .
July 16...

Sally's Shoulders Wilson-Hackathorne Oct. 14. ..

Singapore Mutiny, The Ince-Taylor Oct. 7 . .

.

Sinners In Love .Borden-Gordon Nov. 4. .

.

Skinner's Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24. .

.

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct 1...

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher Sept 9..

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dec. 2...

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19. .

.

Texas Tornado. The Tyler-Damp June 24...

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8...

Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec. 16. .

.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25...

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25 .

.

Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept. IB...

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25

Arabian Fights, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 16..

.

Beef-Steaks, The Helium-Davis Dec 30 .

.

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec. 9 . ..

Come Meal Al Cooke June 11...
Curiosities No. 1 Novelty Sept 26 . .

.

Curiosities, No. 2 Novelty Oct 10. ..

Curiosities, No. 3 Novelty Oct 24 .

.

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec 5. ..

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec 18...

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill Sept 16. .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan Sept 16. .

.

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11...

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2. .

.

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Sept 9...

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14...
Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7. .

.

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Sent 30...
Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23. .

.

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4 ..

.

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule Sept 2. .

.

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv t. .

.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct 28 .

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14
Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7. .

.

Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept. 23...
Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27.

.

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 .

.

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24 .

.

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2 .

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7...
What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct 14 .

.

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept 9 .

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno Jan. 8.

.

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3 .

.

Down Our Way Valll-Caldwell-Darro
Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ons. The Tom Tyler
Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton Mar. 31 .

.

Gun Law Tom Tyler Mar. 3.

.

Hardboiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Idaho Red Tom Tyler Mar. 3..
*t§Jazz Age, The U M. Day-Fairbanks. Jr.-Walthall
Little Outlaw, The Buzz Barton . .

*t§Love In the Desert Bordon-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix

,

*t§Rio Rita Special Cast
*t§Syncopation Bennett-Wa:son-Warings Band
*t§Taxi 13 Conklin-Sleeoer-Trevor Nov. 18.

Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4.

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13..

Vagabond Cub, The Buzz Barton Feb. 10.
Voice of the Storm

Length

4714 feet

6059 feet

6297 feet.

5612 feet Oct. 13

Oct 2d

6967 feet.... Mar. 17

6037 feet ..Sept. 29
5493 feet

4884 feet

4793 feet.

4758 feet

4778 feet.

4762 feet

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept 29
1 reel

.1 reel

. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels

2 reels June 16

.2 reels

.2 reels Sept 29

.2 reels Oct 20
2 reels

. 2 reels

,2 reels

2reels
2 reels

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reel

. 2 reels

1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels

Length Reviewer

6351 feet

Title Star Rel. Date Length

•tNlght Watch. The Dove-Reed Sept 9 6612 feet

Oh Kay Moore-Gray. Aug. 26 6100 feet

•tOutcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11 . . . .6622 feet.

Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug. 19 . 6i00feet.
*tScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson. . Dec. 9 6237 feet

•tShowGirl White-Delaney Sept 23. .. 6133 feet

Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July 29 . . .7534 feet

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes . June 10 5834 feet

Upland Rider. The Maynard-Douglas June 3 ...5731 feet

Vamping Venus Murray -Todd-Fazenda. . May 13 . . .6021 feet

Ware Case. The Special Cast Nov. 25 6185 feet
•tWaterfront Mackaill-Mulhall Sept. 16. . . .5976 feet
Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17 6895 feet

.

•tWhip, The Mackaill-Nllsson-Forpes Sept. 30... 6058 feet
Wright Idea, The Hines-Lorraine Aug. 5. . . 6300 feet

.

Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20 7187 feet

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

tAdoratlon Blllie Dove
California Mail, The Maynard-Dwan
Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17
»t§Children of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Mar. 3

Comedy of Life, The Sills-Corda Mar. 10
*t§Divine Lady Griffith-Varconi Jan. 27. ..10015 feet

tJHis Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Jan. 30
*t§Hot Stuff Alice White Mar. 31

Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
*t§Man of the Moment Blllie Dove Feb. 10
Phantom City, The May nard-Gilbert Dec 23 5887 feet
Prisoners .• Corinne Griffith

Saturday's Children Corinne Griffith Mar. 17
•tJSeven Footprintes to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 3
tSSquall. The
*t§Synthetlc Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6 6730 feet
That's a Bad Girl Moore-Hamilton Mar. 24

*t§Weary River Barthelmess-Compson

Dec. 2

Length

.6360 feet.

Reviewed

Oct 17
Seot. 1

..Dec. 8
Aug. 25
Jan. 5

. Nov. 10
. June 9

May 1?

Dec. 1

July 7

. Sept. 22

. Sept 22
May 26

Reviewed

.4957 feet

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•§Alr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rol'ins Sept. 30 7702feet... Sept 8
Baggage Smasher, The McLaglen-Collyer Nov. 18 . .

Blindfold O'Bhen-Moran Dec. 23... 5598 feet . Jan. 5
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17.. 6417 feet. .. June 23
Cowboy. Kid The Rex Bell July 15. .. 4293 feet. .. July 21
Don't Marry Moran-Hamllton June 3 5708feet... June 9
Dressed to Kill Lowe-Astor Mar. 18 ... 6566 feet ..Mar. 17
*t§Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct. 14 7176 feet Nov. 10
Escape. The Valll-Russell April 29 . . .5109 feet. . . . May 12
Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8 5148 feet

Fleerwlng Norton- J,mis June 24 4939 feet. . . .Sept 8
Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pldgeon Jan. 1 5038 feet Jan. 14
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12. . 4404 feet

Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13 6518 feet May IS
Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13. . . 4618feet. .. May 19
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30
honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6 6188 feet May 28
Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11 4397 feet Mar. 24
Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9
Love Hungry Moran-Gray April 8.

.

•tJMaklng the Grade Moran-Lowe Oct 7.

.

Me, Ganster Collyer-Terry Oct 8 6042 feet.

.

•tjMother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28 . lO.lOOfeeL
•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaalen Oct 22... 6863 feet

News Parade, The Stuart-Phipps May 27 6679 feet.

.

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonatd Aug. 5... 5034 feet.

.

No Other Woman Del Rio-Alvarado June 10 5071 f pel .

Painted Post. The Mlx-Klnoston July 1 . . 4952 feet. . . June 23
Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11 6086 feet Jan. 5
Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennick Sept. 23 . 5641 feet Sept. 29
Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22 5200 feet. .. April 28
Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29.. 6132 feet Dec. 8
Rrver Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26 6937 feet . Sept 22
Road House Barrymore-Alba July 15 4991 feet Aug. 4
"t§Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19 9221 feet July 28
•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brien Nov. 4 8729 feet ..Oct. 14
Uneasy Money Mary Nolan 6000 feet

Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25. . . 51 12 feet ... April 14
Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10 .4921 feet

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept 16 5337 feet Oct 6

5792 feet... April 21

Oct 10
Sept. fi

Mar. 17
June 16
Aug. 11

Title Star Rel. Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Keith June 5. ..

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton- Wells May 20. ..

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. .

.

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29. .

.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 5. ..

FIRST NATIONAL

Length Reviewed

5800 feet

5700 feet

5700 feet

6000 feet

6200feet

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Date

Title Rel. Date

Sept 30 .

FEATURES
Star

Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackain .

.

*t§Barker, The Sills-Compson-Mackaill Dec. 30
Big Noise, The Conklin-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25
Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. 11
Butter and Egg Man. The Mulhall-Nlssen Sept 2
Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22
Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 15
Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1

Comoanlonate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walllng Oct 21
•Crash, The Sills-Todd Oct 7
Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct 14
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell Oct 28
tGood Bye Kiss, The Ellers-Burke-Kemp July 8
Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24
Harold Teen Lake-Baian-Whlte April 29
*tHaunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4
Hawk's Nest, The Sllls-Kenyon May 27
Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8
Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18
Heart to Heart Astor-Hughes July 22
HeartTrouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackaill-Mulhall April 1

.

Lady Be Good Mackaill-Mulhall May 6
*t§LllacTlme Moore-Cooper Nov. 8
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. . Barthelmess-O'Day April 8
Mad Hour. The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4.

•Naughty Baby White-Mulhall Dec 16

* Mean* synchronized score, f Meant totxnd effects.

Length

.71 37 feet

7137 feet

7402 feet .

.6500 feet.

6467 feet .

8730 feet

6365 feet..
5600 feel .

6227 feet .

6225 feet..

5976 feet..

5886 feet .

7300 feet

7 100 feet

7541 feet

5755 feet

7426 feet .

6502 feet..

5957 feet .

6071 feet.

5400 feet, .

6592 feet..

6608 feet .

8967 feet .

7700 reel..

6625 feet..

Reviewec

..July 7

Dec. 15
. .May lit

..April 28

May 18

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug. 5. .

.

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9...
Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24 . .

.

Daisies Won't Veil Rubin-Lincoln July 8. .

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct 28...
Elephant's Elbows. The Leon Ramon Aug. 5. .

.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11...
Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug. 19

His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July 22
Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10...
Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5. .

.

Low Necker, The Marjorie Beebe Dec. 18 .

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25. .

.

Neapolitan Days Variety Sept 2 .

.

On a South Sea Shore Variety April I...

Oregon Trail, The Variety

Snowbound Variety Aug. 19...
Spanish Craftsmen Variety Sept 30. .

Steeplechase Variety Oct 14..
Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23...
Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept. 16 .

.

Length Reviewed

2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels June 23
2 reels

1 reel

2 teels Aug. 11

1 reel

2 reels . Aug. 4
2 reels July 21

2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2reels Jan. 14
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel July 28
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel

Nov. 21

Dec. 22
July 7

.Mar. 17

Septic

April 14
June 1

. Mar. 24

.Mav 19

.April 21

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

Backwash Farrell-Duncan

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol

Christine Janet Gaynor
Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Baid

*Four Devils, The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet. . Oct. 13

*t§Ghost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe
Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen
Hearts in Dixie Colored Cast
*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxler-Burgess Dec. 29
•tLost in the Arctic Special Cast 5474 feet Aug. 18
Our Daily Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer

live-. The Farrell-Duncan 711 3 feet Jan. 5

§ Meant voice (including ii dogae and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie



Motion Picture News

fitle Star

True Heaven Lowe-McLaglsn.
Veiled Woman. The Tora-Alba
Woman. The Astor-Boles

Rel. Data Length Reviewed

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

At ihe Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge al Midnight. The Mary Duncan
Corous Christi Raourl Meller SepL t

Diplomats The Clark e-McCuilough
Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel
Everybody Loves Mi Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept. 6

Family Picnic, The Raymond McKee Z reels

Four A. M. 2reels
Interview. The Clarke-McCullough
Ladles' Man. The Chic Sales 2 reels

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2reels
Mystery Mansion 2 reels

They're Coming to Get Ma Chick Sales
Treasurer's Report. The Robert Benchley
Family Picnic. The ... McKeo June 30
George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30
Serenade Schubert Harold Murray SepL 8

White Faced Fool. The Lionel Atwill Sept. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Chorus Kid. The Falre-Washbum April 1

Head of the Family. The Russell-Corbin

Hell Ship Broneon Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery May 1.

Midnight Life Bushman- Ol instead Aug. 12
River Woman. The Logan-L Barrymore Aug. 26
rum Back the Houra Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert

United States Smith Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan June 1.

Length Reviewed

6200 feet April 14

6250 feet

64n tent . .May 12

.6200 feet Aug. 11

6800 feet Aug. 11

6600 feet Mar. 1?

. 6420 feet

6000 feet. . June U

Title

Coming Attractions
Star Rel. Dite Length Reviewed

•{Girl From Argentine, The Carmel Meyers
When Danger Calls Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7..

Actress. The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14. .

.

•'Baby Cyclone. The Cody-Prlngle

°eau Broadway Cody-Prlngle Sept. 29 .

Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy Sept. 15
Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran. . ..Mar. 17

•tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur ' Oct. 12

Cameraman, The Keaton-Day Sept. 29. .

.

Cardboard Lover, The Davies-Asther Aug. 25...
Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19 .

.

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31

Cossacks. The Gllbert-Adoree June 23 .

.

Crowd. The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3. .

.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9 .

.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naoel May 5 .

•tFicpss Baggaqe Halnes-Cortez ...SepL 8...
*t Flying Fleet. The Novarro-Page Jan.

Foroidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16 . .

.

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford ...Aug, 11...

Lady of Chance, A Norma Shearer Nov. 2
Laugh. Clown, Uujh . Chaney-Young-Asther April 14 ...

Madamolselle from Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2 .

.

Masks of the Devil John Gllber Oct.
Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4. ..

Nawloon Special Cast Oct.
•tOur Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept. 8 .

.

fatsy.The .. Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10. .

.

Riders o( the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 . .

.

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo ralnb Oct. 26. .

.

•tShow People Davles-Halnes Oct 9...
Single Man. A Cody-Pringie Jan
Skirts Chaplin-Balfour May 12...
Telling the World Haines-Page June 30
Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24 .

••While the City Sleeps Chaney-Page SepL 15 .

•t (White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7...
Wickedness Preferred Cody-Prlngle Jan. 28 .

•iWind. The Glsh-Hanson Nov. 23...
•tWoman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo
* yomlng McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24. ..

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Afiican Adventure. An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27....
Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16 . .

.

Ancient Art, An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2
Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5 ...

Bits ot Africa Ufa Oddities Sept. 15 .

.

"3ooster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24 . .

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10. ..

Call of the Cuckoo Man Davidson Oct. 15
Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22
Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7...
Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2 ..

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars OcL 13. .

.

Oeylng Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2 ...

Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18 .

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy OcL 6 .

.

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12....
Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec. 8 .

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davldson-Bryon Jan. 5
Growing Pains "Our Gang" Sept. 22
Habeas Corpus . Laurel-Hardy Dec. 1

Happy Omen. A Ufa Oddltlea July 14

Heart of General Robert E.Lee, The. Daw-Walling SepL 22
Holly Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9
•Imagine My Embarrassment Charley Chase Sept. 1

•is Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sept. 29
Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30
Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 6
*Llberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 28

Length Reviewed

6805 feet . May 6

6998 feet July 14
.4187 feet

5530 feet

6037 feet Aug. 4

5896 feet .

6344 feet June 2
6053 feet .

6995 feet Sept. 15
7108 feet . Sept. 8

5679 feet Junel 6

56t>1 feet ..May 19
8601 feet ..June 30
8538 feet ..Feb. 25

5838 feet

6700 feet Sept. 15
7182 feet . Sept. 29

5011 feet

6620 feet

. July 28
Aug. 25

7045 feet

'iMlt eel

5575 feei

7652 feet

7652 feet

7289 feet

5014 feet

5448 feet

7453 feet

. June 2

...Dec 1

. . Aug. 11

...OcL 13

::.°Novi'i7

5801 feet

7184 feet

5901 feet

7231 feet

.7968 feet

5011 feet

6721 feet

July 21

May 19

Oct. 27
Aug. 18

Nov. 17

4435 feet

Length Reviewed

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

.2 reels

2 reels Dec. 1

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels May 26
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel ...

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels

2 reels July 28
2 reels

.1 reel

1 reel

.2 reels

Title Star Rel. Date

Lonely Laoland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10
Madame Du Barry Nov. 17 .

Manchu Love Jan. 12 . .

Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities Sept. I...
Murder Ufa Oddities SepL 29
Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 ..

Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28
•Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9
OHIoBuffalo Charley Chase Fob. 16 . .

OI'Gray Hoss.The "Our Gang" OcL 20 .

•01' Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang" Oct. 20
Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2 . .

.

Palace ot Honey, The Ufa Oddities lune IB
.

• Ruby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19 . .

.

Sacred Baboon. The Ufa Oddities Seot. I

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities . Nov. 24 .

.

•School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17 .

.

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16...
Should Married Men Go Home? Laurel-Hardy SepL 15
Sleeping Death._ UfaOddltles ..June 30...

. "OurC.ng" Dec. 15 .

Ufa Oddities Dec. 22
Roach Stars Sept. 15...

'« Oddities June 2.

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddilies Jan. 19...
+We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec. 29. .

.

WlvestorSnle UfaOddltles OcL 27...
World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities OcL 13. .

.

•Spanklnq Age. The
Strange Prayers .

That Night ..

Tokens of Manhood.

Length Reviewed

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

t reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels. . .

2 reels

2 reels. . July 28
2 reels OcL 13
2 reels

treel May 26
2 reels

. I reel

1 reel

2 reels Sept. 29
. 1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels

1 reel May 2*

2 reels Dec 8
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel Nov. 3

Length Reviewer!

8000 feet ...Nov. 24

7987 feet Jan. 5

* Means tynchromzea scare, f Meant sound* effects. § Meant voice frnci

Coming Attractions
Title Star

*t§ Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines-Hyams-Barrymore Jan
(Ballyhoo. Norma Shearer. ... .

t&Boliamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson
*t§Bridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrls-Torrence-Damlta
*t&Broadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Bushranger. The McCoy-Douglas
Deadline The. Flnsh-Lorralne-Gray
Desert Law Tim McCoy
tDevll's Mask, The John Gilbert

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec. 1

•tSDuke Steps Out. The Haines-Crawford
Dynamite (A. T.l . . . Conrad Nagel
*t§Five o'clock Girl. The (A. T.) . . . , Davies-Arthur
*t§Green Ghost The
*1 JHunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
•t§Hallelujah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Haines- Page- Percy
Honeymoon Flash-Moraii-Gribbon
Hummino Wires Tim McCoy
*t&Last of Mrs. Cheney Nagel
Loves of Casanova, The Special Cast Jan
't jMan's Man. A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Mr( <.,

Mysterious Island. The 4 i p.- alv-Barrymore
•SNIzeBaby -n. I— Holtr-Waldrldie
*t§Our Modern Maids. Joan Crawford
*!§Pagan, The Nnvarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorralne
S jles Special Cast
Spite Marriage Buster Keaton
SouU 8lood McOoy-Frazer

•i §Thlrst Gilbert-Nolan

*t Tide of Empire Adoree-Murray
•t Trail of '98, The Del Rin-Fnrbes 11 100 feet . . Mar. 2*
•tjTrlal of Mary Dugan. The (A. T.) Shearer-Warner-Hackett
West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24. . . 6150 feet . . Jan. 5

•I Viking, The Starke-Crisp 8508 feet. . . Nov. 17

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec 1

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels

Fuzzy Knight Songs OcL 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Oct. 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances... 2 reels

Marlon Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs Oct. 20
Marlon Harris Songs SepL 29
Jlmtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs Sept. 29
Joseph Regan OcL 13
Joseph Regan Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling

Locust Sisters Songs OcL 8

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle OcL 13
M-G-fVt Movietone Revue Nov. 3

M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct. 13
Odette Myrtle Songs Oct. 20
Phlpps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck 2 reels Dec 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct. 20
Ponce Sisters Songs Nov. 10
Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" 2 reels Dec 1

Van and Schenck Songs SepL 29 OcL 1]
Van and Schenck Songs OcL 27
Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10
Walt Roesner and Capllollans Jazz Band OcL 8

We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy 2 reels Dec 1

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Avalanche, The Holt-Hill Nov. 10 ... . 6099 feet

•{Beggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks SepL 15 7560 feet

Big Killing. The .. Beery-Hatton Mav 19 .5930 feet

"Docks of New York. The Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova Oct. 20 . 7202 feet

Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent May 26. .. 7866 feet

Easy Come, Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21 5364 feet

•Fleet's In, The Bow-Hah OcL 13. .. 6918 feet

Fifty- Fifty Girl, The Daniels-Hall May 12 . . 6402 teet

First Kiss, The Wray-Cooper Aug. 25 6134 feet

Fools for Luck Flelde-Conklin May 7 . . 6852 teet

Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. II... 7640 feet

Half a Bride.. Ralston-Arlen June 16 . 6238feet

His Private Life Men)ou-Carver 4690 feet ... Nov. 17
His Tiger Lady Men|ou-Brent June 9 5038 feet ... June 2
•

I Homecoming, The Parlo-Hanson 8100 feet Nov. 24
Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14... 6528 feet. .. July 28

inifinf it aiogne and incidental tongs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

I SepL 29
1 July 7
1 Sept. 22
t. . . June a

!....May 12

1. . . . Seot. 1

. . May 26

.... Aug. 26

t. . . June a
t . . . Aug. ii



January 12, 192 9 151

nil' Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18. . . .6039 feet. . .Aug. 18

Kit Carson Thomson-Lane 7464 feet

.

Mar. 24
Aug. a

June 30

Oct' 13

7910 feet. Dec. 18 '26

Ladles of the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30 6792 feet.

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 7415 feet.

•Loves of An Actress, The Negri- Asther Aug. 18 7434 reet

Loves of an Actress (silent version).. Negrt-Asther Aug. 18— 71 59 feet.

Magnificent Flirt. The Florence Vldor June 2 4998 feet

*t§Manhattan Cockatll Arlen-Carroll 6051 feet

Mating Call. The Melghan-Brent-Adoree July 21 6325 feet

Model from Montmartre Naldi-Petrovitch Sept 22 5941 feet

*Moran of the Marines Dix-Elder Oct 27 5444 feet Nov. 3

Night at Mystery, A Menjou-Brent April 7 5741 feet April 21

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3.

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17.

•Patriot, The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1.

Racket, The Meighan-Prevost June 30.

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10
•Sawdust Paradise, The Ralston-Howes Aug. 25
Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec 1.

Something Always Happens Ratston-Hamllton Mar. 24.

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7.

Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26.

Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy .• April 21

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20
Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14.

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec.
Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23.

*$Varsity Rogers-Brian Sept 29
•Warming Up Richard Dix Aug. 4

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25.

•Wedding March, The Von Stroheln-Wray Oct 6.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec. 22.

Wings Bow-Rogers Sept.

Woman From Moscow, The Negrl-Kerry

Title Star

Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll
Side Show, The Flelds-Conklln
•t&Slns of the Fathers Emil Jannings
•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
*t§Tong War (A. T.) Beery-Vidor
•t§Wolf of Wall Street, The (A T.).. George Bancrof Jan.

*t§Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wrap

Rel. Date Length

Jan. 12 ...7112 feet.

Reviewed:

26 7 reels Dec V

Rel. Date Length Reviewed'

.6600 feet . .May

.9819 feet . Aug. 18

.7646 feet . luly 14

.6331 feet. ..Mar. 31

.5928 feet. . . Sept. 1

.6323 feet . Dec. 8

.4792 feet May 26

.7960 feet April 14

.6218 feet. ..June 2

6763 feet. . Sept. 29
.6514 feet. ..Oct 27
.7029 feet ..April 28
.5962 feet ..Dec. 15
. 5834 feet Sept. 29
.5802 feet. ..Nov. 3

.6509 feet ..July 21

.631 9 feet . Sept 8

.10400 feet . Oct 20
.5476 feet. . Jan. 5

12 reels Aug.26'27
6938 feet Nov. 10

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borruh Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
Giersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon
If Men Played Cards as Women Do... McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame, The (Christie) Colored Cast
Music Ha*h Charms (Christie) Colored Cas*
One Word Special Cast
§Pusher in the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels.

Ruth Etting Songs
•JSIdewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel .

'Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee. Sept. 1 2 reels

That Party in Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels.

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie) Hatton-Hardy-Lorraine

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star

SHORT SUBJECTS
Rel. Date

Rel.

*t§Annapolis Loff-Brown Dec.
Annapolis Loff-Brown Nov. 18.

Length Reviewed Avenging Shadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29.

2 reels
Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept. 2.

j ree l

' Blue Danube. The Leatrlce Joy Mar. 12

'l ree |

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec. 23

.

2 reels Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25

J „S; Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept. 30

1 rJj°j
*t§Captain Swagger La Rovque-Carol Nov. 18

Title Star

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23
Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18.

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22 .

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24.

.

Call Again E. E. Horton Oct 20..

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13
Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4.... 1 reel

Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct. 14

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27... 2reels Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7

•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie) Billy Dooley Aug. 18. . . 2reels Chicago Haver-VarconI Mar. S

FaceValue Novelty Jul? 21... 2reels Cop. The William Boyd Au^ 19

Footllose Wlmmen (Christie) Bobby Vernon 2 reels
Craig s Wife. .

.

Irene Rich

Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec. 15 2 reels

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19 2 reels

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobbv Vernon June 2 2 reels

Home Girl. The Gllmore-Kruger Dec. 1... 2 reels
•Hot Scotch (Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25
Het Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3

.

Ko-Ko's Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept. 8.

Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25.

Ko-K i Kleans Up Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22.

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7.

Ko-Ko's Chase Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 11

.

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon Oct 20
Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9.

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 6
Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17.
Loose Change (Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 6.

News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon. .....Aug. 4.

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jen. 5.

Oriental Hugs Christie) Billy Dooley Sept. 29
Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2.

Patent Medicine Kid. The Krazy Kal Cartoon June 2

Phantom Nail, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 29
Picture Mv Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee Oct 13

Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) .... June 24

Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov. 25
Forbidden Love Lili Damita Oct. 28
Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan.

Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dec.
Rod La Rocque Mav 14

*|§King of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept. 30.

Law's Lash. The . . Klondike taog) May 20.

Let 'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15.

Love Over Night La Rocque-Lorf SeDt16.
Man-Made Woman Joy-Boles- Warner Sept 9.

Marlie the Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4

Midnight Madness. . . .... Jacaueline Logan Mar. 26.

\ rBTf" *t§Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12

1 ...i Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec. 2. .. .6070 feet

ireel, Power Boyd-Logan Sept. 23... 6092 feet

"?rooi, Red Mark, The von Seyffertllj-Quartaro Aug. 26 ..7937 feet

Iron Saddle Mates Wallv Wales Aug. 5. . .
452nfeet.

2 ree s
Snadv Ladv ' The Phyllis Haver 6132 feet.

2
° ." *t§Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4

,.„", *t§Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20.

free SblnComesln. A Rudolph Schildkraut . ... June 4

, ...i *t§Show Folks Quillan-Basquette-Armstrong. . Dec 16

2 reels Skyscraper .
William Boyd April 9

2 reels

.2 reels 3,1'2:!
m
JjlL.

. 1 reel

1 reel Oct. 13
.1 reel

. 1 reel

. .1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel

Date Length Reviewed

2.... 7957 feet

..7008 feet

.4293 feet... Mcr. 31

.5722 feet ..Sept. 15
. 6589 feet... May 26
.4598 feet

.4550 feet.

.4846 feet

.6124 feet.

. 6312 feet

.61 45 feet.

.9145 feet.

7054 feet

.6670 feet

4476 feet

.

. 6670 feet

.6787 feet

16. ...5959 feet ...Dec. 22
475C'feet ... .

.

705P 'eet Alio, «

. 10,196 feet April 29'27

.4683 feet... Mar. 31

5888 feet.

.5737 feet.

5762 feet.

.4600 feet.

6559 feet.

Mar. 31

Dec. 29'

Dec. 30
Sept 8

Dec. 15-

June 23

Jan. 26

.Sept. 22

.Mar. 3

Sept. 15
Sept. 8
Mar. 17

Nov. 17

Prancing Prune, HelenHayes., 2 reel. *t Spieler The "±1*1° 82"

6132 feet..

6902 feet..

.6466 feet..

7040 feet.

ftaln Dropper. The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30 1 reel

Say Uncle (Christie) Jack Duffy June 9 2 reels.

Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30 2 reels.

Sea Food (Christie) Billy Dooley July 14 2 reels.

Sea Sword Krazv Kat Cartoon Sept. 1....1reel .

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10 2 reels.

Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon SeoL15 1 reel

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec. 22 2 reels.

Slick Slickers i Christie) Neal Burns July 7... .2 reels.

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmie Adams June 16. . .2 reels

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) Bobby Vernon Sept. 22 . 2 reels

Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16 .... 1 reel.

.

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug. 11 . . . .2 reels.

Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept 8. . 2 reels

Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec 30

Tenth Ave Haver-Varconi-Schildkrant Aug. 5

Valley of Hunted Men, The Buflalo Bill, Jr Feb 19

Walking Back
Yellow Contraband

Sue Carrol May 21

. Leo Maloney Oct. 28

SHORT SUBJECTS

. .5816efet.
.6370 feet.

. 4520 feet-

. 5035 feet

.5937 fee*

Jan. 20
June v's

Dec 15-

Acrll 14

Oct. 20-

Mar. 3

Sept. 22
Oct 2

Title

Alaska or Bust

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

E. E. Horton Sept. 15 2 reels.Vacation Waves
Wall* Toll Tales Madge Kennedy Aug. 4. .. .2 reels.

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12 2 reels.

'Aesop Fables" Sept 9.

.

Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8..

Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15..

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 14.

.

Bath Time Sportlloht June 24
Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21..

Burglar, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Dec 9..
"linker Baltlers Soortllghl July 22

.1 reel Septl
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel June 23

1 reel Oct 27
.2 reels

1 reel

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dec. 22

Coming Attractions
Title Star Length Revlewe

•t§Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Nov. 17
Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carrol-Rogers 121 03 feet Aoril 28
•tBehind the German Lines Special Cast 8254 feet Dec. 8
*T§Burlesque James Barton

*t {Canary Murder Case, Thl (A. T.). . Powell-Taylor-Bruan
'Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Case of Lena Smith, The Esther Ralston
*t§Close Harmony (A. T.) Charles Rogers
*t§Concert, The (A. T.) Adolphe Menjou
*t§Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton
*t§Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton
*t§Four Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery..

,

•UGenlus is Born, A (A. T.) A. P. Heggie
tSHalf an Hour Ruth Chatterton

*t§Hole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harrv Lauder.
tjlnnocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier
*{§nterference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twentv One Rogers-Brian
*t§Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggie-Owen
•tLooping the Loop Werner-Kraus
*1 5 Manhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll
Marquis Preferred Adolphe Meniou
*t§Night Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•tSNothlng But the Truth (A. T.). . . .Richard Dix
Number Please •. Daniel<=-Hamilton

Odd Fellows Flelds-Conklln
Quick Lunch Fleids-Coiklin
Redskin Richard Dix Dec 1

*t§Shop Worn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12. .. .7373 feet Jan. 5

* Means synchronized score. + Means sound effects

Camous Carmen, The Sennett Girls Sept 23.

Campus Vamp, The : Sennett Girls Nov. 25

.

banned Thrills Sportlight.. Aug. 19.

Catalina Rowboat Races Jackson-Hart-McKee Oct. 21.

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9.

.2 reels Sect 15

.2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Aug. 1

1

.2 reels

.2 reels.

Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec f

Caught in the Kitchen Billy Bevan. Sept 9— 2reels
Chicken, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 26 2 reels

City Slickers "Aesop Fables" July 1 .1 reel

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23 2 reels

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6— 2 reels Jan. 5
Covering Ground Sportlight Sept. 16— 1 reel Sept. 8

Cross Country Run, A "Aesop Fables" Aug. 19 1 reel Aug. 18

CureorKill "Aesop Fables" Oct. 7... 1 reel Oct. 6

Day Off. A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 1

Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct 28 1 reel Oct 27

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct. 7 1 reel Sept. 29

Defensive Line, The Football Sense Oct 21 ... .1 reel Oct 20/

•tDlnnerTlme "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 16 2 reels Sept 8
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14— 10 episodes Oct. 6

Early Bird. The "Aesop Fables" July 22 ... 1 reel

Sportlight • July 8 1 reel SepL 8

Football Sense Oct 14 1 reel Oct. 27

"Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 8
"Aesop Fables" June 3 . Ireel.. . June 9

Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 15.

Fair Affair. A
Fair Catch, The
Fishing Fool, The
Flight That Failed, The
Flying Hoofs
Getting Together Sportlight Oct 28 ...Ireel Oct. 20

Girl From Nowhere. The Sennett Girls Aug. 5— 2 reels Mar 24

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct 28 ...1 reel Oct. 27

Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportlight Sept 30 .1 reel

Hlqh Seas "Aesoo Fables" Sept.23 Ireel Sept 22
His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30 . . .2 reels

His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12 2 reels

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4— 2 reels Nov. 1?

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.§ Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs).
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Ml
Hubby's Week-End Trip
Huntsman. The
In the Bag
Jim Jam Janitor, A
Knowing the Ropes.

Star Rel. Date

Bevan-Dent Dec 2 ..

"Aesop FaBles" July 8

"Aesop Fables" Aug. 26 .

Johnny Burke Nov. 11

RlM Sporlllghl Jan. 6
Jan. 6Land o' Cotton

"

'A.<*,.
(
> Fables'

Laundry Man. The "Aesop Fables"

Llmberlegs Sportllght June
Mail Man. The , "Aesop Fables"

Magnetic Bat. The "Aesop Fable" Sept
Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" OcL
Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept.

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June
Mouse's Bride. The "Aesop Fables" . . June
Muscle Marvels SiKirtllgfit Oct.

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec.

No Picnic Halnes-Coombs-Dempsey Oct.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov.
On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov.
Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug.
Outnumbdered "Aesop Fables" Julv

Polar Flight. A "Aesop Fables" Nov.
Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" June
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hiatt-McKee OcL
Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug.

Soldier Man Harry Langdon SepL
South Sea Sagas Sportllght Sept

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables"
' [Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"

Static "Aesop Fable" SepL
Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" SeDL
Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug
Supple Sex, The Sportlight Aug.
Targets Sportlight Nov.

Tail Beauties Jack Cooper Dec.

Taxi for Two Jack Cooper SepL
Taxi Scandal. A Jack Copoer OcL
Terrible People The 'Serial) Ray-Miller Aug.

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec.
*tj Winning Patterns. Sportlight

Yellow Cameo. The Serial) Ray-Cyclone 'dog) June

in

Lengti hevlewe'

2 reela Dec. 8

1 reel . . July 14

1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
i reel

i reel Jan. 5

1 reel Nov. 17

1 reel June '

.2 reels Dec. 22
1 reel

1 reel Oct. 27

2 reels Sept. 29

2 reels

. 1 reel . . June 30
1 reel Oct. 13

2 reels

2 reels . Sept. 29

.2 reels

1 reel Dec. 1

1 reel

1 reel Aug. 4

1 reel Nov. 10

1 reel

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels

.3 reels

1 reel

1 reel Dec. 8
. 1 reel

. I reel

. 1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel

1 reel Sept. 1

.1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels OcL 27
10 episodes

.10 episodes
1 reel

10 episodes

Coming Attractions
"in.' Star

Elevator Girl. The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24

tSFIying Fool The William Boyd Feb. 10...
Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleimn-Loff Feb. 17
Geraldine Quillan-Nixon

••JGetaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31
•tGodless Girl. The Basouette-Prevost .10720 feet

Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17

•tJHigh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale
•rjLeatherneck. The William Boyd Feb. 3
•{Listen Baby A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17
Leatherneck. The William Boyd Feb. 3
•tjMarked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 5 5490 feet

•tjNoisy Neighbors.. Quillan-Vaughn. Jan. 27
•' [Missing Man. The Patrick

•t{Ofhce Scandal Phyllis Haver. Mar. 3
Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 2(1

•f {Square Shoulden Junior Coghlan Feb. 10

Length Reviewer

Sept. 1

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
TT* Star Rel. Date

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Gravos Sept. 5 .

.

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15. ..

Golden Shackles Bonner- withers Mar. 15
Out With the Tide Dwan-Landls June 22 .

RAYART (S. R.)
Tltta Star Rel.

Branded Man. The Delaney-Marlowe May
City of Purple Dreams, The... Bedford-Frazer SepL
Danger Patrol, The Russell-Falre April

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July
Gypsy nf the North Gordon-Hale April

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl
Ughtnin* ShoL The Buddy Roosevelt May
Man From Headquarter*, The Roberts-Keefe Aug.
Midnight Adventure. A Murphy-Landls May
My Home Town Brock well-Glass Mar.
Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt ....... July
Phantom ot the Turf. The H. Costello-Lease Mar.
Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart Oct
Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec.
Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April

Trallin" Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar.

Length Reviewed

5700 feet

5600 feet

5600 feet

5700 feet

Tltl#

Slack Pearl. The
Brothers
*t|Snnmri a Hlri Marry?
Some Mother's Boy

Coming Attractions
Star

Lee-Hallnr
Keefe-Bedford-Rankin
Mill' Veill,

Carr-Ralslon-Robards .

Date Length

' 6089 feet

.15... 5937 feet

Reviewed

June 2

1 ....6076 feet

i 4533 feet .

15 .5683 feet

1 ....5976 feet

6800 feet
... 4797 feet

, 1....5946feet
5262 feet

6608 feet..

... 4538 feet

June 2

. 5905feet
1... 5650 feet

6991 feet

1 ....4627 feet...

4308feet

Date Length Reviewed

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Overture of 1812 iTschaikowsky) Filmtone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs.
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans
Oanclng Colleens Tap Dancers
fiadlo Franks. The Songs

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Air Mall Pilot, The Mehaffey-MercaHe... HI-Mark 5000 feet

Apaches of Paris The . Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern. . Aug. 15 7545 feet

Arizona days Bob Custer Syndicate.. SepL 15 .4345 feet

Autumn Love Lya de Putt] Alt. European .SepL 6 reels

••Big Hip. The lonos-Ralston-Hearn B. Jones Coro.. Aug. 7000 feet OcL 6

Black Butterllles Raiston-Buseh-Frazer Quality Dlst SepL 1 6261 teet

Bondage Gorman Cas Ufa 6040 feet

droken Hearts Hercules
Cltv Without lews, The . . . S fecial Dnst Avwon SepL 1 lOOOfeet
Code of the Air Harlan-Mirlowe Bisc'ioff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fevor Corda-Varconi Ufa Eastern June 1 .5460 feet

DevllOogs .... Holmes-All Crescent 51.0
r
feet

Devil's Passion, The . Special Cast Arfa. 5700teet
Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet .

End of St. Petersburg. The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet June II

Faces of Children French Cast Zakora 8000 feet

r'angs of Justice Silverstreak-Walker . Blschoft 50uuteet
fortune's Fool Emll tannings L T. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Oawn Warwick- /Vard Conquest 6200 teet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Metier Art. European .SepL . .6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veidt Aywon SepL ..6500feet
Hearts of Men Harris- Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Snip Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet .. SepL 15
Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 6712 feet

House of S.iame Falre-Hale Chesterfield... SepL 1 5300 feel.. SepL 16
lealousy Lya de Puttl Brill SepL 1 5460feet
Lady of Petrograd. The Special Cast Aft. European. SepL . .6030 feet

Lady from Paris. The Vllma Banky Aywon SeoL 6000 feel

Legend of the Bear's Wedding Russian Cast Amklno 7500 feet

Lite- Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royor toroducer) June It
Lights of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet
Little Wild Girl. The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan . Quality DIsL. . . Nov 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The .. .Edith Jahanne . . . Ufa-Eastern... 7563 teet

Mother of Mine Special Cast Zakoro OcL 7200 feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror. The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feet

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 feet . . SepL 15
Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July . 5200 feet

OntheOivide Bob Custer Syndicate ...OcL 15 4657 feet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative .

Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players . Aft. European . . SepL . 6 reels

Prlmanerliebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet Mar. 24
Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. . .6200 feet

3 Ships SpeclalCast 6000feet
)ueen of the Chorus, The Falre-Lease Crescent Plct 5900 feet

facing Through Mae Marsh Aff. European. .SepL . .7 reels

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality OlsL. . .OcL 61 00 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules
Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Pict. . . OcL
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000 feet

Shadows ot the Night Hercules.
April 26

Feb. 4

.5800 feet

.489a feet

4315 feet

8000 feet .

.4900 feet

.7000 feet

7200 feet

6603 teet

6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

8600 feet Nov. 24

Shooting Stars English Cast. Artlee Aorll

Silent Sentinel. The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield. . . . Aug. 1

Silent Trail, The Bob Custer .Syndicate Aug. 15

Slmba Jungle Film Capitol Plct

Sky Rider. The Chamoion-Hughes. .. .Chesterfield. . .June 15
Somme, The. Special Cast New Era
Station Master, The Ivan Moskvln Zakoro June 16
Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern. . . May 1

rartuffethe Hyoocrite Jannlngs-Dagover Ufa Eastern.. . .April 1

Ten Days That Shook the World. .Russian Cast Amkino Jan. .

.

rounder God Cornelius Keefe Anchor
Two Brothers Conrad Veldt Ufa Eastern. ... July 1 6300 feet

nest of Santa Fe.. Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feet

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast HI-Mark 7953 feot

Woman Temoted The Comoton-Ward .... ... Avwon SepL . 6500 feet

Yellow Ticket, The Russian Cast Amkino 6200 feet

Youth Astray Jjnnson-'Vlattonl Ameranglo 6000 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title sin ni.i'r ReL Date Length Reviewed

Fare Enough Poodles Hanneford ..Artclass 2reels
Mysterious Airman, The Weiss Bros lOeplsodes
Fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves Mascot Plct

oining to Live For . Al Joy Cranfleld Clarke 2 reela

She Said No Ben Turpin Artclass 2 reels

Sophomore, The G. O'Neill-L. Graydon HI-Mark
Soookey Money Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels

Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The (Serial) . Special Cast Mascot Plct.. . OcL 15 lOeplsodes Oct 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason MascotPlcL. Aug. 1.10 episodes.. SepL 15
Who's Who Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

You Can't Win (Serial) Weiss Bros lOeplsodes

Title

Coming Attraction*
Star Rel. Date Length

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct.

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Buying a Wife SpeclalCast Aff. European 7 reels...

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake Chesterfield

.

*t§Chopin's Passion Robertson-Brinkley.

Reviewed

Powers Cinephone
Dancer of His vlajesty, The .. .Special Cast Amkino 7000 feet.

Aff . European 6 reels

Arf.Eiiriiiie.nl 8 reels.

Pioneer

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
T"Je Star

Marry the Girl Bedford-Ellis
Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes

Rel. Date;

Mar. 1 ...

April 15 ....

Length

5300 feet

54011 feet

Reviewed

Mar. 10

STATE RIGHTS

Duty to be Silent . . Maria Albana
Escaped from Kell Murlat Esterhazy.

Exodus to the New World. The Lyon-Prevost
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels . .

.

(Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The John Loder . Aff. European 6 reels.

G lilty Frltsch-Vemon Ufa-Eastern

Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan .. Aff. European 6 reels

Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy -..

Little Colonel, The Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss Aft. European 3 reels .

Mechanics of the Brain Educational Amkino 6000 feet.

Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels .

PoetandCzar SpeclalCast Amkino 8775feet

South of Panama Carmellta Geraghty . Chesterfield

Two Oavs SpeclalCast Amkino 6500 feet.

Unholy Love Wegonor-Potrovitch Aff. European
Verdun SpeclalCast Richmount
Vera Miezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7reels...

Water. The M.Chekhov Amkino 7000feet.

When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastorn
yellow Ticket. The Anna Sten Amkino 7000feet.

Title

FEATURES
Star Dlst'r a, n. . -, r i «.

TIFFANY-STAHL
Rel. Date Length Reviewed crATiiorQ

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Plct OcL 15 _, ,

FEATURES
Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield.. . Aug. 15 5256feet April 21 Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Age of Lust. The Emll Jannlngs . L. T. Rogers Albany Night Boat Olive Borden July 20 5844 feet

* Means tynchroniztd score. '{Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.
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Title

Bachelor's Paradise.

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewtd

O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15 6147 reet

Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1 6157 feet

t§Cavaller, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1 6775 feet Oct 27

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pidgeon May 1 5209feet
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15. . . 5362 feet

Floating College. The O'Neill-Collier, Jr Nov. 10 .. 5477 feet

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20
Giain ot Dust. Tne Cortez-Windsor-Bennett July 10 6126feet
Green Grass Widows. . . .Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10. . . 5334 feet

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20. .. .5516 feet

-louse ol Soand tl Sebastian-O'Malley April 1 5297 feet

Ladies of the Night Club Cortez-Leonard May 15 6553 feet

Lingerie White-McGregor July 1 .... 5676 feet

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec. 1 7786 feet Oct. 20
Naughty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct. 10. . . .5271 feet

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennet Oct, 20 5554 feet

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennett Oct 20
Prowlers of the Sea Cortez Myers June 30 . 5160 feet

Scarlet Dove. The Frazer-Borio April 15 5102feet
Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor June 1 5735 feel

Their Hour . Harron-Sebastlan Mar. 1 ...5652feet

•tSTollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct 1 .7256 feet... Oct 20
Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec. 10

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

•t§ Hawaiian Love Call, The .Color Symphony Dec 15 1 reel

*t|Japaiese Carnival. A Color Svmphony Jan. 1 . 1 reel

*t§ln a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1 1 reel Nov.jl7
•t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb 15 . . 1 reel

•tLove Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Vluller Color Classic 1 reel

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

•f§Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1....1 reel

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20
Devil's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 18
Family Row, The Windsor-Gray
Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20
•{Ghetto, The George Jessel Feb. 1

Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10
*t§Lucky Boy Jessel-Quimby ..

.

Man in Hobbles. The Lee-Harron Jan. 10
*t§Marrlage by Contract Miller-Gray . Dec 1 Nov. 17
New Orleans Cortez-Bnnett Mar. 1

Queen of Burlesque Belle Bennett
Rainbow, The Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20
Squads Right Grlbbon-Stone Feb. 1

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Ttlle Star Rel. Date

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

6243feet
.4076 feet

.4179 feet

4786 feet...
.6171 feet

5311 feet.

4322 feet.

6279 feet.

4179 feet

.5357 feet

.51 09 feet

7828 feet

.442 6 feet

6474 feet Oct. 20
5597 feet

Dec. 29
Sept 22

Title Star Rel. Date

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore SepL 9. .

.

Arizona Cyclone. The Fred Humes May 6. .

.

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec 16. ..

Body Punch, The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28 .

Buck Privates De Putti-McGregor June 3 ..

Clearing the Trail Glbson-Culllver Oct 7 .

.

Cloud Dodger, The Al Wilson Sept. 30...
Count of Ten, The Ray-Ralston June 17. .

.

Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec 18...
Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. .

.

Flyin' Cowboy, The ... Gibson-Hasbrouck. ... July 1. .

.

Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept. 23
Four Footed Ranqer. The Dynamite (dogi Mar. 25.
Freedom of the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28
GateCrasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9
*f§Give and Take Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23... 6552 feet

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29 . . 5645 feet .

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29 . .4194 feet.

.

Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe . . Sept. 30 . 6599 feet

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrin ...SepL 16 4868 feet

Harvest of Hate, The Rex 'horse)-Perrin Aorll 14 4719feet
Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec 2 . .5606 feet

Home. James La PI mte-Delaney Seot. 2 .. 6307feer
Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30 ... 6057 feet

.

Hoofbeats o
1 Vengeance Rex (horse)-Perrln June 16

Hot Heels Tryon-Miller May 13 . 5874 feet .

Hound ot Silver Creek Dynamite (dog) .May 20 . 4095 feet

How to Handle Women Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14 . 5591 feet

Jazz Mad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11 .6832 feet .

•TjLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20 6142 feet .

Love Me and World Is Mine Phllhln-Kerry Mar. 4 ...6813 feet .

Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3 412ufeet .

•(Man Who Laughs. The... Veldt-Philbin Nov. 4 . 10185 feet

*tMan. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13 ...6674 feet .

*t§Melody of Love (A. T.) Pidgeon-Harris-Winton Dec. 2 ... .6733 feel..

Michigan Kid, Tne Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21. .. .6030 feet.

.

Night BI'd, The Reginald Denny Sunt. 16 6670feet
One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Oec 9.

Phantom Finqors Cody-Thomjson June 2
Phyllis of tie Follies M. ,Vloore-A. 9w Nuv 25 .5907 feet..

Plunging H)ofs flex (horse >-Perrln Aug. 4
Prince of Fear. The Cody-Thompson OcL 28 4230feet .

Put'EmUp FredHunes Mar.ll ...4200feet .

Quick Trigqers Fred Humes .... ... Julv 15 . . .4472feet. .

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27 6288 feet.

.

Red Lips Nixon Rogers Dec 2 6957 feet..

rlldlng for Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19 5424 feet

Shield of Honor. The Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19 . 6172feet .

Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13... 4364 feet .

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11 ... 5389 feet .

Surrender Phllbln-Mosklne Mar. 4 8249feet..
Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1 61 79 feet .

Thirteenth luror.The Nilsson-Bushman Nov. 13 5598 feet.

.

Thunder Riders. The Ted Wells April 8. . . .4353 feet .

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18 5495 feet .

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18 . 4616 feet.

•t}Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast SepL 2 .10600 feet .

WeAnerlcans Sidney-Miller-Lewis May 6 9151 feet .

Wild West Show. The Glbson-Gulllver May 20. .. .5254 feet.

.

*nives of the City Dec 2...
Won in the Clouds Al Wilson April 22. .. . 4348 feet .

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

All lor Geraldlne Sid Saylor Dec

..Feb. 4

Sept. 19

Dec 22

June 30

SepL 15

July 14

Oct 6
Feb. 11

May 12

Nov. 10

Oct. 27
July 7

Dec 30

April 28
Mar. 10
Feb. 4

Dec 9

Nov. 18
April 7

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19.

.

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18
Bookworm Hero Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec 17 .

Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17..
Broke Out Young-La Salle Aug. 1

Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog . . . .June 27 .

.

Buster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwick and Dog. .. .Oct. 17.

.

Busting Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Aug. 15..
Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28
Calford in the Movies . Lewis-Culliver-Phiilips. .. . Oct. 15.

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels Sept. 1

2 reels

2 reels OcL 27
2 reels

2 reels May 26
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept. 29
2 reels Oct.

Calford on Horseback Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec 10 2 reels Dec 1

Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Sept. 17
Card of Destiny. The Fred Gilman . July 14 . .

.

Cash Customers Younq-La Salle Julv 11..
Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec. 1 . .

.

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake OcL 8 .

.

Cross Country Bunion Race, The . Sid Saylor Nov. 7...
Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30 .

.

Danger Trail, The Newton House Sept. I..,

Dangerous Trail, The lack °errin June 2...
Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2.

.

Daring Chances Jack Hoxie Dec. 15.

.

Dead Game ... Art Accord Oct. 7

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 26 .

Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec. 8 .

.

Diamond Master. The Lorraine-Stevenson Feb. 3 .

Diamond Master. The Lorraine-Stevenson April 8, '29.

•East Side
Fantasle Laemmle Novelty
Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Pnitlips Feb. 4 .

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24 .

Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 15...
Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb Oct. 20 .

Fighting for Victory Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Nov. 12 .

Fighting Kid. The Newton House June 9

Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29 .

Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21 .

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19.

.

Fox Chase. The Oswald Cartoon June 25
Full House, A Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll. June 13.

.

Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5.

.

Galloping Ace, The Jack Hoxie Sept. 22 .

Gauge ot Battle, The Fred Gilman April 21...
George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20 ..

Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept. 24

Have Patience Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Feb. 6 .

*fHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4 .

.

Her Haunted HerlUqe Ben Hall Julv 2 .

High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6
Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake . Sept. Kl

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7. .

.

Himeless Homer Oswadl Cartoon Jan. 7..

.

Horse Tail, A Oswald Cartoon Dec. 10.

.

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20 .

Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27..
Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29 .

Iron Code, The Jack Perrin June 30.

.

Junior Year, The Le vis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept. 3..

Just Wait Young-La Salle Sent. 26 ...

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps OcL 1...
King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13...

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor .. Oct. 10 .

McGinls vs. Joneses Long-*v1ams-Laymon-McPhalH Aug. 8..

Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon . ... Sept. 17..

Mystery Rider. The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26 . .

.

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6..
Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan OcL 31..
Newlvweds' False Alarm. The Snnnkums-Perdue-Eqan July 2..
Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlert-McPhalll June 4. ..

Newlyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan SepL 5...
Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Barllett-McPhaill Jan. 23.

.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The. . . .Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28.
Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26. ..

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The .
Snnokums-Pprriue-Eoan .. OcL 3 ..

Out At Home Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9. .

.

Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps OcL 29...
Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon OcL 1 . .

.

Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11 ..

Prodigal Pup, The Canine Cast
Rag Doll . . . . Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12...
Ranger Patrol. The
Range Wolf...
Red Warning . .

.

Reel Life

Ride For Heln. The
Riders of the Wnnds

Fred Gilman Auq. 1

1

Bob Curwood Feb. 9

Jack Hoxie Nov. 1.

.

Long-Adams-Lay man-McPhalll July 4 .

.

.Newton House July 7..
Edmund Cobb Sept. 15..

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12.

.

Romeo fit the Range Bob Curwood Oct. 6 .

.

Ropin' Romance Newton House Aug. 4.

.

Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 12..
Ruse. The Jack Perrin Aug. 25..

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16..

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler OcL 27.

.

Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr. .June 3..

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10 .

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14..

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22
Shooting the Bull Younq-La Salle Oct. 24

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon SepL 3..

Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31 .

.

Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23.

.

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26..

Soeed and Spurs Bob Curwood SepL 8..

Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Jan. 7.
Speed Sheik, The .. Arthur Lake June 18..

Ambuscade, The Fred Gilman

* Means synchronized score.

Date

5...
June IB...

Means soand effects.

tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon 1 reel.

Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec 5

Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13 .

Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9 .

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12 .

Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14.

.

Tenderfoot Hero. A Bob Chandler Sept. 29
There's a Will C. Klnq-C Doherty Dec. 21 .

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. 5.

.

Trackless Trolley. The Ben Hall July 30..
icky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4..

Valiant Rider. The (Western) Boh Curwood . June 23 .

Watch the Birdie Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Dec. 12.

Wag Fiqures Laemmle Novelty OcL 22..
Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28..
Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6

Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21 .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec. 3.

.

2 reels

.

.2 reels June 16
2 reels .

.2 reels Dec. 22
2 reels Nov. 24
2 reels

2reels., OcL 13

.2 reels

2 reels

.2reeis May S

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 15
10 episodes

.10 episodes

.2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

1 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Oct 27
2 reels May 19
.2 reels

.2 reels OcL 20
1 reel OcL 27
1 reel . . May 26
.2 reels May 19

. 1 reel OcL 20
2 reels

2 reels Mar. 24
2 reels May 19
1 reel Nov. 24
2 reels

.1 reel

1 reel . . June 1

1 reel

1 reel ...

1 reel Dec. 22
.1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel July 26

. 1 reel

.2 reels SepL 1

.2 reels May 26
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel July 21
2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

1 reel

10 episodes
.2 reels

2 reels Sept. 9
2 reels June- ?

2reels May 12
.2 reels Aug. II
.2 reels

2 reels Dec 28
.2 reels Dec .1

2 reels

.2 reels

2reels OcL 27
.1 reel OcL 13

.1 reel May 19
.1 reel SepL 15
.1 reel

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels June Z

.2 reels

.2 reels

1 reel Oct. 25
. 2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels July 2P

.2 reels Dec 8

.1 reel June 20

.2 reels OcL 18
10 episodes
.2 reels Oct. •

1 reel Dec. 22
2 reels July 28
.2 reels

1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel Dec 8
1 reel June 30

.1 reel Dec 1

2 i eels Sept 8
2 reels

. 1 reel May 28

Length Reviewed

.2 reels Npv. 17
2 reels May 19

§ Means poic« (including dialogue and incidental songs).

1 reel Not. 18
2 reels

1 reel June 18
15 episodes luly 21

2 reels Oct 20
2 reels

.2 reel"

.2 reels

1 reel

.1 reel May 19

.? reels Mav 19

2 reels Dec 8
1 reel

1 reel

2 reels May 1J
2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 17

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



164 M o t io n Picture New s-

Tltlt Star Rel. Dale Length Reviewed

Wooden Soldier, The Uemmle Novelty Dec. 17 . 1 roel Dee. a

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 . 1 reel Jan. S
Yukon Gold Jack Pen-In July 28 2 reels June 10

May 19

Coming Attractions
rttie Star

•• {Bargain In the Kremlin. The A.T. Joseph Schlldkraut
••{Barnum Was Rlghi
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells
tlBraggsrt. The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Bride, Laura U Plume
•tjBroaxfway A. T. 1 Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10 .5202 feet.
•f {Charlstan, The Special Cast
•tSCIear the Deck ReglnaldDenny Mar. 24
•'SCIImax. The A. T.

•tjCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

••SCity.The Sidney-Gordon-Prlce-Swaln . Mar. 17
•tjColleglate AT. Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips
•tjCome Across Special Cast May 5
Crimson Hour. The De Puttl-Mnsluklne
•{Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16
Doubling F.r Trouble Gibson-Gilbert
•({Drake Murder Case, The
Erik tne Great Veidt-Phllhln
Eyes ol the Underworld William Cody
Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke
*JFI.Tniinq Daughters
Girl Dodger. The Arthur Lake
•{Girl on the Barge. The Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 24
Girl nn the Barge Hersholt-ONeit-McGregor Feb. 3 ... 6908 feet

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27... 4596 feet

•{Great Cinema Murder, The
•{Haunted Lady. The
Hell Wrerter. Tne Hoot Gibson
•{His Lucky Day ReglnaldDenny June 2
t{"t Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21

Kid's Clever. The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17
•{King of Jan. The (A. T.) Paul Whlteman and Band
King of the Rodeo. The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6 . .5509 feet
Lariat Kid, The Hoot Gibson June 23
•{Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6
Mnn Oisturhw. The ReglnaldDenny
•{Minstrel Show. The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navy Bines Arthur Lake
•{One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3
•tiPlay Goes On. The iA. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7
•t J 'nrt or Dreams, The Mary Philhin

*+5Shakedown. The Murray-Kent Feb. 3
•{Shannons of Broadway, The A. T. James Gleason
•Snow B.i.il Hubens-La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walling-Nolan Jan. 20 . . . 5809 feet
Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibsob Aug. 30
Teranga Special Ca-t
•{That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Watch Mv Soeed ReglnaldDenny
Wild Blood Rex horse -Pcrrin Feb. 10 . 4497 feet
•t{You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26

Length Reviewed

mi" Star Rel. Date

Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel
•Crimson City. The Loy-MII|an-Hyams April 7 .

•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24. .

.

•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook May 26...
*t{Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Deo. 15...

•{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4...
•I {Land of the Silver Fox Rln-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10....
•tSLIghts of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landls-Brockwell

•{Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello Oct 6 ..

•t {On Trial (A. T.) Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec. 29
•< {On Trial (A. T.) Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec. 29
•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda , May 12 .

.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10 ..

•Rlnty of the Desert Rln-Tln-Tln-Forrls-Nye Aorll 21

•tSState StTBet Sadie Loy-Nagle Aug. 25
•t{Tenderloln D. Costello-Nagel
•tjTerror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20 .

.

•t{ Women They Talk About.. I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller. Jr Sept 8...

RevliwM

April 21

St>L22
Oct 27
Oct 21

Length

5428 feet

6388 feet

5164 feet

4914 feet

8693 feet

7077 feet

6179 feet

5267 feet

5729 feet Nov. 24
8290 feet . . Nov. 3
8290feot
4975 feel

6185feet .

4820 feet Sept. 28
7169 feet Sept. IS

.7340 feat.... April 8
7654 feet Aug. 2B-

5527 feet

Coming Attraction!

Rel. Data Length Reviewed

Sept. 22

Title Star

•t{Alllmony Annie D. Costello-Ferrls-Rankln
•t{Conquest (A.T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson
*t{Oesert Song. The Boles-King
•t&Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris

•tjFrom Headquarters Monte Blue
•tjFrozen River Rin-Tin-TIn
•{Glorious Betsy D. Costello-Nagle 7441 • eat ...

. May I
•fjGreyhound Limited, The Monte Blue
•tSHard-Bolled Rose Loy-Colllar, Jr -Brockwell

•t§Home Towners, The (A. T.i Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec. 15 8693 feet Oct. 27"

•t{Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
•tiKId Gloves Naoel-Wllson
*t{Llon and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvoy-Colller, Jr 6352 feat . . May 2(
•1 {Little Wild Cat. The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. »S
•tjMadonnaof Avenue A, The Dolores Costello

•t&Mllllon Dollar Collar. The Rln-Tln-TIn
*t§My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12 9247 feet Jan. 5
t§Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen Oct. 27
*t§No Defense Blue-McAvoy
•tSNo Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

•tSOne Stolen Niqht Bronson, Collier, Jr

•tSQueen of the Night Clubs Texas Guinan
•tJRedeemlngSln. The D. Costello-Nagel

*t§She Knew Men Bronson-Horton

*t {Singing Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1 9592 feet . . Sept 29

tSStark Mad (A.T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda
•T§Stolen Kisses May McAvoy

Title

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11.1 reel

.

Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14 1 reel.

Reviewed

Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28 1 reel.

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title 'Star Ret. Date
•tjAwakenlng, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17
•Battle of the Sexes. The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13
College. Buster Keaton July 29.

.

Drum- of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31
Garden uf Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4.
Magic Flame. The Colman-Banky Aug. 14
Ramnna Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11
•tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3 ..

Steamtwal Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May 12 .

•Tempest J. Barrymore-Horn Aug. 11 ..

tTwo Lovers. . Colman-Banky SepL 7 .

.

•Woman Disputed, The Talmadge-Holand Oct 29

Coming Attractions
Star

• {Bulldoa Drummind 'A. T.I Rtnald Colman
•{Childs Fifth Avenue (A. T.) Banky-Hull
•{CoQue.te A. T.) Pickford-Brown
•IJIty Lights Charlie Chaplin
Evangeline Delores del Rio
triad's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
Klnq of the Mountains Inhn Barrymore
•{Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal
•SLumnv>x A. T.

•tiMan With tne Iron Mask. The Dmio'as Fairbanks
•{Nightstick fA. T.) O'Malley-Busch
•tlQueen Kelly Swansun-Byron
•tiftescue. The Colman-Damlta
•t.Say If With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
•t{She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
Three Passions Terrv-Petrnvltcn
Venus Constance Talmadge

Title Rel. Date

Length Reviewed

7972 feet

8180 feet. ..Oct 20
mi ii feet Sept. 23
8350 feet . Jan. 28
7300 feet Jan. 14

7850 feet Sept. 30
7552 feet Feb. 4

6541 feet. . .Dec. 15
6400 feet May 19
9300 feet June 16

8500 feet April 28
8041 feet Nov. 17

Length Reviewed

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•tjCaught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagle SepL 22 . .6270 feet

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects. § Means voice (inch

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 25

Banjomanlac Eddie Peabody : OcL 13
Bil of Scotch, A Kitty Doner SepL 22
Book Worm. The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 25
California Songbirds, The Beil-Coates S*pt. 1

Celeste Aida fAlda) Giovanni Martinelll 1 reel July 7
Character Studies Florence Brady * . . . Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22
Cougat & Company Violin, Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22
Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept. 1

Death Ship. The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 25
Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 25
Family Affair, A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song urogram June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hlgins-Leah Aug. 26
Gus Arnheim & His Ambassadors ... Jazz Bancf June 23
Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 16

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra Jazz Band ; Sept. 2fl

Jesse Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Indian Baritone. The Chief Caupollcan Aug. 25
Ingenues. The Jazz Band June 23

In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch I UlisA Clark

Larry Cebalos Undersea Review. . . Songs and Dances Sept. 1

Lash. The Crane-Davldson-Tucker. June 18

Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth lime 23
Miss Information Wilson-Horton 2 reels June 30
Morrissey & Miller Night Club Revue June 16

Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23

Night Court, The William Demarest June 16

Non-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16

Pagllacci John Charles Thomas
Papa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20

Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25

Realization Herbert-Pam June 16

Regular Business Man, A Robert Ober Snot.15
Rigoletto —Quartet

Sharp Tools

Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17

Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25

Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23

Va Prononcer Ma Mori (La Julve) . Giovanni Martinelll June 2

When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17

Winnie Llghtner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
flt'e Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks
Moulin Rouge Olga Checova
Pawns of Passion Olga Checova
Tommy Atkins Walter Byron
Woman in the Night, A Maria Corda

idmg dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Gigli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29

Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13

MOTION PICTURE NEWS BLUE BOOK
The Authoritative Who's Who of Filmdom



In the "Talkies' too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



THERE
IS

ONLY ONE
BIG COMPANY
SPECIALIZING
EXCLUSIVELY

in

Short Features
That's worth
remembering

^ THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

FOR THE BEST
IN SHORT FEATURES

SILENT OR WITH SOUND

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Suftlt
•j~~. ,,i~„t •—

MEMBER, MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISIRIBUIQRS OT AMERICA INC., WILL II. HAYS, PRESIDENT



January 19, 1929

r/ioxi^jirh

i

Reg. U. S. Patent Offia

here's why IT'S A
PLEASURE to play M-QM

_ It's sweeping America like

wildfire. Another Big One!

JOHN
GILBERT

r
GRETA
GARBO

in Clarence Brown's Production

AWOMAN of AFFAIRS
The Michael Arlen Novel Sensation

AND WAIT TILL YOU PLAY
"THE TRAIL OF '98"

ONE TELEGRAM OF MANY

!

When Our Dancing Daughters played the
Warfield Theatre to the biggest weeks gross any
motion picture ever did in any theatre in San
Francisco we thought we had established a

record that -would stand for a long time Stop

A Woman of Affairs has just completed a weeks
run at the Warfield and beat Dancing Daughters

gross by over five thousand dollars establishing

a record that none of us thought possible which
proves we have in this production one of the

biggest attractions ever released by any company

Member ofMotion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Inc.

Vol. XXXIX No.
act of Mai

Published Weekly—$3.00 a I

'RICE 20 CENTS



V/URLlTzER
^P MEG. U S.PAT. OFF. ^T

ORGANS
Factories, North Tonawanda, New York

BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

LOS AM. ELI S

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

Tllni
-

llll
Minin ini^

Wurlltzer Factory
K. Tonawanda, N. Y.

î



while
"INTERFERENCE

... is still playing to capacity

in its 9th week as a $2 show

at the Criterion, New York . . .

. . . and is doing the biggest

box office business throughout

the country of any motion

picture

. . . and is telling the trium-

phant story of PARA-
MOUNT QUALITY
TALKING PICTURES
to 100,000,000 people in

a giant newspaper campaign.

VARIETY
i

«

INTERFERENCE/ $40,300

AT AMBASSADOR, ST. L.

Estimates for Last Week
Ambassador (Skouras downtown)

(3.000; 35-50-65-75)—"Interference,"
dialog (Par). Talker called "me-
chanically the best of the talking
pictures." Ed Lowry still a tonsllitls
victim during- early part of week;
$40,300.

Loew's State (3.300; 25-35-65W

lakes an easy lead in

TALKING PICI THIS

^Paramount
QUALITY TURIN..

(Pictur&s

now comes
the second de luxe
PARAMOUNT QUALITY
ALL-TALKING SHOWIJ^

6*



"THE INM TO 1 1 *S S I < I t II

. . . consisting of the great all-

talking feature production,

f THE IMM TOITS SEI RET"

from J. M. Barrie's sensational

stage hit, "Half an Hour". With

Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner,

Robert Edeson and John Loder.

William de Mille production . . .

. . . plus the sparkling musical

comedy act with the jazz star,

itoititah >ii\M:vrn ii

and His Musical Rascals

. . . plus a startling all-talking

playlet with a brand new idea

".JUST ONE WORD"
Produced by Joseph .Santley with

an all-star Broadway cast

TALKING or SILENT . . .

QUALITY ami QUANTITY . . .

PARAMOUNT!

S5^
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S R O

Filled with live, accurate,

up-to-the-minute biogra-

phies of executives, pro-

ducers, directors, super-

visors, writers, stars, lead-

ing men, leading women,
comedians, comediennes,

and all others about

whom the public seeks in-

formation from the Pho-
toplay Editors of leading

newspapers and maga-
zines throughout the

world

—

Motion Picture News

BLUE BOOK
The Authoritative Who's Who of Filmdom

AVAILABLE FEBBUARY FIRST



Ml0f!|
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The Miracle of the Industry

ThePride and Profit ofEveryExhibitor



SPECIAL
WARNER WINNERS

STATE STREET SADIE
CONRAD \ !(.//. MYRNA I.OY

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT
IRENl RICH, AUDREY 1 1 KRIS.

II M. COLLll K. JR.

MAY NlcAVOY, CONRAD NAGEL

CAUGHT IN THE FOG

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI
ANTONIO MORI WO

/;/ / / s; COSTELLO

RIN-TIN-TIN

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX

BEWARE OF BACHELORS
AUDR1 V IIMKIS. II M. COLLIER, Jr.

AUDREY FERRIS

THE LITTLE WILDCAT
JAMl s MURRAY

^r

HARD BOILED ROSE
MYRNA LOY

MAY McAVOY
STOLEN KISSES

WARNER BROS
EXTENDED

AL JOLSOS
THE SINGING FOOL

ON TRIAL
PAULINE I Kl OERH K

HI Kl IS Itl I . LUIS \VLI SON

THE TERROR
M M McAVOY, LOUISE FAZENDA

George M Cohan s Great Stage Success

lilt HOME TOW NERS

DOLORES COSTELLO
MADONNA OF AVENUE A

I in isi DRESSl R

THE DESERT SONG
AIL STAR (AM

*.-

A I JOLSON
THE JAZZ SINGER

DOLORES COSTELLO
ALIMONY ANNIE

LIGHTS OF NEW YORK
III I I \l < us I I I I I I I I I \ LANDIS

DOLORES COSTELLO
GLORIOUS BETSY

( ONRAD NAGl I

THE LION AND THE MOUSE
MAY McA\ OS, LIONEL BARRYM0R1

*.—

DOLORES COSTELLO
TENDERLOIN
CONRAD NAGl

I

The TIME, The PLA( I , The GIRL
with AN ALL STAR ( VST

NOAHS ARK TOPSANY

WhatWarner Bros. Promise



VARI«
BROS. YV^SoHif^p;

ONE
WITH

VTTAPHONE,

ONE
WITHOUT

'VITAPHONE

NEGATIVES

ROAD SHOWS AND
RUNS

FANNIE BRICE
MY MAN

DOLORES COSTELLO
THE REDEEMING SIN

CONRAD NAGEI.

«•

MONTE BLUE
CONQUEST

H. B. WARNER, LOIS WILSON

STARK MAD
H. B. WARNER, LOUISE FA/END

A

Watch for:

JOHN BARRYMORE
GENERAL CRACK

GEORGE ARL1SS
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

.*

SOPHIE TUCKER
HONKY TONK

THOMAS MEIGHAN
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

TEXAS GUINAN
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS

TED LEWIS
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

PICTURE EVER MADE



GREAT

WITH PROVEN

DRAWING

Al Jolson

Dolores Costello

George Arliss

Fannie Brice

Conrad Nagel

Audrey Ferris

Rin-Tin-Tin

Myrna Loy

Louise Fazenda

Betty Bronson

William Russell

May McAvoy

Edward E. Horton

Antonio Moreno

Lois Wilson

David Lee

William Collier, Jr.

Richard Bcnnet

Doris Kenyon

Warner Bros, because of their pre-eminent position in

the talking picture field naturally have the choice of stagg

and screen stars. Look at the galaxy of Warner Bros,

stars and see if you can match it in any other assemblage
of entertainers on any one pay roll.

Vixws^



STARS

BOX OFFICE

POWER

JOHN BARRYMORE

John Barrymore 1

Monte Blue

Thomas Meighan

Pauline Frederick

Texas Guinan

Sophie Tucker

Ted Lewis

H. B. Warner

Alec Francis

Lionel Barrymore

Bert Lytell

Gladys Brockwell

Noah Beery

Irene Rich

Louise Dresser

John Miljan

Agnes Franey

Grant Withers

John Boles

All the movie fans of your community know all about the

stars and supporting players Warner Bros, bring to your
screen. Now Warner Bros, stars are being made the more
powerfully attractive to your patrons by the enormous
advertising campaign in the papers and on the air.
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ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Cms/ to Coast

NEWSPAPERS RAOIO
MOVIE FAN MAGAZINES

Selling Vitaphone Pictures

fa over IS. 000. 000 ItotHcs

To over 10000C\00O people.
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WARNER BROS. ARE SPENDING ALMOST TWO MILLIONS OF

dollars to advertise Vitaphone Pictures lo 100 million people in the leading

newspapers in every important American city. The merits of Warner Bros.

Vitaphone Pictures are being extolled via radio over the Columbia Broad-

casling System of 28 stations to over 65 million listeners. They are being

proclaimed in movie fan magazines to additional millions. T7ie definite pur-

pose of all tin- is to [',i,l your house anJ create neu customers every time you

play a Warner Bros. Vitaphone Picture!
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THE PICTURE THAT
FOOLED EVERYBODY!

No. 622—Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

I have to chuckle with every mail that brings glowing accounts of the showing
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" here, there and everywhere.

I can't even resist the temptation to chuckle publicly and in print, because when
a picture fools the whole moving picture industry with mighty few exceptions, it seems

to prove something or other.

You never in all your born days had so much advice shot at you as I had when
I first talked of making a great production of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." I was told it

was old, passe, as full of holes as a Swiss cheese, a terrible gamble, an awful mis-

take, a gigantic blunder and what not.

This advice came from exhibitors and from most everybody in the industry. But
I knew one thing they did not know—namely, that there was a terrific interest in

this famous old story in the hearts of the people who pay actual money to enter movie

theatres*

Vast numbers of letters had come to me direct from movie fans, any of whom
are regular readers of Universal's weekly advertisement in the Saturday Evening
Post. When the first few letters came to me, I must confess that I was not inclined

to pay much attention to them outside of answering them. But as the stream came
steadily, steadily in, I took the matter more seriously.

It finally dawned on me that those of us who think of nothing but moving
pictures are likely to lose our perspective. So I encouraged the writers who
suggested making "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and asked them why they suggested it. The
invariable answer was "because it is so human and is such an everlasting love story

>f

or words to that effect.

Well, a story which can rip the people in this day of jazz is good enough for

me or for anyone else.

So I started on one of the biggest ventures of my moving picture career.

And now you know the result. "Uncle Tom's Cabin"—pictured as it never was
pictured before—is doing a land'office business for exhibitors in all parts of the world-—
even in countries where 1 had no idea there would be any interest in it.

It is this sort of thing which keeps the business alive and gives it a much
needed jolt. It is this sort of thing which keeps the movie fans coming. It is this sort

of thing which shows how wise it is to listen to the voice of the people instead of the

voice of the too wise "experts."

So why shouldn't I chuckle?
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ANIES ARE TALKING
PICTURE/

EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD

Georgie Jessel

FIFFANY-STAHL gave a highly spec-
* tacalar private showing of Georgie Jes-

el in "Lucky Boy" at the Embassy thea-

re. At 11 o'clock on a Friday morning the

iousc was packed.
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DAILY REVIEW,

yf New Sensation

George Jessel Id tbe first

showing of "Lucky Boy." the
big Tirfaoy-Stahl sound spe-
cial at the Embassy Theatre
yesterday, revealed himself as
a box office attraction of tre-

mendous emotional power. In

DAIW^LVItW

Speaking of

Pictures

ty
"

I songs which his role ...11-

_ tor in the course of the
picture, be carried the house
off its feet and brought cheers
and applause because of the
effective manner in which his

appeal went over on the
screen to the audience.
We venture the opinion that

Jessel is exactly what the pic-
ture says, a lucky boy, and
that Tiffany-Stahl Is another
lucky boy to have found this
big attraction which undoubt-
edly will sweep the sound
houses.

"IS" .? "error' » a"d f
Cr«o. «? I """"mis, "c'or '**•'» i Je»»el

QEORGE JESSEL
^ never should be

silent in pictures. He
has one of the best

recording voices in the

world, a voice with a

clarity and resonance

that carries with a

greater effectiveness to

us than in his stage

appearance. In "Lucky

Boy" his work is re-

markable and if more

I vehicles can be found

J we would not be at all

I astonished if he were

I to outdistance Jolson.

I Jessel has overcome

I the smart aleckisms of I

I youth without losing I

I the youth and he has!

I
the emotional soul of]

a singing artist.
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HREE times George Jessel

rlto-c ricrhl- tntn imnr heart ill

Tiiivtn, times ueorge jessel

digs right into your heart in
"T ucky Boy." The Jessel

*-", undeniably there, doec
,;j of "My Mother'

sontj that earns it

Looks Like Money

this time you have probably I

'- "Lucky Boy" '

ley. It is. No

v d'o (R « v°Jee ,( aonn' w*o

personality, undeniably there,

it with the aid of "My Mother's

Eyes," a theme song that earns its

title and carries an emotional kick

of mule-sized proportions.

Likewise does he wisecrack,

put over flashes of imitations,

'- other tunes and, to sum
>u with an

By this time you

suspected we think

looks like ready money. It

question about what it will do ir

wired houses. We should have pre-

ferred to sec the picture shorter and

the story more expertly knit together,

but when it's all ""over, you find you

»'ciure
M

"">re^, '«"y--S!Sj"* We. I

]
warble

I total

I houi

I ment. It's a jessci iuuicm. .

Ids center stage, down stage a

other headline spots at one
" b for an

ble other tunes and, to sum
it it all, provides you with an

ir and a half of real entertain-

it. It's a Jessel funfest. He
rU rcnfpr statue, down stare andholdi .

.

I
all other

AH of which is a job f„. .

But Jessel

iff well.

I time. All of which is

I experienced trouper.

I is that and does his

but when it's all over, you find run

have been so well entertained that the

discrepancies don't make very much
difference.

"The Toy Shop"

This is an engaging one reeler,

made in Technicolor and distributed
;

like "Lucky Boy" via Tiffany-Stahl. J

A simple story made delightful by
J

deft handling. Primarily it concerns
a waif picked up out of the snow by
a toy maker. The child falls asleep I

and dreams the toys come to life. I

Charming and particularly suitable I

for the Christmas season, but suf- I

ficienily above the average to rate I

playdatcs any time.

Motion Picture N e w r

Lucky Boy
A Real Tear Jerking Melodrama

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HpIFFAKY-STAHL have turned out a box
* office bet in "Lucky Boy" which has
Georgie Jessel as tbe star. Now don't fly

off the handle and say that Georgie Jessel
didn't mean a thing to you when he was in

Warner Bros, pictures. This one is differ-

ent, and, Georgie, wbo was to have made
r

' The Jazz Singer," for he played it origin-

ally on the stage, has finally obtained a

chance to redeem himself. He certainly does

-hine to advantage in this picture and while

il hasn't got all the wallop of "The Sim*-

inf Fool," it has a lot on the ball and is

certain to get money in any house. There
are six talking sequences in the picture and
the star puts over five songs. The songs are

"My MotheP's Eyes," the theme of the

picture. "Old Man Sunshine," "My Black-

birds Are Bluebirds Now, " '

' My Real
Sweeheart" and "Bouquet of Memories."
If your house is wired you can't afford to

overlook this one.

In the east there aren't any names that

will mean very much to your audience out-

side of Jessel, but the company surrounding

him is adequate. Gwen Lee and Margaret
Quimby in the principal women roles look

pretty enough, although neither will make
a spot for herself as far as talking pic-

tures are concerned. Rosa Rosanova and
William K. Strauss playing Georgie's

mother and father respectively, manage to

score nicely.

The tale takes Georgie from the Atlan-

tic to the Pacific. His dad wants him to be

a jeweler but the boy has his 'heart set on
the stage. He tries to make good in the

Bronx but proves a flop, so he hik°s for

San Francisco where he makes good on an
amateur night and next is seen as a cafe

entertainer. Here he meets the girl of the

story. She's from New York on a visit.

Back in the Bronx Georgie's folks listening

in on the radio hear their boy way out on
the coast doing his broadcasting and they

wire him that his mother is ill. He hops a

train, which is also carrying the girl friend

hack home. Once hack in town the social

harriers between the cafe singer and. the
society girl are broken down and Georgie
becomes a Broadway star.

George Jessel in

"Lucky Boy"
|

Tiffany-Stahl Length: 8900 ft.

DO-RE-MI PICTURE.. IT'S
I ALL JESSEL—SONGS. TITLES.
DIALOGUE — AND THAT
MEAJnJS ENTERTAINMENT

I APLENTY. WIRED HOUSES
HAVE A PROFIT MAKER

|
HERE.

Cast. . . .The Jessel personality

I dominates this. He's an entertainer

I beyond doubt. Margaret Quimby
| adds the feminine loveliness. Others,

good, include Rosa Rosanova,
William K. Strauss, Gwen Lee, Rich-
ard Tucker, Gayne Whitman and

I

Mary Doran.
Story and Production ... Comedy

drama of a jeweler's son with stage

|
ambitions who hits the road, finds

it rocky, but comes through, as you
I expect, at the end. The story is

nothing to get excited about. Neither
it always well held together, but

after it's all over you've been enter-
tained with ja2z songs, clever quips

I and some clutchtngs at your heart

We ask you what else is the func-

l

tion of motion pictures. Jessel sings

wisecracks and does all of the stuff

which gave him his reputation in

Tiusical comedy and in the main,
joes it very well. "My Mother's
Eyes." the theme song is a pip.

Everybody will be singing it soon.
We predict it as a runner-up for
"Sonny Boy." RCA system used.

Direction, Norman Taurog, Charles
C. Wilson, very good. Author, sug-
gested by story by Viola Brothers
Shore ; Sound Editor, Richard
Shields. Dialogue and Titles, George
Jessel; Sound Sequences by Rudolph
Flolhow; Photography, Harry Jack-
son, Frank Zuckcr. very good.

VE TOLD YOU CEORCE JE//EL lr?LUCKY BOY1/A NATURAL
TirFflNy-</>TauL productions inc.
I-j^-O BROflDVfly NEW YORK CITY
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Read every word

of this sensational

review ^the direc-

tor couldn't have

put it stronger.

Motion Picture

IN THRILLING

DIALOGUE
AND SOUND

ssynmus nw 1 11-
WITH RAYMOND HATTON LESLIE FENTON and MARGARET LIVINGSTON

a Ralph Block Production Directed by Paul L. Stein

Pathe€)Pictures



EwrSCREENED
v

That's what M. P. News says about this

new Pathe Clicker. M. P. News saw it first

at West Coast preview and thanked Pathe.

Here's their Reviewer's Song of Praise

"GREATEST NEWSPAPER STORY EVER
SCREENED." $

"THE BEST PICTURE PATHE HAS MADE THIS
YEAR." $ $ $ $

"AND WHAT A STORY!" $

"AND WHAT A PICTURE!"
"THERE'S NO HOKUM!" $

"NO FALSE ATMOSPHERE!"
"A FINE STORY REMARKABLY WELL TOLD!"
"PHYLLIS HAVER SURPASSES HERSELF!" $ $

"ONLY STUPID EXPLOITATION CAN PREVENT
THIS FROM DRAWING ANYWHERE." $ $ $

"SUITABLE FOR ANY AND ALL HOUSES." $ $

Next will be a Shower of Thanks from the Smart Showmen who booked it.

-"OFFICE S< :andal
The Romance of a Sob-Sister

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

$' '

$ $ $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $ $ $

Talking \UkOhu :e

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will II. Hays, President.

J



No Interruption

of Paramount Quality

A Statement by

HOLLYWOOD, CAL., JAN. 17, 1929

Despite the fire that destroyed one of the sound stages at PARAMOUNT'S
Hollywood studio last night, production will continue exactly as sched-

uled and PARAMOUNT will fulfill every contractual commitment made

to exhihitors. All of the production that was to he launched on the new

sound stages will he transferred to the ten stages now in use, as the

recording apparatus wras housed in another building and was therefore not

touched by the flames.

The starting date of all pictures will be carried out to the letter and

without a single hour's delay. No negative or film of any kind was in the

structure that the flames swept away, as all of this material is kept in the

laboratories, a mile from the studios. Our present stages can well take

care of the increased production just as they did when the new building

Mas under construction.

During that time we completed nine full dialogue pictures, namely,

"Interference," "The Doctor's Secret," "The Canary Murder Case," "The

Dummy," "The Wolf of Wall Street," "Chinatown Nights," Clara Bow in

"The Wild Party," "Close Harmony" and "Innocents of Paris."

At our Long Island studio we have practically finished "The Letter,"

"The Hole in the Wall," Richard Dix in "Nothing But the Truth," all

talking pictures, ami the program of sound shorts.



In Production

SOUND PICTURES
Jesse L. Lasky

The capacity of our Hollywood studios does not take into considera-

tion the possibilities for increased production at Long Island, where other

sound recording apparatus is now in operation.

The following all-talking productions for release this season will start

as originally scheduled on the dates listed: January 21, "The Man I Love,"

featuring Richard Arlen and Mary Brian and directed by William Wellman;

January 28, "The Studio Murder Mystery," with an all star cast directed

by Frank Tuttle; February 21, "Young Sinners," starring Charles "Buddy"

Rogers and directed by Dorothy Arzner; February 25, "The Saturday

Night Kid," starring Clara Bow; March 11, a George Bancroft-Josef von

Sternberg production as yet untitled; March 11, an Adolphe Menjou star-

ring picture as yet untitled.

This comprises the entire list of all-talking pictures for release this sea-

son scheduled for production on the West Coast. In addition to these pic-

tures, eight all-talking productions for release in the Fall will be completed

during the months of January, February and March, as originally scheduled.
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"Aye! Aye!" says LOS ANGELES

EXAMINER: "For wild melodrama and scorch-

ing love 'The Rescue' is Samuel Goldwyn's most
thrilling contribution to motion pictures. A film

that for action and for rapidly moving situations

has seldom if ever been surpassed. Something that

will fill the theatres in every town in the United
States."

NEWS: "Colman just the right person to portray'

a passionate, gallant hero, beset with the worth-
less beauties. 'The Rescue' is romance undiluted.

Lily Damita fulfilled promises made for her by
United Artists."

TIMES: "The lure of romance and the sea will

go far to spell success for Ronald Colman's first

starring picture. Plot is unusual—situations of va-

ried interest. 'The Rescue' is particularly notable.

Lily Damita is a genuine dscovery."

"Yes Sir!" says DETROIT

PRESS: "Colman has a definite and large follow-

ing among filmgoers and they are going to ad-

mire his Captain Tom Lingard. It is better per-

haps than anything he has offered. Teems with
suspenseful drama. Lily Damita seems to have a
very marked quantity of what is known on screen

and stage as s. a. Mr. Brenon will probably carry
off another gold medal with 'The Rescue."'

TIMES: "It gives Colman immense opportunities'

to show his wares. Needless to say he does. 'The
Rescue' is magnificent. Go to 'The Rescue.' Lily

Damita is a substantial addition to the Hollywood
colony as Colman's leading lady."

And WHAT A Hit!" says CHICAGO

POST: "'The Rescue' is a picture to be seen and
long remembered. What a story it is. Romance
and adventure at the world's end. Colman in a
role which might have been written for him."

TRIBUNE: "Conrad's story well filmed. Worth
seeing. All men, and, I believe, most women will

be charmed with this production. The film is alive

with dynamic and suspenseful action. 'The Rescue'
is in every way a commendable picture. It holds
your intent interest from start to finish."

HERALD-EXAMINER: "Have captured not only
the letter but actually the spirit of Conrad's novel.

You will find 'The Rescue' exactly to your taste.

Colman does handsomely by his role. And Lily

Damita is lovely to look upon and refreshingly dif-

ferent." :••:'

Give us more-»v,NEWYORK
EVE. WORLD: "If you take your movies seriously

you just cannot fail to include this one in your list.

A very fine picture indeed. Has all the sweep of the

novel; crammed full of adventure and romance and
is beautiful to behold. Colman does the best work
of his career. 'The Rescue' will doubtless prove pop-

ular wherever it is shown."

POST: "An unusually entertaining adventure movie. I

Good photography, plenty of action. The film is well]

worth a visit."

SUN: "Colman gives just about the finest performance]

of his American career. A majestic pageant of the 1

Far East and the sea that 'foams and murmurs' on a I

thousand shores."

TIMES : "Herbert Brenon has skilfully preserved the I

essence of the narrative. He sustains the interest I

throughout his many scenes. Colman's performancc I

is so earnest and sensitive he reflects the spirit of 'King' l

Tom. Lily Damita is fascinatingly handsome and give* I

an intelligent performance."

WORLD : "In all a good, very entertaining filming I

of Conrad's story and well worth seeing. It conjures I

up and holds the glamor and wide sweep of Conrad'f I

story. An ideal part for Mr. Colman."

DAILY MIRROR: " 'The Rescue' faithful to Conrad I

Good entertainment. Herbert Brenon has made ai I

interesting and colorful movie of the Conrad novel I

Colman gives a beautiful performance. Lily Daunt; I

has beauty, intelligence, potent allure and real fire I

They are splendid foils for each other."

JOURNAL: "The picture certainly ranks above the I

average. Colman does an excellent piece of work a I

King Tom."

NOW PLAYING AT RIALTC
NEW YORK CITY TO SPLENDID BUSINES:

J& UrnVJdii



Woman in the Night

The Woman in Whit
RURAL ENGLAND

/list List

Moulin Pooge
Paris

Honeymoon AbroadW* • :• • v :
•
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:^f^<^WI&mmK LoNDC)N -Paris

The Bondman
Isle of Man -Sicily Tommy Atkins

Egypt

Pawns of Passion
Russo Poland Fpcntiep

A real night in Paris is this notable picture "Moulin Rouge."
Dupont (director of "Variety") rented the famous night resort
and entire beauty cast of its daring Revue for realism for the
strange love-triangle story. Stars brilliant Chekova.

"A WOMAN IN THE NIGHT" amazing maternity drama star-

ring luscious Maria Corda; romance of London marriage and
Southampton night actually produced where story's laid. Variety's
London Critic says "Delicate theme robustly handled— 100';

entertainment."

Warning "innocent unmarried men." "HONEYMOON ABROAD"
feature comedy novelty. Whoopee honeymooners in London, Paris
—actually made there. Love breaks in wet French filling station,
dry London fog. American star, director.

"THE BONDMAN," starring Norman Kerry, exteriors actually
made in the romantic Isle of Man and Sicily, home of the vendetta,
from Sir Hall Caine's great novel of bitter hatred conquered by
love.

Biggest ice thrill since W. D. E. Climaxes "PAWNS OF PAS-
SION" melodrama actually made on wild Russian frontier and
artists' quarter, Paris. Brilliant Olga Chekova as beautiful dancer,
hunted by men, until true love triumphs.

"TOMMY ATKINS" made in Mankind's Cradle of Romance,
Egypt! A great, grim, battle-scarred fortress; hundreds of wild
tribesmen; Battalions of British troops: a "Beau Geste" story of

a beautiful girl and her lovers. That's "Tommy Atkins"—fight-
ing lover. World Wide Picture.

"The Woman in White," Blanche Sweet starred in Wilkie Collin's famous mystery
romance of the English moors. A Herbert Wilcox Production.

Photoplays made where the story's laid

pictures ACTUALLY
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Higher Admission Prices

Will They Prove the Answer to a Lot of Pressing Problems?

By William A. Johnston

RAY GROMBACHER, head of the

Spokane Theatres, came to New York
last week with the intention of telling

us that we were wrong about the all-talking

pictures.

Since he was one of the very first exhibitors

in the country to install Vitaphone and has
kept the talkies continuously and success-

fully to the fore ever since—a matter of two
years—we are pleased to give here his sage
advice.

"I don't know about the studio end," he
said. "Maybe you are right about the diffi-

culties of talking-picture production. All I

know is that the Spokane public wants Talk-
ies. I thought so from the very beginning
and I haven't changed my mind a particle.

Advertise an all-talking picture and they'll

flock to your theatre. I don't know whether
they like them or not, but I do know what
the box office says."

Two very important points, however, are

brought up by Mr. Grombacher; and, it

seems to us. they are just the two things the

exhibitors must consider most carefully just

now in connection with the talkies.

One is the matter of admission price.

The other is: honesty in advertising.

Regarding the latter, Mr. Grombacher tells

his public just exactly what kind of sound the

picture carries and how much. He has a

good-sized stock cut. announcing an all-talk-

ing picture, which he gives prominent dis-

play in his newspaper annd other advertising.

But, in addition, he is careful to point out that

there is singing, or sound effects or intermit-

tent talking in tense situations, or whatever
the case may be. If he has only a talking

news reel he says so—plainly.

As for admission price, he had the courage
to raise prices fifty per cent on the occasion
of his first booking and billing of a sound
picture and he has succeeded in maintaining
the advance.

This, it seems to me, is vital.

Karl Hoblitzelle and many other experi-
enced theatre men have talked to us on the
same subject.

Here is the picture they draw: Say a house
is successful in getting an installation. It

has, immediately, the jump upon its competi-
tor. But, sooner or later, the competitive
house will be wired. That is inevitable. At
this juncture, if the first house did not raise

its admission price on sound pictures, both
houses will find themselves, in the same old
dilemma, of giving a more-and-more expen-
sive bill for the same money.

This admission price matter seems to be
the answer to a lot of problems: for instance,

that of the chain which doesn't know whether
to wire its big city theatres or suburban
houses or both; and to the claim that every-

where there should distinctly be all sound
picture houses and all silent picture houses.

A confidential correspondent of ours in

Australia takes a radical stand in the matter.

Incidentally, he is a wise and experienced
showman. He savs we are all wrong on the

price question. We are using the talkies as

just jam on the bread and butter when they

should be rated a full course meal at the Ritz.

"Thev are going to install 24 sound equipments

throughout this country during the coming year, 12

belonging to Union Theatres, as T understand it, and
12 belonging to Hoyt's," he writes. "That means
there will be about 4 or 5 in Sydney

; 3 or 4 in Mel-

bourne, and 2 in each of the other big centres.

(Continued 011 next page)
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Speaking Editorially

If This Means You, It Still Is

a Fact!

WE recently asked the head of a prominent djs

tributing company

:

"Why. at luncheons, does no one e\er

discuss the most important subject in the industry'"
"\\ hat d( '

yi »u mean ?" and he looked puzzled since

the assembled group had devoted nearly two hour- to

"slid])'" talk.

"We mean this—\vc have debated mergers, alli-

ances, theatre circuit-, executive changes, censorship
and Wall Street, but we haven't given a moment to the

one subject that is more important to the present and
future of this business than all the others combined—
and that is production."

And it is true—of every assemblage of motion pic-

ture executives in the East. They are men with
vision, imagination, and a good knowledge of the type

and kinds of pictures thai will attract the public.

Some of the energy they burn up in useless con-
versation about the financial and administrative possi-

bilities in motion pictures, could be devoted to conceiv-

ing ideas for pictures. These, relayed to the produc-
tion executives in Hollywood or the Eastern studios,

would go farther, in screen form, toward making the

industry prosperous than all the pie and coffee rumors
combined.

A Shrewd Choice
FXCHANGE managers have something to sell

i in addition to film. If anyone doubts, C. R.

Beacham, of Atlanta, Ga., will prove it.

For years Beacham was manager of First Nation
al's Atlanta exchange. He numbered his exhibitor

friends by the score. 1 [e won their confidence by hon-
est representation, their friendship with friendliness

and their regard with loyalty to his company.

Frances Klein Resigns
FFRANCES KLEIN, who has been with Motion

Picture News since almost its beginning, leaves

us this wreek. The separation is exceedingly regret-

ted by the paper and by myself. She has been with
us so long, so loyally and so actively that she has
grown, it seems, a part of Motion Picture News, and
a very large part of the trade, I feel, think of her in

just this way. She had and has the very spirit of the

business; she has always made its interests hers, its

trials and its successes. I doubt if any one has a

deeper interest in or a wider knowledge of its af-

fairs and its personnel. We cannot but always re-

gard her as she has been, a part of Motion Picture
News.

WM. A. JOHNSTON.

Something happened. Firsl National's Atlanta

branch had a new manager. Beacham was out.

Something else happened. Firsl National's home
office received letters—one in particular—from a lead-

ing Southern exhibitor. Beacham was in, but as a

special representative.

Exhibitors in the Atlanta territory have never

agreed with the action of First National's home offi< c.

That has been their right, just as it is the privilege of a

home office to reconstruct its organization according

to its own ideas.

Now Beacham is once more manager of an At-

lanta exchange. Joseph Skirboll, general sales man-
ager for World Wide Pictures, has shrewdly ap-

praised Beacham's assets. Skirboll apparently has

considered the confidence, friendship and regard

Beacham enjoys among exhibitors in the Southeast.

In appointing Beacham to the position of manager of

the Atlanta branch of World \Vide, he has obtained

not only real selling ability but those other assets

which have an important value in any merchandising'

effort.

Higher Admission Prices
(Continued (nun preceding page)

"How easy it would have been to have only installed

one or, at the outside, two equipments in each big town,

and how easy it would have been to charge 6/- or

8/- and make it something entirely new. They could

have packed them in at every performance, and with

such few houses they could have picked the very best

in talking entertainment, and God knows they need the

very best over here, where they are none too struck on
the American manner of speech as it is. The runs

would have been long runs and I do not doubt that a

good talking picture would run 4, 5, or 6 months.

That would have kept the talking entertainment en-

tirely separate from the silent, and would not have

jeopardized the tremendous interests of the silent thea-

tres. It would have also determined whether the

'talkies' were successful, and if so, it would be possible

to wire all of the theatres they could and bring the

prices down to conform with the present day motion

picture houses without upsetting the whole industry.

"As it is they are going to open with some all-talking

pictures and others just synchronized, and there will

be silent pictures running all for the same price. The
people are going to be fooled and bamboozled into be-

lieving that pictures are all talking, when some of

them are merely sound pictures and others are silent

pictures with a talking news reel. All of which lets

the public know they are being taken for suckers, and
they wake up to the fact that they have been taken

for suckers and then they find a different form of

entertainment."
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Pathe Battle For Free Speech Wins
Publishers With 14 Million Readers

PRESS ENLISTS IN WAR

Quick Response From Papers
in All Sections of Country

When M. P. News
Presents Facts

NEWSPAPER publishers and
editors with a combined
daily circulation in excess of

14,000,000 readers have already

interested themselves in the fight

for freedom of speech on the

screen, now being waged by Pathe
against the Xew York State Censor
Board.

Motion Picture News has
queried more than three hundred
daily newspaper publishers. Re-
sponses have been amazing, for

speed and sharpness of opinions

expressed.

The query stated the facts of the case,

and emphasized the precedent that would
he established for censorship of all forms
of free expression should censorship if

screen dialogue become a fact.

Press Watching Outcome
Leading- newspaper publishers have con-

firmed the opinion of Motion Picture
News, and it is evident that the daily press
of America will be watching the outcome of

this case as it has seldom watched any but
major events.

Publishers and editors who have ex-

pressed their opposition to the principle as

well as the practice of censorship are at the

head of newspaper organizations serving a

total of 14,096,776 readers. This total

represents the combined circulation of the
Hearst newspapers with 9,172,298 readers;
the Seripps-Howard newspapers with a cir-

culation totaling 2,288,715; the Brush-
Moore Newspapers, Inc., with 127,339; and
the following: Los Angeles Times; Portland
Oregonian; St. Louis Post-Dispatch; Ann
Arbor Daily News; Oklahoman; Oklahoma
City Times; Oklahoma City Daily News;
Des Moines Register; Des Moines Tribune-
Capital; Kansas City Journal; Kansas City
Post; Kansas City Star; Evening Huronite
(S. D. ); Akron Beacon-Journal; Birming-
ham Age-Herald & News; Montgomery,
Ala., Advertiser.

Further proof of the great importance of
the Pathe fight is the fact that the United
Press carried wire dispatches, quoting opin-
ions printed in last week's issue of Motion
Picture Xews, including the scorching de-

nunciation of censorship by H. L. Mencken,
Editor of "The American Mercury."

Meanwhile, the hearing on the injunction
suit of Pathe to restrain the Xew York
State Censor Board from censoring dialogue

(Continued on page 192)

Frank P. Class,

Montgomery Advertiser

"Without question, this attempt to

censor dialogue strikes directly at

the heart of the freedom of speech.

The fight of the Pathe company is

of national importance", is the
declaration of this prominent Southern publisher.

Carl B. Adams,
Cincinnati Enquirer

"It is equally ridiculous for a pic-

ture censor to pass on dialogue as

for an attorney to prescribe health

rules or a merchant to decide

scientific truths. Censorship is

nothing but an unwarranted arrogation of authority".

I

A. E. Lyons, Kansas
City Journal-Post

^= "If it comes to the point where we
have to have censorship of every

word spoken in talking pictures,

^^^ I am in favor of advocating censor-

ship of the type of cigars our Con-
gressmen smoke and the passage of a Federal law that no one
be permitted to smile outside the confines of their own home."

Charles L. Knight,
Akron Beacon Journal

"A censorship of talking movies
offends in every essential against

the freedom of speech and conse-

quently is in violation of the spirit

of freedom which the makers of
our Constitution tried to preserve to us".

Editorial: Ann Arbor
(Mich.) Daily News

"Unquestionably the right of free

speech is involved. If every film

is required to conform to the op-

inion of a board of censorship a

dangerous power will have been
vested in a small group of individuals.

"Freedom of speech is certainly

endangered by censorship of actors

either on the stage or the screen

. and a precedent is set which, un-

less fought vigorously, will mark
the beginning of the end of the freedom for which America
stands."

Editor, Daily Oklahoman
and Times

J. D. Rariden,
Brush Moore Newspapers

"The question, however, goes far

deeper than any prejudice against

any particular film or group of

.

- producers, and the results, should
they be favorable to the censors,

will spread far outside the field of motion pictures into the entire
publishing field and eventually will result in the suppression of
free speech". (The Brush Moore Newspapers comprise five
important dailies in Eastern Ohio.)
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M o t i i> u Picture News

L. A. Curb Lists

Paramount, Fox
Pathe Securities

Two Former Stocks Have Been
Played Heavily by Film

Colony in the Past

'Hollywood Bureau. Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 1".—With :i large num-
ber ot' persons connected with the film in-

dustry <>n the coast playing the -lock mar-
ket, the Los Angeles Curt) Exchange has

Listed the securities of Paramount Famous-
Lasky, Pathe, and Fos Film Corporation.

The Los Angeles Curl) exchange listings

are in addition to the Listings of the stocks
in the New York market, but allows trans-

actions Locally without the necessity of plac-

ing orders through eastern brokerage
houses. The listings include 2,063,517
shares Paramount-Famous-Lasky no par
value common; 850,877 shares Pathe no par
value common; Pat he "A" preferred, no
par value, in the amount of 251,753

shares; and Fox Film Corporation "A"
no par common, S'20, (!(!<! -hares.

Both the Paramount and Fox stocks have
been played heavily by the picture colony
m the past, but little activity has been dis-

played in the Pathe stocks locally on ac-

count of the unsettled condition of Pathe
production during the past six months of

re-organization.

Stanley Home
Office Moves to

Mecca Bldg., N. Y.
The home offices of the Stanley Company

of America have been transferred to the
Warner headquarters, Mecca Building,

1600 Broadway, Spyros Skouras in charge.

S. H. Fabian will continue as the buyer
for the circuit, with Ed Alprrson, former
Warner district manager, as hi< aide. In
charge of operation of the de luxe theatres
will be Reeves Espry, former advertising
and publicity director of the Skouras
chain, whose St. Louis posl has been taken
over by Thornton Sargent, ln> erstwhile

assistant. Maurice Davis, for rly of
Loew's, is Mr. Sargent's assistant.

Dix In Hospital With Flu

Paramount Stops Feature
Richard Dix was removed to the Hoose-

velt Hospital, New Fork, on Sunday suffer

ing from a severe attack of influenza. The
-tar had been working for a week at the
Paramount Long Island studios. His pro
duction, a screen talkie version of the
former Willie Collier vehicle, "Nothing Bui
the Truth," was halted through his illness.

Victor Schertzinger, the director, was band-
ling the picture.

Early last week jus! alter Dix started, he
ilained thai he was suffering from sinus

trouble and that it was causing his voice to

choke while in trout ot the microphone.
By the end of the week he had developed a

Eever and hi- physicians immediately
ordered his removal to a hospital in order
to combat influenza that developed.

Fight on in Chicago
Between Circuits

THAT there exist-, bitter opposition
between Kalalian and Katz and
Marks Brothers is emphasized

this week in reports from Chicago
where the Balaban and Katz house, the
Roosevelt, is now playing "The Sing-
ing Fool."

The picture's present run at the
Roosevelt and its previous run at the

McVicker's is giving the trade much
speculation as to whether or not Hala-
ban and Katz are "milking" the at-

traction before it goes over to the
Marks houses. The latter are giving
lots of publicity regarding their com-
ing showings of "The Singing Fool"
and are advising Chicagoans to wait
and hear the picture at their houses
which they advertise as "built for
presentation of sound films."

Gottesman And
His Chain Both
In Warner Deal

Head of Circuit Reported
in Line for Executive

Post With Theatres

Warner Bros, are again reported not only
negotiating for the entire Gottesman Cir-

cuit in Xew England, but also as making
overtures to Alfred Gottesman ottering him
a big executive position with the Warner
Theatre chain.

It is said now on good authority that the

deal will be closed in the near future and
that Mr, Gottesman will assume full charge
of all the Warner controlled theatre- easl

of Pittsburgh.

In spite of denials it is said to be a cer-

tainty that the ileal is not only still under
way but very near a conclusion. Should
Gottesman accept the theatre executive po-

sition it is understood he "ill assemble bl-

own operating staff to be made n chiefly

from hi> present Xeu England staff, which
has been working with him mosl satisfac-

torily and which thoroughly understands
the Gottesman methods.
The Alfred Gottesman Chain in New Eng-

land totals eleven first in ii hou-e- and rep-

resents the -t serious opposition to the

Fox Poli theatres in their section. Mr. Got-

tesman's foresight in equipping his houses
for the reproduction of sound is said to

have paid him royally for his faith in the

talkie-.

Exhibitor subscribers are

important to advertisers in

exact proportion to their

buying power. The greatest

number of buying exhibi-

tors are reached through
Motion Picture News.

New Routings

Due for Pnblix

And West Coast

Final Dissolution of Chains

Rearranges Booking of

All Stage Units

f Hollywood Bureau. Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. L7.—With the final

dissolution of Wesl Coasl and Publia The-

atres already completed, new arrangements

for the routing and -bowing of stage units

will obtain. In fact, new plans have al

i ad\ been effected in the Pacific territory.

Starting this week all Kanchon and
Marco units produced for Wesi Coast The-
atre- win have their premiere at the Colo

rado Theatre, Pasadena. Heretofore they

have opened cold at Loew's State, Los
Angeles. This will be the second week's
stand in the future. The new routing sys-

tem plays Panchon and Marco "Ideas"
over the entire country and sends them
finally to Ausl ralia.

In Seattle, effective January 30, the Pan-
chon and Marco units, owned and produced
for Fox and West Coast, will return to

West Coast's Fifth Avenue Theatre, and
the Seattle Theatre, now playing the Pan
ebon and Marco -hows, will again house

the Publix units from New Fork. The lat-

ter shows will again go via Chicago, with
Minneapolis the only stop to the Pacific

( 'oa-1.

The -ame change becomes effective in

Portland the week of February 6. After
thai date the Fanchon and Marco units will

return to the Broadway Theatre, and Pub-
lic's Cortland Theatre will play the publix
units after their week in Seattle, while
they are en i te to San Francisco and Los

Angeles.

New Film Center
Bldg. Offieially

Opened to Lessees
The new Film ('enter Building, Ninth

Avenue between 11th and 45th Streets, New
Fork City, was officially opened last week
for occupancy by Abe X. Adidson, president

of Film Centre Bldg., Inc. The initial work
on the building was begun nearly four
years ago by the Building Committee of

the M. P. Producers and Distributor- of

America.
The building i- L3 stories high and has

a large number of storage vaults with fire-

proof walls eighl inches in thickness on

each floor.

Rubin to Coasl for Conference
.1. b'obert Rubin, of Metro Goldwyn-May-

cr. i- to leave for the Coasl early next week

for the annual conference at the Culver

Citj -studios of the company regarding prod

net for the ne\i \ear. Mr. Rubin expects

to be on the Coast for three week- in all.

Several productions thai will mean national

tie-ups with I a rue movements are expected

to be included in the program.
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Wariier-Pacent

Tie-Up Revealed

By Exhibitor

Contract Conditions Show
Connection Between
Two Companies

180-C

A representative exhibitor failed at the

offices of the Motion Picture News this

week, asking for advice in connection with

a proposal that he had received from the

Warner executives anent the installation in

his houses of the Pacent reproduction de-

vice. The Warners stated that they were
going- to equip their houses of the Stanley

Circuit prior to permitting any outside ex-

hibitor to obtain installation-.

But orders were being taken by Pacent
representatives, who will call on the exhibit-

ors. The cost of the Pacent device is to be

$2,500, of which $1,250 is payable with the

order and the balance on the completion of

the installation, according to the exhibitor.

The cost of the installing, which is to be in

the neighborhood of $150, is to be borne by
the exhibitors.

W orking Together

Despite the denial on the part of both

Warners and the Pacent executives that

there is any connection between the two
companies, there is without a doubt an un-

derstanding of some sort whereby they are

working together. That is apparent in the

fact that the exhibitor was informed, he

said, that in order to get the Pacent device

he would have to sign a contract whereby he

would take the Warner Bros.-First National

feature product for a period of years and
likewise another contract to play the War-
ier Bros. Vitaphone acts.

The exhibitor was also informed that his

film rentals for sound productions would be

100 per cent greater than what they are at

present for silent pictures.

Three Contracts

A home office representative of Warners
is to call on this particular exhibitor in

company with the representative of Pacent
and the exhibitor will have to sign three

contracts at the same time. One will be for

Pacent and the other two for Warners, one
covering the feature productions and the

other the short subjects.

In imparting the information to the ex-

hibitor the Warner executive stressed the

fact that there was no connection between
Pacent and his company but in the same
breath reiterated that without a contract

for the Warner product it would be im-
possible for the exhibitor to get a Pacent
installation.

Buster Keaton Reported as

Resuming U. A. Association
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 17.—Buster Keaton is

reported as returning to the United Artists'

fold on the completion of his present con-

tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He has
two pictures to make for that company and
has made two. Should he return to U. A.
he will head his own production unit again.

Schenck Emphatically Denies

Possibility of Disposing of Any
Of The Loew Enterprises

Caddo Plans Roadshows
for "Hell's Angels"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan 17.— Caddo
Pictures will roadshow "Hell's

Angels" as their own enterprise

when ready for release instead of turn-

ing it over immediately to LInited Ar-
tists. After playing the legitimate

houses throughout the country United
Artists will be given the general thea-

tre release.

H. Wayne Pearson of Caddo, who has
been here for two weeks returned to

New York, Wednesday, and is due back
in Hollywood next month. Meanwhile
he is completing roadshow details and
will take entire charge of several com-
panies to be routed.

The picture is said to have cost over
$2,000,000 so far and is not completed
yet. It will stand almost $3,000,000, it

is said, when finished with technicolor
sequences and synchronized sound ef-

fects.

Serious Aspect

Looms In Foreign

Picture Market

Confidential Reports Say
European Situation

To Tighten Up

Confidential reports received in this coun-
try during the last few weeks indicate that

the European situation in regard to the im-
portation of American made films is to take
on a very serious aspect within the next
few months. Advices to the effect that

Germany is going to tighten up consider-

ably as far as American product is con-

cerned.

Guy Croswell Smith, who is the European
representative of United Artists, returned
to America several weeks ago for a series of
meetings in New York at which the foreign
situation was discussed.

United Artists have been able to build up
a tremendous amount of good will in Italy

through the diplomatic handling of their af-

fairs by their representative there who is

close to the Premier. In flermany, however.
the company has not been so fortunate and
both there and in France they are going to

have difficulties during the coming year.

Other companies have received informa-
tion from their foreign department repre-

sentatives that the situation on quotas for

the coining year is one that needs immedi-
ate attention from this end and advise that

means should be taken to placate the for-

eign producers and their Governments.

With Stockholders In Control

Present, Brands Rumors
Of Impending Deals

Absolutely False

NICHOLAS SCHENCK in

his offices in the Loew State

Building on Thursday after-

noon issued the strongest form of

denial possible regarding the sell-

ing of Loew's or Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Present with him at the

meeting to which representatives of

the trade press were invited, were
Arthur and David Loew, David
Bernstein and Robert Rubin. Mr.
Schenck stated that those in the

room represented the control of the

Loew Enterprises and that they

were all in accord with him in issu-

ing the denial.

He also stated that he had not met with
or seen William Fox since a few days after

the closing of the deal for the West Coast
Circuit by Fox. That was last February.
Also a denial was made that there had been
a treating with RCA which company it was
at one time reported had made an offer for

the control of the Loew stock at 125.

Sweeping Denial

David Bernstein, who with Mrs. Marcus
Loew is co-executor of the estate of the late

Marcus Loew, stated that the estate of the

founder of the circuit had not been
closed as yet and therefore there wasn't
the slightest possibility that Mrs. Loew
could have made a deal. This was con-

firmed by both Arthur and David Loew.
After the statement which had been pre-

pared in advance was handed to the news-
paper men who read it Mr. Schenck said

that he was ready to answer any question

that they cared to put to him. He was im-
mediately asked whether it was possible

that banking interests might have bought
up control of the company in the open mar-
ket and through having accomplished this

might be making a deal with other inter-

ests. He denied the possibility of this hav-

ing been effected, also that any inside deal

could have been made for Mrs. Marcus
Loew's personal stock holdings.

The statement issued by Mi-
. Schenck is

as follows

:

"It seems incredible that articles af-

fecting the affairs of a great company can
be published in the trade papers upon
anonymous information and more amaz-
ing that they can be republished after an
official denial.

"It seems unbelievable that an utterly

false rumor, such as the one that an ar-

rangement by which Fox is about to pur-
{Continued on jollotving page)
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Murdock Heads
New Big National

Vaudeville Chain

Pontages, Joseph Kennedy,
Pat Casey Reported

As Associates

A coast-to-coast chain of combination
vaudeville and motion picture theatres is in

the process of formation under the director

-hip nl' .1. .1. Murdock, who stepped nut of

Keith-Orpheum when those interests were
taken over by the R.C.A. Associated with

Murdnck, according to report, will lie I'.n

Casey, who is the head of the Vaudeville

Managers Protective Assn., Joseph Ken-
nedy, the Boston hanker, who merged the

F.B.O-Pathe and Keith Orpheum holdings

and disposed id' them to R.C.A., and a num-
ber of owners of theatre chains which are

now being hooked through the Radio-Keith-
Orphenm offices. in addition Alexander
Pantages is also said to be included in the

combination. This latter move would assure

the connection to the Pacific Coast for the

new circuit.

Big Circuits Included

In the ea-t the principal houses to be in-

cluded are the Keith-Proctor theatres, of

which there are five in New York City and
several in the outlying suburbs, such as

Mt. Vernon, Xonkers, etc., and several up-

in eastern New Fork; the .Mike Shea
theatres in Buffalo and Canada, in which
Publix is reported to hold a 25 per cent in-

terest; the Butterfield theatres in Michigan
in which Publix are al-o interested; the En-

ate, K.nl Eoblitzell owned, theatres

in Texas.
These with the I 'ant ages houses would

prove a very formidable chain. The Tan
t a"res Circuit parallels the Orpheum and has

been built into the strongest kind of opposi
lion to the latter. The reason being thai the

brand of entertainment that the Orpheum
has offered has been allowed to slip, while

Pantages built up his string by buying the

biggest names for headliners and cutting

into the Orpheum business at a rate which
wiped out all of their profits.

George Scott, Cameraman,
Killed by Gas at Home

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Sews)
Holhu I, Jan. 17.- George Scott, well

'i technical cameraman, died ol ga

poisoning at hi- home. Scott i- -aid to have
-iily one holding the secret of t he

Ischeigel process for film coloring as

he was the only one thought to know the

formula since the death of tin- inventor.

Jean Hersholt Reported as

Leaving "U" With "Climax"
I Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Sews)
Hollywood, .Ian. 17. Jean Hersholt is

reported leaving Universal when hi- option

expires March 1. Hersholt i- now working
in "The Climax" under Remind floffn

direction, ami this probably will be hi- last

picture under cont rai to I oi er a 1. Sali h

ing definite i- scheduled for future affilia-

tions.

Kennedy Remembered
FBO Mgrs. With Gifts

SHORTLY after he resigned as

head of FBO, Joseph 1'. Kcniuih
sent each of the company's branch

managers his personal check lor a

substantial amount, in recognition of

their co-operation during his tenure
of office, it became known this week.
Each of the managers, in turn, wrote
appreciative letters to Mr Kennedy ac-

knowledging the jrift- At present. Mr.
Kennedy is understood to he in Palm
Beach Fla.

Brands Rumors
of Loew Deals

Utterly False
i i ontiiiued from preceding pag* I

chase Loev '-, Inc., can be so credited by a

trade paper that it is printed as an immi-
nent fact.

While it is not my intention to dwell too

long- on the method- of printing new- which

come from anonymous sources, it is my in-

tention to make one final and unqualified

statement regarding the alleged deal.

"There i- not a particle of truth in any
rumors that any of the interests that bear
the name of Loew or that arc connected with

the great business built up by the late

Marcus Loew are tor sale, or thai they are

a part to any merger.
••There ha- never been negotiation with

Fox or anyone el-e, either corporation or in-

.li\ nliial. looking to the sale of Loew's, Inc.,

or Metro-Groldwyn-Mayer.
"Any such story to the effect that the

Loew interests are to be merged or sold is

a deliberate misstatement.
'•It is true there have been Cases in which

rumored big deals in the motion picture in-

dustry were denied in advance only to be

consummated after all, but this is not such

an instance and I repeat there is no founds
tion for the story that Loew'.- is selling out.

"Many of these rumors have stated that
banking interests representing the compan-
ies involved were making the arrangements.
Let me state with all the emphasis in my
power thai there are no bunking interests

authorized In speak lor the Loew company.
Our interests are our own. We .are self-con-

trolled and bave no representatives.

"It ha- been said to me also that Mr-.

Marcus Loew plans to -ell her -lock In the

eompany. Tin- i- not -,,. Mrs. Loew will

not dispose of her -lock. 1 hope that you
will cooperate with me in putting an end to

these false report-.

Jolson's $20,000

From Wesco for

Granada Week
West Coast Theatre- are planning a par-

ticularly strong campaign for tl ne
week's engagement at Loew*- Warfield, San
PrancisCO of Al Jolson. The price they are

paying Jolson is $20,000 tor the week's
engagement. That is the same figure tit

bich he wa- offered to Publix Theatre foi

their Granada Publix refused to meet the

$20,000 figure.

Will Hays Says

Industry Needs

No Censorship

Declares It Will Definitely

Hit Educational Purposes

If Enforced

Hollywood, January 17. — tin arriv-

ing here, Will II. Hays, president. Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of

America, [ne., in discussing the develop-

ment of SOUnd in pictures for entertain-

ment and educational purposes, voiced the

danger to such development created by the

attempt of certain een-or boards to Censor
speech. I [e said :

"Educators and leaders of thought are

realizing what censorship of pictures

really is now that censor board- are

presuming actually to censor speech. News
as heard from the screen, the speeches of

the greatest public men on the greatest oc-

easions, tire all subject to some of the cen-

sorship laws, and the great development
which is imminent of -peaking films for
educational purposes is definitely retarded
because of the ridiculous possibility of their

being cut to pieces by censors.

Industry's Cliallenge

"The organized picture industry itself

has made no strenuous protest against
such censorship a- ha- obtained, knowing
that it would not spread beyond the few
states which established it as a part of

the war psychology and a phase of the

desire of some to regulate everything, and
knowing, too, that the American people
would take care of the matter in due sea-

son. Our job litis been SO to improve the

pictures that no reasonable person could
claim there was tiny need for censorship.
This is being done. The producers of pic-

tures realize their public responsibility,

and propose always so to discharge their

duty as to be worthy of public trust. That
effort will be increasingly pursued.
"NOW, as the direct question of free

Sp ih is involved, and those few who, with

more zeal than judgment, insist on censor-

ing speech itself, the industry, of necessity

for itself and defending the whole right
of free -p ech, niu-t challenge that pur-

pose. II they ran censor speech from the

screen, SO they can ami will soon try to

censor the sp ech from every rostrum,

from every editorial column, from every

phonograph and from every radio. The
whole principle and purpose is ;is un-
American in conception ;is it is ineffective

in execution. "

"Sonny Boy" Al's Next;

"Mammy" Ls Postponed
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Sews)
Hollywood. .Ian. 17.—Al JolsOD will be

starred in "Sonny Boy" as his next pic-

ture, featuring David Lee who appeared
with .Jolson in "The Singing Fool." Work
mi "Sonny Boy" will be started in Febru-
ary, the picture replacing "Mammy" on
the Warner's production schedule I'm- Jol

-on. "Mammy" will be made Liter in the

year.
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Raskob Entry

to Amusement
Field Foreseen

181

Wire to Eddie Dowling From
Him Reads: "I May Be in

Your Business Soon,i

That John J. Raskob, former chairman
of the Board of General Motors and Na-
tional Democratic Committee Chairman will

shortly be a prominent factor in the enter-

tainment field now seems a certainty. A
wire of his to Eddie Dowling, producer and
stage star at present in Hollywood is quoted

as reading:

"Dear Eddie: I may be in your business

soon."
Whether this means that Mr. Raskob will

be in the theatrical or motion picture busi-

ness is not yet known. One story is to the

effect that he will shortly become head of

the Radio Corporation of America and thus

will figure prominently in the motion pic-

ture industry and other radio activities.

Another tale that has been going the

rounds of Broadway is that Mr. Raskob is

to be made "Czar" of the legitimate thea-

ti
-e in much the same capacity that Judge

Landis reigns in the baseball field. It is

said there is to be a big amalgamation of

theatrical producers of the legitimate stage

with a plan under way to bring about
radical reforms in production following the

most disastrous season in the history of

Broadway.
These plans are centralizing for introduc-

tion next Pall with the beginning of the new
season. Among them there is contemplated
a central ticket bureau from which there

will be handled tickets for all theatres.

Other reforms in business methods are be-

ing outlined and will be submitted to Mr.
Raskob if and when he assumes control.

American Firnis

in Europe Against

Existing Taxations
Representatives of American distributors

meeting in Paris recently determined to

protest formally against the present tax
laws of European governments, which im-
pose a tax ranging from 15 to 20 per cent
on profits earned by these companies and
transferred to the U. S. The decision to

lodge a complaint was the result of the
original protest filed with the foreign de-

partment of the Hays association in New
York. Belgium and France were scored as
the principal offenders, with Austria and
Germany being runners-up.

J. M. Linn, Fox Portland,

Ore., Mgr. Burns to Death
James M. Linn, 39 years of age, Port-

land manager of Pox Film Corporation ex-

change, was burned to death near Roseburg,
this week when his automobile left the road
and burst into flames. Linn Mas burned be-

yond recognition. The deceased had a long
and creditable record with Fox and served
in Portland and Seattle during the past
nine years.

Paramount Fire May Alter

Sound Construction; Officials

Fear Spontaneous Combustion

Radio Fans, Too, Like
Clara and Buddy

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 17.—That film

and radio audiences are prac-
tically identical was proved re-

cently during the weekly Paramount
hour broadcast over KNX, Los Ange-
les. The station requested listeners-in

to report by phone or telegram how
the program was being received, and
every person replying would receive an
autographed photo of stars.

As a result. Paramount received
1.000 telegrams, in addition to 2,500

letters from radio audiences. Sixty
per cent of the requests for auto-
graphed photos asked for Bow pic-

tures with Buddy Rogers in second
place, mainly because he was a radio
entertainer that night.

Fox Theatre

Deals Presage

More Expansion

Reade Circuit Said to

Next; $40,000,000 in

Bonds to Float Buys

Be

The recent series of spectacular theatre

deals by which William Fox has enlarged
his circuits in New York and New England
are said to presage more expansion. Fox,
it is said, has deals under way for the ac-

metropolitan zone and other sections.

Walter Reade 's circuit of 34 houses in

New York, New Jersey and Ohio is consid-

ered to be the next major transaction of
Pox in his campaign for theatre seats. The
Reade books are now being conned by ex-
aminers, and the deal is declared practically

settled. Reade is reported to have de-
manded $16,000,000. The Reade holdings
in New York embrace the Astor, Metropoli-
tan, Bijou, Savoy, Morosco and the Colum-
bia theatres.

The new theatre companies organized by
Fox to operate his chain acquisitions will

be financed by a bond issue of $40,000,000,
which five important Wall Street banking
firms will shortly float. Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, which announced the purchase
of about 200 theatres in t^ie metropolitan
zone and New England, will be sold to the
public via a $20,000,000 issue, as will also

Fox Interstate Theatres, Inc., which will

operate in New Jersey.

Sally Blane Signs to Star
Sally Blane, eighteen year old screen

star who acted in several FBO films last

season, has affixed her signature to a n^w
FBO contract and will be starred.

No Delay in Production, Says

Jesse Lasky as Remaining
Facilities are Ample

Enough

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 17.—
As the result of a dis-

astrous fire which demol-
ished two sound stages at the Para-
mount coast studios Wednesday
night causing damages estimated at

$450,000, it is reported that sound
stage construction may be checked
by the builders to determine the

possibilities of spontaneous com-
bustion that might result from the

air spaces necessary between outer

and inner walls to prevent sound
penetration. Until the likelihood

of this is determined it is said that

building along this line will be at

least temporarily halted.

Lasky Issues Statement

Spontaneous combustion was given as the

likely cause of the Paramount tire.

Some estimates placed the damage at $1,-

000,000, but Jesse L. Lasky gave out the

conservative figure of $450,000. Only one
of the two stages was completed, but the

other was to have been inaugurated actively

on Thursday with Clara Bow's "The Wild
Party." Maurice Chevalier's "Innocents
of Paris" was working on the first stage.

Two firemen were injured in the blaze.

In placing the damage at $450,000, Mr.
Lasky estimated that the damage done two
stages at $200,000 each and added damage
to equipment and loss in production delays.

All of these damages are fully covered by
insurance. The fire started in an attic of
the sound stage and its origin can be ac-

counted for only by spontaneous combus-
tion, but an investigation is on and this is

still to be determined.
Immediately following the fire Mr. Lasky

gave the following statement :

"Production plans will be carried out as

per schedule as our sound facilities now in
force are ample so that there will be no de-
lay whatsoever in production. We estimate
damages at $450,000, which was entirely
covered by insurance."

Havre De Grace House
Suffers $50,000 Fire Loss

The State Theatre, of Havre De Grace,
Md., was damaged by tire during the week
to the extent of $50,000. The house is

owned by F. H. Durkee and was recently
wired for sound films. The origin of the
tire is unknown.
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World Wide's

Sales Staff Is

Near Completion

ill Branches to Be Operating

Full Must by Feb. 1
;

No District Mgrs.

World Wide's rganization is new
_ to Joseph S.

Skirb nager, and by February
1 all offices in key cities and Canada will

be operating 100 per cent. Practically nil

• n hired. They will be

ed to Educational exchanges which
handle physical distribution. There will be

»ers. Local managers will

hire all salesmen.
Skirlxill announced the following lis

George G. Moeser, Buffalo; J.

S mpson, Chicago; Herbert Ochs, Cleve-

land: L. L. Phillips. Des Moines; B. J. Gar-

land. Denver; George TV. Sampson, Detroit

;

Ralph Abbott. Indianapolis; L. L. Ballard.

Milwaukee; Mark Ross, Minnea]
George Dillon, Xew York City: C. J. Peld-

man, Omaha; Joseph Lefko, Pittsburgh;

J. P. Bethel. Philadelphia: A. B. Dietz, St.

Louis; C. F. Dardine, Charlotte; Claude

Beaeham, Atlanta; D. C. Gibson. Dallas;

W. C. Humphreys, Washington; Donald B.

Smith. San Francisco; C. C. McDermond,
Salt Lake: A. W. Plues. Cincinnati; C. P.

Waxman. New Haven; TV. H. Byers, Port-

land.

Columbia Leases

Larger Quarters

in New York City
After eight years -pent at 1600 Broad-

way, in moulding their organization I

present position, Joe Brandt and the Cohen
Brothers. Jack and Harry, have taken over

the entire eleventh floor at 72H Seventh
Avenue. Mr. Brandt and the Cohen boys

first wen- 10 in 1921 with

Laemmle's Universal Company and in l/'! s

they began their own film company which
they called C.B.C., later changing the name
to Columbia Pictures. They spent 17 years

in all at the Mecca Building and so leave it

with a bit of regret.

Columbia ha- outgrown h< old quarter-.

the org .'i having made its gre

stride last year, [ts personnel has increased

and the greater amount of detail work
lOmier quarter-. The new

are more than twice the size < :

old and will house an augmented
staff as well a- expanded advertising, pub-
licity, exp udit-

departmi

FBO Finishes "Syncopation"
an All-Talking Production

F B O this week concluded scene-
" Syncopation," a musical extravaganza
which n in production for the

rnontl: dios in New York.
Fred Waring and his I'ennsylvanians are

featured. Bert Glennon. who directed, will

remain in New York for a few weeks '."

supervise cutting.

G i I Would Correct
Producer Slant

' Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture .NVu \ '

HOLLl WOOD, Jan 17.—In order
that motion pictures may aid in

conveying a better impression of

Mexico- commercial and natural rc-

SOUrces to the world. President Portes
dil has extended an invitation to the

most prominent Bollywood producers
to be his guest> in Mexico for several

days. The invitation has been extended
through the Counsel l'esqueira repre-
senting Mexico in Los Angeles. Presi-
dent Gil is anxious to impress produc-
ers and through them, the world at

large, that Mexico is more than a series
of mountains, deserts, valleys, spotted
with occasional town- given to drink-
ing and gambling as the main indus-
try

"R-K-0 Hour"
Over National

Radio Network

Hiram S. Brown to Address
Audience as Neiv Program

Is Instituted on Jan. 22

Hiram S. Brown, president of Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Corporation, will inaugu-
rate the "R-K-0 Hour" on Tuesday eve-

ning. January 22. at 11:00 o'clock East
miii Standard Time, over the National
Broadcasting Company's network of sta-

tion-.

At the microphone will be several Radio-
Reith-Qrpheum arti-ts. among them Will
Kyle. Mae .Murray. Belle Baker. Nick
I. uca- and others. They will broadcast
their numbers, from Radio-Keith-Orpheum
theatres in New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Milwaukee and Chicago. The presentation
will be practically a tour of the R-K-0

in these cities, as the broadcasting
will in mr.-t cases be done from the artists'

ssing rooms.
The broadcast i- planned as the lirst of

a weekly series of "R-K-0 Bours."

K « > 1 1 1 1 Becomes Director on
Balaban and Katz Board

Through Paramount'- controlling inter-

est in Balaban and Katz, Balph A. Kohn,
treasurer of Paramount, ha- been made a

tor of Balaban and Katz. succeeding
W. II. Mitchell. Paramount gained 87%
per eenl control of Balaban and Katz some
weeks ago.

Equipment manufacturers
sell on a short profit. That
is why Moton Picture News
gained in total volume of

equipment advertising in

1928, while its nearest com-
petitor had less than in 1927.

Sees Need for

More Strength

In Exhih Body

Grombacher Tells Plans to

Increase Membership of
\ortInvest Unit

Big things an- being planned by the Allied

Amusements of the Northwest, according to

Kay A. Grombacher, former president of
the Washington State unit who was in

New York la-t week. Mr. Grombacher
owns three houses in Tacoma and for many
year- has been an official in the state organ-
ization. He declares that in all of hi- ex-

perience !m- has never seen a more enthusi-
i body of exhibitor- than those of the

Pacific Xorthwest.
"At our meeting in December." -aid Mr.

Grombacher, "we decided t.. enlarge our
organization to include not only motion pic-

ture exhibitors, but those in charge of all

sorts of amusements.
"There seems no good reason why mem-

berships in these state units should be con-

fined to motion picture exhibitors. There
are other powerful interests in the amuse-
ment field and I think with our combined
strength we are in a position to better meet
labor and other problems that are constant-
ly confronting us.

"I have no quarrel on with union labor.

In it- proper confines it undoubtedly doc- a

b.t of good, but at times local representa-

tives become too domineering in telling an
exhibitor what he can and cannot do. These
more arrogant representatives of labor

should be suppressed and that requires

proper organization.

"We have already insisted upon having
our secretary in the room while the findings

of tin- arbitration board are being made, if,

as has been the custom, the secretary of the

Film Board of Trade is present. While no

harm may come from the board secretary

being present alone there is still no reason

why we should not also be represented by a

secretary ami unle-< we are the exhibitor

members of the board will depart the ses-

sions."

"Redskin" Will Open at

Criterion January 28
Winn "Interference closes it- Criterion

run on Sunday evening, January 20, after

a run of ten weeks, this Broadway house

of Paramount will be prepared to house
a new Paramount photoplay, "Redskin,"
a modern Indian story which ha- been pho-

tographed in color. It commences an in-

definite engagement at the Criterion on
Monday, January 28. Richard I'ix i> the

-tar.

Changes in FBO Branches
Charles Rosenzweig, general -ale- man-

ager of I-' BO Productions, announced three

changes in the personnel of F B O branch
man.iL

W. E. Matthews leaves San Francisco
office to manage the Seattle branch, replac-

ing A. EL Huot. K. A. Lamb i- the new
branch head in Portland, replacing W. T.

Wither-, while George Seach i- acting man-
ager in San Francisco.
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Salary Raises

For Big Stars

Iii Silents Only

Gilbert, Barthelmess, Miss

Griffith Get Boosts

Without Talkies

t Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood. January 17.—That talking-

pictures have as yet to affect the sal-

aries of high-priced stars is brought out in

the recent signing of new contracts at tre-

mendous raises by John Gilbert, Richard
Barthelmess and Corinne Griffith. None of

this trio has been heard in a talking pic-

ture by the public. Regardless of the re-

cent talkie hysteria, further investigation

discloses that the highest-priced stars in the

industry have as yet to be heard in a talk-

ing picture.

Many of such stars have come out flatly

against appearing in dialogued films. Sev-

eral of them have made one or two which
are to be released. Those who have talked,

however, are not as highly paid as those

who have remained silent. An example in

the very three named. John Gilbert, Richard
Barthelmess and Corinne Griffith is shown
in the fact that their new contracts pay
them more money for fewer pictures than
their prior agreements.

Gilbert is said to be getting $8,000 week-

ly a^ against $5,000 on his former contract.

This would average him $200,000 per pic-

ture at the rate of two pictures yearly,

which his new contract calls for. Corinne

Griffith collects approximately $100,000 per

picture from First National. She also is to

make but two yearly as against three or

four in the past. Richard Barthelmess gets

$150,000 per production, making four

vearlv.

Leonard Fields

to Coast to Enter

"U" Production
Having served three years as Eastern

scenario editor for Universal, Leonard
Fields vacated that post last Friday.

He leaves January 19th to enter the

production field at Universal City. Mrs.
Florence Strauss, who has been associated

with First National tor more than eight

years as scenario editor, has succeeded him.

Two stories by Fields. "The World To-

morrow" and "The Great Cinema Mur-
der," have been accepted by Universal,

and it is on their production that Mr.
Fields will concentrate his immediate at-

tention.

Mrs. Strauss bas already assumed her
duties at Universal.

Ernst Lubitsch Returning
to Direct for Paramount

f Hollywood Bureau. Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. L7.—Ernst Lubitsch has
returned to Paramount and will direct his

next picture for that company. No story
has as yet been selected, but there are

strong indications that he will use an Flitter

Glyn original now being written.

Road Shows and Specials For

1929 Season to Include Small

Number of All-Talking Films

RKO Productions Inc.

New Name for FBO
AT a meeting of the board of di-

rectors of FBO recently, it was
announced that the corporate

name of FBO Pictures will be changed
to RKO Productions,, Inc.

The four subsidiaries of the motion
picture company will be known as

RKO Distributing Corporation. RKO
Studios. Inc.. RKO Pictures of Can-
ada. Ltd.. and RKO Export Corporation

Radio Has New
Transmitter

for Pictures

Leak Shows Apparatus Note

Perfected With Speed
to Broadcast Films

A new high speed photographic trans-

mitter has been developed by one of the

engineers of the Radio Corporation of

America that is said to exceed anything
that has been evolved to date. The new
apparatus has not been installed for out-

side sending or receiving as yet. but there

has been a leak regarding its existence. So
fast is the new transmitter that it can carry
motion picture images at sufficient speed
to make their projection on screens with
the same speed that is now employed in

theatres.

During the past week several of the daily

papers in various parts of the country have
tried to hook up with the R.C.A. for an
exclusive agreement in the furnishing of
news photographs over the new high speed
machinery. One of the New York papers
wants to tie up the sending of motion pic-

ture- of an event of national importance
within the next two months. The B. I'. A.

executives, however, refused t" give them
any assurance that their plans would be
sufficiently worked out within the allotted

time for a public demonstration of their

machine.

Barthelmess Declines Offer
Of Ziegfeld With Thanks

Richard Barthelmess turned down Iasl

week Florcnx Ziegfeld's offer to purchase
his contract from First National and star

him in his forthcoming musical production,

"Easl Is West." The First National star

was placed in the somewhat unusual posi-

tion of being asked to play in opposition
to himself on Broadway, because that i>

what the Zicgfeld offer boiled itself down
to.

FT i7/i Minimum of 41 Due.
Less Than 10 Outside of

Warner Productions Will

Be All-Dialosue

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Sews)

H<
(LLYWOOD, Jan. 17.—

A

minimum of forty-one pic-

tures of either the road-

show or special type are scheduled

for release in 1929 and of these, less

than ten. with the exception of

Warner product, are 100 per cent

all-talkies. Many have already been

made. Others are scheduled to go
into production within the next few

months. There is a possibility of

several of the forty-one being held

over for a 1930 release date. The
number of these will be more than

balanced by the additional produc-

tions which will be decided upon
for making and release during the

course of the year.
Xot in several seasons have pictures

promised as much varied entertainment as

the list for the coming year do. There is

every known variety, from old-fashioned

melodrama, musical comedy, to whimsical
fantasies. The synchronized number are

in great majority. However, such synchron-
ization are mainly for musical numbers.

sound effects, or dance bits.

Titles of Specials

The forty-one made or scheduled ;.

made are as follows: "Mysterious Island."

••Four Feather.-." "Bridge of San Luis

Key," ••Hells Angels." ••The Iron Mask,"
"Trial of Mary Dugan," "Eternal
Love," "Coquette," "Our Daily

Bread." "Dynamite," "Christina," "Hal-
lelujah." "Wolf Song," "The Alibi."

(formerly "Nightstick"); "Rio Rita,"
"Queen Kelly." "Show Boat." "Broad-
way," "The Pagan." "She Gi>es to War,"
"Burlesque," "Broadway Melody." "The
Leathernecks," Lillian Gish (tentative

"The Miracle Girl"); Ted Lewis in

"Everybody Happy," Thomas Meighan in

"The Argyle Case";" "The FrontPage,"
"Gentlemen of the Press," Harold Lloyd's

"TNT," Charles Chaplin in "City Lights"
(tentative titles): Paul Whiteman in "The
Bang of Jazz :

" " Heart- in Dixie." " Evan-

geline," "Saturday's Children," "The
Divine Lady." Al Jolson in "Mammy;"'
and untitled vehicle- to -tar Ina Claire,

George Arliss, Fanny Price. Sophie Tucker
and John Barrymore.

Gary Cooper Signs
A new contract was signed this week by

Gary Cooper, Paramount player
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Kunskv Opposes Entry Of

Michigan Unit Into Allied Now,

As Myers Takes Leadership

Circuit Chief Urges Six
Months Delay to Note

Exact Policies of

Organization

OI'l'( ISITII >\" to joining the

Allied States exhibitor or-

ganization in tin.
1 ranks of

the Michigan unit developed this

week, coincident with the active

taking over of the leadership of

Allied by Abram F. Myers. Mr.
Myers' resignation from the Fed-

eral Trade Commission became
effective January 15.

John H. fCunsky, of Detroit,

powerful circuit head, has declared

his opposition to joining the Allied.

It is also reported that \V. S. 1
*
tit

ter field is taking a similar position.

Issues Statement

When the reports of Mr. Ktmsky's atti-

tude became known. Motion Picture News
sent him a wire asking Eor a statement, to

which he replied as follows

:

"I am opposed to joining the Allied States

organization and have counselled for delay
of six months to determine exact policy of

thai organization before contributing funds.

I have now joined three or four organiza-
tions .-ill of which have seemed unnecessary
to entire state group of small exhibitors.

Therefore, I am counselling delay before
making ;i rash decision."

Mr. Myers has no« taken over tin- A 1

1

; «•< 1

leadership. No announcement of policy

has been made. Efforts to reach him
through the Washington I orrespondent of

Motion Picture News for a statement

brought word that he was out of town for

a week.

Meanwhile, it was reported from Detroit

that two powerful circuit officials, W. S.

Butterfield and John II. Eunsky, are op

posed to the action of the Michigan exhibi-

tor unit in voting to affiliate with Allied

states. Both the Butterfield and Eunsky
interests are associated with Publix.

Myers is succeeded as chairman of the

Federal Trade Commission by Commis-
sioner Edgar A. McCulloch. Be had been

connected with the Commission since Aug
1926.

British Firm
Will Erect Own

Sound Studios
British and Dominion- Film Corporation,

Ltd., will be the first British producing con-

cern to erect its own studios for making
talking pictures. The studio- arc to be built

at Brighton and the product of the com-
pany will be imported to America for distri-

bution by World Wide Pictures.

Herbert Wilcox i- supervisor of produc-
tion for British and Dominions Film Cor-
poration. He is now in Hollywood produc-
ing "The Fog" and "The Wolves" in col-

laboration with .Marshall Xcilan, and study-

ing the American method- of producing
talking photoplays.

Ringler Here for Survey
Edouard Ringler, of Paris, has arrived

in New York to survey the American film

market. He will be here several week-, and
1- making his office at 11 Hi Broadway.

Something new in contracts. When Jack Cohen,
11I Columbia, signed Bert Lytell for the star

role of "The I.ono Wolf's. Daughter!' he had
thp transaction recorded. I microphone on
the desk was hooked up to the sound reproduc-
ing mechanism and tun disc records were made

of the agreement

"U" Gets "Show
Boat" Dialogue,

Music Rights
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood. January 17.—Universal i- re-

ported to have completed negotiations with
Florenz Ziegfeld for the rights to both
music and dialogue as used in the latter's
production of "Show-Boat." The deal has
been on and off for the pa-t six months, at

one time Ziegfeld refusing flatly to listen to
any oiler. He was then supposed to be
planning to film "Show-Boat" as a musical
comedj in screen form himself, using the
cast of In- Broadway production.
Work on synchronizing dialogue and

music will be started immediately by Uni-
versal. It means recalling all principals
and other members of the cast, headed by
Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut, Otis
1 [arlan, Emily Fitzroj

.

Puhlix Plans

2,300 Seater in

Manchester, N. H.
Publix Theatres Corporation has made

announcement of plan- involving the con-
struction of a 2,300-seal theatre on Lowell
Street in Manchester, N. II. The new house
W ill be a joint project of I'uhlix and the
Courtere Brothers, proprietors of the Star,
Park ami Crown moving picture theatres
in Manchester. The site for the proposed
structure i- directly opposite the Star,
which house together with the Crown and
Park will be taken over for I'uhlix opera-
tion. Control ol the land, cleared some
time ago for theatre plan- that did not

materialize, passed to the Courtere Broth-
ers a few week- ago.

oie, of the newly-formed Sono- In Productions and the •tar of "Broadway Humid." the first

Sono-Art film. Left to right : (>. I.. Gobel, president; George Keeks, vice-president; Eddie
Dowling, the -tar; and Tlmnuis /.. I.xnn. secretary-treasurer. They were mapped lust liefore they

departed from New York to hegin work in Hollywood on the picture

Desires Kill Guaranteeing
Operators Day Off Weekly
Harry Brooks, of Troy, representing the

motion picture machine operator- of the
State of New York, was in Albany hist

week, seeking someone to present a bill to

the Legislature, which would require all

employers of operator- to allow one day's
re t in seven. The hill will be introduced
in the near future.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Scliader

Capitol Offers

Best All-Around

Bill On Broadway

Well Balanced Screen And
Stage Entertainment

Pleases Patrons

Little Girl And Bio; Piano Run
Away With Honors in Roxy Show

This week the Capitol is putting up the

best all around bill of entertainment that

there is on the street. That goes when one

balances the screen with the stage enter-

tainment. The whole program runs two

hours and twenty minutes, with the feature,

Norma Shearer in "A Lady of Chance" oc-

cupying an hour and twenty minutes of

this. Incidentally that picture is one of the

best features that has been seen on the

street in several weeks.

In the hour that precedes the feature

there are ten minutes that are given over

to "The Merry Wives of Windsor" as an

overture. This is followed by a combina-

tion of silent and sound news which runs

eleven minutes and then for the next 30

minutes the Mort Harris revue, "Reflec-

tions," holds the stage.

In the latter there is ample proof that

the Broadway picture theatre audiences still

appreciate a songstress of grand opera cali-

bre, for on the night that the show was
reviewed they simply went wild over Rose-

mary, a coloratura prima donna who sang

"The Blue Danube" with a series of varia-

tions that brought the house down. When
she left the stage they were clamoring for

an encore which they didn't get. Yet this

same audience went just as wild a few min-

utes later- when Shaw and Lee, a couple of

low comedians, took the stage and presented

their routine.

The revue opened with Dave Schooler

and the Capitolians presenting a special

arrangement by Tony Gale.

A number by the Chester Hale girls fol-

lowed, after which Rosemary was turned

loose on the audience and she reminded if

the late Bessie Abbot when she was at her

best. Colleano, the dancing sailor, turned

loose a series of steps on the audience that

won them completely and Dave School* c

staged a comedy number with the band tak-

ing part in it. It was "Alone in the Moon-
light," done in a burlesque vein that wen
laughs.

A black and white costume on the Hale
Girls made that line look very striking as

they again hit the stage, and following

them came the laugh wallop in the Shaw
and Lee offering. These boys are a bet and
the chances are now that the talking screen

is going in for specialties they will land

with both feet.

A LITTLE bit of a girl and a great big
•** grand piano on the stage of the Roxy
ran away with the show there this week.
The little girl was Julia Glass. We couldn't

see the name on the grand piano. But the

two together certainly did things to an
audience that jammed the house.

With "Sunrise" running for an hour and
36 minutes, it was only possible for S. L.

Rothafel to give his stage program and
news a little more than 4.5 minutes. The
result was that his show for the current
week runs two hours and 23 minutes.

It was rather surprising that Roxy didn't

build up a stronger show than the one he

pi'esented for the current week, because the

Broadway run that his feature, "Sunrise,"
had must have taken the novelty off of that

production a- far as the box office is con-

cerned. But the bill did not measure up in

comparison to the two that he presented
with "Prep and Pep" and "Romances of

the Underworld."
Opening with a four minute organ solo,

the next, twelve minutes are given over to

a combination of orchestral overture and
stage presentation in what is termed a

•'Musical Cycle." This comprises the

Hungarian Dance No. 5, played by the

orchestra and running four minutes; next
for four minutes, is a piano solo, "Hungar-
ian Fantasy" by Julia Glass. When she

finished on Saturday night the audience was
asking for more and quieted down when she

again sat at the piano and played the open-
ing strains of "Liebestraum," at which the

lights dimmed and the elevated stage plat-

form was used for a ballet presentation,

which also ran for four minutes. The whole

was most effective and won the approbation
of the crowded house.

Ten minutes only were given over to the

presentation of Magazine and Fox Movie-

tone News, the outstanding feature of this

being the interview with Julius Rosenwald
the Chicago multi-millionaire. He qualifies

for the talkies and some enterprising pro-

ducer on the Coast might grab him off for

character roles.

"In Old Vienna" is the title bestowed on

the biggest of the stage divertissements. All

the outstanding tunes of the old Viennese

operettas have been assembled here and the

result is a very diverting 23 minutes with

lots of color and action on the stage.

Strand, "Home of Talkies", Again

Tops Bill With Talkless Feature
WHEN the Strand hasn't a talking fea-

ture on the program they manage to

live up to the advertised slogan, "The
Home of the Talkies," by having at leasl

a short subject that has talk in it. That

has been the case in two of the programs
that have been se n there by the reviewer,

and that is the ease tor the current week.
The feature production is "Adoration,"

a First National release, with Billie Dove
starred. It has a synchronized score, but

that is all, therefore, the burden of making
good on the house slogan is up to the Vita-

phone shorl of Jack North, "The
Ban-.Iokester, " and this short more than

makes good. North is a bet that the talk-

ing picture producers should keep their eye

on. For he has a world of personality and
puts his talk over in good shape.

Opening with an orchestral prelude, Joe
Plunkett, for his far well week as man-
aging director at the Strand, next gives the

audience five minutes of selected news reel

subjects in the Strand Pictorial Review.
There are three shots culled from the Pathe
Weekly, and two from the Fox silent news
reel. This is followed by th Fox Movie-

tone News, there being fifteen minutes al-

lotted to the silent and sound news.

Following is a Tift'any-Stahl Color Sym-
phony "In a Persian Market," a ten-min-

ute romance of the Fast in natural color,

which also has a sound accompaniment.
Then after the Jack North reel there is

an Aesop Fable, "Stagestruck," also with
sound, which receives a number of laughs.

The feature has a Russian Revolutionary
theme and runs an hour and twelve min-
utes, which brings the entire running time

id' the program to within a few minutes of

two hours.

One of the best things on the bill was the

trailer for next week's attraction, "On
Trial," in which Richard Tucker stands

out as the best talking bet.

Sid Grauman Returns Again

to Elaborate Prologue
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Jan. 17.— Sid Grauman re-

turns to the elaborate prologue with t lie

presentation of "Broadway Melody." He
is using big stage specialty artists and set-

lings in connection with the picture. Grau-
man discarded these elaborate prologues for

brief flashes while he was presenting

"White Shadows" and "Noah's Ark."
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Paramount Program Satisfies But

It Lacks Bio Outstanding Wallop

IT'S i rrj melange, the entertainmenl

offered at the Paramount this week, but

there is nothing in the bill thai could be

termed an outstanding wallop for the audi

ence. On the whole, however, it i- a fairly

i gram that pleases.

The one big moment in the whole show
i , Gibson Si ters in the Publis re

vne •' Beautj simp Blues." H was the one

sister thai contorl ionisi ic dance

thai carried away the honors in the way of

applause. The number thai the two girls

do « ies immediately after the opening

of the offering, and when the second of the

sisters completed h r work the audience

were loath to lei her leave the stage.

A single reel talking short, produced by

Paramount, entitled "Jusl One Word,*'

was another of the novelties '>t' the bill.

G 1 entertainmenl value and filled with

laughs.

The whole show runs just two minutes
over the two-hour mark. It is opened by

an overture novelty entitled "Three In

which is a special arrangement by

Herman Hand, in which lie has paraphased
three popular overtures, "William Tell,"

"Lighl Cavalry" and "Poel and Peasant."
It played rather well, but would have been

far more effective had there not been too

much affectation on the pari of the guesl

conductor, Dave Rubinoff. One good thing

was the fact that Rubinoff routined himself

this week solely to the direction of the

overture, and did not intrude himself lor

a second time during the stage entertain-

ment. Th overture ran seven minutes.

Only 2 R<'<d Apics Shots
The Paramount News next shown con-

tained but two real shots. They were that

of the battle tleet leaving the Brooklyn
Yard and starting on their cruise South.

and an all metal airship built at Glendale,

Cal. Then came a series of n xys

"ila-hes." Included here wire scenes of

a New England trawler returning to har-

bor ice-covered; a shot of Coolidge, Jr.,

and the return of Hoover to this country.
Another seven minutes and this one with-

out a thrill.

Jesse Crawford and Mrs. Crawford filled

in during the nexl seven-minute period,

firsl playing "Cradle of Love" with
accompanying slides, and finally Mrs.
Crawford was disclosed at the stage consol

of the Wurlitzer, and the two ran through
their morning ercise, finishing with
• Bagging the Scales," i he final number
being preceded by their playing the scales

against well-known compositions. The
short talking film followed.

i< i Runs 33 Minutes
• • Beaut] Shop Blue

'

' ran Eor i he nexl

33 minutes. There seems to have been a

hit of a tendency tow ard hell in t lie

in the revue, hut a- long as "Aggers" are
Coming hack S may he all right.

Tweh e Fo tl i ( Jill-, a sister team, a >m

brette thai docs imitations, a comedian and
a dancer make up the personnel, which i-

hacked by the Paramount stage hand and
Gene Rodemich, who, in addition to con-
ducting and acting as master of ceremonies,

i.- also a straight man in an old burlesque
money changing bit.

Th,- ,-,.\ He opens with a bootblack stand

in one. sis of the girls as patrons and six

as shiners, a neat novelty number. At the

conclusion, the full stage with the hand is

revealed, and two girls are posed on each

side of the stage a dolls. They arc the

Gibson Sisters. First, oi f them per

Eorms a pedestal dance which just about

i by, then the other sister does her

stepping and contorting and brings down
the house. The dressing and handling of

thi girl's work and its reception by the

audience proves exactlj what the reviewer

held regarding a similar act that was shown

poorly at the Cohmy a week ago. Stanley

House, the comedian, on next, opened with

a "Georgie" song that brought laughs,

followed it with cross-fire with Rodemich,

the riddle- and money changing hit coming
in here, ami finally finished off with a Ger-

man dialed number which had a. dance

finish that scored. Then there was another

number by Poster ".iris.

The stage orchestra filled in with a spe-

cialty parodying "Roses of Yesterday."

with "Songs of yesterday" as a tribute to

Irvine Berlin, and running the gamut from
••All Al i," '•What '11 I Do," "Always,"
"Blue Skies," and finishing with "Roses
of Yesterday," which the audience ap-

preciated. Helen Lynd, imitating Lenore

Ulric ami Fanny Brice, received an ap-

plause reward tor her efforts, and jusl be-

fore the finale Karavaeff stepped a fast

routii f dancing. The costuming for the

act, designed by Dolly Treo, was effective.

Paramount 's "The Case of Lena Smith,"
with Esther Ralston and Jimmie Mall, was
the feature film offering.

Marion Nixon Plays Country
Lass in "Broadway Bound"

The chief teniininc role of a country girl.

whose histrionic ability is discovered by 'lie

her,, of "Broadway Bound," and who later

conic- to New York to achieve fame, will

be played by Marion Nixon, cast last week
by Sono Art Productions producing the

feature -tarring Eddie Howling. Dowling's
role will be thai of an aclor in a small town
-lock company who aspires to play on

Broadway hut never realizes bis endeavor.

Cameo Shows
Smaller Houses

How to Do It

Well Arranged Program Puts

Theatre Near Broadway
Well Over Top

To appreciate this review a word picture

of tin' little Cameo will have to hi- given

you. The house is located on Wesl 1-d

street, jusl about 'Jim feet east of Broad-

way. It is one of the Kadio-Keith-Or-

pheiim theatres, and -eat- .V>0. The prices

are -"ill cents Hal in the afternoons and 75

cents in the evenings. It plays feature- on

a -oil of catch a- catch-Can plan, and the

average business i- around $6,000 a week.

This review is written to give the man-
agers in outlying cities an idea of what

can be done in \'e\\ York with a -mall

house near the main drag.

The current week's show here is running

a little less than two hours. There i- an

eleven piece orchestra that open- the

program with a five-minute overture, play-

ing the popular bits from musical com-

pile-. The nexl ten minutes arc given over

to the -bowing of a straight Pathe New-,

after which an Aesop Fable was shown.

Mae Busch and Stan Laurel, in a Hal

Roach comedy, "Love 'Km and Weep."
that was wholly slapstick, got any number
of laughs in the 2b minutes that it took to

unreel, after which came the feature.

An idea of the type of feature booking

that is done here will be seen in the fact

that for the current week they are playing

Lily Ha mil a in "Forbidden Love," and

playing the -tar's name all over the place,

because about a block away the United

Artists are showing Lily for the firsl time

at the Rialto in "The Rescue," and her

name is played up at the latter house also.

The feature run- about an hour and twelve

minutes, bringing the running time of the

entire hill to an hour and fifty-two minutes.

/ njoying <i toast with "The Eligible Mr. Hangs"
in the Educational-Coronet talking comedy oj

that name, starring Edward Everett llorton.

Florence EUridge, Horton, Mnlxl Forrest and
Johnny Irlhnr negotiate a drink in the course

»/ the dialogue

Reports Vary
On Attendance

In Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh.—Loew's Penn had a very g 1

week's husincss with I .on Chancy in "Wesl of

Zanzibar." The Publix Unit, "Topsy Turvy
ii." on the Stage, made a big hit.

\l the Stanley a stood week's business was
enjoyed with Clara Bow in "Three Week
Ends," holding down the screen portion of the

.mi. The stage offering was entitled "Cab-

are! Nights."

The Enright did well with Emil Jannin

"The Sins of the Fathers." The stage attrac-

tion consisted of the dancing act, The De Mar-

cos. "W aterfront" Fared t
rlj at the !'

as did also "Adoration" at the Grand. "Prep
.mil Pep" got an average week'- business for the

Aldine. "Avalanche" played to disappointing

business at the I llj mpic.
"( aptain Swagger" at the Alhambra and

lh. Triumph of the Rat" at the Cameraphone
both reported but fair business. The first half

at the Liberty was a "Woman From Moscow"
and the last half, "Just Married." Business was
1 r.
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Holiday Aftermath Hits Broadway

Sending Box Office Receipts Down
Almost $100,000

Drop From High
i Money New Year's

THE holiday aftermath certainly was
felt along Broadway at the motion
picture theatre box offices. There

was a difference of almost $100
;
000 between

the receipts that were rolled up on New
Year's week, as against those of last week.
The eight grind houses, in which are in-

eluded the big four—Roxy, Capitol, Para-
mount, Strand— were almost $70,000 be-

low what they showed the week before,

when they finished with $389,971 as their

total receipts. Last week these same houses
had $322,895 to show when the final tally

was completed. The seven houses that are

running on a two-a-day policy finished with
$117,562 last week as against $143,075 the

week before, a difference of a little more
than $25,500.

The Roxy naturally led the big houses.

With Irving Gumming 's "Romance of the

Underworld," the money return there was
$101,064.25 on the week. The picture

pulled on Broadway, and the Roxy show,
of course, was a great help. Next in line

was the Paramount, which held Colleen

Moore in "Synthetic Sin" as its attraction,

and the receipts were $65,700. The Capi-
tol, which held over "West of Zanzibar"
for its second week, finished third with
$61,695.55. The Strand trailed the parade
with '

' The Home Towners '

' to the tune
of $27,874.

Long Runs Also Slip

Then the houses that are holding pic-

tures for a run, but showing them at a

grind policy, also showed marked slipping,

with the top money going to "The Awaken-
ing" at the Rivoli, which played to $30,000
on the week. "Alias Jimmie Valentine"
at the Astor was under the wire with sec-

ond money at $14,962.25, while at the

Rialto, "Abie's Irish Rose," in its final

week there, did a complete brodie by get-

ting $14,300. The little Cameo, with "Ten
Days That Shook the World," finished

with $6,682.

All of the two-a-day film showings fell

off in receipts. The two Warner Bros, at-

tractions, "The Singing Fool" at the Win-
ter Garden and " My Man" at the Warner,
coming nearest to holding to the holiday
pace by turning in $38,196 and $25,435,
respectively. "The Last Warning'* fin-

ished with $15,652, while at the Central
"The Barker" got $10,670.

"The River," playing the Gaiety,

dropped down to $12,339.25, while "Inter-
ference" at the Criterion showed $11,467.
The latter is soon to make way for the

Richard Dix Indian special with sound and
color, which is due in about two week-.

The low receipts of the street went to "The
Viking," at the Embassy, which could only

show $4,120.50. This one is also due tc

move out in about another week

Loew's Warfield Sets

New S. F. Record
SAN FRANCISCO.—Box office rec-

ords of Loew's Warfield were
shattered by more than $7,000

with "The Woman of Affairs," Clarence
Brown's production for M-G-M. The
John Gilbert-Greta Garbo team in a

film version of Michael Arlen's story
accounted for $41,393 for the week's run.

The previous house record of $34,000

was made several months ago by
M-G-M's "Our Dancing Daughters,"
but that figure was passed by "The
Woman of Affairs," in the first six

days' showing.

"Abie's Irish

Rose" Sets Pace
In Tampa Houses

Tampa.—Only one picture went over real

strong in Tampa the past week. "Abie's Irish

Rose," with sound, turned the trick and suc-

ceeded in breaking the record of the Tampa,
which has been held by Clara Bow. Sunday the

business was immense. Monday was good,

Tuesday better and the fourth and last day
was big. This picture could have easily been

played the entire week to fine returns, but the

two change policy of the house would not per-

mit its being held over. "Captain Swagger,"
the feature of the last half, lacked drawing
power and the business was hardly up to the

average of the house.

"Conquest," an all-talkie which featured the

first half at the Victory, did not do as well as

the other talkies previously shown at this house.

The big draw at the Tampa was probably the

main reason this picture failed to attract. "The
Spieler" was pretty near a flop. The title

failed to register with the clientele of the Vic-

tory and the last half went over just fair.

"Prep and Pep" failed to pep up business

for the Strand the first two days, business be-

ing off. "Steamboat Bill, Jr.." caught the

crowds and drew three days of over average
business. "The Farmer's Daughter" closed

the week to average business. The Franklin

had an average week with its six change pol-

icy. Three were first runs and three seconds.

Buffalo Enjoys

Good Week With
Conditions Poor

Buffalo.—Despite four or five days of sub-

zero and stormy weather, downtown theatres

in Buffalo report the best business in the last

three weeks. The "flu" is still in the city, but,

according to reports. Medical Examiner Long
issued an announcement that the epidemic will

not close any of the theatres.

Shea's Buffalo, featuring Lon Chaney in

"West of Zanzibar," brought in fairly good
business, and was greatly helped by Publix unit.

"The Last Warning," with Laura La Plante
was the feature attraction at the Lafayette and
did the next best business for the week. Shea's

Century did a scoring business compared with
last week with "Sins of the Fathers."

"My Man" at the Great Lakes brought out

increased attendance for the first three days
but eased off towards the end of the week. "A
Lady of Chance" was the attraction at the Hip-
podrome and made good returns at the box of-

fice.

At the Victoria Theatre "Wings" was shown
for the first time at popular prices, despite the

fact that it was at Shea's Buffalo last year
it drew well. It was presented with sound ef-

fects. "White Shadows of the South Seas"
drew well at the Elmwood Theatre.

Slim Crowds In

Attendance At
Albany Houses

Albany.—The present epidemic of "flu" made
itself felt among the motion picture theatres

of Albany and Troy during the past week, and
kept the crowds down.
The Mark Strand in Albany ran to good

houses throughout the week with Clara Bow in

"Three Week Ends."
The Mark Ritz also played to well filled

houses in "Caught in the Fog." The Leland,

using "A Lady of Chance" for the week, had
the crowds standing one of two nights for the

second show. Neighborhood houses report busi-

ness as being off during the week.
The Clinton Square Theatre in Albany, stick-

ing to its policy of double feature first runs,

used "Homesick" and "The Branded Man" last

week with fair success.

In Troy, crowds were still under normal at

the majority of the motion picture theatres.

The Troy theatre split its week, using "The
Home Towners" during the first part to normal
business, and "Me Gangster" the latter part to

business that did not measure up to expectation.

The Lincoln ran to only ordinary business with

"A Lady of Chance." Proctor's used "The
First Kiss" the forepart of the week and "The
Night Bird" the latter part along with a pro-

gram of vaudeville.

Good Business

Is Reported In

Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City.—Local first run motion pic-

ture houses have reported some very good the-

atre attendance this past week, with "Subma-
rine," a synchronized production, perhaps carry-

ing away the laurels, by drawing tremendous
crowds to the Pantages Theatre at each per-

formance. Due to this successful week's run
this picture has been held over for the coming
week, it is announced.

Colleen Moore in "Synthetic Sin" was fa-

vorably received at the Capitol Theatre by ca-

pacity houses.

"Prep and Pep" went over well at the Vic-

tory to good sized audiences. The second show-
ing here of "Wings," with synchronization, was
presented at the Gem Theatre to very good sized

audiences. Lon Chaney in "While the City
Sleeps" drew fairly well as a second run at the

Rialto.

A double feature bill was offered as the clos-

ing performance of the American Theatre,

which will reopen shortly equipped for sound nnd

with a new name. The bill included "The First

Auto" and "A Reno Divorce." Fairly satis-

factory results were had. Buck Jones in "The
Big Hop," an aviation picture, and also Greta

Garbo in "The Mysterious Lady" were pre-

sented at the State Theatre to good attendance.
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Century Tops Baltimore Houses
(iol<l \\ eather

Puts Crimp In

Theatre Grosses
BALTIMORE. With clear and cold

weather B >yed onl) a fair

week of attendance at the motion picture

5, the Century, a Publix house, again top

ping the list with a gross of $20,500. The at-

traction at this house was "Adoration," a First

National sound picture with a strong supporting

stage show of short subjects, presentation acts

and K. A. O. vaudeville.

Next in line came the New Garden and the

Stanley with grosses of $14,000 each. Tin foi

mer had as its feature picture attraction Uni-
versale "The Gate Crasher," with "Tarzan The
Mighty" as a short subject and six ai

K. A. O. vaudeville. The Stanlej showed
M's "The Trail of '98" with two sound

and one silent short subject, an orchestral ovi i

tnre and a ilo.

The Hippodrome, with Tiffany-Stahl's "Man
in II' ' three shows daily, did a gross

of $11,000. The supporting bill was made up
of a short subject, a presentation act and
K. A. O. vaudeville.

The Rivoli, with a smaller seating capacity,

and Pathe's "Captain Swagger," as the feature
picture, did a nice gross of $9,800. Four short

sound subjects i the bill. The New
tre with Fox's "Captain I.ash" and four

sin irt sound pictures had a gross of $9,500 with
time hundred less seating capacity than the

Other grosses for the week were as follows:
ncia, with "A Woman of Affairs." $4,-

Parkway, with "A Lady of Chance," $2,-

ind Little, with "Berlin, Symphony of

irj
." in its second week.

Extra Programs Aid
Holiday Week in

San Francisco
Christmas week in the first run San Francisco

motion picture theatres in the down-town dis-
trict was considered fairly good with a couple
of exceptions, where business was much better
than contemplated. Practically all the thi

both first run and residential, put on extra pro-
grams to induce the people to come.
The g picture and program of the

week were shown at Loew's Warfield Theatre.
wded all week. The picture shown

was "Mother Knows Best" and the Fanchon-
• Idea. "Mother Goose," was appreciated.
Home Towners," a Yitaphone picture.

shown at t re, also attracted

as did the Vitaphone picture at the El
1 the pictur.. "The Midnight
Taxi." together with a vaudeville program, drew

mds to this theatre- that seats 3,100
"Kin-Tin-Tin" was on th i the Pan-

ther with vaude\ ill' ai • that ap-
pealed to all who saw them. Thi Golden Gate
did well with "Ned McCobb's Daughti

ler with vaudeville

"Behind ' in Lines" attracted many
to tli. St. Fran. "Interference" did
not draw the crowds contemplated by the mana-
gers of the lr,cal Publix Theatre "Soineono to

( iranada 'I
i ethei

with special presentation acts, did not draw the

ired upon.

In the residential districts the theatres that
did good business during Christmas week were:
The Royal with "Thi Sporting Age;" The
Washington with "Powder My Bai k ." The Ma-

with "The Wheel of I

eclsior with "Rin-Tin-Tin." and the New Bai
boa with "I.arK lie < iood."

Minneapolis Business Fair Despite

Constantly Varying Weather

DESPITE weather thai was constantly changing from intense cold to

wet, miii^^\ above-zero temperature the Minneapolis film and film-

vaudeville bouses were able to give a fairly presentable account of

the week from a l>o\ office standpoint. At the State. F. & R. Publix, '"The

Barker," with $17,000 drew heavily enough to warrant being beld <r\cr for

a second week. \\ illi Ted Lewis and his hand and "'Manhattan Cocktail"

the Minnesota did $39,000.

Pantages which carried fi\e acts of vaudeville iii conjunction with the

cinema hill of fare "Submarine," had a fair week, the picture hemp held

over for a second week also. The gross was SI0.O00.

The Lyric and the Strand both smaller houses and confined to straight

film presentations did not collect the regular revenue from the public.

The Lyric did $2,500 and the Strand $3,500. The former showed "What a

\ifihl.' and the Strand. "The Goodbye Kiss."

The Hennepin-Orpheum showing "Loves of Casanova," in conjunc-
tion with the regular vaudeville hill of six acts did not have a good week,
with SI 2.000 gross.

Portland, Ore., First Runs Foresee

Banner Year's Film Business in '29

Portland, Ore.— If the first week of 1929 is a

criterion oi those i" succeed it, managers of the

first run houses state thev will have no com
plaints. The midnight matinees seemed to set

the pace, and although New Year's Day was
uuiet. the succeeding six days have brought
out capacit) houses, and waiting lines at eve-

ning performances.
Paramount's long heralded "Interference"

came to the Portland, and packed them in aid
would have had no trouble in running an ex-
tra week did the Publix schedule provide. It

broke ever) previous record when on lanuarv
5 it played to 28,000 people and $11,200. At
several evening performances it was necessary
to run extra show s,

The United Artists also stepped up consider-
able in the attendance column with an inter-

esting version of the world war which took well,

"Behind the < ierman Lini -."

Manager TebbettS brought out an attractive

list "i vaudevilli offerings on Monday night
with the headliner Remick & Griffith, who of-
fered a singing and dancing acl above average.
On the screen "The Ware Case," high class

mystery, starring Stewart Rome ami Betty Car-
ter, got better husmess than previous weeks.

Milton Sills returned after a long absence to

"The Broadway" in "The Barker," which
brought up the box office to good heights but
ii"i quite equal to "Old Arizona" week.
"On Trial" at the Music Box continued for

another week with hut fair matinees hut eve-

ning performance patronage continued strong.

Pantages hill was headed by "The Last Warn-
ing" in addition to five varied acts of vaudeville,

with attendance all that could be desired.

AI .lolson came back again in "The Sinking

Fool" in The Blue Mouse," with long lines

at evening performances, and Jolson's popu-
laritv appears unending. The Hippodrome with

their 10c-20c-30c- prices are catching on with

Western vaudeville cast and a Kayart feature.

The decision of Jack Mansfield to continue

the run of "In Old Arizona" at the Hollywood,
suburban, was a wise one, which played to re-

peated good business at same prices as received

downtown. Vitaphone acts were Brown and
Whitaker. comedy team, and "Evening on the

I
ion" interpreted bj 11 singers and dancers.

Johnny irthur mid Louise Fazenda lend some
intln id'ifil comedy knacks in the various m enes
in "The Desert Song," the Vitaphone operetta

Good Work For
First Runs In

Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City.—Very good results were cn-

joyed as a general rule by the first run mo-
tion picture houses here the past week. Cold
.mil sii.iwv weather has hem the rule, and the

lln has been working iver time.

The Capitol did highl] satisfactory business

with "\ Woman oi Affairs," starring Greta
I larho and }• >lm ( lill" i 1

The Criterion enjoyed extremely good busi-

ness with its first Vitaphone talking picture.
' hi in the Fog," and also with the Na-

tional Players stage production, "The Gold
I
" TS."

The Emperor played a Paramount -Zanc Grey
picture. "The Water Hole." and the business
was good.

I he Liberty had a fair week with "Give and
Take." featuring George Sidncv and .lean llcr-

sholt.
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Mets $28,500 Tops L. A. Grosses
Loew's State

With $28,000 Is

Second for Week
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 17.—"The Shop-
worn Angel," at the Metropolitan, leads

in grosses for the Los Angeles theatres

the past week, chalking up a mark of $28,500.

In general business at all the houses was good.

Second to the leader came "White Shadows in

the South Seas," at Loew's State, with $28,000.

"My Man," in the third week at Warner's
Hollywood, registered $26,000, while "The Res-
cue," in its second week at the United Artists,

pulled $13,500.

"The Barker" breezed along, in its sixth week
at the Carthay Circle, to the tune of $14,000.

"In Old Arizona," in its third week at the

Criterion, tallied a gross of $22,500. "Noah's
Ark," last three days at Grauman's Chinese,

$5,500.

Pittsburgh Has
Good Week; Loew's

Penn Heads List
Pittsburgh.—Loew's Penn had a tremendous

week's business with Gilbert-Garbo in "A
Woman of Affairs," which proved to be rather

an interesting picture. Teddy Joyce, master of

ceremonies, and Publix unit "Bubbles" went
•over big.

"Conquest" faired well at the Stanley. Many
pleasing comments on the novelty of this one.

Stanley's new Enright Theatre (in fashion-

able East Liberty, five miles from the heart of

the town), opened with "Adoration" and played

to S.R.O. at most performances. Also used
three vaudeville acts of very average quality.

"Varsity" did a fair week's business at the

Grand, and didn't seem to cause much interest.

"The Woman Disputed" played to disappoint-

ing business at the Regent.
"Blindfold" at the Olympic played to but

fair business.

Liberty—First half: "Docks of New York:"
last half : "Avalanche." But fair business. Ad-
mission prices cut from forty to thirty cents.

Only recently had been cut from fifty to forty.

"Mother Machree" got a nice week's busi-

ness for the Aldine.

"Brotherly Love" did very little for the Cam-
eraphone, while "Submarine" did not fare much
better at the Alhambra.

Cold Weather
Dents Business

In Iowa Houses
Des Moines.—Severely cold weather and

streets coated with ice put a bad dent in busi-
ness at the Iowa theatres and the Des Moines
houses did only fair business at a time when
they usually have a big season. The first Para-
mount talking picture "Interference" was at the
Capitol and audiences liked it very much. The
result was a $6,000 gross.

At the Des Moines the Gilbert-Garbo combi-
nation in "A Woman of Affairs" held out
strongly in spite of the cold winds and busi-

ness was satisfactory though only slightly above
average with $6,340.

At the Strand with the second week of sound
pictures business was pretty good. "Manhattan
Cocktail" for the first half of the week did
very well and "Sawdust Paradise" playing for
the last four days was better received. The
combined gross was $2,365.

The King's chivalrous Musketeers—D'Artagnan, Athos, Aramis and Porlhos. The Dumas Guards-
men are featured in "The Iron Mask," Douglas Fairbanks' forthcoming United Artists vehicle and

it is a sequel to his earlier film, "The Three Musketeers"

Counter Attractions Fail to Stop

Attendance at Theatres in Ottawa
Ottawa.—The people of Ottawa, Ontario,

were "theatre-minded" during the week of

January 7, little being shown in hockey matches
or other counter-attractions, although the arri-

val of belated snow sent thousands of local ski-

ers to the countryside.

The big event of the week was "Mother
knows llest" and various sound subjects at the
Regent Theatre, where crowds were in evidence
from 11 A. M. until midnight. The Regent is

proving far too small for sound programs, which
were introduced there December 29.

B. F. Keith's had one of its best weeks with
a well-balanced program of pictures and vaude-
ville, the feature being "Sal of Singapore."
The Imperial Theatre has been doing better

since the introduction of synchronized pictures

at the Regent, because Manager Ray Tubman
has transferred "The Collegians," Laurel and
Hardy comedies and other popular silent re-

leases from the Regent to the Imperial and
considerable of the crowd have followed. Bebe
Daniels in "What a Night" was not a big hit

at the Imperial, but the short subjects on the
program proved to be quite satisfying.

"Scarlet Seas," at the Centre Theatre, was a

good feature in itself but suffered because of

its similarity with "Sal of Singapore" at

Keith's. Business was steady and a little above
average.
There was all kinds of excitement around the

Rex Theatre because of the starting of two
serials, "Eagle of the Night" during the first

half, and "Scarlet Arrow" during the final

three days. "The First Auto" and "Shadows of
the Night," the respective features, also helped
to pack them in.

"Ben Hur" made still another appearance on
a local screen when it played the Columbia
during the first half, patronage being entirely

up to expectations. "Feel My Pulse." during the

last three days, was a fair attraction but the

first episode of "Eagle of the Night" brought the

juveniles in a rush.

Newlyweds. Mr. and Mrs. Al Jolson, who re-

turned recently to California from a honeymoon
spent in Hawaii. The K arner Bros, star isi

scheduled to start "Sonny Boy" at the Warner
studio in the near future

Cold Weather
Hits Attendance

In Indianapolis
Indianapolis.—The after holiday lull brought

Indianapolis first run houses a bad week's busi-

ness. Extreme cold weather also reduced at-

tendance somewhat.
Indiana's business was not up to expectation

on "Shopworn Angel." Gary Cooper, ordinar-
ily a good star here, held up the first half of
the week but there was a noticeable lull the lat-

ter half. Charlie Davis's stage band with a
Publix presentation balanced the program.

It was estimated the week's business amounted
to about $20,000, compared with a house record
of $30,000. "Interference" at the Circle did
"fair" business but was not up to expectation

or what is deserved. It drew about $16,000, the
house record being $24,000.

"On Trial," in its second week at the Apollo,

continued to draw but not as heavily as the

first week.
"Lady of Chance" did an estimated business

of $7,000 at Loew's Palace.
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Syracuse Grosses Off for Week
"Last Warning"

Does §9,500 at

Empire Theatre
SYRACUSE, X. Y—Motion picture houses

reported some good and some bad busi-

ness for the week starting Jan. 5-llth.

weather was favorable for a good week,
being mild.

The Empire Theatre wiili a seating capacity

of 1"00 did better than average business with
"The Last Warning." a Universal talkie, featur-

ing Laura La Plante. This brought the box
office $9,500. "The Man Who Laughs" played
the same theatre the previous week to a total

of $0,100.

"Docks of New York," Paramount feature

starring Baclanova and Bettj I did a

good week's business with a gross of $8,500, as
• $8,000 the previous split week with "On

Trial" and "The Butter and Egg Man." The
I did l)i tter than average with Billie Dove
Adoration." Box office receipts totaling

$8,300, while "Conquest," Warner Brothers

talkie, featuring Monte Blue and H. B. War-
ner, the previous week, played to $8,000.

Loew's State and B. F. Keith's Theatres, the

two big houses, seating 3,000 and 2,600, respect-

ively, fell below average, with Loew's gross

being $10,000 for Xorma Shearer in "A Lady
of Chance" as against the previous week's
gross of $15,000 for a "Woman of Affairs" with

rt and Greta Garbo.
Maurice, Loew's State organist, presented an

original organlogue, entitled "Travesty of

Broadcasting," or "Tuning In," which took the

house by storm. The plan was worked out by

the use of a microphone in the picture booth.

combined with certain records which were put

on through the amplifier of the sound equipment.

Along with this a man, also secreted in the

booth, made humorous announcements and

Maurice tuned in with the organ.

Bruce Brummit, conductor of the 17 piece

concert orchestra, gave a selection. Two Vita-

i acts; Fox Movietone News, Mctm-Gold-
wyn-Mayer News and Radiogram brought the

program to a close.

Keith's Theatre, which broke all previous

ids the week before with a gross of

00, fell below average business with "Man
hattan Cocktail," Paramount picture, and

"Home Sickness," Fox feature, and six acts

of Radio Keith Orpheum vaudeville. The
gross was $10,000.

Richmond Has
Good Week With

Poor Conditions
Richmond, Va.—Influenza did not keep the

patrons away from the theatres in this city last

week. The Colonial, showing "Dreams of
' filled more of its 1800 seats than any-

time since "Wings" was shown there. The
gross was about $5,845 for the week. Loew's,

the biggest house in town, with 2200 chairs,

grossed $9,210 for the week, showing "A Wom-
an of Affairs," against the house record of $14.-

700, made the opening week of last April 9.

'Ih. Capitol, where Al Jolson's hit. "The
Singing Fool," finished its second week's run,

grossed $5,180, a figure somewhat below the

is week. This house only seats 600 people
and plays five shows a day. Jolson will play

there another week, thus establishing a record
for the city.

"Lilac Time," at the new Byrd Theatre,
grossed $5,553. with its 1660 opera chairs. This
is the house which opened four weeks ago. "Li-
lac Time" has given them a mark to shoot at,

the gross being somewhat larger than was made
the opening week.

Very Good Or Just Fair Business Is

Reported From Cleveland
CLEVELAND—'litis was a week of cither very good business or just

fair business. The pictures thai the public liked to see thej attended
in crowds. The other pictures didn't even create a ripple. '*My

Man," "Alias Jimmy Valentine," "The Barker" and "The Little Snob" all

went over big.

"The Barker" broke the house record at the Hippodrome during its

first week H itli $20,000 and held up very well the second week with $15,000.

The elaborate lobby display with real carnival concessions operating and
thick sawdust on the floor, undoubtedly did much to maintain the high in-

terest in this picture.

"My Man" was a top notcher at the Allen which did $20,000. The
interest was chiefly in Fanny Briee herself and in Iter songs. "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" at the Stillman did about $15,000 with the run extending three
weeks.

"The Sins of the Fathers" did just fairly well at the State with $15,000.

Jannings himself scored as usual, but the theme was not one which at-

tracted crowds in the face of much sickness, a flu epidemic and bad
weather.

"The Little Snob." clicked with the public and pulled the receipts of

the Cameo up into the $5,000 classification. "What a Night" did just

fairly well at the Palace with $17,000 even though it was listed by critics

as a good comedy, and as an "audience picture." "Bed Lips" divided the

week with "Danger Street" at Keith's East 105th St., with just average
results.

"West of Zanzibar" and "Manhattan Cocktail" all showed fair results.

They played their first subsequent run engagements at the Park.

Vacation and Special Events Aid

San Francisco in Good Business
San Francisco.—New Year's week was con-

sidered a y. 1 one in San Francisco for three

reasons: First: The children were home from

school as the vacation was still on. Second
; The

night before and the Eve of New Year's special

e\euts look place in the greater majority of mo-
tion picture theatres all over the city and, third,

the weather was suitable.

Vmong those theatres that had special "Mid-
night Events," New Year's Eve, were the War-
field and Granada, which charged $1.50 for the

midnight hour, and the people seemed pleased

to pay that price.

The Loew's Warfield and Embassy Theatres,

the latter a Vitaphone, did the best business of

any houses in the city. Both being crowded all

week. The Warfield had "A Woman of Af-
fairs" on the screen, besides a remarkable pre-

sentation act, "The Green Hat." At the Em-
bassy was shown "The Home Towners."
The Pantages Theatre did well with the dia-

lect talkies, "Give and Take," and the El
i apitani, a Vitaphone movie, reported good
business with "Caught in the Fog," together

with the Utah University Glee Club. The
Granada did but fair business with "Synthetic

Sin
"

"Interference" did but fair business at the

California Theatre. "Behind German Lines"

drew a fairly good audience the last week of

its showing. The Golden Gate Theatre reported

remarkable business. Here was shown the

talkie, "The Spieler." together with vaudeville.

Good Features Make Satisfactory

Week for First Run Atlanta Houses
Atlanta.—A good bill of features in Atlanta

theatres last week stirred interest and roused
box-office grosses on the whole.

Paramount's first unit screen show headed by
the feature "Interference," took first place in

quality and brought the Howard increased busi-

ness over the past several weeks. Eddie Can-
tor and Ruth Etting, in their respective acts,

were likewise well received.

Xext in line for honors was Norma Shearer
with Johnny Mack Brown in "The Lady of

Chance," playing at Loew's Capitol. Capacity
houses throughout the week bespoke the popu-
larity of this number.

Xext door, at Keith's Georgia, Monte Blue,

Lois Wilson and II. B. Warner enjoyed very
good houses with "Conquest," talking opus.

The Metropolitan offered "The Little Wildcat."

likewise a talking picture. However, the main
drawing card at the Met this week was a short

feature news showing Alice White, First Na-
tional's star, escorting members of the Georgia
Tech football game through that company's
studio while they were in California to meet
the University of California at football on New
Year's Day.

Loew's Grand played two second runs, "The
Terror" the first half, followed by "Submarine."
Fair houses were reported.
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Seattle Starts Year With Bang
"Old Arizona9?

Breaks Record
In Taking Lead

SEATTLE.—All records for a one-week en-

gagement of any film in the history of pic-

ture theatres in Seattle were shattered

last week at West Coast's Fifth Avenue The-
atre when "In Old Arizona" attracted capacity

houses for seven days and stacked up a gross

well in excess of $25,000. The "one week only"

policy of the Fifth Avenue prevented an addi-

tional week's run, so the film was moved im-
mediately to West Coast's Coliseum Theatre
for a second week.

This was the high spot in a week of very
good business at a majority of the theatres.

At the Seattle, "A Lady of Chance" on the

screen and Fanchon-Marco's stage unit, "Friv-

ols," featuring Red Corcoran, Seattle boy,

stacked up the very pleasing gross of $18,500,

well in the lead over past weeks. The same ap-

plies to the Coliseum Theatre, where "Prep
and Pep" was used as the first "talkie" at this

house since sound equipment was installed last

week. At 35c it was a good attraction, although

not big, and did $6,500.

Two hold-over films attracted their share of

the business also. At the Music Box Theatre,

"My Man" in its second week, did $10,000, and

"The Awakening" at the Blue Mouse Theatre

grossed $8,500.

Pantages brought in a little added revenue

with "Melody of Love" as its first all-talkie, to-

gether with a good unit of vaudeville. The
gross was $11,500. The Orpheum scored a nice

week, but not remarkable, with Ethel Waters as

the headline attraction on the stage and "Danger
Street" on the screen. The film was just an

average program attraction. The house did

$16,500.

Flu Ban Lifted

In Harrisbnrg;

Business Is Fair
Harrisburg.—Further subsidence of the tlu

scare, coupled with pictures well selected for

their qualities of entertainment, gave Harris-

burg theatres an average good week as viewed
from the box office. The Harrisburg Civic Club,

a women's welfare organization which sponsors

the Saturday morning matinee for children at

the State Theatre, lifted the temporary ban
which it had placed on these performances as a

safety precaution against the flu, and the mati-

nees were resumed on the 12th. Announcement
of the fact, several days in advance of the date,

seemed to have a reassuring effect on adult

theatre patrons who began attending theatres

more generally than they had been doing.

"Glorious Betsy," completely synchronized by
the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra, and star-

ring Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel, was
the attraction at the Colonial all week and drew
more than average crowds. At Loew's Regent
the feature play was "A Lady of Chance," with
Norma Shearer, Lowell Sherman, John Mack
Brown and Gwen Lee. The newspaper criti-

cisms were quite favorable and seemed to have
ben justified by the large patronage. The Re-
gent, by the way, has been substituting several

short talkie acts, of a vaudeville type, for one
long comedy that used to be a regular part of
the programs. This week's bill had four such
short talkies and they seemed to please.

The Victoria's main attraction was Billie

Dove and Antonio Moreno in "Adoration,"
which attracted only average crowds. The
State's film feature the first half of the week
was William Boyd in "The Cop," and the last

three davs the State showed "Taking a Chance."

Two stars, Jo? Broun and Belle Bennett, and their director, Al Ray, who directed them, in "Molly
and Me," a new Tiffany-Slahl talkfilm

Satisfactory Standard Maintained

In Kansas City Picture Theatres
Kansas City.—This week was virtually a du-

plication of last week in attendance, W'eather

and exploitation at first run houses of Kansas
City, Despite the fact that the weather was
cold and stormy, snow and sleet falling fre-

quently throughout the week, the attendance re-

tained a satisfactory standard.

At Loew's Midland "A Lady of Chance"
played to comfortable crowds, especially at

night, the matinee business not coming up to

the usual matinee's mark when the weather is

more permissible for shopping downtown for

women. The gross was $22,400.

At the Newman, Fannie Brice in "My Man"
also drew out many a patron from a comfort-
able fireside at night. And the gross was re-

ported at $17,600. The matinee business at the
Newman, like the Midland, did not come up to

the usual standard, but night attendance bol-

stered the week's box office mark in a gratifying
manner.
At the Pantages "Restless Youth" attracted

the younger generation, as could be expected,
and both matinees and night business held up
well, although night attendance surpassed the

afternoon crowds a good margin, the gross for

the week being $12,000.

"Synthetic Sin," featuring Colleen Moore,
maintained about the same pace throughout the

week ; in fact, about the same pace which all

Mainstreet pictures have maintained for the last

month. It did $24,300. At the Royal "The
River Pirate" did not draw so well on mati-

nees, but did a fair business at night, the house
having a seating capacitv of a little over 900,

did $4,010.

L

John Barrymore and Camilla Horn in a scene
from their newest co-starring vehicle, "Eternal
Love," which was directed by Ernst Lubitsch

for United Artists

Seattle Houses
Pick Up Business

After Christmas
Seattle.—Local first run houses got off to a

bad start Christmas week, but beginning on
Christinas Day the box offices began to show
immediate signs of recovery and the final few
days of the week brought grosses up to at least

an average mark, and over in some cases.

The big bet for the week was the Seattle

Theatre, where Charlie Murray was starred in

person as the head of a Fanchon-Marco's "Revue
Idea" on the stage. The popular comedian at-

tracted very big business. On the screen was
"Dreams of Love."
John Hamrick switched his bills at the Blue

Mouse and Music Box Theatres on Christmas
Day, holding the previous week's films over un-
til that time. On the holiday he opened "My
Man" at the Music Box, and it has been doing
a capacity business day and night ever since. At
the Blue Mouse, "The Awakening" has also

been attracting very good business.

The Fifth Avenue Theatre had "A Woman of

Affairs" as the screen attraction. It started off

to slow business, but built up after the holiday

and finished a moderately good week.
"The Water Hole" at the Coliseum was not

much of a business-getter, doing only a medi-
ocre business. "The Tired Business Man" at

the Embassy was another film that played to
only moderate business.

At Pantages, "Give and Take" was screened
as the first talkie at this vaudeville house, and
was responsible for a very pleasing business.
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Censorship of Dialogue
] 8i

in "Sal of Singapore" bas again been post-

poned, at the request ol Ernest L. Cole,

oounsel of the New York Department of

Education. The case is now to be heard on
January

Under the temporary injunction secured

for 1 'at In' by C lerl Bros., counsel Eor the

tilm company, the picture i- being plaj

the Colony Theatre, New York.

Akron Editors

Voice Opinions

For Free Speech

Vigorously Attack Idea of
Censoring Dialogue in

Talking Films

Akron, < >liic>. January 17. — Censor-

ship "I talking pictures was vigorously a1

tacked by Charles ].. Knight, publisher of

tin- Akron Beacon Journal, while E. E.

Judd, editor of the AJkron Times-Press, de-

clared himself fundamentally opposed to

tin' idea of censorship, in statements to

. Picture News.
Both newspaper executive- declared the

censoring of dialogue in talking pictures

threatened to infringe upon constitutional

rights "i freedom of speech.

Knight, who in his editorial columns con

ducts a relentless battle against bureau-
cracy, was particularly pointed, making
hi- thrust directly at the spirit of cen-

sorship.

"I .-i iii absolutely opposed to censorship

of all kinds,'' Knight declared.
• •

I am opposed to either state or national
• orships of any production, whether

written, spoken Or acted. The attempt
lien- made by the New York censors harks
back to the time when politicians had made
the state Lnerranl and treated the citizen

as the chattel of the state, which was sup-

posd to tell him what he might say, if not
what he might think.

Violates Spirit of Constitution

"A censorship "i talking movies offends

in every essential against the freedom of

peech, 'ml. consquently, is in violation .,1'

the -pint of freedom which the makers of

our Constitution tried to preserve to us."
•

I am fundamentally opposed to the

idea of censorship," Judd stated.

"In the ease of films it has undoubtedly
served a good purpose, but whether it was

irtb ' he pi ice paid, I am not con1

•'I'h'- Constitution Bays we are entitled

t., free speech. it the censor of New
Voi i. are acting prior to the commission of
an offense against their ruling or state

laws, the picture producer is morally and
technically correct.

"Ihe freedom of speech is a constitu-

tional heritage. If it is I hreal encd, it

should be fought. It is of importance to

all who have a thought to expre.-s, whether
written or spoken."

Cen s o is h ip Dangerous,

Says Huron Publisher

CHAS. It. J. MITCHELL, publisher
«/ the Evening Huronite, Huron,
South Dakota, says regarding

the attempt to censor talkies: "Speak'
ng without much knowledge of the
present controversy, I might say that

censorships are always extremely ilan-

gerous. It is contrary to all American
tradition save /or the solo purpose of
maintaining oar moral and religious
standards and concepts* Surely it is

unreasonable to censor the speaking
picture it iilnmi reference to the tcortls

the artor nun use. Surely it is unrea-
sonable to exercise a censorship over
the talking screen actor which is not
exerciseil over the actor in the legiti-

mate.

Sees Danger to

Free Press in

Censoring Talk

Publisher Declares Such
Action Would Lead to

Restriction of Thought

Canton, Ohio, January 17.—Denunciation
of tin' attempt to censor talking pictures as
"improper assumption of power" is made
by J. 1). Kariden, Editorial Director of the

Brush Moore Newspapers, Inc., which in-

clude live dailies ill Ohio. These are: "The
Canton Repository," "East Liverpool He-
View." "Salem News," "Marion Star"
and "Steubenville Herald-Star."

Improper Assumption of Power
"'fhe time to halt the improper assump-

tion of power i- before that power actually

has been assumed, and in the Case of the

\e» York censors who would ad arbitrarily

against dialogue and sound effects in photo-

play-, that opportunity is at hand," -aid

.Mr. Kaiiden. "The question, however, goes

far deeper than mere prejudice against any
particular film or group of producers, and
the result-, should they be favorable to the

censors, will spread Ear outside the field of

motion pictures into the entire publishing
held and eventually will result ill the

suppression of free speech which in t urn may
even lead to the suppression of the freedom

of thought, two of the basic and essential

principle of Americanism.
"In this part of the country, the picture

in question has not yet I n seen, but it

appear a though the contemplated stand

of the censors is not entirely consistent with

previous decisions. II the dialogue and
sound .It e,i- recently added are objection-

able, then the action of the picture must
certainly be equally objectionable. The
former could not. exist, without the latter,

and if this is the case, as it very evidently

is, then 'Sal of Singapore' never should

have been flashed on any public screen.
"Ihit looking at the matter Cron

.standpoint of generalities, rather than par-
ticular in-lance-. the talking picture Rn
no different than performances on the
-peaking stage. Act,,,-, whether tin it-

voices come direct ,.r are 'canned,' are en
titled to the -aiue rights (including freedom
of -peech

) holding t hem, of course, responsi-
ble for any violation of law or decency as
now applies to the legitimate stage.
"To countenance -uch an assumption of

power would not only invest too great
authority in too lew hands and make it 'no

easy to misuse, but it is unconstitutional
and un-A riean in spirit.

"

Alabama Press

Supports Pathe

In Censor Fight

Editors Agree Statutes Should
Be Kept Off

Books

Birmingham, Alabama, January, 17.

—

Censor-hip has always been bitterly opposed
by the press of Alabama, which has done
much to keep any censorship statutes off

the hook-, and leading publishers agree
that Pathe is making a light for freedom
of speech in its attempt to keep "Sal of

Singapore" dialogue free from censorial

action.

• lame- I-:. Chappell, assistant to Ihe pub-
lisher of The Birmingham News and Age-
Herald, the largest paper iii Alabama, looks

on censorship of speech on the screen as a
menace to freedom.
"Any abridgement of expression within

the hounds of recognized decency is a men-
ace to freedom," Mr. Chappell stated in an

interview with a Motion Picture News
representative. "Censorship is a growing

evil that must be curbed. The legislative

attitude that certain individuals are sound

criteria of art and decency is unfounded,

of course, and any group with delegated

authority to pass on what shall he written

or displayed or spoken must work from

arbitrary personal viewpoints."

Strikes at Free Speech
Crank P. GHass, publisher of the Mont-

gomery Advertiser and for the last half

century an editor of untrainineh d expres-

sion, was vehement in support of Pathe's

fighl : lie said :

"Without que-tion tin- attempt to cen

sor dialogue in a spoken picture strikes

directly at the heart ol Ihe freedom of

I

eh. This growing tendency to abridge

rights guaranteed in the constitution of

the United States is an ever-increasing men-

ace to the purpose of this nation. \'o legis-

lature nor any other group has the right

to delegate authority id' censorship on de-

cent thought, whether it be written, spoken

or made into pictures. The light of the

Pathe Company is of national importance."
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Condemned by Newspapers
Bureaucratic

Peril Feared in

Censor Activities

// They Dominate, It Will

Be Beginning of End of

Free Speech Say Editors

Oklahoma City, Okla., January 17.

—

Editorial opinion of two of Oklahoma
City's prominent newspapermen is strictly

against talkie censorship and all that it

implies. The reasons of James A. Stapp,
dramatic critic of "The Oklahoman and
Times," and that of the editor of the

''Oklahoma Daily News," are set forth

helow :

Censorship at its best is bureaucratic,

and it seems to me a strict violation of
every American's constitutional right.

That which we prate of as American free-

dom of speech is certainly endangered by
censorship of actors, either on the stage
or on the screen, and a precedent is set

which, unless fought vigorously, will mark
the beginning of the end of the freedom
for which America stands. Naturally, the

question of decency arises, which must in-

evitably be followed by the question of
who is to differeniate between decency and
indecency. Followed to its natural end, it

means that, sooner or later, the life of stage
or screen productions would depend on a
sword in the hands of fools or fanatics.

—

James A. Stapp, dramatic critic of the
Oklahoman and Times.
Opposed to censorship. Let the courts

handle any infringement of moral or civil

law.—Editor, Oklahoma Daily News.

K. C. Editorial

Writers Oppose
Film Censorship

Kansas City, Mo., January 17.

—

E. A. Lyons, of the Kansas City Journal-
Post editorial staff, and Arch Jarrell, edi-

torial writer of the Kansas City Star, are
among those strongly opposed to the cen-
sorship of sound pictures. Both are fa-

miliar with the censorship laws, and both
are emphatic in their opposition to them.
Here are their statements

:

"If it comes to the point where we have
to have consorship of every word spoken in

talking pictures I am in favor of advo-
cating censorship of the type of cigars our
Congressmen smoke, and the passage of a
Federal law that no one be permitted to

smile outside of the confines of their own
home," said A. E. Lyons.
"If American law-makers continue along

the same path which they have been travel-

"Preposterous ,\ Says
Cincinnati Editor

i i ~T T seems preposterous that in a
free country a small group of
three or fire prsons should hare

authority to decitle what thousands of
adults presumably in their right minds
should see and hear. I am unalter-
ably opposed to any censorship effort.
For the New York Censorship Board
to pass on dialogue is another evidence
of the unscrupulous methods of re-

formers to gain their ends. It is

equally ridiculous that picture Censors
pass on dialogue as for an attorney to

prescribe health rules or a merchant
to tfecide scientific truths. In my
opinion censorship is nothing but un-
warranted arrogation of authority."
This is the statement of Carl B.
Adams, of the Cincinnati Enquirer.

ing for the last few years it will not take

us long to reach a status that would make
the old-time Puritans look like roughnecks
and bandits. It not only is laughable but

pathetic that a great country like America
should be led around at the end of a halter

by a few sour-faced individuals who have
a gross misconception of life. A group of

individuals who represent the greatest

danger to a democratic country.

Sauce for Salary Seekers

"What manner of individuals are these

people who would censor all spoken words
in films? Are they persons who could

plead not guilty to ever saying anything
in their private lives that the world could
not he allowed to hear? As a rule they are

salary seekers and professional reformers
—grafters and hypocrites, stalking about

under the guise of Christian people. Can
you imagine you or me taking our wife and
children to a talking picture that contained
spoken words unfit for our family to hear?
Can you imagine a producer making such
pictures and expecting to receive a large

revenue from? Of course not. Then why
in the name of common sense do we—in-

telligent, educated people—need to have
some warped-minded job hunter tell us

what we shall hear and what we shall not?

"Not many years ago American reform-
ers wanted prohibition. After ten years of
experimenting and tampering with the
Constitution have they got it? It is to

laugh. There may or may not have been
good reasons for desiring prohibition. But

(Continued on page 108)

Twenty-one news stories

were published first in Mo-
tion Picture News during
December. These were in

addition to general news
coverage.

Pathe's Battle

On Censorship

Real Showdown
Wiseacres Wrong in Judging

Sound Problem Only
Publicity Stunt

Alleged wise minds along Film Row
were trying this week to figure the Pathe
attack on sound censorship as purely a
publicity stunt for that company. As often
happens, the "know-it-alls" were proven
wrong by the facts.

One thing they didn't know was that
plans were made, long ago, by industry lead-
ers for a showdown on free speech on the
screen, the only delay being in finding a
test case that would bring the constitutional
point squarely out into the open.
The wiseacres also forgot, if they ever

knew, that Pathe has demonstrated its

prowess in fighting censorship battles suc-
cessfully. This is the fourth case involv-
ing the censorship issue initiated by Pathe,
where a principle of vital consequence to
the industry has been at stake.
Pathe 's attack on newsreel censorship in

New York State while not successful in the
courts brought about agitation and news-
paper support in 1922 which resulted in

legislation taking censorship off the week-
lies.

In 1923, elimination of a subtitle ami
burlesque scene in a Roach comedy was or-
dered by thej New York Board. Pathe
fought the issue in the courts, and won.
In Ohio, in June, 1922, Mrs. Evelyn Snow

was dismissed as head of the state censor
board as a result of Pathe 's fight after she
had censored scenes in issues of Pathe
News, including a picture and caption of
herself.

The big response from newspaper pub-
lishers all over the country in support of
screen speech freedom shows that the Pathe
light has already registered its sincerity.

But, of course, the alleged wise boys can't
be expected to see that.

College Dailies

Enlisted in Fight

For Free Speech

Ann Arbor, Mich. Jan. 17.—Remon-
strances against the claims of the censors

that they possess the right to censor dia-

logue in sound films, which claim is desig-

nated as "the most serious challenge of the

right of free speech that has come before

the courts," are made in an editorial

printed in the "Michigan Daily," a student

publication of the University of Michigan.

"The Bill of Rights of the United States

Constitution recognizes the freedom of
(Continued on patie 198)
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Opinions on Pictures

The Rescue
Pretty Tame Box Office Stuff
(Reviewed bj Freddie Schader)

»« rpilK RESC1 I'." a Samuel Goldwyn
» production starring Ronald Colman,

marks the screen debul of Lily Damita in

an American production. The picture is a

visualization of a Joseph Conrad story di-

: by Herberl Brenon. There is an at-

tempt to slip over the sexy stuff here but

on the whole the picture proves to be pretty

luii tor the box oilier, li i- true thai

Lily has a lot of thai quality known as S. A.

but Lil al-o has a lot of teeth that show,

even more than Gloria'- do. and likewise

she has a habit of twisting up the right

if her mouth in a grimace that i- tar

from alluring. On the whole if they are

going to continue with Lily at $100 per,

which was the exact size of a Goldwyn
check that we saw Iter deposit in the Holly

Branch of the Bank of Italy one day

recently, they hail better jet a camera man
and instruct him to shoot her at certain

angles only.

Like all Conrad's writings this one is a

involved tale with the scene laid in

the Java Sea-. It has native dances, the

booming of tom-toms, Chinese pirates, sun

running and all the elements that should

good picture stuff, but it ju-t doesn't

click and that is all that there is to it.

aid Colman is an Englishman who
ha- taken to gun running in the Java Seas

because lie craves excitement. He goes

ashore on an island to replenish his water

tanks and is set upon by the native-. The

island's ruler comes to his rescue, with the

result that hi- subjects turn on him and he

is forced to flee for his lit,.. The English

man promises I 'e his throne because

of the Kim: having saved his life. Then as

they are about ready for their coupe, a di-

turbing element enters the waters in 'he

of an English yacht with a party of

tourists. Mr. Travers is the yacht owner.

lb- i- a middle aged Englishman who has a

young wife. The wife gets her ey<

Colman, the gun runner, and all bet- are

otl" a- far a- hubby i- concerned. She is

strictly on the make Efom then on. In the

end -In- win- out and Colman Loses hi- -lore

of powder, guns, the lives of his fi

that he ha- promised to help, the friendship

of another chief, and all for a night spent

in the arm- of the wanton wife of the tour

I'oiman gives a corking performance and
the girls are going to get a thrill at his

powers of resistance when Lily turns her

full battery of S. A. on him. But as between

Lily and l.a-ka Winter- who plays the r lie

of a native girl the honors must go to the

latter as the bi creen bet of the two.

John Davidson a- one of the native chiefs

al-o turns in a very sati character!

I carries the story along in good

Herbert Brenon, who directed, made
Cata lina i rj « ell a- a back n

the Java Sea- showing that it i-i

to travel thousands of miles for loca-

tions.

A synchronized -core by Dr. Hugo Id' i a

Geld tit- the piet lire \ i'l',\ nicely.

Drawing Power: Ronald Colman i- your
one be! here. I »o m.t |,!.i \ up Lily I lamita
ton strong a- the public won't go wild about
her.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Distrib-

uted by United Arti-t-. Length, both sound

and silent 7,980 feet. Running time, 1 hour
•_'" minutes. Released, Jan. L2, 1929. from
novel by Joseph Conrad, adapted by Eliza

beth Median. Directed by Herbert lireiioii.

Till i Vsl
1 I ! Ronald Colman

I Edith Travers Lily 1 'amita

Mr. Travers Ufrcd Hickman
< Theodori Von Eltz
llassim John Davidson
i I'Alcai ei Philip Strange
Jorgensen Bernard Siegel
Daman Sojin
Belarah Harry Cording
Immada I.aska Winters
Jarrir Duke Katianamoku
Shaw L Louis Morrison
Wasub Georce Rigas

Christopher Martin

Adoration
Billie Dove in flight Goivns and

Revolution
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

TRUE to the edict that has been laid

down by First National that Billie

Dove must appear in negligee in all of her

pictures, she swishes through her latest as a

Russian Princess in a nightgown. And
what a nightgown ! Then she becomes poor
and possibly cannot afford nightgowns so

-he wears a little tailored suit, which proves
that the Russian Revolution did something
for the motion pictures after all, for after
the revolution was over one didn't have to

look at Billie in a nightie.

from the appearance of the business at

the Strand on a couple of afternoons during
the current week Billie 's lingerie display is

not drawing them in. There is no reason
why "Adoration" should, for the Russian
Revolution is a pretty well worn theme at

this day and date on Broadway, and the

chances are that that will be true I lie com
try over.

Billie Dove has the role of the Princi

OrlofE in this story by Lajos Biro. Her hus

band, the Prince, ha- ju-t returned from Hie

Russian front to surprise his wife and he

sees her descend from an automobile of

Count Vladimir, who rates considerable as

a ladies' man. In fact, he is the leading

member of the home guard while husbands
are at the front, and he is lending to his job

of keeping the home fires burning by not

even overlooking the pretty Parisian maids
which some of the nobility have imported.

Naturally, the Prince is jealous and raises a

little row, then on the day that he is to re-

turn to the front the revolution breaks and
although hi 1 is beset by the mob lie mammv-
lo make hi- way back toward his home, (in

the way he note- a woman in a wrap that

Was his wife'.- making her way into the

home of Vladimir. He suspects the worst,

breaks into the Count's home but before he
can enter the bed chamber the mob enters
and both he and the Count are knocked un-
conscious.

'I'he story then jumps it- scene lo Paris

where the Russian nobility are doing the

best they can. Here we have .a Ru--i.ni

genera] acting as a bootblack, the Princess
i- a model and she quits her .job because
the proprietor want- her to entertain his

customers. Others are acting a- musicians
and tumblers, as well as waiters and
waitresses in the Cafe Russe. The Princess
also take- a job there alter -he quits mod"!
ing and learns that her husband is ,-i

Pari-. •! little crazed because he believes
that his wife was unfaithful to him on the

night of the outbreak in St. Petersburg.
She goes to him, but he informs her that he
i- only living for the day that he may meet
with her and Vladimir at the same time so
that he may kill them and then commit
suicide. In the end he is finally convinced
that it was his wife's maid wdio went to the
Count'- home, ami while the Princess still

continues to be a waitress the Prince starts

driving a taxicab in Paris.

There are a couple of moments in the pic-

ture when Miss Dove shows Hashes of acting
ability, but in the main the honors of the
picture must go to Nicholas Soussanin and
Emil Chautard. These two walk away with
the laurels, although Antonio Moreno as the
Prince handled his role with a great deal of
sincerity.

Drawing Power: In spots where they
have not been deluged with Russian Revolu-
tion stuff you may be able to get a little

with this. Billie Dove and Antonio Moreno
are the names that may pull.

Produced ami distributed by First Na-
tional. Length, <i,:S(in feet. Running time,
1 hour and 12 minutes. Released, Dec. •_>,

1!I2S. Story, by Lajos Biro. Directed by
Prank Lloyd.

THE CAST
Elena, Princess OilolT ISillie Dove
Serge, Prince Orloff Intonio Moreno
Ninette Lucy 1

'

Count Zubov Vladimir Nicholas Soussanin
[van Nicholas la la

Baroness Razumov Winifred Bryson
Baron Razumov Lucien Prival
General Count Alexis Muratov Emil Chautard

"Served Hot"
I Educational—One Reel)

CLIFF BOWES i> featured in this Educa-
tional singl'e-reeler, that offers a little dif-

ferent plot from the usual run. and which has
been handily directed by Francis J. Martin. The
main aetion of the piece is laid in the novel set-

tine, of a "conk your own food cafe," and Bowes
with the assistance of a capable supporting cast

gets across a goodly amount of laughs, mostlj
of a -lipstick nature.

Wife Dolorc- and Cliff have quarreled ever

since 1 1 1

<
\ were married, and keep up the battle-

as they walk the streets in search of a place lo

eat. They finally decide to enter one of those

restaurants, where you cook your own food
Cliff soon uets into a jam In liuinpiim into an-

other man's wife, and then spills a bag of flour

over the same man. In trying to get to his

own table, he accidentally yanks the cloth off an-

other table and deluges its occupants with t I

and dishes. Lady Luck seemed to have deserted

Cliff entirely, for he continues to get into one
mess after another. As a fitting climax to bis

troubles, be attempts to light a gas range and
the result is an explosion that wrecks the place

generally. A fair enough subject that will till

out the average program.—GKO. J. REDDY.
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The Case of Lena Smith
Viennese Love 30 Years Ago
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

JUST to set you right at the start the

name "Lena Smith" is not that of a

new brand of Scotch, so you can see that

this case has nothing to do with 12 bottles.

It is a tale of old Vienna in 1905, with a
prolog and epilog laid 10 years later during

the World War. The story as set forth on
the screen is a peculiar one ; it places the

star in a role that gives her tremendous
dramatic opportunity, but has an ending

that cannot by the widest stretch of imagi-

nation be classed as a happy one. It does

not seem to be a picture that will pull par-

ticularly strong at the box office.

In the prolog a draft board in Hungary
is shown sending the men to the front.

Seated at the table is one of the town's
important personages. A boy appears be-

fore the board and says: "Father, let's

get this thing over and cut the red tape,"

and he is handed his ticket for a physical

examination. Then the story drops back
ten years and the story of the boy's birth is

shown. His mother, girl from the small vil-

lage, goes to Vienna, meets a student officer

marries him secretly and then goes to work
as a servant in the home of his parents.

The father is the Morals Commissioner of

Vienna. When he learns that the girl has

a baby, he discharges her and has the child

taken from her. To have the child returned

she will have to post a bond of a thousand
crowns. She goes to her husband who in-

forms her that he will be unable to help her
out. On returning to her quarters she finds

her lover from the home village awaiting
her. His sister has informed him of t'ae

status of her affairs. His years of labor on
the farm have enabled him to save 700
crowns which he turns over to her. She
again seeks out her husband and the result

is that he takes the money from her, telling

her he will gamble with it and give her not

only the thousand crowns required but much
more with it if she will come to his rooms
at 11 P. M. that day. When she calls he
embraces her and then goes into another
room and commits suicide. An investiga-

tion is made, the court finding that the

young officer died by his own hand, but his

father insists that the girl be questioned
with the result that it is here disclosed for

the first time that there was a secret mar-
riage, a revelation which crushes the Morals
Commissioner. He, in his anger following
this, declares that he will take the steps to

secure the custody of the child and rear

it, at which the girl attacks him and is

sentenced to the work house for six months.
She makes her escape and kidnaps her
child from the orphanage and returns to

her home town with it.

Then the epilog. The boy, he cannot be
more than 16, is shown starting off to war.
The mother is seated by the side of the

man whom the boy addresses as "Father"
at the draft board after she has bidden her
baby farewell, and the film fades out. The
moral may be :

" Even though you are called

'Father' you may not be one."
James Hall, who is co-featured with

Esther Ralston has a most unsympathetic
role, which, although perfectly played by
him, will not help his popularity. Miss
Ralston manages to give one of the best
performances of her career to date, and
Fred Kohler and Gustav von Seyffertitz

contribute corking performances.
Drawing Power: Try and find it.

Produced and distributed by Paramount

Famous Lasky. Length, 7229 feet. Running
time, 1 hour, 18 minutes. Released, Jan. 19,

1929. From the story by Samuel Ornitz,

adapted by Jules Furthman. Directed by
Josef von Sternberg.

Tin-: CAST
Lena Smith Esther Ralston

Franz Hufrat James Hall
Heir Hofrat Gustav von Seyffertitz

Frau Hofrat Emily Fitzroy
Stefan Fred Kohler
Stefan's Sister Betty Abo
Commissioner Lawrence Grant
Pepi Leone Lane
Poldi Kay DesLys
Janitor Alex Woloshin
Janitor's Wife Ann Brody
Franz (age 3) Wally Albright, Jr.
Franz Cage 18) Warner Klinger

Drawing Power: The title, that's all.

Produced by the Gainsborough Pictures.
Released by Pathe. Length, 6,787 feet.

Running time, 1 hour, 12 minutes. Released
Oct. 28, 192S. From the play by Noel
Coward .Directed by Graham Cutts.

THE CAST
Princess Nadya Lily Damita.
Sabien Paschal Paul Richter
Zana, a maid Rosa Richards
General Krish Klein Rogge
Prince Keri of Zalgar Harry Leidtke
Grand Duchess Trude Hesterberg

Forbidden Love
Foreign Made, But Not As Hot As The

Title
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader) .

JUST as Samuel Goldwyn released •"The
Rescue" with Lily Damita featured,

Pathe put over a fast one and turned loose

"Forbidden Love," a production made in

England by Gainsborough Pictures which
has Lily as the star. But it doesn't appear
as though "Forbidden Love" was going to

go anywhere as far as the box office is

concerned, and certainly Lily Damita, even
though she gives the boys a flash of herself

in an all glass bath-tub, isn 't going to hang
up any laurels for herself on the strength

of her performance here.

This picture is based on Noel Coward 's

play, "The Queen Was In The Parlor,"
and was directed by Graham Cutts. The
trouble with Graham was that he didn't

cut enough. The story deals with one of

those mythical kingdoms in the Balkans,

where a young Princess was wed to a Prince

who was a profligate and came to an un-

timely death. The young widow hies herself

to Paris and falls in love with an author.

Just as they are to be wed the cousin of

the bride-to-be very foolishly permits her-

self to be assassinated and she is the heir

to the throne. Compelled to return to her
native land she has to forego the marriage
to the man she loves, and her advisers at

home have arranged another royal marriage
for her. The night before it is to take place

the author-lover puts in an appearance,
saves the life of the Princess when a revo-

lutionary fires a shot at her, and then is

invited to an audience with Her Majesty.
They have a brief moment together prior

to the State Engagement Dinner, at which
they arrive at an understanding that he is

to return after the dinner and spend the

night in the Queen's chambers. He is there

when the revolutionaries create a scene in

front of the Palace. The betrothed Prince
and the Commander-in-Chief of the Army
rush to the Queen's apartment to arouse
her, whereat she appears and goes before
the mob and disperses them. As she turns
from the window a shot is heard from her
bedroom and the General reports that a man
has been killed trying to enter her room.
So the poor little Queen was married off

for a second time.

Lily Damita shows all her teeth here as

in the Goldwyn picture. She also shows
other things which reveal her as a rather
chunky Continental girl who carries her
principal S. A. just below her shoulders.

The men supporting her in the film are all

more than middle aged and show it on the

screen. Not a single American audience
will believe that any gal could go haywire
over fellows that are ready for the "sugar
poppa '

' category.

His Captive Woman
Good Romantic Offering

(Reviewed bv Edwin Schallert)
' < IT IS CAPTIVE WOMAN," is the sort

•1 * of picture that will satisfy almost
anyone's craving for romance. You don't
have to believe a single foot of it to appre-
ciate it either—that is, the audience won't
have to after they leave the theatre, though
they will be caught by its spell while it is

showing.
George Fitzmaurice made this production

with Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill.
The billing really should be Mackaill and
Sills, because Dorothy gives a whirlwind
performance that should make her one of
the stars of the year.

Sills plays a New York policeman, and
Miss Mackaill a cabaret girl, who stirs up
all manner of trouble by shooting a million-

aire lover, and leading the law on a chase
half way 'round the world.

The real plot develops when Sills is sent

out to get her, and bring her back, and the

two are wrecked on a desert island. The
cop refuses to succumb to the girl's luring

ways even in the tropic setting, though she
vamps, and vamps, and vamps.

Later, the climate, an illness and seclu-

sion with the man who won't fall begin to

affect her, and she does a sort of Sadie
Thompson and reforms. When the reforma-
tion is complete, and when she has also

saved the policeman's life twice, he capitu-

lates and they marry by mutual consent.

All of this is told in a cutback from a
court trial, and there is good suspense up to

the point where the verdict and the sentence
are announced spelling an utterly hokumish
but happy ending.

Scenes photographed in the Hawaiian
Islands, especially those on the black sand
beach, lend a lot of lure to this production.

Miss Mackaill 's performance will assure

her of a big following, particularly ;i^ it

comes on the heels of another very effective

portrayal in "The Barker."
Drawing Power: Good audience fare,

light in texture, but satisfactory enough to

please anyone who likes romance.
THEME : Love story of a policeman and

a cabaret girl. The girl has shot a wealthy
lover and has fled with the cop in pursuit.

The two are wrecked on a desert isle, where
the girl reforms and nurses the cop back to
health when he is stricken by illness. They
eventually wed.
Produced and distributed by Warner

Bros. Adapted by Carey Wilson from Donn
Byrne story. To be released early in Feb-
ruary, 1929. Length, 7(592 feet. Director,

George Fitzmaurice.
THE CAST

(Officer Thomas McCarthy Milton Sills

•Anna Janssen Dorothy Mackaill

IAlastair de Vries Gladden James
"Fatty" Fargo Jed Prouty
.Means Sidney Bracey
Lavoris Smy the Gertrude Howard
Baby Meyers Marion Byron
.Howard Donegan George Fawcctt
Judge of the Court William Holden
^District Attorney Frank Beicher
Governor of the Island August Tollaire
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Red Wine
Fine Picture /'//<• /<' Direction

(Reviewed 1>> Jerrj Hoffman)
1"*HE Fo ives signed Raymond

Cannon to direct after they sav

and only directorial effort made inde-

pendently, li was called "Life 1- Like

That." Cannon received marvelous o

and he was placed in a tough spot as a re

suit. People couldn't help but expect great

things from him and naturally his first pic

under contract will be given closer

scrutiny than the initial efforts of directors

who are signed without as much bally-hoo.

Cannon has made good the promises his

indepi enture made. "Red Wine,"
which is being released in Los Angeles un-

der the title "Let's .Make Whoopee," isn't

a sensation a- a story. Hut i> does contain

new things in direction and stunts in

Ography which are Cannon*- idea-, and

goes to prove that a man doesn't have to

speak in butturals and have a prefix of

••II, n" or "Von" to he different and
clever.

To me the most unu-ual feature of "Red
Wine." granting the remarkable things

Cannon does with a camera, is the fact that

he has made Conrad Nagel a thoroughly

human being and ha- given Nagel an oppor-

tunity to cut loose with genuine acting. 1

understand that Nagel wasn't very hot

about the ride before he started. It has de-

veloped into the best thing lie has done
t Jiii— tar.

It is just the trite story of a man whose
actions are methodical and so systematized

that people can -et their watches by him.

A friend talk- him into leaving his wife

for one evening: and gets him on a wild

party, the grounds being "you're only

young once." A practical joke played on

him after he "passes out " leads him to be-

lieve that he has gone much further than

he ever intended to. He returns to his wife,

horror-stricken. Shi-, desiring him to cele-

brate their wedding anniversary, unwit-

tingly brings him back to the scene of the

wild party the next night. Here he is con-

fronted by the same waiters, dancers ami

people who saw him making "whoopee"
and who are unaware that he i- touting his

wife on this occasion. Some "imagine my
embarrassments" take place and it ends in

a very cleverly handled fade-out of husband
cing together in the crowd.

Their i- .i dream sequence handled with

a method Cannon calls a "twin lap."

There also are some remarkable "traveling
shift-" invented by Cannon on his |ir-l

picture. The dream sequence is one of the

best on that order seen in any picture in

years. Sharon Lynn is lovely and very
effective as one of the girls who help Nagel
to go on the loose. Arthur Stone is the

friend who talks him Into tin- wild evening.

Collyer is the lovely, wholesome wile,

and June gets a little more opportunity to

secure individual credit than most roles

assigned her in the past have permitted.

Drawing Power: Box office appeal be-

cause it'- thoroughly human. Word of

mouth advertising will help thi- more thin

any exploitation.

THEME: Human drama concerning
married man who is loyal to wife, work and
ideals and who cuts loose for one night.

Produced and distributed by Pox I

Length 6,500 feet. Released January 6,

L929. Story by Raymond Cannon. Scenario
by Charles Condon, screen version by Prank

and Andrew Bennisori. Directed by
Ravmond Cannon.

nil-: c \si

Charles Davia

June Collyei Mrs. Davis
Sharon Lynn G»
Arthur Stow '

.Part) girl

Bo Lin|j
'

Liolani 1 tawaii in I lani 1

1

Head-waiter

Thirst

Ht>l Stuff on the Burning Sands

(Reviewed bj \\ alter II. Greene)

JOHN GILBERT steps out on the de rl

in this one, and does some really fine

trouping. Perhaps the scorching sun « is

responsible; then it might have been Wil-

liam Nigh, the director or Mary Nolan, the

gorgeous blonde leading lady, who out-

Q-arbos Greta in the clinches, besides turn-

ing in a noteworthy performance all around.

There i- no reason why "Thirst" should
Hot dick at the box oilier. The picture

shapes up as excellent entertainment, and
has the name of (iilbert to draw them.

Tin- -lory, an Original h\ Jack Neville

ami Dale Van Avery, is far t ;r stereo-

typed picture material. Gilbert i- brad of

a South African Diamond mine. Ernest

Torrence and .Mary Nolan arrive, posing as

Lord Stonchil) and his daughter, Lady
Diana. By a clever ruse, they hold up Gil-

bert and rob him of a pile of uncut dia-

monds. They take (Iilbert along as a

prisoner, and make a wild dash over the

desert to escape, (iilbert, amused, fall- in

love with the girl. Finally, with supply of

water diminishing, Torrence declares a

truce with (Iilbert if the latter leads the

trio out of the desert. Gilbert gets in some
heavy love stuff with the girl. After an in-

termixture of drama and comedy adventure
on the desert, which consumes most of the

footage of the picture, they reach the edge
of the wastelands. Torrence grab- the sack

of diamonds and makes a dash for liberty.

(iilbert and the mil return to the mine; with
the final clutch coming soon after.

John Gilbert ha- discarded his haughty
air in this picture, and really -how- that lie

can put over a characterization when lie

wants to. Mary Nolan is not only beauti

ful, she shows ability that cannot be kept
under cover very long. Ernest Torrence is

his regular refreshing -elf, interesting in

everj scene, whether it be drama or comedy.
It takes a lot of directing to hold atten-

tion in a picture that only carries three
characters through its entirety, especially

when practically all action takes place on a

hot and arid desert ; but William Nigh has
accomplished just that. Nigh kept the story
moving evenly, and turned in a fine piece
of work.

Drawing Power: John (iilbert rates as a
draw star, and Ernest Torrence has a sub-
stantial following. The picture is good en-

tertainment, and rates as such for any type
of audience.

THEME: New locale for Gilbert to

demonstrate his love-making qualities.

Adrift in the desert, he falls in love with
his blonde captor, with the latter finally

reciprocating at the final clinch.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Authors, Jack Neville and
Dale Van Avery. Adaptation, Willis Gold-
beck, Continuity, Leonore Coffee. Director,
William N'igh.

THE CAST
Hugh Rand John llilhcrt

Lord Stonchill Krncst Torrence
Lady I liana Mary Nolan

"Love "Em and Weep"
i Roach-M-G-M Corned] 2d Minutes)

[Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS i- one of the babies that'll take you
i ight back to the pie in-the-face daj s. It

is full of that good old reliable slapstick 'hat

always make- them laugh and it proves it

in tin- case. Then there are two real troupers
in ii They arc Mar Husch and Stan Laurel.
Mac ha- been in the movie- since Ji

them move the first time, and she ha
in king around ever since.

The storj i- that of an old boy who ha- mar-
ried in lii- lair Mars. But there was a little

beach play fellow that be bad before the splicing

happened. She wants to he taken care of even
though the old daddy has married and insists

that he meet her lor dinner. He can't make the

grade, so he delegates bis secretary, who is Stan
Laurel, to take care of the situation for him
until he can get away from wifey. But he can't

get away so the little play fellow insists on call-

ing . >t i him at home and from then on anything
and everything happens. Twenty minutes of

laughs, one right after tin other.

w
Pallie Review No. 5"

(Pathe—One Reel)
rEEK tiller week since Terry Ramsaye

took over the editorship ol Pathe's Re-
view reel, the writer has witnessed the steady
improvement in the compilation of this subject.

Scenes offering novelty, others of scenic beauty,

and still others leaning more to the newsreel
angle, rather than an educational, are regularly
being spliced into the Review, giving it a dis-

tinctly new dress. This latest release offers as

its main sequence "Excitement in Silk." a unique
fashion affair, contributed by Vyvyan Dormer,
who is responsible for a number of entertaining

novelties previously presented in Pathe Review.
Here is revealed how French modernists do their

stuff on fashions in fabric. Also unfolded on the

same film spool are the specialties: "Hyacinth,"
done in Pathechrome : "Monarchs of the Plains."

displaying some unusual shots of buffalo in

action: and "Symphony of Military Motion." de-

picting a U. S. Marine company at drill.

—

GEORGE J. REDDY.

Jack North

(\ itaphone—Nine Minutes)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

^"MIIS boy Jack North is a find lor anyone of

the Coast comedy producers who are going
in for talkies. He is youthful, has a great per-

sonality and a smile plus a number of little facial

tricks that Ret laughs. His voice records nicely,

either talking or singing and he is worthwhile
keeping in mind.

In this Vitaphonc release, the subject being
programmed as "Jack North, the Ban-Jokester,"
he appears with his banjo, tells a number of
eat;- that get laughs and when they don't his

follow-up catch phrase "See what I mean" with

a little eye rolling nets the audience. He also

sings and plays three numbers, all of them
comedy stuff. They are "Back in Love Again,"
"Oh, Baby, Don't We Get Along," and "When
Banana Skins Are balling." all of them senseless

and all of them funny. It's a good number for

any kind of a hill.

"Snapping the Whip"
(Pathe-Fables—One Reel)

AT times cleverly gagged and with good ani-

mation in its seines, this Aesop Fable deal-

ing with tin adventures of Al Falfa and his ani-

mal friend- has fairly attractive humor. The
merry animals play "Snap the Whip" with Al,

and he is snapped off at the end, crashing into

a policeman, following which a fight develops.

—

GEORGE J. REDDY.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Panatrope and
Record Put Over

"Singing Fool"

Exhibitor Outlines Methods

of Synchronizing By-

Phonograph System

John E. Boice, manager of the Temple
Theatre in Mishawaka, Indiana, pulled a

successful non-synchronous stunt in connec-

tion with the showing of Al Jolson in "The
Singing Fool." He secured a Brunswick
Panatrope through a local music firm for

the advertising the latter got out of it, and
also the Brunswick record number 4033 of

Al Jolson singing "Sonny Boy."
He first played the record to get the exact

time in minutes and seconds of the verse,

first chorus and second chorus. He then

screened the hospital sequence of Jolson

singing sonny to sleep and found it neces-

sary to run the projector at 02 feet per
minute, using the verse and first chorus
only for this scene. The needle was placed

in the outermost groove and the Panatrope
turned on two seconds after the nurse puts

the blanket over sonny boy and walks to

the left of the picture.

For the final sequence it was necessary

to run the picture at three different speeds.

The needle was placed on the outermost

groove and the Panatrope turned on six

feet or four seconds after the scene of the

audience applauding Jolson 's entry. The
first verse was played with the projector

running 92 feet per minute. At the title,

"When There Are Grey Skies" the pin lec-

tor was slowed down to 60.

At the beginning of the second chorus

the projector was speeded up to 106 feet

per minute, which synchronized perfectly

up to the double exposure scene.

Italian Government to

Subsidize Talkies
CONSIDERABLE attention is paid

in the trade in Germany to the
official announcement that Pre-

mier Mussolini has submitted a bill to
the Italian Parliament providing official

funds for the production of talkies,

according to information received by
the Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington, D. C. The net profits of this
government-controlled company are to
accrue to the War Cripples' Fund.
Apart from this production enterprise,
Mr. Mussolini wishes to boost the Ital-

ian production and film business in
general by means of considerably tight-
ening the existing Italian quota.

W. E. Promises Delivery of Portable

Sound Trucks to Producers in Feb.
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD. Jan. 17.—Portable sound equipment trucks will be
delivered to coast producers by Western Electric all at one time.
Priority of orders for the apparatus will not prevail in this instance.

Producers who have had their orders in for some months have agreed
among themselves to accept delivery of the trucks simultaneously, so that
it will prove fair to all producing companies.

Fox is the only producer on the coast that has sound equipment trucks
available for feature dialoguing. This equipment was delivered by Western
Electric last March before other producers had become engulfed in the
tidal wave of sound and talking pictures.

By being forced to wait for delivery of the sound apparatus on trucks,
all producers using the W. E. license are delaying production on intended
sound pictures that require outdoor sequences of dialogue recording. Pro-
ducers have been promised at least one sound truck each about the middle
of February.

Electric Companies Now Searching

For Installations in Foreign Lands
\X7ITH Western Electric Company's
* * sound reproducing apparatus well

established in cities throughout the United
States, the Electrical Research Products
Company, subsidiary to Western Electric,

is extending its activities to foreign coun-
tries. Inroads have already been made in
India, Burma, Cuba and Australia, and
other West Indian Islands will have the
equipment shortly.

The first Western Electric equipment has
been installed in British India by Colonel
W. E. Dennis. The device is in operation
at the Elphinston Picture Palace, in Cal-
cutta.

H. D. Benson, another of the Electrical
Research Products' engineers, has made a
number of trips to Havana, where the flirt

equipment will be placed in the Fausto
Theatre. Other of the West Indies houses
that will be equipped shortly are in Kings-
ton, Jamaica, Panama City and in Costa
Rica.

J. W. Roberts, former assistant general
auditor of Western Electric and later chief
accountant for Electrical Research, is now
in Sydney where he will serve as general
manager of the Australian company.
Patchen Jones is business manager and
Allan McLean, operating manager in charge
of installations. Others in the Australian
subsidiary include J. W. Roberts, A. W.
Edmund and C. A. Reed.

II. G. Knox has been appointed European
manager in general charge of the Conti-
nent, British Isles and British India. L. E.
Rudolph has established headquarters in

Berlin and J. C. Latham, in Paris, in which
city a large chain is reported to have placed

an order with the Electrical Research Co.

RCA Photophone has also started an in-

vasion of foreign countries, a representative
having sailed for Europe two weeks ago
to make a survey of the field with the idea

of eventually launching a manufacturing
plant probably in Paris. Indications .ire

that American equipment will shortly be in

operation in many foreign countries.

Phonofilm Installing in

Independent Houses
General Talking Pictures Corporation, in

charge of the distribution of De Forest
Phonofilm sound projectors announces in-

stallations this week in theatres of two in-

dependent chains. The houses equipped and
now under way are the Plaza in Cleveland,

of the M. B. Horwitz Ohio chain, and the

Tivoli, the first run Brooklyn house owned
by Harry Traub. Contracts have been closed

for installing at the Haltnorth and Astor,

two other Cleveland houses of the Horwitz
chain.

Two additional distributors of De Forest

Phonofilm equipment have been appointed

by General Talking Pictures Corporation.

They are J. K. Adams and Joseph Klein.

Sills First to Play Dual
Role in Vitaphone Picture

Milton Sills is the first screen star to play

a dual nde in a Vitaphone talking picture.

He has been chosen for this innovation in

the story, "Pat and Mike." by Richard
Council.
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Bristolphone,

Biophone Getting

Service on Discs

Recently Equipped Houses
Receive Product From

W . E. Licensees

[nterchangeability seems nom fairly well

established following the statement of J. E.

Otterson, presidenl ol Electrical Research
Products Company, thai licensees of West-
ern Electric Company could reproduce n

equipment that came up to the necessary
requirements. Sonora-Bristolphone and Hi"

phone si'.-iii tn have been sufficiently ap-

proved to secure service from the produfi

.mil's.

Bristolphone was among the first sen iced

and additional houses arc being equipped
that device regularly. United Artists

bed the necessary records during the

week for the showing on Bristolphone of

"The Woman Disputed" at Portchester,

New Fork. Budd Rogers, sales manager,
.-mil Mike Simmons, advertising and pub-

licity director of Sonora-Bristolphone at

I the showing and declared the repro
ihir! ion perfect.

Biophone was installed at Leo Brecher's
Lafayette Theatre in New Yuri; City re-

cently and has received the approval of

Vitaphone which is serving the house with
records of "Lights of New York," which

.1 during the week. It is said that

Vitaphone has not generally approved this

device but it will service houses where the

reproduction comes up to the proper re-

quirements. George E. Quigley, vice-presi-

dent of Vitaphone said the Lafayette in-

stallation was tunnel to reproduce satisfac-

torily.

Second of EducationaPs

Sound Stages Is Completed
Educational has completed the second oi

three sound stages originally planned, aud
the third will be ready for shooting within

I:. Each nf the two completed stages

provides 7. 0011 square feet of space for the

production of talking pictures. Work on
the stages has been rushed in order to lake

care of the extensive talkie program.

Screen Play Draws
Better Than Stage

VITAPHONE and legitimate stage
presentations of 'On Trial"

played simultaneously in San
Diego recently with results highly sat-

isfactory to the screen version. Dwight
I.. Bill, manager of the Superha where
the screen play was on exhibition made
a careful check of attendances at lioth

houses.

Although the legitimate theatre or-

dinarily does capacity business, Mr.
Hill reports they did not have one
capacity house, while the Superha
played to standing room every day
with the Warner production. Patrons
at both houses, according to Mr. Hill,

declared emphatically in favor of the
screen entertainment.

Joseph I. Schnitzer, FRO president, ivntches

Hen Hecht and Charles Mae trtluir. playwrights

mill novelists, sign contracts in write for his

company. Ileclu's "I pperworld" is already in

production while WacArthur's is still untitled.

College Dailies

Enlisted in Fight

For Free Speech
Univ. of Mich. Publication

Denounces Censors' Action,

Denying Right to Ban
1 ontinued (ram page 193)

speech. This right has lout;- been recognized

as one of the basic principles of American
liberty, and hitherto lias not been seriously

challenged. However, the recent case of the

New York State Censorship Board's at

tempt to delete the talkie version of a mo-
tion picture, after passing the silent version,

has brought forward the most serious chal-

lenge of the right of free speech that has

come before the courts almost since the

Fathers added the Bill of Rights to the Con-
stitution. The Board lias the right to censor

the silent version of motion pictures, since

that is permitted by statute, but for it to

attempt to censor talkies seems to violate

an inherent right recognized by the Consti-

tution, far more than has been attempted in

many years.

••The talkies are but mechanical speech

and the speeches of human beings and citi-

zens transmitted by a sound device. In

securing an injunction against the censor-

ship the producers have recognized the right

to eliminate obscene and objectionable ma-
terial, but for the Board to go beyond this

seem- to smell of bureaucracy. Tile liill of

Rights guarantees the right of free speech;

that is apparent at a momentary glance. lb>w

the statutary board can go beyond iis

authority and abridge a constitutional right

is beyond the realm of logical thinking. It

would appear that in this case the Board
can do nothing but retire gracefully and
allow 1 be talkie- to proceed. < lompli te

censorship of the talkies cannot fail to bring

about domination by radio fanatics gOT

erned by ill reasoning.

'•The talkies would not succeed if they

violated the bounds of common decency, for

the public would prevent them ft 1 so do

ing. Here is an excellent chance lor the

blue law tendency, which has given the n.-i

Hon 50 many unwanted things, to receive a

black eve and a definite stop in it- ironing

pr tss.'

'

Columbia Has
Non-Synchronous

Service Ready

Phonograph Company Starts

First Installations for

Smaller Houses

Columbia Phonograph Company bids fair

lo become a more important factor in the

motion picture theatre field with installa-

tions now being readj of Columbia Thea-
treplione, a non-synchronOUS disc device.

The equipment was announced some time

ago and the first houses are now having in-

stallations made. In addition to the equip-

ment the company is establishing a record

library and cueing service, which will be

available about February 1st.

The new device is said to be not too com-
plicated but comparatively easy in opera-

tion. It consists of two electric amplifying

units, motors, turntables and the usual re-

producing equipment. The units are housed
111 a single cabinet, the turntables being side

by side and each having its own pickup arm.

A cone speaker is attached to each unit.

K. C. Editorial Writers

Against Film Censorship
{Continued from page 193)

I certainly can see none for desiring the

censorship of entertainment for adults."

"It would seem that the producers of

talking pictures, even yet in infancy, do

not already have enough trouble and diffi-

culty to contend with, they must have cen-

sors," said Arch .larrell. "In some walks

of life and under -01 jircumstances cen-

sorship may be lit ting. Hut why not let

the talkies alone long enough lo allow them

to get on their figurative feet. Censorship

can be carried loo far. It can be carried

to il point of danger, A point where it

actually conflicts with the constitutional

rights of Citizens. To censor talking pic-

tures would mean a great problem to pro-

ducers in instances where the words and
synchronization were affected. All of

American citizens are not bad boys playing
•bookie' from SCl 1. Intelligent, reput-

able adults do not require school moms to

w atch their every move.

16 Make Debuts in

"Mary Dugan"
WHEN "The Trial of Mary Du-

gan" is revealed in its screen
version by M-G-M as a 100 per

cent talking picture sixteen stage and
screen players will be making their

talking debuts in pictures. The produc-
tion is being personally directed by
Bayard Veiller. author-producer of the
stage hit.

Norma Shearer heads the cast and
will be heard with the following; Lewis
Stone, II. IS. Warner, Raymond Hackett,
Lilyan Tashman. Olive Tell, Adrienne
d'Ambricourt, Mary Doran, Hewitt
Jennings, Wilfred North, Landers Stev-
ens, Myra Hampton, Wescott Clarke,
Charles Moore and Claude Allister.
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Watch Radio for Screen Talent
Producers Nab

Air Wave Artists

for Talkie Roles
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 17.—An unoffi-

cial "scout" system, to keep close

tabs on radio artists, has been
established by several producers of talking
pictures. Radio, as a new source from
which talent may be derived for motion
pictures, was originally discovered by the
Warner Brothers some time ago, when they
engaged Carlotta King for the prima donna
role in "The Desert Song." Miss King's
voice was heard by Darryl Zanuck who
sent for her and discovered that she also

had the physical screen requirements.
Since then, Lou Ayres has been signed

by Pathe as a result of his work in the
Montmartre Orchestra, heard over KFWB.
James Spafford and Russell Colombo have
been signed by Paramount following broad-
casts over KNX. Warner Brothers control
KFWB and Paramount operates KNX.
Pathe is still negotiating with KFVD in
Culver City and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
a local tie-up with KHJ.

There are many whose vocal personali-
ties are sufficiently strong to make them
good bets for talking pictures despite phy-
sical shortcomings for the camera. These

Splits Time Between
Both Sound Factions

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD. Jan. 17.—An un-
usual feature of Betty Comp-
son's contract for six pictures

with Warner Brothers and four for

F B O is the fact that she will be the
first to divide her time between the
two opposing recording factions in pic-

tures. Warners unofficially represent
Western Electric, being pioneers in

their system, under the trade name of
Vitaphone. F B O unofficially repre-
sents General Electric, exploiting the
RCA Photophone.

While other artists have worked for
various studios using both systems,
this is the first case on record of a
Dlayer being under contract to the op-
posing sides at the same time.

types arc watched, or rather listened to on
several occasions by producers or their
scouts. If the impression made by the un-
seen speakers or singer is vivid, the indi-

vidual is sent for.

Lupino Lane in one of the 24 character roles
portrayed by him in "Only Me," a new Educa-
tional comedy release. In this picture the

English comedinn exhibits his versatility

Renee Adoree With F B O
Renee Adoree, who severed four years'

affiliation with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer last

week, will do a series of features for F B
as her first free-lance undertaking. Stories

and titles have not been selected as yet.

Operation

Mary Duncan, Fox featured player, was
operated on for appendicitis last week.
Production of her next all-talker for Fox-

has been delayed pending her recovery.

Snell to Remain Free-Lance

Earle Snell will not renew with Univer-
sal when his contract as scenarist expires
shortly. Snell will remain on a picture to

I

net ure basis, believing that as a free-lance

lie will be enabled to accept assignments
from other studios as well. He has been
under contract to Universal for two years,

during which period be turned out most of

Reginald Denny's stories, the "Cohens anil

Kcllys" series among others.

Bancroft Gets New Story

Paramount has switched "Black Eagles"
from a Fay Wray-Gary Cooper team picture

to a starring production for George Ban-

croft. Story is adapted by Oliver H. P.

Garrett from the Russian novel,
'

' Golo-

vin. " Ben Grauman Kohn is writing con-

tinuity.

New F. N. Writers
James Gruen, F. McGrew Willis and

Ewart Adamson have been added to the

First National scenario staff on individual

picture assignments.

Dane and Arthur
Charles "Chuck" Reisner will direct

Karl Dane and George K. Arthur in "China
Bound," their next team picture for

M-G-M. Frank Butler and Sylvia Thalberg
wi-ote the original story.

Wray-Cooper Vehicle
"Here Comes the Band Wagon," a circus

story, will be used by Paramount for the

Fay Wray-Gary Cooper team. William B.

Jutte is writing the adaptation.

King to Direct "Caribbean Seas"
Henry King has had contract renewed by

Inspiration and will direct "Caribbean
Seas" following completion of "She Goes
to War." Both pictures are scheduled for

United Artists release. Madame Fred de

Gresac is writing scenario of "Caribbean
Seas."

Von Sternberg Assigned Story
"Thunderbolt," an original story by

Jules and Charles Furthman, has been as-

signed by Paramount as an early production

to be directed by Josef von Sternberg.

George Bancroft may be starred in the pic-

ture.

Katterjohn F. N. Writer
Monte Katterjohn has joined the First

National scenario department, and is writ-

ing the original story and dialogue for an

Alice White star production.

Recruit
The younger brother of Barry Norton has

arrived in Hollywood to take a whirl at

acting.

Rubin Dialoguing Own Shorts

Benny Rubin will star in a series of two-

reel Movietoned monologues for Universal

under the group heading of "High and Low
Lifes of History." Jerome Horwin is writ-

ing the stories, with Rubin dialoguing. Jack
Foley, former gag man and assistant direc-

tor, will direct the series.

(( ontimted on following page)
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Dotty Jottings
By Jerry Hoffman

rpHE picking season is on, and it isn't for
I berries either . . . some of the choices
deserve a berry . . . everyone is picking his
"ten b:st pictures," "ten best performances,"
and ten beit this-and-thats . . . and after
all choices are made what happens? . . . and
who cares? . . . Hollywood is more inter-
ested in increasing the list of people whose
checks are good ... ah, therein lies a trag-
edy!

MAURICE ( HE\ ALIER will be starred
instead oi featured in "Innocents of

Paris" Paramount h .

trate exploitation i n the Frenchman rather than
the picture titles - . Douglas Fairbanks says
he isn't going to make another picture for some
time following the completion of "The Iron
Ma.sk"

. . Doug tells friends frankly that hi'

oi ideas and wants to get a line on tins

talkie business first . . .

THE use of the word "talkie" is undoubtedly
oni ontemporaries . . . but all the
a in the world won't stop fans from call-

iii.; 'cm //iii/ . . . unless the industry gets a title

equally as effective as "Whoopee"
reel the us< of the

"movies" . . . what are they called today.' . . .

you're darned tootin . . . "mov.es" and nothing
else but . . .

THE TIGER'S SKIN" is being cured
and prepared for Greta Garbo's ar-

rival in Hollywood on March 1 . . . Greta is

visiting the folks in Sweden . . . something
has evidently happened to title writers in
Hollywood . . . ev;n the dailies which ran
"Today's best screen title" have cut out the
department for "Todays best wisecrack,"
crediting various filmites with any ad lib bon
mot pulled. . .

/
' \\TI.\ ROMANOFF . . . w h o

>~ might be a Filipino . . . and who has been
chasing the world's heavyweight wrestling
championship for 20 years and is still running
behind . . . lias been acclaimed Hollywood's
champion coffee drinker . . . w ever hav-

een Romanoff balance a saucer I'll wager
now that Bob Hopkins can outdrink him

... in coffei I mean . . . "Hopp :e" has reached
the point where his hat bobs up and down like

IRVING THALBERG, Harry Rapf, limit

vnberg and other M-G-M producers are
seeking the writer of an anonymous note sug-
gesting that they hire A i/j <M a film
supervisor . . . the writer said that in the \, .,

Year's game Reigals demonstrated his super-
i! talents by running without any <

where he was bound for. . . .

Ir'OR the benefit of nosey people ... I

don't mean supervisors here . . . who
have been rather curious to know what a
"conscience clause" in a star's contract reads
like . . . "conscience clause" meaning that
said star must be good . . . off the set, here's
one from Alice White's which says she must
"constantly consult and take counsel with
her conscience during her term of employ-
ment and she will with good faith and to
the best of her ability follow the dictates of
her better self, both in her private and pub-
lic life! . . .

GK IT! 1 \< , from producer to star . . .

morning . . . have you communed
with your conscience this week?" . . .

Ft HUGH HERBERT became the father of
an eight /•ound girl on Christmas Day.

. . . Herbert is the scenarist who married
his secretary on the lawn of Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer about two years ago . . . her name
:eas Eileen Appleby and their daughter . . .

is out of escroiv . . . will be known
as Dial a m lybe I'm wrong ami
Herbert is one of those fezv Hollywo
who i at ;!i lot a baby. . . . I'm re-

financing mine. . . .

JIMMY < Rl ELMAK . . -who used to

t) newspaperman himself . . . has been n
Ut do two originals for I 111) . . . that com
/•any is going oiler the old Fourth Estatcrs.
Estellt Taylor has put the makeup on o\

I on < honey ....// Sanlell returns to First
National with Billie Dove as his first assign-
ment for the new year . . . Al was sold a

the river to United Artists for the Vilma Banky
picture . . . the foreign players didn't ear, for

Eddit ( auior so much over the radio . .

. . . I. inn Basquettc and I'eierell Marie; were
cd this week . . I. mi's quitting pi

. . . I'm Icavng off here . . .

Lupe I alez and Gary Cooper, the principals of "II olf Song," a new Paramount picture, listen

to instructions tor a scene from their director, I ictor Fleming

Sills in Dual Talkie Kole

Milton Sill- n Hi be the flrsl film actor to

plaj a dual role in talking pictures. Ee U
i" do two differenl characters in "Pat and
Mike." his next vehicle for First \a ial

Prank Lloyd will direct, with Bradlej King
now doing scenario.

Renee Adoree Leaving >1-G-M

h'enee Achiree will pari CI mi | in n y with
M-G M shortly. Her cent racl is up and
will not be renewed. Adoree has been with
M-G M i "i i our years. She intend : to free

lance, believing she can ai plish more
for herself than by being tied to one firm

Tom Mix Touring in .March

Tom Mix will open his tour cd' the picture
houses in Chicago during March. Mix will

play ten weeks in the U. S. and then sail

for Europe, where he will also play picture
houses. There i- a strong | ibility of
Tom's going to Asia and appearing in

China, Japan, and India. Jack Bill will ac-
company Mix. The troupe will include sev-

eral cowboys as well.

Scenarizing Gish-Reinhartll Story

United Artists signed Emi] Forsl to write

scenario for Lillian Gish's initial produc
tion for that company, which Max Rein
hard! will produce and direct. Title is

"Miracle Girl" which will be changed be-

fore release.

Paramount Uses 2 Directors

Paramount is using both a stage and pic-

ture director on all-dialogue pictures in

order to obtain correct film tempo in talk-

ers. John Cromwell, former stage director,
is directing "Close Harmony" as an all-

dialogue production for Paramount, with

Eddie Sutherland, picture director, working
with Cromwell and making suggestions to

peed up act ion and tempo.

Color Classics with Sound

Tiffany Color Classics, one-reelers re-

leased by Tiffany-Stahl, will be produced
for next season with sound accompaniment.

Carr Signs Irene Rich

Irene Kieh has been signed by Trem Can-
to star in one feature. Les Savior will play
opposite.

Olaml a Paramount Player

Paramount has signed long term contract
with Warner ((land, who will he featured
in all ta Ikcrs.

Craiitnan Books New Talkie

"The .Man Higher Dp," a two reel dia-

logue dramatic sketch produced by M G M
with lloliart Bosworth and Robert Edeson
featured, goes into Grauman's Chinese
when "Broadway Melody" opens lor a run

at that theatre. William De Mille directed.

Garnett ami Higgins

Tay darnel t and Howard Higgins were
given now contracts by Paithe this week.
Both will contin lirecting for that firm
another year. Garnett was made a director
by Pathe during the past season, having
been ace scenarist for several year-.

i ( 'ontinued on page 216 i
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for

Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E» Lewis

of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England

On January, 2nd,

Torrington Goes Joe Quittner''. Pal-

i T . , ace Theatre in lor-
Vltaphone rington, Conn., op-

ened with Al Jolson
m "The Singing Fool" to a record-break-
ing attendance. Even the matinee was S.

R. 0. and at night, in spite of a bitter cold-

snap, they were lined up long before the
doors opened. The second evening per-
formance was also a sell out.

The installation in this theatre is un-
usually good and the reproduction of the
talking sequences were as clear as a bell.

With the addition of a pair of draw cur-
tains, the Palace will be as neat a "talkie''
house as anyone will find.

The Palace is under the management of
J. Scanlon and after a little talk with him
I was gratified to learn what a real "go-
getter" he is. He also showed me a post
card that was mailed to their large mail
list announcing the arrival of the Vita-
phone and Movietone. He was at work on
a special post card printed in Italian which
will cover that element in Torrington and
surrounding towns.

We are sure that the other members
would be interested in hearing from Tor-
rington and how they are exploiting their

sound pictures. So Scanlon, find a spare
half hour every once in a while and
"shoot" us some of the information.

Manager Ed. J.

It Don't Cost a Can§ley of the Sayre
„ Theatre in Sayre,
ceref pa-> tel]s us how he

boosted his matinee
business through the distribution of differ-

ent kinds of candy which was supplied
gratis from the manufacturers. Here is a
real old idea that is still a good one, espe-
cially in the smaller towns and cities. If
you have a local candy manufacturer, work
it through him, if he is progressive enough
to see the value of it. Otherwise there are
many national manufacturers who are
tickled to death to get such publicity for
their product.

At any rate, it is worthy of a try-out.
Get after it and be sure that it is well ad-
vertised to your youngsters so that they
will flock for the candy.

Mr. Cangley is also anxious to hear from
other CLUB members and expressly asked
that should any of them pass his way to
stop in and say hello. Therefore, if you
have an idea that you think would benefit
Cangley 's patronage you will be showing
the proper club spirit by communicating

Manager's Round Table

Club

I
S now the largest organization
of its kind in the world.

Its membership includes

theatre managers and exhibitors

from all over the world.

It was the. first organization to

sponsor and encourage the inter-

changing of ideas on showman-
ship, exploitation and theatre
operation.

C r>. I-.

Bergmann's

with him. Likewise, if there is anything

ycu would like to learn from him, just drop

a line and he will respond promptly.

A short time nun

Taking Us at we v
.

ol"nteere(
]

to

.-. wr i furnish members
Ulir Word and readers with in-

formation regarding
non-synchronous devices, with the result

that over a dozen requests were received

within the past few weeks. All of these

requests were carefully investigated, and
whatever information we were able to dig

up was forwarded to those inquiring.

Members are urged to take advantage of
the CLUB Service Bureau and communicate
with us regarding any matter which you
feel you want to know more about. This

especially applies to sound and non-syn-
chronous devices and record services which
are swamping the industry at this time.

Much money has been foolishly wasted be-

cause exhibitors, located at a distance from
the larger cities, are unable to secure the

information they should have before pay-

ing out good money.

In Cambridge,

The Cambridge, °hio
-
the Cnristmas

^ r . , Party for the young-
U., festival sters was handled

through Fred John-
son, manager of the Colonial Theatre and
Chairman of the Committee for the Kiwanis
Club under whose auspices this party was
held.

In this case, the Kiwanis Club "footed"
the bills, first raising the money by popu-
lar subscription at one of their meetings.

W. H. Bergmann,
manager of the Fre-

mont Theatre in
Amas Party Fremont, Nebr.,

earned some valu-
able newspaper publicity when he arranged
his Christmas Party for the youngsters.
But he presented a new angle by making
the price of admission any kind of a toy
regardless of its value. Even broken toys
were acceptable and after the show he
turned the latter over to the Boy and Girl

Scouts to be repaired. He then placed the
entire collection in the hands of the Salva-
tion Army for distribution to the poor
families in Fremont.
In commenting on this particular angle,

Mr. Bergmann tells us that he ran a similar

stunt on Thanksgiving morning but the ad-
mission then was for fruit ami vegetables

and after they had all passed into the the-

atre the lobby resembled a vegetable mar-
ket rather than a theatre. These were also

turned over to the Salvation Army for dis-

tribution and needless to say it brought a

lot of joy to many poor hungry people.

All of which brings to mind the thought
that is it necessary for us to wait for

Thanksgiving or Christmas to work a stunt

of this kind? Surely the poor people are

just as hungry at other times during the

year and your local welfare workers or Sal-

vation Army officials will gladly co-operate

and what a whale of publicity you can
glean for your theatre through such an idea.

What do you think of this one, boys? If

you want any more details than I have set

forth, just drop a line to Bergmann, and
from experience we know it will be forth-

coming bv return mail.

Levinson Run-
ning B'tvay,

Norwich

With the passing

of the Palace Thea-

tre in Norwich,
Conn., to the Got-

tesman Interests, M.
J. Levinson, formerly manager of both the

Palace and the Broadway, now devotes his

full time to the Broadway Theatre which is

an "All Sound" theatre.

Leo, the M-G-M
Leo, M-G-M Lion, movie lion, played

PlaVS Tampa a one-day stand in
' Tampa, Fla., last

Saturday. A special performance was
staged at noon in front of the Tampa The-
atre, and visits were made to all of the

other theatres showing the company's
product. A special visit was made to the

Children's Home and the Old People's

Home.
(Continued on following page)
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Sound Exploitation for Club Members
New I)q>*t Will

Tell How to Sell

Sound to Public
this department, all ideas and

exploitation of interest to theatres already
equip: V plants, will <

consideration. If yon ha 'ssfttlly put

any attraction in which your "plan

utilised or if you have worked an advertising

campaign on a sound picture, then send us all

the information about it and it will appear on
this page.—EDITOR, i

If the average manager or exhibitor

would lake the : aboul
; him so much

monej he would I
oul thai this

plant could be used in many novel ways
ons w nli manj

opportunities to go oul talking about the

"stunts" they hear in 3

h you nave a mystery picture coming,

t use 1 I idea to create interest

in the picture and at ne time to

make your patrons wonder what it's all

.'" For example: Alley your regular

rs have I n slmwn,, close your screen

- -. iniiMiiiiiuiiiinuunimiiuiiiiiininiiiiniiiiiniiiiniiiiiiniiniiiiiiimminimiiwiitiiimi "
""' niiiiiiiiiinii:: " ==

19 2 9

A year that will go down in history

as a banner year for the Manager's

Round Table Club.

Every "Live Wire" Manager and

Exhibitor, not already enrolled,

should sign the application and

]ump aboard for a happy and pros-

perous cruise.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name

Address Policy . .

Theatre Capacity

City State . . .

Honorary Chairman

Wm. A. Johnston

Chairman

Charles E. Lewis

u.i:uuiiintn'!ii!:miriM![jni]miimiutniwimi>H;i^minujHiaHniu!miHwrni:!rHm:miMi!!wmii[:Hu>uuuuuiti;ujuni>rriiu<n)ui!nh.^u<tmiiHiuiintini;mmmme

draw curtains and use your microphone
announcing se4 . Keep th n in abso

lute darkness and h irl scream
the •• Mike." tollou this w 1 many
weird aoi »u can create and then

lei your operator star! a small gTeen spol

roaming about . 1 he ceiling and as

much of the res) of the house as hi- spol

can reach. Then tell them, through the

••Mike," 1; ieen monster is seeking

someone. Thai someone may he under their

seal. Work this up as much as J
-an

and repeat the -cream- once 01 twice again.

Then announce the attraction, bringing out

the highlights and the mysterj angles.

Another idea in this same connection is

the running of a horn up in your hanging

ceiling, another into the heal ducts audi t

the orchestra ceiling, providing there are

grilles in these places to allow the sounds

to be heard. The further away they seem,

the better is the effect.

l'l> in New England the Gottesman The

atres use such ideas continually, but they

make them different every time so that the

audience never knows what the next one

will be.

Another great '•stunt" is to run a micro-

phone connection down to the organ con-

sole and during the organ slide specialty

have your organist sing or -peak the words

of the song into the "Mike" so that this

singing or talking come- through the horns.

Tin- idea wa- worked with great SUCCeSS

a few weeks ago and brought about audi-

ence singing when every other method to do

so had failed. The engineer from the Elec-

trical Research Lab. did not think tin' idea

was feasible because he wa- afraid that

the sound would come from the horns and

be caught again by the "Mike," hut an

ordinary arrangement of a "shell" pro-

tecting the "Mike" eliminated this danger

and it worked a hundred per cent.

Horns arranged in the lobby, over the

marquees, in lounge and smoking room-,

etc. could all he ii-cil to great advantage

if you would only give this angle Borne

consideration and sit down with your op-

erators and try to work them out.

In "sound" theatres, either synchronous

or non-synchronous, if you have .a large

foyer or lobby where standees must wait

for the next -how, you could keep them

bappj an. I willing to wait if you would

place a horn or two there so that they could

hear the music from the disCS, etc.

Nb doubt, there are many live-wire man

,ager- who have successfully done things

Ilk.- tin- and we are going to ask that they

send 11- descriptions so that we can publish

what they have done. This interchanging of

"sound" ideas ha- now become the most

imp.. riant subject in the industry and the

possibilities are unlimited.

Whal ha\e you done? What ha- the other

fellow done?

What a '
e • ' going to do .'

The Motion Picture News, through its

exhibitor staff member, Charles K. Lewis,

will receive and publish stories on this mar-

velous new angle. Send them in. Watch
for them.
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Heavy Theatre Trades
Through New England
VriANNO'S Broadway Theatre

in Somerville, which was dis-

posed of by the Vianno interests

some time ago and operated
by Phil Marget, has been pur-
chased by Arthur F. Vianno.

Notre Dame Theatre at Man-
chester, N. H., has been sold by

J. Cloutier to Mrs. Temple, who
will operate it.

Formal notice was given in film

row this week of the transfer of
the three Worcester theatres of the

S. Z. Poli chain to the Fox New
England Theatres Co. This in-

cludes the Palace, Plaza and Elm
Street Theatres. Announcement of
the sale of the theatres was made
several months ago.

The Town Hall at East Bridge-
water has been sold by J. Ceranfe
to J. Uston.

C. W. Hodgdon and the Allied
Amusement Co. has sold its Fam-
ily Theatre at Worcester to the E.
M. Loew interests.

The Uptown Theatre at Provi-
dence has been sold by D. Annotti
to T. Falciglia.

W. T. McLaughlin of the Stone-
ham Theatre at Stoneham has
taken over the Weymouth Theatre
at Weymouth, Mass., formerly op-
erated by Phil Markell.
The Supreme Theatre at Ja-

maica Plains, Mass., a section of
Boston, has been purchased by M.
Spergo from C. Morse.
The Circle Theatre at Pawtuck-

et, R. I., is now under the opera-
tion of M. Botz, and A. Ward is

the house manager.
The Orpheum Theatre in Som-

erville has been sold by P. Mar-
get to N. Hoffman.

Markell's Theatre at Weymouth
has been sold by Philip Markell,
its founder and builder, to T. Mc-
Laughlin.

The Lyric Theatre at Ludlow,
Mass., has been indefinitely closed.
James Curran, assistant manager

of the Pathe exchange at Boston,
was presented with a beautiful
compltely fitted bassinette by his
associates on the advent of a
daughter at his home in Dorches-
ter.

The Strand Theatre at Tack-
man, Me., has been totally de-
stroyed by fire and the present
plan is not to reopen or rebuild un-
til next summer.
Thomas Lewis of the Town

Hall, Westboro, who has long
been ill, passed away early this
past week at his home in that
town.

Sam Moscow of Independent
Films is under treatment at the
Phillips House of the Massachu-
setts General Hospital in Boston.
Nathan B. Basch, father of Jack

Basch of Fox Films, and one of
the best known military men in
New England, died at his home at
11 Chester street, Allston, Masv.
this past week.

Carl Crawford has resigned as
branch manager of the Boston ex-
change of Red Seal Films to take
charge of Vitaphone acts in New
England for Warner Brothers,

with headquarters at the Boston
exchange of that company. Harry
G. Sega, branch manager of Royal
Films at Boston, will take up the

work of managing the Red Seal

exchange in connection with the

other work.
A community theatre is under

construction at Hanover, Mass.,

but no information is yet forth-

coming as to the lessee of the

house.

Ralph Quive of the Pathe sales

force has resigned.

Jack Basch, who has charge of

the Movietone department for Fox
in New England, has been elected

vice-president of the Democratic
City Committee of Boston.

John Davis, formerly associated

with the Empire chain of theatres

at Sprinfield, is now operating

Cosmian Hall at Florence, Mass.,

in conjunction with the Midway at

Aldenville.

It is understood that construc-

tion of the new Fox theatre in

Boston will be started early in

May. It will be Boston's largest

theatre.

The theatres at Canton, Green-
ville Junction and Monson, all in

Maine, have been closed indefi-

nitely.

Academy Hall at North Anson,
Me., has been closed temporarily.

The Circle Theatre at Pawtuck-
et, R. I., is closed temporarily and
plans are to reopen in the early

spring. The Bijou Theatre at

West Sullivan, Me., is closed in-

definitely.

The Olympia Theatre at Bristol,

R. I., was totally destroyed by fire

following the performance at the

theatre last Thursday night. Plans

are already being discussed for re-

building.

'Frisco Key Theatre,

Egyptian, Reopened
THE Alexandria Egyptian The-

atre, one of San Francisco's

key city houses in the residential

districts, reopened Jan. 4th under

the banner of Samuel H. Levin.

Levin acquired the Alexandria
as well as the Coliseum Theatre
early in October in a transaction

with Ackerman, Harris & Oppen.
One of the annual events that

created attention in the theatrical

history in San Francisco was the

annual banquet that Aaron Gold-

berg tendered employees of his

circuit.

Following a stay of a month in

San Francisco in connection with

the transfer of Publix theatres

from West Coast direction, Sam
Dembow. Jr., executive vice-presi-

dent, left for the east. Dembow
was in frequent conferences with

the Publix local officials in work-
ing out new policies and operating

methods.
Frank Whitbeck of Los Ange-

les West Coast Theatres was a

recent visitor in San Francisco.

Jack Brower, manager of First

National Exchange in Los Ange-
les, was also a visitor in San Fran-
cisco.

George Naify expects to reopen
the Victoria Theatre at 16th and

Mission very soon. It is being

completely renovated and redeco-

rated.

Russell Enger, United Artists

local manager, has returned from
attending a convention in the east.

Henry Daly, one of the pioneers

in the moving picture industry, died

at Willows, December 17. Daly
came from Sacramento to Wil-
lows, where he was planning to

erect a $100,000 theatre. Death
came suddenly, as he was ill only

a week.
Mrs. J. R. Luft has resigned her

position at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
where she has been employed for

years.

Some of the out-of-town visit-

ors on film row were Mr. and Airs.

Ware, of Dixon ; D. C. Taylor, of

Westwood: Harry Poole, of Kla-
math Falls ; Frank McCauley, of

Canta Cruz, and J. A. McCabe,
of Coalinga.

Lou Maury of Pathe is back at

work again after an illness of seven

weeks.
The week of January 1st marked

Rube Wolf's farewell appearance
in San Francisco.

Sound Gains Headway
in Philly and Vicinity

BEGINNING the week of Janu-
ary 15th the following the-

atres in Philadelphia and immedi-
ate vicinity commenced offering

talking and sound pictures, the

newest improved equipment hav-
ing been installed : Leader. Colum-
bia, Wynne, Lansdowne. Sedgwick
and Waverly. The Empress The-
atre, Manayunk, is now being

equipped with Movietone and Vi-
taphone and the Orpheum Theatre,
Germantown. starts the presenta-

tion of pictures with sound repro-
duction on January 21st.

The Great Northern Theatre,
Broad street and Erie Avenue,
Philadelphia, was turned over to

Tioga Post, No. 319. of the Amer-
ican Legion on Monday and Tues-
day, Jan. 14th and 15th, on which
Captain Charles Nungesser,
France's greatest war ace, with a
record of 105 German planes

brought down, who was lost with
Coli in their attempted trans-At-

lantic flight, will make his first

screen appearance in this city.

Nungesser's only motion picture,

"The Sky Raider," was shown on
those nights and the theatre was
operated by the legionnaires in uni-

form.
Thomas Mangan. manager of

Washington Theatre, Chester, Pa.,

was held up by two unmasked
youths while alone in the theatre

shortly after ten o'clock on Janu-
ary 7th and robbed of the dav's re-

ceipts amounting to about $750.00.

The robbers scooped the money up
in a satchel as they pointed guns at

Mangan and escaped. Mangan and
Edward Weber, a special police-

man employed by the theatre, gave
chase but the youths disappeared
through an alley and no trace has
since been found of them. The
robbery was the more daring be-
cause it occurred directly across the

street fro mpolice headquarters.

Pittsburgh Film Circle

Sees Active Week
THE Roxian Amusement Com-

pany opened its Roxian The-
atre in McKee's Rocks, Pa., on

January 14th. The house was built

with local capital furnished by a

large number of stockholders in

the community. David J. Selznick

is president and general manager of

company.

Sam Gallo's Star Theatre at

Nanty-Glo, Pa., was recently de-

stroyed by fire.

Biophone has opened offices on
the entire third floor of the film

building at 1022-26 Forbes street.

C. B. Pascoe and C. C. Wagner
are in charge of the office.

The Synchrophone Co., of Penn-
sylvania, located in Philadelphia,

is opening a Pittsburgh branch at

1010 Forbes street.

The Ufa exchange has again

opened its Pittsburgh offices with
William H. Smith in charge.

Construction work on the new
Latonia Theatre, Oil City, is near-

ing completion and the house
should be ready for opening in the

early spring.

The Comerford chain has added
the Feeley Theatre at Hazelton to

their string. The chain also oper-

ates the Capital and Grand in this

town. Robert Rothrock is manager
of the Feeley.

The United Productions Corp.,

of Martinsburg, W. Va., plan to

build a $400,000 theatre in the

town. F. Vernon Aler is president

of the company.
Clair Hall has sold his State

Theatre at Bellefonte to J. How-
ard Thompson and Charles Riche-

lieu. The new owners also operate

the other two theatres in the town
as well as three in Clearfield and
one in Cudwensville.

"Catherine," the one-month-old

baby recently abandoned in the

Sheridan Square Theatre, East
Liberty, has been adopted by the

Variety Club, and the members
will provide for the child's educa-

tion, as well as expenses at the

Rosalia Foundling Home. The
Variety Club members are all

members of the theatre and ex-

change business in Pittsburgh.

George Lanahan has joined the

salesforce of the Pittsburgh Uni-
versal office, having been trans-

ferred here from the company's
branch at Washington.
Anthony Jim. owner of several

theatres in the local territory, has
disposed of three houses in Kittan-

ning, the Columbia, Lyceum and
Temple. The new owners are L.

H. Garbarino and his son. Haves.
C. B. Hall, of the Virginia,

Parkersburg, W. Va., has had
plans completed for the erection

of a new $75,000 house in the same
town. The theatre, construction of

which will begin shortly, will seat

950 persons.

Recent exhibitor visitors to

Pittsburgh's film row included

:

Peter Pegadiotes, Farrell ; Charles
Silveus, Waynesburg ; Peter So-
tus. Monessen ; "Bert" Redfoot,
Windber ; Harry Petz, Young-
wood, and J. B. Kane, Pitcairn.
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."> Southeast \ itaphone

Openings Scheduled
Ftres in the Southern

territory have either opened
with Vitaphonc this r are

within a few

The it Wins-
with Vi-

1

lina Theatre, in the same city,

i: Thursday night,

wlii!

lened fully equipped
January 15. Th( The-

atre at Helena, Ark., was sched-
uled with Vitaphone on
Jan. 14 and tl at Mope.
Ark., will do so on Jan. 23.

. Itlanta
Branch managers of FIX) in the

Southeast are preparing to attend
a regional sales convention of the

company, which is to he held at

the home office in New York on
January 20.

Tracy Mathewson, news camera-
man, is at Savannah, Ga., filming
and recording events lor Pathe
Sound X- ieing a combina-
tion publicist, traveler, soldier of

fortune, and news gatherer of ex-
ceptional distinction. Mr. Mathew-
son is in his element in the new
sound field.

George P. Montgomery, for the

past three and a half years mana-
ger of the Wells Theatre in An-
niston, Ala., announced during a
brief visit to Atlanta Thursday
that he had left the managerial post
following the sale of the Wells
Theatre on January 2 to Walter
Hickcy. of Atlanta. Mr. J. G.
Wells has owned the house since

it opened in 1924. and Mr. Mont-
gomery has held the managerial
post since May. 1925.

W. W. Anderson, Pal

branch in Atlanta, has returned to

his office after a visit to Chatta-
nooga.

William G. Minder, who last

week 1m came head of Fox's At-
lanta branch, and George W. Ful-
ler, Southern distrii r of
the company, made a trip through
the territory last week.
Fred F. ( re-well, district mana-

ger of Arthur C. Bromberg At-
tract! tl headquarters in

Atlanta, made a trip through the

North Georgia territory.

J. X. Morgan, of the Roy Mar-
tin chain of thi ;ibus,

v on crni

thi- it of a painful
injui

S. Oldknow, vice-presi-
dent ipply
Company, with headquarters in At-

1 a district sales

tnpany in San
Fran.

1 Jan Mil divi-
sion manager for Pathe, is expect-
ed to retui from
Asheville, X. C, and
Mrs. Mn i

ding of his sister, Miss Bertha
Michal

ead of the Atlanta
branch of Tiffany-Stahl, visited
Birn,

H. H. Langford, who operates
the Universal Theatre at Lithonia,

from
an attack of the 'flu.

Geoi i- taken
-i the Royal

aire at Wauchula, l-'la.

Exhibit Atlanta's

film row recently ii
1

'. A.
I .am.

Rome, l 1. 1. ; I ..-.
i g< I',

cry. Anniston, Ala.; Ivy Martin,
Wynne.

New

:

V.i.i,
worth. Ga. ; W. il. Odom, San-
dersville, Ga.; Nick Economou,
Montezuma, Ga. ; P.. P. Xeal, Villa

Rica, Ga. ; P. I.. Nowell, Mon-
i ia. ; Mose Klein, Clarksville,

Term.

Louisville

The Capitol Theatre at Bowling
Green, Ky., on Mi

I
n. 7,

d the installation of il

pipe organ, which was installed by

K. Hatch, organ builder for the

Crescent Amusement Company.
It is said to be one of the finest

organs in the tat' ' he man-
agement of the Capitol has ar-

ranged for a feature organist to

it.

The Walnut Theatre here, which
has been dark since the Lehr-Ma-
son Players left two months ago,

will be reopened after January 13

with the Raynor Lehr musical
comedy company.

A. B. McCoy, win i was mana-
ger of Keith's Majestic until it

closed Xew Year's Day, is tempo-
rarily associated with David Dow,
at Keith's Rialto Theatre.

Harry Matthews. Bleich The-
atre, Owensboro, was host at a

theatre party given newsbi
Earle Hall Payne, Kentucky

Theatre, Lexington, gave a talk

on talking pictures at the Lexing-
ton Optimistic Club luncheon last

week.
The Majestic Theatre, Own

ville, has closed, due to the"Hu"

epidemic.

Florida

Bob Mitchell, popular organist

at the Arcade Theatre, Jackson
vill.e, is now on the radio six hours
each week.

Jess Marlow, new manager of

the Rialto, reports the installation

<,i tin Photophone equipment in
'

ll This is tin- second
"I -onville to use this

equipment, the other being the

Princess, managed 1>\ William
who is sup< the

Rialto.

Frii i"l "i Mi-- Bell tein,

of FBO exchange, will regret to

hear of the death of her fathet

Locke Crumli r, n oi the

i son Theatre, St. Augustine,
has recovered from an a

the flu.

John XT . Thomas, formerly man-
ager of the Riverside, Jacksonville,

is now manager of the Imperial,

downtown \ itaphi me and Movie-
tone house, and is supen
Riverside.

.hen 1). Moore, who has been
in charge of the projection 1 th

at the Royal Theatre, Wauchula,
for the pa-t eight years, was pro-

i to the mat i this

week 1 1. ii.. 1.1 ( l.n ke, former
man; ei ed to

Jacksonville.

B. I lawn 11. i

and Orpheum Tin,

Waycross, Ga..

itor last week. The 'flu

ig of all the Waycross the-

atr< dvan-

r tour of !

while

taster walls
. i .i theatre auditorium and ex-

iish a blazi . itional, hut
Mrs. X. \ Darli

the Royal Theatre, Tarpon Springs,
!!i I. la, did it, and 1

About 9 o'clock last V,

evening Mrs. barley discovered
that the lath, inside of the wall
near the stage, was one fire, Shi
quickly ordered on the light

told the audience all about it, ex-
plaining that there was no da
Not one person left the theatre.
Firemen responded pr ptly,
marched down the aisl , i hopped

the plaster wall and extin-
ued the blaze with chemicals.

mother ..i Jess Stuttle, a golf pro-

lal of K.e

A newsreel, showing the acti 1

the Mayor's Christmas
liich distributed food

and clothing to needy [amilii

Kan- I shewn at the

run downtown
llollse.

Exhibitors Wage Price
Cut War in Mo. Town
fOLUMBIA, .Mn. a town i

V_z 10,000 and the -eat of the
tate university, is in the mid

a theatre war which is pi

costly to the exhibitors and pro-
viding some bargain priced enter-
'> ""lent for the patrons. This is
thi -econd time such a "war" has
broken out. University students
and townspeople are kept busy hur-
rying from one to another of the
foui theatres to see pictures and
vaudeville far better and at cheaper
prices than ever before in the his-
tory of the t,,wn. T. i Hall of
M' berly, Mo., millionaire theatre
ownei of Columbia who operates
the Varsity, Hall and Columbia

I heatres, is featuring talking pic-
tures at the Hall Theatre, the pick
..1 s,ietit films at the Varsity, while
the Columbia has been given i

to a musical comedy stock com-

\t the Missouri Theatre, a new
00, hou i managed by J. I).

a capitalist of Columbia,
sound pictures were started th. re
li-i we.k iii addition to five acts

audeville. So, while Colum-
bia's in., showmen fight it oul Eoi

control of th.- thi atn situatii m,
patrons . i that city an l« ing i .in

ndard of entertain-
mi in which may tend to spoil them
for the future

'I hi i ii pheum Thea! Kan-

to th.- fronl I-..- . .-. dail; m
paper- with the announcement thai

irj 21 will he "University -

Missouri Night" and that arrange-
ments for line parties by (hi- vat
fraternities have he. u made for that

night.

When |..,iu ( ran lord. -.

-tar, ami. >u come
i ide oi I louglas Fairbanks,

Jr.. in June the an.
i

than casual interest for Kan-
City. Miss Craw lord,

i a

as City girl and wa rean .1

and edui ati d by Mrs. Effie Stuttle,

Elect Pathe Man Ind.

Film Board Head
HARRY D. i.K All \\l of the

Pathe Film Exchange has
lni Hoard of Trade

presid T.

lis, box films.

Oi 1
1

Pour. .il. manager of FBO
lent

: Lest thai, Uni-

urer; Marian M. McCullough ex-

tary.

The Ohio Theatre wall lie re-

opened in February a ... .1 run

house with hie Vitaphone and
Movietone films at popular prices,

George D. Tyson, assistant

manager of Skouras-Publix,

nounced. The downtown
been closed more than a year. With
opening of the Ohio the Skouras
Publix enterprises will show only

big talking pictures in Indiana]

William Goldman, general man-
ager of the Skouras Publix houses
lure, ha- been transferred to Phila-

delphia. He w ill join the \\ ai n.

a

Brothers staff there. CulUn I

former assistant, was name.

I

eral manager. George D. Tyson,

publicity director, will take over

Espy's duties. William Doepper-
maii, who resigned to go to II. illj

w 1. ha- been sue. i eded bj I'.

V. Sturdevant, as assistant in the

publicity department.

Berry, former Circle man-
is I

\p.-i ted t.. go to Pitts-

burgh.

E. W. Hoover, manager of the

Luna Theatre at Logansport, was
held up and robbed oi $950 on Jan.

7. Mr. Hoover was robbed win!.

checking the day's 1 1 ceipts,

Helen Harrison has been named
Little Theatre chairman bj Miss

Sara Lauter, administrative chair-

man.
Announcement is made that H.

J. Arnold, for the last twenty

months manager of the Von kitz

th. an e, Bedford, Ind., will leave

i. ir i raw Eordsville, 1ml
. where he

will take- charge of five theatres of

tl.. \ oiidei-schnii.lt Amusement
Enterprisi . ini luding two theatres

rawfordsville, two at Green-

and the Von-Ritz here.

Paul Wykoff, who has been Mr.

Arnold's assistant at the Ic al

house will succeed him as loi al

iger.

I il i
i ii .a I 1 \\ 1. Ind

.

I-. n.! tribute to Frank 1

1

Mai 1 < . well known theatre ..p. ra-

tor who died. Funeral ei a
conducted at the residence

with the Rev. II. C. Harman in

. hat

I he engagi mint of Miss Aha
Rowena Strickler, well known

awaka, Ind., young woman, to

1 1. ii old J .lni-. .n. oi ganisl oi thi

I Irpheum 'I heatre at South I'.ctid,

was announced recentlv.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS ,437 B war
New York
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Fox SupertypeTheatre

Planned for (Jeve.

WILLIAM FOX has an-

nounced that he will build

a 6,000-seat theatre here during the

coming year. It will be of the

supertype, in accord with other

recent Fox theatre buildings. While

the exact location was not stated

in the announcement, there is rea-

son to believe that it will be lo-

cated in the Van Sweringen Ter-

minal project on the Square. This

belief is based on the fact that

Graham, Anderson, Probst and

White, Chicago architects who have

made the plans for the Terminal

project, have made preliminary

drawings of the new Fox theatre.

This is the first time that a defi-

nite statement was issued from Fox
Theatre Corp. as to their intention

of building a theatre in Cleveland.

Jack Hays of Universal, who
spent a few weeks in Cleveland

upon his return to the States from

Cuba, is now on his way to Java

in the interest of Universal.

Biophone sound equipment was
satisfactorily demonstrated last

Friday night at the Variety The-

atre before a representative invited

exhibitor audience.

Edgar F. Stanley has sold the

Rivoli Theatre, Defiance, to C
Lynn and F. M. Miller.

A. L. Scott and E. Pennell are

the new owners of the Artcraft,

Toledo. They have recently pur-

chased the house from W. L. Beck-

ham.

About ten DeForest Phonofilm

installations will be in operation in

this territory by the middle of Feb-

ruary, it is stated. Among these

are three in Cleveland, namely the

Plaza, Astor and Haltnorth—the

Utopia, Painesville; and the Ma-
jestic at Charleroi, Pa.

Harold Underwood has joined

the Columbia Gold Seal sales force

in this territory.

Frank A. Hines, manager of B.

F. Keith's Palace, has just recov-

ered from a flu attack.

Mark Goldman, Tiffany-Stahl

exchange manager recovered from

a two-week's flu siege just in time

to attend his niece's wedding in

Boston.
M. A. Malaney, Loew publicity

and exploitation manager, addressed

the Advertising Club last Thurs-

day at a noonday meeting on "Talk-

ing Pictures."

A new theatre will replace the

Bijou Theatre, Toledo, recently

damaged by fire, according to an

announcement by Thomas H. Gard-

ner, owner of the property. It will

be an 1,800-seat house, and will

cost about $100,000. Repairs re-

cently made at the Bijou are only

temporary. Alfred A. Hahn, archi-

tect, is preparing plans for the new
building which will have two stor-

ies.

A fire originating in the projec-

tion booth at the Dalmar Theatre,

Portsmouth, Ohio, has resulted in

the house being closed by order of

the Fire Chief. Damage is esti-

mated at $2,500. Fire Chief Robert

Leedom ordered the house closed

until the building is remodeled to

comply with the building code.

A complete "little theatre" will

be included in the new Toledo-

Paramount Theatre, scheduled to

open February 1st. All pictures

and vaudeville numbers will be pre-

viewed by the management in this

little theatre, which accommodates
fifty people, before presentation to

the public. It is provided with com-
plete stage and lighting effects and
has sound installation, too.

The Colonial Theatre, Washing-
ton Court House has been pur-

chased by the Peal interests of

Ohio and Kentucky, and after be-

ing remodelled has been renamed
the Cino Theatre.

Cashier Foils Robbery
at Pantages, Toronto

CORA PARK, a new cashier at

the Pantages Theatre, Toron-

to, one of the largest houses in

Canada, prevented a hold-up of the

box office on the night of January
10 by screaming. Miss Park was
completing her second day of em-
ployment at the theatre when a

lone bandit ordered her to hand

over the money. She yelled and
the commotion was so arresting

that he ran. A few hours later

Miss Park identified a man, Wil-

liam Reist, aged 21, whom the po-

lice had nabbed as the offender.

A previous hold-up of the Pan-

tages box office resulted in a haul

of $800 for a bandit pair who
made their escape.

After playing the Uptown The-
atre, Toronto, for five weeks as

master of ceremonies, Eddie

Loughton has returned to Hamil-
ton, Ontario, where he is filling

an unlimited engagement at the

Capitol, another Famous Players

house.

Despite big crops and extensive

general prosperity, the Provincial

Government of Manitoba derived

only $379,000 from the amusement
tax during the past 12 months, ac-

cording to announcement at Win-
nipeg. The Government had esti-

mated $420,000 as its revenue from
the theatre ticket tax during 1928.

Interior alterations have been

made in the Capitol Theatre, Ed-
monton, Alberta, costing $42,000,

and this does not include wiring

the house for sound programs.

Harold Bishop is the manager of

this Famous Players house.

The staff of the Capitol Theatre,

Peterboro, Ontario, "remembered"
Manager J. A. Stewart with a wal-

nut smoking stand with accessories

and Mrs. Stewart with a silver

cake dish.

Members of the staff of the Cap-

itol Theatre, Moose Jaw, Sask.,

and their wives, numbering 70 all

told, gathered for a function when
Manager E. P. Fields was pre-

sented with a set of crystal ware.

N. L. Nathanson, managing di-

rector of Famous Players Canadi-

an Corp., Toronto, has appointed

Sam DePass as supervising mana-
ger of the many suburban houses

of the company in Toronto. Mr.
DePass has been in charge of the

advertising department at the head

office of Canadian Famous Players.

H. M. Thomas, Western Divi-

sion Manager of the F. P. Canadi-

an Corp., will also have charge of

the advertising and exploitation de-

partment at Toronto in succession

to Mr. DePass.

J. Lloyd Dearth, formerly gen-
eral manager of Pantages The-
atres in the North Western States,

has been appointed manager of

the Capitol Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C, by Famous Players Canadi-
an Corp., Toronto.
The Dominion Theatre, Victoria,

B. C, J. M. Robertson, manager,
has been added to the growing list

of wired theatres in Canada, the

house also being redecorated, re-

carpeted and provided with new
opera chairs as well during the

transformation.

Probably the first time on rec-

ord that a short subject has been
held over for a second week when
the main film attraction has been
changed according to schedule was
noted at the Capitol Theatre, Van-
couver, B. C, when Manager
Lloyd Dearth retained the short

Movietone release of King George
for the week of January 7.

2 More Cincy Movies
Wired; Other News
TWO more Cincinnati houses

have gone talkie. The Forest
Theatre, a neighborhood house,

one of the units in the "L" chain,

located in the fashionable residen-

tial district of Avondale, will open
with sound January 27. The
Roosevelt, catering to colored pa-

tronage, also has been wired.

Joseph Shakespeare, 39, mana-
ger of the Freeman Amusement
Co., Cincinnati, suffered a possible

fracture of the skull and cuts on
his face and body when the auto-

mobile in which he was riding

crashed into a railroad box car.

He was taken to the General Hos-
pital, Cincinnati.

The W. C. T. U. of Westerville,

Ohio, a suburb of Columbus, after

having secured over 400 names to

a petition which they circulated,

has caused a resolution to be in-

troduced into the city council pro-
hibiting showing motion pictures

on Sunday. The proposed ordi-

nance provides for a fine of $100
and a penalty of six months in jail

for violation.

With the 'flu epidemic continuing

unabated, and new cases being re-

ported daily, schools, churches,

theatres and other places of as-

semblage in Batavia, Ohio, have
been ordered closed indefinitely by
the health authorities.

Lawrence Bueche, Sit, owner
of the Woodlawn Theatre, Chev-
iot, Ohio, suburban to Cincinnati,

announces appointment of Dave
Helbrick, former film salesman, as
manager.
The Midland Theatre, Newark,

Ohio, a new 1800-seat house, built

by the Midland Theatre Co., who
also operate the Arcade and Audi-
torium Theatres, at Newark,
opened recently. Edward J. Hiehle
is managing all three houses.

Hagerstown, Md., 100
Per Cent Sound

SOUND mechanisms of some
sort have been installed in ev-

ery theatre in Hagerstown, the Co-
lonial, W. Walter Arts, manager,
being the last to fall into line with
non-synchronous device.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was the
first picture to be offered as a
sound production at the New The-
atre. Staunton, Va., when that
playhouse reopened after having
sound mechanism installed.

Neil Garner has succeeded J. C.
Hester as general manager of the
Capitol, Rialto, Broadway and Ma-
jestic Theatres, Danville, Va. Gar-
ner was formerly in the Washing-
ton and Omaha territories as sales-

man for Universal. The houses
in Danville have been acquired by
Universal.

The Danville Amusement Com-
pany has been given a charter to
conduct a general amusement and
theatrical business. A. C. Conway
is president.

The Frank H. Durkee Theatri-
cal Interests have taken over the
Opera House at Havre de Grace,
Md., by arrangements with the
Mayor and City Council of that
town. They will use it to give
moving picture performances while
the State there, owned by that
company, is being remodeled from
the damage done to it by fire re-

cently.

Business at Loew's Century and
Loew's Valencia, above the for-
mer, was interfered with to some
extent on Monday, Jan. 14, when
fire wrecked the Mealy jewelry
store building next to the theatre
building, causing eight alarms to
be sounded and in which 12 per-
sons were injured.

150 persons viewing the early
morning show at the Century were
ordered to leave on advice from
Police Inspector Nelson and they
filed out in orderly manner.

A small theatre at Newark, Md.,
near Berlin, Md., was destroyed
by fire, which caused a loss esti-

mated at $25,000. The theatre was
owned by Levin A. Cannor.

Benners Milligan, son of Mrs.
John Milligan, one of the backers
of the Motion Picture Guild, had
his spine injured some time ago
when he fell from a tree while do-
ing an assignment at his school
in New York State. He is now
well again. Benners served as
cashier at the Little Theatre here
during last summer.

Mike Segal, pioneer film sales-

man in the Baltimore and Wash-
ington, D. C, territory, is branch
manager of the new office of Qual-
ity Pictures, which has been
opened in the Mather building,

Washington, D. C.

A theatre to cost about $200,000
is to be built at Owensboro, Ky.,
by the Strand Amusement Com-
pany.

I to 10
II to 50
51 to 100

723 Sev«

EMPIRE FILM
MODERATE PRICE

VAULTS
FILM STORAGE
Over 100 Containers

INC.

Cases per month over

nth Avenue, N. Y. Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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Mi ITU >X picture theatri

Newton Falls, Antwerp,
stertown and Cape Vinci nt are

int of the tin epi-

demic. The theatre in Alexai
5 ic Weller, which has

been closed because of the flu

-t Saturd

ker, who booked for M
in Albany for many years,

has i -.bine out-

tit and is located in Gloversville.

Mrs. Taylor who runs the Gate-
way Theatre at Antwerp is ill in

bed with the flu as is her daughter
who assists her.

The Community Theatre in

Highland Mills has been taken over
by a Mr. Arabella. It was for-

merh run bj -Mr. Vance. Mr. Ara-
bella has red theatri

•er. Central Valley and Harri-
man.
The Community Theatre at

Brasher's Falls, formerly operated

by Hugh .1. Ri - n acquired

by Xeal Murphy.
Tin in Albany, ow

by J. H. Berinstein, is being
equipped with sound and will pre-

sent sound pictures from the latter

part of this month
Uly S. Hill, managing director

he Stanley houses in Albany
and Troy, is ill at his home in

Sand Lake, from the flu.

There was a special showing at

the Executive Chamber in the State
Capitol, one afternoon last week,
of the motion picture that had been
taken of Governor Roosevelt's cam-
paign and likewise of the Inaugu-
ration at the Capitol on New
Year's Day.
Lee Langdon, who for many

years was one of the best known
bookers in Albany, and who later

conducted the Central Theatre, died
in Xew York City last week of
pneumonia. Mr. Langdon had been
residing in Xew York for the past

year or so and was known to prac-
tically every exhibitor in north-
ern and central New York.
Thomas Stowell, manager of

Harmanu- Hall in Al-
bany, played the pan oi hosl last

Saturday monn roup
of men and women prominent in

the affairs of Albany at a demon-
stration of the installation of Pho-
tophone.

Mrs. Dennis Regan, one of the

old timers in the business, but who
leased her theatre some tune ago
to Louis Benton, is back in the

game and once more handling the
Star at i ireenwich.

Mrs. Alee Ecltniaiin, wife of the
owner of the Lincoln and Rialto
Theatres in Schenectady, and a
former cashier at the Rialto, died

last week of pneumonia.
A terrific windstorm put the

Vitaphone out of business at the

Theatre in Watertown, and
it was found necessary to close the

show one night last week.
The Pearl Theatre, owned by

Morris Silverman, and the Capitol,

owned by George Dwore, both lo-

cated in Schenectady, may shortly

combine and be operated as a unit,

according to report.

Sidney Abrahams, poster clerk at

the Pathc exchange, was confined

to his home last week with the

flu. Ann Rogers and Catherine

Schraa, of the F B O exchange,

also ill uali the tin d

the week II' iwai d Mi rgan man-
ia! in Albany,

was absent from his desk a

part of last week, and confini

>1 with the till.

The new theatre il

which will be o]

i impany, has opened. The
i

is well located in tin c

md will he known as

itherine Dobbs, who ha

connected with th< ["iffi

t>r three years in

Albany, resigned during the past

week on account of ill health.

Although there i- talk of a new
theati i ed in Scln

tady, the Albany and the Hudson
Theatres in that city, operati

the Farash Company, are still

1. in order to divert business

to other houses operated by the

e pan) .
I hi account of the

pay roil at the General Electric

Works, tin- majority oi Schi

tady houses report business a-- be-

ing good.

Sunday Shows Favored
at Clarion, Iowa

GLGE HAKE of the i o

il Theatre at Clarion, I.e.

reports thai the Sunday shows,
which are permitted for the first

time at Clarion houses, are win-
ning favor and that many who op-

posed them are beginning to change
their attitude. Sunday shows were
voted on at a special election and
won out by a vote of 755 to 405.

FBO entertained a long list of

callers, including J. I. In ley of

the Star at Waucoma, who made
his first visit in many months. Oth-
ers, who were in to book films,

were T. A. Holt of the Princess

at Montezuma, J. E. Michaels of
the Strand at Jefferson, \Y. E.

Mansfield of the Strand at Belle

Plain and the Mills at Tama, W.
C. Treloar of the Treloar tit Og-
den.

Jake Cohen, who has the Strand
and the Capitol at Ottumwa, has

installed sound equipment .at his

house within the last few weeks.

Mr. Cohen was a caller .at the of-

fice of Paramount and reported

himself well pleased with the new
equipment. Another caller at the

mount office was George
Sweneker of the Garden Theatri

at i itithrie Center.

J. H. Michaels of the Strand
l heatre at Leon, Iowa, reports that

rapid progress has been made on
the new theatre building which is

lii-llv . I . i ted on the site of the old

Strand. The new theatre is to

have a capacity of 500 seats and
i alTs tor all the most modern equip-

ment and construction. J. H.
Michaels is asociatcd witli John
Weller in the Leon house and they
hue also theatres at Oscola and
Jefferson-.

With the installation of the Vi-
taphone at the Strand Theatre, Des
Moines, a slight advance was
made in the evening admission.
the previous price was 20-25 .and

the admissions now are 20-30.

Rose Kaplan is expected back
at the office of Educational some
time this month. She has been
more than six months recuperating

i an accident in which the au-
tomobile in which she and her

fathi i wen drivi erturned
The Cresl II".

Jn now under new ownership,
having been purchased recently by
Macey and Henry, who are old

exhibitors in thi

ellCe i- the Str.mil 'I h,

at Anita. '/..'/.. If nrj is own-
er and manager oi the Palai

Thej will remain at I

old houses and have engaged E. I..

Jenkins to act i the

Crest. Tlu Cresl wa pi eviou I

.

own. <l I.. Ri n Benson.

2 Fires and Robbery
Occur in Central Penn

A. rheated flue in the Star
picture theatre, at Nant

a suburb of Johnstown, early in

the morning of January 8, caused a
tire that destroyi d the thi atre. The
loss is estimated al $25,000, partly

red by insurance. A high
wind fanned the flames ami
men wen- summoned from other
towns to aid the local department.
'fhe theatre was owned by Jacob
1 onrad and was operated b Wil-
liam Gallo.

\ mother and three small daugh-
ti rs were rescued after being
trapped in a blazing picture thea-
tre in I la\ re de < .rare, just ai

if. Pennsj Ivania line in Maryland,
during a matinee performance i n

January ". The woman and chil-

dren were in a basement rest room
.and were weak from smoke fumes
when carried to the street

A sneak thief thrust his hand
through the window of the ticket

booth in front of the Victoria Tin
atre. Harrisburg. tit 5 o'clock, mi

the afternoon of January 8, while
a relief cashier was on duty, and
grabbed $75 in bills with which he
di appeared in crowded Market
Street.

Donald W. Ross, who became
managing director of I.oew's Re-
gent Theatre, Harrisburg, just be-

lore Christmas, succeeding John P.

Mi i arthy, transferred to .a 1 oew
theatre in Syracuse, X. Y., w.as

host to a group of newspapermen
and other eucsts recently at a pri-

vate screening.

Harrisburg Local, Xo. 98, Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employes and Motion Pic-

ture Projectionists, on January 6

elected the following officers for

1929; President William S. McKay.

Jr.; vice president, William

Fornwalt; recording secretary.

Harry B. Wilson, treasurer; Ar-

thur L. Kobb, sergeant-at-arms

;

Harry Beck; business agent for

stage hands, Ralph Black; business

agent for projectionists, Lawrence
W. Katz.

C. Floyd Hopkins, director of

the dozen Wilmer & Vincent the-

atres in Harrisburg and Reading,

has been appointed a member oi a

committee of prominent Harrisburg

business men who will represent

the Chamber of Commerce at the

dedication of the new Harrisburg

< ity Hall, which will take place

early in the Spring. Mr. Hopkins
is a past president of the chamber.

Mrs. Florence Ackley Ley, for-

mer comic opera prima donna and
until recently head of the Com-
munity Service Bureau maintained

in Harrisburg by Wilmer & Vin-

cent theatres, directed the annual

holiday parte of the Ley School

of Dance Arts in the Vance Build-

ing, Harrisburg, on January 7.

Wash. Shows Shut by
I In to Open

Willi If. d i the
Slight epidemic of inlln

lions parts of the si

d likely tha
ing ot theatres in the smaller towns
would follow this week. Cities
which have had
lie p ed durii

tire Yakima, \\ hite S

Granger and Ritzville, all of v.

had a fairlj largi numbi r oi ill-

nesses.

"Sunshine" Max Bradfield, a

\\ est I oast m.istei

i. arrived at

Fifth Wenue Thi
last week t,, assumi
of the f'ii'ih Avenue Stage Hand.
I le replaces < leorgie Stoll, who

returned to the

Theatre in Portland.

John McGill, exhibitor m' Port
i Irchard and Annapolis, Washing-
ton, last week was telling thi

about the successful opening of his

new Port Orchard Theatn

Lloyd Lamb, form, r sales rep-
tativi oi the American film

Corporation, is recovering from a

nt sudden attack of intestinal

influenza.

Art Aronson, head of the West-
em Poster Company of the North-
west, is celebrating the arrival of

daughter.
Information was received on

film Row to the effect that the
Majestic Theatre in Ontario, ( ire-

gon, had been bought out by Wil-
liam Lees, owner of the Dream
flu aire, opposition house. The
Majestic was formerly owned by
i

. R. Potter.

K. L. Burk, Northwest division
manager of Universal houses, an-
nounced that Clem Pope has re-

turned to Spokane, Washington, as

manager of the Clemmer Theatri
there. Art Bishell, appointed to

that position about a month ago
will probably return to the L'ni-

\ . i sal group in Seattle.

Alex Singelow, formerly con-
nected with the Fox organization
in the new sreel division, has been

associated with the Sonora-Bris-
tolphone sales department in the

Northwest,
Al Rosenberg, president of the

Allied Amusements of the North-
west and head of the DeLuxe The-
atres, Inc., of Seattle, has ap-

pointed "Chuck" Charles as house
manager of the new Everett The-
atre now under construction and
leased by I icLuxe.

The Casino Theatre at Republic,

Washington, formerly owned and
run by Charles Storch, has been
taken over by Robert McAtee.

G. H. YanDuseii, former audi-

tor for the eleven Universal chain

houses in Seattle, has been moved
to the position of cashier at Man-
ager Mat Aparton's local Univer-
sal exchange.

The Goodluck Theatre in this

city, owned and operated by Mr.
anil Mrs. S. Z. Williams, last week
was renamed the Mount Baker
Theatre. The change was made
along with a change in policy

which brings sound films.

H. E. Ulsh. operating the Ellens-

burg Theatre at Ellensburg. Wash-
ington, is planning to remodel and

redecorate his house, simultaneous

with installation of the latest talkie

equipment
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New Theatre, to Cost $150,000 Is

Planned for Bartlesville- Okla.

There will be several store rooms in connec-
tion with the theatre.

A motion picture theatre that will be a
civic monument and will cost $150,000, has

been announced for Bartlesville, Okla., by
C. E. Burlingham, who plans to make the

structure the finest small city show house
between the Mississippi and the Rockies.

It will be operated by the Berryman Bros,

and the Griffith Amusement Co., of Okla-

homa City, a Universal circuit.

The called-for site of the structure is

now occupied by a furniture store, which
will be completely torn down with the ex-

ception of the side walls. The front facade

is to be faced with "matt" finish terra

cotta, the ornament and relief work to be
in polychrome colors. Surmounting the

main, or front wall, will be open bell

towers, to be illuminated at night with
hanging lanterns. The front will be 71 feet

in height.

It is planned to make the central bay one
large window, 17 feet wide and 30 feet

high. The window is to be constructed of
ornamental wrought iron and glazed with
opalescent stained glass; behind the win-

dow will be lights that will add to the

illumination in front. A large steel mar-

quee, that will be a part of the main struc-

ture, will also be in front, and this, too,

will be illuminated at night by many in-

candescent lights.

To be approximately 26 feet square and
elaborately finished in marble flooring, col-

ored tile wainscoting and ornamental plas-

ter cornices and decorations, the lobby will

have double doors at the front and back
and at each side a shop or store.

Aisles will lead from the main foyer to

the auditorium, and two main stairways will

lead to the mezzanine and balcony. On the

former there will be lounge rooms for m n

and women, smoking room and the man-
ager's office; connecting the mezzanine
with the balcony will be two ramps or in-

clines. There will be no posts in the bal-

cony, as the whole will be supported by
huge steel girders. The entire balcony,

mezzanine and stairways will be of rein-

forced concrete.

Ornamental plaster, framed mirrors and
wrought iron work of the latest design will

decorate the interior. Air washers, motor-
driven fans and diffusers will keep a fresh

supply of air in circulation during warm
weather, while in cold seasons a mushroom
type of steam heating plant will keep a
constant change of warm air. Indirect

lighting will be employed around the pros-

cenium opening, and will emanate from
domes, pockets and chases, through orna-
mental grilles and from soft colored reflec-

tors. The stage will be 25 feet wide. In
the basement will be the heating equipment
and drssing rooms. The stage floor is to be
constructed of concrete, with 2 inches of
matched floor finish overlaid. The seating
capacity will be about 1,200.

New $775,000 Theatre Waterbury,

Conn., May Open Around March 15
John Moriarity, Inc.'s new $775,000 mo-

tion picture theatre in Waterbury, Conn.,

now being erected and which will be leased

to the Rialto Theatre Co. of Waterbury, will

be opened to the public some time after

March 1, probably around the middle of the

month. The structure is going up on East
Main Street.

In about two weeks ' time plastering work
will be completed and the following five

weeks, it is expected, will be taken up with

the decoration of the building's interior.

Christmas was to have been the date for

the finish of the plaster work, but unfore-

told delays have hindered its completion.

At least 10 days will be occupied with the

installation of the organ and to seat the

2,700 seats. Each seat must be riveted to

the concrete floor.

The president of the theatre controlling

company is Moe Mark, who was head of

New 2,000-Seater Will Be
Erected in Owensboro, Ky.
A large and attractive theatre, to seat

2,000, will soon be a reality in Owensboro,
Ky. It will be located on Fifth and Fred-
ercia streets, and will be in addition to the
string of houses already controlled and
operated in that territory by the Strand
Amusement Co.

Harry Matthews is manager in Owens-
boro of the Strand Amusement Co.

the firm that erected the Mark Strand The-
atre on Broadway, New York. Joseph M.
Levenson, of Boston, is vice-president and
assistant treasurer. Bernhardt E. Hoffman,
of New Haven, is treasurer.

Mr. Hoffman will have charge of the
policies and programs. It has not been de-
termined whether vaudeville, stage presen-
tations or only films will be shown.
The new structure has a frontage of about

.30 feet on East Main Street and runs back
140 feet. From the rear western to eastern
boundary measures 170 feet.

Construction Notes and

Theatre Openings

The Jefferson Lafayette Theatres, Incor-
porated, of Charlottesville, Virginia, will
begin in February the erection of a 1,000-
seat house at the University of Virginia.
Plans have been completed and contract
will be let on or about January 5th. The
theatre will cost approximately $125,000,
and will contain all modern equipment.

The Strand Theatre, Council Bluffs, la.,

of which Morris Cohn is manager, was re-

cently closed for several weeks while work
was being done to the interior of the house.
One unusual feature to be added was a

ballroom beautifully decorated, and located
on top of the auditorium with a mezzanine
effect. Much pains are being taken to make
the theatre not unusually attractive but one
which will be of advantage to the patrons
of the theatre in many ways.

The Blaser-Vollmer Construction Com-
pany of Wichita, Kans., has been awarded
the contract for the construction of the
theatre at 2141 North Market street,

Wichita, to be erected by the Stockman-
Hartman Theatre Company according to
plans drawn by Boiler Brothers of Kansas
City, Mo.
The theatre will contain the main floor

and a balcony and be 50 by 140 feet.

Superior Mechanical
features otlhe NEW
Atedel 29
CCLE) StAl
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Motion Picture N e w s

Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cento

1

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress. Chicago Musical Col-

lege. 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

Expert Show Card Writer

with proven art ability in the-

atrical lobby display desires

connection with progressive

organization either one lai

combination house or si, Mil-

circuit. Willing to leave town.

t on moderate salary.

Will furnish details by mail

or arrange for appointment.

Box 145, Motion Picture

News, 729—7th Ave., N. Y. C.

A-l Theatre Manager at

liberty. Long experience, re-

liable. Can furnish best of

references. Address, Man-
ager, 17 Washington Street,

Wesi Pittston, Pa.

I RECOMMEND you. Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

; ion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New Vork City.

Wanted
THEATRE WANTED —

AT ONCE—any town over

2,000 population. Prefer

lease. Will consider buying.

10 years successful manage-

ment. Box 430, care Motion

Picture News, 729 Seventh

• Ave., New York City.

Managers' School
LEARN .MODERN THEA-

TRE MANAGEMENT. A
training iliat is helping many
theatre employees to success.

Catalog C. Moving Picture

Theatre Managers Institute,

Elmira, N. Y.

For Sale

For Sale: Moving picture

theatre, wonderful location,

five hundred seats, good sized

stage, organ, two Simplex ma-

es. Bne crystal screen, ad-

ditional hall ground floo

with two other rooms. Price

very reasonable. Florence

Amusement Association. Flor-

ence, Mass.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from

leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 4:25, Mo-

lion Picture News. 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Three Thousand Dollars

will buy good will and equip-

ment for a 380-seat moving

picture house ; rent, month,

$150. Favorite Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News*

1 Most imazingSound Picture!

J^L%^^ SOUNOSOUND
EJECTS oid

MUSICAL SCORE

Five examples of newspaper displays exploiting

M-G-M's "West of Zanzibar" at first run theatres.

The ads illustrated are displays by Loew's Midland,
Kansas City, a three-column layout of striking

make-up; Palace, Indianapolis, three columns;
Loetv's Valentine, Toledo, three columns; Fisher

theatre, St. Louis, two columns; and Loew's and
United Artist's State, Louisville, a two column

layout.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

College Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1 2 reels

Her Salty Suitor June 20— 2 reels

His Wild Oat McDougall Kids July 10. ... 2 reels

Lonesome Babies Jack Cooper Aug. 1 2 reels

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1 2 reels

Loto' Boloney, A McDougall Kids June 10 2 reels

Pikers The McDougall Kid9 Aug. 10 2 reels

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Rel. Date

April 17...

Title Star

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev
Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July 1.

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12
Oawn.

Length

5459 feet.

5838 feet .

.

5649 feet .

5537 feet.

601 4 feet.

Reviewed

. Sept. 15

'

Sept! 15

. Special Cast 7500 feet

SepL 1

5

5528 feet

6267 feet

5592 feet . ...

5925 feet ...May
5540feet
5544 feet. ..Sept.

Oesert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26
Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15.

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1

.

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14.

Modern Mothers Chadwick-Falrbanks, Jr.-Kent. May 13

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25

.

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Elrz 5701 feet

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston 6465 feet

Raider Emden, The Special Cast 6021 feet

Ransom Wlfson-Burns June 7 5584 feet

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes 6085 feet

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23 5725 feet

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livlngston-Chadwlck. . July 13 6401 feet

Scarlet Lady, The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1— 6443 feet

Sinners' Parade Revier-Varconi 5616 feet.

Sporting Age. The Bennett-Herbert-Nye. . Mar. 2— 5464 feet

Street of Illusion, The Keith-Valll 5988 feet

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden 5988 feet.

*t§Submarine Holt-Revler-Graves 8192 feet

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles ... July 25. . 6048 feet

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvingston-Von Eltz June 19 5752 feet.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass

College Coquette M. Day-Forbes
tJDonovan Affair, The Jack Holt
Faker, The Logan-Dehney-Oland
•tSFall of Eve. The
*t§Lone Wolfs Daughter, The Lytew-Olmstead-Keith
Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry

•tJVounger Generation. The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez.

June 2

Sept. 22

Length Reviewed

.6214 feet.

.621 4 feet.

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All In Fun Jerry Mandy Oct 21...
Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6. ..

America's Pride Our World Today Oct 7. .

.

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17—
8eauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27 .

.

Be My King Lupino Lane Dec- 9..

Best Dressed Woman in the World . .."Our World Today" Feb. 17. ..

Blondes Beware Johnny Arthur July 15. .

.

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18. .

.

Call Your Shots Al St. John Sept. 15. .

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24 . .

.

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14...
Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct 7
Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8
Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept. 9 ..

Crown Me Wallace Lupino. June 3. .

.

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27. .

.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat In Futuritzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24. .

.

Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

.

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat in the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5. .

.

Fighting Orphans—Evening Mist. . . .Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19. .

.

Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct 28. .

.

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3. .

.

Follow Teacher "Big cloy" Dec 16...
Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept. 9. ..

Gloom Chaser. The "Big Boy" June 24. .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14
Going Places George Davis Jan. 13
Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12
Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29. .

.

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4
Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17
He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12...
Hold That Monkey MontyJColllns Nov. 11 ...

.

Homemade Man, A Lloyd Hamilton June 17
Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2. .

.

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec. 2. . .

.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6
In the Morning Vernon Dent Dee. 30
Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19

* Meaiu tynchronized score, t Means touni effects.

Length Reviewed

.1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels

1 reel Oct. 6

2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels Nov. 10

.1 reel

2 reels June 23
.lreel Nov. 3
2reels Sept 29

.2 reels

.2 reels Oct 13
2 reels Oct. 6
1 reel July 14
.1 reel Sept. 15
1 reel May 26
1 reel Dec 22
1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22
1 reel June 30
1 reel Sept 29

.1 reel Aug. 4
2 reels Oct 27
.2 reels Feb. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Sent 8
2 reels June 2
1 reel Oct 27
2reel8
2 reels July 28
1 reel July 14
1 reel Oct 27
2 reels May 26
1 reel July 14
2reel8 Oct 27
2 reels June 9
2 reels June 23
2 reels Sept 29
2 reels Nov. 10
2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
2 reels Aug. 11

Title Star Rel. Date

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5
Ladies Preferred Jerry Drew July 8 .

.

Leaping Luck Davis-Collins July 29. .

.

Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22 .

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Lupino July 15. .

.

Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct. 7...
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11...
Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct. 28. .

.

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25 . .

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16...
Oh Mama Miller-Hutton July 1...
On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept. 9 .

.

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20 . .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18..

.

Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12. ..

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24. .

.

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10...
Pirates Beware Lupino Lane Sept. 9. .

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1. .

.

Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30 .

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20. .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4. .

.

Rah Rah Rahl Dorothy Devore June 3
Roaming Romeo Lupino Lane July 29 . .

.

Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17. .

.

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10. .

.

Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16
Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept. 23. .

.

Skyway man. The Reed Howes Nov. 18. .

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec. 23 . .

.

Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21 . .

.

Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17. .

.

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept. 2. .

.

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26. .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13 . .

.

Wedded Blisters Lupino Lane Aug. 26. .

.

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13. .

.

Whoopee Boys Mon*y Collins Feb. 10. .

.

Who's Lyln? Davis-Collins June 10. .

.

Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept. 23 . .

.

Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15...
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec 16...

Length Reviewed

.2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14
2 reels July 14
1 reel June 23
1 reel Sept.15

. 1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Oct. 13
.2 reels Nov. 24
.1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 23

. 1 reel

2 reels Dec. 15
1 reel Nov. 24

.1 reel Aug. 18

.1 reel

.1 reel Dec 1

1 reel June 23
2 reels

1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Sept.15
. 1 reel

2 reels Oct 6
2 reels May 26
2 reels July 21
lreel June 9

.1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6

2 reels Nov. 3

.2 reels Nov. 17
2reels Oct 6
1 reel June S
.1 reel Sept 29

. 1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
.1 reel Dec 15
.2 reels Jai.. 12
.2 reels May 28

1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel June 30
2 reels Dec 15

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t§Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels

•tJLIon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels Dec 1

*t§Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bit of Heaven. A Lee-Washburn May 15... 7000reet
Inspiration George Walsh May 10 6759 feet

Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe June 15 6700 feet

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklin 5355 feet

.6400 feet

. 6000feet
4700 feet

.6520 feet

Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankin-Lease July 15.

Manhattan Knights Befford-Miller Aug. 27
Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31.

Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31.

F B O
FEATURES

Title Star Rel,

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno Jan. 8.

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13.

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7.

Bantam Cowboy, The Buz' 3arton Aug. 12.

Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elliort Mar. 18

*t§Blockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec 16
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1

.

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 26.
Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Seot. 16.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4.

*t§Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct 7.

Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11.

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26.

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7.

Dog Justice Ranger-Martin June 10.

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2
Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1.

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 .

.

*t§Gang War Borden-Pickford Nov. 18

.

Headin' for Danger Steete-Mendez Dec 16

.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec. 23

.

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11..
• t SHIt of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept 23

.

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26.

.

Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8.

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21.

Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11.

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28.

Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17..

Man In the Rough, The Steele-King May 20.

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec 23
•tjPerfect Crime, The Rich-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19. . . .6331 feet. . . .Aug. 11

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April 22 4781 feet Feb. 11

Date Length Reviewed

8. ...6351 feet

.6888 feet... Mar. 24

.4808 feet

.4893 feet

.5583 feet.... Feb. 25

'4869 feet!! !!!!!!!!!

!5487feet!!!!!!!!!!!
.6249 feet... Mar. 17

6085 feet... Sept 22
.6291 feet

5621 feet

5984 feet

5043 feet

.4802 feet

4758 feet

.9131 feet... Jan. 28

.6337 feet.

.5249 feet.

.

.Dec 1

.6337 feet... Aug. 4

.4769 feet.

.4647 feet.

4801 feet.

.6429 feet.

.5181 feet..

..4785 feet.

Mar. 10

April 21

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



Motion Picture News

Length

48W4feet
6419 feet

i.'i I r, .
i

6059 feet

6297 feet..

5812 feel.

.

5967 feet

6037 loet.

5493 feet

4778 feet.

4762 feet.

Title Star Rel. Date

Ptnto Kid. The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29
tied Rider* of Canada Mhler-Bver April 16
Rough Ridin' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4

Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest July 15. .

.

Sallys Shoulders Wilson-Hackathorno Oct 14...

Singapore Mutiny, The Ince-Toylor Oct. 7

Sinners In Love Borden-Gordon Nov. 4. .

.

Skinner's Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24 .

.

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct. 1

Stacks and Blondes Logan-Gallapher Sept. 9

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dec. 2
Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19. . . .4884 feet-

Texas Tornado. The Tyler-Dairo June 24 4793 feet.

Trail of Courage. The Steele-Bonner July 8 4758 feet.

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13

Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec 16.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25 .

.

Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept 16. .

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25
Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept. 16

Beef Steaks. The Helium-Davis Dec 30 .

.

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9 .

.

Come Meal Al Cooke June II...
Curiosities No. 1 Novelty Sept 26 .

.

Curiosities. No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10.

.

Curiosities, No. 3 Novelty Oct 24 .

.

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec 5. ..

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec 19 . .

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill Sept. 16. .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan Sept 16

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June II...

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec. 2.

.

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Sept. 9..

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14.

.

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7.

.

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Seot 30.

.

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23.

.

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4 .

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule Sept 2 .

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mltkey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2.

.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct. 28.

.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct. 14.

.

j Odd Facts Curiosities

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7..

Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept. 23 .

.

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct. 27 .

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 ..

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct. 24..

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept. 2 . .

.

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7..

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct. 14

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept. 9

Reviewed

Jan. 7

Dec 23

Oct. 13

Oct. 20
Mar. 17
Sept. 29

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept. 29
1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels Sept. 29
.2 reels

2 reels June 16

.2 reels

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels Oct 20
.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

2reels
. 1 reel

.2 reels

.1 reel

2 reel

2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels July 28

. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

Title Star Rel.

*t{Lllac Time Moore-Cooper Nov.
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Barthelinoss-O'Day April

MadHour.The O'Neill-Kent Mar.
•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec
•tNignt Watch, The Dove-Reed Sept
Oh Kny Moore-Gray

.

Aug.
•(Outcast Grlftith-Lowo Nov.
Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug.
•tScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec.
•(Show Girl Whlto-Dclanoy Sept
Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July
*f§Synthetlc Sin Colloon Moore Ian.

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June
Upland Rider, The Maynard-Oouglas June
Vamping Venus Murrav-Todd-Fazenda May
Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov.
•t Waterfront Mackaill-Mulhall Sept
Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June
•tWhlp, The Mackaill-I.'lls.son-Forbes Sept.
Wright Idea, The Hinos-Lorraino Aug.
Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May

Date Length

8967 feet

7700 leet

6625 feet

Reviewed

Mar. 24
May 19

..April 21

6612 feet

6100 feet

.6622 feet

6100 feet

6237 feel

6133 feet

7534 feet

6730 feet

5834 feet

5731 feet

6021 feet

.6185 feet.

5976 feet

6895 feet

. 605Bteet.
6300 feet.

7187 feel

Oct 1J
S0Dt. 1

Dec 8
Aug. 25
Jan. S

Nov. 10
June 9

Jan. 12

May 19

Dec 1

July 7
Sept. 22
Sept. 22
May 26

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

.Feb. 3.

Mar. 31

Mar. 3

Coming Attraction*
Title Slar

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Come and Get It Bob Steele
Down Our Way Valli-Caldwell-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ona, The Tom Tyler
Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton
Gun Law Tom Tyler
Hardboiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman.

.

Idaho Red Tom Tyler Mar. 3

•t{Jazz Age. The M. Day-Fairbanks, Jr.-Walthall

Little Outlaw, The Buzz Barton

•tjLove In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•t}Rio Rita Special Cast
•ijSyncopatlon Bennett- Wa.-iOn-Warlngs Band
•t}Taxi13 Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor Nov. 18
Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 4957 feet.

Upperworld
Vagabond Cub, The Buzz Barton Feb. 10
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Dale Length Reviewed

•(Adoration Billle Dove Dec. 2 6360 feet

California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17
*t§Children of the Rltz Mackaill-Mulhall Mar. 3
Comedy of Life, The Sills-Corda Mar. 10
*t§Hot Stuff Alice White Mar. 31

Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
•t§Man of the Moment Billio Dove Feb. 10
*t§Pat and Mike Milton Sills

Phantom City, The Maynard-Gilbert Dec 23. . . . 5887 leet
Prisoners Corinno Griffith

Saturday's Children Corinne Griffith Mar. 17
•t§Seven Footprintes to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 3
•tSSquall. The
That's a Bad Girl Moore-Hamilton Mar. 24

*t§Weary River Barthelmess-Compson

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•5Alr Circus. The Carrol-Lake-Rollins Sept. 30. ..

Baggage Smasher, The McLaglen-Collyer Nov. 18. .

.

Blindfold O'Brien-Moran Dec. 23
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17. .

.

Cowboy. Kid The Rex Bell July 15...
Don't Marry Moran-Hamilton June 3 . .

.

Dressed to Kill Lowe-Astor Mar. 18 . .

.

*t§Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct. 14
Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29 .

.

Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8. .

.

Fleetwing Norton-Janis June 24. .

.

Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pldgeon Jan. 1

Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12
Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13. .

.

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13. .

.

Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30. .

.

honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6 . .

.

Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11...
Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9 .

.

Love Hungry .Moran-Gray April 8. .

.

*t§Making the Grade Moran-Lowe Oct 7
Me, Gangster Collyer-Terry Oct 8. ..

•1 {Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28 . .

.

•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaqlen Oct. 22. .

News Parade. The Stuart-Phipps May 27 . .

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald Aug. 5. .

.

No Other Woman Del Rio-Alvarado June 10 .

Dalnted Post, The Mix-Kingston July 1

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11...

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennick Sept. 23. ..

Play Girl. The Bellamy-Brown April 22 .

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29.

River Pirate. The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26. .

.

Road House Barrymore-Alba July 15. .

.

•t§Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19

'Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brien Nov. 4 . .

.

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamars Mar. 25 .

.

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10. .

.

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept 16

Length

7702 feet.

5598 feet .

641 7 feet.

4293 feet

5708 feet.

6566 feet

7176 feet

5109 feet .

5148 feet.

Reviewed

..Sept. 8

..Jan. S
June 23
July 21

..June 9
..Mar. 17

Nov. 10
May 12

4939 feet

5038 feet.

4404 feet

. Sept 8

..Jan. 14

6518 feet.

4618 feet.

May 19
..May 19

6188feet
4397 feet

May 26
Mar. 24

5792 feet . April 21

6042 feet...

10,100 feet.

6863 feet...

6679 feet...

5034 feet...

5071 feet .

4952 feet...

6086 feet...

5641 feet...

5200 feet...

6132 feet ..

6937 feet...

4991 feel. .

9221 feet ..

8729 feet. .

6000 feet...

5112 feet .

4921 feet...

5337 feet ..

Oct. 10
Sept. 22
Mar. 17
June 16
Aug. 11

June 23
Jan. S
Sept. 29
April 28

Dec. 8
Sept 22
.Aug. 4

July 28
Oct 14

April 14

Oct 8

Title Slar ReL Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Keith June 5. .

.

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. .

.

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. .

.

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29
Souls Aflame James-Wells July 6. .

.

Length Reviewed

5800feet
5700feet
6700 feet

6000 feet

6200 feet

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Dste

FIRST NATIONAL

Title

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Barker, The Sllls-Compson-Meckalll Sept 30
•tiBarker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Dec 30
Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25
Burning Daylight Sllla-Kenyon Msr. 11

Butter and Egg Man, Th* Mulhall-Nlssen Sept 2
Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22
Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralns April 15
Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1

Comnanlonate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walling Oct 21
•Crash. The Sllls-Todd Oct 7
•t SDIvlne Lady Grlfflth-Varconl Jan. 27
Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct 14
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell Oct 28 .

•tGood Bye Kiss, Ths Eilers-Burke-Kemp July 8
Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24
Harold Teen Lake-Brlan-Whlte Axil 29
•tHaunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4
Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenyon May 27
Head Man. The Murray-Kent-Young July 8
Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18
Heart to Heart Astor-Hughes July 22
Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12
•t.Hls Captive Woman Sllls-Mackalll Jan. 30
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackaill-Mulhall April 1

LadyBeGood Mackaill-Mulhall May 8

* Means synchronized wore, t Meant soaruf effects. § Meant coic« (mo

1 .7137 feet July 7
.... 7137 feet . Dec 15
.... 7402 feet . ..May 12
.... 6500 leet . . April 28
... 6467 feet .

...8730 feet May 19
.6365 feet .

. 5600 leet .
. .

... 6227 feet

... 6225 feet

.10016 leet

...5976 leet

... 6886 feet .

.7300 feet Nov. 24
....7IOOfeet. .

.7541 feet

.... 6755 leet . ..Dec. 22

.... 7426 leet . . July 7
.6502 leet

6957 feel . Mar. 17
...6071 feet . Sept. 10

5400 feet

.... 6592 feet . April 14
... 6608 feet June 2

Bear Knees. Animal Comedy. Aug. 5 .

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9 .

.

Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24. .

.

Daisies Won't Yell Rubin-Lincoln July 8 .

.

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct 28.

.

Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5.

.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11

Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug. 19 .

His Favorite Wile Tyler Brooke July 22 .

Knight ol Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10

Lofty Andes. The Variety Aug. 5.

.

Low Necker, The Marjorle Beebe Dec 18 .

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25 .

N eapolltan Days Variety Sspt 2 .

.

On a South Sea Shore Variety April 1 .

.

Oregon Trail, The Variety

Snowbound Variety Aug. 19..

Spanish Craftsmen Variety Sept 30 .

Steeplechase Variety Oct 14 .

Storied Palestine Variety Dae 23...

Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept 16

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels June 23
2 reels

1 real

2 reels Aug. 1

1

1 reel

. 2 reels .... Aug. 4

2 reels July 21

2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2 reels Jan. 14
Ireel
Ireal
Ireel
1 reel July 28

Ireel
.1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel

Ireel

Coming Attraction*
Tills Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Backwash Farrell-Duncan

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol

Christine Janet Gaynor
Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard
•Four Devils, The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 leet Oct 13

•t}Ghost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe

Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast
*t|ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Dae 29
•

I ii- 1 In the Arctic Special Cast 6474 feet . . . .Aug. 18

lading dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.
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Rel. Date Length Reviewedfitle Star

Our Daily Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer

Red Wine
River, The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet.

Romance of the Underworld Astor-Elliott-Boles Nov. 11 . . . .6162 feet.

True Heaven Lowe-McLaglan
Veiled Woman. The Tora-Alba

Woman. The Astor-Boles

Jan.
.Jan.

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge at Midnight, The Mary Duncan

Date Length Reviewer

Corpus Christ!.
'. Raouel Meller Sept. '

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Lightner Sept. 8

Family Picnic. The Raymond McKee 2 reels «or Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang'
Four A. M. 2 reels Pair of Tights Roach Stars

Title Star Rel. Date

Happy Omen. A Ufa Oddities July 14 .

.

Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. Daw-Walling Sept 22 .

.

Holly Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9...

*lmagine My Embarrassment Charles Chase Sept. 1 . .

.

•Is Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sepi. 29 .

Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30 . .

.

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5. .

.

Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 . .

.

Lonely Lanland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10. .

.

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17...

Manchu Love Jan. 12...
Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities Sept. 1...
Murder Ufa Oddities Sept. 29 .

.

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5
Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28..
Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9. .

.

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16...
01' Gray Hoss. The "Our Gang" OcL 20 .

.

Oct 20 .

.

Feb. 2
Intervlevi. The Clarke-McCullough Palace of Honey, The Ufa Odditle- .

Ladies' Man, The Chic Sales 2 reels *Ruby Lips Charley Chase.
Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2 reels

They're Coming to Get Me Chick Sales

Treasurer's Report. The Robert Benchley

Family Picnic, The McKee June 30

George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30

Seranade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept. 8

White Faced Fool. The Lionel Atwill SepL 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Star

June 16.

Jan. 19.

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Chorus Kid, The Falre-Washburn April 1 . . . .6200 feet . . April 14

Head of the Family. The Russell-Corbin 6250 feet

Hell Ship Branson Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery May 1 6432 feet ...May 12

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmstead Aug. 12 6200 feet Aug. 11

River Woman. The Logan-L. Barrymore Aug. 26 6800 feet. . Aug. 11

Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1 6600 feet— Mar. 17

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert 6420 feet

United States Smith Gribbon-Lee-Harlan June 1— 6000 feet— June 16

Coming
Star

Attractions
Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•{Girl From Argentine, The Carmel Meyers
When Danger Calls Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

. Novarro-Crawford April 7

.

Length'

6805 feet.

6998 feet.

Title

Across to Singapore
Actress. The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14
•tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle 5530 feet

1 eau Broadway Cody-Pringle Sept. 29 . . . 6037 feet

Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy Sept. 15 5896 feet

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran . . . .Mar. 17.

*fBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct. 12.

Cameraman, The Keaton-Day Sept. 29.

Cardboard Lover. The Davies-Asther Aug. 25.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19.

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31.

Cossacks, The Gilbert-Adoree June 23

.

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naoel May 5

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec. 1.

*fExcess Baggaqe Haines-Cortez Sept. 8

.

*tFlying Fleet, The Novarro-Page Jan
Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16 .... 501 1 feet

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. II. . . . 6620 feet

Lady of Chance, A.

Reviewed

. . May 5

July 14

Sacred Baboon. The Ufa Oddities SeDt. 1

Savage Customs.. . Ufa Oddities Nov. 24.

.

•School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17 .

.

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16.

.

Should Married Men Go Home? .Laurel-Hardy Sept. 15

Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30 .

•Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" Dec. 15 .

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec. 22 .

That Night Roach Stars SepL15.
Takens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2.

.

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3.

.

Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19.

.

We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec. 29 .

.

Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27.

.

World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13 .

.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel.

*t§Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines- Hyams-Barrymore Jan.

.

{Ballyhoo Norma Shearer
t§Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson
t&Bridge of the St. Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrence-Damita
tjjBroadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Bushranger, The McCoy- Douglas.
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Law Tim McCoy
tDcvll's Mask. The John Gilbert

t§Duke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford
Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel
*t§Five O'Clock Girl, The (A. T.). . . Davies-Ar'hur-King
*t§Green Ghost The
f §Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
•t§Hallelujah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Haines-Page-Percy
Honeymoon Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel
•tjMan's Man, A William Haines.

Length Reviewed

. 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

.1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels July 28

.2 reels OcL 13
.2 reels

. 1 reel May 26

.2 reels

. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels Sept. 29
.1 reel

.2 reels July 28

.1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel May 28

.2 reels Dec 8

.2 reels

2reels
1 reel

. 1 reel Nov. 3

Date Length

8000 feet .

Reviewed

.Nov. 24

il™ iff' Masked Stranger, The

.

McCoy.
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNIze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
*t§Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocque
*t§Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine
Spies Special Cast
Spite Marriage Buster Keaton
Soulx Blood McCoy-Frazer
•t§Thirst Gilbert-Nolan

•ITIde of Empire Adoree-Murray
•tTrall of '98, The Del Rio-Forbes 11100 feet. . . Mar. 24
•tJTrial of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.) Shearer-Warner-Hackett
tViking, The Starke-Crisp 8508 feet. . . . Nov. 17

6344 feet

.6053 feet

.6995 feet.

7108 feet

.5679 feet

.5601 feet.

8601 feet

.8538 feet

.5838 feet

6700 feet

.7987 feet

.7182 feet

. . Aug. 4

..June 2

"Sept.'io
..Sept. 8

. June I 6

..May 19

..June 30

..Feb. 25

..Sept. 15
Jan. 15

..Sept. 29

July 28
Aug. 25

Title

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length

?.°:™ S
v
h
„^

e
„ ..;h„. KSi ,1-

' ™«iiii- i„„. -h Confession Ames-Nye
Laugh. Clown. Laugh Chaney-Young-Asther April 14— 7045 feet— June 2
Loves of Casanova, The Special Cast Jan.

Mademoiselle from Armentleres E.Brody-J. Stuart June 2. . . M41f eet.

Masks of he Devil John Gilbert Oct 5575feet ...Dec 1 George Dewey Washington
Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan R„. fh„,~i.' <.,.„ D L.,c

Casino Gardens 2 reels.

.2 reels.

.2 reels.

Reviewed

..Dec 1

Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-
Mysterious Lady. The Garbo-Nagel Aug. i.

.

Napoleon Special Cast OcL
oOur Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian SepL 8.

.

r atsy, The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10.

.

Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 .

.

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo ralne Oct. 26.

.

•tShow People Davles-Haines OcL 9 .

Single Man, A Cody-Pringre Jan.

Skirts Chaplin-Balfour May 12..

Telling the World Haines-Page June 30 .

Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24 .

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24.

.

•tWhlle the City Sleeps Chaney-Page SepL 15.

.

•t S White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7..

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Pringle Jan. 28 .

•tWind. The Glsh-Hanson Nov. 23 .

.

•fWoman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo

Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24 .

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel,

Ufa Oddities Aug. 27.

.

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16 .

.

Ancient Art, An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2. .

.

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5.

.

Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities Sept. 15 .

.

•3ooster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24..

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10..

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson OcL 15..

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22.

.

Cleopatra. Revier-Ellis July 7.

.

Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2.

.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13.

.

Deylng Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2.

.

Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18.

.

Early toBed Laurel-Hardy OcL 6 .

.

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12.

.

Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec 8.

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson-Bryon Jan. 5

Growing Pains "Our Gang" SepL 22.

Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec 1

.

* Meant tynchronized score, f Meant toand effects.

Friendship Robert Edeson
Fuzzy Knight Songs OcL 27.

George Dewey Washington Songs Oct. 27.

Songs Nov. 17.

.7652 feet.

.7652 feet

.7289 feet

.5014 feet

.5448 feet

7453 feet

Aug. 11

'.Oct 13

.km.

a

Title

Afii an Adventure, An.

Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances. 2 reels.

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs OcL 20
Marion Harris Songs Sept 29
Jimtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs Sept 29
Joseph Regan Oct 13

mm foot
' Joseph Regan Nov. 3

Leo Beers Songs and Whistling
Locust Sisters Songs Oct 6
Man Higher Up Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels.

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13
M-G-lvi Movietone Revue Nov. 3

M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13
Odette Myrtle Songs Oct 20
Phlpps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck 2 reels.

V-Wc';' '.'
'

" Ponce Sisters Songs Oct 20
*"° re™

Ponce Sisters Songs Nov. 10
Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" 2 reels.

Van and Schenck Songs Sept 29
Van and Schenck Songs Oct 27
Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nev. 10
Walt Roesnerand Capltolians Jazz Band Oct 6

7184 feet

.6901 feet..

. 6150 feet .

.7231 feet .

.7968 feet.

.

.5011 feet

.6721 feet .

July 21

May 19
Jan. 5
Oct. 27
Aug. 18

Nov! 17 Dec 1

ReviewedDate Length

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

2reels
...2reels Dec 1

. . .2 reels

.2 reels

. . 2reels

... 2 reels May 28
.2 reels

. . 1 reel

... 1 reel

...2 reels Nov. 3

..2 reels

. .2 reels

..2 reels

.. 2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.Dee. 1

Oct IS

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star

Avalanche, The Holt-Hill

.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

.Nov. 10... 6099 feet.

^Beggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept 15 7560 feet Sept 29
Big Killing, The Beery-Harton Mav 19. . .5930 feet. . . July 7

•Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova . . Oct 20— 7202 feet Sept 22
Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent May 26 7866 feet June 9

Easy Come, Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21 ... . 5364 feet. . . . May 12

•Fleet's In. The Bow-Hall Oct 13. ...6918 feet. .. Sept 1

Flfty-Flfty Girl, The Daniels-Hall May 12. . . . 6462 feet. . . . May 28
First Kiss. The Wray-Cooper Aug. 25 6134 feet Aug. 25
Fools for Luck Flelds-Conklln May 7 6852 feet. . . June 23
Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. II 7640 feet Aug. It

§ Meant valet (including dialogue and incidental tongs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

.



M o I i a n Picture News

ii r Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Half a Bride Ralston-Arlen June 16 6238 teel

His Private U(e Menjou-Carver 4690 feet ...Nov. 17

His Tiger Lady Meniou-Brent June 9... 6038 feet June 2

•t Homecoming, Ttie Parlo-Hanson 8100 feot Nov. 24

Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14 6528teet July 28

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18 ... 6039 feet Aug. 18

Kit Carson.. .
Thomson-Lane 7464 feet

Ladles of the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30 6792feet

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 . . 7415 feel . Mar. 24

Loves of an Actrt sv Negri-Aslher Aug. 18 7159 feet ...

Loves of an Actress 'silent version p. Negri- Astticr Aug. 18. .. 7159 feet.

Magnificent Flirt, The Florence Vidor .

.

June 2 . 4998 leef

tSManhattan CocJcatll Arlen-Carroll 6051 feet

June 30

Jan. 12
Oci. 13

Nov. 3

April 21

Mating Call. The Metalinn-Brent-Adoree July 21 6325feet

Model from Montmartre Naldi-Petrovltch SepL 22 . 5941 feet

•Moran of the Marines Dlx-Elder Oct 27 5444 feet

Night ot Mystery, A Men|0u-8rent April 7.. 5741 feet

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3 ... 7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17 6600 feet

•Patriot, The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1 .... 9819 feet

Racket. The Meighan-Prevost June 30 . . 7646 feet

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10 6331 feet

•Sawdust Paiadlse. The Ralstnn-Howes Aug 25 .. 5928 feet

••{Shop Worn Anqel. The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12 7373 feet.

Shopworn Angel, The Coopor-Carroll Jan. 12 7112 feet

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec I... 6323 foot

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24 4792 feet

Speedy Lloyd-Christie April 7 7960teet

Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 28 6218 feet

Sunset Leqion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21 . 6763 feet.

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20 6514 feet

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14 7029 feet.

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec 5962 feet

Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23 5834 feet

•t "Varsity Rogers-Brian Sept 29 5802 feet

•Warming Up Richard Dix Aug. 4 . 6509 feet

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25. 6319 feet

•Wedding March, The Von Strohein-Wray Oct. 6. . . .10400 feet

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec. 22 5476 feet

Wings . Bow-Roaers Sept ...12 reels

•t}Wolf of Wall Street, The (A T.).. George Bancroft Jan. 26.

Woman From Moscow, The Negri-Kerry

May
Aug. 18
July 14

Mar. 31

. Sept. 1

..Jan. 5

..Dec 8
May 26
April 14

..June 2

. Sept 29
Oct 27
April 28
Dec 15

SepL29
..Nov. 3

July 21

. SepL 8

Oct. 20
. Jan. 5

Aug.26'27
.7 reels Dec 1

6938 feet . Nov. 10

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23 2 reels. .

.

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2. . . .2 reels

Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18 1 reel

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 22 1 reel

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24 2 reels

Call Again F_ E. Horton Oct. 20 2 reels

Come Easy. Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13 1 reel

Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4. . . .1 reel

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27 2 reels. . .

.

•Dizzy Diver, The (Christie) Billy Dooley Aug. 18 2 reels

Face Value Novelty July 21. . . .2 reels. .

.

Footlight Fannie (Christie) Frances Lee Feb. 9. . . .2 reels. . .

.

Footlloose Wlmmen (Christie) Bobby Vernon 2 reels. . .

.

2 reels.

..2 reels.

. .2 reels.

. .2 reels.

. 2 reels.

. 2 reels.

. 2 reels.

. .1 reel .

. .1 reel.

.

. . 1 reel .

. . 1 reel .

1 reel .

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

.

. 1 reel

. . 1 reel .

.

.2 reels.

.2 reels

. 1 reel .

. 2 reels.

. .2 reels.

. 2 reels

.

. .2 reels.

. .1 reel .

. 1 reel .

. 2 reels.

. .2 reels.

.

1 reel

Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec 15.

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19.

His Angel Child Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. 18
Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobby Vernon June 2.

Home Girl, The Gilmore-Kruger Dec. 1

.

•Hot Scotch (Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25
Hot Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3

.

Ko-Ko's Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept. 8
Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25.

Ko-K t Kleans Up Inkwell Cartoon SepL 22.

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7.

Ko-Ko's Chase Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 11

.

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon OcL 20
Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9

.

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 6
Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17.

Loose Change Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct. 6
News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 5.

OH the Deck Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23
Oriental Hugs (Christie) Billy Dooley SepL 29
Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2.

Patent Medicine Kid, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 1

Phantom Nail, The Krazy Kat Cartoon SepL 29
Picture Mv Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee OcL 13 .

.

Prancing Prune Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30.

Say Uncle (Christie) Jack Duffy June 9
Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30 2 reels.

Sea Food 'Christie) Billy Dooley July 14 2 reels.

Sea Sword Krazy Kat Cartoon SepL 1 1 reel .

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10 2 reels.

Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon SepL 15. . . .1 reel .

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec 22 2 reels.

Slick Slickers 'Christie) Neal Burns July 7 2 reels.

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jimmle Adams June 18 2 reels.

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) Bobby Vernon SepL 22 2 reels

.

Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16. . . .1 reel .

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug. 11 2 reels

Two Masters Eaton-Post SepL 8. . . .2 reels.

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton SepL 15 2 reels

Walls Tell Tales.. Madqe Kennedy Aug. 4. . . 2 reels.

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vemon Jan. 12... 2 reels.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel.

*;Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan.
Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers
•tBehlnd the German Lines Special Cast 8254 feot
Betrayal, The Jannings-Ralston-Cooper
*t{Burlesque James Barton

•tfCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.). Powell-Taylor-Brian
•Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Case of Lena Smith, The Esther Ralston
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vidor
•*SCIcse Harmony A. T.i Rogers-Carroll

OcL 13

Title Star

Hunting Tower Harry Lauder
•t{lnnocents of Paris, The. Maurice Chevalier
•{interference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twonrv-One Rogers-Brian
•({Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Hoggie-Owen
•(Looping the Loop Werner Kraus
* '$Man I Love. The (A. T.) Brian-Arlen
M.inim . Preferred Adolphe Menjou
•t{Night Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•({Nothing But the Truth (A. T.)... Richard Dix
Number Pioase Daniels-Hamilton
Odd Fellows Flelds-Conklln
Oulck Lunch Flelds-Conklln
Redskin Richard Dix
Side Show. The Flelds-Conklln
•t{Sins of the Fathers Emll Jannings
•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
Wild Party, The Clara Bow
•tjWolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Bachlanova-Brook-Hamilton

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Dec 1

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bird in the Hand. A (Christie) (A. T.J.Lois Wilson Feb. 23. .. .2 reels

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Christie Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs.
Hightowbrow Donnelly-Shannon
If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame 'Christie—A. T.).. Colored Cast Mar. 9. .. .2 reels. .

Music Ha'h Charms (Chrls'ie) Colored Cast
One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Christie—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23 2 reels. .

.

{Pusher In the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels. ..

Ruth Etting Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee SepL 1 2 reels

That Party In Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels. ..

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie—A. T.) Hatton-Hardy-Lorraine Feb. 9 .. 2 reels. .

Reviewed

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star

•t§Annapolls Loff-Brown

Rel.

Dec 2
Annapolis Loff-Brown Nov. 18.
Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29
Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept. 2
Blue Danube, The Leatrice Joy Mar. 12
Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec 23
Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept. 30
*t§Captain Swagger La Rovque-Carol Nov. 18.
Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct. 14
Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7.

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 5
Cop, The William Boyd Aug. 19
Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept. 16
Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24
Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov. 25
Forbidden Love Lill Damita Oct. 28.

.

Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan. 16..
Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dec
Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque Mav 14
*t{King of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept. 30.
Law's Lash, The, . Klondike idog) May 20.
Let'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15
Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff SeoL 16
Man-Made Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept. 9
Marliethe Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4
Midnight Madness Jacqueline Logan Mar. 26
*f§Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12
Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec 2.

"({Noisy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27.
Power Boyd-Logan Sept. 23.
Red Mark, The von Seyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 26
Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug. 5
*t§Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver ..Jan. 4

Date Length Reviewed

7957 feet

7008 feet

4293 feet Mcr. 31

5722 feet . Sept. 15

6589 feet May 26
4598 feet

4550 feet . Mar. 31

4846 feet

6124 feet ...Dec 29
6312 feet

6145 feet

9145 feet

7054 feet

6670 feet

4476 feet

6670 feet

.6787 feet

.5959 feet.. Dec 22
...4750 feet

.
.7056 'eel. Auo. «

10,1 96 feet April 29'27

4683 feet.. .
Mar. 31

5888 feet

5737 feet

5762 feet

4600 feet

6559 feet

Dec 30
Sept. F)

Dec. 15

June 2d

Jan. 28

Sept. 22
Mar. 3

6070 feot.

6092 feet

7937 feet

4520 feet

2 reels »t{Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20
June 4

Dec 16

Jan. 20
April

Shin Comes In, A Rudolph Schlldkraut
*t{Show Folks Quillan-Basquette-Armstrong
Sin Town Allen-Fair
Skyscraper William Boyd
•({Spieler, The Hale-Adoree
Splelor, The Hale-Adoree
Tenth Ave Haver-Varconl-Schlldkrant Aug. 5
Valley of Hunted Men, The Buffalo BUI, Jr Feb 19
Walking Back Sue Carol. May 21
Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney Oct. 28

. 61 32 feet .

6902 feet.

.6466 feet.

SepL 15

Sept. 8
Mar. 17

Jan. 12
Jan. 20
June 23
Dec 15

April! 47040 feet

Dec Oct. 20
Dec 30 5816 efet

6370 feet.

4520 feet

5035 feet

5937 fee'

Mar. 3
Sept. 22
Oct. 2

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star

Date Length

5 .10471 foe.

.12103 feet

Reviewed

Jan. 12
April 28
Dec 8

Title

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" . .

.

Animal Snaps Rarebits
Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables"
Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Bath Time Sportllght

Rel. Date

SepL 9. .

.

April 8 ...

July 15...

Oct 14 ...

June 24 .

.

21...Big Game "Aesop Fables" OcL
Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec _

Bunker Battlers Sportllght July 22
Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dec. 22

Length Reviewed

1 reel Sept 1

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel June 23
1 reel OcL 27
2 reels

1 reel

Campus Carmen. The Sennett Girls SepL 23
Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25
Canned Thrills Sportllght Aug. 19.
Catallna Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct. 21
Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9
Caught In the Draft "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

.

. 2 reels

. 2 reelsn. . july 1 .... 1 reel

.

JDoctcr s Secret. The (A. T.) Wamer-Chatterton . .
. Close Shave. A Johnny Burke June 23. .. .2 reels

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 8.

.

Coverinq Ground Sportllght Sept. 16

•tJGentlemen of the Press Wal er hfus on Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct 7..
•{Half an Hour Ruth Chatterton... Day Off. A "Aesop Fables"

**?;. . tL 7m7 ±.1
..-„-..- — .-.. ., ..iii'ini in uiu uran Mcsnp rallies I

• Cocoanuts. The (A. T.) Four Marx Bro hers Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan SepL 9....

2

ItSm*! Ja T« t\
Emll.Jannings Chicken. The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 28... 2^{Darkened Rooms 'A. T.) Bren -Powell City Slickers "Aesop Fables" Jury 1 . . . .1

•t {Doctor's Secret. The (A. T.) Wamer-Chatterton C l08e Shave A Johnny Bi
•t [Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton Clunked on the' Corner.'

.' .' .' .".'."." "johnny Bi
•tJFour Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery Coverinq Ground Sportllght
•HGenhis Is Born. A (A. T.) A. P. Heggle Cross Country Run. A "Aesop Fi
•tiGentlemen of the Press Wal er Hus on Cure or Kill "i Kn„r,

2 reels SepL 15
2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Aug. 1

1

2 reels

2 reels

Dec 1

2 reels Jan. 6
1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel OcL 6
1 reel Dec 1

tSHole In the Wall. The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson Defensive Ends, The......!........ Football Sense. .............. .Oct W....i reei^!: "Oct 27
* Meant lyncnrom'zed* score, t Means sound effects. % Meant voice (inclaiing dialogue and incidental tongs). A. T. alter title means AH Talkie.



January 19 , 19 2 9 213

Title Star Rel. Date

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct 7. .

.

Defensive Line, The Football Sense Oct. 21...
•tDinner Time "Aesop Fable"
Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 16...
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14 . .

.

Early Bird. The "Aesop Fables" July 22...
Fair Affair. A Sportlight July 8...
Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct. 14...

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables"
Flight That Failed, The ."Aesop Fahles" June 3. .

.

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables"
Getting Together Sportlight Oct 28 .

.

Girl From Nowhere.The Sennett Girls Aug. 5. .

.

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct. 28. .

.

Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportlight Sept. 30 .

High Seas "Aesop Fables" Sept. 23 .

.

His New Stenographer Billy Sevan Dec. 30...
His Unlucky Night .Bevan-Oent Aug. 12. .

.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4. ..

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2
Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8

In the Bag "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26
Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11

.

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 6
Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables"
Llmberlegs Sportlight June 10
Mail Man, The. "Aesop Fables"
Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fable" Sept. 30
Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct. 14
Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept. 30
Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16
Mouse's Bride, The "Aesop Fables" June 24
Muscle Marvels Sportlight Oct. 14

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 16
No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18
On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25..

Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5.

.

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" Julv 29 .

.

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 .

Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" June 10 .

Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 21..
Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 19.

.

Soldier Man Harry Langdon SepL 30.

.

South Sea Sagas Sportlight Sept. 22 .

.

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables"
. t§Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"

Static "Aesop Fable" SepL 2..
Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" Sept. 16.

.

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12..

Supple Sex, The Sportlight Aug. 5.

.

Targets Sportlight Nov. 25.

.

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23.

.

Taxi for Two Jack Cooper Sept. 2.

.

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper OcL 28.

.

Terrible People The (Serial) Ray-Miller Aug. 5 .

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23.

.

White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables"
*t§Wlnning Patterns Sportlight

Yellow Cameo. The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3 .

.

Length hevlewei

.1 reel Sept. 29

.1 reel OcL 20
. 1 reel

2 reels Sept 8
.10 episodes. .Oct. 6

. 1 reel

.1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel Oct. 27

.1 reel Dec 8
.1 reel June 9

1 reel Dec. 15
.1 reel Oct. 20

2 reels Mar. 24
.1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel

. 1 reel Sept. 22

.2 reels

.2 reels ...

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Dec. 8

.1 reel July 14

.1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3

.1 reel Jan. 12

.1 reel Jan. 5

.1 reel Nov. 17
.1 reel June 2

.2 reels Dec. 22

. 1 reel

.1 reel Oct. 27
.2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

.1 reel June 30
1 reel Oct. 13

.2 reels

.2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 1

. 1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel Nov. 10

1 reel

.2 reels Oct. 13

.2 reels

.3 reels

.1 reel

.1 reel Dec. 8

.1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel Sept. 8

. 1 reel

1 reel Sept. 1

.1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels OcL 27
10 episodes

.10 episodes
1 reel Jan. 12

.1 reel

.10 episodes

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
T»!e Star Rel. Datej Length

Marry the Girl Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1 . . . 5300 feet

Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes April 15 5400 feet .

Reviewed

Mar. 10

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct. 15
Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield Aug. 15. 5256 feet April 21

Age of Lust, The Emil Jannings L. T. Rogers
Air Mail Pilot, The Mehaftey-Metcalfe Hl-Mark 5000 feet

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern Aug. 15 .7545 feet

Arizona days Bob Custer Syndicate SepL 15. .4345 feet

Autumn Love Lya de Puttl Aff. European .. Sept ..6 reels

•tBig Hop, The Jonos-Ralston-Hearn. . B.Jones Corp.. Aug 7000feet Oct. 6
Black Butterflies Ralston-Busch-Frazer.. Quality Dist. . Sept. 1 6261 feet

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules
Cltv Without Jews, The Special Cast Avwon Sept 1 5000feet
Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern June 1 . .5460 feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Arfa 5700feet
Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet
End of St. Petersburg. The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet June 18
Faces of Children French Cast Zakoro 8000 feet

Fangs of Justice Silverstreak-Walker. . .Bischoff 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannings L.T. Rogers 61 00 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Metier Aff. European. .Sept . .6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veidt Aywon Sept. .6500 feet

Hearts of Mon Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet. . . Sept 15

Into the Night ..Agnes Ayres Raleigh 5712 feet
House of Shame Falre-Hale Chesterfield... Sept 1. .5300 feet Sept 15
Jealousy Lya de Putti Brill Sept. 1 . . 5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd. The Special Cast Aff. European. Sept. ..6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vilma Banky Aywon Seot . .6000 feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding. .Russian Cast Amkino 7500 feet

Life's Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June 18
LIgnis of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000 feet

Little Wild Girl, The Lee-Landis Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dist.. .Nov 6413 feet
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezia Borgia Conrad Veidt Universal 7200 feet Jan. 12
MotherofMine Special Cast Zakoro Oct ,.7200teet
Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Oevore-Mong Plaza 5215 feet

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Pict 5573 feet . . SepL 15
Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July .5200 feet

On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate. . . Oct 15 4657 feet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative
Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . Aft. European. .Sept . 6 reels

Prlmanerliebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet Mar. 24
Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. ..6200 feet

Q Ships Special Cast 6000feet
Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Pict 5900 feet

Racing Through Mae Marsh Aff. European .. Sept . .7 reels

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality Dist.. .Oct 61 00 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules
Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000feet
Shanghai Document Russian Cast Oct 13. . . .5000 feet

Shadows of the Night Hercules
Shooting Slars English Cast Artlee Aorll .. 5800 feet ... April 28
Silent Sentinel. The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield Aug. 1.. 4890 feet

Silent Trail, The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15 .4315 feet

Simba JungleFilm Capitol Pict 8000 feet. .. Feb. 4

Sky Rider. The Chamoion-Hughes Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet

Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet
Station Master, The Ivan Moskvin Amkino June 16. .7200 feet

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern May 1 . 6603feet
Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern April 1 .6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

Ten Days That Shook the World.. Russian Cas: Amkino Nov. 2. .7815 feet Nov. 2*
Thee Comrades and One Inven-

tion Russian Cast Oct. 13. 6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Anchor
Two 8rotiers Conrad Veidt Ufa Eastern July 1 6300 feet
Westof Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852feet
When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 feet

Woman Tempted The Compton-Ward Avwrn ... Sept. 65CPfeet . .

Yellow Pass, The Russian Cast Amkino Dec. 8 600 feet

Youth Astray Johnson-Mattonl Ameranglo 6000 teet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed?

Fare Enough Poodles Hanneford. . . .Artclass 2 reels
Mysterious Airman. The Weiss Bros 10 episodes
Fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves Mascot Pict.. 10 episodes
Nothing to Live For.. Al Joy Cranfield Clarke 2 reels
She Said No BenTurpin Artclass 2 reels
Sophomore, The G. O'Neill-L. Graydon Hl-Mark

SS» ;
eet Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfield-Clarke 2 reels

' llln S6t Thick and Tnin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels
sleofLostMen Tom Santschi 5800 fiet Through the Ages Novelty . Castle . . 1 reel
Llghtnln' Shot. The Buddy Roosevelt May ... 4797 feet Vanishing West, The (Serial). . Special Cast Mascot Pict.. . Oct 15. 10 episodes. Oct. 13
Man From Headquarters The Roberts-Keefe .

.
...Aug. 1 ... .5946 feet Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Pict. . Aug. llOepisodes. Sepl.15

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24
t§Flying Fool, The William Boyd Feb. 10
Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17

*f §Getaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31

•tGodless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost I0720 feet
Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17

•tSHigh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale
*t§Leatherneck. The William Boyd Feb. 3
Leatherneck, The. William Boyd Feb. 3
*t§Listen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17
*t§Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec. 5. . . .5490 feet.

.

*1§Missmg Man, The .Lee Pa*rick

•t§Office Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3

•tfSquare Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10

Length Reviewed

Sept. 1

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Grav«s Sept 5. .. 5700 feet

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15 5600 feet.

Golden Shackles Bonner-Wlthers Mar. 15 5600 fee!.

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landis June 22 5700 feet.

Reviewed

Title

RAYART (S. R.)
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlowe May 6089 (eet June 2
City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer Sept. 15 . .5937 feet

Danger Patrol, The Russell-Faire April 6076 feet.

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt. June . . . .4533 feet.

Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 15.

Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April

Midnight Adventure, A Murphy-Landis May 5262 feet.

My Home Town Brockwell-Glass Mar 5608 feet

.

Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July 4538 feet.

Phantom ol the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar. 5905 feet

.

Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart OcL 1 5650 feet.

Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olnistead Dec 5991 feet.

Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April 4627 feet

Trallin' Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar 4308 feet

Who's Who Al Joy Cranfield-Clarke 2 reels. .

June 2 you Can't Win (Serial) Weiss Bros 10 episodes

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length Revlened

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Pict

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern
Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake Chesterfield

*t§Chopin's Passion Robertson-Brinkley... Powers Cinephone
Dancer of His Majesty, The Special Cast Amkino 7000 feet.

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor Duty to"be silent"'.' . 7.'. \ .7.7.7. Maria Albaria Aff. European 6 reels
Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankin Escaped from Kell Muriat Esterhazy Aff. Eurupean 8 reels
•t§ Should a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith Exodus to the New World. The.. Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star

Overture of 1812 (Tschaikowsky) Filmtone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans Little Colonel, The.!! Henry B. Walthal
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss Aff. European 3 reels.

.

Radio Franks, The Songs Mllak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

Ret. Date Length Reviewed

§Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone.
Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European 6 reels.

Guilty Fritsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels

Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy

1
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Title Star Bel. Date Length Rcvlowod Title SUr Rel. Date Length

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7reels *t {Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27 6288 feet

Poet and Czar.

.

Spec

l

South ol Panama Carmellta Geraghty
Two Days . Special Cast
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovitch
Verdun Special Cast
Vera Miezewa [tentative) Derussa Aft. European 7 reels.

Water. The M.Chekhov Amkino 7000feet
When Duty Call* Special Cast Ula-Eastern

Amkino 8775 feet

Chesterfield

Amkino 6500 feet

AH. European
Richmount.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Date

20

Title Star Rel.

Albany Night Boat Olive Borden July
Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15
Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20 .

tiCavaller. The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1 .

.

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pidgeon May 1 .

.

Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15..
Floating College. The O'Neill-Collier. Jr Nov. 10 .

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec. 20 .

Giain of Dust, The Cortez-Wmosor-Bennett July 10..
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10
Lin Runner. The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20.

.

• ouse ol Scan J ll Sebastian-O'Malley April 1 .

^-cles of the Night Club Cortez-Leonard May 15 .

-liberie White-McGregor July I..
r in Hobbles. The Lee-Harron Jan. 10 .

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec. 1 .

Naighty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct 10 .

Pover of Silence, The Belle Bennet Oct 20
ri wlers of the Sea Cortez-Myers June 30

Length

5844 feet

6147 teet

6157 feet

Reviewed

Red Lips Nixon Rogers Dec. 2

Hiding f fir Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19.

Shield "> Honor. The Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20
Sky Skiu h< rne .At Wilson Jan. 13 .

Stop That .Ulan Lake-Kent Mar. 11 .

StinrenJ3r Phllbin-Moskine Mar. 4 .

Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1 .

Thirteenth Juror. The Nlfsson-Bushman Nov. 13 .

Thunder Ridors, The Ted Wells April 8 .

Trick of Hearts. A Gibson-Hale Mar. 1

8

Two Outlaws. The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18.

.

•t [Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast SepL 2 .

We Americans Sldney-Mlller-Lewls May
Wild West Snow. The Gibson-Gulliver.
Wolves of the City

Won In the Clouds Al Wilson.

May 20
Dec 2
April 22

i;i<i7 feet

MMfMl
6172 feet

5809 foot

4364 feet

Wi.'Ji.-.'t

8249 teet

6179 feet

99881
4353 feet

.5495foet
4616 feet

10600 fail

9151 feet

5294 feet.

4348 feet

Reviewed

Dec. 3)

April 29
Mar. 10
Feb. 4

Dec. •

Nov. 18
April 7

.6775 feet

.5209 feet

5.11.2 reel
5-177 feet

OcL 27

6126 feet

5334 feet

5516 feet

5297 feet.

6553 teet

5676 feet

Jan.

7786 feet

. 6271 feet

5554 feet

5160 feet

Oct 20

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor Dec.

Ambuscade. Tib Fred Gilman June 1

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19

Big Game George Sid Savior July 18

Bookworm Hero Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps Dec 17

Boundary Battle. The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17

Broke Out Young-La Salle Aug. 1

Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog . . June 27.

8uster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Oct 17.

Busting Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Aug. 15

Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28
i

i It. i rd In the Movies Lewls-Culliver-Phllllps Oct. 1

5

Date Length Reviewed

5 2 reels Nov. 17

8 2 reels May 19

. 2 reels

2 reels Sept 1

.2 reels

.2 reels Oct 27
2 reels

2 reels May 28
.2 reels

. 2 reels

1 reel Sept 29
2 reels Oct

Calford on Horseback Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps Dec 10 2 reels Dec. 1

Ka.nbow, The Dorothy Sebastian
Scarlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo April 15 .... 5102 feet

Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor June 1 . . .5735 feet

Their Hour Harron-Sebastian Mar. 1 . . . 5652 feet .

•tSJTollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct 1 . . . 7256 feet

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10

«"] Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept. 17

Oct 20

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title SUr Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

•t, Hawaiian Love Call, The .Color Symphony Dec 15 1 reel

•tlJapanese Carnival. A... Color Svmphony Jan. 1
. . 1 reel

•tjlna Persian Market Color Symphony OcL 1....1 reel Nov.^17
•tjln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15. . . .1 reel

•Love Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Muller Color Classic 1 reel

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

•tjToy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1....1 reel

Card of Destiny. The Fred Gilman July 14

Cash Customers Young-La Salle Julv 1

1

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

CleanSweep.A Bob Chandler Dec 1

Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22.

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake Oct 8.

Cross Country Bunion Race, The . Sid Saylor Nov. 7

Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30
Danger Trail, The Newton House Sept 1

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrln June 2

Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2

Daring Chances Jack Hoxle Dec 15

Dead Game ArtAccord... Oct. 7

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec. 8

Diamond Master, Tho Lorraine-Stevenson Feb. 3

Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson April 8, '29.

Title

Coming Attraction!
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•East Side 2 reels

.

Fantasia Laemmle Novelty 1 reel

Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4.

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24.

Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct 15

Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb Oct 20
Fighting for Victory Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 12

2 reels

2 reels June 18
2 reels

2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24
2 reels

2 reels

2reels Oct 13

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels May 8

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec 19
10 episodes
10 episodes

Oevll's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 18 Fighting Kid, The .'. Newton House June 9
Family Row, The Windsor-Gray Fighting Tenderfoot. A Bob Chandler Dec 29.
Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20 Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8
•tGhetto. The George Jessel Feb. 1 Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21

.

Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10 Footprints .. Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19
•»§LuckyBoy Jessel-Quimby Jan. 10 8500 feet Jan. 12 FoxChase.The Oswald Cartoon June 25
Miracle, The Southern-Pidgeon p u ll House. A Lonq-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll.. . June 13
Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5
New Orleans Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1 Galloping Ace, The Jack Hoxie Sept. 22
Queen ol Burlesque Belle Bennett Gauge „, Batt |e , The Fred Gilman April 21
Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20 George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20
Souads Right Grlbbon-Stone . ...Feb. I... .... Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept 24

Have Patience Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Feb. 6

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore Sept 9 6243 feet
Arizona Cyclone, The Fred Humes May 8 4076 feet
Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec 16 .. .4179 feet
Body Punch, The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28 . 4786 feet
Buck Prlvatee De Puttl-McGregor June 3 . 6171 feet ..Feb. 4

Clearing the Trail Gibson-Culllver Oct 7 .. 5311 feet
Cloud Dodger. The Al Wilson Sept. 30 . . 4322 feet
Count of Ten. The Ray-Ralston June 17 6279feet Sept 18
Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec 1

"

Oanger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. . .5357 feet . Dec. 22
Flyln' Cowboy, The Glbson-Hasbrouck July 1 5109 feet
Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept 23 . 7828 feet June 30
Four Footed Ranger, The Dynamite dog) Mar. 25 442 6 feet

Freedom of the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28 . . . 6474 feet . . Oct 20
Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9 5597 feet
•'iGiveand Take Sidney-Hersholt Dec 23 6552 feet Dec 29
Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29 . 5645 feet . Sept 22
Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29 4194feet
Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe Sept 30 ... 6599 teet
Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27 . . .4596 feet
Guardians ol the Wild Rex ihorsei-Perrln Sept 16 . 4868 feet
Harvest of Hate, The Rex 'horse i-Perrin April 14 4719feet
Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec 2 . .5606 feet
Home. James La Planto-Delaney Sept 2 ... 6307 foet

Honeymoon Flats Lewls-Gulllver Dec 30 . 6057 feet
Hoofbeats ot Vengeance Rex horse -Perrln June 16
HotHeels Tryon-Mlller May 13 5874feet . Sept.16
Hound ot Silver Creek Dynamite 'dogi May 20 . . 4095 feet
How to Handle Women Tryon-Nlxon Oct 14... 5591 feet July 14
JazzMad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11 . .6832 feet ....
King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6 5509 feet

*tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4

Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2
High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept. 10

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7 .

Horse Tail, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10.

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20

Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29
In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23

Iron Code The Jack Perrln June 30.

Junior Year, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept 3

JustWalt Young-La Salle Sept.26
6 ... 4179feet Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps.. Oct 1

King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13 .

Knockout Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog— Mar. 6

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor OcL 10

McGinls vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll Aug. 8

Men in the Row (re-Issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon Sept. 17

Mystery Rider. The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26.

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6

Nowlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Eqan Oct. 31

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hardwick and Dog . . May 1

5

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Pordue-Eqan July 2

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill. .. . June 4 .

Newlyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan Sept 5
Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Barllprl-McPhaill... Jan. 23

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17

Ni'wlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The .. Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28.

Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 3

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20

Out At Home Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Jan.

Paddling Co-Eds Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps Oct. 29
Lariat Kid, The Hoot Gibson June 23 Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct 1

•tSLast Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6 Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11
•tjLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20
Love Me and World Is Mine Phllbln-Korry Mar. 4
Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3
•tMan Who Laughs, The Veldt-Plillbln Nov. 4
•'Man. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13
*t,Melody of Love (A. T.) Pldgeon-Harris-Winton Dec 2
Michigan Kid, The Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21
Night Bird. Tho Reginald Denny Septl6
One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec. 9
Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2
Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25
Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse i-Perrln Aug. 4
Price of Fear. The Cody-Thompson.

.

Oct 28
Put'EmUp FredHumes Mar.ll
Quick Triggers Fred Humes July 15

6142 feet Oct 6
. 6813 teet Feb. 11

...412Ufeet
.101 85 feet May 12

.6674 feet.. Nov. 10
.... 6733 feet . Oct. 27

6030 feot . July 7

. . 6670 feet

5907feet

April 24

4230 red
.4200 feet

4472 feet

Private Business Sid Saylor

Prodigal Pup, The Canine Cast
Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11.

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12
Ranger Patrol. The. Fred Gilman . . .Aug. 11

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9
Rod Warning Jack Hoxle Nov. 1

.

R eel Life Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll July 4

Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7.

Ridersof the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept. 15

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12
Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct 6
Ropln' Romance Newton House Aug. 4

Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 12

Ruse, The Jack Perrln Aug. 25

2 reels

. . 1 reel

. .1 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Oct 27
2reels May 19

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels Oct 20

. .1 reel Oct 27
1 reel May 28
2 reels May 19

1 reel Oct 20
. .2 reels

2 reels Mar. 24
. .2 reels May 19

1 reel Nov. 24
. .2 reels

1 reel

1 reel June I
1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel Dec 22
. 1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel July 28
. . 1 reel

2 reels ... , Sept. 1

. .2 reels ...

2 reels May 28
. . 2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels

1 reel July 21

. .2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

. .2 reels

1 reel

. 10 episodes
. 2 reels

2 reels Sept.? 9
2 reels

. 2 reels June 2
2 reels May 12

. 2 reels Aug. 18
.2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels.

.2 reels

.

. 2 reels .

.2 reels

. .2 reels

2 reels Oct 27
. .1 reel Oct. 13

.1 reel May 19
. . 2 reels

...1 reel Sept 16

. . 1 reel Jan. 12
. . 2 reels

.2 reels

. .2 reels Jan. 12
. . 2 reels

. .2 reels .... June I
. . .2 reels

... 2 reels

. 1 reel Oct. 21
. . 2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels July 28

Dec. 28
Dec .1

* Meant synchronized score, f Means tonne) effects. § Means coice (including di alo-^e and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.
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Title star Bel. Date

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2. .

.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 18...

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27...
Scarlet Arrow. The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3.

.

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10.

.

Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27.

.

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14.

.

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13.

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22.

.

Shooting the Bull Younq-La Salle Oct. 24

*tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18.

.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept. 3.

.

Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31 .

.

Sleigh Bells ,„ Oswald Cartoon July 23..

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26.

.

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept. 8..

Speeding Youth Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 7..
Speed Sneik, The .Arthur Lake June 18. .

.

tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon
Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec 5.

.

Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13.

.

Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9 .

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12..

Teacher's Pest Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Nov. 14.

.

Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler Sept 29 .

There's a Will C. Klng-C. Doherty Dec 21..,
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10.

.

Tige's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwick and Dodg.. . .April 3.

.

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. 5 .

.

Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30.

.

Tricky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4 .

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23 .

Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Dec 12..
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct 22 .

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28.

.

Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6 .

.

Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21.

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3.

.

Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17.

.

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 .

.

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28.

.

Lengti Re.^. "d

2 reels De H

1 reel Junt 20
.2 reels Oct. 18

10 episodes
.2 reels Oct. 6

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 22
.2 reels

2 reels July 28
2reels

.1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 18

.1 reel Dec. 8
1 reel June 30
1 reel Dec 1

.2 reels SepL 8

.2 reels

.1 reel May 28
.1 reel

.1 reel Nov. IP
2 reels Jan. 12

.1 reel June IB

15 episodes. July 21

2 reels Oct 20
. 2 reels

.2 reels

.2reels

.1 reels

.2 reels

. 1 reel

.1 reel May 19
2reels May 19

.2 reels Dec 8
. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels May 12
.2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 17

.1 reel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 5

2 reels June 10

Title Star

Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
fHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen .

.

King of the Mountains John Barrymore ....

*f§Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal. .

.

*§Lummox (A. T.)

*t§ Man With the Iron Mask, The. . . Douglas Fairbanks
Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish

*t ¥Nightstick (A. T.) O'Malley-Busch
•|§Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron . .

•t|Rescue. The Colman-Damlta
•tSSay It With Music (A. T.) Harry Richman
*t§She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
Three Passions Terry-Petrovitcn

Venus Constance Talmadge.

nig! Hevieweo

Coming Attraction!
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•t§Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22...
Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel
*f§Conquest ;A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19. .

.

•Crimson City, The Loy-Miljan-Hyams April 7. ..

•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24. .

.

•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook . May 26 . .

.

*t§Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15...

•§Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4. ..

*t§Land of the Silver Fox Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10...
t§Lion and the Mouse L Barrymore-McAvcy-Collier, Jr.Aug. 3 . . .

.

*t§Litde Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5 . .

.

*t§Lights of New York (A. T.) Costello-Landis-Brockwell July 21...

•TSiMidnightTaxi, Tne... Moreno-Costello Oct 6...

*}§My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12. .

.

*t$On Trial (A. T.) Fredericks-Lytell-Wilson Dec 29 .

.

•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12. .

.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10 .,

•Rinty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye Aoril 21 .

.

*t§Slnging Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1. ..

"tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Aug. 25...
*t§Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28...

•t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20. .

.

•tS Women They Talk About I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller. Jr Sept 8..

Length Reviewed

6270 feet

5428 feet

6729 feet

5388 feet ...April 12
.5164 feet

4914 feet ... S-pt. 22

.8693 feet... Oct 27

.7077 feet ...Oct 21
.5179 feet

6352 feet May 28
.5644 feet

.5267 feet

.5729 feet... Nov. 24

.9247 feet ... Jan. 5

8290 feet ... Nov. 3
4975feet
6185feet
4820 feet. . Sept 28
9592 feet ... Sept 29
.7169 feet... Sept 15
7340 feet ...April 8
7654 feet... Aug. 28
5527feet

•tJBargain In the Kremlin The (A.T.)Joseph Schildkraut.

*t§Barnum Was Right
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells.

Coming Attraction*

May 19. Title Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

*t§Allimony Annie D. Costello-Ferris-Rankln

.

^Braggart.The Jean Hersholt *t§Desert Song, The'.'
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

.'.'.'.'.Boles-King
R, Hoc U/lll Pa RrHu I a. in I a P mta -..',_ _ 9 . _ 3
Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante

*t§Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10
*t§Charlatan. The Special Cast
*t5Clear the Deck ReginaldDenny Mar. 24 •tsOtorioua Brtsv' O 'cosrteMfeNaaia'
*t|Climax, The (A TO ..... . .

Hersholt-K. Crawford ^&™rS United,' The/.'. .

.

'. . . . Mon?iffilue .?T\7.
*t&Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic __.„__ ,, „ tsHard-Boiled Rose Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell

!f£"?f'T
h
.
e ;;;: Sidney-Gordon-Pnce-Swain

.
...Mar. 17 »t§Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker

*t§Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulhver-Dhi

t^Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris...
• uiiv •

; *t§From Headquarters Monte Blue
520z,eet *t§Frozen River Rin-Tin-Tin

*t§General Crack John Barrymore.

Feb. 23

,7441'eet . May I

.May
•t^Kid Gloves Nagel-Wilson. .

.

*t§Madonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costello

*t§Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9
tSNoah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen Oct 27
*t§No Defense Blue-McAvoy

*t§Come Across. Special Cast
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosjuklne
*t§Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16

Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert

c'??.? o .

Ca8e' The
.V -.' o„i^ t§No Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

|
rlk ,h

,

e
.

Gr™' .:
y.?,M

t" Ph
r.

lb
i
n t^One Stolen Night Bronson. Collier, Jr. .

.

Eyes of the Underworld WilharnCody fSQueen of the Night Clubs Texas Guinan
Fallen Angela.. Kerry-Starke ^Redeeming Sin, The D. Costello-Nagel
^Flaming Daughters —• *i§Sap, The Edward Everett Horton
Girl Dodger. The.. Arthur Lake • ••• tSShe Knew Men Bronson-Horton ...
•tSGIrl on the Barge. The Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 24
Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 3 6908 feet

*|§Great Cinema Murder, The
*t§Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
*t§His Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2
t§*!t Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21

Kid's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Fob. 17
•tSKIng of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whiteman and Band
Man Disturber. The Reginald Denny

April 6.

*t§She Knew Men Bronson-Horton.
*t§Stark Mad (A. T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar.

•tSStolen Kisses May McAvoy
Time, the Place and the Girl, The

Title

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t§Mlnstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie taanard Bit of Scold

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 25
Banjomanlac Eddie Peabody : Oct 13

h, A
Navy Blues Arthurtake.
*t§One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3

*t SPlay Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7
*t§ Jort of Dreams, The Mary Philbin Sept 22
tlShakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3
*t§Shannons of Broadway, The(A_ T.)James Gleason
•Snow Boat Rubens-La Plante-J. Schildkraut
Smilin" Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
Taranga Special Cast
*t§That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Watch My Speed Reginald Denny
Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrin Feb. 10 4497 feet

*t}You Can't 8uy Love Special Cast May 26

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11 . .

.

Three Brox Sisters Songs.

Kitty Doner SepL22

June 14
Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28

Length

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

Reviewed

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

*t§Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17. ..

•tBattle of the Sexes, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13. .

.

College Buster Keaton July 29..

.

Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31 .

.

Garden of Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4...
Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug. 14...
Ramona Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11...
• tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3 . .

.

Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May 12...
•t Tempest J. Barrymore-Horn Aug. 11...
* tTwo Lovers Colman-Banky Sept. 7 . .

.

•tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct 29...

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

*i §Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love

Length Reviewed

.7972 feet Jan. 12
8180 feet ..Oct 20
5800 feet. .Sept. 23
8350 feet. ..Jan. 28
7300 feet. ..Jan. 14
.7850 feet . Sept 30
7552 feet. Feb. 4

.6541 feet. . .Dec 15
.6400 feet. . May 19
9300 feet. . June 16
.8500 feet. ..April 28
.8041 feet. ..Nov. 17

Length Reviewed

*t§Childs Fifth Avenue (A. T.) Banky-Hall
*t§Coque tte (A. T.) Pickford-Brown When the Wife's Away William Demarest
•$Clty Lights Charlie Chaplin Winnie Lightner Songs...

* Means synchronized score, f Means soand effects. § Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs).

Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 28
California Songbirds, The Beil-Coates Sept. 1

Celeste Aida (Aida) Giovanni Martinelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22
Cougat & Company Violin, Songs & Dances June 16
Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22
Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept 1

Death Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 28
Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 215

Family Affair, A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types ..Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song Program June 23
Friend of Father's Lydell-Higins-Leah Aug. 28
Giving In Deef-Hopper 2 reels Jan. 12
GusArnheim& His Ambassadors. . . Jazz Band Jung; e
Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 16
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . . Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jesse Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Indian Baritone, The Chief Caupolican Aug. 28
Ingenues, The Jazz Band June 23
In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch Ulls & Clark
Larry Cebalos Undersea Review Songs and Dances SepL 1

Lash, Trie Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Man of Peace, A Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath 1 reel Jan. 12
Miss Information Wilson-Horton 2 reels June 30
Morrissey & Miller Night Club Revue June 16
Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23
Night Court, The William Demarest June 16
Non-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16
Pagliacci John Charles Thomas
Papa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20
Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization Herbert-Pam June 16
Regular Business Man, A Robert Ober Sept.15
Rigoletto—Quartet Gigli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29
Sharp Tools Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13

Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17
Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)... Giovanni Martinelli June 2

Nov 17
Nov. 17

A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Moulin Rouge Olga Checova

Rel. Dale Length Reviewed Pawns of Passion .. Olga Checova.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bondman, The Norman Kerry
Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks .

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron.
Woman in the Night, A. Maria Corda.

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects. % Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

HollyWOOd—Continued

Burbank Very Active
\ i

,':, peak of production has been
it the Firsl National Burbank

Btudio where all the stars and
players arc busy al work. Nine p

in various stages of production.

Join Cast
.loan Stamlii

i
pmond Kraut' have

joined the easl of Tiffany-Stahl's "Reputa-
tion.

"

Glyn Story in Talk
"Man aiiil the Moment" is planned by

Firsl National as dialogue vehicle.

"Close Harmony"
Charles Roger's dialogue picture, "Close

Harmony," will be filmed with Harry
Green, vaudevillian, in support.

Contract Renewed
Loretta Young has had contract renewed

irsl National.

"Weary River" Dialogue
Tom Geraghty is composing dialogue for

• • Weary River."

Ralston for Jannings Film
Esther Ralston will be a Swiss peasant

girl and wife of .Tannings in new Alpine
story. Robert Castle and Gary Cooper also

east.

Joe Henabery
Joseph Henabery has joined Columbia to

direct.

Roacb Directing
Hal Roach recently began directing new
aedy with Ed Kennedy, Vivien Oakland,

Charles Rogers, Nina Quart

New Vocation
A.bel Baer, song wi I

i-ky Boy,

"

has role in the Tiffany-Stah] film.

Titling
Julian Johnson has titled Parmount's

"Wolf Song."

Carol Lombard
Sens 1

1 school, < laro) Lom-
bard has role in M 1 1

i

' " 1

1; aamite."

In Work
Willard Mack has placid "Hunted," his

play, in work at M alio.

Choosing Cast
I] Simpson, Margaret Livingston,

Pawcett, Black Craig have roles in

Paris."

Eddie Dillon
Eddie Dillon, who first directed Bessie

with her in M-G-M "Broad-
way Melody."

"Hard at Work"
The above words were included in a

ci] from W. S. Van Dyke and
an" anil recently al their location

site in South Seas.

Paramount Writer

Patrick Kearney is now on the Para
mount staff. He dramatized "Elmer Can
try."

Returning to Berlin

Dita Parlo, German actress, will leave

Hollywood shortly for Berlin and will re-

turn to Paramount in early summer.

Wilcox Borrows Louis Wolkeim
Louis Wolheim has been loaned by Caddo

Productions to Herbert Wilcox of British

and Dominions Films, Ltd. He will play the
bad in "Wolves," the second production
which Wilcox will make at Metropolitan
Studios. Mickey Neilan is now completing
"Fog," Wilcox' first American production.

No director for "Wolves" has been signed
it.

St. Clair to Direct Lloyd

Mai St. Clair has taken up the megaphone
released by Ted Wilde in directing Harold
Lloyd. Wilde resigned because of illness.

"The Cocoanuts"
Production on "The Cocoanuts," star-

ring lour Mars Brothers, as an all-talkie, i

to begin on February 1 at Paramount's
Long Island studio. Irving Berlin will

write new songs for film version and George
S. Kaufman, author of libretto, will ^it in

as advisor on picture.

"San Luis Rev"
"Bridge of San Luis Rev" went into

production lasl week at M-G M studio on
Coast. Lily Damita will play role of

la, l Irnesl Torrence will he I ucle Pio
and Emily Fitzroy the Marquess. Jane
Winton, Michael Vavitch and others have
also been i

Ilia Claire

Pal he '•
qi '

' ar, Ina Claii e, o] ned on
Christmas nighl at Werba's Theatre in

•The Lady of Newgate,"
(ratten by Edwin Justus Mayer. II will

lie to Broadway for a run.

"Evangeline"
Henry Wad-worth Longfellow's poem

will be filmed by Edwin Carewe a Dolore
del Rio's

i arring film for I nited

Artists. .\1 Jolson is writing a theme

Powell Signs "Talkie" Contract

Paramount has signed William Powell to

new co bich specifically providi

his services in talking films.

Brenon to Make "Lummox"
"Lummox" will be produced for Dnited

A it isl - b\ 1 1 iiiutt Brenon.

Revnes Joins Pathe Sound Unit
Murice Revnes has joined Paul Bern pro

dud ion unil at Pal he -t udios on I !oa

will act in advisory capacity on a number
of dialogue films.

New Lee Contract
A ( Ihri t ma gifl i nun I 'a i a mount was a

racl signed last week by Rowland V.
I

,i i

With Jannings
Ann Brody, Paul Guertmann and Leone

Lane lasl week joined the cast of Para
nut "- teniai i\ ely tit led producl ion,

'

' A
Tale of the Alps."

Titling
John l-'arr.iu is titling "Four Feathers"

for Paramount, while Julian Johnson is

writing the titles for the silenl version of
'

' Tong War,
"

To Write Dialogue
Tom Gibson has moved his typewriter to

Pathe where he will write the dialogue for

forthcoming Photophone pictures, his firsl

assignmenl being "Noisy Neighbors."

From Vaudeville
Harrj Green, a figure on the vaudi

and musical comedy stage, has signed with
Paramount, and will play in "Close
Harmony.

"

Joins Cast
Frank Lackteen has joined the cast of

"The Fire Detectives," his tenth serial fi r

Cat he.

Russian Supervisor
Captain Nicholas Kolbianski, formerly

of the Russian Imperial Guards in Si

Petersburg, is acting as technical director

of all of the Russian sequences for "The
Leatherneck," at the Pathe studio.

New Role
Louise Fazenda will plaj a pari in Fir I

National's "Hoi Stuff." William Bal e

well has the male lead in this collegiate
-lory.

Promoted to Directorship
Ralph I la fl mi has been promoted to a

full-fledged directorship by Al Rockett, ol

Firsl National, Davi on was formerly a

cuiter al Warner Brothers and the

phone is the reward of his pasl work as film

editor. His lasl work in thai capacity was
"Deserl Song." His firsl assignment has
ii"i been determined as ,\ el

.

"White Collars" Cast
i onrad Nagel, Bessie Love, Leila Hyants,

and Robert i (ber w ill be I eal nred in

••While Collars," an all-talker, which Wil
liam De Mille will direct for M G M.



In the
k

' Talkies

'

' too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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of Sxhihiiors /« Waitin&For/
A permanent music feature for the

average exhibitor. TheA5D>»'vS///e«39 a?

is a musical, artistic and structural
achievement, making it possible for
the average exhibitor to offer his pa-
trons the highest tupe of performance
at a minimum cost.

TX\Q/VewSTy/e39B*to*rt Marten Unit
Orfian is different from all other organs.
No technical description can conveu the
Wonderful range of musical possibilities
and the amazing superioritu in construc-
tion.

Before \jou passjudgment- beforevou
bun anu musical equipment of ami ti/pe
whatsoever,vou owe it to uouvself and
your patrons to <#et complete informa-
tion on this "Wonderful instrument.

Rrtert MorimOrgan Co

\A nearest,office-

Selling
Plan

New York.
1560 Broidviy

Chi c a go
624SoMichii«rv.

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

SinFrancisco
168 Golden Gate

ROBERT
(^MORTON
ORGAN CO.

d me without
obligation full details

on New Style3§- 1±

enc

Name
Theatre .

SeatingCapacity.

City and State . . .

.
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\
TOLD you SO/
Merer The Answer-

GEORGE
I

IN MIS' FIRST TINCINC

\
dNDTflLKINC picture

Mr BEEM BOOKED FOR f\ RUM
rtTTME

CAPITOL
BOOKED
BY TME ENTIPE

PUBLIX
C I R C U I T

TUEflTRE

WIRED UOU/E/qET ON TWE WIRE TO
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PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
p 7lashes from a Great (paramount Talking picture - g|

THEWOLFOFWMLSTREET"

The Wolf
AMERICA IS IN THE
GRIP OF A STOCK MAR-
KET CRAZE! Behind the

scenes looms the man who
makes fortunes and panics

—the Big Operator—the
Money Giant—THE WOLF
OFWALL STREET. Super-
brain, ruthless, loving bat-

tle. Such is the mighty
figure George Bancroft
brings to life in this great

picture.

His Wife
WHAT OF THE WOMEN
who wait in luxurious
homes while the Gold Gods
fight the Battle of Money?
What of the jewel-laden

Wolf's Wife? Men are her

game. Does she abandon
the game when the Wolf
no longer has time for love?

In "THE WOLF OF WALL
STREET" that bewitching

Russian beauty, Baclan-
ova, shows you

!



THE WOLF ON THE SCENT! George
Bancroft, star of "I nderworld" and
"Docks of NeM ^ ork'". j:i\es his great-
est performance.

DANGEROUS HIT NICE. While The
Wolf battles for money, his uife dallies

with the polished charms of Paul Lukas.
Then the fateful .lav—!

Itl Till ISslN IIISW RATH. The brute
strength of ili<- lion and the cunning
of the beasl that gives him lii> nick-
nami— \ on "II love The W <! f.

WHERE MILLION'S ARE WON WD LOST. AH the frenzied
excitement of the Stoek Exchange is accurately portrayed.
Battleground of the money monarchs. Real, fascinating! You
hear as well as see it all!

PARAMOUNT offers

] the GREATEST ALL-

TALKING PICTURE

yet produced!

GEORGE BANCROFT
in

THE WOLF OF
WALL STREET
With Bancroft, Nancy Carroll, Paul Lukas
and others in the big cast talking through-

out. With Baclanova not only talking but

singing two songs in her gorgeous voice.

Rowland V. Lee Production. Story by

Doris Anderson.



MEN ARE PLAYTHINGS. Wizards of wealth are children un-
der her spell. Baelanova, fierv temptress, writes new historv on
the American screen in "THE WOLF OF WALL STREET."
Public and critics will rave.

THE FAITHLESS WIFE AT BAY ! Sur-
prised in her love nest, she fights with
all her dangerous charms to win back
her husband. A revelation!

Another big TRIUMPH
in PARAMOUNT'S
sensational line-up of
TALKING HITS!

WITH "Interference" doing the biggest

business of any talking picture ever

released—with surefire sound successes as

"Redskin", "The Canary Mvirder Case",

"Wolf Song", "The Letter", "Close Har-
mony", "The Doctor's Secret", "The
Dummy", "Chinatown Nights", ("Tong
War") and others on the way—now arrives

"THE WOLF OF WALL STREET" to clinch

PARAMOUNT'S leadership of this business,

sound and silent! Opening long run en-

gagements at the Rialto, New York, and
everywhere. Nationally advertised in 700

newspapers, Saturday Evening Post, etc. to

120,000,000 people! "THE WOLF OF WALL
STREET" and most of the other knockouts

AVAILARLE SILENT AS WELL AS
TALKING!

TERRIBLE TITAN OF THE TICKER.
Only two things he loves— the race for

gold and the arms of his beautiful wife.
His enemies attack both!

"YOU ARE THE REAL SUCKER!"
Nancy Carroll cries. "Your wife is up-
stairs in the arms of your best friend.

1 dare you to go up and see!"

»

:



LINCOLN
FEBRUARY TWELVE
1809 1865

jA Pathe is honored by the opportunity for this contribu-

tion to the new art of sound pictures.

George Billings, the screen's most able interpreter of

Abraham Lincoln, appears in an extraordinarily im-

pressive recital of the Gettysburg address. A gifted

quartette sings a famous soldier song of the Civil War.

The picture presents a dramatically effective review cf

the landmarks of Lincoln's career.

This production, occupying ten minutes of screen t-rmi

is released for the week of February 10, 1929.

The musical direction is by Mr. Josiah Zurc—iht

recording by the R. C. A. Photophone System.

PATHE TALK SPECIAL



X

The master of

magnificent spec-

tacle creates the

most sensational

melodrama of

all time.
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.cCILB. DeMILLES
Superpictureofa thousandthrills
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REALISTI

The emotions, the hate and
the love of youth—radiant

and rebellious — thrown
against the most absorbing

background in the annals

of the screen—a never-to-be-

forgotten picture that will

be written about in every

newspaper and talked about
in every home

—

V :M

^, Pathe delivers the season's

7yrecord*breaker-and released

justwhen you needa bigone-

©Picture



N EW TYPE OF
MEL• iRAMA
that willrevolutionize
allprevious standards
for Box-Office values

CECIL B.DeMILLES

I
/,/JEANIE MACPHERSON

Pafh£© Rcture
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Service to

the ENTIRE INDUSTRY
Spontaneous Response to the Announcement of the New Model

Western Electric Sound Equipment for Small Theatres

"Electrical Research Products, Inc., takes pleasure in

announcing the development of a standard Western

Electric Sound equipment specially adapted for small

theatres.

"We are prepared to accept orders now for these

equipments for installation after June 1, 1929 for

either Vitaphone or Movietone productions only, at

a price of $5,500 including installation, and for dual

equipment for both Vitaphone and Movietone at a

price of $7,000 including installation."

f -f -t

The foregoing announcement was made through

the trade press on Jan. 10. Within the few days

which have elapsed a substantial number of orders

have been placed with us both by chain operators

and by individual theatre owners.

This spontaneous response confirms our convic-

tion that discriminating small theatre owners have

been awaiting moderately priced sound equipment

of the same reliable quality as that now rendering

service in the large first run houses.

In developing the new apparatus Western Electric

engineers have built on the successful experience in

designing, making, installing and servicing equip-

ment now in use in more than a thousand theatres.

The result is a sound reproducing system of equal

electrical quality and mechanical durability. In a

word, it is Western Electric.

This organization pledges its continued co-opera-

tion with producers and exhibitors alike. It will

maintain the present high quality of its apparatus,

and its nationwide technical staff is at the service

of the entire industry.

Electrical Research Products fnc
250 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.

Representing

Western Electric
SYSTEM OF SOUND PICTURES

WMMIUMUtU Hill y»tm*MM>MIIMM ! I »
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7ith LAURA LA PLANTE, Montague
Love, Roy D*Arcy, Margaret Livingston,

John Boles, Bert Roach* Produced
under the personal supervision ofCARL
LAEMMLE, Jr.From the novel byWads-
worth Camp and Thomas F. Fallon's

Broadway stage hit. Two negatives

:

1 Silent; 1 with Dialog.

A PAUL LENI Production.

With JEAN HERSHOLT, Sally O'Neil, Malcolm MacGregor. From the Cosmo.
politan Magazine story by RUPERT HUGHES. Two negatives: 1 silent; 1 with

dialog. An EDWARD SLOMAN Production.

THE COHENS dtlO KEULY5 city"
Starring GEORGE SIDNEY with Vera Gordon, Kate Price, Mack Swain. Two

negatives: I silent; 1 with dialog. A WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT Production.

THE FOREIGN LEGION"
A Laemmle golden Special. Starring NORMAN KERRY and LEWIS STONE
with Mary Nolan, Jane Marlowe. From the I. A. R. Wylie novel, "The Red Mirage."

An EDWARD SLOMAN Production.

"GIVE AND TAKE"
GEORGE SIDNEY and JEAN HERSHOLT, with George Lewis, Sharon Lynn.
From Aaron Hoffman's Broadway Success. Two negatives: 1 silent; 1 with dialog.

A WILLIAM BEAUDINE Production.

"THE MICHIGAN KID"
CONRAD NAGEL and RENEE ADOREE with Lloyd Whitlock, Adolph Milar,

'

ginia Grey.FromREX BEACH'S tremendous seller. An IRVIN WILLAT Production.



SMARTEST

As modern as
tomorrow

Charmingly witty

As classy as a next
season's sport roadster

Presents

"THE ELIGIBLE MR.BANGS"
by Robert Housum

ivith

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
Directed by Hugh Faulcon

With talking and all natural sound effects from start to finish

Recorded by Western Electric System



THINg in hilklna comedies
•

FOR SMART THEATRES
Educational Pictures took the industry

by storm with their first talking comedy.

Exhibitors who saw the first preview of

"THE LION'S ROAR" are still laughing.

The MACK SENNETT TALKING
COMEDIES instantly proved that

Educational was going to live up to its

promise to lead the field of Short Fea-

tures with Sound.

But there's plenty more coming. For

instance, here is the second announce-

ment: a group of six comedy playlets

that are the smartest things you ever

saw in two reels....the CORONET TALK-

ING COMEDIES.

Here's something new and different

....in story, lines, acting and direction.

They're charmingly witty, as smartly

sophisticated as a Park Avenue ball

room, as classy as a society night club.

CORONET TALKING COMEDIES will

add a crown of mirth

to the smartest picture /^--\

programs in the land.

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distri-

butors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President



AtTUAUY PftOCUCtO IW EGYPT AND CONDON .

''fet^xwl

OMMY ATKIHl
TWO fiGUTtNC U« LOW AiAfttt.

'''<&*#<*** NORMAN WAtKtR.

«* IMPORTED 8RI1HH IHIlRNAtlONAl PICTURE.

3his picture actually produced

on the Isle of Man and in Sicily

*<mm norman kwry *=
the BONDMAN

9

production MASTERPIECE ncx cow* uo.

^IlO 51WUJUdge
the^fearrtng* ofaTV.TeSSou^

V *

-"" Alaria Corda ""'Jameson Thomas
A British International Picture Produced in London

A few 6 sheet posters. World Wide aeeessories are high grade.
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The Press and the Screen
A Remarkable Demonstration for the Freedom of Speech

By William A. Johnston

THE outpouring of vigorous expressions

from newspaper publishers and editors

in support of free speech on the screen

has now assumed nation-wide proportions.

Evoked by the issue in the Pathe case against

the New York Censor Board, this mobiliz-

ation of powerful newspaper influence is,

we believe, unrivaled in the history of the

industry.

We have had the honor of being the

medium through which this vital question

was called to the attention of more than 300
publishers; and the response has been so

remarkable that we may fairly say that the

press, in the great majority, militantly

champions the right of the screen to talk,

without being hamstrung by the follies and
dangers of political censorship.

The issue is, of course, yet to be fought

out to a final conclusion in the courts. But
in the great court of public opinions, as rep-

resented by newspaper thought, it has already

been decided squarely and vigorously in

favor of the Constitutional rights of free

speech.

The industry itself, we are sure, feels grate-

ful for and proud of so great a manifestation

of good-will. For the Pathe case is a fight

on behalf of all the screen world. And this

point has been immediately recognized by
newspapers throughout the country.

Moreover, the intelligent newspapers of

America has been quick to see this incon-

trovertible fact: that if the screen is not to

be allowed freedom of speech, subject only
to the same restrictions laid upon press and
individual, then the Constitutional guaran-

tees as expressed in the Bill of Rights are
placed in jeopardy. The circle of bureaucra-
tic power might be easily widened, once
there is an entering wedge. And the danger
would then confront all forms of expression.

So the industry's fight for freedom of
speech is in behalf of itself, to be sure; but,

looked at in a still broader sense, it is being
waged also in behalf of all forms of publica-
tion, of which the screen is only one.

For the first time, then, the vital interests

of press and motion picture become clearly

and unmistakably the same. And this is

attested to, we think, in the splendid way in

which newspaper editors and owners have
come to the defense of the freedom of the
talking picture.

We publish in this issue further expressions

of leaders of the newspaper world. The work
will go on. But, at this moment, publishers
and editors who have declared themselves
against censorship, jn wires and letters to us,

command an audience of no less than 15,-

500,000 readers.

This is magnificent testimony to the stand-

ing of the motion picture industry in the

eyes of the press of the country. It means
that the screen is fully recognized as a great

medium of expression for which the press

demands, as regards freedom of speech, the

same rights given it under the Constitution.

So we say that such a mobilization of
vigorous sentiment actually marks an epoch
in the industry's history; and testifies to the

great merit of the fight that Pathe is making,
in behalf of the whole picture world, for
liberty.
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Speaking Editorially

i i

An Appreciation

IT would seem that the entire nation is watch-
ing the fight that the Pathe organization is

making in the courts to protect the right to

free speech on the screen. Motion Picture News is

to be congratulated on its tremendously progressive
step and the unusual initiative displayed in the cam-
paign to arouse the editors and the daily press of the

country to the menace to the right of free speech that

underlies the attitude of the New York State Board
of Motion Picture Censors in regard to the talking

picture.

"The whole campaign is one that is a revelation in

trade journalism in the motion picture industry, and
the fact that Motion Picture News is making this

fight for a constitutional right a matter of nationwide
interest through arousing the daily press of America,
makes it a fight of the entire industry and not that of

a single company. The whole Pathe organization is

highly appreciative of the assistance that Motion Pic-

ture News is enlising for it in this fight."

(Signed) COLVIN W. BROWN,
Executive Vice-President Pathe.

An Example for Every Film
Executive

A RUMOR persisted last week that an important

executive for one of the major companies was
about to resign his position and join a large

commercial concern in another field.

The executive was away on a trip, and Motion
Picture News telegraphed him. He replied that the

rumor was without foundation, and asked that even
his denial be kept confidential. His explanation of this

request was that publication of his statement that the

report was untrue would be read by many of the field

sales force of his company, and that they, unfamiliar
with the frequency of rumors in New York, might
find cause for worry.

This was not merely solicitude by the executive in

question for the peace of mind of his company's sales

force. It was plain horse sense of a kind that is needed
in great quantities throughout the business.

Why keep the men on the firing line constantly upset
and worried about the security of their jobs by un-
founded rumors that this or that executive is resign-

ing, with a successor who may make many changes?
Branch managers and salesmen have enough of

trouble and worry in trying to make their sales quotas,

without destroying their confidence in the permanence
of the executives whose positions give them the

authority to fire and hire.

In this particular case two other trade papers were
asked, with Motion Picture News, not to publish

the rumor and denial, and it is greatly to the credit of

their good editorial sense that the request was granted.

The confidence, enthusiasm and ability of the sell-

ing personnel of the motion picture industry should

be protected by every legitimate means against dis-

turbing and costly rumors.

A Significant Anniversary
THE National Board of Review of Motion Pic-

tures is observing its twentieth anniversary at

its annual meeting in New York this week.
We are glad to say a word in commendation of the

constructive work done by the Board, over this long

period, in behalf of the screen.

With "Selection, not Censorship" as its keynote,

the Board of Review has stood, and stands, squarely

against political censorship. It classifies, and selects,

pictures; it does not prescribe. In its own words:
"The National Board is not a repressionist, nor dicta-

torial, nor propagandist group in the region of morals.

This organiaztion has no brief for the reform group.

It takes the part of no radical coterie. It threatens

neither the public nor the producers of motion pictures

with the thunderbolts of Jove. It finds its rule of

practice in American common sense."

It enlists the best thought of members in every State

in the Union, and stimulates the production and use

of selected pictures, without, of course, having any-

thing to do with their commercial exploitation.

Without blare of trumpets, the National Board goes

right along, year after year, doing a very necessary

and vital work. The legend, "Passed by the National

Board of Review," is as familiar to picture patrons

as the main title of a film itself.

On its twentieth anniversary, the organization has

every reason to be proud of the splendid service it has

rendered the cause of the motion picture.

January 26, 1929 Motion Picture News Vol. XXXIX, No. 4
Published weekly by Motion Picture News Inc. Founded in September, 1913. Publication Offices, 729 Seventh Ave., New

York, N. Y.; Editorial and General Offices, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City; Branch Offices, 845 6". Wabash Ave., Chicago,
III.; Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood, California. William A. Johnston, president; Kenneth M. Goode, vice-president; William A.
Johnston, editor; Earl J. Hudson, assistant publisher; Oscar Cooper, managing editor; Raymond E. Gallagher, advertising man-
ager; Paul M. Abbott, manager of accessory advertising; L. H. Mason, Chicago representative; L. A. Urbach, Los Angeles
representative. Subscription price, $3.00 per year, postpaid in United Stairs. Mexico. Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippine Islands and
some other countries. Canada, $5.00; Foreign, $10.00. Copyright, 1929, by the. Motion Picture News, Inc., in United States

and Great Britain. Title registered in the United States Patent Office and foreign countries. Western Union cable address is

"Picknews" New York. Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office, Nnu York, N. Y'., April 22, 1926, under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
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Myers Asks Federal Action on Sound
Situation; Charges Unfair Practices

ALLIED'S OPENING GUN

Many Reforms Demanded by
New Exhibitor Leader;

Wants Arbitration

Rules Changed
WASHINGTON. Jan. 23.-

Elimination of various
practices deemed unfair to

exhibitors, either voluntarily or by
Government action, was demanded
this week by Abram F. Myers,
president and general counsel of

the Allied States Association of

Motion Picture Exhibitors, in a

formal statement setting forth the

policy and outlining the program of

the organization.

Changes in methods of booking
pictures, adoption of interchange-

ability for sound equipment,

amendment of the arbitration rules

and action with respect to the music
tax are the principal features dis-

cussed by Mr. Myers. Unless the

reforms demanded by the exhibi-

tors are brought about by voluntary
action and negotiation, he warns,
machinery of the Federal Govern-
ment will be invoked to bring them
about.

Warning' is given the producers that they
must not seek to interfere with the activi-

ties of the exhibitors' association. Pro-
ducers have often expressed the hope that
the exhibitors would perfect a strong organ-
ization with which they might deal, it is

pointed out, and their attitude toward the
new association will be viewed in the light

of these expressions. Allied States will not
seek to meddle in the internal affairs of any
other branch of the industry; on the other
hand it will not tolerate any interference
by other branches with its own affairs, says
the statement.

For Free Selection
The new organization is committed to

the free selection of films as contemplated
in the Brookhart Bill, but it will be satis-

fied if this can be worked out by negotia-
tion instead of by law. Those provisions of
the bill which would make the Federal
Trade Commission an arbitrator of dis-

agreements within the industry are also ap-
proved by the organization in the event
that the industry itself cannot settle its

own problems.
A complete study is to be made of the

arbitration situation in the motion picture
industry, one of the issues in the pending
Paramount case, and if the facts justify

(Continued on age 250)

Parallel With M. P. Patents Case

Is Alleged By Myers
WASHINGTON, Jan. 23.—The Department of Justice was asked this

week by Abram F. Myers, President of the Allied States, to take

prompt action with respect to allegedly unfair contracts restricting

the use of sound equipment and pictures. Contracts and other information
gathered by Mr. Myers were submitted to support his contention that the
agreements between a sound equipment manufacturer and film producers
were illegal.

The agreement, according to Myers, providing that sound films pro-

duced by certain companies shall not be leased for reproduction on ma-
chines not made or approved by the sound equipment manufacturer, gives

theatres having approved equipment an incalculable advantage over those
that have not.

"From such study as I have been able to give the matter," Myers de-

clared, "I have concluded that the restrictions in question are clearly out-

side the power of the parties to impose. I can see no substantial difference

between such restrictions and the ones which were held illegal in the suits

brought by the government against the Motion Picture Patents Company
and the United Shoe Machinery Company."

Wisconsin Ends
In a Deadlock

On Affiliation

Michigan Votes

Affiliation With
Allied States

Woodhull and Steffes Offer

Arguments to Allied

and M.P.T.O.A.

Exhibitors Confirm Action

of Board of Directors

at Detroit Meeting

A five hour session of heated controversy
at the M. P. T. 0. of Wisconsin annual con-

vention in Milwaukee on Wednesday as to

affiliation, resulted in a deadlock. "Pete"
Woodhull, president of the National
M. P. T. 0. organization engaged in debate
with Al Steffes, representing Allied States.

The opposing sides compromised on a meet-
ing of the city organization of Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners to be held on Wednes-
day, January 30, at which time decision

will be made as to affiliation of the city or-

ganization.

This decision will materially affect the

final action of the State organization and
it is generally believed that the State will

follow the footsteps of the city group.
Definite action on the part of the State
M.P.T.O. was postponed. Abram F. Myers,
head of Allied States, was not present at

the meeting. The convention was definitely

closed to the representatives of trade
paper-.

Wampas Frolic

Charles Judels is now staging the annual
Wampas Frolic, which is slated for the

Shrine Auditorium on February 12. This

year's frolic will consist of a show only,

no dance being held in conjunction.

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Michigan, at a session held in Detroit on
Wednesday of this week, voted to confirm
the action of its board of directors who
previously had voted to join the Allied
States Association, headed by Abram F.
Myers.
The vote brought out the greatest mani-

festation of interest that has been seen in
connection with an issue here for a long
time. There were over 400 ballots sent out
and all but 52 were returned. Of these 249
voted to affiliate with Allied and 101 voted
against such affiliation. Previously the
board of directors had voted 12 to 3 in

favor of the move.
At the meeting of the board of directors

all were present with the exception of"

Messrs. Butterfield, Johnson and De Lod-
der. The board voted unanimously to re-

imburse Ritter, Cross and Richey on their

pledge of $10,000 to Allied States for the

first year.

Among the directors who attended the

session were : Porter, Hall, Niebs, Ritter,

Eiseman, Trendle, Reynolds, Ackerman,
Wetsman, Kopping and Kirchner.

The vote on the matter of affiliation is

held to prove that there is nothing in the

way of a serious split which had been ru-

mored in the ranks of the Michigan organi-

zation.
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Ziegfeld Will

Produce Follies

As Own Picture

Promises $3,000,000 Film
With Stars of Past and

Present Shows

Florenz Ziegfeld i- to make his own
Movietone production of his Ziegfeld Fol-
lies and lie will start work on it as SOOD as

he has completed li i- present stage produc-
tion of "East I- West." Ziegfeld made
the announcement to hi- executive staff

during the week.

In tli.- making of the "Follies," Zieg-
feld will use till his stars with whom he

contracts and will enlist the services
man. a- possible of the famous vet-

erans of past "Follies." including both
principals ami beauties, many of whom
began their stellar careers with him.

In his communication from Palm Beach
Ziegfeld said in part

:

••
I - ill myself produce the genuine 'Fol-

iid show up all the
imitations. My 'Follies' girls alone will
make the i ,,,]-,! a masterpiece with their
beauty.

"I will spei i - 1,000,000 to make my
'Follies' the perfect record of

that ha- so many in-
live imitators."

The Ziegfeld stall is now communicating
with the long list of celebrated artists anil

beautie- who appeared in various editions
of the •', Follies." Many of the
former Ziegfeld girl- are now .-tars in their
own right, the screen having been especial-
ly hospitahle to them. Ziegfeld promises
that the cast and chorus of his Movietone
"Follies" will be the largest, cleverest,

test, most captivating group of enter-
tainers ever assembled in one feature pic-

ture.

State Troopers
to Check Up On
"Wild Cat" Films

State Troopers ami other peace officers

attending the New York State School for
Police at Tro V . wen- given a talk last week

Hall, of the motion picture
division of th, State Department of
cation.

Mr. Hall took a- hi- subject "Inspection
of .Motion Picture I Troopers were
asked to nspecl carefully th.- seals ami
permits on all filn . i peciallj in -mall
town t hea means of pn-\ enl ing t he
showing of " Wild -

Changes in "U" Chain Ranks
A si :<! Chain Theatrical

managers in Indianapolis and <1e

occurred 1:. Charh
has been assigned the management of the

Rivoli and Granada in Indian

lis, replacing Willis fli been

transferred to the Hilliard Square '!

tre, Cleveland.

Film Exports at High
Level in October

EXPORT trade in motion pictures
in October, with shipments ag-
gregating 30,438,408 feet valued

at $796,510, reached the highest level

it has touched since last March when
29^45,064 feet valued at $810,860 were
exported, according to figures just

compiled by the Department of Com-
merce, Washington, D. C.

Shipments during the month in-

cluded 23,034,792 feet of positive film

valued at $550,770; 472,400 feet of neg-
atives valued at $95,092 and 6,531,216

feet of raw stock valued at $150,648.

Our largest market for positive film in

October was Australia, to which we
shipped 2,572,901 feet, followed by
Germany with 1,678,807 feet. Argen-
tina, Brazil and the United Kingdom
also each took more than 1,000,000 feet.

Second Code of

Ethics Session

Not Likely Soon

Pending Litigation Defers

Action Until Case

Is Decided

Bi i rase of complications that have arisen

it is not likely that the Federal Trade Com-
mission will call a second Code of Ethics

conference with tin 1 motion picture industry
lor some time to come despite the fact that

the time allotted for the test period from
the first conference has expired.

Th.' principal reason for delaying the
holding of a second conference is pending
litigation. This litigation directly concerns
points adopted at the last conference and
the Commission figures these should be

disposed "I before additional problems are
taken up. Perhaps nothing further will be

done until the courts here have acted upon
the issues in the ease against Paramount.

Another thing that defers matters some
what is that Abram F. Myers, win, presided
a I the last Trade Practice Conference has

severed his connection with the Commission
and hi- successor has not yet been named.

In it- December report the Commission
-talc- that its case in the Circuit Court of

Appeals in New York to enforce it- "cea e

and desist" order against Paramount
awaits printing of the transcript, briefing

and argument. It will probably be some
time before I he matter i- disposed of.

Warners Install

Film Recording;

Coast Reports

Indications Point to Plan
of Gradual Switch in

Sound Systems

Paramount and Fox Plan
Sequels to Old Successes

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Bollyv. I. Jan. 24. Sequels to out-

standing pict ure of - oi lour yea i ago

are being prepared by both Pos and Para-

ormer will make ''The Cock-

World," a sequel to "What Pi i( e

Glory"; while Paramount has annou
"Ten Fears Alter" as .a follow up on

"Wings." Raoul Walsh will direct "The
I ed World"; William Wellman is

slated to make "Ten Years After."

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—Indications point to
Warner Brothers gradually replacing the
disc system of sound recording in favor of
the film track method of recording. Equip-
ment for the latter system was installed at
the Warner studio this week. The addition
of this equipment will enable the company
to shoot by either the disc or film process.

The film method allows a wide range of
flexibility and latitude in producing, espe-
cially on running shots and exterior scenes.

The switch over to the sound-on-lilm method
from the present disc would naturally be
gradual and probably take nearly a year,

but a 'person close to the situation is author-

ity for the information that this plan will

be carried out for Warner and First Na-
tional productions. The Vitaphone trade

mark, naturally, will be retained due lo the

value given it by its wide publicity.

Harry Warner, head of Warner Bros., at

his New York office declared that he knew
nothing about plans to use the film track

system instead of the discs, and further-

more that he was not interested in the

technicalities of production so long as the

company's studios produced results, when
a' Motion Picture News representative

called his attention to the above report

from the coast. "In technical matter-." he

said, "I don't know what they are doing at

the studio. All I want from the studios are

pictures that will succeed as popular enter-

tainment in the theatres. The methods, sys-

tems or technics by which that end be at-

tained I am no more interested in than the

public itself, which is interested only in

entertainment values."

Kent Departs

Hollywood After

Completing Plans
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—Sidney Kent de-

part ed Los Angeles today after having
-pent two weeks at the Paramount Ilolly-

w I studio-, lie devoted much of his time

while here to lining up next season's sales

and releasing campaign.

RKO Starts New $250,000
Coast Building Program

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

llollvu I, Jan. 24 A new construction

program to cost $250,000 was started on the

RKO Studios, (formerly F B 0) last week.

All existing stages are to be sound proofed,

and a new sta --. devoted exclusively to

sound, erected. Three new projection rooms,

adapted for Bound uses, also will be in-

cluded.
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Newspapers Militant in Support of

Fight for Free Speech on Screen
CENSORSHIP CONDEMNED

List of Publishers Backing
Pathe Battle for
Talkie Freedom

Growing
IMPORTANT additions to the

rapidly growing list of news-
paper publishers and editors

who are vigorously supporting free

speech on the screen were made this

week in wires and letters to

Motion Picture News.
This issue was brought out into

the open by Pathe in its fight

against the New York State Censor
Board, on behalf of the whole in-

dustry, and has been called to the

attention of more than 300 news-
paper executives by Motion Pic-
ture News.
Many of the most important newspapers

in the country are now, through editorials

and the great influence of their owners or
editors, squarely against autocratic and
bureaucratic powers over what the picture
theatre patrons may and may not hear on
the screen.

The number of readers served by these
newspaper organizations has now reached
the total of 15,597,011. In addition to those
quoted this week editors or publishers of
the following have previously declared
themselves aguinst the censorship of speech
on the screen:

The Hearst newspapers ; the Scripps-
Howard newspapers; the Brush-Moore
Newspapers, Inc.; Los Angeles "Times";
Portland "Oregonian"; St. Louis "Post-
Dispatch"; Ann Arbor "Dailv News";
"Oklahoman"; Oklahoma City "" Times "

;

Oklahoma City "Daily News"; Des Moines
"Register"; Des Moines "Tribune-Capi-
tal"; Kansas City "Journal"; Kansas Citv
"Post"; Kansas City "Star"; "Evening
Huronite" (S. D.) ; Akron "Beacon-
Journal"; Birmingham "Age-Herald" and
"News"; Montgomery, Ala., "Advertis-
er"; "The American Mercury."

Censorship of sound by statute is sought
by the state censor boards of Ohio and
Kansas.

This new double-barrelled threat to the
freedom of speech on the screen became
known this week. In Ohio, the board has
been censoring sound productions, in ac-

cordance with authority from the Attorney-
General. Numerous controversies have re-

sulted.

The Kansas bill, which would provide
censorship of all spoken lines in talking-

pictures, has already been introduced. A
measure to levy an amusement tax on pic-

ture houses has also been presented. Kan-
sas City daily newspapers are bitterly op-
posed to both measures.

JULIAN S. MASON,
Editor,

New York Evening Post

I believe that in certain extreme
offences against public decency
the public must defend itself,

whether these offences are on
_ the stage, in the newspapers, in

the movies or in the talkies. I

believe that this power is usually most wisely exercised by
prompt and ruthless action by the police. I am decidedly inter-

ested in your fight; first, because 1 am opposed to censorship ex-

cept in the definite and necessary way which I have outlined

above. Indeed, if it came to a choice between the evil of free

speech and the evils of censorship, I would go without any cen-

sorship whatever. Second, I am opposed to censorship in the par-

ticular point raised by your case, because it is self-evidently

merely a dangerous and familiar effort to grab power on the

part of a bureaucracy.

FREDERICK E. MURPHY,
Publisher,

Minneapolis Tribune

I firmly believe that the reason-

ing brought to bear in justifica-

tion of a censorship of the talk-

ing movies is just the same rea-

soning that could be brought to

bear for a censorship of free

speech. It is the belief of a great majority of the people in the
United States that a censorship of free speech would be intol-

erable and I am of the opinion that a censorship of speech in the
movies would only be- but a preliminary step toward the attain-

ment of a censorship on all speech. For this reason I am un-
alterably opposed to it.

HAROLD C. PLAGE,
Editor,

Toledo News-Bee

=== Permit me to commend you for

the fight you are making to pre-

vent censorship authorities from
extending their autocratic pow-=^=i=^=^^^===i. ers. Censorship, even at its best,

is widely abused. The attempt
to censor the talking movie picture is simply another step in the
process of confining freedom of speech, freedom of thought and
fundamental liberties. I think it is not only unconstitutional but
ought to be vigorously combated.

HOWER GUCK,
General Manager,
San Francisco Examiner

= It seems to me an obvious fact

that freedom of speech and
freedom of press are constitu-

tional rights restricted only by
:

proper regard for decency and
good taste. There can be no

actual difference between talking pictures and talking actors.
One should have identical rights with the other.

' Any censorship violates the real

spirit of America. If it is legal

to censor a talking movie, it is

also legal to censor the printed====^=^=i word or the spoken speech.
Censorship is abhorrent to

every lover of liberty. We are not a nation of children.

BOYD GURLEY,
Editor,

Indianapolis Times
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"U" Will Test

Silent Against

Talkie Version

Simultaneous Showings for
"Broadway'" : Dialogue

for "Show Boat"

A- reported exclusively in last week's
issue of Motion Picture News, Universal
has concluded a de;il with Florenz Ziegfeld
whereby the picture company obtained the
right to reproduce in the screen version of
"Show Boat" all of the Ziegfeld material
in the stage version.

Carl Laemmle had previously purchased
the silent picture rights to the Broadway
production and that version of the picture
had been completed. Thi- week Universal
started remaking the film with dialogue,
music and sound effects. These portions
will be made at the Ziegfeld Theatre in

New York. Helen Morgan will sing two
songs. Jules Bledsoe will sin«: •'Old Man
River" and one other and Ann! Jemima,
with a chorus of thirty Negro voices, will

sing the theme song. Mr. Ziegfeld will per-
sonally supervise the making of the dia-
logue. A. B. Heath has been recalled from
Hollywood and will supervise the Movietone
production.

Another importanl decision made by Mr.
Laemmle is to test whether the public pre-
fers talking pictures to silent productions.
He will do tins by releasing both the syn-
chronized and silent versions of ••Broad-
way" and run them simultaneously in New
York. The release is at present scheduled
for April, with a strong possibility of posl
ponement.

Laemmle has written Will Havs offering
to make this $2,000,000 investment an ex-
periment at the mercy of public judgment.
He asks Mr. Hays to appoint a committee
of critics to see both productions and report
both their own opinion- and the reaction of
the public. Under tin' plan the silent \rr-

sion and the talking release will play in

direct opposition to each other.

Beery to Leave
Paramount When

Contract Expires
< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.- Wallace Beery is

leaving Paramount at the expiration of
the optional period of his contract in May.
It is understood he draws $3,500 weekly
and studio executives are said to feel this

amount i- not warranted in view of the

limited number of suitable parts for the

actor on the company production schedule
of talking pictures for the coming year.

Alice White in "BVay Babies"
"Broadway Babies," the new title for

Alice White starring First N
illow "Hid Stuff." and formerly

"Broadway Musketeers," is beii

into continuity form by Monte Kattet

and will be di Men yn I. el,''

Goe Wins Appointment
by Tiffany-Stahl

CARL J. GOE has been named
assistant general sales manager

of Tiffany-Stahl by Oscar Hanson.
He has been placed in charge of the

contract department.
Mr. Goe has had wide experience in

the film industry following a career
in the advertising and banking fields.

He joined First National as a salesman
and later occupied various executive
positions with that company for a
period of four years. He then joined
FBO as assistant to Harry Berman
and Lee Marcus. Later he was with
Associated Exhibitors as assistant
general manager of sales. At the time
of the consolidation with Pathe he
became assistant to the Pathe feature
sales manager.

First National

to Handle Warner
Pictures Abroad

Gus Schlesinger Heads New
Executives to Operate

in Foreign Fields

By an arrangement just completed, First

National will handle the distribution abroad
of Warner Bros, and Yitaphone pictures as

well as their own. There will be an amalga-
mation in all countries with the exception
of England ami at the present time, Ger-
many. The alliance covers interests and
•.ile- activities in France, Switzerland, Bel-

gium, Hungary, Mexico, Australia, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark and Dutch Fast Tndies.

Herman Starr, president of First Na-
tional, anounced that Gus S. Schlesinger is

appointed foreign general manager of First

National with headquarters in Berlin. H. A.
Bandy, formerly Eoreign sales manager of
First National, now becomes manager of
foreign distribution with headquarters in

New York. Arthur Clavering, Warner man-
aging director in England, will supervise
First National sales in that country.

Robert Schless, Warner managing di-

rector in France, will take charge of War-
ner-First National operations in France,
Belgium and Switzerland, and Harry J.

Cohen will be assistant to Mr. Schlesinger

and known as assistant foreign manager,
operating abroad.

It is planned to inaugurate Vitaphone in

all parts of the world upon Mr. Seldom

inger's return to Europe. He i~ scheduled
to sail on the Leviathan February 6.

Dix at ""Redskin" Premiere
Richard Dix, the Paramount star who has

been in the hospital for the past few days
1

1
on, bronchitis, will at tend the

premiere of
'

' Red I in," his ov d film, « lien

it open- at the N. *>
. < Iriterion this Satur-

\ ictor Schertzinger, William

Powell and Nancy Carroll will also be pres-

ent.

Charges Against

Pathe Dismissed

By Government

Federal Trafle Commission
Says Case Doesn't Call

for Action

Declaring that "The facts developed did

not call for the exercise of the remedial
powers granted by law to this commission,"
the Federal Trade Commission, Washing-
ton, D. C, has dismissed the application for

a complaint against Pathe.

The brief, written by Lewis Innerarity,

secretary and attorney of Pathe, and filed

by Pathe with the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, points out that "block booking,"
which was the gist of the charge against

Pathe, is but a trade term for the selling

of pictures in quantities or selling pictures

at wholesale.. Pathe argued that it was en-

tirely within its rights in refusing to sell

a single picture for the same price it would
ask for a group of two or more; and that

any prohibition against motion picture pro-

ducers and distributors engaging in whole-

sale business, leaving all other kinds and
classes to indulge in it freely, would be
unconstitutional and discriminatory.

In its brief, Pathe claims the right to say
to those to whom it licenses its motion pic-

tures that they may have the Pathe pro-

duct only on the terms proposed by Pathe
and no other. It claims the right to dispose

of its product "entirely untrammeled by
any agreement, understanding, combina-
tion or otherwise."

The Pathe brief also contends "in
the motion picture industry is to be classi-

fied as quasi-public in its nature, there is

no great obligation resting upon any of the

many private business enterprises engaged
therein to merchandise their product with

a view of satisfying any public demand."

Silent Version

Of M-G-M Film

Is Decided Upon
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Sews)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—M-G-M has decided

to release a silent version of "Broadway
Melody," although the picture was shot

from the Movietone angle only. Titles have

been injected for the silent version and it

is said the film shapes up well in this ver-

sion despite the many singing and dancing
sequences.

"Early to Bed," Collegiate,

Next Colleen Moore Vehicle
'• Early to Bed," a story of college sorori-

ties and fral- from the pens of Lynn and

Lois Seyster Montross, author- of the " Fra-

ternity Bow" series in College Hwmor,will

serve as the next Firs! National starring

vehicle for Colleen M 'e. Production is

ei to start around February 1 al Burbank
and director and cast will be announced
soon.
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Reported Mayer
Tendered Post

As Ambassador

240—a

M-G-M Officials Doubt He
Would Accept, If

Offer Made

Will Louis B. Mayer accept the posl "I

Ambassador to Turkey, which, according- to

reports, has been tendered "him by Presi-

dent-elect Hoover? That question is one
which the industry is weighing- at this time.

Mayer, it is known, is to come to New York
late in February and be present in Wash-
ington at the inauguration of Hoover. But
in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization
it is stated that Mr. Mayer has a contract
for a period of five years, four years of
which are still to run and they do not be-

lieve that he will leav£ the industry at this

time.

Robert Rubin, one of the vice-presi-

dents of the organization, stated just prior

to leaving for the coast for the annual con-

ference with Mayer and Irving Thalberg,
that both of these production executives

were under contract for another four years,

and that while Mr. Mayer undoubtedly
looked upon any post which the president-

elect might tender him as flattering, he
doubted that Mayer would accept.

"Of course, Mr. Mayer has amassed a

fortune in the motion picture industry,"
continued Mr. Rubin, '

' and it is quite possi-

ble that he might care at this time to

achieve distinction in public service for his

country, but I still doubt that he would
want to leave the industry in which he has

created a most enviable position for him-

self. I do not know whether Mr. Hoover
has offered Mr. Mayer the post of Ambassa-
dor to Turkey or a post in the Cabinet. I

heard that there had been some talk of a

special post in the cabinet which would
embrace a public relations bureau in con-

junction with the film industry as was in

forcQ under the direction of George Creel,

but I do not know if this is a fact or not.

Of course it would be a splendid oppor-

tunity for Mr. Mayer, and the motio npic-

ture industry in general should rejoice that

one of its executives should be selected for

important Governmental work by the Ad-
ministration, but I still feel that Mr. Mayer
will prefer to remain in picture produc-

tion."

Von Stroheim
Through With

"Queen Kelly"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—Eric Von Stroheim
has been taken off of "Queen Kelly,"
Gloria Swanson having completed most of
the silent sequences, but he may be recalled
for a few silent sequences later. Edmund
Goulding is directing the dialogue sequences
at Pathe and the plan from now on is to
shoot dialogue and silent scenes while on
the set instead of returning to the sets on
completion of the picture for the dialogue.

Pacent and Warner Deny
Agreement Exists Tieing Up

Product With Equipment

Md. Court of Appeals
Upholds Blue Verdict

THE Court of Appeals of Maryland
recently upheld the verdict of

Judge Albert S. J. Owens in the

Baltimore Criminal Court against John
G. Callan. president of the Liberty De-
fense League, finding him guilty of
breaking the Baltimore Sunday blue
laws; a fine of $100 has been imposed
upon Mr. Callan. It is understood,
however, that he was merely testing
the law and a resolution to remit the
fine paid by Mr. Callan will be intro-

duced into the legislature. Mr. Callan
is a member of the House of Delegates
from the Second District of Baltimore
and on last Tuesday evening he was
scheduled to introduce a bill into the
legislature to permit the showing of
films on Sunday in the city. By the
terms of his bill, those who cared to
take advantage of the terms would pay
for a special license.

Ministerial alliances are preparing to
battle against the passage of the bill.

Film Industry

Aids Publicity

For Inaugural

Trailers Figure Prominently

In Exploiting Hoover

Induction Plans

Elaborate plans are under way for the
Hoover inaugural in Washington and the
film industry will figure prominently in the
publicizing of the event. It will be the first

"old fashioned" inaugural since 1913
The festivities will cover a period of

three days, March 2, 3 and 4 and the ma-
jority of the states in the union will send
delegations. Film trailers are to play an
important part in the advance publicity
and the whole industry is pledged to lend
its cooperation.

The film section of the publicity com-
mittee is headed by Sidney B. Lust, a
Washington exhibitor. Provision is being-

made by the commitlee for accommodations
On the newsreel publicity committee are,

Andrew May, chairman, of Harris and
Ewing; M. H. Melntyre of Pathe, Harry
Van Tine of International Newsreel, and
Albert Holland of Pox.

The publicity campaign on the film angle
has already been well launched with the
filming by Pathe Sound News of Colonel
U. S. Grant, chairman, and W. Irving
Glover, executive secretary of the general
arrangements committee.

Exhibitor's Statement Held
At Variance With
Contract Signed

for Product

BOTH the Pacent Reproducer
Corporation a n d Warner
Bros, deny emphatically a

statement of a representative ex-

hibitor printed last week to the

effect that there was a tie-up be-

tween Warners and Pacent where-
by the exhibitor had to sign for

Warner product for a period of
years in order to secure the Pacent
equipment.

The statement of this exhibitor in part,
was that he had to sign three contracts at
the same time, one covering the Pacent in-

stallation, one for Warner feature produc-
tions and one for Vitaphone short subjects.
The exhibitor said he had been informed by
the Warner executive that there was no con-
nection between Pacent and Warners, but
at the same time he declared that without
a contract for the Warner product it would
be impossible to get a Pacent installation.

In denying the entire story, Pacent Re-
producer Corporation says :

Pacent's Denial

The article appearing in your issue of
January 19th, to the effect that there is a
tie-up between Pacent Reproducer Corpo-
ration and Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

whereby exhibitors who do not purchase
pictures of Warners Bros., First National
or Vitaphone, cannot obtain the Pacent ma-
chine, is incorrect. There is no such tie-up.

"The Pacent Reproducer Corporation is

prepared to fill orders, with due regard to

effecting proper distribution of machines
and also with due regard to the credit
standing of the exhibitor, in the order in
which they are received, subject to our pro-
duction schedules, regardless of what pro-
duct the exhibitor, placing the order, desires
to reproduce on such machines.

"It is entirely obvious that unless the
exhibitor can obtain product, the installa-

tion of the m'aehine is not from his stand-
point desirable and we assume that many
exhibitors who have inquired as to our re-

producing system have gotten in touch with
Warner Brothers and with the various other
producers to ascertain whether the product
of such producers would be available if

such machines were installed. We reitei'ate,

however, that the making of an arrange-
ment with the producing companies named,
or with any other producing company, is not
a prerequisite to the purchase of the Pacent
Reproducer system, nor is the sale of our
equipment in any way related to the ar-

(Continucd on folloiving fage)
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Publix, West

Coast Launch Hot

Battle on Coast

Chan tie Weekly Openings

and Recruit Stars to

Bolster Shoivs

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—The battle bet*

Publix' and Wi oh on a lively

this week and the struggle pro

ter than ever from now on. Stars

will b upon for personal appear-

and campaigns increased in every

way to attract the patrons.

Publix recently changed the name of the

politan to Paramount, and Lo

, the latter a V- - moved

the opening day permanently to Thursdays,

e same change of the same kind

by Publix. It is reported that when

Publix planned the name change and the

opening change Harold Franklin of Wesi

d they also change without

an 'e>. campaign, pointing out that

mid match expenditun

State, their first run.

Publix went ahead with a big billboard

and newspaper campaign and also booked

'•The Doctor's Secret," a Paramount all-

talker. It was also arranged for big studio

lights and personal appearances i

and feature player list of the

Paramount Hollywood studio on opening

night. Anion": these are Jannings, Menjou,

ad Ralston.
countered by booking the

M talker. "Alias Jimmy Valentine."

: was also increased 20 per

I ill, a further increase to follow. The

State I
• day with Sun Arcs

and M <i M stars and players, among the

g William Haines, Lioni I B

more. Love, Dorothy

Sebastian, John Mack Brown and Leila

- is only the start of the

In recent months the Slate has

been i
- neck and neck in grosses

with ng capacity than th

politan. i and .Marco mm
most. tide for this as the Publix

iked in from the east have little

local dr.-iw mur power.

"Hells Angels"

BVay Premiere

in April or May
• Hell'

" the Caddo I ompany
production now nearin n will

6 :;. premiere in April or

May, it is thought. Another three month

will be spent in cutting and synchronizing.

The production has been nearly two years

in the making and is said to represent an

investment of more than $2,000,000 for

rd Hughes, president of Caddo. More

than 1,500,000 feet of film were ground

through the camera since shooting began

October 31, 1927. But despite its eo

Hughes is confident of realizing a nice profit

on his picture.

30 "Radio Pictures" An-
nounced by Brown

RADIO - KEITH - ORPIIF.l'M in-

augurated a weekly radio pro-

gram Tuesday night of this week
on a coast-to-coast network emanatine
from WKAF in New York with Hiram
S. Brown, president of the corporation,

delivering a brief message in which
he revealed that the picture product
of the company would be exhibited

under the trade name of "Radio Pic-

tures" and that there would be at least

thirty features made this year.

These pictures he announced, would
be made at the company studios in

Hollywood, with no reference being
made to the pictures to be produced in

their New York studios.

Rules Actors

Can't Deduct
"Host" Costs

Pacent-Warners

Deny Equipment,

Product Tie-Up
{Continued from preceding page)

rangements which the exhibitor may make
with any producer."
George Quigley, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of Vitaphone, issued the Eo]

lowing denial :

"We are selling Vitaphone product to

any exhibitor who has sound apparatus
capable of reproducing with a degree of

quality equal to that obtained by the West-

ern Electric Sound Reproducer System.
There is no differentiation made on any
other basis. No agreement of any kind has

been entered info by Vitaphone and the

Pacent Company.

"Neither Warner Bros., nor the Vita-

phone Corporation, nor First National Pic-

tures assumes any policy of preference for

one type of machine over another as long

as its finality is satisfactory. Verification

of this fact can easily be obtained by
examining the contract forms used by any
or all of the three organizations."

R. F. Woodlmll
Made Honorary

A.M.P.A. Member
The Associated Motion Picture Advertis-

ers made R. f. Woodlmll, president of tlic

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amor-
ember of their or

.it ion at a gala meeting held in New
York January is. In presenting Mr. Wood-
hull with the membership, Ceorge Harvey,
president of the A, M. P. A. emphasized the

Ine cooperation between the exhibitors' and
publicity nun \ organizations.

Present for the occasion were Michael
Comerford of the Comcrford circuit. Mar
tin Smith, past president of the M.P.T.O.

A. of Ohio, and William Benton of the

Benton circuit. On behalf of the A.M.P.A.,

James Beecroft chairman of the Hollyw 1

Masque Ball committee also presented to

Mr. Woodlmll tickets for the event which

is to take place at the Hotel Astor in

March.

Entertainment of Press Not
Allowable as "Business

Expense" on Tax

Washington, D. C.—Newspaper men who
are entertained by motion picture actors

hereafter will accept invitations with the

knowledge that their host desires their com-
pany sufficiently to pay for their entertain-

ment out of his own pocket, in view of the

ruling just rendered by ('. M. Ch;

eral counsel for the Bureau of Internal

Revenue, thai such expenditures are not

deductible in income tax returns as ordi-

nary and necessary expenses directly con-

nected with or pertaining to the taxpayer's

busine

Actors, however, are given an "even
break" by the general counsel's find-

ing that expenditures lor the upkeep and
operation oi automobiles are allowable de-

ductions as business expenses to the extent
that they represent the cost of transporta-

tion actually required in carrying on busi-

ness.

The opinion was rendered on a request
fur information regarding the deductibility

of such expenditures incurred by an actor
and his wife whose names are not revealed.

"It appears," the general counsel Mates
in his opinion, "that A and his wife, the

taxpayers, spend considerable -unis annual-
ly m entertaining new-paper reporters at

luncheons, dinners and, the theatre, 'fhe con-

tention is made that actors must do enter-

taining of such oature in order to obtain
favorable publicity and maintain their

popularity with the public; that the cost of
such entertaining is, in reality, an expense
for advertising; and that the amount there-

of should lie allowed as a deductible busi-

ness expense. Expenditures are also made
by the taxpayers Eor the maintenance i

automobile and the employment of a

chauffeur.

"It is the opinion of this office that ex-

penditures made by A and his wile in

entertaining newspaper reporters are nut

ordinary and necessary expenses diri

connected with or pertaining to their busi-

ness and, therefore, bould not be allowed
as deductions for business expenses."

Fox Issuing Filin

in L. A. Under
a Special Title

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

At the suggestion of Harold I!. frank-
lin, president of West Coast Theatres Cir-

cuit, Raymond Cannon's first directorial

opus for fox films is being released by that

companj in Lot Lngeles under the title of

"Let's 'Make Whoopee!'' It will be re-

leased as "Red Wine" throughout all other

sections of the t". S. It opened under the

"Whoopee" title at Loew's State this

week, this same house having sometime ago
played "Annie Laurie" under the title of

"Ladies From Hell."
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Don't Neglect

Silent Pictures

Is Hays' Advice

Tells Members of Board
Necessity of "epic"

Type Features

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, January 24. — Producers
should continue making silent pictures as

well as talkies, particularly of the "epic"
type, Will Hays told members of the Mo-
tion Picture Producers and Distributors at

a meeting of the board of directors last

week. The conference, the first held in the

association's new quarters in the L. B.

Mayer Building, was in the nature of a

house-warming.

The suggestion that the silent drama
should not be neglected met with much in-

terest. Hays said that producers should

each year turn out lavish silent produc-
tions, featuring masses, huge sets and other

features of the "epic" calibre. These pic-

tures, he pointed out, should be made on
scales similar to "The Bi? Parade," "The
Covered Wagon," "The King of Kings"
and others.

Censorship also was touched upon at the

meeting. In regard to this Hays stated

:

"Coincident with the realization that the

motion picture industry must resist the at-

tempt in some places to censor speech from
the screen, is the renewed determination on

the part of the industry to make certain

that its pictures are of such quality that

no reasonable person can claim any need

for censorship. This attitude, which the in-

dustry must take is not only for itself, but

in the defense of the whole right of free

speech. The particular part which the stu-

dio has in this effort is the most important

job of all and that is care as to the quality

of production."

Present at the meeting were Cecil B. De
Mille, Jack L. Warner, Louis B. Mayer,
Irving Thalberp;, J. Boyce Smith, Robert

Welsh, Jack Gain, E. H. Allen, Jack White,

M. C. Levee, Samuel Goldwyn, George

Cohen, Sol Wuertzl, Al Kaufman, Jesse

Lasky, A. J. Ball, Col. Jason Joy, Fred
Beetson, T. L. Herron and Maurice McKen-
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Academy Technicians and
Coast Engineers Confer

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—A joint meeting of

the Technicians branch of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences with the

Pacific coast branch of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers was held Wednes-
day night in the Academy rooms.

The gathering of over two hundred list-

ened to discussions on various technical

aspects of sound picture production. The
speakers included vice president Ling, of

Electrical Research Products ; Drs. McKen-
sie and Wente, of Bell Telephone Labora-
tories ; and J. W. Kaufman, vice president

of Carpenter-Goldman Laboratories, con-

sulting engineers.

N. Ye As Recording Center

For Sound Held Hampered
By Stringent Union Rules

Paramount May Keep
Director Team Policy
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 24.—Teaming
of a stage and a screen di-

rector in the making of certain

talking pictures may be a permanent
policy with Paramount as a result of

the work done by Eddie Sutherland and
John Cromwell with "Close Harmony."
Those two are next reported to do to-

gether "Burlesque" from George Man-
ker Watters' play.

Paramount has several stage direct-

ors on its roster in addition to those
whose experiences are only of the
screen. Among them are Edward
Knopf, Robert Milton and Cromwell.
Each of these may be teamed with a
film director, with the credit divided
between talking and silent version.
However, on "Close Harmony" Eddie
Sutherland alone is being given direc-
torial credit.

$163,559,000
Estimated for

New '29 Houses

National Survey Reveals
Estimated Figures

of Architects

According to a national survey conducted
by the Architectural Forum," a leading
publication in its field, new theatres of all

types to be built during the year 1929 will

cost $163,559,000. The figures are obtained,
according to the publication, from 2,057
architects operating in all parts of the
country, and from general information ob-
tained from the building field as covered by
other publications in the group of which
"Architectural Forum" is a member.

Theatre construction represents 3.2 per
cent of the total building planned by the
entire nation which, according to the publi-

cation, will reach $7,308,793,200.

Based upon locations this theatre building

will be divided as follows

:

Northeastern States $6,303,000
North Atlantic States 62,891,400

Southeastern States 3,746,600

Southwestern States 7,812,200

Middle States 74,032.200

Western States 8,773,600

Total $163,559,000

Tashman and Love
Lilyan Tashman and Montagu Love have

been engaged for roles in "Bulldog Drum-
mond." The former will play Erna in this

United Artists production, and the latter

Peterson, the master criminal.

Building of Big Stages

Equipment Concerns on
Coast Coming?

By

NEW YORK CITY is in a

position right now to

achieve supremacy in the

talking picture production field,

unless the stringent conditions

that are being enforced by the labor

unions will compel the producers to

return to the coast and at the same
time make it necessary for the

larger companies turning out

recording devices to erect studios

there for the purpose of renting

space to producers for the making
of sound pictures.

That the labor situation in the sound
studios is a vital one was brought to light

by Albert Ray, the director, who has been
in the east making two talking features for

Tiffany-Stahl in which Belle Bennett and
Joe Brown are co-starred. The features' are

"Mollie and Me" and "Reputation." Both
were shot as silent pictures on the coast and
the talk sequences were added in New York
at the RCA studios.

These studios are being rented to pro-

ducers who take over the entire studio over-

head for the time that they are in the

studios. This means that the cost averages
about $500 an hour for an eight-hour day
at the studios, making it cost producers
about $4,000 a day for the use of the plant

exclusive of their own production overhead
such as salaries for their stars, directors

and own crew which they may bring on
from the coast.

.

As against this the Sound Studios, Inc.,

which is the old Pathe Studios in the Bronx,
are said to be making a flat charge of $5,000

a day to producers who want to make their

sound pictures here.

The experiences with the labor union
situation here that directors have had has

been such that it has rather discouraged

them from coming east to do their work and
as soon as the west coast is sufficiently

equipped to make sound pictures they will

undoubtedly remain at the other end of the

continent.

Union Restrictions

According to Albert Ray, a director can-

not make a move in any of the studios here

without the sanction of the union. As an

instance, in the making of one of his two

productions he wanted a sign painted crude-

ly to hang in a small time theatre dressing

room and asked the property man to make
that sign. He was informed that that was

impossible and that a union sign painter

(Continued on folloztnng page)
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Photoplay Now
in Curriculum

of University

Southern California Offers

Students New Course In

Photoplay Appreciation

Hollywood, Jan. 17.—A course in Photo-

play Appreciation will be introduced as a

permanent part of the accredited curriculum

of Liberal Arts College, University of

Southern California. This will mark the

first acknowledgment of an American uni-

versity that motion pictures is a definite

and distinct art, and should be studied as

such. The course will undertake to create

a better understanding of motion pictures,

and will not provide for any teaching or

research to enable those enrolled to enter

the film industry as workers.

Other Colleges Interested

Although University of Southern Cali-

fornia is the pioneer to offer a course of

this nature, it is understood that other col-

leges and universities throughout the coun-

try are vitally interested.

In view of the fact that there is not ade-

quate subject matter available, prominent
members of the industry on the coast will

deliver lectures to the class during the

first semester.

Introduction of the course came after

many eonferences between heads of the in-

stitution and members of the committee
on college affairs of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Schedule of Lectures

The complete lecture schedule for the

initial course follows:

I. IjrrmoDCCTOHT

1. Photoplay Appreciation Douglas Fairbanks Feb. 6

2. Photoplay and the University.. Dr. Rufus B. Von
Kleinsmid, President

of University South-
ern California Feb. 6

II. Hiitost and Evolotion

1. Mechanical Foundations J. A. Ball, Technical
Director Feb. 13

2. Early History J. Stuart Blackton Feb. 20

3. Growth and Development.. . ./David Wark Griffith

\Frank Woods Fob. 27

4. The 6ilent Photoplay Ernst I.ubitsch Mar. 6

5. The Photoplay with Sound
and Voice Benjamin Glazer Mar. 13

6. The Modern Photoplay Irving Thalberg Mar. 20

III. Analysis

1. The Story Clara Beranger April 3

2. The Actor's Art Milton Sills April 1

3. Pictorial Beauty in the PhotofCedric Gibbons
play \ William C. Menoee April 17

4 ' ommercial Requirements M. C. Levee April 24
5. Principles of Criticism Edwin Sehallart May 1

IV. S'.cial SmvrriCASCE
1. Social Utility of the Photoplay. Dr. Karl T. Wawjh,

Dean. ("ollesjo 01 Lib-
eral Arts, U. S. C. May g

2. The Photoplay and Aesthetic
Culture of the World Dr. H. Wildon Carr.

Head of Dept. Phil-

osophy and Prof Aes-
thetics, U. S. C. May 15

3. Control of the Screen Prof. Emery 8. Bo-
gardus. Head Dept.
Sociology, U. 8. C. May 22

4. Future of the Photoplay William C. De Mills. May 2 9

The lectures scheduled above will supple
ment the regular study of various film pro-
ductions that have been released during the
past three to five years.

Pathe Earnings Show
Big Jump

THE Pathe Exchange, Inc. second
quarterly period report under the
new management covering period

July Uth, 1928, to October fith, 1928,

shows a profit of $167,798 compared
with a profit of $G5,338 for the previous
twelve weeks period ending Julv Uth,
1928. and a loss of $415,389 for the six-

teen weeks ending April 21st, 1928.

These figures are after all charges,
including provision for depreciation,
interest and amortization of discount,
etc., and after charging certain esti-

mated excess production costs on pic-

tures in production prior to April 21sl.

1928, to the Special Reserves previously
established.

Holds New York
Hampered As

Sound Center
(Continued from preceding page >

would have to be engaged for the work.
When he said "Get a sign painter" he was
further informed that one would have to be

procured from the Paramount-Famous-
Lasky studios in Long Island as the only

sign painter that came under the jurisdic-

tion of the union was employed there. It

necessitated a wait of three hours for the

company until the sign painter showed up.

A couple of rough signs, in other words,
costing $1,500 in addition to the amount for

the actual painting.

In the shooting of a silent scene the

union, it is said, insists that a sound track

must also be shot so that the union sound
camera operator is on the job. The camera
man cannot turn on the motor that operates

his camera, an electrician must be engaged
at $12 a day to stand-by and switch the

camera off and on.

As against these unfavorable conditions,

it is pointed out, there are many conditions

that favor New York as a sound producing
center. In the first place, this is the center

of activity for the manufacturing and per-

fecting of the sound recording devices.

Whenever there is any improvement devel-

oped in either the camera or the sound
recording device it is always tested out here
before being sent to the Coast. That makes
New Fork at. least three months ahead of

the Coast in recording.

J. V. Allan Made
Warner So. and

West Sales Head
J. V. Allan, for some lime connected with

Warner Bros, as branch manager in De-
troit, was this week named to the post of
Southern and Western sales manairer, the

place vacated recently by Claude C. Ezell,

who was recently advanced to the position

of General Sales Manager.

The new Southern and Western sales

manager will make his headquarters at the
home office in New York. He will start in

the near future on a trip through the ter-

ritory under his supervision.

Plan Bridge To
Connect Theatre

And Dept. Store

F. P. Canadian Would Build

Connecting Structure

Over Main Street

11 negotiations now pending are success-

fully concluded Toronto's leading depart-

ment store and leading motion picture pal-

ace will be connected by a bridge which will

span Uayter street, one of the principal

thoroughfares of the city. While the mu-
nicipal authorities do not appear anxious

to grant the concession, such a move is not

improbable.

famous Players Canadian Corporation
has purchased a site in a central location

in Toronto and plans have been drawn for

the most impressive theatre in Canada. The
structure and furnishings apart from the

land are to cost $1,500,000. It will be the

largest theatre in the Dominion and one of

the largest in the British Empire, with a

seating capacity of 4,200.

The property has a frontage of 63 feet

on Yonge street and a second frontage on
Hayter street, just opposite the 35-story

Eaton Department store, which is now
under construction. The Hayter street

frontage is 150 feet and the lateral depth
is 220 feet. It is here that the proposed
bridge is planned to connect the theatre

and the department store.

T. H. Bragg of Famous Players executive
staff at Toronto has direct supervision of
plans and tenders for the the:, ire.

Convention to

Determine West
Penn. Affiliation

The ninth annual convention of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania is being waited with consid-
erable interest as it will determine whether
the theatre owners of the unit will affiliate

with the M.P.T.O.A. or 'the recently organ-
ized States Association.

That question will be the main issue of
the convention, which is to be held April
14, 15 and 10.

Milwaukee Board Re-elects All

Former Officers

At the annual meeting of the Milwaukee
Film Board of Trade all officers who have
been serving for the past year were re-

elected for the ensuing year. The officers

are, Charle6 Trampe, Midwest, president;
Eddie Weisman, Educational, vice-presi-

dent; Sam Shurman, M-G-M, secretary-
treasurer; Robert Smith, Warners, ser-

geant-at-arms. J. E. 'Toole was named
chairman of the board of arbitration.

Members of the board of directors also

include, J. A. Kraker, Paramount; E. J.

Weisman, Educational, and W. A. Asch-
man, Pathe, and A. N. Schmitz, FBO, alter-

nates.
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Williams Plans Three News Reels Reported
Debunking Series In Combination For Screen

Press Assoc. To Cut Costs
In Two Heelers

Facts of History Will

Accurately Stated in

Be

Dialogue Films

Debunking the family quarrels of' nations
with truthful presentation of facts of

history now inaccurately stated in many
historical works will be sought in a series

of twelve two-reel productions to be
screened with dialogue.

This innovation in motion picture enter-

tainment is announced by J. D. Williams,
Vice-President and General Manager of
World Wide Pictures, Inc. A separate com-
pany, Greater Union Films, Inc., has been
formed to produce the series. They will

be based on Owen Wister's book "A
Straight Deal." Distribution will be
through Educational Film Exchange.

The importance of the enterprise is said

to reach far beyond the limit of the amuse-
ment world because the subject matter of
the story, or stories, is the truthful treat-

ment, or debunking, of the many misunder-
stood, controversial, historical episodes be-
tween Great Britain and the United States
which, perpetuated in inaccurate histories

have resulted in a smouldering international

distrust which Mr. Wister characterizes as

"the ancient grudge."

Back of the primary and practical essen-

tial of entertainment value, according to

Mr. Williams, is the intention to achieve
greater amity between the peoples of Great
Britain and America and prove that the de-

gree and number of instances of friendli-

ness and sympathetic cooperation shown to

one another by official and unofficial repre-

sentatives of the two countries in times of

crisis far outnumber and outweigh the total

of differences that have arisen through so-

called national family quarrels.

Mr. Williams is now negotiating for the

services of several of the most prominent
directors and scenario writers. One of the

ablest production executives in the industry
is to be in charge. An editorial board of
international authorities on the subject is

in process of organization to assure the

correctness of the material in order that the

pictures shall be worthy of the approval of

the leading patriotic and welfare organiza-

tions such as The English Speaking Union,
with its 18,000 members on both sides of the

Atlantic, The Carnegie Foundation, and
others.

"Through the new science of talking pic-

tures the screen can now get over the

message of international good will that for-

ward looking statesmen, educators, and
publicists in both countries have for years

labored with little effect to tell," says Mr.
Williams. "I can think of no greater mis-

sion for the screen and the industry than
bringing back, honestly, the great figures

and events of the Anglo-American family
drama with the assured effect of convincing
all its members that, after all, blood is

thicker than water. And talking pictures,

entertainingly produced as an appealing
show, will do the job as nothing else can."

More Than 15 Iowa
Houses Close

MORE than 15 of the smaller mo-
tion picture houses in Iowa,

were forced to close last week
the Des Moines Film Board of Trade
is informed. There have been four
times as many houses closing this

month as in previous records for this

time of the year. Many of the houses
attribute their plight to the competi-
tion with nearby towns of larger size

where sound equipped theatres are at-

tracting the trade.

Fox, Universal and Kinograms
Mentioned in Tie-Up With
Others Asked to Come In

Tri-State Theatre
Chain in South

Split Wide Open
Summary of the dissolution of the Tri-

State Theatres Corporation chain, as re-

ported in Memphis, Tenn., shows 14 of its

17 houses have reverted in the past few
weeks to former owners, due to forfeiture

or other causes for invalidation of leases

held by the chain.

The list shows the following owners now
in charge of the former Tri-State houses:

Ritz, New Albany, Miss., F. L. Marshall;
Star, West Point, Miss., L. B. McEachin;
Sharp's Humboldt, Tenn., J. E. Sharp;
Mystic, Fort Smith, Ark., J. R. Dodson

;

Royal, Hot Springs, Ark., J. G. Blaschko;
Spa, Hot Springs, Ark., Earl Housley;
Strand, Clarendon, Ark., P. F. Engle; Com-
modore, Eureka Springs, Ark., Herman
Alwes; Palace, Ashdown, Ark., Sam Dud-
ney; Lyric, Mena, Ark., Price McCall;
Liberty, Heber Springs, Ark., H. H. Miller;

Imperial, Gurdon, Ark., Earl Powell, and
re-leased to Arkansas Amusement Enter-

prises; Wright's, Gurdon, Ark., R. D.

Wright, and re-leased to Arkansas Amuse-
ment Enterprises.

Montreal Mgrs.

Ordered to Take
Down S.R.O. Signs

New regulations for exhibitors in the City

of Montreal, Canada, have been coming
rather frequently of late and the most re-

cent civic order has caused some commo-
tion among theatre proprietors. The man-
agers have been ordered to throw away
their "S.R.O." signs by Aid. Desroches,

chairman of the City Executive, because,

under a new ruling, there will be no such

a thing as "S.R.O."

The order, which has just been put into

effect, provides that all admission tickets

entitle patrons to immediate possession of

seats. When all seats are filled, no more
tickets are to be sold.

THE formation of a screen

news reel press association

was definitely reported as

under way this week. Those most
vitally interested are said to be Fox,

Universal and Kinograms.
According to the report, Univer-

sal is said to have reached an agree-

ment with the Hearst organization

which produces the International

News which U. distributes. They
are to continue distributing this

product until the end of this year,

according to the present contract.

Undoubtedly, with the Hearst or-

ganization getting out the M-G-M
news reel they would break from U.
at the time that the contract is up
and center their efforts to building

up the newer news reel.

Universal would then be without a news
reel and as . that organization has the nu-

merous International accounts they would
want to continue serving the exhibitors that

they now have on their books with a news
subject.

. During the last two years, with the ad-

vent of the Paramount News and the

M-G-M News into the news reel field the

fight for accounts has been very strenuous

with price cutting to such a marked degree

that practically none of the news reel com-
panies operating have been able to show a

profit, it is said. -

It is believed that the proposal is that

the companies entering the combination are

only to be tied together in the matter of

collecting and securing news- matter, but

that they will maintain separate identities

insofar as the selling and distribution of

their various reels are concerned.

"U" Sales Officials Make
Flying Trip to Chi Meet

Headed by M. Van Praag, general sales

manager for Universal, a group of Univer-

sal sales heads from the home office de-

parted last Wednesday on a flying trip to

Chicago where they attended a sales con-

ference at the Chicago "U" exchange.

Included in the group were Ted
Schlanger, assistant general sales manager;
Fred J. McConnell, sales manager for short

products ; and R. V. Anderson, sales man-
ager for International News.

On the way back to New York, the group

expects to stop over for similar meetings in

Cleveland and Buffalo.
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Slight Increase in BVay Business

in Favor of Regular Film Theatres
Receipts Up $10,000

In Grind Houses;

Off $4,000 In Runs

A COMPARISON of the n Broad-
way last week as against those of th<

before showed thai

picture theatres pulled an additional $10,000,
getting a total of $332,878.25, while the n
in the houses where pictures are in for a run
on a two-a-day showing policy dropped off

',108.75 resultant. There really

wasn't anything on the street that was an out-
standing wallop in the attractions that came in

for the seven-daj period, but all of the big

theatres did a consistent business.

This week there is a different story on Broad-
way and when next week's figures are pub-
lished it is almost certain that two house rec-

ords will, topple by the wayside. Both the
Roxy and the Capitol are doing an absolute
turnaway from early morning until late at night
and the figures tabulated for the first five days
of the week indicate that both will break the

house records.

Three of the pictures in for a run, "Interfer-

ence," "The Viking" and "The Barker," disap-
peared from the Main Stem, with "Redskin"
coming in Saturday night at the Criterion to

replace "Interference," "The Bellamy Trial"
opening Wednesday night at the Embassy where
"The Viking" was, and "Weary River" open-
ing Thursday night at the Central housing "The
Barker."
The biggest business on the street was as

usual at the Roxy where "Sunrise" played its

first popular priced engagement in New York.
The final total here showed $113,782.75, which
accounted for the $10,000 lift in the regular
houses. The Capitol with "A Lady of Chance"
got $65,762.20, running just ahead of the Para-
mount where "The Case of Lena Smith" played
to $62.21)0. The Strand with Billie Dove' in .

"Adoration" brought up the rear with $28,156.30.
That was not very strong for the latter house
and showed that Billie Dove did not pull up to

expectations.

In its first week at the Rialto "The Rescue,"
with Ronald Colman starred, came under the
wire with $26,700 with Lily Damita brought in

from the coast to make personal appi arani

the theatre over the week end in the hope that

the business might be bolstered up.

At the Rivoli "The Awakening" in its fourth
week there pulled $19,900 to the window. It is

finishing this week to make way for Kmil Jan-
:n "The Sins of the Fathers," which has

a happy ending.
Its second week at the Colony got $10,879

with "The Last Warning," the picture al

touching $26,000 on its two weeks, which gives
Universal about an even break for the cost of
operating the house. The little Cameo, which
also had a Lily Damita picture, a foreign made
production entitled "Forbidden Love," released

by Pathe, played to $5,500, which is a litt

low the average here.

In the rui ,e top money continued to

be attracted by "The Singing Fool" at the

Winter Garden, where the receipts went to

96, with the other Warner Brothers at-

traction "My Man" at the Warner, pulling

$23,650.25 for second money. The Astor witli

"Alias Jimmy Valentine" slipped into third

place with $14,658. "Interference" in its final

week at the Criterion clicked to the tune of

$11,447 after having a fairly long run. "The
Barker" at the Central in its last full

showed $10,116, while "The Viking" also on
its get-away week, went to $4,809.75.

Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh, Does Smart
Business With "The Awakening

9

LOEWS PENN had a tremendous week's business with Vilma Banky
in "The Awakening." As far as Pittshurgh is concerned Miss Banky
is one of the best drawing cards on the screen. Pnhlix Unit, '"Magic

Rnij." proved very good entertainment.

The Stanley had a good week's business with "Interference." a produc-
tion that seemed to please the multitudes. Stage attraction was "Garden
Frolics," an average musical tabloid revue.

\ilolplic Menjou in "His Private Life," did but average business for

the Grand. This star's popularity is waning in his own home town. "Var-
sity" did better than expected at the Regent. "Manhattan Cocktail" fared
well at the Enright, where a good week's business was enjoyed. "Plastered

in Paris" got some good crowds and some good laughs at the Aldine.
"Marriage by Contract" did fair at the Alhambra, as did also "Dream of

Love" at the Cameraphone.

Seattle First Runs All Enjoy Good
Week With No Outstanding Leader

Seattle.—Last week was a successful one

among the local first runs, with business gener-

ally strong among the leading houses, without

any one outstanding leader. High gross for the

week was set by Publix's Seattle Theatre, with

an overwhelming program that included "In-

terference" as the feature, Eddie Cantor's short

talking reel as a filler, and Fancho-Marco's
"Night Club Idea" on the stage.

At the Fifth Avenue "The Barker" followed

the record-breaking run of "In Old Arizona."

Business, though good, was apparently off after

the previous great week. "The Lion's Roar" as

a short feature was highly satisfactory.

"In Old Arizona" was so successful last

week, it was moved by West Coast to their Co-
liseum Theatre, where it enjoyed another great

week, and is being held over for a second

week.
At the Music Box Theatre, "My Man" in its

third week continued to click at an important

rate, with a house well filled at all times. It

goes forward into a fourth week, with a possi-

bility oi another to follow. The Blue Mou e,

sister house, 'lid not fare quite as well with

"The Awakening," and this film ended its run

after two and a half weeks. The past week
was only moderately good in comparison with

tier attractions.

In the vaudeville field, Pantages scored a dis-

tinct box office success with "Submarine" in its

sound form. A fairly good vaudeville bill

supplemented the film and resulted in a gross
better than average. The Orpheum, on the

other hand, let the vaudeville portion of the
bill dominate, using "The Spieler" on tli-

screen. It compared unfavorably with "The
Barker."

$7,000 Is Best

For Snowy Week
In Des Moines

Des Moines..—Heavy snow early in the week
sent Des Moines first run houses off to a poor
start, hut some of them picked up to an average
week before the current runs concluded.
"Abie's Irish Rose" has the best gross of the

week at the Des Moines with $7,000. Next in

line was "Synthetic Sin" with $6,600 at the

Capitol.

The Strand with a 10, 20 and 30 scale and '

split week showed the poor gross of $2,100 with

"The Air Circus" and "Variety."

Flu Epidemic Receding,
Says Health Dep't

THE national epidemic of influenza

with which the country has been
hit during the last lew months

has passed its peak and is now reced-

ing, officials of the Public Health Serv-
ice. Washington, D. C, believe. Re-
ports from all seel ions of the country
show thai cases have decreased 50 per

cent from the peak of ten week's ago.

The prevalence of sickness has not
been accompanied by an increasing
rate of mortality, the figures show, and
the death rale from all causes is but
six per cent higher than comparable
periods a year ago

"White Shadows"
Does $9,837 at

Ottawa Regent
OTTAWA, Rough weather had a great deal

to do with smaller crowds at Ottawa, Ontario,
theatres during the week of January 12 and the

storms also affected local sporting events ad-
versely.

The high spot of the week in the way of
film features was "White Shadows in the South
Seas," with $9,837 gross. This attraction drew
packed houses at the Regent.
Attendance fell off at II. F. Keith's, where

the screen feature was "Hit of the Show" but

it wasn't the fault of the picture. The vaude-
ville was considered below average and the

weather hurt as well. The gross here was over
S.i.lMIO down, the total being $11,490.
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Baltimore Century Does $21,500
"Alias Jimmy

Valentine" Tops
{,000 for Week

BALTIMORE. — The extremely cold
weather here on Monday and Tuesday
and rain on Wednesday night, during

the week beginning January 14, hurt business to

some extent at some of the first run theatres

here.

"Sins of the Fathers," offered at Loew's Cen-
tury, with "Just Kids," a Loew-Publix attrac-

tion with Jack Stanley acting as master of cere-
monies, pulled down $21,500 for the week and
it would have been better but a fire next to

the theatre on Monday cut down the receipts

of that day about $2,000.

The Hippodrome went way up with crowds
every day, with the take estimated at $14,000
for the week. The feature film was "Object—
Alimony," well received by the audience, but
this is only an item in connection with the Bert
Smith Players offering "So Long Letty" and
Keith-Albee vaudeville acts. The show was
excellent and business went $3,000 over the
previous week.
."Decameron Nights," offered for a return

engagement at the Little Theatre, brought
$800 into the treasury of that playhouse for the
week. It has only 267 seats.

The business done on "On Trial" at Warners'
Metropolitan was very good on that all-talking
attraction. Patronage at the New Garden,
where "Give and Take" was offered with five

acts of Keith-Albee vaudeville, flopped consid-
erably, the receipts being estimated at about
$10,000, a drop of four and a half grand from
the previous week.
"Red Wine" did not prove such a good puller

at the New Theatre and only $6,000 was esti-

mated for the week. The Parkway held up
well with "A Woman of Affairs," being given
its second run there and the box office showed
receipts amounting to $2,900.
Due to extreme cold on first two days, it

took until Wednesday for "Alias Jimmy Valen-
tine" to strike its real stride but the week was
a good one, the receipts being $18,500 for it at
Loew's Stanley.

Loew's Valencia came along with $3,800 for
the UFA-M-G-M picture "Behind the German
Lines." This was considered a good week for
that house.

Business Flops

In Canton Under
Good Conditions

Canton.—An unexplainable "off week" was
reported by the manager of every first run the-
atre for the seven days between Jan. 6 to 12.
With weather conditions better than usual at
this time of year, although it turned sharply
colder, managers were able to explain the unex-
pected and sudden let-down only because of
the illness prevalent in this community.
FB O's "Gang War," with sound accompani-

ment and an extra feature on the program in
Belle Bennett's "Sporting Age," played to bet-
ter than average houses for the first four days
of the week at the Strand. Only average busi-
ness was reported at the Alhambra, Loew's and
the Palace.

Although running only the last three days of
the week, Norma Shearer's "A Lady of Chance"
played to more admissions at Loew's than did
Emil Jannings' "Sins of the Fathers," the at-

traction for the first four days. "Love Over
Night" and "The Vanishing Pioneer" broke
even at the Palace, with "Mother Machree" do-
ing fair business for the Alhambra.

In the midst of a stage rehearsal for the talkies, ff'illard Mack rehearses Sylvia Fields, John
Miljan and Clark Marshall for a sequence in "Hunted," the Mack all-talking drama for M-G-M

$14,000 With "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" Is Best at Syracuse

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Despite blizzards, rain

and below zero weather, Syracuse first run
houses made a good showing for the week of

Jan. 12th to 18th. Saturday was perfect movie
weather but at 2 p. m. Sunday a raging blizzard

came from the west, continuing three days with
zero weather. It then warmed up and rained
only to freeze, making walking and driving

perilous.

The Eckel Theatre with Milton Sills in "The
Barker" had them standing at all performances.
The First National talkie grossed just $3,000
less than the $15,000 pulled :n by Al Jolson in

"The Singing Fool." The theatre, which seats

1400. was jammed at all performances with the

matinee prices raised to 35c, the evening admis-
sion With this feature the Schine Theatre ran
two Yitaphone acts. "The Barker's" popularity
warranted its being held over for a second
week.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine" proved a big hit at

Loew's State Theatre and packed them in to

the tune of $14,000. This Metro-Goldwyn- May-
er feature was the first dialogue sequence pic-

ture to be shown at this theatre. Along with
this was shown Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer News.

Fox Movietone and two Metro Movietone acts.

Bruce Brummit and his 17-piece concert or-

chestra presented an overture and Maurice, or-

ganist, used a male and female soloist in con-

junction with his organlogue.
"Prep and Pep" was the feature at the Em-

pire Theatre along with "Touchdown," a local

high school movie. The cast for this local pic-

ture was made up of all high school students

and produced by the Syracuse Herald Tri-C
club and the Empire Theatre. This is the first

time a local high school picture has been at-

tempted in Syracuse with all high school stu-

dents in the cast. An "Our Gang" comedy was
also shown. The box office receipts were $6,000.

Alice White and Jack Mulhall in the First

National sound picture "Naughty Baby" did a

fair week's business at the Strand Theatre with

a gross of $7,000. B. F. Keith's Theatre re-

ported average business for the week with

"Varsity," P. F. L. feature, the first half and
"The Air Legion" rounding out the week. The
gross was $11,000.

Director Lloyd Bacon, May McAvoy and Monte
Blue who combined their talents in the making
of Warners '"No Defense," new Vitaphone film

Birmingham Far
Below Standard
In Week's Report

Birmingham.—The flu epidemic has sub-

sided somewhat and box-office returns showed
a slight increase for the week ending January
12, but business is not up to the standard for

this time of the year. Since August returns

have ranged from 25 to 50 per cent below what
would be expected.

Better attendance marked the openings this

week. The Alhambra's wired house topped the

grosses with $8,700, the feature attraction being

"Abie's Irish Rose." The Ritz showed "Show
Girl," a silent picture in a wired house, to

$7,025 gross.

The Empire, with "The Trail of '98," was
third in grosses with $3,250. fn the smaller

houses, the Strand, wired, with "Sins of the

Fathers," did only SI.475.
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Sub-Zero Weather Hits Milwaukee
S9,550 Is Best

Gross for Week
In Film Houses

MILWAUKEE. — When the w eath e r

reai ten and even fifteen below
zero, and the temperature rises onlj

nough to usher in a blinding blizzard, and
when t his is the program for seven days in the

theatre business is bound to slump a bit.

This is what Milwaukee experienced thi

week. Add to that the present prevalence of flu

and you have a condition most discouraging.

The Alhambra Theatre offered the "Awaken-
ing of Love" and did very fair business in

spite of the ad\ ditions. The
gross reported was $9,000. This picture started

its run on Tuesday and was continued for ten

days. The picture got a good start in this way.

It did not gross what its predecessor "Give and
Take" had, but came very close to that mark
"Give and Take" yielded about a $10,000
week at the Alhambra through the holiday sea-

son.

The two vaudeville houses did comparatively
good business, with the Orphcum leading the

Riverside in receipts. "The Woman from Mos-
cow" was the Orpheutn's offering on the screen,

and "Singapore Mutiny" was featured at the

Riverside.

The Merrill offered "Interference" and ad-
vertised it well as an "All Talkie." Resulting
business was $9,550 and the picture is being
held over for an additional week. "Submarine"
opened at the Strand for an extended run. De-
spite the inclement weather, patronage was good
at this house, which grossed $8,300. "The Red
Dance" was offered at the Wisconsin with Al
Belasco introducing five acts of vaudeville to

complete the bill, which did $19,000. Business
here was slow, far below what the bill merited.
The Embassy, the old Empress, opened with
picture and sound this week. The Embassy is

located near to the Riverside. It will not run
first run pictures

; prices range from 15c to 25c.

Cincinnati At
Low Ebb Under

Poor Conditions
Cincinnati.—There was nothing in the final

box-office check-up during last week to cause
managers to shout with joy, although they all

remained in the black. The flu epidemic, al-

though somewhat abating, zero weather, heavy
rain and wind storms combined to keep the at-

tendance down to a rather low ebb.

The Albce featuring Colleen Moore in "Syn-
thetic Sin," on the screen, together with a good
vaudeville bill proved a good draw, everything
consii!

"Interference," with 100 per cent dialogue at

the Lyric, got a good break for the week, and
will be in town for another seven days. The
Capitol, with "Sunrise," with Movietone, and
a number of Vitaphone shorts, and Movietone
News Reel, had a fair following for the week.
"Battle of the Sexes," at Keith's did nicely.

The Strand, with "The Hit of the Show."
with sound, was about on a par with it-

houses in the Libson chain, which is a

way of saying that business, although
could have been better.

The Family, split-week at popular prices,

featuring "Honeymoon," first half, and "Scar-

let Lady," second half, did a fair share of busi-

ness.

Palace, pictures and vaudeville, with "Dry
Martini" on the screen, had an unusuallv

following, as did a majority of the neighbor-

hoods.

"The Barker" Jumps St. Louis Take

With $21,489 on Week
THE Grand Central Theatre opening with "The Barker" First Na-

tional's first talking picture, showed a big increase over the previous

week with a gross of $21,489.

At the Ambassador, Seventh and Locust Streets, Gary Cooper and
Nancy Carroll in '"The Shopworn Angel" was the screen attraction while

Ed I.owry presented "Step On It" as his stage revue. The gross of $29,233

was behind lli<- previous week because of added shows in that week due
to New Year's Day.

The Missouri's gross was $23,165 with "Give and Take" on the screen

and Eddie Peabody leading the stage show "Gvpsyland." Business was
not as good as the previous week.
The Midtown Theatre with "'The Singing Fool" grossed $12,841 and was

behind the prior week.

"My Man" Does $25,000 In Topping
Onlv AverageWeek in Portland, Ore.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Just a average week
was reported by first run houses, though new

cinema offerings were displayed. A cold wave
continued, which played havoc with matinee at-

tendance but the evening crowds brought up
attendance somewhat.

Waiting lines were the rule again at the Mu-
sic Box, which opened the initial week with

Fanny Brice in "My Man." In point of attend-

ance this promises to come close to figures on

Al Jolson. The gross was reported as $25,000.

"Abie's Irish Rose," with $22,000 gross,

proved a most popular offering, and could have

held over another week if house rules permit-

ted. Georgie Stol! and his musical gang con-

tributed excellent numbers. Fox Talking News
completed the program.

l-.mil Tannings in "Sins of Fathers" at the

Portland had a fair attendance and did $19,240.

Ruth luting was seen and heard to advantage in

a Paramount specialty. Lou Forbes directed

Fanchon and Marco's "Silhouette Idea," a dar-

ing and original presentation.

The Rivoli Theatre secured a very good first

run in "A Certain Young Man" with Ramon
Novarro, which showed to increased business

over previous second run offerings.

The People's Theatre gave a return engage-

ment of Billy Haines and Marion Davies in

"Show People," which gathered in a few dol-
lars more than previous week, the house now
being under new management.
Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" finished a

return engagment at the Blue Mouse, with good
evening houses, the gross being $4,500.

Pantages put on "Submarine" as their screen
offering and proved one of the most popular of
the season, and brought out capacity houses on
first three days in spite of continued cold
weather.

With "Power" the Oriental had a fair to
good week with $6,200.

A first glimpse was obtained of Lily Damita
in "The Rescue" at the United Artists, but
again attendance was lacking at the end of the
week, the gross being $6,100.
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SaU) CfNe'd and Eddie Cline, who directs her

in "Broadway Fever" the new Tijjany-Stahl

production

Harrisbnrg Has
Good Week With

Better Features
Harrisburg.—Outstanding plays like "Alias

Jimmie Valentine," with William Haines, at

Loew's Regent, and "Submarine," with Jack
Holt at the Colonial, got the cream of the
week's business in the first run theatres.

Fair success was attained at the Victoria by
"The Barker," starring Milton Sills and Dorothy
Mackaill. Miss Mackaill, by the way, appeared
in two screen pictures for part of the week,
having been shown in "The Whip" during the

first three days at the State. The last three

days at the State the film feature was Alice

White in "The Show Girl." June Collyer and
Don Terry in "Me, Gangster," brought fair

results at the Russell, while Fay Wray and
Gary Cooper were on the screen at the Rialto

in "The First Kiss." The Grand put on a double

feature bill consisting of "Under the Tonto
Rim" and "Haunted Island" with a good meas-

ure of financial success.

The experiment of holding children's mati-

nees each Saturday morning at the State The-

atre, with an all-picture show, sponsored by the

Harrisburg Civic Club, a women's welfare or-

ganization whose representatives select what

they regard as proper pictures for juvenile con-

sumption, has thus far been somewhat disap-

pointing from the viewpoint of attendance.

( hildren are admitted for ten cents and adults

who wish to accompany them pay 25 cents.
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$23,000 for "Old Arizona" in L. A.
Tops Previous

Best in Fourth
Week of Showing

LOS ANGELES.—All Los Angeles houses
did a better business than usual last week.
"In old Arizona," at the Criterion, is

the sensation of the town, topping all previous
weeks by doing over $23,000 in the fourth week
and, judging from appearances, it can stay for
twelve weeks or more.
Both Loew's State and Metropolitan played a

six-day week. Loew's State, with "Red Wine,"
billed here as "Let's Make Whoopee," drew
$26,500. The Metropolitan, with Colleen Moore
in "Synthetic Sin," drew $27,000. "My Man,"
in the fourth week at Warners, played to $19,-

500, and "The Rescue," at United Artists, did

$8,500.

"The Barker," at the Carthay Circle, slipped

to $12,000 in the seventh week, and is being
suddenly withdrawn Sunday. "The Divine
Lady" follows it in Tuesday. Grauman's
Chinese was dark.

"Interference"

Sets New House
Record for Tampa

Tampa.—The talkies now hold the house
record of the Tampa. Clara Bow, silent, has
held the record up until last week when "Abie's
Irish Rose" romped in and boosted the figures

by $200. Then this Sunday "Interference"
comes in and tops the Abie record for the
opening day by around $200 more.
The Tampa seats better than 1600. Sunday

prices are 25 and 60c and no free list. Three
of the five shows were capacity, so it is a very
safe estimate to give this picture credit for

pulling at least $3,000 on the day. However,
"Interference" failed to pull as strong the fol-

lowing three days, so Abie holds the record

for the first half business.

"A Shopworn Angel," opened rather weak
on Thursday, but the picture went over well,

and gave the house a better than average week.

"My Man" pulled a very good week's busi-

ness for the Victory. The two opening days
went over strong, and the balance of the week
was good.
The Strand had three features that had the

pull and each one of them showed up better

than average at the box office ; "How to Handle
Women," two days, "Someone to Love," three

days and "Spies" the last two. The Franklin

also did nicely with their six changes, in fact

all houses enjoyed a week that was somewhat
above the average.

Indiana Hangs
Up $19,000 Week

At Indianapolis
Indianapolis.—Local first run houses did a

good week's business here between January 12

and 18 despite cold and drizzly weather with

an underfooting of ice. Paramount's "Take Me
Home," at the Indiana, the largest theatre in

the city, hung up a gross of $19,000.

Second on the list of grosses was the Circle,

which had as its feature attraction Paramount's

"Sins of the Fathers," together with Vitaphone

shorts. The cash registers rung up $15,000.

The Palace, housing the good attraction, M-
G-M's "Alias Jimmy Valentine," and Metro
vaudeville acts, fell off somewhat with $11,000,

and the Apollo, smallest of the first runs in seat-

ing capacity, did $7,000 with "Riley the Cop."

Relaxing on the set. William Collier, Jr., visiting the M-G-M stages, Leila Hyams, Edward
Earle and Dorothy Sebastian play a game of cards during the making of Buster Keaton's "Spite

Marriage" (M-G-M)

"The Barker" With
Grosses For

KANSAS CITY.—That the quality of the

picture is stronger than the condition of the

weather was proved conclusively in Kansas
City when all first run downtown houses, pre-

senting an exceptionally good lineup of pic-

tures, did a greater business than the previous

week, although the weather virtually was the

same—cold and stormy.
William Haines in "Alias Jimmie Valentine"

drew $23,100 at the Midland, compared to $22,-

400 the previous week, while at the Newman
"Simba," accompanied by the personal appear-
ance of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, drew
$18,200 against $17,600 of the previous week.
However, the picture and Mr. and Mrs. John-
son came in for a good newspaper play. Three-

news stories were used in each of the dailv

$25,700 Tops
Kansas City Houses
newspapers, which helped things considerably.

At the Pantages, "Love Overnight" slightly

beat the mark of the previous week, drawing
$12,400 as compared to $12,000 of the week be-

fore. Milton Sills in "The Barker" at the Main-
street packed them in, the picture drawing $25,-

700, the gross of the previous week being $24,-

300.

"The Shopworn Angel," featuring Nancy
Carroll and Gary Cooper, also surpassed last

week's mark at the Royal—$5,800 against $4,-

010. The Mainstreet was the only theatre to

use any exploitation out of the usual routine.

The lobby of that theatre was made to resemble
the grounds of a carnival, there being popcorn
stands, vendors of various wares and the usual

concessions.

Cleveland Downtown Houses Have
Good Business With Poor Weather

CLEVELAND.—The week just concluded was
one of the worst of the winter, with heavy

storms, of snow and rain, and sleet intervening.

Automobiles skidded all over the streets, taxis

were at a premium, and there was every pos-

sible inducement to keep people at home. Never-
thelmess, business was good at the downtown
houses. Keith's Palace had the ropes up for

almost all performances. This was because Lita

Grey Chaplin was the headline vaudeville at-

traction. The picture, "Captain Lash," was
well liked, but it is more than doubtful whether
it would have drawn as well on its own merits.

The gross is reported as $22,000.

"The Trail of '98" did very well at the Still-

man during its opening week with $15,000. The
bad weather was no doubt balanced by the

Road Builders Convention, which thousands at-

tended, and these visitors, all staying at down-
town hotels, made up for the other thousands

of motion picture goers who stayed at home.
"The Shopworn Angel" at the State, sur-

rounded by an excellent Publix Unit Show, did

very well with $19,000. The picture was well

liked.

"The Rescue" at the Allen made a fairly

good showing with $16,000. Especially did busi-

ness pick up on Tuesday, when Lily Damita,
star in the production, made four personal ap-
pearances.

"Show Folks," at the Hippodrome, interesting

for its backstage settings, was a pretty good
business getter, but could not stand up strong

against the heavy competition. It did only

$13,000.

"Porgy," presented by the Theatre Guild at

the Ohio Theatre, did so well that an extra
Friday matinee was offered. "My Maryland"
playing a return engagement at the Hanna also

drew well.
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Flu Epidemic Raids Boston Grosses
Business for Week

Rated Just Fair:

Keith's Holds Up
BOST' epidemic of influenza

and the grippe has made a heavj raid on
the theatre h.<x offices with a decided fa.ll-

fl noted at all theatres. With mon
pupils "i the Boston public schools and

more than 600 school teachers nut mi account oi

the epidemic, some idi extent of its in

roads on patron; .ires may be gained.

The 1!. F. Keith Memorial Theatri

of the bright spots in an otherwise gloomy
situation. Because of the small ipacity

of tills new first run theatre and the di

for an opportunity to see the theatre and its

shows, there have hern in. vacant seats even
while house was liberally

sprinkled with them. " u.i- the

film and it was cordially received.

The Keith Aline Boston fared as well as any
of the other first run theatres with its pre-

sentation of "Taxi 13." Publix Metropi
could not boast of its week's business with
"Sunrise" but through no fault of the
picture, which won favorable reviews on all

sides and was well received. Lon Chaney in

"West of Zanzibar" drew good audiences to the

Loew's State. "Dream of Love" followed, do-
ing a fair busin.

"Tlu- Awakening" at Loew's Orpheum did

business which will compare favorably with the
other theatres and the introduction of a dance
contest by amateurs helped to make a week
satisfactory to the prevailing conditions.
"My Man" proved an excellent attraction at

the Scollay Square Olympic. "Interference"
showed simultaneously at the Washington St.

Olympia and the Fenway and did a fair week's
business at these Publix theatres.

The second week of "Synthetic Sin" with
"Side Show" as the accompanying picture,

grossed well at both the Modern and Beacon
of the Netoco chain.

Other films which averaged well for the week
in Boston theatres are "White Shadows in the
South Seas" at the Bowdoin Square. "Quality
Street" at the Howard, "Lights of New York"
at the new Netoco Globe Theatre, "My Man"
at the Publix Allston and the Central Square.
"Revenge" at the University, "Three Week
Ends" at the Field's Corner and "Honeymoon
Flats" at the Embassy.

Warfield Leads
First Run Houses

In San Francisco
San Francisco.—Loew's Warfield Theatre,

again, did the biggest business of the week and
it was an enormous business. In the evi

people stood for a long time waiting to
The screen attraction was "The Lion's Roar,"
a Mack Sennett Talking Comedy.
Of the three Publix theatres, the Granada

did the best. "The Case of Lena Smith" was
on the screen and "The Parisian Nights," a good

•

. on the stage. "Sins of t!

with Emil Jannings, as shown at the California
Theatre, did not go over as the managers of the
three local Publix Theatres thought it >

picture "Interference," shown for a second
week at the St. Francis while doing a fairly-

good business, did not do what some thought
it would.
The El Capitan did good business will

talkie, "Submarine," shown together with the

presentation, "Show Girl." The Embassy The-
atre, another Vitaphone house, also reported
pood business with the picture, "The Home
Towners."

Gaston Glass and Virginia Valli in n scene
from "Behind Closed Doors," a Columbia

mystery film

Small Crowds
In Attendance At

Albany Theatres
Albany.—From the standpoint of the box

office, Fannie Brice in "My Man." running last
week at the Mark Strand, proved the best' busi-
ness getter in .1 week that was characterized by
unpleasant weather and small audiences in the
majoritj oi theatres. The feature was coupled
with two \ itaphone presentations as well as a
Movietone News.

\t the I.eland, a satisfactory business was
reported with "Mother Knows Best," while the
Mark Ritz did only fair in a week's run of
Billie Dove in "Adoration."
The Clinton Square played to just fair busi-

ness with its program of first run double lea
lures, including "The Siren" and "A Midnight
Adventure." Residential houses in Albany re-

ported business as being off.

In Troy, business was decidedly bad in fact

SOme theatres assert that it was the worst week
of the entire winter. Three reasons were
ascribed for the slump, one being that the people
generally did not have the money for entei
tainment at this time, while a second reason
was laid to the flu epidemic and the third to

weather conditions

At the Troy, "Beau Broadway" did a medi-
ocre business, both afternoons and evenings.
'file forepart oi the week was given over to

Clara Bow 111 "Three Week Ends" and this

picture went over well for two days but fell

down on the remaining two. The Lincoln played

to o:\ poor business with "The Scarlet Lady"
the fore part of the week and "Someone to

Love" the last half. Proctor's featuring Eva
Tanguay in person the last of the week did well.

Oklahoma City

Thrives Despite

Severe Weather
OKLAHOMA I m While cold weather has

prevailed, theatrical business in Oklahoma I n,

has been \< 1 . I tin- past week.
At tl I ipil I ttii feature picture was "In-

terference," with sound, and Eddie i antor in

his singing and talking act "That Part , in

Person."

At the Criterion the stage show did will with

Franc 1 in "Mother's Millions" and
the feature pictun "The Midnight Taxi" with
Antonio Moreno and Helene I ostello in Vita-

talking parts.

"Sins of the bathers" with Emil Jan
did well at the Empress and the "Lasl Wain

1 tli. I ,il» rli pll asi d 1 d crowds.

Buffalo Hits

Slump; Business

Reported Fair
Bl 11 >.i o Business at the down town

tres went down at the box offices last week, at

the Hippodrome the screen feature was Bebe
Daniels in "What a Night." It was helped out
with good vaude\ ill.-.

The Great Lakes theatre started their pro-
gram with the Fox anniversary picture "In Old
Arizona," the first of Fox' all-talkies. "The
Shopworn Angel," starring Nancy Carroll and
Gar) Cooper, was a big help to the box oi

the Buffalo, but the grosses a little lower than
the avi ragi

\t the Century "Alias Jimmy Valentine" drew
well, but showed a slight decrease, in the box
office reports. The Great Lakes might have
done lull. 1 perhaps than it did last week with
"I onquest." "Scarlet Seas," at the Lafayette,

showed a fairly good business, but would have

gone down if it had not been for the vaudeville.

Business at the Victoria appeared to he spotty

with the Warners talking film "Mother Knows
Best." "Just Married" was the screen play at

the Roosevelt. It brought in fair business,

A double bill at the Elmwood showed "I iang

War" and "Golf Widows" with fair results.

Cold Weather
Hits Grosses In

Beloit Houses
Beloit.—Motion picture houses here for the

week of January 6 to 12 inclusive showed a

falling off in receipts from the previous week.

This was attributed to the children returning

to school from their vacation and to extremely

cold weather.

The Rex, with a capacity of 600. showed
"Phantom City," "Synthetic Sin," "Singapore

Mutiny" and "The Air Legion." Grosses for

the week were $1,876 as against $2,500 the pre-

vious wreek. The Majestic, with a house ca-

pacity of 1,100, did $4,423 as against $6,230 the

week before. The pictures on display at this

house were "In Old Kentucky," "Detectives,"

"The Terror" and "The Cossacks."

"The Awakening"
Hits $25,000 At

the Big Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS.—With moderate weather pre-

vailing business was generally good here for

the week of January 13 to 20, the big Minne-
sota with 4.025 seating capacity leading all

houses with a qross of $25,000. "The Awaken

-

me" wis 1I1, feature attraction accompanied by
a Publix unit presentation.

The real leader, however, was the Hennepin
1 Irpheum with 2,900 seats and a gross of

$24,000. The s,ri en attraction was Pathe's

"Ned McCobbs Daughter," with short screen

fillers and six acts of vaudeville.

["here was quite a drop below these two
houses with the Statcnext in line with $16,000.

The screen bill was topped by the First Na-
tional talkie, "The Barker."
The Strand and Pantages each did a gross of

$9,000. the former with "Behind the German
Lines" and the latter with "Submarine." The
Lyric with a lower scale of prices grossed only

$2,500, the screen attraction being "His Private

Life."
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Opinions on Pictures

The President
This Might Have Been a Good Comedy

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
' ""THE PRESIDENT" is a foreign made

* film. Eddie Klein is responsible for

it having been imported and the little 55th

Street Playhouse, one of those Art Picture

Theatres, the scene of its American pre-

miere.

Of course it is understood that it is diffi-

cult for pictures of this type to get a show-
ing in this country, but this one with a little

additional touching up of the titles that

would add to the comic aspect of the situa-

tions in the story could have been developed
into a very good comedy. The ground work
is present in the picture to permit of this.

On the whole the story is a burlesque on
the Republican form of government. But
in this country we are broad enough not to

stop a film because it kids the procedure
that we follow in choosing our directors of

the national corporation. If this was an
American film kidding an European custom
as established as our elections are, then
Hays and our Government would have been
flooded with diplomatic messages urging its

being banned.
''The President" relates the adventures

of a lowly peasant farm hand, who, suffer-

ing illusions of his own grandeur and ability

to make attention compelling speeches, steps

into a political convention in his native

country, dressed in a borrowed dress suit

and a topper that doesn't fit, and holds

forth at great length in front of that as-

semblage with the result that he is hired as

a spellbinder for the coming campaign. He
does inflame the populace by his oratory

and becomes a great favorite. He is chosen

to be the radio announcer on the date that

the party is to announce its nominee for the

presidency. When he reads the speech and
notes the name of the Royalist who has

been nominated by the men higher-up, he

announces his own name instead, with the

result that he is elected.

The principal Royalist, whose plans were
defeated by this, then visits the president

and proposes a" match between the newly
elected office holder and his daughter. The
girl consents with the understanding that

it is to be one of those "wife in name
only" arrangements. Then after she is wed
her father tries to obtain a franchise for all

the oil lands, which the President refuses

to grant, whereupon the Royalists plot his

unseating. They are almost successful, but

the farmer lad turns the tables on them
again, and then they plan his assasination.

When they attempt this he walks out on the

country but the people insist on his return

and he is again seated with his wife, by
this time discovering she is in love with him.

Drawing Power: Not much to this one,

unless it is retitled and worked into a laugh

from start to finish.

Produced in Germanv. Distributed by Ed-
ward L. Klein. State Rights. Length 8,100

feet. Running time an hour and seven min-

utes. Directed by Gennaro Righelli.

THE CAST
The President Ivan Mosjoukine
His Wife Suzy Vernon
Her Father Nikolai Malikoff

The Little Wildcat
They Aren't Wild, But Are Catty

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

WARNER BROS, have turned out a

very entertaining talking feature in

"The Little Wildcat." There are about
four short talking sequences in the produc-
tion and they have been so nicely blended
that one overlooks the fact that there are

silent moments in the feature. Incidentally,

two old timers to both the stage and screen,

George Fawcett and Robert Edeson run
away with all the honors that there are to

be had in this picture. Of the quartet of

youngsters, Doris Dawson, Audrey Ferris,

James Murray and Hallem Cooley, only the

first mentioned shows anything like a flash

when it comes to talking. In little Doris
Dawson the Warners would seem to have
a bet that could be developed as Sue Carrol

was, for she is not unlike Sue as to type

and has a pleasing little pouty manner of

working. Ray Enright who directed the

picture handled little touches in a pleasing-

way.
It is Fawcett and Edeson as two old Civil

War vets who both open and close the pic-

ture. It starts and ends with these two
quarrelling. Fawcett was a private and
Edeson a Captain in the war. The former
has become a power and has more than a

million and he has hired the former captain

as his companion so that he can get even

with him for things that happened during

the war.

There are two girls, Fawcett 's grand-

daughters. Audrey Ferris playing the elder

and Doris Dawson the younger. Audrey is

being courted by a local swain played by
William Cooley, but whenever Doris gets a

beau, Audrey will break oft' with her boy

friend just to steal whatever Doris has in

tow. That is the situation when Jimmie
Murray playing Conrad Burton an aviator,

arrives in town to promote an airport. The
grandad hates airplanes and flyers and when

the Chamber of Commerce asks him to

contribute a piece of land for the airport

he flys off the handle. Then Conrad steps

in and tries to meet the girls so they can

win the old man over. It's the same old

story, Doris gets him and Audrey wants

him. In the end Doris goes to the boy's

room in the hotel and compromises herself,

first having tipped off grandfather where

she is going, so that he'll appear and insist

that she marry the boy, even though he is

an aviator.

Drawing Power: This one will please the

old folk and likewise tickle the flaps as

well. Then there are two names, that of

Robert Edeson and George Fawcett to play

up, together with the aviation angle. It is

all there with romance, laughs and talk.

Produced and distributed by the Warner
Bros. Length, 5,644 feet. Running time an

hour and four minutes. Released Jan. 5,

1929. Directed by Rey Enright.

THE CAST
Capt. Joel Thomas Robert Edeson
Judge Tasper Holt George Fawcett

Sue Holt Doris Dawson
Audrey Holt Audrey Ferris

Victor Sargent Hallam Cooley
Conrad Burton James Murray

The Leathernecks
Fine Story, Well Handled
(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

< CT* HE LEATHERNECKS" is a perfect
1 example of both judicious and in-

judicious use of sound. It shows its quali-
ties and its defects. It is a fine story, beau-
tifully handled and there isn't a fault to be
found in the work of any member of the
cast. Yet, I wish I had seen a silent version
before I heard the dialogue.
The treatment of "The Leathernecks" is-

what makes its sound effective. The crux
of all situations in the entire story is a
court-martial. Tex Calhoun (played by
William Boyd) is on trial for desertion. He
and two buddies, one of whom is insane at
the lime of the trial, and the other dead,
left the Marines without leave for a secret
mission. He unfolds his tale in dialogue,
and there is a very clever and novel "voice
dissolve" as his voice dies slowly into the
scene of which he is telling. The "flash-
backs" which constitute most of the action,
are all in silent form.

It is a story of the remarkable friendship
of three marines, played by Boyd, Alan
Hale and Robert Armstrong. The locale
shifts from France to Northern Russia and
then to Tientsin, where the court-martial
takes place. In Russia, Boyd, or rather Cal-
houn, has fallen in love with a girl of the
nobility. They are married. A revolution
takes place, her father and brother are
killed and she is kidnapped. Calhoun is led
to believe that she is dead. While down in
Tientsin his buddies hit the trail of the
man who abducted Calhoun's wife. They
leave and a couple of weeks later he dis-
covers the reason and follows. He arrives
at the place to find the abductor killed, one
of his buddies insane and the other dying.
But no trace of his wife. He returns with
his buddies, one dying en route. He faces
trial and the timely reappearance of his wife
serves to save him from being found guilty.

Drawing Power: Good any place. Even
special potentialities, properly handled. Ex-
ploitation Angles: Plenty of names, go
after them.

THEME: Story of the marines excep-
tionally well told, and without any war or
battle sequences in it. Marine who marries
a Russian girl and loses his two dearest

friends in their attempt to aid him reccver

her when she is kidnapped.

Produced and distributed by Pathe. Re-
leased, Feb. 24. Length, 6,898 feet. Story

by Elliot Clawson. Produced by Ralph
Block. Directed by Howard Higgins. Star

William Boyd, eo-featuring Alan Hale and
Robert Armstrong.

CAST
William Calhoun—"Tex" William Boyd
Otto Schmidt—"Fuzzy" Alan Hale
Joseph Hanlon—"Buddv" Robert Armstrong
Heckla Fred Kohler
Tanya DiaDa Ellis

Tanya's Brother Jimmy Aldine
Petrovitch. Paul Weigel
Captain Brand Mitchell Lewis
Top Sergeant Wade Boteler

Cook Jules Cowles
Officers of the Court Martial:

Joseph Girard, Richard Neill, Lloyd Whitlock, Lee
Shumway, Jack Richardson and Philo McCullough
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Marquis Preferred
tnything Else It to Be Preferred

(Reviewed by Freddie Schadcr)

T}\\>
is just another Menjou "walk

through." There is little or no story

and were it not for the fact thai Chester

Conklin is in the picture there would be

nothing to look at. Dot Farlej in a mother
role helps a little but not enough. The two
girls that are supporting the star, Nora
Lane and Lucille Powers respectively, con

tribute absolutely nothing to the picture.

Why they were ever selected will ret

one of Melrose A\ mue's mysteries, unless

the new Mrs. Menjou has decreed that a

11 type of girl must in the future play

opposite her husband. If she has it is just

too bad. 'cause 'Dolph isn't going to get

very Ear with that kind of support. The

besf thing about the whole picture were the

titles which Herman Mankiewicz was re-

sponsible lor.

The picture is based on a story by Fred-

eric Arnold Summer with Ernest Vajda
contributing the adaptation. After viewing

this it must be admitted that Vajda, like his

companion in arms Caesar, has kept his

record clear of any success other than the

one he had originally and on which he re-

ed his picture contract.

Frank Tuttle, who directed, tried his best

with the material at hand, but that was not

enough to turn out a hit.

Menjou is a marquis and like most of

them, broke. He owes everyone, his credit

having made it possible for him to main-

tain his chateau, but with the opening of

the story his creditors come down on him
and insist on settlement or else he is to be

ousted from his home. He thinks quickly

and promises a settlement shortly, for he is

about to marry an heiress. A moment later,

after they have left, he confesses that there

is no heiress in sight and his tailor who has

remained behind to evesdrop overhears the

confession and threatens trouble. The
valet and the chef try to convince him that

there is something to the heiress idea, pro-

viding he will furnish the funds to exploit

the marquis. This he consents to do and a

contract is drawn up incorporating the mar-

quis, with the trio to provide the girl.

It is then that they come upon a Chicago

packer who with his wife, son and daughter

are touring the country. An arrangement

is effected whereby the packer's daughter is

to marry the marquis, but this is against

his plan for he is really in love with com-

panion. The girl discovers the contract and

spurns the marquis as a fortune hunter,

alter which he marries the packer's daugh-

ter and leaves her immediately after his

title has been officially conferred upon her.

A time later and he is working in a book

shop on Fifth Avenue in New York ami in

dressing the window with books, he tells

the story of his affairs to the girl he loved

who is standing ter side of the win-

dow.
Drawing Power: Nothing but the star's

name.
Produced and distributed by Paramount

Famous Lasky. Length, 5,506 feet. Running

time one hour. Released, Jan. 2, 1929. Story

by Frederic Arnold Kummer, adapted by

Ernesl Vajda, continuity by Ethel Doherty.

Directed by Frank Tuttle.
the cast .

Marquis d'Argenvitle Adolphe Menjou

Peggy Winton N°ra Lane

Mr. Gruffer Chester Conklin

Mrs. Crugcr Hot Farley

Gwendolyn Gruger Lucille Powers
Albert Mi«cha Aurr
Floret Alex Melesh
Jacques Michael Visarort

Under the Southern Cross

Interesting Drama of ISetv Zealand
Maoris

(Reviewed by Walter R. Creene)

PRODUCED in the wild country of New
Zealand, with the entire cast composed

Of Mauri tribesmen, "Under the Southern

Cross" has plent\ of g 1 entertainment.

Scenic beauty of the country provides a

background for a dramatic love story with

members of opposing native tribes as

the principals; and yet the picture is so

constructed thai the customs and tribal

dances are logically woven into the produc-

tion without losing audience interest.

The leading players in the drama—all

native's who never before appeared in front

of a Bell and Howell—could give a few of

our Hollywood actors a few pointers in how
to register sincerity before the camera. It

is hard enough for a director to make a

picture at one of the fully-equipped studios

with trained film players; but an ordeal

when the director takes a crew on location.

But Lew Collins found himself in the

hinterland of New Zealand with only two

cameramen for a staff, and with only na-

tives as actors ; and asked to bring home a

picture. He did.

The story is that of the eternal three

:

hero, heroine and villain. The girl, daughter

of a great chief, is pursued by the villain,

son of a chief in the same tribe. Meeting

the son of the head of another tribe, the

girl immediately falls in love. A contest

for the winner of the girl is staged by ath-

letes of the two tribes amid elaborate tribal

ceremonies. The heavy's team is success-

ful, but the girl escapes the village and goes

to the hero. The villain follows, with a

fight ensuing, climaxing on the crater edge

of an active volcano. After a realistic

battle, the villain is tossed into the boiling

pit. Tribesmen pursue the hero, with the

two tribes finally clashing in a free-for-all

spear battle. Villages are burned during

the melee, but peace between the tribes is

finally established when the two lovers get

to the final fade out.

There are sequences of exceptional pho-

tography throughout the picture, especially

those of the fight on the brink of the burn-

ing crater and the scenes shot in the under-

ground stalactite caves. Night shots of the

war canoes crossing the lagoon are out-

standing.

Drawing Power: With more than ordi-

nary advertising, the picture should draw.

There are no names to tie to, but any class

of audience will be greatly entertained after

they are in. The picture is unusual, but of

the type that the real showman will just

love to put over.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Length, 6,500 feet. Release, not set. Di-

rected by Lew Collins. Photography bv
Wilfred M. I line and Harold Smith Titles

by Walter Anthony.

Why Be Good?
Boosting Colleen's Average
(Reviewed bv Jerry Hoffman)

EVEN in preview form, this promises to

be one of the best John McCormick has
turned out with Colleen Moore in some
time. The story is better than some of her

more recent vehicles, for which Carey Wil-
son can take a bow. William Seiter has

given it good handling in direction, and
Paul Perez is entitled to a big hand for his

titles. They are very clever and draw
plenty of laughs.

"Why Be Good?", which was originally

slated for release under the title of "That's
a Pad Girl," revolves about a young lady

who is rather wild—but of the type "thor-
oughly capable of taking care of myself."
She meets the young son of the owner of
the department store in which she is em-
ployed. They fall in love, (there should be

a rubber stamp for that phrase in reviews),

but his dad insists that he discover just

whether she is a good girl or not before they
marry. To slice it thinner, he discovers she

is good and they marry.
It is more of the lovable Colleen than has

been seen in some time. What's more Col-

leen, with her usual generosity, permits a

great deal of footage to scenes in which she

is not, but which are full of entertainment
just the same. That's what makes Colleen

so adorable on and off and what makes her
pictures good. Not that Colleen can ever

tire the eyes of an audience. She isn't the

type.

Neil Hamilton is opposite Colleen with a

fine supporting cast including Edward
Martindel, Louis Natheaux and Bodil Ros-
ing, among others. There are plenty of live

scenes and, incidentally, Colleen proves to

be quite a wonder as a hoofer.

Drawing Power: Colleen Moore's value
should never be neglected. Besides the

title and theme, dealing with youth and the

jazz life can be played for grand results.

Produced by John McCormick. Distrib-

uted through First National. Release date,

March 17, 1929. Length, 7,000 feet. Di-
rected by William A. Seiter from the story

by Carey Wilson. Titles by Paul Perez.
CAST

Port Kelly Colleen Moore
Winthrop Peabody Neil Hamilton
John Peabody Edward Martindel
Jimmy Alexander, the Sheik Louis Natheaux
Ma Kelly Bodil Rosing
Pa Kelly John St. Polis

Tom & Jerry Lincoln Stedman
Edward Clayton

Julie Colette Morton
Susie Dixie Gay

"Pathe Review No. 6"

(Pathe—One Reel)

PATIIF. REVIEW No. 6, is up to par on
entertainment, and presents as its featured

subjects, cinematic impressions of Chicago;
"Castle of the Fairy Talc," a Pathechrome study

and "Cobbler de Luxe," showing the Paris
mi of Madame Julienne, famous dic-

tator ol Ea I nous. Good program filler.

—

Gl ORGE .1. REDDY.

"Sweet Adeline"

(Pathe—One Reel)

THIS Aesop Film Fable, which is entertain-

ingly animated, has for its novel setting,

the theatre. Among those appearing on the

bill at the Fableville Playhouse is Adeline,

favorite of all, but loving only Milton Mouse.
After some clever pen work in which magi-
cians, hippos, tigers, etc., do their turns, Ade-
line goes into a dance on the stage, and partner

Milt sings "Sweet Adeline."

Before Milt has finished his yodeling, he is

socked by a villainous cat. The curtain lowers,

and the lovers depart from the stage door. The
villain, waiting outside, makes off with Adeline.

Milt sets out in hot pursuit. He chases the

cat and the gal up and down buildings, on ele-

vated trains and in taxis. Finally he overtakes

the pair, beats the cat senseless and completes

his song to sweet Adeline. The cartoonist has

put some good effort into this number, and it

will surelv please fans of these films.

—

GEORGE J. REDDY.
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New Fairbanks and Barrymore Pictures
Douglas Fairbanks in "The

Iron Mask"
Star in an Entirely New Light
(Reviewed by Edwin Schallert)

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "The Iron

Mask" reveals the maker of many a
good romantic tale in an entirely new light.

In this lavish production, which spells huge
investment in rich and beautiful settings,

he becomes the sponsor for what might be

called a "noble experiment" conveying a

spiritual message.
Ever since '

' The Gaucho, '

' Doug has been

en route to a new goal, and '

' The Iron

Mask" is much further along the way than

its predecessor. It is a beautiful picture, it

is an interesting picture, and unusual.

The star has resumed the role of

D'Artagnan. He has taken up the life of

this character approximately where the

story left off in "The Three Musketeers"
and has earned on from there to the climax-

ing tragedy of his death. The picture also

shows Athos, Porthos and Aramis slain in a

terrific conflict with the aim to restore the

throne of France to its rightful possessor.

Richelieu and the handmaiden of the Queen,
whom Doug loves, also figure prominently
in the plot, though they, too, fail to sur-

vive the havoc.

Doug has removed the sting of these

many deaths in a visionary ending. Here
four musketeers, showily semblances of

themselves, are shown to be reunited, hail-

ing a future after death with "there is

greater adventure beyond." The picture

effectively closes with the title
'

' The Begin-

ning" instead of "The End."
People will be attracted to this produc-

tion, and, in many cases, inspired by its

courage to say something new on the screen.

They will find that it has the same lively

spirit of the old "Musketeers," especially

in the opening portion. Here swashbuck-
ling adventure and excitement predominate
and there is plenty of comedy, even though
the latter portion of the picture is far more
serious it cannot be said that the adven-
turous feeling has been lost. There is al-

ways abundance of action, growing out of

the varied and colorful story.

Marguerite de la Motte, Nigel de Brulier,

William Bakewell, Dorothy Revier, Boris de
Fas are seen in prominent roles, while Allan
Dwan directed.

When the film is shown publicly, it will

have the spoken word as additional embell-

ishment. The characters will speak directly

to the audience in soliloquy form. Sound
or silent, the picture is sure to reach a wide
audience and be both applauded and de-

bated.

Produced by Douglas Fairbanks. Dis-
tributed by United Artists. Footage not
determined. To be released on March 30,

1929. Director, Allan Dwan.
THE CAST

Louis XIII Rolfe Sedan
Louis XIV and his twin brother William Bakewell
Cardinal Richelieu Nigel de Brulier
Young Prince and his twin brother. ., .Gordon Thorpe
The Queen's Mother Belle Bennett
Constance Marguerite de la Motte
Milady de Winter Dorothy Revier
Madame Peronne Vera Lewis
de Rochefort Ulrich Haupt
Father Joseph Lon Poff
Planchet, D'Artagnan's servant Charles Stevens
The King's Valet Henry Otto
Athos Leon Barry
Porthos Stanley J. Sandford
Aramis Gino Corrado
D'Artagnan Douglas Fairbanks

Eternal Love
Not Likely to Fulfill Expectations

(Reviewed by Edwin Schallert)

JOHN BARRYMORE and Ernst

Lubitsch. The combination sounds as

if it might yield one of the season's great-

est pictures. A great actor and a great

director. "Eternal Love," the picture

which discloses the union of their talents is

likely to arouse anticipations too high for

the character of fulfillment.

This is not to say that it is not a splendid

production. There are scenes of natural

beauty photographed in the Canadian
Rockies that are absolutely unrivalled.

There are splendid and subtle touches of di-

rection in which Lubitsch is master. Barry-

more himself gives a performance as ad-

mirable as anything he has done since he

came to pictures. Furthermore, the role he

plays is unusual.

The locale of "Eternal Love" is Switzer-

land during the period of the Napoleonic

invasion of Austria. The troops made the

little republic their highway. Peasants un-

der military rule are forced to give up all

firearms. And Barrymore, at the behest of

the heroine, although his life is that of a

hunter finally yields to the mandate of the

invaders.

All this is preliminary to the main story

which tells of the mismating of the hero

and heroine, through a forced marriage of

the former. The broken lives of the two
central characters are shown, their conflict

with small town prejudice, which eventu-

ally results in their being run out of the

hamlet and forced to flee to the mountains.

The ending is stark tragedy—the man and
woman killed by an avalanche but with a

sort of mystical close that suggests their

happiness after death.

Nothing that Lubitsch has done in the

least resembles this picture. Its quality

of beauty is exceptional and unquestionably

it has stronger popular elements of appeal

than '

' The Patriot, '

' through the pathos

and sentiment of its love story. Barry-

more is not the ideal type for the role he

plays, but he acts effectively. Camilla
Horn is very beautiful, Mona Ricco does a

pepful rural Carmen and Victor Varconi 's

performance as the husband of the heroine

is noteworthy.
Produced and distributed by United Ar-

tists. Footage not determined. To be re-

leased on March 9, 1929. Screen story,

Hans Kraly. John W. Considine, Jr., as-

sociate Producer. Director, Ernst Lu-

bitsch.
THE CAST

Marcus Paltram John Barrymore
Ciglia Camilla Horn
Lorenz Gruber Victor Varconi
Pia Mona Rico
Rev. Tass Hobart Bosworth
Housceukeeper Bodil Rosing,

Pia's Mother Evelyn Selbie

"Desert Nights" New Tide
for M-G-M's "Thirst"

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—M-G-M announces

a change in title of "Thirst" which was
reviewed last week. It will be released

under the name of "Desert Nights," the

latter being considered a more appropriate

title.

A Lady of Chance
A Gold Digger De Luxe Is Norma

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HP HIS feature is one of the best in screen
A entertainment value that has hit Broad-
way in three weeks. It's a picture that
holds an audience and with Norma Shear-
er's name on it there seems no reason why
it shouldn't show a nice big profit 'at your
box office.

The picture was made from a story writ-
ten by LeRoy Scott and Robert Leonard
directed it. Bob, incidentally, showed that
he still remembers his Broadway and At-
lantic City from the manner in which he
handled this one.

At the opening of the picture Norma
Shearer, as Dolly, is found operating the
switchboard in a fashionable hotel. She's
there fore the express purpose of making a
wealthy chump so that she can pin on the
shake, but just as she is about to conneet
another gold digger with her little boy
friend, who were on the job for the same
purpose step up and declare themselves in
on the play. The result is that when the
John is taken for ten grand, the two inter-

lopers try to stall Dolly with a tale that the
check that was given in payment when the
badger game was worked, was stopped. In
reality it was paid and the money reposed
under the pillow of Gold-digger No. 2. They
didn't fool Dolly at all for she just walked
in took the money without their knowing
it and walked out again.

Then she is at one of the big boardwalk
hotels in Atlantic City during the cement
convention, overhears a little chatter in the
elevator and makes up her mind to take
another chump who has been mentioning
money away up in the telephone numbers.
But this chump is too clean morally to even
fall for her wiles or understand what they
are all about. He takes it seriously and
proposes marriage, whereat little Dolly de-
cides that would be as safe a way as any of
taking him into camp. But here again the
two '

' friends
'

' of the previous episode step
into the picture, and again little Dolly is

too wise for them. She skips out leaving
them hold the bag and marries the boy and
starts south with him. Of course, they fol-

low and when the boy manages to sell his

formula to the biggest cement company in
the world they are right on the job to de-
clare themselves in. Dolly, who by this time
has fallen in love with her husband is afraid
to block their plans for fear they will ex-
pose her past and she carries on with them
until the last minute in New York, when
they stand ready to sign a contract with
the boy which will mean that they will have
all the rights to his discovery. Then she
calls the police herself and gives herself up
to save the situation.

Drawing Power: Norma Shearer and her
cast will pull anywhere.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Length, 7,126 feet. Running
time, 1 hour and 20 minutes. Released, Nov.
2, 1928. Directed by Robert Leonard.

THE CAST
Dolly Norma Shearer
Bradley Lowell Sherman
Gwen Gwen Lee
Steve Crandall John Mack Brown
Mrs. Crandall Eugenia Besserer

Hank Buddie Messinger
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Myers Tells Policy of Allied States
{Continued from page 237)

ention by the exhibitors' organization

on will be filed tor pei

missio a \'-' v[ y "' the

"There is a deep-seated Eeeling in exhibitor

circles that there should equity and

less law in the practice of arbitration in

the industry," is is asserted. •'The in-

equality that has existed between exhibitors

and distributors in the matter ol advice and

wiH i„ in a measure overcome

through the agency of the Allied States

iation. However, the rule that the

arbitrators shall nol depart from

ontracl really takes the prae-

,„,t of the field of arbitration."

i also will carefulrj

the music tax which, it is declared, gives

rise to more dissatisfaction than any other

charge imposed on the exhibitors. All the

questions involved in this tax will be care-

fully investigated but, until all the data has

been secured, the organization will take no

stand on the question.
.

Mr Myers' ' >" tuH
-

1S as

follows:

Text of Statement

"The Allied States Association of Motion

Picture Exhibitors has been formed to meet the

obvious and pressing need for an organization

to promote and protect the interests of the only

unorganized branch of the motion picture m-

"The functions of the several branches of

the industry are distinct, even when they fall

under common domination or control. The ex-

hibition of motion pictures is distinct from the

production and distribution of such pictures.

While the members of the several branches have

a common interest in the welfare of the indus-

try as a whole, the exhibitors cannot, and

should not, rely on the other branches for the

protection of their interests.

"The exhibitor does not apologize for his

presence in the industry. He has made, and is

making, his contribution to its advancement and

prosperity. In the beginning he taught the pub-

lic to attend motion pictures and to like them.

During a critical stage of the industry he largely

financed the production of pictures under a sys-

tem that called for advance payments on con-

tracts for films that had not yet been made.

That he has survived the unusual competitive

situations obtaining in the industry is proof of

his ability and showmanship.

"The purpose in forming the Allied States

Association was to provide an effective agency

to promote and protect the interests of the ex-

hibitors of motion pictures. I accepted the lead-

ership of the movement because my observa-

tion of the industry caused me to recognize the

need for such a body, and because the

expressions received from exhibitors

i onvinced me that it

would succeed.

Represents Exhibitor Interests Only

"The Allied States Association represents the

interests of the exhibitors only. It will co-

operate with other branches in matters affect-

ing the interests of the industry as a whole, but

in all matters in which the interests of the sev-

eral branches conflict it will speak and act only

for the exhibitors.

"There will he no departure from this policy.

The exhibitors in looking to the Allied States

for protection will not have to distinguish be-

tween the voice of Jacob and the hands of

Esau.
"This is the only policy that picture exhibitors

can support or tolerate. There is nothing in it

that should alienate any such exhibitor. It is

only when the interest of a particular exhibitor

in some other branch of the industry exceeds his

i as an exhibitor, that lie will be justified

in opposing or withdrawing from this organ-

ization. Should this policj result in any ex-

hibitors aligning themselves definitely on the

side of the producers, atmosphere will

b< cleared, and the past and future acts of such

so called exhibitors may be judged in the light

i their primarj allegiance.

"The producers and their spokesmen have

often voiced their concern for the welfare of

tin exhibitors, and have expressed the hope
that the exhibitors would perfect a strong or-

ganization with which they might deal.

"The attitude of the producers towards the

Allied States Association will be viewed in the

light of those expressions. Moreover, the right

of one branch of an industry to organize for its

protection is the same as the right of any other

branch. Any interference with the exercise of

that right, direct or indirect, will constitute an
un-American act which will merit the public

condemnation that it receives.

"The organization of the Allied States As-
sociation is such as to exclude politics from its

operations. It will not seek to meddle in the

internal affairs of any other branch of the in-

dustry. It will demand like immunity for its

own affairs. Its value as a constructive agency
for the promotion and protection of exhibitor

interests will be judged in the light of its ac-

complishments ; it may possibly be reflected in

the nature, source and inspiration of any op-
position it may encounter.

Brookliart Bill

"The Brookhart Bill has for its primary pur-

pose affording the exhibitors the right of free

selection in leasing films. The many letters I

have received and conferences had convinced me
that there is an urgent demand in exhibitor

ranks for a change in prevailing selling meth-
ods. If this can be worked out by negotiation

between the several branches of the industry,

all will be satisfied.

"A subordinate feature of the Brookhart Bill

would empower the Federal Trade Commission
to act as an arbitrator and to make rules for

the guidance of the several branches of the in-

dustry in case of disagreement. This imme-
diately gave rise to the cry of 'Government
regulation' ; and the argument was advanced
that the Government should stay out and leave

the industry to settle its own problems. This
calls for a bona fide effort on the part of those

making the argument to settle inch differences

within the industry.

"The exhibitors do not want Government
regulation for the sake of regulation. If they
can accomplish their legitimate ends without
regulation they will be entirely satisfied. But
they are not unmindful of the fact that the in-

dustry now operates under many forms of Gov-
ernment regulation from which they derive no
benefit. The copyright law which gives a
monopoly value to the films they must use, and
under which a music tax is imposed on them ;

the patent law, under the pretext of which con-
ditions and limitations are imposed on the use

of sound equipment, and the tariff law, dc-
t exclude foreign films and equipment,

all are Government regulations.

exhibitor would rather not be regulated
:

but as between remaining in business subject

to regulation, and being driven out of business
for lack of regulation, they choose the former.

Interchangeability

"The burdens incident to the readjustment to

sound have not been equally distributed among
exhibitors. One manufacturer of sound equip-
ment, claiming basic patents, has agreements
with the producers of film that such film shall

not be leased for reproduction on machines not
made or approved by it. The reproduction
equipment of this manufacturer is expensive

and the company is far behind in its installa-

"Meanwhile the theatres having such equip-

ment have an incalculable advantage over those

that have not. There is room for the suspicion

that the interests enjoying this competitive ad-

c are not over-anxious to terminate it.

There are other reproducing devices which are
immediately available, have been pronounced
satisfactory and are cheaper. Exhibitors hav-
ing such installations are having difficulty in

gi tting sound film and disks because of the re-

strictive covenants in the license agreements.
In numerous cases film has been absolutely re-

fused.

"From such study as I have been able to give
the matter in the short time that has elapsed
since I took active charge of the Allied States
Association, I have concluded that the restric-

tions in question are clearly outside the power
of the parties to impose. I can see no sub-

stantial difference between such restrictions and
the ones which were held illegal in the suits

brought by the Government against the Motion
Picture Patents Company and the United Shoe
Machinery Company.

"The situation appears to call for action by
the Government in the public interest. Such a
proceeding if pressed to prompt conclusion
would afford general relief. Several instances

of refusal to lease film for reproduction on un-
licensed equipment will be submitted to the

proper authorities in the expectation of induc-

ing such action. Failing this the association

will co-operate with the individual members in

an effort to find a prompt solution of their in-

dividual difficulties.

Arbitration
"Public policy favors arbitration, and so far

as I am aware no one objects to any system for

the prompt, economical and fair adjustment of
disputes. Whether arbitration, as practiced in

the motion picture industry, measures up to

those standards, or is merely a coercive method
for enforcing the specific performance of con-
tracts wholly lacking in mutuality, is the issue

in the case of the United States of America v.

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation et. al.,

in Equity No. 45-100, in the United States Dis-
trict Court for the Southern District of New
York.

"Numerous exhibitors with whom I have
discussed this case have found serious fault

with the answer filed on behalf of the defend-
ants. The facts in support of their criticism

will be collected and sifted, and submitted to

the proper authorities if found pertinent. A
petition for leave to intervene will be filed if

that course shall later seem advisable.

"There is a deep-seated feeling in exhibitor
circles that there should be more equity and
less law in the practice of arbitration in the in-

dustry. The inequality that has existed be-

tween exhibitors and distributors in the matter
of advice and preparation will be in a measure
overcome through the agency of the Allied
States Association. However, the rule that the
arbitrators shall not depart from the strict let-

ter of the contract really takes the practice out
of the field of arbitration, 'lake, for example,
a supposititious case. The disgruntled manager
of a theatre that is about to be sold contracts

with the agent of an exchange for a large

amount of pictures of the kind that are wholly
unsuited for exhibition in that theatre. The
purchaser of the theatre is not advised of the

transaction until the exchange calls on him to

assign play dates, rle declines to assign play

dates and is summoned before the board.
I hi exchange man is present with counsel, and
under the practice the award must be against

the exhibitor under the strict terms of the

transfer clause.

"In such a case it is hard to discover what

(Continued on page 256)
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Outdoor Talker

and Presentation

All Roxy Shows

"/n Old Arizona" Smashing
Records at Big House
With a Short Show

Because of the feature, "In Old Ari-

zona," running an hour and thirty-three

minutes and the desire of the management
to create a new record for the Roxy with
the first all-talk outdoor feature to be pro-

duced, the show at this house was cut to the

bone to permit of the turnover to get the

crowds in and out of the house this week.
The entire program comprised only a Fox
Movietone News running thirteen minutes,

a single shot from the silent news running
a minute, and a stage presentation entitled

"Excena Mexicana," which ran twenty-one
minutes. This gave the show a total Tun-

ing time of two hours and eight minutes,

which is about a half hour less than the pro-

gram usually is at this house.

The business for the first four days was
terrific and the outlook is that the record

will be broken. So certain were they of

this that immediately after the first day
Eoxy himself departed for Florida for a

.

week to ten days' vacation figuring that

"In Old Arizona" would remain possibly

three weeks at the house.

The program opens with the Movietone
News and the presentation follows. It is

a colorful arrangement which has "My
Tonia," the theme song of the picture as

its principal musical contribution. Gladys
Rice has a number early in the offering

that gets over, and the 32 Roxyettes in a

series of Mexican dances shine as the out-

standing hit of the show. A sister act sing-

ing native songs in Spanish scored with a

portion of the audience who evidently un-

derstood what they were singing about. A
male chorus number at the finished showed
pleasing harmony.
The feature followed and on Monday dur-

ing at least two of the shows the amplifiers

were out of commission at exactly the same
place in the picture on each occasion. After
that day the picture was cut an additional

500 feet to permit of greater time being

made on the subsequent shows for the week.

In the Southland. King Vidor directs a cotton loading scene on location in Tennessee for
"Hallelujah," the first all-talking and sound picture with all-colored players. He wrote the

story and is making it for M-G-M

Duncan Sisters on Paramount Bill

to Stand Off Strong Opposition

Marion Jr.'s Titles

George Marion, Jr., will title "Childs—
Fifth Avenue," recently completed Samuel
Goldwyn production for United Artists re-

lease.

T^HE Duncan Sisters were evidently
* brought into the Paramount this week
atop of the regular show to stand off the
opposition of the '

' Arizona '
' all talking bill

at the Roxy and the showing of "The
Green Hat" under the title of "A Woman
of Affairs" at the Capitol. It wasn't a bad
idea, for the Duncans will undoubtedly pull

some additional patronage to the big Pub-
lix house, although their offering is just the
same as the one they have been doing in

picture houses for a couple of years. In
addition to the sister act the stage show
had the Publix revue "Barcelona" a Boris
Petroff unit and Adolphe Menjou in "Mar-
quis Preferred." The latter proved to be
just another Menjou feature, with the star

walking through a role that had no kick to

it and had it not been for Chester Conklin
and Dot Farley there would have been little

or nothing to it. The couple of girls sup-
porting Menjou were very weak.

To admit the Duncan Sisters there was
one number cut from the "Barcelona" unit.

Even with this the show ran two hours and
eighteen minutes.

Opening the program was a six minute
overture of a medley of Southern melodies,

Osman and Schepp, the banjo duo, being
added to the regular pit orchestra under
the Dave Rubinoff direction for a brief mo-
ment in the number. Rubinoff is becoming
more and more of a Creatore in his eccen-

tric manner of directing. He may if he con-

tinues to build himself along this line fin-

ally fall heir to the title
'

' The Mad Leader. '

'

The Paramount News with two news
shots and the balance of three "Flashes"
took the next five minutes of the show with
Jesse Crawford following with two num-
bers. They were "Where the Shy Little

Violets Grow" and "When Summer is

Gone" both of which were seemingly very
much to the liking of the audience on Sat-
urday afternoon, for the organist was
heartily applauded for his contributions.

"Barcelona" filled in the next thirty-two
minutes of the show. The Dorothy Berke
Dancers are strongly played up in the pro-

gramming of the unit, but other sets of girls

seen in the three revues prior to this one
have shown a great deal more pep and
proved a better stage flash than these.

Vocally they were far from pleasing and
their dancing was naught to speak of. The
girls had the opening chorus and another
number immediately following it. The lat-

ter a routine with capes and swords was
the better of the two.

Joe and Jane McKenna with the bur-

lesque dancing routine filled in next and
^walked away with the honors as far as the

unit was concerned. Jane McKenna re-

minded one a lot of the type of work that

Mabelle Lewis did a few years back. Gene
Rodemich and his boys with Bobby Gilbert

went over with a number and then the

dancers were on for their "Flamingo"
number which proved their most colorful

{Continued on following page)



Motion Picture New?

On location at Cntalinn Island, Director George B. Seitz sets up a machine gun for a scene in
"Blockade," an FBO drama of rum-running

Paul Specht Band, Estelle Fratus

Are Hits of the Colony's New Show
just as well had Evelyn remained in Chi-
cago, for she has nothing that she displays
on the Colony stage that will add to the
gaiety of Broadway. "Sleep, Baby, Sleep"
was the next band number and this was
followed by a production number "Wed-
ding Bells Are Breaking Up That Old Gang
of Mine." That's a pretty lengthy title

but the number is done most effectively by
the Specht organization. The band is

screened behind a drop, while the drummer
having left his traps and donned his over-
coat is out in one under a prop lampost
telling the story of the boys who have mar-
ried.

p.VUL SPECHT and his orchestra went
•* into the Colony this week as the stage
band which is to be utilized to build pre-
sentations around at this house. The leader
was billed around the Broadway neighbor-
hood with one sheets, evidently his own pro-
perty, carry a strip date for the house.
Specht made his debut with the showing
of the Warner Bros. Vitaphone feature
"The Little Wildcat," in which George
Fawcett and Robert Edeson show up to such
advantage that they put the balance of the
cast out of the running. Because of them
the picture proved highly entertaining and
the surrounding bill was equally so. The
show ran one minute over two hours.

Bight minutes of the current Interna-
tional News reel opened with a trailer for
next week's attraction, Pathe's "Sal of
Singapore," in talk, showing up very well.

This was followed by Pathe Sound News
No. 6. The latter was more of a magazine
than a sound news reel. It held the Carril-

lon at the Rockefeller Church in New York
the arrival of the round the world cruising
"Belgenland" at San Pedro, Cal., with
George Ade and other celebs taking the tour
making brief talks. The feature toll

Cor an hour and four minutes, after which
Universal 's "Lucky Rabbit" cartoon

comedies, "The Yankee Clippers" was
shown.

Specht Clicks Nicely

Paul Specht and his band together with
the added specialties absorbed the next 20
minutes. Opening with "I Can't Give You
Anything but Love Baby" the boys clicked

with the house and their follow up "Sweet-
heart of All My Dreams" sent them along
further. Then Evelyn Dean, who is from

& for a bines ballad and some
stepping. Her gown was charming and she

isa blonde, outside of that it would have been

Soubrette Has Everything

A little Soubrette from Australia, Estelle
Fratus, stepped out in front of the band
next and walked away with the show. She's
cute, has a great little personality, a pretty
pair of limbs and hoy, how she can hoof!
Triple taps are nothing to her, they just
roll out under her toes, and with it she can
handle a number nicely. She's good enough
i" lead any one of the Publix units. Her
one number was "What Are You Going
To Do Now?" and she sold it, A stepping
routine and a forced encore followed. A
"hot" dance number by the boys and then
Billy Rose with an acrobatic dance thai en
titled him to the label of "The Human Pin-
beel." For the picture houses it would be

just as well to drop the chair trick that he
i a mg, or else split his stuff in half; first

doing the chair stuff and then into the
I ling.

The final number by the band is "A
Night At The Club" with a melange of the
old barber shop chord melodies revived. It's

a little draggy as against the pace of today
and therefore if it is used it should not be
the closing number of the turn.

Capitol Out for

Big Week's Trade
With Strong Bill

Putting on Extra Show for
'Woman of Affairs;"

Colorful Revue
This week it looks as though the Capitol

is going to be another house on Broadway
to break the record for business. There is

no doubt but "A Woman of Affairs" will
hold over for a second week. The house
put in an additional show by opening at
10.30 A.M. after Sunday. At that the show
here is running two hours and twenty-six
minutes of which the feature takes an hour
and thirty-two minutes. But with the pos-
sibility of a record-breaking week in sight
the Capitol is giving its audiences a full

show just the same as usual.

For an overture they are playing "Wil-
liam Tell" running eight minutes. This
is followed by a combination silent and
sound news reel for nine minutes after
which the stage revue is on for thirty min-
utes.

This stage revue is a mighty colorful af-

fair entitled "The Pirate Blues" with the

foredeck of a pirate sloop used as the set-

ting and the stage band in pirate costumes.
Three outstanding hits developed by the

specialties were interpolated in the

program. They were Evelyn Wilson, who
did two numbers, her first being "Every-
body Loves You," which hit heavy. Her
second number, however, had the audience
asking for more when she finished and she

virtually stopped the show. A little later

Al and Ray Samuels stepped a routine that

also scored with those in front and this

made two bullseyes in the show, but atop

of this the biggest applause hit of all

showed when Howell, Harger and Naldi, an

adagio trio_ went through their routine.

These two men and a girl displayed a series

of throw's and catches, with an outside loop

being done by the girl, that brought the

house down.

Dave Schooler and his boys were in fine

form and a special arrangement of a num-
ber by Tony Gale likewise scored.

The Duncans on Paramount

Bill Stand Off Opposition
(Continued from preceding page)

one. Jack North, "The Ban-Jokster," next,

proved that he is much better on the screen

than in person. Rene and Evelyn in a

tango were the offering just prior to the

finale and they showed some delightful work.

The Duncan Sisters appeared just ahead
of the feature. The girls running through
their close-harmony singing and then go-

ing into their burlesque bit. The latter was
best received by the audience, although the

scattering of flowers and then vegetables

into the audience lead one to believe it

wouldn't be long before the Paramount
might have "country store night" and then

go into the "dish racket." That sort of
thing is out of place in a theatre that has

the class that this one has.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Buffalo Votes

In Support of

Talking Films

Poll Overwhelmingly For
Dialogue, But Also

Wants Silents

Talking pictures are all popular, but

paradoxically the motion picture theatre-

goer wants the silent films retained, accord-

ing to a poll made of audiences in his the-

atre by H. M. Addison, managing director

of the Great Lakes Theatres in Buffalo,

New York.
Out of a total 2,000 votes cast on the

various questions propounded by Manager
Addison 1,962 expressed a preference for

talking films and 38 against them. At the

same time in answer to the question, "Do
you want silent films eliminated 1" no less

than 1,308 voted no and 654 voted yes.

The synchronized score proved none too

popular in this poll, but in explanation of

that it is said that the city boasts a large

music loving population and many singing

societies. Answering the question, "Do
you prefer orchestral music to synchronized
score?, 1,941 voted yes and but 52, no.

There was also a preponderance of opin-

ion against limiting sound in pictures to

effects and music. The vote against this

was 1,635 to 351.

Following are the questions asked and
the vote recorded

:

Yes No
Do you prefer talking pictures ? 1962 38
Do you want silent films clim-

ated? 654 1308
Do you prefer orchestral music

to synchronized score ? .... 1941 52
Would you limit sound in mo-

tion pictures to effects and
music 1 351 1608

Do you like part talkies 1 981 1001
Is your interest in talkies in-

creasing? 1950 43
Is your interest waning as the

novelty wears off? 32 1961
Do talkies lessen your attend-

ance at stage plays ? 321 1603

Columbia to Produce
One-Reel Talkies

A SERIES of one-reel talking pic-
tures, to include in their casts
prominent stage and vaudeville

names and promised as entirely differ-
ent from any now on the screen, will
be made by Columbia this year.

Poll at Exhibitors Meeting Demonstrates

Synchronized Films Unprofitable
SYNCHRONIZED pictures are not profitable to the exhibitor, accord-

ing to a poll made among theatre owners of the M. P. T. O. of East-

ern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware at the meeting
held on January 17. No exhibitor reported any profit on the synchronized

films, though talking pictures showed a balance on the right side of the

ledger.

This poor showing of the synchronized pictures was ascribed by the

house owners to the increased cost, the exchanges asking from 25 per cent

to 50 per cent for synchronization charges and the additional charge for

the records of from $25 for two days in the smaller theatres to $250 per

week in the larger houses. In addition the increased cost of operation adds

greatly to the expense of the exhibitor.

Officers were elected at the meeting as follows:

President, Lewen Pizor; vice-presidents, C. Floyd Hopkins of Harris-

burg, and Walter Steumpfig, Philadelphia; treasurer, Mike Lessy; secre-

tary, George P. Aarons. The following were elected members of the board
of directors: Charles H. Goodwin, Jay Emanuel, Charles P. Shisler, George
Kline, Columbus Stamper, George Gravenstein and Harry Green.

New Equipment
In Field Proves

Interchangeability

who, with Jerry Abrams, distributes the

Biophone equipment in the Milwaukee and
Chicago territories. Ludwig and Abrams
are in New York for conferences with Al-

fred Weiss, head of the Biophone corpora-

tion. Single reelers are being screened at

Ludwig 's Parkway, Milwaukee, in a test of

the Biophone installation at that house.

Talkaphone Latest to

Approval for Sound
Reproduction

Get

Interchangeability is becoming more and
more definitely established each week since

the statement was issued by Electrical Re-
search Products Company to the effect that

pictures might be shown on equipment that

came up to the necessary requirements.
Talkaphone has been added to the disc

devices that have proved their interchange-
ability with pictures recorded by the West-
ern Electric, sound system of recording.
This information was furnished by W. A.
Steffes with "Lilac Time," at the Logan
Theatre in Minneapolis. Paramount, First
National and United Artists are said to
have accepted sound contracts under this

device, and Columbia also has signed to ex-
tend service.

Bristolphone, already established, will

make two more demonstrations this week at
the Family Theatre in Jackson, Michigan,
and the Midland in Newark, Ohio. The
Jackson will open with "The Flying Fleet"
this Sunday, while the Midland introduces
"Interference," Monday.
Vitaphone pictures are to be served on

Biophone apparatus at the Miller Theatre,
Milwaukee, according to John A. Ludwig,

First Yiddish

All-Talkie Due
From Universal

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 22.—The first all-Yiddish

talking picture will be made by Universal
and will get under way in the near future.

It is titled "The Green Millionaire" and
was originally produced as a stage play.

Abraham Sehomer wrote it and with Sher-
man Lowe is adapting it for the screen.

Rudolph Schildkraut will probably play the

leading:- role.

Warners to Re-Make "The
Narrow Street" as Talkie

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 24.—Warner Brothers
will re-make "The Narrow Street," which
they first produced in 1925, with the new
version to be all-dialogued. It is under-
stood that Warners are searching for suit-

able talker material from past releases, and
will re-make any that lend themselves to the

new process. Recently Warners finished an
all-talk version of "Skin Deep," previously
made bv Thomas H. Ince.
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Sound Pictures

Cut Employment
of Movie Extras

Annual Report of Central

Casting Bureau Shows
Fallinn Off

• annual report of

Centra] Casting Bureau ' west coast

talking: pictures are responsible for reduced

employment in the ranks of motion picture

ousness of the situation

from the standpoint of the extras may be

ed from the fact that during the year

be earnings dropped more than a third

of a million dollars over 1927.

The lined in the report are

interesting. They show that the extras

earned $2,469,711 in 1928 as compared with

J2,838,186 in L927. The aver; $8.59

in 192S ins) an average of $8.94 for

the previous year.

: daily placements for 1928 5ho\*

ded drop over L927. hi 1928 the place-
•

. n 276,155, while in 1927 they were

330,397. The deficiency in the figures for

the two years are explained by the fact

thai sound pictures have been in an experi-

mental stage for the past year and pro-

ducers did not 'arc tn take a chance at this

early stage of development with large mob
ion is now righting itself,

it. and indications are thai the extras

will soon again come into their own.

Laemmle Puts

New Technique
Into "Broadway"

Laemmle, Jr., associate producer for

Universal, has instituted a new technique
in the making of talking pie' hits in con-

nection with the filming of "Broadway."
Formerly the silenl version was shot firsl

in its entirety and then the sound and dia-

logue sequences were made.

By the new plan Laemmle aid'

production schedule so that silenl scenes
are taken one day and • cenes the
next. Thi aphv of t he silent scenes
ami the same scenes in dialogue on succes-

aid t" make tin- closer co-

ordination ami greater efficiency, as well as

tor more perfect portrayals.

When the players make the silenl ver-

sion rehearsal lor the

version as they speak their line- all the

way through. This means a aving of both
time and money. Dr. Paul Pejos i- direet-

"Broadway" under the supervision of

temmle.

Paramount Sij^ns Oscar
Shaw for "'Flic < locoanuts"

haw, musical comedy star who
from time t., time hi red in the silent

drama, wil a screen role, this

time in "The Cocoanuts," the forthcoming
feature that will stai ir Marx Broth-
ers.

Norma Talmadge to Be
Heard in Talkie

NORMA TALMADGE'S voice »ill

lie heard for the lirst time on
the screen when she makes her

next picture, an all-talkie that will be
based on a Broad\\a> stage play, which
John \Y. Considine, Jr., United Artists

studio executive is now selecting in

New York. Gilbert Roland will be
Miss Talmadge's leading man and
George Pitzmaurice will direct.

Two current Broadway plays are
now under consideration for Miss Tal-
madge and the definite selection of one
of them will probably be made this
week. Laura Hope Crews, prominent
stage actress is in Bollywood and will

rehearse Miss Talmadge in her lines.

Feist Making
National Survey

On Sound Films

Final Test Is Good Picture

Whether Sound or Silent,

Says Sales Chief

Felix Feist, general sales manager of
Mi t rO-Goldwyn-Mayer, is on a coast-to-

eoast trip, in which he is checking up care-

fully on the public reaction to sound pic-

ture- generally and all-dialogue pictures par-

ticularly. Stopping at Atlanta, Mr. Feist

summarized his findings, briefly, up to that

point as follows

:

That g 1 pictures effectively synchron
ized with music and sound effects .'ire mak-
ing a stroll"; bid for permanent favor; that
only a carefully selected and very limited

number "I' plays lend them- Ives to all-

dialogue handling, and that the utmost dis-

crimination musl be used in choosing ve-

hicle- t,,r all-talking productions; that the

final test is a good picture whether silenl.

synchronized with music and sound effects,

pari talking or all talking. The records
-how clearly that good silent pictures have
drawn bigger money in direct competition
to part-talking or all-talking pictures.

(In his way to Atlanta, Mr. Foist -lopped
over for a day at Charlotte, lie was joined

in Atlanta by District Manager Charles E.
Kessnich, who. after the Atlanta confer-
ence at I lie \| 1 ; \| exchange, departed with

in New Orleans. Mr. Kessnich will

far as I (alias and then return to At

lanta, \< hile \1 r Pei I will continue on to

< lalifornia.

Columbia May
Put Synchronous

Device on Market

Success of Non-Synchronous
Machine Prompts Entry

Into Neiv Field

Morton Downey Signed

by Pathe for Talkies
Pathe ha

I
Morton Downey, bril-

ig tenor, to appear as a singing

and talking artist in productions to be

made lb Nev 5 orl i ir. The picture

will he made bj Robert T. Kane at Sound
31 udios.
Downey's first production for Pathe will

be a full length feature called "Mother's
from an original story by < lene Mar

key. who will write the dialogue and pre
pare the script.

Columbia Phonograph Company, having
established itself in the uon-synchronous
sound field with the Columbia Theatre-
phone, is now considering a synchronous
device which it may shortly have on the

market. The company is one of the larg-

est disc and phonograph manufacturers
and already claims to have installed 146 of
the Theatrephones.

An extensive selling campaign of the

Theatrephones is under way, with a well

organized sales department handling the

machine and sales offices to be established

in all the key cities. Theatrephones, it

is said will be produced to the number of
250 a month after March 1.

Columbia has exclusive contracts with
Kolster Radio, which owns the Nakken
sound-on-tilm patents and manufactures
several of the parts for Theatrephone. The
agreement between the C panic-, it i>

said, will be carried out if Columbia enters

the talking picture synchronous field. Co-
lumbia, is said, however, to prefer a sound-
on-dise synchronizer.

Lane Music Box
Revue Rights Go

to Educational
l.upino Lane has signed an agreement

with Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,

whereby the latter company has the sound
picture rights to any of the material staged
in the l.upino Dane Music Box Revue which
is being presented at the Hollywood Play-
house in Dos Angeles.

The Revue had its premiere on Chri-1-

mas nighl and Educational will present
man; of its highlights and much of ts

dialogue ami musical accompaniment in fu-

ture pictures. Dane is Educational's lead-

ing e ly star, lie has had wide experi-

ence both mi the >tauc ami screen. In the

i\itli him in the Dos Angeles musical

corned; production are. Doris Eaton, lead-

ing lady; Wallace Lupino, brother of Dane,

and Betty Boyd, the latter t w .
. featured

plaj e he Educal tonal roster.

Tiffany-Stahl Finishes

Two More Productions
Tiffany-Stahl has completed t« re

talking productions at the RCA -tmlios in

New York and Belle Bennett, doe K. Drown,
Alma Bennett and Alberta Vaughn have re-

turned In the coast. The two pictures are

••Molly And Me" and "Reputation," the

latter a temporary title. These make three

i ipleted talking productions, a- (ieorge

I. el's "Lucky Boy" was also recently

finished.
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Coast Wise to Tax "Expert" Gag
Finds Income

Specialist Files

"Gyp" Returns

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 24.— So-called

"income tax experts," who have
found Hollywood film stars easy

pickings in previous years, are now discov-

ering that the many tax liens issued during
the past year by the government have made
stars leary of them. Annually, as the dead-

line for filing approaches, hundreds of al-

leged "experts" flock to Hollywood and
clean up with film folk who have not the

business ability to render their own ac-

countings.

Hollywood screen people have been gul-

lible for practically any type of high-

powered salesman. Each year a large num-
ber of shysters sell many stars the idea of

permitting them to handle their income tax
returns on the basis that they can save them
great sums of money. Many of them claim
to have worked for the governments' tax
departments in the past, and a few have
actually been employed by government de-

partments. Most of them work on a per-

centage basis, receiving an amount based on
what they claim to have saved the account
in taxes. Fees ranging from $10,000 to

$25,000 on such arrangements have been
known to be paid.

Expert "Gyppers"'

What actually happens in such eases is

that the alleged "expert" has turned in

an account which doesn't save the star a
cent and ofttimes costs him more than it

would had he filed it himself or permitted

No More Sad Endings
for Jannings Films

ATWENTY four sheet announcing
"Sins of the Fathers" carries this
line: "A Hundred Jannings in

One Picture and A Happy Ending."
The "happy ending" slogan is figured

by wiseacres along Broadway as being
virtually an official announcement that
the unhappy endings of preceding Jan-
nings vehicles failed to click properly
at the box office.

A check up by Paramount among the-
atres, it is said, led to abandoning
tragic denouements for Jannings films.

Mix May Return to

Fox, Hollywood Hears
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 24.—Tom Mix
may return to the Fox fold, fol-

lowing the completion of his

tour in Europe, according to Hollywood
reports. Mix and RKO are definitely

through with each other. While Fox
was originally willing to let Tom go,

they discovered that his box office

value was far from lost as soon as he
joined FBO, now RKO. They immedi-
ately reissued seven of his old features
and found greater demand than ever
for the Western star.

a certified accountant to handle it. In other
instances, the "expert" files accountings
which are erroneous and which save the
taxed person money only until the govern-
ment has checked up. In such cases, the

"expert" has received his fee and disap-

peared long before the star or director

knows he has been "gypped." It is gen-
erally two or three years before the star is

notified that his income return of a certain

year is not true and in many cases this has
resulted in liens, or fees for attorneys, go-

ing to much greater expense to clear mat-
ters up. By this time, the amount suppos-
edly saved, not only must be paid to the
government, but adds interest at six per
cent per annum.

Avoiding Danger
Several artists and directors personal

managers have taken the precaution to

guard their clients from such "experts"
by handling their income tax returns them-
selves. These managers keep a record of all

contracts and sources of income for their

clients and the worry is taken entirely from
them.

There are also many established attor-

neys and accountants in Hollywood who do
not enter the classification of "gyp ex-

pert." The ease with which the fly-by-

nighters talk stars out of going to their
established representatives or attorneys has
cut into the good faith as well as income
of the honest ones.

7 New Roach Comedies
Final titles for seven of new Hal Roach

comedies have been selected. The latest

"Our Gang" comedies will be known as
"Wiggle Your Ears" and "The Holy
Terror." One will be released in Febru-
ary, the other in March. The two new

Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy co-starring com-
edies will be called "Wrong Again" and
"That's My Wife." The first of these will

be released in February, the other picture

in March. The seventh and eighth Charley
Chase productions, also for release in Feb-
ruary and March, have been titled "Off to

Buffalo" and "Loud Soup." The new All-

Star comedy will be known as "When
Money Comes" and will be released in

March.

"Voice of the Storm"
Lynn Shores will direct "Voice of the

Storm" for FBO. Cast includes Karl
Dane, Theodore von Eltz, Martha Sleeper,

Warner Richmond, Brandon Hurst, and
Hugh Allan. Walter Woods wrote the con-

tinuity.

Roach Signs Society Girl

Hal Roach has signed to a long-term con-

tract a new discovery of his, Jean Harlowe,
former Chicago society girl, who has been
in the cinema capital but a short time.

Arzner to Direct Rogers

Dorothy Arzner, Paramount 's woman di-

rector has been assigned to direct Charles

"Buddy" Rogers' next starring film,

"Young Sinners."

Seiter Gets New F. N. Contract
First National has signed William A.

Seiter, director, to a new contract. Mr.
Seiter 's first production under the new
agreement will be "Prisoners," Upon com-
pletion of "Prisoners" Mr. Seiter will di-

rect Colleen Moore in "Early to Bed." Ian
Keith will have the leading role in Miss
Griffith's new production. Among others in

the cast of "Prisoners" are Jean Lafferty,

Otto Matieson, Ann Schaeffer and Baron
Von Hesse.

Change in Name
L. G. Rigby, scenario writer under con-

tract to Warner Brothers, will hereafter

get screen credits under the name of Gor-
don Rigby. He is writing adaptation and
dialogue for "The Narrow Street" which
Warner Brothers will produce as an all-

talker.

Rehearsing Dialogue
Dialogue rehearsals have been started for

Ronald Colman's initial all-talker for Sam-
uel Goldwyn's "Bulldog Drummond. " F.

Richard Jones is directing, with cast in-

cluding Joan Bennett, Lilyan Tashman,
Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant, and Claude
McAllister.
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Dotty Jottings
By Jerry Hoffman.

THE thirteen Wampas Baby Stars were
formally introduced to their sponsors,

the Wampas, at a dinner held in the Break-

fast Club . . . "dinner in the Breakfast

Club" sounds silly . . . nevertheless the lucky

thirteen were introduced . . . and the thir-

teen others of the twenty-six candidates

aren't speaking to their sponsors . . . this

year's selection held a lot of surprises . . .

it's one of the first baker's dozen elected in

a couple of seasons that didn't contain a

mother of a child for a "Baby Star" . . .

heigh-ho! . . . and why not? . . .

nounce that he can imitate any knmvn animal

for the microphone from a little mouse to an

Australian Whiffcnpoof. . . .

OMIGOSHI . . . and a guy looking over

my shoulder says . . . "You're crazier

than a bat . . . how about Helen Foster ! . . .

darn, there goes a good story. . . .

ACCORDING to statistic hounds, the first

call received in the neiv quarters of Cen-

tral Casting . . . was for a man who hozt'ls

like a dog . . . which brings me to the chap

who takes an ad in Standard Casting to an-

SINCE they have been elected to Wampas
babyhood . . . Ethelyn Claire and Betty

Boyd have had contracts renewed . . . Ethe-
lyn with Pathe and Betty with Educational
. . . the Motion Picture News office in the

Roosevelt Hotel commands a great view of

the street and also one of the hotel lobby
. . . and from both sides odd sights are to be
seen ... at present the most unusual is that

of Felix Young and Noah Beery sitting on
the mezzanine cooing like a pair of doves . . .

Felix just returned from New York . . . and
while he was away Beery brought suit

against him . . . now they tell me . . . "every-
thing's gonna be all right . . . just a mis-
understanding." . . .

GEORGE GREEN, writer and director . . .

is responsible for the theme song to "Lis-

ten Baby" which William Conselman is making

EMBARRASSING MOk^NTS

If you've lost your wife when shopping,

and find yourself in the lingeries . . .

be nonchalant LIGHT A MURAD.

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.

for Pathe . . . and please don't stick a "u" in

Conselman . . . just to make Bill happy for

once . . . the song has been accepted b) Watter-
son, Berlin and Snyder. . . .

JEANNETTE LOFF is back follcninng a

case of "flu" and quinsy combined . . . that

girl would be different . . . Carol Lombard
never goes places since she's working for Cecil

B. De Mille . . . Dorothy Jams looks z>ery good
in the M-G-M Tahiti picture "The Pagan" . . .

Fred Hamlin just breezed back into Hollywood
. . . Gloria Swanson has a beautiful sinning

Voice . . . heard her the other day when she

didn't know anyone was listening . . . Al Jolson

is enroutc to New York for a brief visit . . .

Dorothy Buri/css announced her engagement tn

Lt. Adolphus Ostvald of the U. S. S. West
Virginia last iveek . . . Dorothy's the peach in

"In Old Arizona" . . . the navy always get the

breaks . . . Helen Twelvetrees refuses to change
her name to Forest . . . maybe she never thought

of it

NOW let some one write a paraphrase on
the popular song and call it . . . "You're

the screen in my coffee."

Dwan Returns to Fox

Allan Dwan returns to Fox after an ab-

sence from that studio of eighteen months.
He has been signed to direct "The Far
Call." from the story in Good Housekeep-
ing by Addison Marshall. Walter Woods is

adapting the story.

Keith Closes Vaude Tour

Ian Keith is closing a vaudeville tour to

return to pictures as Corinne Griffith's next

leading man. He will be opposite her in

"Prisoners."

Benny Rubin's First

"Pilgrim Poppas," the first of the

Benny Rubin short subject series, went into

production at Universal this week. The
stories are by Jerome C. Norwin and Rubin,

with Jacques Rollins directing.

New "U" Publicity Director

Ivan St. John, sometime ago West Coast
representative for Photoplay Maqasine, has

been appointed publicity director for Uni-
versal City. He succeeds Sam Jacobson
who has been promoted to an executive post

with Universal in New York.

(Continued on page 272)

Myers Issues Statement

On Allied States Policy

(Continued from Page 250)

part arbitration, as that term is understood and
employed, has played in the matter.

Music Tax
"Regardless of considerations of justification

this tax gives rise to more dissatisfaction than
any other charge imposed on the exhibitors of
motion pictures. The Department of Justice

examined the subject with some care, and an-

nounced that it could take no action under the

Sherman Anti-Trust Law, because interstate

commerce was not affected.

"The sole support claimed for the tax is the

copyright law. The extent to which the law
really supports the tax in its present form, and,
assuming it does, whether or not the copyright
law ought to be amended, are questions which

will be carefully studied."
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for

Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis

of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England

We are showing

Billboard Poster below the type of

. , . . three sheet board re-
Advertising ferred to in our re.

cent article about
this type of advertising. Those who recall

the article will agree that it represents one
of the neatest kinds of advertising adapt-
able in any town ami city. When result-.

are considered then the expense is not great.

Further information about such advertis-
ing will he cheerfully given to those inter-
ested.

A Request for Sydney Oshrin,
manager of the Al-

Program lerton Theatre in
o .. the Bronx, N. Y.,Suggestions

asks that managers
of the CLUB send in copies of their pro-
grams so that we may select, what we be-
lieve are the best, and publish them here
as a guide to other members. We think the

PLYMDUT
WORCESTER'S FINEST THEATRE

WEEK DECEMBER 9

DOLORES

DEL RIO
IN * PICTURI2HTI0N or

HELEN HUNT JACKSON'S LOVE STORT

IN ADDITION TO

BUDDY"

WEBBER
IT THE 0RG1N

GORGEOUS

STAGE

PRODUCTION

1UQUS NOON TO

A sample of three-sheet billboard used by
the Plymouth Theatre in Worcester, Mass.

suggestion is a good one and therefore in-

vite members and readers to send us their

program weekly. While you read this make
a note to place us on your mailing list.

Many members have already done this and
we receive a certain number every week.
Now, acting upon Mr. Oshrin 's suggestion
we are going to ask for EVERYONE'S
weekly program or house organ.

In addition to publishing some of these

programs on the CLUB pages we are cer-

tain that we can pick out many interesting

things to talk about.

Listen Sydney, if you are looking for.

REAL suggestions on exploitation of pic-

tures just keep watching the CLUB pages
and you will find more tried and successful

stunts than any exchange-man ever believed

possible about his own pictures. So look

no further brother, you have what you are

looking for right in front of you. And this

applies to all the other Sydneys, Harrys,
Jacks and others.

I have a very fine

Thailk You letter from Robert
-—, Wyatt, manager of
Wyatt

tl] ; A H Schwartz
Rialto Theatre in

Brooklyn and Bob I was sure glad to hear
from you. As for meeting me officially a<

Chairman of the Round Table Club, I can
only suggest that you send your application

in as soon as possible, then you WILL be

one of us.

I will certainly let you know when I can

meet you personally and hope it is very

soon. In the meantime we would like to

hear how you put over some of your pic-

tures. Send me the "dope."

Did you read Mr.

What Are Johnston's editorial

"i? i 9" comments on the
Robots.' '

subject of "Ro-
bots

'

' in the issue
of January 12th? If not, do so at once and
then, if you work for a theatre chain, pin
it in a conspicuous place in your office.

After that, just wait until the G. M. or one
of the other (numerous) officials pay you
a visit and if they read it—great.

But maybe you work for a "regular"
circuit where such practices are not popu-
lar and where you are really permitted to

"manage" the theatre you are in. Then,
it will just be interesting reading for you.
When circuit heads squelch the individu-
ality and personal aggressiveness of a man-
ager and force him to conduct the job of
retaining a vacilating public along the lines

that they dictate, they invariably do a lot

of harm.

The First Talley

RECENTLY we sent out a let-

ter asking members which,
in their opinion, was the

best Box Offiee bet: A Good
silent picture or a fair synchron-
ized picture.

The score up to this time is as

follows

:

For Good silent pictures, 27.

For Fair synchronized pic-

tures, 0.

Inasmuch as there are quite a

few more members to be heard
from we will withhold any com-
ment at this time, but as soon as

all the answers are in we shall

endeavor to draw up a summary
based upon the letters we have
received and also publish some
of the more interesting letters

from different parts of the coun-
try. C.E.L.

Chalk up another

Welcome member from Can-

¥ , . „ ada. This time it is

Jack Allen Jack Allen of the

Capitol Theatre in

Kitchener, Out., Canada.

Jack writes to tell us about his Christ-

mas Party and how it was handled in his

theatre and it just proves again, that they

are just as "live" up his way as they are

anywhere else.

Something tells me that Allen will be a.

steady contributor to the CLUB pages and
coming from up Canada way should make
it all the more interesting. Thank you, Jack,

for your season's greeting—the same to

you and let's hear from you again— oon.

R. L. Nellis, publi-

Good Will and a city manager for the

„ ... c • • Strand and Arc The-
Holiday Spirit atoes in Crawfords-

ville, Ind., sent me
some mighty fine publicity which he engi-
neered for his Strand Theatre by co-oper-
ating with the local Sunshine Fund.

He placed a barrel in his lobby where
patrons could deposit any article which
they wanted to contribute to be distributed
to the needy at Christmas. The papers, in

{Continued on following pa<ic )
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appreciation of his fine aid, gave him plenty

of free publicity and all together he earned

lots of good will for his theatre.

Once again, let us say that such tie-ups

can readily be arranged at other times of

the year and will always create much fa-

vorable comment in your town. Try it

with your local Sunshine Society, Salva-

tion Army or other welfare working orga-

nizations.

We'll bet after you've tried out the idea

you'll be on the alert to repeat it when-

ever the occasion arises. Good-will is so

valuable a thing to have that theatremen

should always try to further it.

"Sound" Preparations of
exploitation stunts

Exploitation m •sound" pictures

w-v. . . e now being edited
llixi-l.ill

Eor eaply publica_

tion. Members and readers who have used
sonic orm of advertising campaign
on "sound" pictures are urged to send in

a description, together with any newspaper
that they may have. They will be

published under this new division of the

CLUB.
The stage of the Colonial Theatre in Cambridge-, O., before the free Christmas toys and

presents were distributed to the poor kiddies by Manager and Mrs. Fred Johnson

1

1
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A year that will go down in history

as a banner year for the Manager's

Round Table Club.

Every "Live Wire' Manager and

Exhibitor, not already enrolled,

should sign the application and

jump aboard for a happy and pros-

perous cruise.

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name

Address Policy

Theatre Capacity

City State

Honorary Chairman Chairman

6 New Firms Ohtain N. Y.

Charters of Incorporation
Motion picture companies incorporating

in New Fork State at Albany during the

past week included the following: Majes-

tic Players, Inc., capitalization not speci-

fied, Lewis Henry, Edgar Denton, Ruth B.

Crane, Elmira; The Woman Who Was
Forgotten, [nc, capitalization not stated,

Charles S. Goetz, Joseph Jame, New York
City; Richard Thomas, Hollywood, Calif.;

Behrend Motion Picture Supply House, Inc.,

$10,000, Charles D. Priedlander, Max
Abramchik, Martin Levin, New York City;

R. L. A. Talking Picture Corporation, capi-

talization not stated, Louis L, Garrell,

Brooklyn; Julius Rubin, Lillian G-reen-

berger, New York City.

Newspapers Assist Canadian
Exhibitors in War on Tax

Many newspapers of Ontario, Canada,
have taken up the battle airainst the rather

heavy amusement tax which is imposed
upon patrons of theatres in the Province,

thus supporting the exhibitors in their de-

mand that the < Ontario Provincial < lovem
men! cancel a large portion of the levy.

The "Fort William Times Journal,"
among others, refers to it as a "Nuisance
Tax" that is a relic of the war. The sug-

gestion is made thai all tickets up to $2

should be exempt I r i be I a \. in < iew of

the healthy financial condition of the Pro-

\ ince.

Wm. A. Johnston Charles E. Lewis

llliimiinuuii iiiiiiii .m:i:iiiiHiinuumaiuK'm!<mii!iimi!iiiiN!ii;nmil!nU!iliinwmu»uiMf

Canadian Editors Cut Down
On All "Free Advertising"

Canadian newspaper editors are clamp-

ing the lid on the publication of free rent

imr matter tor moving picture distributors

when the latter have not made their pre

known in the advertising department
of publication offices, This particularly

cerns new film enterprises in the I 1 inion.

Through their association, the newspaper
publishers ba^ e int imated t hat '

'
tree ad

vertising" would be refused until a start

is made with
'

' paid publicity.

"
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onalNewsfromCorresponden
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St. Louis M. P. O. A.

Annual Election Held
GEORGE W. RAFFERTY

was elected president of the

St. Louis Moving Picture Opera-
tors Association at the annual elec-

tion of the organization held at the

Missouri Theatre on Jan. 16.

Other officers selected were

:

Vice-president, Ralph Graves

;

recording secretary, Fred L. Twie-
haus ; financial secretary, O. R.

Meyers ; treasurer, Walter Schae-
fer ; business manager, O. Klein-

topf
;
guide, C. Mulcahy ; sergeant-

at-arms, Fred Knoepfler ; trustees,

C. Pallme, R. Nicoly and H. Witte

;

delegates to the Central Trades
and Labor Union, R. Goodale and
A. L. Stone ; executive board, R.
Finnegan and J. Caruso ; members
of the committee for the Projec-
tionist Fund, W. Fritsch, H. Mey-
ers. G. Westermayer, Edward Mur-
phy and C. Coursen.

The St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany has sold the southwest cor-
ner of Hamilton and Easton ave-
nues, St. Louis, Mo., to the Four-
men Realty Company, which plans

to erect a large hotel and depart-
ment store structure on the site.

The directors of Skouras Broth-
ers Enterprises, which is now a
subsidiary of Warner Brothers, on
Jan. 17 declared the regular quar-
terly dividend of 75 cents a share
on the Class A stock.

The dividend will be payable
Feb. 1 to stockholders of record on
January 25.

The Skouras A stock closed on
the St. Louis Exchange Jan. 19 at

$50 bid and $51 asked while St.

Louis Amusement A, controlled

by the same interests, was quoted
at $28 asked with no bids.

Joseph Berroyer, projectionist for

the New Palace Theatre, Pana, 111.,

was painfully burned Jan. 15 when
he attempted to extinguish fire

started by an overheated motion
picture film. The loss from the

fire was about $10,000.

When police discovered a stream
of water pouring from a doorway
of the Orpheum Theatre, Ninth
and St. Charles streets, St. Louis,

Mo., Jan. 18 they investigated and
found that a 3 inch water pipe in

the balcony had burst.

The Orpheum Theatre, Harris-
burg, 111., which was damaged by
fire a few weeks ago, will be re-

modeled into a sound picture house.
Charles C. Kilgen, president of

the George Kilgen & Son., Inc.,

pipe organ builders of St. Louis,

Mo., last month completed his fif-

tieth year of active connection with
the firm.

Another "blue law" fight has
been launched in Monnett, Mo.,
and O. W. Williams and E. R.
Haymes have been fined $5 for op-
erating a motion picture show on
Sunday. They plan to carry the
fight to the Missouri Supreme
Court. Several merchants plan to

aid in the fight.

Julius Johnson, the organist at

the St. Louis Theatre, Grand

boulevard and Morgan street, St.

Louis, Mo., has been engaged to

play Saturday night programs over
Radio Station WIL.

C. T. Lynch, manager of the lo-

cal Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office,

returned to his desk Jan. 19 after

an attack of flu. He was ill ten

days.

The Columbia Theatre, 5257
Southwest avenue, has been added
to the St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany's chain of sound picture the-

atres, reopening on that basis Jan.
13.

Other St. Louis Amusement
Company houses that are using
talking pictures are Grand-Floris-
sant, Powhatan, Shenandoah, Ar-
senal, West End Lyric, Kings,
Maplewood, Mikado, Lindell and
Tivoli.

opened with Biophone installation

last week.
Out of town exhibitors in the

city last week included Paul Schultz

of the Orpheum at Hancock,

Mich. ; William Copeland of the

Allen at Jefferson : "Doc" Gallup,

L. J. Jacobs, and C. H. Zechel of

the Delft circuit in upper Michigan.

Midwesco Changes In

Milwaukee Section
SEVERAL changes have been

made in managers of Midwesco
theatres. Wm. Mick who was for-

merly manager at the Tower, is

now managing the Strand and Mer-
rill, two of Midwesco's first run
down town houses. Arnold Saxe
has been transferred from the Mer-
rill to the Mirth. Paul Hayden
went from the Strand to the Tower
as manager. Charles Braun and
Fred Brown have exchanged the-

atres, Fred Brown now managing
the Garfield and Charles Braun the

Modjeska. Mr. Foerste who was
manager at the Uptown for a short

time has been transferred to the

Fond du Lac Theatre at Fond du
Lac. Josh Daly will manage the

Tower Theatre.
Robert Wood came from Wash-

ington, D. C, where he managed
the Rialto Theatre, to take over
the management of the Venetian
Theatre at Racine. Mr. Wood re-

places Jack Gross.

Lyman L. Ballard, former U. A.
representative in this district, re-

cently opened the World Wide ex-

change in Milwaukee.
Harry Tondreau, former assis-

tant at the Garden is now auditor

for (he L. K. Brin Circuit.

The annual election of officers

to the Film Board of Trade re-

sulted in the following: Charles

Trampe was reelected president

:

Ed. Weisman is the new vice

president : Sam Shurman. reelected

treasurer, and Bob Smith is ser-

geant-at-arms.

Morrie Anderson is back on the

sale's staff" of Tiffany after a short

leave of absence.

The new Paramount exchange
building, is progressing rapidly in

spite of the wintry weather.

Biophone and Cinephone is be-

ing installed in the Vander Yaart
Theatre at Shebovgan, and in the

Colonial at Sault Ste Marie. Mich.

L. K. Brin, manager of the L.

K. Brin Theatre Cir., is spending

a few days in New York.

Henri Alman has replaced A. H.
McLaughlin as supervisor of the

central district of Tiffany accord-

ing to word received.

The Miller, a vaudeville house.

Pitts. Film Structure

to House 4 Exchanges
ANEW film building is being

erected seven blocks from the

present Forbes street film row

—

the new structure being located on

the Allies Boulevard. The build-

ing will be completed in the late

spring and will house four ex-

changes : Pathe, FBO, Warners
and United Artists.

The new Ward Theatre at Rich-

wood, W. Va., lias just been

opened.

J. C. Shanklin, of Ronceverte.

W. Va., manager of Shanklin's

Theatre in Union, has taken over

the Grand in Ronceverte.

Alexander Parke, for ten years

assistant manager at First Na-
tional and who recently resigned,

has joined the sales force of the

World Wide.
Manfred Feitler, former exhib-

itor and exchangeman here, has

died.

The Orpheum Theatre, McDon-
ald, owned by "Bill" Scott, is be-

ing dismantled after many years'

service. The property has been

taken over by the public schools

system for use as a gymnasium.

Ben Weinberg has taken over

Samuel Rottenstein's American
Theatre, Brighton Road.

The new baby bov at the A. H.
Schnitzer home CFBO manager')

has been named Martin Joseph.

Howland Lee Barton, son of

"Bill" Lee Barton, Universal city

salesman, is assistant manasrer at

Stanley's Enright Theatre in East
Liberty.

Frank Garber, formerly owner
of the Brentwood Theatre here,

and now conducting a theatre at

Geneva, Ohio, was a recent visitor

in the Steel City.

Assistant Manager Rohlfs. of

M-G-M, is back on the job after

a sick spell.

The new Pocahontas Theatre at

Welch. W. Va., was opened re-

cently. The house, built by the

Brewster Realty Company, of

Welch, and operated under lease

by John W. Blakely, is of the "at-

mospheric" tvpe and was erected

at a cost slightly over $100,000. It

seats approximately one thousand
persons. Elwood Davidson is house
manager.

Mrs. F. C. McGinlev has sold

her Grand Theatre. Eh'zabeth. to

the Gorris Amusement Companv of

McKeesport. The Gorris' now have
five houses.

Harry Lande, who distributes

Buck Jones pictures here, as well

as the Hana-Phone equipment, has
added the sales of Orchestrola.

New Central Penn Co.

Receives Charter

MB. COMERFORD, 1102
• Woodlawn street, Scran-

ton, one of the leading interests in

control of the big chain of Comer-
ford theatres, is treasurer and one

of the incorporators of the Nanti-

coke Theatres, Inc., of Wilkes-
Barre, which obtained a Pennsyl-

vania charter of incorporation at

the capitol in Harrisburg on Jan.

14. The company is capitalized at

$200,000, consisting of 2,000 shares

of a par value of $100 each. The
paid in capital is $20,000. The cor-

poration was formed for the pur-

poses of "purchasing, selling, erect-

ing, equipping, leasing, operating

and managing theatres and other

places of amusement." The other

incorporators are Edmund M. Con-
nelly, 592 East Main street, Nanti-
coke, holdmg seventv shares- and
William G. Quigley, 402 North
Main street, Wilkes-Barre, seventy

shares.

The Temple Theatre, Ashland,

operated as a second run house,

has been closed. A new, modern -

first run theatre was recently

opened in Ashland by John Schreck.

Among prominent members of

the picture industry in Central

Pennsylvania who are now recov-

ering from severe attacks of the

flu are Fred Osterstock, director

of the Wilmer & Vincent Theatres

in the Allentown district ; C. Floyd
Hopkins, in charge of the Wilmer
& Vincent Theatres in Harrisburg
and Reading, and Luke Gring,

owner of the Rosedale and the

Capitol in Chambersburg.
Dr. H. J. Schad. of Reading,

formerly one of the heads of the

old Carr & Schad chain of theatres

in that city and Lebanon, and for-

mer president of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners' of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern Jersev and
Delaware, has declined re-election

as president of the Reading Fair

Association.

Motion Picture Theatre Oper-
ators' Union, No. 325, of Wilkes-
Barre, has elected the following of-

ficers for 1929: Edward Sarnan,

president: Ted Hayden, vice-presi-

dent: John Mitchell, secretary-

treasurer : Harvey Egsleston. finan-

cial secretary : George Lerp, ser-

geant-at-arms : Cummie Piatt. A.

C. Waters and Joseph Moser. mem-
bers of the board of trustees: Yin-

cent Tate and Robert Piatt, ex-

ecutive board, and William Bohn,
lm> ; ness agent.

Manager L. Chertooff, of the

Strand, Lancaster, has contracted

for the installation of 500 new
seats in his theatre, the work to be

done by I.. E. and C. E. Stone,

Philadelphia.

The management of the Orphe-
um, at Franklin, granted the use

of the theatre to the members of

Junior Hieh School for a benefit

performance on January 21.

Harry A. Goren. manager of the

id. Shenandoah, had a narrow
escape from injury on Jan. 2nd

when an auto in which he was rid-

ing crashed at Frackville.
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\\ esco Theatres Plan

Three \«'m Buildings
\\'l SI CI IAS 1 now has
» ' kton,

the California and the State,

drawn for a
third theatre will he-

at a location and
Mar'. • ding to T

rt.

W will enter Modesto
the first tii

it city the fines! building that

money can build.

Mar) ~\ ille will soon be ii I

si entertainment,
through a new theatre structure to

irtly.

well known

manager of the Coliseum Thi
lie formerly worked at the Golden

lifornia ami other

Walter A. Weber and Albert A.
i ireenbaum were re their

nting the

Musii i No. 6 A
F. of M. Thej have served their

members for a number of years in

unbroken annual terms.
Mel Hulling, with Pathe in

'Frisco several years ago and later

with Associated Exhibitors, was a
recent visitor.

Pietro Brescia, assistant musical
dire.

'

Warfield for
the past lour \cars. conducted the

rt orchestra at the Alexandria
Ltre, which reopened

at l nary Street and 18th A
on January -4th. Brescia expresses
the polio of the theatre, as indi-

cated by Samuel 11. Levin, its

owner, for the indards of

musicianship both in the classic and
popul
tnres and playing the stage i

I.. .1. Williams, formed) from
ma and Seattle, Washing!

where he was connected with some
of tlu- largest theatres, has been
made manager of the Alexandria
Theatre in San Francisco by the
Levin Brothers.

i Des Moines Publix
Key Houses Wired

Till-: Strand theatre.

.Moines, now has the Vita-
phom and Movietone installation
which makes all three of the first-

run Publix houses in Des Moines
nipped. 'I his gives the A I I

Blank-Publix houses the pick of
iiind pictures as there are no

arabout s,, equipped,
ral theatre owners in no

town- are to have the - id equip-
ment ring.

Mr-.. Nate Frudenfeld, wifi
Man

i ,,f (h c Capitol
Theatre. I )es Moines, has

I the hospital, fol-

ld attack of the

11 H. ( iarland ha I his
•i a- salesman for Pathe.

n and Lehman, who
al Theatre at Sib-

ley three months ago, sold the house
Fanuary 1. is the report.

1
i .1. Lntnan is the new owner of

the Columbia Theatre at .Milton.

for a number
under the management of

Mr-. !

The Orpheum 'I hi

Monies. i he RCA 1

'

phone equipment in the near future,

F. 1- \\ illiams, who sold the

nial Theati pids,

to I.. S. Stedm . er imme-
diate possession.

Herbie Koch left the Capitol

Theatre, lies Moines to go to the

i a ,ii i imal inist.

\ petition has been circulated at

Newman I
I

I
u in whi

recpiest is made for a special

tion to decide upon Sunday mi i

The petition has been hied with
i. The Ministerial

Alliance of Newman Grove have in

former years mad< quite a stand

against the bringing in of Sunday
shows to New n G
are also opposed to the Sundaj
shows at tin- timi

The Plaza Theatre i orpi .ration

last week sold the Plaza Theatre
at Waterloo. The new owner is

W. T. Waugh.
I ). P. Laird is the new own.

the Grand Theatre at Nashua.
This house was formerly owned by
Mrs. Larson.

Flu Has Hurt Up State

Pennsylvania Business

Tl 1L flu, which has been

ing the up state sectioi

vlvania. has seriouslj af-

fected the motion picture business.
Salesmen traveling through this

i the state re].. -rt that

sales have fallen off from 45 to 50
per cent. Health authorities, hovi

ever, are of the opinion that the

mil is i .n the wane and si \

i i which have been
.1 have been allowed to re-

Xo theatres are reported as

being closed as yet but indications
ne thai several will be forced to

shut down unless business im-
in the near future.

The Castle Theatre. Frankford
avi nue and \niher sin et, Phila-

ia, operated by I lharles v

has hem leased b) Jai ob Becki

Two anniversaries will be ob-
i lanuarv

28th at the Stanley Theatre. Phil

adelphia. One will be thai of the
house itself, which is just rounding
out eight years of continued suc-

d the other that of the birth

of Victor Herbert, who was always
a favorite in his guest appeal anci

at the Stanley. The anniversary
of the Stanley brings to mind the
fact that it was the building of this

theatre and 19th and Market
eight years ago that marked the
. tablishmenl of a new- theatrical

center in Philadelphia.

.1 I
I

I 'In It will build a new-
theatre in < lak I ane on tin it<

now occupied bj the old Windisch
resid.

i ner of Bn ..'id

• and 65th

I .
•'.

i ii scenii

.

i
hi the

Widener building, Philadelphia,
under the management of E. L.

Wayne.

Paul Donville, a young PI

delphia artist who has been com-

the mural for

the i

out

the parti: the upper floor

ot his house n mmo-
date the largi canvas. I he paint-

ing and
measures 8 bj 27 fi

Fit nts have I k

completed lal dinner-
dance of the M. 1' I.I I. .1 I

em Pennsylvania, Southern New
. .uid I lelawai

in the ( r> stal Room of :

min Franklin I fotel <

on January 27th.

Cincy and Vicinity
Have Quiet Week

PI \ \ S have been devi 1. ipi d bj

John Kherson, architect. Chi
Eor the new theatre which

Vmusement Co., of
1

. hid . will build al Spi

field, Ohio, in opposition to 'he

Regent Schine organization, re-

cently formed there.

Tin. Regent Theatre, Spi
iird by the Schine-Chakeres

inten I ha mi talkie, and will

shortly feature Movietom
Archie I Bangi rt, who hegan

his theatrical career as an ushi t

of the old Keith house at
( "olum-

bus, a do/en years ago, and who
subsequently managed Loew
Broad in that city, has now I

i

made manager of the Broadway, at

i olumbus, which has reopened a- .,

Si ' . .nd run hi .use.

Approximate^ 600 news carriers

employed by one of the dailies at

1 >a> ton. ( )ln. ,, v, ere given a Satui

day morning matinee at Loew's
Theatre, as the special guests of the

newspaper and Manager McManus.
I lie delegation paraded the princi-

pal downtown streets prior to the

perfi i in. mce.
'1 he Photoplay Theatre. Grand

Rapids, has hen extensively re-

modeled, entirely redecorated and
equipped with a new front.

Chester Martin, manager of the

Orpheum Theatre. ( incinnati. has
thrown aside his arduous duties

anil lilt lor a month's sojourn in

I h lllj WOod, where In- w ill he the

guesl of \1 Rockett, general man-
ager of product f First Na-
tional Pictures.

The Orpheum, Cincinnati, is

broadcasting a fifteen-minute pro-

gram of musical selections and
movie intimacies every evening ex
cept Sunday from local station

WKRl
Fire originating in the basement

.i an adjoining furniture store.

menaced the Rialto Theatre, 1 lam-
It. -n. I Ihii ., I. ir sevi ral hours one
morning last week. The store was
ompletel) wiped out. hut the thc-
iit e 1. ibby and auditorium wen
saved bj hard work of the firemen,

although the exterior of the build

ing was considerably damaged
Projection machines and other
paraphernalia wen n moved from
the building during the com
the h!

The meeting of trustees of the
• ii Picture Tin atre ( >u tiers'

Ohii . h was scheduled fi ir

Columbus early in January, has

bei n post],,, in -.1. hut will probably
ho held late iii January.

Indiana Theatre Deal

Kffects Four Houses

T Fourth Avenue Imuse-
! ouisville,

.
i

,

lin, 1 I. mi, , l'nl . -in. , \pril 1.

1''_'7.

with tin Western Indiana The-
atres ( lorporation and thi

\lhee interests, transferrins.' the
the Indiana. Lit*

American and Hippodrome The-
atres Ik i ' tO ill' I 'in '1 \

Amusement Companj

.

Shannon I'. Kat/eiihach. mana-
ge r of the ' irand Theati e, L.

neral manager of the five

l.ll. I I. nil. hi

The deal carries with it a 25-

year lease on the Indiana Theatre.
a 45-year lease on the Liberty, a

23-year has, ,,,, the Hippodrome
and a 5-year leas, on tlu American
Theatre. The Western Indiana

i CorpOl iieai. it was
will remain ini.

Confession of a 16-year-old >•

led to the arrest of a young man
and a girl companion at Indianapo-
lis, Ind., ami, according to

•'

in, -. pn vented a holdup at the
\p..ll.. Theatre. The youth told

detectives that the three planned to

rob the manager of the theatre

when he started I.. the hank with

the theatre receipts. The
ing men wire ushers. It was

decided to arrest the two rather

pet inn th. in ti . pr. .' eed with
their plans and walk into a police

trap.

Gi rgi S ' hallis, i « m r of the

Wysor (irand Theatre. \ln

Ind., has announced that he
will install a Vitaphone in

the Si]. i The. iir,- in Kokomo,
Ind., and said lie had appointed
1 1. E. Stevens, oi I unville.

Ilk, to manage 1 and
Indiana Theatres, both in Kokomo.
Mr. Stevens will succeed J. J. I l(

wald. Mr. Challis is head of the

theatre company erecting a house
in Anderson, which will be

equipped \\ ith \ itaphone before it

opens March 1.

It is seldom a theatre can hum
for a week and cause no dam
But this is what ha]. pined to thi

Tivoli Theatre, South Bend, Ind..

before the tire ate its wa\ through

the stage floor.

Firemen, finally called when thi

appeared on the stage, were

obliged I" tear away hoards for

..in, distance to get to the has,

Of the 111 e.

I uk of a crowd recently at the

Luna Theatre, Logansport, Ind..

probabl} accounted for the lack of

i i i.ii in when a lire broke out in

the furnace room. Before the tire

(lis. overed, abi >ut half of tie

small house had left the build

h, , .uis, ,.| the smoke Idled auditor-

ium.

An immaculately dressed bandit,

working Ii me handi d, held up Em
Hoover, ma the Luna

Theatre, Logansport, Ind.. and cs-

.... ,1 with p8 10. I toover was aloni

.a th. tune and was unaware ol a

i isiior in the office until com-
manded to put up hi-i hands.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS
connvc 143? B 'wayDKUUNJ New York
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Much Activity Along

Southeast Sector

Atlanta
T7l [VE theatres in the Atlanta dis-

X 1

trict have recently changed

ownership, according to news re-

ceived on film row. They are the

Gypsy Theatre at Lafayette, Ala.,

from C. H. Carney to 6. L. Shel-

nutt ; Capitol View Theatre at At-
lanta, Ga., from A. Xally to O. J.

Mason; Majestic Theatre at Nash-
ville, Ga., from E. F. Boyd to Ed
Falte, and the Pastime Theatre at

Townley, Ala., from Mrs. W. S.

Thornton to Cecil Bushell.

C. L. Peavey, head of the At-
lanta hranch of RKO Productions,

Inc. (formerly FP.O), is attending

a divisional sales convention of the

company in Xew York.
R. B. Williams, southern district

manager of Universal, returned

from a sales meeting of the com-
pany held in Chicago.

Paul C. Bryan, formerly Atlanta
branch manager for Fox has re-

cently been appointed special repre-

sentative of the Fox Movietone de-

partment.
Approximately 45 cases were dis-

posed of at a recent session of the

Atlanta Joint Board of Arbitra-
tion and another meeting was held

Tuesday, Jan. 22, to clear up all

cases on the calendar.

In order to permit the screening
of sound pictures in the exchange,
RKO Productions. Inc. (new
name for FBO), will equip the At-
lanta branch with RCA Photo-
phone.

A divisional meeting of Warner
branch managers in the Southern
territory was held in New Orleans
last Saturday and Sunday at the
Monteleone Hotel. It was attended
by Claude C. Ezell, general sales

manager ; J. V. Allen, recently ap-
pointed Southern and Western di-

vision manager ; John Ezell, head
of the Atlanta office; M. W. Da-
vis, Charlotte office ; F. F. Good-
row, New Orleans office ; Otto
Rohde, Oklahoma Citv office, and
Tr B. Wildman, Dallas office.

F. A. Rogers, who operates the
Tiger Theatre at Auburn, Ala.,

announced that he had made ar-
rangements to equip his house with
Yitaphone and Movietone, installa-

tions to be made in August. The
Tiger is now being operated with
non-synchronous device.

Louisville

David E. Dow, resident general
manager of the Keith-Albee-Or-
pheum Theatres in Louisville, who
has just been appointed colonel on
Governor Sampson's staff, lias

been promoted to division manager
in the Western district of the K-
A-O Corporation. He planned to
leave the Rialto Theatre here Jan.
18 to take over his new duties un-
der John F. Royal, manager of the
Middle West districts, with head-
quarters in Chicago.

With Mr. Dow's promotion, the
announcement was made that J. H.
Boswell, now manager of the Mary
Anderson Theatre, will become
manager of the Rialto, and A. B.
McCoy, manager of the Majestic
until it was closed Jan. 1, will be-
come manager of the Mary Ander-
son.

G. A. Duncan, Lyric Theatre,

Carlisle, Ky., has been confined to

his home with a severe cold.

Florida

Following the lead of Tarpon
Springs, who allowed a "straw"
ballot of qualified voters to decide

on the Sunday movie question, the

city commissioners of Lakeland
decided to allow the same arrange-

ment for their city. Petitions will

be circulated to all qualified voters

and if a majority favor the Sun-
day shows the commission will re-

peal the ordinance, which now pro-

hibits them.

Eddie Crane, who has been at

the Capitol Theatre, in the

Springfield neighborhood of Jack-
sonville, has resigned as managing
director, and left for St. Peters-

burg, Fla., where he will be asso-

ciated with the Shimko interests at

the Patio Theatre.

Locke Crumley, manager of the

Jefferson Theatre at St. Augustine,

Fla., is still in the hospital with the

fin.

Charles S. Morrison, for seven

years associated with Jacksonville

theatres, has resigned as manager
of the Florida, effective Feb. 2, to

become president and general man-
ager of the Jacksonvile baseball

club.

Announcement of his successor

at the Florida will be made in a

week or so, according to informa-

tion at the Publix district offices in

Jacksonville.

J. E. Ramos, manager of the

Prince, Tampa, has decided to dis-

continue the "tab" shows. The
stunt went over nicely during the

holidays, but since then they have

not been showing up very strong"

at the box.

Memphis
Managerial changes in two

loop district theatres and one film

row exchange marked the news of

the past week.
The executive place at the new

Orpheum Theatre, opened Nov. 19,

has been taken over by L. R.

Pierce. He succeeds W. A. Har-
tung, sent to Memphis by Radio-
Keith-Orpheum to launch the new
house.

Harold Evans, manager of

Loew's Strand, has been promoted
to the managership of Loew's
Richmond. Richmond, Va. His
place is taken over for the time

being by R. E. Fowler, former as-

sistant manager of Loew's State.

Fox Film Corporation's Mem-
phis office got a new manager and
a new booker with the arrival of

Hugh Rennie, formerly salesman

at Denver, new manager, and L.

Dinwoodie, formerly booker at In-

dianapolis.

J. C. Shannon, branch manager,
becomes a salesman out of the St.

Louis exchange, and J. B. Loonier,

booker, goes on the road as sales-

man from Memphis, covering Ar-
kansas.

Memphis theatres last week were
already calling the influenza crisis

a thing of the past, while houses in

the territory were beginning to

show far brighter prospects, with

16 that had been closed on account
of the malady reported re-opened
during the past six days.

A check Tuesday of reports of

closing disclosed that out of 46

theatres in the Memphis territory

which have been closed on account
of the flu, 18 have been reported

as reopened, leaving 28 still closed.

Sound pictures will make their

debut in Hot Springs. Ark., on Feb.

9, with Yitaphone and Movietone
at the Princess, owned by Sidney
M. Nutt.

The Burlington Theatre at

Knoxville, Tenn., was badly dam-
aged by fire late last Saturday
night.

The Grenada, Grenada, Miss.,

owned by Homer J. Williams, is

showing pictures this week with
Orchestraphone accompaniment.
Other Orchestraphone installa-

tions reported include the Regent,
Indianola; the Strand, Wilmot,
Ark.

Ohio M.P.T.O. Board
Convenes After Delay
THE board of directors of the

Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of Ohio met in Columbus on

Jan. 22nd. This is the meeting
that was originally called for Jan.
8th, but was postponed because
many of the members could not at-

tend.

Nat Barach of Ad-Vance Trailer
Service and Charles Beckerman,
who is associated with him in the
sale of this service, together with
Mrs. Barach and Mrs. Beckerman,
are spending a few weeks in Flor-
ida.

Mrs. H. Goodsteen, mother of Al
Goodsteen of Standard Film Serv-
ice and of Marie Goodsteen of

Warner Brothers, died last week
after a long illness.

Mrs. Sallie Lieberman, mother
of Dick, Sam and Joe Deutsch,
all three well known in film circles,

died last Wednesday upon her re-

turn from California.

The flu epidemic has subsided in

Elyria and the theatres have been
reopened after being closed for

two weeks. Exhibitors who had
looked forward to good business
when the ban was lifted were dis-

appointed.

Herbert Ochs. local manager for

World W'de pictures, has appoint-

ed Otto Brauenig on his sales

ii iree.

Paul Fine, representing Bio-
phone, reports that Biophone in-

stallations are being made in the
Termania and Dreamland Theatres,
Columbus.
Max Federhar of Akron has

turned the Nixon Theatre over to

Charles P. Stalder and V. M. Gill,

and is now operating Stadler and
Gill's People's Theatre. So, as

matters now stand. Fedehar has the

People's. Regent, Rialto and Cameo
Theatres, while Stalder and Gill

have the Nixon and Southern.

K. C. Police Seek
Photophone Thieves

^
r ANSAS CITY police are
i. looking for thieves who broke

into the Prospect Theatre last

week and made off with a Photo-
phone demonstration machine and
fifty records belonging to the Pho-
tophone Company of Missouri.

A theatre now being built at

Carthage, Mo., by H. H. Harris,
of Springfield, Mo., is to be
equipped for sound pictures. The
-rating capacity is to be 500.

The Old Home Theatre, Hutch-
ison. Kans., has been purchased by
C. L. Burt. Fred L. Hershon,
Paramount salesman out of Kan-
sas City, has leased the Princess
Theatre, Bunceton, Mo., from Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Peters.

Many improvements on the
Fourth Street Theatre, Moberly,
Mo., have been completed, accord-
ing to Frank Celoud, manager of

the Midland Theatre interests in

Moberly.

The interest of James Searle in

the Main Street Theatre, Independ-
ence, Kans., has been purchased by
his partner, Robert Montgomery.

Fire of undetermined origin did
slight damage to the Missouri The-
atre, Marvville, Mo., last week.

Herbert L. Baker, part owner of

the Diamond Theatre, suburban
house of Kansas City, died from
bronchial pneumonia. He was 54
years old.

Among the out-of-town exhibit-

ors in Kansas City market this past

week were: Edward Frazier,

Grand Theatre, Pittsburg, Kans.

;

Ben Levy, Hippodrome, Joplin,

Mo. ; William Leucht, Savov, South
St. Joseph, Mo.; H. C. trickett,

Bird City, Kans.
The first quarterly salesmen's

meeting of the year, under the su-

pervision of the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade, was held Satur-

day, January 19, at the Ivanhoe
Temple, Kansas City. The prob-
lems of salesmen and sales mana-
gers were discussed and luncheon
was served at 1 o'clock. In the

afternoon the discussion was held

jointly between salesmen and office

executives.

The Novelty Theatre, Topeka,
Kans., which now is being wired
for talking pictures, was recently

sold by I.. M. Crawford to the

Lawrence Amusement Company.
The selling of the house marks the

end of Crawford's theatrical inter-

ests in Topeka.
Film salesmen, exhibitors and

branch managers of Kansas City

are contributing to a fund for Sam
Goldflam, veteran film salesman,

who is confined in a hospital and
is without funds or relatives who
are in a position to aid him.

Mrs. William Welch—or Miss
A. L. Menaugh, as she is more
widely known—who. for the last

two years, has been secretary of

the Kansas City Film Board of

Trade, will resign, she has an-

nounced.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Tiffam -Stahl Weston
Managers to Meet

GEI >RGE Al'l'I EBY, Seattle

manager for Tiffany-Stahl,

was waiting wr,! last week, as to

the exact date that he would be

enroute to Hollyw meet
< iram I. Cook, M. 11. Hoffman,
John Stahl. and other company
ecutives, who arc to visit I

tor a meeting with western branch
managers. En route to the South.

Mr. Appleby was to pick up 1.. A.

Samuelson, branch manager of the

Portland office.

Arthur 11. Huot, manager of

the FRO exchange, Seattle, old-

i st branch manager in point of

years of service on the local Ri w.

last week announced his resigna-

tion with that company, ami plans

I for a vacation in the Orient

within a few weeks. Division Man-
ager Frank Shea has replaced Mr.
Huot with William Matthews, tor-

mer F B manager in Portland

and more recently connected with

the same company in San Fran-
cisco.

the Hume Theatre, one of the

older suburban houses in Seattle,

last week was closed by its owners,

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McLaren.
Ben Fish, manager of the local

Metro-Goldwyn - Mayer exchange

.

last week announced the appoint-

ment of Jack Burk to Ins sales

stall in the Western Washington
secti -r.

Hal Fhas. exploiteer for M-G-M
in the Pacific Northwest territory,

is reported to he rapidly recovering

from an attack ol Bu suffered dur-

the holida

Walter McNeish, former owner
if the Bijou Theatre in Tacoma,
A-hich was acquired some time ago
by the Circle Theatre Company for

lion, has again taken over full

command of the house, according
to report.

Harry Ulsh, showman of Ellens-

burg, Washington, visited Seattle

last week with a tale of the

recent robhery of his theatre safe.

Bandits who blew the safe.

awa> with more than S4U0 in cash.

Mac Rubcnfield, formerly 1

in this territory as a special

representative lor M-G-M, and 11 v.

connected with that compa
Angeles, spent the

last wo-k hen- on a combined va-

cation and business visit.

New Ontario Censor

Herniations in Effect

UNDER the new regulations in

< Intario

ion of hi: ictive

iry 1. those pictures

suitable

audiences by the Ontario
1 'icturc Censors, will

1 at all, it is an

I ' ! I II I -

suitable for both adults and
however, will hear thte label

and the advertising for such pic-

i this

mark as a guide lor par'

II

Vice-Regal pat 1 pic-

tures for the when he
attended a performance at thi

tre, t Ittawa, tin- '

dian I n January 17.

Manager J. M. Franklin of B.

F. Keith's Theatre. Ottawa, On-
tario, has been re-elected a director

of the Ottawa Businessmen's Asso-
ciation, thus continuing his com-
munity activities in this direction.

William I.on er of the

Rialto Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta,

has hnn supervising structural

changes in the house which are

costing $30,000.

A ire is to he en
on the sin- now occupied In the

Palace Theatre at Lethbridge, Al-

berta, bj the Lethbridge Amuse-
ment, Limited, a local syndicate.

As a result of an order h> the

o ] loard ol Moving Pit mo
Censors, the feature "Underworld"
is now being presented in Ontario

Theatres under the title of "'
I

the Law."
Manager Harry Dahn of the

tol Theatre, Montreal, has bet r)

laying considerable emphasis upon

Eact that this house is the first

to make a regular practice of pre-

senting sound programs with both

English and French titles. This

was particularly brought out for

the week of January 13 when the

feature. "Adoration." had the two

language titles, while an added pic-

ture, "The Confession." an all-talk-

ing subject, had different portions

of the dialogue in French. Fine

result was seen in the box office.

i profit, hut more in the light

ol .i civil improvement and from
present indications it s, i-ms as-
sured ol sui

Dallas Operator Badly

Burned in Film Fire

CJ A. FRANKLIN, operator for

O. the Dixie Theatre, was seri-

ously burned on the face, neck and

hands when he attempted to save

films during a tire which destroyi d

i In entire front of the building. I.

Wyll, proprietor of the theatre.

sta'ted that the tire apparently

started in the electric rectifier be-

side the projection room about 3:30
1'. M. Only a small crowd was in

the theatre at the time anil all es-

rhe Dixie Theatre

is located ill the down town section

and features second runs. The
damage will be repaired and the

theatn n i
soon as pos-

sible

Bob Kelly, former publicity di-

01 oi the Texas Theatre in San
Antonio, has been promoted to the

position ol" director ol publicity

for tin- ill-trie!, and will have his

new office at the Greater Palace

.
' illas. Mr. Kelly's

former position will be assumed
In Lob Armstrong, formerly with

Worth Theatre in Foi I Worth.
The Arcadia Theatre, the De-

luxe Suburban theatre of Dallas,

will reinstall Vit d Movii
within the next few weeks as

hi i-l. in- call for a "tall

n lob. 26, ao ordin

L. H. Grandjean, manager. The
dia was thi in ! theatre in

Dallas to use Vitapl ularly,

but it was necessary to discontinue

its use when the Melba installed

Vitaphone. It will Me to

make tin- installation with little

delai : e house i- aln id

wired for sound equipment.

burning i the Rex
'I heatre at Stinnett, Texas, that

been without a show
i for three months. The 1

nun .ri Stinnett decided that

a theatre was needed, and let a
i act for remodeling a theatre
Tin- venture is not being at-

tempted for the purpose of shi

Two Salt Lake City

Houses Get Sound
WESTERN ELECTRIC en-

gineers have hrvii in Salt

working on the installa-

tion of sound equipment at the
Capitol and Paramount Empress
Theatres. The projection booths
of these houses are being enlarged.

The Orpheum Theatre of the C.
and A. Amusement Company at

Pocatello, Idaho, will have equip-
ment for sound and talking pic-

tures installed this month, accord-
ing to K. D. Carrothers and El-
don Archibald. Remodeling of the

projection booth to accommodate
the needed machinery is now under
way.

Morris Cohn, brother-in-law of

Louis Marcus, head of the Louis
Marcus Enterprises, died at his

home in Denver January 11th, fol-

lowing several weeks' illness.

The Judith Theatre of Lewis-
ton, Montana, opened with Vita-
phone December 29th.

At the annual meeting of tin-

Salt Lake City Film Board of
Trade, held Jan. 7, L. C. Wing-
ham was elected president, Wayne
C. Ball, vice-president, and D. T.
Lane, secretary and treasurer and
general consul.

R. P. Collins, special Vitaphone
representative for Warner Broth-
ers, arrived at the local office dur-
ing the week.

E. C. Granger, special represen-
tative for Fox, left the Salt Lake
office last week after a few days
visit, headed for Los Angele-.
Paramount's traveling auditor,

ock, is visiting the local branch
for several weeks.

J. S. Skirboll, sales manager of
the new World Wide Pictures Cor-
poration, was a recent visitor at

the Educational Exchange.
Manager Fred Gage of the local

I nited Artists exchange.has com-
pletely recovered from his recent
illness.

W. A. Calkins, First National
man, has been transferred to

the Montana. \ ete Stewart has
hern transferred to Utah.

Week's News From
Albany Territory

Bl R G L A RS broke in the
Strand Theatre at Rome, X.

1

> . last week and [i with
about $30. Four offices in various

In ill; were entered and
burglarized thi rht.

Miss Helen Voegler, who has
:
n" the past two months

m Albany in becoming better ac-
quainted with the duties of a film

1 secretary, week for
Montreal to succeed Ruth I im le.

II. i i. Worden, - been
mk' Metro J xchange in

Albany for the last two or Birei

bet n succei did bj Ralph
I 'ii low. a former salesman at the
Albany exi hangi Mr. \\ orden

i H d to Boston.
Arthur Putnam, owner of tin

Lyric in I: and the \ all, >

Theatre at Afton, has closed the
two hou i

Negi are under waj m
Watertown for a sit' on which a

I,, be '

-

Joe Saperstein, former manager
of 1 larmanus-Bleecker I kill in Al-

bany, is now handling tin- new
Berinstein Theatre in 111

Mr. and Mrs. \ . A \\ am n oi

Massena, sailed last week
kin • 'i"

Myer Schine, ..i Gloversville,
has been laid up with an attack of

tin hut is once more hack at his

office, l'lu has hit many of the
theatres hard in this section.

\\ illiain Small'
J

oi I Oi >)" i -P 'W n,

is installing the Photophone and
plans to begin operating on Febru-
ary 4.

Carl i istant sales manager
for Tiffany Productions, was in

Uhatu during the week.
Mrs. Lew Fischer, of Fort Ed-

ward, wife of tin owner of a chain

of houses alone the eastern boreler

of the state, has returned home
ier several weeks at one of the

Albanj hospitals.

Film Row Report of

N. Y. and N. J.

HARRY HEDGFS. formerly
of the A. II. Schwartz Cir-

cuit, and who recently solel the
1 '1' ii Cove Theatre, Glen I

L. L, has severed his connections
with the picture business, ami is

now tilling an executive capacity in

the Glen Cove Bank.
According to report, the life of

Loew's Bijou theatre, Brooklyn,
will terminate within the year. The
property owned by the Louis
Wechler Estate was sold to the
National Real Estate Corp.

Sounel apparatus has been in-

stalled by Meyer Grieman, oper-
ator of the Rialto theatre, Patter-
son, X. J.

The Eureka theatre, Hackensack,
N. J., has been reopened by the
Stanley-Fabian Circuit. The' house-

is a 1,0110 seater, and is operating
under the management of Art
Smith, who also handles another
theatre in the same town.

S. \\ ormser has severed his asso-
ciation with A. H. Schwartz chain,
having handed in his resignation as

manager of their Avalon thi

located in Brooklyn.
F. J. Sucherman, has taken i

the lease of the Park theatre, Mil-
ford, X. J . from 1'. Abatilleo. The

has undergone redecoration.
Following interior redecorations,

the Strand theatre, Hasbrouck
Heights, X. J., litis reopened under
new management. Charles I Has er
re-e'iiiih purchased the thi

I-!. Rosen.
A newcomer te> the theatre busi-

. John Fitzgerald is now' oper-
the Verona theatre, Verona,

Mike- Glynn, t of the
Southampton Operating Co.,
Southampton, long Island, has ac-

epiired Ih. I ,arden theatre, there,

a Mr. Brew sti i

.

The Daytona theatre, 165th St.

Vmsterdam Vve., Manhattan, a
I

i er and Kessler house, has been
closed.

The Montauk theatre, located "ii

Pitkin Ave., Brooklj n, was also

closed recently. It i- the- property
of Bell It s"i i

J. D. Fink, formerly General
-I' the- A. II. Schw irtz

Circuit, in Brooklyn, has taken ovei

partnership with Eddie Rugofi in

the Lido Theatre at Long Beach.
W. L. Edgell is manager.
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Pinanski Acquires Site at Natick,

Mass. for New Netoco Structure
rPHE town of Natick, Mass., will soon be
* favored with m modern motion picture-

theatre according to an announcement
from Samuel Pinanski, President of the

New England Theatres Operating Corp.
Netoco, which through its program of ex-

pansion now embraces a chain of nearly
fifty theatres, recently completed negotia-

tions for a choice theatre site at Hayes
and East Central Streets in Natick. Ground
will be broken within the next few weeks,
and the theatre will be ready for opening
early in September.

Ten stores will be housed in the same
building with the theatre. The theatre it-

self represents an investment of a quarter
million dollars. The plans of John Ed-
mund Kelley of Boston, the architect, have
already been approved.

In architecture and treatment the new
theatre will be colonial. Entrance to the

foyer is planned through a vestibule 24 by
20 feet, and a lobby of equal dimensions.

The lobby will have an advance ticket sales

parlor. The foyer replete with marble pil-

lars and appropriate murals will be large

and spacious, with lounging alcoves flanked

with marble fireplaces, and stairs leading to

the mezzanine. The balcony will contain 500

of the 1500 seats. The spacing of the seats

greater from back to back than required

by the Massachusetts Dept. of Public

Safety, assures plenty of leg room. Spa-
cious ladies' room, men's lounge and gen-

eral lounge are included in the plans. The
private parking space which surrounds the

theatre on three sides is large enough to

accommodate four hundred ears. Free park-

ing will be a feature of the theatre's ser-

vice. Egress to this parking space is

planned through the foyer, and through

four exits in the auditorium, assuring quick

spilling of the house without confusion.

The latest cooling and heating systems
are to be installed. All the latest sound
equipment including Vitaphone and Movie-
tone are included in the plans. The stage,

82 feet wide by 28 feet deep and with a

proscenium opening of 42 feet is large

enough to accommodate the most lavish pre-

sentation. Nancy G. Harris, well known
theatre woman in Natick has been named
by Mr. Pinanski as resident manager.

Elaborate Theatre and Office Bldg.

Will Be Erected in Rome, Georgia
CONSTRUCTION of Rome's, Ga., new

$110,000 motion picture theatre has been
started this past week, the contract having
been let last Saturday to the Grahm Con-
struction Company of Atlanta. The con-

tract stipulated that actual work was to

begin within seven days after the signing,

with the building completed and ready for

opening within five months.

The theatre, to be located on Broad
Street between Fifth and Sixth Avenues,
is being built by John M. Graham, Bee
Broach and Fred Johnson, for the Lam
Amusement Company.

The new house is to be up-to-date in

every detail. It will not only be one of the

most modern in any city the size of Rome,
but it will be fully equipped with the very-

latest in "talkies" or synchronized sound.

M. A. Tucker, theatre architect, drew the

plans, and he, with two special engineers,

will superintend the construction. The
architecture will follow the revived Greek
style and the theatre will lie decorated both
inside and out. It is announced that no
expense will be spared by the builders or
the Lam Amusement Companj to give Rome
the very finest in motion picture theatres.

The building will be two stories high
and will house tun stores fronting on
Broad Street, in addition to the theatre
auditorium. The lobby entrance will lie be-

tween the stores. The seating capacity will

be between 1,200 and 1,500, making it

easily the largest motion picture house in

any city the size of Rome.. When completed
the new house will give the city four mo-
tion picture theatres, the three others be-
ing the Rivoli, the Strand and the Broad-
way. The latter, it is understood is to be
completely remodeled.

These four houses, together with the city

auditorium, will give Rome a seating ca-

pacity of 4,500.

O. C. Lam and J. H. Lam, who will

operate the new house, are planning to give

Rome the best in pictures—silent or with
sound, and announce that the new theatre,

will be the last word in comfort, modern
down to the smallest detail and that the

furnishings will be the finest that can be
had. It is planned to make the exterior of
the building a show place in itself. Both
are being heartily congratulated for their

enterprise in giving the citizens of Rome a

playhouse of the beauty and size that the

plans for the new theatre insure.

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

The new Sherman Theatre, Stroudsburg,
Pa., was opened with formal ceremonies on
the night of January 7th. It is a structure
in Corinthian style of architecture, owned
by H. A. and Fred F. Schuermann. Dele-
gations attended from the Rotary, Kiwanis
and Lions clubs, and master of ceremonies
was A. F. Everitt, editor of the Strouds-
burg Record.

The Stanley Company is having plans
prepared for a large modern motion picture
theatre, to be located at Wayne & Chelton

Avenues, Philadelphia. Preliminary plans
indicate that the structure will be of brick,
stone and steel. It is being designed by
Thomas W. Lamb of New York and the
plans will be submitted for bids in the
near future.

Dozier Stone of Columbus, Mo., is con-
templating the erection of a new theatre
in Fayette, Mo. Plans are being arranged
by Boiler Brothers of Kansas City, for a
main floor and balcony house.

Contracts for the construction of the new
Strand Theatre on Commercial Street, Em-
poria, Kans., have been awarded by the
Strand Theatre Corporation, headed by
Harry McClure, president, to Davis & Hil-
lis, Emporia contractors.

The plans for the house were prepared
by Boiler Brothers of Kansas City, and call

for a building 75 by 130 feet, two and three
stories high with basement. It will be of
re-inforced concrete and brick construction,
trimmed with stucco and terra eotta. The
estimated cost is $225,000.
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

PROJECTIONIST wants

position. Non-Union. Eighl

years' experience on Simples

machines. G I references,

22 years of age, also Techni-

cal Electrical Engineering

graduate. Write or wire.

Donald A. O'Bryan, 112 E.

19th Ave.. Denver. Colo.

Experien 1 projectionist

wants position, have 1(1 yea: s'

experience and best of refer-

ences. Ivan Fry. .Minerva.

Ohio.

I RECOMMEND you. Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad. if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Wanted
THEATRE WANTED —

AT ONCE—any town over

2,000 population. Prefer

lease. Will consider buying.

10 years successful manage-

ment. Box 430, care Motion

Picture News, 729 Seventh

Ave., New York City.

Managers' School

LEARN MODERN THEA
TRE MANAGEMENT. A
training that is helping many

Catalog C. Moving Picture

Theatre Managers Institt

Elmira, X. Y

For Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE.
Tov. n _.000 populal ion. < !om-

municate Box 155, Motion

Picture News, New York

City.

$150.00 buys Photoplayer

Organ, good condition. Cost

$3,000.00. Carol Penyvessy,

62 st. Paul St., Rochester,

N. Y.

For Sale : 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from

Leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-

tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Three Thousand Dollars

will buy good will and equip-

ment for a 380-seat moving

picture house ; rent, month,

$150. Favorite Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News*

^\f)olores$)et%

,£

Reproductions of newspaper displays which illus-

trate the style of exploitation adopted for earn-

p<tifins on "Revenge" (United Artists) at some
prominent first runs in the key cities. In the

group are layout featured by the following houses:

United irtists* St. Louis; Superba, San Diego,

Calif; Loew's State, St. Louis; Shea's Buffalo,

Buffalo.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date

College Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1

Her Salty Suitor June 20 .

.

His Wild Oat McDougalt Kids July 10. .

.

Lonesome Babies Jack Cooper Aug. 1—
Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1 . .

.

Loto -

Boloney, A McDougall Kids June 10 .

.

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10...

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delaney April 17.

.

Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arey July 1—
Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7. .

.

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12...

Dawn Special Cast

Desert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15. . .

.

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1 . .

.

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14. .

.

Modern Mothers Chadwlck-Fairbanks, Jr.-Kent May 13...

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25. .

.

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Elrz

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston

Raider Emden, The Special Cast

Ransom Wilson-Burns June 7 . .

.

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes
Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23. .

.

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livlngston-ChadwIck.July 13—
Scarlet Ladv. The De Puttl-Alvarado Aug. 1—
Sinners' Parade Revler-Varconl

Sporting Age, The Bennett-Herbert-Nye. . Mar. 2...

Street of Illusion. The Kelth-Valll

Stool Pigeon, The Deianey-Borden
*t5Submarlne Holt-Revier-Graves

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25. .

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvlngston-Von Eltz June 19

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass

College Coquette M. Day-Forbes
*t5Donovan Affair, The Jack Holt

Faker, The Logan-Delaney-Oland

tSFall of Eve, The
*f§Lone Wolf's Daughter, The Lytcrt-Olmstead-Kelth

Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry
*< {Younger Generation. The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All In Fun Jerry Mandy Oct 21...

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6 . .

.

America's Pride Our World Today Oct 1 ...

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17. .

.

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27. .

.

Be My King Luplno Lane Dec 9..

Best Dressed Woman in the World. . "Our World Today" Feb. 17...

dlondes Beware. . . Johnny Arthur July 15. .

.

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18. .

.

Call Your Shots Al St. John Sept. 15. .

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24. ..

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14. .

.

Companionate Service ..Dorothy Devore Oct 7...
Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8. ..

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept. 9 .

Crown Me Wallace Luplno. June 3 ..

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27. ..

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat in Futurltzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24. .

.

Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

.

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat in the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5. .

.

Flghtinq Orphans—Evening Mist. . . . Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19. .

.

Fisticuffs Luplno Lane Oct 28. ..

Fixer. The "Big Boy" Feb. 3. .

.

Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec. 16. ..

Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept. 9...

Gloom Chaser, The "Big Boy" June 24...
Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14 . .

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13. .

.

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12...

Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4 . .

.

Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17. .

.

He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12...

Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11 . .

.

Homemade Man. A Lloyd Hamilton. June 17. .

.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1 . .

.

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept. 2..

.

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec. 2...

Husbands Must Play Wallace Luplno Jan. 6. ..

In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec 30. .

.

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19 . .

.

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant toand effect*.

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

Rel. Date

.Aug. 5. .

.

July 8
July 29
July 22 .

July 15

Length

5459 feet

5838 feet

5649 feet

5537 feet

6014 feet

7500 feet

5528 feet

6267 feet

5592 feet

5925 feet

5540 feet

5544 feet

5701 feet

6465 feet.

6021 feet

6584 feet

6085 feet

5725 feet.

6401 feet

6443 feet

5616 feet.

5464 feet

5988 feet.

5988 feet

8192 feet

6048 feet

5752 feet

Length

'6214 feet.

Reviewed

Sept. 15

...Sept 15

.Sept 15

. . May 5

. Sept. 8

June 2

Sept. 22

Reviewed

.6214 feet.

Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct 27
2reels
1 reel Oct. 6

2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels Nov. 10
1 reel

2 reels June 23
. 1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel July 14

1 reel Sept. 15
1 reel May 28

. 1 reel Dec 22
1 reel .. ..Aug. IS
1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22
1 reel June 30
1 reel Sept. 29

. 1 reel Aug. 4

2 reels Oct 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Seot. 8

2 reels June 2

1 reel Oct 27
2 reels

2 reels July 28
1 reel July 14
1 reel Oct 27
2 reels May 26
1 reel July 14

2 reels Oct 27
.2 reels June 8
2 reels June 23
2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels Nov. 10

2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24

Title Star

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy"
Ladies Preferred Jerry Drew
Leaping Luck Davis-Collins

Listen Children '. .Lloyd Hamilton
Lost Laugh, The Wallace Luplno
Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct 7
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11 . .

.

Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct. 28. .

.

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25...
Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16 . .

.

Oh Mama Miller-Hutton July 1...
On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept 9. .

.

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20. .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18. .

.

Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12. ..

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24 . .

.

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10. .

.

Pirates Beware Luplno Lane Sept 9 . .

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec I...
Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30..

.

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20. .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4. .

.

Rah Rah Rah! Dorothy Devore June 3
Roaming Romeo Luplno Lane July 29. .

.

Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17. .

.

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10...
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16
Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept. 23. .

.

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18...
Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23. ..

Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21. .

.

Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17. .

.

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2...
Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26 . .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13. .

.

Wedded Blisters Luplno Lane Aug. 26
What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13. .

.

Whoopee Boys Mon*y Collins Feb. 10. .

.

Who's Lyln? Davls-Colllns June 10. .

.

Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept 23...
Wild Wool— Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15...
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec, 16. ..

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t§Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels

*t§Uon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels Dec 1

*t§Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15 . .

.

Inspiration George Walsh May 10. . ..

Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe June 15. .

.

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conkiln
Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankin-Lease July 15. .

.

Manhattan Knights Befford-Mlller Aug. 27. .

.

Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31...
Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31 ...

.

Length Reviewed

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14
2 reels July 14
1 reel June 23
1 reel Sept. 15
1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Oct. 13
.2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 23

. 1 reel

2 reels Dec. 15
1 reel Nov. 24

.1 reel Aug. 18

. 1 reel

. 1 reel Dec 1

1 reel June 23
2 reels

.1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Sept. 1

B

.1 reel

2 reels Oct 6
2 reels May 28
2 reels July 21
1 reel June 8

1 reel Jan. 19

2 reels . .... Oct. 6
2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct 6
1 reel June 9

.1 reel Sept 29
1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
.1 reel Dec. 15
.2 reels Ja... 12
. 2 reels May 28

I reel Sept. 8
1 reel June 30
2 reels Dec 18

Length

7000 feet.

6759 feet

6700 feet.

5355 feet.

6400 feet.

6000 feet

4700 feet

6520 feet.

Reviewed

R K O
FEATURES

Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno...

Date Length Reviewed

.6351 feet

6888 feet ... Mar. 24
.4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet... Feb. 25

Rel.

..Jan. 8.

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13.

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7.

Bantam Cowboy, The Buz 3arton Aug. 12.

Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elliott Mar. 18

•tSBIockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec 16.
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1 4869 feet

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Seot 16 5487 feet

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4. . . .6249 feet. . . Mar. 17
*t§Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct. 7 6085 feet Sept 22
Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11 ... .6291 feet

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26 5621 feet

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7. . . .5984 feet
Dog Justice Ranger-Martin June 10. . . .5043 feet

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2 4802 feet
Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1 4758 feet

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21 8131 feet. .

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4
*t§Gang War Borden-Plckford Nov. 18.

H end in' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23.

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11 ...

•tSHIt of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead. Sept 23 6337 feet

*t§Jazz Age, The M. Day-Fairbabks, Jr.-Wallhall 6245 feet

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26
Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8 4769 feet

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21 4647 feet.

Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11 4801 feet

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28 . 6429 feet

Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17 5181 feet.

.

Man in the Rough. The Steele-King May 20 ...4785 feet

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec. 23 4903 feet.

4. T. after tide meant AH Talkie.

Jan. 28

6337 feet... Dec
5249 feet

Aug. 4

Mar. 10

April 21

2 reels Aug. 11

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
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ritii Star Rel. Dale

•tj Perfect Crime, The Rich-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thomuson-Darro April 22. .

.

Pinto Kid. The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29 ..

Red Rlden or Canada Miner-Over April IB...

Rough Ridln' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4
Sally of the Standali Love-Forrest July 15...

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct. 14 ..,

Singapore Mutiny. The . Ince-Taylor OcL 7...

Sinners In Love Borden-Gordon Nov. 4...

Skinners Big Ida Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24. .

.

Son of the Golden Wad Tom Ml. Oct 1

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher SepL 9

Stolen Love M. Oay-O. Moore-Lease Dec 2. .

.

•t {Taxi 13 Conklin-Sleoper-Trevor Nov. 18 .

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. IB...
Texas Tornado, The Tyler-Dam) June 24
Tracked Ranger tDog) Nov. 4. .

.

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8. .

.

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13...
Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec, 16..
Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25 .

Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept. 16 .

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25

Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept. 16

Beef Steaks, The Helium-Davis Dec 30 .

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9.
Come Meal Al Cooke June II...
Curiosltlea No. 1 Novelty Sept. 26. .

.

Curiosities. No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10 .

.

Curiosities. No. 3 Novelty OcL 24 .

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec 5 . .

.

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec IB..

.

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill SepL 16. .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan Sept 16. .

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11 .

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2. .

.

HorsefBathers Barney Helium Sept. 9 . .

.

Jessie's Jama* Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14. .

.

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7...
MlckeVs Battles Mickey Yule SeoL 30 .

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23.
Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4

Mickey's Movies , Mickey Yule Sept 2. .

.

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule Juh/ 2. .

.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule OcL 28...
Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14...

•{Odd Facts Curiosities

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7...
Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept 23 .

.

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27...
Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 ..

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24...
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2. ..

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7...
What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct 14...
You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept 9

Length

6331 'eet

4781 leet

4884 feet

6419 feet

4714 feet

6059 feel

6297 feet

5812 feel

Reviewed

Aug. 11

Feb. 11

. Jan. 7

Dec 23

Oct. 13

Oct. 20

6967 feet... Mar. 17
6037 teet .. Sept 29
5493 feet

5760 feet

4884 teet

47').i feet

1957 teet

4758 feet.

6324 feet

4778 feet

.

1762 teet

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2reel8
1 reel Sept 29
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels

2 reels June 18
.2 reels

2 reels Sept 29

2 reels Oct 20
2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

. 2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

2 reel

2 reels

.1 reel

2 reels July 28

. 1 reel

2 reels

2reels
2 reels

2 reels

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April 1 .6592 feet

LndvBeGood Mackalll-Mulhall May 8 6608feet
•t.LilacTlme Moore-Cooper Nov. 8... 8967 feet

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Barthelmess-O'Day April 8.. 7700reet .

Mad Hour, The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4 .. 6360 feet

•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec 16
tNlgnt Watch. The Dove-Reed Sept 9 ... 6612feot
Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 26 .. .6100 feet

•tOutcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. II... .6622 feet .

Out of the Ruins Barthelmesa-Nlxon Aug. 19. . . 6100 feet .

•tScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec 9. . . .6237 feet

•tShow Girl Whlte-Dolaney SepL 23. . . .6133 feet

Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July 29 . 7534 feet

•t{Synthetlc Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6 .6730 feet

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10 5834feet
Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June 3 ... 5731 feet

Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May 13 . . 6021 feet

Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov. 25 6185 feet

•t Waterfront Mackalll-Mulhall Sept 18 ... . 5976 feet

.

Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17 6895 feet .

nWhlp.The Mackaill-Nllsson-Forbes Sept 30 6058feet.
Wright Idea. The Hlnes-Lorralne Aug. 5 6300feet
Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20. . . .7187 feet

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Broadway Musketeers Alice White
California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17
•t {Children of the Rltz Mackalll-Mulhall Mar. 3
Corned 'of Life. The Sllls-Corda Mar. 10
•({His Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Feb 7692 feet

*t§Hot Stuff White-Bakewell Mar. 31

House of Horrors, The odd-Fazenda-Conklln
Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
*t§Man and the Moment Billie Dove Feb. 10
*t§Pat and Mike Milton Sills

Phantom City, The Maynard-Gilbert Dec 23 . . .5887 feet

.

Prisoners Corinne Griffith

Saturday's Children Corinne Griffith Mar. 17
•t§Seven Footprint es to Satan Todd- Halo Feb. 3
*t§Squall, he Joyce-Loy-Hackathorne
That's a Bad Girl Moore-Hamilton Mar. 24
•t{Weary River Barthelmess-Compson
Why Be Good? Colleen Moore

Reviewed

April 14
lune 2

Mar. 24
May 19

OcL 1J
Sent. 1

Dec 8
Aug. 25
Jan. 5
Nov. 10
June 9
Jan. 12

May 19

Dec 1

July 7

Sept. 22
Sept. 22
May 28

Rel. Date Length Reviewed!

Jan. 19

Title

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Star

.Feb. 3.

Coming Attraction*
I Title Star Rel. Date

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City of Shadows. The Luden-Lynn
Come and Get It Bob Steele
Down Our Way Valli-Caldwell-Darro...

.

Drifter. The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ona. The Tom Tyler
Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton
Gun Law Tom Tyler
Hard boiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman.

.

Idaho Red — Tom Tyler Mar. 3
Little Outlaw. The Buzz Barton
•t{Love In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•tSRio Rite Special Cast

•t{ Syncopation Bennett-Watson-Warlngs Band

Length Reviewed

Mar. 31

Mar. 3.

Upperworld

Vagabond Cub. The Buzz Barton Feb. 10.
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 5. ..

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. .

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4...
Masked Angel. The Compson-Oakman June 29 .

.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 5. .

.

FIRST NATIONAL

Length Reviewed

5800feet
5700 feet

5700feet
6000 feet

6200feet

Rel. Date

•§Alr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rollins Sept 30. .

.

Baggage Smasher, The McLag Ien-Col Iyer Nov. 18
Blindfold O'Brien-Moran Dec 23
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17. .

.

Cowboy, Kid The Rex Bell July 15...
Don't Marry Moran-Hamilton , June 3 . .

.

Dressed to KIM Lowe-Astor Mar. 18
*t§Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct. 14. .

.

Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29
Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8. .

.

Fleetwlng. .. Norton-Janis June 24. .

.

Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pldgeon Jan. t

Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12. .

.

Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13 .

.

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13.
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30. .

.

honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6. .

.

Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11...
Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9 ..

Love Hungry Moran-Gray April 8 . .

.

*t$ Making the Grade Moran-Lowe ..Oct 7 ...

Me, Gangster Collyer-Terry Oct 8. .

.

•ts,Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28. .

.

Mother Machree Bennett-rVlcLaolen Oct. 22
News Parade, The Stuart-Phlpps May 27. .

.

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald Aug. 5. .

.

No Other Woman Del Rlo-Alvarado June 10
Painted Post, The Mlx-Klnqston July 1..

.

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11...

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennlck Sept. 23 .

.

Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22, .

,

Red Wine Collyer-Nagnl-Lynn Jan. 6

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29.

Rfver Pirate, The McLaglrn-Moran Aug. 26 ,

Road House Barry more-Alba July 15. .

.

•t§Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19...
•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brlen Nov. 4. .

.

Taking a Chance Rex Bell

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 26...
Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10..

.

Win That Girl Rollons-Carrol Sept 16

Length Reviewed

7702 feet. ..SepL 8

5598 feet
'.

. Jan. &
641 7 feet June 23
4293 feet . July 21

5708 feet ...June 9

6566 feet Mar. 17
7176 feet .

.

..Nov. 10
5109 feet May 12

5148 feet.

4939 feet . SepL 8
5038 feet Jan. 14
4404 feet

6518 feet. Mny IS
41.18 feet May 19

6188 feet

4397 teet

May 26
Mar. 24

5792 feet April 21

6042 feet ..

10.100 feeL.
6863 teet

6679 feel

5034 feet .

5071 feet

4952 feet

6086 feet

5641 feet

5200 feet .

.

6500 feet

61 32 feet...

6937 feet .

.

4991 leet .

9221 feet

8729 feet

4876 feet .

6000 feet ..

5112 feet

4921 feet

5337 feet

OcL 10
Sept. 22

Mar. 17
June 16
Aug. 11

June 23

Jan. 5
Sept. 29
April 28
Jan. 16
Dec. 8
Sept. 22
Aug. 4
July 28
OcL 14

April 14

OcL 6

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel.

Title

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewer

• Adoration Billie Dove Dec 2..
Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept. 30
•< {Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackaill Dec 30.

.

Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25.

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. 11

Butter and Egg Man. The Mulhall-Nissen SepL 2
Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22
Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 15
Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1 .

.

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Francls- Walling Oct. 21 .

.

•Crash, The Sllls-Todd Oct 7
•t {Divine Lady Grimth-Varconl Jan. 27.

.

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray OcL 14
Glorious Trail, The Maynard-McConnell OcL 28
•tGood Bye Kiss, The Ellers-Burke-Kemp July 8
Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24
Harold Teen Lake-Brlan-Whlte April 29
•tHaunted House. The Kenl-Todd Nov. 4
Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenyon May 27 .

Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8
Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18
Heart to Heart Astor-Hughes July 22
Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12

• Mean synchronized" score, t Mtmu toani effects.

.6360 feet Jan. 19

.7137 feet . July /

.7137 feet.. Dec. 15
7402 feet.. . May li

. 6500 feet . Aprll 28
6467 feet

8730 feet May 19
6365 feet

. 56(10 (eel

6227 feet .

6225 leet

10015 feet

5976 leet

5886 feet

7300 feet Nov. 21
7IOOfeet.
7541 feet .

6755 feet.. . Oec. 22
7426 feet July ?

. 6502 feet

5957 feet . Mar. 17
6071 feet Sepl. 10
5400 feel

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug.
Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec
Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June
Oalsies Won't Veil Rubin-Lincoln July

Drifting Through Gascony Variety OcL
Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug.
Glories of the Evening Variety Nov.
Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug.
His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July
Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June
Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug.
Low Necker, The Marjorie Beebe Dec
Monument Valley Variety Nov.
Neapolitan Days Variety SepL
On a South Sea Shore Variety April

Oregon Trail, The Variety

Snowbound Variety Aug.
Spanish Craftsmen Variety SepL
Steeplechase Variety Oct
Storied Palestine Variety Dec
Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept.

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

Backwash Farrell-Duncan

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol

Christine Janet Gaynor

Date

5...

Length Reviewed

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels June 23
2 reels

1 reel

2 reels .... Aug. 11

1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21

2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2reels Jan. 14
Ireel
Ireel
Ireel
1 reel July 28
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

Ireel

Rel. Dale Length Reviewed

§ Afearn voice fiacIoWiitf dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie



January 26, 19 2 9 267

ntle Star Ret. Date Length Reviewed

Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard
*Four Devils. The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet. Oct. V
*t$Ghost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe
Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast
*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8724 feet Dec. 29
•tLost In the Arctic. Special Cast 5474 feet .. Aug. H
Our Dally Bread Farrell-Duncan
Playboy Nagel-Collyer
Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan
River, The Farrell-Duncan 731 3 feet Jan. 5
Romance of the Underworld Astor-Elliott-Boles Nov. 11 6162 feet Jan. 12
True Heaven ". .Lowe-McLaglan
Veiled Woman, The Tora-Alba
Woman, The Aster-Boles

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Rel. Date Length ReviewerTitle Star

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge at Midnight. The Mary Duncan
Corpus Christ! Raauel Metier Sept '

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12
Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexet*.

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept 8

Family Picnic, The Raymond McKee 2 reels

Four A. M 2 reels

Interview. The Clarke-McCullough
Ladies' Man, The Chic Sales 2 reels
Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2 reals

They're Coming to Get Me Chick Sales
Treasurer's Report, The Robert Benchley
Family Picnic. The McKee June 30
George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30
Seranade (Schubert). Harold Murray Sept 8

White Faced Fool, The Lionel Atwlll Sept 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Star Rel. Date

Fatre-Washburn April 1...

Title

Chorus Kid, The
Head of the Family, The Russell-Corbin

Hell Ship Branson Mrs. W. Reld-Howee-Beery May 1

.

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmstead Aug. 12
River Woman, The Lnqnn-L. Barrymore Aug. 26
Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1.

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert
United States Smith Gribbon-Lee-Harlan June 1

.

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

•SGIrl From Argentine, The Carmel Meyers
When Danger Calls Falrbanks-Sedgwlck

.

Reviewed

..April 14

Length

.6200 feet

.6250 feet

.6432 feet ...May 12
6200 feet.. "

.6800 feet..

6600 feet .

.6420 feet..

.6000 feet.

.

Aug. 11

Aug. 11

Mar. 17

. June 16

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title . Star Rel. Date

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7
Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28..

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14.

.

*tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle
°eau Broadway Cody-Pringle Sept.29 .

Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy Sept 15. .

.

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran . . . .Mar. 17...
•tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct. 12. .

.

Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas
Cameraman, The Keaton-Day Sept 29. .

.

Cardboard Lover, The Davies-Asther Aug. 25 .

.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19 .

.

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31 . .

.

Cossacks, The Gilbert-Adoree. . . June 23.

.

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3. .

.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9 .

diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naoel May 5..
Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec 1. ..

tExcess Baggaqe Haines-Cortez Sept. 8 .

.

tFlying Fleet, The Novarro-Page Jan.
Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16 .

.

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11..
Lffldy of Chance, A Norma Shearer Nov. 2 .

.

Laugh, Clown. Laugh Chaney-Young-Asther April 14 . .

.

Loves of Casanova, The Special Cast Jan
Madamoiselle from Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2. .

.

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct.
Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4. .

.

Naooleon Special Cast Oct.
*t§Our Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept 8 . .

.

f atsy. The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10
Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 ..

Shadows in the Night Flash-Grey-Loraine Oct. 26
tShow People Davies-Haines Oct 9...
Single Man, A Cody-Pringle Jan
Skirts Chaplin-Balfour May 12 . .

.

Telling the World Haines-Page June 30
Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24. .

.

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24 . .

.

•tWhile the City Sleeps Chaney-Page SepL 15 .

.

•t {White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7.

.

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Pringle Jan. 28. .

.

•t Wind, The Gish-Hanson Nov. 23. .

.

•tWoman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo
f yomlng McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24 . .

.

Length

.6805 feet.

6998 feet.

.4187 feet.

.5530 feet.

6037 feet.

5896 feet..

6344 feet..

.6053 feet..

.5200 feet.

.6995 feet

.71 08 feet.

.5679 feet

66t>1 feet.

.

8601 feet

8538 feet..

5838 feet.

6700 feet.

.7987 feet.

7182 feet.

Reviewed

..May 6

..July 14

. Aug. 4

..June 2

Sept. 15
Sept. 8

June I 6

. May 19

.June 30
Feb. 25

Sept. 15

Jan. 5

Sept.29

5011 feet.

6620 feet.

7126 feet .

7045 feet .

July 28
Aug. 25

June 2

5441f eet.

5575 feet

7652 feet.

7652 feet

7289 feet

5014 feet

5448 feet.

7453 feet

5596 feet.

5801 feet.

.71 84 feet.

5901 leet.

6150 feet.

7231 feet.

7968 feet.

5011 feet.

6721 feet.

.

Dec 1

Aug. 11

Oct. 13

Nov. 17

July 21
May 19
Jan. 5
Oct 27
Aug. 18

Nov. 17

4435 feet

ntle

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. .1 reel

. .1 reel

. . 2 reels

2 reels Dec 1

2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

Title Star Rel. Date

Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2. .

.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13...
Oeying Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2...
Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18 ..

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct 8. ..

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12...
Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec 8 ..

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davldson-Bryon Jan. 5
Growing Pains "Our Gang" Sept. 22
Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec 1 . .

.

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14.

.

Heart of General Robert E.Lee. The Daw- Walling Sept 22 .

.

Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9 .

.

Hunted Willard Mack
Imagine My Embarrassment Charles Chase Sept 1 . .

.

*ls Evervbody Happy? Charley Chase Sept.29
Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30 . .

.

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5. .

.

Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26
Lonelv Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10 .

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar. . ....
Love 'Em and Weep Busch-Laurel
Madame Du Barry Nov. 17...
Manchu Love Jan. 12. ..

Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities Sept 1

Murder Ufa Oddities Sept 29
Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5...
Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28
•Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9. .

.

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16...
01' Gray Hoss.The "Our Gang" Oct 20 .

.

•01" Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang" Oct 20 .

Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2. .

.

Palace of Honey, The Ufa Oddities June 18...
Ruby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19. .

.

Sacred Baboon. The Ufa Oddities Sept I...
Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24 .

.

•School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17.

.

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16. .

.

Should Married Men Go Home? Laurel-Hardy Sept 15..
Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30
Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" Dec. 15

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec 22
That Night Roach Stars Sept. 15
Takens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2 .

.

That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar. , ...

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3...
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19...
We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29. .

.

Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb.
When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar.
Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27
World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13 .

.

Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb

Length Reviewed

2 reels May 26
2 reels

.1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12
1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
.2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels

. 1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 19>

2 reels

.2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels July 28
2 reels Oct 1)
.2 reels

. 1 reel May 28
. 2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
.1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels

1 reel May 28
2 reels

.2 reels Dec 8

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

l reel

1 reel Nov. 3
.2 reels

Reviewed

.Nov. 24

African Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27.
Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16
Ancient Art, An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2.

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5
Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities Sept. 15
•3ooster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24
Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10
Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct 15.

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec 22.

Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7.

* Meant tynchroniztd score, t Meant toani eftectt. § Meant volet (incla

Coming Attractions
Title Star Ret Date Length

f§Alias Jimmy Valentine Halnes-Hyams-Barrymore Jan 8000 feet.
{Ballyhoo Norma Shearer. .

•tJBellamy Trial, The Joy-Branson
*t§Bridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrence-Damita
*t§Broadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray .

Desert Law Tim McCoy
*t§Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan feet Jan. 19
tDevil's Mask, The John Gilbert

•tjDuke Steps Out. The Haines-Crawford
Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel

t|Five O'clock Girl, The (A. T.).. . . Davies-Arthur-King
*t§Green Ghost The
•tSHunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
•tSHallelujah Colored Cast
He Learned About Women Haines-Page- Parcy
Honeymoon Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
|§Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel

*t jMan's Man, A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The McCoy ... .

Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNize Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
+§Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocque
f §Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janis
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine
Spies Special Cast
Spite Marriage Buster Keaton
Soulx Blood McCoy-Frazer
•fTlde of Empire Adoree-Murray
•tTrall of '98, The Del Rio-Forbes. 11100 feet. .. Mar. 24
•tjTrlal of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.) Shearer-Warner-Hackett
•tviking. The Starke-Crisp 8508 f eet. . . . Nov. 17
f§ White Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec 1

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels

Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs Oct 20
Marion Harris Songs Sept 29
Jimtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3

Johnny Marvin Songs Sept.29
Joseph Regan Oct 13
Joseph Regan Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling

Locust Sisters Songs. ... Oct 6

Man Higher Up, The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13
M-G-IYt Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct. 13

Odette Myrtle Songs Oct20
Phlpps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck 2 reels Dec 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct. 20
Ponce Sisters Songs Nov. 10
Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" 2 reels Dec. 1

Van and Schenck Songs Sept 29 Oct II
Van and Schenck Songs Oct 27
Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10

Walt Roesner and Capltollans Jazz Band Oct 6

ding dialogue and incidental tongt). A. T. after title meant AU Talkie.

A



Motion P ictur Ne

PARAMOUNT Rol. Date Length Reviewed

nth

FEATURES
Star

Holt-Hill

Rel. Dal

Nov. 10

Sept. 15
Mav 19

Jan. 19
Oct. 20
May 26
April 21

:e Length

6099 foet

. 7560 feet

5930 feet

7229 feet

7202 feet

7866 feet

5364 feet

. 6918 feet

6402 leet

6134 feet

5852 feet

7640 feet

6238 foet

4690 feet

5038 feet

8100 feet

6528 feel

8039 feel

7464 feet

6792 feet

7415 feet

7159 feet

. 7159 feet.

4998 feet

6051 feat

Review ec

Sept. 28

July 7

Case of Lena Smith, The
•Docks of New York, The

Esther Ralston
Bancroft-Compwn-Baclinova

Jan. 19
Sept. 21

. Dlx-Carroll . May 1!

•Fleet's In. The
Flfty-Flfty Girl. The

1, The

Bow-Hah
Daniels-Hall

Fields-Conklin

Oct. 13

May 12
Aug. 25

May 7
Aug. 11

Sent. 1

May 26

Half a Bride

June 23
Aug. 11

His Private Life .

His Tiger Lady
•tHomecomJng, The
Hot News
Just Married Hall-Tnylrr

July 14

Aug. 18

Nov. 17

June 2

Nov. 24
July 28

Aug. 18

Legion of the Condemned . Cooper-Wray Mar. 10

Aug. 18

June 2

Mar. 24

Loves of an Actress (silent version
Magnificent Flirt. The June 30

•t J Manhattan Cockatll Jan. 12
Mating Call. The

. Naldi-Petrovltch
July 21

Sept 22
6325 feet

5941 feet

5444 feet

5741 feet

7910 feet 1

6600 feet

9819 feet

7646 feet

.6331 feet .

. 5928 feet

.7373 feet .

.71 12 feet

.6323 feet

4792 feet

7960 feet

6218 feet .

6763 feet

.6514 feet

7029 feet

5962 feet

5834 feet

..5802 feat..

. 6509 feet

. 6319 feet

10400 feet

. 5476 feet

12 reels.

. . 7 reels

6938 feef

a Length

. .2 reels.
.

Oci. 13

Dlx-Elder Oct 27..
April 7..

. Mar. 3

. Mar. 17

Sept. 1 .

June 30
Mar. 10 .

Aug 25
Jan. 12..
Jan. 12..

Dec 1

Mar. 24
Aorll 7
May 26

April 21

Oct. 20
April 14

..Nov. 3

Night of Mystery. A . Menjou-Brent
Ralston-Fan ell-Beery
Beery-Harton-Brlan
Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor
Meighan-Prevost

Ralston-Howes

. Charles Rogers
Ralston-Hamllton
Lloyd-C bristle

Thomson-Murphy

April 21

)ec. 16'26

•Patriot. The
Racket. The
Red Hair
•Sawdust Paradise. The
•+$Shop Worn Angel. The

Aug. 18
July 14

Mar. 31

. Sept. 1

..Jan. 5

Someone to Love
Something Always Happens

Dec 8
May 26
April 14

Street of Sin. The June 2

Sept. 29
Oct 27
Aorll 28

. Holt-Blane

Richard Dix

Holt-Carroll

. Von Stroheln-Wray

Bow-Rogers

Dec
June 23
Sept 29 .

.

Aug. 25

Oct 6 .

Dec. 22.

.

Sept .

Jan. 26 .

njVarsrty

Water Hole. The
•Wedding March, The

Sept 29
..Nov. 3

July 21

Sept. 8

Whata Night
Wings
•t.Wolf of Wall Street. The (A T-]

..Jan. 5

Aug. 26'27

Dec 1

Nov. 10

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Dat

June 73 .

Mar. 2..

Aug. 18 .

.

Oct 22..

Nov. 24..

Oct 20..

Oct 13..
July -4

.

Oct 27 .

Aug. 18
July 21

Feb. 9

Dec 15..
Jan. 19 .

Feb. 16

June 2

Dec. 1

Aug. 25
Nov. 3 ..

Sept. 8 .

June 23
Aug. 25

Sept. 22
July 7

Aug. 11

Oct 20 .

June 9
Oct 6

Nov. 17
Oct. 6

Feb. 23..

Sept. 29

Feb. 2 .

Sept 29
Oct. 13...

June 9
June 30
July 14..

Nov. 10...

Septl5 ..

Dae 22...
July 7..

June 18...

Sept 22
June 16 .

Aug. 11 .

Sept 15

Aug. 4 .

Jan. 12...

Reviewed

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)...

Krazy Kat Cartoon

Believe It or Not (Christie)

Call Again . .

Companionate Marriage
Dancing Town. The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie) Billy Dooley

Billy Dooley
Footlloose Wlmmen (Christie)

Gobs of Love fChristle)

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley
. Bobby Vernon

Jack Duffy

Inkwell Cartoon

His Angel Child Christie)

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie). .

.

Home Girl. The
•Hot Scotch ( Christie)

Het Sparks (Christie)

Ko-Ko*8 Big Pull

1 reel OcL 13

Ko-Ki KleansUp
Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon

Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Jack Duffy
Sandy MacDuff
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Billy Dooley
Billy Dooley
Jack Duffy

1 reel

1 reel

Ko-Ko's Field Oaze

Lay on, MacDuff (Christie)

Loose Change Christie
News Rpflinq

Nifty Numbers (Christie)

Oh* the Deck Christie)
. 2 reels

Oriental Hugs ' Christie)

Papa Spank (Christie)

Patent Medicine Kid. The
Phantom Nail. The
Picture Mv Astonishment (Christie) ,2 reels

Rain Dropper. The
Say Uncle Chrl*tlei Jack Duffy

Billy Dooley

Billy Dooley
Krazv Kat Cartoon

Scramhled Weddings
Sea Food 'Christie)

Sea Sword
She-Going Sailor, A (Christie)

Show Vote
Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy
Slick Slickers iChrlstlei Neal Burn? 2 reels
Slippery Heels 'Christie)

•Sock Exchange. The (Christie;
2 reels

Stage Coached
•Stop Kidding

E. E. Horton
Madqe Kennedy , .

2 reels .

Two Masters 2 reels . ,

,

Vacation Waves 2 reels ....
Walls Tell Tales ... 2 reels
Why Gorillas Leave Home

Title

Coming Attraction*
Star Ral. Date Length Revlowed

*t{Able's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan. 5 10471 feo. Jan. 12
Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroli-Rogers 12103 feet. April 28
•tBehlnd the German Unas Special Cast 8254 feet Dec 8
Betrayal. The Jannings-Ralston-Cooper.

.

Black Eagles George Bancrofl

Title Star

*t{Burlesque James Barton
•({Canary Murder Case. Tho (A. T.). Powell-Taylor-Brian
•Carnation Kid. The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vldnr

' so Harmony 'A. T. Rogers-Carroll
".inuts Four Mar* Brothers

•({Concert. Tin 1 A. T. Emll Janninqs
({Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Bron -Powell
•({Doctor's Secret, The iA. T.) ... Warner-Chatterton
•ti Dummy, The (A. T.). Cromwell-Chatterton
•t{Four Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•tjGenlus Is Born. A (A. T.) A. P. Haggle
({Gentlemen of the Press Wal or Hus on. .

t{Half an Hour Ruth Chatterton

Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Conppr
•({Hole In tho Wall. The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Hurrv Laudat
•({Innocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier
•{{ntorforonce (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twentv-One . Rogers-Brlnn

•({Letter. The IA. T.) Eagels-Heggle-Owen
•(Looping the Loop Warner Kraus
({Man I Love, The I A. T.) Brian-Arlen
M§Man I Love. The i A. T.) Arlen-Brian
Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou
•({Nightclub (A. T.I Special Cast
•t{Nothlng But tho Truth (A. T.). ..Richard Dix
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton
Odd Fellows Flelds-Conklln

Oulck Lunch Flelds-Conklln
Redskin Richard Dix
Side Show, The Flelds-Conklln

•tiSlns of the Fathers Emll Jannings
'(Soul of France. The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
Tale of the Alyrs, A.

.

Jannings-Ralston
*t§TNT Harold Lloyd
({Wild Party Clara Bow.
•HWolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Bachianova-Brook-Hamllton

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bird in the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.).Lois Wilson Feb. 23... 2 reels

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston.
Borrah Mannevitch. ... Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Christie (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon
If Men Played Cards as Women Do... McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewln
Just One Word B'way Cast
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.).. Colored Cast Mar. 9 2 reels

Music Ha'h Charms (Chrls'le) Colored Cast
One Word Special Cast
Post Modems (Christie—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23 2 reels .

{Pusher In the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels .

Ruth Etting Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel . . .

.

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1 . .2reels
That Party in Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels. .

.

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie—A. T.) Halton-Hardy-Lorraine Feb. 9.2 reefs

.

Dec 1

Reviewed

Title

PATHE
FEATURES
Star Rel. Data

•( {Annapolis Loft-Brown Dec 2...
Annapolis Loft-Brown Nov. 18...
Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29
Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept 2 .

.

Blue Danube. The Leatrlce Joy Mar. 12...
Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec 23. .

.

Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25. .

.

Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept. 30 .

.

*t {Cap(ain Swagger. La Rovque-Carol Nov. 18. .

.

Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct. 14. .

.

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7. .

.

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 5 .

Cop. The William Boyd Aug. 19
Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept. 16

Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24
Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov. 25
Forbidden Love Ull Damlta ......Oct. 28 .

Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan. 16
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) Harold Lloyd Dec ....

Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque Mav 14
•({King of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept. 30 . .

.

Law's Lash, The Klondike inogl May 20 ...

Let 'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan... Jan. 15 ..

Love Over Night La Rocoue-Loff Seot. 16
Man-Made Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept. 9 .

Marlle the Killer Klondike idogi Mar. 4 ...

Midnight Madness Jacqueline Logan.

.

. ... Mar. 26
({Ned McCobb's Daughter Irono Rich Jan. 12
Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec 2
•({Noisy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27
Power Boyd-Logan Sept. 23
Red Mark, The von Soyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 26
Saddlo Mates Wally Wales Aug. 5

({Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4

•({Shady Lady. The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20
Ship Comes In, A Rudolph Schlldkraut ... June 4

•tJShow Folks Qulllan-Basquette-Armstrong . Dec 16
Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20.
Skyscraper William Boyd April 9
{Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Doc
Spieler, The Hale-Adoroe Dec 30
Tonth Ave Haver-Varconi-Schlldkrant Aug. 5
Volloy ol Hunted Men, The Buffalo BUI, Jr. Feb 19
Walking Back Sue Carol May 21
Yollow Contraband Loo Maloney Oct. 28.

Length Reviewed

7957 feet..

.7008 feet

4293 feet . Mcr. 31

5722 feet . . Sept 18
6589 feet May 28
4598 feet

4550 feet . Mar. 31

4846 feet..

6124 feet . ..Dec 29
.6312 feet..

6145 feet

9145 teet Dec. 30
7054 feet Sept. 6

6670 feet Dec. 15
4476 feet June 2j

6670 feet

6787 feet Jan. 19
5959 feet . . Doc 22
4750 feet .

7056 'eet AUO. A

.10,196feet April 29'27

4683 feet . Mar. 31

5888 feet . Jan. 28
5737 feet..

5762 feet . Sept 22
4600 feet . Mar. 3

6559 feet .

. 6070 feet

i. . . 6092 feet .

1 7937 teet .

i
. 4520 feet .

1

.6132 feet .

1 6902 feet

1 ...6466 feet..

1.

I....7040feet .

Sept. 19

Sept. 8
Mar. 17

Jan. 12
..Jan. 20
. June 23
..Dec 15

April 14

Oct. 20
'.. . .6816 efet

...6370 foet

rou
5036 fm(
5937 fee'

Mar. 3
Sept. 22
Oct. 2

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star

"Aesop Fables"

Reviewed

Septl

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" Sept 9.1 reel ..

Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8 1 reel . . .

Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15 1 reel

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct. 14 ... 2reels Oct 8
Bath Tlmo Sportllght June 24 . 1 reel June 23

* Meant synchronized score. | Means sound effects. § Meant voice (inclading dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.
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tie Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21.... 1 reel Oct. 27

Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec. 9— 2reela

Bunker Battlers Sportlight July 22. . 1 reel

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dec

Campus Carmen. The Sennett Girls SepL23
Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25

Canned Thrills Sportlight Aug. 19

Catalina Rowboat Races Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 21

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9

2 reels
Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan Sept. 9

Chicken, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 26

City Slickers "Aesop Fables" July 1

22
2 reels Sect. 15

2 reels Nov. 24

1 reel Aug. II

2 reels

.

2 reels.

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Phantom of the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar. .5905 feet

Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart Oct 1 6650 feet.

Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olnistead Dec 5991 tee!

Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April 4627 feet

Tralbn' Back . Buddy Roosevelt Mar 4308feet

Reviewed

Coming Attractions
Star

Dec 1

Title

Black Pearl, The , Lee-Hallor

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankin

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Close Shave. A.
Clunked on the Corner.
Covering Ground
Cross Countr Run, A..
Cure or Kill

Day Off, A
Defensive Ends, The. .

.

Defensive Half Backs.

.

Defensive Line, The.

1 reel

Johnny Burke June 23— 2 reels

Johnny Burke Jan. 6 2 reels Jan. 5

Sportlight Sept. 16 . . 1 reel Sept. 8

"Aesop Fables" Aug. 19— 1 reel Aug. 18

"Aesop Fables" Oct. 7... lreel Oct. 6

"Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 1

Football Sense OcL 28. ...lreel .... Oct. 27

Football Sense Oct 7....1reel Sept.29

.Football Sense Oct 21 ... .1 reel Oct 20

9,""!* Shanghai Bound Irene Rich

•tDinnerTlme "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 18— 2 reels Sept 8

Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14 lOepisodes Oct. 6

Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22 . . .1 reel

FalrAffair.A Sportlight July 8. ...lreel Sept. 8

Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct 14 1 reel Oct. 27

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 8
Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" ...June 3 1 reel . June

•t§Snnuld a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralslon-Robards

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel.

Overture of 1812 (Tschalkowsky) Fllmtone Harmonists

Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawalians.

Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers

Radio Franks, The Songs

Date Length Reviewed

Aesop Fables" 1 reel

1 reel

Dec. 15

Oct. 20

2 reels Mar. 24
1 reel Oct 27
1 reel

1 reel Sept. 22

2reels
2rBeis
2 reels. .... .Nov. 17

2 reels Dec. 8
1 reel July 14

1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3

1 reel Jan. 12

1 reel Jan. 5

T»le

Marry the Girl

Million For Love, A.

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
Star Rel. Date]

Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1.

.Dunn-Howes April 15.

Length

5300 feet.

5400 feet

Reviewed

Mar. 10

Flying Hoofs. . .

.

Getting Together Sportlight Oct 28

Girl From Nowhere, The Sennett Girls Aug. 5..

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct 28

Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportlight Sept. 30

High Seas "Aesop Fables" Sept. 23

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30 .

His Unlucky Night Sevan-Dent Aug. 12.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4.

.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2.

.

Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8

In the Bag "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26 .

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11.

.

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 6 .

Land o" Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8.

.

Laundry Man. The "Aesop Fables" 1.1 reel Nov. 17

Llmberlegs Sportlight June 10— 1 reel June 2

Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables" 2 reels Dec. 22

Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fable" Sept. 30 1 reel

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct. 14.

Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept. 30

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16.

Mouse's Bride. The "Aesop Fables" June 24

Muscle Marvels Sportlight Oct. 14.

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 16.

No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18.

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25

Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5.

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" July 29

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18

Puppy Love ."Aesop Fables" June 10.

Queen of the North Woods (Serial) . . Clair-Miller

Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21

Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 19.

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables"

Soldier Man Harry Langden Sept 30
South Sea Sagas Sportlight Sept. 22.

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

. tSStage Struck "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Static "Aesop Fable" Sept 2— 1 reel

Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" Seot 16 1 reel Sept

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12— Ireel.

Supple Sex, The Sportlight Aug. 5— 1 reel.

Targets Sportlight Nov. 25— 1 reel

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23— 2 reels

Taxi for Two Jack Cooper Sept 2

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper Oct 28

Terrible People The (Serial) Ray-Miller Aug. 5

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-AMan Dec 23
White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables"

•fjWInning Patterns Sportlight 1 reel

Yellow Cameo. The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3 .... 10 episodes

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24

.

t§Flying Fool, The William Boyd Feb. 10.

Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17.

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct 15

Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield... Aug. 15. 5256 feet. . April 21

Age of Lust. The Emit Jannings
Air Mail Pilot, The Mehaffey-Metcalte.
Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher .

Arizona days Bob Custer

Autumn Love Lya de Puttl

*+Big Hop. The Jones-Ralston-Hearn.
Black Butterflies Ralston-Busch-f razer.

L. T. Rogers
HI-Mark 5000feet

Ufa Eastern Aug. 1 5 7545 feet

Syndicate Sept. 15

Aff. European. .Sept
B. Jones Corn. .Aug.
Quality Dist Sept 1

4345 feet

6 reels .

7000 feet Oct.

6261 feet ....

.1 reel Oct. 27
2 reels Sept.29

.2 reels

. 1 reel June 30
1 reel Oct. 13

.2 reels
2 reels Sept.29

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 1

.1 reel

1 reel Aug. 4

1 reel Nov. 10

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels.

2 reels

.3 reels.

1 reel.

.

Oct. 13

Jan. 19

.Dec 8

Sept. 1

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27

10 episodes

.10 episodes
1 reel Jan. 12

Length Reviewed

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules
Cltv Without Jews, The Soeclal Cast Avwon Sept 1 5000 feet

Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern June 1 5460feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Arfa. 5700 feet

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent . .56oofeet

End of St. Petersburg. The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet June IB

Faces of Children French Cast Zakoro 8000 feet

Fangs of Justice Silverstreak-Walker . . Bischoff 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannings L. T. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Meller Aff. European. .Sept . .6 reels

HandsofOrlac Conrad Veldt Aywon Sept. 6500feet

Hearts of Men Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Ship SpecialCast Collwyn 5800 feet ... Sept.15

Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 5712 feet

House of Shame Falre-Hale Chesterfield. . . Sept 1 . 5300 feet ... Sept. 15

Jealousy Lya de Putti Brill Sept 1 . 5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff. European Sept .6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vilma Banky Aywon Seot ..6000feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding. .Russian Cast Amkino 7500 feet

Life's Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June 16

Llgnis of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet

Little Wild Girl, The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dlst_..Nov. 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezia Borgia Conrad Veidt Universal 7200 feet. .
.
Jan. 1

2

MotherofMine SpecialCast Zakoro Oct ,.7200feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feet

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 feet. . .
Sept. 15

Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July . 5200 feet

On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate. ...Oct 15 4657leet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative

Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players . Aff. European. .Sept . 6 reels

Prlmanerllebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet— Mar. 24

Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. .6200 feet

Q Ships SpecialCast 6000 feet

Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Plct 5900 feet

Racing Through Mae Marsh Aff. European. .Sept . 7 reels

Oct. 13

. 6000 feet

. 5000 feet

•tSGetaway The Robert Armstrong'!]
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Mar.

31'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'. Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality Dist.. Oct 6100feet

tGodless Girl. The Basquette-Prevost I0720feet . Sept. 1 Sally of the South Seas Hercules

Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17 Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Pict... Oct

•tSHigh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale l!
aled

1.

L
1? ; Swedish Cast Colwyn

•tSLeatherneck, The William Boyd Feb. 3 Shanghai Document Russian Cast ••••
Leatherneck. The William Boyd Feb. 3 Shadows ot the Night . . . .

Hercules

•t§Listen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17
i,
h00timJ s a" ;.: English Cast. Artlee.

.
. April 5800feet.

«t§Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 5 ...5490 feet Silent Sen inel. The Champion-Hughes Ches erfield..
.

Aug.
J.

.4890 ee

*l§MissmgMan,The Lee Pa'rick Silent Trail. The Bob Custer Syndicate .. .Aug. 15 4315 feet

•tjOffice Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3 SI"**:- _•• Jungle Film Capitol Plct. ..
.

8000 fee,

•tlsquare Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10 Sky™*Th.._. ..........
^Sc^"^.'.'.'. K"^'. .'.

JUn
^
15

: :ZK'

April 28

Feb. 4

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Gravs Sept. 5. ..

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15...

Golden Shackles Bonner-Wlthers Mar. 15...

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landis June 22 .

.

RAYART (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlowe May
City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer Sept.15. .

.

Danger Patrol, The Russell-Faire April

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 16...
Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl 5800 feet

Llghtnin' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt May . . 4797 feet

Man From Headquarters. The Roberts-Keefe . . Aug. 1 . 5946 feet

Midnight Adventure, A
My Home Town

Station Master, The Ivan Moskvin Amkino June 16

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern. ... May 1

Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern. . . .
April 1

Ten Days That Shook the World. Russian Cas: Amkino Nov. 2

<i7nn feet Thee Comrades and One Inven-
tion Russian Cast Oct. 13.. 6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 5917 feet

Two Brothers Conrad Veidt Ufa Eastern.. ..July 1 6300 feet

West of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feel

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 feet

Woman TemDted The Compton-Ward Aywon Sept 6500 feet

Yellow Pass, The Russian Cast Amkino Dec. 8. 600 feet

Youth Astray Johnson-Mattonl Ameranglo 6000 feet

Length Reviewed

5600 feet

5600 lee!

5700 leet

7200 feet

6603 feet

6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

781 5 feet. Nov. 24

Length

6089 feet

5937 feet

6076 feet

4533 feet

5683 feet

5976 feet

Reviewed

June 2 SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Fare Enough Poodles Hanneford . . Artclass 2 reels. . .

.

Mysterious Airman. The Weiss Bros lOepisodes.
Fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves Mascot Pict. .10 episodes

Nnining to Live For Al Joy Cranfleld Clarke 2 reels ....

She Said No BenTurpin Artclass 2 reels

Sophomore, The G. O'Nelll-L Graydon Hl-Mark
Murphy-Landis May 5262 feet Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfield-Clarke 2 reels—
Brockwell-Glass Mar. 5608 feet June 2 Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels.

Reviewed

nlystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July

* Means synchronized score. 1' Means sound effects.

. .4538 leet Through the Ages Novelty.

§ Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs).

Castle 1 reel

7°. after title means All Talkie.
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Reviewed

Tille Star R*l. Dile

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27 . .

.

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrln Sept 16

Harvest of Hate. The Rex (horse)-Perrln April 14 .

Hero ot the Circus Special Cast Dec. 2 ..

Home. James La Planto-Delaney Sept. 2 .

.

Honeymoon Flats Lewls-Gulllver Dec 30
Honfbeats of Vengeance. Rex (horse)-Perrln June lb. . -

Hot Heols Tryon-fyllller May 13

Hound ot Silver Creek Dynamite (dog) May 20
How to Handle Women Tryon-Nlxon . Oct. 14

Jazz Mad Heraholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11

King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6
Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23

•tjLast Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6

•tjLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20
Love Me and World Is Mine Phllbln-Kerry Mar. 4
Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3

•tMan Who Laughs, The Veldt-Phllbln Nov. 4

•tMan. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13

•({Melody of Love (A. T.) Pldgeon-Harrls-Wlnton Dec 2

Michigan Kid. The Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21
Guilty Frltsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern Night Bird, The Reginald Denny SepL16
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European Stews One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec 9
Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2
Little Colonel. The Henry B. Walthal Phyllis of the Follies M.Moore-A.Day Nov. 25
Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss Ad. European Sreels Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4

Milak ot the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern pr |Ce f peafi The Cody-Thompson Oct 28

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Vanishing West The (Serial) Speda Cast Mascot Plct. Oct 15 10 episodes Oct 13

Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct Aug. 1 lOeplsodes Sept.15

Who's Who Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

You Can't Win Serial) Weiss Bros lOeplsodes

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bachelor Club. The Talmadge-Worth General Plct

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Buying a Wife Special Cast Aft. European 7 reels. .

.

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lak*.. . . Chesterfield

•t.Chopln's Passion Robertson-Brlnkley. . Powers Clnephone

Dancer of His vliiesty. The Special Cast Amklno 7000 feet

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana AH. European 6 reels

Escaped from hell Murlat Estorhazy. ... Aff. Eurupean 8 reels

Exodus to the New World. The. Lyon-Prevost Pioneer

Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels.

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

IGreat Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone .........

Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European 6 reels

Length

4596 feet

4868 feet

4719 feet

5606 feet

6307 feet

6057 feet

Revlewei

5874 feet

4095 feet

5591 feet

812 rM
58M hM

SepLH

July 14

6142 feet Oct e
6813 leet Feb. 11

41 20 feet

10185 feet May 12

6674 feet . Nov. 10

6733 feet .

.

Oct 27

8030 fMl July 7
ht.7llfi.et

5907 feet.

Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels

Poet and Czar Special Cast Amkino 8775feet

Soutti of Panama Carmellta Geraghty Chesterfield

Two Days Special Cast Amklno 6500feet

Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovitch . . Aff. European

Verdun SpecialCast Rlchmount
Vera Mlezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7 reels.

Water. The M.Chekhov Amklno 7000feet Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson
When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Title

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Star Rel. Reviewed

6126 feet

.5334 feet

.5516 feel

.5297 feet.

.6553 feet

5676 feet

5967 feet

.7786 feet ..Oct 20

Date Length

Albany Night Boat ... Olive Borden .. . July 20 5844 (net

Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15— 8147 leet

Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1— 6157feet

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20
•tiCavaller. The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1 6775 feet Oct 27
Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pidgeon May 1 ...5209feet
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15 .. 6362 feet

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr. Nov. 10 . . .6477 feet

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20
Grain of Oust, The Cortez-Windsor-Bennett July 10

Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted. June 10

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20

.

House of Scaniil Sebastian-O'Malley . . April I .

Lnoles of the Night Club Cortez-Leonard May 15.

» eerie White-McGregor July 1

Man in Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10
• Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec I.,

•fJMolly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
... .ghty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct 10 5271 feet .

P(»er of Silence, The Belle Bennen Oct 20 5554 feet

r wlers of the Sea Cortez-Vlyers June 30 . 5160feet
Peinbow, The Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1

fteputatiob. Keane-Standing
Scarlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo April 15 . 5102feet

Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor June 1 5735 feet

Their Hour Harron-Sebastlan Mar. 1 . 5652 feet .

•HTollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct 1 . .7256 feet

Tropical Nlghta Miller-McGregor Dec 10

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

•t, Hawaiian Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15 ...1 reel

•tjJapanese Carnival, A Color Svmphony ...Jan. 1 . 1 reel

•t;in a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1. . . .1 reef Nov. 17
•tjln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15. ... 1 reel

MLove Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Muller . Color Classic 1 reel

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel .

.

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Put 'Em Up Fred Humes Mar. 1

1

Quick Triggers Fred Humes July 15

•t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27

Red Lips Nixon Rogers Dec 2.

Hiding for Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19

Shield of Honor. The Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walling-Nolan Jan. 20
Jan. IS.

Stop Thai Man Lake-Kent Mar.11
Surrender Phllbln-iYloskine Mar. 4

Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1

Thirteenth Juror .The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13

Thunder Riders, The Ted Wells April 8

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18

•t}Uncle Tom's Cabin SpecialCast Sept 2

We Americans Sldney-Mlller-Lewls May 6
Wild West Show, The Glbson-Gulllver May 20
Wolves of the City Dec 2

Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22.

4230feet
.4200 feet

4472 feet

6288 feet

6957 feet

5424 feet

.6172 feet ...Dec 3j
.5809 feet

4364 feet

5389 feet

.8249 feet

6179 feet.

5598 feet

4353 feet.

.5495 feet.

4616 feet.

10600 feet

.9151 feet

5254 feet.

4348 feet

April 28
..Mar. 10
Feb. i

. .Oec 9

Nov. 18
April 7

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel.

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor Dec 5
Ambuscade, The Fred Gilman June 16

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18

Bookworm Hero Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Dec 17

Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17.

Broke Out Young-La Salle Aug. 1

Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog. . . June 27
Buster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct 17.

Busting Buster Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Aug. 15

Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28
Calford In the Movies Lewls-Culliver-Philllps Oct 15

Date Length Revlewei)

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels May 19

2 reels

2 reels Sept. 1

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels

2 reels May 28
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept 29
2 reels Oct.

Calford on Horseback Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec 10 2 reels Dec 1

Oct 20

Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept 17

Card of Destiny, The Fred Gilman July 14

Cash Customers Younq-La Salle Julv 11

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19
Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec 1

Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22
Come on, Horace Arlhur Lake Oct. 8
Cross Country Bunion Race. The . Slrt Saylor Nov. 7

Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30
Danger Trail. The Newton House Sept 1

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrin June 2

Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2
Daring Chances Jack Hoxle Dec 15

Dead Game Art Accord Oct 7

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec 8

Diamond Master, The Lorralne-Slevenson Feb. 3

Diamond Master. The Lorraine-Stevenson April 8. '29. 10 episodes

•East Side 2 reels

2 reels

2 reels June 16

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 22
2 reels Nov. 24
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels., Oct 13
2reels
2 reels

2 reels May I

. 2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Dec 13
10 episodes

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic .... ...I reel Fantasle.
.'..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ...Uemmle Novelty ...Ireel

•tJToy Shop. The .. Color Symphony .

.

Nov. 11 reel Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4

C Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24ommg Attraction*
Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 15

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb Oct. 20

Ojjr. Apple
T
Tree, Th. Dorot^_Sebastlan. Feb. 19 Eg** ft'tt*

UrtMjgwWBp*,
' !± '!

Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20
•(Ghetto. The George Jessel Feb. 1

Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10
**!Lucky Boy Jessel-Qulmby Jan. 10. .. .8500 feet .. Jan. 12

Fighting Kid. The Newton House June 9 .

Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec. 29.

Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8.

.

Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21 .

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19

Miracle. The Southern-Pidgeon '.
.".'"""".' F

°f, r^
358

-
T
.
ho Oswald Cartoon

Molly and Me '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Alberta Vaughn

..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'".'. ™ House
'
A Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll.

June 25
June 13

New'Vrieana'".. i.'.Cortei'enriBtt"'.] '..'.ttai.'i.
'.'.'.'..'.. '.'.'.".'." Fun In th* Cloud*. ..

.

.. Arthur Lake ..
.

....Nov. 6.

Queen of Burlesque Belle Bennett Galloping Ace The J^i1,?"' 6 ?
9p

, '-
2
,'

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20
Gauge of Battle. The Fred G

I
man April 21

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20.

Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept 24
Souads Right Grlbbon-Stone Feb.

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Tills Star Rel.

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore Sept. 9 .

Arizona Cyclone. The Fred Humes May 8 .

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec 16 .

Body Punch. The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28
Buck Privates Oe Puttl-McGregor June 3
Clearing the Trail Glbsnn-Culllver Oct 7 .

Cloud Dodger. The Al Wilson Sept.30 .

Count of Ten, The Ray-Ralston June 17
Crimson Canyon, The Tod Wells Dec 16 .

Danger Rider, Tne Hoot Gibson Nov. 18.

.

Flyln' Cowboy. The Ghson-Hjsbrouck July 1

Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept. 23
Four Footed Ranqer. Th* Dynamite (doq) Mar. 25 .

Freedom of the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28 .

Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9..
•tJGIve and Take Sldney-Hersholt Dec 23 .

.

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29 .

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29 .

Grip of the Yukon. The Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe . Sept 30..

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects.

Havo Patience Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog. .. .Feb. 6

•fHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4.

Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2..

HighUp.. Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6
Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept. 10.

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7.

.

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7.

.

Horse Tall, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon... Aug. 20

Hurry Up Marriago Ben Hall Aug. 27 .

Hushands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29

In Line of Duly Edmund Cobb Feb. 23 .

Iron Coda The Jack Perrin . June 30 .

Junior Year, The Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Sept. 3

Just Wall Young-La Salle Sept 26

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Oct 1 .

.

King of Shebas Arlhur Lake Aug. 13 .

Knockout Buster Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Mar. 6

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor Oct. 10

McGinis vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll Aug. 8 .

Men In the Row (re-Issue) Jack Hoxle Jan. 26.

.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon Sept. 17 .

Mystery Rider. The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26 .

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6 .

Nowlywods' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Eqan Oct 31 .

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hardwick and Dog. .May 15 .

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie

Date Length

9... 6243 feet

.4076 feet

.4179 feet

4786 feel

6171 feet

5311 feet

4322 feet

6279 fool

4179 feet

.5357 feet

51 09 feel

7828 (Ml
4426 feet

6474 feet

5597 feet

6552 feet

5648 leal

4194feet
6599 leet

Reviewed

Feb. 4

. Sept IS

.Dec 22

June 30

! Oct 20

" Dec '29

Sept. 22

2 reels

.1 reel

1 reels

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
2reels May 19
2reels
.2 reels

2reels Oct 20
1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel May 28
2 reels May 19

1 reel Oct 20
2 reels

2 reels Mar. 24
2 reels May 19
1 reel Nov. 24

. 2 reels

. 1 reel

1 reel June 1
1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel Dec 22
. 1 reel

1 reel

1 reel July 28
1 reel

2 reels Sept. 1

.2 reels

2 reels May 28
2 reel*

2 reels

2 roels

1 reel July 21

2 reels

2 reels

2 reols

.2 reels

1 reel

10 episodes
.2 reels . ..

2 reels Sept! 9
.2 reels
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Title Star Rel. Date

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2...

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll June 4—
Newlyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan Sept 5 . .

.

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23 . .

.

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17. .

.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20. .

.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28. .

Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec. 26 . .

.

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 3 . .

.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20. .

.

Out At Home Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9 ..

Paddling Co-Ed3 Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips Oct. 29 .

.

Panicky Pancakes. Oswald Cartoon Oct. 1 . .

.

Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11...

Private Business Sid Saylor April 24 ..

Prodiqal Pup, The Canine Cast

Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11...

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12 ..

Ranger Patrol, The Fred Gilman Aug. 11...

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9...

Red Warning Jack Hoxle Nov.

Reel Life Long-Adama-Layman-McPhalll July

Ride For Help, The
Riders of the Woods
Rocks and Saddles .

.

Romeo of the Range.
Ropin' Romance
Rubber Necks
Ruse. The

1

4 .

.Newton House July 7 .

Edmund Cobb Sept. 15

Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12..

Bob Curwood Oct. 6 .

.Newton House Aug. 4 .

Sid Saylor Sept. 12 .

Jack Perrin Aug. 25.

.

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2 .

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16.

.

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27..

Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3..

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10..

Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27..

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14.

.

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13.

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22 .

.

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24..

*tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18.

.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon SepL 3..

Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31..

Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23 .

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26 .

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept. 8..

Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllips Jan. 7.

Speed Snelk, The Arthur Lake June 18.

.

•tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon 1 reel

Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec 5— 1 reel Nov. If

Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13 2 reels Jan. 12

Length Rev*u ed

2 reels June 2
2 reels May 12
2 reels Aug. 18
.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Dec 28
2 reels Dec 1

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27

1 reel Oct. 13
1 reel May IS

2 reels

.1 reel Sept. 1'

1 reel Jan. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

2 reels June i

.2 reels

.2 reels. .....

.1 reel Oct. 28

. 2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels July 28

.2 reels Dei

.1 reel June 20
2 reels Oct. 18
10 episodes
.2 reels Oct. 8

.2 reels

. 1 reel Dec. 22
.2 reels

.2 reels July 28

.2 reels

.1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 18

.1 reel Dec 8
.1 reel June 30
.1 reel Dec 1

.2 reels Sept. t

.2 reels

1 reel May 26

Title Star

Three Brox Sisters Songs... June 14.

Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28.

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

*t§Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17. .

.

•TBattle of the Sexes, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13. .

.

College Buster Keaton. July 29. .

.

Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31 .

.

Garden of Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4...

Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug. 14. .

.

Ramona Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11...

*t§Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12...

•tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3...

Steamboat Bill, Jr .Keaton-Torrence May 12. .

.

•tTempest J. Barrymore-Horn Aug. 11. .

.

* fTwo Lovers Colman-Banky SepL 7. .

.

•fWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct 29. .

.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

*t§Alibi. The O'Malley-Busch
*t§Butldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
*f§Chi!ds Fifth Avenue (A. T.) Banky-Hall
*t§Coqueite (A- T.) Pickford-Brown
•fcClty Lights Charlie Chaplin
Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
trlell's Angels. . Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
King of the Mountains John Barrymore
*t§Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal
*§Lummox (A. T.)

•t§Man With the Iron Mask, The. .Douglas Fairbanks ... .

Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish
*t5Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron,

•fSSay It With Music (A. T.) Harry Richman
*t,She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
Three Passions. .

Terry-Petrovitch

Venus Constance Talmadge

Rel. Date

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

.7972 feet Jan. 12

8180 feet ..Oct 20
.5800 feet. Sept. 23
.8350 feet. Jan. 28
.7300 feet. ..Jan. 14
.7850 feet. Sept. 30
7552 feet. ..Feb. 4

.7980 feet. . Jan. 19

.6541 feet. . . Dec. 15
.6400 feet. May 19
.9300 feet .. June 16
8500 feet ..April 28

.8041 feet. ..Nov. 17

Length Reviewed

Tall Timber. Oswald Cartoon July 9.

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12

Teacher's Pest Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14.

.

Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler SepL 29 .

There's a Will C. Klng-C. Doherty Dec 21..

This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10..

Tige's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwlck and Dodg April 3 .

.

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. B.

.

Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30..

Tricky Trickster. The Ben Hall June 4 .

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23 .

Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Dec 12.

.

Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty OcL 22 .

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28..

Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6 .

Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21 .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3.

.

Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17..

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 .

.

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28..

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

*t§Bargain In the Kremlin The (A-T.)Joseph Schildkraut .'

tSBarnum Was Right
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson May 19

Born to the Saddle Ted Wells

•tJBraggarl, The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante

*t§Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10
*t§Charlatan, The Special Cast

*t§Clear the Deck ReginaldDenny Mar. 24.

*t§Climax, he i A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
*t§Cohens and Kelleys in Atlantic

•tlCity, The Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain Mar. 17.

*t§Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips

•jjCome Across Special Cast May 5

Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosiukine
*t§Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16

Doubling For Trouble .. . Gibson-Gilbert

•tJDrake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Philbin

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody
Fallen Angels .. Kerry-Starke
*t§Fiaming Daughters
Girl Dodger. The Arthur Lak
*tSGirl on the Barge, The.

Title

•t§Caught Inthe Fog..

Caught in the Fog.

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length

McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22 6270 feet.

McAvny-Nau.pl 5428 feet.

.1 reel June 11

.15 episodes. .July 21

l
,ee

]

s 0cL M *t§Conquest (A. t.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19..

',:„,, 'Crimson City, The Loy-Mil|an-Hyams April 7.

2 ree |s
'Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24.

.1 reels

•Domestic Troubles.

.

•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook

.

May 26
1 | *t§Home Towners. The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15.

, 'ISf '{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4

J
re; „. ,. »15Land of the Silver Fox Rln-Tin-Tln-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10..

.1 reel May 19

. 2 reels May IP

.2 reels Dec
. 1 reel

ISLand ofthe Silver Fox Rln-Tln-Tln-Nye-Hyams.
t§Lion and the Mouse L Barrymore-McAvoy-Colller, Jr.Aug. 3.

*t§Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5

*t§Lights of New York (A. T.) Costello-Landis-Brockwell July 21

.

,
™"!

«t §Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello Oct
i
re6 ::••••-•- *tSMv Man Fannv Brice Jan.

2 reels May 12
. 2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 17

.1 reel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 5

2 reels June 10

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

. 6729 feet .

.5388 feet.. ..April 12

.5164 feet..

.4914 feet.. . S?pt22
8693 feet Oct 27

.7077 feet.. ..Oct 21
.5179 feet..

6352 feet .. ..May 28
.5644 feet..

.5267 feet

..5729 feet.. ..Nov. 24

.9247 feet.. . Jan. 5

.8290 feet.. ..Nov. 3

..4976 feet..

. 6185 feet.

.4820 feet. . Sept 28
.9592 feet . Sept 28
.7169 feet.. .Sept. IS

..7340 feet . April 8
7654 feet ..Aug. 28

.5527 feet

.5202 feet.

Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 24 *t§Sap, The

*t§My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12.

.

»t§On Trial (A. T.) Fredericks-Lytell-Wilson Dec 29 .

•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12.

.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10.

.

•Rinty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferrls-Nye April 21.

*t§Slnging Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1..

•tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Aug. 25.

.

*t§Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28.

.

*t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20.

.

•tiiWomen They Talk About I. Rich-Ferris-Collier. Jr Sept 8..

Coming Attractions
Title Star

•tSAIIimony Annie D. Costello-Ferris-Rankln .

.

*f§Argyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan
•tJOesert Song. The Boles-King
*t§Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris

•+§From Headquarters Monte Blue
tJFrozen River Rin-Tin-Tin

*t§General Crack John Barrymore
•tSGIorlous Betsy D. Costello-Nagle
*|§Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue
*t§Hard-Boited Rose Loy-Collier, Jr.-Brockwell.

»t§Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
t|Kid Gloves Nagel-Wilson
tSMadonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costello.

*t§Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9
t§Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen Oct. 27-

*1§No Defense Blue-McAvoy
•TSNo Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

•t§One Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr

•tlQueen of the Night Clubs Texas Guinan
t§Redeemmg Sin, The D. Costello-Nagel April "

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Feb. 23

Mar. 23

.7441 feet... May 8

Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb.

*t§Great Cinema Murder, The
•tJHaunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker. The Hoot Gibson
*t5His Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2

tfi*!t Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21.

Kid's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17

•t{Klng of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whiteman and Band
Man Disturber. The ReginaldDenny
•tjMlnstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navy Blues Arthur Lake.
*t§One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3

*t§Play Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7

*t§
Jort of Dreams, The Mary Philbin

6908 feet.
.Edward Everett Horton.

*t§Sonny Boy. Al Jolson.

*t§Stark Mad (A. T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar.

•t§Stolen Kisses May McAvoy .

*t§Time, the Place, and the Girl, The Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood

Title

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 25

Sept. 22

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend ....

Baniomanlac Eddie Peabody : Oct 13

Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Boner Sept. 22

Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 28

California Songbirds, The Beil-Coates Sept 1

Celeste Alda (Alda) Giovanni Martinelll 1 reel July 7

*t§Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3 Character Studies
".'.'.".'.".'.'.".".

.... Florence Brady Sept. 1

tSShannons of Broadway, The(A. T.)James Gleason.. Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22
*t§Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut

.

Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30.

Taranga ... Special Cast
tjThat Blonde Laura La Plante April 28.

Watch My Speed .ReginaldDenny
Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrin Feb. 10.

*t5You Can't Buy Love.

.4497 feet

Special Cast May 26 Family Affair.A!
'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ^Arthur Byron

Cougat& Company Violin, Songs & Dances June 18

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman 3ept 28

Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept 22

Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept 1

Death Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 28

Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 28

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel.

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan.

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects

Feminine Types Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song program June 23
Date Length Reviewed Fr|end of Fatner

'

s Lydell-Higins-Leah Aug. 28

11 1 reel Giving In Deef-Hopper 2 reels Jan. 12

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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s

(tie Star Rel. Dale Length Review e

Gus ArnhelmA His Ambassadors , Jau Band Jim* 23

Harry Del

f

Songs 4 Dances June 16

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jesse Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Wan Baritone. The.. Chief Caupollcan : . .

Aug 25
Ingenues. The Jau Bind June 23
In a Casting Office.... W. & E_ Howard
In Dutch Ulls & Clark

;h, the Ban-Jokeslor Songs Jan. 19

Larry Ceoalos Undersea Review Song? and Dances Sept i

Lash. The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Man of Peace. A . Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath 1 rpel Jan. 12
Mies Information Wilson-Horton 2 reels June 30
Morrissey & Miller Night Club Revue June 16

Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23
Night Court. The William Demarest June 16

Moan-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16

Pagliacci John Charles Thomas
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20
Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization Herbert-Pam June 16

Title Star Rel. Date Length Revlewe

Regular Business Man, A Robert Ober Sept. 15
Rigoletto—Quartet Glgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept 29
Sharp Tools Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13

Soup Harry D elf Nov. 17
Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Throo Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve). . Giovanni Martlnelll June 2
When the Wife's Away William Demarott Nov. 17
Winnie Lightner Songs Nov. 1

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

.

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks
Moulin Rouge Olga Checova.

.

Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron
Woman in the Night. A Maria Corda .

Woman in White, The Blanche Sweet.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

* Means synchronized score, t Means soand effects. § Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood—Continued

"She Goes to War"'

.1 - h n Monk Saunders, author oJ

"Wings," now is titling "She Goes to

War," tin- Henry King production oi Ru-

pert Hughes' story. Eleanor Boardman has

the principal role in this film.

"Behind Closed Doors"

of mystery feature the shooting

ol "Behind Closed Doors," now in pro-

duction at the Columbia W. I Stn

<lio>. Cn>t has Virginia Yalli and Gaston
Glass ii- leads. In supporting roles are

Andre I >• Segurola, Otto Mai iesen and
Fannie Midgley. R. William Neill is wield-

he megaphone.

Palhe Signs Aldine

As tin- direct result of his portrayal of

the newspaper office boy in "The Ofilci

Scandal," Jimmy Aldine has been placed

nnder a long-term contract by Pathe. Six

ago he made his debut in pictures as

the cabin boy in '"Down to the Sea in

IS."

"Time, Place and the Girl"

With an all ed for it<

interpretation, the Vitaphone version of

"The Time, The Place and The Girl" has
gone into production nt the Warner Studio,

ding of Vitaphone sequences outdoors
will be one interesting phase of this picture

stage success by Prank R.
Acliim- and U'ill Hough. The roar of :m
excited football crowd will be the first

Vitaphone episode to be filmed by Diri

Howard Bretherton. Grant Withers, Ger
i llmstead and Betty < omp on head

James FZirkwood, Vivian Oak
land, < Iretchen I [a rl man, I n ne Haisman

li si Roacl
I ave parts.

Joan Bennett

Joan Bennett, daughter of Richard Ben
nett, has been signed by Art Cinema, I

Artists producing unit, to a i con-

tract, sin- left New York Wednesday, Jan-
16th, for Hollywood.

"U" Engages Lowe
As a result of his adaptation, continuity

and dialogue on Oniversal's "Broadwi
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., has been tendi

contract bj

Laemmle, Jr.

A --i.ri.-itc Producer, Carl ••The Climax'
will direct.

which li. l.it't'lll.UI

New Title

"This i- Heaven" is the title which
ie] ( L.l.lw yn has definitely decided on

for the new Vilma Banky picture which
has recently been completed on the coast

ii- her first appearance in a modern Ameri-
can role. This production, an original story

..I ii Hungarian immigrant girl in New
York written by Hope Loring, was filmed

miller the temporary title of "Fifth \.ve

nue."

Matt Moore in "Coquette"

Mary Pickford has milled Mutt Moore to

the cast of her all-talking production of
"I oquette." Moore will play the role of

Stanlej Wentworth.
John Gales, who had been previously

slated to piny the role of Stanley, was also

under contract to appear in stoek in San
Francisco and found that the screen work
would interfere with his stage inn.

Columbia Signs Neill

Columbia has signed R. William Xeill, di-

rerctor, for the making of six pictures.

New Pathe Serial in Work
Pathe has started production on "Queen

of the North \V Is," new serial with
Ethlyne Clair and Walter Miller in the

roles. Spencer Bennet and Tom
Storey will co-direct the picture, from an
original bj George Arthur Gray.

Belated Honeymoon
John Barrymore and his bride, Dolores

ello, sailed from Los Angeles recently
on the s. S. Virginia for a belated honey-
moon trip. When their wedding took place
Mi-s Costello was at work on "Alimony
Annie.'' Their lirst destination will be

ma. At the ( 'anal they will hoard t heir

yacht and continue (heir trip, probably
i

.-I...- t ime at I [avana.

John Reinhardt Cast

John Reinhardt, son of the Austrian
composer, Heinrich Reinhardt, has been

signed by Universal for a featured role in

t In- forthcoming all-dialogue '- 1

"The Cloud Patrol"
\l.-i rjorir Daw again plays opposite Reed

Howes in "The Cloud Patrol," the latesl

picture in the "Russ Karrell, Aviator"
series of aviation dramas being released

by Educational.

New Leading Lady
Cliff Bowes, who is again appearing in

Educational-Cameo Comedies, has a new
beauty a< leading lady in "Served Hot,"
his no c-t recent laugh-maker in this series.

she is Dolores Johnson, a typical Spanish
type, who recently ha- been playing in sevr

eral of Educational's fun films.

Paramount Writer Marries
William X. Robson, 2nd, member of the

Paramount scenario staff, was married re-

cently in Hollywood to Irene rZosinska,

stage actress, who appeared in several

Broadway productions alter winning a prize

for excellency in the Otto Kalm school.

"Venus" Finished

Camera work on another Tinted Artists

picture, Constance Talmadge's "Venus,"
has been completed. This story, filmed in

it- original locales on the Mediterranean
Coast and in Paris, was brought to the

screen by Louis Mercanton, from Jean
Vignaud's French novel.

Pathe Signs Casey Rohinson

Casey Robinson, title writer, has been

ged h.\ Pathe to direct
'

' Listen, Bab)
. '

'

Pathe's second all-talking picture, which
Paid Bern will produce.

Victorious on the Courts

Paramount Studio tennis team defeated
First National Studio- 7 matches to 0.

Prank Tuttle, John Cromwell, Salvini

I'.aiaiio, Wells Rool and Olh i-r H. P. < tar

rett are the permanent members oi the

Paramount team.

Hagen May Make Another

Walter flio'en, "...It' professional, admit-

iations arc on for his appearance in

a feature production. Hagen made "Green
Grass Widows" last year for Tiffany-StahL



In the
'

' Talkies
'

' too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Could MaKe a Comedy Such As
U©5^[LV r "~"

Twenty -four parts in the picture, and
every role played by Lupino Lane him-

self. Who else could do it? The versatility

that made such an astonishingly clever

1^^^^^^^^f!^^^^^^^f!^^f!^f!^^

novelty comedy possible, makes Lane
the outstanding star in the two-reel

comedy field, and as great a box • office

asset as you ever had in Short Features.

WfM.WWWWW^

nmn
The comedian takes

tw cnty - four distinct

roles and r he results are

astounding in clever-

ness-ARTHUR JAMES
— Motion Pictures To"
day.

Every time we see a

ane comedy we say

il is the he>t we have
yet seen — worth pre-

ferred position on any
program — Associated

Publications.

iiAniiiitutik/tiiiaiAikik/i/ a.

~TJ

Watch for announcement soon about
Lupino Lane Comedies with sound and dialogue

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS,. President

-THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM' ,

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc.

Will H. Ha,,, President



In This Issue: "The Showman'
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BUTTE, MONT.
First two days beat "Big

Parade" Ivv $1000 and
"Ben-Hur" by,$i: 00.

CLEVELAND, O.

Allen standi 'em out'.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Columbia sensational.

DAYTON, O.

Marvelous business.

NORFOLK, VA.
Tremendous at Nona!

READING, PA.

Colonial hangs up S. R. O.

CANTON, O.

Crowds storm theatre.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Biggest in months!

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Perm clean-up!

AND MORE GOOD
NEWS EVERY DAY!

LEADS

The Big Ones!

TO THE
O

Based on Robert W.
Service's novel. Directed by
CLARENCE BROWN

with

DOLORES
DEL RIO

RALPH FORBES—KARL DANE
TULLY MARSHALL

BANK!
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Di*tributors of America, Inc.

Vol. XXXIX
No. 5

the Post Office at Neui York,
net of March 3, 1879

Publish 'l Weekly—$3.00 a Year

Nezv York

February 2, 1929

PRICE 20 CFNTS



VICTOR HUGO'S

BOX OFFICE!
Yes, box-office appeal in every fool of this re-

markable picture—box-office power that results

in hundreds of glowing box-office reports like

this one in Variety, referring to the run at

Skouras' Missouri Theatre. St. Louis:

Missouri (3,300; 35-50-65-75) —
"Man Who Laughs." sound (U).
Splendid picture got a goodly fol-
lowing;

Big city—small town, the result is the same.

All over the country—writing biggest figures

for the BOX-OFFICE!

casli prizes
lire being offered to the public by

I nirersnl for the best answers to the

question: II II) DO ALLl RING WO-
MEN I.Ol E HOMELY MEN? Its

the greatest exploitation idea ever of-

fered on a picture—and it's rlickinn

like tm eight-day clock. Climb aboard

now. See Universal Weekly for full

details.

CONRAD VE IDT --MARY PHILDIN
A PAUL LENI PRODUCTION.

With Olga Baclanuva, Bran-
don Hurst, Sam De Grassc,
CesareGravina, Stuart Holmes,
George Seigmann.
lives— one silent, one

sound.

Two nega

--StUnt orSound- Carl Laemmle leads the Way///
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ALL records

smashed at Rialto Theatre,

New York, as "THE WOLF
OF WALL STREET,"
sensational Paramount all-

talking melodrama begins

long run on Broadway! Big-

gest business of the year in

Philadelphia, Los Angeles and

other points ! "Has box office

written large all over it!" yells

the New York Telegram

—

and
that's the truth!

GEORGE
RANCROFT
tn
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SHE WAS
NOTHING to the man she loved!

EVERYTHING to all other men*

SHE LIED
SHE STOLE
SHE SINNED

Yet Founa Her Greatest Happiness

in Her Deepest, Greatest SIN

—

REDEEMING
SIN"

WARNER BROS. present

DOLORES
COSTING

STORY bi)

L.V.JEFFERSON
SCENARIO!^

HARVEY GATES

DIRECTED

HOWARD
BRETHERTON

A



She's Front Pa£e News

IISAS
a

i
IN

THEQUEEN
NIGHTCLUBS

SEE and HEAR Texas GUINAN in "Queen of the Night Clubs"—

a

marvelous picture of 'WINE, WOMEN and WRONG!" See and hear
TEXAS—princess of GOOD CHEER—witty, sparkling, as intoxicating

as bubbling GIGGLE WATER—SEE New York in its NIGHT
CLOTHES, all dressed up and READY for THRILLS! Be a PLAYBOY
on the MAIN STEM—make WHOOPEE with "The Whoopee Girl"—
HAVE the TIME of your life!

c
G
1

lM

;

MF
You'll LEARN about PICTURES from this one! It's a NATURAL—a S (j
clean-up! Your audience will give THIS little girl a GREAT BIG HAND! Sg^ J"'«"%&

Story by Murray Roth Directed by

and Addhan Burkhart FIRYAIS FOY

ONE m^m ONE
with •^^wrmocT
VTTAPHONI^^VnAPHONI

INEGATIVES I ^y\yw??$w^
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Flit NIGI/I ,

OFMGI/TS/

March 1s2-

Hotel Astor

HOLLYWOOD
MASQUE
BALL
TUt tNTIRt
INDUSTRY ON
PXUMH
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CLAUOt MtNC N(D SPARKS

CHAOKS HAMILTON

OTTOMATIISfN
HAflDV Ail t

N

UHtO 0ICMMO

DISTINGUISHED STAGE
PLAYERS ALL TALK IN PATHES
ALL TALKING SUPER SPECIAL
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the veil oi: night at sea, the flick

lights, the sputtering aerial and the fluctuat-

ing compass portend strange deeds—and then,



PICTURE
TH E TA1K OF THE TOWN

Masterfully supervised and directed
by Benjamin Glazer—Horace Jack-
son's brilliant adaptation of Benja-
min Glazer and Melchior Lengyel's

original—produced on a magnifi-

cent scale—enacted by dramatic
players tested in the most famous
plays of the century—a revelation

as to what can be done with the

new wonder of the screen, dialogue

o
K&SKJfev

• '"""

aba

JE****

Pathe®Picture

F/^D r\

i Ml 1 3 iTJB tlaM 11M tVI hi 1 1 *• i

—and nerve tingling even days after the climax is unfolded.



BELLE BENNETT

TIFFflNy-</>Tfll-IL PRODUCTIONS IMC
i.5f O BNO^DVaV MEW YORK CITY



The Greatest Team for Rib-Cracking

Laughs and Heart-Breaking Love You

Have Ever Seen

—

In a Romance of the Footlights Where

the Sorrows of Real Life Must Never

Strike a False Note in a Gay Song or

Take the Kick Out of a Funny Line.

Tico Supreme Artists

AT Their Best

IN Their Best

Theme Song, "In the Land of Make-Believe,"

by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.

>A<

/UPPORTED BY

flLBERTYl
V^UCMN

AND
CMrtRL-E/
BYER/

WITH

JOEE.
BROWN
Play These Sound Box-Office Sound Pictures for Prestige and Profits

£!

GEORGE JESSEL in "LUCKY BOY"
His first singing and talking picture. Greatest theme song ever

written
—"My Mother's Eyes," by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel

Baer.

Booked to play at the Capitol Theatre, New York City.

"MY LADY'S PAST" starring BELLE BENNETT
with JOE E. BROWN

A Special Production with dialogue and sound. Thorns

Song, "A Kiss to Remember," by Ben Bernie.

"WHISPERING WINDS" starring EVE SOUTHERN
in her first singing and talking picture with Patsy Ruth
Miller and Malcolm McGregor.

"NEW ORLEANS" starring WM. COLLIER, JR.,

RICARDO CORTEZ and ALMA BENNETT
A Reginald Barker Special Production, with dialogue and

synchronization.

coming- "ZEPPELIN"-*A Sup
With Conway Tearle, Claire

"THE RAINBOW" starring DOROTHY SEBASTIAN
and LAWRENCE GRAY
A Reginald Barker Special Production. Theme song, "Song
of Gold." Synchronization and sound effects by Joseph Littau.

"MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT" starring PATSY RUTH
MILLER and LAWRENCE GRAY
A John M. Stahl Special Production. Theme song, "When the

Right One Comes Along."

"THE TOILERS" starring JOBYNA RALSTON and
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

A Reginald Barker Special Production. Synchronization and
sound effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.

"THE CAVALIER" starring RICHARD TALMADGE
and BARBARA BEDFORD
Theme song, "My Gavalier." Synchronization and sound
effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.

er Dramatic Epic of the Air—
Windsor and Larry Kent.

DIRECTED
BY

ALBERT

^ J-yMCWRONIZED By RCfl PMOTOPMOME_ ,||

TIFFflNy-</>T<H-!L PRODUCTION/1 INC.
^40 DROflov/gy NEW YORK CITY



BA1

:raph

rd I Ivarre,

heatre,

Vianor

vu 1 1 c Th e a t r e , C h i c ago

Mil Kigan I In .<ii e, I

ihing Theatre, t lucago -

Reyul Theatre. (

heatre, Chi erTheafre,

ph Theatre, Chicago West End Theatre,

Windsor [heatre, Chicago—Buckingham Theatre,

! CIRCUH Fox lluatre, Aurora. III.

Bloomington, III i
I heatre, Chicago

Heights, III. Empress Theatre, Decatur, III.—Dicke Theatre,

Pirn : . ker I hr.itre, Elgin, III. Varsity

Theal on, III. I si Park, III.

Bheum Th -burg, 111. Rialto Square Theatre, Joliet,

. Kankakee, III. Majestic Theatre, La Salle,

k Theatre, Oak Park,

III. Muli-on 1

1

ria, 111. Washington Theatre, Quincy.

. Rockford, III. State lluatre, Roseland, III.

i rheatre, Waukegan, III. Lincoln Theatre, Springfield, III.-

Theatre, Alton, 111. Fargo Theatre, Sycamore, III. -^Pickwick

.-, Park Ridge, III. -Terrace Theatre, Danville, III.— Fargo

III,— Earle Theatre, Washington, D. C—New

•, Baltimore— Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore— Liberty Theatre,

rland, Md.—Byrd Theatre, IH.-tersburg, Va.— Byrd Theatre,

Rich* C1RCUIT-T. &. D. JR. CIRCUIT-

El Capitan Theatre, San Francisco—

rnij Theatre, Berkeley. Cal.—Kinema Theatre, Fresno, (

or Theatre, Oakland, Cal.—T. and D. Theatre, Oakland, Cal.-

rnia Theatre, Richmond, Cal.— Capital Theatre, Sacramento,

California Theatre, Salinas, Cal.—California Theatre, San J.'

-al.— California Theatre, Stockton, Cal.—Visalia Theatre, Visalia, Cal.—

California Theatre, Watsonville, Cal.— Majestic Theatre, Reno, Nev.—

^oe»''s» State Theatre, Los Angeles—Adams Theatre, Los Angeles—

Mhambra Theatre, Los Angeles—Balboa Theatre, Los Angeles— Figueroa

Reatre, Los Angeles—Golden Gate Theatre, Los Angeles— Highland

Mesa Theatre, Los Angeles—Rite

1 os Angeles— Rivoli Theatre, Los Angeles

rland Theatre, Los Angeles—Sunbeam Theatre,

Uptown Theatre, Los Angeles— Westlake

I Angeles Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. \

A TALKING COM
is sweepinq

w

MACK SENNETT TALKING COMEDIES
have swept to world wide fame—in a few weeks

—on a tidal wave of laughs.

Many of the nation's finest theatres have
booked "THE LION'S ROAR." Just look over

their names.

All of them are sending their audiences away,

laughing and saying "here is something new in

comedies." Most of them are getting a new idea

of what short subjects can mean to the box-

THE BRIDES
Produced by

RCA Photophone Process

THE COMrASV BV CRrnOSM AND SUGGEST CONORS rrsj?^

WESTERN
UNION
TOLEDO OHIO 102 P J** 21 19E9

„ HAMMONS PRES
' '
"

" - «" « ™
have eveh *» « »» '

BRlDES
RELATIONS BEST COMEM WE

CONGRATULATIONS m THEATRE

BY JOHN F KOMLER

iTarmel Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. — Visja Theatre,
(

Cal. — Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Cal.—

. Theatre, Anaheim, Cal.— California Theatre, Bakersfield,

Beverly Theatre, Beverly Hills, Cal.—Park Theatre, E. San Diego,

Imperial Theatre, El Centro, CaL Alcazar Theatre, Huntington Park,

la Theatre, Inglewood, Cal. El Portal Theatre, Lankershim, Cal

Dome Theatre, Ocean Park, Cal.

mona,

——

—

1,1 . Hi '

fi&cUulaticncd (RcIuaK) &£tt
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"



EDY TRIUMPH
the counlru
office—through some of the biggest and finest

exploitation ever done on a two-reel comedy.

They dared Sennett to do it again. Some of

them thought "THE LION'S ROAR" was too

good to "repeat." But Sennett has done that

—

and more. For every laugh he gave you before

he gives you two now. You'll simply have to

revise all your own ideas of just how funny a

comedy can be—and of how much exploitation

it can justify—when you see and hear

RELATIONS
with

JOHNNY BURKE
and

Harry Gribbon
It was the worst day of the winter.

The venerable trade press—almost all

of it—was there to see a Sennett Talk-

ing Comedy, "The Bride's Relations"

by name. Off went the lights and on
went the opus. It wasn't long after that

the laughter began to mount and stay

that way. Remember: rotten day, film-

saturated newspaper men and a pro-

jection room showing. Only a jewel

among comedies could get the response

it did. For your box-office good, get it.

Educational is the place to go.

— K A N N
in Film Daily

tre, San Lu

San .eater,

Cal. i Theatre,

City Theatre, Santa Paul

Iemlak, Cal.—Hippodroi^ I

Granada Theatre, .Wilmington, i

Seattle— Fifth Ave. Theatre, Seattle

Astoria, Ore.—Alta Theatre, Pendleton, Ore.—Br

# _^^ ' lua,rt'> Portland, Ore.—Hollywood Tf>.

Cr ^V^^'^ ^^ | Ore—Mt. Baker Theatre, Bellingham, Wash

Theatre, Bremerton, Wash. — EUensburg Theatr.

'Ellensburg, Wash.—Granada Theatre, Everett, Wash.-

Liberty Theatre, Olympia, Wash.— Liberty Theatr

Pulallup, Wash.—Broadway Theatre, Tacoma, Wash.-

Liberty Theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.— Liberty Theatr

Wenatchee, Wash—Liberty Theatre, Yakima, Wash.

Clemmer Theatre, Spokane, Wash. — FINKELSTEll

AND RUBEN CIRCUIT- Strand Theatre, Minneapolis-

Garrick Theatre, Duluth, Minn.— State Theatre, Hibbin

Minn.—Grand Theatre, Mankato, Minn.—Chateau Theatr

Rochester, Minn. — Garrick Theatre, Virginia, Minn.

State Theatre, Winona, Minn.—Grand Theatre, Grand Fori

N. D. — Capital Theatre, Aberdeen, S. D. — State Theati

Huron, S. D. — Metropolitan Theatre, Mitchell, S. D.

Sherman Theatre, St. Cloud, Minn.—State Theatre, Sioi

Falls, S. D.—State Theatre, Eau Claire, Wis.—Palace Thtati

uperior, Wis—Garfield Theatre, Milwaukee— Merrill Theati

Iwaukee—Modjeska Theatre, Milwaukee— Oriental Theati

Milwaukee — Tower Theatre, Milwaukee — Uptown Theati

ilwaukec— Majestic Theatre, Beloit, Wis.— Retlaw Theatre, Foi

du[Lac, Wis.— Strand Theatre, Green Bay, Wis. — Jeffris Theati

Janesville, Wis—Gateway Theatre, Kenosha, Wis.—Oshkosh Theati

Oshkosh, Wis.—State Theatre, Racine, Wis.—Park Theatre, Waukesl

Wausau Theatre, Wausau, "Wis.—Mikado Theatre, Manitowoc, WU.
State Theatre, Detroit—Bijou Theatre, Battle Creek, Mich.—Orpheum Theai

Bay City, Mich. -Regent Theatre, Flint, Mich—Regent Theatre, Jackson, Mich.

Capitol Theatre, Lansing, Mich.—Regent Theatre, Muskegon, Mich Frankl

Theatre,' Saginaw, Mich.—Fenway Theatre, Boston^ Olympia Theatre, Boston F

^Theatre, Springfield, Mass.— Palace Theatre, Wooster, Mass.—POLI CIRCUIT—Middles

eatre, Middletown, Conn.—Palace Theatre, Stamford, Conn Fox Poli Theatre, New Hav<

Conn.—Capitol Theatre, Hartford, Conn.—Fox Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.—Palace Theat
Waterbury, Conn.—Fox Palace Theatre, Meriden, Conn.—Garde Theatre, New London, Conn.

lairidge Theatre, Montclair, N. J—Strand Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y Oatka Theatre, Warsaw, N. Y.

'ii$
r Capitol Theatre, Waverly, N. Y.—Tiogo Theatre, Owego, N. Y.-State Theatre, Allentown, Pa.—Colon

Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.—State Theatre, Easton, Pa.— Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.— Embassy Theat
Lewiston, Pa.—Capitol Theatre, Reading, Pa.—Alto Theatre, Columbia, Pa.—Rialto Theatre, Williamsport, Pa.

Victor Theatre, McKeesport, Pa.—Astor Theatre, Cleveland—Hippodrome Theatre, Cleveland-Plaza Theat
Cleveland—Uptown Theatre, Cleveland— Orpheum Theatre, Akron, O.—Colonial Theatre, Cambridge, O.

AStrand Theatre, Canton, O.—Madison Theatre, Mansfield, O.—Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, O.—Robbins Theat

TAi

Warren, O.—Sta^e Theatre, Youngstown, O.—Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati—Colonial Theatre, Dayton, O.—Hipi
drome Theatre, Marietta,O.—Fountain Sq.Theatre, Indianapolis—Von Ritz Theatre, Bedford, Ind

Indiana Theatre, Bloomington, Ind.—Strand Theatre, Crawfordsville.Ind.—Von Cas

Theatre, Greencastle, Ind.—Strand Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.—Tivoli Theat

Ichigan City, Ind.—Tivoli Theatre, Richmond, Ind.— Riv

Theatre, Muncie, Ind.—Lerner Theatre, Elkhart, Ind

MaryAndersonTheatre, Louisville.Ky.—KentuckyThe.it

Danville, Ky.—Princess Theatre, Mayfield, Ky Etnpr

Theatre, Owensboro, Ky.—Columbia Theatre, Paducah, Ky
Palace Theatre, Burlington, la.—Rialto Theatre, Ft. Dodge, la

Palace Theatre,"Mason City, la.—Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la

Strand Theatre, Waterloo, la.—Main Street Theatre, Kansas Clty^Plaza Theai

Kansas City-;-Grand Theatre, Topeka, Kan—Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kan.—

I

Theatre, Tuls'a, Okla.—Aladdin Theatre, Denver—America Theatre, Denver—Vic*

Theatre, Salt Lake City— RialtoTheatre, Butte, Mont.—Liberty Theai

Great Falls, Mont. — Judith Theatre

Mont.—Gem Theatre, Provo, Utah—Ca

Pocatello, Idaho — Strand Theatre, B<
EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

£m4t
President

-~^



the event of the Season!

FEB.
TH

MOTION
PICTURE
BALL

auspices

Paramount Pep Club, Inc.

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.

Publix Theatres Corp.

Entertainment by

Celebrated Stage

and

Screen Stars

PAUL ASH
Master Ceremonies

Music by

ROGEll WOLFE K All \

And His Society Serenaders

Hotel Astor
SAT. Eve., Feb. 9th

Tickets, $10.00 per person



^Announcing

Pacent Reproducer
Systems

The Pacent Reproducer Corporation takes this opportunity to make formal announcement of

its two complete Reproducer Systems for theatres. We believe that this equipment, backed

by long experience in the field of sound reproduction, will be of unusual interest to exhibitors

throughout the country.

Louis Gerard Pacent
President

Pacent Reproducer Corporation

Mr. Pacent is a graduate engineer, a

Fellow ot the Institute of Radio Engin-
eers, a Fellow of the Radio Club of

America, member of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, Fellow Na-
tional Geographic Society, Chairman of
the American Engineering Standards
Committee on Parts and Wiring, and the
author of several books and a number
of radio papers.

He is known as the inventor of many
radio devices and is recognized as an
authority on sound.

Full Details Will Be Advertised in

an early issue of this publication

Naturally anyone investing money in

sound leproducirig apparatus is inter-

ested in two things: the product and
the company behind it.

Pacent Reproducer Systems are the

result of long research and develop-

ment wotk by Louis Gerard Pacent, a

leading figure in engineering and scien-

tific circles, and a gtoup of engineers

working under his direction. For

months before being placed on the

matket, Pacent Reproducer Systems

have been put through the most severe

tests. They have been tested, re-

tested, checked and compared with

similar apparatus. The merits of and
advantages of Pacent Reproducer Sys-

tems are definitely established.

Two systems are now being manu-
factured, and installations are actually

in and working in leading houses in

various parts of the country. Exhibitots

using Pacent Reproducer Systems send

in the most enthusiastic reports of big

business done, and favorable comments
from pattons.

A Few of the Important Features of

Pacent Reproducer Systems

No Batteries : Both Pacent Repro-

ducer Systems operate directly from

any 110 volt 60 cycle alternating cur-

rent outlet without batteties of any

kind.

Double Channel Amplification:
One reserve amplifier for each ampli-

fier used to run a show. Interruptions

and breakdowns in sound program
minimized by this feature. Pacent Re-

producer Systems ate the only systems

having complete, double channel ampli-

fication throughout.

Special Speaker System: Latest

and most efficient type of Dynamic
Speaket used with special baffle board

arrangement. Even sound distribution

assured with complete elimination of

dead spots in the theatre.

Pacent Reproducer Systems are now
manufactured for the disc method of

reproduction. The Pacent Film At-

tachment will soon be available for

sound-on-film method of reproduction.

Low Price: Pacent Reproducer

Systems are marketed at prices much
lower than any similar equipment of

equal quality. They are sold outright

to the exhibitor. $2,500 buys com-
plete equipment of the synchronous

type, for house with seating capacity

not over 2,000 seats.

$3,500 for complete system for

theatres of from 2,000 to 4,000.

Wire^, Write-j or Qall

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Louis Qerard Tacent, TresidenL>

250 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK N. Y.
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...Barbara Bennett and
Bobby Watson blithely

make whoopee!

Sensational MORTON
DOWNEY sings his

Joseph I. SchtlitZer haunting melodies "I'll
•* r Alua\s Be In Love With
and You'

r and "Mine Alone."

T o Leads the Pennsyl'
William Le rsaron lianian5 in the rousing

present chorus "J°richo
"

KKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION



1
NINE NEW SMASH HIT MELOD
BY THE WORLD'S GREATEST JAZL.
BAND— BUT ONE OF THE AMAZING
BOX-OFFICE FEATURES OF THIS FAB-

ALL-TALKING EXTRAVAGANZA
KIND TO BE FILMED..

bows in with

MAMMOTH FLASH
ATTRACTION ....

FEATURING $5.50 TOP BAND AND
SENSATIONAL GALAXY OF
SPECIALTIES!

With Morton Downey, Osgood Perkins, Barbara Bennett, Bobby Watson and
100 Others! Story and Dialogue by Gene Markey. Adapted by Frances Agnew.
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Colorful -Gripping./* *Colman Scores

"Well acted, ably directed and
beautifully photographed. Filled

a long felt want for out and out

melodrama of the better sort.

Colorful and gripping yarn of ad-

venture. Colman and Lily Damita
(another Goldwyn 'find' or I miss

my bet) are excellent."

Daily Review,

"Colman's first solo picture scores.

Suspenseful in its construction.

Gripping in its tempo. Magnificent

photographic artistry. Colman
splendid. Lily Damita a very satis-

fying eyeful and a sexy lady.

Colman earns his new position in

the star constellation of the indus-

try-" Film Daily

With Sound or Silent- it's a



Record Breaker
- Variety

"A story of mighty conflict between
passion and honor. Passion or box~

office wins.

"Joseph Conrad's great heart-gripping

novel furnishes the base upon which
Herbert Brenon has erected a pictorial

construction radiating almost every known
variety of human emotion with a burning

force that > i ; 1 > 1 ; > ; r > •
-

desire in picture en-

tertainment."

Winning UNITEDARTISTS PICTURE



a

COMING
NEW kind of SHOW

a»
u Qet a Season Ticket."

Photoplays made where the story's laid
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Profitable Warfare

Outstanding Event of the Day in Picture Show World

By William A. Johnston

THERE'S a battle on, out in Los An-
geles, between the Paramount Theatre
and West Coast Loew's State.

The facts, briefly, are these : the above con-
testants used for their ammunition increased

newspaper advertising. And in short order
both houses began turning the people away.
Then the other houses, the United Artists,

Criterion, Tower among them, began to

scrap for the overflow and they also splurged
on advertising. And the result is that Los
Angeles is doing capacity business all around,
the best the city has had in years.

That's the story and the moral must be ob-
vious to anyone.

The show business thrives on advertising;
always has, always will. It's the mainspring.

There was never a good showman who was
not also a good advertiser.

Lethargy in advertising will put a wet
blanket on the best show material that brains
can devise.

I don't believe that any executive in the
business will argue against these salient

points: yet, the fact is that they pay less at-

tention to advertising than to any other fac-

tor in their business.

This Los Angeles incident is, in my opin-
ion, the outstanding event of the day in the
picture show world. It is more important than
mergers, than the acquisition of theatres, than
the controversy of sound versus silent pic-

tures. It is equally as important as produc-
tion itself and the millions that are poured
into it.

You would think that the astute picture

executive noting this Los Angeles situation,

would say to himself: if that's the force that

puts people into the theatres then that's the

force that will put pictures into the theatres.

But if he does get himself into this vein of

thought, he will look over his budget and
find that nothing has been allowed for adver-

tising; and probably, he will decide to put
some increased millions into production and
theatres—and then hire a press agent.

The basic trouble is that, with few excep-

tions, executives who are adept at production,

distribution or what not, don't know just

what advertising is.

One of our recent sound news reels would
enlighten them. Adolph Ochs, publisher of

The New York Times, was quoted as fol-

lows: "Advertising is the very essence of

news."

So it is.

And you buy advertising space in propor-
tion to what you think this news is worth.

If John Wanamaker is going to sell a mil-

lion dollars' worth of bargains tomorrow, he
buys space accordingly. He doesn't try to

sneak into the newspaper a two penny read-

ing notice. He doesn't give a luncheon to

the New York press.

If there were an advertising revival in this

business today, it would do more good to the

box office than sound pictures and Wall
Street combined.
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Picture Ratings

RAY A. GROMBACHER, president of Spokane
Theatres, Inc., sends us some very interesting

information on picture ratings in his ace

house, "The Liberty.
-

' Actual box office standings of

pictures at this theatre, starting with August 3 and up
to and including January 10, are as follows:

1. Singing Fool
2. Lilac Time
3. Lights of New York
4. Wings
5. My Man
6. Glorious Betsy

7. The Terror
8. Lion and the Mouse
9. Street Angel

10. State Street Sadie
11. On Trial

12. Interference

Women They
About

Home Towners
Fazil

Four Sons
Two Lovers

18. Woman Disputed

19. The Patriot

20. Sunrise

21. The Red Dance
22. Conquest

23. Wedding March

Mr. Grombacher adds: "We have left a few out for

the reason that they were pictures that were booked
on short notice or else did not have a full week's run."

As Mr. Grombacher suggests, we are glad to pass
this information along to exhibitors and the trade
generally.

What interests us equally as much as the ratings
themselves is the aggressive way in which Mr. Grom-
bacher goes after the proper advertising and exploita-

tion of pictures. For instance, he says: "Exhibitors
throughout the United States who did not get back of
Colleen Moore in 'Lilac Time' were very foolish as it

proved to be one of our biggest box office attractions.

We got behind this with both guns with the result 'that

it stands second on our list."

Again: "We take the credit for bringing 'My Man'
to fifth place on the list on account of the personal
effort in the way of advertising put back of this pic-

ture."

A careful study of the pictures appearing on Mr.
Grombacher's list shows that the talkies and sound
films form the leading box office attractions at his

Liberty Theatre. There is hardly a picture named,
which does not have sound in some form, and Mr.
Grombacher adds : "There is no doubt that 'The Sing-

ing Fool' heads the list without any competition what-
soever."

Exhibitors everywhere, we are sure, will find the

ratings given by this leading theatre owner of the

greatest interest and importance.

A Word From Singapore

WE are in receipt of a letter from an exhibitor

of Singapore, commenting on the recently

run telephoto advertising section in this pub-
location :

"Happy congratulations on the success of your
'Telephoto Advertising' which I read in your latest

Motion Picture News to reach me here. It is the first

of its kind I've come across. The Film Industry really

owes another credit to you and Motion Picture News.
I wish you continued prosperity in future under-

takings."

Faithfully yours,

(Signed) Jose Nonis,

Pavilion Theatre, Singapore.

An Important Test
CARL LAEMMLE'S decision to run the silent

and talkie version of "Broadway" in New York
simultaneously is a move of real importance.

This idea will afford a concrete test of "what the pub-
lic wants." Moreover, it cannot fail to have a signifi-

cant bearing on the much-discussed merits of sound vs.

silence, and vice versa.

At the moment, it is a well known fact that pro-

ducers themselves are in a quandary as to how to pro-

ceed in laying out next season's pictures. Shall the pro-

duction schedules have more silents than sound pic-

tures. What percentage of the total output should be

talkie, in whole or in part? These are questions vital to

the future progress of the industry. They are yet to

be answered.

Remembering it is the public, and not the industry,

that, in the last analysis, determines the fate of pic-

tures, it is clear that Mr. Laemmle, in asking the pub-

lic to decide between talk and silence in a notable pro-

duction, is rendering a real service to the whole picture

business.

It is a progressive step and merits high praise.
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Fox St. Louis Opens
The 5,000-scat picture palace which will be the St. Louis standard bearer
of the Fo.v company had its formal opening Friday, January 31. Initial

work on this mammoth playhouse was started in L926, l>ut was then de-
layed for almost a year. Then excavation u-as started and work rt'fl.f

continued until things were in readiness for the steel structure, when a
strike by steel workers again delayed matters. The Fox in St. Louis is

an exact duplicate of the Fox Detroit. The 7/iew of the grand stairway,
fhowing the architectural and decorative styles of these playhoitses, above

is of the Detroit theatre.

C. HOWARD CRANE, ARCHITECT.
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THE BOM)

THEATRE
PHILADELPHIA

A De Luxe

Playhouse in

The Modern

French Style

On the right, <; view across
the auditorium of the Boyd,
showing proscenium arch and
sidewall treatment. Below is

an exterior view, showing
the modernistic style of the

facade, sign and mat

HOFFMAN-HENON CO.
Architects and Engineers

PHILADELPHIA'S newest playhouse, the Boyd, has created a

stir in theatrical circles on account of the modernistic style of its

ornamentation, its luxurious furnishings and brilliancy and harmony
of colors.

The Boyd, which is located at Nineteenth and Chestnut Streets,

is owned by Alexander K. lioyd, former vice-president of the Stanley

Company of America, and a pioneer in the construction and oper-

ation of motion picture theatres.

Modern French decorations are used harmoniously throughout,

with orange the dominant color. The whole keynote of the decora-

tions is the progress of woman through the ages] illustrated in the

murals, in the stained glass insets and in the statues. To symbolize

the supremacy of woman, the artist has chosen the dreek legend of

the \mazons as the subject of the large mural above the proscenium.

The picture represents the defense of the Amazon Queen against the

warriors of Asia on one side and tribes from Asia on the other.

This theme is continued by a succession of pictures down the sides

of the proscenium and along the walls of the auditorium. Another
distinctive feature of the decorations is a series of black and gold
si lib 'in lie mii Monel metal in niches along the sides of the auditorium

representing women of various countries

The Boyd is actually on Sansom Street, but it has a fine frontage

and entrance on Chestnut Street. This frontage is 44 feet wide, and
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Boyd Theatre, Lobby

•consists of a broad entrance promenade flanked by two
stores, numbered 1908 and 1910 Chestnut Street. Above
the stores are the theatre offices.

The theatre stands on a site of historic interest. For
the third time it has become a place of social activity. In

1830, Jacob Ridgway built this mansion there and it was
the scene of many social functions for a generation in

his time and in the time of his daughter, Mrs. James Rush.
Then, the mansion became part of the Aldine Hotel, long

the home of many society folk and the stopping place for

theatrical people. When that part of the Aldine was
torn down a year ago, it was purchased as the site for the

JBoyd Theatre.

The corridor from Chestnut Street, handsomely fur-

nished, leads back to the theatre proper, which measures

154 feet by 125 feet. A row of exit doors open on San-
son! Street, while around the theatre extends an areaway.
Although the Sansom Street frontage is really a rear

wall, it presents a handsome facade on that thoroughfare
of vari-colored brick.

Twenty floodlights of changing colors brilliantly il-

luminate the Chestnut Street front at night. Patrons,

entering from Chestnut Street, where the box office is

located, pass along the corridor to the auditorium, in

which the stage forms the western end. On the eastern

side is the foyer, a spacious apartment with stairs at

either end leading to the balcony. Back of the balcony is

a promenade overlooking the foyer.

The main auditorium has been so constructed that a

full view of the stage and screen is afforded from every

seat. The seats themselves are specially designed for

comfort. An unusual feature, used previously in the

West, but never before in the East, is section of five rows
of reserved seats in the rear, elevated above the floor.

Looking around the auditorium one is struck by the

rich beauty of the decorations. The proscenium arch is

50 feet wide and 30 feet high. Above it is a beautiful

ultra-modern mural, which dedicates the theatre to the

progress made by women in the history of the world.

The balcony is low and is gained by flights of easy

steps. It alone will seat more than 700 persons. Its

promenade in the rear overlooks the foyer, looking down
upon the specially manufactured rug, 26 by 46 feet, and
upon the handsome marble fountain. Returning to the

foyer we will find other stairways leading down to a lower

mezzanine, in which there are a combined lounge and
smoking room, from which open rest rooms for men and
women and a special cosmetic room.

THE theatre is primarily intended for the presentation

of motion pictures, but its stage is capable of handling

all sorts of theatrical presentations. Its width and depth are

augmented by the fact that the orchestra pit may be

raised to the stage level and formed into a stage apron.

The organ console is also on a lift and may be brought up
into full view of the audience. The house is also equipped

with apparatus for the presentation of both Vitaphone

and Movietone films.

Colored glass and metal work form a large part of the

decorative scheme of the theatre. The marquee on Chest-

nut Street is of colored glass and iron. Booths for the

two ticket sellers in the lobby are of hammered wrought
metal with colored glass panels. The railings of the

marble stairways are of beautifully wrought iron and
bronze.

The theatre will seat 2,500 persons, 1,800 on the ground
floor and 700 in the balcony.
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Auditorium

and Lounges

Boyd Theatre

On the right is a

view of the auditorium
looking rear from the
stai/c— note unusual
design of chair up-

holstery

Below, the stage and
procenium treatment

of the Boyd. The
treatment gets azvay

from the heavy
draped effects
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Above, the mezzanine
lounge. Well open-
ing with wrought iron

railing opens into
foyer. In left fore-
ground is stairway

from lobby

^ o o ^^ ^^P;

0» f/ie fc/( w a ot>z#

()/ fAe foyer, showing
novel treatment of
rear ceiling and open-
i n g to mezzanine
promenade. S t air -

ways, right and left,

lead to lounges below
orchestra floor
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I'iczv of the stage and organ grilles, El Campanil Theatre. Antioch, Calif.

A MODEL THOUSAND SEATER OF THE STADIUM TYPE

El Campanil Theatre, Antioch, Calif., Co?istructed at Cost of $150,000

IX the planning of El Campanil Theatre, at Antioch,

California, the most practical plan evolved for build-

ings to accommodate audiences of less than 2,000 has been

adopted. It is the stadium type of structure, consisting of

an orchestra section near the stage, sloping slightly to the

midsection, where there is a cross aisle, at which point an

upward change in the angle of rise occurs. The lower sec-

tion is given over to loge seats. The rows in this section

are divided by drapes suspended upon iron supports and
foot rests are provided in the drape supports.

El Campanil was built by its proprietors. Ralph M.
Beede and Ferd Stamm, associated in the theatrical busi-

ness in Antioch since [911. The theatre was opened last

November. It represents an investment of $150,000.

El ( ampanil, the tower of bells, is Spanish in design as

well as name, exemplifying the spirit of pioneers of Cali-

fornia who showed their faith in the land to which they
bad come in search of fortunes.

The exterior <>r front of the theatre is of the Spanish

type of architecture, a pleasing style which combining a

ain degree of simplicity with the proper amount of

ornamentation, makes a balanced and pleasing whole.

The color of this pleasing exterior is light tan with the

ornamentation in light gray. There are three niches the

panels of which are Venetian red in color with black grill

work beneath. In the central niche hangs a bell, after

the fashion of the missions. This bell is from the old
grammar school building which was torn down two vears

ago to make room for the more modern primary school
building. The bell gives a local historical touch to the
theatre. Many grown men and women who will attend
the theatre came to school in their kid days in answer to
the pealing summons of the hell. In the two other niches

one on each side of the central niche are small cast bells..

The window of the upstairs offices are trimmed in black.

The marquee is a warm gray color with trimmings of
yellow, green and gold. From directly beneath the mar-
quee one approaches the ticket booth which is bodied in

old brass with the lower part in black tile marked oft' in

terra cotta lines.

Tin- lobby is done in ivory with green and black mosaii

stenciling below while the walls are of green.

BEF< RE entering upon a description of the interior

of the theatre it might be well to describe the type

or style of architecture or decoration. The type is Span-
ish Renaissance, influenced by the Moorish, or it might
be termed a compromise of the two. It was chosen be-

cause of its ponderful possibilities in color and design.

Moorish colors are primitive—red, yellow and green.

The ceiling is of a soft orange color, the walls of red

and gold tapestry. The pilasters are silver, gray and blue^

with red and green trimmings. There are three niches on
each side wall, the colors of which are blue, yellow, gold,

silver and green, over a gray background with the panel

or central space a rich Paris green. The grills are black,

of course. Shawls of yellow, black and gold will be
thrown over the iron grill work. The posts on each side

of the niche panels are dark blue in color.

The same colors as used on the niches are used on the

organ lofts and proscenium arch, except that the gold is

brought out more on the lofts. Around the arch the
brighter, primitive colors are subdued by gray. The
organ lofts are connected (as to color) by hands of gold.

The straight lines of the proscenium arch are broken by
two nude feminine figures placed in the center above the
arch for decorative effect. The two figures are on either-
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side of a large lyre. The cur-

tains for the stage are of red

and green with gold trim-

ming.

The lower part of the side

wails in gray stone effect,

blends in with the gray of the

stage and the quiet color

around and above the arch.

There are eight pendant
ceiling lights of Moorish de-

sign, drum type. Lighting

fixtures are affixed on the

lower stone-like side walls.

The niches are lighted by ra-

diance shining upward from
behind the grills and from
ceiling lights shining down-
ward from the pilasters.

The entire decorative

scheme is one of a high order.

It is planned to make a thea-

tre where people will feel in-

vited to seek entertainment,

where the atmosphere is rest-

ful, where the colors represent gayety and happiness. The
proper use of color has been found highly inducive to the

mental and consequentlv the physical comfort of humanity.

The decorations of El Campanil have been done with this

knowledge in mind so that not only will the best programs
interest the public but also that the theatre be complete
in its success of making people happy.

The stadium plan, affording the best seating accommo-
dations and eliminating ventilation problems which arise

when a balcony is built into a house of the size of this, is

well adapted to the type of decoration chosen as a means
of expressing the spirit and tradition of the early Califor-

nia settlers. Its interior appointments are highly artistic

and practical.

View from stage looking toward rear

Entrance to the auditorium
is from the sides of the foy-

er, there being no central pas-

sage way. Patrons advance
at either side toward the

stage in entering and come to

an aisle which crossing the

width of the building, the

aisle connecting both pas-

sages. Access to seats is

from the cross aisle, either

forward to the orchestra

seats or up to the loges and
opera. There are three sec-

tions in the orchestra seat

group, which numbers four
hundred and fifty chairs.

Four aisles go up to the

loges, there being three sec-

tions of six rows in the loges

with one hundred and fifty-

four chairs. The opera por-

tion has five sections, with

five hundred chairs.

There is a stairway direct from the foyer to the opera
section at the west side. An exit at the east side of the

gallery opens down to the hall in the office section, but will

not be used except in emergency.

The theatre has an excellently equipped projection room,
a modern type heating and ventilating system, and a three-

color lighting system.

In the auditorium there are eight ceiling units, each
containing twelve 75 watt lamps for each of the three
colors. On the stage there are two strip border lights sus-
pended above and thirty-two 150 watt lamps in the foot-
lights. The organ grilles also are three-color lighted. The
exterior of the building is illuminated with flood lights

which show every fine detail.

Foyer, showing stairway to balcony section
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On the right, a

scctiomil view
of the a u </ i

-

torium, shozving
proscenium ami
sidewall treat-

ment of ! h e

P I y m i) ii / h
Theatre.

A NEW ENGLAND HOUSE IN THE NEW STYLE

Plymouth in Worcester, Mass., is Twelfth Link in Gottesman Chain

IN the Plymouth theatre, twelfth link in the Gottesman
Chain in New England towns, Worcester, Mass., has

one of the most attractive and practical picture playhouses

one could locate in a long travel through various sections

of the country. The finished work reflects nothing oi the

admixture which might be expected in the case of a build

operation that faced the early vicissitudes and delays

attendant upon .this particular enterprise. The Plymouth
was started by one builder and was about three quarters

completed when difficulties arose and the unfinished

structure remained in that condition for almost a

when Alfred Gottesman took it over and set about tin-

task of rushing it to completion. In order to effect the

most speed) course to thai end as well as to make the

Plymouth a playhouse distinctly modern, the modernistic
style oi decoration was decided upon as the keynote of
the interior.

These factors must be borne in mind when viewing the

interior views shown on this and the adjoining page, for

in certain details a combination of decorative scheme is

evident. The cement finishing of the walls lent itselt to

the application of a heavy stipple paint. The entire ceil-

ing was glazed to eliminate the too brighl coloring origi-

nally applied there, and after glazing, the beams were
painted with modernistic designs. The work of finishing

the theatre was supervised by Mr. Charles E. Lewis, asso-

ciated with the Gottesman circuit and well known to read-

ers of Motion Picture News as the originator and con-

ductor of the ••Round Table Club."

The Plymouth has a seating capacity of nearl) .vooo.

The orchestra lloor accommodates 2,000 seats, and the

balance are divided among the loges ami balcony. It is

single balcony construction, with the front section accom-
modating six rows <>f loge chairs.

A feature of the construction is that the house can be

emptied without sending patrons through the promenade,
foyer or lobby, and still without throwing open exit doors
direct to the street. This has been accomplished through
the inclusion of special passages, well lighted and heated,

that lead from both Hoors direct to the side street. The
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vomitories lead directly to the loges,

while reserve stairways can be thrown
open to the top balcony when the house
is crowded.

As shown in the sectional view of

the auditorium, the stage and pro-

scenium wall treatment accomplishes

an interesting adaptation of modern-
istic designs. No white lighting is used

inside the house, flame tint lamps being

used throughout. Special color light-

ing is used to bring out special details

of the decoration. The organ grilles,

for example, are flooded by a magenta
spot, concealed in the upper niche of

the arch. The draperies over this arch

were added to offset the severity of the

lines. The auditorium is lighted in

blue during the showing of pictures,

and in red during stage shows.

On the right, the entrance arrange-
ment. The orchestra floor is beloiv tin-

level of the foyer. View shozus stair-

way from foyer and promenade.

Below, the lobby. Walls are of alter-

nate marble and travatine, with the
latter stained light brozvn to harmonize
with ceiling designs, combinations of

Egyptian and Modernistic.
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Night View of the Fisher Building and Theatre, Detroit

A MAYAN TEMPLE OF THE FILMS IN A MODERN SKYSCRAPER

SO far as the rank and file of Detroit's population is

concerned, the most important feature of the huge
Fisher Building, located at West Grand and Second boule

vards, is the lavishly finished theatre that imposing struc-

ture houses.

The Fisher Theatre goes some lengths beyond any
other "temple" form of playhouse which decorators and

architects have evolved in their efforts to produce bizarre

and i oloi ml effects. The ornamentation is extraordinary.

The entire scheme is a faithful representation of designs

found in the ruins of Mayan temples. And its many odd
features are subjected to the most striking presentations.

The Fisher has a seating capacity of about 3,000 per-

sons. It is operated by the Kunsky Theatre Corporation..
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The main foyer with
Stairway to mezzanine
promenade, shoziii on
the right. An infinite

variety of decorative

detail, based on Mayan
designs features the

wall treatment and
drapes in this elabo-

rate theatre

Beloiv, view of the
auditorium of the
Fisher Theatre. The
dome, which rises 110

feet above the orches-
tra floor level, is neu-
tral-tinted, and is used
for the production of
a great number of

lighting effects
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Camera Angles

of the Fisher

Theatre

On the left, a section

of the stairway lead-

ing from the orchestra

floor to the me::anine

and balcony.

The mezzanine promenade, one of the many features of this atmospheric theatre which

recreates the decorative and architectural forms of an ancient American people.
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DRAWINGS SHOW
DESIGN OF NEW

NETOCO
THEATRE

CHINESE ATMOSPHERIC
HOUSE FOR WALTHAM, MASS.,

WILL INCLUDE MANY UN-
USUAL FEATURES, AMONG
WHICH WILL BE A DANCE
HALL LOCATED ON THE MEZ-
ZANINE FLOOR. THIS THEA-
TRE WILL HAVE A SEATING
CAPACITY OF 2/0O.

KROKYN, BROWNE & RO-
SENSTEIN, ARCHITECTS

Above, front elevation showing
main entrance surmounted by

pagoda effect.

m •a

On the right, a longitudinal sec-

tion through the auditorium, an
outdoor or "atmospheric" type

of playhouse.

-h I v H

Below, Proscenium arch, dupli-

cating the main features of the

exterior design
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"We used totem polrs as our motif in derorating the lobby of the
\-mr Theatre for "The Trail of '98." Around the lobby we had
drawn a parade of dog teams, yellow and cream against a back-

ground of light blue spangled with silver stars."

WIIF.X color in commercial life

mes si ' important that auto-

mobile companies maintain large

staffs of artists merely to advise on the

color ranges of their product-, it behooves
the up-to-date exhibitor to keep his mind
on the colors he employs when decorating
his lobby to attract custom. Color, ac-

cording to the merchandising head of one

of New York's largest department stores,

sells more goods than any other single

factor. If this is true of dress goods,
automobiles, kitchen utensils and other

merchandise, it is just as true of films,

when one considers it in the light of the

showman's shop window, his lobby and
theatre entrance.

Color is the most important item to

be held in mind when decorating the the-

atre lobby. So often I see lobbies which
the exhibitor has prepared with no
thought given to the appropriate color for

use with the picture 1- id.

One prominent New York exhibitor

attempted to promote his showing of
"Nanook of the North" with orange and
green decorations on a hoi August day.

I could have told him before he opened
his theatre doors that he would lose

money. If he had used, let us say, blue

and white, which an notonl) appropriate
to an arctic picture, but also give an effect

of coolness which might have mitigated

against the heat, he would perhaps have
done a brisk business.

Color should be considered by the show-
man in its dollars-and-cents value. For it

has just such a value. Proper color at-

tracts. Any school boy can tell you that,

and the wrong color repells. It is a show-

man's business to attract, and therefor

only those colors which have not percus-

sion enough to attract the eye. and tone

enough to please the senses should be

used. I should say, any color can be

used—but only in the proper combina-

tion.

Let's go back to our exhibitor friend

who made the mistake of usin^ green and

orange to exploil an arctic picture cm a

Use Color for

Cents Value in

Nothing "Arty" About This

Showman Discussion of Things

That Make Your Lobbies Pay

hot dav. Either one of his colors was
right. He could have used the green to

splendid advantage if he had combined it

with white and blue that I have already-

spoken about, instead of orange. On the

other hand he could have used orange

—

but only a little—in combination with his

whin- and blue effects and still retained

an arctic atmosphere and a suggestion of

coolness within the interior of the thea-

. But, orange and green in combina-

tion and associated with the tropics and

give immediately an impression of stuffi-

ness and heat.

That is the dominant thought in think-

ing of color: what effect will it create on
tin- observer. When choosing the colors

for his lobby display, the theatre man
should always ask himself these ques-

tions :

"Is it in keeping with the theme of the

picture? Is it appropriate to the time of

the year? Are the colors pleasing? Are
they dramatic enough to attract the

eyes f

Mv own lobbies are examples of what

Photo almve shows a portio nof the lobb)

Yorl^ for the extended run engagement of

and crimson were the predomin

display used at the Embassy Theatre, New

"The Garden of Allah." Light yellow, green

iling eolors in this arrangement.
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Its Dollars &
Display Lobbies

An Interview with

Hal Burrows
Art Director, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

I am driving at. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
"White Shadows in the South Seas'' was
a problem in the way of lobby decoration.

Most New Yorkers were familiar with

the travel book on which this photoplay

was based, and we were afraid that they

would look upon the picture, a true drama,

as a mere travel film, and pass it up. Our
problem was to make everything con-

nected with the film dramatic.

On the huge sign above the theatre we
had a diver fighting with a shark, electric

lights playing over this display, gave a

water effect, and the sign itself was
worked out in colors associated with the

tropical locale, deep blue, light blue, green

and brown.

This same color scheme was repeated

in the lobby, where panels covered the

walls. These were worked out stylisticlv.

Scenes from the photoplay were shown,
dancing girls, native warriors on the

march, and the meeting of the hero and
the heroine. A plain parchment shade of

large size was used to cover the center

lights of the lobby and the ceiling around
this shade was painted with huge, dark
green leaves of tropical plants and with
gaily colored birds.

"White Shadows in the South Seas"
was put on in the middle of the heat

wave and so we had to be especially care-

ful as to what colors we used to draw at-

tention. Most striking colors are also hot

colors. We used scarlets and oranges and
yellows, but we worked these only lightly

into the general effect of dark green, blue

and light blue and brown.

For "The Big Parade" we used patri-

otic colors, red, white and blue color. For
"The Student Prince" we used the colors

of Germany, combined with the colors

of Heidelberg university. For "The Trail

of '98" we used blue, silver, white and
scarlet as our dominant colors. For "The
Garden of Allah" we used a light yellow,

green and crimson.

In addition to color, of course, there

are other things to be considered in the

design of lobby displays.

The pictorial presentation of the theme
of the film exploited must be expressed
in compelling terms. And equally im-

portant is the
necessity of

"making a pic-
ture" that will at-

tract and appeal
to the public as
something
dramatic, amus-
ing, thrilling.

As a matter of fact motifs are almost
as important as color. One should pick
those characters, objects and designs

which are most illustrative of the photo-
play one is showing, and also those things
which create most curiosity in the be-
holder's mind.

A motif in art as in music is anything
which runs in repetitive form throughout
the entire composition. We used totem
poles as our motif in decorating the lobby
of the Astor Theatre for "The Trail of
'98." Around the lobby we had drawn
a parade of dog teams and miners in

white, yellow and cream against a back-
ground of light blue, spangled with silver

Hal Burrows frequently lias

demonstrated his ability in the ar-

rangement of frontal and lobby
decorations of the sort that attract

the attention of the public and pro-
ject the story of the film exploited

by them. His advice on the selection

of colors and motifs for lobby dis-

plays are of particular interest to

the manager and theatre exploiteer.

The colors of Germany, combined with those of Heidelberg
university formed the color scheme for our lobby display ex-
ploiting "The Student Prince." Panels showing marching mili-

tary students were the main pictorial feature of the display.

stars. The drivers of these teams were
painted in red, yellow and dark blue. At
intervals the Astor Theatre lobby is

broken up by columns, and on these col-

umns we painted totem poles in vivid col-

ors. They lent just the right note to our
display. Palm trees were the decorative

motif in the lobby display for "The Gar-
den of Allah." A soldier in uniform with
full pack, gas mask and tin helmet was
the often-repeated motif of "The Big Pa-
rade" decorations.

The stock posters of the leading film

distributors are made with a view to

providing material for cut-outs. And a

little imagination added to some careful

planning in making up the cutouts is all

that is needed to produce display effects

that will sell the show.
Good design also enters into making a

lobby display attractive, and good ma-
terials are also important. Sloppy cut-

outs and cheap lithographic work plas-

tered around a lobby are worse than hav-
ing no lobby decoration at all.

Of course, I quite realize, that not all

exhibitors have the facilities or the talent

at their disposal to make a good-looking
lobby, and to such men I can only say:

If you can't make it good, at least make
it funny or striking. So many lobbies are

neither flesh, fish nor meat.
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Do We Need Standards of Projection

Booth Design? Well Rather!

IT IS nearly thirty years since the mo-
tion picture theatre was horn and we
are just now informed that a move-

ment is under way to bring- about the
standardization of certain fundamental
features connected with the design of
the most important working part of the
theatre—the projection room.

Meanwhile, everything under the sun
which in any way touched upon the the-
atre and the production of films; even
unto and including the width of the stripe
running down the side of the usher's
pants and the precise angle at which these
erstwhile West Pointers wear their caps,
has been subjected to the standardizing
influence of various committees until,

apparently, there remains nothing more
ndardize except that department of

the theatre which, believe it or not, is re-

sponsible for the amount and quality of
the shekels which pass through the front
door.

Standards of film stock, of him de-
velopment, of projector parts, nomencla-
ture and of other miscellaneous items
are all very important to be sure, but
they are not one bit more important than
standards of projection for the simple
reason that the most beautiful him in the
world can be made to appear quite intol-

erable when projected under adverse con-
ditions.

The exact reason for delaying this mat -

ter of projection room standardization
until a time thirty years after the in-
ception of the motion picture theatre is

ult to ascertain, but the fact remains
that during this time no concerted action
has manifested itself in this direction.
The result of this lack of action is exactly
what might be imagined under thi

cumstances.

Idiotic errors in projection mom de-
have been the rule rather than the

exception. These error- have run the
entire gamut ol Fo even to the
point of constructing elaborate theatre-
with no projection room at all?

It ever an art and in many senses of
the word, projection can lay claim to

i Hon—has been sorelj abused,
ction of motion pictures

>rk of spotlighting
lighting has had it- share of the

tribulation- which are traditionally sup-
posi d to constitute the test of fire for all

human endear tiring to honorable
ignition.

e history of projection can be
traced by the errors which have marked

new step in it- advancement. From
tho-e early days when film, after pa
through

I i .tor. was received in

canvas hags from which it was later un-
ravelled and rewound, to the present
when the entire layout of the projection

An interesting view of a well planned booth—the exception to the rule. Projection room
of the Warner Bros, theatre in Hollywood

room is sacrificed to the inclusion of

sound picture equipment, many times of
doubtful value, each new advance in pro-

jection has been consolidated and made
secure purely by dint of acquisition and
by virtue of perseverance in the pursuit

of an ideal.

If the same thought and care had been

expended on every detail of the practical

application of the countless devices in-

vented for the benefit of the theatre in

general as must have gone into the crea-

tion of these improvements the history

of projection, undoubtedly, would have
been written in different terms.

A general lack of coordination between
the parties inventing these devices and
those applying them to the theatre has
characterized nearly all such attempts.

Architect-, many times, are responsible

lor the foolish mi-takes whit ll attend the

inclusion of new equipment in the the

at re.

r\NI.Y recently, the Public Address
^^ Control in a theatre w idel) :i

tised a- "The World'- Perfect Theatre"
was completely gummed up because the

architects so far forgot themselves as to

design the theatre as if the projection
room did not exist.

This total ignoring of the projection
loom requirements resulted in a condi-
tion which, in the very kindest terms
possible, can be described as nothing
short of comical.

Vrchitectural considerations probably
demanded that the rear top wall of the

theatres i constituting the front wall of

the projection room) be curved sharply
so that the deep point of the curve co-
incided with the center line of the pro-
jection room.
The inside front wall of the projection

room was straight so that when the port-

holes were cut it was found that those
ports near the center of the room (the
projector ports) had a wall thickness
which was a minimum of eight inches
for the center port and increased rapidly
on each side of the center.

Spotlight ports and effect projector
ports were found to be full}- thirty inches
thick which necessitated sloping the sides
of the ports sharply on the bottom and
sides to permit a complete coverage of
the stage.

The conditions were not so had within
the projection room proper, but in the

public address control room trouble
aplenty was encountered. This room
was located at the right of the projection
tootn (facing the stage) ami the room
was so far off center that the wall thick-
ness at this location measured no less

than eight feet. An observation porthole
measuring sixteen by sixteen inches was
the largest permissab'le opening that could
he ,ni in tin- wall ilue to limitations in
the decorative configurations of the out-
side wall.

The final conditions revealed an ob-
servation port sixteen by sixteen inches
through a wall eight feet thick with the
result that only one-fourth of the stage
atea was visible to the control operator.

The restricted view was such that it was
i Continued on page 34' > I
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VIEWED from a chair in the

house, the Ziegfeld Theatre is a

colorful and enjoyable place in which

to see a play. Mr. Florenz Ziegfeld

knows as well as any man the value

of beauty, color and light in the pre-

sentation of successful stage pro-

ductions. Neither expense nor talent

was spared in giving this theatre a

full measure of these requirements.

Back stage are found all the mechan-

ical aids which make a show run

smoothly. A bank ofVitrohm (vitre-

ous enamelled) Theatre Dimmers as-

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO

sures perfect coordination of action

and smooth—flickerless—complete

lighting.

Ward Leonard Vitrohm Dimmers are

installed in practically all the world's

great theatres and in thousands of

neighborhood playhouses. Regard-

less of the size of your theatre, we
shall gladly prove to you the profit

possibilities of Vitrohm Dimmers.

Send also for Bulletin 75 describing

the various types of Vitrohm Dim-
mers. There will be no obligation

in either case.

MOUNT VERNON - NEW YORK

Q
A scene from "Show Boat," the current play at The New Ziegfeld Theatre

I N I T IATION
ceremonies of the

Druids were both

dramatic perform-

ances and religious

ceremonies. Flour-

ishing long before-

western civilizations

and religions, the

Druids recognized

the value of light

and color in their

rites. Both natural

and artificial illumi-

nation were employed
and held major parts

in presenting the

symbolical story.

ft
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THE TEN POINTS of

Vitrohm 'Dimmer Superiority

1 Vitreous enamel insulation.

2 110-step control; all steps equally effec-

tive in even, flickerless light reduction.

3 Greater lamp load capacity for space oc-

cupied.

4 Unit space engineering; eacli plate in the

dimmer bank is replaceable immediately
by one of a different capacity to com-
pensate for lamp load change.

5 Continuous duty operation at full rated

load on any step without excessive

heating.

6 Dimmer units enable banking to any
desired capacity.

7 All moving parts, including contact but-

tons, ground or machined, thus insuring

smooth and easy anion.

s Resistive elements of plates permanently
and completely protected from disinteg-

ration.

i Cost of systems employing
Vitrohm Dimmers the
same or less than that of

other equivalent lamp
I ad systems.

10 57 years i 'I experience and
knowing "how."

Ward Leonard Vitrohm Theatre Dimmers

are most frequently specified for installa-

tions where the lighting control must be

dependable and accurate.

Listed here are 10 reasons for Ward Leonard

supremacy. Only with Vitrohm Dimmers

do you get all of these essential features.

Send your dimmer specifications to us for

estimate. 37 years of experience is fully at

your disposal.

kA small bank ofdimmers, with

color muster control, arranged

foi nil 11 moi/i/ tint;.

WARD LEONARD
ELECTRIC CO.
MOUNT VERNON, N.Y.
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A Distinguishing Insignia

NEW VORK
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
WASHINGTON

IT is fitting that owners of
CarrierConditioned Theatres

should remind their patrons
that Manufactured Weather*
has been provided for their
health and comfort. For this

purpose the attractive bronze
plaque, pictured above, has
been designed and cast.

This tablet, displayed in lobby
or foyer, is the mark by which
a Carrier Conditioned Theatre
may be recognized. It is a
symbol of alertness,progressive-
ness, and thoughtfulness on the
part of the theatre owner and
architect. It is a pledge to the
patrons that the finest Air
Conditioning System available

has been provided. It is the

mark of Carrier acceptance of
complete responsibility to make
"Every day a good day" in the
theatre.

Each of the many Carrier Con*
ditioned Theatres is eligible to
receive one of these tablets.

Just write to our Newark Office
stating that you desire to place
this distinguishing insignia in
your theatre.

If your theatre is not Carrier
Conditioned, or if you are con-
templating the construction of
a new house, now is the time
to have our engineers call and
present to you the essential

facts underlying the successful
application of Air Condition-
ing in the theatre.

Ask, too, for the book "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning/'

farrier Fnaineerina Corporation
Offices mid Laboratories

Newark, New Jersey

T ISN'T MANUFACHiKED WEATHER UNLESS IT'S A CARRIER SYSTEM.

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND

KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES
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A SUCCESSFUL TRYOUT !

<A>theatre equipped with the latest innovations ^*

employing the most dependable equipment of today,

guaranteeing not only a successful opening but perman-

ent drawing and earning power.

Vallen offers You this,<^ and more: Better Equipment,

Day by Day, anticipating Changing Demand and Justi-

fying the Confidence of Exhibitors Everywhere.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL .COM PAN Y, Incorporated
225 BLUFF ST. ^> AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.

TRACK
A VALLEN PRODUCT

Vallen Equipment is Really Guaranteed Cr Vallen Service Everywhere!
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages

321

\OSTOtf

BALTIMORE

10SMiGILBS

(JilW ORLEANS

% TAMPA

Above Average Business

Average Businen

Under Average Business

Very light new construc-
tion

Light new construction

Moderately heavy con-
struction

Heavy new construction

The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven terri-

tories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed

theatre building as represented for the period from December 15th to

January 15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of

dollars and cents rather than number of projects.

The shading is in four densities : solid, which represents the greatest

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation

of new construction ; medium, which areas represent conservative build-

ing ; and the very light areas, where the investment in new theatre pro-

jects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics

visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing com-
parative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.

The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate

averages of theatre attendance during the period from December 15th

to January 15th, 1929. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at

the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied

in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre

expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar

or nearly similar conditions.

These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the Key
City Reports, published weekly in Motion Picture News, and other

sources of information gathered by this publication.

TlHE total estimated expenditure for new theatre building

projects announced during the period of this report

—

December 15, 1928, to January 15, 1929;—amounts to

$19,094,500. Compared with the similar period last year there

is little difference between the amount of building as figured in

dollars and cents.

'While this report covers an overlapping period and it seems

early to be demonstrating that 1929 will see as much money
invested in new theatre construction as its predecessor—which
set a high record—the fact remains that up to this early present

activities in new projects are equal to the predictions made in

our January issue giving the report of the Architectural Forum
with a forecast that $163,622,800 would be expended in 1929
on theatre building programs.
The current report shows the North Atlantic states leading

by a wide margin with $8,141,000 as the estimated cost of 18

new projects announced during the period.

The $19,094,500 figure for the whole U. S. is the estimated

cost of a total of 74 new projects, calling for a total of 124,630
new seats.

From these figures it will be seen that the average cost per
theatre is $258,034. The average seats per theatre, 1,684. *^nd
the average cost per seat, $153.22
Compared with the averages for 1928 compiled from re-

ports in The Showman, the averages of this report are lower
in the items of cost per project and also cost per seat. The
1928 average cost per theatre was $271,000, and the cost per
seat averaged at $208.00.

The second heaviest expenditure for new theatres announced
during the period are in the West Coast district. Here a pro-
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Capital Theatre, Richmond, Va.

'When Intermission (ponies- J
Are your patrons jerked rudely back into

** the harsh realization of everyday life by

glaring lights?

Or are the impressions gathered

from the feature picture permitted to

linger with them, encouraged by the

atmosphere created by lighting, and
the artistic decorations of your
theater? •

Your box office receipts will tell you!

Good lighting is dependent upon
good lamps. When you use Edison

Mazda* Lamps you get lamps that

are of a known standard of quality.

your copy of the new free bulletin "The Light-

ing of Theaters and Auditoriums." You will

find in it many valuable ideas for the proper

lighting of your particular type and size of

theater. Just drop a line to the Edi-

son Lighting Institute, Edison Lamp
Works of General Electric Com-
pany, Harrison, N. J.

1879-1929
SO ** c/bmtowMiy of iht

(Invention of t/u Ebisoh Lamp

Examine your lighting. Write today for

Edison Mazda Lamps represent

the latest achievements of Mazda
Service, through which the benefits

of world-wide research, experiment

and development in the Laborator-

ies of General Electric Company are

given exclusively to lamp manufacturers en-

titled to use the name Mazda.

*Mazda—the mark of a research service

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENE RAL/jflfih ELECTRIC
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gram calling for 15 new theatres was announced. Ten of

these new houses will be built in California, at a cost of

$4,085,000, and having a total of 19,850 new seats. The one

project calling for an investment of more than $1,000,000 in

the West Coast district is included among these buildings to

be erected in California. The total number of new seats pro-

jected during the period for the West Coast district is 25,050.

The Middle States come next with a total of $2,898,500. to

be expended on 22 new projects, which gives an exceptionally

low average cost per project. The average cost per theatre

on this program is $131,750, and the average for the 31,680

new seats is $91.50 per seat. The distribution by states of the

new buildings announced for the district are : Ohio, 2 ; Indiana,

2, and four each for Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin.

The following tabulation lists estimated expenditures for

new projects by districts

:

New England $1,120,000

North Atlantic 8,141,000

South Eastern 70,000

South Western 1,385,000

Middle States 2,898,500

Western States 760,000

West Coast 4,720,000

In the South West a total of 8 new projects were announced,
comprising a total of 10,150 new seats. Average cost per

theatre in this group is $173,125, which gives an average num-
ber of seats per theatre of 1,270, the average cost per seat being

$136.00.

New England's projects announced during the period num-
ber 5, with one of these costing over $500,000. and with a total

of 8,500 new seats at an average cost per seat of $131.76.

In the Western States five new projects were announced,

with the total seating capacity 11,300, giving an average of

number of seats per theatre of 2,260. In the South Eastern

district only one new project was announced, this being a 750
seater.

The state for which the largest investment in new projects

was announced during the period is New York, where 9 new
theatres were launched, calling for the expenditure of $4,975,-

000. Thus New York leads California by only $890,000. Of
the four new projects calling for investments in excess of

$1,000,000, two will be located in New York; one in Penn-
sylvania, and, as already noted, one in California.

THE most important holidays of the year came along in

the middle of the period on which we are reporting the-

atre attendance at the key cities. The Christmas and New
Years holidays, however, can never be considered by them-

selves as big opportunities for the theatre men, for the reason

that at no season of the year is business so generally depressed

for the theatres than the period immediately preceding

Christmas— a time when the public is more concerned with

shopping as an occupation for the time spared from work-a-

day duties. When the records are all in it usually sums up
into a proposition that the theatre reaps a harvest from
Christmas day to New Years and needs the harvest to balance

against the lean days preceding the festive occasion.

This year, with the added handicap of the "flu conditions"

—

the medical men termed it such and carefully avoided the word
"epidemic"—the theatres in many parts of the country were
unable to pick up as briskly as they normally would have after

the Christmas holiday. Business generally, nevertheless, has

showed a definite tendency to hold to the normal despite this

adverse condition.

Our current map shows 18 cities at Average, with six Above
Average and only four Under Average. This is rather remark-
able in the face of the flu conditions and the fact that reports of

December sales by leading retailers showed a large gain over
the preceding year—because the merchants become active com-
petitors of the theatre during the pre-holiday buying period.

Last December more than previously first run houses in the

key cities indicated the expected slump by holding over for

second weeks pictures that would not be given that distinction

at any other time of the year, save during the height of the

summer season. A number of the older releases, shelved in

favor of more likely attractions, also appeared at these first runs

the week preceding Christmas.

SOUND, of course, remains the popular topic of trade con-

versation, much of the discussion concerning sound still

blowing the way some isolated box office reports go. This is

natural in view of the fact that so much importance has been at-

tached to the invention as a means of widening the scope of the

appeal pictures. But at this early stage some of those whose
extreme enthusiasm at the outset convinced them that "sound"
was everything, are beginning to lose their confidence—which,

as usual in such cases, represents the setting in of one extreme
after another.

Many of the most far-sighted showmen at the beginning of

this new complement to the pictures appraised "sound" at its

high value as an adjunct, and issued warnings against visionary

viewpoints that the entire complexion of picture presentations

and the public's tastes were being altered. During the height

of the novelty, when a sound picture drew people in droves
and the sound overshadowed everything else—even established

standards of entertainment—there was a tendency to believe

that all the theatre needed was an apparatus, at that time most
difficult to obtain owing to high costs and limited production,

and the crowd would come marching in, laying their quarters

and half-dollars on the line and making vows as they departed

to rush back and see the next new picture "in sound" at the first

opportunity. Some day, perhaps, something capable of doing
that will appear on the horizon of show business—but the

promise is yet to be fulfilled.

"Sound," as a matter of fact is bringing new patrons into

the theatre, but it is being demonstrated in every key city in

the country that the theatres need the old patrons as well and
that both new and old like and will pay for a good bill of en-

tertainment, regardless whether it has this or that accessory.

The established screen stars, too, still are to be considered,

because the reports show that their "names" on the marquee
mean more than the word "Sound," provided their current pic-

ture has popular appeal.

THE picture topping the list of the leading ten attractions at

key city first runs during the period of this report, for ex-

ample, is a picture without dialog—though it has a synchronized

accompaniment of sound effects and musical score. This is "A
Woman of Affairs," the Garbo-Gilbert co-starring effort. In
competition with dialog pictures in several cities, "Woman of

Affairs" ran up top grosses for the town. But that is not re-

markable when this particular picture is considered, because

this one happens to be an excellent work, so pronounced by re-

viewers and picture men and approved in no uncertain terms
by the public. "A Woman of Affairs" set a new record at

Loew's Warfield, in San Francisco ; was near the top figures

for Loew's State in Los Angeles, the high mark at this house
is held by "Dancing Daughters" ; gave the Ambassador in St.

Louis one of the best weeks of recent months, and was at

better than average figures at all save one of the first runs it

was reported on during the period of this report. These are

remarkable accomplishments, but still they prove nothing for

or against "talking pictures" as such.

In the field of the talkies we have reports of many excellent

box office results credited to Fox's "In Old Arizona" and Para-

mount's "Interference." Both of these, due to their being later

reelases, had fewer first run bookings during the period than

"Woman of Affairs"—a factor which might and again might
' not have prevented from topping the latter attraction in this

compilation.

Below we list, in the order of their rating, the ten pictures

which scored the highest box office averages based on the num-
ber of bookings they played at key city first runs during the

period December 15 to January 15:

1. "A Woman of Affairs" 6. "Scarlet Seas"

2. "Interference"

3. "On Trial"

4. "The Barker"

5. "In Old Arizona"

7. "Submarine"

8. "My Man"

9. "Synthetic Sin"

10. "Three Week Ends.
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What Does the Experienced

Exhibitor Think About

Sound Films?

Here Is a Summary of the Points

Stressed by "Old Timers" Who Have

Told All They Know About Talkies

AFTER the exhibitor has invested

his money in sound reproducing

apparatus, paid the costs of instal-

lation and increasted his overhead there-

by, what then? What are the problems

he will be called upon to face after he has

introduced this new form of motion pic-

ture entertainment to his patrons?

Additional reports supplementing the

survey of key cities conducted by Motion
Picture News, and the results of which

were published in the issues of December
22 and 29, stress the same points that sur-

vey indicated as the most important les-

sons experience has taught showmen who
have been presenting sound pictures for

periods ranging from six months up to

a year and a half.

From the technical standpoint "sound''

has been pretty well charted. Laboratory
and studio experimentation revealed the

weak spots in equipment design and the

technic of using this new adjunct to the

films before the general run of the pic-

turegoers were acquainted with it. How-
ever, the mass of the public cannot be put

into a test tube and thus made to divulge

all the secrets of its mental and emotional

reactions to a specific type of entertain-

ment. Xor was anything short of actual

experience over a period of several

months capable of revealing to the whole
industry the effects upon theatre opera-
tion and management of this revolution-

ary development in show business.

Now. when "'sound" may he regarded
as having passed well beyond the novelty

of its development, an analysis

of the recently collected material based on
com!; rience of seasoned

showmen in the booking, handling and
' ntation of sound programs, may he-

helpful in enabling us to form a true per-

spective of the conditions which e

the average theatre.

An overwhelming exhibitor opinion

makes certain one fact—and that is .that

sound equipment was indeed
to a high degree of commercial practical-

ity before it was offered on the market.
'I he installations have functioned with as

much dependability, judged by all the

opinions thus far expressed, as the

and makes of projectors, or automobiles,

or any similar mechanism. Shows that

are interrupted or delayed because of any

difficulties arising in the sound mechan-

ism have occurred in only rare instances.

The problems confronting the exhib-

itor who presents sound are not the prob-

lems of mechanical operation, but rest

entirely on an economic base. Increased

cost—investment in equipment, installa-

tion costs, added wages—is the one prob-

lem with which the exhibitor must grapple

when he decides to install and operate a

"sound show." However, the experience

up to this time almost without exception

reveals that increased income has more
than justified the pro-rated cost of the

equipment and the increased overhead for

higher rentals, wages, etc.

HP HE costs of equipment—due to the
* number of different types of devices

now on the market, and the expense en-

tailed in the installation of them—due to

the individual conditions in the theatre

booth and the auditorium—vary so great-

ly that it is not possible to strike an aver-

age as to the amount of money the theatre

man must spend in order to have an ade-

quate reproducing system in his theatre.

Many theatres require no physical changes

in the booth or the auditorium. Many, due

to the very common fault of theatre men
and theatre architects in neglecting to pro-

vide sufficient space and proper design for

projection booths, are forced to make
alterations in the booth— enlargement

mainly. The acoustics of the auditorium
are another factor—when they are good,

there is no extra expense, but when prob-
lems are met here it is often necessary to

add drapes, sacrifice a row of seats, or
make other alterations.

Volume control—a factor of the in-

stallation as well as its operation— is the

most difficult problem to be overcome
during the experimental stage of handl-

ing sound. Readjustment of the speaker

.
and practice and more practice by

1 opi rator in turning the "fader" with
precision, arc usually the Keys to the solu-

tion of volume problems. In the very

auditoriums, of course, the difficul-

ties are greater. In the present stage of

the development the sound reproducers

show weakness here, and improvements
are looked for. Possibly the multiple sta

tion plan, advanced by Victor A. Rigau-

mont, Architect, in an article in The
Showman of August [928, ultimately will

be used in these very large auditoriums

to overcome the difficulties experienced

with the single station system, which

places the horns behind the screen. Mr.
Rigaumont proposed setting a number of

horns about the auditorium, all concealed

in decoration of sidewalls and ceiling, as

a means of obtaining equal distribution of

sound.

Ihe opinion of exhibitors who have in-

stalled sound systems is that based on
their experience every theatre sooner or

later must have such an equipment. "An
installation must be regarded as nothing
other than an ordinary improvement
which is necessary in all theatres from
time to time," one showman declared.

Some of those who operate large houses
hold the opinion that sound apparatus is

too expensive and the overhead is too

great for a small neighborhood house to

carry. However, less expensive installa-

tions are available, and there are several

cases in which these small houses have
carried on with equipment which required

a far heavier investment than is necessary
now that even the big electrical compa-
nies are offering a smaller type system at

about half the cost of the large devices
required for the big theatres.

They Say:

That the chief problem of sound

presentations are not within the

projection booth or the theatre

proper, but lie in the increased

costs to the theatre for equip-

ment, rentals and Wages for extra

help required.

That sound film rental average

about 50% more than rentals on

silent films.

That the average theatre requires

the services of one extra in help

in the projection booth.

That investments for equipment,

installation costs and added over-

head have been offset by greatly

increased business obtained with

sound presentation thus far.
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The rental on sound film is about 50
per cent more than for the silent pictures.

It is necessary to have two men in booths

which without sound were operated by

one projectionist. Considerable skill must
he developed by the operators. However,
according to Art Smith, chief projec-

tionist at the Roxy, who has had exten-

sive experience with sound, the average

projectionist by means of a little practice

and some study of the principles of sound
amplification—which of course many are

acquainted with due to their operation of

radio receivers—can become proficient in

operating a sound machine after a reason-

ably short course of instruction from the

engineers or projectionists who install the

apparatus.

ACCORDING to Al Rosenberg, head
of the De Luxe Theatres, in Seat-

tle, the suburban exhibitors whose houses

are operating on a paying basis and who
contemplate installation of talkie equip-

ment must make this installation with the

"realization that it is merely a matter of
protection for the future, and will, in all

probability, result in lower net profit for

some seasons to come."

Thus far, there has been no consider-
able movement to increase admissions be-
cause of the added sound attraction. How-
ever, it is the opinion of many that in-

creased admissions will solve a problem
likely to arise through the added cost of
giving the public sound.

a

1

Will

Madge Bellamy
Louise Dresser
Barry Norton

Next Week
Colleen Moore.

Then It "Will lie I.iloe Time at
the Granada.

THEY ALL AGREE ON THIS POINT
Honesty in advertising is doubly important in exploiting sound films. Above are two
ads for Ray Grombacher's theatres in Spokane. On the left, the "Talking Picture" is

tagged with the ball device which Grombacher has used as a signal that the characters

in the film speak lines. On the right is art ad for "Two Lovers," a picture with synchron-
ized music and effects, and it is so labeled by a prominent headline.

That the Sound pictures which
have met with the greatest box
office success are those having

all dialog or several important

sequences featuring dialog as a

means of advancing the story.

That Mechanical or electrical

difficulties other than those re-

quiring only minor repairs or ad-

justments are rare.

That in very large auditoriums

sound distribution providing

proper volume and quality in all

parts of the theatre offers many
difficulties in the present stage

of the development.

That where conditions Warrant

extra midnight shows the sound
presentations greatly reduce over-

head costs of such special per-

formances.

Instances where admissions were in-

creased to the benefit not only of the the-

atre which introduced sound pictures in

the city but those who later obtained in-

stallations are at hand.

William A. Johnston, in his editorial in

the Motion Picture News of January

19, pointed out the experience of Ray
Grombacher, head of the Spokane Thea-
tres, in this connection. Grombacher has

been presenting sound pictures for two
years. He raised his prices fifty per cent

on the occasion of his first booking of a

sound picture and has succeeded in main-
taining the advance. The editorial con-

tinues :

"This, it seems to me is vital. Karl
Hoblitzelle and many other experienced

theatre men have talked to us on the same
subject. Here is the picture they draw:
Say a house is successful in getting an in-

stallation. It has, immediately, the jump
upon its competitor. But, sooner or later,

the competitive house will be wired. That
is inevitable. At this juncture, if the first

house did not raise its admission price on
sound pictures, both houses will find them-
selves in the same old dilemma, of giv-

ing a more-and-more expensive bill for

the same money."
Thus far the sound pictures which

have attracted the greatest business are

the all talkies, or pictures which feature a
number of important sequences in dialog.

The Movietone news reel has become a
decided box office factor. Also, sound, ac-

cording to all the indications available, is

making a new place in the theatre for the

short comedy. For years the two reel

comedies have been doing their bit to

round out the program, often making it

a satisfactory entertainment where the

feature alone would fail to achieve that

end, but little fuss has been made over it

in the advertising or for that matter by

the patrons. Now we see short comedies

with talking sequences and sound effects

given an important place in the advertis-

ing of the theatres—which, of course, is

1 sign that the public is taking more notice

of the comedies.

THE difference between the All-Talkie,

Part-Talkie, Sound Effects and Syn-
chronized Scores, from the audience

standpoint is very great, and theatremen

everywhere have learned that they must
be very accurate in their advertising to

tell the public exactly whether the attrac-

tion exploited is one thing or the other.

The word talkie must be avoided if the

picture advertised has no dialog. An in-

terpolated song, or some howls from the

crowd in mob scenes, are, so far as the

audience is concerned, merely "effects."

The sound accompaniments of music and

effects have not been sensational box office

attractions.

The patron of the theatre considers

"talkie" only those pictures which have
dialog, spoken by the characters in the

play and concerned with the play itself.

Even a prolog, with dialog tacked on
front of a picture fails to make it a

"talkie" in the opinion of the talking pic-

ture fans.
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That Makes
Successful Showmen
Exclusive Users of

"A. S. C." Chairs

Quccessful showmen . . . shrewd
^ buyers . . . keen judges of value

and merit specify "American"
chairs because the price they pay

includes more than the specifica-

tions set forth. With a nation-

widedistributingand installation

system . . . every "American"
purchase includes a service that

never has failed in an emergency

... a service that guarantees to

meet advertised opening dates . . .

an organization big enough to

solve unforeseen problems as they

may arise. That large-scale oper-

ators look to the service as well as

the chair is attested to by their

long years of loyalty to and

patronage of this company.

American Seating
Company

10 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois

113 W. 40th St., New York City 121 IK Chestnut St., Philadelphia
77-D Canal St., Boston

Theatre Chair Builders to the American Publicfor Over 50 years
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering

Microphone Attachments for

Junior Orchestraphone
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY

COMPANY announces three new
improvements which make the Orchestra-

phone Junior Model more versatile in the

presentataion of musical effects and inci-

dental music.

Each Orchestraphone Junior Model is

now wired for microphone attachment.

This allows the ready installation of a

microphone, which many exhibitors have

found practical in making special an-

nouncements and in adding "talking"

effects supplied by "singing organists,

etc.

A second improvement is the adoption

of an Effect Control. Through this con-

trol, both turntables may be operated at

the same time, allowing the introduction

of various sound effects (such as storms,

horses' hoofs, bird calls, etc., ) without
discontinuing the musical selection in

progress at any time.

In addition to these new features, the

library service has been extended to in-

clude a greatly increased selection of

sound effect records. Numerous effects

from a whistle or bird call to a thunder
storm, are now recorded for Orchestra-

phone, and are stocked at all National

branches.

3 Companies Merged in New
Electrical Corporation

OFFICIAL announcement has been
made of a change in the name of the

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, manufacturers of electric mo-
tor control, wiring devices and allied lines.

In the change from a Wisconsin to a Dela-

ware corporation, the Cutler-Hammer
Mfg., Co., Milwaukee; The Cream City

Foundry Co., Milwaukee, and Cutler-

SHOWMANSH1P IN THE EQUIPMENT FACTORY
Organ manufacturers are applying showmanship principles to exploit the equipment
they instal in theatres. Above is shown the window display staged at the Philadelphia
branch of the Wurlitzer company, where the console for the new Mastbaum theatrer is

being decorated with special designs to match the ornamentation of the house in full

view of the window shoppers and passerby

Hammer Manufacturing Company, New
York, are united under the one of Cutler-

Hammer, Inc.

The new company is organized as a

Delaware corporation with the following

officers

:

Chairman of the Board, F. R. Bacon

;

President, B. L. Worden; Vice President,

F. L. Pierce ; Vice President, J. C. Wil-
son ; Treasurer, H. F. Vogt ; Secretary,

W. C. Stevens.

The Board of Directors is composed
of : F. R. Bacon, Milwaukee, Wis. ; F. L.

Pierce, Milwaukee, Wis., B. L. Worden.
West Orange, N. J. ; Carl A. Johnson,
Madison, Wis. ; T. Johnson Ward, New
York, N. Y. ; L. A. Lecher, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Photo of unit construction film reel spe-
cially designed for sound track film

Extend Line of Artificial

Floral Decorations

FLORAL decorations in the theatre

look expensive and give the air of
prosperity which reacts so favorably upon
the American public under all circum-
stances, but particularly in the theatre, but

do not require constant expenditures, now
that the makers of artificial flowers and
shrubs have succeeded so well in their

imitations of the natural flora of this and
other climes.

The varied styles of theatre architec-

ture and decoration, calling for faithful

detail in every article used in the decora-

tive scheme, has created a demand for a

greatly extended line of artificial flowers

reproducing species found all over the

world. The manner in which this de-

mand has been met by makers and distri-

butors of artificial flowers and shrubs is

strikingly illustrated in the new catalogue

recently issued by Frank Netschert, Inc.,

New York, a company which long has

specialized in floral decorations for thea-

tres.

More than two hundred different styles

of floral decorations, faithfully simulat-

ing natural species, are illustrated in this

new catalogue. The varieties of flowers

and shrubs are made up in a great num-
ber of forms, from single stem cut flow-

ers to potted trees and boxed shrubs suit-

able for parapets and windows in atmos-

pheric theatres and stage decoration.

Offer New Type Film Reels

Welded Into Single Unit

FILM reels built as a single unit by

means of electrical welding recently

were introduced to the market by the Uni-

versal Electric Welding Co.. of Long
Island City. The reels are offered in four

sizes and are made of steel wire welded

and finished with a galvanized finish.

The reels are designed especially for

sound films, the edges of which are af-

forded special protection due to the rig-

idity of the units and the spacing of the

spokes.
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LET PHOTOTONE SAVE YOU $10,000

NEW phototom: i>inun emim s
Improvements recently added to Phototone improve its

already wonderful results. These new improvements are:

1
New fadaway switch vol-
ume control.

New dual turntable con-
trol.

\<» type improved ampli-
fier with perfected audio
transformer, increasing
t miotic quality.

4
5

6

Greater volume with less

distortion.

More efficient scratch fil-

ter.

More effective control of

the bass notes.

s(OME DAY you are going to have to come
to the Bight-sound policy. You would

be operating under it now if you <li<ln"t

dread to spend I hat $1 1)000 w hich you have been

given to understand such equipment costs.

Phototone— adopted by thousands of thea-

ters as the best solution to the sight-sound

problem, can he installed for as little as S.>00.

There's a clear saving of over $10,000. In ad-

dition, Phototone eliminates the heavy over-

head of organs, pianos and orchestras.

For a minimum weekly cost we'll keep you

supplied with new cue music, including origi-

nal musical scores by Thematic Music Cue
Service of New York.

Also the special sound records you need, such

as growls, mob noises, hoof-beats, trains, air-

planes, motors, marching feet, gun shots, etc.

Phototone has the fullest, purest tone of any

sight-sound instrument.

AXTVOUNCEMENT
We expect to have a practical and efficient synchronizing

device to offer to our exhibitors at a reasonable price and

announcement of this will be made in the near future.

It can be used in conjunction with Phototones already

installed or on any instruments that may be purchased

from this time on.

Check the information you want

and mail this coupon to The Phototone Company,
North Vernon, Indiana.

Record Cue Service

Phototone Equipment

NAME

IDORESS

COMPANY

CITY STATE.

Be sure and hear the

new Phototone cone
•.•Hind board speaker

1531 Broadway, New York. V 1 .

IMS Vine St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MBSForbce Si., Pittaburgh, Pu.

PHotOtoNfc
The new Phototone cone

sound board is clear and
dlstinel —built for long

hard service

Phototone Brandt Offices

Neil il...,,.,,..,,,. Argoe, Irnl. 220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C.

(for InnlanapoUe and < I. .. I ....i lit.
-
, s. \\ .,!..i-l, Ave., Chicago, III.

327 E. Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio 3706 llroadway, Kansas City, Mo.
125 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.

705 W. Grand Ave, Oklahoma City, Okla.

5332 Chicago Ave, Minneapolla, Minn.
I ' 1 . 1 1 Pierre I 'a>., Il.ll... 'IYxuh

TIE YOUR PICTURES WITH THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC
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Here's How a Theatre Reduced the Goal

Bill Nearly Forty Per Gent
Efficient Transportation Spells Economy in Heating as Well as Marketing

INFORMATION from a reliable

source that the Bran ford theatre in

Newark had reduced coal consump-
tion from a total of 448^4 tons burned
during the season of 1926-27 to 250 tons

for the 1927-28 period, sent a represent-

ative of this department on a journey to

the New Jersey, city to investigate the

whys and wherefores of an accomplish-

ment in operation economy so remark-
able, if true. The theatre records,

courteously placed at the disposal of the

representative, checked to a decimal point

with the advance "tip," and the investiga-

tion affirmed what frequently has been
urged by manufacturers of air condition-

ing systems, that these installations are

year round implements of theatre opera-
tion. For the engineers at the Branford
summed up their replies to the question,

''How did you do it," with the answer:
''This air conditioning installation, which
was put into the theatre during the sum-
mer of 1927 is responsible."

The evidence adduced by the engineers
and the atmospheric conditions in all parts

cf the Branford, in addition to observa-
tions on a visit to the boiler rooms deep
clown in the cellars of the theatre, com-
bined to produce a result so convincing
that it is deemed highly worthwhile to

report the instance here.

Previous to the installation of this

equipment at the Branford, the theatre

was heated by direct radiation. Econ-
omies in coal consumption with the new
heating system, the theatre engineers de-

clared, was almost wholly due to the flex-

ibility of control and distribution of heat.

With direct radiation, they explained, the

length of time required to deliver warmth
to the middle portions of the auditorium

—distant from the radiators along the

sidewalls — was far in excess of that

needed to warm that section of the house
under a circulating system such as is used
in this air conditioning installation. Ex-
cessive heat was developed in certain por-

tions of the house while others, far re-

moved from the radiators, were unheated.

To this factor alone they ascribe much
of the saving that has been effected. The
recirculation of a certain small propor-
tion of the heated air exhausted from the

auditorium and sent back through the

supply ducts accounts for the rest.

Recirculation of air from the audi-

torium is not recommended by engineers
of the company which includes this fea-

ture in its system—the Carrier Engineer-
ing Corporation—as a means of economy
in fuel consumption. The recirculation

system, however, provides that air ex-
hausted from the auditorium is brought

through the washing chamber, and there

the air is "washed." by passing through

a spray of water, designed primarily to

clean and humidify the air to the proper

point for what is the accepted standard

of "comfort conditions."

Due to the stress which has been placed

upon "refrigeration," a summer-time slo-

gan, many consider "ventilation" as a

means of "cooling" the theatre during

the summer months. As a matter of fact,

"refrigeration" or "cooling" has little

more to do with the air conditioning sys-

tem as a whole than the boiler which sup-

plies heat in winter. In the real sense,

the air conditioning system provides the

theatre with the means of maintaining

ideally comfortable and healthful condi-

tions every day in the year. In other

words, the outside conditions are entirely

offset by artificial means of creating with-

in the theatre atmospheric conditions

which have been established as the most
comfortable and healthful for the human
system.

THIS is accomplished by the supply

from duct systems, with outlets lo-

cated in various parts of the auditorium,

which deliver fresh "conditioned" air to

all parts of the auditorium. The air is cir-

culated through the system after being
brought from the outside, washed,
cleansed, and humidified, and then heated

or cooled to the ideal temperature. The
system—reference here is made to instal-

lations similar to that at the Branford
theatre—is a closed circuit, with a num-
ber of "switches" located at various
points. These switches are automatically

controlled—or more properly, thermo-
statically controlled—so as to deliver the

proper amount of fresh, outside air, the

proper amount of heat, or refrigeration.

The air sent into the auditorium through
the ducts, located at the top of the audi-

torium, is drawn out at the bottom—at

the floor level. The system is adjusted
to produce a certain atmospheric condi-

tion within the auditorium—properly de-

termined by charts—and it works auto-

matically in bringing in fresh outside air

and returning through the intake a certain

amount of the air which has been drawn
from the auditorium. The recirculated

air, of course, is mixed with the fresh air

before passing again into the spray cham-
ber.

Efforts to conserve fuel by means of

recirculating great quantities of the air

exhausted from the auditorium or other

parts of the theatre, on the other hand,
are frequently responsible for inside at-

mospheric conditions which are far below
the standard the air conditioned theatre

should supply to its patrons. This is a

matter of operation, and the air condi-

tioning experts are constantly urging

managers and engineers to give first con-

sideration to results in the atmospheric

conditions.

ON this same subject of year round air

conditioning, it often has been re-

marked by engineers and some individual

showmen that a majority of the theatres

with air conditioning plants fail to enjoy

the box office advantages of this feature

through neglect of selling on the part of

the managers or the advertising men
charged with exploiting the institutions.

People are learning by feeling for

themselves the comfort which is offered

in an air conditioned theatre, particularly

in contrast to the majority of the legiti-

mate houses, which are almost invariably

stuffy and overheated even on the coldest

winter day.

Regular check of the newspaper adver-

tising of theatres in the key cities fail to

produce any evidence that the theatres

which are known to be equipped with ex-

cellent air conditioning plants are ex-

ploited from this angle except during the

summer months. At that time the "cool-

ing" is stressed, without benefit of qual-

ifications, which might well be added,

concerning the processes which make the

air healthful and comfortable in summer
as well as winter. Recently one of the

chain operators conducted a campaign
featuring the air conditioning with which
its theatres is supplied—presumably as an

indirect effort to allay fears concerning

flu and other similar infections then

prevalent. The fact that the flu condition

this season cut theatre attendance less

than a siege of similar proportions would
have some seasons ago is no doubt large-

ly traceable to the fact that the motion
picture theatre is no longer regarded in

the light of a place of assembly where
crowds gather and unhealthful conditions

prevail. This is a reward for the con-

fidence which has been built up by the

earnest efforts of the operators of the

best theatres to provide healthful condi-

tions as well as luxurious surroundings

for the amusement seekers.

Special campaigns conducted through

the winter months to sell "air condition-

ing" where such systems are installed are

certain to become a set policy of the lead-

ing theatres in the future. Eventually

the "healthier inside" slogan will find a

place in the newspaper display and the

lobby billing during winter months, just

as the "cooler inside" is now a standard

item of theatre exploitation in the sum-
mertime.
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"Diamond H" Switches for Dependable

Control of Theatre Lighting!

Public Theatre

in New York City.

Remote Control
Switches for
Footlights, Spots,

Orchestra, Etc.

<8>

BOSTON

If the important lighting for your exits, stair-

ways, lobbies and aisles are connected to an
emergency circuit in addition to the main current

supply, you should use a "Diamond H" Remote
Control Switch which will automatically change
over if anything happens to the main supply.

This is particularly important for theatres in case

of fire, storms or other causes.

"Diamond H" Switches are absolutely depend-
able, and can also be used to simplify the control
of stage, interior and effect lighting and for ex-

terior signs.

Write us for further information.

THE HART MANUFACTURING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
TORONTO. CANADA

Panel Board showing
arrangement of
2 Pole Type "F"
Switches

Panelboard — Metropoli
tun Elect. Mfg. Co
Long Island City. X. Y

Elec.

Co,

Cont.—Thnr Elec
New York. N. Y

Elec. Eng
ter. New

I J.nri I.ii-h

York. N. Y

Ari'hts.

—

H. CruiK s.v.-r

Alice, \i\\ York. N. Y
D M. Oltarsh, New
York, X. Y.

MINNEAPOLIS

DIAMON WITCHES
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Notes, Reports and Ideas That

Keep You Posted on the Trend of

the Trade from Month to Month

HP HE trend of theatre business during
* the first month of the new year con-

tinued along the same lines which have
been dominant since the introduction of

the sound picture on a widespread scale,

with attendance averages holding up re-

markably well in the face of adverse con-

ditions caused by the prevalence of respira-

tory diseases and the general business re-

action which sets in immediately following

the holidays.

The talking picture still dominates the

situation while the public in the main is

attracted by new developments but is even
more interested in the program of enter-

tainment which affords the greatest satis-

faction, whether that means a picture with

dialog or one totally silent". However, the

bigger houses with the installations are

capitalizing this added feature of appeal,

with the result that the theatres of the

suburban or neighborhood type are finding-

it increasingly difficult to keep the home
trade at home.

Small House Mortality

DIFFICULTIES of the smaller theatres

attributed to the competition of sound
pictures at de luxe houses are reflected in

a report from Iowa, where during one week
of the month more than 15 of the suburban
type theatres went dark, according to the

Des Moines Film Board of Trade. Most of

the operators of these houses declared that

they could not succeed in the face of com-
petition from sound equipped theatres in

nearby cities.

A Different Viewpoint

ON the other hand there is the report

quoting an executive of a large circuit

to the effect that a survey of the New York
neighborhood houses of this chain are now
back to pre-sound levels after enjoying brisk

business for several weeks when talkies

were new. This, however, leaves one to

wonder if these houses might not now be
under their former averages were they

without sound equipment.

Theatre Tax Figures

AMUSEMENT tax figures of the bureau
of internal revenue for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1928, show Los Angeles
ranking in third place, for the first time
passing "Philadelphia as an amuse

ter. Theatre taxes for the four chief cities

are: New York, $5,743,177; Chicago, $1,033,-

000; Los Angeles, $686,000; Philadelphia,

$586,000. Theatre taxes are combined with

those on roof gardens and cabarets in these

amusement taxes.

Broadway Holdovers

CURRENT programs at the regular

weekly change Broadway picture the-

atres indicate the Hollywood studios have
made an auspicious start with their pro-

duct for 1929. At three of the four houses

in this classification there are hold-over at-

tractions. The fourth, the Paramount, is

showing "Interference," which closed a

long-run engagement last week at the Cri-

terion. The Roxy repeats with '

' In Old
Arizona," the Strand with "On Trial" and
the Capitol is showing for a second week
"A Woman of Affairs."

War—Good and Bad

ONE of those "theatre wars" that make
such good headlines is on in Los

Angeles between the Publix and West
Coast. Publix recently took back under its

own management 11 theatres in the Coast
cities which previously had been operated
by West Coast under a percentage arrange-
ment. Starting an aggressive policy in the

Capital of the Films, Publix renamed the

Metropolitan the Paramount. Competition
is taking the form of increased advertising

by both Publix and West Coast—a "good
war" according to Joseph Pullitzer, for it

is a war of advertising, which benefits the

public and the business engaged in it. But
the drive was continued further, with ap-

pearances of several prominent stars at the

one and countering of special added attrac-

tions at the other. The latter type of war
is the kind that might be "bad war," if it

is earned on to the point of giving too

much for the admission price, which is just

another form of price cutting—and that,

business leaders agree, is merely another
form of cutting your own and the other

fellow's throat.

EXPLOITATION
SOME of the most sensational exploitation

stunts are those which are built up
around a local situation or a chance event,

ami the theatre man who avails himself of

opportunities thus presented usually lands

in the headlim II as making profit

for his box office. An unusual opportunity
to ballyhoo his presentation of "The
Haunted House" was presented Harry
Woodin, manager of the Rosemary Theatre,

Ocean Park, Calif., and Woodin made the

most of it. A local house owner decided to

move the structure from one site to an-

other. Permission to move the house to the

site chosen was denied. Nevertheless the

frame dwelling was trundled down the

street. Police prevented its being moved
onto the forbidden lot, and the house re-

mained in the street, blocking traffic. The
event became a headline story and Woodin
moved in on the publicity by posting a ban-

ner across its front with the title "The
Haunted House" spelled out in flaming let-

ters.

Broadcasting Theme Songs

BROADCASTING theme songs played on

phonographs at the theatre to loud

speakers located outside music stores is one

of the stunts now being extensively used

in large cities. Leased direct wires from
the theatres to the stores in the tie-up carry

the tunes to the outside amplifiers. Between
records an announcement is made by the

theatre man, who informs hearers that the

music is coming from the so-and-so theatre

where such-and-such film is the attraction.

LaemmWs Show Boat

AREAL show boat company had its op-

portunity to display the dramatic

wares with which residents of river towns

are regaled when Norman F. Thorn and his

Princess troupe opened a four weeks' en-

gagement at the Belmont Theatre, New
York. The visit of the Princess company

—

the floating theatre was left docked at an

Ohio river town—is a stunt of Universal as

advance exploitation for the sound film pro-

duction of Edna Ferber's story.

What's Wrong With This

Window?
UNDER the auspices of its Chamber of

Commerce, a novel advertising scheme
was carried out last year in Zurich, Switzer-

land. 100 stores participated in the plan,

which required some error to be shown in

each window display featured. The public

was invited to send in the results of their

observations for the errors, a prize of 1,000

francs being the first award. Many of the

(Continued on page 333)
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EVEN A CASUAL EXAMINATION

OF THE

NEW

FULCO PROJECTOR
Will impress you with its especial fitness

for use with or without sound devices.

Remember this when you prepare to

equip the projection room of that new
theatre or in planning replacements for

the old one.

And please remember, also, that FULCO is concerned

with much more than the business of outfitting Pro-

jection Rooms. THAT'S THE SMALLEST PART OF
OUR BUSINESS. We overlook nothing either in mer-

chandise or matters of service, related to theatrical enter-

prises.

E. E. FULTON CO.
C. H. FULTON, President

F. A. VAN HUSAN, Vice-Pres. & Sales Mgr.

A. G. JARMIN, Treasurer

EXECl TlYE IIEADQl ARTERS

1018 S. WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

BRANCHES
1018 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

115 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK. N. Y.

3403 OLIVE ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO.
151 SEVENTH ST., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
.340 N. ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
255 GOLDEN GATE AVE.. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
146 WALTON ST., ATLANTA, GA.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT
PHILADELPHIA BOSTON SEATTLE

FACTORY
2001 S. CALIFORNIA AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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errors were cleverly hidden. One of the
tailoring establishments, for example, dis-
played a suit, one trouser leg of which had
been manufactured with the material on
the wrong side. Another store showed a
typewriter on which one of the letters was
duplicated. There was a prize for the best
dressed window as an inducement for the
merchants.

How to Plan Campaigns
A POORLY thought out campaign that is

-r * carried through is better than a bril-

liantly mapped drive 'that dies before it is

given a chance to produce, Kenneth Collins,

pubicity director for R. H. Macy & Co., Inc.,

told a gathering at the New York Advertis-
ing Club recently. "One of the secrets of
successful advertising as well as successful
merchandising," he added, "is to concen-
trate on the best selling lines. Treatment
should be standardized throughout the cam-
paign in order to give a continuity of im-
pression." While this advice applies spe-
eifically to retail store advertising, there is

some good advice there for the exhibitor.
Much of the theatre advertising would be
more profitable because of cumulative value
were more exhibitors to strive for stand-
ardization of some particular feature which
the reading public would come to associate
with a particular theatre.

How Many Parts Jazz?
T S the patron of the theatre different in
*• his music tastes than radio listeners? If
the same things appeal to the public while
at the theatre as when listening to radio
programs, then only 15 per cent of the mu-
sic rendered should be of the jazz type to

please the majority, according to the direc-

tors of the National Broadcasting Company
stations. A cheek-up on the programs sent
over that company's stations during one
week showed that broadcast jazz music ac-

tually took up 15 per cent of program time,

while classical music, or music of the type
that has the approval of austere musical
educators was given 28 per cent of program
time. Old favorites, folk songs, etc., take
up approximately 10 per cent of the time
on the air, while military band music occu-
pied about 4 per cent of the program time.

PRODUCTION
OOUND picture production has greatly in-

S^J creased consumption of positive film, ac-

cording to a statement by the Eastman Ko-
dak Company. On the Pacific Coast alone,

more than 200,000,000 feet of positive film

were distributed for the six months period
ending December 31. These figures repre-
sent the largest increase for any correspond-
ing period in the history of the company.
The fact that most companies are now mak-
ing both sound and silent versions of all

pictures and the amount of studio experi-
mentation which has been going on since

the introduction of sound had added greatly
to the film consumption by the industry.

Extras Suffer
'T'HOSE who thus far have not benefited

from the production activities in the
sound field are the movie extras. Accord-

ing to figures published by the Central Cast-
ing Corporation during the month, the earn-
ings of Hollywood's extras dropped more
than a third of a million dollars below those
of 1928. Only two of the approximately 15,-
000 registered extras averaged five days'
work a week throughout the year.

"Silent" Propaganda
THE existence of a deliberately planned

propaganda against talking pictures,
was charged in a statement made in Holly-
wood by Jack L. Warner, production chief
at Warner Bros, studios. Warner declared
that those who have been making statements
that the talkie is a "flash in the pan"
and will not survive are prejudiced and are
protecting the propaganda because they
have not been successful in making talkies.

Ziegfeld "Follies"
\ CCORDIXG to an announcement from
i »- Elorenz Ziegfeld from his vacation
quarters in Florida, the famed glorifier of
the American girl will produce his own
Movietone edition of the "Follies." Ap.
parently aroused by the news that a "Fol-
lies

'

' was to be produced as a sound film by
one of the big movie companies, Ziegfeld
added: "I will spend $3,000,000 to make my
Movietone of 'Follies' the perfect record
of the perfect revue that has so many inef-

fective imitators."

Fox "Follies"
TV/T EANTIME out at the Fox studios on
•^ * the coast elaborate plans are taking
definite shape for the production of "Fox

(Continued on page 334)

SAVE ORGAN REPAIR BILLS

The Prometheus Organ Heater keeps the organ always "in tune" and
free from damage due to excessive cold, dampness and sudden tem-
perature changes. The heater requires no attention. It has automatic
thermostatic control and is easily installed by "plugging in" in an
ordinary electric outlet. There are no exposed heating parts. Heater
is made of cast iron throughout, aluminum finished, and occupies
only 14^4 hi. x 4 in. of floor spa'e. Send coupon for complete de-
scription.

The Prometheus Organ Healer is scientifically designed to deflect the
warm air downward. The heat naturally rises, providing a constant.
unvarying degree of temperature throughout the organ chamber.

Send Coupon for Complete Details — .

PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP., 354 W. 13th St, New York City
Please send details about your organ heater.

NAME ADDRESS
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Movietone Follies, with Bobby Chirk and
Paul McCullough as the chief comedians of

an eye and car entertainment thai it is

promised will do for the tired business turn

of the whole country everything the Bt

way shows have been doing for the T.l'.M.

in New York.

Griffith as Prophet

THE sound picture of the future will sur-

pass anything the theatre has ever pro-

duced, D. W. Griffith is quoted as predict-

ing in an interview by a New York news-

paper representative. "In ten years," he

said, "you'll have Bublime Movietones. Just

only superior to grand

opera. Y<m can have everything from Jazz
to Wagner and Bach in the same picture."

Business as Usual

TIlol'CH a fire caused by spontaneous
combust ion and resulting in a damage

amounting to $450,000 swept two sound

stages at the Paramount studios, the com-
schedule will be carried through

without any delay whatsoever. Announce-
ment that facilities were adequate to a con-

tinuance of 1 lie production schedule as origi-

nally planned was made by Jesse I>. Lasky.
The property destroyed was fully covered by

insurance.

HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

Complete Lighting Systems

Designed as Harmonious Units

THAT'S the big job that this company is doing for
the enterprising motion picture theatre opera-

tors.

The rapidly growing vogue for stage presentations has
brought many new lighting problems in its wake.
No longer does the stage and auditorium remain uni-
formly dark throughout the entire program. Now
several different lighting combinations are required
in the course of a single program.

The installation of lighting systems and stage switch-
boards is no longer a mail order catalogue proposi-
tion. It is now a matter of scientific design and care-
ful study by experience in stage and auditorium light-
ing.

That's the reason why Hub Systems are being in-
stalled in the newest and finest theatres ! The up-to-
the-minute theatre operators know that this com-
pany is the best equipped of all to design and build
systems on the most scientific and highly artistic

basis.

We can help you with your lighting. Write us just
what you^want to do and we will gladly help you.

Footlights

Border Lights

Stage Pockets

Cove Lighting

Exit Signs

Hob Electric Co.

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Offices

IIM-IUS West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2

Down Town Chicago Sales Offices Toledo, Ohio
Suite 323—155 N. Clark St. 1220 Madison Ave.

Prion- Adams .WIS
New York City [Milwaukee, wis.
1 457 Broadway 1 23 Second St.

1813

Spot Lights

Service Boards

Panel Boards

Usher Signals

Directional Signs

Flood Lights

"Show Boat" Dialog
ii\i; distance telephone conferences be

*—
' tween Universal 's Bo Offices and

Florenz Ziegfeld in Florida culminated in

the announcement thai I niversal has ac-

quired the right to use both dialog and mu-
sic from the "Show Boat" stage produc
tion current in New York. According to

report one of the conditions of the final

agreement was that the film was not to be
publicly presented until the Ziegfeld show
had completed its New Fori run.

Briefs

Octavus Roy Cohen, whose darktown
stories have attracted a large following, i-

in Hollywood to write the all-dialog story

in which Paramount "will star Moran and
Mack, the "Two Black Crows." . . . Nor-
ma Talmadge will be "seen and heard" in

her next picture for U. A., to be based on a
stage play. . . . Ben Hecht and Charles

Mac Arthur, playwrights and novelists, are

writing original screen plays for RKO pro-

duction. . . . Emil Jannings hereafter will

do stories with "happy endings." . . .

Mary Pickford is making two separate ver-

sions of "Coquette," one sound the other

silent. . . . George Fitzmaurice is under
contract to make 5 films for U. A. during

the next two years, with $75,000 per pro-

duction the reported figure he will receive.

. . . Warners 'will re-make "The Narrow
Street," first produced in 1925, as an all-

dialogue picture. . . . Both Fox and Para-

mount plan sequels to former outstanding

successes, "The Coek-Eyed World" (Fox)

will be a follow-up to "What Price Glory"
and "Ten Years After" will be Para-

mount's sequel to "Wings." . . . There

will be no sound version of "Charlie's

Aunt" as a result of the decision of Mrs.

Bradon Thomas, widow of the author and
owner of the play, to reject all offers from
Hollywood, for the talkie rights to the

famous stage farce. . . . Hands, and noth-

ing else, except wrists, forearms and futur-

istic backgrounds are the actors and scenery

in a picture which was produced in Ger-

many and will open the unique "four
screen" Film Guild Cinema on West 8th

Street, New York.

CHAIN AND COMPANY
ACTIVITIES

A CERTAIN film man was overheard to

remark "it's a good thing only a negli-

gible portion of the rumors of change, mer-

ger and dissolution in the film business mine
true. It's hard enough as things now go to

keep up with the course of events." All

rumors aside, it is certainly a season of

great activity on the part of the companies
and the chain operators. As a matter of

fact the actual happenings, bona fide and
official, are going at such a pace that there

are signs that the Humor Committee is look-

ing for its second wind.

Denials of Rumor
NICHOLAS SCHENCK, bead of Loi

called in members oJ

denial that then- was any
persistent rumor to the effect

that i

with l-"\. Hi- included the

{Continued on page 336)
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Thou
. in one .

SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N.Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif

.

Seattle, Wash.

^^^^HIS handsome chair offers to the average theatre owner
M J more strength and comfort per dollar of investment
^•^ than any other seat made today. Thousands and
thousands of this type of Heywood-Wakefield chair were

bought by exhibitors all over the country in 1928!

Such a tremendous, nation-wide purchase of a theatre

chair proves conclusively that it has been built from a box

office angle. The deep, curved back has a simplicity that will

harmonize with almost any decorative treatment. The com-
fortable seat operates on a quiet, long-wearing steel hinge.

Write to the nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales office for

detailed information on this chair, O. C. 608, and other de luxe

and semi de luxe theatre seats.

HEYWOOD^WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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Light pays the theatre owner
Chromium produces the light

Sparkling, joyful warming light filling the stage,

delighting the audiences—yet seeming to come
from nowhere—this is what pays the theater

owner and is what Major Chromium Plated

Reflectors give.

Certainly no single development in years has carried light-

ing forward in a great leap as the Major Method of

Chromium Plating Reflectors. To he aware of this newest
lighting product write for full details and estimates—free

of course.

We have a new catalog about ready
to mail, (ret your name on the

list for one. Decidedly worth while.

MAJOR
Chromium

Plated
Reflectors

Major Equipment Company
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago

District Offices:

Atlanta. Ga.
Baltimore, Bid,

Cleveland
Texan

1

Detroit, Mich.

tnd,
KIji.

Kansas f'ity. Mo.

Memphis, 1 i

Minneapolis. Minn.
1 La.

New York. N. Y.
Omaha, Mi I

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pitl burgh r.i

Salt Lake City, Utah
Sun Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, \\

i

Fla.

Tulsa, Okla.
ato, Ont.

i \ er, It. C.
Winnipeg, Man.
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words thai "11 was an utterly false
rumor." Thai statement has quieted the
rumors aboul thai particular deal. Talk
then flew about thai Paramount and R-C-A
were getting together. The activity on the
upward swing of Paramount stock on the
New York Stock Exchange was one of the
indications advan I. When the film indus
try is a little older ii is quite possible that
there will be found some theatre operating
consolidations have taken place, but they
will be "consolidations" aiming at more
economical operation of chain houses.

A New National Chain?
rPIIK presence in Florida of J. J. Mur-
* dock, Pat Casey, Joseph P. Kennedy,
and a number of theatre men who head
chains has 1 interpreted in many quarters
as signifying that there is in process of for-
mation a new national theatre chain of
vaudeville and picture houses. The report

has 1! that theatres owned by J. J. Murdock,
and which did not go to K-K-0 in the pur-
chase of the K-A-0 circuit will form the
nucleus of this circuit. Pat Casey, in vaude-
ville circle- regarded one of the keenest
-bowmen in the country, is to actively di-

rect the operation of the theatres, which the
rumors say will include the lloblitzel Inter-

state circuit in Texas, the Butterfleld
houses in Michigan, the Keilh-1'roctor

houses in New York, and others. The ru-
mor at various times went further and said

that the Pantages circuit would be included.

That, of course, i- all rumor.

Skouras at New Post

tVYRLY in the month Spyros Skouras,
-*—j president of Skouras Brothers and the
St. Louis Amusement Company, started ac-

tive work on his duties as head of the War-
ner Bros, theatre operations. The salary is

said to be $100,000 a year. It is said that
an important factor intluencing Warner to

purchase the Skouras holdings in St. Louis
was the desire to have Skouras and his

brothers," Charley- and George, as executives

ill charge of the greatly expanded Warner
theatre operations. The home offices of the
Stanley Company of America were moved
from Philadelphia to New York. They are

under the supervision of Skouras. S. H.
Fabian continues as buyer for the circuit,

with Ed Alperson, former Warner district

manager as his aid. Reeves Kspry, former
advertising drector of the Skouras chain,

is in charge of the operation of the de luxe

theatres of the chain.

More Theatres for Fox
'"PHE Fox theatre operations continue to
* expand at a rapid rate. IS1 hoii-es in

ulie Greater New York district were
brought into the circuit through the comple-
tion early in the month of negotiation- with
a number of independent operators. The
houses of 37 different operator- went over
to Fox in a deal said to involve $45,000,000.
The two largest groups taken over were the

Small-Strau-berg and the lilimlerman-

Steiner Mi\S circuit-, comprising 51 houses

between them. Pos opened the new
5,000 seat cinema palace in St. LiOuis

Last Friday. It i- reported a theatre

I
I ontinued on page 338)
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ALL WELDED
WIRE SOUND REELS

Galvanized Finish

BRAZING
CLAMPS
SCREWS
PAINT

ONE SOLID UNIT

A FILM REEL FOR EVERY PURPOSE

IN

UNEQUALED

Accessability

Ease of Handling

10' Reel—2" Drum—For 1,000 feet of film
11" Reel—5" Drum For 1,000 feet of film
14" Reel—4" Drum For 2,000 feet ot film
15' Reel—5" Drum—For 2,000 feet of film

STANDS ALONE

IN
Strength
Durability
Lightness

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU — WRITE TO US

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC WELDING CO.
—REEL DIVISION—

90 WEBSTER AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

Will present an original

and unique conception of

making your interior and

stage an important factor

in stimulating box office

receipts

We give you our ideas

without any obligation

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

340 WEST 41ST STREET

«-:,•
!

SETTINGS DRAPERIES

NEW YORK CITY

SCENERY

ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

Motion Picture Cable
on the

Motiograph De Luxe Projector

in Keith Theatre

Philadelphia, Pa.

Rockbestos Motion
Picture Cable is the

extra flexible cable.

No finer cable is

made.

It may cost more,

but it is worth it. Re-

placements are fewer.

Insist on Rockbes-

tos
Motiograph De Luxe

Writejor Bulletin, on M. P. Cable.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTSCORPORAT I ON
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURG
On the Pacific Coast—C. Dent Slaughter
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building program callin;

000 nrw seats will be carried out by the

company this year. This will include new
- in Chicago, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh,

Baltimore, Boston and Cleveland. There is

also talk tli.it Fox may invade Ti

Radio Pictures

\ i EB RKO as the new name
** for the former FBO company bought
over by R.C a . officials of the organization

got together and chose "Radio Pictures"
brand name for productions from the

compariy's — *
1 1 I i . > — _ A $250,000 building pro-

gram has linn started at these studios. All

are ; " be sound-proofed. There will

be 30 Radio Pictures released under the

schedule on which the company is now
working. Exploitation for these films will

include weeklj broadcasts to be known as
•• K-K < i Sours,'' tli" lir-i of « bich wenl
on the air over an NBC network on Janu-
ary --. Vaudeville stars appearing ;it the

RrK-0 I beatres and film stars will be I be

entertainers who appear on the programs.

DISTRIBUTION AND
SALES

A NATIONAL survey of the public reac

tion to sound pictures generally and
all-dialog pictures is being made by Felix

Peist, general sales manager of M-G-M. In

Announcing

Time^O^Stat Controls Company
A Consolidation of

Leachwood Company
Janesville, Wisconsin

Time-O-Stat Corporation
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Absolute Con-Tac-Tor Corporation
Elkhart, Indiana

Cramblet Engineering Corporation
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

THE MERGING OF THESE FOUR
COMPANIES will place at the services of

its customers and the industries which it

serves, one consolidated company with
ample resources and complete facilities for

the development and manufacture of a
very complete line of automatic controls

IT WILL BE THE AIM OF THIS
NEW COMPANY to maintain the repu-
tation of making the finest and most de-
pendable products of its kind, to hold the
good will of its customers through the
fairness of its policies and the service it

renders, to sell its products at the lowest
price consistent with the quality of the
product and the service it renders.

THE COMPANY WILL HAVE A
COMPLETE LINE OF AUTOMATIC
CONTROLS for both domestic and in-

dustrial types of refrigeration and for

heating with either oil, gas or coal Also
a very diversified line of controls and
thermostats for gas, oil, electricity, etc.,

for time, pressure, humidity and temper-
ature, sign flashers, heaters and other
specialties.

IT WILL OWN MANY PATENTS in-

cluding those covering the manufacture of
(light and heavy duty) mercury switches
and corrugated bellows. Manufacturing
these products in its own plant will put the
company in a very favorable position to

not only improve its present products,
but also carry on the development of new
devices embodying such units.

TO ENABLE IT TO BETTER SERVE
YOU general sales and service offices have
been opened in the Peoples Gas Building,
Chicago, and eastern offices will be opened
in New York City. The present sales and
service organizations of the four companies
will be consolidated and considerably in-

creased.

BUILDING CONTRACTS WILL BE
LET IMMEDIATELY to greatly enlarge
the plant and offices at Elkhart, Indiana.
A separate building will also be erected for

laboratory, experimental and develop-
ment work. As soon as these buildings
have been completed, the businesses of
the three Wisconsin companies will be
moved to Elkhart.

A LARGE STAFF OF ENGINEERS
AND TECHNICIANS, each a specialist,

will have ample facilities in the new labor-

atory for carrying on their work of con-
stantly endeavoring to improve its prod-
ucts, develop new controls, and do ex-

perimental work for our customers.

THE OFFICERS OF THE COMPANY
WILL BE: President and Treasurer,

Julius K. Luthe; Vice-Presidents, A. I.

Wallace, Paul K. Cramblet, E. J. Leach
and Roy W. Johnson.

[: Correspondence should be directed to each of the four com- "I

til notice has been given that all the aen-
i'ltnl and moved to Elkhart, Indiana. J

EVENHEETERS for pipe organ chamber heating and
Time-O-Stat Silent Flashers, formerly called Hotchkiss
SIL1 licrs will continue to be handled by

Cramblet Engineering Division
288 Milwaukee Street Milwaukee, Wis.

See display advertisement on page 345

Atlanta he summarized In- findings up to
that point of his coasJ to coasl trip, by de-
claring thai good pictures effectively syn-
chronized with music and effects are mak-
ing ;i strong bid for permanent favor, that
only a carefully selected and limited i i-

ber of pl;i> lend themselves to all-dialog

treatment, and that records show good
silent pictures have drawn bigger money
despite competition of part-talkie or all

talkie films.

World Wide Organization

\\7 0\{\A) wIDE'S sales organization has
' ' been completed and the company ex-
peels tu have in full swing early in Pebru
ary exchanges in the following cities: Buf-
falo, Chicago, Cleveland, De- Moines, De-
troit, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
.New York City, Omaha, Pittsburgh, Phila-

delphia, St. Louis, Charlotte, Atlanta, Dal-
las, Washington, Salt Lake, Cincinnati, New
Haven and Portland.

Completes Sales Plans
OIDNEY R. KEXT, head of Paramount^ sales organization, left Hollywood on
January 24 after spending two weeks at the
company's studios there in connection with
the sales and releasing campaign for next
season.

In Brief

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG, general sales,

manager of RKO announced the follow-

ing changes in the personnel of the branch
managers: W. E. Matthews leave- San
Francisco to manage the Seattle branch;
E. A. Lam heads the Portland branch, and
George Seach is acting manager in San
Francisco. . . . William J. Morgan now
occupies the post of a sales executive with
Columbia. . . . Guy P. Morgan resigned

from the Samuel Goldwyn sale- organiza-

tion to become a special traveling represen-

tative in the United Artists Foreign De-
partment. . . . Carl J. Goe has been ap-

pointed assistant general manager of Tit-

fany-Stahl. . . . Harry I. (ioldman has
been made manager of the Boston exchange,
and Henry Ellnian is now supervisor of the

central division of T-S.

FROM ALL ANGLES

IT is the little fellow in business that has

the hard job, while the luck is with the

big business man, according to Sam Katz as

quoted in an interview published in the

New York Sunday World Magazine.
"All big business men are lucky. It's

the, little fellow who has a hard time.

Where the little fellow has all his eggs in

one basket the big fellow can balance his

failures against his successes to show profit

in the end." After you get used to it, he

says, thinking in millions is just as simple

:i» thinking in terms of small groceries.

"Canned" Radio Shows
MUSIC and entertainment programs for

radio broadca nned"
on film records similar to the -omul films

applied to tions through-

out the country, according to a plan of

w York. The
develop into a radio chain
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BULLETIN BOARD
( Continued from page 338)

which will utilize special recorded programs
as a means of eliminating the cost of con-

necting land wires, one of the most expen-

sive items in broadcasting. It is expected

that this recorded method will enable the

company to broadcast commercial programs
at the same respective hour throughout the

four-time zones of the nation, by shipping
advance records to client stations. It is

said that at least forty stations will be in-

cluded in the network. Programs will be
recorded in a studio to be located in New
York. The recording process, it is said, will

lift the programs out of the class of ordi-

nary phonograph record broadcasting.

Builds Television Station
' I' HE first broadcasting station to be

erected strictly for sending television

is now in construction near Washington,
D. C. It is being built by C. Francis Jen-
kins, inventor. This station will be one of

a series which Jenkins will build. "It is

our purpose to set up television broadcast-
ing stations of adequate power to cover the
territory served," Jenkins is quoted. "To
these stations motion picture stories will be
distributed for broadcast over the territory
served by each particular station," he de-
clared.

caroc raw "CANG WAR"

Sound has made short comedies box office

factors as shown by the two displays above
for I durational'- 'The Lion's Roar."

200-Pound Amplifier Used

to Broadcast Sound Film
George Gilliam, manager of the Cameo

Theatre, Cleveland, increased his business

on "My Man'' every day during the run
of the picture by placing a 200-pound am-
plifier oil the roof of the theatre, which
had been attached to the Vitaphone equip-

ment so that Fanny Brice's songs were
heard all up and down Euclid Ave.
Crowds gathered whenever she started

to sing, which was about every half hour,

and the singing drew a lot of business.

In spite of the fact that this was the sec-

ond downtown run of "My Man," this

exploitation did so much for it that it

was held over a second week. Don Can-
ady, projectionist, made the hook-up.

Beautify your theatre by using

Rialto Chandeliers
Send for our beautifully illustrated 56-page

catalogue or let us have your specifications and

we will plan your lighting requirements. Many
of the finest houses in America were

equipped by us.

Rialto Import Corp*
135 W 44th St. New York, N. Y.
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For the nrir

PLAZA THEATRE
Kansas <ilv -

WURDACK
STAGE SVt ITCIIlIOAltn

QThe Wurdack Pre-Set Remote
Control Stage Switchboard is a

GOOD switchboard. But Wurdack

engineers are not content to merely

build a good switchboard— they are

constantly striving to build a

BETTERswitchboard—and succeed'

ing! Their aim is to make each one

built an improvement over the last—
to anticipate future needs and incor-

porate in the Wurdack Stage Switch-

board those features which will keep

it constantly a step ahead.

qThis progressive policy of the Wurdack
Company— this discontent with past

accomplishments, satisfactory though they

may be; this relentless march toward new
achievements—has won for the Wurdack
Switchboard a recognition of merit among
the leading theatre architects, owners and

managers of the country. A late instance of

this is the selection of a Wurdack Stage

Switchboard for the resplendent new Plaza

Theatre in Kansas City; Boiler Bros., Ar-

chitects. This switchboard is pictured above.

q Specify the name Wurdack to insure

vour getting the newest and most
advanced developments in remote-control

stageswitchboard design.Our new descriptive

bulletin is now in preparation— we will be

glad to place your name on our mailing list

for your copy. Write—

WMWUKBACK
f r^T 1 ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

SAINT l«M is
DISTRICT OFFICES

ATLANTA MIAMI KANSAS CITY
CHICAGO TULSA LOUISVILLE
HOUSTON TAMPA MINNEAPOLIS
FT. WORTH OMAHA NEW ORLEANS

INDIANAPOLIS
C«_

Cameo Art.) aires Automat

Ticket Register Corp.

THE Consolidated Automatic Mer-
chandising I "i poration i < !amei i

has taken over the Automatic
Ticket Register Corporation of New
York, manufacturers of Gold Seal Tickel

Registers and printers of checks and

tickets for ticket-issuing machines. This

is a further move in the program of ex-

pansion on the part of Cameo, sponsors

of all type> of automatic merchandising

machines.

The Automatic Ticket Register Cor-

poration has now on the market three

different classes of patented ticket or

check-issuing machines—each serving a

different market. The origin of the

company is associated with its oldest ma-
chine—the early motion picture ticket

register. The first conception of this

was a foot-treadle machine used by the

old-fashioned theatre including the store

Nickelodeon, which was the forerunner

of the modern motion picture theatre.

In addition to the production of these

machines, the Automatic Ticket Register

Corporation has also built up a large

business in the production of printed

tickets and checks—not only for its own
registers, but to cover every need in strip

folded or reserved seat tickets and checks.

Issue Special Service Book

to Augment Press Sheet

A special exploitation service booklet,

for use in connection with the regular

pressbook, has been issued by the ex-

ploitation department of the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer company as an aid to the pro

motion of "Alias Jimmy Valentine."

The service booklet is divided into

seventeen sections, each of which has an

idea for use by the exhibitor. Announce-
ment is also made in this booklet of the

newspaper serialization of the story,

which was prepared by Donald Hender-
son Clarke, and is offered free to any
newspaper. This serial can be secured in

proof or mats, which ever way the local

newspaper prefers to use it.

Outline of Broadivay Campaign

The advertising campaign on "Alias

Jimmy Valentine" which was used in

New York City to advertise the showing
of the picture at the Astor Theatre, is

also attached to the new service booklet.

These sample advertising proofs can he

used as examples on which the exhibitor

can base either his lay-out or his copy.

The regular ads, which can be obtained

in any form, are included in the press

book on this feature.

Many other aids to the exhibitor, in-

cluding several national tie-ups of im-

portance, are also listed in the booklet,

and wherever practical, samples or photo-

graphs have been attached.

WHAT
ticket register

do the BIG
circuits us£L

all of these biq ones use the

GOLD SEAL

IVhy notyoufaoy

Automatic
Ticket RegisterCorp.

723 SeVcnth AVe.
NeW York City

Quality Tickets at Lowest Market Prices
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Everybody's

Happy

The operators happy because the manager

is satisfied.

The manager is satisfied because the attend-

ance is good.

The attendance is good because the public

enjoys your picture.

So everybody's happy and the CINE.PHOR
plays an important part in their happiness by
producing clearly defined, properly illum-

inated, contrasty pictures—pictures which are

easy to look at—pictures which make the

public want to come back for more.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
653 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y,

No. 7211 Pyramid
Ruscus Tree, natural
prepared, green, 4y2
feet high, for indoor
or outdoor use, in-

cluding pot, each
$12.60.

No. 7773 Kentia. Plant, natural
prepared, green, with 15 re-

movable leaves, 48 inches high,
complete, $4.00. With basket
pot cover, as illustrated, $1.50
extra.

Write to-day for copy of our

Spring Catalogue No. 7 with

illustrations in colors of Arti-

ficial Flowers, Plants, Vines,

also Natural Prepared Trees,

Plants, etc.

Mailed Free

FRANK NETSCHERT INC.
61 Barclay Street New York, N. Y.

FREE
A Complete Operating Manual for

Effect Lighting in All Theatres

PROJECTIONIST'S
OPERATING MANUAL

BRENKERT F7
Master Brenograph

BRENKERT LIGHT PfiOJECTION CO.

To the thousands of theatres who have suc-

cessfully used Brenkert effect devices in the

past; to the theatres who have never used
Brenkert effects, to all of those theatres who,
at some time, hope to make use of the hundreds
of mystical, colorful atmospheric changes
which can be so easily obtained, Brenkert now
has ready for distribution a complete operat-

ing manual on the famous Brenkert F-7 Master
Brenograph which contains explicit instruc-

tions for obtaining all of those wonderful light-

ing effects so necessary to a well balanced
motion picture program.

Fifteen large pages of interesting and
highly useful information, profusely illus-

trated, and handsomely bound, make this book-
let an indispensable part of the library of any
theatre manager or projectionist.

A New Brenkert Catalog
A NEW 1929 edition of the Brenkert catalog is

also available for the asking. In this catalog are

described and illustrated the complete line of those
famous Brenkert projection devices which have come
to be looked upon as the standard in leading theatres

throughout the world. Spotlamps, effect projectors,

special color projectors, and major equipments for
the projection room are shown in detail.

Copies of Both—Now Free on Request.

"m,x
'mm

Brenkert Light Projection Company
St. Aubin at East Grand Blvd.

Detroit, Mich.



Motion Picture News

A HUNDRED POINTS
EXPLAINED

So important is the TRANSVERTER in the Projection Room of the

modern up-to-date theatre

—

So universally is it used by those with whom we rarely come in personal
contact

—

So many years does it continue to perform, during which the personnel
of the theatre often changes

—

THAT TO MEET THESE MANY SITUATIONS WE HAVE
ISSUED THE HERTNER HAND BOOK

It covers in simple, easily read language, installation and operation facts

of value on TRANSVERTERS of all types.

YOU MAY HAVE A COPY FREE if you own, manage or are employed
in any theatre showing moving pictures.

MAKE SURE 1929 RUNS SMOOTHLY—
with the TRANSVERTER

Sold in the U. S. A. by
The National Theater Supply Co.

Canadian Distributor
Perkins Electric, Ld.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
12694 ELMWOOD AVENUE ^S imm

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

ORL
TICKETS

AND

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF

Service—Accuracy—Quality
SATISFIED USERS ARE OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT

WORLD TICKET & SUPPLY CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway New York

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

To Check
the Trend
of Business

See

Map on
Page 323

Trackless Train Tours India

on Last Lap Round World
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's Trackless

Train is now touring India, having landed

at Calcutta last week on the final lap of

its tour around the world. The Train
has ballyhooed through North and South
America, England, Europe, Australia and

will touch at the Portuguese peninsula on
its way hack to New York. Leo, the

Metro-fioldwyn-Mayer Lion, now adver-

tising his company's wares in the south-

ern states wilf indubitably follow the

Trackless Train around the world.

Eddie Carrier, Conductor of the Track-

less Train, wires from Calcutta

:

"After overcoming almost insurmount-

able difficulties, and securing wonderful

newspaper publicity and tie-ups, the train

started the India tour with a wonderful
reception by the Governor of Bengal and
many Calcutta officials. The Train is

proving a sensational publicity medium
and will greatly benefit American motion

pictures in this country."

It has been said of the Trackless Train

that it has done more to advertise Amer-
ican films abroad than any other medium
of exploitation. Everywhere it has bally-

booed, the Train has created a sensation.

Theatre Aids School Fund

To Buy an Elephant
The Fourth Avenue Amusement Com-

pany gave invaluable aid recently to the

schools of Lafayette, Ind., by staging

three performances at the Luna Theatre
there, the proceeds from which went to a

fund being raised by the schools to pur-

chase an elephant for one of the parks.

Pathe Preparing a Special

For Lincoln's Birthday
Pathe is preparing a special for Lincoln's

Birthday week. It will be a one-reeler in

both silent and sound and talkie versions,

and will be ready for release Sunday, Feb-

ruary 10th. George Billings will portray

the role of the Great Emancipator and in

the sound version will give a reeital of the

Gettysburg speech.

PROGRAM Covers
BVILDBOX OFFICEMECEIPTS

WriteforSamples.TheHennegan (o,Cincinnafr,Q
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Skouras Bolsters Show to

Meet Fox Competition
Charles Previn, former Missouri The-

atre and Ambassador Theatre musical di-

rector and also at one time director of the

St. Louis Municipal Theatre and more
recently with the Roxy Theatre in New
York was brought back to St. Louis to

t-ike charge of the Missouri Theatre or-

chestra.

Skouras Brothers have also announced

a new form of entertainment, weekly

"Grand Orchestral Productions," present-

ing a union of orchestral, vocal and ballet

entertainment built around operatic hits,

overture presentations and light opera and

musical comedy selections.

In addition a chorus of 30 singers will

be added to the stage show at the Mis-

souri to supplement the work of the Mis-

souri Rockets. With the musicians in the

band show and the special acts this com-
bination will about meet the plan an-

nounced for the new Fox Theatre now
nearing completion at Grand and Wash-
ington boulevards for 100 persons on the

stage.

Leonardi the present musical director

for the Missouri will also be retained with

Previn.

This is Skouras Brothers answer to the

Fox threat. So it looks like the amuse-
ment world of St. Louis is in for some
high class cinema entertainment at very
reasonable prices.

Under the scale of prices box seats are

sold at $2, with reserved chairs in the

auditorium being available at 25 cents, 75
cents, $1 and $1.50. There are also 2,000

free seats at each performance.
The advance sale for the new season

now totals $75,000.

Adds Extra Saturday Show
To Avoid Price Raise

Instead of raising prices for the Pan-
tages Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, Man-
ager W. P. Wilson tried another plan that

served the purpose of increasing revenue
—and also resulted in satisfying the pub-
lic. He decided to stage two perform-
ances every Saturday evening in place of

the one regular evening show as on other

nights. The outcome was that the theatre

was almost refilled for the second per-
formance. No seats were reserved ex-
cept boxes and loges.

Dancing After Show Proves

Popular In Portland
So successful have been the Thursday

night dances on the mezzanine at The
Broadway Theatre, Portland, Ore., that

Manager Maxwell has announced that

both Monday evenings and Thursday
evenings will be set aside for dancing
after the last show, with music furnished
by Georgie Stoll and his merry musical
orchestra. This is but one of a number of

plans to foster the community spirit there.

INCANDESCENT

"JQieglights"

for Sound Photography

HE advent of "talking movies" with its sensitive sound-
recording instruments, imposing a restriction for absolute silence

in the studio ; and the demand for greater economy in the lighting

of studio sets—has resulted in the development of a new form of

Klieglights for motion picture photography, in which high-

candle-power incandescent lamps are used for the light source.

These new Kliegs furnish brilliant evenly diffused light high in

actinic qualities, permitting photography with clearness of de-

tail, full color values, sharp definition, and freedom from sound
interference. They are absolutely noiseless in operation and
cause no disturbance in the recording of sound photography.

They are efficient in light control and utilization ; afford complete
command over the direction, diffusion, and divergence of the

light beam; are light in weight; can be easily and quickly hand-
led; operate on the service line, whether A. C. or D. C. ; and in-

troduce economies in current consumption, production time,

and labor requirements. They are modern in every respect,

adapted to present-day studio conditions, and furnish the kind
and quality of light required in this new era of motion picture

photography.

Write for Bulletin No. 101, which fully describes and
illustrates these new Kliegl studio lights—and explains
how they are used in motion picture and sound photography.

iCUEQL ItOS
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.

321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK. NY.
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Sustains Power of Exploitation

for Sound by Series of Drives

WHEN Frank J. Miller launched
sound pictures in Augusta, I ia.,

last summer he introduced them
with an institutional campaign of public-

ity and advertising that had no equal in

that territory, ami the box-office showed
results me of the shrewdest show-
men thought he would never he able to

repeat. But six weeks later he "re-

peated"—and how! And still he had not
exhausted his resources.

A few weeks ago Miller booked "In-

terference" at the Imperial Theatre, and

sinee "sound pictures" already had been

sold to Augusta through his previous

campaigns on behalf of the Modjeska, he

took a new slant in exploiting this notable

all-dialogue production. He simply went
out to sell "Interference," and he suc-

i
mi led in no uncertain terms.

The advance campaign started in the

newspapers three weeks ahead of the

By Showmen Everywhere-
By Showmen everywhere this original preselective remote sys-

tem of theatre lighting control is conceded to be the one out-

standing successful stage .switchboard. It is only necessary to

view the list of hundred- of America's Theatres so equipped to

know why.

Send for the new revised booklet

"Control of Lighting in' Theatres"

<7>ranki^Ldam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. T.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

DISTRICT OFFICES
Memphis, Tenn. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Nebr.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Richmond, Va.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Tampa, Fla.
Tulsa, Okla.

Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Vancouver, B. C
Walkerville, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

opening, following with an extensive bill-

ing campaign, including twenty-fours,

one-sheets, window snipes and window
cards. Mr. .Miller took advantage of the

fact that the Imperial is the only local

theatre with a colored balconj and made
a strong play for colored patronage, ad-

vertising in the negro newspapers and
sending a number of personal invitations.

The colored patrons responded with

large attendance,

Again be employed the merchants' tie-

up, which on two previous occasions had
netted excellent results. That tie-up not

only brought out-of-town patrons, but

boosted trade in the stores that co-oper-

ated with the Imperial, and created more
of the goodwill that Mr. Miller has been

careful to maintain for his enterprises.

The front which .Miller designed for

"Interference" would do credit to a

Broadway theatre. Under the name "' im-

perial." which was spelled out in huge
electric letters at the top of the marquee
another electric sign proclaimed the cur-

rent attractions: "See and hear 'Inter-

ference' also many specialties." Uelow
is suspended a permanent electric sign,

"Singing and Talking Pictures." This

latter sign is attached to a flasher which

spells out the words one at a time. It

measures 3 by 26 feet.

On each side of the entrance, and

above the marquee are two painted signs,

each seven feet high, bordered with in-

candescent lights, and set in permanent

frames. These signs advertise the spe-

c'alties and are changed from show to

show. They were used during the run of

"Interference" to advertise Eddie Cantor

in "That Party in Person," and Ruth
Etting, Ziegfeld Follies Star, both of

whom were featured along with "Inter-

ference" as a part of the Publix "Talking

and singing unit show."

The proof of exploitation is found in

box-office results, and by that standard

Mr. Miller's campaign measures up to a

high standard.

To the Public of Portland—
The Portland Theatre wishes to take this

opportunity to extend apologia to the thousands

'ron< who wet' ohljgrJ f» stand in .'r**

so long Saturday night, and to the thmwnnt uho
turned auayat the s<rht 0* :hr t'rmendous crowds.

For the first time in the history of the shrrw

business, so many people clamoured for admit-

tance to a theatre a fter the final nitht performance

has started that it necessitated the presentation

of on extra and complete state- show after mid'

night,

•JKTERFEREXCE." Paramount1 ! fori <&
talking production, is the reason—Rudy '

and his
"

7 also adds to ft

Honal tpit s of the l*'1 ''*",. rntcrtninment ntf.-rrj at

the Port' , And Eddie Cantor's

sound specialty featitrt eompletes the urelL

rounded program.

Thanh* to our pitron'. nil theatre r*

up in any theatre its Portland were shattered

THE MANAGEMENT,
PORTLAND Mil ATI.!:

An apology from the management to disap-

pointed patrons unable to crowd into the

theatre. Ad above was featured by the

Portland Theatre, Portland, Ore., during run
of Para mount's "Interference."
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No. 4320

Air Column 10 feet Bell 40 in. by 40 in.

f^VA/vl Horns
Fill More Cubic Feet of Theatre

Space Than Any Other Reproducer

"Simply marvelous" is the testimony of theatre

managers who have tested and installed the famous
Racon Horn.

The perfect reproductions of speech and music

—

72 cycles up without distortion or unnatural
tones—are due to Racon patented, non-vibratory
material and advance construction. Can be
quickly mounted wherever wanted with slight

effort.

RACON DYNAMIC UNITS for Exponential
Horns mark an advanced step in this day of re-

markable talking picture achievement. The re-

sults obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column
Units are to be a surprise even to the most critical

1
istener.

Giant Dynamic Horn Unit

Depth 34 inches Weight 45 pounds

Our acoustical engineers will gladly show how
Racon Horns swell profits.

N Ele^tkiv Va> in v.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto. Canada

WRITE FOR CATALOG

HAVE YOU
RECEIVED
YOUR SAMPLE OF

SAMUELS

iTETSTEEL
CURTAIN TRACK

We send it free upon request to any

interested theatre owner or executive.

Without an equal in Strength . . .

Silence . . . Simplicity of Installation

. . . Ease of Operation.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
739 HAMILTON ST. ALLENTOWN, PA.

Also Manufacturers of the A. D. C. Automatic Curtain

Control and Stabilarc Motor Generator

YOU CAN
REDUCE OPERATING COSTS WITH

TIME-O-STAT SILENT FLASHERS

ON YOUR ELECTRIC SIGNS AND MARQUEES

Their contacts do not wear or burn and nothing

needs oiling or adjusting. Ask your electrician

how much time he spends in a year on your open

contact sign flashers and check up your bills for

replacement parts. Then you will be ready to ask

us for further details.

EVENHEETERS
IN YOUR PIPE ORGAN CHAMBERS

They are thermostatically controlled electric heat-

ing systems that keep the actions in smooth operat-

ing condition and keep all stops at proper pitch.

They cut down your organ repair bills, increase the

life of the instrument, and insure beautiful music

regardless of the weather. Full information will

be sent on request .

CRAMBLET ENGINEERING CORPORATION
286 MILWAUKEE ST. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

J
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The Proper Control of Light

On Your Screen

Picture film* vary as well as current condi-

tions. Tour projectionist can adjust his arc

cnrTent to always give you a clear, brlgbt

picture If you equip with PERFECTION.
Current saying also Is a result of PERFEC-
TION equipment, for he need not use full

current till the actual projection Is started.

PERFECTION
RHEOSTATS RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED BY ALL THE LEADING THEA-
TRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue New York City

Mfg. Dhnsion
Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

w*m±

^yburCash
•> but for

how long /

PREY for every hold-up man, burglar and

bandit, motion picture theatres need the best

protection obtainable for their cash.

Many of the largest chain organizations have

standardized upon the York Round Door Chest

which entitles the owner to the lowest burglary

insurance rate.

Just write your name and address on Jhe

margin of this advertisement for complete

information.

York Safe
and Lock
Company

York. P».

Standardization Will End

Bungled Booth Design

{Continued from page 316)

impossible to detect the vocal activities

• rsons on the stage for tin- simple

a that it was impossible to either

hear or see the ]» ters most of tin-

time.

Architecturally, this theatre was per-

fect and if theatre patrons are so con-

stituted that they are willing to pay for

viewing- a faithful reproduction of the

decorative art of some bygone age then

this theatre should be a howling success

and the architects may well feel gratified.

Everything Perfect But the Booth

Luxurious seats, ravishing appoint-

ments and decorations, expensive organs,

and perfection in a host of other details

which go into the making of "A Perfect

Theatre" are not sufficient to keep the

same patrons coming back week after

week if the ultimate object of all these

fancy trappings is acquired at the expense
of the one and only thing which makes
the average individual willingly part with

his money—the Show.
When architects, theatre owners and

equipment manufacturers come to a full

realization that the final object of all

theatres is a skillful presentation of a

good show then and then only may we
expect to see "The World's Perfect The-
atre."

Hence, the importance of this matter
of the standardization of the projection

room, Standardization in this respect will

eliminate many of the hairbrained mis-

takes which now characterize the average
projection room.

Scattered Letters of Title

Used as Advance Teasers
A novel advertising idea has been intro-

duced by the management of the Victoria

theatre, Mahoney Citv, Pa., to exploit pic-

tures in advance of their showing at that

playhouse. Over a period of three clays

he prints, scattered through the amuse-
ment page of a local newspaper, inch-high

black letters which, when assembled and
properly arranged at the end of the three-

day period, spell the name of some com-
ing movie attraction. To the first ten

persons each week who assemble the let-

ters correctly and paste them on a card-

board, the management gives a pair of

-eat- for the show.

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON FAN CO. W 345W19-"ST «• NEW YORK

ONE DAY
SERVICE

PRICES DO r NOT
INCLUDE POSTAGE

On Heavy Poster Paper in 6 or More Attractive
Colors and Artistically Alrbmslicd. (ANY SIZE
UP TO 3(i in. x 10 ft.) Write for prices on other
sizes on paper, muslin and cards.

H. DRYFHOUT
734 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW YORK

irarerai
MAKE YOUR SCREEN

tai kartell
YOUR PATRONS

ABOUT THE SYNCHRON-
IZED PICTURES COMING
TO YOUR THEATRE

Talk and Sound Trailers Bring
Extra Dollars in Swiftly

SCREEN SERVICE

That Cove Lighting

Problem Solved
RECO Color Hoods
a n d Holders offer

the most practical

solution to the cove
lighting problem.

A dust and moisture
proof combination
furnished in six beau-
tiful colors.

Write for our Bulle-

tin No. 76. We fur-

nish color equipment
for all requirements.

ELECTRIC COMPANV

2628 W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
/or

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
Amor Theatre Bntldlaf

PI. W. Cor. 45th St. A Broadway
Lackamanna 7876

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way
New York
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Model S. 120

Air-column 10 Feet
Weight 38 Lbs.

Depth 36 inches
Bell 40 x 40 inches

The Perfect Sound Reproducer

vmvW
r I

" HE most important part of any reproducing device in the

* field of sound reproduction is the instrument that is capable

of dissipating an enormous amount of sound without any dis-

tortion.

In making sound picture installations of high quality many
manufacturers of such equipment use Macy's Exponential Horns.

Assure yourself of perfect sound reproduction and install a

Macy horn as the most vital part of your equipment.

We are glad to offer our engineering services
for the solution of any horn problems.

Write for Complete Information

Points of Superiority

No drumming tone—No loss of the higher harmonics in

speech or music—Exponential curve—Material has the

finest acoustic properties—Gives music its Beauty.

Macy Manufacturing Corp.
Pioneer Makers of Acoustic Horns

1451—39th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Everything
from one source

i iTf VERYTHING" is a big word but its meaning
-Li covers only a part of the NATIONAL One

Source—One Price—One Guarantee service.

It stands for everything in supplies and equipment that

a theatre can use. It goes farther and guarantees the

best of everything at a minimum cost. National Service

takes the harassing details of remodeling or equipping

entirely from the exhibitors' shoulders. It includes

efficient service at a moment's notice. It arranges the

financing.

ASK THE NEAREST NATIONAL BRANCH

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities

(4224)
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared foi the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Aichitects

Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free

to readers upon request to this magazine. For your convenience a number is used to indicate each subject and a request

blank provided. To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided

in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Showman Service Bureau.

AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descrip-

tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in thea-

tres.

CLEANING SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.

DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges—decora-

tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, dra-

prries. etc.

(4) Fin>hing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descrip.'ons of materials and apparatus used in proces-

ses for h.\n renovation, preservation and cleaning.

HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of vt -tilating and heating systems with dia-

grams, illustra,.>ns and descriptions of apparatus

LIGHTING, DECORATlVii
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote con-

trol color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,

cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,

illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.

LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications

for use and operation.

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects

and advertising.

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,

and their uses in stage effects.

LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches

of various type.* for stage and auditorium lighting
control.

MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specia.'v designed

for motion picture projection.

(14) Power control, transformers, etc. for projection, speci-
fications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT
(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small

auditoriums.

(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and

stage band acts.

PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,

illustrated.

PROJECTION I
:

(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify
make and model).

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic

stage platforms, elevators, etc.

SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes espe-

cially designed for theatre use.

SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat-

ing arrangements, etc.

SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur-

faces, etc.

SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.

TICKET VENDORS
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,

change makers, canceling devices and registers.

Index of Advertisers
The following list of advertisers in the February Showman has been
prepared for the convenience of readers, and while care has been
taken to make it correct it cannot be guaranteed against possible
errors or omissions.

Adam Electric Co., Frank 344
American Seating Co.... 326
Automatic Devices Co... 345
Automatic Ticket Regis-

ter Corp 340
Bausch & Lomb Optical
Co 341

Brenkert Light Proj. Co. 341
Brooks Costume Co 346
Browning, King Co 349
Carrier Eng. Corp 319
Cramb'et Eng. Corp 345
Dryfhout, H 346
Edison Lamp Works of

G. E 322
Enslen Hydro & Electric
Co 349

Fulton Co., E. E 332
Hart Mtg. Co 330
Hennegan Co 342
Hertner Electric Co 342
Heywood-Wakefield Co.. 335
Hoffmann & Soons 346
Hub Electric Co 334
International Proj. Corp. 350
Kliegl Bros., Universal

Elec. Stage Lighting
Co 343

Major Equipment o 336
Markus Agency, The . . . 346
National Screen Service.

.

346
National Theatre Supply
Co 347

Netschert, Inc., Frank.. 341
Novelty Scenic Studios.. 337
Phototone Co 328
Prometheus Electric Co. 333
Racon Electric Co 345
Reynolds Electric Co 346
Rialto Import Co 339
Rockbestos Products Co. 337
Sentry Safety Control
Corp 349

Time-O-Stat Corp 338
Typhoon Fan Co 346
Universal Elec. Welding
Co 337

Vallen Electric Co 320

Ward Leonard Electric
Co 317-18

World Ticket & Supply
Co 342

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co.,

Wm 340

York Safe & Lock Co.. . . 346

Request Blank
Showman Service Bureau
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing
ivith the following subjects:

(Insert above numbers Indicating subject* in list above)

Also. I should like to have further information regarding the

advertisements or articles appearing in the February ism,- of
The Showman.

(Insert above name of advertiser or title of article)

Name . .

Theatre

Street .

.
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PREVENTS

I I L M

FIRES

SENTRY

S A FETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRV

S A FETY

CONTROL

SENTRY

S AFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

F II H

FIRES

SENTRY

S A FETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
Aids Good Projection

One of the biggest assets SENTRY SAFETY CON-
TROL brings to good projection is the utter freedom

it gives the projectionist.

The man in charge of projection in a booth equipped

with SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL knows he is free

from the menace of film -fires.

A marvelous advantage at a nominal cost!

(Hpfl^V

The positive fire preventer Can be attached to any projector Costs only a few cents a day.

SENTRY

S A FETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

SAFETY

CONTROL

R » 5-1^

Sentry Safety Control Corporation. 13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway, New York
And ah Branches of National Theatre Supply Company

L^ VJ

TAKE NO CHANCES—
WITH ELECTRIC POWER FAILURE

ENSLEN HYDRO-ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Sufficient Power to Operate Projection

Machines and Lights

Approved by
the Depart-
ni e n t of
Labor and
industry at

Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th

19 22. Ap-
proval No.
276.

Send for descriptive Booklet.

Enslen Hydro-Electric Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

NO BATTERIES — NO REPLACEMENTS

IN AN EMERGEN

'•y .is

mm L^^ip ij

rLf*

t §
fj s

UNIFORMS
Designed expressly

for your theatre

The best theatres have found
that they get the most dis-

tinctive uniforms, the fastest

service, the most attractive

prices from America's largest

makers of fine uniforms,
Browning, King & Co. Let us
submit original designs and
estimates for uniforming the
entire staff of your theatre.

CrowningKing
UNIFORM DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores

in the principal cities from coast to coast.
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EUROPE'S LARGEST AND 310ST PALATIAL
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES SHOW THEM
THE "SIMPLEX WAY'—AND HOW!

Special Exclusive Article to the "American Projectionist"

By PETER H. GRIFFITHS
British Representative to the "American Projectionist"

(Member Society of Motion Picture Engineers and Projection Advisory Council)

The opening of the "NEW EM-
PIRE" and the "REGAL" Theatres,

London's latest and luxurious "Super

Cinemas" marks the advent of a new
era in projection installations in Great

Britain and the Continent.

The projection rooms of each of

these theatres hold a battery of

FOUR "SIMPLEX" projectors

equipped with high intensity lamps.

The "NEW EMPIRE" Theatre is

controlled by Loew's, Inc., and will

be their premier European house,

since they have disposed of the "TI-

VOLI" to the P. C. T. Circuit. The
"NEW EMPIRE" is modeled closely

on the lines of Loew's State, New-
York City, and Metropolitan, Boston,

and is lavishly decorated and luxuri-

ous in its appointments.

The "REGAL" is privately owned,
but in comparison there is little to choose

between the two theatres, both are

magnificent theatres and have been

built and equipped at a huge cost which
will set a standard and form an example
for other exhibitors who contemplate

new supers to follow.

The erection of both houses com-
menced within a few weeks of each other

and both have in turn set the pace.

During the last three months of com-
pletion, work has been carried on in

everish haste in the race to be the first

o open to the public. In spite of this

tush nothing has been skimped and no

r

f

expense spared in their efforts to out-do
each other, especially with regard to the

electrical, stage, and projection equip-

ment. The choice of "Simplex" pro-

jectors was the "EMPIRES" from the

commencement and it was this pre-

dominating factor which led the

"REGAL" management to ultimately

choose "Simplex" also, for they realized

that if this projection equipment was
the choice of the "NEW EMPIRE"
then it must be the best for nothing but
the best was good enough for the Loew
house; and so, the "REGAL" became
"Simplexised" in spite of the fact that

a few months before it had been stated

that all British equipment was to be
installed and used in every section of

the theatre.

To shorten an otherwise long story

and deal with the projection end of it,

suffice to state the "NEW EMPIRE"
opened first featuring "Trclawny of the
Wells," "Sandy" McPherson at the

console of the gigantic "WURLITZER",
Don Albert and his orchestra and
"Movietone" items.

The "REGAL" opened two weeks
later with the premier European presen-

tation of "The Singing Fool" a la "Vita-
phone" for which it is fully equipped.
With regard to the projectors, whereas
the "EMPIRE" houses Model "M"
Simplex those installed at the "REGAL"
are Model "A".

The "EMPIRE" is equipped for

"Movietone" presentations and the
"REGAL" fully equipped for both
"Movietone" and "Yitaphone" pre-
sentations.

The accompanying photograph shows
the excellently equipped projection room
of the "REGAL." The battery of
"Simplexes" are fitted with latest auto-
matic high intensity lamps; two of the
four—those in foreground of photo

—

are fitted with "Vitaphone" and "Movie-
tone" apparatus. The photograph of
the "REGAL'S" equipment should be
of great interest to American projec-
tionists in that it will give them an
opportunity to compare high class Brit-

ish cinema installation work with their
own.

(

The "NEW EMPIRE" and the
"REGAL" projection room installa-

tions convincingly testify to the super-
iority of the "Simplex" projector in

theatres where the demand is for perfect

projection and a performance of out-
standing merit.

In theatres where nothing but the best

is good enough, for silent picture projec-
tion or for sound film presentations,
"Simplex" are the choice of the dis-

criminating exhibitor—in the U. S. A.,

in Canada and now in Great Britain.

And so two more "supers" are added
to the long list of London's "Simplex-
ised" super shows, which include the
"Plaza," "Astoria," "Piccadilly," "Tus-
sards," "Rialto" and "Broadway."

INTERNATIONAL Pr OJECTOR CORPORATION
90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK
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Publix-West Coast Advertising Duel
Booms Attendance in All L. A. Houses

GROSSES SWEEP UPWARD

Battle for B. O. Supremacy
Between Big Circuit Key

Houses in Film
Capital

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

HOLLYWOOD, January 31.—Los Angeles has found
out what's the matter with

the industry.

Put in one sentence it is: "Go
after the business and you'll get it."

What's happening in the film capi-

tal today is the biggest news story

that has broken in months.

Theatre attendance throughout
the city is on a big boom. All box
office grosses for the past week
have taken a big upward sweep.
The direct cause is the tremendous
amount of increased advertising in

the dailies and on the billboards

from Paramount and West Coast.

It is a fact that better box office pictures
are a primary cause of the big jump in

grosses. But no theatre has played to busi-

ness so consistently in the past even with
better pictures. So the big answer is in
the advertising splurge.

The restored competition between Pub-
lix and West Coast Theatres, Inc., is like-

wise bringing about better business even to

those theatres not increasing advertising.

They are getting the overflow.

Under the first week of its new name,
The Paramount Theatre (formerly the
Metropolitan), almost reached the house
record with $39,000 for "The Doctor's
Secret."

West Coast's key run, is Loew's State,

and it is this house which is in the fight for
supremacy against the Paramount, Publix
key run. At the State "Alias Jimmy Val-
entine" went up to the tune of $32,000.

"The Divine Lady" opened Tuesday
night at five dollar top at the Carthay Cir-

cle, playing to $4,900 for one performance,
seven hundred dollars better than "The
Barker" opening. For the second day at

regular prices, it got $2,200 for the day.

The United Artists Theatre more than
doubled the average former grosses with
D. W. Griffith's "Lady of the Pavements,"
getting over $20,000 on the week. "In Old
Arizona" continues to jam them in at the
Criterion, with $22,000 in the fifth week.

"The Redeeming Sin," for three days at
the Warner, got $7,000 for. the first three
days of the run. "Broadway Melody,"
M-G-M's first all-talkie, comes to Grau-
man's Chinese Friday night for a run.

Kent Holds Film Recording System
Will Prevail in Future

SR. KENT, just back from Hollywood after a month of viewing Para-

mount product, declares that the tendency in future production will
* lean more and more, to the film system of recording and reproduc-

ing. He says all signs point in that direction.

In discussing the production situation, Mr. Kent said: "The perfection

attained by our experts in the talking pictures we are about to release,

made me realize that in quality production, the film system will prevail in

the future. Surface noises and scratches which creep into recording by
the disc system are eliminated in the film recording method.

"Not all of our pictures have been made by the film method of sound
recording, and it is possible some of our pictures in the future, will be
handled with discs. However, such features will be released only when the
sound reproduction reaches the excellence attained by the film system, and
in any event they will be held to a minimum."

Fifty Houses

Under Option in

Cleveland Deal

1,700 Register

First Three Days
At Call Bureau

Interruitional Germanic Co.

and Stock Broker Said

to Be Interested

Free-lance Players Take
Advantage of Service

by Producers

The International Germanic Company,
Ltd., New York, banking concern, and a

national stock brokerage house, are said to

have obtained an option of thirty days on
about fifty theatres in and around Cleve-

land. The rumor, however, could not be
verified, though coming from a reliable

source.

At the New York offices of the Interna-

tional Germanic Company no statement was
obtainable. They would neither deny nor
affirm the story. The bank has a capitali-

zation of $4,000,000, a surplus of $2,225,000

and deposits of $9,313,000. It was organized
about a year ago by Julian M. Gerard,
former chairman of the board of the Cen-
tral Mercantile Bank, which now is a part

of the Bank of the United States.

On the board of directors of the Inter-

national Germanic are Harry G. Aron, C. E.

Albright, Julian B. Beaty, James A. Beha,
C. C. Boyce, George W. Carpenter, Marcus
Daly, Louis Gold and Frank Hedley.

Conrad Veidt and U Reach
the Parting of the Ways

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 31.—Conrad Veidt and
Universal are parting. Veidt 's option is

not being renewed at its current expiration,

the report being that he was asked to take

a salary cut and refused. Veidt is at pres-

ent undecided whether to remain in Holly-
wood and free-lance or return to Germany.

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Hollywood, Jan. 31.—Over 1,700 names
have been registered during the first three
days of operation of the call bureau opened
by the Producers' Association Monday of

this week. The bureau operates as a
medium through which all. studios can get

into touch with any standard free-lance

player direct.

The new bureau is under the supervision

of Fred Beetson, with Mabel Johnstone in

charge. It does not effect the status of

agents, for it protects both them and the

actors from unscrupulous representatives.

When a call for an actor is received the

bureau immediately notifies both agent and
actor. It is expected that much trouble,,

of a controversial nature, will be done
away with.

This system prevents others from saying

a certain actor is out of town for the pur-

pose of securing the role at the wanted
actor's expense. Stars and players under
long-term contracts to studios need not

register with the bureau.

At present the arrangement concerns

free-lance players only and emphasizes the

fact that it does not operate as a casting

office and does not make suggestions as to

parts. No fees are collected from either

the agent or players, but the bureau is main-

tained at the expense of the Producers'

Association. In the 1,700 already registered

are the biggest of the free-lance names.
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Milwaukee Unit

Remains Intact

With Wisconsin

f otes I nanimously to Stick

With State Botly at

Special Meeting

Milwaukee, Jan. 31.—At a special meet-
ing of the Milwaukee Theatre Owners'
Association held at the Randolph Hotel
yesterday it was decided by a practically

unanimous vote to remain intact as an
affiliated nnit of the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of Wisconsin. About thirty

representatives of the fifty-five theatres in

eity were present.

Every effort of the Milwaukee exhibitors

will be made, it was decided, to maintain
harmony within the city group and with
the state and national organizations. Henry
Goldenberg presided at the meeting, which
developed into a protracted five-hour dis-

cussion.

A meeting of the theatre owners of the

state is to be called at the discretion of the

board of directors and it is believed this

will be held in the near future. A great

deal of speculation has been aroused in this

city as to the effect the decision of the

city association will have on the state thea-

tre owners' vote at their next meeting.

In addition to voting on the question of

affiliation, the city organization appointed

a committee to determine a definite zoning

and protection plan which will settle all

current dissatisfaction and dispute. The
committee, headed by Fred S. Meyer, con-

sists of the following members representing

every type of motion picture theatre in the

city; Ernest Langemack, Earl Rice, George
Fischer, Bert Fisher, William Jacobs, James
Boden, A. C. Gutenberg, Steve Bauer, Frank
Trottman and William Deubach.

Film Boards to

Hold Convention
Early in June

The Film Boards of Trade will hold their

annual convention the first week in June,

probably at French Lick Springs, though
the place of meeting has not yet been defi-

nitely decided upon. Washington and De-
troit are still being given some considera-

The session, called by Charles C. Petti-

john, will, as usual, be devoted to the dis-

cussion of arbitration and other general

questions. It will bring together film board

taries from all pari- of the United

Stati

Jack Oakie Lead in

Paramount "Burlesque"
IImII.v, 1. Jan. 31.—Jack Oakie will

the lead in "Burlesque" for Para-
mount, with production due to start within

the next week. As a result of Oakie 's se-

lection for the part, he was replaced in the

cast <>f "Studio Murder Mystery" by Neil

1 lamilton.

Critics Vote "10 Best"
in Film Daily Poll

IN
the ninth annual poll conducted

by Film Daily for the ten best pic-

tures of 1928, 295 critics, associated

with 32G newspapers, 3 syndicates and
29 trade and- fan publications, voted
the following films leaders for the
vear: "The Patriot," "Sorrell and Son,"

"The Last Command," "Four Sons,"
"Street Angel," "The Circus," "Sun-
rise," "The Crowd," "King of Kings,"
and "Sadie Thompson."
The poll embraced 188 cities and

towns in forty states and covered pa-
pers with a combined circulation of
approximately 23,850,989. The time
period of release in which the winning
features were included was from Dec.
1, 1927 to Dec. 1, 1928. and the compan-
ies distributing them totaling seventy-
seven. Pre-leases and roadshows were
not included, the voting being confined
to films that were given general re-

lease.

Woodhull Gets

Good Response

On Arhiter Classes

Columbia Buys
Liberty Group

Of Exchanges

Acquires Southern Branches
In Plan to Nationalize

Sales Organization

Columbia Pictures made an important
step last week in its plan to nationalize its

distributing organization. The company ac-

quired the entire group of Liberty-Specialty

exchanges and will act as agents for Liber-

ty-Specialty in fulfilling contracts for film

service, although the exchanges will be op-

erated as Columbia exchanges.

The deal was consummated in New Or-

leans and is said to involve a purchase

price of $450,000. Liberty - Specialty

branches are located in Atlanta, Charlotte,

Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas and Okla-

homa City.

Liberty-Specialty was owned jointly by
Oscar S. Oldknow of Atlanta, W. G. Un-
derwood of Dallas and the Saenger inter-

ests of New Orleans. Negotiations for the

purchase were started by Columbia several

months ago. At the concluding conferences

held Friday and Saturday of last week Co-

lumbia was represented by its president,

Joe Brandt, and its newly appointed divi-

sion sales manager, W. J. Morgan. Liberty

was represented by its owner triumvirate.

No changes in branch office personnel are

anticipated under the new ownership, it

was stated. Columbia takes over a well or-

ganized group of exchanges on February '_:

ami one already identified with Columbia

pictures through distribution of that pro-

duct.

Suggestion for Training

Competent Officials Is

Commended

Butterfield to Honolulu
Bollywood, .Ian. 30.—W. S. Butterfield,

owner and operator of the Butterfield cir-

cuit of 85 theatres, is visiting Hollywood

this wick. He is in route to Honolulu on

a vacation.

R. F. Woodhull, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, has

suggested to the state and regional exhib-

itor organizations that they establish train-

ing classes for arbitrators and the idea is

receiving favorable comment throughout the

industry.

In discussing the matter, Mr. Woodhull
says in part:

"An arbitrator is one who has the power
to determine as he pleases. He is further

defined as an authority, or one who is qual-

ified to give an opinion. The latter requisite

prompted my suggestion.

"The distributor-arbiter who can see no

other side of a controversy except that of

the distributor should never be permitted

by his own people to sit in judgment on

any case. By the same token a prejudiced

exhibitor should be barred. Both are men-

aces to the fine principles involved.

"A regional exhibitor organization can

find no more commendable endeavor than

to perfect a training class for the making
of arbitrators. These instructional periods

can be made very interesting by the hear-

ing of imaginary cases. Every zone today

has experienced arbitrators who understand

the provisions of the contract and who
can qualify as instructors. True, it will in-

volve an apparent sacrifice of time, but in-

creased efficiency and division of the future

work will result. We at national headquar-

ters will welcome all information regarding

progress of these training schools and will

be glad to act as the clearing house of new
ideas from the various zones."

Kentucky Unit

Again Pledged

To M. P. T. O. A.
At the meeting of the Kentucky exhibitor

unit allegiance was pledged to the M. P. T.

O. A. and with the resolution the allegianc«

fee of $100 was forwarded to the national

organization in New York City.

The exhibitors in adopting the resolution

expressed full confidence in the ability and

integrity of the national officials and com-

mended them for the work they have ac-

complished in the past year.

Warners Appoint Harold

Levey Musical Director
Replacing Norman Spencer, who has

been recalled to the Coast to manage the

popular music department there, Warner
Bros, have appointed Harold Levey to take

charge of the musical department in the

Warner Bros, studios in the east. He is a

protege of Victor Herbert and for several

years was associated with Henry W. Sav-

age, both as composer and conductor.
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Myers To Make
First Address

In Northwest

353

Minnesota Session to Hear
illied States Leader

Outline Plans

Over $20,000,000 Figured

As the Industry's Investment

To Date in Sound Equipment

The main topic for discussion at the con-

vention of Northwest exhibitors to be held

at Minneapolis next Tuesday and Wednes-
day will be that of interchangeability, and
Abram F. Myers, president and general

counsel for the Allied States Association,

will be on hand to hear it.

The meeting promises to be one of the

best attended of recent years and as one of

its features Mr. Myers will make his first

address to the exhibitors since entering the

motion picture field. It is anticipated he

will outline proposed activities of his or-

ganization and the action he has already

taken in calling upon the Department of

Justice of the United States to investigate

alleged restrictive agreements on the ques-

tion of interchangeability.

It is said that a number of exhibitors will

be present at Minneapolis ready to tell of

their experience in being unable to get

sound films for showing over independent
equipment.
Another discussion that will come up be-

fore the convention is that of affiliating

with Allied States, but it is thought that

will be little more than a formality.

Round Robins
Aid Paramount

Publicity Staff
(.Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Hollywood, Jan. 31.—To obtain new pub-
licity slants and material on Paramount
pictures and personalities, the entire pub-
licity staff of Paramount studio holds a
round robin meeting each week. At this

time the group interviews an executive or

director, with questions being asked by the

publicity boys during a general discussion.

The first executive to go on the publicity

grill was Jesse Lasky, producing vice presi-

dent of Paramount. Last week, M. C.

Cooper and E. B. Schoedsack, world-travel-

ing directors who recently made "Four
Feathers," answered the questions of the

publicity boys.

Arch Reeve, publicity head of Paramount
Studios, feels that the initial round-robins
have accomplished results, and they will be
continued weekly for an indefinite period.

Predicts Heavy Income
Tax for Beverly Hills

Hollywood, Jan. 31.—Motion picture peo-
ple living in Beverly Hills will pay a total

income tax for the year 1928 amounting to

over one million dollars, according to the

prediction of Harry B. George, collector of

internal revenue for Beverly Hills. A
large number of high salaried executives,
stars, directors and writers live in the lat-

ter town; while Hollywood contains the
homes of many others.

Penn Censor Budget
Asks Increase

NO relaxation of motion picture

censorship is looked for in the
state of Pennsylvania for the

two-year period beginning May 31, 1929,

and extending to May 31, 1931, accord-
ing to appropriation figures recom-
mended by Governor John S. Fisher in

the administration's bi-ennial budget
submitted Jan. 21. Figures for the new
period exceed the present appropria-
tion by $2,000.

The budget figures point out that for
the two years ended in 1923 the appro-
priation was $164,000; 1925, $110,000;

1927, $130,000 (a deficit of $1,014); 1929,

$160,000. Of the $160,000 appropriated
for 1929 a total of $115,368.86 has been
expended, leaving a balance of $44,631-

.14. Salaries, traveling expenses and
office supplies make up the bulk of
expenditures.

Theatres Bearing the Brunt

Through Installations;

Fox and Warners in

Heaviest

Commission's

Block Booking
Stand Unchanged

Indications Are for Delayed
Action Until Decision

by Federal Courts

When it was announced that the Federal
Trade Commission has dropped the block
booking application for complaint against
Pathe, there was considerable speculation
as to what the attitude of the body would
be with regard to other similar actions,

that of Paramount in particular.

Just what the decision will be regarding
Paramount is problematical as no informa-
tion would be given out as to whether the

commissoners considered the Pathe case

similar to that of Paramount. Such mat-
ters are always held confidential and are

not given out publicly until finally deter-

mined upon.
It is said, however, that the Commission

does not hold the Pathe and Paramount
cases parallel. It is also said that the block

booking cases may be held up temporarily

until the Federal courts decide just how
far the Commission can go with its desire

to eliminate block booking.

Will Hays Departs for N. Y.

After Several Weeks on Coast
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Jan. 31.—Will Hays, head of

the Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors Association, has departed Holly-

wood. He is on his way to New York to-

day, accompanied by Maurice McKenzie.
Mr. Hays has been here several weeks.

MORE than $20,000,000 has
been spent by the motion
picture industry to date on

sound recording and reproducing

equipment. During the coming
year with the installations of ampli-

fying equipment for theatres
speeded up and a number of new
companies coming into the field

there will be another $10,000,000

added to the amount already in-

vested.

A survey to date shows that the produc-

ing organizations have spent around

$7,850,000 on stages, experimental work
and equipment, not including in this the

cost of productions turned out, and the ex-

hibitors have, it is believed, contracted for

more than $13,000,000 in reproducing and
amplifying apparatus and wiring of their

theatres. Of the producers, Fox seems to

have expended most heavily in this experi-

mental work in the development of the Fox-

Case Movietone, the stages both east and
west. His investment in that respect rep-

resenting, it is said, about $4,000,000. The
Warners are next in line in the amount in-

vested, but they have, to a great extent,

recouped all that they have put in.

There is no telling the amount that the

Western Electric Co. expended over a num-
ber of years in research work to bring

about the perfection arrived at to date in

sound pictures. It is a known fact, how-
ever, that whatever it was, the usual pro-

cedure on the part of that organization is

to recoup all of its research costs in the

first two years that they market the re-

sultant product.

The producers, after they have installed

their equipment for recording, will continue

to pay to the electrical companies a royalty

as they produce pictures for five years from
the date that they are licensed to make
sound productions. In the instance of
feature productions they will pay a royalty

of $500 for each thousand feet of negative

or fraction thereof for each production
turned out and likewise guarantee to the

electrical companies that their annual
royalties shall in no case fall under
$100,000 per annum. In the case of news
reels they will pay a royalty of $100 per
thousand feet. That means, with the eleven

companies that Western Electric have
licensed to operate under their patents to

produce pictures, they are guaranteed
$5,500,000 over the five year period that

(Continued on following page)
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Stage Baud Is

Back In South

Under New Policy

itlanta. Birmingham Houses
Common/led by Patrons

For Varied Program

Stage bund shows are coming back in the

south as the result of the demand of the

picture house patrons for them. Empty
stra pits are to be occupied again and
rgan will come back to life. This pol-

icy is announced t'eir the Howard Theatre

in Atlanta and the Alabama Theatre in

Birmingham, with others to follow.

Tlic band show was resumed at the Ala-

bama starting Monday of this week, with

the initial offering ••Hello Everybody,"

I
nnduced by Emmctt It. Rogers, who re-

cently was elevated by Publix to the post

of district production manager. The feature

picture is "The Shopworn Angel." Jack
Bain is the stage band leader, lie has won
1ionors in many major theatres throughout

the country.

The Howard Theatre inaugurates the

policy February 4, presenting the same
stage show, which will be brought intact

from Birmingham. Lou Lowry goes to the

Howard as stage bandmaster. He has served

as master of ceremonies with more than or-

dinary success. The feature picture wall be

' Abie's Irish Rose."
Lceording to word from Atlanta the nov-

elty of synchronized and dialogue pictures

has worn off and the public there wants to

see something of the human element again

on the stage in connection with pictures.

First announcements in the newspapers of

the change of policy are said to have

brought hundreds of telephone calls to the

Howard Theatre commending the house for

its action.

The public of Atlanta and Birmingham
ported not to be opposed to the sound

pictures. They still retain their interest in

them, but they want something in the way
of additional entertainment.

Consolidated

Lands Banner
Print Contract

Herbert I. fates, president of Consoli-

dated Films Laboratories, Inc., announces

igning this week of one of the largest

film printing contracts that has been ni

ated in the industry for many years. The
name of the picture company was not di-

vulged, but it is one of the largest and will

turn over to Consolidated all of the film

printing of its eastern units. In addition

to its two plants in Hollywood, Consolidated

has three plants in the east.

Ufa-Eastern Sales Head
P. Schramm D appointed as man-

ager of the contract and sales department
of the Ufa Eastern Division Distribution,

Inc. He has been connected with the film

industry for about 14 years and has held

similar posts with Fox and Tiffany-Stahl.

Fox Reported Buying
Four Buffalo Houses

FOX is reported to have closed deals
for four Buffalo suburban houses,
the Genesee, Maxine, Seneca and

Capitol, and to have been making over-
tures for others in the same territory.

The Genesee is owned by the Gene-
Bee Holding Corporation, which admits
the signing of a preliminary contract
with Fox for the 1,800 seat house. The
sale of the other houses is neither
allirmed nor denied.

$20,000 000 To
Date on Sound

Film Equipment
(Continued from page 353)

the contracts have to run. The producers
can, after the five year period, cancel if

they care to.

In looking over the exhibition end of the

proposition to date and figuring that ap-
proximately 1,000 theatres in the country
have been wired at an average cost of

$13,000 per house, it shows that the ex-

hibitors have invested $13,000,000 in talk-

ers. This year will undoubtedly find another
1,000 theatres equipped with the most ex-

pensive of apparatus and with the possi-

bility of the cost of installation cut to

$10,000 average it will mean that the ex-

hibitors will contribute another $10,000,000
to the talkers, without taking into con-
sideration the number of cheaper devices

that will go into the smaller houses, which
may represent something like another
$2,500,000.

Kinemas Ltd. Is

After 70 Houses
in South Africa

Seventy theatres are being sought by
Kinemas, Ltd., Sydney Hayden, resident

manager of the circuit in England, stated
recently through AmerAnglo Corporation,
New York.

Already the circuit has acquired its six-

tieth theatre, the Astoria, Capetown, which
opened recently, holding that position in

its chain. A $500,000 house is now under
construction at Capetown, and another
theatre is planned for Johannesburg.

Kinemas, Ltd., is in opposition to the
Schlesinger circuit, one of the dominating
South African firms.

Pa. Town Boosts License

Fees ; Showmen Protest

The Council of the borough of Rochester,
Pa., has passed an ordinance which will

raise the license fee of theatres from $50.00
per year to a sliding scale varying from
$150 to $500. Winograd Brothers, owners
of the Majestic Theatre, has lodged a pro-
test in Council through their attorney, P.
A. Baldwin. The Majestic license has been
raised from the former $50 to $300.

Pathe Launches
Stock Company

For Beginners

Youngsters With Little

No Stage Or Screen
Training Eligible

or

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Jan. 31.—Pathe is establish-

ing a stock company of junior players with
a purpose of putting them through an in-

tensive course of training for talking pic-

tures. It is planned that such player.- shall

be, for the most part, those who have had
little or no stage or screen experience.
Pathe executives believe that best results
can be accomplished with virgin material
who do not have to be untaught habits
which they have acquired through years of
work on either stage or screen.

Six players already have been signed for
this junior stock company, of whom two
have a small amount of stage experience
but not sufficient to make them too diffi-

cult to teach the new technique. These two
are Stanley Smith and Dorothy Appleby.
The other four are Marilyn Morgan, Dor-
othy Warde, Jimmie Aldine and Lew Ayres.

These youngsters will be given minor
roles, mostly of the bit variety, for a period

of six months before they arc entrusted to

parts of major importance. Frank Rcicher,
who was placed under contract to act and
direct by Pathe last week, is aiding in edu-
cating them. Reicher has been a stage di-

rector for years and has also directed sev-

eral motion pictures, as well as having acted

in them. His experience, Pathe believes,

makes him ideal for such supervision.

Edmund Colliding, well-known legitimate

theatre playwright before he became a mo-
tion picture director and scenarist, will take

care of another phase of the youngsters'
training. Goulding, assisted by Nance
O'Neil, will take charge of voice-building

and enunciation. Benjamin Glazer, also a
well known theatre playwright, who is in

complete charge of all Pathe dialogue pro-

ductions, will oversee the general training

of the junior stock company.

"General Crack"
to Be Barrymore

Yitaphone Film
An elaborate screen version of the cur-

rent novel, "General Crack," by George
Preedy, will serve as John Barrymore 's first

Yitaphone talking picture for Warner
Bros. It will not go into work until April.

Ralph Forbes will support.

Columbia Selects Leads
For "Donovan Affair"

Columbia Pictures has decided upon Jack
Holt to play the leading male role and Dor-
othy Revier, the leading female role in the

company's first 100 per cent talking picture,

"The Donovan Affair," adapted from the

successful stage play of the same name.
Frank R. Capra has been assigned to direct.
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Many Measures

Are Submitted

To Legislatures

Bills Affecting Industry From
Various Angles Now

Pending

Legislative measures are being fought in

all sections of the country, with bills pond-

ing that have a marked bearing on the mo-
tion picture industry. They vary from ad-

mission taxes to admission of children and
Sunday openings.

Maryland has a measure that would re-

quire the censors to pass upon suitability

of pictures to be shown children between
the ages of 10 and 14 years. Nebraska
lias a bill providing for the censorship of

pictures and picture advertising.

Sunday School associations in Harris-

hurg, Pa., have passed a resolution to the

Legislature opposing the proposed referen-

dum on the Sunday closing law. North
Carolina is fighting proposed new taxation

measures. Colorado theatre owners are

threatened with a state tax of 10 prr cent

on all admissions, according to a proposed
bill now being considered in the House of

Representatives.

A favorable bill to permit moving pic-

tures in Baltimore on Sundays after 2

P. M. has been introduced in the house of

delegates of the Legislature at Annapolis.
Missouri exhibitors are prepared to fight a

bill proposing a 10 per cent tax on all

forms of amusement. The proceeds of this

tax would provide a fund for public schools

and state educational institutions.

A measure in Kansas would do away
with real estate taxes and impose a general
sales tax on every article sold, including
theatre tickets. The joint tax committee
of the Kansas Legislature also has prepared
bills that would levy an indirect stamp tax

on all amusements and near beer. Both
measures are meeting with keen opposition.

Russian Films

Plentiful For
Coming Season

The Amkino Corporation, distributors in

America representing all producing compa-
nies in Russia will have an abundance of
product during the present season. The
schedule calls for 115 features, of which
Sovkino will make 53, Wufku 27 and Mej-
rabpomfilm 29.

In addition to the features, 176 educa-
tional are planned. The production of
children's films will also be intensified in

1929. Sound and talking pictures are in-

cluded in the schedule. For the first time
there will be pictures of joint production
of U. S. S. R. and foreign countries, (Ger-

many, Prance and the United States.)

Buys Price Series for Cuba
Oscar Price announces that M. Kleiner-

man, of Exhibitors Film exchange, has ac-

quired Cuban rights for "The Bachelor's
Club," first of a series of four action dra-

mas starring Richard Talmadge.

Annual Wampas Frolic Off;

Too Heavy Demands Made On
Proceeds Bv Outside Bodies

West Coast Conspiracy
Trial Date Set

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 31.—Trial of
the "anti-trust" suit brought by
the Government against West

Coast Theatres, Inc., and nearly a
score of film distributors, has been set
for April 16.

The Federal suit charged a con-
spiracy on the part of the defendant
theatre chain and exchanges whereby
certain theatres were alleged to be
favored with current releases; and
theatres not entering into alleged
agreements were put on a purported
"blacklist."

"U" Will Start

Production Here
In Near Future

Sound Studios Are Now Being
Equipped at Fort Lee

For Early Action

After much consideration Universal has
decided to equip its studio at Fort Lee, New
Jersey, with a sound device for recording
pictures and an active production schedule
for these eastern studios is now said to be
under way. The apparatus to be used will

probably be Movietone, as Universal is a
licensee of Western Electric Company.
For many months Universal has been pre-

paring to resume production activities here
and was anxious to do so but hesitated be-

cause many of the Broadway stars they
wanted to do acts would not make the trip

to Jersey in their off time.

A change of heart has come to many of
these performers, however, since the open-
ing of the Paramount and M-G-M studios

in and about New York City and it is no
longer difficult to secure all talent that is

necessary.

Paramount with headquarters in Long
Island City, M-G-M in uptown New York
and Vitaphorie with its studios located in

Brooklyn have not found it difficult to stage

acts. In fact all three studios have been
working to capacity with the working hours
running until three and four o'clock in the

morning. The Fort Lee studios of Uni-
versal will probably be under way in the

very near future.

Paramount Buys "Rose of

Rancho" for Talkie
A well known stage play, "Rose of the

Rancho," has recently been purchased by
Paramount and will be produced as an all-

talking picture. The play was written by
Richard Tully and David Belasco and
starred Frances Star in the title role.

Relief Fund and Publishers
Ask Too Big Percentages

For Own Charitable

Activities

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 31.—As a result
of what they deemed extortionate
demands from outside sources on

the proceeds from their scheduled annual
frolic, the Wampas have called off the event
entirely. The Wampas Frolic, a Los Angeles
yearly institution for the past seven years,

was slated to take place February 12 at

the Shrine Auditorium. It is at the annual
Frolics, that the thirteen "Baby Stars"
are presented formally to the public for

the first time.

The reason for the cancellation is re-

quested guarantees and percentages on the

profits by the Motion Picture Relief Fund
and the Los Angeles Publishers' Associa-
tion, who operate the local dailies. The
Producers Association asked the Wampas
to donate a minimum of $4,500 to the Mo-
tion Picture Relief Fund and $500 to the

Community Chest. The publishers, who are

also reported allied with the All-Year Club,

asked a donation of $8,500. Both producers

and publishers are reported to have threat-

ened withdrawal of all cooperation unless

the press agents organization agreed to cut

them in.

Estimated Gross $25,000
Since the estimated gross of the Shrine

Auditorium at the price scale held by the

Wampas is about $25,000, the Wampas fore-

saw immediately that such percentages

would compel every member to dig into his

own pocket to make up a deficit. The over-

head of a Wampas Frolic is about $12,000.

Had they guaranteed the "cuts" of over

$13,000 to the others, plus a percentage of

any possible monies received over, it meant
labor and effort wasted on the part of the

Western publicity men. Their Frolic is run

primarily for the purpose of securing funds

with which to take care of ill and indigent

members, also for the purpose of paying off

a blanket insurance policy under which all

Wampas members are protected for a mini-

mum of $1,000 on a life policy.

The newspaper publishers' cooperation

consisted of publicity for the affair. That
of the producers, was to permit tickets to

be sold in studios. With both these aids

withdrawn, as reported threatened, the

Wampas would find the sledding difficult.

The "cut" demanded by the publishers

was to be donated to charity, many sources

believing that the All-Year Club would re-

ceive most of it. The All-Year Club is a
Southern California organization, compris-

ing mostly publishers, which exploits South-

ern California for tourist trade.

Two years ago the Ail-Year Club declared

themselves in on the Wampas Frolic to the

(Continued on following page)
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Injunction Suit

of Pathe Waits

Venue Decision

Question of Jurisdiction
Hinges Upon Decision

of Judge Glennon

Pathe is going right ahead with its fight

to prevent the New York censors from
"Usurping power of censoring films." The
film company persuaded Supreme Court
Judge Glennon to hear arguments on the

merits of the case last Friday. The action

was taken through F. R. Coudert, Jr., Pathe
counsel after the court had indicated in-

clination to agree with E. E. Cole, counsel

for the Department of Education, that the

case should be heard at Albany.
Pathe was instructed to file its brief

Monday of this week and the censor board

to file brief Friday, after which the court

will decide the question of jurisdiction to

either make permanent or vacate Pathe 's

injunction secured in the test action. Pend-
ing the filing of the briefs the court has

the matter of jurisdiction under advise-

ment.
Pathe counsel attacked efforts of censors

to pass upon sound used in connection with

the picture, "Sal of Singapore," while

Cole upheld the censor stand in Friday's

argument. Meantime Pathe 's restraining

order will be continued in force and the

picture in question is being shown at the

Now York Colony Theatre.

The contention of the New York censors

is that they not only have the right to

censor sound records used in connection

with pictures, but also have the right to

approve or forbid any speech used in con-

nection with films.

M-G-M Building

Third Stage for

Sound Features
M-G-M is now building a third sound

stage at the Culver City studios of the com-
pany. The new addition is 454 feet long

and 86 feet wide, and will have a floor space

of 13,400 feet. This stage makes possible

the production of three feature talking pic-

tures simultaneously.

At the present time the following long

feature talking films are being made at the

M-G-M studios: 'The Trial of Mary
Dugan," "Hallelujah," "Hunted,"
"White Collars" and "Dynamite."

Kalmus in N. Y. to Confer
on New M-G-M Color Series
Dr. Herbert Kalmus, producer of the two-

reel "Great Events" scries and "The Vik-

ing" for M-G-M, is now in New York
where he is conferring with M-G-M offi-

cials at the home office concerning future
plans along the lines of color production.
The newest M-G-M Technicolor film is

"Manchu Love," now being directed by
Elmer Clifton with Sojin, Etta Lee, Tetsu
Komai, Al Chang, Gum Chun and James
Leong in the cast.

Collier's Will Publish
Story of Lasky s Life

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD. Jan. 31. — Jesse

Lasky is the latest film execu-
tive to have his biography writ-

ten for the edification of the public.

Walter Davenport, associate editor of

Collier's, accompanied Lasky on his re-

cent trip west, and is now collecting

and compiling data on the producer's
life. The material will be published in

Collier's as a series of articles, and
the biography will later be published in

book form.

Heavy Demands
Cancel Annual
Wampas Frolic

(Continued from preceding page)

tune of forty per cent of the total proceeds.

Last year the West Coast press agents antic-

cipated such a demand by volunteering

forty per cent of their affair to the Motion
Picture Relief Fund. This move automatic-

ally barred Ail-Year Club from cutting in.

This year both newspaper publishers and
the producers evidently decided that the

Wampas Frolic should be run for their

benefit as well as for the needy press agents.

The decision to abandon a frolic entirely

was made when the Wampas realized that it

would cost each member money.

Press Agents Suffer Loss
The Wampas Baby Stars will be intro-

duced at a testimonial banquet to be held

privately instead. Public admission will not

be permitted, tickets to be sold by Wampas
members to their friends only.

Meanwhile, the revision of their plans

will cost the press agents a large sum never-

theless. Many advertising contracts have
been secured by solicitors for the Wampas
Frolic program. These contracts must be
returned, but a cash settlement made with
solicitors in view of their labor stands just

the same. Also, several thousand dollars

worth of tickets must be refunded. In ad-

dition there are printing bills, the deposit

on the Shrine Auditorium, office rentals,

established for the Frolic and certain staff

salaries to be paid.

That the change in plans will cost the

Wampas a certain loss of prestige cannot
be denied. However, the association feels

that it would rather take the loss in pres-

tige than the one it would have to suffer

financially under the conditions made.
It has been reported that the Wampas

may stage a Frolic in San Francisco by in-

vitation of the dailies in that city. This
will not take place this year under any cir-

cumstances, although the Wampas have ex-

pressed their gratitude to the Northern city

for its recognition. Since producers are re-

ported firm in their refusal to permit the

association to transport stars up North for

the ball, the main attractions of a Wampas
Frolic would be missing.

Hence the private testimonial banquet
will replace the Frolic. Meanwhile the

Wampas are earnestly endeavoring to hit on
a stunt for next year with which to recoup
their standing and prestige.

Many Films On
Newspaper Life

Being Planned

Success of Broadtvay Stage
Plays Prompts Production

On Same Subject

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Newt)

Hollywood, Jan. 31.—Practically every
producer in Hollywood has recently pro-
duced, or is preparing, a film production
with a newspaper background. The cycle of
newspaper melodramas hit the picture field

as a result of the success of Broadway plays
written on the same subject.

Universal's "Freedom of the Press" is

now being released generally, as is "Telling
the World," an M-G-M William Haines
star production. Pathe 's "Office Scandal"
has just been shipped East for release, with
reports that it is the most authentic film

production of newspaper life so far pro-

duced.

No less than six other newspaper stories

are slated to be produced immediately by
as many companies. Paramount will make
an all-talker adaptation of '

' Gentlemen of

the Press," the stage success. Howard
Hughes of Caddo Productions secured the

rights to the other stage hit "Front Page"
and is planning it for the talker class. The
remaining four pictures are from original

stories; First National is planning "Tab-
loid" by Fred Myton; Warner Brothers

have "Headlines" by Jimmy Starr; Colum-

bia will make "Power of the Press"; and
Fox has a story by Will Gentz carrying the

title "Stop the Press!" Fox recently made
"Calamity," a newspaper melodrama di-

rected by Fred Newmeyer, but latest reports

have it that the picture has been shelved

indefinitely.

Sound Proofing

Of RKO Stages

Now Under Way
William Le Baron, vice-president of RKO

Productions, Inc., in charge of production,

announces his company will spend $250,000

on the sound-proofing of all standing stages

and the building of a new sound-proof stage

for the filming of pictures. The name of

the studios in Hollywood was recently

changed from FBO to RKO Studios. Three
new projection rooms likewise will be built.

Construction was initiated this week.

Universal Announces Next
Reginald Denny Picture

Universal has selected "Companionate
Troubles," a comedy farce, as the next
starring vehicle for Reginald Denny, an-
nounces Carl Laemmle.

William James Craft, who recently com-
pleted "The Cohens and Kellys in Atlan-
tic City," will direct. The story is an orig-

inal by Gladys Lehman and Earle Snell.

No cast is announced as yet but production
is expected to start in two weeks. There
will be some sound and silent versions.
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Drastic Comment
Aimed at "Purist"

School of Censors

3S4C

Paper Warns of Further
Attacks on Liberties If Free

Speech Is Denied

Ann Arbor, Mich., January 31.—Vig-
orous comment appears in an editorial in

"The Ann Arbor Daily News" concern-

ing the efforts of the censors to take the

talkies into their realm, and warning is ex-

pressed that the censors, if successful, will

carry their endeavors to art in all its va-
rious lines. The paper says

:

"Whether the talk of talking pictures is

to be censored by official boards of censor-

ship is the question involved in recent court

proceedings in New York State. The New
York State Board attempted to censor the

spoken lines in a 'talkie' produced by
Pathe, and the producing company has
obtained a temporary injunction as a first

step in defending the right of ' free speech.

'

The case is important, because the verdict

is likely to be accepted as a precedent for

future attempts to regulate the screen
drama in its newest form. It may even de-

termine whether the 'talkie' is to be con-

fined within officially circumscribed sphere

of growth, or be permitted to develop into

a real art.

"Censorship easily could stunt the

growth of the talkie and doom it to

mediocrity at the beginning, closing the

doors on boundless possibilities of evolu-

tion.

"Unquestionably the right of free speech
is involved. If every film is required to

conform to the opinion of a board of cen-

sorship a dangerous power will have been
invested in a small group of individuals

—

a power that will have its undesirable ef-

fect on the general public. The danger
will be apparent when it is seen that cen-

sorship would be expected, as a result of

its foothold, to expand and consolidate its

authority. For, it might be argued, why
stop with the talkies when there are stage
dramas, books, orations and newspapers
offering a fertile field? Indeed, the talkie

producers themselves would have the right

to inquire as to the reason for discrimina-
tion. Why, for example, should it not be
permissible to enact in a talking picture a
story that might be taken from one of the
classics of literature that are studied in

public schools?

"And why permit an orator to talk as

he sees fit from the platform, but not al-

low him to express the same view, in the

same words, in a talkie news reel?"

O. H. Dutton Appointed to

Cinephone Mid-West Post
0. H. Dutton, for a number of years as-

sociated with National Theatre Supply
Company, has been appointed special mid-
dle west representative of Powers Cine-
phone, and headquartered in Kansas City.
The appointment of Mr. Dutton marks

the first of a number of important mana-
gerial assignments to be established

Censoring Screen Dialogue

Protest Sweeps Country As
Newspapers Help in Fight

$1,250,000 for Sound
Research Work

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 31.—Over one
and a quarter million dollars will

be expended by the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories during 1929 for re-

search work in improving the quality

of mechanical voice and sound repro-
duction. This statement was made by
J. J. Lyng, vice president of Electrical

Research Products, a subsidiary of
Western Electric and Bell Telephone
Company.
He further declared that a good part

of this money would be spent directly
for research on equipment for sound
pictures; and a good part of the rev-
enue of Electrical Research Products
from theatres and producers during
the coming few years will be put into
research for improving devices for
talking and sound picture reproduc-
tion.

Fox Planning

To Again Start

Production East

Movietone Shorts Too Costly

On Coast So They Will Be
Made In New York

The William Fox organization will re-

sume production activities in New York
again within a short time. The 54th Street
Studios, where the Movietone subjects were
made prior to last July, are to be reopened
for the production of short subjects. The
reason for this is that the coast production
was found to be too costly.

The first of the series of Clark and Mc-
Cullough comedies were made in New York,
as also were the Chic Sale subjects. Then
Sale was sent to the coast where he made
but one short. Clark and McCullough have
made about five on the west coast. But gen-
erally when a director from the feature
department was taken over into Movietone
to do a short, the short developed into a
feature in expense at least and had to be
released as such. The shorts themselves as-

sumed feature production costs before they
were finished.

"In Old Arizona" started out as a short
and finished a feature. The same was true

of the all-colored cast film for which Charles
Gilpin was imported from New York, al-

though Gilpin didn't finish it. Paul Sloan
who directed got started on the story and
it developed to such an extent that it was
decided to make it a feature.

Pathe Battle For Freedom
Of Screen Speech Wins

Nation-wide Support

NEWSPAPER publishers and
editors throughout the coun-
try are watching with keen

interest the fight Pathe is making
for freedom of screen speech. As
a result of the campaign being con-
ducted by Motion Picture News,
dailies commanding millions of cir-

culation, are asking that they be
kept advised of the progress of the

case.

Editorials are being printed in a
large number of influential news-
papers. Additionally, the News
continues to receive expressions of

opinion from publishers. These are

thoroughly representative of the

press of the country.

Clark Howell, in "The Atlanta Consti-

tution,
'

' writes

:

"The question of constitutional free

speech is involved in the present organized
movement to place a rigid and senseless

censorship on talking pictures—Freedom of

speech is one of the most sacred guarantees

of the bill of rights, and the screen, in this

respect, with every consideration for up-

lift, should be accorded the same principles

as the individual.

"Censorship is un-American and obnoxi-

ous. It is subject to abuses. The law in-

hibits any public speech of a nature that

does not comport to the ordinary rules of

decency. Any picture that is indecent can
be instantly stopped by law.

Hits Constitutional Liberties

"The censorship tendency is a dangerous
one, in more ways than one. It not only

strikes at constitutional liberties, but in-

volves bureaucratic power that is repre-

hensible under our institutions of govern-

ment."

The "Salt Lake Telegram" says:

"Censorship of the talkies is the latest

goal of America's organized and pro-

fessional fanatics.

"The right of free speech, guaranteed by
the bill of rights of the United States con-

stitution surely extends to the theatres. It

would be un-American to extend the cen-

sors' obnoxious dictatorship over the talk-

ies. Existing laws protect the public thor-

oughly against public indecency without

putting a sharp-edged sword in the hands
of would-be reformers. If a film contains

vulgar dialogue the whole showing may be

(Continued on following page)
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Small Exhibitors" Gianee

in Towns With Opposition

Looks Bad for Next Season

Majority of Companies lAiying

Off Westerns and Blood and
Thunder Films Which

Arc ISceded

THE outlook for the small ex-

hibitor in a town where there

are other houses with sound
as his opposition is such that there

is little chance of his getting any
product next season at a price that

will enable him to exist. He cannot

afford sound installation cost and
his competitors, at least the largest

of them, will have it and with the

producers looking toward nothing

but sound pictures and big produc-

tions it would appear that his posi-

tion is one of being up against it.

On the strength of a letter to the Motion
Picture News from an exhibitor in Atlanta
having a house that seats less than four
hundred, an investigation of the produc-
tion releasing plans of the higger produc-
ers was made in New York with the result

that some startling statements were made.

Producing for Bigger Towns
In the offices of one of the biggest pro-

ducing and releasing companies the state-

ment was made "We are producing pic-

tures for the bigger towns. We get seventy
per cent of onr revenue from those towns
so why shouldn't we produce for them?"
It was a question that was unanswerable.
The reason for putting the question up to
them was the fact that they had within the
last few weeks released a production in

which the leading woman character was
the mistress of a wealthy man and it was
pointed out to them that that was not the
type of picture that would be welcomed
in the smaller communities where the ex-
hibitor was getting neighborhood patron-
age. The answer is in itself evident.
At Universal when the question of west-

erns was put up to an executive, he stated
that the company would continue to make
some of them, but that they were cutting
down thirty-three and a third per cent on
what they turned out last year. There were
36 westerns released by I', last year. This
year there will be eight Hoot Gibson and
sixteen others making a total of twenty-
four. They did, however, stress the fact
that every production that Universal was
making would have a silent and a sound
version.

Pathe, FBO and. Fox have discontinued
the rough and ready type of westerns alto-

gether. ¥•> da series but after mak-
ing one of ided to throw the series

into the scrap heap.

The southern territory has always been

Phyllis Hater as Singapore Sal in the Pathe

picture, "Sal of Singapore," Pathe's current re-

lease which is current at the New York Colony-

Theatre

Censor Dialogue

Protest Sweeps

Entire Country
(Continued from page 354

—

C)

suppressed through police action."

E. D. Lambright, editor of the "Tampa
Tribune," writes

:

"Censorship of dialogue in the talkies?

I hope this attempt to force the submission

of dialogue to censor board before it is

presented in the theatre will fail.

"I would not like to see some of the cur-

rent New York productions filmed with the

dialogue used, for in many cases the lines

are putrid and unfit for general consump-
tion. However, we have laws enough to

handle those responsible and I see no rea-

son for censorship."

Don Seism, editor of the Evansville

"Courier and Journal" of Evansville, Ind.,

I akes the same view on the free speech in-

junction proposition as Arthur Brisbane is

quoted as taking. He believes there is no

difference in principle between talking ac-

tors on 'the stage aad those who talk

through the microphone; one should have
the same rights as the other; they are en-

titled to freedom of speech and should be

held responsible for any violation of the

law or or common decency.

the greatest field tor the western anil the

blood and thunder type of picture. One
company conducted a survey of the exhibi-

tors in that territory through the medium
"I its branch managers. The result u ;i

-

that they discovered thai the demand for

we terns even there had fallen off twenty-
five per cent, and this convinced them that

thej hould lay off western production.

British-French

Phototone Allied

Willi German Co-
A five-year agreement has been entered

into by the British and> French Photol me
Companies, Limited, of Dorland House, lie-

gent Sheet, London, with Klangfilm I

pany of Germany, representing Siemens
Halske and Ailgemmeine Elektricitats Ge-

sellschaft. The compact was signed in the

face of spirited competition, Kn-i.-ire Webb,
representative of British and French Pho-
totone, hears.

The Phototone Company has exclusivi

rights to all Klangfilm's reproducing ma-
chinery, in all their territories. The Clang-
film machinery is interchangeable with
sound on disc and sound on film. The Brit-

ish firm obtains, by the terms of the agrei

ment, special concessions to produce under
the German company's process for sound
on film. Klangfilm is supported with ser-

vice, installation, patents and technical ad-

vice. According to the terms of the agree-

ment, Klangfilm will produce pictures in.

Germany which will be distributed by the

British company in the Phototone terri-

tories. The French Phototone Company and
its territories are also included.

N. Y. Secretary of State

Grants 5 New Charter*
Newly incorporated motion picture com-

panies receiving charters from the seen

tary of state, at Albany, during the past

week, and entering the business in New
York State, included the following: Met-
ropolitan Exploitation Corporation, capital-

ization not stated, Bert Adler, C. H. Ferrell,

Howard S. Hummell, New York Cityr
Safrus Pictures Corporation, $20,000, Clar-

ence S. Ashley, Raymond A. Flynn, Frank
Dalton, New York City; Kino-Guild, lie-,

$25,000, Herman Berger, Brooklyn; Celia

Traurig, Frederick Griffin, New York City;

Braz-Fischer Theatre Corporation, $6,000r

Fred Braz, Harry Fisher, Chas. 1. Karp,
Rochester; Tonafilm Corporation, capitali-

zation not stated, Maceo Pinhard, Flournoy
E. Miller, Lamar Perkins, New York City.

Big Boy, Educational hoy star, is looking rather

askance at the "mike" while Charles I. mount,
director, is making the introduction. Every
star and player at the Educational studios re-

cently underwent a voice test
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Two BVay Records Almost Smashed
At the Roxy and Capitol Last Week

(£Arizona" Gets $142,673;

"Affairs" Pulls $87,705;

Four New Ones Arrive

THE house records at both the Roxy
and the Capitol were almost broken
last week. "In Old Arizona" at the

Roxy pulled $142,673.75 on the week as

against the record figure of $143,000, which
was hung up by "What Price Glory!" At
the Capitol "A Woman of Affairs" drew
$87,795.05, which was about $10,000 under
the record of $98,200, which was done by
the house on the first week that it changed
its policy. There were four new arrivals on

the street this week coming in for runs. They
were George Bancroft in "The Wolf of

Wall Street," which came to the Rialto;

Emil Jannings in "Sins of the Fathers" at

the Rivoli, both in for grinds; Richard Bar-
thelmess in "Weary River" at the Central

and "The Bellamy Trial" at the Embassy.
The latter are in on a two-a-day policy.

Early last week it looked as though both
the Roxy and the Capitol were surely go-

ing to break their records. Out of town
"In Old Arizona" has succeeded in break-
ing records everywhere, but in face of that

the New York presentation at the Roxy
was given a campaign of daily newspaper
advertising that run way over $20,000 and
in addition to this considerable sniping of
one, three and stands was indulged in. The
Capitol on the other hand went along with
about a $3,500 expenditure in the newspa-
pers for "A Woman of Affairs." But both
houses fell short of the mark that was set

for them.
The Roxy started off with $54,000 for

Saturday and Sunday and then followed
with three days that were around $18,000
each. The Capitol got $19,000 on Saturday
and $18,600 on Sunday, according to esti-

mates, with the following three days bring-
ing about $32,000. When the difference in

the capacities of the two houses are con-
sidered and the fact that the Roxy show
was cut to the bone to permit of a fast

turnover the Capitol figures stand very
well in comparison.
"Marquis Preferred," which was the at-

traction at the Paramount with the Dun-
can Sisters as an added attraction, got only
$65,884, which was not as strong as it was
exj ted that the Duncans would standoff
the opposition of the strong screen attrac-
tions at the two other big houses, but this

they failed to do.

The Strand with "On Trial" after its

Broadway run for the first time at popular
prices played to $41,276 and the picture
held over. "The Rescue" in its second
week dropped off almost $5,000 even with
the star present to help things along and
finished with $22,111, while at the Rivoli
"The Awakening" after three weeks drew
$2(1, Slid for its final week. "The Little
Wildcat" at the Colony stepped to the
tune of $16,840 and "The U 9" at the little

Cameo finished with $7,546.
Both the "Redskin" at the Criterion and

Minnesota Leads All Minneapolis
Houses With $23,000

FOR three days last week "Old Man Winter"' waged a desperate battle

with four Minneapolis houses but lacked sufficient punch to knock
out the box-offices. The State showing "My Man" showed approxi-

mately $18,000. The Minnesota with "Sins of the Fathers" put $23,000
away for a rainy day. Pantages found "The Last Warning" brought in

$7,000 and the Hennepin-Orpheum totalled $15,000 with "A Woman of

Affairs." The smaller houses suffered. The Lyric and Strand with "Some-
one to Love" and "Captain Lash" listed $2,500 and $3,500 for the week.

"Weary River" at the Central opened late

in the week. The former on Saturday night

and the latter on Thursday night. The
Barthelmess picture seemed to be doing
some business but not a turn away. "The
Bellamy Trial" which came in on Wednes-
day night managed to get $7,667 on the first

five days.

Of the holdovers in the run houses "The

Singing Fool" at the Winter Garden topped
with $36,275, while "My Man" at the

Warner got $21,825. "The River" at the

Gaiety took a complete nosedive and fin-

ished the week with $9,135.75.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine" at the Astor
is in its final week. Last week it played to

$15,051.25. "Broadway Melody" is due at

this house on Feb. 8.

"Abie's Irish Rose" Does $16,000
and Leads First Runs in Seattle

SEATTLE.—First-run film houses without
exception enjoyed brisk business during the

past seven days. There were no strikingly out-

standing successes, the palm for high gross be-

ing divided about equally between the two de
luxe competing houses, West Coast's Fifth Ave-
nue Theatre and Publix' Seattle Theatre.
At the Fifth Avenue, "Abie's Irish Rose"

stood on its title alone and pulled a very strong

$16,000 to the box office, which is several

thousand above average weeks. The Seattle

countered with a tremendous bill that included

"Sips of the Fathers," Ruth Etting's singing

short for Paramount, and a wonderful Fanchon-
Marco stage unit entitled "The Stairway of

Dreams." With extra advertising and exploita-

tion this bill did over $15,500, and put the house
over to a profitable week, better than average
also.

At the Blue Mouse Theatre, "Conquest"
played to a very pleasing opening week of $10,-

000. It goes into a second week. "My Man."

with $9,500, at the Music Box, continued to

draw in the end of its third week and beginning
of a fourth, playing to houses that were satis-

factory, length of run considered.

"In Old Arizona," at the Coliseum, stacked

up a very pleasing gross of $11,000 in its second
week, after playing one record-breaking week
originally at the Fifth Avenue Theatre. Taking
the three-week total run into consideration, the

picture did about $45,000 in its first run here,

which sets a mark for following "big ones" to

shoot at.

Winding up the first runs, the two vaudeville

houses each played to pleasing grosses, with the

palm for the best film going to Pantages again,

as has been the case for many weeks recently.

Here, "Gang War" was the screen attraction,

and it drew $10,000. The Orpheum let the

vaudeville portion of the bill do the work, with

"Naughty Baby" used as something to run be-

tween vaudeville programs. The film was weak,

but business came in on the stage portion, so

all was serene. The gross was $12,000.

Sophie Tucker reaches Hollywood to spread
the fume of her voice through I itaphone. This
jootlig.hl celebrity will be featured in "Honky

Tonic," a Warner Bros.-]'itaphone picture.

Metropolitan

Houston Leader
Grossing $14,000

Houston.—Though there is a general slump
in business complained of in this section, Hous-
ton motion picture houses continue to play to

good crowds and business on the whole can be

called better than average, with Spring-like tem-
peratures prevailing all week.

The Metropolitan, with "Abie's Irish Rose"
and a Publix unit, enjoyed better, business than

the houses expected with $14,000 gross. Loew's
State almost doubled its advertising '•[lace on
"Trail of '98" and the excellent returns were
$13,000.

The Majestic played "The Red Dance" and
the usual vaudeville to the better than average
business of $13,000. The Kirby, with "Sins of

the Fathers." did $10,000.
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..Old Arizona" Jams Baltimore New
House Up 86,000

With "Lions Roar"
On Same Bill

BAI TIMORE.—Despite the fact that the au-
ton IS going full blast during

the entire week beginning January 21, and that

there was snow on Tuesday and rain on Fri-
day, business at the first rim theatres did not
seem to be hurt much.
"Shopworn Angel" was the feature film at-

traction offered as a part talking film at Loew's
Century with the Loew Publix offering "The
Perfect Girl." with Jack Stanley and Helen
MacFadden. This proved a good drawing pro-
gram and the gross for the week was $21,700.
A Technicolor picture, Mme. DuBarry, was also
on the bill.

The outstanding point in the week's business
was the gross taken in by the outdoor all-talk-

ing picture "In Old Arizona," which had them
jammed in every afternoon and evening at the
New Theatre and brought in $12,000 with Mack
Sennett's all-talker "The Lion's Roar" on the
same bill. This made the New jump from
$6,000 of the previous week.
"Broadway Fever" was the feature film at-

traction on the bill at the Hippodrome with the
Bert Smith Players in "The Goldstein's and
the Murphys" and vaudeville acts. The gross
for this week was estimated at $10,500, which
brings it $3,500 under the previous week, which
was said to be too high for that theatre. The
auto show hurt receipts there somewhat.

"Peter the Great," the Ufa attraction, played
a return engagement at the Little Theatre with
267 seats, sponsored by the Motion Picture
Guild, and the week's business was considered
good with a gross of about $1,200.

"On Trial," the all-dialogue picture, was of-
fered for its second week at Warner's Metro-
politan and it proved an excellent pulling at-

traction with a gross for the week totaling

$11,000. Yitaphone acts were on the bill.

"Silks and Saddles" was offered at the New
Garden with four acts of RKO vaudeville and
business was only fair, the gross being estimated
at $9,500.

"Abie's Irish Rose," offered as a part talking
picture at Loew's Stanley, proved a better pull-

ing attraction there with its $19,200 gross for
the week, than "Alias Jimmy Valentine," which
was shown during the previous week.
"Gang War," the part-talking Photophone

picture, was offered at the Rivcli and did a

pretty good business, pulling in $8,500. Two
Yitaphone acts and a technicolor subject, "Cleo
patra," were offered also.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine" was taken from
s Stanley to Loew's Valencia and grossed

$3,800.

"The Trail of '98" moved uptown to Loew's
Parkway for its second run and pulled in $2,-

800 there.

Oklahoma City

Business Picks

Up At All Houses
Oklahoma City.—With the legislature in

session, business picked up at all of the Okla-
homa City theatres the past week. The Cri-

terion presented "The Shopworn Angel" on the

screen and "New Toys" in repertoire to pleased

good business. The Capitol packed 'em in all

week with "Abie's Irish Rose," Paramount's
talking picture.

The Liberty had good business with "Red
Wine," and the Empress did well with "The
Collegians." The Orpheum's vaudeville and
"Homesick" on the screen enjoyed very good
business.

Wisconsin Grosses $14,000 Despite

Milwaukee Auto Show
MILWAUKEE, Jan. 31.—Milwaukee theatres have just completed a

successful week. The Auto Show, which many managers feared

would cut into their business, had hut little effect, though its

presence down town was felt at the theatre box offices. The Auto Show
drew 100,000 people in its week's stay.

The Alhaiubra offered its patrons "The Last Warning," and as usual

the mystery picture drew exceptionally well with a gross of $12,000.

"Manhattan Cocktail," combined with a six-act stage presentation, was the

Wisconsin's program, and it got $14,000. "Submarine" played its second

week at the Strand to $4,100.

"Interference," in its second week at the Merrill, kept up to its previ-

ous week's record with $5,500. "On Trial," also held over for a second
week, playing at the Garden, drew only fair business. "The Trail of "98"

opened at the Majestic and was accorded good patronage.

Buffalo Back
To Good Times

After Long Pull
Buffalo.—Buffalo motion picture theatres

last week had wonderful results. For the past

few weeks this city has been way down in the

box office reports. The Great Lakes had a very
successful week with the Fox anniversary film

"In Old Arizona" and will run it for another
week. At the Lafayette "The Spieler" did a

very fair amount of business both afternoons
and evenini

Shea's Buffalo ran off with the honors for

Publix theatres, playing "The Case of I .ena

Smith," and Ted Lewis on the stage, which
helped the box office a great deal. "The Flying

Fleet" proved a success week at the Century.
"Outcast" at the Hippodrome was a fairly

good business getter and gave a better average
than the week before. The Victoria showed
"Show People" to good business. "Masks of

the Devil" was the screen feature at the Ken-
more. It was a very successful week, reported

the management. The Regent offered "The
Woman Who Dared" and did a fairly good
week's business.

"Honor First" did very well at the Granada
Theatre.

tionally well for Loew's, coupled with "The
Shopworn Angel," which played the last three
days of the week.
"Prep and Pep" did much to hold up the aver-

age for the Palace, with "Ned McCobb's Daugh-
ter" the last half of the week playing to rela-

tively small houses. At the Valentine, "Painted
Post" and "Stocks and Blondes" did far bet-

ter than any other program played since the
theatre was taken over by Joe Calla, also man-
ager of the Strand.

Business Good
But Two Houses

Close in Canton
Canton, O.—The week of Jan. 20 to 26 marked

the passing of two Canton theatres, one a first-

run photoplay house and the other a burlesque

and second-run house, leaving but four first-run

theatres and four neighborhood houses in the

city, with the exception of the Grand, housing a
resident stock company.

Completing a week's run of Dolores Costello

(which, incidentally, played to a bettcr-than-

average audience) the Alhambra closed indefi-

nitely. Although neither denial nor affirmation

is obtainable, the reports persists that the theatre

has been purchased by Warner Brothers to be
remodeled, wired and opened in the fall. The
Lyceum doors are close with no prospect of

reopening.

Fannie Brice, in "My Man," turned out t" he

a bigger attraction than expected, and the film

was held over at the Strand for this week.
Despite the unfavorable weather conditions,

"White Shadows in the South Seas" did exeep-

Wichita Palace

With $5,000 Is

Leader for Week
Wichita.—The Palace, the smallest house in

seating capacity of the first runs, after having
set a record of $14,000 for one week with "The
Singing Fool," continued to lead all houses from
January 13 to 19, inclusive, in a fair week with
a gross of $5,000. It is the only downtown
house equipped for sound, which is proving a
great attraction.

The Uptown is another house with sound
playing a split week and averaging around
$2,500. The film attractions for the past week
were "Powder My Back" and "Power." Thev
did $2,600. The Orpheum did $3,900 on the

week "Three Ring Marriage" and "Chinatown
Charlie," three vaudeville acts accompanying
each picture.

At the Miller the two features run during the

week were "Synthetic Sin" and "Case of Lena
Smith." They had a good week with around
$5,000.

Majestic Goes
$5,680 to Lead

Rex at Beloit
Beloit.—With fair and cold weather prevail-

ing the two leading houses here, the Rtx and
Majestic, enjoyed a better than average week
from January 13 to 19, inclusive, each playing

three features.

The Majestic topped the Rex by a consider-

able margin with a gross of $5,680, the features

being "Street of Illusion," "In Old Kentucky"
and "Wings." The Majestic, however, has 1,100

seats and the Rex but 600.

The Rex played to $2,340 with "Tropic Mad-
ness," "A Woman of Affairs" and "Temptation
of a Shopgirl." Three vaudeville acts were used

in connection with "Temptation of a Shopgirl."
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$25,000 Tops Week in Cleveland
aOld Arizona"

Breaks Record
At Hippodrome

CLEVELAND, O.—"In Old Arizona," the

first outdoor all-talking picture of the

screen, shattered all records last week at

the Hippodrome. Thousands were turned away
on the opening day and police regulation was
enlisted to maintain order among those waiting
in the lobby, where, it is said, people fought to

get into the theatre. Almost every performance
was a sell-out, in spite of a week of terrible

weather, which included a sleet storm that al-

most paralyzed traffic. The gross hung up was
$25,000.

"The Flying Fleet" did very well at the Al-
len, where it drew consistently both afternoons

and evenings to run up $18,000. It received fa-

vorable reviews.

"Lady of Chance," reviewed as a "genuinely
fine bit of screen entertainment," played to
large audiences at the State with $20,000. Sing-
er's Midgets, headline attraction on the vaude-
ville bill, undoubtedly had much to do with
the large attendance.

"Me Gangster" was fortunate enough to be
the screen attraction on the same bill at Keith's

Palace in which Paul Whiteman and his band
were featured. Naturally the attendance piled

up and the result was $20,000 for the week.

"The Trail of '98" held up fairly well during

its second week at the Stillman with §10,000.

Not strong enough, however, to be held a third

week.

"Prep and Pep" and "Tropic Madness" di-

vided the week at Keith's East 105th Street,

with honors about even. Both pictures proved
satisfactory program features.

"My Man" did exceptionally well at the

Cameo, where it was playing its second down-
town run. Its success was due to clever ex-
ploitation and it is being held another week.

The movies did not have heavy competition last

week. "MacBeth," as played by Florence
Reed, Lyn Harding and William Farnum, did

capacity business at the Ohio and an extra Fri-

day matinee had to be incorporated to take care

of the crowds. "Luckee Girl," musical comedy,
was at the Hanna. Hachmaninoff gave a piano

recital at Masonic Hall and the usual burlesque

attractions were offered.

Pantages With
$14,600 Has Good
Kansas City Week

Kansas City.—Still another week of dismal,

stormy weather with zero and sub-zero tempera-
tures did not offer much cheer to Kansas City
•exhibitors, but the attendance at most houses
held fairly close to the normal mark and, in one
case, a healthy increase was experienced.

The increase was at the Pantages, where
"Mother Machree" packed them in all week, do-

ing $14,600, which represents a substantial in-

crease over any other pictures of several weeks.
At Loew's Midland it seemed the patrons had
had enough of snowbound scenes locally and the

icy hue of "The Trail of '98" drew only $20.-

300, which is about $3,000 less than the previous
week. At the Newman "The Red Dance" played
to a fair attendance, drawing $18,700, an increase
of $500 over the previous week.

"Naughty Baby," although playing to a good
attendance at the Mainstreet, did not measure
up to the previous week, drawing $22,400 against

$25,700. "Behind the German Lines," at the
Royal, drew $4,700 against $5,800 on the previ-

ous week.

A mystifying scene from the special Paramount production "Close Harmony" with Charles
Rogers and Nancy Carroll, from a story by Elsie Janis and Gene Markey. Director Johri
Cromwell is making it a 100 per cent dialogue picture. Miss Carroll sings several numbers

"My Man" Pulls $24,000 Second

Week at Music Box in Portland
PORTLAND, ORE.—Though it was in its

second week at the Music B*>x Theatre,

"My Man," the Fanny Brice talking and singing

picture, easily outdrew any feature on display in

Portland for the week beginning January 17.

In a house with nearly 1,100 seats less than the

Portland Theatre and playing a seven-day run

against a nine-day run at the Portland it grossed

$24,000, whereas "Doctor's Secret," at the Port-

land, drew only $18,000.

A new policy went into effect at the Portland,

which accounted for the nine days of "Doctor's

Secret." The management has decided to open

all features on Saturdays hereafter. Despite the

fact that the bill appeared to be an attractive one

with shorts, a newsreel and a Fanchon and Mar-
co stage presentation, business at the Portland
was hardly up to expectations. The $18,000
gross left room for big improvement.
The Broadway enjoyed a good average week

with "The Wolf of Wall Street" as the feature

picture attraction. It did $20,500 with an ac-

companying bill of Fox Movietone shorts and a

Fox newsreel.

The cold weather and snow served to retard

business at nearly every house, the smaller ones
in particular faring none too well. The Blue
Mouse, with only 657 seats, had a fair week
with $3,500. They showed "Little Wildcat" as

the feature

United Artists Theatre showed "The Rescue"
for a second week, and played to a gross of

$4,500, while Tebbett's Oriental, with "Dancing
Vienna" as the feature attraction, did $5,000.

Texas Guinan, Warner Bros.-Vitaphone star,

taking a close up of herself during an off-stage

moment during work on "Queen of the Night
Clubs," said to be a "whoopee" vehicle for Miss

Guinan

Good And Fair

Business Meets

S. F. First Runs
San Francisco.—Some good and some bad

business was reported beginning the third week
of the New Year in San Francisco. The lead-

ing business of the week was reported by the

Loew's Warfield Theatre which played "Dream
of Love."
The Granada did well with "The Shopworn

Angel," with Anita Stewart appearing in per-

son on the stage. "Interference" did a fairly

good business the second week of its showing
at the St. Francis. At the California Theatre,

"Sins of the Fathers" was shown a second week.
The chief Vitaphone theatre, the Embassy,

reported good business with the picture "On
Trial" and the Pantages, also a Vitaphone the-

atre, did well with "Beware of Bachelors" on
the screen and vaudeville acts. The city's larg-

est theatre, the El Capitan, also a Vitaphone
theatre, had a good week with "Melody of

Love" on the screen and a special presentation,

"The Melody Shop," on the stage.
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Syracuse Houses Roll Up Big Week
Lita Chaplin Big

at Keiths; "Trail"

$13,000 at Loew's

SYRACUSE.- Friends of the Senora Dolores
Del Rio win- given ample opportunity

view their played two Sj i a

cuse houses for the week of Jan. l
( >-_'5. Othei

Featured on the local Rialto were Milton
Colleen Moore, Renei Vdorei and Conrad

Nagel and June Collyer. Lita Graj ( haplin, in

a in'rsonal appearance at B. F. Keith's Palace,
made a great hit, packing the house at all per-
formances. The good bills shown, along with
mild weather or what some of the movie mana-
gers call "typical movie weather" helped to
roll up good profits for Syracuse houses.

Playing the split week with Lita Gray Chap
lin and live other Radio-Keith-Orpheum vaude-
ville acts was "The Spieler," Pathe. featuring
Renee Adoree. Rounding out the week was
Conrad Xagel and June Collyer in "Red Wine."
Fox picture. The $14,000 gross was due largely
t" the personal appearance of Lita Gray Chap-
lin.

"The Red Dance," Fox sound picture, had
them standing up at the Empire Theatre. Also
featured on the bill with Dolores Del Rio were
the "Collegians" and a special novelty reel en-
titled "Round My Shoulder." featuring Al Jol-
son. All in all, Manager Al Kaufman reported
a good week with an (11,000 gross.

Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill, showing
in "The Barker" for the second week at the
Eckel, clrew in $8,000. just $4,000 less than the
first week. Two Yitaphone acts were also on
the program.

"The Trail of '98." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sound picture, chalked up a good gross at

Loew's State. bringing the rccepits to $13,000,
just $1,000 less than "Alias Jimmy Valentine"
with William Haines, drew the previous week
Also featured on the program were two Metro
Movietone acts, M-G-M news and Fox Movie-
tone news. Maurice, organist, presented a clever

organlogue, combining the playing of old song
hits with the wearing of hats suggestive of the
title of the song. Bruce Brummit and his or-

chestra delighted audiences with an overture,
in which the trombone player was given a sol i

part.

Colleen Moore in "Oh Kay." First National
picture, did the usual week's business of $7,000

Strand Debutante orchestra played a
classical number and Fox Movietone news and
a comedy were shown.

"Outcast" Does
88,920 to Lead

in Birmingham
' [NCHAM. the lin

l p
is making itself felt at tin

eral improvement. All of the first run !

1 an increase during the i except the

Alabama, where audiences did not seem to

for the feature picture.

The Ritz, a wired house with "Outcast" and
five acts of vaudeville, was an ease leader with
$8,920, and the Alabama, a considerably larger

house, also wired, was second. "Conquest," with
Yitaphone shorts and
the program which dn

"Alias Jimmy Valentine" drew $.1300 I

a small house o

I and:, a wired ho
With "The Spieler" and M

Movietone shorts. The gross at the Trianon,
with "The Crash," was $1,460.

Indianapolis Likes "Naughty Baby"

to Tune of $21,000
INDI WAPOLIS.—Cold and rainy weather for the week ending Janu-

ary J."> ]>nt a crimp in some of the box-office receipts, but did no appre-

ciable damage at the Indiana, where First National's "Naughtv Baby"
grabbed off $21,000.

The Circle with Universal's "The Last Warning" was next in line in

the way of grosses with $14,000. The Apollo with its 1,100 seats did a nice

business of $10,000 with "The Red Dance" as the feature attraction. Loew's

Palace with "The Trail of "98" also did $10,000.

Good Patronage

Marks Week In

Salt Lake City
Salt Lake.—First run picture houses have

enjoyed highly satisfactory patronage as a

whole lure this past week. The second week
of "Submarine" at the Pantages continued to

draw capacity business in connection with the

vaudeville bill presented.

The Capitol .Theatre drew crowded houses

with the picture and stage attractions, namely

"The Case of Lena Smith" and the Fanchon
and Marco stage presentation "Hats Idea."

"The Midnight Taxi" a Warner Brothers

picture presented at the Victory with Yitaphone,

i
i very good drawing card. The Yitaphone

acts and Movietone News is also shown here.

"Red Wine" did very well at the Paramount
Empress. "Lingerie" is reported to have played

to good sized houses at the Gem Theatre dur-

ing the week's run. "The Red Dance," shown
as a second run at the Rialto, went over well.

"Easy Pickings" and also "Special Delivery"

wen the picture offerings at the State Theatre

and good nouses were the rule.

$6,590 for Des
Moines Capitol

in Record Cold
Des Moines.—With more snow than has been

seen here in fifteen years, and temperatures set-

w records, business held up well here last

v.eek. The < apitol led the local houses in grosses

with $6,590. The feature picture was "The Fly-

leet." The Des Moines, with $6,308, was
iid. with "The Awakening" the fea-

tttraction.

strand, hi iwever, really made the best com-
ive showing of the week, with business

above the agi This is a small house oi

1,065 seats that recently installed sound. Two
plil the week, "The River Pirate,' di

1,705, and "The Little Wildcat," ?1,098.

Killing Made
in Harrishurg

on Jolson Film
Haw of the biggest box i

killings for many weeks in Harrisburg was
led at the < olonial where the Al. Jolson

picture, "The Singing Fool," brought out the

S. I\. 0. sign every daj of the week, including

the afternoon as well as all night perform
The presence of 75,000 visitors to the annual

State Farm Show in Harrisburg, during four

days of the week, materially stimulated bu

of all the downtown first run houses. At Loew's
Regent, where the main film attraction was "The
Trail of '98," exceptional business was done even
for this popular house.
"The Shopworn Angel," the chief attraction

at the Victoria, drew good crowds.
At the State the first half of the week, the

screen feature was "A Ship Comes In," and for

the last three days "The Ware Case" was shown
with success. At the Russell, Karl Dane and
George K. Arthur, in "Baby Mine," gained
plaudits, and the Broad Street showed Lila Lee
in "Black Butterflies."

Pittsburgh Has
Banner Week At

Leading Houses
Pittsburgh.—Loew's Penn had another

great week's business. "The Trail of '98" be-

ing the screen attraction and the Publix Unit,

"Just Kids," on the stage. An all-around good
bill, which made a big hit with the patrons.

Fannie Brice in "My Man" scored at the

Stanley, and a very good week's business was
enjoyed. "The Man Who Laughs" did very
well at the Regent. Gilbert-Garho in "A Wo-
man of Affairs" did better than average at the

Cameraphone.
Colleen Moore in "Synthetic Sin" cot sur-

prisingly good business at the Enright.

I Mini Jannings in "Sins of the Fathers" got

good crowds for the Grand. "Captain Lash"
did very well for the week at Loew's Aldine.

"Riley the Cop" brought average business to-

the Olympic. "Mm Mad. Marriage" did but

fair at the Alliambra.

"Trail of '98"

]s Best Draw in

Tampa Theatres
Tampa.—"The Trail of '98" opened up Sun-

day like a house afire and
[i i tin i ampa thai to the

$3,000 record of last Muni picture had
a world of big Mult and thrills, bul the Storj

didn't seem to click, with receipts dropping the

follow ing thr< e da} s to a 1 the aver-

I the house. "The Doctor's Secret," an
all-talkie, went over nicely [or the last halt, but

it failed to develop the usual all-talkie draw
The Victory chi >grams in the middle

of the week, using "The Last Warning" for the

first half and "Gang War" foi the last. Neither

picture seemed to hit 'em and receipts for the

week were just fair.

Thi Franklin had three second runs thai

in the quarters; "While the City Sleeps,"

"The Fleet's In" and "Moran of the Marines."
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St. Louis Ambassador Gets $30,948
"Last Warning"

Clicks at Head
Of Good Program

ST.
LOUIS—Some good, some fair and

some poor business was recorded last week
at the local first-run houses, with the palm

in the way of grosses going to the Ambassador

with $30,948.

The Ambassador presented a strong bill with

the feature picture "The Last Warning." Sup-

porting attractions were Ed Lowry's stage

show, "South Sea Breezes," and the usual

shorts. Business at this house was well above

the average with the regular amount of adver-

tising.

The Missouri Theatre hung up a good week

with a gross of $25,564. The feature picture

was "Naughty Baby," accompanied by Eddie

Peabody's "Dixieland" on the stage and also an

orchestral production, a new feature introduced

by Charles Previn.

At the Grand Central "The Barker," with

Will Mahoney, Chick Sale and others in short

subjects, the receipts were $13,779, which was

onlv a fair week for this house.

At the Midtown "The Singing Fool" got

$10,855, much below the record set for the

house and the early stages of its extended run,

which is now closing.

Loew's State had a good week with "The

Trail of '98" and the Jan Garber band in a

short sound subject. The estimated business

was $21,900.

Blizzards Cut

Into Receipts

In Milwaukee
Milwaukee.—Fair business was reported by

down town managers for the week ending Jan.

25. A few blizzards helped the zero weather in

cutting down total receipts. Weather was far

from being ideal for theatre going. Consider-

able opposition was encountered this week too,

in "Good News" playing its first week at the

Davidson. Before the show opened every seat

in the house was sold for a week in advance.

This cut into the motion picture business to an

appreciable extent. On Wednesday the Izaak

Walton League drew a large crowd to the Audi-

torium to a showing of "Under Northern

Lights."

The Wisconsin theatre offered "Red Wine,

with an unusually popular stage presentation,

headed by Sammy Cohen. This combination

proved onlv strong enough to draw $17,900.

"The Great White North," at the Merrill, did

not make a good bid for popularity with a gross

of about $3,700. Then, too, it unfortunately

was booked in the same week with the Izaak

Walton program featuring "Under the North-

ern Lights."

"Marriage by Contract" drew only fair houses

to the Alhambra, which grossed $8,000. "Con-

quest" opened a two-weeks' run at the Garden.

Too much frozen adventure in one week for

Milwaukee's snow-bound theatre goers. The
picture was accorded just fair patronage. "Trail

of '98," at the Majestic, was well received. Its

drawing power was far greater than the two
adjoining houses on that end of the street.

"Blindfold" played to poor houses at .the Strand.

The Palace, after hammering on the "four big

stars" on the program in its newspaper adver-

tising, had a fairly successful week. Its photo-

play feature was "The Spieler." The Riverside

as usual stressed the picture as the "headliner"

on its program, which this week was "Marked
Money." Matinee business here was unusually

good.

Dorothy Revier atop the table and Ben Lyon and Fred Kohler on either side. This trio have
the featured roles in "The Quitter," Columbia Picture! Corp.'s drama of regeneration. It is

Ben Lyons first appearance in independent production

Mark Ritz in

Albany Sets Pace
During Good Week

Albany.—The Mark Ritz theatre, in Albany,
set the pace for the first run houses last week
with Lon Chaney in "West of Zanzibar." It

gave the theatre one of the best weeks since

December. The flu is abating somewhat in

Albany and, as a result, business has been on the
upgrade at both the downtown and the residen-

tial houses during the past week or ten days.
The Mark Strand played to what the manage-

ment termed as "fair business" with John Gil-

bert in "Masks of the Devil." The house used
two Vitaphone presentations as well as the usual
newsreel in sound. "Fazil" ran to well filled

houses throughout the week at the Leland. The
Clinton Square theatre, in Albany, exploited

"Fighting the White Slave Traffic" and reported

a good week's business.

The neighborhood houses in Albany say that

business is on the pick-up with one or two ex-

ceptions. Proctor's Grand has installed the Photo-
phone and opened up heavily without any ad-

vance in prices in a combination of sound pic-

tures and vaudeville.

In Troy, Norma Talmadge in "The Woman
Disputed" ran to fine business for four days.

Under its policy of split weeks, the house ran
"Captain Lash" the remaining three days but to

rather unsatisfactory business. The Lincoln

drew well throughout the entire week with
"West of Zanzibar." Proctor's used "Man-
hattan Cocktail" to advantage, while the Gris-

wold used a girl amateur revue for a portion of

the week along with its program of double fea-

tures. Business is not up to normal, however,

in Troy, at the present time.

where "Alias Jimmy Valentine" was the screen

attraction. It was the best four days since "Our
Dancing Daughters" was screened here, and the

result was $11,500 gross for the week, with
"Just Married" playing three days.

"On Trial" played a highly successful seven-

day engagement at the Strand with $5,140. "The
Michigan Kid and "Albany Night Boat" failed

to do more than $8,350 at the Palace. "Marriage
by Contract" attracted more than the usual num-
ber of fans to the Alhambra which has a gross

of $3,330. The Valentine reported average busi-

ness with "Singapore Mutiny" doing better than

the double bill of "Brass Knuckles" and "Five

and Ten Cent Sadie." The figures here for the

week were $1,710.

LiAlias Jimmy"
Attracts $11,500

to Loew's Canton
Canton. — Despite extremely unfavorable

weather conditions, box office receipts in the five

first run photoplay houses took a sharp turn up-

ward. A heavy snowfall and the coldest weather
of the season during the first four days of the

week failed to keep film fans away from Loew's,

Ottawa Enjoys

Good Patronage

At All Theatres
Ottawa.—Despite excellent ski-ing weather

during the week of January 21, Ottawa theatres

enjoyed steady to excellent patronage all week.

The Regent Theatre, for instance, had a big

week with "The Jazz Singer."

The next best draw was at the Centre The-
atre, where "The Red Dance" held the screen

for the week. This was the most popular silent

feature in Ottawa in some weeks and the gross

was about $2,000 ahead of "Waterfront," the

previous presentation.

B. F. Keith's Theatre suffered a drop with

"The Woman From Moscow." "Obey the

Law," known elsewhere as "Underworld," se-

cured above-average business for the Imperial

Theatre and patronage was further encour-

aged by the appearance of "Baby Eleanor" of

"Our Gang" fame on the stage. There was no

kick about box office results at the Imperial.

The Rex Theatre had a big time with a split

week of "While the City Sleeps" and "The
Magic Flame," the former particularly draw-

ing a grand neighborhood crowd for its second

run. The Columbia also played to capacity al-

most every night, first with a double bill com-

prising "Cameraman" and "South Sea Love,"

and for the last half, "Burning Daylight."

The Avalon showed some improvement with

"Brotherly Love" for the first three days and

"State Street Sadie" during the last half, but

this house could do much better.
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Legits Cramp Cincy Film Houses
But Managers Say

Business OK in

Spite of Opposition

CINCINNATI.—Although no grosses arc

available, Cincinnati exhibitors report that

business for the past week was satisfac-

tory, despite the heavy opposition of legitimate

theatres, which did a land-office business owing
to the nature of their attractions. The "flu"

epidemic, although apparently affecting business

to a more or less extent, is not making any ap-
preciable inroads on the box-office exchequer.
"The Case of Lena Smith" was up before the

public at the Albee, aided and abetted by a cork-
ing good vaudeville bill, the engagement getting

:noney for the week.
The Capitol, with "Mother Machree," with

sound, and a good Vitaphone program in addi-
tion, maintained a rather steady flow, although
business at this house was capable of being im-
proved upon.

"Interference," at the Lyric, with dialogue, a
holdover, although enjoying good patronage, did
not equal the record of the first week.
The Strand, featuring the sound picture, "On

diil a fairly good business, especially

considering the fait that the picture played a

sister house, the Capitol, only a few weeks
previous at the same admission. "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," at Keith*s, enjoyed unusually good pa-
tronage. "A Single Man," at the Palace, with a

number of stage acts, attracted a good following.
The smaller downtown houses, as also the neigh-
borhoods reported business from fair to good.

4 .Interference"

And "Abie" Lead
In Chattanooga

Chattanooga.—"Abie's Irish Rose," at the
State, and Paramount's first all-talking unit,
headed by "Interference," were given a warm
reception by Chattanooga movie patrons the
week of January 21.

"Abie's Irish Rose,' at the State, Chatta-
nooga's newest all -talking house, threatened to

break the record set by "The Singing Foul" and
"Wings," which enjoyed capacity runs at the
State the latter part of last year.
At the Tivoli, "Interference" found much

favor with Chattanooga audiences the three days
of its showing, and drew the largest house of

The Tivoli, as well as the State and
Rialto, having been hard hit by the flu epidemic,
which only recently has showed signs of abating.

Eddie Cantor and Ruth F.tting, the other part
of the all-talking at the Tivoli, recei\.<l .,

share of the praise from the papers and pal

"The Midnight Taxi," the last half of thi

) Keith vaudeville at-
tracted a slightly larger house for the thru

by Saturday, which is always a big day
for Chattanooga theatres.

At the Rialto theatre a mediocre bill drew
below the average attendance. Of the

three feature pictures during the week "Man,
Woman and Wife"; Spies" and "Clearing the
Trail." "Spies" drew the larger crowd.

Buys Price Film Rights
Tony Luchese, of Liberty Film I

Philadelphia, last week acquired the rich's
to "The Bachelors' Club," the Oscar Price
feature film starring Richard Talmadge, and
will distribute it in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia and Virginia.

Morton Downey and Barbara Bennett were
married in St. I'atrick's Cathedral Jan. 28. Mr.
Downey is a brilliant young tenor and teas

recently signed by Polite for a series of talking-

singing pictures. Miss Bennett is daughter

of Richard Bennett. Many prominent film

folk attended the wedding

Ray Appearance
Brings $14,500

To Akron House
Akron.- Despite several nights of unfavor-

able weather, good business was reported in all

houses, with the exception of the Strand, where
"Marriage bj Contract," suffered heavily.

With Charles Ray in a personal appearance,
and "Mother Machree" on the screen, SRO
cards appeared at Keith-Albee on Sunday and
Tuesday. Capacity audiences at night were re-

ported during his 4-day stay. Business was the

best of the new year, passing the average by
several thousand when it reached $14,500.
"Red Dance," did well in the Orpheum, gath-

ering a net of $6,200. At the Colonial, "The
Awakening," had a prosperous week, seeing

$6,800 pass through the box office window. The
little Allen, with 5S0 seats, reported $3,900 for

a profitable week.

Loew's Richmond
Does $9254 to

Head First Runs
1 Pi i ious Week)

Richmond, Va.—The four leading houses in

iry had a good week despite unfavorable
'

i oni er( by Beniamino Gigli, Met-
ropolil who appeared at the City Au-
ditorium I lit. Loew's, playing Wil-

>cal boy, in "Alias Jimmy Val-
entine." heat the previous week when they

d Gilbert and Garbo in "A Woman of
Affairs." The house grossed about $9,254,
against the house record of $14,700.
The new Byrd Theatre, showing "Scarlet

Seas," had a fair week, grossing $3,360. The
mark of $5,553, made last week with "Lilac
Time," is expected to be a house record.
"The Singing Fool" set a new city record

with a run of three weeks, just ended at the
Capitol, neighborhood theatre which scats only
600 persons. The first week was the biggest at
this box-office, but the last week grossed al-

most $5,000.

The Colonial presented "Shopworn Angel"
and grossed about $4,625 ; a good week.

Mercury At 15

Below But Fargo
Goes to Pictures

Fakgo.—"Give and Take," Univcrsal's sound
and talker, proved a good earner at the Fargo
Theatre here despite a tendency of the mercury
to hang in the vicinity of 15 below zero. It
led the week in gross receipts per day. "A
Lady of Chance" and five Western circuit
vaudeville acts a; the same theatre the last two
days fell below average.

"Outcast" did fair business at the State the
opening half of the week, but was beaten by
"West of Zanzibar" the last three days. At
the Garrick, first and second run house, "The
Charge of the Gauchos," playing the opening
two days, paid its way, but "Prep and Pep,"
Wednesday and Thursday, did the best of the
week at this house. "The Man in Hobbles,"
the last two days, also was hit by the extreme
cold.

The Princess and the Isis, second run houses,
did fair business all week. The Princess had
"Gypsy of the North," "Clearing the Trail,"
and "Fast and Furious." "Wedding Bills" and
"The Great Gatsby" were at the Isis.

Memphis Back
To Normal After

Flu Epidemic
Memphis.—Memphis theatres this week were

for the first time reporting themselves as fully-
recovered from the disastrous box office effects
of the flu epidemic that cut down revenues tre-
mendously late in December and in the first
two weeks of January.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine" came to Loew's
State to approximate its house record for all
time. The William Haines-Lionel Barrymore
part-talker received an enthusiastic reception all
week and played to an estimated total of more
than 32,000 admissions.
The new Orpheum played to probably the

Mggest week since its opening, with the execp-
tion of Christmas week, with "Synthetic Sin"
as the film.

(»ili. r Imuses did nothing extraordinary, but
Loew's Palace and Pantages each were report-
ing the biggest Mondays and Tuesdays in many-
weeks, as this week got under way. The Pal-
ace had "Interference," Paramount all-talker,
winch got an early start with favorable reviews
in all three newspapers after a Sunday preview.

Pantages had "The Man Who Laughs," Uni-
versal special, aided by a contest tie-up with
The I Vppeal that helped its publicity
along.

Atlanta Only
Fair As Rainy

Season Starts
Atlanta.—Business in Atlanta theatres last

n the whole did not reach expectations,
fact may he attributed partly to the

rainj em - to have set in.

Al tl» Howard N'ancy Carroll and Garv
Cooper in "The Shopworn Angel" brought good

5, hut nut as good as this
capable of drawing. Keith's Georgia enjoyed a
fair week with "The Case of Lena Smith." The

I showed "The Trail of '98," which did
ii. t prove a panic at the box office.

The Rialto had a losing week with "The
Spieler," while the Metropolitan came out in
black with "Scarlet Seas." A musical stock
company is reigning at the Exchange.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Syracuse Vote

Shows 50-50 for

Sound and Silents

Questionnaire Distributed

Widely Voices Fans'

Film Preference

Motion picture fandom of Syracuse is

equally divided in its preference for sound
and silent pictures. The Syracuse Herald
last week circulated a questionnaire ex-

tensively to determine just what opinions

were with regard to all phases of sound.
Nine questions were propounded on the sub-

ject and they all required only a "yes"
or "no" answer.
The first of the questions was :

'
' Do you

prefer talking pictures?" and the result

was just a fifty-fifty split. On the other

hand there was almost an unanimous re-

sponse for the retention of the silent pic-

tures if the sound films were retained.

Answering the question :

'
' Do you want

silent films eliminated?" only seven per
cent voted "yes" and the other ninety-

three per cent voted "no."
Orchestra music is slightly in more de-

mand than the synchronized score, fifty-

four per cent voting for the orchestra and
forty-six per cent for the canned music.
The synchronized score, however, won out
over the organ accompaniment to the tune
of twenty-three per cent to seventy-seven.
Herewith the nine questions presented to

fandom at large and their answers

:

yes NO
1. Do you prefer talking pictures?.. 50% 50%
2. Do you want silent films elim-

inated? 7% 93%
3. Do you prefer orchestral music to

synchronized score? 54% 46%
4. Do you prefer organ accompaniment

to a synchronized score? 23% 77%
5. Would you limit sound in pictures

to effects and music? 38% 62%
6. Do you object to part talkies? . .. 31% 69%
7. Is your interest increasing in talk-

ies? 69% 31%
8. Is your interest waning as the

novelty wears off? 23% 77%
9. Do you feel that the talkies are a

substitute for the legit? 100%

E. J. Smith Made Pow-
ers Cinephone V.-P.

EJ. SMITH this week began or-

ganizing an augumented sales
* force for Powers Cinephone,

assuming for the first time his new
duties as vice-president and general
manager of the Powers organization.
Mr. Smith resigned as general sales
manager of Tiffany-Stahl not so long
ago and spent the past few weeks va-
cationing at Palm Beach and Havana.

Previews Show Voices
Can Be Doubled

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

i k\ 7 0ICE - DOUBLING" is no
V' longer in the experimental

stage and is being done suc-
cessfully in studios daily. Two pic-

tures shown at previews last week
proved that voices can be doubled, and
a series of one-reelers being made by
James Cruze consists mostly of well
known picture names whose voices are
doubled with the resonant tones of un-
knowns.

In the method used by Cruze in his
one-reelers, the dialogue is timed and
recorded on a disc by the voice used.
Then the actor rehearses pantomimic-
ally with the record. When the time
comes to film the scene, the record is

started and at a given signal, the actor
moves his lips in synchronization with
the record. The "mike" re-records the
tones of the record while the camera
registers the movements of the lips
in correct rhythm.

Censorship Is

Not Yet Menace
In Canada Towns

'Street Angel" First Film
To Suffer Slight

Title Deletion

Censorship of talking pictures has not
yet become a menace in Canadian cities. So
far there has been only an occasional trace
of censorship in sound track films of the
Movietone type. Sound programs on a per-
manent basis were introduced at Montreal
on September 1 and some cities have yet to

hear them, so the newspapers have devoted
little editorial space to the subject of dia-

logue film censorship.

"Street Angel" was the first to suffer a
slight deletion. This picture was used as an
introductory feature in a dozen different

cities across the Dominion. In Ontario the
censors deleted one sub-title and a silent

title was inserted by the film distributor.

No definite . mechanical arrangement in

the way of sound projection equipment has
yet been made by any of the Provincial
censor boards in Canada but the censors
have asked for manuscript copies of any
dialogue which is not contained in the cellu-

loid sub-titles as they appear on the screen.

The script has been scrutinized but there
has not yet been any real objection to the
talk.

Periscope Aids

Operator Using

Latest Device

Theatre Manager Arranges
Mirrors to Perfect

Amplification

A periscope is the latest in the way of
theatre equipment to make effective an amp-
lifying device. Such a system was installed

by M. J. Corson, manager of Leo Brecker's
Olympia Theatre in upper Broadway, New
York City.

Mr. Corson overcame a first difficulty in

placing a Columbia Kolster disc amplifying

system in his house by cutting a doorway
in the mezzanine floor wall leading to a

space underneath the balcony, where he

placed the instrument.

This still left the obstacle of the opera-

tor not being able to follow the picture so

he cut a sixteen-ineh square hole through

the ceiling and installed a periscope chute,

at the base of which he hung a 24-inch mir-

ror, which reflected the picture from the

screen to the top of the periscope. There

he also installed a 16-inch mirror directly

in front of the operator. The results were
highly satisfactory.

All of the pictures used in the Olympia
are cued by the orchestra leader from
records in his library and the instrument

is operated alternately by some member of

the orchestra during relief periods. The
symphony orchestra of this theatre after

playing the overture always plays the cued

music of the main picture. The Columbia

Kolster instrument is used for short sub-

jects and the second feature.

Sees Sound Reproduced
without Mechanics

DR. LEE DE FOREST, inventor of

Phonofilm, in an address before

the fifth annual motion picture

conference of the National Board of

Review, predicted that non-mechanical
sound reproduction would eventually

be accomplished. He said that a way
would eventually be discovered to di-

rectly transform telephonic current in-

to sound waves without the interven-
tion of anything mechanical.
In the course of his address Dr. De

Forest said:

"The ultimate reproducer which will

give us the nearest approach to per-
fection, will involve nothing so clumsy,
so inherently imperfect as a diaphragm
of any description."
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Laemnile Lauds

Progress Made
In Sound Films

t <mi mends All Who Have
Contributed to Work
During Past Year

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal

Pictures Corporation, La celebrating his

twenty-third anniversary in the motion pic-

ture industry and he declares the pasl year

has equalled if not exceeded, in picturi de

velopments, any other year. Laemmle en-

thusiastically commends all who have had

to do with the injection of sound and dia-

into pictures.

In bis statement Mr. Laemmle says in

pari :

"Marvelous strides have been made in

the past few months by motion picture

studio experts in grasping the fundamen-
tals of a new production technique for the

making of talking films. That these ex-

perts, groping in the dark, exploring be-

yond the frontiers into a new art, have

been able to envision thte true confines of

the medium and alreadj have mastered its

application, I regard as a great tribute to

their energy and versatility. No other in-

dustry in the history of business has had
to accomplish such a complete change over

in sueh a short time. An industry that can

do this is vigorous, elastic and unlimited

in power and possibilities."

At Univerasl City, since the sound

stages and sound recording equipment were

installed late last Fall, eight dialogue pic-

tures have been turned out, in addition to

the musical synchronization of several pic-

tures, the making of various sound short

subjects and numerous voice and sound
t.M -

•'The successive improvement from week
to week." continues .Mr. Laemmle, "has
been an accurate gauge of the rapidity with

which Universal 's production experts have
grasped tin' fundamentals of the new art

and have formulated emergency rules and
standards by which to work."

Roach Comedies
For M-G-M Being

Synchronized
Twenty of the forty Hal Roach comedies

included in the short feature releases of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will lie synchro-

nized with music and sound effects. Of
these the synchronization has already been
completed on sixteen, including Our Gang
in "Fast Freight" and Charley Chase in

"Thin Twins," the last to be finished. The
twenty synchronized comedies will be re-

leased in both sound and silent versions.

Whiteman Picture Delayed
On account of personal appearances and

concerts under contract production on
"The King of Jazz," the sound picture

Paul Whiteman and his orchestra is to ap-
pear in for UniTersal, will be delayed until

June.

B ii t o n s B a n British

Locales, U. S. Accent
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 31.— British
audiences will not accept Amer-
ican-made talking pictures

where stories are laid in England and
the players talk with American accent,

according to Victor Saville, producer
affiliated with British International.

and now studying sound picture pro-
duction in Bollywood.

Saville declares that the Iirilish

audiences will patronize a good picture
with American setting, however, where
the players speak with distinct Ameri-
can accent. He pointed out two in-

stances of recent London showings

—

one with an American story which was
very successful, while the other, laid in

England, was criticised by both press
and public on account of American ac-

cents in talking sequences.

Fox Will Try
New Sales Plan

For Movietone
Jimmie Grainger has worked out a new

experiment in sales that will lie tried in con-

nection with the sales of Fox Movietone
productions. The experiment will take the

form of selling a short subject in conjunc-
tion with a feature. The idea will lie that in

the event "f the feature being a drama a

coined}' will be linked with it in the <nles

scheme. In the event that the feature is a

comedy then a short dramatic t'eaturette

will be sold with it.

The plan is said to have been evolved

after the Eugene Walter written and di-

rected talking short "Friendship" was
shipped east to the New York offices. The
t'eaturette was found to have sueh dramatic
strength that it was feared to send it out

on its own, because it would have over-

shadowed any feature that it was placed on

the bill with. Therefore under the new plan

it will first be shown in New York in con-

junction with their full length comedy
talker, "The Ghost Talks" and the sales

force will be instructed to sell the two to

gether.

Tiffany-Stahl

To Have 6 Ready
During Fehrnary

Tiffany-Stahl has three talking produc-

tions completed and three more will be

ready for showing by the end of February.
The finished product includes George Jes-

sel's "Lucky Boy," "Molly and Me," star-

ring Belle Bennett, supported by Joe

Brown, and "My Lady's Past," starring

Belle Bennett. The three nearing comple-

tion are "Whispering Winds," starring

Eve Southern; "Life," a temporary title,

with Ricardo Cortez and Claire Windsor,
and a story of the foreign legion not yet

named, with Buster Collier, Alma Bennett
and Eddie Gribbon.

Six synchronized features and ten on the

silent program are ready for showing. In
production are the super-special dialogue

film "Zeppelin" and "The Miracle," the

latter a tentative title.

Wide Variety

Of Installations

In Iowa Theatres

Sound Interest Runs High
With Many Home Made

Devices in Use

I
ii M . .Ian. '_'

I Kxhibil on i OTOUg h

out Iowa are showing a marked interest in

sound picture installations and they are

a wide variety of apparatus for the

amplification of their sound lilni>. With in-

stallations hanl to gel on some of the

equipment and beyond the price of many
exhibitors at that, the smaller house owner
is resorting to his own ingenuity and fixing

up an apparatus that will reproduce the

sound or dialogue incidental to the picture.

There are a number of different type- of

home made apparatus and some of them
have already beer given the 0. K. of local

exchange managers. Others are in the pro-

cess of manufacture and being rushed to

the earliest possible completion. Just now
there is every type of machine from the

crude home made device to the equipment
of the Western Electric Company and RCA
Photophone. It seems to be the general im-

pression that every house must eventually

have some sort of device, so why not get

it now.
George Schweneker, of the Garden The-

atre of Guthrie Center is a' sound enthu-

siast and has a set of his own which is

pretty well perfected. He has not yef al

tempted to run talking pictures on it, but

a number of experts have been impressed
with the idea he has worked out.

Wes Mansfield of the Mills Opera House
of Tama, is another who has a mechanism
of his own and he has already had the in-

vention protected. Mr. Mansfield is only

waiting the approval of the device by W.
E. Banford, manager of M-G-M before tak-

ing on synchronized pictures. He expects to

have that shortly.

Steffes to Handle
Talk-A-Phone in

the Northwest
A deal was closed last week by W. A.

Steffes, head of the Northwest T. O. Assoc.,

whereby he has obtained the exclusive dis-

tribution rights for the Talk-A-Phone sound
device in Minnesota, N. and S. Dakota.
Steffes recently held a demonstration of the

equipment at his New Logan Theatre

and a number of exhibitors attended.

Steffes also arranged a deal whereby the

Northwest T. 0. will distribute the No-Nik
Safedge Glassware product in Minnesota,

and N. and S. Dakota. The plan is to bols-

ter business on poor nights by distributing

glassware to lady patrons.

"Donovan Affair" Cast

In the cast of Columbia's all-talkie, "The
Donovan Affair," are: William Collier,

Jr., Fred Kelsey, Ethel Wales, John Roche.
They are supporting leads, Jack Holt and
Dorothy Revier.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Nothing Very Hot

on Colony Program
For Current Week

"Sal of Singapore" Does Not
Pull as Expected and

Stage Show Light

The second week of the Paul Speeht band
at the Colony does not measure up to his

first week there in entertainment quality.

In addition to the band there are three spe-

cialties, but one of them registering with the

audience. It is possible that the house start'

counted too much on the draw of "Sal of

Singapore" the Pathe release which is cur-

rent there this week, and did not build up
their show as strongly as they might have.

That is a mistake in a week to week change

house, for no matter what releasing com-

pany's picture is shown the show should be

as strong as possible for the money spent.

Otherwise the business the following week
will reflect the weakness.

The show runs exactly two hours and two
minutes opening with "Close Figuring," a

Grantland Rice Sportlight, which runs

exactly eight minutes. There are three

thrills in the little picture which show a

casting act in work, following it with a

high diver in action and closing with a loop-

the-loop by automobile, all three attractions

being fair ground sensations.

Speeht and his band on next run through

twenty-nine minutes of music and special-

ties opening in one with brass. Three

trumpets, trombone and bass horn playing

"Sonny Boy" seemingly clicked with the

audience and showed that Paul could han-

dle a trumpet as well as the fiddle.
'

' Sweet

Music" was the first selection by the full

orchestra. Jean Gaynor was introduced as
4 ' The Girl with the Golden Voice '

' and of-

fered two semi-classical numbers the last

being "Kiss Me Again" and in both she

fell short of the "golden" classification.

Another number, "If I Had You" with a

vocal chorus by the orchestra and then

Jerry Bell in a stepping routine. A hot

jazz by the band and then Mabel Albertson.

She got some laughs with "Just a Home
Girl" and followed this with an unan-

nounced imitation of Gertrude Lawrence

singing "I Don't Know." She got away
nicely with it. The band finished with

"Once in a Lifetime."

A straight International News under the

title of the Colony News was next on the

bill for eight minutes, with the Oswald
Rabbit in "Hen Fruit," a cartoon comedy,

finished out the show with seven minutes

without any laughs. Feature followed.

Clarence Brown, M-G-M director, visits neiv film centre in New York City to witness signing

of first M-G-M contract handled there. Seated left to right: Clarence Brown, S. JV. Burger,
dist. mgr.; John O'Connor, K-A-O buyer; standing left to right: J. ]. Bowen, N. Y. branch

manager; W. A. Scully, IS. J. branch mgr.; Edw. Oakford, asst. buyer, K-A-O.

Miller and Lyles and "Interference"

Head Satisfactory Paramount Bill
An all around good show, topped by Para-

mount's first all-talker, which was moved
from the Criterion where it just finished a
long $2 top run right into the Paramount
theatre at popular prices, made it look as

though that house was in for a good week's
business. In addition to the regular revue
there was as an added attraction the team
of Miller and Lyles, the colored comedians.
The whole show running two hours and
eleven minutes.

Dave Rubinoff and the men in the pit

opened with a seven-minute overture de-

voted to American Composers, and did very
nicely with it. This was followed by a
brief news shot of a minute and then Jesse

Crawford took the organ in hand. He had
the next seven minutes of the bill and
played "I'll Get By" and "Me and the

Man in the Moon," the latter number get-

ting over with the audience to the best

result.

The revue was a Paul Oscard production

entitled "Southern Belles," which opened
with a levee scene in one with The Dictators,

a quartet of singing boys running through

a series of Southern melodies, after which

in full stage the front of an old colonial

mansion of the southland was shown with

the orchestra in the foreground. The chorus

on here for their first number worked on

their toes.

Miller and Lyles contributed a comedy
oross-fire talk that brought laugh after

laugh and the colored entertainers were
forced to encore. The quartet were back
again with "Don't Keep Me in the Dark
Bright Eyes," making way for a very
pretty ensemble dance number with the girls

as southern belles.

The Three Ormond Sisters really walked
away with the hit of the show, first doing
the March of the Wooden Soldiers with a
lot of interpolated comedy and finally com-
ing through with a harmony arrangement
of "My Black Birds Are Blue Birds Now,"
which left the audience asking for more.
For a finish the entire company in a fast

Cakewalk formation pulled down a solid

hit.

Earlier in the revue Eddie Mathews, as a
Confederate vet, did a one man Zouave gun
drill that got him a hand, but it was in the

cakewalk with his stepping and cane twirl-

ing that he really shone.

First Showings of Texas

Guinan Film in March
Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general

manager of production for Warner Bros,

announces March 16 as the pre-release date

of Texas Guinan 's "Queen of the Night

Clubs." It will be available on that date

for houses with Vitaphone equipment.

Bryan Foy directed and in the supporting

cast are, Lila Lee, Jack Norworth, Eddie
Foy, Jr., John Miljan and Arthur Housman.
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Bancroft Pulls

Capacity Business

In Rialto Talkie
rge Bancrofl in his firs! all talking

picture, "The Wolf of Wall Street," fail

.way at the Rialto lasl Saturday and
has been doing the biggest business of the

street as far as the newly arrived lihns are

concerned. It looks as though he will

ter between $40,000 and - .1.1, I for his

first week and means that he will outdraw

Jannings at the Rivoli al almost a two to

at in.

There is enough show around the Ban-
croft picture that even were it not a- strong

as it is it should do business. The pro-

gram as laid out runs a little over two

hours. There is a brief overture that runs

into a TiiTany-Stahl color symphony of

Hawaii, the two combined running ten

minutes.
A Kinogram Xewsrcel furnished the

events that ran exactly five minutes,

and this was followed by a Paramount short

of Ruth Etting doing two popular songs.

i were a little flat in recording and ran

about five minutes.

"The Melancholy Dame," a Christie talk-

ing comedy with an all-colored cast, seemed

just a little lengthy. It runs twenty

minutes but it could have been snapped up

a little. The typical colored dialogue

clicked for laughs with the Broadway audi-

, in-, . Evelyn Preer, who heads the cast,

looks like a real find for the talkers.

Bancroft, in "The Wolf of Wall Street,"

finished the bill with a running time of

about an hour and twenty minutes, bring-

ing the show right under the dot for a two-

hour program.

M-G-M Talkie

Opens at Astor

On February 8
Metrb-Goldwyn-Mayer's first all-talking

picture, "The Broadway Melody," is sched-

uled to open at the Astor Theatre in New
York City Friday evening, February 8.

, Love and Charles King were signed

to long-term contracts largely because of

their work in this feature.

The story was written for the picture

dally by Edmund Goulding. Harry

uorit directed and Sarah Y. Mason
continuity. The music is by

Herb Brown and the lyrics by Arthur

n Eouston and James Gleai on

Lauste Developing New
Type Reproducer

EUGEXK A. LAUSTE who has been
responsible for a number of

Miund-on-film inventions, says he
will shortly have a reproducing device

which will transform electrical impul-

ses into sound waves without the use
of a diaphragm or other mechanical
means.
Mr. Lauste has his laboratory at

Bloomfield, N. J., and he says the new
amplifying system is the result of re-

search and experiments begun more
than fifteen years ago.

Mr. and Mrs. George Quigley are photographed
just before they left for a short vacation to

sttnny Bermudn. Mr. Quigley is vice-president

of the Vitaphone Corp.

Installations

Of Phonofilm
In Three Houses

General Talking Pictures Corporation re-

ports several installations of De Forest
Phonofilm. The Forum Theatre of the Con-
solidated Amusements Company chain at

138th Street and Brook Avenue in New
York City opened with the equipment on
January 28,

The Majestic at Eldorado, Arkansas, also

opened 'with Phonofilm on the 28th, as did

the Thurston at Rochester, New York. The
first showings at Rochester were attended
by a number of exhibitors from the sur-

rounding territory as this is the first of

the Phonofilms to be installed in up-state

Xew York.

Producers of Talkies Need
Originals, Says Montagne

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Jan. 24.—Producers will have

to look to original story writers for ma-
terial for talking pictures, according to

Edward J. Montagne, Universal scenario

head who just returned from Xew York.

Montagne was accompanied by Curtis Ben-
ton, who went with him to testify for Uni-
versal in their defense of Anne Nichols'

"The current successful stage plays are
almost nil," said Montagne. "Moreover,
those embodying a semblance of an idea

ould lend H elf to the screen are

being held for exorbitant prices."

Deserts Exhibiting Field

For the Insurance Business
Sol Raivi .

[
of the Theatre Own-

ers Chamber of Commerce in (few fork, has

turned his back on the ii. on picture busi-

ness and gone into insurance. I [e has opened
for the Equitable Lite Asstu ance

Society. He has spent about ten years in

the exhibiting field in Xew York, at one
time having three neighborhood houses.

During his motion picture activities he

was one of the foremost advocates of the

Arbitration Board and as such won many
honors.

Jannings Bill

At the Rivoli

Holds Interest
I'.inil Jannings in "The Sin, of the

Fathers" is the headline feature of the new
Kivoli show which Opened Saturday. Sur
rounding him is a very entertaining bill that

ha
:
a vocalist, a talkine; short, overture and

news with a color fashion review.
The overture is brief, lasts but a minute,.

and leading directly into the new reel

which opens with three minutes of M-G \1

newsreel subjects and then switches to the
Fashion Xews in color for two minutes,,

after which another M-G-M shot and one
from the Paramount News follow, the whol<

running seven minutes.
Miss Stella Power, a coloratura soprano.,

makes her appearance in the orchestra pit

for two numbers of four minutes duration.

The singing in the pit is a mistake for she is.

too close to the audience to permit of them,

getting the full value of her voice and, in>

addition, the orchestra so close to her make
it difficult for her to sing over them.

"A Bird in the Hand," a Christie talking-

comedy, follows for the next nineteen

minutes and got a lot of laughs from the

house. It had a cast that was worthy of a
feature and, although shot in one set, it

held the audience.

"The Sins of the Fathers" ran an hour

and twenty-nine minutes, which finished the

program in two hours and twenty minutes.

Stars Will Attend Ball of

the Paramount Pep Club
Richard Dix, Nancy Carroll and other

screen stars will attend the annual motion

picture ball of the Paramount Pep Club to.

be held at the Hotel Astor on Saturday,
February 9. The affair will be the eighth

annual event of the Club, composed of em-

ployees of the Paramount Famous Lasky
Corp. and Publix Theatres. James R.

Cowan, Astor studio production manager,,

and Jack Parkington, a Publix production

head, are arranging the program. Paul Ash
will be master of ceremonies; dance music

will be furnished by Roger Wolfe Kabn and

his Society Serenaders.

New Sono-Art Title
"Sleepy Valley" is the title of the lirst

feature length Sono-Art talking production

formerly called "Broadway Bound." The
change is deemed more suitable because of

changes in the script of the original writ

ten by Eddie Dowling, who is starring.

Powers Cinephone Re-
corder is Heard

THE Powers Cinephone Sound Re-
corder played a part in the pre-

sentation of the new play, "The
Street Scene," at the Playhouse, New
York, this week, where the machine
contributed the noises and every vary-

ing hum of a big city which is the back-
ground of this play dealing with city

life. The actual noises were recorded
for the play on the Powers Cinephone
Recording system by the Earl W. Jones
Research Laboratories.
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Talkies Cause More Temperament
Stars Get Bad

Case of Nerves

Between Sequences
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News')

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 31.—Talking pic-

tures have increased tempera-
ment in screen players on sets.

This is contrary to a common belief that

dialogue pictures have succeeded in abol-

ishing to a great extent temperamental dis-

plays from actors. The belief is based on
the thought that screen actors, no longer

certain of their status with the invasion of

legitimate players, would tone down their

behavior, when under stress of emotion.

Curiously enough, the major cause for

increased temperament is not wilfulness on
the part of most screen players, but purely

a psychological one. Prior to the beginning
of a dialogue sequence, the actors, plus

everyone else on the set, must go through

one of the most nerve-wrecking processes

known. This is the brief period between
the time the words "Silence!" and "Inter-

lock!" are yelled.

"Silence!" is the cue for everyone pres-

ent to stop all action and speaking. A min-
ute or so elapses before "Interlock," which
is the cue for acting and dialogue to start.

Every person, particularly the players, is

at extreme nervous tension. Every muscle
and nerve is taught. Hence, oftimes a
player will anticipate the cue of "Inter-
lock" and start action before. Some fe-

male players have been known to break
down completely in this brief period.

Aside from the psychological angles, of

which there are many, there are new tricks

of temperament brought to studios by peo-
ple from the legitimate theatres. Since no
definite manner of clocking laughs or for

timing lines has been found as yet, legiti-

mate players are constantly worried lest

the value of their lines be lost in projec-

tion. Hence accusations of "stepping on
laughs," "not waiting for the cue" and
not allowing proper time between lines, are
becoming more frequent. Such remarks, at

first meaningless to those players with only
screen experience, have since been adopted
by them. The fact that they occasionally

use them wrongly, means nothing. It

sounds effective.

Wampas Refuses Raise;
Back at Old Stand

{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 31.— The
Wampas have left the Roosevelt
Hotel as their meeting place and

are now in the Breakfast Club. The
new management jacked up the price

of their dinners from $1.50 to $3.00 per
head, and the press agents refused to
take the raise.

The odd part of it is that originally
the Wampas refused to come to the
Roosevelt, although invited, because
the hotel had a non-Wampas press
agent. When Ham Beall took over the
publicity, the organization moved into

the Roosevelt. Now, with the price

doubled, they've gone back to their

former meeting place.

"Shanghai Rose" Completed
Irene Rich has completed her independ-

ent for Trem Carr, called "Shanghai
Rose." She goes to Fox for one, title not
set yet.

Sound "Mixers" Rate Credits
Film title credits for "sound mixers" on

Movietone shorts and features are being
given on all Fox sound pictures. This com-
pany is the first to give title rating to the

man who is responsible for the "shooting"
of the sound for a picture.

Takes New Moniker
Pathe has decided to change the screen

name of Violet Adams, recently placed un-

der term contract by that company, to

Marilyn Morgan.

Baldwin Titling "Broadway Melody"
Earl Baldwin is writing the titles for si-

lent version of "Broadway Melody,"
M-G-M's musical comedy Movietone pro-

duction.

Must Have Their Snow
Needing a railroad location with plenty

of snow for sequences in
'

' High Voltage, '

'

Pathe is forced to send the William Boyd-
Howard Higgin company to the state of
Washington.

Judel Leaves Fox
Charles Judel, who put on Shubert shows

in the East for nearly ten years, and re-

cently under contract to Fox for Movietone
work, left the latter organization when op-
tion on his contract was not renewed after
six months' period.

Nigh, Chaney and Rail' Meller
William Nigh will direct Lon Chaney in

a railroad melodrama for M-G-M. Original
story has jnst been completed by Byron
Morgan.

"Woman Who Needed Killing"

Among the players assigned roles in Bac-
lanova's starring vehicle for Paramount,
"The Woman Who Needed Killing," are
Leslie Fenton, Snitz Edwards, Clyde Cook.
Rowland V. Lee is now directing. She
figures in the fortunes of several white men
on duty in a village in the depths of Africa.

"The Wild Party"

In the cast of Paramount 's new Clara
Bow film, "The Wild Party," are Adri-
enne Dore, Kay Bryant, both newcomers;
Jean Lorraine, Renee Whitney. All of them
are flapper starlets and they will be seen,

with four other young ladies, in the role

of Clara's eight jazz friends.

Signed to Paramount Contracts

Lawford Davidson, English stage actor
on the screen for several years, Warner
Oland, one of the screen's veterans, Adri-
enne Dore, a newcomer, and David Newell,
a new juvenile leading man, have all been
signed to new Paramount contracts.

"The Man I Love"
The title of a popular song of the day

will decorate an all-talking drama of the
prize ring in which Paramount is co-star-

ring Richard Arlen and Mary Brian. The
story is adapted from a play by Herman
Mankiewicz and will be directed by Wil-
liam Wellman. Pat O'Malley and Roscoe
Karns are recent additions to the east.

Emil Tannings

Emil Jannings' new Paramount picture,

a story laid in the Alps, will have the title

of "The Betrayal." Bodil Rosing is a re-

cent addition to the cast. The Swiss Alps
scenes were made at Lake Tahoe. The
Teuton star's next film will be "The Con-
cert," the play by Hermann Bahr. Florence
Vidor will be featured. Ludwig Berger will

direct the new picture.

Change in Cast
• Esther Ralston will be co-starred with
Gary Cooper in "Black Eagles," instead of
Fay Wray. The story is adapted from
Jacob Wasserman's "Golowin, " a tale of

the Red Revolt. William Powell and Wal-
lace Beery have roles.

Columbia's Talkie Program
With "The Lone Wolf's Daughter" and

"The Younger Generation" completed, ex-

cept for a bit of editing and titling, Co-
lumbia has launched "The Donovan Af-
fair." All of these vehicles are talkies.
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Dotty Jottings
Hy Jerry Hull inn n -

HOLLYWOOD has been compared to an
over-sized family in many ways . . .

but there is one in which it resembles a
group of blood-relatives than any othsr
phase. . . . that it bands together firmly
against outside attacks or kidding . . . but
will say the most cutting or witty things of
itself . . . however no laughs are forthcom-
ing unless a genuine Hollywoodite is re-

sponsible for the wise-crack . . . for in-

stance the fire at the Paramount studio
brought forth a series of gags . . . which
would cause hissing to be directed at any
outsider had he dared pull them. . . .

IT was Harrison Carroll in The Evening
Herald who stated naively that the fire "was

the greatest piece of entertainment turned out by
Paramount in five years" . . . another local

gagster, on reading that Paramount intends to

rebuild its sound stages immediately, sighed
audibly with "Can you imagine getting a heaven-
sent break like that and not taking advantage of

. . and as the cracks passed about Jack
Warner and Harry Kapf rushing over to the

scene of the fire . . . those can be best left to

the imagination. . . .

SOMETHING that should mean something
. . . is that Paul Fejos is using a stop-

watch in filming scenes of "Broadway" in ordei
to determine the running time of the scene when
projected. . . . this should aid in eliminating the
photographing of superfluous footage. . . . it

should also do lots of other things

.'oil stop-watch, . . .

GUINN WILLIAMS, who would answer
to the name of "Big Boy" when he rode

a horse in pictures for a living . . . now
wants it known that his name is spelt Guinn
and not "Gwynn" . . . and one with a

penchant for terrible puns might want to say,

"Aw G'wan" . . . but what's the use? . . .

rpDMUND BREES1 appearing in a Hoi lj

X—i wood theatre in "So This Is London
jumping to the Warner Studio tor sen:

"The I I
... in the same east Edward

Everett Horti n leaps from the studio to his own
theatre for "The Swan" . . . J. Boyce Smith

has been elected president of the Columbia Uni-

versity Alumni oi Los Angeles . . . rah! rah!

rah! . . . Scott Darling has received his third

offer from the Trafalgar Film Co., Ltd., to come
over and write . . . they'll get 'im yet. . . .

Raymond Schrock returned from New York.

TOP this blurb from Paramount . . . I dare

you . . . the color of a girl's wig makes a

difference in the sound of her voice as recorded

. . . the "ga-ga" states unblushingly that some
one tried it with a blonde, brunette and red wig
. . . and that the red wig gave her the best

'voice . . . pity a bald-headed actor . . . and
another one says that the cracking of a dancer's

joints were recorded . . . which should be why
copy-readers on newspapers wind up in the bug-
house. . . .

l'athe Signs Diane Ellis

Diane Ellis, who recentlj c pleted lead

opposite William I'.ovil in "Leathernecks"
for Pathe, has been placed under term stock

Contract by the latter organization.

Carewe Breaks Ankle

While direi tii < for " Evangeline"
at Point I.oho-, Edwin Carewe slipped on
the rocks ami broke his ankle. After medi
cal attention. Carewe resumed direction of

the picl ore from a wheelchair.

\ idor's Daughter Injured

The ten-year-old daughter of Florence

and King Vidor suffered a broken Leg when
hit by an automobile. The girl was return-

ing from school when she ran from behind

one machine directly into the path of an-

other. Reports state the child is not seri

ously injured.

Cook Returns to Warners
Clyde Cook returns to the Warner Stu-

dio lor the first time since his long term
racl expired over a year ago, to play

in "Headlines." It is a newspaper story

by Jimmy stair, which John Adolli will

direct.

A New Columbia Star

Dorothy Revier, blonde player who has
hitherto appeared in several featured parts

in Columbia releases, has been elevated to

stardom by that company. She will share
stella honors in a new untitled story with

Ben Lyon. Joseph Henabery will direct.

(Continued on page 386)

IN THE HEART OF
THE FILM CAPITAL

and all its residents—the head-
quarters of the screen stars

Rooms, single, en suite and
kitchenette apartments—
every modern convenience

li'^

Wire reservations direct to

Eugene Stark, managing director

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD'S FINEST

JOSEPH M. SCHENGK, PRES.

HOSTELRY
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Opinions on Pictures

The Canary Murder Case
Sound Version

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)
rTy HE dialogue adaptation of S. S. Van
* Dine's famous mystery story is not a
critic's picture. Its chances for good
notices are about two in ten. This percent-
age is given following a conversation with
as many reviewers in the lobby of the thea-

tre where previewed. The fact remains
that it provides good entertainment, holds

up interest and will please audiences.

Paramount has made several changes in

its adaptation of the Van Dine story, but
evidently these were made with Van Dine's
sanction or by him, since he is credited with
the dialogue. It is rather a difficult treat-

ment for screen fan appeal, since the cus-

tomary romance and youth angles are

neglected in favor of the mystery and the

manner in which Philo Vance solves it.

William Powell plays Vance and gives him
just the sort of characterization readers of

the book would imagine. Jimmy Hall plays
the role of Spottswoode 's son, this juvenile

character being injected into the screen
treatment. Also his sweetheart, with Jean
Arthur in this role, is an additional part.

One wishes there was more of Ned Sparks
as Tony Skeel, for Sparks gets what few
laughs the picture offers, aside from those

in which Osear Smith, Paramount 's colored

bootblack, who acts between shines, figures.

Louise Brooks, Charles Lande, Lawrence
Grant, Louis John Bartels, Gustav Von
Seyffertitz, Capt. E. H. Calvert and Eugene
Pallette round. out the remainder of princ-

ipals, all very well cast.

Personally, I think the picture is weak.
In fairness to Paramount, however, I do be-

lieve the audience liked it. The dialogue is

clear and well written.

Drawing Power: On the strength of the

sales of the book, the title is the valuable
part of the picture. William Powell, since

"Interference" is worth something. For
exploitation play up the mystery.

THEME: A gold-digger is killed for

blackmailing the sc-n of a wealthy aristocrat

to save the family name. She has made a

business of blackmail and anyone of five

may have committed the crime. How Philo
Vance, master psychologist solves the mys-
tery made and interesting story in book
form. Some of this interest is maintained in

the picture.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Story and dialogue by S. S. Van Dine. Di-

rected by Mulcom St. Clair. Adaptation by
Albert Shelby Levine. Screen play by Flor-

ence Ryerson. Footage, sound, 7,171 feel ;

silent, 5,943 feet. Released; Jan. 19, 1929.

THE CAST
Philo Vance William Powell
Margaret Odell (the Canary) Louise Brooks
James Spottswoode Jimmy Hall
Alice La Fosse Jean Arthur
John Cleaver Lawrence (irant
Dr. Ambrose Lindquist Gustav Von Seyffertitz
Markham Capt. E. H. Calvert
Sargeant Heath Eugene Pallette
Tony Skeel Ned Sparks
Mannix Louise John Bartels
Burke George Y. Harvey
Jim .Oscar Smith
Opus Tim Adair

Weary River
Barthelmess Talks and Sings

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

'T' HERE once was a piano player by the
* name of Snodgrass in a western jail

who made a hit over the radio and on his

release went into vaudeville. That is the

theme of the latest Richard Barthelmess
picture "Weary River." It is an under-
world story, but one that is certain to ap-

peal to the women and pull heavily at the

box office. It isn't a great picture but it is

built for money and it will get that. It is

a talker and in addition carries a synchron-
ized score and sound effects. The star not

only talks but sings, and the "Weary
River" song which gives the picture its

title is a natural for a hit.

Barthelmess plays a gang leader in the

bootlegging racket. A rival gang invades
his territory and there is a shooting and
although he was not on the scene Barthel-

mess is identified as one of the shooters,

arrested, tried, convicted and sent to the

big house. Here he enters as a "tough"
prisoner but he is soon cleared of this and
finally, through the kind hearted warden
finds his vocation and organizes a prison-

ers' orchestra. Tlie band finally gets "on
the air" and the leader is given an oppor-
tunity to sing his own composition. It's a

hit with the listeners of radioland and as

the tune goes over the country the demand
for the pardon of the musician becomes so

insistent that the Governor finally turns him
loose.

He is immediately booked for vaudeville

but he flops as an act, his succeeding at-

tempts to go straight all end in his being

identified as an ex-convict, so that he finally

returns to his old gang, and his old girl.

The latter is genuinely in love with him
and when she learns that he is returning to

the racket, she appeals to the warden who
arrives on the scene just in time to prevent

the boy from being mixed in another shoot-

ing affray.

Betty Compson has the role of the girl

and handles it very well indeed, but Bar-

thelmess carries the picture. William Hol-

den as the warden also contributes a fine

talking performance.

Drawing Power: Play it for the

women, tell them they'll go wild about Dick

in his first talking picture and stress the

fact that lie -iiii;- and very well too.

Produced and distributed by First Na-
tional. A Vitaphone picture. Length: Syn-

chronized, 7,916 feet; Silent, 7,565 Eeet.

Running time sound version an hour and 26

minutes. Released Feb. 10, 1929. Story by
Courteney Ryley Cooper, adapted by Brad-

ley King. Directed by Frank Lloyd.

THE CAST
Jerry Larrabee Richard Barthelmess

Alice Betty Compson
Warden Wm. Holden

Spadoni Louis Natheaux

Blackie George Stone

Elevator Boy ' Raymond Turner

Manager Gladden James

The Wolf of Wall Street
Great B. O. Film With Bancroft

Corking
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

GEORGE BANCROFT stands revealed in.

this picture as one of the really out-

standing dynamic personalities of the screen
either silent or talking. As a matter of fact,

in this picture he uncovered a voice that is

one of the best that has been heard in screen

recording. Those who knew Bancroft prior

to his screen debut never had a doubt but

that he would come through with colors

flying when he got his chance at a talking

production and he more than justifies their

faith in him.
With it all "The Wolf of Wall Street ,r

is a whale of a picture, one that will out-

draw Jannings at the box office for the

length of time that it plays in opposition to

"The Sins of the Fathers" on Broadway.
Story value is not verv high in "The

Wolf of Wall Street." A far better tale

could have been written with just a little

research in the newspaper files on the real

wolf. But with Bancroft on the screen the

story goes along like wildfire. Baclanova,

who plays the wolf's wife, struts a brand
of sex that will get the boys and girls every-

where. She has a playful little habit of bit-

ing the lobe of one's ear when she wants to

express her affection. Paul Lukas as the

heavy manages to turn out a brand of per-

formance that is going to find him a place

on the screen for a long, long time.

To get a real idea of the force of the

Bancroft personality one has only to watch

his scenes and then see the change of pace

that there is when Nancy Carroll and Ar-

thur Rankin plays a scene, and they both

are experienced stage players.

The handling of Baclanova in this pic-

ture is clever. She is a Russian, therefore

she has an accent, so they simply make her

a Russian who came to America within the

last five years as an acrobat and was wooed

and wed by the wolf. She displays in addi-

tion to that wellknown S. A. a really charm-

ing voice in two numbers that are part of

the picture.

Drawing Power: With the whole country

stock market crazy this one is a leadpipe

cinch. Bancroft will live up to all the lull-

ing you want to do, and you might just as

well bill the rest of the cast for as a talkie

it is as good as anything that has come

along. Paramount also has a silent version

that is said to be good.

Produced and distributed by Paramount

Famous Lasky. Length: Sound version,

6,810 feet; Silent 6,396. Running time,

sound version, an hour and eighteen min-

utes. Released February 16, 1929. Story

and adaptation by Doris Anderson. Directed

by Rowland V. Lee.

THE CAST
The Wolf George Bancroft

Olga Baclanova

David' Tyler. Paul Lukas
Gertie Nancy Carroll

Frank Arthur Rankin
Sturgess Brandon Hurst
Office Boy Paul Guertzman
Jessup .Crauford Kent
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Lady of the Pavements
Exceptionally Fine B. O. Value

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

LUPE VA1.KZ emerges from a composite
of several personalities to just Lupe

ValeZj a star and trouper in her own right,
•as a result of "Lady of the Pavements."
The well-known "odious comparisons,"
heretofore made with Lupe and Dolores Del
Rio, Raequel Torres, Norma Talmadge and

ers, r-an't be used any more. She is Lupe
Valez—actress. And a .fine one.

However, that isn't the only equation D.
W. Griffith has to boast about with his
"Lady of the Pavements," most recently
made by him for United Artists. In addi-
tion he has the best box-office production
he has turned out in many years, and not
•only that, but the best one United Artists
have had to offer without any "sooper-
sooper" star in an equally long time.

At the United Artists' Theatre, Los An-
.geles, where it was reviewed, and where
people used to go to avoid crowds, it is

packing 'em in. For the first time in months,
there's a line formed at the box-office
"Lady of the Pavements" has many

flaws technically. The sound equipment at
the house didn't help it any too much. And
the picture itself, with costumes supposedly
-of a Napoleonic period permitting William
Boyd to wear a nifty 1930 model yachting
outfit, can be criticized. The fact still re-
mains, that in point of flawless story and
•dramatic direction, D. W. may not be the
old "Mawster," but he's mastered S.R.O.
What else matters?

Jetta Goudal, George Fawcett and Albert
Conti are the other principals. Goudal gives
;a splendid performance and is thoroughly
beautiful in an unsympathetic character.
Fawcett and Conti uphold the standard set
"by the others, and its a tough standard of
-acting to live up to.

"Lady of the Pavements," is a girl
"brought into court from a Parisian dive by
a Countess, to humiliate a former lover who
las washed up his affair with her. He has
told her, with sufficient provocation, that he
would rather marry a woman of the streets
than her. The Countess sets about making
lim live up to the statement. The girl is

•given a convent background, taught to act
like a lady and framed to make the man
fall in love. In so doing, she falls in love
with him.

There's no need of going into plot detail.

"Lady of the Pavements" happens to be
one picture which is excellently told and
beautifully acted. And Lupe Valez cuts
loose with comedy as well as dramatic emo-
tion which makes audiences sit up.

Drawing Power: Anywhere. Not only
Griffith's name, but the fact that he makes
good. It'll send them out talking and send-
ing in more.

THEME : The woman who determines to
avenge herself on the man, by making him
fall in love and marry, a ' 'lady of the pave-
ments."

Produced by D. W. Griffith and distri-

buted by United Artists. Directed by D. W.
Griffith. Story by Karl Voelmeeller. Sce-
nario by Sam Taylor. Footage, sound ver-
sion, about 8,100. Released, Jan. 23, 1929.

THE CAST
Nanon Lupe Valez
Count Von Arnim Wi lliam Boyd
Countess Diane des Granges Jetta Goudal
Ambassador Houseman George Fawcett
Chamberlain Albert Conti
Pianist William Bakewell

The Bellamy Trial

Guilty of Making a Fair Talkie

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

NOW don't get this confused and think-

that Madge Bellamy is on trial. She
isn't because she has left Fox. This is an-
other Bellamy trial altogether. It was made
by M-G-M and it's a talkie. And what a
talkie. Just talk, talk, talk and then some
more talk. The net result is a talkie

that is fair, but has too much talk

and not enough action. Monta Bell is

responsible for that and the reason is that

he took for his form in making it the one
that was devised by Edmund Goulding a

long, long time ago. Maybe "The Bellamy
Trial" was made long ago, that is ahead of
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," for the latter

picture which was released before the

"Trial" has much better form. But the

chances are that with the craze on the part
of audiences to go to see and hear talkers

regardless, this one will do fairly well at

the box office.

The management makes the request of the

audiences not to divulge the solution of this

murder mystery. We won't. Go and see

it for yourself and suffer.

At any rate, Mimi Bellamy, played by
Margaret Livingston, was murdered. Her
husband, together with Sue Ives (Leatrice

Joy) are suspected of the crime and are on
trial for the deed. The whole action takes

place in the court room, except when those

on the stand are relating their movements
on the night the crime was committed.
Then while the voice of the witness con-

tinues the action is shown, but those sitting

in the audience are not following the pic-

ture, they are listening to the words being
uttered and are still sitting in the court

room. That at least seemed to be the gen-

eral audience reaction. Finally the jury
brings in the verdict of "Not Guilty" and
the audience is relieved, but there still re-

mains the little item of solving the mystery.
In the book it was accomplished through
the medium of a letter to the Judge trying

the case. In the picture one sees who com-
mitted the crime making a confession to the

Judge, with His Honor at the end pretend-

ing that he was asleep and didn't hear a

word of it. Then you sitting in front feel-

ing all the while that the dead woman got

what was coming to her get up and walk out

of the theatre saying, "Well, what of it?"

Leatrice Joy gives a good performance,
but little Betty Bronson and Edward Nu-
gent sitting in the newspaper section at the

trial take the honors away. Everyone was
hoping that here was really something that

was going to develop between these two as

the picture went along. The more the pity

that it didn't.

Drawing Power: Just tell 'em it's a talk-

er, that seems to be enough these days.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Length: Sound version, 8,268

feet; silent, 7,524 feet. Running time,

sound version, an hour and twenty-nine

minutes. Released, March 2, 1929. Based
on the novel by Frances Noyes Hart. Titled

by Joe Farnham. Directed by Monte Bell.

THE CAST
Sue Ives Leatrice Joy
Girl Reporter Betty Bronson
Boy Reporter Edward Nugent
Pat Ives George Barraud
Mimi Bellamy Margaret Livingston
Stephen Bellamy Kenneth Thomson
Mother Ives Margaret Seddon
District Attorney Charles B. Middleton
Defense Attorney Charles Hill Mailes

Spite Marriage
Keaton,

s Best in Several Years
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)

A/fETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER used wise
* * judgment in teaming up Buster Kea-
ton with Edward Sedgwick. The latter is

one of the most consistent "money direc-

tors" on the coast, and has a keen sense
of what comedy values the public will buy.
"Spite Marriage" is perhaps the best com-
edy that Keaton has turned out since he
graduated from the two reel ranks. The
film, unlike most comedies, has more than a
semblance of story background ; and is be-

lievable, even though it roams around con-

siderably.

The picture is packed with laughs, with
one sequence particularly that creates a
continual roar for over half a reel. By the

way, it is one of the best pieces of comedy
business ever developed in a picture, and
will be ranked with Chaplin's "overhanging
house" stunt in "The Gold Rush." In this

sequence, Keaton attempts to put his inebri-

ated wife to bed. Explanation is impossible,

except to say that the entire sequence is

one continuous roar

.

In starting, the picture plants Keaton as

a pants presser who falls in love with the

star of a legitimate show. He attends every
performance of the drama—in a front row
seat. Finally Keaton gets back stage, and
takes the place of a super. It looks as

though the picture will develop into one of

those grand old Sennett two reelers, but it

quickly veers when the star is spurned by
her leading man. For spite, she turns to

Keaton and says she will marry him. After
the ceremony she imbibes too freely of
champagne at a cafe with Buster and Kea-
ton finally carries her out. Then the roar
sequence of the newlywed putting his wife

to bed. Later, finding that his wife only
married him for spite, Keaton leaves, turn-

ing up as a sailor on a rum-runner's boat.

From there he transfers to a yacht, and
finds his wife and the stage troupe aboard.

A fire breaks out, and all hands abandon
the boat, with the exception of Keaton and
his wife. The rum-runners come along and
take charge—Keaton saves his wife from
attack; succeeds in capturing the outlaw
crew, and takes them back to port. Then
the final clinch with the wife realizing her

love for her "spite" husband.
Dorothy Sebastian is outstanding as the

stage star. She is entitled to great credit

for her work in the bedroom sequence, for

she surely had to act even though Buster
was pushing her all over the plac
Drawing Power: If Keaton has been

slipping as a draw, this will help re-estab-

lish him in any house. There is an abund-
ance of audience comedy, and the picture

should not fail to go over most satisfactor-

ily anywhere.

THEME: Stage star marries "sap" ad-

mirer for spite, finally falling in love with
him.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. Original story by Lew Lipton.

Adapted by Ernest S. Pagano. Scenario by
Richard Schayer. Titles by Robert Hopkins.

Directed by Edward Sedgwick. Supervised

by Larry Weingarten. Length about 6500

feet. Release date March, not set.

THE CAST
Elmer Buster Keaton
Trilby Drew Dorothy Sebastian
Lional Denmore Edward Earle
Ethel Norcrosse Leila Hyams
Nusshaum William Bechtel
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Sins of the Fathers
Yon Can Visit Them on Your

Audiences
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

T^ ROM waiter to saloon keeper, to boot-
* legger, then a Federal convict and back
to waiter again is the story of Emil Jan-
nings in his latest. But it is a picture that
both you and your audiences will like, for""

«ven though the German star goes through
the usual series of grief stricken moments
a la "The Way of All Flesh" he does man-
age to come under the wire at the finish for a
happy ending. At least as happy as any end-
ing can be that brings about the blindness
of an only son. But it is grippingly told
in picture form due to the masterful per-
formance of the star and the admirable di-

rection of Ludwig Berger.
In addition to Jannings there are two

really remarkable performances in the pic-

ture. Ruth Chatterton and Barry Norton
are responsible for them. Miss Chatterton
is going to be a surprise to a great many of
her friends.

Jannings has the role of a German emi-
grant who is a waiter and later develops
into a beer stube proprietor in a German
section of the town. He is making a good
living up to the time prohibition comes
along and then on the advice of his bartend-
er they start bootlegging, running stuff in

from the boats and finally opening a
bottling plant of their own. His first wife
has died, he has married a vamp who in

reality is the bartender's sweetie, and she is

the cause of his turning his daughter out of
doors. His son, who is his pride and joy is

away at college, while the father is amass-
ing wealth by selling booze, and as the Gov-
ernment tightens the ring on alky, the part-

ner starts using wood alcohol which results

in poisoning hundreds all over the city, the

boot's own boy on his first night home after

graduating, also falling a victim to the stuff

and going blind.

At that stage of the game the cops break
into the plant and the source of the poison
is discovered with the result that the old

man is sent to the Federal pen, while the
wife and the ex-bartender sweetie flee with
the bankroll. The blind boy is taken in

hand by his sister and her husband who has
developed into a successful business man.
When the old man is released from jail he
returns to waiting tables and gets a job in

a summer amusement park where his family
walk in on him and a reconciliation is

effected.

There is lots of action, sex and a moral
in the picture. It's a great argument
against drinking the bottled poison that is

being sold these days.
Drawing Power: Jannings' by all means

and the fact that he is in a picture with a
happy ending. Don't forget Ruth Chatter-
ton because of her stage record and Barry
Norton who was "Mother's Boy" in

"What Price Glory," and the lead in

"Mother Knows Best."
Produced and distributed by Paramount-

Famous-Lasky. Length, 7,761 feet. Run-
ning time, an hour and twenty-eight
minutes. Released, Dec. 29, 1928. Story
by Norman Burnstine. Adapted by E. Lloyd
Sheldon. Directed by Ludwig Berger.

THE CAST
Wilhelm Spengler Emil Jannings
Gretta Ruth Chatterton
Tom Spengler Barry Norton
Mary Spengler Jean Arthur
Otto Jack Luden
Mother Spengler ZaSu Pitts
Gus Matthew Betz

Redskin
Bang! And Another Redskin Bit the

Dust
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

^~\N the same battlefield at the corner of
^^ 44th Street and Broadway where he
met defeat as an Indian in "The Vanishing
American" a couple of years ago, Richard
Dix again comes a cropper in "Redskin."
He hasn't had a real picture since he made
"Knockout Reilly" in the Eastern studios,

and now after almost two years of duds to

top it by this one, is almost too much. If

it wasn't for the fact that they have some
groat Technicolor shots in "Redskin" they
could leave it on the shelf for all the good
that it is going to do at the box office. It

opened last week at the Criterion for a run
at $2 top. If it manages to stay four weeks
it will be a wonder.

As far as story goes, it is just the same
old tale all over again. An Indian youth,

son of a chief, is torn from his people and
compelled to go to the white man's school.

Then after he has finished school he is

neither white nor an Indian. But in the

school he has met an Indian maid. They
grow up together and although she is of a

tribe that is opposed to his own he loves her,

and in the end he manages to marry her for

the happy ending, but not before he man-
ages to discover oil, in the kind of soil

where there never was any oil before. Then
he turns out to be the champ of champs as

a marathon runner for he beats a Ford in a

cross country race to file his claim in the

land office. The writer evidently forgot

that whites cannot prospect on reservations.

But a little thing like that is overlooked

in pictures.

Drawing Power: The scenic beauties of

Utah in natural colors is about all that there

is that you can offer your public.

Produced and distributed by Paramount-
Famous-Lasky. Silent length, 7,402 feet;

Sound, 7,643 'feet. Released, Feb. 9, 1929.

Story and adaptation by Elizabeth Pickett.

Directed by Victor Schertzinger.

THE CAST
Wing Foot Richard Dix
Corn Blossom Gladys Belmont
Judy Jane Novak
John Walton Larry Steers

Navajo Jim Tully Marshall
Chahi Bernard Siegel

Chief Notani George Rigas
Yina Augustine Lopez
Pueblo Jim Noble Johnson
Commissioner Joseph W. Girard
Barrett Jack Duane
Anderson Andrew J. Callahan
Wing Foot (Age 9) Philip Anderson
Corn Blossom (Age 6) Loraine Rivero
Pueblo Jim (Age IS) George Walker

Watch It Click

THE other day, at the RCA projec-

tion room. Educational showed
two dialogue comedies — "The

Eligible Mr. Bangs" and "The Bride's

Relations."
The first is a smart society comedy

with excellent lines, giving Edward
Everett Horton, in particular, a chance
to shine. It should go well.

The other, "The Bride's Relations,"
produced by Mack Sennett, is a knock-
out. The best talking short we have
seen. Shown in a cold projection room,
it "got" the reviewers, and brought
plenty of laughs. Watch it click in the
theatres. A "natural," if there ever
was one.

The Pagan
A Keystone with a South Sea Setting

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

tf reply to adverse criticism on this latest

Ramon Novarro vehicle, M-G-M un-
doubtedly point to the number of laughs
they clocked at the preview where it was
revised. In this instance, it was the West-
lake Theatre, Los Angeles. All of which is

well and good if they intend to make a com-
bined Longdon-Chaplin-Laurel-Hardy out

of the screen's most romantic figures.

With '

' Scaramouche '

' and '

' Ben Hur,
'

'

M-G-M had an opportunity to build one of

the best box-office attractions in the indus-

try in Ramon Novarro. They had exploited

Novarro as what he is off the screen. A
dreamer, with lofty thoughts, beautiful

ideals, and at the same time one of the few
individuals in his end of the profession with

an unusual amount of common sense. Read-
ers of such publicity don't want to see their

dreamer of beautiful things playing slap-

stick.

There was an opportunity for an excep-

tionally fine story worthy of Novarro in

"The Pagan." Evidently W. S. Van Dyke,

who gave us "White Shadows of the South

Seas," couldn't repeat, and seemed to be at

a loss in handling this story.

Undoubtedly "The Pagan" will be great-

ly enhanced by sound, as this preview was
in silent form. There are certain sequences

which call for singing by Novarro, who is

reputed to have a beautiful voice. In fair-

ness to Novarro, it must be said that he

gives a splendid performance as the half-

caste Polynesian who wants neither money
nor land, nor anything material, but just to

be let alone and be happy. Little Dorothy

Janis shows great possibility for future

dramatic roles despite the evidently poor di-

rection she has been given and the occa-

sional spots of poor photography. The girl

is sweet to look at and displays more than

average ability. Donald Crisp and Renee

Adoree almost succeed in running off with

all acting honors, mainly because their roles

have more meat than the juvenile and in-

genue characters.

Drawing Power: The equation of Novar-

ro 's name will undoubtedly pull people in.

There is also plenty of entertainment even

if it is slapstick comedy.
Produced and distributed by Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer. Silent footage, 7,000 feet, ap-

proximately. Directed by W. S. Van Dyke.

Story by John Russell. Scenario by Dorothy

Farnum.

THE CAST
Henry Shoesmith, Jr Ramon Novarro

Madge Renee Adoree

Tito Dorothy Janis

Joranson Donald Crisp

"Wooden Money"
(Pathe—One Reel)

THIS is a very humorous Aesop Film Fable

comic, that has been cleverly animated. The
cartoonist pens Milt Mouse and his sweetie rid-

ing through one part of Fableville, while old

man Alfalfa in another section of town is hav-

ing considerable trouble with his household.

Al's abode is overrun with mischievous mice,

and a gang of cats just about make life unbear-

able for him. He decides to sell the place, and
two brothers buy it. Al runs away with the

bag they have given him supposed to contain

money. Opening the bag miles away, the farm-

er discovers it full of mice. He jumps into the

lake, comes through the faucet in his own
kitchen, and with the endless string of mice still

trailing him, chases the two brothers over the

hill.-GEORGE J. REDDY.
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"Circus Time"
(Pathe—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

OX reviewing the latest release of Amadee J.

Van Buren's "Smitty and His Pals" series,

the writer is sorry to saj thai it does ii"t perch
on the same level as its predecessors. This film

will unquestionably set the kills into an uproar,

but it lacks the appeal that others in the series

have carried for both juvenile and adult audi-
ences. Mention is made in particular of the

titles in this number, which in most cases, are

too sophisticated for the surrounding kid at-

here.

"Circus Time," takes Smitty and his pals to
the "big top" grounds. Smitty's girl friend.

Vera, wants to see the show, but Smitty and
money are distant friends, so Vera leaves him
flat and enters with his rival. All aboil, Smitty
decides to stage his own show in the backyard
and draws a big audience. Then in the midst of
the performance, a real Hon, escaped from the
circus, runs into Smitty's "lion cage." Unknow-
ingly lie puts Leo through trick paces, while all

the kids scurry from the scene. When the cir-

cus manager finds the lion safe in Smitty's cage,

he rewards him with a couple of banknotes, and
then Vera decides that there is only one real
boy friend after all. Billy Bevan, is guest star
in this comic, and gets across some fun in the
role of a cop. Donald Heines is Smitty, Jackie
Coombs is Herbie and Betty Jane Graham is

Vera.

"Players at Play"
(Pathe—One Reel)

t ( OLAYERS AT PLAY," is a Grantland
jT Rice "Sportlight" subject, showing that

leading players of the motion picture screen find
it necessary to indulge in athletic sports be-
tween scenes at the studios, in order to keep in

the pink of condition and form.
Among the prominent picture folk appearing

in this reel produced by the Van Buren Corpo-
ration are: Louise Fazenda, Junior Coghlan,
Phyllis Haver, Marie Prevost, Noah Beery,
Jackie Coogan, Robert Armstrong and Neil
Hamilton. All of these Rice Sportlights seen
in the past have proven good entertainment, but
this latest release carries an especial appeal,
because of the big screen lights it contains.
Should be welcome on anv program.—GEORGE
J. REDDY.

Wyler to Direct "Evidence"
Universal has given the task of filming

"Evidence," an original play by Edward
Montagne, to Director William Wyler. The
adaptation has been prepared by Charles
Ken von and John Clymer.

The weddinig of Stanley Bergerman and Miss
Rosabelle Laemmle was a brilliant social event

in Beverly Hills, Cal., the early part of Jan-
uary. Left to right : Stanley Bergerman, Mrs.
Stanley Bergerman and Carl Laemmle, pres.

of Universal Pictures Corp.

"Question Marks"
(Hodge-Podge-Educational—One Reel)

A ONE-REEL novelty scenic subject, this

Hodge-Podge offers a number of enter-

taining topics gathered 'round the world. Ani-
mated cartoon effects are used in the release, as

fade-ins to the real pictorial sequences, and add
to the interest. An animated title is also used
to ask a group of questions, the film scenes set-

ting forth the explanations or answers to the
"Do You Know" questions.

The first question is "Do you know that Dutch
children remove their wooden shoes before enter-

ing a home in Holland?" Six Dutch kids are
pictured walking down the street, and remov-
ing their footwear, just before going into a
house. In a similar manner, the audience is

asked if it knows that the Viga Canal of Mexico
is a fishing place of scenic charm ? Pictures in

answer are shown. Other items of interest are
Church day in Hungary ; a trick film study de-

picting the intense heat, that virtually melts a

person in some parts of the U. S. ; the lack of

footwear worn by working girls in Poland

;

Laplanders and their goats; crude schools in

Serbia: fine scroll work done by natives in

Morocco; clock in Sweden that daily portrays
legend of St. George and the Dragon, and a

cartoon showing the elephant as a beast of

burden in India.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"A Bird In The Hand"
(Christie Talking Comedy)
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is a fairly snappy comedy talking short.

It was written by Percy Heath and has a

cast of real names. Those in it are Lois Wil-
son, Jason Robard, Dot Farley and Roy D'Arcy.
\\ il "ii and Robard are man and wife, he work-
in r a giddy widow, Dot Farley. She is in

lovi with him and calls on the young wife to

persuade her to divorce her husband for an in-

comi oi 10,000 a year.

At thai poinl the widow's brother steps in

Eoi no rea on at all and immediately starts to

make the wife, at which the chauffeur husband
ire and the result is that giddy widow and

brother are chased from the house. Then the

young wife discloses she has saved SI.200 and

thej an in' i" buy a taxicab which the hus-

band can run. The dialog is snappy and the

picture full of laughs and exceedingly well

played.

"Her Big Ben"
(Educational—One Reel)

ANEW screen comedian has pushed his way
up to recognition in the Cameo Comedy

series for Educational. His name is Gene Stone,
and in this film is cast a happy-go-lucky gob,
who plays the part of a girl, to prevent the mar-
riage of his sweetheart to a rival. It is rather
early to really judge the work of Stone, for this

number does not show him up to any goal ad-

vantage. The real fun of piece is supplied by a
trained monkey.

Ruth loves Gene, but her mother insists she
wed a wealthy suitor. ( lene comes to the rescue,

and the two decide on a plan of action. Gene
wears the attire of a woman, and dresses his
pet monkey as a baby. When Ruth is about to
he married to the rich rival, Gene steps in on
the ceremony and claims the rival as the husband
who has deserted. Ruth's mother promptly
ejects the rival, and tries to comfort Gene, still

in feminine garb. The monkey irritated by be-
ing "dolled up," starts to raise cain in general.

Gene, in chasing the "monk," loses his skirt, and
he, in turn, is given the rush-act by the girl's

pugilistic Ma. This film presents a fair amount
of humor, and should please the average and
"not-too-particular" audience. The cast includes

in addition to Stone, Ruth Eddings and Eva
Thatcher. Jules White directed.—GEORGE J.
REDDY.

"Lincoln"
(Pathe-RCA—One Reel)

PATHE has ready for release, a special sound,

talker and synchronized reel, produced and
edited by Terry Ramsaye. The reel has been

splendidly put together, and is a timely subject

for presentation in conjunction with the coming

of Lincoln's Birthday.

The picture offers a pictorially effective re-

view of the landmarks of Lincoln's career, and
the photography is excellent. George Billings,

probably the screen's most capable interpreter of

the Abraham Lincoln characterization, appears-

in an impressive recital of the famous Gettys-

burg address. A male quartette registers well

singing a popular soldier song of Civil War
times.

The synchronized score of the film has been

handled to advantage by Josiah Zuro, and the

recording by RCA Photophone system. The
production in all occupies but 10 minutes of

screen time. This subject will make an ideal

special attraction for any theatre program.

—

GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Trial Marriage"
Jason Robards and Thelma Todd com-

plete the quartette of starring players in

Columbia's drama of ( rpanionate mar-

riage, "Trial Marriage." Erie C. Kenton
is directing.

Some idea of the love affair between Magnolia,
showboat actress, and Ravenal, ilu j gambler,
characters portrayed by Laura La I'lantc and
Joseph Schildkraut in Universalis film version

of "Showboat." Harry Pollard directed

Olive I Son I in Signs with R-K-O
Olive Borden has signed a long term eon

traci with EtKO. Her first picture, unde-

termined now, will he started in March.

Lina Basquette and George Duryea in a scene

from Cecil DeMille's personally directed "The
Godless Girl," a forthcoming release from

Pathe. Jeannie Mcl'herson wrote the story
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"Highlowbrow"
(Paramount Talking Short)

(Reviewed by Freddie Scluider)

THIS novelty by S. J. Kaufman proved to

be fairly interesting. It has Leo Donnelly
as one of the two men in the telephonic con-
versation that leads into the showing of three

short stories of spice and snap from famous
authors. Leo is the lowbrow who is trying to

lure the highbrow from his books for an even-
ing of stepping, but the highbrow says nothing
doing, he preferring to remain at home with
his books. Then he bets the lowbrow that he
can tell him three stories over the phone that

will hold his interest and proceeds with them.
It's a good gag, well worked out, with the voice

of the highbrow continuing while the story it-

self is shown in the action. It runs sixteen

minutes.

'Farewell"

(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddv)

ANOTHER issue in the third "Collegians"
series has been turned out by Universal.

This offering presents a story with the usual
college atmosphere, a light vein of comedy, and
maintains steady enough action to hold the in-

terest. A fair added attraction.

Commencement week at old Calford, was an
exciting one, but also sad, for it is the time
when many friends part ways. Don Trent, a
graduate, loved pretty June Maxwell and wanted
to tell her so before he left school. In order
to do so, he had to get his rival Ed Benson out
of the way, so he bribes the tailor to rip up
Ed's evening clothes and baste them together
again. At the dance Ed bends down to pick up
a lady's handkerchief, with the result that his

suit falls apart. A good deal of fun is applied
as he tries to make his way from the hall. Out
in the garden Ed commandeers an old grad's
clothes. On his way back to the ball room he
comes across Don and June. The latter has
just told Don that friendship was all she could
give him, as her heart belonged to Ed. Don
takes the blow like a man, and the three part
friends. Nat Ross directed.

"The False Alarm Fire Company"
(Paramount Talking Short)
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

ATYPCICAL hoke vaudeville comedy skit,

built just for laughs and getting them.
Smith and Dale are of the old Avon Comedy
Four and they manage to handle the characters
of the two firemen, who are too engrossed in

their checker game to attend any fires, in a

manner that will get to any audience. Rus
eight minutes.

"Pathe Review No. 7"

(Pathe—One Reel)

A DIVERSIFIED line-up of subjects are
included in issue No. 7 of Pathe Review

reel. They are: "Extra! First Smell Picture,"

a novelty sequence dealing with perfumes

;

"Slowpoke," shots of the giant Florida turtle

;

"Rolling Down to Riga," some rather unusual
scenes of lumber camp activities in Latvia; and
"Bends and Twists," showing how English chor-
ines maintain that show-girl perfection. Good
entertainment.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Two Little Chinese Maids"
(Paramount Talking Short)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

^', HIS subject runs about six minutes. Anna
Chang and Hatsu Kuma are the Chinese

maids who are responsible for it. There are a
couple of numbers, the girls doing a typical

sister act. Little or nothing to it except to fill

out a bill with. The recording is particularly
flat and little or no tonal quality to the sing-

An illustrious Battalion Chief. Harold Lloyd,

Paramount star, was recently given that title by

the Los Angeles Fire Dept. He is shoivn. with

Fire Chief Scott of that city

"The Melancholy Dame"
(Paramount-Christie—2 Reels, Sound)

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

THIS is the first of the all-colored shorts be-

ing produced by Christie from the Octavus

Roy Cohen stories. Arvid Gilstrom, one of the

only two directors in Hollywood who went East

to school for the purpose of studying sound, di-

rected it.

This is the first subject of any type I've seen

which shows a definite use of sound. In this

one, sound isn't novelty, it is entertainment and

the short is crammed full of that quality. The
players are from the Los Angeles Lincoln Thea-
tre, and are all colored artists.

The story concerns a jealous wife, the object

of her jealousy being the entertainer in her
husband's cafe. The piano player is the enter-

tainer's husband. The story ran in the Satur-

day Evening Post. There are laughs, hot dance
bits and singing. A novelty in the title is hav-

ing a colored singer warble the "Melancholy
Momma" while the credits are being flashed.

You can't go wrong with this one. Christie's

have set a tough pace for themselves with "The
Melancholy Dame" as their initial release. If

the others live up to this standard, the entire

group are worth buying.

Footage—talking, 1,909 feet; silent, 1,551.

Directed by Arvid Gilstrom, screen arrange-

ment by Alfred A. Cohn. Cast: Edward
Thompson, Spencer Williams, Evelyn Preer,

Roberta Hyson, Charles Olden.

"The Bride's Relations"
(Sennett-Educational—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

WHEN a comedy causes genuine laughter

—

hearty masculine gurgles and penetrating

feminine merriment—it is a highly successful

affair. And this is what this new Sennett-

Educational talkie comedy does. There's one

sequence wherein the delicious snoring of two
sleepy mountaineers is convulsively funny.

There are other gags, but this one tops them.

Sound in used throughout. The characters

keep up a continual line of conversation and as

it all has to do with a bridegroom's visit to his

wife's relations and their goofy hospitality there

are many opportunities for wisecracking. The
sound recording is well done ; even the talk of a

trio in an automobile rushing along the road at

a helter-skelter speed is caught by the recorder

Johnny Burke and Thelma Hill are the newly-

weds. Harry Gribbon, Andy Clyde, Louise

Carver, Ruth Kane and Sunshine Hart are "the

bride's relations," all assorted nuts. The story

in dialogue is by John A. Waldron, Earle Rod-
ney, Hampton Del Ruth, Harry McCoy. The
technical photographers were John W. Boyle,

Arthur W. Blinn, Ernie Crockett and Homer
Ackerman. William Hornbeck was the film

editor. The RCA Photophone system is used.

"Pep Up"
(Educational—One Reel)

AFTER about a year's absence from the Edu-
cational fold, the young comedian, Cliff

Bowes is now being featured on his own in a
series of Cameo single-reel comedies. Although
this release "Pep Up," offers an average amount
of fun, the reviewer hopes that it is not being
chalked up as a high-water mark of Bowes'
talent. He is aided in this number by a cast of

players including, Marshall Ruth, Adrienne
Dore, Billy Dale and Emily Geraes. Francis
directed.

Cliff is on his way to his sweetheart
Adrienne's party, and is dragging along a
French poodle as her gift. After many narrow
escapes for the stubborn pooch, Cliff finally

delivers it intact. At the party he finds Marshall,
his rival, making love to Adrienne, but she puts

him aside for Cliff.

Marshall, peeved, gets hold of some African
bugs and slides them down Cliff's back. The
latter goes through all sorts of contortions try-

ing to evade them. The butler arrives on the

scene with some bug killing fluid, and not know-
ing that it will eat away clothing, squirts it over
Cliff. As Cliff walks down the street with
Adrienne, his clothes gradually drop from him.
and not to embarrass her, he covers himself with

a coat. His troubles are climaxed, however,
when he becomes mixed up in the rope of a

balloon advertisement and is carried skyward.
The film offers some good laughs in spots, and
should register on most anv type of program.

—

GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling

Match"
(Educational—Special Reel)

SPORT enthusiasts among motion picture fans

are in for a treat, if they are fortunate

enough in having their local exhibitor book the

special Educational reel, containing official films

of the "Strangler" Lewis-"Dynamite" Sonnen-
berg wrestling bout for world's champion.
Having witnessed this film at a private pre-

view, the writer received many thrills, through
the rough-and-tumble tactics of the two giants

of the mat. Excellent close-ups, and slow mo-
tion scenes, have faithfully recorded all details

of the big scrap.

Sonnenberg, former star on Dartmouth's foot-

ball team, won the first fall from "Strangler"

Lewis during the match, and later came back to

butt the champ out of the ring seven times, with

powerful driving methods. Sonnenberg is

shown clinching the match, when Lewis folds

up, under the former's last terrific assault, and
fails to return to the mat. Lewis is disqualified

by the referee, and Sonnenberg acclaimed as the

new heavyweight wrestling title holder. This is

a corking good subject to be exploited with the

men and boys in mind, and has an unlimited

amount of places in which it may be shown in

addition to the theatre. These including Athletic

Associations, etc.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

Clara Bow, Paramounl's flaming star, shows
hoiv her sex gets the last tvord—even on the

radio. However, the joke was on Neil Hamil-
ton, her leading man in "Three Week Ends."
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted

ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

PROJECTIONIST wants

position. Non-Union. Eight

years' experience on Simplex

machines. Good references,

22 years of age, also Techni-

cal Electrical Engineering

graduate. Write or wire,

Donald A. 'Bryan, 112 E.

19th Ave., Denver, Colo.

I RECOMMEND you, Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Wanted

WANTED POSITION: At
liberty, experienced organist.

Large library. Expert cue-

ing. Robert Morton, Wurlitz-

er organs. Go anywhere. Or-

ganist. 1413 Girard St., Los

Angeles, Calif.

Managers' School

THEATRE EMPLOYEES
—Learn modern theatre man
agement, advertising, service.

Approved and specialized

training for theatre employees
while ii theatre. Catalog C.

Moving Picture Theatre .Man

agers Institute, Elmira, X. Y.

For Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE.
Town 2,000 population. Com-
municate Box 455, Motion

Picture News, New York
City.

$150.00 buys Photoplayer

Organ, good condition. Cost

$3,000.00. Carol Penyvessy,

62 St. Paul St., Rochester,

N. Y.

For Sale : 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from

leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Three Thousand Dollars

will buy good will and equip-

ment for a 380-seat moving
picture house ; rent, month,

$150. Favorite Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News*

1
\ MostAmazingSoundPicture!

\m CHANEY

,TLm~ soundL> EEPECTS omf
MUSICAL SCORE

WltFZmiBAQ,
i.inori. nmnTuncr madv mat aw micum divti>s ^*

A CONCERT I.N COLORS*

| . |

Five examples of newspaper displays exploiting
M-G-M's "West of Zanzibar" at first run theatres.
The ads illustrated are displays by Loew ,

s Midland,
Kansas City, a three-column layout of striking
make-up; Palace, Indianapolis, three columns;
Loetv's Valentine, Toledo, three columns; Fisher
theatre, St. Louis, two columns; and Loetv's and
United Artist's State, Louisville, a two column

layout
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAQERS ROUND TABLE CLUB
Clearinq House for

Box Office Problems and Theatre Operation
By Charles E. Lewis

of the Alfred Gottesman Theatrical Enterprises, New England

Arthur Wakoff

Wakoff Is "Old" in Experience
This picture will

serve to introduce tonthe members of the

MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB, Arthur
Wakoff, recently pro-

moted to the post of

Managing Director of
the Roger Sherman
Theatre in New Haven,
Conn. The Roger Sher-
man, by the way,
is one of the pioneer
"Sound" theatres.

Mr. Wakoff's experience in the show
business dates back quite a few years dur-

ing which time he has been connected with
the Famous Players-Paramount Corp. and
later with the Arthur Friend Circuit in

New England. When that organization

passed out, Wakoff joined the Gottesman
Circuit and has been with them ever since,

working his way up from Assistant Man-
ager to the present important post he now
occupies.

Arthur has, from my own personal obser-

vations, a keen sense of showmanship and
is made of that kind of "stuff" that real

managers are made of. It's true Arthur
has his weaknesses, but then we all have
(but don't like to admit it) so weighing it

all in the balance, he tips the scales in the

right direction. However, in order to prove

that he is all I claim for him, he should

tell the members of the CLUB how HE puts

over "sound" pictures in the Roger Sher-

man. What do you say, Arthur?

Some time ago we

Some News of asked for informa-

-asi-k i »j »# tion about Ducky
Ducky Meyers Meyers, an exhibitor

from Chillicothe,
Ohio, and better known as the "mayor" of
that fair city.

We were beginning to despair that the
earth had swallowed him up (and he's some
mouthful) when lo—we received two let-

ters on the same day tipping us off that
"Ducky" was very much alive and active,
as all gcod managers should he, BUT he
was laying low and trying to live down that
"awful" boat ride from Sandusky, Ohio,
to Canada. The other letter was to the
effect that "Ducky" was having slightly
tough sailing but would be on deck for the
next Gus Sun convention in 1929. Here's
hoping I will also be on the same deck.

Now we must ask—"What happened to
"Tim" Roberts, of Mansfield, who piloted

Does Public Prefer
Sound or Silent?

UP to the time of going to press
we have received 54 answers to
our letter asking members

whether their patrons prefer a good
silent picture to a fair synchronized
picture. Here is the score:

For good silent pictures ... 52

For synchronized pictures . 2

Does this survey mean anything to
you? Do you really know what your
patrons want? Do you believe in the
future of "Sound" pictures?

Publication of some of the interest-
ing letters received will start in a
short time and if you are really anxi-
ous to know how our question reacted
upon exhibitors in different parts of
the country, then you will want to read
them.

the Good Ship "News" from Mansfield into

Cedar Point, where the convention was held,

insisting all the way that we were on the

wrong road and we should have taken the
"other" road a ways back? Maybe the
same Sherlocks who sent us word of
"Ducky" will dig up some information
about "Tim."

A certain ex-

Figure This chanSe manager
Z „ pulled a funny one
Une Uut

jn our presence a
short time ago when

he admitted that a picture he was selling

was worth about $60 silent, but with a plain
musical synchronization he must get $300.
Now, boys, there's a great comparison for
you to figure out in place of a cross-word
puzzle. I tried but could not see how it

worked out in figures. So then I asked this

exchange manager how he arrived at such
prices and his answer was still funnier. He
told me that because of the very few wired
houses that he could possibly sell the syn-
chronized print to, he would have to get the
high price to make up for it. On this basis

we really have a bright future to look for-

ward to because as soon as the majority of
the towns are wired we ought to be able to

buy our synchronized pictures for a song
and dance. Hey-hey, who dares to say that
there are no new selling angles under the

sun? (P. S.—Yes, there is a post script

to this one—the picture was NOT so good
anyway.)

Lawrence Sells 0ur old .friend

c * f and acquaintanceSound Ior from ]ast summer >
s

Schine's Ohio trip through the
Middle West, C. F.

Lawrence, manager of Schine's Ohio Thea-
tre, in Lima, Ohio, sent us as neat a piece

of advertising matter as we have ever had
submitted. It is in the form of a Summons,
but done so well that it compels further
reading at first sight. I am showing the

folded Summons here so you can see it for

yourself and I heartily recommend that you
write Lawrence for a copy of the complete
form as soon as possible. I am sure he will

gladly forward one to any member inter-

ested. Get a copy, look it over, and then see

if you don't want to use it yourself. It is

our idea of 100 Per Cent "sound" exploita-

tion for any house, anywhere.

Lawrence's "Summons"

3)n Ihr

^uprrtnr (Slmtri of

Salktttg prtttrea

Umtro 8>tairs of Amrrira

DEPT. OF TALKING PICTURES

Motion Picture Division

SCHINE'S OHIO THEATRE

Plaintiff

Against

YOURSELF
Defendant

£>umittima

While this
'

' Summons '

' was primarily
used for selling "On Trial" to his patrons,

the make up and wording on the inside

tends to sell "sound" and other attractions

in general.
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"MOTHER," REHEARSAL, SATURDAY, JAN. 19 'Sound" Exploi- ,
(Note-I/h^ this

department ive mvite

Subject Repro Time Rehearsal Special Cues Schedule

Sil .10

FA HO
S. M. at "Eyes of

World" 9.50-10.00

"Home Towners"
Trail Vit. ... .05 9 a

S. M. at words, "War-
ner Bros. All Talk-

10.00-10.15

"My Man," Trail... Vit .... .06 9 a S. M. at Words
"Makes Customers
(etc.)" 10.15-10.21

Vit .10 10 a S. M. as Table Rises

.

10.21-10.31

"Mother Knows
Best" Movie.

.

1.44 10 c
2nd Reel Cue After

10.31-12.15

Stage for bows change
11-A for dialogue

in dressing Room

U. I. for Songs

C. O. after last note of

theme song played
on piano.

8th reel change to
10-A for dialogue
finish.

John Scanlon's sound projection chart as described in story on this page

Recent Members of

The Round Table Club
W. H. Hall, Columbia Theatre, Baton Rouge, La.

John J. Scanlon, Palace Theatre, Torrington, Conn.

Arthur Wakoff, Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, Conn.

Now—You Join
Clip and m-ail the coupon below with your name and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York City

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name

Address Policy

Theatre Capacity

City

Honorary Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston

State

Chairman
Charles E. Lewis

members of the Club
and readers of the

News to send us
descriptions of how
pictures and exploita-

tation Division

of the Round
Table Club

they put over "sound
tion.—Editor. )

John J. Scanlon, a new member of the
CLUB from Torrington, Conn., makes an
excellent suggestion to all managers whose
houses are wired for "sound." His con-
tention is that you should encourage your
projectionists to make suggestions for the
improvement of your "sound" projection

and how they believe they can improve such
conditions in the theatre. He submits an
interesting chart we are reproducing here.

The purpose of this chart is to catch all

defects at rehearsals of the show (which
we know is important) and correct them
before the regular performances are given.

You will note that the "chart" imme-
diately gives the projectionists in the booth

a complete summary of what they should

know, and not just memorize, and enables

them to run the show as near perfect as

possible. It is well worth a close study and

if it appeals to you then you should put it

into effect.

Thank you Scanlon for your well wishes

and we hope to hear more, and often, from

you and Torrington.

Ed Heihle and
Newark Ohio

Ed—why didn't I

hear about the open-

ing of your new
Midland Theatre?
How about all the

news you were going to send me telling

about the grand opening? There is still

tiime to redeem yourself, so just take the

time to send me the story and how things-

are going up Newark way. Thanks in ad-

vance and if there is no letter, then I'll

skip Newark on the next trip (which may
be a blessing to you at that) but I won't
let up pestering you just the same. No-

cheatin'. We want to know about Heihle

and Newark
And by the way, Ed, how's chances, of

seeing you at Cedar Point next summer?
This time I will bring a camera and get the-

pictures that I was promised before the'

gang broke up.

But I'm glad I met you and the other-

boys, just the same. And next time we-

meet it will be a reunion and convention

combined.

Greetings

Mr. Hall

The CLUB wel-

coming committee'

being on their usual

vacation compels
me to act in their

place, so I take this means of welcoming
Mr. W. H. Hall into the CLUB. Mr. Hall
hails from the Columbia Theatre, in Baton.
Rouge, La., and his notation that he runs a
wired house makes him doubly welcome as-

we want "live" managers of wired houses
to tell us how they are selling "sound" to'

their patrons. Let's hear from yon real

soon, Hall, and "dish us all the dirt from,

down your way."

Trop Back in Harness
J. D. Trop, who handles publicity for

some of the best known independent com-
panies and who was almost seriously in-

jured in an automobile accident recently,

has fully recovered and is again back on the

job.
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Several New England

Charters Granted
HELEDITH-STANJAN CO.,

Somerville, Mass., has been

incorporated to operate theatres,

with 1,000 shares no par capital.

Incorporators are Nathan Hoff-

man, who has reentered the the-

atre business after an absence of a

few years ; Harriet L. Hoffman,

and Raymond F. Baldes.

Whiting Theatre & Realty Co.,

Hamden, Conn., has been incor-

porated with capital of $97,500.

Louis Evans, 109 Church street,

New Haven, is the company's

head.

The De Witt Theatre Co., New
Haven, Conn., has incorporated

with 1,000 no par shares. Benja-

min Calechman, of 617 Washing-
ton avenue, New Haven, heads the

new company.
The Siciana Film Corporation

has been incorporated with capital

of $100,000. The incorporators

are Joseph Ciambrono, Victor Del-

laria and Cosimo Lorina, all of

Boston.
Rumors to the effect that the

Netoco chain was interested in the

purchase of property on Lisbon

street, Lewiston, Me., as a site for

a theatre are denied by E. T. D.
Willard of Portland, who is the

purchaser of the property.

Sound equipment has been in-

stalled at the Putnam theatre at

Rockville, Conn.
The Netoco chain, controlling

theatres in New England, has

adopted a group life insurance

policy for its employees, now num-
bering 389.

While several columns are being

devoted daily to a discussion for

and against Sunday shows in the

local press, the motion picture

theatres of Maiden are continuing

Sunday showings upon permits

issued each week by Mayor John
D. Devir. To date sentiment ap-

pears to favor the continuance of

the recently inaugurated plan of

giving Sunday shows.
Architect Thomas W. Lamb of

New York has plans well under
way for the new Fox Theatre at

Boylston, Tremont and LaGrange
streets, Boston. The general con-
tract has already been let to

Ahronberg Fried Co., Inc., of New
York City.

Myron Shellman, former mana-
ger of the Uptown Theatre in

Providence, R. I., is now special

publicity representative for the
Publix in New England.
A new theatre is to be erected

in Greenwich, Conn., for New
New York interests and construc-

tion is to be pushed rapidly. Henry
S. Thorne of New York City is

mentoned as interested in the
project.

The Inwood Theatre at Inwood,
Vt, operated by Allard Graves of

White River Tunction, Vt., opened
Jan. 28th.

Fire in the Colonial Theatre at

Nashua, N. H., Monday, resulted

in damage estimated at $100,000.

It is understood that immediate

steps will be taken to rebuild the

structure.

The Lyric Theatre at Ludlow,
Mass., was reopened last week.

John Kamuda leased the theatre to

Robert A. Bardwell.

The Colonial Theatre at Belfast,

Me., a former Publix theatre, has

been sold to Sam Kurzon's Graphic
Circuit, with headquarters at

Bangor, Me.
Arthur McAvoy's new Plymouth

Theatre at Leominster will open
with Movietone and Vitaphone on
February 4th.

Jack Bullwinkle has been ap-

pointed manager of the new World
Wide Picture Corporation for the

New England territory.

Tom Bailey, district manager for

Paramount in New England, is

being congratulated upon the

arrival of a baby daughter.

George M. A. Fecke, formerly

head of Pictures in Motion in

Boston and one of the pioneer

film men in the New England
territory, is npw in charge of the

non-theatrical department for Par-
amount in all of the New England
states.

Jeanette Hayden has been added
to the Pathe inspection department.

Jack Jennings, salesmen at

Pathe has resigned.

Jack Caddigan has been ap-

pointed chief accountant at Fa-
mous Players where he succeeds

Fred Cutler, resigned.

Vitaphone has opened at the

Empire Theatre at Fall River,

following within a week of Vi-
taphone installations at the Capitol

in the same city. On Jan. 22nd
the Park Theatre at Taunton will

operate Vitaphone.
Howard Doyle, former all-star

athlete at Georgetown University,

has entered the employ of Para-
mount Exchange at Boston in the

Advertising Sales department.

Joseph Schmuck is again selling

Warner Brothers' product in the

Maine territory.

Salt Lake Trade Board
Officers Elected

AT the recent meeting held in

Salt Lake by the Film Board
of Trade, Lawrence C. Wingham
was elected president, in the place

of Al O'Keefe, who resigned after

two years service. Wayne C. Ball,

vice-president, and D. T. Lane, sec-

retary and treasurer. O'Keefe, Ball

and Clyde Messinger of the Pathe,

Warner Bros, and Educational ex-

changes here, respectively, were ap-

pointed as distributor members of

the board of arbitration, while

John Gillette of Tooelle, Utah

;

Clifton Pierce, of this city, and
John Rugar, of Park City, Utah,
were appointed as exhibitor mem-
bers of the board of arbitration for

the coming year.

The Louis Marcus Enterprises,

consisting of the Capital Theatre,

Victory and Paramount Theatres

at Salt Lake City, and the Para-
mount Theatre of Ogden, Utah ; the

Paramount of Provo, Utah, and
the Idaho Theatre of Twinn Falls,

Idaho, will be completely equipped

soon with Vitaphone and Movie-
tone.

Al O'Keefe, manager here for

Pathe, visited the key towns of

Montana recently in the interest of

the Pathe sound pictures.

H. W. Braly, division manager
for Paramount Famous-Lasky, is

visiting the local branch.

C. C. McDermond, newly ap-

pointed manager in this city for

Tiffany-Stahl, has made a business

swing into Denver territory.

Western Theatres, Inc., has just

leased for five years the showhouse
recently completed at Parowan,
Utah. It was built at a cost of

about $17,000 byWalter C. Mitch-
ell and George A. Lowe, Jr. The
house is to be known as the Or-
pheum and will be managed by
Scott Mitchell.

Fred Lind, local manager for

FBO, returned last week from a
sales convention held at Los Ange-
les.

Ned B. Grossman, has opened
with sound at his Capital Theatre,
Pocatello, Idaho.
The Salt Lake office of the Na-

tional Theatre Supply Company
sold new equipment to Grossman
in connection with his sound equip-
ment.

Western Division Manager J. H.
Goldberg of the Columbia Pictures

Corporation visited Salt Lake this

past week.

Baltimore Territory

Regional News
JOHN T. FORD, 65, member

of one of America's oldest the-

atrical families, died at the home
of his son, John T. Ford, Jr., Janu-
ary 25.

Frank Price, Jr., and Conrad
Haggert, manager and chief elec-

trician respectively of the Rivoli
here, were given a testimonial din-
ner at the Hotel Emerson, recently,

by the Advertising Club of Balti-

more.

G. W. Steffe, cashier at the Little

Theatre, Baltimore, has returned to

work after an attack of grippe.

David Nolan has succeeded R. T.

Stonebrook as manager of Loew's
Stanley in Baltimore. Mr. Nolan
comes from Cleveland.

G. E. Cooper, manager of the

Baldwin Theatre, Savage, Md., has
recuperated from his illness.

Howard Beaver, Baltimore sales-

man for Educational Pictures, went
to Pittsburgh last week to attend

the funeral of his mother, who died

there.

B. Bishop, Jr., M-G-M salesman
covering the Charlotte and South
Carolina territory for that com-
pany, died of pneumonia recently.

Ben Abrams, handling the "Road
to Ruin" in this territory from his

Washington, D. C, office, suffered

a fractured hip recently when h'e

was struck by an automobile at K
and 15th streets, Washington, D.

C. He is now on crutches.

Eugene Wilson, stage manager
for a number of years of the Earle
Theatre, Washington, D. C, died

at his home in that city recently.

Albany and Upstate

New York Busy
PRACTICALLY the entire vil-

lage of Water ford turned out

last Sunday night and attended the

Casino Theatre for the first run
of sound pictures in that village.

Rev. Jaeger, of Kinderhook, is

in a New York City hospital,

recovering from a recent operation.

Morris Silverman, of Schenec-
tady, was confined to his home for

several days with the flu.

L. J. Carkey, manager of the

Olympic and Palace Theatres in

Watertown, was last week assigned
to special duty at the home office

of the Schine Enterprises. H. H.
Warner succeeds Mr. Carkey.
George Ames, former local

manager for Pathe, but who has
been in New Haven for a year
or two, returned to Albany last

week to become manager of World
Wide Pictures.

Union Hall at Pyrites, served
by Albany exchanges, has changed
hands through the sale of the
property by F. L. Sands to parties

unknown.
Last Friday night, marked the

opening of the new Ritz Theatre,
at Scotia, the latest addition to

the Farash chain.

W. J. Pindar has sold the Bright
Spot Theatre in Rensselaer to

Harry Lamont, who in turn has
sold Gardner Hall in Troy to J. R.
Sykes. who also conducts the
King Theatre in that city.

C. H. Buckley, owner of the
Leland and the Clinton Square
Theatres in Albany, is having the
former house wired for sound
pictures.

The Newpo Theatre Corporation
has sold the Rialto Theatre in

Poughkeepsie to Freedman and
Abramsky.
Attempt on the part of burglars

to enter the Criswold Theatre in

Troy one night last week was
frustrated by alertness on the part
of one of the city's patrolmen.
The first death along Albany's

Film Row from the present
flu epidemic was Miss Beatrice
Evans, an employee of the Para-
mount exchange.
The American Theatre in Can-

ton, one of the Papayanakos chain,
is installing a Photophone.
Norman Fitzer is now acting as

publicity man for the Rivoli and
the Swan Theatres in Syracuse.

That William Fox was planning
to enter Malone was disclosed last

week by Michael Boumansour,
owner of the Plaza Theatre who
stated that a New York architect

and also a representative from the
Fox company were in town con-
ferring with him over the Plaza
property. It is said that the Fox
company is also seeking to acquire
the Grand Theatre in Malone.

Motion picture theatres con-
tinue to close in northern New
York. The latest addition to the
list are houses in Philadelphia,

Hermon, New Hartford and
Oriskany Falls.
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Pitts. and Vicinity

Have Quiet Week
CONGRATULATIONS to Da-

vid Silverman, Pathe broker,

who was married to Miss Fanny
Mann on January 13th.

The Triangle Theatre in East

Liberty has had plans drawn for

the installation of a balcony. The
construction will commence in the

near future.

Congratulations to M. E. Mor-
gan, owner of the Dixie Theatre,

Fairmont. W. Va., who recently

was elected Prosecuting Attorney

for Marion County.

The new Ambler Theatre at

Bryn Mawr, Pa., built by Phillip

and Harry Harrison for Equity

Theatres, Inc., lessee, has opened.

The house seats 1,200. M. H.
Goodman is manager.

Bids are now being received by

the Majestic Amusement Company
for excavation on the site of their

new half-million dollar State The-
atre. Rochester, Pa.

Cecil E. Maberry, general sales

manager for Columbia, was a re-

cent Pittsburgh visitor.

Bidding on the M. A. Sybert

Theatres, Moundsville, W. Va., at

public auction in Wheeling recently

was stopped and continued for

three weeks. Two bidders were
present, and the figure had reached

$75,000 when action ceased. Inci-

dentally, O. J. Sybert, executor of

the estate, has recovered from an

illness which kept him confined in

the Walter Reed Hospital at

Washington, D. C.

Iowa Closings on Ebb
Film Board Says

SECRETARY of the Des Moines
Film Board of Trade Leone

Mathews reported no theatre clos-

ings in Iowa this week as compared
with fifteen or twenty within the

last two weeks. Miss Mathews, in

line with the records of previous

years, expects that a few of the

smaller houses may close before

the end of the winter season, but

that the large number at the be-

ginning of the new year was un-

usual. Exhibitors reported bad
weather a handicap as well as the

fact that the larger towns were
drawing in more trade.

O. H. Garland, formerly sales .

man for Pathe, has located with

Warner Brothers out of Omaha.
Les Phillips is branch manager

for the World Wide Pictures,

which opened its offices in Des
Moines on January 7. Mr. Phillips

was previously manager for Pathe.

Abe Holsberg is back at the

Capital Theatre as assistant mana-
ger after a nervous breakdown.
The Crystal Theatre at Early-

ville changed hands, having been
sold by O. N. Lumas to H. G. Hol-
scher.

J. H. McClay, of the Strand
Theatre at Dubuque, has added
sound equipment, which will be
ready about February 1. He has
the Vitaphone.

It is rumored that a new theatre

is to be erected at Iowa City,

through the State University as a

memorial.
The Grand Theatre at Nashua,

which has been operated for a
number of years by Mrs. M. Lar-
son, has been leased by O. R.
Laird.

The Royal Theatre at Sibley, la.,

opened under the management of

Robinson and Lehman on January

3rd.

Louis Jacobs of the Palace The-
atre at Burlington, la., has just

returned from a trip to California.

Mr. Jacobs plans to equip his the-

atre for sound pictures.

Lawler, Iowa, plans to have a

theatre soon and the citizens of the

town will purchase the stock to

furnish the new enterprise.

S. J. Salmon has bought in at

Decorah, Iowa, where he has the

Grand Theatre. The Grand was
bought from Clifford Niles, head

of the Eastern Iowa Theatres Cor-
poration.

Jessie Conders, of the Victory

Theatre at Fairfield, plans to in-

stall sound equipment.
The Crest Theatre at Crcston,

Iowa, recently changed hands. It

is now under the ownership of

Lacey and Henry.
The Grand Theatre at Eldora

had a booth fire on the evening of

January 23.

Sheffield Exchange System branch
offices in Salt Lake City and Den-
ver, has just returned from New
York City.

H. W. Helmbold has succeeded

Seth Perkins as branch manager
for United Artists in Denver.

J. A. Conant, branch manager
for Tiffany-Stahl in Denver, has

just returned from a visit with the

Tiffany branch office in Salt Lake
City.

4 Theatre Purchases

in Denver Sector

FRED P. BROWN and E. J.

Drucker, operating as the

Yates Theatre Co., have taken over

the operations of the Yates The-
atre of Denver, a new suburban

house. Messrs. Brown and Ducker
also operate the Rayart branch of-

fice in Denver. It is their first

venture in the exhibition field.

Messrs. Hennen and Milburn,

who own the Midway Theatre of

Burlington, Colo., have just taken

over the ownership and management
of the Mission Theatre of Denver.

They secured the house from Con-
solidated Theatres, Inc.

Claude Akers, a newcomer
among exhibitors, has taken over

the management of the Majestic

Theatre of Fruita, Colo. S. B.

Sturtevant was the former oper-

ator of the house.

Bachechi Bros, of Albuequerque,
X. M., who own the Pastime and
Kimo Theatres there, have added
the Grants Theatre of Grants, N.
M., to their chain.

E. G Rosenwald, district mana-
ger for Universal, is in Denver.

Joseph H. Ashby, First National

branch manager, left last Saturday
tor Chicago to attend a sales meet-

ing.

Thomas Love, of the Opera
House, Hanna. Wyoming, is ex-

pected to install sound equipment.

Exhibitors of the state of Colo-

rado have two of their number as

members of the Colorado assembly
now in session. Senator Frank Kel-

ley of the Senate operates the Em-
press Theatre at Salida, Colo.

Charles F. Rumbaugh, who oper-

ates the Liberty Theatre of Pa-
gosa Springs, Colo., was elected to

the House of Representatives from
the counties of Hinsdale, Arschu-
leta and Mineral.

Hugh Rennie, Fox salesman of
Denver, has been promoted to the

branch managership of the Fox
branch in Memphis.
Up in Cheyenne, Wyo., the Wy-

oming legislature has before it a

measure providing for a substantial

tax on all carnivals which if passed
will greatly aid the theatre busi-

ness from a box office standpoint.

J. T. Sheffield, owner of the

Central Penn Film
Row Activity

IT is understood that H. A. and
Fred F. Schucrmann, who

opened the new Sherman Th
of which they are owners, in

Stroudsberg, Monroe County, on
January 7, will continue the opera-

tion of the Plaza in the same town.

Owing to the fact that the Old
Central Theatre, Hershey, has

razed in connection with clearing

a site for the big new $2,000,000

community center and theatre

building the M. S. Hershey, the

"chocolate king," is erecting in the

town, the Hershey Auditorium is

being used temporarily as a motion
picture theatre.

George S. Kirby, a prominent
theatre man of Easton, has pur-

chased the Roxy Theatre, in that

city, from the Roxy Theatre Cor-
poration.

The Strand Theatre, New York,
has contracted with the Pennsys-
vania Broadcasting Company to

broadcast by radio a series of
recitals on the theatre's big Wur-
litzer organ at noon every Mon-
day, Thursday and Friday.

L. W. Larnin has bought the

Park Theatre, Palmerton, from
the Penn State Theatres Corpora-
tion.

Photophone equipment for the

purpose of projecting films with

sound accompaniment was installed

in the Columbia Theatre, Erie, in

the latter part of January.
John V. Schreck, owner of the

new ?200.000 Roxy Theatre re-

cently opened in Ashland, was a

recent visitor to the film exchange
district in Vine street, Philadelphia.

State Senator Frank J. Harris,

one of the heads of the big Harris

Amusement Company chain of

theatres in Pittsburgh and vicinity,

has employed John Barr, of

Harrisburg, as his private secre-

tary at the capital in Harris 1

during the present session of the

State Senate.

Survey Pantages Coast

Houses for Wiring

A COMPLETE survey of all

Pantages Theatres on the

Pacific Coast and in Canada has
mad'- by C. W. Burchett, for

the installation of sound.
I . J. Arkush made recent pur-

chases of equipment for sound
installations in all his theatres.

Monty Mullins, head of all

Publix purchasing and maintain-

ence, made a trip to the Coast to

arrange remodeling and refurnish-

ing of all Publix Theatres.

A baby boy weighing 9 pounds
has arrived in the home of C. C.

Parsons.

Joe Goldberg, general manager
of Columbia Pictures Corporation
motored up to 'Frisco from Los

Angeles on January tenth, past.

Eugene Karlin, popular on
'Frisco row has been made mana-
ger of the Publix Theatre, the St.

Francis. All wish him and his

new 91A pound youngster success.

Harry Cappelen who has re-

cently been made manager of the

Coliseum Theatre, San Francisco,

last week, was elected president

of "The Uptown Association."

Agnes Nisson has been ap-
pointed to fill the position with

ro-Goldwyn-Mayer left open
by the resignation of Mrs. Luft, at

'Frisco.

W. E. Matthews, for several

years past, San Francisco manager
of FBO, has been transferred to

the Seattle office.

The local Warner Bros, office

has been enlarged.

At the election of officers for

the ensuing year, the 'Frisco M.G.
M. Club selected the following:

Jack Valpey, presidency ; Herman
Lehrbach, vice-president ; Peggy
Hirrell, secretary; Babe Simons,
treasurer.

FBO Makes Changes
in Pacific Northwest

EO. LAMB, assistant manager
of the F. B. O. Seattle ex-

change, has been appointed man-
ager of the Portland exchange.
He supplants Mr. Withers in
Portland, and Withers in turn goes
to Seattle as a special sales rep-
resentative. A new assistant man-
ager in Seattle is F. J. Heyfron,
former booker in Portland.

Joseph Skirboll, general sales

manager of World Wide Pictures,

Inc., was a visitor in Seattle re-

cently, conferring with Wallace
Rucker, manager of the Educa-
tional branch office, and making
arrangements for the distribution

of World Wide films in this terri-

tory.

Reports from Spokane last week
indicate that the Rex Theatre there
has been sold by Bowman & Huff
to I. Schwartz.

Al Rosenberg and Al Finkelsteirc

of DeLuxe Theatres, Inc., last week
announced that they are planning
installation of a new synchronous
instrument in both their Neptune
and Uptown Theatres in Seattle.

The move is being made as a
result of the success of their Vi-
taphone- Movietone policy at the
Egyptian, key neighborhood house.

Petersburg, Alaska, will have a
new 600 seat house about the
middle of March. It is being
built for Rasmus Enge. .

I Hok Spear, former supervisor
of the West Coast houses in Port-
land, arrived in Tacoma last week
to assume the same position in

that city. He was replaced in

t land by Jack Mansfield,
former assistant to Harold B.

franklin, Wesco president.

Ben F. Shearer, president of the
B. F. Shearer Company, theatre

equipment specialties, returned last

week from the Haywood-Wakefield
sales convention in Boston.

Mike Newman, former Universal
theatre division manager in Seattle,

is now managing the Radio-Keith-
Albee Theatre in Brooklyn, ac-

cording to letters received by
several of his local friends on-

Film Row.
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Southeast Picture

Circles Hum
Atlanta

AT an adjourned session of the

Atlanta Joint Board of Arbi-

tration, held last Tuesday, all cases

remaining on the calendar—ap-

proximately forty-five—were dis-

posed of.

T. F. Thompson, well known ex-

hibitor of Cedartown, is among the

first of the Georgia theatremen to

sign up for the first six pictures

released by World Wide, accord-

ing to announcement this week by

C. R. Beachman, head of the com-
pany's Atlanta branch.

C. H. Carney, formerly operator

of the Gypsy Theatre at Lafayette,

Ala., while on a visit to film row
this week, announced that he is pre-

paring to open the City Theatre at

that place.

Ralph B. Williams, district man-
ager of Universal, was in Charlotte,

the early part of the week, holding

-

a sales conference with T. O. Tut-

tle, Charlotte branch manager, and

his corps of salesmen. Mr. Wil-
liams held a sales conference in At-

lanta last Sunday with Ben Y.

Cammack, Atlanta branch mana-

ger, and his sales force. Mr. Wil-

liams has just returned from a con-

ference and sales meeting in Chi-

cago, which was attended by M.
Van Praag, general sales manager,

and Ted Schlanger, assistant gen-

eral sales manager, for Universal.

R. F. Branon, head of the Char-

lotte branch of Eltabran Film Com-
pany, has been in New York for

the past two weeks familiarizing

himself with Biophone installations.

C. B. Ellis, head of RKO Dis-

tributing Corporation's Jackson-

ville, Fla., branch, passed through

Atlanta last week on his way back

to the Florida city, after having

attended the company's regional

sales convention in New York.

C. L. Peavey, head of RKO's At-

lanta branch, returned last Tues-

day from the company's regional

sales convention, which was held

in New York.
C. A. Clegg, head of First Na-

tional's Atlanta branch, left last

Tuesday for New York for a visit

to the company's home office.

Charles P. Lester, Universalis

Jacksonville, Fla., branch, was in

Atlanta last Sunday, conferring

with Ralph B. Williams, district

manager.

Memphis
Leonard A. Gneir, publicity

man for the new Orpheum in Mem-
phis since its establishment on No-
vember 19, was to return to the

Chicago office of RKO Saturday

night (January 28) to resume his

former duties in the same capacity

for the Palace and State-Lake,

Chicago. His place will be taken

by William A. Huey.
Floyd Smith has become manager

of the Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga,

Tenn., leading Publix house, suc-

ceeding Emmett R. Rogers, who
leaves the post he has filled for

the past eight years to become dis-

trict productions manager for Pub-
lix with headquarters in Birming-

ham.
Mr. Smith comes to Chattanooga

from Richmond, Va., where he has

been manager of the handsome new
Loew theatre since it opened last

April.

The Pastime Theatre, Hamburg,
Ark., and the Joyland, Corning,

Ark., have been destroyed by fire,

according to report.

Louisville

Talking pictures will soon be pre-

sented in Pikeville, Ky., according

to announcement made by G. C.

Scott, theatre operator there, who
states that he will leave within the

next few days for Cincinnati to

complete negotiations for complete

Vitaphone equipment.

At the same time, Mr. Scott an-

nounced that he has secured a lease

on the Weddington Theatre, for-

merly held by George Ramsey and
Mrs. J. I. Saad.
The Arlington Theatre at Ar-

lington, Ky., has closed.

The Majestic Theatre at Ow-
ingsville, Ky., and the Virginia

Theatre at Hazard, Ky., have re-

opened.

Carpenters and concrete men are

busy tearing away and rebuilding

the operating room at the Princess

Theatre at Mayfield, Ky., and when
the work is completed, the booth

will be absolutely fireproof. This

improvement is necessary for the

installation of Vitaphone and Mov-
ietone equipment.

The Dixie Theatre at Mayfield

has recently undergone extensive

improvements and will be used,

after February 18, exclusively for

silent pictures.

Birmingham

Emmett R. Rogers, formerly

manager of the Tivoli Theatre,

Chattanooga, Tenn., arrived in

Birmingham, Ala., early last week
and began immediately the produc-

tion of the show which will inaugu-

rate the new stage band show pol-

icy at the Alabama Theatre on

Monday, January 28.

Charles G. Branham reached

Birmingham, Ala., Monday, Janu-

ary 28, to take over supervision of

the Alabama, Strand and Galax

Theatres as city manager for Pub-

lix Theatres Corporation, accord-

ing to Willard C. Patterson, dis-

trict manager.

Charlotte

F. O. Bates, owner and manager

of the Bonita Theatre at Murphy,

N. C., is renovating the house.

Fire of unknown origin com-

pletely destroyed the Rosemary
Theatre at Rosemary, N. G, last

week. J. E. Dobbins, owner and

manager.
Captain A. M. Frye of the Frye-

mont Theatre at Bryson City, N.

C., is contemplating immediate

renovation of the house with con-

siderably increased seating capac-

ity.

Roland B. Hill of the Lexington

Theatre at Lexington and the Con
cord Theatre at Concord, announces

the installation of a voice and

sound reproducing device for open-

ing February 4 in the Lexington

Theatre.

C. H. Arrington, of the Palace,

Lyric and Cameo Theatres in

Rocky Mount, N. C, who was ill

in Charlotte for several days, has

returned home, accompanied by

Airs. Arrington.

Jack Griffith, baby son of Mr.

and Mrs. Walter Griffith of the

Griffith Delivery Service, has been

critically ill with pneumonia.

Florida

It is reported this week that the

Dunedin Theatre, Dunedin, has

changed hands. E. Denton Price,

of St. Petersburg, buying out C.

C. Jordan, the former owner.

H. Pitman, who sold his Capital

Theatre at Clearwater sometime

ago to the Sparks Enterprises, is

back in the game again, he having

taken over the Fort Harrison The-

atre, in that city, and reopened it

under the name of Palace.

The Strand, Tampa, announces

their opening soon with sound

equipment.
Harry Catron is now the sole

owner of the Lisbon Theatre in

the Palma Ceia section of Tampa,

he having bought out his partner,

B. F. Gore. Gore will devote his

entire time to his Garden Theatre.

A new house is to be built in

Ybor City, it was announced last

week. The house will be located

at the corner of 18th street and 7th

avenue, across from the Italian

Theatre. According to the reports,

this will be a real up-to-date house

with a large seating capacity and

sound equipment.

L. Jenkins, formerly owner of

the Liberty Theatre, Homerville,

Ga., has taken over the Marianna

Theatre at Auburndale, Fla.

Sound Gains Headway
Is Milwaukee Report

THE Mikado theatre at Mani-

towoc, Wise, opens with

sound on Feb. 3. Bristolphone in-

stallation is going into the Riveria

at Two Rivers and the Elite at

Appleton within the next ten days.

The Appleton at Appleton opened

on Feb. 1st with Vitaphone instal-

lation. The Braumart at Iron

Mountain and at Ishpeming are

now being wired for Vitaphone.

The Egyptian theatre, under

management of Earl Rice, opened

last Sunday with Bristolphone.

Frank Washacheck is installing

Movietone in his theatre, the Grace.

Laura Goodman, former pub-

licity director for the Venetian

theatre at Racine, has recently

taken over the management of the

Vander Vaart theatre at Sheboy-

gan.

Art Desormeaux who was tor

many years manager of the Strand

theatre at Madison, has leased the

new East Side theatre building,

which will be completed about

Sept. 1st.

Frank O'Brien, formerly with

Paramount in Chicago, is now
traveling the Upper Michigan ter-

ritory for the Milwaukee office.
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Progress exchange has dis-

appeared from Film Row. The
Milwaukee branch has been aban-

doned and Red Seal has under-

taken! to finish Progress con-

tracts.

The Red Seal office is finally

established in the new exchange
offices at 713 Wells St. Mark
Morgan is manager.
The state convention of M. P.

T. O. of Wisconsin last Wednes-
day was followed by a dinner given

by the Celebrated exchange at the

Wisconsin hotel. After the din-

ner, exhibitors were invited to hear

the Bristolphone at the Majestic.

John W. Meara, former director

of exploitation for the U-chain
here is now directing publicity for

the Davidson, Pabst and Garrick
theatres.

The L. K. Brin Circuit of this

city has annexed the Strand the-

atre of Madison, according to word
received. The Brin Circuit also

controls the Parkway, Madison
and Majestic theatres in Madison.
Don Smith, former manager of

the Capitol theatre at Racine, has
been transferred to the Lake the-

atre, Milwaukee.
Reinhold Wallack, formerly

manager of the Lake theatre, and
Sol Strauss, former assistant man-
ager of the Venetian at Racine, left

last week for Universal City.

Leo F. Grebner has been ap-

pointed manager of the Majestic
and Madison theatres at Madison.

E. W. Kelzenberg, who was at

one time assistant manager of the

Strand theatre, is now managing
the Parkway. F. J. McWilliams,
former Parkway manager, will

continue with the Fischer circuit

in another capacity.

2 C & M Ohio Shows
Get Complete Sound
GENERAL Manager Fred

Johnson of the theatres oper-
ated in Marietta and Cambridge,
Ohio, by the C & M Amusement
Company, announces that RCA
Photophone installations are now
being made at the Colonial Theatre,

Cambridge, and the Hippodrome,
Marietta. The Cambridge instal-

lation will be completed February
26th and the Marietta installation

on February 19th. Movietone at-

tachment is also being included in

the installations, as well as disc

attachment for Vitaphone sub-
jects.

Peter Fortune has resigned as
Universal booker to become short

subject booker for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer.
Al Freedman, who recently re-

signed from the Loew's Ohio The-
atre organization as general mana-
ger of theatres, leaves February 4

for California.

George Manos has installed a
DeForest Phonofilm in his Wash-
ington theatre, Toronto, Ohio.
William Sterrett has joined the

local Universal sales family.

EMPIRE FILM VAULTS INC.

I to 10
II to SO
SI to 100

Containers.

.

MODERATE PRICE FILM STORAGE
. . .$ .75 Over 100 Containers »

2^
.50
.40

Cases per month...
Cases per month over 10 cases.

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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3 ( ianada Shows Open

;

Building Another
It HE Empress Theatre, Vancou-

ver, B. I

January 28 by P. R. Allen, .

also the manager of the Vancou-
ver Theatre in Vancouver.

Brewerton Bros, recently opened
the Capitol Theatre at Sugai
Alberta. The structure is of brick
and concrete and has a

"000.
The Eden Theatre, Hull, Quebec,

was reopened January 28 with a

new policy of pictures and stock
musical

The Allen Theatre Company,
Limited. I as purchased
the Hollingsworth pro]

et West at Prescott,

tario, on which a theatre is to be
erected to cost $55,000. The new
house will have a seating capacity

of 1,600.

Fred Selby, proprietor of the

Queen Square Theatre, St. John,
X. B., has secured a lease of the

St. John Opera House and is now
suing pictures.

D. E. L. Fisher, manager of the

Garrick Theatre, a prominent in-

dependent house of Winnipeg, Man-
itoba, has announced that the Gar-
rick has been wired for synchro-

nized film presentations.

The Strand Theatre, a theatri-

cal landmark of Toronto, Ontario,

ed by the Diocese of Toronto,

is disappearing. The church au-

thorities are now converting the

building into a store arcade.

Admission prices f r Monday to

Friday inclusive have been reduced

for the Orpheum Theatre, Van
r, 11. C., by Manager J. B.

McKowen, the matinee reserved

seat price being 35 cents with 80

cents for nights.

The rumor that he had sold the

new Avalon Theatre, Ottawa, On-
tario, grew to such an extent lo-

cally that P. J. Nolan, owner,

finally issued an official statement

on January 24 to the effect that

ad not disposed of the hand-

some suburban 1

Another honor has fallen to Col.

John A. Cooper, president of the

Motion Picture Distributors and

Exhibitors of Canada, Toronto, in

his election to the presidency of the

Toronto Branch of the Canadian

Red Cross Society.

New St. Louis Theatre

Sunday Policy
COMMENCING Sunday, Janu-

ary 27, the St. Louis Theatre,

Grand and Delmar boulevards,

changed its policy to include four

complete shows on Sundays. Un-
der the new arrangement the

vaudeville starts at 2, 4 :30, 6 :45

and 9 :05 p. m. and the feature mo-
tion picture at 1, 3:30, 5:45 and
10 :30 p. m.

St. Louis film stocks closed Jan.

26 as follows : St. Louis Amuse-
ment A $28 asked and no offer-

ings. Skouras A $45 bid and
$49.50 asked, a decrease for the

week of $1.25 a share.

The Theatre "Realty Company,
owner of the Fox Theatre at

Grand and Washington boule-
vards, St. Louis, Mo., has closed a
long-term lease with the Grand-
Delmar Parking Company for a
store at 3630 Washington boule-
vard and a vacant lot 50 bv 244

feet adjoining to the ivesl to pro-
vide a rest room service station and
parking lot for patrons of the mo-

ture theatn \ coi ps of
twenty-five attendants will b

'us.

Kehberg Brothers of -

la., have awarded contracts for the
i onsrruction of a new theatre in

that city. The plans call for a 3-

ddition to an
existing 3-story building which
will be completely t The
improvement will cost upwards of

$75,000.

Loew's St. Louis Realty &
Amusement Company has decreased
its capital stock from $1,000,000
and 40,000 shares of common stock

; shares.

The St. Louis, Mo., FBO office

has designated April as Harry
Weiss Month, as it marks the closi

of Weiss' first year as manager of
the exchange.

Charles Skouras, of Skouras
Brotl !

i i prises, is up and
around again after having been
confined to his bed by an attack

of the nu.

Harry Weiss, manager of the

St. Louis FBO office, has departed
for a vacation trip to New Or-
leans. La., Biloxi, Miss., and Pen-
sacola, Fla. The fishing poles went
along and so did a camera.
Conrad J. Eickelson, 53 years

i ild, a private watchman employed
at the new Fox Theatre, Grand
and Washington boulevards, St.

Louis. Mo., was fatally injured at

6 a. m. January 24th when he
slipped on an icy sidewalk, fractur-

ing his skull.

TwoTheatreRobberies
Occur in Missouri

IN one of the boldest holdups in

Kansas City, recently a lone

bandit escaped with more than
$5,000 from the Newman Theatre,
first run downtown house of Kan-
sas City. The bandit, apparently
familiar with the theatre and

ral offices, stood near a mirror
by the general offices, adjusting
his necktie, as Mrs. Beulah Mall,

cashier, entered the offices with
the night's receipts—$1,400. The
bandit, forced his way into the
offices, in which were Garland B.
Lohr, treasurer, and H. E. Mc-
Manus, doorman, forced the em-
ployees to open the theatre's safe
and escaped with more than $5,000
down two flights of steps.

Two bandits held up Joseph
Renn, manager of the Jefferson
Theatre, Jefferson City, Mo., and
escaped with $164, the night's
receipts of the theatre, Saturday
night. Renn had just taken the
money from the box office to his

private office when the bandit en-
tered the theatre.

Supported by merchants of the
town, O. W. Williams and E. R.
Haynes, exhibitors of Monette,
Mo., a town of 6,000 population,
have started a campaign against
blue laws in that town. Each of
the exhibitors was arrested and
fined $5 for operating on Sunday
and they plan to carry the fight
to the Missouri Supreme court,
contending the ordinance, which

passed by the city council
about twelve years ago, is un-
reasonable and unjust.
Among the out-of-town exhibi-

in the Kansas City market
last ere: R. L. Helvering,
I

,
Marysville, Kas.; L. r. Lei

hart. Lee Theatre, Clinton, Mo .

C. M. Pattee, Pattee Tin
Lawrence, Kas.; II. Bow
Who Theatre, Nevada, Mo

'

\ ill pri '1 nt of the M.P
T.O. Texas.

The Baker Theatre, Overbrool
Kas., will close on February 1 for
an indefinite period. The Strand
Theatn, Callac, Mo., also has

ed for an indefinite period
. because of the impassible i

tion oi the roads and poor att< ad
ance. Plans for the remodelii
the Ropfogle building. Fifth
t ommercial streets, Emporia, Kas.,
into a theatre which will
about $40,000 have been announced
by Harry Ropfogle, owner of thi

buildinsr.

Indiana Towns Might
Get Sunday Shows
A SPECIAL election will be

-"»•_ held at Kendallville, Ind.,
April 1 to vote on Sunday m
picture shows. This was agreed on
at a special session of a committee
of the Business Men's Association.
So far as can be learned, this is

the first time any city in Indiana
has held an election to determine
whether any of the Sunday blue
laws should be annulled.
Announcement has been made in

Warsaw, Ind., that this city will
have Sunday shows beginning im-
mediately at the Strand Theatre,
of which L. J. Dunning is owner
and manager. No statement has
been made as to the stand the
\\ arsaw-Winona Ministerial Asso-
ciation and the Warsaw chapter of
the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, both of which opposed the
operation of Sunday shows at Mil-
word, in this county, some time
ago.

A large number of affidavits were
filed in the circuit court here
against Frank Parrish, owner of
the Mil ford Theatre, and he was
brought to trial three times during
the term of the last prosecuting at-
torney, whose term of office ceased
the first of the year. He was ac-
quitted of the charge of violating
the Sabbath once and convict..

1

twice, being assessed light fines. A
number of affidavits charging the
same offense, which had been filed

in the circuit court finally were dis-
missed by the judge. Warsaw never
has had Sunday shows but a large
number of citizens arc said to be
in favor of Sunday operation.
The Mars at Lafayette opened

Jan. 19 with Movietone and Vita-
phone installed.

Marian M. McCullough, Indian-
ii" hs, secretary of the Film
Board of Trade, has been trans-
ferred to Kansas City.

Constantine Bakaleinikoff, for-
mer Indianapolis Circle orchestra
director, has been engaged to score
and synchronize talkies for Co-
lumbia Pictures Corporation at
Hollywood.

P. 'lice thwarted plans to rob the
Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, man-
ager and cashier last week with the
arrest of two former ushers.
James D. Kennedy, manager, and
Jack Bauman, cashier, were in-

tended victims. The youths were
held by police.

'Motion Pictu re News

Hold-Up Takes Ritz,

Dallas for $200
GEORGE DUNCAN, assistant

manager of the Ril •
I heatre

Dallas, was held up and robbed of
• '00 shortlj after i. n o'clock

I hursday evening. Mr. Dun-
can had just come up from the box

1 with the cash and he was
unlocking the office door, which is
located on the second floor, he no-
"'

"

[ two young in. n ruining to-
ward him from the balcony. He
paid no special attention to them

the) seemed to be carrying on
friendly conversation in a usual

Just as Mr. Duncan un-
! ,l " door they pushed him

" ll " *« office and closed the door
v\ (Hie one oi the bandits kept him

red with a gun, the other se-
cured the cash, and then by using
strips of a towel they tied Duncan
in a chair and gagged him with a
handkerchief. Mr. McHenry, man-
ager of the theatre, was standingm the lobby during the robber

v

and noticed the two men come dowii
the stairs and leave the theatre
their actions causing no suspicion!
Air Duncan was very poorly tied
and freed himself in a very few
moments and called Mr. McHenry
on the house phone to stop the two
bandits. Mr. McHenry and Mr
Duncan both ran out of the theatre
but could see nothing of the two
men although they had just left
the theatre.

W. E. (Chick) Shytles, mana-
ger of the Majestic Theatre at
Fort Worth, was instantly killedm an airplane crash at San Angelo
Texas, this week. Mr. Shvtles and
Donald Frazee, former T. C. U.
football players, were passengers'm a cabin monoplane piloted by Al
Henley, noted pilot, who was one
of the entrants in the Dole air race
to Honolulu in 1927, and in which
race he was the favorite until
forced back by engine trouble. The
three were to attend the opening of
San Angelo's new municipal air-
port and Pilot Henley was attempt-
ing to land the plane when it

seemed that a sudden gust of wind
struck the ship, causing it to go
into a nose dive at an altitude of
100 feet. Mr. Henley was unable
to right the plane and it crashed
on the new airport which Henley
helped lay out. Mr. Shytles and
Mr. Henley were dead when the
spectators reached the wrecked
plane and Air. Frazee lived only a
few moments. Mr. Shytles is sur-
vived by his wife and 3-year-old
daughter.

Frank Starz, director of publicity
for the Interstate Circuit, will
leave the first of the week for
Tulsa, Oklahoma City and other
points to look over new shows for
the circuit.

Mr. Karl Hoblictzelle, president
of the Interstate Circuit, has just
returned from a business trip to
San Antonio, where he inspected the
progress being made on the new
theatre there.

Charles J. Freeman, of New
York, booker for the Interstate
Circuit, is expected in Dallas soon.
Mr. R. J. O'Donncll, general man-
ager of the Interstate Circuit, who
has just returned from a business
trip to Birmingham, will accom-
pany Mr. Freeman on a trip around
the circuit.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

Title

Coliege Cuckoo—
Her Salty Suitor .

His Wild Oat . .

.

Lonesome Babies.

Lost Whirl, The

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Star Rel. Date

Murdock-Cavaller June 1...
June 20. ..

McDougall Kids July 10...

Jack Cooper Aug. 1—
Irving-Cooper July 1

Loto' Boloney. A McDougall Kids June 10

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev April 17. .

.

Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July 1 . .

.

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7. .

.

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12...

Dawn Special Cast

Oesert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26 .

.

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15...

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May I...

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. H. .

.

Modern Mothers Chadwick-Falrbanks, Jr.-Kent. May 13...

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25 . .

.

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Eltz

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston

Raider Emden, The Special Cast

Ransom Wilson-Burns June 7. ..

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes
Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23 . .

.

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck. .July 13

Scarlet Lady. The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1 . .

.

Sinners' Parade Revler-Varconl

Sporting Age. The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2 ..

Street of Illusion, The Keith-Valll

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden

•tSSubmarine Holt-Revier-Graves

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25...

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvlngston-Von Eltz June 1 9 .

.

Coming Attraction*

Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass

•tJDonovan Affair, The Jack Holt
Faker, The Logan-Dehney-Olahd
*t§Fall of Eve, The
*t|Lone Wolf's Daughter, The Lytev-Olmstead-Kelth
Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry

•tsYounger Generation, The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez.

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

Length

5459 feet

5838 feet.

5649 feet

5537 feet.

.6014 feet

7500 feet

5528 feet

6267 feet

.5592 feet

5925 feet

5540 feet

5544 feet

5701 feet.

6465 feet

6021 feet.

.6584 feet

6085 feet.

5725 feet.

6401 feet

.6443 feet.

5616 feet.

.5464 feet

5988 feet.

5988 feet.

8192 feet

6048 feet.

5752 feet

Reviewed

Sept. 15

.Sept 15

'.'.Sept 15

. . May 5

Sept. 8

June 2

Sept. 22

Title Star Rel. Date

Ladies Preferred Jerry Drew July 8. .

.

Leaping Luck Davis-Collins July 29. .

.

Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22...

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Lupino July 15. .

.

Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct 7...
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11...
Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct. 28. .

.

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25. .

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec. 16. .

.

Oh Mama Miller-Hutton July 1 . .

.

On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept 9 .

.

Only Me '........... .Lupino Lane Jan. 20. .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18...
Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12. .

.

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24 . .

.

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10. .

.

Pirates Beware Lupino Lane Sept 9. .

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1 . .

.

Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept 30..

.

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20. .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4. .

.

Rah Rah Rah! Dorothy Devore June 3

Roaming Romeo .Lupino Lane July 29. .

.

Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17 . .

.

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10...
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16
Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept 23. .

.

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18. .

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23 . .

.

Stage Frights George Davis Oct. 21...,
Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17...
Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2 . .

.

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26. .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13 . .

.

Wedded Blisters Lupino Lane Aug. 26. . . .

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13. .

.

Whoopee Boys Mon»y Collins Feb. 10. ..

Who's Lyln"? Davis-Collins June 10. .

.

Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept. 23 . .

.

Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15. .

.

Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley DecJ6. ..

Length Reviewed

.2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14
2 reels July 14

1 reel June 23
1 reel Sept.15

. 1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Oct. 13

.2 reels Nov. 24

.1 reel Nov. 10

.1 reel June 23
.1 reel

2reels Dec. 15
.1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel

.1 reel Dec 1

.1 reel June 23
.2 reels

1 reel Dec. 1

2 reels Sept. IB

.1 reel

2 reels Oct 6
2 reels May 28
.2 reels July 21
1 reel June 9

.1 reel Jan. 19
1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6
.2 reels Nov. 3

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct. 8
1 reel June t
1 reel Sept 29

. 1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4

.1 reel Dec 13

.2 reels Ja... 12
. 2 reels May 26

I reel Sept. 8
1 reel. June 30
2 reels Dec 18

Length Reviewed

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels...

•tfLlon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels. ..

*tSOId Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels. .

.

Reviewed

.Dec 1

.6214 feet. EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All In Fun Jerry Mandy Oct 21 . .

.

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6 . .

.

America's Pride Our World Today Oct 7. .

.

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17—
Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27. .

.

Be My King Lupino Lane Dec 9 .

Best Dressed Woman In the World . . . "Our World Today" Feb. 17...

Blond ps Beware Johnny Arthur July 15. .

.

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18. .

.

Call Your Shots St. John Sept 15. .

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24...

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14...
Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7 . .

.

Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept 9. .

.

Crown Me Wallace Lupino June 3. .

.

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27. .

.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat In Futurltzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24. .

.

Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

.

Felix in Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat In the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5. .

.

Fighting Orphans—Evening Mist Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19...
Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct 28. .

.

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3...
Follow Teacher "Big tioy" Dec 16. .

.

Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept 9 .

Gloom Chaser, The "Big Boy" June 24. .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14. .

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13 . .

.

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12. .

.

Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29 .

.

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4 . .

.

Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17...

He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12...
Hold That Monkey Monty;Colllns Nov. 11...
Homemade Man, A Lloyd Hamilton June 17. .

.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July I...

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2. ..

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec 2...

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6...
In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec 30 . .

.

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19. .

.

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5. .

.

* Mean* tynchmmzcd score, f Meant scand effect*.

Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct 27
2reels
1 reel Oct. 6

2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12

2 reels Nov. 10

1 reel

2 reels June 23
.1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels

2 reels Oct 13
2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel July 14

.1 reel Sept.15
1 reel May 28
1 reel Dec 22
1 reel— ...Aug. 18
.1 reel July 21

.1 reel Sept. 22
.1 reel June 30
.1 reel Sept 29
1 reel Aug. 4

2reels Oct 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3

.2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Seot 8

2 reels June 2
1 reel Oct 27

2 reels

2 reels July 28
1 reel July 14

1 reel Oct 27
2 reels May 28
1 reel July 14

2 reels Oct 27
.2 reels June 8
.2 reels June 23
.2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels Nov. 10

.2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
2 reels Aug. 11

FEATURES
Title Star

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn
Inspiration George Walsh
Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe
Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklln
Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankln-Lease .

.

Manhattan Knights Bedford-M lller

Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris
Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney

Rel.

May
.May
.June

.July

Aug.
July

Mar.

Date Length Reviewed

15... 7000 feet

10. ...6759 feet

15... 6700 feet

5355 feet

15.... 6400 feet

27... 6000 feet

31.... 4700 feet

31.... 6520 feet

RKO
FEATURES

Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno...
Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer
Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler
Bantam Cowboy, The Buzz iarton

.

Rel,

..Jan.

..May

..Oct
. ..Aug.

Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elliott Mar.
•tSBIockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug.
Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept
Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar.
tjCircus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct
Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb.
Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May
Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug.
Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April

Dog Justice Ranger-Martin June
Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept
Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July
Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr Mar.
Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov.
*t§Gang War Borden-Picicford Nov.
Headin' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec
Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec
His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov.
"tSHIt of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept
*t$Jazz Age, The M. Day-Fairbabks, Jr.-Walthall

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov.
Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct
Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar.
Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May
Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June
Man In the Rough, The Steele-King May
Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec

T. after tide

Date Length Reviewed

6351 feet

6886 feet... Mar. 24
4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet... Feb. 20

.4869 feet

.2 reels Aug. 4

§ Mean* voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A

.5487 feet

.6249 feet.... Mar. 17
6085 feet... Sept 22

'. 6291 feet
'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.

'.'.

5621 feet

5984 feet

.5043 feet

.4802 feet

.4758 feet

.8131 feet... Jan. 28
4899 feet

.6337 feet... Dec 1

.5249 feet

6337 feet Aug. 4
.6245 feet

4769 feet... Mar. 10
.4647 feet

.4801 feet

6429 feet... April 21

.5181 feet

.4785 feet

4903 feet

40 Talkie.
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Length

.6331 'eel

.4761 feet

4884 feet

6419 (eel

4714 feet

Reviewed

..Aug. 11

Feb. 11

Jan. 7

.. Dec 23

.6297 feet

581 2 feet. Oct. 13

rule Star Rel. Date

•f {Perfect Crime, The RIch-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April 22

Pinto Kid. The Barton-Trevor-l.ee April 29
Red Riders of Canada Mliler-Byer April 15

Rough Rldln
-

Red Bun Barton Nov. 4
Sally of the Scandala Love-Forrest July 15.

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct. 14..

Singapore Mutiny, The Ince-Taylor Oct 7.

Sinners In Love Borden-Bordon Nov. 4 Oct. 20

Skinner's Big Idea Waahburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24 6967 feet Mar. 17

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct 1 ... 6037 feet ... Sept 29

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher Sept 9 5493 feet

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dec. 2..

•t}Taxl 13 Conklin-Sloeper-Trevor Nov. 18..

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19..

Texas Tornado, The Tyler-Dam June 24.

.

Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4...

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8...
Trail of the Horse Thlevee, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13
Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec. 16 6324 feet

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25 4778 feet.

Vagabond Cub, The Buzz Barton Feb. 10
Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept 16. . . .4762 feet.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel.Title

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25
Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept. 16

Beef Steaks, The Helium-Davis Dec 30
Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9

Come Meal Al Cooke June It

Curiosities No. 1 Novelty SepL26.
Curiosities. No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10
Curiosities. No. 3 Novelty Oct 24.

Curiosities No. 8 Novelty Dec 6

.

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec 19

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill Sept 16

Happy Holldaya Hill-Duncan Sept 16

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11

.

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2.

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Sept 9.

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14.

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7
Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Sect. 30.

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23.

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule Sept 2.

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mltkey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct 28

Title Star Rel. Date

$His Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Mar. 10. .

His Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Feb. 3 ..

.

*t§Man and the Moment Billie Dove April 7 .

Ladles Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April I...
Lady Be Good Mackalll-Mulhall May 6

*t{Lllac Time Moore-Cooper Nov.
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Barthelmess-O'Day April

Love and the Devil Sllls-Corda Feb. 24

Mad Hour, The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4 .

•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec 16 .

.

*t Nignt Watch, The Dove-Reed Sept 9 .

Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 26 .

•(Outcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. It.

.

Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug. 19..

Phantom City. The Maynard-Gilbert Dec 23 .

.

•tScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec 9 .

•tSeven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 17.,

Seven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Jan. 27.

.

•tShow Girl Whlte-Delaney Sept 23.

Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July 29.

*t{Synthetlc Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10

Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June 3
Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May 13

.

Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov. 25.

•tWaterfront Mackalll-Mulhall Sept. 16.

Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10

Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17 .

I
ree s *tWhlp, The Mackaill-Nllsson-Forbes Sept. 30.

Length Reviewed

659? feet April 14

6 6608 feet June 2

8... 8967 feet ...Mar. 24
7700teet . .May 19

6360 feet
'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.

.5760 feet.

ISM rM
.4793 feet.

.4957 feet

.4758 feet.

6612 feet Oct 17
6100 feet ..Sept. 1

6622 feet ...Dec 8
6100 feet .. Aug. 25
5887 feet

6237 feet ...Jan. 6

Date Length

2 reels

Reviewed

6133 feet .

7534 feet..

6730 feet .

5834 feet .

5731 feet .

6021 feet .

6185 feet .

5976 feet..

Nov. 10
June 9

Jan. 12

May 19

Dec t

.2 reels
_ •PILjMI llll'il, 1111

< rees Yellow Lily, The
2 reels

.1 reel Sept 29
. 1 reel

. . 1 reel

. .1 reel

Wright Idea, The Hlnes-Lorralne Aug. 5.

Dove-Brook May 20

6895 leet .

6058 feet.

6300 feet.

.7187 feet

July 7

. Sept. 22

. Sept. 22
May 26

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Broadway Babies Alice White
'„, i' ' ;• oo California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
2 ree s... ... Sept 29 Comedy of Life. The Sllls-Corda Mar. 10 ...

J
rees :• ,. *t§Children of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 24 ..

%
ree s June ,B "(Divine Lady Griffith-Varconl Mar. 3 .

.

J
ree s

i" ; ii Divine Lady, The Griffith-Varconi Mar. 31 . .

.

i
r8B s Sept ™ *t§Hot Stuff White-Bakewell April 14. .

.

\
ree » 0ct- *> Hot Stuff White-Bakewell Mar. 24 .

.

;
r6e s House of Horrors, The Todd-Fazenda-Conklln

%
ree ' s Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard

I
,ee ' s *fLove and the Devil Sills-Corda Mar. 24. .

.

J
rees *t§Man and the Moment Billie Dove Feb. 10 ..

V , - ; in Man and the Moment, The Billie Dove Mar. 17...

%
ree s SeDt " *(§Pat and Mike Milton Sills

< ,ee
,

ls Prisoners Corinne Griffith

* rM 8 '(Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 17. .

.

\
re$ Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 10 . .

.

Length Reviewed

10015 feet.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14 2reels *t5Souall The Joyce-Loy
•({Odd Facts Curiosities .1 reel w*

Ri
'

r '"""""""""'niM^L{Odd
Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7.

Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept 23 .

.

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27.

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 .

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24.

.

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2 .

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7.

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct 14

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept 9.

.

Hackathorne

. 2 reel

. 2 reels

. . 1 reel

.2 reels July 28

. . 1 reel

. .2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

..2reela

Weary River Barthelmess-Compson

.

*(§Weary River Barhtelmess-Compson
Why Be Good? Moore-Hamilton Mar. 17.

*t§Why Be Good? Colleen Moore Mar. 17.

8000 feet

7916 feet

7000 feet Jan. 21

Coming Attractions

I
Title Star

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

•SAIr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rolllns Sept. 30
Blindfold O'Brlen-Moran Dec 23

.

Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17
Kid The Rex Bell July 15

Marry Moran-Hamllton June 3
Dressed to Kill Lowe-Astor Mar. 18.

*t {Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct 14.

Escape. The Valll-Russell April 29

.

Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8.

Fleetwlng Norton-Janls June 24.

...giegediTashman::: fggi^«;;; : ;;:;;;;; ^^p «dBe0
";;

; : ;: i ; ; ; 1 1 ;i^ ,V

iS^ert

::::::::::::::S Key^ ".M•tiLove In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe Homesick Sammv Cnh,

.ouu oiBWiw Pnwhnw
City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn n™H
Down Our Way Valli-Caldwell-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle'a Ta'ons, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Gun Law Tom Tyler... ^ Mar. 3

One Man Dog, The Ranger
Homesick Sammy Cohen

.

Dec. 30
May 6nZZZ ""'"" IS,; Honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor

•HRioRlt. WlalCest Horsemen of the Plalne Mlx-Blane Mar. 11

• t»?»nr„„.ftan nSnn.n wLVcn.iuiU^i^i *(§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Jan. 20
•({Syncopation Bennett-Watson-Warlngs Band

lot street Barrvmnre-Alh.
" «• «

Upperworld

.

Joy Street Barrymore-Alba.

v.fnesecharmer:::::::::::::::::B^ L
4lt£zsn^^„ SM2.

voice of the Storm von Eltz-Sleeper ..„

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Devll'e Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 5. .

.

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20 . .

.

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. ..

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29

.

Length

5800 feet.

5700 feet.

6700 feet.

Reviewed

Dec 9 ..

April 8...
•+ {Making the Grade Moran-Lowe Oct 7...
Me, Gangster Collyer-Terry Oct 8. ..

•({Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28...
•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaqlen Oct. 22. .

.

News Parade, The Stuart-Phlpps May 27...
None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald Aug. 6. .

.

No Other Woman Del Rio-Alvarado June 10. ..

Painted Post, The Mix-Kingston July 1 . .

.

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel .*. Nov. 11. ..

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennlck Sept. 23.

Date Length

.7702 feet.

.5598 feet..

.641 7 feet.

.4293 feet.

.5708 feet.

.. 6566 feet .

.

.7176 feet..

. 6109feet..

.6148 feet..

.4939 feet.

.5038 feet.

. 4404 feet.

. 6618 feet.

. 4618 feet.

.6120 feet..

.6188 feet.

.4397 feet.

..8724foet.

Reviewed

..Sept 8
..Jan. 8
. June 23

..July 21

June 9
..Mar. 17

..Nov. 10

..May 12

..Sept 8

..Jan. 14

..May 19

..May 19

..May 28
. Mar. 24

..Dec. 29

6792 feet... April 21

6000 feet Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22

6042 feet..

10.100 feet.

6863 feet.

.

6679 feet..

5034 feet..

6071 feet..

4S52teet..
6086 feet..

5641 feet.

.

5200 feet..

Oct 10
Sept. 22
Mar. 17
June 18
Aug. 11

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 6. . . 620Ofeet Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29! .6132 feet

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•tAdoratlon Billie Dove Dec 2. .

.

Barker, The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept 30 .

•t {Barker, The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Dec 30. .

.

Big Noise. The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25. .

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. 11 . .

.

Butter and Egg Man. The Mulhall-Nlssen Sept 2 .

.

Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22. .

.

Children of tho Rltt Mackalll-Mulhall Feb. 17...
Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 16...
Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17. .

.

Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1. ..

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Franclt-Walllng Oct 21. ..

•Crash, The Sllls-Todd Oct 7. .

.

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct 14...
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell Oct 28 .

.

•tGood Bye Kiss, The Eilors-Burke-Kemp July 8. .

.

Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24. .

.

Harold Teen Lake-Brlan-Whlte April 29...
•(Haunted House. The Kent-Todd Nov. 4. .

.

Hawk's Nest, The Sllls-Kenyon May 27. .

.

Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8...
Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18. .

.

Heart to Heart Astor-Hughes July 22. .

.

Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12. .

.

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant sound effects.

Length

.6360 feet..

.7137 feet.

.7137 feet..

.7402 feet..

6500 feet.

6467 feet..

.8730 feel

Reviewed

..Jan. 19

..July 7

. Dec 15

..May 12
April 28

River Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26.

Road House Barrymore-Alba July 15.

.

Romance of the Underworld Astor-Elliott-Boles Nov. 11 .

.

• ({Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19.

.

•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brien Nov. 4.

.

Taking a Chance Rex Bell

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25.

.

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10.

.

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept 16

. June 23
..Jan. 8
..Sept. 29
..April 28
..Dec 8
..Sept. 22
. . Aug. 4

..Jan. 12
July 28

6937 teet.

4991 feet.

.61 62 feet.

.9221 feet.

8729 feet... Oct 14
.4876 feet

.6000 feet

.6112 feet... April 14
4921 teet

5337 feet ... Oct 8

May IB

6365 feet.

Date

5...

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug.
Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 8..
Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24 .

.

Daisies Won't Yell Rubln-Llncoln July 8.

.

Drifting Through Gaacony Variety Oct 28..
Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5.

.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11.

.

Her Mother's Back Dcnt-Bletcher Aug. 19.

.

His Favorite wife Tyler Brooke July 22.

.

Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10.

.

Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5.

.

Low Necker, The Marjorie Beebe Dec 18 . .

.

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 28.

.

Neapolitan Daye Variety Sept 2.

.

On a South Sea Shore Variety April 1 .

.

Oregon Trail, The Variety 1 reel

Snowbound Variety Aug. 19 1 reel

§ Means voice (itscladint dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

5600 feet

6227 feet

6225 feet

.5976 feet

5888 feel

.7300 feet

7IOOfeet
7541 feet

.6755 feel.

7426 feet

6502 feet

.5957 feet.

6071 feet

MfJOfeol

Nov. 24

..Dec 22

..July 7

..Mar. 17
..Sept 10

Length Reviewed

.2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels June 23
.2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels Aug. 11

. 1 reel

.2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 27

.2 reels

.1 reel Aug. 11

.2 reels Jan. 14>

.1 reel

.1 reel

.Ireel
July 2f



February 19 2 9 381

Length

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel—
Rel. Date Length Reviewed

ritle Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Spanish Craftsmen Variety SepL 30.

Steeplechase Variety OcL 14.

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23.

Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept- 16

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Backwash Farrell-Duncan

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol

Christine Janel Gaynor
Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard

•Four Devils, The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 leet Oct. 13

*t§Ghost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe

Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast
*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8724 feet Dec 29
•tLost In the Arctic Special Cast 6474 feet Aug. IB
Our Dally Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer
Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan
River, The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet Jan. 5

Title Star

Ancient Art, An Ufa Oddities. .

.

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities..

Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities.

.

•Booster, The Charley Chase

.

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars

.

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson OcL 15.

.

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec 22.

.

Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7.

.

Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2.

.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13.

.

Deylng Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2.

.

Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18.

.

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy OcL 6.

.

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12..
Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec. 8 .

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson-Bryon Jan. 5...
Growing Pains "Our Gang" Sept. 22 .

Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec 1.

.

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14..
Heart of General Robert E. Lee, The. Daw-Walling SepL 22.

.

Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9.

.

Hunted Willard Mack

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Mar. 2....1 reel

.Nov. 5 1 reel

..Sept.15 1 reel

.Nov. 24 2 reels

Nov. 10 2reels Dec 5
. 2 reels

.2 reels

. .2 reels

. . 2 reels May 28
2 reels

. 1 reel

. . 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
. 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
.2 reels

True Heaven.. Lowe-McLaglan "Imagine My Embarrassment! ./...Charley Chase.'!
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.SeptTil. '.'2 reels
Veiled Woman, The Tora-Alba

Woman, The Astor-Boles

Title

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge al Midnight. The .

•Is Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sept. 29 .... 2 reels

.

Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30 1 reel .

.

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 1 reel..
•Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 2 reels.

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10 1 reel.

.

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar 2 reels.

Jan. 12

M.~rw» Love 'Em and Weep Busch-LaurelMary Duncan ••••• Marf-mo n„ Rarn,
Corpus Christl Raouel Meller Sept.

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12
Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner SepL

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17.

.

Manchu Love Sojin-Lee Jan. 12.

.

Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities SepL 1.

Murder Ufa Oddities Sept. 29S^X^^n
.;:::::::=SL:::;:::::::v::.:irM,::::^^ Ms-USsf- SEME 'nilNature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities

!merv^The7.::;v::::::::::::c^^ sat^-- -ffllSrE
Ladies' Man. The ChlcSales ... 2reels

.Charley Cha;

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert..

July 28.
Feb. 9..

Charley Chase Feb. 16..

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2 reels

s„„, OI'GrayHoss.The "Our Gang" OcL 20
•01' Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang"
Pair of Tights Roach Stars

.

OcL 20
Feb. 2

i^c=toWM.7:::y::^jw-:;::::::^ :^r"me>-n° SUS*"^ \T\l
Treasurer's Report, The Robert Benchley

.

Family Picnic, The McKee June 30
George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30
Seranade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept. 8

White Faced Fool, The Lionel Atwill Sept. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star

Chorus Kid, The Faire-Washburn

2 reels Jan. 19
.2 reels

2reels
.1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels July 28
.2 reels OcL 13
.2 reels •

. 1 reel May 28
2reels

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels SepL 29
. 1 reel

2 reels July 28

Ret. Date Length

.April 1 ... 8200 feet.

Head of the Family. The Russell-Corbin 6250 feet.

,

Hell Ship Branson Mrs. W. Reld-Howee-Beery May 1 8432 feet.

.

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmsteed Aug. 12. .. .6200 feet.

River Woman, The Logan-L Barrymore Aug. 28 6800 feet.

Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1 . . . .6600 feet.

Thru the Breakers.
United States Smith.

. Livingston-Herbert 6420 feet.

Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan June 1 6000 feet

Reviewed

. .April 14

/May 12
.Aug. 11

..Aug. 11

..Mar. 17

..June 18

•Ruby Lips Cl.arley Chase Jan. 19
Sacred Baboon, The Ufa Oddities SeoL 1

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24
"School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17
Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16
Should Married Men Go Home? Laurel-Hardy SepL 15
Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30 .... 1 reel

•Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" Dec 15 2 reels

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec. 22 1 reel

That Night Roach Stars SepL 15 2 reels

Tokens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2 1 reel. . .. May 28
That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar 2 reels.

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 2 reels Dec 8
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19. . . .2 reels

•We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29 2 reels

Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb 2 reels
When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar 2 reels

Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities OcL 27. ... 1 reel

World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13. .. .1 reel Noy. 3
Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb 2 reels

Title

Coming Attractions
Star - Rel.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Length Reviewed

,,.llr . .. _. „ . . . *t§Alias Jimmy Valentine Halnes-Hyams-Barrymore Jan.
•{Girl From Argentine. The Carmel Meyers *t§Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson

•tfBridge of San Louis Rey Atvarado-Torrence-Damlta

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length] Reviewed

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7 6805 feet May 6

Date Length Reviewed)

8000 feet ...Nov. 24
8000 feet

6998 feet

.4187 feet

July 14

6053 feet
!

' He Learned About Women Halnes-Page-Percy.

Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14
•1Baby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle
Beau Broadway Cody-Prlngle Sept 29
Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy SepL 15 5896 feet

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Morsn Mar. 17 6344 feet June 2

(Brotherly Love Dane-Arthur OcL 12
Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas 5200 feet

Cameraman, The Keaton-Oay SepL 29 6995 feet Sept. 16
Cardboard Lover, The Davles-Asther Aug. 25 7108 feet Sept. 8

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19 6679 feet June I 6

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31 5681 feet May 19
Cossacks, The Gllbert-Adoree June 23 8601 feet .. June 30
Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3 8538 feet Feb. 25
Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9 5838
Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naael May 5— 6700 feet

.

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther. Dec 1 7987 feet.

.

•tExcess Baggaqe Halnes-Cortez Sept 8 7182 feet.

•tFlylng Fleet. The Novarro-Page Jan.
Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16— 5011 feet.

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11 6620 feet.

Lady of Chance, A Norma Shearer Nov. 2 7126 feet..

Laugh, Clown, Laugh . Chaney-Young-Asther April 14 7045 feet— .

Loves of Casanova. The Special Cast Jan »T§White Collars

Madamolselle from Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2 5441 feet

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct 5575feet ...Dec 1

Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4 7652 feet Aug. 11

Napoleon Special Cast Oct.

*tjjBroadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King.

.

Broadway Melody Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Law Tim McCoy
*t§Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Jan. 19
•tSDuke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford
Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel

5530 feet
*t§Five O'clock Girl, The (A. T.). . . . Davies-Ar'hur-KIng

6037 feet'.
'. '.

'. AuoV ' 4 !tfG.

reen Gh
.
osL The

*t§Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson

.

•t§Hallelujah Colored Cast.

Honeymoon Flash- Moran-G ribbon

Humming Wires Tim McCoy
*t§Lastof Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel

•f {Man's Man A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes- Daly-Barry more. .

•SNIze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge

feet
'

" *t§Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocgue.
•tjPagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Spies Special Cast
Spite Marriage Buster Keaton
Soulx Blood McCoy-Frazer
•tTlde of Empire Adoree-Murray
•tJTrlal of Mary Dugan, The (A. T.) Shearer-Warner-Hackett.

.

•tVlklng, The Starke-Crisp

Nagel-Love-Hyams

Sept.15
Jan. 6

Sept. 29

July "28

Aug. 25
Jan. 26
June 2 .8508 feet.... Nov. 17

•fJOur Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept 8. . . .7652 feet

Fatsy, The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10 7289 feet

Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 5014 feet

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo-ralne Oct. 26. . .5448 feet

•tShow People Oavles-Haines OcL 9 7453 feet

Single Man, A Cody-Pringle Jan 5596 feet

Oct. 13

Nov. 17

Reviewed

.Dec 1

. 5801 feet

.

7184 feet.

.11100 feet.

.5901 feet.

.6150 feet.

. 7231 feet.

.7968 feet.

.5011 feet.

.6721 feet

Skirts Chaplin-Balfour May 12
Telling the World Haines-Page June 30 .

.

tTrall of '98, The Del Rio-Forbes
Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24.

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24

.

•tWhlle the City Sleeps Chaney-Page SepL 15

•t (White Shadows in the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7.

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Prlngle Jan. 28

.

•tWind, The Glsh-Hanson Nov. 23.

*tWoman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo Nov.

Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24 . .

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
title Star Rel. Date

Afilcan Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27. .

.

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 18...

* Meant synchronized score, t Meant muni effects.

Length

1 reel

1 reel

July 21
Mar. 24
May 19
Jan. 5
Oct 27
Aug. 18

Nov! 17
3

Reviewed

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Slar Rel. Date Length

Casino Gardens 2 reels.

.

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels.

.

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels.

.

Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marlon Harris , Songs OcL 20
Marlon Harris Songs SepL 29
Jimtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs Sept 29
Joseph Regan Oct 13
Joseph Regan .' Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling
Locust Sisters Songs Oct.

4435 feet Man Higher Up, The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle OcL 13
M-G-fVi Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue OcL 13
Odette Myrtle Songs Oct 20
Phlpps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck 2 reels Dee.
Ponce Sisters Songs OcL 20

§ Meant voice (inclnding it aiogae and incidental tongt). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.



Motion Picture .V ezvs

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Ponce Sisters

.

.. ..Songs.. Nov. 10
Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" 2 reels Dee. 1

Van and Schenck Songs Sept 29 Oct. II

Van and Schenck.
Vincent Lopez
Walt Roesner and Capltollans

Songs Oct. 27
Piano Solos Nov.
Jazz Band Oct

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept 8 2 reels

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton Sept. 15 2 reels ..

Walls Tell Tales Madge Kennedy Aug. 4. . . .2 reels. .

.

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12 2 reels...

Reviewed

Date Length Reviewed

5 .10471 fee*.... Jan. 12

.6099 feet.

7560 feet

6930 feet.

7229 feet

7202 feet.

7866 feet.

5364 feet.

6918 feet.

6402 feet.

6134 feet.

5852 feet.

7640 feet

6238 feet

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

•tjAble's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan.

Avalanche. The Holt-Hill Nov. 10.

•{Beggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept. 15.

Big Killing. The Beery-Hatton Mav 19

Case of Lena Smith. The Esther Ralston Jan. 19
•Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Corr.pson-Baclanova . .Oct. 20
Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent May 26

Easy Come, Easy Go Olx-Carroll April 21.

•Fleet's In, The Bow-Hah Oct. 13.

Flfty-Flfty Girl. The Daniels-Hall May 12

First Kiss, The Wray-Cooper Aug. 26.

Fools for Luck Fields-Conklln May 7

.

Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. 1 f

.

Halt a Bride Ralston-Arlen June 16 .

His Private Life Men|ou-Carver 4690 feet

HIsTlgerLady Menjou-Brent June 9 . 5038feet

•tHomecoming, The Parlo-Hanson 8100 feet

Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14 . . 6528 feet

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18 6039 feet.

Kit Carson .. Thomson-Lane 7464 feet.

Ladlesof the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30 . 6792feet.

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 7415 feet.

•tLovesof an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18 7159 feet .

Loves of an Actress Negri-Asther Aug. 18. . . .7159 feet.

.

Magnificent Flirt, The Florence Vldor June 2 4998 feet.

•tJManhattan Cocktail Ari en-Carroll 6051 feet

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou Jan. 2.. "

' Mating Call. The Mekjhan-Brent-Adoree July 21

Model from Montmartre Naldl-Pelrovitch Sept 22 .

•Moran of the Marines Dix-Elder Oct 27.

.

Night of Mystery, A Menjou-Brent April 7..

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beefy Mar. 3 .

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17.

.

•Patriot. The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1..

Racket. The Meighan-Prevost June 30.

.

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10.

.

•Sawdust Paiadlse, The Ralston-Howes Aug 25
•tSShopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12
Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12..

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec. 1..

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24 .

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7..

Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26.

.

Sunset Legion, The. Thomson-Murphy April 21 .

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20 .

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14.

.

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec
Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23..

•tSVarsity Rogers-Brian Sept 29 .

•Warming Up Dix-Brian Aug. 4 .

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25..

•Wedding March, The Von Strohelm-Wray Oct 6 .

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec. 22..

Wings . Bow-Rogers Sept
•t {Wolf of Wat I Street. The (A. T.) . . Bancroft-Baclanova-Lukas Jan. 26 .

Wolf of Wall Street. The Bancroft Jan. 26 .

Woman From Moscow. The Negri-Kerry

. Sept. 29

July 7

Jan. 19

. Sept. 22

..June 9

..May 12

. Scot 1

. May 26

Aug. 26
. June 23
. Aug. 11

Nov. 17
June 2

.Nov. 24
July 28

Aug. 18

Mar. 24

..June 30

Jan. 12
.Jan. 26

. OCL. 13
5506 feet

6325 feet.

5941 feet

.5444 feet... Nov. 3

5741 feet April 21

7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

May
Aug. 18
July 14
Mar. 31

Sept. 1

Jan. 5

6600 feet

9819 feet

7646 feet

.6331 feet.

. 5928 feet

7373 feet.

7112 feet

.6323 feet ... Dec. 8

.4792 feet ... May 26

.7960 feet. . . April 14

6218 feet June 2

6763 feet... Sept. 29
.6514 feet... Oct 27

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers 12103 feet April 28
•tBehlnd the German Lines Special Cast 82S4 feet Dec. 8
Betrayal, The Jannlngs-Ralston-Cooper
Black Eagles George Bancroft
*t{Burlesque James Barton

•tjCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.). . Powoll-Taylor-Brian
•Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vldor
•tJCIose Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll

*t {Cocoanuts Four Marx Brothers
•tgConcert, The (A. T.) Emll Jannings

*t{ Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell

•f §Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton
•t {Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton
•(Four Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•t{Geniusls Born, A (A. T.) A. P. Heggle
* r {Gentlemen of the Press Walter Huston
tsHalf an Hour Ruth Chatterton
Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Cooper
•t}Hole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder
*t{lnnocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier

*5 interference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twenty-One Rogers-Brian

•t§Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggle-Owen
•tLoooing the Loop Werner Kraus
*t{Man ILove, The (A. T.) Arlen-Brian
•({Night Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•tiNothing But the Truth (A. T.).. . .Richard Dix
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton.
Redskin Richard Dix

•t§Sins of the Fathers Emil Jannings
•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
•tSTNT Harold Lloyd
*>§Wild Party Clara Bow
•t{Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray.

Who Needed Killing,
~

Dec 1

Woman
(A. T.)

The
Baclanova-Brook-Hamilton

.

Date Length

23... 2 reels...

7H2! foot

.5962 feet.

5834 feet.

.5802 feet.

6509 feet.

.6319 feet

.10400 feet
.5476 feet.

12 reels..

April 28
Dec 15
Sept 29
Nov. 3

July 21

Sept. 8

Oct. 20
Jan. 5

Aug. 26*27

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel.

Bird in the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.J.Lois Wilson Feb.

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Vivien (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon
If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.). Colored Cast Mar. 9 2 reels

Music Ha'h Charms (Chrls'le) Colored Cast

One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Chr.stle—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23

{Pusher in the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen

Ruth Etting Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty

2 reels.

2 reels

.

7 reels
' 'Skating Home (Christie) .Frances Lee Sept 1

.

6938 feet.

SHORT
Star

SUBJECTS
Rel.Title

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2
Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22
Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24
Call Again E. E. Horton Oct 20

Date Length

.2 reels...

2 reels

.1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

Dec 1

Nov. 10

Reviewed

.1 reel..

. 2 reels .

.

That Party in Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels.

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie—A. T.) Hatton-Hardy-Lorralne Feb. 9 ... 2 reels

.

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star

*t 5 Annapolis Loff-Brown

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13. . . .1 reel.

Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4. . . .1 reel.

.

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27. . . .2 reels.

•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie) Billy Dooley Aug. 18. . . 2 reels.

Face Value Novelty July 21 ... .2 reels.

Footllghl Fannie (Christie) Frances Lee Feb. 9 2 reels

.

Footloose Wlmmen (Christie) Bobby Vernon 2 reels.

Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec 15 2 reels.

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19. .. .2 reels.

His Angel Child (Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. 16. . . .2 reels.

Hold 'a Cowboy (Christie) Bobby Vernon June 2 2 reels.

Home Girl. The Gllmore-Kruger Dec. 1 2 reels.

•Hot Scotch (Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25 2 reels.

HotSparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3... 2 reels.

Ko-Ko's Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept 8 1 reel..

Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23. . . .1 reel.

.

Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25 .... 1 reel.

.

Ko-Kc KleansUp Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7 1 reel..

Ko-Ko's Chase Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 11 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon Oct 20 1 reel.
.

Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9 1 reel.

.

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 8 . . . 1 reel . .

.

Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17. .. .2 reels.

Loose Change (Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 6. . . .2 reels.

News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4... 1 reel .

Nifty Numbers 'Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 5 2 reels.
Off the Deck 'Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23... 2 reels.

Oriental Hugs
I
Christie) Billy Dooley Sept 29 .... 2 reels

.

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2 2 reels.
Patent Medicine Kid, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 2.1 reel .

Phantom Mail, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept. 29 1 reel.

.

Picture My Astonishment (Christie).. Frances Lee OcL 13 2 reels.

Prancing Prune Helen Hayes 2 reels.

.

Rain Dropper. The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30.... 1 reel..

Sey Uncle (Christie) Jack Duffy June 9 2 reels.
Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30 2 reels.

Sea Food (Christie) Billy Dooley July 14.. . .2 reels.
Sea Sword Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 1 1 reel .

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10 2 reels..
Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept IS 1 reel ..

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec 22 2 reels.

.

Slick Slickers (Christie) Neal Burns July 7. . . .2 reels.

.

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmle Adams June 18 2 reels.

.

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) Bobby Vernon Sept 22 2 reels.
Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16 1 reel .

.

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug. 11 2 reels.

* Meant synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

Date Length Reviewed

2. ...7957 feet

.7008 feet

4293 feet ... Mcr. 31

5722 feet ...Sept IB
6589 feet . May 28
4598 feet

.4550 feet.... Mar. 31

.4846 feet

61 24 feet... Dec 29
6312feet
6145 feet

9145 feet . Dec. 30

7054 feet... Sept 8

6670 feet... Dec 16

4476 feet .

6670 feet...

June 23

OcL 13

..Dec 22

Rel.

Dec
Annapolis Loff-Brown Nov. 18
Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29.

Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept. 2
Blue Danube. The Leatrice Joy Mar. 12.

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec. 23
Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept 30.

*t§Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18.

Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct 14.

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7.

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 6
Cop, The William Boyd Aug. 19
Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept 16.

Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24.

Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24

.

Flying Buckaroo. The Wally Wales Nov. 25
tiFlylng Fool. The William Boyd Feb. 10
Forbidden Love Lili Damlta Oct. 28 6787 feet Jan. 19
Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17
Geraldino Qulllan-Nixon Jan. 16 6959 feet

Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dec 4750 feet

Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque May 14 7056'eet Aug. 4

•tSKIng of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept. 30. .. .10,196 feet April 29'27

Law's Lash, The Klondike taog) May 20 4683 feet . Mar. 31

*t {Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 24 . . . .6898 feet. . . Jan- 26
Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 3
Let'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15 5888 feet Jan. 28
Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff SeoL 16 5737 feet

Man-Male Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept 9 5762 feet Sept 22
•tJMarkod Money Junior Coghlan Dec 6 5490 feet

Marlie the Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4. . . .4600 feet. . .Mar. 3

Midnight Madness Jacqueline Logan Mar. 26. . . .6559 feet

•|Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12
Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec 2 6070 feet

•tiNolsy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27
Power Boyd-Logan Sept. 23 6092 feet .. Sept 15

Red Mark, The von Seyftertltz-Quartaro Aug. 28 7937 feet .. Sept 8
Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug. 6. . . .4520 feet. . . Mar. 17

*t{Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4 Jan. 12
•({Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20. .. .6132 feet. . . Jan. 20
Ship Comes In, A Rudolph Schildkraut June 4 6902 feet June 23
•t{Show Folks Qulllan-Basquette-Armstrong. . Dec 16 6466 feet Dec 13
Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20
Skyscraper William Boyd April 9. . .7040 feet . April 14

•tiSpleler, The Hale-Adoree Doc Oct 20
Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec 30 6816 feet

•t{Square Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10
Tenth Ave Haver-Varcnnl-Schlldkranl Aug. 5 6370 feet

Valley of Hunted Men. The Buffalo Bill. Jr Feb 19... 4520 feet... Mar. 3

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.
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Title

Walking Back
Yellow Contraband.

Star Rel. Date

. Sue Carol May 21 . .

.

.Leo Maloney Oct 28...

Length

6035 feet

.5937 feel

Reviewed

. Sept 22
...Oct. 2

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" Sept 9. .

.

Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8 . .

.

Baby Show. The "Aesop Fables" July 15
Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 14. ..

Bath Time Sportllght June 24.

.

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21...

Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dee. 9
Bunker Battlers Sportllght July 22..

Reviewed

Sept. 1

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels.

Length

1 reel

.

1 reel

.

1 reel

2 reels Oct 8
1 reel June 23
1 reel Oct 27
2 reels

1 reel.

Title Star Rel.

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl
Llghtnln' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt May
Man From Headquarters, The Roberts-Keefe Aug.
Midnight Adventure, A Murphy-Landis May.
My Home Town Brockwell-Glasa Mar.
Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July

Phantom of the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar.
Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart Oct
Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec.
Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April

Trallln' Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar.

Dec. 22

Coming Attraction*
Star

Campus Carmen, The Sennett Girls Sept 23 2 reels Sept 15
Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25 2 reels Nov. 24
Canned Thrills Sportllght Aug. 19 1 reel Aug. 11

Catalina Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21 2 reels

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9 2 reels

Caught In the Draft "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 1

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan Sept 9 2 reels

Chicken, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 28 2 reels

City Slickers "Aesop Fables" July 1 1 reel

Close Shave. A Johnny Burke June 23.... 2 reels Overture of 1812 (Tschalkowsky)

Title

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankln
Shanghai Bound Irene Rich

•tSShould a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards.

Date Length Reviewed

6800 feet
...4797 feet

1.... 5946 feet

5262feet
....6608 feet.... June 1
...4538 feet

....5905 feet

5650 feet

5991 teet

4627 feet

4308 feet

Length Reviewed

1 ..

Title

FILMTONE SHORTS
Star Rel.

. Filmtone Harmonists

Date Length Reviewed

Clunked on the Comer Johnny Burke Jan.

Covering Ground Sportllght Sept. 16.

Crosscountry Run, A "Aesop Fables" Aug. 19.
Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct 7.

Day Off, A "Aesop Fables"
Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct 28.

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct 7.

Defensive Line, The Football Sense Oct 21

.

• tDlnner Time "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

.

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 18.

Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct 14.

Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22

.

Fair Affair, A Sportllght July 8.

Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct 14.

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3— 1 reel

.2 reels Jan. 6
. . 1 reel Sept 8

. .1 reel Aug. 18

. . 1 reel Oct 6

. .1 reel Dec. 1

. . 1 reel Oct 27

. 1 reel Sept. 29
.1 reel Oct 20

Val and Ernie Stanton Songs.

At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans.
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

TIUe

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
Star Rel. Date]

2 reels Sept 8
10 episodes.. Oct 6
1 reel

1 reel Sept 8
Ireel Oct 27

Dec 8
June

Ret.

Marry the Girl Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1

Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes April 15

Length Reviewed

5300 feet... Mar. It
6400 feet

2 reels Mar. 24
1 reel Oct 27

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 15
Getting Together Sportllght Oct 28 1 reel Oct 20
Girl From Nowhere, The Sennett Girls Aug. 5.

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct 28
Gndlron Cocktail, A Sportllght Sept 30
High Seas "Aesop Fables" Sept 23

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30.

His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2.

Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July

In the Bag "Aesop Fables'"

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke

. 2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Dec 8

.1 reel July 14
Aug. 26 1 reel

Nov. 11 2 reels Nov. 3
Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportllght Jan. 6 1 reel Jan. 12
Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8 1 reel Jan. 5
Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Nov. 1

7

Umberlegs Sportllght June 10 1 reel June 2
*t§Llncoln (Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10 1 reel

Mall Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec 22 2 reels

Magnetic Bat The "Aesop Fables" Sent. 30 . . .1 reel

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct 14 1 reel Oct 27
Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept 30.

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16.
Mouse's Bride, The "Aesop Fables" June 24.

Muscle Marvels Sportllght Oct 14.

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 16.
No Picnic Halnes-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18.

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25 1 reel Dec
Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5 1 reel

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" July 29. . . .1 reel Aug. 4
Polar Flight A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18.... 1 reel Nov. 10
Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" June 10. . . 1 reel.

Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller 10 episodes
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21... 2 reels Oct 13
Smith's Restaurant. Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 19
Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" 2 reels

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Plct Oct 15

Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield.. . . Aug. 15. .5256 feet. . . April 21

Age of Lust, The Eml I tannings L. T. Rogers
1 ree

i- •: -ii Air Mall Pilot, The Mehaffey-Metcalfe. . . .Hl-Mark 5000 feet

\"*>\ So"1- a Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern.. . .Aug. 15 .7545 feet

%
re8

,

18 Arizona Days Bob Custer Syndicate. Sept 15. .4345 feet

Autumn Love Lya de Puttl Aff. European. .Sept . .6 reels

•tBIg Hop, The Jones-Ralston-Hearn .. B. Jones Corp. .Aug. 7000 feet . Oct. 6
Black Butterflies Rafston-Busch-Frazer.. Quality Dist . Sept 1. 6261 feet

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules
City Without Jews, The Soeclal Cast Avwon Sept 1 6000feet
Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Blschoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern.... June 1. 5460 feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Alfa 5700 feet

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oo feel

End of St. Petersburg, The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet— June IS
Fangs of Justice Sllverstreak-Walker. . Blschoff 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannlngs L.T. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet2reels Sept. 29
Z/eels

•. -„ Gypsy Romance Raquel Meller Aff. European. Sept
1 reel June iu u,nH, ni n,i«« nnnr,H v/aint Aui*nn Rant

.6 reels ...

,

ree
J
um)

?S Hands of Orlac Conrad Veldt Aywon Sept . 6500 feet
1ree 0ct ,3 Hearts of Men Harrls-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet
2 ,ees fiii Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet... Sept 15

. 2 reels Sept 29
S
rees septa

Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh.

?
ree »

l. •; House of Shame Falre-Hale Chesterfi

5712 feet.

Chesterfield. . . . Sept 1 . . 5300 feet .... Sept 1

5

Jealousy Lya de Puttl Brill Sept 1 . .5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff. European. Sept ..6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vllma Banky Aywon Sept . .6000 feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding . Russian Cast Amklno 7500 feet

Life's Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June IS
Llgms of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet

Utile Wild Girl, The Lee-Undis Hercules.

|
reels ••«« Lookout Girl, The.

.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Jacqueline Logan
.'.

'.

'. . Quality Dlst-'. '. Nov.'.
'.

'.

'. . 6413 feet

Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet
, - bvunvui UIil, ,110.............. j(ivv|uniiio uiy,

Jan. 19 Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne.

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23
Taxi for Two Jack Cooper Sept 2
Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper Oct 28
Terrible People The (Serial) Ray-Miller Aug. 5

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23

7200 feet .

.

. 7200 feet .

.6500 feet..

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet..
••' ,m

\ c ••.•. No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feet..

!
ree sept B

,d Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 feet.

.

] ree ol'i Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July . . 5200 feet .

.

•! ree ?ept l 0n „,(, D |v |de Bob Custer Syndicate Oct 15 .4657 feet.

.

•J ™JJ
Jan

-
ze

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative. ...

Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . Aff. European.

Jan. 12

Sept 15

?
oldiercMa? Harry Ungden Sept 30. .. .3 reels Lucrezla Borgia Conrad Veldt Universal..
South Sea Sagas Sportllght Sept 22... .1 reel Mother of Mine Special Cast Zakoro Oct
•ffSSRISLv A"80"^163

..
,
1reo Dec- 8 Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan.

.
HStage Struck "Aesop Fables' 1 reel.

Static "Aesop Fables" Sept 2.
Sunday on the Farm "Aosod Fables" Scot 18.

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12.

Supple Sex. The Sportllght Aug. 5 1 reel Sept
Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 26
Targets.... Sportljght .. .Nov. 25. .. .Ireel Pow6r of "Sarkne**,"the".'.".'. ...Moscow Art Players. ..Aff. European.. Sept .6 reels.

| ree 8 President, The Mos|oukine-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein 8100 feet. . . Jan. 28

J
ree s

fti"Ai Prlmanerllebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet. . . .
Mar. 24

;* reels • UCL " Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. . .6200 feet
10 episodes q Smps Spec|a| Cast 6000feet
.10 episodes. .,--•-• Queen of the Chorus, The Falre-Lease Crescent Plct 5900 feet

Wjule E ephant, A "Aesop Fables" 1 ree Jan. 12 gac| Th „ Mae Marsh Aff. European. Sept 7reels
•t {Winning Patterns SportUght. Ireel

Reilly of the Rainbow Division. Hall-Garon Crescent 6040 feet
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3. .. .10 episodes Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality Dlst. .. Oct 6100feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules

.

Coming Attraction*
StarTitle Star Rel. Date

•t {Getaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31

•tGodless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost
Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar.
•{High Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale

Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Plct Oct
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000 feet

Shanghai Document Russian Cast Oct 13. .. .5000 feet

Shadows ot the Night Hercules
Shooting Stars English Cast Artlee Aorll . .5800 feet . . April 28
Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield.. . Aug. 1 . .4890 feet

Length Reviewed

10720 feet '.". Sept 1

•tjListen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar.
*t {Missing Man, The Lee Patrick

•tSOffice Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar.

17 Silent Trail. The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15 4315 feet

Slmba Jungle Film Capitol Plct 8000 feet. . . . Feb. «
i" Sky Rider, The Chamolon-Hughes. ...Chesterfield. . June 15. .4900 feet

Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

Station Master, The Ivan Moskine Amklno June 16 7200 feet

PFFRI FSS PIPTURFS f"S R 1 Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern.. . May 1 .6603 feetrLLKLtJO ri^iunto ia. t\.)
Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern.. . April 1 6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed Ten Days That Shook the World. Russian Cast Amklno Nov. 2. .7815 feet... Nov. 24Title

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Graves Sept. 5
Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15.
Golden Shackles Bonner-Withers Mar. 15.

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landis June 22

5700 feet Thee Comrades and One Inven-

.5600 feet

.5600 feet.

.5700 feet.

RAYART (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Branded Man, The D elaney-Marlowe May 6089 feet

.

City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer Sept. 15
Danger Patrol, The Russell-Faire April

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 15
Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

.5937 feet.

6076 feet.

4533 feet

5683 feet

Reviewed

..June 2

tion Russian Cast Oct 13. 6000 feet.

.

Thunder God Cornelius Keef

e

Crescent 591 7 feet .

.

Two Brothers Conrad Veidt Ufa Eastern.. . .July 1. 6300 feet .

Untamed Justice Faire-Glass-Biltmore 57700 feet

U-Boat 9 Foreign Cast Jofa Prod 6500 feet.

.

k> est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15. .4852 feet .

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 feet.

.

Woman Tempted The Compten-Ward Aywon Sept . .6500 feet.

Yellow Pass. The Russian Cast Amkino Dec 8.. 600 feet..

Youth Astray Johnson-Mattonl Ameranglo 6000 feet.

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length

5976 feet Fare Enough Poodles Hanneford Artclass 2reels—
§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed



3&4 Motion Picture News

Title Star Dlsfr Rel. Date Length Reviewed Title Star Rel. Dale

Mysterious Airman. The Weiss Broa 10 episodes Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wella Dec. 16

Fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves. . .Mascot PIcL. .10 episodes Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. .

.

Nothing to Live For Al Joy Cranfiold Clarke 2 reels Flyln' Cowboy, The Glbson-Hasbrouck July I...

She Said No Benfurpln Artclass 2 reels Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept 23

Sophomore. The G. O'Nelll-L. Graydon . Hl-Mark Four Fooled Ranger, The Dynamite (dog) Mar. 2J .

.

Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfield-Clarke 2reela Freedom ol the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28...

Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec. 9...

Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel '({Girl on the Barge. The Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 24...

Vanishing WesL The (Serial)... Specla Cast Mascot Plct .. Oct 15. .10 episodes.. Oct 13 Girl on the Barge Hersholl-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 3 ..

Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct. . Aug. 1 .10 episodes. . Sept. 15 *t{Glve and Take Sldney-Hersholt Dec 23...

Who's Who Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2reela Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29

You Can't Win Serial) Welas Bros 10 episodes Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29
Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamllton-Mariowe. . .Sept 30.

.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern.

Buying a Wile Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake. Chesterfield

•tiChopln's Passion Robertson-Brlnkley... Powers Clnepnone ••. Hot Heels '. Tryon-Mlller May 13. .. .5874 feet
Dancer of His Majesty, The.

.
Special Cast A

.
m

.

k
!
n° 7

.
000 •" Hound ot Silver Creek Dynamite (dog) May 20. . . .4095 feet

Grit Wins Welle-Colllns Jan. 27 .

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrln SepL 16.

Harvest of Hate, The Rex (horse)-Perrln April 14.

Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec 2.

Home James La Plante-Delaney SepL 2

.

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30
Hoofbeats of Vengeance Rex (horse)-Perrln June 16.

Powers Clnepnone Hot Heels Tryon-Mlller May 13
Hound ot Silver Creek Dynamite (dog) May 20

Length Reviewed

4179 feet

6357 foot ..Dec. 22
5109feet
7828 feet June 30
4426 feet

6474 feet... Oct 20
6597 f»et

8908 Feel

.6552 feet..

5645 feet

4194 feet.

6599 feet.

.4598 feet..

4868 feet.

..4719feet.

.6606 feet.

b3'i7 fi.et

6057 feet.

Dec 29
SepL 22

SepL 18

5591 feet

.6832 feet..

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana Aff. European 6 ree s. . How l0 Handle Women Tryon-Nlxonf. Oct 14
Escaped from Kell Muriat Esterhazy Aff. Eurupean 8reels Jazz Mad . . Hersholt-Nlxon-Levrla Nov. 11 .

Exodus to the New World. The. Lyon-Prevost p
}S.

nV* W : *t§ Kid's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17.
Full Dressed Thieves NllsAsther Aff. European 7 ree a King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6. .. .5509 feet
German Underworld.. Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels.... Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23

July 14

.6 reels
(Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European

Guilty Frltsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern..

Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels Made to Order Hero Ted Wells
Just Off Broadway Kelth-Chrlsty

Uttle Colonel, The Henry B. Walthal

Man Who Cheated Life Veidt-Krauss Aff. European 3 reels

Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels

Poet and Czar Special Cast Amklno 8775 feet

South of Panama Carmellta Geraghty

Two Days Special Cast Amklno 6500 feet

Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovltch . . .Aff. European
Verdun Special Cast Rlchmount
Vera Mlezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7 reels.

.

Water, The M. Chekhov Amklno 7000feet
When Duly Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Length

5844 feet

Title

Albany Night Boat
Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15
Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1 ... .6157 feet

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20
tSCavaller, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1 . . . .6775 feet

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pldgeon May 1 5209 feet

•t§Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan.

({Lonesome Tryon-Kent Jan- 20.

.

Love Me and the World is Mine Phllbln-Kerry Mar. 4..

June 3..

•fMan Who Laughs, The Veldt-Phllbln Nov. 4 .

*tMan, Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13..

»t§Melody of Love (A. T.) Pldgeon-Harrls-Wlnton Dec 2.

.

Michigan Kid. The Nagel-Adoree Oct 21 .

.

Night Bird, The Reginald Denny Sept 18
One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec 9

Chesterfield ••• " Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2

Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25.

.

Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4

Price of Fear, The Cody-Thompson Oct 28.

.

Put "Em Up Fred Humes. Mar. 11.

.

Quick Triggers Fred Humes July 15.

.

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27..

Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec 2..

Hiding for Fame Hool Gibson Aug. 19.

,

*t§Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3..

Shield ot Honor, Tne Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19 .

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20.

Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13 .

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11 .

.

Surrender Phllbln-Mosklne Mar. 4

Oct 6
Feb. 11

6142 feet .

6813 feet.

.

412Ufeet
10185 feet May 12
.6674 feet ...Nov. 10
.6733 feet... Oct 27
.6030 feet ...July 7
6670feet

5907 feet.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

Olive Borden July 20 . .

.

4230feet.

.4200 feet.

4472 feet.

6288 feet..

6957 feet.

5424 feet

Reviewed

6172 feet ...Dec 3d
5809 feet

4364 feet

6147 feet Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1

Thirteenth Juror .The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 1 3

.

Thunder Riders. The Ted Wells April 8.

Trick of Hearts. A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18
Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18

April 28
Mar. 10
Feb. 4
Dec 9

...Oct 27

6362 feet

.6477 feet

Devil's Apple Tree. The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 19 *t {Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Sept 2
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15.

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr. Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20.

•{Ghetto. The George Jessel Feb. 1

.

Grain of Dust, The Cortez-Windsor-Bennett July 10
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10.

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20

.

i-ouse of Scan 1il Sebastian-O'Malley April 1

.

rlesof the Night Ciub Cortez-Leonard May 15.

Unaarie White-McGregor July 1.

•|-ucky B)y Jessel-Qulmby Jan. 10
fVian In Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10.

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1

.6126 feet

.5334 feet

.5516 feet

.5297 feet

..6553feef

.5676 feet
.8500 feet. ...Jan. 12
.5967 feet.

We Americans Sldney-Mlller-Lewls May
Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrln Feb. 10.

Wild West Show, The Glbson-Gulllver May 20
Wolves of the City Dec 2.

Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor Dec

5389 feet .

.

.8249 feet

6179 feet..

.5598 feet..

.4353 feet..

.5495 feet..

4616 feet..

10600 feet ...Nov. 18
.9151 feet ...April 7
.4497 feet

.5254 feet

.4348 feet

.. .7788 feet. .. .Oct 20
tjMolly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn Bookworm Hero Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 17.

. . ghty Duchess. The Warner-Southern Oct 10. .. .5271 feet Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17

Date Length Reviewed

5 ...2 reels Nov. 17
Ambuscade, The Fred Oilman June 16— 2 reels May 19
And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19 2 reels

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18— 2 reels Sept 1

2 reels

2 reels Oct 27

»er of Silence. Tne Belle Bonnet Oct 20. . . .5554 feet Broke Out Young-La Salle. Aug. 1

Prowlers of the Sea Cortez-Myers June 30 .. .5160 feet Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog. .. June 27

'.nbow.The Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1
Buster Trims Up Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct 17

•fSReputation Keane-Standing
Sterlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent

Sguads Right Grlbbon-SIone
Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor
Their Hour Harron-Sebastlan

April 15 .

Feb. 20
Feb. 1.

.June 1.

Mar. 1

.5102 feet

Busting Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Aug. 15
Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28.

Calford in the Movies Lewls-Culllver-Phllllps Oct. 15

Calford on Horseback Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 10 2 reels.

. 2 reels

.

2 reels May 28
.2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept 29
2 reels Oct t

•tiTollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct
Tropical Nights

5735 feet Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulllver-Phlllips SepL 17

5652 feet Card of Destiny, The Fred Gllman July 14

.

7258 feet Oct 20 Cash Customers Young-La Salle Julv 11

Mlller-McGregor.."...
'.'.'.'.'.'.'

.'.'.Dec 10..'.'.' Claim Jumpers. The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

Clean Sweep. A Bob Chandler Dec 1.

Sid Saylor May 22.

Dec 1

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Gold Color Classlo 1 reel

•t{Hawallan Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15 1 reel

•t {Japanese Carnival, A Color Svmphony Jan. 1....1 reel

*t{ln a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1 1 reel Nov.]17
•t{ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15 1 reel

•tLove Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Muller Color Classic 1 reel

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

•tjToy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1 1 reel

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Broadway Fever

Rel. Dale Length Revlewsd

Close Shaves
Come on. Horace Arthur Lake Oct
Cross Country Bunion Race, The. . . .Sid Saylor Nov. 7.

Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30
Danger Trail, The Newton House Sept. 1

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrln June 2.

Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2

Daring Chances Jack Hoxle Dec 15
Dead Game Art Accord Oct. 7

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec 8
Diamond Master, The Lorralne-Slevenson Feb. 3

•East Side
Fantasle Laemmje Novelty ._. 1 reel

2 reels

Ireel
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels May II

2 reels.

2 reels June 18
2 reels

2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24
.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Oct 13
2reels
2 reels

2 reels May 8
2 reels

2 reels

2reols
2reel8
2 reels Dec II
10 episodes

2 reels

Farewell Lewls-Gulliver-Philllps Feb. 4

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec 24

Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct 15

Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb Oct 20
Sally O Nell Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Nov. 12

Family Row, The Windsor-Gray Fighting Kid, The Newton House June 9
Geraldlne Ulrd

n
BelleBennett Mar. 20 Fighting Tenderfoot. A Bob Chandler Dec 29

Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10 Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8

22
lracle

' Pi!
Southern-Pldgeon

Flab Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21

.

Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19
NewOrleana Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1 FoxChase.The Oswald Cartoon June 25
Queen of Burlesque... ..BelleBennett .... FullHouse.A Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll. . June 13

Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore SepL
Arizona Cyclone, The Fred Humes May (J

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec 16
Body Punch, The Oaugherty-Falre Oct 28
Buck Privates De Putti-McGregor June 3
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb.
Clearing the Trail Glbson-Gulllver Oct 7
Cloud Dodger. The Al Wilson Sept 30
Count ol Ten, The Ray-Ralston June 17

Length

6243 feet

4076 feet

4179 fort

4786 feet

6171 feet

10... 5202 feet

.5311 feet

4322 feet

6279 feet

Reviewed

Feb.

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects.

Galloping Ace, The Jack Hoxle Sept. 22

Gauge of Battle, The Fred Gllman April 21 .

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20 .

Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept 24.

Have Patience Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Feb. 6

•tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4
Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2
High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept 10.

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7.

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan 7.

.

Horse Tall, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10.

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20
Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27.

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29Sept 15

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs)

. 2 reels.

. .2 reels

.2 reels Oct 20
. 1 reel Oct 27

. 1 reel May 28
. .2 reels May 19

1 reel Oct 29
..2 reels

.2 reels Mar. 24
. .2 reels May 18

.1 reel Nov. 24
. 2reels

, . .1 reel

.1 reel June 1
.1 reel

Ireel
. . 1 reel Dec 22
.1 reel

..Ireel
1 reel July 28

. . . 1 reel

2 reels Sept 1

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



February 2 , 19 2 9 385

Re.' >dDale Lerign

23 2 reels

. .2 reels May 26
..2reels
.-2reels

.2 reels

1 reel July 11

. .2 reels

.2 reels

. .2 reels

..2 reels

. . 1 reel

.10 episodes
..2 reels

. .2 reels Sept. 2 9

. .2 reels

..2 reels June 1

. .2reels May IX

.2 reels Aug. 18
.2 reels

. . 2 reels

.2 reels

..2 reels Dec 28

.2 reels Dec 1

. . 2 reels

. . .2 reels

. .2 reels

.2 reels Oct 27

..1 reel Oct. 13

...1 reel May 19

.2 reels.

Title Star Rel.

'In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb.

Iron Code, The Jack Perrin June 30..

Junior Year, The Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Sept 3

Just Walt Young-La Salle Sept 26

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Oct 1 .

.

King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13.

.

Knockout Buster Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Mar. 6.

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor Oct 10.

McGinis vs. Joneses. Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalH .Aug. 8.

Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon SepL17.
Mystery Rider. The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26.

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums. Aug. 6.

Newlyweds" Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 31.

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hard wick and Dog. .May 15.

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2.

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll June 4.

.

Newlyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan Sept 5.

.

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23
Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20

.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The. . . .Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28.

Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26

.

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Eqan Oct 3.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20.

Out At Home Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9.

Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Oct 29.

Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct 1.

Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11.

Private Business Sid Saylor April 24.

Prodiqal Pup, The Canine Cast 1 reel Sept 1"

Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11

.

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12.
Ranger Patrol, The Fred Oilman Aug. 11

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9.

Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1

.

Reel Life Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll July 4.

Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7.

Riders of the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept 15

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12.
Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct 6.

flopin' Romance Newton House Aug. 4.

Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 1

2

Ruse, The Jack Perrin Aug. 25.

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16.

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27.
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3.

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10.

.

Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27..
Shadows. Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14.

.

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13.

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22..

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct 24.

.

•tSIck Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18.

.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept 3.

Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31

Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23

.

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26

.

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept 8.

Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Jan. 7
Speed Sheik, The Arthur Lake June 18.

•tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t$Show Boat La Plante-J. Schlldkraut
Smilln' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
*t}That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 26
Watch My Soeed Reginald Denny
*t §You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26

Title

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11 1 reel.

Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14 1 reel.

Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28 1 reel.

Title

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length

1 reel Jan. 12

..2 reels

. . 2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels June I

.. .2 reels

. . . 2 reels

...1 reel Oct. 21

...2 reels

. . .2 reels

...2 reels

...2 reels July 28

...2reels Dec 8
. . 1 reel Junt 20

2 reels Oct. IB

.10 episodes

...2 reels Oct 8

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 22
.2 reels

...2 reels July 28
.. .2 reels

. ..1 reel

...1 reel Aug. 18

...Ireel Dec 8

. .1 reel June 30

...Ireel Dec 1

...2 reels Sept 8

.2 reels.

*t ¥Awakenlng, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17.
•tBattle of the Sexea, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13.

.

College Buster Keaton July 29

.

Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31
Garden of Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4..
Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug. 14.

.

Ramona Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11 .

.

*t§Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12.

.

• tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3.

.

Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May 1 2

.

•t Tempest , J. Barry more- Horn Aug. 11

.

* tTwo Lovers .' Colman-Banky Sept 7.

*tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Rofand Oct 29 .

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

*t§Alibi, The O'Malley-Busch
*t§Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
*t§Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore

.

•{City Lights Charlie Chaplin
Eternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varcon! . .

.

Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
tHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks
*t}Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal
{Lummox (A. T.) .'

Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish
•t{Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron
•t{Say It With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
*t{She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
*t§This is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions Terry-Petrovltch
Venus Constance Talmadge

.7972 feet.

.8180 feet

.5800 feet.

.8350 feet.

.7300 feet.

7850 feet

7552 feet.

.7980 feet.

.6541 feet.

..6400 feet.

.9300 feet

.8500 feet

.8041 feet.

Reviewed

Jan. 12

..Oct 20

..Sept 23
Jan. 28
Jan. 14
Sept 30

..Feb. 4

..Jan. 19
..Dec 15
..May 19
. June 16

April 28
..Nov. 17

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Mar. 9 Jan. 28

Mar. 30 Jan.

Title

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES
Star Rel.

Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec 5
Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13 . .

.

Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9 .

.

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12. .

.

Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Nov. 14...
Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler Sept 29 .

.

There's a Will C. Klng-C. Doherty Dec 21...
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10...
Tlge'sGirl Friend Trimble-Hardwlck and Dpg April 3...
Tracked Down Art Acord Jan. 6.

.

Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30..
Tricky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4...

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23..
Watch the Birdie Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog. ... . Dec 12.

.

Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct 22.

.

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28..
Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6..
Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Jan. 21 .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3..
Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17.

.

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 .

.

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28.

.

Vreel ".'.'.'.'^V..
™. *t§Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22

Date

Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagel
*t§Conquest (A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19. .

.

•Crimson City, The Loy-Mlljan-Hyams April 7.

.

Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24.

.

*t§Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris Feb. 23...
•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook May 26.

.

*t{Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15. .

.

•{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4...

'l reel
'

' •ULsnd of the Silver Fox Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10. .

.

'

2 reels'' ' *t§Lion and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvay-Collier, Jr.Aug. 3 ..

Ifeei *t§Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5..

1 P --l Mav19 *t§Lights of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landis-Brockwell July 21..
•t§MidnightTaxl, Tne Moreno-Costello Oct 6..
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The Rrn-Tin-Tin Feb. 9.

.

*t{My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12..
*t§On Trial (A. T.) Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec 29.

.

•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12.

.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10.

.

•Rlnty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye Aorll 21 .

.

t {Singing Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1 .

.

*tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Auq. 25.

.

*t§Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28..
*t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20 .

.

*t{Women They Talk About I. Rich-Ferris-Colller, Jr Sept 8..

1 reel Nov. 18
.2 reels Jan.' 12
.1 reel June 18

15 episodes. July 21

.2 reels Oct 20

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels May 19

.2 reels Dec. 8

. 1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels May 12

.2 reels

1 reel Nov. 1

7

Ireel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 5

.2 reels June 10

Length

6270 feet.

5428 feet..

6729 feet..

5388 feet.

.5164 feet.

Reviewed

April 12

4914 feet ...SwL 22
8693 feet... Oct 27
.7077 feet... Oct 21
6179 feet

6352 feet May 28
.5644 feet ...Jan. 28
.5267 feet

.5729 feet. ...Nov. 24

.9247 feet... Jan. 5
8290 feet... Nov. 3
4975feet
6185feet
4820 feet... Sept. 28
9592 feet

.7169 feet.

.7340 feet..

.7654 feet.

..5527 feet.

Sept 29
Sept. 18
April 8
Aug. 28

Rel. Date Length Reviewed Coming Attraction*
Star Rel. Data Length Reviewed

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

*\ {Bargain In the Kremlin. The (A_T.)Joseph Schildkraut TIU e
*t{Barnum Was Right **.*,„
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson '. May 19 It!?

1""!'"? Ann
il" VV V,

D. Costello-Ferrls-Rankln

Born to the Saddle Ted Wells *t{Argyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan

t {Braggart, The Jean Hersholt •tjDesert Song. The B„° lef-'i
,

,

n <1

Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante n§From Headquarters Monte Blue

*t{Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy !tf?
ozen

,

B
i
ver

,
Rin-Tin-Tin

•t{Charlatan, The Special Cast lt
§
,S?

neral C
„
rack John Barprmore

•t§Clear the Deck Reginald Denny Mar. 24 "J|
Glor 'ous ****:: y~ D. Costelo-Nagle ... .7441 feet

*t§Climax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford ^{Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue. Mar. 23

t{Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic •tJHard-Bolled Rose
.

Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell

*t§City,The Sidney-Gordon-Prlce-Swaln. . ..Mar. 17 *I5Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker

•tSCollegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phiilips tlt£.
id

J
Gl0VBS

, V ±L
Nagel-Wilson

•t{Come Across Special Cast May 6 ^Madonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costelo

Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Moskine 2?Noai s
,
Ark D. Costello-0 Brlen

Crimson Hour. The De Putti-Mosiuklne 2^,° 5
e,ense"

'.' V •: Blue-McAvoy
.

•tsDangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16 !M° Questions Asked Ferris-Collier. Jr.

Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert 25°ne Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr

•t§Drake Murder Case. The njQueen of the Night Clubs Texas Gulnan..

Erik the Great Veidt-Phllbin *t|Redeeming Sin. The D. Costello-Nagel. April 6...

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody l!??"0,
Tte Edward Everett Horton

Fallen Anqels Kerrv-Starke *TA?l
onr|y .

B
.
ov

.•
••••• Al

.!
J2ls

.°.
n •••-•

May I

Oct 27

•tJFIaming Daughters.'.'.;!!!!!.!.'.'
'.!;!.'!.'.'.'!.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'..'..'...

tt!5!"
k ta<l (A" T''

Girl Dodger, The Arthur Lake
•tjGreat Cinema Murder, The
•t}Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, Tne Hoot Gibson
•tlHis Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2
t§*ltCanBe Done Tryon-Carol April 21.

•{{King of Jazz, The A. T Paul Whiteman and Band
Man Disturber, The Reginald Denny

H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar.
•tSStolen Kisses .May McAvoy
*t{Time, the Place, and the Girl, The Olmsted-With ers-Klrkwood

Title

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend

Ban|omanlac.

•tSMInstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard Bit of Scotch, A
Navv Blues Arthur Lake
*t{One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3
*t§Play Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7
"t{

Jort of Dreams, The . ..Mary Philbin SepL22
•t}Shannons of Broadway, ThetA. T.)James Gleason

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs)

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Star Reviewed

Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 28

Eddie Peabody Oct 13

. Kitty Doner Sept 22

Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 28

California Songbirds, The Beil-Coates Sept 1

Celeste Aida (Alda) Giovanni Martinelll July 7
Celeste Alda (Aida) Giovanni Martinelll 1 reel July 1

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept 1

A. T. alter title means AU Talkie.
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Tills ' Star Reviewed

Chips el the Old Block The Foy Family Sept.22

Cougat 4 Company Violin. Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29

Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept 23

Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept 1

Death Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 28
DUIe Days Plantation Songs Aug. 20
Family Affair. A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song Program June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hlglne-Leah Aug. 2»

Giving In Deef-Hopper Jan. 12

Gus Arnhelm & His Ambassadors .... Jazz Band June 23

Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 18

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . Jazz Band Sept 29
Jes se Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Ind'an Baritone, The Chief Caupollcan Aug. 2d
Ingenues, The. Jazz Band June 23
In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch Ulls & Clark

Jack North, the Ban-Jokester Songs Jan. 19
Larry Cebalos Undersea Review ... Songs and Dances Sept 1

Lash, The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath Jan. 12
Miss Information Wllson-Horton June 30
Morrlssey & Miller Night Club Revue June 18

Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23

Title Star Reviewed

Night Court, The William Demarest June 18
Noan-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16
Pagllaccl John Charles Thomas
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20
Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization. . . . ^ Herbert-Pam June 18
Regular Business Man, A. Robert Ober Sept 15*

Rlgoletto—Quartet Glgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept 29
Sharp Tools Ethol Grey Terry Oct 13
Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17
Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)... Giovanni Martinelll June 2'

When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17
Winnie Llghtnor Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry.
Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks .

.

Moulin Rouge Olga Checova..
Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron

.

Woman In the Night, A Maria Corda. .

.

Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

* Meant synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

HollyWOOd—Continued

A New Pathe Director

Frank Reicher has been placed under

contract by Pathe to act and direct.

Reicher, once associated with Reinhardt in

Germany, was recently with the New York
Theatre' Guild.

Fox May Grab Vera

Vera Reynolds is negotiating with Fox
and probably be placed under a long-term

contract by that company. She has been
free-lancing.

English Co. Signs Lya die Putli

Lya de Putti has been signed by British

International Films, Ltd., to be starred in

a series of pictures to be made in their

Elstree Studios outside of London. The
first will be "The Informer," played on
the English dramatic stage and adapted
from an Irish novel by Liam 'Flaherty.

Mi de Putti sails on the Majestic from
New York on February 9th.

Messrs Glazer and Revnes
Benjamin Glazer and Maurice Revnes are

en ronte to New York, due. to arrive the

latter part of this week. Glazer is going
mi some new faces and also line up

Pat he stories for coming year.

Pathe Recalls Carol for Lead
Carol Lombard, borrowed from Pathe

by Cecil B. De Mille for the feminine lead

in "Dynamite," has been recalled by Pathe
he girl pari opposite William Boyd in

"High Voltage," Howard Higgins to di-

rect. Miss Lombard ha - heen at M < I \]

waiting for work to be started Tor six-

weeks wit] having been shot.

Monroe Salisbury Returns
Monroe Salisbury, retired for several

. returns to thi in "The
- .

" He was - 1" 111 ''I

talking role last week, capii

hi- long si Br. Salisbury was a I'ni-

versal stai

Sedgwick to Megaphone Haines

Ed Sedgwick will direel "The Gob,"
starring Billie Haines, for M-G-M.

Howes Starts Second Series

Reed Howes starts work on the second

series of air pictures for Educational re-

lease. They are being produced by Charles

R. Rogers, with Joe Brown directing.

Seitz to Handle "Fatal Wedding"
George Seitz will direct "The Fatal

Wedding" for Fox, and will also provide
his own adaptation of the story.

Walter May Write for Pathe
Engene Walter, Broadway playwright,

who came to the Coast for Fox, and re-

cently left the latter organization, is re-

ported negotiating with Pathe to write a

series of talkfilms.

Sid Grauman Show
Sid Grauman will stage the cabaret floor

show for the gala reopening of the Roose-
velt Hotel. Grauman is one of the major
stockholders in the hotel company.

F. N. Takes Up Mulhall Option

First National has taken up option on
contract of Jack Mulhall for the next 12
months. Present plans call for starring

Mulhall in six or more Vitaphone produc-
tions, which will include both singing and
dancing by Mulhall.

F. N. Borrows Anthony
Walter Anthony has been borrowed by

First National from Universal to write

titles for "Love and the Devil,'' formerly

titled "Comedy of Life." Milton Sills

and Maria < 'orda are featured.

Adamson Adapting Dove Story

Ewarl Adain-on is writing the adapta-

tion for the next Billie Dove starring pic-

ture for Kn I National. No title set.

Dawson to Direct Mackaill

Ralph Dawson, former film cutter and
editor at Warner Studios, has been as-

signed to direct Dorothy Mackail in "The
Girl in the Glass < 'age" for Pirsi National.

Freddie Schader's Story

"The Unholy Family, an original story

by Freddie Schader, of the editorial staff of

Motion Picture News, will be scenarized

for Fox by Scott Darling, whom Fox signed

recently to collaborate on a story with
Beaulah Marie Dix. But he has been held

over to do the other story, which was origin-

ally called "The Fourth Offense."

Signed by FBO
Winifred Dunn and Jane Murfin have

been placed under contract for one picture

each by FBO. Winifred Dunn will do the

scenario of "The Viennese Charmer,""
which is to star Betty Compson. Jane Mur-
fin will adapt "Companionate" from
George Kibbe Turner's novel.

Warners Will Star Horton

Edward Everett Horton will be starred in

"The Sap" by Warners. Archie Mayo will

direct the screen version of William Grew 'a

play, which Robert Lord is adapting.

"Sleepy Valley" Begun
With the sound stages at the Metropoli-

tan studio in Hollywood all set for work,

the Sono-Art unit making "Sleepy
Valley," firsl of a series of feature talkies,

has started production. It is expected that

actual work will take about six weeks and
editing and titling two weeks more.

Rayart Signs Irene Rich

Rayart has secured the services of Irene

Rich lor the title role in "Shanghai Rose,"

one of the DeLuxe specials. Other players

in the cast will be Richard Walling. Wil-

liam Gonklin, Ruth Hiatt, Sid Savior and

Robert Dudley. Scott Pembroke is direct-

ing.

More Players Signed

Julanne Johnston, Martha Franklin and

Julia Swayne Gordon have been added to

the ca-t of Columbia's "The Younger Gen-

oat ion."

"The Veiled Woman"
Emmett Flynn is directing "The Veiled

W an" for Fox.



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



/-oeuTs Midiand
Kansas Citu

iiether itbe in the magnifi-
cent TlewHoeiV's State"in Providence,
or in CentralAmerica's theatre beauti-

ful - 07ie Cecilia inPanama City, or in

the luxurious TantagesTkeatres in
California - in fact, u)herever enterpris-

ing shou)men demand the best, you
u)ill hear enthusiastic endorsement
ofthe Robert M»rton Unit Organ as a
musical attraction.

No other organ approaches
Robert Marton in quality,volume,
distinctiVeness of tone , orchestral

resources or variety of effects. Ex-
clusive process ofmanufacture,
structural improvements,and -

patented features found mno other

organ,make it distinctly differ-

ent from all others. s~\

Oct°*">
r Z9 '

Itetert Mn-foiOrgan Gft
R.T>. Matthews -VicePres. ^GeneralMq'r.

New York. Chic.a.po Los Angeles SinFratncisco
1560 Broidv*y 624 So.#ichiiai\. 1914 SoVeraont IMGdden Gate

fours

j,OS»
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Tiew; cooperative purchaseplan.
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WE
J GOT

HITS!
THE BELLAMY TRIAL
Broadway's new $2 Talking

sensation. Capacity since

opening. Big advance sale.

ALIAS JIMMY VALEN-
TINE (William Haines)
iroke all records at

Hartford, Ct. Biggest in

Baltimore, Syracuse, New
Orleans, Kansas City. After

3 months on B'way at $2

it's a clean-tip at popular

prices

THE FLYING FLEET
(Ramon Navarro) breaking

all records in first engage-

ments. Watch it ride!

N-MAYER
A Pleasure!

Vol. XXXIX No. 6

Los Angeles

Entered as si tticr April the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under act of March 3, 1879

Published Weekly—$3.00 o Year

Nezv York

PRICE 20 CENTS

Chicago
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PARAMOUNT panics Broadway!

The Wolf of

Wall Street 9'

smashes all

records by
over *7,©00!

v^_~

"The Doctors
Secret" breaks

all p r evi o n *

week-end highs.

Held over second

week.

-»

oiciua

99

s.r.o. business

in 2nd week
of long run!

"SINS OF THE

FATHERS
playing to crowd-

ed houses—2nd
week!

Nothing can equal the triumphant box office march of

PARAMOUNT^ Mighty Product!



Exhibitors
DAILY REVIEW

OPINIO£s
By w. »• WIl.Itf»so,,
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You're

absolutely

right

Mr. Wilkerson

and it's

the opinion

of every

thinking

exhibitor:

In
SOUND SHORT FEATURES
too, there's only one
REAL LEADER-



JUST as Paramount's great talking feature pictures, like "Inter-

ference", "The Wolf of Wall Street" and "The Doctor's Secret",

are the talk of the screen world—so Paramount Sound Short Fea-

tures are being hailed as the class of market! The only singing,

talking, dancing shorts of the ONE AND ONLY PARAMOUNT
QUALITY! Starring the most famous artists of stage and films.

Breezy, ofdazzling variety, entertainment gems! Produced with the

same lavish care and talent as Paramount features. And perfectly

recorded! Broadway is raving about them. Your people will too.

7 Great PARAMOUNT Sound Shorts
playing IBroadway now!

CRITERION. Smith and Dale
in "FALSE ALARM FIRE
COMPANY"; "TWO LITTLE
CHINESE MAIDS"; HIGH-
LOWBROW".

PARAMOUNT. EDDIE
CANTOR in "That Party in
Person".

RIALTO. Octavus Roy Cohen
laugh riot, "THE MELAN-
CHOLY DAME"; Christie Talk-
ing Play and RUTH ETTING,
Ziegfeld Blues Singer.

RIVOLI. "A BIRD IN THE
HAND" Christie Talking Play
with Star Cast.

35 Paramount Sound Acts

13 Christie Talking Plays

5 Famous Composer Series

6 Song Cartoons

59 Paramount Sound Shorts

PARAMOUNT



FACTS: ABOUT PACENT
REPRODUCER SYSTEMS

And the organization behind them

It's not good business to buy sound equipment with your eyes shut, without the

full faets before you. Pacent Reproducer Corporation wants every exhibitor

throughout the country to know the faets about Pacent Reproducer
Systems. That is why we publish this advertisement, a plain state-

ment of their merits and advantages in your theatre.

Pacent

Reproducer

Systems
are being

SERVED
By

These Leading Producers

:

PARAMOUNT
M-G-M

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

VITAPHONE
UNITED ARTISTS

FIRST NATIONAL
WARNER BROTHERS

All complete equipment is designed by
Pacent engineers and manufactured
in our own factories. No makeshift or

substitute material used.

Every Exhibitor Wants These Facts About
Pacent Reproducer Systems Before

Buying Sound Equipment

I
All Electric Operation: Batteries have no place in any
Pacent Reproducer System. Our equipment operates direct

from any 110 volt 60 cycle alternating current commercial outlet.

No batteries of any kind used.

Z Highest Quality Reproduction: We want exhibitors to hear
our systems in operation and judge the quality of reproduction

for themselves. You will agree with us that Pacent Reproducer
Systems set a new standard of quality performance.

3 Compact and Efficient: AH amplifying equipment housed in

a single steel cabinet, conveniently small in size, that fits in

almost anywhere.
Pacent Amplifiers combine compactness with special design

features which make them, weight for weight, 25% more efficient

than other amplifiers for theatre use.

4 Low Price: Pacent Reproducer Systems stand in a price class

by themselves. Never before have synchronous full double
channel reproducer systems been available at such low prices.

$2,500 buys the Model 2MDA Pacent System, for houses with
seating capacity not over 2,000 seats.

$3,500 for Model 4MDA Pacent System for theatres from 2.000

to 4,000 seats.

5 Film Attachment Soon Ready: Pacent Reproducer Systems
are now built for the disc method of reproduction. The Pacent

Film attachment will soon be available for sound-on-film method
of reproduction.

6 Installation and Service: Complete service department
now functioning at top efficiency. Trained engineers in

charge of every installation. Dozens of telegrams from exhibitors
tell of wonderful job done by our men.

'M) service depots now being established throughout the country
to supervise installation and upkeep of Pacent Reproducer Systems.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.
LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President

250 WEST 39th STREET ~- NEW YORK, N. Y.

TELEPHONE: WISCONSIN 1029, 10S0
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RADIO
PICTURES m

Distributed by

RADIO * « « fulfillment of daring

dreams .... colossus of modern art and science

.... now enters the motion picture industry I

RADIO PICTURES * * <*

dedicated to the advancement of electrical enter-

tainment and service of exhibitors .... linking

in one mammoth unit of showmanship the un-

rivalled resources of great industrial and scientific

organizations .... takes its place in the world of

motion pictures.

The Radio Corporation of America, General

Electric, Westinghouse, National Broadcasting Co.,

and the wide-flung Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit

of Theatres .... these are the factors whose genius

and power are combined to bring Radio Pictures

triumphantly to the screen.

» »A TITAN IS BORN
eclipsing in its staggering magnitude and far-reaching

interests any enterprise in the History of Show Business.

sterShowmen ofthe World



First Great RADIO Picture
Season 1929-1930

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S
gorgeous smash hit

ORITA
Full script dialogue .... complete musical score

.... authentic settings .... fabulous ....
magnificent .... greater even than tvhen presented

for 62 tveeks at Ziegfeld Theatre, New York.

PICTURES

The Golden Voice ^r of the Silver Screen

RADIO PICTURES will be synchronized by the

matchless RCA Photophone, the tone quality of which is easily

the greatest scientific development in the recent history of the

motion picture industry.

For the reproduction of dialogue as well as music and effects, most
rigid tests have established RCA Photophone as THE BEST!

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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«<*
BUSINESS

"MANY RETURNED SEC-

OND TIME TO SEE IT!"
—Plata Theatre, Ft. Dodge, Iowa.

"DREW PEOPLE NEVER
SEEN IN TOWN BEFORE!"

—Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kans.

"MANY PATRONS TURNED
AWAY!"

—Pastime Theatre, Hickory, N. C.

"RETURN ENGAGEMENT
SOON AS POSSIBLE!"
—Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.

"FORCED TO HOLD
SECOND WEEK!"
—Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

"TURN-AWAY BUSINESS
INDICATES BIG MONEY
ON REPEAT!"

—Academy Theatre, Scranton, Pa.

"HUNDREDS PROCLAIM IT

GREATEST PICTURE
EVER SHOWN!"

—Artec Theatre, Enid, Okla.

"WILL BRING PEOPLE
THAT SELDOM ATTEND!"
—Empress Theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

•WEEK OF TREMENDOUS
BUSINESS! ALL RECORDS
-\L4SHED!
—Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

•ADVISE EXHIBITORS
STEP ON IT WITH ALL
THEIR POWER!"

-Rochester Theatre,
Rochester, Tex.

"ADVISE ANY EXHIBITOR
TO PLAY IT!"
—LeeRoy Theatre, Wallace, Nebr.

"GREATEST BOX-
OFFICE BET!"

—Woodward Theatre Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

"RECORDS BROKEN!
RUN EXTENDED!"

—Capitol Theatre,
Grand Island, Nebr.

"EXCEPTIONAL
BUSINESS!"

—Auditorium, Lynchburg, Va.

"SURE CLICKS AT THE
BOX-OFFICE!"
—Criterion Theatre, Tonkawa, Okla.

"ONE OF THE BEST
EVER MADE!"

—Mazda Theatre Co.,
Aurora, Nebr.

"EXCEPTIONAL
BUSINESS 100% BOX-
OFFICE!"
—Disbury Theatre, Waldcn. N. Y.

"RECORD BREAKING
BUSINESS DESPITE
HEAVY COMPETI-
TION!"

—Chase St. Theatre, Kane, Pa.

"IT WILL, WITHOUT A
DOUBT, PACK ANY
THEATRE!"

rontvood Amusement Corp.,

wood, Mich.

"ONLY ONE PICTURE
EVER EXCEEDED THIS

GROSS!" —Metropolitan Theatre,

Washington, D. C.

•KEEN COMPETITION
BUT EXCEEDED ALL
PREVIOUS BOX-
OFFICE RECORDS!"

—Plaza Theatre,

N. Stroudsburg, Pa.

"OPENED TO BIGGEST
LINEUP IN HISTORY!"

—C. M. DAVIE,
Omaha, Nebr.

"SHATTERED ALL
RECORDS!"

—Palace Theatre, Canton, Ohio.

"BIG! LOOKS GOOD FOR
TEN DAYS OR MORE!"

—Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

"OPENED SATURDAY
CAPACITY! SUNDAY
and MONDAY BIGGER!"

—Globe Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

"WEATHER CANNOT
KEEP THE CROWDS
AWAY!"

—Rivoli Theatre, Beatrice, Nebr.

'PREVIOUS RECORDS
WENT TO ASH HEAP

—Ogden Theatre, Denver,

Norfolk. Vlit.i-ku

"SOLD OUT EVERY
I'KKI (>|{M WCE! MANY
PATRONS TURNED
AWAi !"

—Pastime Theatre, Hickory, N. C.

"BIGGEST BOX - OFFICE
SE!\SVT1<>\ EVER
RELEASED!"

—Paramount Theatre,

Akron, Ohio.

"GREATEST SMALL
TOWN PICTURE
OF ALL TIME!"
—Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich.

"COMPETITION COULD
NOT LICK 'TOM'! UNI-
VERSAL HAS THE BIG
ONES!" —New Square Theatre,

Ottumwa, Iowa.

"BIGGEST GROSS IN
HISTORY OF
THEATRE!"—Swan Theatre,

Columbus, Nebr.

"BEST BUSINESS EVER
DONE IN TEN YEARS!"
—Princess Theatre, Chatham, Ont.

"UNCLE TOM CAN
HANG THEM ON THE
RAFTERS!"

State Theatre, Uniontown, Pa.

"RECORD! PLEASED
NEARER 100% THAN
ANY PICTURE EVER
PLAYED!" —Strand Theatre,

Bridgeuiater, S. D.

he Great American Picture

IIMCLE TOMS CABIN
ftl/>n/ nr SniinA- Carl F.a *> m*-r*1*» T*>r>rJC tU*>*U/M7 //



"INTERCHANGEABILITY"
A Statement of Policy

The success of Vitaphone subjects, both features and shorts,

their proven box office value and the general enthusiastic

approval with which they have been and are being received,

has been due to two major factors:

1. The unremitting care exercised in their production—the constant effort, without regard to production
cost, to improve the product in all its aspects,—
technically, artistically and as entertainment.

2. The excellence of the studio recording equipment
and theatre reproducing equipment manufactured
by Western Electric and its subsidiary company,
Electric Research Products, Inc.,—of which The
Vitaphone Corporation is the original licensee—
backed up by exhaustive and continuous research
of the engineering staffs of those companies and
of Bell Telephone Laboratories.

It would not be in the interests of the public, the exhibitors

or The Vitaphone Corporation to lower the standards of qual-

ity which have created the present widespread demand for

Vitaphone product and for equipment by means of which it

may be reproduced.

Inadequate reproduction of Vitaphone product, by means
of inferior equipment, while it might yield temporary gain to

exhibitors and to the Vitaphone Corporation, would in the
long run be damaging to the individual exhibitors, to The
Vitaphone Corporation and to the industry.

The Vitaphone Corporation, therefore, will require repro-

duction of its product by means of equipment which operates
properly, reliably and efficiently to reproduce the same with
adequate volume and quality equal to that obtained by the
use of equipment supplied by Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Where such satisfactory equipment is installed, The Vita-
phone Corporation will, subject to its regular sales policies and
then existing commitments, enter into negotiations with the
exhibitor for its product.

THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION



PATH E SPECIALS

BOOKED OVER THESE ENTIRE

Publix— Libson — Feiber
Gottesman—R*K*O.—Maine
Hampshire — Warner-
West Coast — and Loew

AN UNPRECEDENTED RECOGNITION



SWEEP GOUNTRY

Picture

CIRCUITS..

and Shea—
and New
Stanley —
Circuit
OF THE SEASON'S TWO TALK HITS

WORLD'S PREMIERE
of

"STRANGE CARGO"
PARAMOUNT

New York

Beginning Feb. 16th

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



Midnight when
everybody unmasks!

Y€D MIGHT CE DANCING
WITH GLORIA /WAN/CN-
— or it might he Ben Turpin, or Lon
Chaney—we can't guarantee who will he

your masked partner at midnight—hut

we will guarantee:

DANCE I ISM I DIVERTISSEMENTS

sM
The hottest ;'»;;

in town Continuous.'

Mrs. Astor's best

home cooking

\. T. G. and a hexy

of Broadway suns

CHECK YOUR TROUBLES AT THE DOOR
WHEN YOU STEP INTO THE INDUSTRY'S BIG
MERGER OF FUN, FROLIC AND FRIVOLITY

A.M. P. A.. HCLI_y>V€CD MASCUE CALL
Hotel Astor March 2nd Tickets 10.00 Each



Makes NonSynchronous Devices Synchronous

Scoredisc Service Corp.
A new music cueing service which simplifies and guarantees

perfect cueing of pictures* By means of the Scoredisc card-

board placed over the record each cue is clearly indicated to the

operator of the turntables. Operation is foolproof. We '

will have a Scoredisc for every feature released starting ,'

August 1, 1928.

'*

FILL IN THIS COUPON 'J/ 4
/

/
/

/

9
®



Hi NAItfeMP
At tke BoxjiUjco otid

itf,{ttrisfle

WHENCAESAI
WAN A NEWSPAPER

^^M Unique and Clever Travesty I

WaldemarYoung and Wm. Jacobs

with

RAYMOND HATTON
a ml

SAM HARDY
Directed by

Walter Grahamr

By Percy Heath

featuring

LOIS WILSON

Jason Robards, Roy D'Arcy
and Dot Farley

Directed by ^^
A. Leslie Pearce

with



on the screen lit
mew

«ys.
:

*
f'

100% TALKING
AND LIVE, MOVING ACTION

Produced by Al Christie,

Master of Short Entertainment.

the
Melancholy da

m ,n K
OCT/WIS R0YC0HEN

I All-colored cast,

with the true dialect of
the famous stories

^ Flori

Introducing

Florian Slappey, Mr. Permanent
Williams, Webster Dill,

Jonquil and Sapho
Directed by

Arvid E. Gillstro

Recorded by Western Electric System

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION
Adolph Zukor, Pros., Paramount BIdg.. N. Y.

And Coming/
POST MORTEMS

with

Raymond Griffith

MUSIC HATH HARMS
by

Octavus Roy Cohen
JED'S VACATION

with

Charles Grapewin and
Anna Chance

MEET THE MISSUS
with

The Gleasons, former stars of
"Is Zat So" and "The Shannons
of Broadway"



-A BOX-OfflCI
RECORD BREAKER
*ay* VAIiltTY

JOJtPH OONCAD

1 1 LY DAM ITA c4t1«56fCT BCCNON PRODUCTION

BOSTON Says "The Rescue" is great picture.

"By far the best film made from any
of Joseph Conrad's novels. One of
the seasons most distinguished films."

Boston Advertiser.

"Herbert Brenon has turned out an
excellent film in 'The Rescue.' A
colorful tale of adventure, one of Col-
man's most ideal parts. 'The Rescue'
is well worth while."

Boston Traveller.

"Exquisitely beautiful scenic effects,

and a highly exciting plot makes 'The
Rescue' an extremely worth while
film."

Boston Globe.

"The suspense never flags, the action
never pauses. Brenon's scenes are
magnificent. 'The Rescue' is an ex-
citing gorgeous job." i

Boston American.

UNITED ARTISTS -PICTURE



ITSAMYSTERYTHRILLER/
Si! |00% ALU-TALKING PICTURE ^^
Ohey'll Qo Wild Over WARNER BROS.

present

JOHN MiLJAIHACQUEUNE LOGAN
ie^-m-n^mn HENRY B .WALTHALL

PIRECTEDBY HOYD BACON

IVV

NOAHS
ARK

7b/;j a«v picture,
ever made

^rNl

THE SUCCESS OF
-THE TERROR" PLUS!
Mystery plays and mystery pictures are

amazing successes at box offices every-

where. "The Terror" is one of the big-

gest smash hits of the year. "Stark Mad"'
has the box office kick of "The Terror"
PLUS! It is more original—packed with
newer twists and greater thrills.

AT THE GARDEN THEATRE, MILWAUKEE,
IN A RAGING BLIZZARD, "STARK MAD"
BROKE ALL RECORDS EXCEPT "THE

SINGING FOOL" GROSS.

S.

§aEn§Pi£
|WAWB>YIT^5^

SM

^
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BIG last minute NEWS!
We have out-bid all rival companies

for the distribution of the sensational

All Talking
Feature Production

"Black Waters"
Recreating the recent Broadway Stage Success "Fog"
by John Willard, author of "The Cat and the Canary"

Just completed in Hollywood
First International Talking Picture

Produced by British and Dominions Films, Ltd.

Full Details Later—March 15th Release

Physical Distribution thru

EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES
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Needed: Manpower

The Merger Industry Has Been Working Overtime

By William A. Johnston

I
ASKED a banker the other day about a

certain listed stock in the commodity
field. "It's no good," said he. "But," I

ventured, "There is talk of a merger."

He laughed. "It was a merger that killed

the company," said he. "The merger was
brought about a few years ago by a serious

situation of overproduction. I, myself, helped

to put the merged factories together. The
merger was an economic readjustment, and
necessary, and correctly done. But then they

threw out the former executives, put in effi-

ciency engineers and in two years went to pot.

Another merger won't save the business.

What it now needs is manpower."

And, curiously enough, all business the

country over is awakening to identically the

same feeling toward mergers.

The merger industry has been working
over time, the past year.

And people are now asking: What do
mergers accomplish? They will continue to

ask.

Well, one answer is already plain: they

accomplish nothing if they don't accomplish
manpower.

Wall Street likes mergers because bankers
make profits on new securities; also they

re-dress the investment shop window. But
how the merged properties will fare is alto-

gether another matter.

Products and business are reflections of the

men who build and run them. It is unwise to

destroy these individualities. There is already

a revolt against standardization by the buy-

ing public; and it will continue.

In a vital speech the other day Frank Gan-
nett, who, I believe, will some day have the

greatest chain of newspapers in the world,

said that his basic policy was to preserve the

policies, politics and personality of each
newspaper acquired, even to increase, if pos-

sible, its individuality.

Picture theatres have a good deal in com-
mon with newspapers.

Grocery stores have little in common ; they

sell bargains and service.

But a picture theatre, like a newspaper, is

part and parcel of a community's mental,

moral and social life.

I do not say that theatre chains cannot be
successfully operated, as successfully as were
the independently owned theatres. But I do
say that it will prove to be the hardest job

facing any man in this business today.

The merger is easy; the operation is a

super-problem.

The theatre chain must have ideals—at the

top; and somehow, someway, their ideals

must be transmuted into the operation of each
theatre so that it has a personality in its com-
munity.

That means manpower.
Years ago I asked E. V. Richards, a pio-

neer in chain theatre operation, just how far

the chains would go.

"As far." said he. "as the managers will

go."
(Continued on following page)
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Speaking Editorially

Needed: Manpower
ontinued from preceding page)

And that statement holds good to-day. The
chain theatre manager's job is one of the

most vital in this business. It will be he who
makes his theatre recognized as an intimate

part of the community life or just an enter-

tainment machine run bv robots.

Get Out of the Rut
BERT ADLER writes us that our editorial last

week, "Profitable Warfare," hits the situation

at the box office right in the bull's eye. He
continues:

"Industry interest has been focused in mergers and
competitor-elimination and reduction of overhead

—

including advertising overhead, which ought never to

be reduced. Last week I played a picture I own in a

theatre that had cut its advertising bill in half due to

recent elimination of competition. I made them go
back to their former appropriation and then add 60
per cent.

"This theatre had been doing poorly ever since be-

fore the holidays; but with this splendid advertising

campaign, the exhibitor did well over normal business

and paid for the increased advertising many times

over.

"As a business, we have gotten into a rut on the

advertising side and I am sure that every motion pic-

ture advertising man must heartily agree with you
that if there were an advertising revival in this busi-

ness today, it would do more good to the box office

than sound pictures and Wall Street combined."

Great Work!
CONGRATULATIONS to our contemporary,

The Film Daily, on its Year Book for 1921).

Eleven hundred pages of indispensable infor-

mation, assembled with fine judgment and care, and,

beyond all doubt, the highwater mark of this enter-

prise to date. Great work!

Pictures and Prosperity

THE importance of the picture theatre in com-
munity prosperity is brought out forcefully in a

recent article in the Portland Oregonian, which
we call to the attention of all exhibitors.

Robert M. Mount, manager of the Better Business

llureau of that city, is quoted as saying: "Portland
theatre buildings represent an investment of $8,000,-

000. The weekly payroll of the theatres in Portland

amounts to more than $42,000.

"For the weekly upkeep of one first-run house, such

as West Coast Broadway, over $15,000 a week is ex-

pended. This amount includes taxes, rental, payroll,

insurance carried locally, licenses and general up-

keep.

"It took the English and the French to show us

what our movies are doing for us. They saw. long

before we did, that trade was following the film, and
that unless they were careful American goods were
going to fill the market. English shoe manufacturers
began to complain because their customers asked for

American-made shoes. Sewing machine companies
began to receive orders from Sumatra. As one of the

British trade leaders said at the time, people were
going to the movies as to animated catalogues.

"It thus became apparent that if films were helping

American business abroad, they must be doing con-

siderably more at home, where the wares shown in

pictures were easily acquired. Surveys and investiga-

tions have proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that

this is true. There is hardly a business in the country
today which does not benefit in sales because of the

movies.

"The people of Portland need to realize the import-

ance of the motion picture theatre as a commercial
asset to this city," Mr. Mount concluded. "They need
to recognize in the motion picture theatre not only a

place where one may go for an hour or two of much
needed recreation and pleasure, but a source of added
revenue in business enterprises which, on the face of
them, have no earthly connection with the moving
picture screen. They need to recognize that the screen

is working for them day after day without charging
a fee in return."

February 9, 1929 Motion Picture Nezvs Vol. XXXIX, No. 6
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Myers Charges Indie Exhibitors

Discriminated Against By Producers

Brown in Hollywood Makes Sweeping

Denial of Merger Rumors
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 6.—Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO arrived

here today and took occasion immediately to deny a number of

rumors when verification of them was sought from him. Asked if

there was a contemplated merger with Paramount-Publix. Mr. Brown an-

swered with an emphatic "No." He said there was to be no merger with
any other company.

Mr. Brown will be here for three weeks to start production with Wil-

liam Le Baron, who is due to arrive next Tuesday with completed plans.

As exclusively reported in Motion Picture News some weeks ago RKO is

getting away from making program features only and will splurge on big

specials of road-show type, such as '"Rio Rita," "Hit the Deck" and others.

SPEAKS AT MINNEAPOLIS

Drastic Shakeup
at Stanley Co.

Philly Office
j

Many Dropped; Exploitation,

Billing Depts. Suspended;
Finkelstein Over Bookers

The general shake up in the offices of the

Stanley Company in Philadelphia has been
marked by wholesale removals of employees
and drastic reductions in salaries. Spyrous
and Charles Skouras and William Goldman
have been in Philadelphia looking over the

situation and making changes in the inter-

ests of economy. Meetings have been held

daily in the Earle Building, and frequent
conferences have been held with the new
management. Managers of downtown
and neighborhood houses, many of them
veterans, have been removed, at least tem-
porarily, and whether they will be rein-

stated later remains to be seen. It is stated

that the new management favors the elim-

ination of assistant managers, and there

has been a general cutting down of many
minor employees.

Suspend Departments
Spyrous Skouras, it is announced, will di-

vide his time between New York and Phil-

adelphia, and William Goldman, his per-
sonal representative, will spend the greater
part f his time in Philly. The exploitation
and bill-posting departments have been tem-
porarily suspended, and there will be a gen-
eral change in advertising policy, the ten-

dency being toward a more dignified form
of publicity. It is announced that all print-

ing will be done in New York.
The booking offices will remain in Phila-

delphia under the supervision of Daniel
Finkelstein, with the former Stanley book-
ers, William Herkenreider, William Clark
and Jack Delmar as assistants. Si Fabian,
who has been doing the film buying for the

Stanley Company, will continue to pur-
chase pictures for the Warner chain in

New York. H. C. Hodgens, of the firm of
Hodgens & Hill, local architects, has been
made supervising architect, assisting I. Sil-

verman. Jules Catsiff, former Stanley pur-
chasing agent, is now acting as chief pur-
chasing agent for Warner Theatres in New
York. Irving D. Rossheim, president of
the Stanley Company, has been in Florida
during this period of readjustment.

Wesco's Ritz

Fast Becoming a

"White Elephant"
< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture Noutm)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—West Coast's Ritz
theatre, a 2,000-seater on the southern
border of Hollywood, is apparently finding
it tough sledding to keep out of th» red.

Although wired several months ago, the
talking picture, widely advertised, failed
to show any appreciable improvement in

business. Studio previews are held out as
special inducements to patrons at least

twice weekly.
About six weeks ago, the name of Wil-

liam Fox was inserted in large electric let-

ters on top of the roof, with West Coast
officials experimenting with the idea to
determine whether the Fox name would
help the draw. Topping all of these efforts

to put the house across, an amateur dra-
matic stock company puts on one act
sketches every Friday and Saturday night.
Unfortunately, the players are decidedly
amateurish with the audience declaring
their intention of keeping away on dramatic
sketch nights.

Rogell Said to Have Signed
to Do Series in England

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—Al Rogell, director
of the Ken Maynard series for First Na-
tional, is reported to have signed with
Trafalgar Film Company, Ltd., British pro-
ducer, to direct a series of features in Eng-
land.

Alleges Service Refused On
Sound Films : Claims

Other Unfair

Tactics

MINNEAPOLIS, February
5. — Sensational charges
against producers were

made in a speech today before 250
independent exhibitors from Min-
nesota, North and South Dakota
and Wisconsin assembled here in

open conference, by Abram F.

Myers, former Chairman of the

Federal Trade Commission and
now President and General Coun-
sel of the Allied States Associa-
tion.

The conference was held under
the auspices of the Northwest The-
atre Owners Association, of which
W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, is

President.

The principal discussion at the
convention was the situation said
to be confronting independent the-

atre owners as a result of the
sound revolution.
Speaking on this point, Myers declared:

"Under the system now in vogue the in-
dependent owners are virtually unable to
obtain any of the talking or sound motion
pictures. The producers have the last say
in approving the machine used and unless
the independents have installed the ma-
chine manufactured by these producers in-
stead of others that are cheaper and
equally good they withhold their sanction,
with resultant hardship on the exhibitor."
An injunction to restrain these alleged

practices, with a view to compel the pro-
ducers to service the exhibitors regardless
of the equipment employed is now being
sought by Myers from the Department of
Justice.

No Instances Cited
The Allied head did not cite any specific

instances of service refusal to exhibitors
by producers.
Taking up the subject of block booking,

Myers said the exhibitor has no chance to
discriminate in the choice of films.

The entrance of the producer into the ex-
hibition field has, said he, "brought about
the instability and unrest which charac-
terizes the motion picture industry today.
Such competition, declared Myers, has
produced "a more critical situation than
is presented by chain store competition in
other lines. The producer represents the

(Continued on page 418)
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Thomson, As A. B. C. Head,

Seeks, in Sales Talk, To
Swell A. B. C. Memberships

In Speech to Large A.M.P.A.

Meeting. Recommends
Classification of

Circulation

PL. THOMSON, Director

of Public Relations Eor
* Western Electric a n d

I 'resident of the Audit Bureau of

Circulations, made a sales talk

Thursday. February 7. for in-

creased publisher memberships in

the A. B. C. It was one of the big-

gest meetings ever held by the

Associated Motion Picture Adver-
tisers.

Mr. Thomson strongly urged
the A. M. P. A. to start "a move-
ment for bringing about member-
ship in the A. B. C. by all the

picture trade papers. P. A. Par-
sons, of Pathe. pointed out that

several years ago the A. M. P. A.
had taken the lead in such a plan,

as a result of which most of the

papers joined the A. B. ('.. but

after some time, he added, most of
them had ceased to be members.

In his speech. Mr. Thomson
made it very clear "that what I

have said is in no respect intended
as a reflection upon the honesty of
trade papers in this industry that
do not have an A. B. C. audit."

Says "Hunches" Guide Buyers

In In- sales talk, the Western Electric
executive alleged that advertising was
boughl in this field Eor the mosl part on
hunches and guesswork. "You would be
helping yourselves and the press," he said
in the advertising men present, "il von
would set ii|p. ;i- .-i matter of common inter-
est, a yard -tick lor measuring circulation
(meaning the A. 1',. ('.)."

One of the highlights of lii- talk was a

suggestion that trade paper circulation be
classified in two parts: Film Users and
Non-Film Users. Tin- classification would
he worked out. "if tin- motion picture in-
dustry desires to avail itself of the ser-

of tin- A. li. ('.," ),.• -aid.

Under Film Users, h<- would group the
following: officials of theatre chain-; inch-

pendent theatre op,
1 atorf . and theatr

managers who do not do film buying lor

their hoi

Non-Users would he grouped thus: pro-

"U" Leases Globe in

N . Y. for "Showboat"
UNIVERSAL has concluded an ex-

tended lease with Charles B.

Dillingham for the use of the
Globe Theatre in New York City,

where the super-Movietone production
of "Showboat" will be shown. The
New York premiere will be held late

in March or early in April.

The Globe now houses the stage suc-
cess. "Three Cheers," with Will Rogers
and Dorothy Stone. It is not wired for
Movietone, but Western Electric equip-
ment will be installed in the theatre
late this month.

ducers, distributors and exchanges; news-
stand.

This classification, by the way, was made
by Motion Picture News of its own cir-

culation several years ago on its own initia-

tive, and at considerable expense, and it

has been available to advertisers since that

time, with constant revisions being made
to keep up with the changes in the industry.

March 1 Will

See Finish of

Fox N. Y. Deals

Detail Work For Absorbing
Independents Will Have
Been Ended by Then

Much detail work remains to be cleared

up before the owners of the 200 odd inde-

pendent theatres in the New York zone
will finally leave the reins of control to Wil-
liam Fox and receive their cash and turn
i heir holdings over to Fox Metropolitan
Theatres, Inc. From 200 to 300 account-
ants and auditors are now balancing books,
checking land fees, mortgages and doing
similar work preparatory to the final con-
sumation of the deal which will probably
be over by the end of the month.

It appears that the deals, as announced,
will go through.

Northwest Pa.

Unit Endorses
M. P. T. O. A.

The M. P. T. O. A. was endorsed at a

recent meeting of the theatre owner- ol

\orthwe-t Pennsylvania, The gathering
also voted a pledge of continued support
lo the nal ional exhibitor organi/.'it ion. John
i. Galvin, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., chairman
of the hoard of the Pennsylvania unit, noti-

fied President R. V. Woodhull of the IVnn
sylvania unit '- action.

Warner Deal

For Taking Over
Equity Chain Set

Negotiations Completed For
Operating Independent

Firm in the East

A deal to operate the .'i"> houses of the

Kijuity chain, the independent group of the-

atres in opposition to the Stanley circuit in

the Pennsylvania-New Jersey area, has been
completed by Warner Brothers. The houses
will be under the control of Warner-Equity
Theatres, a new firm capitalized at $2,000,-
linn. The Equity holdings in Philadelphia,

comprising Hi theatres, was formed about
a year ago by Green and Altman through
pooling a number of independent houses.

Warner Equity will carry out an expansion

program. Its incorporators include: J. J.

Newman, of Warner Stanley. A. M. Cohen
and Jacob M. Cohen.

Sax Lines Up
12 Pictures for

The New Season
A definite schedule of 12 sound pictures,

eleven of them to have dialogue iias been
announced by Sam Sax, president of

Gotham. The dozen will be known under
the Gotham slogan of "The Talking
Twelve."

. Two of the total have been completed,
"Times Square" and "The River Wo-
man." The latter picture is the only one

of the group that will not have dialogue.

It has been synchronized with sound effects

and a musical accompaniment ; Lionel Bar-

rymore and Jacqueline Logan are the co-

stars.

German Device Reproduces
American Sound-on-Films

A new unified device, sponsored by the

German Toblid Syndicate Company
I Tobias i, ri ntly was given demonstra-
tion at the Berlin Westend Theatre. The
machine can be attached to any usual tier-

man projector, together with amplifying
and loud speakers. The device runs the

normal width film, and has the sound tract

inside the sprocket holes. Toblid claims

interchangeability with any English, Am-
erican or German -ound-on-tilm system For

t he apparatus.

Ohio Unit Defers Move
on Allied Affiliation

THE board of trustees of the M. P.

T. O. of Ohio at their annual
meeting held recently in Colum-

bus, O., deferred action on the pro-

posed affiliation with Allied States. The
proposition was freely discussed, but
it was decided to watch the progress of

the Allied organizations before taking
any definite steps in the matter.
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Industry Fights Admission Tax Bills

In 15 States; Censorship War Rages
OHIO IS BATTLEGROUND

Repeal of All Censor Laws
Sought; Similar Bills

Introduced In

New York

THE tight for screen freedom,

and against the oppressions

and injustice of political cen-

sorship, went forward on several

fronts this week.

Bills have been introduced in

both houses of the Ohio Legisla-

ture providing for censorship of

talkies. On February 5, however,

Senator . George H. Bender of

Cleveland offered a bill providing

complete repeal of all picture cen-

sorship laws in that State.

In New York, measures which

would kill film censorship were in-

troduced at Albany by Assembly-

men Steingut and Cuvillier. The
latter's bill declares that sound cen-

sorship is a violation of the free

speech provisions of the Constitu-

tion.

Meanwhile, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court rendered a decision that the state

hoard had the right, under the Act of 1915,

which was adopted before talkies were

heard of, to pass upon the spoken part of

sound pictures.

Additionally, censorship bills have been

introduced in Connecticut and Nebraska.

Changes in the Massachusetts censor-

ship law are sought in a bill introduced in

the Legislature by the Massachusetts Li-

brary Club. While the main object of the

measure is to alter censorship of books,

the bill also affects the entire matter of

censorship and is receiving much attention

from the motion picture industry.

A determined battle against the Johnson
tialkie censorship bill in Ohio is being

made by the Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of the state under the leadership of

P. J. Wood, business manager of the or-

ganization. He has appealed to the Ohio
newspapers to aid editorially in the fight

for free speech on the screen.

Would Increase Fees

The Ohio bill provides for an increase

of $150,000 a year in fees charged produc-

ers for censoring films by raising the rate

from $1 per reel to $4. Film censorship

fees at the old rate amounted to more than

$50,000 annually. Under the new bill they

would total well above $200,000 a year.

The bill also provides that the Director

of Education may appoint an unlimited

{Continued on page 427)

15 States
THEATRE admission taxes have

been proposed in the following

fifteen states:

Colorado 10%
Connecticut 2% on gross

Idaho 10%
Indiana 10%
Michigan 5% on gross

Missouri 10%
No. Carolina, $10 per

reel and 5% admission
Iowa $2 per reel

Kansas 5%
Ohio $4 per reel

Oregon 2% on gross

Tennessee 10%
Vermont 10%
West Virginia 10%
South Dakota 10%

In addition to the above, bills have
been drawn for presentation in Mis-
sissippi, Nebraska and Utah, and tax

bills are expected later in Oklahoma,
Montana, Minnesota and South Caro-
lina.

TAX SITUATION SERIOUS

Dan R. Hanna,

Ohio Publisher,

Hits Censorship

Sees Attack Threatened
All Forms of Free

Speech

on

Millions Would Be Added to

Exhibitors'' Burdens If

Measures Are
Adopted

Dan R. Hanna, President of
'

' The
Cleveland News," and one of the leading

newspaper publishers in the country, has
sent "Motion Picture News" a strong ex-

pression of opinion against censorship of

talking pictures. Mr. Hanna writes:

"It is my opinion that legal censorship

of dialogue in motion pictures is a wedge
which threatens our constitutional rights

of freedom of speech and freedom of the

press.

"Censorship of spoken drama, censor-

ship of speech and censorship of the

printed word is a natural consequence fol-

lowing censorship of dialogue. As a pub-
lisher, therefore, I am opposed to any legal

limitation to our constitutional rights, es-

pecially that which affects free expression
of thought."

Neiv Puzzle for Courts

"The Tulsa Daily World" editorializes

as follows

:

"Inasmuch as seven states and 30 cities

were given censorious powers over the

movies before the 'talkie' made its advent,

it is reasonable to suppose that the courts

soon will be asked to pass on this new puz-

zle. It is interesting to recall that the Bill

(Continued on page 430)

AS E R I O U S situation con-

fronts exhibitors and the in-

dustry in twenty-two states

as a result of admission tax legisla-

tion, pending or threatened.

Bills which, if they became laws,

would put a burden of millions of

dollars annually on picture the-

atres, have been introduced in Col-

orado, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana,

Michigan, Missouri, North Caro-

lina, Iowa, Kansas, Ohio, Oregon,

Tennessee, Vermont, West Vir-

ginia and South Dakota.

In addition bills have been drawn
or are expected later in seven other

states.

The most serious admission tax situa-

tions are in Michigan, Ohio, Colorado,

North Carolina, Nebraska, Missouri and

Kansas.
As an instance of the seriousness of

these, Speaker Ming, of the Michigan

House, has made the amusement tax bill an

"administrative matter." He estimates

the revenue to be derived in Michigan to

be between $6,000,000 and $7,000,000 a

year.

Serious Situation

In Indiana, the ten per cent admission

tax was proposed to the Legislature by
the Indiana Farm Bureau Federation.

William H. Settle, president, announced
the farm bloc will seek the amusement tax

to raise $2,000,000 annually.

In addition to the tax situation, other

adverse measures of several kinds have

been introduced. There are bills to regu-

late the attendance of children in theatres

in Colorado, Maryland, Nebraska, New Jer-

sey, New York and Oregon, and similar

measures will probably appear in Texas,

North Carolina and Iowa.

Other laws, such as daylight saving, Sun-

day closing, tax on foreign corporations

aimed at chain theatres, and labor meas-

ures, 55 in number, may be added to the

above which brings the total to 156 bills

pending.
Idaho exhibitors have won the first

round of their battle against a state ad-

mission tax. Assisted by Jim Hone, secre-

tary of the Allied Amusements of the

Northwest, they waged a wordy battle be-

fore the gathering of Idaho State Cham-
ber Commerce, since which time the Cham-

(Continued on page 430)
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Bruce Gallup

United Artists

Publicity Chief

Resignat i o n s arc Accepted

From Shapiro. Lazarus

Beach and Moyer

Bruce Gallup, well known publicity and

advertising man, has boon appointed Di-

of Advertising, Publicity and Ex-
ploitation for United Artists to succeed

Victor M. Shapiro, resigned.

Resignations have also boon accepted

from Paul X. Lazarus, sales promotion

manager; Frank Beach, assistant secretary,

and Cliarles E. Moyer, foreign publicity.

The Executive Committee of United Ar-
tists, consisting of Al Lichtman, Harry
Buckley and Arthur Kelly, issued a state-

ment denying flatly reports printed in an-

other paper to the effect that any employee

of the company had severed relations be-

cause of "Mr. Schenck's dissatisfaction

with the way things were going. '

'

The resignations were accepted, the

Committee said, as part of a reorganiza-

tion plan in the interests of economy.

Streimer and Thompson Remain
The committee also denied that Moe

Streimer of the New York Exchange and
Nathaniel Thompson, sales comptroller,

were leaving. As to the four men whose
resignations were accepted, the statement

said :

'
' These men have been loyal, ef-

ficient and faithful in their work. Letters

in which their work was commended have
been given all of them, and these letters

noted Mr. Schenck's appreciation of their

competence and industry. '

'

Al Lichtman, general manager of distri-

bution, denied that any changes in the field

force were planned at this time.

Warren Nolan continues to handle pub-
licity, as before. Victor Shapiro plans a
vacation, his first in three years, after

which he will probably enter production
on the Coast or join a Wall Street broker-

age house.

George Abbott Will Direct

"Children" for Paramount
"The Children," a filmization of Edith

Wharton's novel as a 100 per cent talkie

unci also in -ilent form, will be directed for

Paramount by George Abbott, shige director

who leaves late this week for Hollywood,
where preparatory work is in progn

Lionel Barrymore May
Retire from Acting

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, January 7.—Lionel
Barrymore may possibly retire
completely from acting with the

completion of his first feature direc-
torial effort. This is "Madame X,"
which the famous actor is making for
M-G-M. Barrymore has proved his
ability to direct to M-G-M'fl satisfac-
tion with a dramatic screenlet called
"Confession."

l-ihns Ranked in Same
Class With Steel

MOTION pictures are raised to the

same level with the steel, food-
stuffs, textiles and motor indus-

irics by the LT. S. Government inas-

much as officials of the Department of
Commerce will have the Motion Pic-
lure Section made into a division on
July 1 next, when the Government's
fiscal year begins.

Laemmle Lets

Out 20 On Coast

In New Shakeup

Employees Drawing Salary

Waiting Equipment
Are Dismissed

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—Deadwood has been
eliminated from Universal City in a shake-
up made by Carl Laemmle. The president
of Universal left Hollywood Wednesday
for New York, and just before doing so he
ordered all of those taken off the payroll
who are not absolutely needed and who are
not under contract to Universal.

The eliminations become effective Satur-
day of this week and include about twenty
employees.

Most of those who have been given notice
of dismissal have been drawing salaries
while awaiting the arrival of more sound
equipment.

This equipment has been expected from
time to time, but it has not yet been in-

stalled, and will not be for a month or
more. .Meantime, those who have been let

out, and will be needed with the arrival
and installation of the new equipment, will
again Ik; signed as their services are re-
quired.

Sehlesinger Is

Appointed to

European Post
Seven years ago Gus Schlesiuger estab

lished tin' foreign department lor Warner
Bros, when he was appointed general man
ager of the Warners interests in Europe.
Last week he climbed another rung of the
ladder when the announcement of his ap-
pointment to the advanced post of Warners
European ambassador extraordinary was
made by II. M. Warner, president of War-
ner Bros.

lb- will he general manager of all the
Warner enterprises on the Continent. I'n-

der his jurisdiction will come the distribu-
tion of all pictures released by Warners in

Europe, Firsl National and Vitaphone, as
well as supervision of National Film- A.

Q, of Berlin and the Vitaph • studio
opening soon in the German capital. Ili^

position in the foreign field will be second
to none in executive responsibility, War-
ner Bros, announces.

New Skouras

Class B. Stock

For Holders

Will Have Opportunity to

Secure Position of Voting

and Controlling Issue

Solders of Skouras A will have the op-
portunity of converting their stock into

Skouras B, the voting issue, and controlling
the Skouras Brothers' Enterprise of St.

Louis. The A stock is now on an annual
dividend base of $3 a share, and if the stock
earns more than $3 a share the A stock
will share with the B stock the surplus
earnings. The Skouras B was recently pur-
chased by the Warner Brothers at about
$3,000,000 for the entire issue.

The Skouras Brothers, Spyros, Charley
and George, are on the Warner payroll for
combined salaries reported to aggregate
something like $250,000 a year or less.

Harry Koplar is thought to have quietly
passed out of the picture with much coin
of the realm. He was formerly the princi-

pal partner of the Skouras Brothers in the
St. Louis Amusement Co., which the Skou-
ras Brothers control, and it is rumored that
he sold his stock for cash, whereas other
holders of the St. Louis Amusement and
Skouras B stock who sold to Warners are
said to have traded in for Warner stock.

Sales Staff of

RKO Productions

Discusses Plans
RKO Production-. Inc., held a regional

sales meeting at the Hotel Astor in New
York last Sunday with leading executives
and branch managers from manj cities in

attendance. Charles Rosenzweig, general
sales manager presided, and Joseph I.

Schnitzer, president of RKO Productions,
and Lee Marcus, vice-president addressed
the assemblage. The session was devoted to

a. discussion of sales .-mil distribution prob-
lem-.

Dorothy Fields, Jimmy
Mc Hugh Signed by RKO

Jimmy Mc Eugh and Dorothy fields,

song writers have been signed by William
Le Baron, vice-presidenl of RKO Produc
i urn in charge of production. They will

write songs of new productions.

"Iron Mask" to Follow
"Sins" Into Rivoli

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' "The
Iron Mask," his first talking pic-
ture, will have its first world

premiere showing at the New York
Rivoli where it will follow "The Sins
of the Fathers." now playing. A gala
first night is planned and the star is

expected to be present as the guest of
honor. All seats will be reserved and
sold at advanced prices. As yet no date
has been set.
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Jolson Piles Up
$42,000 in Five

Day S. F. Record

Personal Appearance Will

Smash All His Marks
With $59,000

417

The box-office magnetism of Al Jolson

whether in a picture or personal appearance

is again attested at San JYancisco, where
the musical comedy and picture star is

smashing house records by his personal ap-

pearance without the aid of anything in

the way of a feature picture.

Jolson is appearing at the West Coast's

Warfield theatre in the Bay City and in his

first five days he smashed all records for

that house by attracting a gross of $42,000.

Indications, according to a wire from San
Francisco, are that he will do between $58,-

000 and $59,000 by the end of the week.

The $42,000 which Jolson piled up in the

first five days was but $2,000 short of the

previous week's record made by Gilbert

and Garbo with "A Woman of Affairs."

And the latter played an extra midnight

show.
The previous high personal appearance

record made by Jolson was $57,800 made at

the Metropolitan in Los Angeles last year.

The management of the Warfield in San
Francisco expresses every confidence that

he will break that before the expiration of

the current week.

More remarkable is the present record

in that Jolson is practically the entire

drawing card. He has nothing to support

him in the way of a feature picture. The

only picture attractions at the Warfield

are two Fox shorts, "Napoleon's Barber"
and "The Diplomats."

Believes Bureau
for Synopsizing

Stories Is Need
The belief that a central bureau for the

synopsizing of the world's story material

is urgently needed and that the principal

film companies will ultimately find it neces-

sary to establish such a bureau, is held by

Edwin Gelsey, newly appointed head of the

story department at the Pathe Culver City

studio. "A bureau in connection with the

Hays organization would seem the best for

this work which demands world combing of

published fiction and dramatic literature,"

says Mr. Gelsey.

There are several companies now engaged
in synopsizing stories and this work could

just as well be done by one company, he

argues.

Eve Southern Signed to

Star for Tiffany-Stahl
A long-term stella contract has been

signed by Eve Southern with Tiffany-Stahl
for whom she has been appearing in cur-

rent productions. Her contralto voice will

be heard from the screen for the first time

in "Whispering Winds," a Tift'any-Stahl

singing and talking production.

William Wrigley Reported

Behind $5,000,000 Film

Schedule of Short Subjects

This fyLinister Okays
Sunday Shows

DR. CLINTON WUNDER, pastor
of the Baptist Temple in Roches-
ter, N. Y., declared in an ad-

dress before the Kiwanis Club in Tren-
ton, N. J., that Sunday motion pictures
had played an important part in im-
proving moral conditions in that city.

Dr. Wunder further stated that the
clergy is coming to realize more and
more the vital part which motion pic-

tures occupy in the community.

Columbia Ties

Up With Victor

For Short Series

Will Produce Talking
Sound Subjects At
Camden Plant

and

Columbia Pictures Corporation has
entered into an agreement with the Victor
Talking Machine Company whereby they
will combine in the making of a series of
talking and sound short subjects. Columbia
will have at its disposal all of the record-
ing facilities, resources and technical ex-
perience of the Victor Company's studios
and laboratories at Camden, New Jersey.
Production is to start immediately.
While these shorts are in the process of

production Columbia will continue with its

regular program of features at the company
studios on the West Coast. Joe Brandt,
president of Columbia, and H. L. Sommer-
er, of the Victor Company, worked out the

details of the plan for the making of sound
pictures in the Camden plant.

Draw on Victor Artists

According to the announcement from
Columbia that company not only will have
the advantage of Victor's technical ex-

perts and studio facilities, but also the tre-

mendous array of talking and singing
talent, which includes the most prominent
naimes in the legitimate, vaudeville and
operatic fields.

In discussing the arrangement, Joe
Brandt, of Columbia, said

:

"We intend among our short subjects to

issue a series of musical features that will

be a credit to any program. These will

present outstanding musicians, singers and
dancers in elaborate settings. We are go-

ing out after the biggest names before the

public today and are prepared to pay for
their services on a scale that will amply
compensate them for their performances
before the camera."

Chewing Gum Manufacturer
Said to Be Negotiating

For Services of Big
Stage Stars

WILLIAM WRIGLEY, JR.,
millionaire chewing gum
manufacturer, is backiatg

a $5,000,000 plan for short length

talkies, according to authoritative

information received this week.
The pictures will be one or two
reelers and will feature some of the

biggest names in the amusement
world, including John Barrymore,
Paul Whiteman, Eddie Cantor,
Rosa Ponselle, and Amelita Galli-

Curci.
The only advertising angle to be incor-

porated will be a caption at the end of the
pictures, naming Wrigley as the producer,
arud identifying him as 'the well-known
manufacturer of Spearmint, etc.

The idea back of the Wrigley talkies is

reported to be the securing of star names
of such magnitude that box office drawing
power will automatically be insured to the
theatre.

Distribution Arranged

According to report, distribution has al-

ready been arranged with a prominent film

concern.

As an instance of the marketability of
the product, it is said one of the biggest
circuits has already booked the films to

play its entire chain of theatres.

The plan is to make Wrigley talkies in

every way fully up to the highest standards
in entertainment value. John Barrymore,
it is said, will receive $100,1100 for a pic

ture, while Eddie Cantor will get about
$250,000 for series. Other famous stars,

including a number from the operatic
stage, are being signed up, it is said.

Producers Ban
Mailing Stars'

Photos To Fans
All members of the Association of Mo-

tion Picture Producers have decided to dis-

continue mailing free autographed photos
to fans, thus following the lead of Para-
mount, which inaugurated the system
months ago.

Charge of ten cents will be made for five

by seven inch photos and twenty-five cents
for eight by tens. The tremendous cost of
mailing and printing is responsible for the

decision, since millions of such photos are

sent monthly from all studios.
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Westinghouse

Plans Larger

Ad Program

Company H ill Be Publicized

in Trade, Technical and
Business Fields

Am advertising program that will be

greatly increased over previous campaigns
is planned for the current year by Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, a statement issued by J. C. McQuis-

jeneral advertising manager of West
inghouse, asserts.

The increase in the number of products

manufactured by the concern makes it ad-

visable in change technical advertising to

keep step, declares Mr. MeQuiston. In ad-

dition to the usual Westinghouse advertis-

ing covering a single product, it is planned

to make extensive use of group advertise-

ments calling attention to the line of goods

that Westinghouse is equipped to offer vari-

ous industries.

It is one aim of the campaign to expand

the electrical industry, it is announced, by

informing the public of the importance of

electricity and it is also the company's in-

tention, according to Mr. McQuiston's state-

in. -lit. to be of direct service to the distribu-

tors of electrical products by direct adver-

tising cooperation with such distributors.

Says Producer
Methods Are Not

Fair to Indies
(Continued from payc 413)

only source of supply. It is necesssarilj

limited and self-interest dictates that the

producer owned theatre be given, every'

preference in the amount and quality of

films, in protection and in every other way
and since each producer chain affords a
profitable outlet for the product of other

producers, it follows that they often dis-

criminate in favor of each other as against,

ilr- independenl exhibitor."

Praises Exhibitors

The independent exhibitors' effort- are

at present being unfairly minimized, as is

the part they have played in the develop-

ment of the industry, Myers declared.

"Those who marvel at the greal aecom
plishments of the producers, from which 1

do not detract one whit, may still pause and
inquire whether they have not been build-

ing largely upon the intelligence, energy, re

ces and good will of exhibitors," lie

added. "Wedonol believe that the elimina-

tion of the independent exhibitor is re

quired by any inexorable economic law,

'i being confused with unfair
and discriminatory practices. We do not
believe that there is any principle of

economies which calls for the elimii

of tin- alert, intelligent exhibitor who is

playing his part better than any one can
it for him."

Paramount Earnings
Figured at $8,500,000

FOR the year ended Dec. 31 last.

Paramount will probably show
between $8,500,000 and $9,000,000

or about $4.35 per share on 2,063,517

shares, estimates the New York Tele-

r/ram. Taking into account income
from new properties and from films

now released and just getting into

their full earning power, provisional

estimates for the present year indi-

cate a net of around $11,000,000 to $13,-

000,008, the newspaper states. The fig-

ures are equivalent to $5.50 or $6-50

a share on the present capital.

M-G-M to Make
"Trader Horn"

in East Africa

Will Establish Headquarters

at Narobi, About 200
Miles Inland

f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Bollywood, Feb. 6.—M-G-M has definitely

decided to produce "Trader Horn" in

Africa. Company and staff are scheduled

to leave here March 11th, with British East
Africa as their destination.

George E. Kann, who will act as super-

visor of the picture, left here Wednesday
for New York; and departs from New York
within a few weeks for Africa with the

advance guard of the producing unit. The
first group will consist of flyde Dp Vinna,

first cameraman; one second cameraman;
two laboratory experts, one electrician and
one grip.

The regular group is scheduled to depart

from here March nth, and will include W.
S. Van Dyke, director; Red Golden, assist

ant; and staff of about 25; in addition to

the three principal players in the picture.

Mary Nolan has been borrowed from Uni-
versal and will play the featured girl part.

Plans call for establishment of a com-
plete developing and printing laboratory,

semi-portable; so that negative and posi-

tive films can be processed every day.

It is expected that the company will re

main in Africa until late Fall Headquar-
ters will be established in Varolii, about
two hundred miles inland; and locations

will be spotted from that point.

Bill Barring Sex Film
Traffic Up at Wash., D. C.

A prohibition upon the importation or in

terstate transportation of motion picture or
other films showing directly or by implica-
tion, by pictorial representation or by title,

any sex crime, is contemplated under a bill

introduced in the House of Representatives

by Congressman Cannon of Missouri. The
legislation was introduced by request, it is

stated in the measure.
Violation of the provisions of the bill

would entail a fine of not more than $1,000
or imprisonment at hard labor for not more
than one year, or both, at the discretion of
the court.

AMPA Lists

Program for

Masque Ball

Many Highlights Planned to

Make Evening a Memorable
Affair

The A. M. P. A. Hollywood Masque
Ball, to he held Saturday evening, March
2, at the Hotel Astor in New York City,

should by every sign be an entirely suc-

cessful affair. The reader himself can
.indue by glancing at the attractions which
will mark the evening.

Screen and stage celebrities—six jazz

orchestras—continuous dancing—a grand
march—broadcasting over the Columbia
system—a 100-page souvenir program—the

A. M. P. A. newsreel—a Midnight show-

—

the unmasking and awarding of prizes at

midnight—full course dinner at 1:30 A. M.
—most beautiful chorus girl contest (win-
ner to be given contract for $200 weekly
by George Le Maire for appearance in

talkies)—bathing beauty parade—contc I

for best talkie prospect ( winner to receive

RCA contract)—Cinderella contest—cos-

tume contest—prettiest non-theatrical girl

contest (winner to get contract with Broad-
way producer)—prize for best chorus fig-

ures—prize for best dancing girl—Chester
Hale's ballet troupe—NTG as master of
ceremonies—breakfast show at 5 o'clock,

with Texas Guinan as queen of revels

—

Harry Bichman, Clayton, Jackson and
Uurant, of "Rendesvous"; Will Oakland,
The Parody Revue with Jimmy Carr's
hand and many other items of interest.

Plan 2 Separate

Versions of

"Man I Love"
< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—Two separate ami
distinct versions of "The Man I Love"
will be produced by Paramount; with a dif-

ferent scenario for each version. The talk-

ing adaptation will he made from scenario

by Herman Mankiwiecz; while the silent

film will be produced from script by Percy
Heath. The innovation is credited to B. P
Fineman, assigned to produce the picture.

Although carrying the same title and gen-
eral basic story theme, the two adaptations
will be made as separate productions. In

no case will scenes from one version be in-

tercut into the other. Where certain sets

are used iii both versions, the talker scenes
will he entirely completed in that -ei. and
then necessary scenes for the silent version
will be made. The tempo of the silent ver

sion will be much faster than that of the

talker.

Barbara Kent Is Selected

for Girl Lead in "TNT"
Harold Lloyd's leading lady in his new

comedy for Paramount, labeled "TXT."
will be Barbara Kent, the young player
borrowed from Universal for the occasion.
Tin picture is now in production under the
direction of Malcolm St. Clair.
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W. B. Earned

$2,917,724

In '28 Quarter

Realized Profit of $5.30 Per

Share, Exceeding Entire

Previous Year's Figures

Net profits of $2,917,724, equivalent to

$5.30 a share on the 550,000 combined class

A and common stocks outstanding on De-
cember 1, 1928, are reported for Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., for the quarter
ended last December 1. This total exceeds

by $872.8,83 the entire profits of the last

year.

The figures compare with a net profit of

$102,687, or 18 cents a share, on the com-
bined stock for the corresponding quarter
of 1927 and with $920,894, or $1.67 a share,

for the previous quarter ended August 31,

1928. These earnings do not take into ef-

fect the profits of the Stanley Company of

America or other recent acquisitions

;

neither do they reflect the recent increase

in the capitalization of Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc.

A detailer report follows

:

Quarter Quarter
ending ending
12-1-28 11-26-27

Net inc. before amort, and
deprec, int. and misc.
charges $5,381,393 $2,126,185

Deduct amort, and depr. . . . 1,817,160 1,754,616

Net prof, from oper. — ..$3,564,232 $371,569
Add other income 8,697 —

,

$3,572,930 $371,596
Deduct int. and misc, cgs. . . 250,205 268,881

$3,322,724 $102,687
Net prof. bef. prov. for Ked.

taxes 3,322.724 102,687
Decluct prov. for Fed. inc.

taxes 405,000

Net profit for period $2,917,724 S102.687

Mike OToole
Made Honorary

AMPA Member
An honorary membership in the Asso-

ciated Motion Picture Advertisers has been
accepted by Michael O 'Toole, past presi-

dent and executive secretary of the M. P.

T. O. A. At the last meeting of the A. M.
P. A., he was presented with the illuminated
certificate by Arthur James, acting for the
association. R. R. Woodhull and Clinton K.
Myer were present to see 'Toole receive
the honor. President George Harvey com-
plimented Mr. O'Toole in his speech of in-

troduction.

M-G-M Official on Coast
To Go Over Season's Plans
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Pel). 6.—J. Robert Rubin, of
M-G-M, arrived here Wednesday and will

remain for two weeks, during which he will

go over tentative production layouts for
next season's releases. Felix Feist is to

follow Mr. Rubin here within the next
three weeks, and Howard Dietz shortlv
after.

Production Costs One-Third

Less on All-Talkers Than on

Same Picture in Silent Form
Penn. Bills Provide for

Sunday Local Option
LEGALIZING Sunday sports and

amusements would be passed up
to communities by a bill pre-

sented to the Pennsylvania legislature

by Assemblyman Pusmanno. It would
permit each municipality in the state

to decide for itself by a referendum
vote at the next general election

whether it is lawful to engage in Sun-
day sports and amusements after 3

o'clock in the afternoon.
A provision of the measure is that

15 per cent of the registered voters of
a municipality must petition before the
question can be submitted at the polls.

Assemblyman Valtz has submitted a
similar bill, which, however, provides
that Sunday amusements could not be
put on before 7 o'clock in the evening,
though sports would be permitted in

daylight.

Will Prosecute

Unlicensed Use
of Phonofilm

General Talking Pict. Warns
Against Unauthorized De

Forest Apparatus

General Talking Pictures Corporation
warns exhibitors that immediate prosecu-

tion will follow any unauthorized use of

the De Forest Phonofilm equipment. Re-
ports that salesmen other than those per-

mitted by General Talking Pictures are
offering devices claimed to be the De Forest
Phonofilm, or said to be licensed under li-

censes of patents of Dr. Le De Forest, have
aroused the company, which declares that

no company aside from General Talking
Pictures can deliver the De Forest Phono-
film equipment.

Fox West Coast Theatres

Official Name of Circuit
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—Confirming a story
exclusively published in Motion Picture
Xews several weeks ago all West Coast
Theatres are to take over the name of Fox,
which will be figured prominently in all

signs and announcements. The official an-
nouncement has been made that beginning
immediately the name will be Fox West
Coast Theatres.

This means the spending of over a half
million dollars on electric signs alone. The
same move will be made with all chains
added by Fox to the circuit during the

past year.

Reduced Script Scenes And
Long Talking Sequences
Given as Reasons for

Expense Reduction

iHollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News}

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 6.—Production
costs of all-talkers are at least one-

third less than the same grade of

production done in silent form, according

to reports on three all-dialoguers during the

past few months. The three pictures were
made as talkers only, without silent ver-

sions accompanying.
Even though cost of recording and license

fees for electrical apparatus runs into heavy
figures on each production, negative costs

have been materially reduced over those of

.ill-silent films. Reasons advanced for the

cut in costs claim that the talker contains

a smaller number of script scenes, and talk-

ing sequences run for a longer period of

i ime than those shot for a silent production.

The number of sets and locations are great-

ly reduced in making an all-talker, and re-

hearsals are held for each scene, thereby

eliminating a large number of tajjes for

each scene before the latter is passed by
t he director.

The reduction in production cost applies

only to a picture that is made as an all-

in lker, without a silent version made sepa-

rately or intercut with scenes from both

versions. When a picture is made in both

t he silent and talker version, production

costs for the two averages about one-fourth

more than the estimated cost of the silent

Fox and Sheehan
in Secret Visit to

Movie Capital
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, February 6.—William Fox
and Winfield R. Sheehan arrived secretly in

Hollywood last week. When they left New-
York information was given out that they
intended attending the opening of the new
Fox St. Louis house on January 31. In-

stead, they arrived in Hollywood that

night.

Their arrival gave rise to several reports,

none of which could be verified.

It is understood they will return to New
York this week.

George Walsh Returning to

Fox; Out of Films 2 Years
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—George Walsh is re-

turning to motion pictures after an absence
of two years. He has been signed by Fox,
and will be seen in Raoul Walsh's next pro-

duction, the title of which has not yet been
set. Walsh has not been with Fox for the

past eight years.
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RCA Officially Enters The
»

Motion Picture Industry With

Radio Pictures As Trade Name
Recently Merged Companies

IT ill Distribute Product
to All Corners

of World

RADIO this week made its ac-

tual entrance into the mo-
tion picture industry.

Official announcement was made
by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of

RKO Productions, Inc.. that "Ra-

dio Pictures" had been selected as

the trade name for RKO Produc-

tions, which is the motion picture

producing and distributing- unit of

the recently formed Radio-Keith-

Orpheum Corporation.

''Radio Pictures," dialogue motion pic-

tures, will be produced, distributed and ex-

hibited through the resources of the Radio
Corporation of America, the RCA Photo

phone Company, the General Electric Com-
pany, the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, National Broadcasting

Company, the Keith-Albee-Orpheum cir-

cuit of theatres and RKO Productions, Inc.

In commenting on the entrance of radio

into the picture industry, David Sarnoff,

executive vice-president and general man-
ager of Radio Corporation of America, said :

"Beyond our function in the field of in-

ternational and other telegraphic wireless

communication, it is our business to develop
sound reproduction through the latest of

the arts of electric communication. Thus
the electrical group has established a great

nation wide service of broadcasting in the

United States; it has cooperated with the

phonograph industry in the creation of new
sound reproducing instruments; it has now
come to the motion picture industry to co-

operate in the development of the new art

of sound motion pictures."

Paramount Observes
Industry's Birthday

THE Southern California motion
picture industry celebrated its

21st birthday on last Monday.
February 1 and that fact was given

cognizance of when the Paramount
studio in Hollywood ceased operations
for two minutes at eleven o'clock in

the morning. It was in 1908 that

Francis Person and Thomas Bogg
turned the first crank in the first Cali-

fornia studio.

Changes in

Universalis

Sales Ranks

Earl Kramer Appointed Mgr.
Eastern Div. ; Other Shifts

in Selling Force

Several important changes in the ranks
of the Universal selling force were made
last week by M. Van Praag, general sales

manager for Universal.

Earl Kramer, for some time general man-
ager of the New York exchange, has been
elevated to the post of Eastern Division

manager with supervision over Buffalo, Al-

bany, Pittsburgh, Washington and the New
Haven branches.

Dave Miller, Universal manager in Buf-
falo, fills the position vacated by Mr. Kram-
er. Al Herman, Universal salesman, takes

over Mr. Miller's post, C. P. Lester, man-
ager in Jacksonville, has also been pro-

moted to the management of the Atlanta
exchange, a vacancy caused by the resigna-

tion of Ben Y. Cammeck. His post will

be filled by Cowan Bain.

HIRAM W. BROWN
President

Radlo-Kelth-Orpheum Corp.

Canadian Music

Rights Society

Case Dismissed

Privy (.(mncil Rules Against

Toronto Firm ; Exhibitors

Benefit by Judgment

An important decision, bj means of

which Canadian exhibitors "ill save a con-

siderable outlay in musical copyright fees,

was recently handed down in the highest

tribunal of the British Empire on Febru
ary 1, when the Privy Council dismissed

the appeal of the Canadian Performing
Rights Society, Ltd., Toronto, with costs.

This judgment, issued at London, found

that the Canadian Society had not observed

the clauses of the Canadian Copyright Act
requiring registration of all copyright as-

signments al Ottawa, the Canadian capital,

before imposing any royalties in the Do-
minion. The Society questioned the inter-

pretation of the clause, but the Privy Coun-
cil ruled that there could be only one mean-
ing and dismissed the appeal.

If the result had been otherwise, the Ca-
nadian Rights Society had arranged to im-
pose an annual license fee for every theatre

in the country on a seat tax basis to cover

royalties on musical compositions controlled

by the Society.

Interest in Picqua
Co. Acquired by

F. M. Zimmerman
Fred M. Zimmerman, president of Asso-

ciated Theatres of Buffalo and treasurer of

Affiliated Theatres of Pittsburgh, con-

trolling a group of some 70 theatres, has

purchased an interest in the Picqua Amuse-
ment Company which owns and operates

the Bijou and May's theatres in Picqua.

At the annual organization meeting of the

Picqua Amusement Company, Zimmerman
was elected vice-president and director.

William Erk was re-elected president and
R. V. Erk secretary-trseaurer. Directors

are William and R. V. Erk, F. M. Zimmer-
man, Walter Henne and George M. Peffer.

Paula Gould Leaves RKO;
Warshawsky Publicity Chief
Paula Gould, associated for the cast

seven years with RKO Productions (for-

merly FBO), resigned this week. She
leaves for Hollywood next week to take one
of two production offers made her on the

Coast.

Succeeding Miss Gould as general press
representative of RKO, in charge of trade
paper and daily publicity, is Sam War-
shawsky. Ken Hallam will have charge of
exploitation, tie-ups, etc., while John
Moynihan will supervise press books.

DAVID A. SARNOFF
Executive Vice-President and

General Manager
Radio Corp. of America

JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER
President

RKO Productions, Inc.

Walthall in "Bridge" Cast
One of the leading roles in "The

Bridge of San Luis Key." the Metro-
Groldwyn Mayer film that Charles Brahin
is making, has been given to Henry B.

Walthall. He will play Father Juniper.
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Two Films in a Fortnight on BVay
Attract a Total Gross of $413,953

"Wolf of Wall St."

Smashes Rialto

Record at $57,992

NEW YORK.—A few years ago one would
have been pointed out as "nuts" if they
made the prediction that two pictures

•could come on Broadway, stay two weeks and
turn in a box office gross of almost a half mil-
lion dollars. Yet that is exactly what happened
in the two weeks ending last Friday at the Roxy
and Capitol Theatres. Those two houses turned
in a combined gross of $413,953.15 on the two
weeks in which the attractions that they played
were "In Old Arizona" and "A Woman of
Affairs." Another wallop to hit the street last

week was "The Wolf of Wall Street," the first

talker in which George Bancroft is starred.
This picture came into the Rialto without any
particular advertising campaign and succeeded
in smashing the house record to bits by turning
in $57,992, almost $5,000 better than the pre-
vious record of the theatre, which was held by
Harold Lloyd in "Speedy."

It is quite possible that "The Wolf of Wall
Street" was helped by the Capitol, Roxy, and
Strand, all holding over their attractions last

week, but even so those three houses did what
they would normally do without extraordinary
strong attractions.

Of the two big money pictures over the two-
week period "In Old Arizona" at the Roxy got
the top. The first week that the feature was
shown it came within a few dollars of creating
a new house record by getting $142,673.50. Last
week the returns were $108,728.50, making a
total for the two weeks of $251,402. The pic-
ture is said to have cost in the neighborhood of
$125,000 to make. If the Fox exchange played
it at the Roxy on a 50-50 split over the house
net, which is around 870,000 a week, the film
rental for the two weeks is almost half the cost
of production.

At the Capitol "A Woman of Affairs"
showed even a more remarkable record, for
where the Roxy fell off more than $30,000 on
its second week, the Capitol went off only
around $13,000. The first week at this house
was $87,795.05 and the second $74,757.10, a
total of $162,552.15 on the fortnight.

The Strand, which held over "On Trial" for

a second week, rolled up a total of $72,100 on
the two weeks, the first week being $41,276 and
the second $30,824. This total added to the

other two holdovers shows a gross in three

houses over the two weeks of $486,053.15,

which is mighty close to the half million dollar

mark.

The Paramount, while not exactly in the hold-

over class, played "Interference" for the week,
the picture coming to the house directly from
its nine week $2 run at the Criterion di-

rectly across the street, and at the same time
also playing the Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn,

which is also a part of New York. In the

Broadway house it got $80,187 on the week,
while in Brooklvn the business showed $66,547,

a total of $146,734 for the two dates.

Emil Jannings in "The Sins of the Fathers"

which vied with "The Wolf" as a new arrival

on the street, played the Rivoli to a return of

$38,681 for the week. This bore out the pre-

diction that was made early the week before

that Bancroft in a talker would outdraw Jan-

ings almost two to one.

"Sal of Singapore," Pathe's much discussed

talking release, over which the censorship battle

has been waged, failed to show anything start-

Foremost in the cast of talented entertainers in "Broadway Melody," the new talking-singing-

dialogue production from Metro-GoldwyiuMayer, are Bessie Love (who has given proof of
her ability as a performer), Charles King (a figure from the musical stage now exhibiting his

wares in talkfilms) , and Anita Page (one of the best finds of last year rvho is rapidly forging
ahead)

.

ling at the box office for the engagement at

the Colony, where the statement showed $12,127.

The little Cameo also had a holdover in "U
Boat 9," which on its second week got $6,150.

The three new features that came in for a

run at their respective theatres all showed
fairly well at the box office. Richard Barthel-
mess in at the Central showed the strongest,

"Weary River" getting $21,318. This being

due to the fact that the scale has been stiffened

for all performances. The matinees are very
stiff. $1 top, and the nights, $2. Over the week-
end on Saturday and Sunday three shows are

given with a $2.50 scale in effect. This makes
it possible for the 922-seat house to turn in the

big figures it is getting. At the Criterion, where
Richard Dix in "Redskin" is in for six weeks
only, the returns last week were $14,507. "The
Letter," a Paramount all-talk feature with

Jeanne Eagles starred, is the next attraction

due at the house, with "The Canary Murder
Case" due to follow "The Bellamy Trial" at

the Embassy when that one finishes. Last week,
its first full week, showed $9,805.75 for the
latter picture.

The two features that are hanging on and still

grinding out big money are Al. Jolson in "The
Singing Fool" at the Winter Garden, where
$33,835.75 was hung up last week. This was the

biggest money in any of the two-a-day show-
ings. Fannie Brice in "My Man" at Warner's
returned $18,679.75 last week, while "Alias
Jimmy Valentine" at the Astor finished its run
with $13,123.25. "Broadway Melody" came into

the Astor on Friday of this week.
"The River," which is still at the Gaiety with

the business constantly slipping, turned in $9,-

060.75 last week.

Bad Weather, Big Business for

Portland, Ore.; $21,000 Is Best
PORTLAND, ORE.—"Bad weather and big

business," sounds almost impossible but it

was true nevertheless, at least for two of the

big first run houses, whose film attractions and

stage presentations proved too strong to resist,

and in spite of near-zero weather and a half

foot of snow drew capacity houses at prac-

tically all evening performances and matinees

were larger than for some weeks past.

Some twenty-five thousand crowded the ample

foyer of "The Portland" during the first three

davs, and indeed found a much bigger and bet-

ter show, as had been promised them, in "The

Shopworn Angel" and enjoyed to the full the

exceptional Paramount offering. Gross for the

week was $20,000. Heading the first Publix

singe show to visit this house this year was

Billy Dooley. together with a galaxy of real

talent in "Blossoms." The musical novelty also

came via Paramount, Borrah Minnevitch and

his musical revelers were also enjoyed. George

lohnson, as usual contributed excellent organ

numbers.
At "The Broadway equally as good busi-

ness was enjoyed, waiting lines being again in

evidence to renew accquaintance with two old
favorites Billy Haines and Will King; the for-

mer in "Alias Jimmy Valentine," who was in

good voice, and Will King who brought an-
other bunch of good looking girls. Georgie
Still and his musical syncopators played well

both on the stage and at two dances on the

famous mezzanine. The house did $21,000

"Submarine" was held over by popular de-

mand at the Pantages and drew good business.

Five dancing and singing acts rounded out a

splendid bill.

"The Music Box" billed "Conquest" for just

the one week, with good box offices at evening

shows, but only fair matinees. Fox Movietone

news and Yitaphone acts were good and ap-

plauded.

The hold-over at "The Blue Mouse" was

"The Little Wildcat" which did a fair business

<nly. though the top price was reduced to 35c.

Colleen Moore dropped into the "United Ar-

tists" for the first time, and also drew fairly

good-sized box office with "Synthetic Sin,"

with Yitaphone accompaniment.
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RED INK CIRCULATION

Trade paper circulation must be class-

ified—not bulked.

Exhibitor readers vary greatly in

purchasing power.

Bulk circulation, or the largest num-

ber of subscriptions, doesn't necessarily

mean coverage of the greatest amount

of purchasing power.

There is plenty of red ink circulation

to be had by any trade paper, but it is

costly and dangerous to the advertiser

There is no official circulation audit that

classifies subscribers in terms of buying

power.
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Old Arizona" Clicks in Cleveland
Good Pictures

Send Boxoffices

to Top Figures
CLEVELAND.—Good pictures and good

weather combined to produce good busi-

ness along the film Rialto last week. Most
of the downtown first-run houses offered out-
standing attractions, and the public, ever on the

lookout for novelty and merit, paid tribute via

the box office.

"In Old Arizona" continued to be a knock-
out in its second week at the Hippodrome with
$19,000. Breaking all records in the first week
of its engagement, it touched, in its second week,
the record held previous to this engagement.

"Interference" also was a great success. It

played at the Allen Theatre, and received ex-
cellent notices from critics and full support of

the public. Business was considerably above the
average with $18,000.

"Abie's Irish Rose" made a good showing at

the Stillman. Considering that the plot is so
well known, that the play has enjoyed long en-
gagements in this city, and that other pictures
of similar theme have been produced, it drew
good attendance—good enough to hold the pic-

ture over a second week. The gross for the
week was $15,000.

"Synthetic Sin" showed good results at the
State with $20,000. Colleen Moore has a fol-

lowing and it turned out in numbers and with
enthusiasm to see her latest picture. "True
Heaven" did just fairly well at Keith's Palace.
War and spies have not the general pulling
value of erstwhile days. The picture suffered
somewhat, probably because the Palace had had
two very big weeks previously, and people take
their vaudeville in moderate doses. The show
pulled $17,000.

"Hey, Rube" and "Marked Money" divided
the week at Keith's East 105th Street. Both
pictures did just average business.

Competition was keen in the local amusement
field last week. Alexander Moissi, Europe's
foremost actor appeared for a week at the
Hanna in the Max Reinhardt's production of
"Temptation." Chaliapin gave a recital at the
Public Auditorium, and Yehudi Menuhin, the
12-year-old violin prodigy, offered two con-
certs, which were both completely sold out.

Memphis Shows
Healthy Upward

Boxoffice Trend
Memphis, Tenn.—Despite rainy weather for

much of the week, box office grosses in Mem-
phis showed a healthy upward trend during the
week ending Jan. 26, from the low ebb of the
flu epidemic during the first two weeks of the
month.
Loew's Palace, with Paramount's all-talker,

"Interference," did its best week's business since
long before the holidays despite the rain, though
nothing approaching a record was set. Loew's
State opened and closed the week well, with
M-G-M's "The Trail of '98," and five stage
acts, but slumped in mid-week owing to bad
weather.
The new Orpheum did its second best week

since the holidays with six acts of vaudeville,
headlining Mary Haynes, and "Show Folks,"
Pathe picture, but had far from capacity busi-
ness.

Pantages did not come up to expectations
with Universal's "The Man Who Laughs," and
three acts of vaudeville, the usual bill being
shorn of two acts to allow for the long fea-
ture. Business there was "poor." Business at

Loew's Strand, smaller first-run picture houses
of the Loew chain, was "very poor," with "Prep
and Pep," Fox comedy.

$28,000 for Eastman Breaks Record,

But is Topped By Palace
ROCHESTER.—Last week was not normal in Rochester. Publix

brought its first unit show to the town for its grand opening of the
recently leased Eastman Theatre. Against the Publix unit, Van and

Schenck at Keith's Palace were considered a good drawing card.

"Three Week Ends" at the Eastman drew a good crowd. With the

Publix presentations it shattered all attendance and admission records for

the house with a gross of $28,000. The Keith-Palace, however, did $30,000,

the feature picture be'ng "Captain Lash," with six vaudeville acts.

"Sunrise" was "over the heads" of the ptiblic, according to Manager
Thomas D. Soriero of the Rochester. This fact and Publix gave him a not
so good week with $17,500. He usually averages around $25,000. At Fay's
"The Barker" did $6,500, and at the Regent "Do Your Duty" did the same.
"Runaway Girls" and "Avalanche" split an $8,500 week at the Piccadilly.

"Interference" Brings Capacity

Business to Albany Mark Strand
ALBANY.—Aside from the "Singing Fool,"

which ran to record breaking business

some months ago at the Mark Strand in Al-

bany, there has been no picture shown at the

theatre which attracted greater crowds than

the 100 per cent all-talkie "Interference." Every

night there were crowds standing far along

the street, awaiting a chance to enter the house.

The picture could easily have been held for an-

other week. The matinees ran very heavy. In

addition to the feature there were the usual

two Vitaphone presentations as well as the

Movietone News.
The next best business-getter in Albany for

the week was "Naughty Baby" which served

to pack the Ritz night after night, although it

was generally conceded that the picture was

rather light. The Leland reported satisfactory

business with its week of "Dream of Love."

This theatre is installing sound equipment and

will be in a better position to meet competition

by the latter part of the month.

The Clinton Square theatre in Albany con-
tinues its policy of first run double features

and played to normal business last week with
"Prep and Pep" and "Casey Jones." Proc-
tor's Grand started off the week with sound
and reported immediate response in business.

The theatre used "Captain Swagger."

Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, which is now using

sound pictures, double program of sound and
silent features, is having a very substantial in-

crease in business these days and the house is

filled to capacity each night. "On Trial," run-

ning for one half the week apparently pleased

every one and the crowds were excellent.

Seemingly the theatre made a mistake in not

holding this over for the entire week, for

"Naughty Baby" that followed for the last

three days did not pan out any too well. The
Lincoln split its week to ordinary business with

Billie Dove in "Adoration" and "Beware of

Bachelors" the latter part.

Dog Show, Cold Weather Slacken

Business in Baltimore Houses
BALTIMORE.—A dog show, combined with

very cold weather, hurt moving picture

business at the first run theatres here.

"Synthetic Sin" was offered as the feature

picture on the bill at Loew's Century with

Cheerio, the Loew Publix stage show, with

Jack Stanley as M. C. Business at that play-

house dropped,' doing $19,500 on the week.

At the Hippodrome "Domestic Meddlers"

was the feature film attraction, which aug-

mented the Bert Smith Players in "Getting

Gertie's Garter," with vaudeville acts and a

chorus. The week was estimated at $12,000.

"On Trial," the dialogue picture, was of-

fered at Warners' Metropolitan for its third

week, and proved a splendid attraction.

"The Last Warning," offered as a silent at-

traction at the RKO house, Keith's, formerly

Xew Garden, was accompanied with five acts

of RKO vaudeville. It did only fair business.

"In Old Arizona," the all-dialogue produc-

tion, entered its second week at the New The-
atre, and held up well enough at that house.

"Submarine" was the sound production at the

Rivoli. It had been shown at $1.50 top at

Ford's several months previously, but did splen-

did business.

"Interference," the Paramount all-talker at

Loew's Stanley, did $22,500 for the week. At
Loew's Valencia, "Abie's Irish Rose" was of-

fered for its second run, and did business esti-

mated for the week at $4,000.

$17,500 Gross

Best for Week
in Milwaukee

Milwaukee.—With clear but very cold

weather prevailing here last week just about
average business was maintained at the first-

run houses. The Wisconsin showed "The Shop-
worn Angel" to a gross of $17,500, which was
just a few hundred below the gross for this

house last week. The other picture theatres,

as a rule, did a little better than the previous
week.
The Strand had on display "Abie's Irish

Rose," and it did a snug $11,000. Next in line

came the Alhambra, which did $9,000 with "Red
Hot Speed." The Merrill, with "What a
Night," took a slight jump to $4,000.
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Seattle Top Figure is $18,500
Palm Goes to

"Trail of '98" At
Fifth Avenue

SEA 1

"!'! E West Coast's I enue
Theatre, pla) ing "Trail of '98," walked
away with the leading gross in Seattle

eek, being several thousand dollars ahead
of its usual gross, and almost that much ahead
of any of the other houses. The $18,500
was a result of keen interest in this picture of
the Northland, and exceptionally glowii
views by newspapers and audii m es "The Spell-

binder" as a short subject was a fine attraction,

and a good musical act rounded out a very
strong bill.

Second in the running came Publix's Seattle

Theatre, just a little below their previous week
with "Sins of the Fathers" with "Someone to

Love" as the feature. The Jannings film did
SI 5.500—the Rogers film around $15,000. It

was a mediocre picture, but was put on almost
cold after a previously-booked film had not

lived through a staff preview. A strong Fan-
chon-Marco stage unit helped mightily in put-
ting this show over to business just a little

above average.
The two Hamrick theatres played hold-over

films. "Conquest" at the Blue Mouse failed to

create much enthusiasm, and its $8,000 was
slightly low. At the Music Box, "My Man"
was concluding a month's run, and consequently
$0,000 was about all that could be expected.
This was also below average.

The two vaudeville theatres both played to

average business. At the Orpheum, the stage

show was the drawing card and the "Singapore
Mutiny" film was just a mediocre filler. Pan-
tages, on the other hand, let "The Last Warn-
ing" in its sound form carry the program, top-

ping the stage portion. The latter film was a

strong attraction, and kept the house well up
in the money all week.
West Coast's Coliseum Theatre took low

prize with "Riley the Cop." It was a very ordi-

nary film and didn't rise much over the $6,000

mark.

"Old Arizona"

Packs Warfield

In San Franeisco
San Francisco.- "In Old Arizona," at

Locw's Warfield with "Hollywood Scandals"
and "Californians" as presentations were the
leading attractions here last week. This thea-
tre was crowded all week.
At the Pantages Theatre, "Gang War," a

Vitaphone, went over fairly well, but not as
expected. "On Trial," at the Embassy, a Vita-
phone theatre, went over very well as did the

Vitaphone picture "Lonesome," shown tog

with the stage revue, "Egyptian Hone\
i

at the El Capitan.

Publix Theatres in San Francisco have been
doing better than they did a few weeks ago.
"The Rescue," shown at the California had a

good week. Nat Holt, a long time film man,
has taken over this house. 'I hr< e Week Ends,"
reported very good business the two opening
nights and some of the other nights at the St.

Francis. The afternoons were not so good. The
da, another Publix house, reported good

business with "Scarlet Seas," together with
their presentation, "Blossoms" and Bryant
Washburn in pi i

In the residential districts the theatres did
well as many do not care to travel down town
when weather i are poor. The Coli-

seum reported good business witli "Power."
The Alexandria did very well with "The
Cameraman" and "Dry Martini."

Sally Blame, H Urn pas baby star and liKO's star-

let. She lias the first player to be signed to a

long-term contract by RKO Productions.

Snows In Salt

Lake Citv Fail

To Hit Business
Salt Lake City.—Some very good theatre

attendance was had at the Salt Lake City mo-
tion picture houses last week in spite of the

fact that heavy snows and extreme cold pre-

vailed.

"Simba" Martin Johnson's African Picture

did a capacity business at the Paramount Emp-
ress. The Capitol Theatre offered Victor Mac-
Laglen in "Captain Lash" as the feature pic-

ture and Fanchon and Marco's stage presenta-

tion, "Frivols," with highly satisfactory results

as to patronage.

The picture presentation on the Pantages bill

wa> "A Lady of Chance" which played to good
sized houses. The Victory did an exceptional!}
big business with the synchronized production
"The Haunted House," a Vitaphone feature,

also offering Vitaphone acts and Movietone
News.
The feature offering at the Gem was "Sal

of Singapore," and good sized houses attended.

"Show People" was shown as a second run to

fairly crowded houses at the Rialto, and "The
Law of the Range" and Helen Foster in "Sweet

teen" was the State Theatre offering, with
satisfacb iry attendance.

Buffalo Breaks

Records Despite

Sub-zero Weather
i i'alo.—Business at the downtown thea-

tres hroke high records here last week in spite

of the sub-zero weather. "In I lid Arizona"
the screen feature at the Great Lakes.

This picture did so well the previous week it

was luld over for another week and continued

to break all records.

"The Barker" at the Buffalo proved to be a

first class attraction. "Behind the German
Lines" drew them in slowly at the Hippodrome,
with five acts of Keith-Albee vaudeville on the

same bill.

"The Doctor's Secret" at the Century shared
honors with the other downtown theatres when
the box-office reports went over the average.

The Lafayette played "Sal of Singapore."

It did good business but was helped along with

five good acts of first class vaudeville. Shea's

North Park did fair business with "Home
Towners."

Irene Rich starring in "Women They Talk
About" was the feature on the silver sheet at

Shea's Kensington. Moderate business was the

result. At the Victoria "The Red Dance" made
a fairly good showing in the box office. "Three
Week Ends" was seen at the Plaza. The first

two days were a little slow, but it went over the

top.

The Kenmore theatre played a double fea-

ture. "The Terror" and "Show People." They
were money makers.
"Submarine" starring Jack Holt was at the

Granada Monday-Tuesday and Wednesday and

brought very good business.

$7,232 Best In

Richmond With
Opera Opening

Richmond, Va.—The past week of •

made serious inroads into the bo: office

receipt tion picture exhibitors, despite
the fact that several of the widely heralded
films !

i ed hen .luring that tin i

the biggest house in town, with .'.
! 10

grossed $7,232 with Emil Jannings in "Si
' Is."

Thi Byrd i t with "Showgirl," gross-

ing about $l'>25. againsl then- present house
record of $6,000.

The Capitol, with only 600 seats, did a fair

week1

bit in .
showing "The Red Dance."

They grossed $2,810. The Colonial, Wilmer
and Vincent house, grossed §2,562 with "A
Lady of Chance."

Birthday Show
Brings $20,000

in Indianapolis
Indianapolis.—Capacity houses at the Murat

and English's last week cut the movie attend-

ance in first-run Indianapolis theatres. Weather
also contributed to the bad business condition.

The Indiana did about $20,000 business with

a Skouras-Publix third birthday anniversary

show. Charlie Davis' band was featured with
"Show Folks."

The Circle did Only $14,500, according to es-

timates, with "The Doctor's Secret." Locw's
Palace clicked $9,000 with "The Rescue. The
picture did not do what was exacted, although

Lily Damita, star, made a personal appearance
the first day. "Captain Lash" at the Palace

did $8,000.

Oklahoma Citv

Best Gross for

Week Is $6,000
Oklahoma City.— Influenza and the cold

weather did not Keep the patrons away from
the theatres in Oklahoma ( it) the past week,
and good bills stirred interest and roused box
office grosses on the whole.

"The Mask of the Devil" together with the

National Players at the Criterion did about
$4,500 gross. "Alias Jimmy Valentine" in sound,

went over big at the Capitol to the tune of

about $6,000. "In Old Arizona" did splendidly

at the Liberty with estimated gross of S5.000

and the Empress with "The Haunted House,"
had an estimated gross at $4,000. The Orpheum
with splendid vaudeville estimated gross at

S6.000.
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Boston High Gross Hits $32,000
Metropolitan

Tops List With
"Doctor's Secret"

BOSTON.—With a full week of grand
opera by the visiting Chicago Civic Opera
Company in Boston and the influenza

epidemic still making itself felt, although with
lessening force, the past week has not been up
to standard from a box office standpoint.

Continued cold weather with occasional snow
made another dent in the receipts for the week.
January proved not so satisfactory a month as

the same month a year ago when weather and
health conditions were far better than this year.

"Craig's Wife" at the B. F. Keith Memorial
Theatre grossed well, running above $20,000.
The Keith-Albee interests, in making this the-

atre the real "home of vaudeville" have made
excellent selections of those numbers with a
very wide variety of program which has re-

sulted in more importance being attached to

vaudeville in this theatre than in any other
New England house.

Considering the adverse conditions, the

"Doctor's Secret," an all talking picture at the

Metropolitan, did a good week's business and
showed better than $32,000. Ted Claire and his

syncopators supplied the stage attraction with
Arthur Martel playing a number of trick num-
bers on the organ.

Loews State had no complaint to make as a

result of the showing of "A Lady of Chance"
which showed a decided improvement over the

previous week's business although by no means
establishing a box office mark.
"The Barker" showing simultaneously at the

two Publix houses, the Washington Street

Olympia and the Fenway, did a better than
average business at both houses. It was re-

ported as doing better than $15,000 at the Olym-
pia and above $8,000 at the Fenway.

"Interference" at the Scollay Square Olym-
pia reports a fair week and this same film

played at the Capitol, with the exception of

Monday night, to a good business. On Monday
night the world's premiere of "The Wolf of

Wall Street" was given to a capacity audience

at a new high top for the theatre and for the

first time a premiere showing has been made
at one of the outlying houses. The experiment
was so successful that it is certain to be re-

peated at another of the suburban theatres be-

fore the season closes.

"Give and Take" was well received at the

Keith-Albee Boston where Gene Greene in

person was the stage attraction. "Dream of

Love" grossed fairly well at Loew's Orpheum,
which staged a girls' dancing contest.

,925 Gross

For Keith's Ritz

At Birmingham
Birmingham.—Business for the period from

January 21 to 26, inclusive, took an upward
turn, with the Ritz, a Keith house, leading. The
gross here fell just short of $10,000 with $9,925,

but this was just as much due to the Friedland
Night Club presentation as to the feature pic-

ture, "The Haunted House."
The Alabama went over the $9,000 mark for

the first time in six weeks. The figures were
$9,100 with "Interference" as the feature at-

traction. "A Lady of Chance" did $3,450 at

the Empire and "The Case of Lena Smith
grossed $1,400 at the Strand.
An outstanding feature of the week was the

• exceptional second run showing of "Lilac

Time" at the Rialto, a house with but 350
seats. Sound effects were displayed with a non-
synchronous device. With a 20 cents top price

the gross reached $2,500.

Screening a famous novel. Ernest Torrence and Raquel Torres rehearsing a scene, tvith

Director Charles Brabin for the Thornton Xf ilder prize-winning story, "The Bridge of San
Luis Rey," which Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer is picturizing.

Minnesota Does $24,000 With
Thermometer Around Zero Mark

MINNEAPOLIS.—With sub-zero weather
prevailing for about two days last

week and the thermometer hovering close to

the zero mark the rest of the time, Minneapolis
houses managed to maintain a good average
for the week, ending February 2, though slightly

below normal.
The Minnesota, much the largest house in the

city with a capacity of 4,025, as usual, led in

the grosses with $24,000, or about 98 per cent

of the average figures for this theatre. The
feature screen attraction was "Naughty Baby,"

with Movietone shorts and a Publix unit round-

ing out a good program.
Next in line came the State with a gross of

$18,500. Warner Bros.' "On Trial" was the

screen feature and a good one, which was
helped out by a splendid stage show.

Close behind the State came the Hennepin-
Orpheum with a combination of feature film

and six vaudeville acts. The house got $17,500
on the week, the feature picture being "Alias

Jimmy Valentine."

The smaller houses fared rather badly with
averages falling to from 70 per cent to 95 per

cent of normal business. Pantages showed
"Gang War" and five acts of vaudeville to a
gross of but $7,500. The Lyric with "Oh Kay,"
an Our Gang comedy and an organ novelty did

only $2,500, while the Strand with "Beware of

Bachelors dropped to $2,000.

Keith's Does $14,000 in Blizzards

and Zero Weather at Syracuse
SYRACUSE.—Held over by popular demand.

Van and Schenck at B. F. Keith's Theatre

topped all Syracuse houses with a gross of $14,-

000. The famous pair had them standing tip

despite blizzards and zero weather. "Love
Overnight," Pathe feature, split the week with

"His Last Haul," FBO, and five Radio Keith

Orpheum acts.

Wesco Theatre Closing

Due to Union Demands
WEST COAST'S Broadway Thea-

tre in Tacoma, Washington,
was closed on 30 minutes' no-

tice last week by Richard Spear, Wesco
general manager in Tacoma, as a re-

sult of demands of stagehands and
other union house employes. In all

probability, the Broadway, key house
for Wesco in Tacoma. will remain dark
indefinitely, according to Charles M.
Thall, Western division manager who
sanctioned the move in every detail.

Due to the shutdown, Fanchon-Marco
revues will open in the Fifth Avenue,
Seattle, the week after their showing
at Portland.

Ronald Oilman's first starring picture, "The
Rescue," did just an average week's business

for Loew's State. The United Artists feature

brought in $10,500. Also featured on the pro-

gram were two Metro Movietone acts, M-G-M
news and Fox Movietone. Maurice, organist,

combined two soloists in his organlogue, and
Bruce Brummit and his 17-piece concert brought

the program to a close.

"Three Week Ends," Paramount, featuring

Clara Bow, played to $9,000 gross at the Eckel

Theatre. "In a Persian Market," Tiffany-

Tone, was shown along with two Vitaphone

acts.

Janet Gaynor and George O'Brien, featured

in the Fox sound picture, "Sunrise," played to

the tune of $10,000 at the Empire Theatre.

Fox Movietone, Collegians and two Movietone
acts rounded out the bill.

"Me, Gangster," Fox sound picture, featur-

ing June Collyer and Don Terry at the Strand,

did below average business, the gross being

$6,500. Strand Debutante Orchestra, two vita-

phone acts, Fox Movietone completed the bill.

"The Wild Party"

Phillips R. Holmes, son of Taylor

Holmes, has returned to studio after long

illness and has been given a role in Clara

Bow's "The Wild Party."
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Bancroft Film Tops L. A. Grosses
"Wolf" Registers

$45,500; "Broadway
Melody*' Rimnerup

LOS ANGELES.—This past week was a

merry one for Los A atres, with
ig attractions sending the box-office

tunes at most instances up to a high pitch.

"Broadway Melody" leaped oil to a flying start

on its run at Grauman's Chinese, the house
itering S

1
'

i ning night
with a live dollar top. The figure reported Eoi

eek hit the nark.

George Bancroft's "Wolf of Wall Street"

broke all records at the Paramount Theatre, ex-
me made by a personal appearance of Al

The take for the week here was
$45,500.

Presentation of "The Flying Fleet," and the

return of Rube Wolf in the berth of master of
ceremonies at Loew's State, brought a return

of $31,000. "The Redeeming Sin," playing a

second week at Warners' Hollywood, managed
$27,500.

Showing in its first week at the Carthay Cir-

cle, "The Divine Lady," exclusive of the open-
ing night, corraled $16,000. "Lady o f the

Pavements," running for a second week at

United Artists, rolled in a gross of $14,500.

Tampa's Annual
Fair Opens and

Crimps Theatres
Tampa.—Cool weather and the opening week

of the annual Fair had their effect upon thea-
tre attendance. It was rather a spotty week
with some days going over well and others off.

The Tampa seems to be having a run of sure-
fire Sunday openings with business each Sun-
day climbing up pretty close to the record of
$3,000. This Sunday "White Shadows In The
South Seas" pulled them in to pretty near that

gross, but the business failed to hold up and
the following three days dropped below normal.
Then ^Thursday "The Flying Fleet" opened with
a business for the day that went well over the
average. The following two days were good.

"Behind the German Lines" did not click for
the Victory. Tampa fans seem to be fed-up on
these "official" war films and passed it up, so
that business was only fair.

The Strand got Bcbe Daniels in "What A
t" for the first two days and it brought

big business. Bebe has been a standard attrac-

tion at the Tampa, at 00c top, until that house
went talkie, so the Strand, with its 35c ti p,

caught 'em.

Flu Epidemic
Over, Memphis

Back to Normal
[phis.—With virtually every theatre in

the tri-state territory that was closed en ac-

count of the influenza epidemic now open and
business again, theatres in Memphis last

fought off the ill effects of ba
roved that things were just about back

to normalcy.
I.oew's Palace, first-run picture house, did

its best business sino I hrist-

mas with Paramount's all-talkie. "Inti r'ference."
!

's State, with five and
M G-M's "The Trail of '98," did an excellent

opening and closing business, taking the week's

•es, but went down when too much rain

fell during the middle days.

Vo frttlernal regard here. Lupino Lune has

reached llie conclusion thai his brother's, Wal-
lace Lupino, voice has a sour timbre. These
two stage mid screen stars, both of the Educa-
tional ranks, recently underwent a voice test.

Stage Stars In

Film Draw Well

In Harrishurg
Harrisburg.—Interest of the picture fans

centered largely in "The Doctor's Secret," star-

ring Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner and
Robert Edeson, which showed at the Victoria.

The general opinion in Harrisburg was that

the stage experience of the stars gave them a

great advantage in putting across the dialogue.

Some disappointment was expressed in "The
Rescue," at Loew's Regent. The crowds were
not up to the average that have been attending

the house in recent months.

"The Singing Fool," which was retained for

a second week at the Colonial after having

shown to overflowing houses, night and day,

during the previous week, continued to at-

tract very satisfactory crowds.

Loew's Penn At
Pittsburgh Has
Tremendous Week

Pittsburgh. — Another tremendous week's

business at Loew's Penn. for the week ending

February 2 with "Alias Jimmy Valentine" on

the screen. The Publix Unit on the stag'
, "A

Perfect Girl," was one of the best yet seen

here.

"The Wolf of Wall Street" brought a good
"week's business for the Stanley. "The Haunted

House" did better than expected at the En-
ted to get a fair share of laughs,

id tin i lerman Lines" got bj fairly well

at the Grand for the week. The Regent had

"Conquest" and played to an average week's

busini

Handicaps Fail

To Hit Business

In Joliet Houses
Joi-IET.—Despite handicaps of cold, sickness

and the fact that this is the height of the ath-

eason here, the Rialto Theatre, with a

capacity of 2,300 seats, reported an increased

business with "Four Sons," presented by Wil-

liam Fox. "West of Zanzibar," Lon Chaney's

starring vehicle, failed to pack the hou i

first half of the week. However, business ran

on an average of $100 a day better than the

previous week. Earl Lindsay's stage presenta-

tion "Revue of 1929" helped to increase busi-

ness the last half of the week.

"Abie" Scores

in St. Louis,

Near Record
St. Louis.—Few pictures in the show busi-

ness history of St. Louis, Mo., have clicked

so well at box-office prices without extra shows
or advanced rates as "Abie's Irish Rose," the

Paramount talkie special playing the Ambassa-
dor and which has established a new record for

the year with $42,426. This is about J12.000
above the previous week's figures. The tagi

attraction was Ed Lowry's "Crinoline versus

Jazz."

Loew's State, with "The Rescue" (United
Artists), and a personal apearance of the star-

ring player, Lila Damita, for January 28, had a
good week. The picture got away to a big

start for Saturday and Sunday and Miss Damita
proved a very popular attraction an Monday.
Later in the week, business tapered off. A gross
in the neighborhood of $19,500 was realized.

The Missouri theatre went $21,896, or about

§4,700 behind the previous week. The screen

attraction was "The Case of Lena Smith"
(Paramount). Eddie Peabody, in "Flying
High" on the stage, and Milton Slosses at the

organ, gave a song review while Charles Previn
directed another grand orchestral production.

All theatres in the Grand Boulevard district

were affected somewhat by the Fox theatre with

its 5,200 seats. The house enjoyed its grand
opening on January 31.

The Grand Central, with its closing engage-
ment of "The Barker" (First National), and
several Vitaphone shorts, drew $9,889, or about

$4,000 below the previous week. The Midtown,
in the eleventh week of "The Singing Fool"

(Warners) did $7,228, the poorest week for the

run.

Business Picks

Up During Week
In Chattanooga

Chattanooga.—Audrey Ferris in "The Little

Wildcat" proved the best drawing card on
Chattanooga's screen program for the week of

January 25. With four acts of Keith vaudeville

completing the program the Tivoli did almost
capacity business for the three days of its

booking.
Milton Sills in "The Barker" enjoyed a

good run at the State Theatre all of last week.
Paramount's second all-sound program at the

Tivoli the first half of the week, consisting of

Ruth Chatterton and H. B. Warner in "The
Doctor's Secret," with Borah Minnevitch and
"His Musical Rascals" and "Just a Word," an
efficiency comedy, kicked the drawing power of

"Interference," which played the Tivoli the

week before.

Calgary Slumps
As Mercury Goes

to Forty Below
Calgary.—With sub zero weather prevailing,

ranging from 25 to 40 below, business fell off

during the latter pari of the week. "The Home
Towners" (all talking) at the Capitol Theatre
only played to average business for the first

three days with Lon Chaney in, "West of Zan-
zibar" (sound) drawing better crowds during

the week end.

At the Palace Theatre- the films for the split

week were Norma Talmadge in, "The Woman
Disputed" and Bebe Daniels in "What a Night"

with box office returns below normal.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

A leatherpusher gets attention between rounds. Larry Kent indulges in a stiff prizefight in

"The Spirit of Youth," the Tiffany-Stahl feature in which Dorothy Sebastian co-stars with him

Censorship Battle Rages in 15 States
Ohio Center

of Fight For •

Free Screen
(Continued from page 415)

number of inspectors, each to be given a

card signed by him. This card gives each

inspector authority to enter any motion
picture theatre at any time to witness

showing of any film, and to enter any ware-
house where films are stored to inspect

these films, and see whether eliminations

ordered are made. Reports current here

indicate that more than 100 members of

the recently-organized League for Better

Motion Pictures are to be appointed.

Mrs. E. L. Grossman, chairman of the

Motion Picture Division of the Cleveland
Federation of Women's Clubs has gone on
record as being opposed to censorship of

talking sequences in motion pictures. "We
are not in harmony with the movement,"
says Mrs. Grossman.

Cleveland exhibitors will use their

screens to advise the public of the menace
of this bill.

Through the introduction of two bills

in Albany calling for the repeal of mo-
tion picture censorship in New York state,

the question of the right of any state to

censor motion pictures once more looms
as one of the important questions to be
decided at the present session of the New
York State Legislature. Both bills have
strong backing and there is no question
that one or both may be reported out of

committee and go to a vote. Introducers
of the measures expect the backing of the

exhibitors both through letters and tele-

grams to all members of the Legislature
as well as at any public hearings that may
be held.

Base Decision on Appeals
It is going to cost New York State more

to censor its motion pictures. Under the
motion picture division of Education De-
partment, the following notation appeared :

"The increase in this division amounts
to $12,865; this entire increase may be ex-

plained by the necessary changes in the
commission and for the purchase of equip-
ment to properly supervise the new era in

motion pictures, namely the talking mov-
ing picture."

Censorship of the talkies in Pennsylva-
nia was definitely and probably finally

established when the Supreme court, the
highest judicial body in the State, today
announced a decision in favor of the con-
tention of the State Board of Censors that
the Act of 1915, under which the board
operates, gives the board the right to pass
upon the spoken part of sound films. This

is notwithstanding that there is, of course,

no specific reference in the act to the talkies

which were unheard of when the law was
passed.

The decision was based on appeals from
two conflicting decisions of two branches
of the Common Pleas court of Philadelphia,

one upholding the right to censor talkies

and the other declaring the board has no
such right.

As a result of the Supreme Court ruling
it is unlikely that the State Government
will make any effort to amend the existing

law as it would have tried to do had the

highest court of the State held the board 's

powers do not extend to the talkies. Had
an opposite decision been rendered by the

Supreme court, Governor Fisher, who fav-

ors censorship of the talkies, would, it is

believed, have sponsored an amendment
extending the board's powers to apply to

talkies, as He intimated some months ago,

he would do, after a conference in Harris-
burg with the Board members.

Would Classify Films
Members of the Maryland Censor Board

would be required to give their full time
to the work but their salaries would be in-

creased according to a new bill recently
introduced in the Senate at Annapolis, Md.,
by Senator A. Leroy McCardell of Fred-
erick county.

This measure is sponsored by the Citi-

zens' League for Better Motion Pictures.

It was referred to the Committee on Judi-
cial Proceedings.

The proposed salaries outlined in the bill

would be $3,500 per year for two mem-
bers and the chairman would receive

$4,000.

Other provisions in the bill include that

the Censor Board would have to classify

pictures as to whether they are suitable to

be shown to general audiences or to adults

only. Also the Board would be given juris-

diction over all advertising matter includ-

ing posters and art work.
If a picture designated by the Board as

unfit for children under 16 were shown by
any theatre, a sign would have to be placed
outside the playhouse while it was on view,
reading "ADULTS ONLY." No children
under 16 would then be permitted to see

such pictures unless authorized to do so

by their parents or guardian.

The bill introduced before the Ohio
Legislature at Columbus last week by Sena-
tor Davis B. Johnson, which provides for
a drastic censorship of all talking se-

quences in motion pictures by the existing

State censor board, has brought forth nu-
merous attacks on the part of various film

officials in Cincinnati.

Frederic Strief, president of the Cin-

cinnati Film Board of Trade says: "From
the official censorship of talking pictures

to the censorship of the press, the pulpit

and the stage is but a very short step.

Speech is speech, regardless of the medium
by which it is conveyed to the public. We
have not tolerated a board of censorship

of the stage, believing that police protec-

tion against indecency was quite adequate.

The talking picture does not differ in kind
from the stage play."
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Talkies Bring

Guest Star Roles

To Idle Actors

Instead of Taking a Flint

in I and. May Mow Find
Berths With Stock Cos.

I Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—A new field for

screen actors not working, has been

opened as a direct result of talking pic-

ture*. This is the "guest star" engagement
with stock, repertoire and dramatic com-
panies throughout the country. Heretofore,

film stars so inclined, would fill in open

time with vaudeville engagements, but

found difficulty in securing contracts with

the other theatrical style of attractions.

Stock companies in the major and minor
cities of the country have invited as "guest
stars" in the past, only well known legiti-

mate names. Such engagements are for the

run of one attraction, or for a summer.

Pathe Starts Production on
First Downey Talkie Film

Production began this week on Morton
Downey's first talking and singing feature

for Pathe at the Sound Studios in the East
under the supervision of Robert T. Kane.
James Seymour, aide to Kane, is dialogue

director and Basil Smith is assistant di-

rector. Paul Streger is supervision

CineTone
The Greatest of All Sound Devices

Announces
The opening of offices in

New York City at

729 Seventh Ave., Suite 510
Phone Bryant 3951-0386

And is ready to serve
the exhibitor

CineTone
Is Greatest—Because

It Has:
The Greatest Tonal Range
The Greatest Tonal Quality

It Is:

The Simplest to Operate
The Simplest to Install

All Electric

All Steel

100 Per Cent Fireproof

Just Plug It in Like a Radio

$395 Complete

Territory is still available for Live,
Wide-Awake Distributors

Wire — Write— Telephone

Come and see it—Hear it and
be convinced.

S* & S. Enterprises
46 Church St., Boston, Mass.

Laura La Plante, I niversal's blonde star, some
<)/ uhose jortlicoming vehicles are "Dangerous
Pimples," ''Brides Will be Brides," "One Rainy

Night" and "That Blonde."

Sound Systems

Develop Battle

For Playdates

Film and Disc Recordings

Confuse Exhibitors

On Equipment

Exhibitors who have not yet made in-

stallations of sound reproducing equip-

ment in their theatres are wondering what
system of recording sound will dominate

during the coming year. They are not yet

convinced whether it will be by disc or

sound on film. With the large number of

playdates involved, it is not unlikely that

quite a battle will be on during the year.

S. R. Kent has come out with a state-

ment that Paramount will do practically all

of its sound producing by the film method.

Only on rare occasions will the disc system

be used. Albert Warner says Warners are

well satisfied with the disc recording and
will not switch until a better method is

discovered.

M-G-M and United Artists have made no
declaration, but are said to favor the film.

Fox, Pathe and RKO will also do their re-

cording on film. Many independent pro-

ducers, along with Warners, will record by
disc.

World Wide To
Handle Wilcox
Talkie Feature

Sound Pictures

Reopen Danville

Silent Theatre
That sound pictures have brought a re-

newed general interest in films of all de-

scriptions is shown in word from Leo <i.

Garner, manager of Danville Theatres, Inc.,

of Danville, Virginia. With the installation

of sound apparatus in his Rialto Thea re,

Manager Garner figures that the time is ripe

for the reopening of the Capitol Theatre,
which has been closed for over a year, and
which, strangely, will be devoted exclu-
sively to the playing of silent films.

The Capilol will show the best of the
silent pictures and those pictures that are
produced with orchestral accompaniment
for Movietone presentation, but the latter

will be presented with orchestra music,
which Mr. Garner contends is better than
the canned brand.

'Black Waters," Made by
ISeilan in Hollywood, Set

for Immendiate Release

The current releasing schedule of World
Wide Pictures, Inc., has been increased to

the extent of one feature, a production made
by Herbert Wilcox on the Pacific Coast and
entitled "Black Waters." It is an all-talk-

ing film and was made by the head of

British and Dominion Films, Ltd., of Lon-
don, with the sound facilities that Holly-

wood offers. It will be distributed at once
in tlie United States and Canada by the

World Wide Pictures through Educational
Exchanges.

Marshal Neilan directed the picture for

Mr. Wilcox and used a cast that included
Mary Brian, John Loder (loaned by Para-
mount), James Kirkwood, Lloyd Hamilton,
Frank Reicher, Robert Ames, Hallam
Cooley, Noble Johnson and others. It was
financed by British capital. The story is

taken from "The Fog," John Willard's

play. Western Electric film disc processes

were employed.

Sound Schedule

Now in Effect

At "U" City
Seven productions having dialogue are

now in work at Universal 's plant at Uni-
versal City as the present allotment of films

on the all-sound schedule now in effect

there.

Included are "Broadway," all dialogue;

"The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City,"
containing several talk scenes; "The Shake-
down," with sound and talk, and the fol-

lowing dialogue shorts :

'

' High and Low
Lifes of History," the fourth series of
"The Collegians," and Movietone shorts

with the Rooneys starred.

Pathe Sound Newsreel Is

Now Issued One-a-Week
With the issue No. 7, t li

: Pathe Sound
Newsreel becomes a weekly release instead

of bi-monthly as since its inception.

No. 7 is the current issue and contains

:

Captain Fried and crew of the S. S. Amer-
ica and the rescued sailors of the Florida;

the Salt Lake City at the Camden navy
yard; a press and sound camera interview

of Fridtjof Xansen; Walter Cochrane in

action at the billiard tables; one of the

University of Pa. candidates for the Mask
and Wig Club.

Bancroft to Star in "Race
Track," Paramount Talkie

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. (i.—Paramount will star

George Bancroft in "Race Track," with
dialogue and sound. J. Walter Rubin and
Wells Root are writing the original story
and adaptations for both sound and silent

versions.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Nothing Fast

About Denny's

"Red Hot Speed"

Colony Show Has Two Women
That Lend a Suggestion

Of "Cooch" To Bill

Reginald Denny, in "Red Hot Speed," a

sound feature with several talking se-

quences proves neither speedy nor very hot

at the Colony. The surrounding show, with

the exception of Paul Specht and his band,

adds little to the gaiety of Broadway this

week. There are two women offering spe-

cialties in conjunction with the band, one,

Ruby Shaw, a contortionistic dancer, turns

loose a lot of bends and floor rolls, while

the other, Evans Burroughs Fontaine, slips

over an Oriental Dance, with a suggestion

of a cooch, that is a little snappy at times.

The show has been cut to the bone at the

house because the feature runs an hour and
fourteen minutes. In addition there was
only a Lucky Rabbit Oswald cartoon com-
edy entitled "Sick Cylinder Love," which
ran six minutes.

Paul Specht and his band took the next

twenty minutes of the show.
That means that the audience got just a

little more than an hour and a half of en-

tertainment for its money. That is just a

bit of cheating for Broadway, and audi-

ences soon get wise to it and leave the

house that puts on that kind of a bill flat.

The Colony looked pretty flat on the night

that the show was reviewed. Less than
two-thirds of the lower floor was filled at

the 9 o'clock show when the other houses

on the street were crowded.
The stage portion of the entertainment

opened with the band playing "Caressing
You," with one of the boys handling the

vocal end. This was followed by reviving

"Dardanella, " which strangely enough got

a hand from the audience, after which
Ruby Shaw appeared with her contortion-

istic routine. Then the band for two num-
bers, the first "When Summer Is Gone,"
and the second a comedy number with the

boys singing "Everything We Like We
Like Alike." Then Evans Burroughs Fon-
taine, and for the close "Why Do I Love
You," by the band.

"Trail ofW Heads Strong Bill

With Chester Hale Show at Capitol

"B'way Melody" Premiere

at Grauman's Chinese
"Broadway Melody" was given its first

public showing recently at the Chinese
Theatre in Los Angeles. The production is

a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer all-talkie.

A REVISED edition for the regular pic-
** ture houses of the Clarence Brown
production "The Trail of '98" and an -out-

standing stage revue with lots of color and
action, produced by Chester Hale, are the

attractions at the Capitol this week. The
entire program runs exactly two hours and
a half with the feature taking an hour and
thirty-nine minutes of this time. On the
whole it is very enjoyable entertainment
and seemingly was enjoyed by the audience
at the performances reviewed.

An overture of eight minutes duration
has been fashioned of the "Hits of 1928"
in which "The Man I Love" and "I Can't
Give You Anything But Love, Baby" pre-

dominated brought a round of applause.
In presenting the Capitol Magazine and

Fox Movietone News the house seemingly
tried an innovation for there were two
Movietone News shots interpolated between
shots of the silent news reels. There was
thirteen minutes of news stuff. The M-G-M
News had the first shot, that of a trick

skater at St. Moritz, which was followed
by three clips from Paramount News show-
ing Al Smith in bathing at Miami, the
Rome, Italy firemen and their giant ladder
and the race of the Paris delivery boys;
then came three clips from the Fox silent

news showing Dutch skaters, the baby bears

at the Berlin Zoo, and the bethrothed royal

couple of Norway and Sweden;
Immediately following was the Chester

Hale production "Dominoes" with the
forty Hale Girls on for the opening which
brought Dave Schooler on for the first

number "The Girl That Broke the
Man That Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo,"
which was well worked out for comedy with
various of the boys in the orchestra doing
chorus versions of the song. Little Dolores
Farris, an extremely pretty toe dancer,
startled the audience when she uncorked
her routine of Russian floor stuff on her
toes. It was great. Dave Schooler went to

the piano for the next number which had
the Hale Girls on for a dominoe drill.

Milo, the tramp falsetto singer, gave the

picture house audience a real kick when he
made his first appearance, but following

this his talk failed to click in the big house
and he fared much better as soon as he got

into his animal and farm yard imitations

ending with the mocking bird whistling

finish.

The Lime Trio with their acrobatic

routine filled the next spot after which the

girls were again on for the finale which

was speeded up by the introduction of Criss

Cross Tumblers, an Arab act that furnished

the grand hurrah for the curtain. The re-

vue ran exactly 33 minutes.

"Doctor's Secret" Outstanding Feature

On Paramount's Well Balanced Bill

HERE is a show that is just about what
picture house entertainment should

be. It has everything that the public might
want, with the balance just a little in favor
of the screen entertainment, and after all

what is it in the majority of cases that at-

tracts the public—the screen or the stage

show—to the theatre? Pretty safe to say
the screen, especially today when the screen

is talking. In "The Doctor's Secret" the

Paramount has a talking feature that over-

shadows everything else on the program
There is only one thing lacking in the

three Publix houses on Broadway for the

last couple of weeks, and that is programs.
The public are squawking for them.

This show starts off with a nine-minute

musical program of "Hungarian Sketches,"
which also gives Dave Rubinoff an oppor-

tunity to display his skill on the violin by
playing "Dance Tzigane" as a solo.

During the seven minutes that the Para-
mount News runs there is also a trailer for

"The Dummy,"
The Crawfords, Jesse and the wife, dis-

closed a novelty in "A Cross Country Song
Flight." Starting with Detroit and "To-
morrow's Violets," hopping to Chicago for

"Sweethearts On Parade," then to Den-
ver for "Carolina Moon," and to San
Francisco for "She's Funny That Way."

After the five minutes of popular melo-

dies there came Eddie Cantor in his short

talking film, "That Certain Party," which
runs nine minutes.

"Vanities of 1929" is the title of the

stage entertainment. It is the initial pro-

duction on the part of Dave Gould for the

Publix chain, and he seemingly has outdone
himself in the number of people that he has

placed on the stage. There are thirty-four

people in the offering. Instead of the usual

twelve girls this unit has twenty-four, and
with them are Cunningham and Clements,
the whirlwind dancers ; Johnny Perkins,

the fat boy, who entertained at Coffee

Dan's on the Coast for a long time, and the

Six Lucky Boys, a tumbling act, and an
unprogrammed girl who sings.
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Roxy Program Built to Overshadow
Film Feature for Current Week

SI.. ROTHAFEL must have figured that

it was up to himself to frame a
prop-ram at the big house this week that

carry the film feature "Captain
Lash" along with it. The feature was a

short one, iis running time being only 57

minutes, so it was up to the managing di-

i to provide an additional hour and a
traction to complete a two-hour program at

the house. This was accomplished through
a bill that completely overshadowed the

feature. There were three units of stage

presentation, any one of which would have
"i- the ordinary theatre and

each one of them surpassingly good.

For the first time in a long while the pro-

gram was opened by utilizing the three

organs, with Messrs. Velaseo, D'Antalffy
and Epstein officiating, by playing the

••Hits of 1928." and then stepping bad:
further into musical memory lane. For
about seven minutes this proved very in-

teresting and amusing. The following ten

minutes were devoted to tl verture ''Or-

pheus" by the orchestra.

Prize Compositions

Then came the third unit of the bill

which Thomas Griselle composed, "Two
American Sketches," comprising a Noc-
turne and a March, wThich wTere awarded

-l 0.000 prize in a recent competition
sponsored by the Victor Talking Machine
Company. A special orchestration of each
of the numbers was made by the composer
to meet the requirements of the Roxy or-

chestra. A special ballet and stage inter-

'

pretation was arranged for the work. The
ballet was accompanied by the Nocturne
score, and the Roxyettes revealed a per-

fectly synchronized modernistic automaton
march drill to the remaining half of the

composition. Both won distinct favor with
the audience.

The Movietone News following had a full

ten minutes, and the complete sound reel

was shown with several of the shots being
outstanding, although it seemed that there
was just a little too much of the Capt.
Fried and Chief Officer Manning welcome.
A return to stage presentation followed,

with Forbes Randolph's Kentucky Jubilee

Choir, the double quartet of negro singers

being backed by the whole Roxy ensemble
of voices, in a setting that represented an
old Southern mansion with its sweeping
lawns and wide porches. Vocally it left

nothing to be desired, and the applause
which came at the conclusion of nine min-
utes of signing and dancing must have
gratified those on the stage.

Newsreel Scores

The Roxy Magazine, made up of silent

reel shots, ran six minutes, and con-

tained three clips from the Fox News and
one each from the Paramount and M-G-M
reels. That which was enjoyed most by the

i he shot from Portland, Ore.,

of a electrical experiments that

were held there. It gave the audience a
good laugh.

" Snow-flakes" is the title that was given
to the piece de resistence of the stage pro-
gram. It ran exactly thirteen minutes, and
had for its headliner five adagio couples

working together. They were Frioff and
Lucille, Don and Dorescc. Swanson and
Burne, Buck and Therrien, and Betta and
Lie Marr. It was an enthralling spectacle to

see this double quintet of dancers working
in unison in a routine that was identical

tor all of them, and the applause at the
tinish of this offering was tremendous.
Prior to that Patrica Bowman ottered a

solo in imitation of an ice-skating dance
that was well received.

In all it was decidedly worth-while en-

tertainment.

Tax Situation

Theatre Menace
in Many States

(Continued from paqc 4151

her completed a vote of their membership
over (he state and it shows 243 against and
202 for a state theatre admission tax. The
Idaho Chamber, in face of returns, will

likely not recommend the passage of the

proposed tax measure—and in Idaho the

State Chamber has a lot of weight.

Unjust Kansas Legislation

An unjust piece of legislation appears to

be headed for adoption as a law in the

Kansas state legislature. The measure—

a

provision to the act on military memorials,
allowing them to be leased for entertain-

ment purposes—has been passed by the
house and now is before the senate.

There are twenty-two memorial buildings

in Kansas, not subject to taxation. Virtu-
ally all of the halls have a large seating

capacity. The vote on the measure in the

house was 110 to 15. In the house were
twenty-two members of the American Le-

gion, which lends an idea on the opposition

the exhibitors' representatives had to be
confronted with.

"I do not believe there is a bit of doubt
but what such a clause inserted in the act

is unconstitutional," R. R. Biechele, presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri,
said. "We obtained an injunction in the

Kansas supreme court against the use of
memorials as theatres on the grounds that
non-taxable buildings could not legally be
transformed, even if only temporarily, into

commercial institutions, opposing theatres
which are taxed as legitimate businesses.

We intend to oppose the measure as
strongly as we can. That is all we can do."

Large Staff of Stage

Writers at M-G-M Studio
With the signing of Laurence Stalling

and dames Forbes, writers, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer now has a large staff of pen artists

on its roster. They will write dialogue for
new pictures. Robert Montgomery is an-
other acquisition from the playwright
field. Others include Willard Mack, Bay-
ard Veiller, John Howard Lawson, James
Gleason, Dorothy Parker and Lillian

Kalish.

Motion Picture N eivs

Good All Around
Talking Program
Shown At Strand

Three Vitaphone Shorts With
Alice White in "Naughty
Baby" Complete Bill

A good, all around talking program is

shown at the Strand this week, with three
Vitaphone short subject-, consisting of a
popular song number, a dramatic thriller

and a jazz band with a glib master of cere-

monies furnishing the talk portion. These
are topped by Alice White in "Naughty
Baby," a First National comedy that has
considerable wallop.

Following a brief overture there are five

minutes of silent news reel shots, with the
Fox reel winning out with four clip- as

against one from Pathe. Eight minutes of
Fox Movietone News follows.

Jane Green, "The Melody Girl," in a
series of three song numbers, has the next
spot on the program.

Mitchell Lewis, supported by Jason Ro-
bards and Elizabeth Page, offer the dra-

matic thriller, "The Death Ship," which
held the audience.

Gene Morgan and his band offer both
music and song, with Gene, who is one of
the foremost master of ceremonies in pic-

ture houses on the West Coast, putting over
a number of gags for laughs. "Pale
Moon" is the opening number, this is fol-

lowed by Gene delivering "Oh, For the
Life of An Osteopath," which was a howl,
and the finish had "Haunted Blues."

Alice White, in Naughty Baby," got a
number of laughs.

Denounce Censor
Bills As Thrust

At Free Speech
(Continued from page 415)

of Rights left one free to print or utter
what one chose, but the author of the
words must face the consequences, whether
it were a libel suit or prison."
The following from an editorial in the

Memphis "Press-Scimitar:
"And now the professional reformers

with eyes cast on fat secretarial jobs de-
sire to censor the motion picture that talks.

They might not like the movietone presen-
tation of what President Coolidge says in

addressing the Rotary Club. Censor 'in!

Cut out from the word 'why' to the word
'wherefore' in the second sentence of what
Calvin said. Next, there'll probably be a
pretext found for censoring the radio. A
person who desires to deliver an address,

tell a joke or sing a song into the micro-
phone first will have to go to censorship
headquarters for a preview. And maybe
our Saturday evening toast must have its

copy censored in advance to be sure;

there's nothing scorching in it. If those

who are sincere in their wish for a clean

motion picture screen will leave it to the

motion picture producers, the screen will

be clean."
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Troupers Meet Grief in Hollywood
Disillusioned,

They Hope for

Jobs in Talkies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 6.—The profes-

sional from all walks of the amuse-
ment industry has become the suc-

cessor to the film-struck amateur and the

beauty-contest winner as Hollywood's un-

wanted immigrant. With the wide belief

that all pictures are to be made as talki s,

and the visions of what such synchroniza-

tion can accomplish, small-time vaudevil-

lians, carnival performers, singers from
chautauqua, concert and even opera, as

well as ventriloquists, have been pouring
into the film colony.

The problem of handling such people is

more annoying that that of the mere pretty

girl, or the ambitious youth with no ex-

perience. The others, having had profes-

sional experiencei, make it the duty of
whatever friends or acquaintances they
have with positions in studios, to "get
them in." The fact that such people have
all they can do to hold on to their own
jobs, and rarely are able to recommend
anyone, means nothing.

The "Talkie' Rush
Their reasoning is that synchronized pic-

tures will need voices, dancers, vocal freaks
and even acrobats. That Hollywood has
been overflowing with such talent before
the equation of talkies ever arrived, is not
known to them, neither will they believe it.

The film-struck girl, who is still a prob-
lem, may at least be aided through the
Studio Club or other methods used by the
Producers' Association. The best one is

to give them their carfare home and exact
a promise that they will never return—for
the purpose of breaking into pictures.

Such means cannot be used on profes-
sionals from other branches of the theatre
or amusements. There is a possibility of
the producers inaugurating a propaganda
campaign warning them to keep out of
Hollywood.
Meanwhile they are flocking to agents'

offices mostly. They have found that the
Central Casting Bureau cannot help them,
for it is established for extras only. A
few hoping the newly established Call Bu-
read will aid, are doomed to disappoint-
ment. For the Call Bureau does not officiate

as an employment agency or casting office.

It is merely a place for actors known to
studios to register, so that when the indi-

Fox Reel Helps Boost
Warners' Guinan Film
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, February 6.—The
Warner Brothers exerted a
tremendous amount of will-

power when they checked an impulse to

send a wire of thanks to the Fox or-

ganization for one sequence in a re-

cently released Movietone News. The
sequence, seen here at the Carthay
Circle in conjunction with the open-
ing of "The Divine Lady," was a night
at Texas Guinan's newest night club.

This scene occupied the major portion
of the particular Movietone Newsreel
release.

It seems a direct exploitation stunt
for the Warner Brother production
starring Texas Guinan, under the title

of "Queen of the Night Clubs." It is

slated for release next month.

vidual is wanted by name, the Call Bureau
can secure him or her immediately.

New Paramount Talkie
"The Escape," John Galsworthy's play,

will be made into 100 per cent talkie pro-

duction by Paramount at West Coast stu-

dios, talkie version to be directed by Basil

Dean, who will leave London in few weeks
to try his hand at films for first time.

Sax Rohmer's Fearful Chinaman
"The Insidious Dr. Fanchu Manchu,''

Chinese menace of fiction and the creation

of Sax Rohmer, British author, will be
brought to screen by Paramount in 100 per
cent talkie, Rowland V. Lee directing and
Warner Oland playing title role of the

dreadful Oriental. Neil Hamilton, 0. P.
Heggie, Jean Arthur, William Austin,
Lloyd Corrigan and Florence Ryerson will

have parts.

Among "The Cocoanuts"
"Players assigned supporting roles in

Paramount 's talkie comedy, "The Cocoa-
nuts," include Margaret Dumont and
Katherine Francis. First is now featured
in Marx show, "Animal Crackers." Mary
Eaton, leading stage figure, has been en-

gaged for one of principal roles.

"Burlesque"
Edward Sutherland and John Cromwell

will work together in filming "Burlesque"
for Paramount.

Christie Signs Fazenda
Louise Fazenda has been engaged by Al

Christie for two of Christie talkies for
Paramount. James Gleason and his wife,

Lucile Webster Gleason, have also been
secured. Miss Fazenda will be idle for a
while, but the Gleasons will begin working
in "Meet the Missus." The studio recently
finished casting "Jed's Vacation," the
players including Charlie Grapewin, Anna
Chance, Bill Irving, Aileen Carlyle.

"Young Sinners"
Charles "Buddy" Rogers' next starring

vehicle will be "Young Sinners," to be
made as all-talkie. It is an original by John
Farrow. Doris Anderson is adapting.

Paramount Engages Butterfield
William Butterfield, actor, dramatic and

stage director, arrived on Coast recently to

direct Paramount talkies.

Buys "Golowin"
Jacob Wasserman's novel, "Golowin,"

recently purchased by Paramount, has gone
into production as "Black Eagles," with
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper co-starred.

Joins Cast
Greta Granstedt was signed recently by

Paramount for "Close Harmony."

Christie Musical Manager
H. D. Lawler, formerly of the staff of

the Victor Talking Machine Co., has been
appointed music manager for Christie
talkies.

Dorothy Hall
The leading role opposite Richard Dix

in "Nothing But the Truth" is Dorothy
Hall, blonde stage actress featured in
"Precious," current play.

Christie Silent Production
Besides talkies, Christie studios are also

devoting themselves to production of silent

comedies. Billy Dooley is making "Crazy
Doings," Bobby Vernon "His Angel
Face," Jack Duffy "Are Scotchmen
Tight?", Frances Lee and Billy Engle
"Tight Places."

Olive Borden With RKO
Olive Borden is included in star group

being assembled for RKO Productions. She
has been signed for two talking vehicles to

be made at the new Hollywood plant. Her
"Love in the Desert" is set for Broadway
showing soon.
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Dotty Jottings
.By Jerry lloffmnn.

HERR JOSEF VON STERNBERG takes
vocal exception to a remark made by

this writer in a review of Raymond Cannon's
"Red Wine" . . . the remark was to the
effect that it proves "a man doesn't have to

have a prefix of 'Herr' or 'Von' to be differ-

ent and clever" . . . Herr Josef Von Stern-
berg labors under the impression that some-
thing personal was meant toward himself
and is rather ired ... in the first place the
crack was a compliment to "Herrs" and
"Vons" . . . and secondly it applies only to

those who were BORN with the "Von.". . .

view . . . knew of at least four reviewers who
stood up through the picture in the rear and
saw several women and children standing along
the walls ... it annoyed mc so much to see

the women and children that I couldn't relax in

lig comfortable seat. . . .

I T seems an idiotic procedure for studios to
1 tie up a certain amount of seats for pre-

views and not use them . . . the least conces-

sion they might make to the theatre is to give

the manager permission to sell the seats which
are not occupied by the time the preview starts

. . . the cause for this outburst is the lines

against the walls and in the rear of Bards West
Adams where Paramount previewed "The
Canary Murder Case" ... I saw at least fif-

teen vacant seats roped off all through the pre-

EDNA MARION will be the new "vamp" in

the "The Collegians" series . . . Dixie
Gay, who has "menaced" in the series tints jar

is under contract to Fox and has been recalled

by that studio . . . if anyone doubts the Span-
ish ancestry of Anita Page . . . one look at her

and kid brother . . , Mr. and Master
Pomares will be absolute proof . . . Joseph
Steele, right-hand man to Richard Barthelmess

had a grand time being compelled to take bows
for Dick at a preview of "Weary Rii>er" held

in Los Angeles last week . . . both he and Bar-

thelmess wear hats . . . oh yeh both also have

black hair . . . oddly enough the local preview

was held a night after the New York opening,

but it was a great idea . . . for it certainly is

one picture I wouldn't miss . . . it's got every-

thing. . . .

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When you have been

making funny remarks about the party . .

.

and find it's your hostess you are talking

to . . . be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.

^
r EN MAYNARD bought a new plane and
V. broke it in with an intended non-stop

flight to Agua Caliente . . . Ken forgot that
he would have to land at San Diego before
flying over the border ... so the "non" was
stopped . . . Bebe Daniels has been chosen
queen of the policemen's ball in San Fran-
cisco . . . which should burn up certain cops
in Orange County . . . Edmund Breese will
be another judge in pictures, this time "The
Gamblers" . . . which makes three in a row
for Breese on the bench . . . Bill Beaudine
has started work on "Two Weeks Off" for
First National. . . .

Tl 1 E height-of-something ... no this is the
depth . . . for it is a low stunt, was the

filing of a divorce suit by a well known leading
man against his screen actress wife last week
. . . for she left him over a year ago and filed

suit and then withdrew it . . . meanwhile he
waited until he opened in a play and then filed!

suit himself in order to get publicity benefits

while working . . . but that's the part of Holly-
uoikI ulihh is publicized, . . .

Re-organize Story Dep't

First National has reorganized story de-
partment at West (

'o.-i-t studio, since ap-

pointnient of Anthony Coldeway as assist-

ant associate producer there. There are
now 13 writers including: Tom Geraghty,
Bradley King, .Monte Kattcrjohn, Louis
Stevans, Forrest Halsey, Ewart Adam.-on,
James Gruen, P. McGrew Willis, Humphrey
Pearson, Paul Perez, Walter Anthony, Gene.
Towne, Edward Luddy.

Paramount Signs Al St. John
Al St. John, former two-reel featured'

comic, has been placed under long-term con-
tract by Paramount. His first will be as
co-comedian to Jack Oakie in "Bur-
lesque." There is a possibility of Oakie
and St. John being teamed in a series of"

feature length comedies later.

Voice Tests

Jack White has completed voice tests of
various contract players at Educational
studio. From Lupino Lane to "Big Boy,"
all of the players submitted to tests.

"All-Male" Comedy
Something; new—an "all-male" comedy,

is being directed for Educational by
Stephen Roberts with Monty Collins and
Vernon- Dent co-starred, Robert Graves and
Al Thompson supporting.

With Jerry Drew
Supporting Jerry Drew in his newest

Ideal Kdueational comedy, are Vernon
Dent, Lucille Hut ton and Estelle Bradley.
A new comedy vamp, Dolores Johnson, has
a part.

Franklin Makes New
Title Change

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

ITOLLYWOOD, Feb. 6.—The latest

I title change for an attraction
booked into Loew's State, Los

Angeles, is from "Mother Knows Best"
to "Sally of My Dreams." The latter
title, suggested by Harold B. Franklin,
is given in view of the popularity of
the theme song to the Fox picture.
Franklin changed the names of "Red
Wine" to "Let's Make Whoopee" and
"Annie Laurie" to "Ladies from Hell"
for local showings.
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Opinions on Pictures

First Report on "Broadway Melodyw

Broadway Melody
(Reviewed by Edwin Schallert)

(Editor of the Los Angeles Times Preview and
Special Correspondent of Motion

Picture News)

LOS ANGELES, February 6.—This
picture is great. It will revolutionize

the talkies. Song and dialogue com-
bined achieve an interest that at this junc-

ture, could never possibly be attained by
dialogue alone. The songs are sure hits,

particularly "You Were Meant for Me."
A ballet of painted dolls is a remarkable

spectacle with snappy music. The direction

is an amazing indication of what can be
done in the new medium.
"Broadway Melody" will go over 100

per cent in any house equipped with sound,
and they'll all want to equip when they
hear about it. This is the entertainment of
the hour.

The Trad of '98
Sound Version Review

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
l "p HE TRAIL OF '98" makes a much

A better program picture than it did

a $2 special. Had it been turned loose in

the regular picture houses this film would
have swept the country as something really

big, but the idea of trying to force it as a
road show when it wasn't that at all, may
have taken some of the edge from the pic-

ture in the towns where it has already been
shown. But where they have seen it at the

$2 price it is going to be a bos office sensa-
tion.

At the Capitol, in New York, this week
the sound version of the picture is being
shown. It has no talking sequences what-
ever, but there is a synchronized score with
some musical and singing numbers, and
sound effects. The score and effects have
been carefully devised and added to the
picture as it is now cut in a manner that
make them worth while from an audience
standpoint. At this house they are using
the giant screen for two of the sequences,
namely the snow slide and the shooting of
the rapids and in both instances this was
very effective.

Just in the event that you do not recall

the story from the first review we will re-

mind you in brief that it is a tale of the
Alaska gold rush and the hardships that
the maddened throng that were seeking
their fortunes encountered. The cast has
Dolores Del Rio, Ralph Forbes and Harry
Carey as its principal players and the direc-

tion was in the hands of Clarence Brown.
The picture has some terrific punches in

its present form and the fight between
Forbes and Carey with the subsequent set-

ting afire of the dance hall and Carey jump-
ing with his clothing in flames from a bal-
cony will prove a great kick to audiences.
There is a theme song "I Found Gold

When I Found You" that is sung at one
scene in the picture and the song of the

gold seekers as they tramp through the

snow will hold your audiences.

Drawing Power: Play it up as one of

the real big pictures of the year with a
great cast and you will not go wrong.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Gokl-
wyn-Mayer. Length, 8,799 feet. Released

:

Jan. 5, 1929. Running Time: An hour and
thirty-nine minutes. From the Robert W.
Service novel. Directed by Clarence Brown.

THE CAST
Berna Dolores Del Rio
Larry Ralph Forbes
Jack Locasto Harry Carey
Salvation Jim Tully Marshall
Mrs. Bulkey Emily Fitzroy
Mr. Bulkey Tenen Holtz
Old Swede Russell Simpson
Lars Peterson Karl Dane
Berna's Grandfather Cesare Gravina
Samuel Foote, the Worm George Cooper
Mother's Boy John Down
Engineer E. Alyn Warren

The Doctor's Secret
A Sure Fire B. O. Talker Knockout

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
TT ERE is the class of all-talker produc-
* * tions to date. It proves that the talk-

ing film is here to stay, for when it is pos-

sible to take something as fine as Sir James
M. Barrie's "Half An Hour" and put it on
the screen with the dialogue intact and hold

a picture audience of about 4,000 people on
the edge of their chairs and have them re-

act as a single person to the dramatic cli-

max, you have got something in entertain-

ment that the public wants. They are prov-

ing it at the Paramount, New York, this

week for this is the first picture that is to

be held over at this house since it opened.

And what a cast ! Ruth Chatterton, H. B.

Warner, Robert Edeson, John Loder and
Ethel Wales. Every name known to the

stage and known favorably, and with the

exception possibly of Miss Chatterton, as

favorably known to picture fans. But you
do not have to worry about Miss Chatter-

ton, for after her performance in this pic-

ture and the work that she does in the

Emil Jannings picture "Sins of the

Fathers" she is going to be known and
liked everywhere that they show these two
pictures. It is a pleasure to watch her per-

formance in this instance. The ease with
which she handles herself and the manner
in which she utilizes her voice, for of the

women who to date have tried delivering in

the "talkies" she stands first and foremost.

The story is a society melodrama, with a

girl of English nobility sold into wedlock
with a wealthy commoner, whose suspicions

of her are so rabid that he inflicts not only
mental but physical abuse as well on her.

Finally she decides to elope to Egypt with
the man of her own station in life that she

loves. She leaves her home as the clock

strikes 7:30 P. M. but is back again at 8

o'clock, but in the space of that half hour
her lover has been killed when he went to

call a cab to take them to the station, she

has been interviewed by a physician- who
was on the scene of the accident who mis-

takes her for an immoral woman and ad-
vises her to commit suicide and on return-
ing home has tried to obtain a note which
she originally left with her jewels for her
husband to read after she had fled, but was
unable to do so. At that point the physi-
cian who advised her after the accident
walks into her home as a dinner guest, in-
vited by her husband and the whole tale is

almost spilled right there and then. The
husband does become suspicious that his
wife is the woman that the doctor has re-
lated his story about, but in the end is con-
vinced otherwise, while the wife continues
in life with her secret anguish.

It is all superbly acted by the players
and delightfully handled in the direction by
William C. De Mille. Of the men Robert
Edeson as the doctor easily carries off the
honors. H. B. Warner was quite disap-
pointing in the matter of voice recording,
his being decidedly harsh and blasting at
times.

Drawing Power: Go forth and proclaim
this as the class of class as far as all-talk-
ing features are concerned to date. Play
up the cast and go after the regular legiti-
mate theatre following for this cast is

worthy of their attention.
Produced and distributed by Paramount-

Famous-Lasky. Length: Talking version,
5,832 feet; No Silent Version. Run-
ning time: An hour and four minutes. Re-
leased: Jan. Jan. 26, 1929. Directed by
William C. De Mille.

THE CAST
Lillian Garson Ruth Chatterton
Richard Garson H. B. Warner
Hugh Paton John Loder
Dr. Brodie Robert Edeson
Mr. Redding Wilfred Noy
Mrs. Redding Ethel Wales
Susie Nancy Price
Wethers Frank Finch-Smiles

"Kidnapped"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George ]. Reddy)

VERY little of anything new in the way of
story, locale or situations ever seem to

find their way into the series of Universal fea-

turettes starring Bob Curwood, but despite the

fact one may be hardboiled, the fast riding of

horses and rough-and-tumble human brawls, no
matter how crudely done will send the blood
pressure up a speck. The above mentioned, do
appear in this series. The audiences that have
been backing these Westerns will get their usual
kick.

Jane Martin, kidnapped from home in her

father's absence, manages to signal Bob Cole
(Curwood), who chanced to be passing the

Hacienda where she was held prisoner. Bob
always seeking adventure, steals up to the

house and hears the girl's story of an unwel-
come marriage into which she is being forced.

Bob overhears the plans of Jane's captor, Jim
Brady, and from ambush sees Brady's men
shooting at the girl's father, who is searching

for her. Bob joins Martin and plans a ruse, by
which, after some hard riding and fights, Jane is

freed just as the ceremony is about to be per-

formed.
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Captain Lash
Not Much Sting to This One
(Reviewed bj Freddie Scluder)

POSSIBLE '

''•' Fox
] depart-

ment was impressed by the business
" \ Girl in Every Port," s<>

(1 that they were going to give Victor
McLaglen another sailor story. The result

"a tale el' the stoke-hold
and smuggled jewels, no real love interest

ami of qnestio ngth. Oi
coursi an easy thing to lit \ ic » il b

iry, and after all this one has its ci

edy moments. Clyde Conk is responsible
lor tin' laughs, he. playing opposite McLag-
len throughout the action and tin- contrast
between the husky star and slight ruin, ''Han

works out to advanl

McLaglen is the boss of the black gang
below decks and has won the title of thu

stoker afloat thereby gaining the title

of "Captain" Lash. As the story opens
he and his shadow are ashore for a few
drinks and a couple of lights, hut NO girls.

They get all tl svithout the girl ele-

ment how could tin' fight start.' Alter a

rOUghhouse in a waterfront dive they start

Eor their ship and crash into an automobile
unloading a passenger. The passenger i- a

looking girl in the person of Claire

Windsor, and Lash, with ever an eye to a

looks her over admiringly. After the
-lie with others in the cap-

tain's party inspect the boat and the fir]

climbs down into the stoke-hold where a

crazed fireman heaves a coal scoop at the

officer and knocks of a steam valve head.
Lash jumps between the girl and the eSCap
ing steam shielding her with his bare hack

and being severly burned with the result he
is taken to the sick bay. From then on it

seems that a romance is blooming, until one
sees the girl work a semi-badger game on a

wealthy jewel collector who is a passenger
and knowing that her substitution of imita-

tion jewels for the real ones that have been
shown her is apt to be discovered, she gets

to the husky stoker who saved her life and
asks him to bring them ashore for her.

When she lands she is searched but no
jewels are found, ami a watch i kept on her

home. When Lash show- up there he turns

over the envelope which he believes con-

tain- (lie jewel- to her, but he reckoned
without his concertina playing partner,

who, to prevent Lash from being involved

in a crime substituted bunker coal for the

stones. The girl's gang set upon the giant

stoker and he finally cleans them nil out,

as the police break in. After the fra-

eas he thinks of Cocky his pal and knows
where the jewels are and restores them t o

the rightful owner and disillusioned as to

"real" ladies he returns to his waterfront
love.

Drawing Power: Play up the comedy end
strongest for that is the strength of the

picture.

Produced and distributed by Fox Films
Corp. Sound version, fi,l.V2 feet. Silent

version, 5,376 feet. Released: January
6, 1921). Running time: Fifty 3even min-

utes. Story and adaptation by Daniel Tom-
linson and Laura Hassc. Directed by John
Blystone. Sound and musical. No dia-

logue.
THE CAST

Captain Lash Victor McLaglen
Cora Nevina Claire Windsor
Gentleman Eddie Arthur Stone
Alex Condax Alhcrt Conti
Cocky Clyde Cook
Queenie Jean Laverty
Bull Hawks Frank Itagney
Condax's Servant Iteris Charsky
Babe Jane Winton

Si
I

iiiK
The psychologist enters the movie scene. II il-

limn K. Marslon, noted psychologist who will

lie director of I niversaFs net* department, the

Public Service Bureau, with Curl Laemmle,
president of I niversal, and ('ml Laemmle, Jr.,

associate producer.

Ned McCobb's Daughter
Melodrama Holds the Attention

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganlyj

Tills story of the redemption of a boot-

' n through the love of a good
woman contains suspense, fine portrayals

by three principals .and authentic story de-

tail. Ii is tin' picturization of the stage

play by Sidnej Howard, adapted by .Marie

Beulah Dix. William J. Cowan, a new di-

rector, handled the megaphone and his

work elicited good feeling from the players

and ai msopheric tone.

Irene Rich has the title role. This actress

has beeu more fortunate than her sisters

later] in that she has been given roles that

enable her to put over some keen acting.

Her character painting of Mrs. Craig in

"Craig's Wife" is still fresh in mind. In

this new attraction she is extremely capa-

ble in handling the role of a steadfast

woman.
Her principal support comes from Robert

Armstrong, as the bootlegger and rumrun-
ner who loves her, and George Barraud, as

her husband who betrays both her and the

rumrunner, his brother. The late Theodore
Roberts has a small role in the early part
of the film and Carol Lombard is seen as

a vamp.
Armstrong uses the home of Ned Mc-

Cobb's daughter a- a blind for his secret

trade. Whi] ie of the government men
i- investigating the cellar of the house he

is killed by her husband. To conceal his

crime, the husband puts the body in t he

apple bin; the dead man's buddies arrive

searching for him and this scene leads to

a line play of .suspense. The inspectors all

but discover the body.
The guilty husband plunges to his death,

Armstrong is arrested and taken away as a
violator of the law, and Ned McCobb's
daughter is left alone with the promise that

when he has served his term he will come
hack to her.

I !" film is equipped with RCA synchron-
ized score and sound that dovetail nicely

with its action. It is splendid recording.

Drawing Power: This is the type of at-

traction that gets over in most any house.

THEME: Drama of a rumrunner's re-

demption, through the influence of his

brother's wife.

Produced and distributed by Pathc. Re-
leased, Dee. 2, 1928. Sound footage, 6,015

feet. Silent footage, 0,070 feet. Director,
I. Cowan.

THE CAST
Carrie Irene Rich
Ned McCobh Theodore 1

Babe Callahan Robert Armstrong
George Callahan Geo. Harraud
Buttcrworth Edward Heart]
Jennie Carol Lombard
Kelly Louis Natheaux

Tbe Divine Lady
(Reviewed l>> Jerry Hoffmun)

U ins Merit On Sheer Beauty
\ I ill; » Qg a product ion such as •• The

•-* Divine Lady," the big, or would-be

big moguls of the industry, gather, (as

they did in the lobby of the Carthaj Circle)

and state solemnly. "It is -ueh pictures

which are credit- to the industry. They
give pictures a status of art and dignity."

The fact that "The Divine Lady" may
be classed as "art and dignified" should

not frighten exhibitors. In
i

E such

comments, il is a good picture, splendidly

directed, exceptionally well enacted and

beautifully photographed. The -lory may
not pli a e in torians » bo claim Lady Ham-
ilton was not quite the beautiful chai i

National's production has made her.

A reviewer, such as tin one, having seen

the virile and modern "Weary River" di-

rected by Frank Lloyd a few days b

the opening of ••The Divine Lady" cannol

but marvel at the prolificacy of the man.

The Corinne Griffith opus is in such direct

contrast. One is heart-stirring, but with a

strength which stands out like the village

blacksmith's muscli s. The other is dainty,

—exquisite in fact.

Without detracting credit for such si

from Frank Lloyd, alter all they are splen-

did only because of the fine performances

given by the artists themselves. The various

comparisons made of Corinne Griffith to

different Bowers, the favorite one being to

an orchid, are more odious than ever in the

,., , of "The Divine Lady." Speaking

horticulturishly, (whew!) one may admit

he delicate orchid, hut must briug in with

it, the strength of the geranium, the color-

ing of oak leaves in .autumn for changeable

moods, the sparkle of daisy fields in the

sunlight. It isn't quite proper to wax-

poetical in a trade-paper, but regard] oi

whether orchids are delicate, geraniums

strong, or daisys sparkle,—there it is. Take

il or leave it. One could boil it down simply

io the fact that Corinne Griffith gives a

magnificent characterization.

And she has a cast of supporting artists

who make it tough for any individual to

stand out among. There is Victor Varconi'a

Admiral Nelson; II. 1'.. Warner's Lord

Hamilton; the work of Ian Keith, William

Conklin and Marie Dressier among others.

Worth individual commendation, because

they have so much more to do, are Victor

Varconi and II. B. Warner. The only sound

are some singing sequences by Miss Grif-

fith, which are very good.

Drawing Pcwer: One of Corinne Grif-

fith's very best. As a spectacle it should

do very big business. Cast has plenty of

name-.
THEME : Supposedly the story of Lady

Hamilton and Admiral Nelson, based on

history, bringing in the biographically true

death of Nelson at Trafalgar and the de-

feat of Napoleon.
Produced by Walter Morosco and distrib-

uted by First National. Directed by Frank
Lloyd; continuity by Ague- Christine John-

son, adaptation by Foresl nalsey. Titles

by Harry Cut and Edwin Justis Mayer.

HIE CAST
Emma, Lady Hamilton Corinne Griffith

Admiral, I ""1 Nelson Victor Varconi

Sir William, Lord Hamilton H. B. Warner
Grcvillc Ian Keith

Romncy Wm. Conklin

Mrs. Cadogan Marie Dressier

King of Naples Michael Vavitch
Queen • Dorothy Cummings

'

i oi Argyle Julia Swayne Gordon
I :i]il I lie!' Montagu l.ovc

Lady Nelson Helen Jerome Eddy
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Merna Kennedy, red-haired thespian who was
selected by Universal to portray on the screen
the role of "Billy Moore," in ''Broadway."
the Universal talkie special in which Glenn

Trvon will also be seen

Naughty Baby
Not So Naughty But Pretty Nice

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

ALICE WHITE and Jack Mulhall are
co-featured in "Naughty Baby," a

First National release, at the Strand this

week. Alice has turned from a red head
into a blonde and the chances are that you
are going to like her just as well with her
blondined locks as you did with her near
auburn curls. In the picture she is not so
very naughty and still very nice. Mulhall
makes a pleasing lead opposite her, but
Benny Rubin and Georgie Stone over-
shadow Jack when it comes to this picture.
From a box office standpoint there is little

to recommend other than to say that it will

get by with the average feature that is

worthy of playing any of the week stand
first runs.

It is a. Broadway story with Alice a
check room gal in one of the big hotels,

where the hero, Jack Mulhall, is supposed
to be stopping as a Boston millionaire.
Alice makes up her mind that she is going
to capture the prize, even though all the
White Light gold-diggers are trying to do
the same. With the aid of her three boy
friends, one of whom is the son of a hock-
shop proprietor, and he furnishes the
jewelry when Alice dresses up; the other
an assistant in a modiste shops "burrows"
gowns for her and the third a chauffeur
provides the cars for her to ride in, she
steps out as a lady. But in the end she is

stripped of her finery, and it looks for a
time as though the prize that the girls are
fighting for is nothing but a phony. But
when the smoke of battle clears away, and
the detectives are shooed out he proves to

be a millionaire after all and little Alice
who stuck steadfastly when danger threat-
ened succeeds in marching to the altar with
him.

Benny Rubin, as the boy from the hock-
shop, pulls a lot of laughs from the audi-
ence and shows that he has a spot in pic-

tures. Georgie Stone steps right along with
him and registers nicely. Thelma Todd
displays her blonde loveliness and there
seems to be an awful lot of it. That girl

better go into training to keep her weight
in hand. Doris Dawson playing opposite
Alice looks like a million dollars and is a
sure fire bet for the future.

Drawing Power: Alice White and Jack

Mulhall as a new team for this picture only.

A lively story of Broadway gold-diggers

with lots of laughs. It will please any aver-

age audience.
Produced and distributed by First Na-

tional. Length: synchronized, 6,360 feet;

silent, 6,406 feet. Running time : sound
version, an hour and eleven minutes. Di-

rected by Mervyn Leroy.

THE CAST
Rosie McGill Mice White
Terry Bolton Jack Mulhall
"Me Too" Grayson Jay Eaton
Bonnie Le Verne Thelma Todd
Polly O'Toole Doris Dawson
Dugan Fred Kelsey
Madame Fleurette Rose Dione
Max Cohen Benny Rubin
Jimmy Malone Andy Devine
Tony Bonelli Georgie Stone
Terry's Valet Raymond Turner

Red Hot Speed
Denny Reveals His English Accent

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

"P ED HOT SPEED" is Reginald
**' Denny's first picture with talking

sequences for Universal. The star reveals

an English accent which is quite out of
place for a young district attorney in an
American city. The picture itself is neither

very speedy or very hot when judged from
a box office standpoint.

Supporting Denny are Alice Day and
Fritzi Ridgeway, the former playing the

lead and the latter doing a Swedish slavey

that failed to get a laugh. The balance of

the cast was just passable.

The story, on which the picture is based,

is one that might happen in any city where
the local government is as loose as it is in

Los Angeles. Everyone has a political or

police pet of some kind who can fix tickets

handed out for the violation of the speed
laws or other traffic violations. The young-

district attorney is also a fixer, but he is

trying to win the favor of one of the local

newspaper publishers, who is a demon
against speeding and who wants to conduct
a campaign to send all violators to jail.

It is the publisher's daughter who causes
all the complications. She likes to step on
the gas, but the fear that her father might
find out and compel her to return to board-
ing school leads her to give phony names
each time she is pinched. The young D. A.
is on his way to court when he is run into a

couple of times by a girl driving a roadster

recklessly. When he arrives in court late

as the result of one of her smashes with
him he discovers her among those present

as a prisoner. In informing the court of

her recklessness he becomes so rabid that

Nothing nice about the weather. Lewis Stone,
Nils Asther and Greta Garbo cannot go very
far from shelter in this scene from "Wild Or-
chids," a story with an African setting by John
Colton which was directed by Sidney Franklin

for MGM.

the Judge finally paroles her in his custody
for sixty days.

That night when he arrives at the pub-
lisher's home he finds that the girl paroled

in his custody is the daughter, and then
there are a series of overdrawn farcical

situations that are hard to believe. It ends
finally with the D. A. and the reckless

driver going into the marriage license bu-

reau together.

Drawing Power: Little other than what
is left of the star's own following.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Length: 6,288 feet. Running time: An hour
and fourteen minutes. Released: Jan. 27,

1929. Directed by Joseph A. Henab-.rv.

THE CAST
The District Attorney Reginald Denny
The Girl Alice Day
The Slavey Fritzie Ridgeway

"The Queen Bee"
(Pathe—One Reel)

THE cartoonist of Pathe's Aesop Film
Fables devoted his animation this time to

the bee family, and has created the usual good
job.

Queen of the bees goes for a ride in her
coach, driven by several bee steeds, and as she
passes a poor drone on the road, she halts long
enough to toss him a coin. She does not travel

far, however, before the villainous Simeon
Spider, pounces upon her, and drags her to his

lair. Hearing the Queen's frantic cries, the

poor drone races to the scene, treats the villain

to a real old-fashioned cuffing, and wins the

kisses of the fair one.—GEORGE T. REDDY.

Buys "Most Immoral Lady"
to Star Corinne Griffith

Alice Brady's current stage vehicle, "A
Most Immoral Lady," now playing at the

New York Klaw theatre, lias been acquired

by First National-Vitaphone as a starring

vehicle for Corinne Griffith. It is probable
that the screen actress will start working
on the all-dialogue version of the play fol-

lowing the completion of "Lillies of the

Field."

A child's dream is the theme of a neiv Laemmte
Novelty, entitled "Fantasie." Here we can see
little Betty Graham Jane and her fairie boat.
There are 13 ire all of the Novelties, written by
Sam H. Jacobson and directed by Jacques Rol-

lens

Peggv Wood Reported as

About to Sign With "U"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 6.—Peggy Wood, musical
comedy star, is reported en route to the
Coast to close contract with Universal.
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"It's always iuir weather when good fellows get together." This trio in Tiffany-Stahl's "The
Rainbow," Paul Hurst, Lawrence Gray and Harvey Clark, could very well render the Stein

Song as they eye their schooners

"The Melancholy Dame"
(Christie Talking Comedy I

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THE Chi u to have beaten all the
other producers to the screen with a talk-

ing comedy of colored folks' life with an all

colored cast. Both M-G-M and Fox are still

making theirs. A story by Octavus Roy Cohen
was chosen for the first all-colored comedy to
be released. It deals with life in a Birmingham
cabaret.

It opens with the wife of the proprietor seated
at a table in the cabaret insisting that her hus-
band fire the hot dancer who is entertaining
there. He refuses on the ground that until the
hot dancer and her piano-playing husband ar-
rived the place was a failure. But under threats
from the wife that she'll clean up, he tries to

get the dancer to quit. She refuses, and further
tells the proprietor that she has told her gi-
gantic piano playing husband that she had been
married previously and that her first husband
abused her frightfully, with the result that
hubby No. 2 has been looking for No. 1 ever
since, but she has kindly refrained from telling

that the cabaret proprietor was No. 1.

Then the proprietor's wife takes a hand and
when she learns that the dancer was formerly
married to her husband she is sore and seeks
out the piano player. It ends in a chase and
when the giant finally corners the little fellow
the expected fails to happen for all he wants
to know is how to get a divorce from the
dancer. Lots of fun and well played.

"Just Monkeys"
i I niversal—One Reel)

ANOTHER one of the Laemmle novelties

f* has put in its a] ugh it

is qui'' a bit short of previ-
ous releases in the series. This one centers
around the lives of two monkey sweethearts,
who are captured in their i

ent times, and wind up in the same zoo ca

Horace was a lonely little monk, until one
day his sweetheart Maggie is pi

cage with him. Maggie has much to sav of the
scandals, eti ir native home. The pair
are very ha the t< rribie

human \v 1 1

•

ar lin-

eage. Wat Horace pulls the

gent's whiskers and beats him in general. "I he
little monkeys fiercely i and
amusement of passers-by. Finally locked in

each others arms, they fall asleep and dri

a monkey heaven where injusti< -

and only unfair humans were kept in i

There is some clever work clou trained

"monks," and the number was well handled by
[| lioi ,-t

plenty for this one.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"She's a Pippin"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

JUST ordinary comedy will be found in this

release of the Mike and Ike series. This
line-up of comic films have pretty nearly all

given off an appearance of being "machine
made," and the same old stereotyped gags are
used to vamp the giggles in this new one.

Mike and Ike as sailors, get shore leave and
set about finding some entertainment. Armed
with their trusty address books, the two crawl
into a phone booth and wreck it trying to date
til i some queens. They take to the street, after
having wrapped the phone and wires about the

neck of a dignified old duck. They next flirt

with two husky maids, who present them with
gorgeous black eyes. Finally Mike and Ike get

the eye from a couple of girls and are asked
to their home. Arriving there they see a man
sneaking in one of the windows, who in reality

is the girls' father. A slapstick free-for-all is

evolved in this situation, with Mike and Ike
getting the worst of matters. Not much of a

wallop packed into this one, but it might find

its place in the neighborhoods and small towns.

"Knock Out Buster"

(Universal—Two Reels
1

)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

BUSTER BROWN and his gang appear in

this comedy, which takes a rating of just
average fun. Adult audiences will probably
yawn through the screening of this, but the
antics of Buster, Mary Jane and the little

darkey "Oatmeal," will no doubt take the juve-
niles over.

While Mr. and Mrs. Brown are prep;

for the annual family camping trip. Buster and
the kids stage a prize fight in the backyard.
Buster takes on the fat boy, and in spite of the

fact that Mary Jane is timekeeper, Oatmeal
n fi Hi-, and the dog Tige his second, he
very lively cuffing around. Later father said

Oatmeal couldn't go on the camping trip, but

when the automobile trailer is unpacked Oat-
meal is found hidden among the luggagi Camp
established, the kids go on an exploration cam-

nearby farm. It is m ecord

the fury of friend farmer, after the kids i

havoc to his place.

Robert North Appointed
Burbank Production Chief

Robei orth, a a\ to A.1 Rockett,

a e prod acer at Firs! Nat tonal 's Bur-

bank studio, has joined the ranks of pro

dueers there and will be in charge of the

production of pictures as well as continue
his former wank a- Rockett 's aide. The
lii-t film assigned him i- "Broadway
Babies."

"The Eligible Mr. Bangs"
(Educational-Coronet Talkie—2 Reels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

ASOPHISTICATED offering, poised in a
nonchalant manner and bearing the witty

conversation of the habitues of drawing room
circles, who smoke Murads and read the Xew

r (if you read the ads). Yes, and quite
(extremely so) eligible for showings on the
now rejuvenated screen projecting the laughter
and talk of charming people in clouseups.

In other words, "The Eligible Mr. Bangs,"
the first of the new series of Coronet talkies,

can readily be stamped with -the trademark:
quality. Nothing cheap nor tawdry here ; in-

stead, class—in the acting, dialogue, settings
and all the other important things that can
either make or break a picture.

Edward Everett Horton is co-starred with
Florence Eldridge, and Johnny Arthur with
Mabel Forrest are secondary players. Horton
is quite effective as Mr. Leighton Bangs, eli-

Eor matrimony, and Miss Eldridge is a
splendid foil for his light, subtle humor. As a
matter of fact, the lady in question has a verv
pleasant personality and renders her lines with
considerable charm.
The story concerns the pursuit of the eligible

Mr. Bangs by this personable female. Inciden-

tally it tells how Mr. Bangs, supposed to be
so cold towards the ladies, pursues her. Al-
though they are extremely fond of each other,

they both assume an attitude of indifference
which belies their real feelings. Finally in a
nicely drawn tete-a-tete, Bangs capitulates to

the charming young lady, who with great dex-
terity has twisted him around her little finger.

There are sharp little flashes of pantomime, wit

and dashes of humor.
Sidney B. Brennecke supervised the story by

Robert Housum which Hugh Faulcon directed.

William Ayer did the photography. The West-
ern Electric system is employed.

"Girls Will Be Boys"
(Pathe—One Reel)

I^HIS is a Grantland Rice-Pathe Sportlight

subject, dedicated by the fam ius sports

authority, to the marvelous strides the mi idern

girl has made in the field of athletics. To prove
that the up-to-date Miss has set a goal of be-

longing to the super sex in sport, she is shown
performing feats of muscular skill, that origin-

ally were only the forte of the male.
Among the sports' enthusiasts shown in ac-

tion are : Lillian Copeland, champion shot-put-

ter ; Margaret Jenkins, women's champion jave-

lin thrower ; the Earle Wallace dancers of Los
Angeles, and Alice White, film star, expert
aquaplane rider. Will be of especial interest to

the women folks, but all sports fans will get a

kick.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

W-s msM n
The beginning of a quarrel. J ernon Dent
enjoys the spectacle of Monty Collins with the

bosom of his shirt all awry. The two Educa-

lional comedians are co-featured in "Making
Whoopee" in which a shirt-pulling fracas is

the climax.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAGERS ROUND TABLE CLUB

By Charles E. Lewis

4
*'*i

Australia in

Here Again

A short time ago
I published a let-

ter on "Sound"
which was received

from F rede rich
Sykf'S, who calls himself, "Versatile Man-
ager" of the Piccadilly Theatre in Sydney,

Australia.

His letter threw a different angle on a

manager's viewpoint of "sound" and
brought forth much varied comment from
members and readers of the CLUB pages.

Now I have received another letter from
Mr. Sykes dealing with "Talkies" and
boys, it's corking good reading for any-

one, both from the intelligent and humor-
ous sides of the question. Because I am a

little crowded for space in this issue I am
holding it for next week. But by all means
be sure and read Mr. Sykes' letter on what
he thinks of the entrance of "Talkies" and
their effect on countries such as Australia.

Let the Ads
In response to our

recent request for

theatre programs we
IPay for tm received, among

many others, several

of the Cameo Theatre's from St. Johns-
ville, N. Y.

Mr. Miller, who pilots this theatre for

the Smalley Circuit, is an advocate of ads.

in theatre programs to pay the cost of

them. He tells me that—"we will never
have a program published that will not
more than pay for itself." And his samples
prove that he practices what he preaches.

There are a lot of managers who have the

same idea, while others have tried it and
decided that the trouble in getting the ads
and the payment for them does not make
the idea attractive enough. Especially when
one stops to consider how cheaply programs
can now be secured through the various
theatrical printers who specialize in such
work. But if you do like the idea, then
make the most of it. We are promised some
good exploitation stunts from Miller, so

watch for them.

Another phase of

Exploiting the picture exploitation

ttc _.. 55 has arrived in this
SOUIluies great business of

ours. Managers
with wired houses are rapidly thinking up
new ways to exploit "sound" pictur 3.

They are trying to fit old ideas into new-

ideas. "Sound" pictures are just here
long enough now so that theatres running
them are turning to exploitation to put
them over.

We want to "tell the world" how you
—and you—and you sold "sound" and
"talkies" to your public. Send us the

story and we will pass it on to your brother
exhibitors.

It's a Great Life, Boys
WHEN someone ups and asks,

"What is a theatre manager,"
one has asked a healthy mouth-

ful. Of all the executive positions in

this great big world, that of theatre
managing stands out head and shoul-
ders over any other job you can think
of. He is expected to be an expert in
over a dozen different lines, he must be
a student and exponent of psychology,
he must be a diplomat in every sense
of the word. He is expected to be a
perfect critic and censor, especially if

his theatre runs vaudeville. He must
be a darned good ad writer. He must
have a knowledge of program layouts.
He must be capable of writing original,
and good, readers for his local news-
papers. He must promote good will
among patrons, business houses and
merchants of his town. He must serve
9n numerous committees for the Cham-
ber of Commerce, Rotary and Lions
Clubs and all other organizations in
his city. He must be an economic ex-
pert to run his theatre at the lowest
possible cost. He must understand how
to get the most out of his help. He
must teach his staff how to dispense
courtesy and service to his patrons.
And—and—and—and—and—we could
go on forever, but we're running out
of breath.
And yet there are some "smart" guys

who tell us that "any guy with a little

sense" can run any house in the cir-
cuit. Find us, if you can, another in-
dustry in the whole wide world where
so much is expected of a man. Find
us, if you dare, another position which
is so exacting in its demands for time
and labor. Find us, if it is possible, a
job where a man is expected to be
familiar with as many different phases
as theatre managing demands.
And yet, those same guys will say

that any "young guy" could handle this
or that house.
Who is it that locks the place up at

night—sometimes as late as midnight—
and is then so tired that he must crawl
into bed? Who is it that is on the job
early the next morning getting things
in shape for the day's business? Who
is it who must grab his meals at the
convenience of his job, rather than the
way his health demands? Who is it
that has to pep up the organist and or-
chestra when they fall into a melan-
choly spell? Who must remind his
operators that expensive booth equip-
ment must have some attention once
in a while? Who is it that peeks here
and there to see if the porters are lay-
ing down on the job?
And still those guys will say that

running theatres could be called child's
play.

Maybe they are right and I'm all
wrong.
Now you tell one.

P. (Pete) D.

Pete Egan Knows Egan. ma
f
a
*;

r
t

of

n- s\ the Capitol Theatre
His Unions in Regina, Sask.,

Can., sent me a clip-

ping together with his membersliip appli-

cation, and the clipping brought to light

the very evident fact that Pete doesn't let

the grass grow under his feet.

He caught some fine publicity in, his

leading paper by capitalizing on the fact

that Beatrice Lillie and Jeanette Loff had
come from Coburg, which is close to Re-
gina. When Egan played Miss Lillie in a
comedy talkie and Miss Loff appeared in

"Annapolis" he made sure that his pat-

rons knew all about it. Live stuff, boys.

Club Service

Bureau

Replying to F. H.
S. regarding the
non-synchronous de-

vice which he asks
about, I wish to say

that up to this writing I cannot find any
data on that device. I have made numerous
inquiries but no one seems to have heard
of it. I suggest that you go very slow
about buying this equipment until you have
heard a finished installation. In the event
that I get any word about it I will write

you at once.

K. Richardson's request for manufactur-
ers who would cooperate on candy matinees
for kiddies is quite in order, inasmuch as

we called attention only a short time ago
to such a stunt. The companies making
Life Savers, '

' Oh Henry, " or in fact any
nationally known manufacturers can be

addressed through your local distributors of

their product and they will explain the

various methods through which they will

cooperate.

D. G. Jr. asks about Low Intensity lamps

and whether they are more practical than

the newer Hi-Low reflector arcs. In my
opinion, if you have a throw of under 100

feet from the booth to the screen, the Low
Intensity lamps are both economical and
practical. For throws over that distance

we would recommend the Hi-Low type of

lamp. We use both types in our various

houses and according to conditions find

them very satisfactory. Any booth equip-

ment house will gladly furnish additional

facts and information about the different

types of reflector arcs if you will drop them

a line.

Manager Frank S.

Mickley Runs a ^ck^ ot
.

the Earle

_ , , „ Theatre in Allen-
Birthday Party town, Pa., tells me

about a Birthday
party he ran in his theatre to celebrate the

first anniversary of the Earle. He has a

nice large lobby and he placed two long

tables there so he could serve birthday

cake and coffee to his patrons or friends of
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Something New
In Handbills

the theatre. He ran his "party" during
the week of Dec. 17th, which we all knew
is one of the poorest weeks in show busi-

ness and it certainly helped to brighten the

box office for that week.
He further states that the coffee and

cake were furnished free in return for a

card in his lobby. This is worth trying,

boys, the next time you celebrate your
theatre's anniversary.

genial man-
i he National

T h e a t r e in San
F rancisco, Mr.

George Know
sent us something realrj different in a hand-
bill for public distribution. The idea was
to print, what appeared to be, a newspaper
front page utilizing regular newspaper
stock, and following the regulation newsy
layout. Centered on the page was his' an-
nouncement of "White Shadows in the

South Seas" and all the surrounding copy
consisted of items of local interest. The
entire 'ini bed article is moslt certainly

irresting and bound to create, as Mr.
Knowles tells us, a lot of added interest in

both the theatre and the attraction. It is

iily an idea worth copying anywhere
if you are looking to get away from the

same circular type of handbills. We sug-

gest that you drop a line to Mr. Knowles,
his theatre address is 25 Taylor St., San
Francisco, Calif. He will gladly mail you
a copy.

A<1 used with '•Submarine." which opened
Friday, January 18, at Nclh's Grand Thea-
tre, Columbus, Ohio. The ad was drawn by
M. F. Bragden, artist for the J. Real Neth

Theatres

Photophone Installations

RCA Photophone is being installed in

the Colonial Theatre in Cambridge and the

Hippodrome in Marietta, Ohio, houses run

by the Cambridge and Marietta Amusement
Company, of which E. E. Finch is presi-

dent. The installations will be completed

this month.

Recent Members in the

Manager's Round
Table Club

W. L. Irwin, Liberty Theatre, Marysville, Calif.

E. F. Barnes, Publicity Agent, Horwitz Theatres, Houston, Tex.

P. D. Egan, Capitol Theatre, Regina, Sask., Canada.

J. Raymond LeStrange, Central Theatre, Cedarhurst, L. I.

Join NOW
Clip and mail the coupon bclozv with your name and address to

Motion Picture News, 729-7th Ave., New York City

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB"

I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise
to send in, for publication, a complete description of every
successful advertising campaign or exploitation that I put
across.

Name

Address Policy . .

Theatre Capacity

City

Honorary Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston

State

Chairman
Charles E. Lewis

Depinet Holds
Conference of

Branch Mgrs.
Ned E. Depinet, general sale-, managi

First National held a conference in New
York Thursday of 1 :

i ~ t week with the

era branch managers to consider the
marketing of the Firsl National-Vitaphone
productions to be released during the com-
ing three months. All hands attended the

world premiere of "Weary River" held at

the Central Theatre.

The new releases under consideration are,

"Weary River," "The Divine Lady,"
"Why Be Good?", "The Man and the

Moment," and others. Among the braneh
managers who attended are, K. S. Wehrle,
Albany; T. B. Spry, Boston; F. J. A. Mc-
Carthy, Buffalo; M. H. Keleher, New
Eaven; J. C. Vergesslich, New Jersey;
Jules Levy, New York; W. J. Heenan,
Philadelphia; Robert Smeltzer, Washing-
ton; C. A. Clegg, Atlanta; R. H. Haines,
Pittsburgh; F. E. North, Detroit; Carl Les-
erman, Cleveland; Paul B. Krieger, Cin-
cinnati; F. P. Bryan, Charlotte and R. S.

Bell, Toronto.

New Fox in St.

Louis Opened
With Ceremonies

St. Louis' largest picture theatre, the new
Fox, was opened on the evening of Janu-
ary 31, with a gala program and ceremonies
in which figured civic notables as well as
leading executives of the Fox corporation.

The house takes rank with the Roxy, the
Fox, Brooklyn, and other theatres of the
chain in size and equipment.

President William Fox and John Zanft,
head of the theatre organization, attended
the opening. As part of the civic cere-

monies there was an address of welcome by
Henry S. Caulfleld, governor of Missouri,

and an expression of welcome by Yictor J.

Miller, mayor of St. Louis. Mr. Fox offered

a dedicatory scroll.

The house was designed by C. Howard
Crane and his associates along the lines

of the Hindu mosques in India. D. G. Aron-
berg and William Fried constructed it.

Evans Mgr. Richmond Loew's
Howard S. Evans has come to Richmond,

Va., to manage Loew's Theatre, as succes-

sor to Floyd F. Smith, who has been trans-

ferred and was last heard of in New York,
awaiting his new assignment date.

Mr. Evans came to Richmond from Mem
phis, Tenn., where he was manager of
Loew's Strand. With him are his wife and
two children. Virginia is not new to Mr.
Evans, as he received his first theatrical

management training under the I,new chain
at Norfolk, Va., several years ago.

Veidt to N. Y. for Appearance
When the- Affiliated European Producers'

picture, "The Man Who Cheated Life," is

shown at the Little Carnegie Playhouse in

Mew Fork, beginning this Saturday, its star,

Conrad Veidt, will be on hand for a per-
gonal appearance. The picture was maili

in Europe where it was known as "The
Student of Prague."
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The Avalon, New Catalina Structure,

Will Cost Well Over $1,000,000
THE Avalon Theatre and Casino, started

as a million dollar project and now in

the process of construction at Catalina,

Cal., has started on its second million. Wil-
liam Wrigley, Jr., has okayed the elaborate

plans for interior decoration and these

plans indicate that no cost limit has been
placed on the structure, which, say archi-

tects and constructors, will be a cultural

contribution from Mr. Wrigley instead of

a business enterprise. It is said that the

ideas embodied in the Avalon and casino

are of a new type in architectural and deco-

rative art.

The building is individual, to say the

least. Ten stories in height, yet comprising
only two floors, the main structure is

shaped as a complete circle, 190 feet in

diameter. Three gigantic trusses brace the

building horizontally and the two floors,

comprising a ball-room on the upper level

and situated 56 feet from the ground floor

and the theatre auditorium, are under a

double dome, an umbrella-shaped ceiling-

covering the former and the full dome the

latter. Encircling the entire structure, a

14-foot deck promenade is accessible from
all points of the ball-room. The building

overlooks the ocean. Unique as well as

elaborate treatment in lighting effects and
mural paintings are planned for the thea-

tre proper. There will be no center lighting

for the full dome but behind a decorative

wall 400 lights in a series of colors will

control the lighting effects.

New Carolina in Winston-Salem, N.

C. Is Southland's Newest Movie
rpHE Carolina Theatre, Fourth and Mar-
* shall Streets, Winston-Salem, N. _C, is

the Publix-Saenger circuit's latest link as
well as the newest of the Southland's mov-
ing picture enterprises. The house enjoyed
a gala opening during January.

Much attention was paid to the work of
decoration, 'the workmen striving labor-
iously to achieve delightful effects right up
to the time of opening. The lobby, inas-
much as it first greets the eye of a patron,
immediately impresses him and gives him
an inkling of the pleasing decorative
effects that he is to find within. Each piece
of decorating and statuary was especially

prepared for the Carolina and was de-

signed exactly according to the architect's

plans. The lighting effect as worked out

shows off the remainder of the decorative

scheme to the best advantage. The Caro-
lina is equipped with a pipe organ and
Vitaphone and Movietone apparatus.

Two of the latest type Simplex projec-

tors with Westinghouse bases and Peerless

high intensity lamps are the foremost fea-

tures of an elaborate projection booth. The
projectors have automatic feeders and
adjusting devices as well as, of course, the
equipment for the operation of the sound
devices.

Construction Notes and

Theatre Openings

Martin Schlesinger has consummated a
deal with Lester and Elmer Johnson by
which he takes over the theatre in Soledad,
Cal., which closed late last year. Upon the

reopening of the house, pictures will be
shown twice weekly as heretofore.

The Million Dollar Theatre in Los An-
geles is probably the brightest theatre in
town. A new marquee, costing around $20,-
000, lights up the house's exterior in mar-
velous fashion. The house, having been
rewired completely, presents new and pleas-
ing light effects.

L. B. Todd, owner of the Liberty Thea-
tre Building, Blythe, Cal., has taken the

place of R. T. Johansen, for some time
operator of the shows at the Liberty. Mr.
Johansen expects to go to an Arizona City

where he may reenter the theatre business.

The work of completion, long delayed on
the Adams Theatre, Orange, Cal., by liti-

gation, has been resumed and the finis of
the workmen's activities is shortly forth-
coming. The general contract has been
awarded to C. T. McGraw, Long Beach
contractor. The house is expected to be
completed by early spring and a grand
opening has been set for Easter Day by
the lessee, C. E. Langley. The house will be
part of a Southern California theatre chain
and will feature films and vaudeville.

The main business district of Nantygio,

near Johnstown, Pa., was recently threat-

ened with destruction, when a fire of un-

determined prigin did damage estimated at

$50,000 to the Star Theatre there. The
theatre was levelled by the blaz° and sev-

eral adjoining dwellings were injured by
the flames.

A modern marquee extending over the
sidewalk in front of the Hemet Theatre,
Hemet, Cal., was completed recently. It is

entirely of iron construction and serves the
double purpose of ornamenting the exterior
and protecting patrons from inclement
weather. William Martin is the owner of
the Hemet.

The Rialto Theatre in South Pasadena,

Cal., is now being managed by a new per-

sonage, Ralph Horseman, who comes to the

Rialto after a connection with one of the

leading theatre chains.

Lowell Will Have Second
Largest Mass. Film House

Purchase of the old Boston and Lowell
station property in Lowell, Mass., by Her-
bert A. Horgan, of Boston, is announced
by the Boston and Maine Railroad, which
owns the old Boston and Lowell properties.

The sale price is placed at $500,000.

The present buildings will be razed
and on the site Mr. Horgan announces that

he will erect the largest theatre, in con-
nection with an office building, in New
England outside of Boston. Plans call for
the expenditure of $1,000,000 on the the-

atre property, which will be known, Mr.
Horgan says, as the Lawrence Auditorium,
and will seat 5,500 people. It will exceed
the seating capacity of the Publix Metro-
politan, Boston's largest theatre, by 300
seats, but will be some 700 seats less than
the contemplated new Fox Theatre in
Boston.

The tract purchased contains 104,000
square feet of land and is in the heart of
the business district.
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€6The Check^Up 95
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"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest

hibitors in every part of the country on current features,

picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature

the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num
consider it "Good"; and the. fourth column, those who

The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the a\

method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of "F
centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are

ports, giving the average percentage—a figure which rep

way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading

are averaged up and eliminated.

No picture is included in the list which has not recei

and most convenient form of reports received from ex-
which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the

represents the number of managers that have reported

ber who consider it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
consider it "Big."

erage rating on that feature, obtained by the following

air," 40% ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%. The per-

then added together, and divided by the number of re-

resents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this

taken alone and such individual differences of opinion

ved at least ten reports.

Title of Picture

COLUMBIA PICTURES
After the Storm
Broadway Daddies
Matinee [dol, The
Nothing t, 1 Wear
Say it With Sables

Scarlet Lady, The
Sporting Vge, The
Street of Illusion, The
Submarine
Way of the Strong, The

FIRST NATIONAL
Adoration
Big Noise
Burning I laylight

Butter and Egg Man, The
Canyon of Adventure
Chaser, The
Code of the Scarlet

Companionate Marriage
Crash, The
] >., Your Duty
Flying Romei s

Good-I'.yc Kiss, 'I"he

Happiness Ahead
Harold Teen
Haui 1 . The
1 lawk's Xest, The
1 lead Man. The

! lirl, The. . .

Heart to Heart
Ladi' inal urkis

Lady Be Good
Lilac Time
Little Shepherd of Kit

me
Marl 1 [our, The
Night Watch, The

Kay
Outcast
Out nf the Ruins
Scarlet Seas

I

Strap: 1 f Captain Ramper
Three-Ring Marriage
Upland Rider, The
Yam;
Wagi n Show, 'Die

Wheel of Chance
Whip, The
Whip Woman. The
Yellow Lily, The

FOX
Air Circus, The
Chicken a la King
Don't Marry
Dressed to Kill

Dry Martini

Escape, The

Yl

8 1 "ba
3

a, u. O CO >

M bo bo
C 3 C n
"2 '£ M
O

R ft

ti

u G V u
a a. K a a. ~

s 10 60 5,459 Ft,

2 9 .

—

65 5.400 Ft.

2 9 — 65 5,925 Ft.
' 7 1 67 5,701 Ft.
' 8 — 64 (.,401 Ft.

1 13 ? 71 (..443 Ft.

7 8 — 56 5,467 Ft.

1 10 1 70 5,988 Ft.

1 16 s / 5 8,192 Ft.

— 2 7 1 67 5,752 Ft.

3 14 _ 65 6,360 Ft.

2 7 14 — 57 7,400 Ft.

— 7 26 1 65 6,500 Ft
1 3 13 1 64 6,467 Ft.

2 13 — 5,800 Ft.

1 S 5 — 52 5,744 Ft.

1 9 1 68 5,600 Ft.
> 12

' 70 6,227 Ft.
> 1" 3 71 6,225 Ft.

— 4 I
— 58 6,037 Ft.

7 16 — 61 6,184 Ft.

4 ID — 61 7,300 Ft.

8 38 1 66 7.100 Ft.

4 21 3 69 7.500 Ft.

1 11 3 74 5,755 Ft.— 7 27 2 66 7,426 Ft.

— 12 1 11 6,502 Ft.

1 3 17 — 63 5,957 M— 1 15 — 68 6,071 Ft.

— 8 21 — 62 6,592 Ft.— 4 21 — 65 6,608 Ft.
— — 13 IS 86 8,967 Ft.

1 33 11 77 7.700 Ft.

1 9 IS — 57 6,625 Ft.— 5 23 — 65 6,612 Ft.— 3 24 6 73 6,100 Ft.

2 20 — 67 ^•22 Ft.— 4 21 4 70 6,100 Ft.— — ID 1 73 6,237 1
1

— 4 17 j 69 6,133 Ft.

s 8 — 58 7,534 Ft.— 3 17 — 66 5.834 Ft.

1 1 13 — 65 5,731 Ft.

2 2 7 — 5S ',.1)21 Fl— 6 20 — 63 ',,212 Ft.— 3 16 3 7o 6,142 Ft.— 3 28 7 73 6,895 Ft.— 1 1J 1 65 6,058 Fl

3 8 11 — ?_> 5.0X7 Ft— 2 22 3 71 7,187 Ft.

1 .'4 1 7n 7,702 Ft.

1 1 11 64 'i.417 Ft.

1 18 — 68 5.708 Ft.— '1 24 2 66 66 Ft
2 4 9 — 55 7, 176 Ft.— 2 19 — 67 5,109 Ft.

V

c.

Title of Picture

Fazil —
Fleetwing —
Four Sons —
Hangman's House —
Hello. Cheyenne 1

Honor Bound —
Horseman of the Plains —
Love Hungry —
Me, Gangster —
Mother Knows Best —
Mother Machree 1

News Parade, The 1

None Rut the Brave —
No Other Women —
Painted Post. The —
Plastered in Paris 1

Play Girl. The —
Prep and Pep —
Red Dance, The —
River Pirate, The —
Road House —
Romance of the Underworld.. —
Soft Living —
Square Crooks —
Street Angel, The —
Thief in the Dark. \ —
Why Sailors Go Wrong —
\\ in That Girl 1

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Across to Singapore —
Actress, The 1

Baby Cyclone, The 1

Beau Broadway —
Big City, The' —
Bringing I'p Father 2

I ti itherly Love —
Cameraman, The —
1 .11 dtx ard I 1 >ver, The —
( 'ertain Young Man, A —
1 ircus R lokies, The 4

( Cossacks, The —
Crowd, The 1

! heteotives 2

I (iamond I land, uffs —
Dream of Love —
nemy, The 3

i
1 ;s Baggage —

Forbidden 1 lours —
Four Walls —
1 ad} ol ( hance, A —
Latest from Paris, The —
Laugh, (down, Laugh —
Mademoiselle from Armentieres —
Masks of the Devil —
Mysterious Lady, The —
( rur I lancing Daughters —
Patsy, The —
R, is, Marie —
Sh,w People —
Skirts —

"L

1 % 8
•3

b u en >

bo be bo
C c c 2
r u a

«
a. e c U S
a a. X ft, J

2 20 8 76 7,217 Ft.

I 11 — 65 4,939 Ft.

I 24 15 80 0,412 Ft
5 21 67 (,,518 Ft.

6 11 59 4,518 Ft.

5 11 — 61 o,188 Ft.

4 19 ,,', 4.397 Ft.

3 13 66 5,792 Ft.

5 14 64 6,042 Ft.
9 29 70 10.100 Ft.

1 19 72 6,863 Ft
6 12 60 6,679 Ft.

3 12 66 5,713 Ft.

9 15 oS 5,071 Ft.

3 8 — 62 4,952 Ft
6 7 57 5,641 Ft.

4 12 65 5.200 Ft
2 9 65 6,086 Ft
1 13 75 0.250 Ft.

5 24 — 65 ',,037 Ft.

12 72 4.991 Ft
13 — 70 6,162 Ft

4 11 i,4 5,o29 Ft.

4 7 59 5.397 Ft.

4 21 18 80 9,221 Ft.

3 14 65 5.937 Ft.

3 21 1 68 5.112 Ft.

6 11 — 57 5,337 Ft.

5 34 8 72 6,805 Ft.

13 22 3 61 6,998 Ft.

j 13 — 69 5.530 Ft.

6 16 62 ',.037 Ft.

11 39 5 67 6,838 Ft.

12 18 — 56 ,,,344 Ft.

3 10 — 63 6,053 Ft
21 9 7" 6,995 Ft.

7 26 9 66 7,108 Ft.

10 15 — 58 5.482 Ft
7 20 — 59 5,661 Ft
6 42 8 71 8,601 Ft.

5 27 5 69 8,548 Ft.

10 10 — 52 5,838 Ft.

7 21 1 64 ',.700 Ft.
•>

11 4 74 7.087 Ft.

5 26 1 63 8,180 Ft.

5 22 7 71 7,182 Ft.

4 18 3 69 5,011 Ft.

1 37 5 73 6,620 Ft— 10 — 70 7,12', Ft.

8 41 5 68 7,743 Ft
5 45 4 69 7,045 Ft
4 9 — 63 5.441 Ft.

6 17 4 67 5,575 Ft.

— 38 4 72 7,652 Ft.

4 28 19 80 7,652 Ft.

7 43 4 68 7,280 Ft.

7 43 — 66 7,745 Ft.

7 26 4 68 7,453 Ft.

2 15 2 70 5,801 Ft.
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Smart Set, The —
Telling the World —
Under the Black Eagle —
West of Zanzibar —
While the City Sleeps —
White Shadows in the South Seas —
Wind, The —
Woman of Affairs, A —
Wyoming —
PARAMOUNT
Avalanche —
Beggars of Life —
Big Killing, The —
Docks of New York —
Doomsday —
Drag Net, The —
Easy Come, Easy Go —
Feel My Pulse —
Fifty-Fifty Girl, The —
First Kiss, The —
Fleet's In, The —
Fools for Luck 2

Forgotten Faces —
Half a Bride -

His Private Life 1

His Tiger Lady 1

Hot News —
Just Married —
Kit Carson —
Ladies of the Mob 1

Last Command, The 1

Legion of the Condemned, The —
Loves of An Actress —
Magnificent Flirt, The —
Manhattan Cocktail —
Mating Call, The —
Moran of the Marines —
Night of Mystery, A 1

Old Ironsides 1

Partners in Crime —
Patriot, The 1

Racket, The —
Red Hair —
Sawdust Paradise, The —
Secret Hour, The 3

Showdown, The 4
Someone to Love —
Something Always Happens . . 1

Speedy 1

Sporting Goods —
Street of Sin, The —
Sunset Legion, The —
Take Me Home —
Three Sinners —
Three Week Ends —
Tillie's Punctured Romance .... 3

Lender the Tonto Rim —
Vanishing Pioneer, The 1

Varsity —
Warming Up —
Water Hole, The —
Wedding March, The 4

What a Night —
Wings —

PATHE
Annapolis —
Blonde for a Night, A —
Blue Danube, The 1

Captain Swagger —
Chicago —
Cop, The —
Craig's Wife 1

Hold 'Em Yale —
King of Kings —
Love Over Night —
Man-Made Women —
Midnight Madness —
Night Flyer, The —
Power —
Ship Comes In, The —
Skyscraper, The —
Stand and Deliver 1

Tenth Avenue —
Walking Back 1

3 46 5 71 6,576 Ft.

3 31 7 73 7,184 Ft.

3 19 1 67 5,901 Ft.

3 15 2 69 6,150 Ft.

4 25 12 76 7.448 Ft.

3 20 6 73 7,968 Ft-

5 10 — 60 0,721 Ft.

1 10 4 (.7 8,319 Ft.

2 12 — 66 4,435 Ft.

2 18 66 6,009 Ft.

8 25 4 67 7.560 Ft.

10 19 1 61 5,808 Ft.

4 25 6 72 7.020 Ft.

6 16 — 62 5,665 Ft.

7 35 7 68 7,720 Ft.

8 34 1 (.5 5,364 Ft.

10 30 i (,-1 5,889 Ft.

7 23 — 03 7.720 Ft.

5 33
->

68 6,134 Ft.

2 34 16 78 6,918 Ft.

3 10 — 57 5.758 Ft.

3 29 1 68 7,640 Ft.

5 27 — 65 6,263 Ft.

1 8 1 65 4,690 Ft.

/ 16 — 59 5,038 Ft.
9 31 3 71 0.528 Ft.

5 20 2 67 . 6,039 Ft.

3 17 — 66 7,464 Ft.

8 31 ? 65 0.792 Ft.

5 37 20 76 8,234 Ft.

5 42 15 75 7,415 Ft.

5 18 2 66 7,434 Ft.

3 17 — 00 6,440 Ft.

4 14 3 69 6.051 Ft.
>

20 1 69 6,325 Ft.

8 25 7 65 5.444 Ft.

8 25 3 64 5,741 Ft.

8 40 14 72 7,910 Ft.

11 31 i i,3 6,600 Ft.

6 30 9 71 9,819 Ft.

5 33 7 71 7,646 Ft.
9 36 12 76 6.331 Ft.

5 17 i 66 5,928 Ft.

4 19 — 57 7,149 Ft.

15 18 3 56 7,616 Ft.

2 11 3 72 o,323 Ft.

4 23 1 65 4,729 Ft.

3 46 19 77 7,960 Ft.

6 36 2 67 5,951 Ft.

3 32 4 71 6,218 Ft.
9 18 4 73 6.763 Ft.

4 22 — 65 6,514 Ft.

6 20 9 66 7,029 Ft.— 13 5 78 5,962 Ft.

9 11 — 52 5,733 Ft.

3 i> 9 69 5,991 Ft.

/ 19 60 5.834 Ft.

S 23 — 65 5,802 Ft.
9 37 5 72 6.509 Ft.

3 29 4 71 6,319 Ft.

3 22 4 65 10,400 Ft.

3 9 1 65 5.476 Ft.

3 31 24 81 11,754 Ft.

3 7 61 7,957 Ft.

1 9 — 67 5,927 Ft.

3 19 2 67 o,589 Ft.

1 11 — 68 6,312 Ft.

6 23 4 68 9,992 Ft.
•>

16 1 68 7,054 Ft.

4 7 — 56 6.670 Ft.

6 23 — 64 7,056 Ft.

1 32 32 84 lOJOOFt.
1 9 — 67 5,733 Ft.

5 5 — 55 5,762 Ft.

2 11 1 68 6,559 Ft.

6 19 1 64 5.954 Ft.

4 9 — 58 6,090 Ft.

3 10 — 63 6,209 Ft.

5 21 — 64 7,040 Ft.

2 19 — 65 5,423 Ft.

2 13 — 66 6,370 Ft.— 16 1 69 5,035 Ft.

R K O
Charge of the Gauchos —
Chicago After Midnight —
Danger Street 2

Freckles 3

Hit of the Show, The —
Legionaires in Paris 1

Mojave Kid, The —
Perfect Crime, The —
Red Riders of Canada, The . .

—
Sally of the Scandals —
Son of the Golden West —
Stocks and Blondes —
Terror Mountain —
STATE RIGHTS
Hell Ship Bronson- —
Port of Missing Girls, The.... —
Road to Ruin, The 1

Simba —
United States Smith —
TIFFANY-STAHL
Grain of Dust, The —
Lingerie 1

UNITED ARTISTS
Awakening, The —
Battle of the Sexes, The —
Devil Dancer, The —
Drums of Love 1

. Garden of Eden, The —
Gaucho, The —
Ramona —
Revenge —
Steamboat Bill, Jr —
Tempest —
Two Lovers —
Woman Disputed, The —
UNIVERSAL
Anybody Here Seen Kelly?.. —
Buck Privates —
Clearing the Trail —
Count of Ten, The 1

Finders Keepers —
Foreign Legion, The —
Freedom of the Press —
Good Morning Judge —
Home James —
Hot Heels —
How to Handle Women 2

Lonesome —
Love Me and the World is Mine —
Man Who Laughs, The 2
Melody of Love —
Michigan Kid, The —
Midnight Rose 3

Night Bird, The —
Red Lips —
Shield of Honor, The —
Stop That Man —
Surrender —
Thanks for the Buggy Ride . . 1

That's My Daddy 1

Thirteen Washington Square . .
—

Trick of Hearts, A 1

Uncle Tom's Cabin 2

We Americans —
WARNER BROS.
Across the Atlantic —
Caught in the Fog 1

Crimson City, The 1

Glorious Betsy —
Ham and Eggs at the Front.. —
Home Towners, The —
If I Were Single —
Jazz Singer, The —
Land of the Silver Fox —
Lights of New York, The —
Lion and the Mouse —
Little Snob, The —
Midnight Taxi, The —
On Trial —
Powder My Back 1

State Street Sadie —
Tenderloin —
Terror, The —
Women They Talk About .... 1

6 4 — 52 5.487 Ft.

3 19 2 69 6,249 Ft.

1 7 .

—

57 5,621 Ft.

6 20 1 60 6,131 Ft.

1 14 2 72 6,337 Ft.

3 18 63 5,771 Ft.

13 — 70 4,912 Ft.

6 1') 3 67 6,331 Ft.

2 15 — 66 6,419 Ft.

10 — 70 6,059 Ft.

3 7 — 61 6,037 Ft.

1 9 — 67 5,493 Ft.

2 8 — 64 4,884 Ft.

3 9 63 6,432 Ft.

4 19 1 66 7,270 Ft.

4 14 3 66 5,167 Ft.

1 12 2 72 8,000 Ft.

18 2 73 6,000 Ft.

2 9 65 6,126 Ft.

1 10 — 63 5,676 Ft.

1 12 5 77 7,972 Ft.

5 15 3 67 8,180 Ft.

7 28 6 69 6,765 Ft.

6 23 4 67 8,350 Ft.
9 23 4 72 7,558 Ft.

8 46 21 75 9,256 Ft.

— 41 30 83 8,200 Ft.

4 11 3 68 6,541 Ft.

5 19 3 68 7.700 Ft.

— 15 12 83 9,300 Ft.

4 20 5 71 8,500 Ft.

5 24 3 68 8,041 Ft.

2 8 . 64 6,243 Ft.

1 14 — 68 6,171 Ft.

1 9 — 67 5,311 Ft.

5 8 — 56 6,279 Ft.

4 17 1 66 6,081 Ft.

3 19 5 72 7,828 Ft.

1 13 — 68 6,474 Ft.

2 19 — 67 5,645 Ft.

3 10 — 63 6,307 Ft.

3 10 1 66 5,874 Ft.

4 7 — 53 5,591 Ft.

3 15 1 67 6,142 Ft.

5 13 — 62 6,813 Ft.

4 18 3 65 10,185 Ft.

1 11 1 70 6,733 Ft.

3 19 — 66 6,030 Ft.

3 5 — 48 5,689 Ft.

5 14 1 64 o,7()2 Ft.

2 8 64 6,947 Ft.

3 15 — 65 6,172 Ft.
9 9 — 65 5,389 Ft.

3 15 — 65 8,249 Ft.

6 17 — 60 6,197 Ft.

5 19 3 66 6,073 Ft.

5 10 — 60 6,274 Ft.

6 9 — 56 5,495 Ft.

3 22 17 77 10,600 Ft.

10 39 1 65 9,151 Ft.

3 22 66 6,052 Ft.

6 14 _ 59 5,428 Ft.

3 7 — 57 5,388 Ft.

— 20 15 83 6,800 Ft.

6 12 1 62 5,613 Ft.

2 12 6 76 8,693 Ft.

5 7 1 61 6,320 Ft.

1 20 27 86 7,077 Ft.

2 10 — 65 5,179 Ft.
9 13 11 80 5,267 Ft.

1 10 5 79 6,352 Ft.

3 9 — 63 5,331 Ft.
9 11 1 68 5,729 Ft.— 5 5 85 8,290 Ft.— 10 — 65 6,185 Ft.

2 30 3 71 7,169 Ft.

3 23 8 74 7,782 Ft.

1 17 6 73 7.674 Ft.

8 20 2 63 5,527 Ft.
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted

ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

PROJECTIONIST wants

position. Non-Union. Eight

years' experience on Simplex

machines. Good references,

22 years of age, also Techni-

cal Electrical Engineering

graduate. Write or wire,

.Donald A. 'Bryan, 112 E.

19th Ave., Denver, Colo.

I RECOMMEND you, Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Wanted

WANTED POSITION: At
liberty, experienced organist.

Large library. Expert cue-

ing. Robert Morton, Wurlitz-

er organs. Go anywhere. Or-

ganist, 1413 Girard St., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Managers' School

THEATRE EMPLOYEES
—Learn modern theatre man-

agement, advertising, service.

Approved and specialized

training for theatre employees

while at theatre. Catalog C.

Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

For Sale
THEATRE FOR SALE.

Town 2,000 population. Com-

municate Box 455, Motion

Picture News, New York

City.

$150.00 buys Photoplayer

Organ, good condition. Cost

$3,000.00. Carol Fenyvessy,

62 St. Paul St., Rochester,

N. Y.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from

leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-

tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE : 400—16-inch
Veneer Opera Chairs. 150

—

17-inch Airdome Opera
Chairs. All good as new.

$1.00. each. Address, H.

Somerville, Playhouse Thea-

tre, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News.

ISeivspaper exploitation for presentations of "The
Woman Disputed" at first run theatres as repre-

sented in the displays reproduced above indicates

the 'many different types of campaigns which are
being used in connection with Norma Talmadge ,

s

new starring vehicle. The ads shown were featured
by Carolina, Charlotte', Palace, Jacksonville; Loeic's

Syracuse; United Artists, Detroit; Loeiv's State,

Louisville, and Loew ,
s Palace, Indianapolis.
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Western Penn M.P.T.

O. Plan Annual Meet

THE Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Pennsyl-

vania will hold their ninth annual
convention at the William Penn
Hotel. Pittsburgh, April 14, 15

and 16th.

Peter DeFazio has been named
resident manager of the Roxian
theatre, recently opened in McKees
Rocks. Pete is a brother to Sam
DeFazio, who is manager of the

Schenley theatre in Pittsburgh.

The Imperial theatre, at Kulp-
mont, Pa., was opened on January
9th. Spanish architecture was fol-

lowed throughout. Cost was ap-

proximately $150,000.

The Comerford Amusement
Company has taken over the Luna
theatre, Danville, Pa. The com-
pany now has two houses in the

town, the other being the Victoria,

just recently wired for sound.

The Court, Wheeling, which has
been playing" straight pictures, has
gone over to a combination policy.

The Camden, Clarksburg, is to

be remodeled and redecorated at a

cost of $50,000. Owners are Guy
L. Gregg and William L. Pritchard.

I. Golden, of the Idle Hour thea-

tre, small house in down-town
Pittsburgh, has taken over the

Rialto at 1600 Fifth Avenue, one
of the better-class neighborhood
houses uptown. The former own-
er was M. A. Rosenberg, who also

conducts the Lincoln theatre in Mt.
Washington.

Two Keith's in Cleve.

Slated for Wiring
KEITH'S PALACE, Cleveland,

will be wired for sound pic-

tures by the middle of March.
This statement was issued last

week by Manager Frank A. Hines,
and put to rest the many rumors of

the Palace plans for sound pictures.

Keith's East 105th St. house will

also be wired, says Hines, but the

date for installation is not known.
It will probably be the RCA Pho-
tophone equipment, as in other
Keith houses, but this Hines could
not verify.

Loew's Park theatre has inaugu-
rated a new policy starting this

week. Vaudeville is out, and in its

stead all-sound programs will be
offered.

Bob Curwood, Universal west-
ern star, is still in this territory

making personal appearances in

theatres of Cleveland and surround-
ing towns.
Akron exhibitors are donating

their screens to the Akron Indus-

trial Foundation, formed to inter-

est outside capitalists in Akron as

a manufacturing center.

E. L. McAvoy, RKO assistant

general sales manager, spent last

Thursday in town with local branch
manager Al Mertz.
Meyer Fischer, president of the

Fischer Film exchange, will be con-

fined to his home for several weeks
following a severe flu attack.

John Pain's Opera House, in

Kent, will have a DeForest Phono-
film in operation by the middle of

February. Installation is now go-
ing on. The Utopia, Painesville,

installation is also now in progress,

and will be finished about the same
time.

Warner Brothers representatives

were in town last week, looking

for a site for a Warner theatre.

Several sites were investigated, but

no definite announcement was
made.

It is stated that A. E. Kaufman
will build a new theatre in Mont-
pelier, O., on Main St., to take the

place of his present theatre.

W. Bird, of Dayton, has pur-

chased the equipment formerly
owned by Edwin Hurley and has
leased the Star theatre at West
Milton, which has been closed for

several weeks.
Plans for a $700,000 hotel and

theatre building are being prepared

by John Eberson for Elyria. Chi-
cago interests are back of the

project.

Youngstown will have a new
motion picture theatre with a seat-

ing capacity of about 800, accord-

ing to an announcement made by
A. H. McClelland at a meeting of

the West Side Boosters' Club. The
new house will be located on West
Market street.

Milwaukee Syndicate

Seeks Theatre Site

A LOCAL real estate company
made public announcement of

the fact that representatives of a
motion picture syndicate are con-
templating property on 16th and
Wells St., Milwaukee, as the site

of a new west side theatre. The
property has a frontage of 120 ft.

on 16th and 150 ft. on Wells. The

% amount involved in the deal and
the name of the so called syndi-

cate were not revealed. A theatre

in this locality would have to meet
the competition of the Colonial

16th and Vliet and the Tower on
27th and Wells in addition to the

first run down town houses.

Jack Hickey is installing Bris-

tolphone in the Grand at New Lon-
don.

Owen McKivett, former Racine
theatre owner, is motoring to Flo-

rida for the winter.

The Capitol Theatre at Racine
was recently taken over by Charles
Collins, formerly of Kenosha. Mr.
Collins is planning to install Bris-

tolphone.

Community Theatres, Inc., is

planning a new house for West
Bend, Wis., the plans for which
have just been accepted. The house

is being build by A. S. Graven and

will be German in architectural

style. It is to be an 800 seat house,

to be build at a cost of $150,000

according to Charles W. Nebel of

Community Theatres. The theatre

will be ready about June 1st.

Tom North, special representa-

tive of Topics and Fables spent

a few days in the local Pathe ex-

change.
The following out of town ex-

hibitors were seen along film row

:

J. J. Rytkonnen of the Vista and

Liberty at Negaunee, Mich.
; Jack

Yeo of the Davidson and Odeon at

Beaver Dam; Mrs. Rose Gloe of

the Riviera at Two Rivers ; Neil

Duffy of the Elite at Appleton

;

M. D. Thomas of the Colonial and
Braumart at Iron Mountain ; Pete
Roumaine of the State at Rhine-

lander ; Roman Bollenbeck of the

Majestic at Sheboygan; Herman
Van Vorst of the Pastime at Hori-
con and the Gem at Juneau ; Louis
Hoch of the Butterfly at Palmyra.
Henri Alman, central district

supervisor for Tiffany Stahl was
in the city this past Friday.

New Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Co. Incorporated
ARTICLES of incorporation

have been filed with the sec-

retary of state in Indianapolis by
the Bluffton Grand Amusement
Corporation of Fort Wayne, Ind.
The corporation has an initial capi-
tal stock of $10,000 and is formed
"for owning and operation of thea-
tres and other amusement enter-
prises and all other business in con-
nection." The incorporators are
Peter Mailers, Charles and Leon-
ard M. Bane.

Sound pictures will be shown at

Warsaw, Ind., for the first time at

the Centennial theatre, which has
just been equipped and will open
under a changed policy.

A demurrer to a petition of

Jacob Friedman, proprietor of the
Roosevelt theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind., for permission to build a thea-
tre in the 2500 block on Shelby
street, across from Garfield Park,
has been sustained by Judge Linn
D. Hay in Superior Court. De-
murrer to the petition had been
filed by William Hard, building
commissioner, declaring the city

zoning ordinance prevented con-
struction of a theatre near a city

park.

The Indiana theatre, Marion,
Ind., just rebuilt, is to retain its

old name with the exception that it

will be The New Indiana. Billy

Cannoijs stated the new theatre

would be ready to open some time
in March.

Kendallville, Ind., citizens will

legally settle the question of Sun-
day movies Feb. 2, at an election.

Wide interest has been shown in

the controversy, resulting in sev-

eral straw votes. Polls of two
large factories resulted in an over-
whelming majority favoring Sun-
day shows.
The Royal theatre, at Hartford

City, will be formally opened Feb.
2. The Royal was purchased from
the late A. W. Rosenbush.

Louis Lowe, banjo player, with
Charlie Davis' stage band at the

Indiana, will go to Atlanta to be-

come master of ceremonies at the

Howard. Lowe has played the

banjo in Charlie's famous band
since Dick Powell left to direct

the Circle theatre orchestra. Loren
Griffith will replace Lowe.
Homer Skillion has succeeded

Earl Bailey as house manager of

the Circle. Bailey has gone to

Pittsburgh to take charge of the

service department.

Fire Damage Heavy to

Oregon Theatre
FIRE that started from a heater

in a barber shop caused dam-
age of $30,000 to the Columbia
Theatre, at St. Helens, Ore. The
theatre was erected at a cost of

$55,000 just three months ago by
G. O. Garretson. The Liberty
Theatre, which was vacated when
Columbia Theatre was built, will

be used until repairs are made on
Columbia.

Joe Skirboll, general sales man-
ager for World Wide Pictures, has
announced that W. H. Byers will

be local manager in Portland.

G. E. Terhune, formerly at

Walla Walla, has purchased the

Empress Theatre, Chewelah,
Wash., from D. A. Morgan.
John Hamrich has changed the

price at his Blue Mouse Theatre in

Portland from 50c to 35c evenings,

and 25c for matinees.

Management of Portland The-
atre with advent of first Publix
stage presentation, announced that

prices are revised downward ; 25c

.

until 1 p. m. and 35c until 6 p. m.
on week-days.
Howard Roach has equipped

both his Oregon Theatre and Sell-

wood Theatre, Portland, with
Kolstaphone.
The Sundial Theatre at Anacon-

da, Mont., of which Albert Na-
deau is manager, was burglarized

on a recent Sunday night, and all

receipts amounting to some $2,000

from the Sundial and Bluebird the-

atres taken after yeggs blew open
the safe wrapped in theatre dra-

peries. No clues were left. A sec-

ond safe was damaged by knocking
off the dial.

Harry Poole's new Pelican The-
atre at Klamath Falls, Ore., was
opened on January 17th.

Ike Schlank, Portland manager
for Universal, and Matt Aparton,
who holds down the same position

in Seattle, report that there were
some big "doings" at the western
division conference recently held

bv Universal in the Salt Lake
City.

C. F. Powers, new exchange
manager for Fox in Portland, ar-

rived from San Francisco during
the week and was installed by E.
Grainger, Coast representative.

A. McHale has come to- Port-
land and becomes assistant to Man-
ager Floyd Maxwell at The Broad-
way. Also at The Broadway thea-

ter will hereafter be found W.
FitzHenry, who has been appointed

Fox booker in this territory.

Lynn L. Peterson, recently in

charge of the Music Box, Port-

land, has again returned to the

West Coast Theatres, Inc., and
will hereafter be associated with

the Fifth Avenue theatre, Seattle.

George Jackson, resigned his

position with Pathe in Portland

and has begun his career as ex-

hibitor as general manager of the

Circle theatre here. He was in

the distribution side of the business

for the past eighteen years.

Frank Horrigan has equipped his

Granada theatre, at Camas, Wash.,
with Kolstaphone.
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Buffalo, N. Y. Report
of Regional News

MAN [SON
s Theatre

will leave for Europe March 2nd,
where he will be in charge of the

ru.nl theatn
Eur. ;

Jack Stephen has 1 as

man. the Ariel Theatre in

this i will make announce-
ments in a tew weeks of his new-

plans.

Miller, manager of the Co-
lumhia Pictures spent one day last

week in his office, he finding plenty

of wi irk in Rochester.

Moser, newly appointed

manager for World Wide Film Co.

in this city has been ill.

J. Berkowitz, First Graphic rep-

resentative left for Detroit last

Monday to check up his exchange
there.

M. M. Konczakowski, owner and
manager of the Grand Theatre in

do, has acquired the Marlow
Theatre in Buffalo.

Shea's Buffalo have their talk-

ing equipment all taken care of,

they are going to start all-talkie

next week.
Eddie J. Hays, mi I the

Amaudola Theatre, Niagara Kails,

X. Y.. is back on the job after

spending three weeks in the hos-
pital.

Cohn and Gaby of the Plaza
Theatre, Corning, N. Y., have been
in the city looking over talking

outfits.

Veronica Bijary, private secre-

tary to Mr. Berkson of First Gra-
phic has returned to the office after

an attack of Flu.

Film Row News From
Central Penn

THE Premiere Music Associa-
tion hall in Slatington, has

been bought by the Slatington Post

the American Legion. The
building is equipped with stage and
screen and for pictures.

The Capitol Theatre. Shamokin,
was rinsed by Manager Kay Leit-

zel for a few- days in the latter

part of January, to prepare the

house for the installation of sound
devices.

State Senator Frank J. Harris,

of Allegheny County, one of the

executive heads of the big chain

of Harris Theatres in Western
Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Vir-
ginia, has been appointed chair-

man of the important Committee
on Exposition Affairs, of the

Pennsylvania Senate.

The -latest extension of the

Comerford chain of theatres,

headed by M. E. Comerford, of

Scranton, is the acquisition of the

Luna, in Danville. The Corner-
lord circuit includes close to two
hundred picture or vaudeville

houses.

Use of the Paramount Theatre,

Mcchanicsburg, was obtained f..r

two benefit performances by the

Women's Club of the town, on the

nights of February 4 and 5.

e Third Street Theatre,

Easton, was acquired on January

. the Theatre Realt

rati. mi. Inc., of that city, which
Contn al other theatres ill

n and vicinit)

is business urer

of the corpi .ran in I he hi ius e was
d fi >r a bi iel pei d to per

mit installation n u nl for

sound pictures and for the mal

>me other imp i

minor character.

The Silverman Brothers, tl

tre owners of Altoo merly

in control of the old Palace, in

Harrisburg, have just engaged

hia, to prepare plan

the new theatre they intend to

: in F.rie. The building, which
will also include two stores, will

i a site at Tenth and Sassa-

fras Streets.

The Grand Theatre. Greensburg,
was damaged to the extent of sev-

eral thousand dollars when fli

destroyed several buildings in the

business section on January 30,

causing a total loss of $100,000.

Elmer Moyer has acquired con-

trol of the « Iriole Theatre. Ed-
wardsville, mar Wilkes - Barre,

which is equipped for both Movie-
tone and \ itaphone.

Edward Whaley, who operates

the Grand ( Ipera House, a motion
picture theatre in Parksburg, has

appointed Stanley Goodman as

manager. Mr. Goodman, succeeds

L. W. Parks.

1 Canada House Sold;

Another to Be Built

GUEST and Billington, propri-

etors of the Queen's Theatre,

Dundas, Ontario, for years, have
sold the structure to J. A. Craven
and have arranged for the imme-
diate erection of a modern moving
picture house on the adjoining lot

to seat 700 persons.

Empire Theatres, Limited, has

been organized by a syndicate at

Winnipeg, Manitoba, for the pur-
pose of erecting a theatre at Loth-

bridge, Alberta, to cost $200,000,

the seating capacity being 1.2m I.

The company is identified with the

interests which have operated the

Garrick Theatre at Winnipeg for

a number of years.

D. I'".. L. Fisher, managing di-

rector of the Garrick Theatre.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, an influential

ml. pendent house, has installed a

synchronization device. This makes
the third sound theatre lor Winni-
peg.

cause of the presentation of

synchronized programs at the Re-
gent Theatre, Ottawa, Manager
Ray Tubman has made an inter-

esting arrangement with his house
orchestra which had previously
b.cn a featured attraction. This
orchestra, under the direction of

Orville Johnston, now plays an
overture at evening and Saturdaj
iii.ii inee pei Ei irmam i and then

les at the Imperial Theatre, a

silent house, when it provides the

film accompaniment Mr. 1 ubman
is manager of both houses.

The formal presentation of the

first Gaumonl British production
miada under the direct auspices

of tli' ' British Film I

pany ..f ( Canada, Limited, was
ducted at the Regent 'I in .no . 1

rout... .hiring the v i bru-

ary 4 at prices ranging up to SI,

the engagement being limited to

one week. The Regent WI

in Famous Players to British < iau

in. nt for the occasion.

The opening film vehicle was

A We-' and
loud speaker were employed by
Manager Fred Shaeffer of the

Pantages Theatre, Toronto. On-
tario, during the pi

"Simlia." to obtain sound efl

with excellent results. The unit was
supplied by the Toronto R
Company.

Corinth, N. Y., Will

Petition Sunday Shows
RESIDENTS of Corinth are

bnsih engaged these da\ s in

signing a petition asking for their

cooperation for bringing about

Sunday shows in that village. The
petition will be presented to the

village board of trustees in the

near future. When the Sunday
movie question was raised sonic

months ago it encountered much
opposition from one of the

churches.

Malcolm Sangster, of Alexan-
dria Bay, has just taken over the

Gateway theatre in Antwerp,
which was formerly operated by a

Mr. Taylor who died last fall.

There was a largely attended

meeting of the Albany Film Board
of Trade as well as the Arbitra-

tion Board last Monday with quite

a number of out of town exhibit-

ors attending.

There are still many cases of flu

along film row and practically

e\ ery exchange reports from one
to three employees absent.

Motion pictures are now being
shown at the Executive Mansion in

Albany two nights each week.
Sterling Wilson, local manager

for Tiffany, spent last week in

northern New York.
The Regus theatre, in Bingham-

ton, has been taken over by Tony
Bally from C. L. Plank. .

Tom Stowell, manager of Her-
manns Bleecker Hall, in Albany,
and one of the best known news-
papermen in the Capitol District,

will add to his duties during the

next few weeks, for he has been
called upon to assist in preparing

the program for the animal dinner

of the Legislative Correspondents'
Association.

The Richardson theatre, in Os-
wego, was burglarized last week
and about $200 taken. The job
was pulled off while William Kane,
bouse treasurer, was absent for

dinner. When he returned he

found both doors of the box office

. .pen and the money gone.

The Strand theatre, in Carthage,
was used two niehts last week for

a benefit given by the Rod and < run
( 'bib of the village.

Harold M. Donahue, who has
been for the pasl eighteen months
manager of the Bijou theatre, in

Lowville, resigned last week and
ha- already left for Florida.

A. A. Haley Active in

Seattle Territory

A A. HALEY, mi, i„ r film
' man rritory

who is now building theatres in
'

last week announced plans tor the
unction of a third i

45th Avenue and Brooklj n S 1

in Si district. It

will be an 850

Eoi Bi Uingham and
en tt. to ti tal half of bis i

templated string of ten or more-
prior to this year.

Sam Siegel, well-known pub-
of the Sterling

Chain Theatres, Inc., last week an-

nounced his resignation with the
John Danz organization, and has
assumed the management of the
Beacon 1 heati e, om ol I reversal's
suburban houses in this locality.

Another change of management
was announced by District Man-

Karl L. Burk in Universal'*

Madrona Garden Theatre Sid
Schubach, former Portland exhibi
tor, is the new manager to replace
Gordon Craig, resigned.

Al Finkelstein, of DcLuxe The-
atres, Inc., presided at the regu-
lar meeting of the Film Board ol

Arbitration last week. He was
assisted by William Code of Seat-
tle and Benjamin Fey of Renton
on the exhibitor's stall", and Harold
Harden of United Artists, George
Ballentine of Fox and ti.

Appleby of Tiffany-Stahl repre-
senting the film exchanges.

Visitors on the Row included
Frank Bligh, of Salem, Ore., and
J. W. Godfrey of the Gem Thea-
tre at Omak, Washington.

Bernard Mulligan, who, a few
weeks ago won out in the legal

battle over the estate left by the-

late George H. Reisner of the

Tokay Theatres in Raymond and
South Bend, has now taken over
the theatres for operation. As-
sisted by B. F. Markisson, he will

remodel both theatres, installing

sound equipment in the theatre at

Raymond.

Robbers wh.. entered Jensen-
YonHerberg's suburban Venetian
Theatre one night last week re-

mained in the house alter closing
hours and proceeded to hold up
the organist, janitors and ushers.
Alter keeping them in the house
for more than three hours, the
thieves released the employees be-

cause none of them knew the com-
bination of the house safe.

John Hamrick, owner of t he-

Blue Mouse and Music Box chains

in Seattle, Portland and Tacoma.
was hurriedly called to California
last week by a death in his fam-
ily.

Charles M. Thall, division man-
ager of West Coast with offices in

Seattle, last week announced plans
for the expenditure of more than
$100,000 in the West Coast thea-

tres in Butte. The money will be
spent in redecorating, remodeling
and improving the Rialto, Ameri-
can and Parkway Theatres, and
installing sound in the Parkwaj
and American.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way
New York.
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K. C. Salesmen Pro-

pose Benefit Ass'n.

AN employees' benefit associa-

tion was proposed at a quar-

terly meeting of film salesmen in

the Kansas City territory, which

was attended by forty-five sales-

men. The association would be

fostered by film men. The meet-

ing was an all day affair at the

Ivanhoe Club, Kansas City. Bob
Carney, of Paramount, was named
chairman of the sessions.

The personnel of the Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., celebrated

that exchange's recent increase in

business by a card party at the ex-

change and a theatre party at the

Rockhill theatre recently.

Funeral services for Mrs. Flor-

ence Allison Balsly, wife of Lee D.

Balsly, New York division Uni-

versal exploiteer, was held in Kan-
sas City last Wednesday. Mrs.

Balsly, who was 45 years old, died

in Mt. Vernon, N. Y., of pneu-

monia.
C. W. Anderson has been ap-

pointed assistant manager of the

Grand and Strand theatres, Salina,

Kans.
A Photophone has been installed

in the Savoy theatre, St. Joseph,

Mo., managed by George Burgess.

The Electric theatre, Kansas
City, Kans., managed by A. F.

Baker, now is broadcasting a

weekly radio program over station

WLBF, Kansas City, Kans.

The place for action in a mo-
tion picture show is on the screen,

not in the balcony, Judge Lee Judy
told a 19 year old youth of Kan-
sas City, Kas., in court this past

Monday, after fining him S?50 for

disturbing the peace in the Art
Theatre, suburban house oi Kan-
sas City, Kas.
A bandit walked up to Mrs. L.

C. Walker, cashier of the War-
wick Theatre, suburban house of

Kansas City last Monday night,

robbed her of |50 and escaped

in a waiting motor car.

An explosion caused by films in

the projection room of the Peo-
ple's Theatre, Pleasant Hill, Mo.,

started a fire which resulted in

$8,000 damage Tuesday night.

Rumored Fox to Build

Minneapolis House
RUMORS are current to the

• effect that Fox will build a

de luxe house in Minneapolis.
From several sources reports were
that he had acquired property for

the building but the information
had this property located at several

different parts of the city.

W. M. Miller, owner of the Leb
theatre, Cloquet, Minn., bought
Talk A Phone equipment after wit-

nessing a demonstration of this de-

vice at the New Logan Theatre,
Minneapolis. Installation will be
rushed. The installation of this

equipment in the Cloquet house
will be the first made by its manu-
facturers in this territory. W. A.
Seffes is the distributor.

C. F. Snee, owner of the LTnique

theatre, Litchfield, Minn., has made
application to operate his house on
Sundays. Action was deferred by
the council members who are se-

curing data pertaining to the Sab-
bath show problem in other cities,

the effects of it upon business and

the relation of the Sunday show
and the churches.

Losses estimated at $20,000 were
sustained when the F & R operated,

Grand theatre, Fairbolt, Minn., was
destroyed by fire. This theatre

was formerly known as the Opera
House, and was one of the towns
landmarks.
Moe Levy, Fox branch manager,

has been elected by the Film Board
of Trade, to the presidential posi-

tion in Minneapolis. He will suc-

ceed W. H. Workman. H. J. Mc-
Intyre was named vice-president

and Mrs. Mabel Dietz, secretary

and treasurer.

Mr. Levy appointed Jack Lorenz
office manager for the Minneapolis
Fox branch taking the position

formerly held by Don Nairn, who
resigned.

Lack of patronage forced the

Strand theatre, Minneapolis, to go
dark last week. This theatre and
the Shubert, a stock house, were
the only two out of the four thea-

tres built upon Seventh street,

which were still doing business.

The Garrick, an F & R house, and
the 7th Street, a Junior-Orpheum,
were forced to close some time pre-

vious due to the same condition.

If this condition continues, Min-
neapolis will become konwn as

"The City of Darkened Houses."
The Metropolitan and the Lyceum
are now only opened to traveling

attractions. The Gayety, the Gar-

rick, the Seventh St. and the

Strand are so far as we are able

to discover, permanently dark.

Large Downtown Cincy

Houses 100% Sound

TWO more Cincinnati houses

have swung into the sound
column, namely, the Albee and
Palace, both in the Keith-Libson
chain. This makes all the larger

downtown theatres 100 per cent in

the talkies. The usual number of

vaudeville acts will be continued

at both houses.

Another "opposition house" has

sprung into being in Cincy. The
recently-formed Civic Theatre As-
sociation, who expected to pro-

mote only the interests of the

drama, has decided to include re-

lated arts, and will also feature

pictures. Local exhibitors look

upon the move as an advantage
rather than a detriment, figuring

that it will convert many persons

into movie fans who are not now
in the habit of attending regular

movie theatres.

As Thomas Wier, manager of

the; Family Theatre, Cincinnati,

was alone in his office checking up
the day's receipts about 11 p. m.,

two robbers entered. One of the

bandits struck Wier as the other

commanded him to raise his hands.

The pair escaped with $250, all

they could find in their haste.

At a recent meeting of the Film
Board of Trade, the previous offi-

cers were re-elected for 1929 as

follows : Frederic Strief, Univer-

sal, president ; Paul Kreiger, First

National, vice-president and Eve-

lyn Mc Nrlmee, secretary and

treasurer.

The Lawrence County grand

jury has handed down an indict-

ment against Robert and Joseph

Stern, managers of the Marlowe
Theatre, for operating then house

on Sunday. Three efforts have

been made during the past year to

convict the Stern brothers for vio-

lation of the Ohio blue laws, tin-

juries having deadlocked in the

former trials.

Leo Devaney, who has been

holding down the managerial chair

for Universal at Cleveland, has

been promoted to district man-
ager in charge of the mid-west di-

vision, which includes Cincinnati,

Indianapolis, Cleveland and De-
troit. He will make his headquar-

ters in Cincinnati.

Manager Herman Bayer, of the

Favorite Theatre, Covington, Ohio,

donated the use of his house for

one day for a benefit of a local

civic organization.

Texas Chains to Add
Theatre Links

THE East Texas Amusement
Co. which is controlled by

Saenger interests, will erect a
$200,000 theatre in Marshall,

Texas, according to recent an-

nounceriient.

Manager W. L. Gelling of the

East Texas Theatres, Inc., owners
of the two theatres at Nacogdoches,
announced from that city that a
contract has been let by his firm

for the erection of a $50,000.00 the-

atre building in Henderson, Texas.
The East Texas Theatres, Inc.,

now control twenty-seven houses
in East Texas.

Jack Adams, president of the

Home State Film Co., is in New
York on a business trip.

A sales meeting of Warner
Bros. Southern Managers was
held in New Orleans with ali sales

executives in attendance. Claud C.

Ezell of New York, general sales-

manager presided at the meeting.

Barry Burke, divisional manager,
and James 0. Cherry, district

manager, for Publix, have returned
from a business trip to Houston
and San Antonio.

Joe Luckett, manager of the

Dallas First National Exchange,
attended a one day convention of

the First National Managers of

the Middle West at Chicago.
O. E. Hall has resigned his po-

sition with the Dallas First Na-
tional Exchange and accepted a po-
sition with Tiffany-Stahl as booker.
Harl Wolever has been appointed

manager of the Melba Theatre to

succeed James O. Cherry who was
recently advanced to the position

of district manager for Publix
Theatres in Texas.
Robert Sparks, manager for the

Dent Circuit at Vernon, Texas,
was found guilty and assessed the

minimum fine of $20.00 for oper-
ating a motion picture show on
Sunday. Mr. Sparks attorney has
filed notice of an appeal of the

case.

New England Section

Witnesses Busy Week
THE Harris Theatre Corpora-

tion has received bids for the
new theatre which it will build at

Natick, Mass. Plans have been
drawn by John E. Kelley, of Bos-
ti m.

The State Theatres, Inc., of
Manchester, N. H., will erect a
new theatre seating 2,500 from
plans by Hutchins & French, 11
Beacon st, Boston.
Audiences in the Olympia thea-

tre, in Boston, remained through-
out the show last Saturday night
not knowing that in the building
adjoining the theatre a two-alarm
fire was in progress.
The Wilkinson theatre, at Wal-

lingford, Conn., is now playing a
split week.

Allie Hamilton is manager of
the new Empress theatre at South
Norwalk, Conn.
Damage of $3,000 was done to

the Dream theatre, at Winthrop,
last Monday. The fire started
near the stage and spread to the
curtains and scenery. Charles L.
Hatch is owner, and Charles Clark
is manager.
Harry Worden, who has been

branch manager of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer exchange at Al-
bany, has been transferred to Bos-
ton.

Anna Carmen, contract clerk for
the Metro exchange, has been con-
fined to her home by serious ill-

ness.

Arthur Yiano formally opened
the remodelled Viano's Broadway
Theatre in Somerville which he re-
cently purchased.
Kenneth Forkay has returned

from New London to become man-
ager of the Regent Theatre at
Norfolk Downs.
The Premier Theatre at Law-

rence, Mass., received minor dam-
age from a fire in an adjoining
building early last week.
Jack Jennings, formerly with

Pathe, has become representative

for the Timely Films Co., in the
New England territory.

Sam Moscow, sales manager at

Independent Films, is recuperating
at the Phillips House of the Mas-
sachusetts General hospital.

The Auditorium Theatre at

Lynn is meeting with much suc-

cess in showing pictures. The the-

atre formerly was a stock house.

Frank Patrone, shipper at In-

dependent Films, is one of the

many in the Row who are laid up
with the grippe.

James Greeley has reopened his

theatre at Sanford, Me. The the-

atre was closed for a week by or-

der of the health authorities be-

cause of an epidemic of influenza.

George Haley, formerly with the

Morton Theatre, is now managing
the Franklin Park Theatre for the

Netoco chain. The theatre is play-

ing stock.

Harry Royster has been ap-

pointed publicity director at the

Publix Metropolitan Theatre, Bos-

ton.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Big Stanley Openings

for Philly in Feb.

I^HE opening date for the Stan-

ley - new Uptown
theatre at Broad and Susquehanna
Ave., Philadelphia, which was
scheduled for February 2nd, has

been postponed to February 16th.

The Mastbaum, at 20th and Market
Sts., a 5,000-scat house, it is now
announced will open on February
28th.

One of the historic theatrical

landmarks of Philadelphia was
destroyed on January 30th when
the old Dime Museum at Ninth

and Arch Sts., was -wept bj

The old building, which was en
shortly after the Civil War by

Robert J. Simpson, is said to have

been the first structure built in the

United States for museum pur-

poses. For many years it was oper-

ated as a museum and variety thea-

tre and later vaudeville, stock com-
panies, comic opera and motion

pictures all had their day in the

historic old building.

Another house which has been

hard hit by the competition of the

Stanley Company's Met is Nixon's

Grand Opera House, at Broad and

Montgomery Ave., which it is re-

ported will be closed this spring.

The Grand, a 3,100-seat house, is

operated on lease by RKO-Stanley-
Nirdlingcr, with a policy of pic-

tures and vaudeville, and has been

losing ground steadily since the

Met opened. With the opening, on
Feb. 16th, of the Stanley's new
Uptown theatre, seating 2,500, the

prospects of the Grand appear to

be almost hopeless.

The Fern Rock theatre has been

purchased by Herbert Elliott,

former manager of the Palm thea-

tre, from Schwinn & Whittaker.

Ed Whaley, former United Art-

ists salesman in this territory, and
owner of the Park theatre, in

Phillipsburg, will become manager
of the UFA exchange in Wash-
ington.

Announcement has recently been

made that the Chestnut Street

Opera House, owned by the

Shuberts, will be wired for the

presentation of talking pictures. It

is said that in each city where the

Shuberts have a chain 'of theatres

one of the houses will be wired for

talkies and as the Chestnut is prob-

ably the most advantageously lo-

cated for this purpose, it has been

decided upon as the local choice.

The annual dinner-dance of the

M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penna.,

Southern New Jersey and origi-

nally scheduled for January 27th,

has been postponed until some time

in April, the date to be announced
later.

Happenings in Picture

Circles of Southeast

Atlanta

PAUL A. STRACHAM. film

salesman in the Southeast, has

joined the sales force of the local

branch of World Wide Pictures,

being assigned to the Alabama and
Tennessee territory, according to

announcement by C R. Beacham,
head of the World Wide office in

Atlanta.

George M. Jones, of the local

film fraternity, joined the Fox or-

ganization last week as assistant

manager of the Atlanta branch, an-

nouncement of his appointment to

the post being made by William G,

der, head of the company's of-

fices here. Mr. Minder also an-

nounced the appointment of Miss
Julia Harbin to be secretary to the

branch manager.
I C. Zrenner, head of Publix

theatre Corporation's sound depart-
ment, spent several days in At-
lanta last week checking over Vita-
phone and Movietone equipment in

local Publix houses, and explain-
ing fine points of operation.

Ben Y. Cammack, who has been
prominently identified with the film

industry in Atlanta for more than
three years, has resigned as local

branch manager of Universal and
has left his post. While it is un-
derstood that he expects to take a
vacation from active business af-

fairs, his plans for the future
have not been announced.

• Gale Lancaster, assistant man-
ager at the Alabama theatre, Bir-
mingham, Ala., was on special

duty at the Howard theatre, hav-
ing been summoned when Manager
Robert E. Hicks was called to

1 >enton, Texas, on the death of his

father.

W. T. Murray, resigned as man-
ager of Loew's Grand, effective

February 9. More than that, he
is leaving the field of theatre man-
agement to which he has given
practically all the business years of

his life. He will embark upon an
entirely new enterprise in connec-
tion with an established brokerage
business.

C. A. Clegg, head of First Na-
tional's Atlanta branch, has re-

turned from New York.
Marie Pinkson, secretary to Dis-

trict Manager Creswell, of Arthur
C. Bromberg Attractions, has re-

covered from an attack of flu.

Memphis
J. F. Norman, secretary of the

M. P. T. O. of Arkansas, Missis-

sippi and Tennessee, opened his

new Best theatre, at England, Ark.
Norman's new bouse contains more
than 400 seats. He is also owner
of the Amusu, at England, and the

Best, at Fordyce, Ark.
Jack dc Waal spent last week in

the 1'athe olhce at Memphis. He
is a home office representative.

Henry Owen, Paramount book-
er, spent the week on the road.

Eddie Foster, Paramount sales-

man, was back at work after an
appendicitis operation.

M. H. Thompson, Brown thea-

tre, Harrisburg, Miss., was a film

row visitor during the week-end,
and other visitors of the past week
included J. C. Hester, Princess,
Shelby, Miss.; John Sharp,
Sharp's, Humbolt, Tenn.; Sam
Williamson, Princess, Biggers,

Ark.; J. A. D. Herrington, Gem,
Pontotoc, Miss.; C. W. Tipton,
New, Monette, Ark.
Guy Snow is no longer associated

with R. E. Priddy, at Pocahontas,
Swan theatre, it is reported.

Fred M. Jack, First National
manager, was in Chicago this week
for a mid-western sales conference
called by Ned Dcpinct, general

manager.
Little Rock, Ark., next week will

have two theatres showing sound
pit lures, following completion of

installation at the Capitol, operated

by E. H. Rowley.

Louisville

The Kentucky theatre, at Dan-
ville, one of the Principal I heati i

-

Corporation houses, goes sound at

the end of this month, with the lat-

est in tone reproductions, the im-
proved Vitaphone. Not only will

the Kentucky install Vitaphone, but
will also be equipped with M<
tone, Photophone, Victorphone and
Radiograph. This will make pos-
sible the presentation of any st\le

of sound pictures. Despite the

great amount of work necessary to

complete installations, the theatre
will not be close. 1.

Harry Matthews, manager, Em-
press and Bleich theatres, Owcns-
boro, Ky., has been ill for the past

few w i

The Kentucky theatre, Louis-
ville, in going the way of "all talk-

ies," had to employ two new pic-

ture machine operators. They are
Albert Greenberg and Thomas 11.

Hosstatter. The two already em-
ployed are Emil Greenberg and
Henry DeMarsh.

Florida

The South Florida Fair opened
in Tampa last Tuesday and is pull-

ing immense crowds, which is hav-
ing its effect upon the attendance
at the theatres. Next Monday the

Gasparilla carnival will be sta ed,

in connection with the Fair, and
the "blood-thirsty" pirate and his

band will do their stuff tor the

talkies. Neil Sullivan, cameraman,
and Kenneth Allison, sound tech-

nician, are here and will shoot all

the big scenes for the Fox Movie-
tone.

Lakeland enjoyed its first Sun-
day shows last Sunday, following

the election, and that it was ap-

preciated was shown by the im-
mense attendance at the three thea-

tres of that city. Reports from
there say that the churches en-

joyed their usual attendance as

well.

Cameramen of the Eastman
Foundation, Rochester, N. V., have
been at work in Sanford preparing

films' on the celery industry of that

section. 4,000 feet of negative was
made showing the process from the

planting of the crop to the retail

market.

"U" WesternManagers
Convene at Salt Lake
THE Salt Lake Univt ..1

branch office was the place of
meeting this past week of a num-
ber of the representatives of this

organization, including W. J.

Heineman, of Seattle, manager
Naylor, of Los Angeles; Mathew
Apperton, Seattle; I. Schlank, of
Portland; Sam Cain, of Denver;
Matt Skorcy, of Butte: and G. E.

Rosenwald, Division Manager for
Universal who conferred with the
man. leer- in connection with the

beginning ol the 23rd Carl
l.aenimle Anniversary drive which
has commenced.

S. B. Stcck, of the Lyceum thea-

tre, of Odgen, Utah, was in Salt

Lake for a short time, having re-

turned fn in the Pacific Coast.
While in Long Beach, Exhibitor
Stcck visited with Ray Peterson,

formerly of the Cozy theatre, here,

and Ily Olscn, formerly of the

Photo Play, also in Salt Lake, and
both are reported to be doing very

well in the theatre business on the
Pacific Coast.

Louis Marcus, head of the Mar-
cus Enterprises in this section, re-

turned from Denver, where be was
called due to the passing of his

bri 'lher-in-law.

A new sales representative has
been added to the United Artists

Force this week in the person
of G. B. Gilbert.

Construction has begun on the
new 170,000 theatre at Idaho Falls.
Idaho, to be known as the Amcri-
'iii Joe George, owner, stated
recently that the theatre will be
opened about April 1st.

Theatres and schools of Wen-
dell, Idaho, have been closed to pre-
vent the spreading of meningitis,

Salt Lake film folks were greatly
grieved to learn of the automobile
accident which caused the death of

J. M. Lyiu, Portland, exchange
manager for Fox.

I In theatres and public places of
Lehi, Utah, were closed last week
due to the influenza epidemic.
Western Division Manager W.

II. Brely, of the Paramount organ-
ization, spent several days in Salt
Lake.

This being annual Fox week the
local branch expects to have the
biggest week's business they have
ever experienced.

J. T. Sheffield, owner of the
Sheffield exchanges in Salt Lake
City and Denver, has been in New
York City on a business trip.

T. M. Derrick, of the Liberty
theatre, reported to have sold his

interest to Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Harmer.
During Manager C. J. Merley's

recent trip back from Idaho to his

Columbia exchange he had a peril-

ous escape, having gone off the

road into an embankment of six

feet of snow.

Loew and Fox Erecting

N. Y. C. Theatres
TIIF Palace Theatre, located at

Essex and Irvington streets,

an over-seated section of the city,

has been closed by the M & S Cir-

cuit. In making this move M & S
believe that patronage will be di-

verted to their Ruby Theatre on
Rivington street.

According to report, Loew The-
atres, Inc., have begun wrecking
work on a group of houses in the

vicinity of 175th street and Broad-
way, Manhattan, for a new the-

atre. It is expected that this the-

atre will be completed within the

year. Loew's have also a 4,000-

seater now undergoing construction

at Grand Concourse and 180th
street, the Bronx.
The Windsor Theatre in Brook-

lyn, which was closed some time
ago by the Federated Theatres
Corp., has been reopened by the

Rossu Theatre Co. Ben Lcvine is

handling the management.
A new theatre is Hearing com-

pletion at Little Neck, L. I. This
bouse will be operated by the H. G.
i I pi i . 1 1 1 1 1

• I - niip.im ,
i iw net s of the

I osevell Theatre in Flushing.

Henry Iluber is managing director

of the company.
The new Fox Theatre, which is

being built on 58th street, between
Third and Lexington avenues, is

scheduled for opening during the
month of March. Roxy is super-
vising construction of the house,
which is said will seat around 3,500.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Coliege Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1 2 reels

Her Salty Suitor June 20 . . 2 reels

His Wild Oat McDougall Kids July 10 2 reels

Lonesome Babies Jack Cooper Aug. 1 2 reels

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1 2 reels

Lot o' Boloney, A McDougall Kids June 10. . . .2 reels

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10 2 reels

If
COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Atter the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev April 17.

Length

5459 feet.

Apache, The. . Alvarado-Llvingston 5838 feet

.

1 . 5649 feet

5537 feet

6014 feet

5592 feet

5925 feet

5540 feet.

5544 feet

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12

Dawn Special Cast 7500 feet

Desert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26 .. 5528 feet

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15. . . 6267 feet

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14

Modern Mothers Chadwick-Fairbanks, Jr.-Kent May 13

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25
Nothing to Wear Logan-von Elfz 5701 feet

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston 6465 feet

Raider Emden, The Special Cast 6021 feet

Ransom Wlfson-Burns June 7— 5584 feet

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes 6085 feet

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23. . .
.5725 feet

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livingston-ChadwIck.July 13 . . 6401 feet

Scarlet Lady, The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1— 6443 feet

Sinners' Parade. . Revler-Varconl 5616 feet.

Sporting Age. The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2— 5464 feet

Street of Illusion, The Keith-Valli 5988 feet.

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden 5988 feet.

*t§Submarine Holt-Revler-Graves 8192 feet

Virgin Lips.... Borden-Boles July 25... 6048 feet

Way of the Strong, The Day-Livingston-Von Eltz June 19 5752 feet

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valli-GIass

•tjDonovan Affair, The Jack Holt
Faker, The Logan-Delaney-Oland
*t§Fall of Eve, The
*t§Lone Wolf's Daughter. The Lyteti-Olmstead-Kelth 6214 feet

Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry

*t$Younger Generation, The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

Reviewed

Sept. 15

'..Sept! 15

..Sept 15

. . May 5

..Sept. 8

June 2

Sept. 22

Length Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All In Fun Jerry Mandy Oct 21 .

.

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6...
America's Pride Our World Today Oct. 7. .

.

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17. .

.

Beauties Beware.... Jerry Drew ....Jan. 27. .

.

Be My King Lupino Lane Dec. 9.

.

Rest Dressed Woman In the World. . ."Our World Today" Feb. 17. .

.

Blondes Beware Johnny Arthur July IS...

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18. ..

Call Your Shots A I St. John Sept. 15 .

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24 . .

.

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14. .

.

Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7. .

.

Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept 9. .

.

Crown Me Wallace Lupino June 3...

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27. .

.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat In Futurltzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24. .

.

Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

.

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat in the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5 . .

.

Fighting Orphans— Evening Mist. . . .Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19. .

.

Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct 28. .

.

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3. . .

Follow Teacher "Big t)oy" Dec 16 . .

.

Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept. 9 . .

.

Gloom Chaser, The "Big Boy" June 24. .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14. .

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13. ..

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12. .

.

Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29. ..

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4 . .

.

Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17. ..

Her Big Ben Gene Stone
He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12. ..

Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11 . .

.

Homemade Man, A Lloyd Hamilton June 17. .

.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1...

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2. ..

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec. 2. .

.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6. ..

In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec 30. ..

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19. .

.

* Means synchronized score, f Meant sound effects.

Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct 27
.2 reels

1 reel Oct. 6
.2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels Nov. 10

. 1 reel

2 reels June 23
1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Sept. 29
2reels
2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel July 14

.1 reel Sept. 16

.1 reel May 26

1 reel Dec 22

1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22

.1 reel June 30

.1 reel Sept. 29

.1 reel Aug. 4

2 reels Oct 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3

2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Sent. 8

2 reels June 2

1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels

,2 reels July 28
.1 reel July 14
1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels May 26

.1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel July 14

.2 reels Oct. 27

.2 reels June 8

.2 reels June 23
2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels Nov. 10

.2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 24
.2 reels Aug. 11

Title Star Rel. Date

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5 . .

.

Ladies Preferred Jerry Drew July 8. .

.

Leaping Luck Davis-Collins „ July 29. .

.

Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22 .

.

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Lupino July 15. .

.

Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct 7...
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11...
Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct 28. .

.

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25 . .

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16...
Oh Mama Mlller-Hutton July 1 . .

.

On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept 9. .

.

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20. .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18. .

.

Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12. ..

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24. .

.

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10. .

.

Pirates Beware Lupino Lane Sept 9. .

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1. ..

Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30..

.

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20. .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4. ..

Rah Rah Rah I Dorothy Devore June 3. . .

.

Roaming Romeo Lupino Lane July 29. .

.

Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17. .

.

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10...
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16. ..

Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept. 23. .

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18. .

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23...
Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21. .

.

Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17. .

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2 .

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26. .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13. .

.

Wedded Blisters Lupino Lane Aug. 26 .

.

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13. .

.

Whoopee Boys Mon*y Collins Feb. 10. .

.

Who's Lyln'?.... Davis-Collins. June 10. .

.

Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept. 23. .

Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15...
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley DecJ6...

Length Reviewed

.2 reels Aug. 4

2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14
2 reels July 14
1 reel June 2J
1 reel Sept. 15

.1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Oct. 13
.2 reels Nov. 24
.1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 23

. 1 reel

2 reels Dec 15
. 1 reel Nov. 24
.1 reel Aug. 18
. 1 reel Feb. 2
. 1 reel Dec 1

1 reel June 23
2 reels

1 reel Dec 1

2reels Sept. IB
1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct 6
2 reels May 28
.2 reels July 21
.1 reel June 8

1 reel Jan. 19
1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6
2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct. 6
1 reel June
1 reel Sept 29
1 reel Aug. 4
.1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
1 reel Dec 15
.2 reels Jai.. 12
2 reels May 20
I reel Sept 8

1 reel June 30
.2 reels Dec 15

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t §Bride's Relatives, The Burke-Hill-Gribbon 2 reels.

.

*t§Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels

*t§Llon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels Dec
*t§Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

Reviewed

Feb. 2

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15. ..

Inspiration George Walsh May 10 .

.

Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe June 15. .

.

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklln
Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankin-Lease July 15. .

.

Manhattan Knights Bedford-Miller Aug. 27. .

Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31. .

.

Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31 . .

.

RKO
FEATURES

Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno...

Length

7000 feet.

6759 feet .

6700 feet.

5355 feet.

6400 feet.

6000 feet.

4700 feet.

6520 feet.

Reviewed

Date Length Reviewed

6351 feet

6888 feet. ...Mar. 24
4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet.., Feb. 21

.4869 feet.

Rel.

...Jan. 8.

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13.

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7.

Bantam Cowboy, The Buzz iarton Aug. 12.

Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elliott Mar. 18

*t}Blockade Anna Q. Nllsson Dec 16.

Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1.

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 26

.

Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept. 16.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4.

*t {Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct 7

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3
Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11

.

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26.

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7.

Dog Justice Ranger-Martin June 10.

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2.

Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1

.

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4.

*t JGang War Borden-Pickford Nov. 18
Headln' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23.

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11

•tsHIt of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead SepL 23 ... . 6337 feet

*t5Jazz Age, The M. Day-Fairbabks, Jr.-Walthall 6245 feet

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26.
Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8
Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21

Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11

Little Yellow Housb, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28

Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17.

5487 feet

6249 feet... Mar. 17

6085 feet... Sept 22

6291 feet..

5621 feet

5984 feet.

5043 feet

4802 feet.

4758 feet.

8131 feet .

4899 feet..

6337 feet

5249 feet .

Jan. 20

Dec "i

Aug. 4

4769 feet.

4647 feet.

4801 feet.

6429 feet.

5181 feet..

Mar. 10

April 21

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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Reviewed

Aui. 11

Feb. 11

Jan. 7

Dec 23

.6324 foot

.4778 feet

4762 feet

Length

2 reels

Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Oate Length

Man In the Rough. The Steelo-KIng May 20 . 47A5 feel

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Doc 23 .. 4903 feet

•tJPerfect Crime. The RIch-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19 0331 'eel

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April 22— 4781 leet

Pinto Kid. The . ... Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29 4884 leet

Red Riders of Canada Mluer-Byer April 15 6419 leet

Rough Ridin' Red Bun Barton Nov. 4 4714 feet

Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest July IB... 6059 feet

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct. 14... 6297 feet

Singapore Mutiny. The Ince-Taylor Oct 7 5812 feet Oct. 13

Sinners In Love Borden-Bordon Nov. 4 Oct 20

Skinners Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24. . . 6967 feet— Mar. 17

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix .. OcL 1 .. 6037 leet Sept. 29

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher Sept. 9 5493 feet

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dec. 2

1 13 Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor Nov. 18 5760 feet

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19 . . .4884 feet

Texas Tornado. The Tyler-Darn) June 24 . . 4793 feet

Trwkld Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 4957 feet

Trail of Courage. The Steele-Bonner July 8 ...4758 feet

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13

Tropic Madness Lcatrice Joy Dec 16.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25.

Vagabond Cub, The Bun Barton Feb. 10

Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept. 16

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25

Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept. 16 .

Beef Steaks, The Helium-Davis Dec 30

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9 ..

Come Meal Al Cooke June II...

Curiosities No. 1 Novelty SepL 26. .

.

Curiosities. No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10 .

.

Curiosities. No. 3 Novelty Oct 24 . .

.

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty : Dec 5..
Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec 19. .

.

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill SepL 16. .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan SepL 16...

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June II...

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2. .

.

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Sept. 9. .

.

Jessie's Jamea Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14. .

.

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7 ..

Mickev's Battles Mickey Yule Sept. 30 .

.

Mlckoy's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23...

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4—
Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule SepL 2 .

.

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule

Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2

Mickey the Oetectlve Mickey Yule OcL 28

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14 2 reels

•tJOdd Facts Curiosities 1 reel

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7 2reel

Ruth is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept. 23— 2 reels

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27. . . .1 reel

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 2reels July 28

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24 ... 1 reel

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2— 2 reels

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7 2 reels

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct 14 2reels

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept 9— 2 reels

Coming Attraction!

Title Star Rel. Date

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Down Our Way Valli-Caldwell-Dam)

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ons, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal. The Bub Barton Mar. 31—
Gun Law Tom Tyler Mar. 3

Hardboiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Idaho Red —Tom Tyler Mar. 3

Little Outlaw. The Buzz Barton

•t{Love In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•t{Rlo Rita Special Cast

•tjSyncopatlon Bennett-Watson-Warlngs Band
Upperworld
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson
Voice of the Storm von Eltz-Sleeper

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Heart to Heart Astor-Hughes July 22 . .6071 feet
Henri Trouble Harry Langdnn Aug. 12 5400 feet

*l JHis Captive Woman Sllls-MecluUII Mar. 10
His Captive Woman Sllls-Mackalll Feb. 3
*t§Man and the Moment Blllle Dove April 7
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April 1 ... 6592 feet .

Lady Be Good Mackalll-Mulhall May 6 . 6608feet .

tjLllac Time Moore-Cooper Nov. 8 8967 feet .

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Barthelmoss-O'Day April 8 7700 reel .

Love and the Dovll Sills-Corda Feb. 24
Mad Hour. The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4 . 6360 feet..

•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec 16
•tNlgnt Watch. The Dove-Reed Sept. 9 .6612 feet
Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 26 6100 feet .

•tOutcast Grlffith-Lowo Nov. 11 . . . .6622 feet .

Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug. 19. . . .6100 feet.

.

Phantom City, The Maynard-Gllbert Dec 23. .. .5887 feet .

*tScarlet Seas Barthelmoss-Compson Doc 9 . . . . 6237 feet .

•tSeven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 17
Seven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Jan. 27

Reviewed

Sept. 10'

April 14
June ?

Mar. 24
May 19

Oct 1J
Snot. 1

Dec 8
Aug. 25

.Jan. 6

tShow Girl Whlte-Delaney Sept 23 .

.

Strange Case of Capt. Ramper German Cast July 29 .

.

*t {Synthetic Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6. .

.

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10 .

Upland Rider. The Maynard-Douglas June 3 .

.

Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazonda May 13

Ware Case, The Special Cost Nov. 25.

.

*t Waterfront Mackalll-Mulhall Sept. 16 .

.

Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10. .

.

Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17 .

|
rees tWhlp, The Mackaill-Nllsson-Forbes Sept. 30 ...

2 rees Wright Idea, The Hines-Lorraine Aug. 5. .

.

1
,6e s Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20 .

.

2 reels

IrS'.;. ::::

SePL29 Coming Attraction.
1 reel Title Star Rel. Date

]
ree

J

Broadway Babies Alice White
' reel

. i '.' ii California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
J
ree s Sepl- Z8 Comedy of Life. The Sllls-Corda . Mar. 10 ...

.

* ree 5
.•"•ii *t§Children of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 24 .

.

l">*
s June ,B *tDivine Lady Griffith-Varconi Mar. 3 . .

.

J
ree s

i"
;

' ii Divine Lady, The Griffith-Varconi Mar. 31 . .

.

I
,ee s JWt a *t§Hot Stuff White-Bakewell April 14. .

.

*rees Oct 20 Hot Stuff White-Bakewell Mar. 24 ..
* ree,s House of Horrors, The Todd-Fazenda-Conklin

CI.J3 feel

7534 feet

6730 foot

5834 feet

5731 feet

6021 feet

6185 feet

5976 feet.

6895 feet .

6058 feet

6300 feet.

.7187 feet

Nov. 10
June 9
Jan. 12

May 19

Dec 1

July
"7

Sept. 22
Sept. 22
May 26

Length Reviewed'

10015 feet.

2 reels.

2 "ejs *fLove and the Devil
Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard

.

.2 reels

,2 reels

2 reels SepL 29
2 reels

2 reels

\
">e

\
Saturday's Children"'.'.'

'.'.'.'.'.'. '. '.'.'.'.
.' .Griffith-wither^

Sills-Corda Mar. 24.

*t§Man and the Moment Billie Dove Feb. 10.

Man and the Moment. The ..Billie Dove Mar. 17.

*f§Pat and Mike Milton Sills

Prisoners Corlnne Griffith

*tSaturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 1 7

.

Mar. 10
*t§Squall, The Joyce-Loy-Hackathorne.
Weary River Barthelmess-Compson
*t {Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10
Why Be Good? Moore-Hamilton Mar. 17.

*f §Why Be Good? Colleen Moore Mar. 17.

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Star

8000 feet

7916 feet Feb. 2'

7000 feet ..Jan. 26.

Rel.

Length Reviewed

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 5. .

.

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20 .

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4.

.

Masked Angel. The Compson-Oakman June 29

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 5 .

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Oate

•tAdoratlon Blllle Dove Dec 2...
Barker, The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept. 30 .

•t {Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Dec 30. .

.

Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25 .

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. II...
Butter and Egg Man, The Mulhall-Nlssen SepL 2 .

Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22
Children of the Rltz Mackalll-Mulhall Feb. 17.

Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 15

Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell.. Feb. 17
Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1.

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walllng OcL 21

•Crash, The Sllls-Todd OcL 7

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray OcL 14
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell Oct 28
•tGood Bye Kiss, The Eilers-Burke-Kemp July 8

Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June24
Harold Teen Lake-Brlan-Whlte April 29
•tHaunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4

Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenynn May 27
Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8
Heart of a Follies Girl .... Dove-Kent . . Mar. 18

Length

5800 feet.

5700 feet.

570(1 fi.ot

6000 feet

621)11^.1,1

Length

6360 feet.

7137 feet.

7137 feet

7402 feet.

6500 feet.

6467 feet

8730 feet

Reviewed

Reviewef

..Jan. 19

..July 7

Dec 16
. .May lz

. April 28

May 19

B38E reel

Title

•SAIr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rollins SepL 30
Blindfold O'Brlen-Moran Dec 23
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17
Cowboy. Kid The Rex Bell July 15
Don't Marry Moran-Hamilton June 3
Dressed to Kill Lowe-Astor Mar. 18
*t{Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct 14
Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29
Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8.

Fleetwing. .. Norton-Janls June 24
Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pldgeon Jan. 1

Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12
Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec. 30.
honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6
Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11.

*({ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Jan. 20.

Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9
Love Hungry .Moran-Gray April

*t{ Making the Grade Moran-Lowe Oct. 7.

.

Me, Gangster Colly er-Terry Oct 8.

.

•+ {Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28..
•Mother Machree Bennett- McLaalen Oct. 22.

.

News Parade, The Stuart-Phlpps May 27.

.

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald .. Aug. 5..

No Other Woman Del Rlo-Alvarado June 10.

.

Painted Post. The Mix-Kingston July 1 .

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11.

.

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennick Sept. 23 .

Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22
Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29

Rfver Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26.

.

Road House Barrymore-Alba Jufy 15..

Romance of the Underworld Astor-Eliiott-Boles Nov. 11 .

.

•[{Street Angel. The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19
•Sunrise Goynor-O'Brien Nov. 4. ,

Taking a Chance Rex Bell

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25
Wild West Romance Boll-Lincoln June 10
Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept. 16

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

Bear Knees Animal Comedy
Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety

Date Length

7702 feet.

.5598 feet..

641 7 feet.

4293 feet

5708 feet

6566 feet

7176 feet..

5109 feet..

5148 feet.

4939 feet.

5038 feet

4404 feet

6518 feet.

4618 feet

6120 feet..

6168 feet

4397 feet

.8724 feet.

Reviewed

..SepL 8

..Jan. 9'

. June 23
July 21

June 9
..Mar. 17

..Nov. 10:

..May 12

. SepL 8

..Jan. 14

. May 18-

May 19

. May 26
Mar. 24

. Dec 29'

8. .6792 feet... April 21

6042 feet... Oct 10
10.100 feet. Sept. 22
6863 feet.

6679 feet.

5034 feet.

5071 feet

4&52feet.
6086 feet

5641 feet

5200 feet.

6132 feet.

6937 feet

4991 feet

6162 feet

9221 feet

8729 feet.

4876 feet..

6000 feet .

5112 feet.

4921 feet

5337 feet

Mar. 17

June 16
. Aug. 11

. June 23
Jan. B

Sept. 29
April 28
Dec 8
Sept 22

. . Aug. 4
Jan. 12

. July 28
Oct 14

April 14

Oct e

Rel.

Aug.

5600 feel

6227 feet

6226 feet

5976 feet

5886 feet

. 7300 feet

7l00feet
7541 feet

5755 feel

7426 feet

. 6502 feet

5957 feet

Nov. 21

Dec. 22
July 7

Dec
Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24
Daisies Won't Veil Rubln-Llncoln July 8

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct 28
Eloohant's Elbows. The Leon Ramon Aug. 5

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11

Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug. 19

His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July 22
Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10
Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5
Low Necker, The Marjorle Beebe Dec. 18

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25
Neapolitan Days Variety Sept. 2
On a Suuth Sea Shore Variety .

.

April 1

Date

5

* Meant tynchronhed tcore. t Meant loand effecli.

Mar. 17

§ Meant voice (incladint. ii alogae and incidental tongs). A. T.

Length Reviewed

2reols

1 roel

2 reels June 2J
2 reels

1 reel

2 reels .... Aug. If
1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21
2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2 reels Jan. T4
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

alter title meant All Talkie
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fltle

Oregon Trail, The
Snowbound
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase-
Storied Palestine

Through Forest Aisles.

Star Rel. Date Length

. Variety 1 reel

..Variety Aug. 19 ...1 reel

..Variety Sept 30 1 reel

..Variety Oct 14 1 reel.

..Variety Dec 23 1 reel.

..Variety Sept. 18— 1 reel

Coming Attractions
Star Rel. Date

Reviewed

July 2t

Review etfTitle Star Rel. Date Length

Backwash .... Farrell-Duncan

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol c„i v m„=?
Christine Janet Gaynor
Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard

*Four Devils, The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet Oct. 13

•tSGhost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe

Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen Growing Pains.
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast Hahnas Cnmus
*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8721 feet ... Dec 29

•tLostln the Arctic Special Cast 5474 feet Aug. 18

Our Daily Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer

Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan

River. The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet Jan. 5

True Heaven Lowe-McLaglan
Veiled Woman, The Tora-Alba

Woman. The Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge al Midnight, The Mary Duncan
Corpus Christl Raouel Meiler Sept. 8

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel

Everybody Loves M| Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept.

Family Picnic, The.
Four A. M 2 reels.

Interview, The Clarke-McCullough
Ladies' Man, The Chic Sales 2 reels

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2reels

Mystery Mansion .2 reels

They're Coming to Get Me Chick Sales

Treasurer's Report, The Robert Benchley
Family Picnic, The McKee June 30

George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30

Seranade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept. 8

White Faced Fool. The Lionel Atwlll Sept. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Chorus Kid, The Falre-Washbum April 1 6200 feet

Head of the Family, The Russell-Corbin 6250 feet

Hell Ship Bronson Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery May 1 . . . 6432 feet

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmsteed Aug. 12. 62C0 feet

River Woman, The Logan-L. Barrymore Aug. 26.. 6800 feet

Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1— 6600 feet

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert 6420feet

United States Smith Gribbon-Lee-Harlan June 1 . . . 6000 feet ... June 18

Coming
Star

Title Star Rel. Date

Ancient An, An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2. .

.

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5 . .

.

Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities Sept.15 .

.

•Booster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24 .

.

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10. .

.

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct. 15. ..

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22. .

.

Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7 ...

Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2 .

.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13...

UfaOddities Feb. 2...

Eagle's Nest UfaOddities Aug. 18 .

.

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct. 6 . .

.

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12...

Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec 8...

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson-Bryon Jan. 5. ..

"Our Gang" Sept. 22 .

.

Laurel-Hardy Dec. 1 . .

.

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14. .

.

Heart of General Robert E. Lee, The. . Daw-Walling Sept 22 .

.

Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9 . .

.

Hunted Willard Mack
Imagine My Embarrassment: Charley Chase Sept. 1. .

.

•Is Evervbody Happy? Charley £hase Sept. 29 .

Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30...

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5. .

.

Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 .

.

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10.

.

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar
Love 'Em and Weep Busch-Laurel 2 reels

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17— 2 reels

Manchu Love Sojin-Lee Jan. 12 2 reels

Monkey Shines.'. UfaOddities Sept. 1 1 reel

Murder Ufa Oddities : . Sept. 29. .1 reel

.

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5— 1 reel

Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28

Length Reviewed

.2 reels. .. Dec. 1

Mnv ?fl

Nov. 3

.2 reels. .. .Jan. 12

. 2 reels . .

.

Nov. 3

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

2reels
1 reel

.2 reels

Jan. 19

.Raymond McKee 2 reels *Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9.

Reviewed

...April 14

...May 12
... Aug. 11

.. Aug. 11

...Mar. 17

Attractions Date Length Reviewed

.8000 feet... Nov. 24

•8GIH From Arnentlnn The Camel Movers *t§Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson Mar. 2. .. .8268 feet. .. .Feb. 2
"ne,The Lan ellv,eyer8

Bellamy Trial. The..... _. Joy-Bronson _..... Mar. 2 .7524 feet

Title Length Reviewed

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels July 28
2 reels Oct 13

. 2 reels

. 1 reel May 28

.2 reels

. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
.1 reel

2 reels July 28
. 1 reel

. 2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel May 28
That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar. 2 reels

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 2 reels Dec 8
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19. ... 2 reels

*We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29— 2 reels

Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb 2 reels

When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar. 2 reels

Wives for Sale UfaOddities Oct. 27... 1 reel

World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13— 1 reel Nov. 3
Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb 2 reels

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel.

*t§Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines- Hyams-Barrymore Jan.

.

Off lo Buffalo

.

01' Gray Hoss.The
•01' Gray Hoss, The
Pair of Tights

Palace ol Honey, The
•Ruby Lips

Sacred Baboon, The
Savage Customs
•School Begins
Secret Boozehounds
Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
•Spanking Age, The
Strange Prayers
That Night
Tokens of Manhood.

Charley Chase Feb. 16..

"Our Gang" Oct 20 .

"Our Gang" Oct 20 .

Roach Stars Feb. 2..

Ufa Oddities June 16 .

.

Charley Chase Jan. 19.

Ufa Oddities Sept. 1

Ufa Oddities Nov. 24

"Our Gang" Nov. 17

Ufa Oddilies Feb. 16

.

Laurel-Hardy Sept.15.

Ufa Oddities June 30.

"Our Gang" Dec 15

Ufa Oddities Dec 22

Roach Stars Sept.15
Ufa Oddities June 2.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length] Reviewed

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7 6805 feet May 6

Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28

.

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14.

•tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle
Beau Broadway Cody-Prlngle Sept. 29
Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy Sept 15.

.

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran Mar. 17..

•tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct 12.

.

Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas
Cameraman, The Keaton-Oay Sept 29.

.

Cardboard Lover, The Davles-Asther Aug. 25.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adaree May 19

.

ClrcuB Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31 .

,

Cossacks, The Gilbert-Adoree June 23.

6998 feet.... July 14

*t {Bridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrence-Damita.

•t {Broadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Broadway Melody Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray

Desert Law Tim McCoy
*t§Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Jan. 19

Jim flV,'
'

' *tJDuke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford.
4l87feet n',r ;.„/.

kt 1 p..«i u...i
..5530 feet.

.6037 feet

.5896 feet .

.

.6344 feet

.6053 feet.

.5200 feet.

.6995 feet.

.71 08 feel.

.5679 feet.

. . 56d1 feet.

8601 feet

Aug. 4

June 2

. Sept.15
. . Sept 8

. June I 6

. . May 19

..June 30
..Feb. 25

Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel.

*t§Five O'clock Girl, The (A. T.). . . Davies-Artfiur-King

•tlGreen Ghost The
*t§Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
t§Hallelujah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Halnes-Page-Parcy
Honeymoon Fiash-Moran-Gribbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel

*t§Man's Man A... William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNIzeBaby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
•t§Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocgue
•tJPagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janis

Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janis 7 reels. Feb. 2

Spies Special Cast

.

. Buster Keaton Mar.
Soulx Blood! McCoy-Frazer
•tTlde of Empire . . Adoree-Murray

.6500 feet... Feb. 2

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3 8538 feet.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9. . . .5838 feet.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naoel May 5 6700 feet Sept.15
Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec 1 7987 feet— Jan. 5

TExcess Baggage Haines-Cortez Sept. 8 7182 feet Sept. 29
•tFlying Fleet, The Novarro-Page Jan.

Single Standard. The Flash-Gray-Lorralne.

Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16... 5011 feet ... July 28 *°'.°s -.•.'
Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11 . . .6620 feet. . . Aug. 26 ip".e Marriage.

Lady of Chance, A Norma Shearer Nov. 2 7126 feet Jan. 26

K^CaTano^^The Will CaT
8"*9*" April 14 .... 7045 feet ...

.
June 2 ,

{ ^ ^ T Shearer-Warner-Hackett

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct 5575 feet ...Dec 1 *t§White Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams

Morgan's Lasl Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan. immrTnur .unDTC
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4.. . .7652 feet. . ..Aug. 11 MOVIE I ONt 3HUK1S
Napoleon Special Cast Oct Title Star ReL Date Length Reviewed
tSOur Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept 8 7652 feet Oct 13 „ , _ . , _„„. n„ •

-- 7900 io„. Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec 1

cmj „, Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels

5448 feet.
•.•.:•'.".'" Friendship Robert Ed eson ...2reels

7453 feet Nov 17 Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct a
.CodV^r'ilTgir.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.TanT

.".'.'.'.'5596
feet.'.'.'.'.. ..'... George Dewey Washington Songs Oct. 27

com foot George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
---*"-—3- ..Songs and Dances 2 reels

Faisy, The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10
Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21

.

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo-ralne Oct. 26.

•tShow People Davles-Haines Oct 9
Single Man, A
Skirts Cha'plln-Balfour May 12
Telling the World Haines-Page June 30.

•tTrail ol '98, The Del Rio-Forbes
Under The alack Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24
West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24.

•tWhilethe City Sleeps Chaney-Page Sept 15.

•t! White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7.

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Pringle Jan. 28.

•tWind, The Glsh-Hanson Nov. 23.

•tWoman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo
Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24

.

7184 feet.

.11100 feet..

.5901 feet.

.6150 feet.

.7231 feet.

..7968 feet.

.5011 feet.

. .6721 feet.

July 21

Mar. 2-

..May 19

..Jan. 5
Oct 27

..Aug. 18

.2 reels.

Nov. 17

Nov. 3
4435 feet Leo Beers

Locust Sisters,

SHORT SUBJECTS
ritle • Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Afiican Adventure, An UfaOddities Aug. 27 1 reel

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16 1 reel

* M earn synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Meant voice (tncladinf it alogae and incidental songs).

Gus Edwards' Song Revue
Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17.

Marlon Harris Songs Oct 20

Marlon Harris Songs Sept 29.

Jlmtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10..

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3

Johnny Marvin ..Songs Sept 29

Joseph Regan Oct 13

Joseph Regan Nov. 3

Songs and Whistling

Songs Oct 6

Man Higher Up, The Bosworlh-Edeson 2 reels—
Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13

M-G-IVi Movietone Revue Nov. 3

M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13

Odette Myrtle Songs Oct. 20

A. T. after title means All Talkie.



Motion Picture News

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Phipos Sherman-Frandsco-Chadwlek 2 raal* Dec 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct. 20

Ponce Sisters Songa Nov. 10

Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" 2 reels Dec. 1

Van and Schenck Songs Seat 29 Oct II

Van and Schenck Songs Oct 27

Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10

Walt Roesner and Capltollans Jazz Band Oct 6

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t{Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan. 5 .10471 feej

Avalanche. The Holl-Hlll Nov. 10 6099 leet

•{Beggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks SepL15. . . .7560 feet

Big Killing The Beery-Hatton Mav 19. .. 5930 feet

Case of Lena Smith. The Esther Ralston Jan. 19 . .7229 feet

•Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Con;pson-Baclanova . . Oct. 20 . 7202 feet

Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent May 26 7866 feet

Easy Come. Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21 5364 feet

.

•Fleets In, The Bow-Hali Oct 13 ... 6918 feel

Flfty-Flfty Girl, The Daniels-Hall May 12. . .
6402 leet

First Kiss. The Wray-Cooper Aug. 26 6134 feet

Fools for Luck Flelds-Conklin May 7 5852 feet

Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. II— 7640 feet

HalfaBrlde Ralston-Arlen June 16 . 6238feet

His Private Life Meniou-Carver 4690 feet

His Tiger Lady Menjou-Brent June 9. . . 5038 feet

nHomecomlng, The Parlo-Hanson 8100 feet

Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14... 6528 feet

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18 . . 6039 feet

Kit Carson Thomson-Lane 7464 feet

Reviewed

..Jan. 12

. . SepL 28

. July 7

Jan. 19
. Sept. 22
...June S

. .May 15

. Sept. 1

May 26

Aug. 25

. . June 23
. Aug. 11

Nov. 17
June 2

Nov. 24
July 28
Aug. 18

Ladies of the Mob
Legion of the Condemned
•tLoves of an Actress

Loves of an Actress

Magnificent Flirt. The..

Bow-Arlen June 30 . 6792 feet

Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 7415 feet

Negrl-Asther Aug. 18 .. 7159 feet

Negrl-Asther Aug. 18. .. .7159 feet

. Florence Vldor June 2. . . . 4998 leet

Mar. 24

t {Manhattan Cocktail Arien-Carroll. 6051 feet

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou Jan. 2.

Matrng Call. The Melqhan-Brent-Adoree July 21

Model from Montmartre Naldl-Petrovitch Sept. 22

•Moran of the Marines Dlx-Elder Oct 27.

.

Night of Mystery, A Menjou-Brent. April 7 .

.

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3 .

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17.

.

•Patriot. The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1 .

Racket, The Meighan-Prevost June 30

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10

•Sawdust Paradise, The Ralston-Howes Aug 25 .

•t{Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12..

Shopworn Angel. The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12..

"({Sins of the Fathers Emil Jannings Dec. 29 .

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec 1 .

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7 .

Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26.

.

Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21 .

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20 .

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14.

.

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec.

Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23
r^ty Rogers-Brian Sept 29 .

•Warming Up Dix-Brian Aug. 4 .

Water Hole. The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25..

•Wedding March, The Von Strohelm-Wray Oct 8 .

What a Night Daniels-Hamlllon Dec 22 .

Wings Bow-Rogers Sept
•t {Wolt of Wall Street, The (A. T.) . . Bancroft-Baclanova-Lukas Feb. 16

Wolf of Wall Street, The Bancroft Jan. 26 .

Woman From Moscow. The Negrl-Kerry

. June 30

Jan. 12
Jan. 26

..Oct 13

!Nov. 3
April 21

5506 feet.

6325 feet.

5941 feet

.5444 feet

5741 feet

7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

6600 feet

.9819 feet

7646 feet

.6331 feet

. 5928 feet

7373 feet

.7112 feet..

.7761 feet

.6323 feet .

4792 feet

.7960 feet

6218 feet .

6763 feet

6514 feet

.7029 feet..

.5962 feet

.5834 feet

5802 feet .

6509 feel

.6319 feet

.10400 feet

.5476 feet.

12 reels

6810 feet

.6938 feet.

May
Aug. 18
July 14

Mar. 31

Sept. 1

Jan. 5

SHORT
Star

SUBJECTS
Rel.Title

Alice In Movleland ... Novelty June23.
Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2.

Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18.

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kal Cartoon Oct 22

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24.

Call Again E. E. Horton Oct 20.

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13.

Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4

.

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27

•Dizzy Diver. The 'Christie)

Fiic f? V "il ii **

Footlight Fannie (Christie)...

Footloose Wimmen 'Christie)

Gobs ol Love 'Christie)

Happy Heels (Christie)

Billy Dooley Aug. 18
Novelty July 21

.Frances Lee Feb.

Date Length

.2 reels.

2 reels. .

.

. 1 reel .

.

1 reel . .

.

2 reels.

2 reels...

1 reel

.1 reel .

.

. 2 reels .

2 reels.

.

.2 reels.

.

2 reels .

.

. Feb. 2
Dec 8
May 26
April 14

..June 2

. Sept. 29

..Oct 27

..April 28

..Dec 15
Sept 29

..Nov. 3

July 21

. Sept 8

..Oct 20
. Jan. 6

Auq. 26
-

27
Feb. 2

..Dec 1

Nov. 10

Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Date Length

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie! Bobby Vernon Sept 22 2 reels .

Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 18. .. .1 reel . .

.

•Stop Kidding Bobbv Vernon Aug. 11 2 reels .

.

Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept 8 .... 2 reels . .

.

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton Sept IS 2 reels. ..

Walls Tell Tales Madge Kennedy Aug. 4. . . 2 reels. .

.

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12 2 reels. .

.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers 12103 feet April 28

•(Behind the German Lines Special Cast 8254 feet Dec 8
Betrayal. The Jannlngs-Ralston-Cooper
Black Eagles George Bancroft
•f&Burlesque James Barton
•'{Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Taylor-Brian 7171 feel Feb. 2
•Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vidor
•({Close Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll

•({Cocoanuts Four Marx Brothers
*) {Concert, The (A. T.) .Emil Jannings
•({Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell

•t {Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton
•tlDummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton
•tFour Feathers Wray-Arl en-Beery
•t{Genlus IsBorn. A (A. T.) A. P. Heggle
*f {Gentlemen of the Press Walter Huston
•t {Hall an Hour Ruth Chatterton

Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Cooper
•tJHole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder
•t{lnnocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier
•{{nterference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twenty-One Rogers-Brian
•tjLetter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggle-Owen
•tLooDlng the Loop Werner Kraus
*t{Man [Love. The (A. T.) Arien-Brian

•tjNIght Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•t{Nothing But the Truth (A. T.).. . .Richard Dix
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton
*t§Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9 ... .7643 feet .. Feb. 2
Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9 . . . . 7402 leet Dec 1

Sins of the Fathers Jannings-Chatterton Dec 29
•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
*t{TNT Harold Lloyd

*t § Wild Party Clara Bow
•t{Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclanova-Brook-Hamllton

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bird In the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.) Lois Wilson Feb. 23... 2reels Feb. 2
Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Vivien (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
False Alarm Fire Company, The Smith-Dale 1 reel Feb. 2
Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels Feb. 2
If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.). Colored Cast Mar. 9 2 reels Feb. 2
Music Ha'h Charms (Chrls'le) Colored Cast

One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Christie—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23 2 reels

{Pusher in the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels

Ruth Etting Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1 2 reels

That Party In Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels

Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2
When Caesar Ran a Newspaper

(Christie—A. T.) Hatlon-Hardy-Lorralne Feb. 9 2 reels

PATHE
FEATURES

Date

2...

18

Bobby Vernon 2 reels

Billy Dooley Dec 15
Billy Dooley Jan. 19

His Angel Child Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. 16

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobbv Vernon June 2 .

Home Girl. The Gllmore-Kruger Dec. 1 .

.

•Hot Scotch 'Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25 .

Hot Sparks 'Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3 .

Ko-Ko'a Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept 8

Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23

Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25 .

Ko-K ( Kleans Up Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22 .

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7.

.

Ko-Ko's Chase Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 11 .

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon Oct 20 .

Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 6 .

Ley on, MacDufl (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17..

Loose Change Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 6

News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 5 .

Oft the Deck Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23 .

Oriental Hugs 'Christie) Billy Dnoley Sept. 29..

Papa Spank 'Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2..

Patent Medicine Kid. The Krazy Kat Cartoon ... June 2 .

Phantom Mall, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept. 29 .

Picture My Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee ... Oct 13 .

Prancing Prune Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30..

Say Uncle Christie) Jack Duffy June 9

Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30
Sea Food Christie) Billy Dooley July 14 .

.

Sea Sword Krary Kat Cartoon Sept 1..

She-Going Sailor. A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10 .

Show Vote .Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 15 .

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec 22 .

Slick Slickers Christlel Neal Burns July 7 .

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlrnmle Adams June 18.

.

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant touni effects.

Title Star Rel.

*t{Annapolls Lotf-Brown Dec
Annapolis Loft-Brown Nov.
Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29 .

Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept 2 .

Blue Danube, The Leatrlce Joy Mar. 12 .

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec 23 .

.2 reels Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25
2 reels Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept 30 .

.2 reels *t{Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18.

.

2 reels Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct 14.

.

2 reels Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7..
2 reels Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 5 .

2 reels Cop. The William Boyd Aug. 19

1 reel Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept. 16

1 reel ... Oct 1 3 Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24
1 reel Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24

1 reel Flying Buckaroo. The Wally Wales Nov. 25
1 reel t{Flylng Fool. The William Boyd Feb. 10
1 reel Forbidden Love . Llll Damlta Oct. 28

.1 reel Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17.

1 reel Geraldine .Quillan-Nlxon Jan. 16

1 reel Grandma's Boy (re-issue) Harold Lloyd Dec.
2 reels Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rncque Mav 14

. 2 reels *t{King of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept. 30
1 reel Law's Lash, The . Klondike mnq) May 20

2reels *t{Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 24
. 2 reels Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 3
2reels Let 'Er Go Gallagher Junior Coghlan Jon. 15 5888feet
.2reels Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Sent 16 5737feet
1 reel Man-Male Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept 9 5762 feet

.1 reel «t {Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 5 .. 5490 foot

2 reels Marhe the Killer Klondike idogi Mar. 4. .. .4600 feet

2 reels Midnlqht Madness Jacqueline Logan . Mar. 26. .. .6559 feet

1 reel *fNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12
2reels Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Doc. 2 6070 feel

2reels • ({Noisy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27
2 reels Power Boyd-Logan Sept. 23 6092 feet

. 1 reel Red Mark, The von Seyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 26 7937 leet

2reels Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug. 5. 4520feet
.1 reel **{Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4

2reels *t {Shady Lady. The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20 61 32 feet

2rools.. Ship Comes In, A... Rudolph Schlldkraut .... June 4 690?feet
2 reels '({Show Folks Qulllan-Basquetlo-Armstrong Dec 16 6466 feel

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental songt). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

ReviewedLength

7957 leet

7008 feet

4293 feet Mcr. 31

5722 leet . Sept 18

6589 feet May 28
4598 feet

4550 feet ...Mar. 31
.4846 feet

6124 feet ...Dec 29
6312 feet

6145 feet

91 45 feet

7054 feet

6670 feel

Dec 30
Sept 8

Dec 18

... 4476 feel June 23

6670 feet

...6787 feet Jan. 19

....6958 feet.. Dec 22
4750 feel

7056 'eel Aug. 4

... 10,196feet April 29'27

4683 feet Mar SI

. 6898 feet . Jan. 26

Sept. 22

Mar. 3

Sept. IB
Sept. 8

Mar. 17

Jan. 12
Jaa 20
June z3

Dec IS



February 9 , 19 2 9 451

Itle

Sin Town
Skyscraper
•tfSpleler, The
Spieler, The ..

•t}Square Shoulders

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

.Allen-Fair Jan. 20
William Boyd April 9. . . .7040 feet.

Hale-Adoree Dee.
.Hale-Adoree Dec. 30 5816 feet.

Junior Coghlan Feb. 10.

April 14

Oct 20

Reviewed

..June I

Tenth Ave Haver-Varconl-Schlldkrant Aug. 5...

Valley of Hunted Men. The Buffalo Bill, Jr Feb 19 .

.

Walking Back Sue Carol May 21 .

Yellow Contraband Leo Malonoy Oct 28 .

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel Date

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" SepL 9..

.

Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8 ..

Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15. .

.

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct 14...
Bath Time Sportlight June 24

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct. 21. .

.

Burglar, The Jacksort-Hlatt-McKee Dee. 9. .

.

Bunker Battlers Sportlight July 22 .

.

Camping Out Donald Haines
Campus Carmen, The Sennett Girls SepL 23 .

.

Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25. ..

Canned Thrills Sportlight Aug. 19...

Catallna Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21 .

.

Caught In e Taxi Jack Cooper June 9...

Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables"

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan Sept 9...

Chicken. The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 26. .

Circus Time Donald Haines
City Slickers "Aesop rabies" July 1 . .

.

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23 . .

.

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6...

Covering Ground Sportlight Sept. 16...

Cross Countr, Run, A "Aeaop Fables" Aug. 19 ..

Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct 7...
Day Off, A "Aesop Fables"
Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct 28. .

.

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct 1 ...

Defensive Une, The Football Sense Oct 21 . .

.

•tDlnner Time "Aesop Fable"
Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 18 . .

.

Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14. .

.

Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22 .

.

Fair Affair, A Sportllqht July 8 ..

Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct 14...

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables"
Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3.

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables"
Getting Together Sportlight Oct 28

Girl From Nowhere, The Sennett Girls Aug. 5

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct 28

6370 feet

4520 feet ...Mar. 3

5035 feet . Sept 22
5937 fee' . Oct. 2

Gridiron Cocktail, A.
High Seas
His New Stenographer . .

.

His Unlucky Night
Hubby's Latest Alibi

Hubby's Week-End Trip

.

Huntsman, The
In the Bag.

Sportlight Sept. 30 ..

"Aesop Fables" Sept 23 .

.

Billy Bevan Dec. 30. .

.

Bevan-Dent Aug. 12. .

.

Billy Bevan Nov. 4...

Bevan-Dent Dec 2...
"Aesop Fables" July 8. .

.

."Aesop Fables" Aug. 26. ..

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11...

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 6. .

.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8...

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables"
Llmberlegs Sportlight June 10...

*t§Lincoln /Special reel) George Billings. Feb. 10 .

.

Mall Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec. 22. .

.

Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fables" ..Sept 30 .

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct 14...

Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept 30. .

.

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16

Mouse's Bride, The "Aesop Fables" June 24. .

.

Muscle Marvels Sportlight Oct 14. .

.

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 16. .

.

No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7. .

.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18. .

.

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25. .

.

Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5. .

.

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" Julv 29 . .

.

Players at Play Spotlight

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18. .

.

Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" JunelO...
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller

Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21 . .

.

Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 19. .

.

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables"
Soldier Man Harry Langdon Sept 30. .

.

South Sea Sagas Sportlight Sept. 22. ..

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables"
. t< Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"

Static "Aesop Fables" Sept 2...
Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" Seot 16. .

.

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12. .

.

Supple Sex. The Sportlight Aug. 5. .

.

Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables"
Targets Sportlight Nov. 25.

.

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23...

Taxi for Two Jack Cooper Sept 2. .

.

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper Oct 28 .

Terrible People The (Serial) Ray-Miller Aug. 5 .

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23 . .

.

White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables"
•t§Winning Patterns Sportlight

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables"
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3 . .

.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

•t {Getaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31

•tGodless Girl, The Basquetle-Prevost
Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17. . .

.

•tjHIgh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale
•f{Listen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17. . .

.

•tJMissing Man, The Lee Patrick

•tJOffice Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3. .

.

Length Reviewed

.1 reel Septl
1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Oct 6

1 reel June 23
1 reel Oct 27

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels Dec. 22
2 reels Sept 15

.2 reels Nov. 24

.1 reel Aug. 11

.2 reels

2 reels

. 1 reel Dec 1

2reels
2 reels

.2 reels Feb. 2
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Jan. S
1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel Oct 6

.1 reel Dec 1

1 reel Oct 27

1 reel Sept. 29

.1 reel Oct 20
.1 reel

2 reels Sept 8
10 episodes. Oct. 6

. 1 reel

1 reel SepL 8
.1 reel Oct 27

.1 reel Dec 8
.1 reel June 9

1 reel Dec. 15
. 1 reel Oct 20

2 reels Mar. 24
1 reel Oct 27

. 1 reel

.1 reel Sept 22

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Dec 8

.1 reel July 14

. 1 reel

2reels Nov. 3

.1 reel Jan. 12

.1 reel Jan. 5

.1 reel Nov. 17
.1 reel June 2
1 reel Feb. 2

2 reels

1 reel

.1 reel Oct 27
2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

.1 reel June 30
1 reel Oct 13
2 reels

2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 1

. 1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 4

. 1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel Nov. 10

.1 reel

.10 episodes

2 reels Oct 13
2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 19
.3 reels

.1 reel

1 reel Dec 8
.1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel

1 reel Sept. 1

.1 reel Jan. 26

.1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Oct 27
10 episodes

10 episodes
1 reel Jan. 12

. 1 reel

. 1 reel Feb. 2

.10 episodes

Length Reviewed

10720 feet .'. Sept 1

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Grav«s Sept. 5

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15. ..

Golden Shackles Bonner-Withers Mar. 15

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landis June 22...

Length

5700 feet.

5600 feet.

5600 fee!.

5700 feet.

RAYART (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlows May 6089 feet

.

City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer Sept 15 5937 feet

Danger Patrol, The Russell-Falre April 6076 feet.

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June 4533 feet

Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 15 5683 feet

Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April 5976 feet.

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl 6800 feet .

.

Llghtnin' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt May 4797 feet .

Man From Headquarters, The Roberts-Keefe Aug. 1 5946 feet.

Midnight Adventure, A Murphy-Landls May 5262 feet..

My Home Town Brockwell-Glass Mar 6608 feet.

.

Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July 4538 feet.

Phantom of the Turf , The H. Costello-Lease Mar 5905 feet.

Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart Oct 1 . . . .6650 feet

Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead . . Dec 5991 feet

Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April 4627 feet

Trallin' Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar. 4308 feet

Coming Attractions
Star Length Reviewed

June I

Title

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankln
Shanghai Bound Irene Rich

*t§ Should a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards

.

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel.

Overture of 1812 (Tschalkowsky) Filmtone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawalians.

Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

Date Length Reviewed

TI»Je

Marry the Girl .

.

Million For Love,

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
Star Rel. Date)

Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1

Dunn-Howes April 15

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES
Star Dlst'r Rel. Date

Oct 15 .

Aug. 15.

Length Reviewed

5300 feet... Mar. 10
5400 feet

Length Reviewed

5256 feet... April 21

* Means tynchromzei score, f Meant tovmd effects. § Means voice (including di alogue and incidental songs),

Title

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Pict

Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield..

Age of Lust. The Emll Jannings . L.T. Rogers.

.

Air Mall Pilot, The Mehaftey-Metcalfe. . . Hi-Mark 5000 feet

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern.. . .Aug. 15 .7545 feet

Arizona Days Bob Custer Syndicate Sept 15. .4345 feet

Autumn Love.. Lya de Puttl Aff. European .. Sept ..6 reels

•tBig Hop. The Jones-Ralston-Hearn. B. Jones Coro.. Aug. 7000 feet Oct. 8
Black Butterflies Relston-Busch-Frazer. Quality Dlst. . Sept 1. 6261 feet

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules
City Without Jews, The Soecial Cast Avwon Sept 1 6000 feet

Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern June 1.. 5460 feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Aria 5700 feet

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet
End of St. Petersburg. The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet— June 18

Fangs of Justice Sllverstreak-Walker . . . Bischoff : 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannings LT. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance..'. Raquel Meller Aff. European. Sept .6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veidt Aywon Sept .6500 feet

Hearts of Men Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet . . Sept. 15

Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 5712 feet ,

House of Shame Falre-Hale Chesterfield.. Sept 1. 5300 feet Sept 15
Jealousy . Lya de Puttl Brill Sept 1 5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff. European Sept. . .6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vilma Banky Aywon Seot ..6000 feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding. .Russian Cast Amkino 7500 feet

Life's Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June 16

Llgms of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet

Little Wild Girl. The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dlst_. Nov. 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezia Borgia Conrad Veldt Universal 7200 feet Jan. 12

Mother of Mine Special Cast Zakoro Oct . .7200 feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feel

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 feet. . SepL 15

Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July .5200 feet

On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate Oct 15 4657 feet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative
Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . Aft. European. .Sept . 6 reels

President, The Mosjoukine-Vernon.. . .E. L. Klein 8100 feet. . . Jan. 26
Prlmanerllebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet Mar. 24
Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. .6200 feet

Q Ships Special Cast 6000feet

Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Plct 5900 feet

Racing Through Mae Marsh Aff. European. .Sept . 7 reels

Reilly of the Rainbow Division. Hali-Garon Crescent 6040 feet

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality Dlst.. Oct 6100 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules
Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Plct Oct
Sealed Lies Swedish Cast . . Colwyn 600Ofeet
Shanghai Document Russian Cast Oct 13— 5000 feet

Shadows of the Night Hercules
Shooting Stars English Cast Artlee Aorll .. 5800 feet .. April 28

Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield.. . Aug. 1. 4890 feet

Silent Trail, The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15 4315 feet

Slmba Jungle Film Capitol Plct 8000 feet ... Feb. 4
Sky Rider. The Champion-Hughes. ...Chesterfield. ..June 15. .4900 feet

Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

Station Master, The Ivan Mosklne Amkino June 16 7200 feet

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern. .. May 1 6603 feet

Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern... April 1 6680 feet Aug. 5 "27

Ten Days That Shook the World. Russian Cast Amkino Nov. 2 7815 feet— Nov. 24

Thee Comrades and One Inven-
tion Russian Cast Oct 13 6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 5917 feet

Two Brothers Conrad Veldt Ufa Eastern.. . July 1 6300 feet

Untamed Justice Faire-Glass-Biltmore. 57700 feet

U-Boat 9 Foreign Cast Jofa Prod 6500 feet

i est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feet

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 feet

A. T. after title means All Talkie.



45J Motion Picture News

Title Stir Olst'r Ret. Date Length

Woman Tempted The Compten-Ward Aywnn Sept 6500feet
Yellow Pass. The Russian Cast Amkino Dec. 8 . 600 feet

Youth Astray Johnson-Maftonl Ameranglo 6000 lost

SHORT
Title Star

Fare Enough Poodles Hannoford
Mysterious Airman. The
Fatal Warning. The (Serial) H. Costello-GravM
Nothing to Live For Al Joy Cranfleld Clarke 2 reels

She Said No Benturpin . Artclass 2reels
Sophomore. The G. O'Neill-L. Graydon Hi-Mark
Spookey Money Al Joy Oranfteld-Clarke 2 reels

Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels

Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The
I
Serial). . Specia Cast Mascot Plot Oct. 15 10 episodes

Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Pict.. Aug. 1 10 episodes.
Who'sWho AUoy CranOeld-Clarke 2reels
You Can't Win i Serial) Weiss Bros 10 episodes

Rwtnrtd

SUBJECTS
Dlst'r Rel. Date Length

Artclass 2reels .

.

Weiss Bros 10 episodes.
Mascot Pict. 1 episodes

.

Reviewed

Oct. 13

Sept. IB

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Dist'r Rel. Oate Length Review

Bachelor Club. The Talmadge-Worth General Plot !l!*l1 '!!l
CirCU8 ?"

m»'„PirI..-.-» w
Bnn,i.„i,. Sneclal Cast Ufa-Eastern Home James__ La Plante-Delaney SentBondage Special Cast
Buying a Wife Special Cast

Title Star Rel. Date Length Revlewe

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wella Dec. IB 4179 feet

Body Punch, The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28 . 4786 feet

Buck Privates De Puttl-McGregor June 3 . 6171 feet Feb. 4
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10 .. 6202 leet

Clearing the Trail Glhson-Gulllver Oct 7 .. 5311 feet

Cloud Dodger, The Al Wilson Sept. 30 ... 4322 feet

Count of Ten, The Ray-Ralston June 17 . .6279 feet Sept. IS
Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec. 16 4179 feet

Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. . .6357 feet . Dec. 22
Flyln' Cowboy, The ... Glbson-Hasbrouck July 1 . 5109 feet

Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept. 23 . 7828 feet . June 30
Four Footed Ranger, The Dynamite (doq) .Mar. 25 . . .4426feet
Freedom of the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28 6474 feel Oct 20
Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9. . . .5597 feet

•tiGlrf on the Barge, The Hersholt-O'Noll-McGregor Feb. 24
Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 3 6908 feet .

.

•t§Glve and Toko Sldney-Hersholt Dec 23... 6552 feet.

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29. . . 5645 feet

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29 4194 feet

Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe. . Sept 30 . 6599 feet

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27 ...4596 feet.

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrln Sept 16 4868 feet

Harvest of Hate, The Re* (horse)-Perrln April 14 4719 feet.

2. ...5606 feet

2.... 6307 feet

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec 30 . . 6057 feet

Dec 29
SepL 22

. AH. European 7 reels .

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake... . Chesterfield
Hoofbeas of Vengeance Rex (horse)-Perrin June lb

•t.Chopin's Passion Robertson-Brinkley . Powers Cinephone U°.li !!<•- '-'•-•' .

.

Tryon-Mlller .

.

May 13

Dancer of His Majesty, The. . Special Cast Amkino 7000 feet
Hound ot Silver Creek. Dynamite (dog) May 20

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana. .Aft. European
Escaped from Kell Muriat Esterhazy Aff. Eurupean 8 reels

Exodus to the New World. The. . Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

{Great Power. The Special Cast Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European 6 reels

Guilty
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels

j ree |s
How to Handle Women Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14

Jazz Mad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11

.

•t§Kld's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17
King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6
Lariat Kid, The Hoot Gibson June 23

•t§Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 8
tSLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20

5874 feet

.4095 feet .

5591 feet

..6832 feet..

Sept. 19

July' 14

Fritsch-Vernon!
'.

'.'.'.'.. Ufa-Eastern .

.' L? v
f
Mc *n

'}
,h<

!
World is Min6 Ph

i
l ''.i

,

n-,
Kerry Mar-

Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3

Just bTBroadwaT Kei't'hlc'nri'sW
'fMan Who Laughs. The Veldt-Phllbln Nov. 4

'r.i'l'}:^".^.^:; • •
•

*tMan. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13
*t§Melody of Love (A.T.) Pidgeon-Harrls-Wlnton Dec 2
Michigan Kid, The Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21

Night Bird, The • Reginald Denny Sept 16

/^nkhSrrT."::: "imKii.::: One Rainy Night .. Laura LaPlante Dec 9

Chesterfield £
han om * nae

.

r8
M £,

od£Th°Tnn
i
une J

Amkino 6500feet
Phyllis of the Follies M.Moore-A.Day Nov. 25

Aff European Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4
Prira nf f

Little Colonel. The Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss. Aff. European 3 reels

Mllak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern
Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European Treels
Poet and Czar Soecial Cast . . .

South of Panama Carmelita Geraghty
Two Days Special Cast
Unholy Love Wegener-Potrovitch
Verdun Special Cast
Vera Miezewa (tentative) . . . Derussa Aff. European 7 reels

Water. The M.Chekhov Amkino 7000 feet

When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

.5509 feet

...6142 feet.. ..Oct. 6
...6813 feet.. Feb. 11

412tlfeet .

.10185 feet May 12

... 6674 feet . Nov. 10
...6733 feet.. Oct 27

6030 feet . . July 7
... 6670 feet..

5907 feet.

Richmount.

Title

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

Albany Night Boat . Olive Borden July 20 .

.

Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15 .

.

Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1 .

.

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20
"tSCavaller. The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1...
Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pldgeon May 1 .

.

Oevll's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. IB...
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15
Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr Nov. 10. .

.

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20 .

.

'SGherto, The George Jessel Feb. 1...
Grain ot Dust, The Cortez-Windsor-Bennert July 10
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10 .

.

Oun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20...
bouse of Scandal Sebastlan-O'Malley April 1 ...

olesof the Nightclub Cortez-Leonard May 15
Lingerie White-McGregor July 1 ..

•tlLuckyBoy Jessel-Quimby Jan. 10
Man In Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1

Price of Fear. The Cody-Thompson Oct. 28
Put 'Em Up Fred Humes Mar. 11

Ouick Triggers Fred Humes Julv 15
*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27.

Red Lips Nixon- Rogers Dec 2

Hiding for Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19

*t§Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3

Shield ot Honor, The Lewls-Guillver-Hamllton Feb. 19

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20
Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11

Surrender Phllbln-Mosklne Mar. 4
™, ,neI

Thanks For Buggy Ride U Plante-Tryon April 1

cicTi Thirteenth Juror. The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13
<"3''«<" Thunder Riders, The Ted Wells April 8

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18
Two Outlaws. The. . Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18
•f5Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Sept 2

liiiv . We Americans Sldney-Mlller-Lewls May 6
Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrln Feb. 10

4230 feet

.4200 feet.

4472 feet.

6288 feet.

6957 feet

5424 feet

Length Reviewed

6775 feet

5209 feet

Oct 27

. .6172 leet .

5809 feet .

.

. Dec 33

. 4364 feet

5389 feet .

.... 8249 feet .

...6179 feet .

. 5598 feet .

. 4353 feet..

April 28
Mar. 10

. Feb. 4

Dec B

... .5495 feet..

. 4616 feet.

.10600 feet .

.9151 feet .

Nov. IB
..April 7

5477 feet

6126 feet

5334 feet

5516 feet..

5297 feet.

6553 feef

.

5676 feet
8500 feet

5967 feet

.7786 feet

Wild West Show, The.
Wolves of the City....

Won In the Clouds

Jan. 12

Oct 20

. Glbson-Gulllver May 20
Dec 2

.

.Al Wilson April 22.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor Dec
Ambuscade. The Fred Gilman June
And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18
Bookworm Hero Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 17•.iM~n.. __j km » b_. nil i

— DuuKwurni nt,ru low s-uuu vei-rn i uus uwi. I

•ISMolly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn Bnunriarv Rattle. The Fdmnnrt Cohh Nov 1
. . nhtv rwhix. Th« w»,n «.«™..i,o,n n-. in eoTi i„„.

oounoary Battle, i ne tamuna tnnu nov. i

. ghty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct 10
v et of Silence, Tne Belle Bonnet Oct 20

Prowlers of the Sej Cortez-Myers June 30

Broke Out Young-La Salle

Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog
Aug. t

June 27

.5271 feet

5554 feet

5,60 (eet Buster Trims Up. . . .

.' Trlmble-Hardwlck and Don". . . Oct. 17

«,",B^
w
:aJ£?

Dorothy Sobastlan Jan. 1 Busting Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog. . . . Aug. 15
•tsReputatlon_ Keane-Standing ... Bull-onev Oswald Cartnon Nov. 28

arlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo April 15
Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon . Nov. 28
Calford In the Movies Lewls-Culliver-Philllps Oct. 1

5

.6102 feet ..

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20 Calrord on Horseback Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 10 2 reels
Gribbon-Stone .. Feb. 1... Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Sept.17 2 reels

1 . . . .5735 feet

5652 feet

7256 feet ... Oct 20

Date Length Reviewed

5... 2 reels Nov. 17
6 2 reels May 19

2 reels

2 reels Sept 1

2 reels

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels

2 reels May 26
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept 29
2 reels Oct. 6

Dec 1

Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor June
Their Hour Harron-Sebastlan Mar. 1

•tSTollers. The Ralston-Falrbanks. Jr Oct 1

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10

Title

Gold

SHORT
Star

SUBJECTS
Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Card of Destiny, The Fred Gilman July 14.

Cash Customers Young-La Salle Julv 11,

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec 1

.

Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22.

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake Oct 8
Cross Country Bunion Race, The. . . Sid Saylor Nov. 7.

.

Color Classlo 1 reel
Crushed Hats Sid Saylor

"tSHawallan Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15. ... 1 reel
•tiJapanese Carnival, A Color Svmphony Jan. 1 . 1 reel .

•tSlna Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1....1 reel Nov. '.17
•tjlna Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15 1 reel
MLove Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel .

.

Maude Muller Color Classic 1 reel
No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Death s Head Bob Curwood

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel
Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Slevenson

Jan. 30
Danger Trail. The Newton House Sept. 1

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrin June 2

Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2.

Daring Chances Jack Hoxle Dec 15.

Dead Game Art Accord Oct 7 ,

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 26
Dec 8

Feb. 3

Tom. Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

•tiToy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1 1 reel

East Side 2 reels

.

Fantasle Laemmle Novelty 1 reel

2 reels June 16

2 reels

2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24
.2 reels

2 reels

2reels., Oct 13

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels. .... .May 6

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec 15

10 episodes

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Groadway Fever Sally O'Nell
Family Row, The Windsor-Gray
Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20
Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern . Mar. 10
Miracle. The Southern-Pldgeon
Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn
New Orleans Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1
Queen of Burlesque Belle Bennett

Rel. Dste Length Reviewed

Title

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T.Moore Sept 9 6243 feet
Arizona Cyclone, The Fred Humes May 8. . . .4076 feet

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant sound' effect*.

Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24.
Fiery Fireman, The Oswald Cartoon Oct 15

Fighting Fo'ester The Edmund Cobb Oct 20
Fighting for Victory Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 12
Fighting Kid, The Newton House June 9

Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29
Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8.

Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21.

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19
Fox Chase. The Oswald Cartoon June 25
Full House, A Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll...June 13

Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5

.

Galloping Ace, The Jack Hoxle Sept. 22
Gauge of Battle. The Fred Gilman April 21

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20.
Handicapped Laemmle Novelty SepL 24.

Have Patience Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Feb. 6

•tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4

Her Haunted Herltaqe Ben Hall Julv 2
High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6.

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title

Feb. 2

Reviewed

2 reels.

1 reel

1 reel

. 2 reels

. 2 reels Oct. 27
. . .2 reels ... May 19

. . .2 reels

. . .2 reels

.2 reels Oct 20

... 1 reel Oct 27

.1 reel May 28
. . 2 reels. . . May 19

...1 reel Oct 20

. 2 reels

. 2 reels . Mar. 24
. .2 reels May 19
. . 1 reel Nov. 24
. . 2 reels

... 1 reel

...1 reel June 1
1 reel

All Talkie.
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Title Star Rel. Date

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake. Sept. In .

'Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7. .

.

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7—
Horse Tall, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10...
Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20 .

.

Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27 .

.

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29
In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23 .

Iron Coda The Jack Perrln June 30. .

.

Junior Year, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept 3 .

.

Just Wait Young-La Salle Sept. 26 .

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Oct 1...
King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13

Knockout Buster Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Mar. 6 . .

.

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor. Oct. 10
McGinis vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Aug. 8 .

.

Men In the Row (re-Issue) .Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

.

Mississippi Mud ... Oswald Cartoon Sept. 17 .

Mystery Rider, The I Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26 .

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6 .

Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 31 .

Newlyweds' Excuse. Snookums, Hardwick and Dog. .May 15.

.

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2.

.

Newlywy is' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll June 4 .

Newlyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan Sept 5 .

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23 .

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17.

.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20.

.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The ... . Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28

.

Newlyweds' Need Help, The. Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26:.
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Foan Oct 3
Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20
Out At Home Trimbie-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9 .

.

Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips OcL 29
Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct 1 .

.

Poor Papa .. Oswald Cartoon June 11
Private Business Sid Saylor April 24 .

Prodiqal Pup, The Canine Cast
Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 1 1 .

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12 .

Ranger Patrol. The Fred GHman Aug. 11

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9 .

Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1 .

.

Reel Life Long-Adams-Lay man- McPhalll July 4 .

Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7 .

Riders of the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept. 15
flocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12.

.

Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct 6.

.

Ropin' Romance Newton House. Aug. 4 .

Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 12 .

Ruse. The Jack Perrin Aug. 25 .

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2 .

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16 .

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27..
Scarlet Arrow. The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3 .

Secret Oullav, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10
Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27 .

.

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14 .

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13 .

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22. .

.

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24...
tSIck Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18. .

.

Sky Scrappers... Oswald Cartoon Sept 3..

.

Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31...
Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23...
South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26 .

.

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept 8
Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Jan. 7. .

.

Speed Sheik, The Arthur Lake June 18
•tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon
Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec. 5
Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13...
Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9 .

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12 .

Teacher's Pest Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14...
Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler Sept. 29
There's a Will C. Klng-C. Dnherty Dec. 21 .

.

This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10
Tige'sGIrl Friend Trlmble-Hardwick and Den April 3...
Tracked Down Art Acord Jan. 5. .

.

Trackless Trolley. The Ben Hall July 30 .

.

Tr.cky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4 ...

Valiant Rider. The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23 .

Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Dec 12...
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty OcL 22 .

.

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28...
Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6

Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips Jan. 21 . .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3 ..

Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17...
Vankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 . .

.

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date

*t§Bargain in the Kremlin, The (A-T.)Joseph Schildkraut

*t§Barnum Was Righc
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson May 19...

Born to the Saddle Ted Wells

•tlBraggart, The Jean Hersholt

Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante
*t§Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
"tjCharlatan, The Special Cast

•tfClear the Deck Reginald Denny Mar. 24—
*t»Climax. The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
*t§Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

tjCity, The Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain Mar. 17. ..

*t§Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips

*t|Come Across Special Cast May 5 .

.

Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Moskine
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosiuklne

*t {Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16. ..

Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert

*t{Drake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Philbin

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody
Fallen Angels ... Kerry-Starke ^
*t§Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger, The Arthur Lake
*t§Great Cinema Murder, The
»t§Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
"tSHis Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2 ..

t}*lt Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21 . .

.

•{{King of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whiteman and Band
Man Disturber, The Reginald Denny

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects

Rev idLengti

. . 1 reel

.1 reel Dec 22

.1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel July 28
. 1 reel

2 reels Sept. 1

.2 reels

.2 reels May 28
2 reels....

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel . . . .July 21
.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

1 reel

.10 episodes. .«

.2 reels

2 reels . Sept. 2 I

.2 reels

2 reels June ?

2 reels May 11
2 reels Aug. IB
2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Dec. 28
2 reels Dec 1

9 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Oct 27

.1 reel . . .Oct. 1'

1 reel, . . May It
2 reels

1 reel Seot 1»

1 reel Jan. 12

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

2 reels June 1

.2 reels

.2 reels.

.1 reel Oct. 20

.2 reels ..

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Jutv 7'

2 reels Dec 8
1 reel Jun* 20
2 reels Oct. 18

10 episodes
2 reels Oct. t

.2 reels

1 reel Dec. 22
2 reels

.2reels July 28

.2reels

.1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 18

.1 reel Dec 8

.1 reel June 30

.1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Sept 8

.2 reels

1 reel May 28

.1 reel

1 reel Nov. i r

.2 reels Jan. 12

.1 reel June 16
.15 episodes. July ?i

2 reels Oct 20
2 reels

? reels

2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel May IB
2 reels May 19

.2 reels Dec. 8
1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels May 12
.2 reels

1 reel Nov. 1

7

1 reel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 5

2 reels June 10

Length Reviewed

Rel. Date Length RevleweTitle Star

•t}Mlnstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navv Blues Arthur Lake . .

*t§One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3
VSPlay Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7
"t§

Jort of Dreams. The . . .Mary Philbin Sept 22
•tJShannons of Broadway, The(A. T.Mames Gleason
*t§Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut
Smllin' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
*t§That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet. .. Jan. 26
Vatch My Soeed Reginald Denny
•t§You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26 .'

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11 1 reel. . .

.

Three 8rox Sisters Songs June 14 1 reel

Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28 1 reel

Reviewed

Length Reviewed

.7972 feet. Jan. 12

8180 feet Oct 20
.5800 feet. . Sept. 23
8350 feet . Jan. 28
7300 feet. Jan. 14
.7850 feet. ..Sept. 30
7552 feet. Feb. 4

.7980 feet. Jan. 18
6541 feet. ..Dec. 15
6400 feet. May 19
9300 feet . June 16
.8500 feet April 28
8041 feet ..Nov. 17

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

*f§Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17. .

.

•fBattle of the Sexes. The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver OcL 13 . .

.

College. Buster Kealon July 29...
Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31 .

.

Garden of Eden. The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4 .

Magic Flame, Ttie Colman-Banky Aug. 14..

.

^amona . Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11...
*t§Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12. .

.

• tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3
Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May 12 .

.

t Tempest J. Barrymore- Horn Aug. 11...
* fTwo Lovers Colman-Banky SepL 7 ..

*fWoman Disputed, The Talmadge- Roland Oct 29...

Coming Attraction!
Title Star

*+§Altbi. The O'Malley-Busch
*t§Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
*|§Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
•$0itv Lights Charlie Chaplin.
Eternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varconl Mar. 9 Jan. 26
Evangeline Del Rio-Drew.
Hell'* Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen .....

Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 30 Jan. 26
*t§Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Jan. 23 8000 feet. . , Feb. 2
*§Lummox 'A. T.)

Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish
•fSQueen Kelly Swanson-Byron
•tSSay It With Music (A. T.) Harry Richman
*t|She Goes to War Board man- Rubens
*t§This is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions Terry-Petrovitch

Venus Constance Talmadge

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•tJCaught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22 6270 feet

Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel 5428 feet

*t§Conquest (A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19. . . .6729 feet

•Crimson City, The Loy-Mlljan-Hyams April 7 .. 5388 feet April 12
'Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24 5164 feet. ..

*t§Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris Feb. 23.

.

•Five and Ten Cent Annie ..Fazenda-Cook . May 26..

*t§Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15.

.

•{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy. Feb. 4 .

•tJLand of the Silver Fox Rin-Tln-Tln-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10 ..

•f §Lion and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvoy-Collier, Jr. Aug. 3 .

.

*t§Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5 .

*t§Lights of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landis-Brockwell July 21 .

.

•tJMIdnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello Oct 6 .

*t §Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9 .

.

*f§My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12..

'"tjOn Trial (A. T.) Fredericks-Lytell-Wllson Dec 29 .

•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12.

.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10 .

•Rinty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye Aorll 21.

.

*t§Slnglng Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1 9592 feet

•tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Aug. 25 7169 feet.

*t§Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28. . . .7340 feet

*t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20. . . .7654 feet.

•t§Women They Talk About I. Rich-Ferris-Collier. Jr Sept 8 5527 feet

.4914 feet.... Sept. 22
8693 feet .. Oct 27
7077 feet ...Oct 21
5179 feet

6352 feet May 28
.5644 feet... Jan. 26
.5267 feet

5729 feet... Nov. 24

9247 feet... Jan. 5

8290 feet ...Nov. 3
4975feet
6185feet
4820 feet. . Sept. ?8

. .Sept 21
Sept 15
April 8

. Aug. 28

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

.7441feet....May a

Coming Attractions
Title Star

t$Allimony Annie D. Costello-Ferris-Rankln
'.'.'.'.'.

'."'.I'.'.".'.'.'.*.
'.'.'. *t§Argyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan

'.'..«......... *t$Desert Song. The Boles-King '

'.
*.".

'.

*.
'. '.

'.

.

'.

*. '.

'.

.

'.
*+§From Headquarters Monte Blue
*t5Frozen River Rin-Tin-Tin

!!!!!.'!" *t|General Crack John Barrymore
•tiGlorlous Betsy D. Costello-Nagle
*t§Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue Mar. 23.

•t§Hard-Boiled Rose Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell

•tSHonky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
*tjKid Gloves Nagel-Wilson
•tSMadonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costello

t§Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen Oct 27

*t§No Defense Blue-McAvoy
*t§No Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

"tSOne Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr.

•tSQueen of the Night Clubs Texas Gulnan
*t§Redeeming Sin, The D. Costello-Nagel April 6

*t§Sap, The Edward Everett Horton
*t§Sonny Boy Al Jolson.

tjStark Mad (A. T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar. 2
.....'..'..' •tSStolen Kisses MayMcAvoy. ..

*t§Time, the Place, and the Girl, The Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Reviewed

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 21

Banjomanlac Eddie Peabody : Oct II

Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner Sept 22

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means AH Talkie.



454 Motion Picture News

Title

Book Worm, The
Bright Moments

Stir Reviewed

Hirry J. Conley July 7

Benny-Mario Aug. M
lornle Songbirds. The Bell-Coites SepL 1

Celeste Aide iAld«) Giovanni Marllnelll July 7

Celeste Alda Aldai Giovanni Martlnelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22

Cougat & Company Violin, Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman 3epL 21
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22

Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brndy Sept 1

Death Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 2B

Dlile Days Plantation Songs Aug, 21

Family Affair. A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios.

Florence Moore Song urogram June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hlglns-Leah Aug. 2e

Giving In Deof- Hopper Jan. 12
Gus ArnheJm & His Ambassadors. . - iazz Band June 23

Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 16

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jm se Stafford Orchestra Jan Band
Ind'an Baritone, The Chief Caupollcan Aug. 26
Ingenues. The Jazz Band June 23

In a Casting Office W. 4 E. Howard
In Dutch Ulis&Clark
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester Songs Jan. 19
Larry Cebalos Undersea Review . Songs and Dances Sept. 1

Lash, The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16

Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath Jan. 12

* Meant synchronized score. '!' Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs)

Title Star Reviewed

Miss Information Wilson-Horton June 30
Morrlssoy & Miller Night Club Revue June 18
Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23
Night Court. The William Domarest June 16
Noan-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16
Pagllaccl John Charles Thomas
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron OcL 20
Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization Herbert-Pam June 16
Regular Business Man, A. Robert Ober. SepL 15
Rigoletto—Quartet Gigll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29
Sharp Tools Ethel Groy Terry Oct 13
Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17
Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)... Giovanni Martlnelll June 2
When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17
Winnie Llghtner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman. The Norman Kerry

,

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks .

.

Moulin Rouge Olga Checova.

.

Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron

.

Woman In the Night, A..; Maria Corda. .

.

Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet.

A.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

T. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood—Continued

T.-S. Starting "Zeppelin"

Reginald Barker has begun work for Tif-

fany-StahJ on "Zeppelin," ;i new special

which has Conway Tearle, Claire Windsor
and Larry Kent in the leading roles. The
film will have dialogue and sound. Many
of the exteriors will be made in and around
Arrow, Colo.

Crosland to Make "Shoestrings"

AJan Crosland will dirn-t "Shoestrings,"
an all-talking picture with a theatrical

background. Al Jolson, Louis Silvers, and
Clark are i g the musical

numbers. Larry Cehallos will stage dances

and ensembles.

A Boxing Immortal's Life

The life story of Stanley Ketchel, prom-
inent box. > years ago, forms the

of the story for Paramount's "The
I Love.

-

' Herman Mankeweicz, for-

mer New York newspaperman, wrote the

original, with Percy Heath doing the script.

.1 Arlen will he featured in the role

<it Ketchel.

Olive Borden Signed
Columbia recently added the name of

Olive Borden to the list of star's scheduled

for starring parts in forthcoming Columbia
films. "The Wildcat," temporary title,

will provide the star with the role of a

Latin American girL John McCarthy, di-

rector, has been - igned to difi cl her.

New "Collegians" in Talk

fourth -eric- of "The Collegians"
been launched at Universal City and

are I, .|e with dialogu I and full

sound effects. Carl Laemmle, Jr., i- the au-

thor of the new stories and v. ill supervise
their making, 'fen two-reel rs, in all, will

he made' and will he released this spring.
..me t in. < reorge Lewis,

iv Gulliver ami Eddie Phillip— will

hi- the director and lead-, respectively.

Rubin's "Hysterical History"

Benny Rubin has already started acting

in his dialogue comedy sketches, entitled

"Hysterical History." He is supervising

the direction of the series as well as taking

the principal role. Eddie Kane will play
the role of the school teacher in the first

release. Jack Foley is doing the megaphon-

The Coronet Talking Series

Educational 's second series of talking

comedies, called Coronet Talking Comedies
makes its bow with "The Eligible Mr.
Bangs," starring Edward Everett Horton.

This new Educational unit is under the su-

pervision of Sidney Brenneeke and the di-

rection of Hugh Faulcon. The Movietone
process is employed.

Educational Working at Top-Speed

Having recently finished "Good Night
Nurse" and "Summer Saps," Lupino Lane
is now preparing for a line-up of sound
and talk comedies. "Big Bov" has also

finished "The Fixer" and "Ginger Snaps,"
the latter set for February release. Jerry
Drew recently finished "Wise Wimmin,"
Monty Collins and Vernon Dent "Parlor

and Al St. John "Smart Step-

pers." George Davis has also finished a

new piece, "Howling Hollywood." Cameo
comedies have also been turned out by Cliff

Bowes, Jerry Mandy, Billy Dale and Gene
and the talkie comedy units are in the

midst of hard work.

Fox Signs Cyril Hume
W. Scott Darling will collaborate with

Cyril II nine on the latter's first screen

adaptation. Hume, well known author, has

been signed by Fox, and for his first screen

inn nt, will do "The Secret of Sweet

AliM.in.i-," with tin- ai.l id' Scott Darling.

Jeff Lazarus is to supervise.

Pathe Casts Dorothy Appleby

Dorothy Applebv, who appeared in l'TJii

with Elsie Janis in "Puzzles of 1926,'| has

i.e. i. . i i opposite Eddie Quillan in "Listen

Baby," the Janis dialogue story which

Pathe is filming under direction of Casey

Robinson.

"Whispering Winds" Filmed

Tiffany-Stahl's "Whispering Winds,"
singing and talking special, was finished

last week. Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm Mc-
Gregor, Eve Southern have roles.

Tiffany-Stahl's "Midstream"

The Tiffany-Stahl film in work under the
title of "Life" will be called "Mid-
stream." The story was directed by James
Flood, who also made "Whispering
Winds." Rieardo Cortez, Claire Windsor,
Montagu Love, Helen Jerome Eddy are
featured.

"Two Men and a Maid"

"Two Men and a Maid," with dialogue

and synchronization, will be the next Tif-

fany-Stahl production. It was directed by
George Archainbaud with Buster Collier,

Alma Bennett, Eddie Gribbon, George E.

Stone as principals.

Frankie Darro Cast

The boy in "Sleepy Valley." S.mo-Art

vehicle for Eddie Dowling, will be Frankie

I hirro.

Agnes Ayres in "Donovan"

One of the leading parts in "The Dono
van Affair," Columbia talkie, will be played

by Agnes Ayres, who returns to screen

after absence of several years.

Columbia Signs Players

With the signing of Ralph Graves as

leading man and John Miljan RS menace,

Columbia has started shooting on "The
Wildcat," Olive Borden's new starring

film.

Bakewell Progressing

William Bakewell will play the juvenile

lead in Warner Brothers' picture, " Shoe-

strings," which Alan Crosland is to direct.

(it li.rs cast are Betty Compson, Louise

Fazenda and Arthur Lake.



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



A GOOD COOK
IS A SHOWMAN
XJE has to pick the right ingredients, mix them
* •*- in the proper proportions, and serve them in

an inviting, appetizing way. That, in a few words,
is every showman's task.

Would you consider a dinner complete without a

dessert? Of course, not! And what that dessert is to

the dinner, a little of "Big Boy's" delicious comedy is to

your entertainment menu.
There's sweet profit for
your box-office, too, in "Big

B oy's"unbound-
ed popularity."THE FIXER"

Domestic mix-ups
that will fix up the

laugh part of any
program.

"COME
TO PAPA"
"Educational's
gifted young star

. . . in what is

easily one of his

best comedies to

date."

— M. P. News

IG BO
Juvenile
COMEDIES*

Jack White Productions

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President

.^w$

Member. Motion Picture Producer! and Distribu-
tors of America, Inc.. W. H. Hays, Priridtnt

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'



In This Issue: Weekly Box Office Check-Up

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

TELL THE TRUTH!
Admit that no other producer is in a class with Metro-

Goldwyn'Mayer. Look over the succession of hits that

the weeks have given from M-G-M. Truly there are no

conditions that can be conceived of which could ever

dislodge this great company from its topmost position.

EVERY SEASON THAT HAS BEEN
TRUE. THIS YEAR ™™° >*"*« <*»<>«- v

A WOMAN OF
AFFAIRS (Job-

Gi&ert-Greta Garbo)

"The Broadway
Melody" has
just opened,
revolutioni; ing

thewhole fie Id of

talkingpictures.

Now playing
extended top
pr ice runs at

Grauman's Chi-

nese Theatre,
Los Angeles
and at the Astor

Theatre, N.

Vol. XXXIX
No. 7

Published Weekly—$3.00 a )

New York

February 16, 1929

PRICE 20 CENTS



creen

Fidelity of tone / / / / Perfeet synchronization

Simplicity of Operation

IT IS INTERCHANGEABLE
Olid 11COHC reproduces the best qualities of sound:

It is a dynamic reproducer of the human voice with

more accuracy than any device yet perfected.

W"il-3..l!!lL0OC like .ill mosl useful inventions, is readih

bandied and easily understood by operators and their

assistants:

It is self-adjusting, "fool-proof" and requiring NO
additional help to operate.

Qualitone list and terms are within reach of all exhibi-

tors both small and large:

IT BECOMES THE EXHIBITOR'S PROPERTY
FROM THE DAY OF ITS INSTALLATION.

vlUa.ilCOll.C S lidelit; and perfect sychroniza

lion will amaze audiences and huild business from the

first da) (il its introduction.

Each inquiry should he accompanied with a blue

print or pencil sketch of the stage projection rooms
and name of projecting machine.

QUALITONE will fit AJWY projection machine

Its qualities

guarantee—
against danger of in-

fringement claims;

against »< i>tl \ investment

for installation a ml

uncertainty of re-

sults-

against doubt or hesi-

tancy about showing

"talking pictures":

against involved con-

tracts and rest fic-

tions to show only

certain picture-:

against expensive adjust-

ments and service

charges:

against fluctuating tunes.

lil 11 rred voices and

lack of true distinc-

tion in sound or

voice.

QUALITONE IS VI T AND ALIVE I

Write or Wire at once 1

for Price and Terms J*

QUALITONE CORPORATION
SAMUFI FRKKDMAN, Ptuidenl

5360 Melrose Avenue Hollywood. Calif.



1. Motion Picture News

2. Reel Journal (K. C.)

3. Variety

4. N. Y. Times

5. Palm Brack

6. Wire fro
Angeles

Post

in Los

7. N. Y. Tick

hit!

icket agencies k
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\ IE WilliPARAMOIIXT'S

MIGHTY PRODUCT is doing the

GREATEST RIJSINESS in history!



HIT \l I i:i( HIT!
Here, for example are the GREAT PARAMOUNT
TALKING and SOUND PICTURES for FERRUARY!

1,
A

, ^ ,

ANCROFT

MCMK0V4. NAUCV CIBKOIt.
Mill ILK»»

COMING
The Big Jazz Revue

CLOSE
HARMONY

All -Talking Sensation!

Jeanne Eagels

THE
LETTER"
$2 Musical Romance

"WOLF SONG
More! More!

I'Mt \>IOI TNT Rules theSOUNO WAVES!
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GREAT BIG HAND
SEE New York in its NIGHT CLOTHES,
all dressed up and READY for THRILLS!
Make WHOOPEE with "The Whoopee
Girl"—HAVE the TIME of your life! SEE
and HEAR Texas Guinan in "Queen of the

Night Clubs," a marvelous picture of

"WINE, WOMEN and WRONG"! Your
audience is sure to give THIS little girl a

GREAT, BIG HAND! SEE and HEAR

PLAY THIS 100% ALL-TALKING VITAPHONE I

PICTURE DAY and DATE WITHBROADWAY
STORY BY MURRAY ROTH
AND ADDISON BURKHART

DIRECTED BY
BRYAN FOY

NOAH'S
ARK

Tops ami picture
ever made VITA!HPHtp&gJSi

DESERT
SONG

Ti onitf waif!



Tune in every

Tuesday night on

RKORadioHonr.

Biggest thing on

the air I

PENNSYLVANIA'S
h MAMMOTH SCREEN EXTRAVAGANZA

t*
h« 1

«^V

!&*
*».*<*

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Memhrr nf Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.—Will II. Hays. President



Completely Revolutionizes Modern Exploitation Methods . . . and

Assumes FIRST PLACE in PRACTICAL . . . SEAT- SELLING
SHOWMANSHIP!
M Always Beln lave full power of victor

talking machine and
national broadcasting
companies solidly be*

hind first great radio
attraction:
1

—

Tie-up ivith Victor organization. 8,500 crack dealers

in nation's biggest cities ready to join ivith YOU in old-

fashioned clean-up! All hit numbers already recorded

;

500,000 car cards; special "Syncopation" heralds; and

flash one-sheets for window displays.

2— Weekly RKO National Broadcasting Co. radio

programs . . . every Tuesday night . . . blanketing the

nation . . . reaching the homes of 40,000,000 persons

with song smashes from "Syncopation."

Now begins the new and amazing era of

Electrical Entertainment . . . Harnessing

in its Far'flung Empire the Mighty Forces

of Science, Art and Industry!

RADIO CHORUS OF SONG
HITS BEGINS ALL FEA-
TURED IN SYNCOPATION.

"I'll Always Be In Love
With You"

"Jericho"

"Do Something"

"Mine Alone"
"My Inspiration Is You"
"Tin Pan Parade"
"Sweet Mystery of Life"

"Love Tales of Alsace-
Lorraine"

"Ho«u About Me"
"Mary"
"Tiger Rag"

With Morton

Gene Markey

Downey, Osgood Perkins, Barbara Bennett, Bobby Watson and 100 others! Story and Dialogue by

Adapted by Frances Agnew. Dire ted by Bert Glennon. Production supervised by Robert Kane.



It's a costume party

—Fun without
Formality!

—continuous dancing

by the hottest jazz-

bands in town.

—Broadway stars will

entertain with N.T.G.
Master ofCeremonies.

1 h
3bk

—the best food Mrs. "

Astor ever served.

— novelties (no
speeches!) by the best

A.M.P.A. gagsters and
the best of Broadway's

entertainers.

PUT CN A
CC/TLME CN
JATURDAy
NIGHT
MARCH ZND

and enjoy the free*

dom of the knees!

There has never been such genuine,

rousing enthusiasm for any party

in the industry as for this one. Evi-

dently the time is ripe for a grand

old gathering of the clan, dedicated

solely to whoopee! Many tickets

have already been sold, though the

date is March 2nd. Make up a party

and join the crowd. Let's all get

behind this shindig and make it

the Party of Parties

!

A.M.P.A.
HcLLywcct) Mascie Call

Hotel Astor March 2nd Tickets 10.00 Each

Please get tickets NOW—Call Ray Gallagher, Bryant 9360 or Jim Beecroft Vanderbilt 3612





Where onThisEarth
(No. 624—Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl

Carl Laemmle

Edna Ferber

Joseph Schildkrau

Jerome Kern

Oscar Uammtr-li in 2d

tion.

WHERE ON THIS EARTH CAN YOU
match this most amazing collection of box*

office values in any one entertainment?

FIRST, EDNA FERBER'S best - selling

novel "Show Boat." (a)

SECOND, FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S MU-
sical stage production of "Show Boat." (b)

THIRD, JEROME KERNS EXQUISITE
music, (c)

FOURTH, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN,
2 d,s, heart'touching lyrics, (d)

FIFTH, HARRY POLLARD'S D1REC
(e)

(a) MISS FERBER IS ONE OF THE GREATEST LIVING
AUTHORS. Every book she writes is a best-seller. "Show Boat"

topped them all in sales and the royalties from it still pour in upon

this gifted young woman.

(b) FLORENZ ZIEGFELD IS EASILY THE WORLD'S
greatest producer of brilliant musical shows. Paying as high as

$25 per seat to see one of his productions is nothing startling to

New York. And now, for the first time, the cream of his best is

sent out to the whole world to be enjoyed at popular prices within

the reach of all.

(c) MR. KERN IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL LIVING
composer of music for musical comedies. He is a multi-millionaire

as the result of royalties from his world-known music hits.

(d) MR HAMMERSTEIN, A MEMBER OF ONE OF THE
most illustrious stage families in America, adapted Miss Ferber's

book for Mr. Ziegfeld, wrote the lyrics and produced the London
engagement of "Show Boat."

First the novel. Then the play. Now the

Where on this earth

Harry Pollard



CanYouMatchThis?
Laemmle, President of the Universal Pictures Corp.)

SIXTH, A CAST HEADEDBY LAURA
LaPlante, Joseph Schildkraut, and Otis

Harlan, (f)

SEVENTH, HELEN MORGAN SING
ing her famous songs, (g)

EIGHTH, JULES BLEDSOE, SINGING
"OV Man River." (h)

NINTH, ZIEGFELD'S PLANTATION
Singers, (i)

NOW LOOK AT THE FOOT NOTES
and see in more detail what box-office value

has been packed into this master production

of all-time.

(e) MR. POLLARD DIRECTED THE "COHENS AND
Kellys," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Sporting Youth," "California

StraightAhead," and others which have fattened yourbankaccount.

(/) THESE NAMES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. MISS
LaPlante, Mr. Schildkraut and Mr. Harlan have always been

associated with successful pictures.

(g) MISS MORGAN IS THE GREATEST LIVING SINGER
of crooning love songs. She has "it" and she puts it into her work.

(h) MR. BLEDSOE IS THE GREATEST LIVING NEGRO
singer. He is now singing in concerts. I don't suppose any one

thing contributed more to the success of Mr. Ziegfeld's show than

Bledsoe's rendition of "OP Man River."

(i) THE PLANTATION SINGERS WILL DELIGHT YOU
with their rich, mellow voices, such as are found only within the
negro race. They are a terrific hit on the stage. They will sing

for you in "Show Boat."

picture combining the cream of both!

can you match it? J.

BOAT

Florcnz Ziegfeld

Otis Harlan



CARL, EAEJJOIEE
has the honor to present

UNIVERSALIS TALKING AND SINGING TRIUMPH

EDNA FERRER'S

SHOW BOAT
with

LAURA LA PLANTE JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
OTIS HARLAN

ALMA RUBENS EMILY FITZROY JANE LA VERNE

Combined with the Musical Hits from Florenz

ZIEGFEMTS
INCOMPARABLE STAGE PRODUCTION

by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd

SEE and HEAR the ORIGINAL ZIEGFELD STARS

HELEN MORGAN JULES BLEDSOE AUNT JEMIMA

and the "Plantation Singers"

singing the songs that made them famous

A HARRY POLLARD PRODUCTION

Movietone Direction by Harry Pollard and Arch Heatb

by storm . • • »» » *
„ gensat.on

ra l Comedy it ««
,, Movietone

.....Carl La*™**' thiDg

ESS *£#' "*•
pictures.

That'. pHttering.
gorgeou.,

^amorous Sk»« «»«'•

U for a. high a* 825.00

entertainment.

business "'^ef"ml hamlets
"ltTandhea

er«heh^lighU

srtiS-^BeiioB u

still running,

^rrmoufziegfeia 8«a«
;„

•

"Old « aB ?X celebrated

i'-^d P?i «l'o» Singer.

FoIk«"

Tbe brmiant VnWe^ -t of

sL
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25 Agents to Serve You
ITe now have 25 sales representatives

in principal cities as follows:

W. L. Brandenburc, 375 North Ave., Northeast

Atlanta, Ga. . . Edward Connolly, 187 Mel-

rose St., Auburndale, Mass. . . Harold E.

Huches, 311 Grant St., Buffalo, N. Y. . . H. J.

Terry, 208 No. Wells St., Chicago, 111. . . C. L.

Henry, 1602 South Blvd., Charlotte, N. C.

William McCabe, 3616 Morris Place, Cincin-

nati, Ohio . . Ray Morris, 2108 Payne Ave-

nue, Cleveland, Ohio . . Chas. Clark, c/o

Majestic Hotel, Detroit, Mich. . . F. R. Han-

sen, 304 South Harwood, Dallas, Texas

M. J. Doody, 436 North Illinois Street,

Indianapolis, Ind. . . J. Mitchell, 3010

Harrison, Kansas City, Mo. . . David Bieder-

mann, 405 W. 28th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

E. W. Gavin, 1335 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee,

Wise. . . J. M. Talley, 1199 Vance St., Mem-
phis, Tenn. . . P. F. Talcott, 1909 Emerson
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. . . Louis R.

Tierney, 134 Meadow St., New Haven, Conn.

Pedro Dessommes, 4723 Carondelet St., New
Orleans, La. . . Carl R. Malm, 1511 Chicago

Street, Omaha . . Al Bartlett, 515 West

20th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla. . . Jesse

Levine, 1237 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

. . West Johnson, 652 Overton Street,

Portland, Ore. . . W. C. Wheeler, Fed-

eral Hotel, Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

C. J. Hamal, 1185 South State St., Salt Lake

City, Utah . . L. Y. Lamb, 2319 Second Ave.,

Seattle, Wash. . . Frank T. Kintzing, Wash-

ington, D. C.

FOR CANADA:
M. S. Stein, 124 Glenview Road, Toronto,

Ontario.

•SSSfe
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Exhibitors throughout the country who have installed Pacent
Reproducer Systems are being Served day after day with the

product of leading producers. Your theatre, when Pacent sound
equipment is installed, will have the advantage of having readily

available the pick of talking and sound pictures, the product of the

biggest and best-known studios.

Dismiss forever the worries associated with securing the product
after sound equipment is installed. Theatres large and small are

cashing in on the public demand for sound pictures by installing

Pacent Reproducer Systems.

Pacent Reproducer Systems are designed right, built right, sold

right, and serviced right. Producers know the merits of Pacent

equipment. They know that our reproducer systems reproduce

their product as it should be reproduced. Extensive tests made be-

fore the first Pacent Reproducer was installed convinced producers

of the worth of our equipment.

Type 2MDA, $2,500
For Theatres with Seating Capacity up

to 2000

SYNCHRONOUS—DOUBLE CHANNEL
Complete sound equipment for disc

method of reproduction. Full double

channel amplification with extra, reserve

amplifier for each amplifier used to run

a show.

Breakdowns and interruptions in sound

programs minimized by this feature.

/Vo batteries used in any part of system.

Type 4MDA, $3,500
For Theatres with Seating Capacity

2000 to 4000

SYNCHRONOUS—DOUBLE CHANNEL
Specially designed with requirements of

larger houses in mind. Has all the many
features of Type 2MDA System but is

built with knowledge that exceptional re-

serve power is essential.

Full double channel amplification, with
spare amplifier in reserve for each ampli-
fier used to run a show. Breakdowns
and interruptions in sound programs
minimized by this feature.

No batteries used in any part of system.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORPORATION
Telephones: Wisconsin 1029, 1030 LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President

250 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.



BOOKINGS
ON PATHE TALK HITS

Publix Circuit

Town

NEW YORK CITY
Anniston, Ala.

Asheville, N.C.

Augusta. Ga.

Atlanta, Ga.

Austin, Texas

Birmingham, Ala.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Charlotte, N.C.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chickasha, Okla.

Colorado Springs,

Colo.

Columbia, S.C.

Cocoa, Fla.

Daytona, Fla.

Ft. Worth, Texas

Ft. Smith, Ark.

Greenville, S.C.

Greeley, Colo.

Houston, Texas

Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City, Mo.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Lakeland, Fla.

Montgomery, Ala.

Macon, Ga.

Miami, Fla.

New Haven, Conn.

Newburgh, N. Y.

Columbus, Ga.

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Spartanburg, S.C.

Palm Beach, Fla.

West Palm Beach,

Fla.

St. Petersburg, Fla.

San Antonio, Texas

Sioux City, la.

Tampa, Fla.

Waterloo, la.

Little Rock, Ark.

Miami Beach, Fla.

Dallas, Texas

St. Louis, Mo.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Denver, Colo.

Davenport, la.

Rock Island, 111.

D':s Moines, la.

Theatre

PARAMOUNT
Ritz

Plaza

Modjeska

Howard
Queen
Alabama
Buffalo

Capitol

Imperial

Tivoli

Rialto

Rialto

Imperial

Aladdin

Vivian

Worth

New
Carolina

Sterling

Kirby

Palace

Royal

Riviera

Polk

Empire

Rialto

Olympia

Olympia

Broadway
Grand
Stratford

Rex
Paramount

Kettler

Florida

Texas

Princess

Victory

Riviera

Capitol

Community
Palace

Missouri

Circle

Rialto

Columbia

Ft. Armstrong

Garden

Town
Rochester, N Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Theatre

Picadilly

St. Francis

Town
Philadelphia, Pa.

Warner Brothers

Stanley Circuit

Newark, N.J.

Jersey City, N.J.

Paterson, N.J.

Passaic, N.J.

Hackensack, N J.

Bayonne, N.J.

Elizabeth, N.J.

Troy, N.Y.

Albany, N.Y.

Kensington, Pa.

Wilmington, Del.

Lancaster, Pa.

Chester, Pa.

West Chester, Pa.

Camden, N.J.

Bridgeton, N.J.

Atlantic City, N.J.

Washington, D.C.

Frederick, Md.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

E. Liberty, Pa.

Erie, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mosque
Stanley

Fabian

Capitol

Oritania

De Witt

Regent

Troy
Strand

Allegheny

Aldine

Capitol

Stanley

Rialto

Stanley

Stanley

Stanley

Metropolitan

Stanley

Enright

Stanley

Mastbaum
Stanton

Palace

Broadway
Met
Strand

Colney

Logan
Colonial

Sedgewick

Keystone

Liberty

Poplar

Fairmount

Columbia

69th Street

Imperial

Commodore

Theatre

Benn
Lansdowne
Waverly

Gottesman Circuit

Worcester, Mass.

Bridgeport, Conn.

New London, Conn.

Maine &
Hampshire

Lewiston, Maine
Auburn, Maine
Augusta, Maine
Berlin, N.H.

Concord, N.H.
Portsmouth, N.H.

Brunswick, Maine

Gardner, Maine
Montpelier, Vt.

Rumford, Maine
Livermore Falls,

Maine
Norway, Maine
Burlington, Vt.

Fitchburg, Mass.

Plymouth
Cameo
Garde

New
Circuit

Strand

Auburn
Colonial

Princess

State

Colonial

Cumberland
Opera House
Playhouse

Strand

Dreamland
Rex
Majestic

Fitchburg

Feiber & Shea Circuit

Jamestown, N.Y
Amsterdam, N.Y.

Elmira, N.Y.

Conneaut, Ohio

Bradford, Pa.

Ashtabula, Ohio

Auburn, N.Y.

Akron, Ohio

Geneva, Ohio

Palace

Strand

Capitol

Grand
Shea's Opera
House

Castro

Strand

Colonial

Opera House

Fox West Coast Circuit
Los Angeles Loew's State

Uptown
Figueroa

Westlake

Highland

Balboa

CECIL B, DeMILLE'S
Sensational Melodrama

"THE GODLESS GIRL"
by JEANIE MACPHERSON



THAT SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
Town Theatre Northern California Town Theatre
Lcs Angeles

>

»

Adams
Ritz

Town Theatre Brooklyn, N. Y. Greenpoint

i

»

Berkeley California
»)

Bushwick

JJ

Mesa
Rivoli

Fresno

Oakland
State

Oakland
Tilyou

Madison

IS

Sunbeam
San Carlos

Richmond
Sacramento

California

Hippodrome

Flushing, L.I.

Yonkers, N.Y.
Flushing

Keith's
Golden Gate

Salinas California Mt. Vernon, N.Y. Keith's
» J Red Mill

San Jose California New Rochelle, N.Y . Keith's
Crystal

Stockton State White Plains, N.Y. Keith's
Royal

Watsonville California NEW YORK CITY ]

Beverly Hills Beverly
Hollister Opal Omaha, Nebr Orpheum

Hollywood,- Cal. Egyptian
Hanford T & D

Lankershim, Cal.

Pasadena, Calif.

El Portal

Colorado
Visalia

Seattle

V ls&lia

Seattle Loew Circuit
So. Pasadena, Calif Rialto

Portland Portland Richmond, Va. Colonial

Southern California Division Astoria Liberty Norfolk, Va. Granby
Bellingham Mt. Baker Harrisburg, Pa. Regent

Anaheim California Bremerton Rialto Toledo, Ohio Valentine
Bakersfield California Butte Rialto Reading, Pa. Colonial
Burbank Victory Great Falls Liberty Providence, R.I. State
El Centro Imperial Olympia Liberty Columbus, Ohio BrnaH
Glendale Alexander Tacoma Broadway NEW YORK CITY New York-
So. Glendale Gateway Wenatchee Liberty 42nd Street
E. Glendale Bards Yakima Liberty j

Circle
Huntington Park

Bell

California

Alcazar
Pendleton

Lewiston

Alta

Judith
Lexington

Sheridan
Inglewood Granada

9

Long Beach West Coast Radio- Keith -Orpheum »

Broadway
Rrpunnrt

Ocean Park

Venice

Dome
California

Circuit > Boro Park

Ontario Granada New York City Riverside
Burnside

Pomona California 81st
Woodside

Redlands Redlands Jefferson
»

Avenue B
T-\

Redondo Redondo Fifth Avenue
*

Reo

Hermosa Metropolitan 58th Street
)

Spooner

Riverside Riverside 86th Street
1

Victory

San Bernardino West Coast Regent
»

Cameo

San Luis Obispo Obispo 125th Street
Inwood

San Diego California Hamilton 116th Street

E. San Diego California Coliseum
> Melba

San Pedro Cabrillo Fordham Bijou

Santa Ana W.C.Walkers Fran klin

t>

167th Street

Santa Monica Criterion Royal Freeman

Santa Paula Glen City Chester Elsmere

Taft Hippodrome Brooklyn, N.Y. Albee

Wilmington Granada " Kenmore Libson Circuit
San Francisco Warfield

»>
Prospect

Cincinnati, Ohio

Dayton
Grand Rapids,
Michigan

Lyric

Colonial

ALL TALKING JSUPER SPECIE,L Empress

"STRANGE CARGO"
Louisville, Kentucky Mary

Anderson

Indianapolis, Indiana Keith

written

with 14 E
and directed by

•ISTINGUISH

BENJAMIN GLAZER

[ED STAGE PLAYERS^
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TIFFANY-STAHL MONEY MAKERS
GEORGE JESSEL iri "LUCKY BOY"—His first singing

and talking feature. "My Mother's Eyes," theme song, by

L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer. Musical score by Hugu
Riesenfeld.

BELLE BENNETT in "MOLLY AND ME" with JOE E.

BROWN, supported by Alberta Vaughn. "In the Land of Make-

Believe," theme song, by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.

Dialogue and singing. Synchronization and score by Hugo
Riesenfeld.

BELLE BENNETT in "MY LADY'S PAST" with JOE E.

BROWN supported by Alma Bennett. "A Kiss to Remember," theme

song, by Ren Bernie. Dialogue and singing. Synchronization and

score by Hugo Riesenfeld.

"MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT" featuring PATSY RUTH
MILLER and LAWRENCE GRAY. A John M. Stahl Special

Production. Theme song, "When the Right One Comes Along."

Synchronized musical score.

"THE TOILERS" featuring JOBYNA RALSTON and
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. A Reginald Barker Special

Production. Synchronization and sound effects by Hugo
Riesenfeld.

"THE CAVALIER" featuring RICHARD TALMADGE and
BARBARA BEDFORD. Theme song, "My Cavalier." Synchron-

ization and sound ^effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.

faming
"NEW ORLEANS" featuring WM. COLLIER, JR., RICARDO CORTEZ and ALMA BENNETT. A Reginald Barker Special

Production, with dialogue and synchronization.

"WHISPERING WINDS" featuring PATSY RUTH MILLER, MALCOLM MacGREGOR and EVE SOUTHERN. With
dialogue, singing and synchronization.

"TWO MEN AND A MAID" featuring WM. COLLIER, JR., and ALMA BENNETT, with EDDIE CRIBBON
and GEORGIE STONE. With dialogue and synchronization.

"MIDSTREAM" featuring RICARDO CORTEZ, CLAIRE WINDSOR and LARRY KENT. With

dialogue and synchronization.

All Synchronized by RCA Photophone

L

M

JftCK JAVAGET

TIFFflNy-yTdl-IL PRODUCTION/1 INC
15^0 BNOflDVfly MEW YORK CITY
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Here is

COMMANDING
In TALKING

Audiences everywhere shaking

the rafters! Critics hunting for

new adjectives! First run exhibi-

tors 24-sheeting the comedy, giv-

ing it featured position in news-

paper advertising and marquee

lights, and crying, "When can we
have the next one?"

TV/0

A SMART COMEDY

••The Eligible Mr. Bangs"

is well described . . .
Here

is a comedy that reminds

us of the famous Sidney

Drewserieswhichhelped

make attending picture

theatres so pleasant
years

ago. Incidentally, the first

of a new sound series from

Educational. Ave^J^-
beginning.
~ _KANN in Film Daily.

WATCH IT CLICK
"The Bride's Relations" ... is

(i knockout . The best talking snort

we have seen. Shown in a cold
projection room, it "not" the re-

viewers, and brought plenty of

laughs. Watch it click in the the-

atres. A natural", if there ever

teas one- M. I>. N EWS
. . . Kiotously funny.

-THE BILLBOARD.

EXCELLENT LINES
"The Eligible Mr. Bangs" ... is a
smart society comedy with excel-

UnTlines.-M. P. NEWS.

Count aui

MACK SEN*1ETT tir
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MACK SENNETT
TALKING COMEDIES

"The Lion's Roar"

"The Bride's Relations"

"The Old Barn"

"Whirls and Girls"

"A TRIUMPH"
. . . He«<l and shoul-
ders above unvlliiiii;

that we have yet seen
and heard in the
field of audible pic-

ture entertainment.
It is smart and so-

phisticated and as

funny as can be with-
out the slightest hint
at slap-stick. A tr(-

n»W>rt for the totfcing

short.

—ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS.

-briW s
" L

:
.>-. '

Royal Theatre, Kansas City, features
"The Bride's Relations" in marquee
lights.



PROOF ofa
LEADERSHIP
COMEDIES

Educational has taken full com-

mand of the talking comedy
situation. And you don't have to

believe it on the word of one

lone reviewer. You have the evi-

dence of the whole industry, with

unprecedented praise from show-

men, the public, and the critics.
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"The Lion's Roar" featured
over rest o/ show in news-
paper advertising by Uptown
Theatre, Wichita, Kan.

/
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TALKING
COMEDIES

'The Eligible Mr. Bangs"

"Ask Dad"

They don't rnm „ i.-,.,. ^
S/iSL- therefore, this rave
•One of the goofiest and

\most amusing affairs this
reviewer has seen in

|

many moons. It's just
fUnnV' so much so that
ijot of rr,,;<.,.,„„ who

sawAJ»iZ££°U£ojection
™°2 f*MY rockedthet,lnr:
™th their l„ H Kh ter . M»..'.

maginewhatitwilldoin
atheatre.-FILM DAILY

|
"THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS"
Voice has put Sennett back to
those former heights when a Sen-
nett comedy was frequently more
important than the feature film on
a program. "The Bride's Relations"
. . . is the funniest comedy I've seen
in seasons.
TV

1

. WArTD MARSH
—in Cleveland Plain Dealer.

... It is a riotous comedy from be-
ginning to end Nothing that ive
could say would do justice to this

picture gem.
—ASSOC'D PUBLICATIONS.

L£UihaLLL*XZj

JOHNNV BURKE
vjf SHBNlNETTHS

ALL- TALKING COMEDY THE OLD BARN

Ml

.

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

P...,.w—,# --^

Hill Street Theatre, Los Angeles, uses 24'
sheets on "The Old Barn".



Three IfearsAgo
PA.Powers smd-.

All motion picture producers

wilt eventually adopt the

Sound-on-Film system as

the logical standard'
9

Powers

SOUND-ON-FILM REPRODUCER
The POWERS CINEPHONE sound-on-film repro-
ducer is shown in the dark portion of the above illus-

tration, neatly mounted directly under the projector
head.

These Producers Use The
Sound'On-Film System

PARAMOUNT >**, I7AV

DISC ATTACHMENT
Compact, adjustable turntable play-
ing both synchronous and non-syn-
chronous records. Small enough to

be placed underneath lamphouse of

projectors or any convenient corner
of booth.

Pafhe® Pictures

RIBUTING

UNIVERSAL

UNITED ARTISTS
Disney Cartoons

TIFFdNy-^Tdl-lL

REPRESENTATIVES
Arrangements will be made with reputable
distributors for territorial selling rights, and
with sales representatives.

POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION

Powers Building, 723 Seventh Ave., New York City

E. J. SMITH, Vice President in Charge of Sales



SidneyKentagrees with

PAPOWERS

%mm
$5000.
JOOP.
$6000.

Complete Sound-on-Film

Equipment for Small Theatres

For Disc Attachment

to play Synchronous and

Non-Synchronous Records

Complete Equipment—
Sound-on-Film and Disc

For Small Theatres



One of the most im-

portant announcements

in Motion Picture News 5

fifteen years of leader-

ship and practical service

to Exhibitors and the

Industry appears on the

Editorial Page of this

issue.



COMPLETE!
The

Film Year Book
(1929)

Published by

^NEWSPAPER
e/'FILMDOM

ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

now being distribu-
ted is bigger and bet-

ter than ever before.

It is the Book of Books
and it is Complete,
This encyclopedia of

filmdom is FREE to

yearly subscribers to

THE FILM DAILY

1100 PAGES
CLOTH BOUND
WEIGHS FOUR POUNDS

A COMPLETE YEARLY SERYICE
At a $10.00 Subscription Rate Includes

THE FILM DAILY
DELIVERED OR MAILED TO YOU EVERY DAY EXCEPT SATURDAY

THE WEEKLY FILM DIGEST
EVERY SUNDAY—REVIEWS OF ALL FEATURES—SHORT SUBJECTS

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL
EVERY JUNE—A GREAT REFERENCE BOOK

SHORT SUBJECTS QUARTERLY
EVERY THREE MONTHS—ALL ABOUT SHORT SUBJECTS

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
FILMDOM'S RECOGNIZED BOOK OF REFERENCE

Date

To

THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
New York City.

Gentlemen

:

Herewith my check for §10.00—Start my yearly

subscription to Film Daily service immediately.

NAME

STREET

City STATE



To WIRED HOUSES
Here is why "Moulin Rouge"
makes a remarkable sound Picture

The action of the story takes place during the per-

formance of the famous New York-Paris Review—one
of the most gorgeous musical and beauty shows in the

world.

Director Dupont rented the theatre, company and
orchestra, and photographed the entire performance

—

audience, back-stage, girls, bar, orchestra and all. Now,
the R. C. A. Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Joseph
Littau of Roxy's staff, a foremost sound expert, has
added the music and sound effects that bring to Amer-
ica one of the most famous shows on earth—the one
performance that no visitor to Paris misses. Its just

like being there.

Sound makes the motor chase terrifically thrilling

—a triumph of realism.

The dramatic climax of the story will leave few
dry eyes

—

Wenow saywithout fear of contradiction that

"MOULIN ROUGE"
is one of the great, high-class

Sound Attractions
It was a big picture before sound was added.

Made by A. E. Dupont, one of the world's great directors.

Starring the gOrgeOUS Chekova, of the Moscow Art Theatre.

Produced by British International Pictures, Ltd.

Physical Distribution through Educational Exchanges.
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An Announcement Of Great

Importance To Every Exhibitor

By William A. Johnston

AWEEKLY Box-Office Check-up!

Charting actual box-office results from

the first and second run theatres of

the United States and Canada in terms that

are instantly understandable, begins in this

issue of Motion Picture News as a new and

exclusive weekly service to our exhibitor

readers.

Here is something truly extraordinary and

practical in reader service.

This innovation has been planned and or-

ganized, and now becomes a regular weekly

department of Motion Picture News, as its

response to hundreds of requests from exhib-

itors for a more frequent statement of pro-

duction values than was possible in the box-

office check-up which we have published

monthly.

The form in which this fact data is pre-

sented was decided after several months of

investigation and correspondence with ex-

hibitors in all sections of the country.

Every theatre, large and small, has an

average or normal gross. This is the amount

with which every exhibitor compares his re-

ceipts on each picture he runs.

In this new weekly box-office check-up,

the average or normal gross of every theatre

reporting is taken as 100%. For example,

the average or normal business for a given

theatre may be $20,000. That amount be-

comes 100%. If a particular picture grosses

only $15,000 in that theatre, it is given a

rating of 75%. If it grosses $25,000, it is

rated at 125%.

Every exhibitor knows his normal or

average gross. All that is necessary is to

take the percentage ratings reported week by

week, average them, and any theatre operator

can tell just what percentage of business

above or below his normal each production

should gross at his box-office.

In addition, The Weekly Box-Office

Check-Up gives other vital facts, such as

seating capacity of theatres; the number of

days run; admission prices; the short subjects

used on the program; and the presentation

or stage show on the bill. These we call

vital statistics of the box-office. Certainly,

they cannot fail to prove of great aid to

exhibitors everywhere in determining the

make-up of programs and in many other

ways.

We present this weekly box-office check-

up knowing that its importance and value to

exhibitors will more than compensate for the

months that have been devoted to its organ-

ization and for the great amount of effort

and expense necessary to maintain it and

make certain of its accuracy.
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Speaking Editorially

The Race Is On
WEILL, they've gone and done it- "The

Broadway Melody!*' M-G-M, Beaumont the

director, James Gleason, master of smart

dialogue, Bessie Love and Charley King, brilliant

troupers—and many other creditable people have put

the entertainment of Ziegfeld, Buck, White, Carroll,

the Shuberts on the sound screen.

Evidently, the talking screen is going to enfold the

big Broadway musical show just as silent pictures

took to themselves the dramatic production.

The producers of Broadway's best revues have been

asked for sometime: "What are you going to do
about the talkies?" Now they are asking themselves

the same question and in dead earnest.

The race is on.

And it looks like a big and merry one. The track

is wide. There are many candidates for the colors.

The handicaps are getting closely leveled. The vista

opens till it takes the imagination.

The talkies are here to stay and box-office grosses

have been put on a new basis.

In passing, we call attention to the fact that since

the very advent of the sound movie this editorial

page has right along emphasized the value of the

revue and musical comedy type of show, its remark-
able adaptability to sound and pictures as against the

over-dialogued stage play.

In "Broadway Melody" you have the swift colorful

action-and-sound of talk, music, songs, ensemble
numbers, taps from the dancing, the color of costumes.

The picture is not slowed up; its movement is in-

tensified. You haven't the awkward joining of two
distinct arts and a twiO-fold appeal to ear and eye.

They weld together and entertain as one.

And that is true progress.

The producers are getting the hang of the thing.

The large studio resources of Hollywood—most of

them were caught napping eight months ago—are

getting into the swing -of production of the new style

of goods.

And the cost!

It is no mure than would be expended in producing
i revue for the stage. Exactly twenty-one shooting

days elapsed from the time the picture was started

till it finished.

"The Broadway Melody" is a new type of enter-

tainment. That's certain. What is just as certain

is that our ideas of big box-office grosses will have
to be revised; have already been revised, in fact.

And the talkies are doing it. Take "The Wolf of
Wall Street," which has shot the gross at the Rialto,

New York, to a figure that would not have been
dreamed of a year ago. Even the $100,000 weeks at

the Roxy will, in time no doubt, seem tame.

Yes, it's big box-office stuff. Once again proving
that he who would attempt to place limits on the

future of the motion picture is foolish indeed.

Fighting Censorship
OPINIONS of newspaper publishers and editors

from all sections of the country in opposition

to censorship of talking pictures are being
printed in many of the most important dailies. These
are the expressions gathered by Motion Picture
News and published in our columns.

Special stories, containing the editors' views, have
been sent out by the United Press and also by Pathe,
which is fighting the New Y'ork State Censor Board's
attempted invasion of the freedom of the screen.

Clippings coming in to us show wide use of these

important expressions, and publication of them in the

dailies brings the fight against censorship directlv

before the people themselves.

The industry is engaged in lighting censorship in

several states, notably Ohio, where some of the lead

ing newspaper executives of the state have made em-
phatic declarations against political inquisition over
talking films. As an instance of the attitude taken by
publishers, we quote again the expression from Dan R.

Hanna, President of The Cleveland News:
"It is my opinion that legal censorship of dialogue

in motion pictures is a.wedge which threatens our con

stitutional rights of freedom of speech and freedom
of the press.

"Censorship of spoken drama, censorship of speech
and censorship of the printed word is a natural conse-

quence following censorship of dialogue. As a pub-
lisher, therefore, I am opposed to any legal limitation

to our constitutional rights, especially that which
affects free expression of thought."

6, 1929 Motion Picture News Vol. XXXIX, No. 7
Published weekly by Motion Picture News Inc. Founded in September, 1913. Publication Offices, 729 Seventh Ave., New
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III.; Hotel Roosevelt, Hollywood, California. William A. lohnston, president; Kenneth M. Goode, vice-president ; William A.
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Box Office Check-Up

In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and
Admission

Prices

Per-
centage
Rating;
Normal
Business
Equals

Shorts Presenta-
tion

"Abie's Irish Rose" Cleveland, O.
Paramount (T.) Weather: Cold

Stillman 7 80%
(1800) 40^75»< (2d week)

M. G. M. News
and Movietone
Act.

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Fair

Rialto

(800)

6 130% Vitaphone Acts
and Fox Movie-
tone News

Baltimore, Md.
Weather : Cold

Valencia

(1500)

6

25f<-35^

90%
(2d run)

M-G-M News

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Cold

Capitol

(2400)

6
25»t-65ji

125% "The Hut," Fox
News

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather : Blizzard

Loew's
(3000)

7

35 (5-50 (f

100% M-G-M Gus Ed-
ward's Revue,
M-G-M and Fox
Movietone News

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather : Medium

State

(2300)

7

25^-35^-60)!
82% Movietone Acts

and News

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather : Clear

Strand
(1297)

7

25 (4-50 i

140% News reel

"Adoration"
First National

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather : Severe
blizzard

Worth
(2500)

3
15^-50*

75% Cartoon and
Charley Chase
Comedy

Des Moines, la.

Weather : Snow, very
cold

Strand
(1065)

4 110% "Melancholy
Dame ,

'

' and
Movietone Act
and Paramount
News

Akron, O.
Weather : Cold

Strand
(1200)

7

25ji-50ji

75% "Two Tars" and
Paramount News

"The Air Circus"
Fox

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Cold

Liberty

(1000)

7

35»<-50f<

"5% Vitaphone Acts

"The Air Legion"
R. K. O.

Providence, R. I.

Weather : Rain
Albee
(2500)

7

15^-75)!
100% Pathe News

'Alias Jimmy Valen- Tampa, Fla.
tine" Weather: Fair

M-G-M (T.)

Victory 7 100%
(1600) 25^-50f!-60jf

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather : Fair

Texas
(3000)

7

25fM)0e
Paramount News,
Comedy and Vi-

taphone Shorts

None

None

None

Stage Band

Orchestra
and
Organlogue

Stage show

None

None

None

None

5 Acts of

Vaudeville

Publix Unit
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City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and
Admission

Prices

Per-
centage
Rating,
Normal Shorts
Business
Equals
100',

Presenta-
tion

"Alias Jimmy Valen
tine"

M-G-M T.)

- Chattanooga, Tenn. ate 6 122% Fox Movietone
News and Vita

phone Art

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Parkway
(1092)

6
15*5-35 1

100%
(3d run)

Talk it: subjects

and Fox Movie-
tone News

None

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather : Cold

Hennepin-
Orpheum
(2900)

7

25*-50*-75|!
95% None I i Acts of

Vaudeville

"Annapolis"
Pathe

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear

Rialto

(3000)

4

30f<-50*

100% Pathe Review &
Pathe News

5 Acts of R.
K. 0. Vaud.

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Rain and
Ice

Capitol

(1000)

6 55'-; "Collegians" sub-

ject Movietone
Comedy and
News-reel

"The Awakening"
United Artists (T.)

Portland, Ore. Oriental

(1600)

7

30 i

85%
(2d run)

"Fables" anil

News-reel
5 Acts of

Vaudeville

"Backstairs"
Ufa

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Little

(267)

6
35 *-50f<

90% '•The Spider" &
Paramount News Xone

"The Bandit's Son"
R. K. 0.

Paris, Tex.
Bad weather and Flu.

Cozv
(300)

2

10(5-20«! 40%
"Isle of Sunken
Gold" (Serial) &
Paramount News

None

"The Barker"
First National (T.)

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather; Fair

Aztec

(2500)

5

25f<-60*! 100% Comedy
"Circus Days"
Stage show

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Cold
Virginia

(1222)

7

40*-50* 90%
Talkie short, car-

toon and Fox
News None

Boston, Mass. Wash. St.

Olympia
(2500)

7

35 jt-75 i 95%
Specialties and
Fox News Vaud.

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear

Stanley

(3654)

6

25^-65* 95%
Talkies, Para-
mount and Fox
Movietone News

Overture and
Organlogue

"Beau Broadway"
M-G-M

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow

Piccadilly

(2259)

5

15-50* 859? News reel None

"Behind the Ger-
man Lines"
Paramount

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Snow and
ice

Colonial

(1800)

6

25f<-35*-50(4 100'

"Why Girls Love
Sailors" 2 Vita-

phone acts and
Paramount News

Organlogue

"The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M (T.)

New York City
Weather: Clear and
cold

Embassy
(596)

Indef.

112%
M-G-M- Talkies None

"Beware of Bache-
lors"

Warner Bros. (T.)

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

Strand
(1280)

7

25*-35*-50* 70%
Comedy and Vita-

phone Act None

"Blindfold"
Fox

Asheville, N. C.
Alternating weather

1 'laza

(1232)

3

10*-40*-50* 90%
Paramount Com-
edy and News None

"Captain Lash"
Fox

Memphis, Tenn.
Weathei : I

;air

Loew's Strand

(1015)

6 75r ;

Dallas, Tex.
Weather : Cold and
ice

Majestic
(2850)

6 65% Shaw's Movietone
film

4 Acts of

Vaud.
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A

City and
Weather

Per-
centage

Theatre No. of Days Rating;
and Run and Normal

Seating Admission Business
Capacity Prices Equals

100%

Shorts

"Captain Lash" New York City Roxy 7

Fox Weather: Clear and (6205) 50ft-75jf-$l.

cold $1.50
98% Newsreel

•The Case of Lena Cleveland, Ohio
Smith" Weather: Cold

Paramount

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Rain

State 7 "Say Uncle," Par-

(3400) 30(«-60(i 90% amount News &
Movietone Act

Loew's State

(3400)

80%

Fay's 7 90% Charley Chase
(1800) 15(5-75* Comedy and Fox

News

Presenta-
tion

3 Unit Stage
show

None

5 Acts of

Vaud.

5 Acts of

Vaud.

'The Circus Kid" Houston, Tex.
R. K. O. (T.) Weather: Warm

Majestic 7 100%
(2250) 15 (5-25(5-60 ,5

"Fables and Fox
Movietone News

"Conquest" Indianapolis, Ind.

Warner Bros. (T.) Bad weather
Apollo 7 98% Fox News & Vita-

(1100) 25|£-50(! phone Acts

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear and
cold

Metropolitan 6 75% Sound Films and
(1500) 15(5-50* Kinograms

Chattanooga, Tenn. Tivoli 146%

St. Louis, Mo.
Bad weather

Missouri 7 93% Newsreel

"The Cop"
Pathe

Paris, Tex.
Bad weather'and Flu

Grand
(850)

2

25*-35(5
50% '

'VacationWaves"
and Pathe News

"Court Martial"
Columbia

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Pantages
(2200)

6 75%

"Craig's Wife"
Pathe

Canton, O.
Weather: Cold

Strand 5 85%
(729) 25*-40(<

"Bride's Rela-
tions (T.) ; Pathe
Sound News

Boston, Mass. Keith Memorial 7 90%
(3200) 50f5-$1.50

Topics and Pathe
News

•The Crash"
First National

Indianapolis, Ind.
Bad weathei

Indiana
(3000)

7
25(5-65*!

110% Pathe News

•The Doctor's Se- Kansas City, Mo. Newman
cret" Weather: Stormy (1866)

Paramount (T.)

90% "Happy Heels," 2
Paramount Talk-
ies and News

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather : Snow

Eastman
(3400)

7

35(5-65(5-75(5

80% Giersdorf Sisters

Act and News

Boston, Mass. Metropolitan

(5000)

7

50(5-$1.00
85% Vitaphone Act &

Paramount News

Houston, Tex.
Weather : Waim

Metropolitan
(2512)

7

15(5-25(5-60,5

97% Paramount News

New York City
Weather: Cold and
clear

Paramount
(3666)

7

40(5-65 (5-75(5

85(5-$1.00

114% Paramount Talk-
ies and News-
reel

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Medium

Minnesota
(4025) 30(5-40(5-75(5

79% "Lion's Roar,"
Movietone News

5 Acts of

Vaud.

None

None

Anatole
Friedland
Revue

Overture,

Stage Band

None

5 Acts of

Vaudeville

None

6 Acts of

Vaudeville

Singer's

Midgets

None

Publix Unit

Publix Unit

Publix Unit,

Orchestra
and Organ

Jesse Craw-
fo r d and
Publix Unit

Publix Unit
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B

City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and

Admission
Prices

Motion Pi

f Per-
centage
Rating;
Normal Shorts
Business
Equals
100',

dure News

Presenta-
tion

"The Doctor's Se-
cret"

Paramount (T.)

St. Louis, Mo.
Bad weather

Ambassador 7 92% Newsreel Overture,
Publix Unit
and Band

"The Doll"
Ufa

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Little

(267)

6
35*-50|(

90% "The Spider" &
Paramount News None

"Domestic
Meddlers"

TifTany-Stahl

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Hippodrome
(2500)

6

20^-55)!
120% "Smith's Baby's

Birthday" and
Pathe News

Vaudeville &
"Getting
Gertie's
Garter"

"Dream of Love"
M-G-M

Boston, Mass. Orpheum
(3100)

7

35^60*
80% M-G-M Comedy

and M-G-M
News

6 Acts of

Vaudeville

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Good and
bad

Imperial

(1181)

3

10M0*-50*
105% "Collegians" com-

edy, Movietone
News and "Fam-
ily Affair"

None

Buffalo, N. Y.
Bad weather

Century 65%

"The End of St.

Petersburg"
Hammerstein

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Ford's

(1424)

6
50»f-$1.50

60% Fox News Overture

"Fancy Baggage"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Louisville, Ky.
Weather : Clear

Alamo
(950)

7

20*-30M0*
100% Fox News and 3

Talkie Acts
None

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Severe bliz-

zard

Palace

(1500)

3

30(H50(f
75%

*

Vitaphone Act &
"Papa Spank,"
M-G-M and Fox
Movietone News

None

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Good and
bad

Imperial

(1181)

3
lOf-40^-50*

100% "In a Blacksmith
Shop," Trixie

Friganza and M-
G-M News

None

"The Fleet's In"
Paramount

Canton, O.
Weather: Cold

Valentine

(811)

3

15«<-25f!

83% Comedy & Pathe
News None

"The Flying Fleet"
M-G-M

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

Loew's State

(3400)

7

35ff-50<!

125% M-G-M and Fox
News; 2 Talkie
Acts

Organlogue

Indianapolis, Ind.

Bad weather
Loew's Palace

(2800)

7

25^-50(f 90%
Fox News and M-
G-M Movietone

Acts
None

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Clear

Empire
(1000)

6

25f(-40* 130%
"Feed 'Em and
Weep" and M-
G-M News

None

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Cold and
stormy

Midland
(4000),

7 80% Newsreel and 2
Movietone Acts None

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Cold

Pantages

(1300)

7

50*-75«!
105% 5 Acts of

Vaud.

Springfield, Mass.
Weather : Snow and
rain

Broadway
(1800)

7

25«f-50<f

70' 1 Vitaphone Act,

1 Movietone Act,

Pathe News and
"Campus Car-
men*'

None
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C

City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and
Admission

Prices

Per-
centage
Rating,
Normal Shorts
Business
Equals
100%

Presenta-
tion

"The Flying Fleet"
M-G-M

Chattanooga, Tenn. Tivoli 3 96% "Melancholy
Dame," Para-
mount Talkie

Orchestra

"Fools for Luck"
Paramount

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Snow and
rain

Alhambra
(600)

1

20,5-30,5

120% "Fables," "Top-
ics and Pathe
News

None

"Gang War"
R. K. 0.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

Pantages
(1575)

7

25,5-50,5-75,5

70% Pathe Sound
News

5 Acts of

Vaud.

"Give and Take"
Universal

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Aztec

(2500)

4

25^60(5
75% Comedy "Circus Days"

Stage Show

4 Acts of

Vaud.
Boston, Mass. K-A Boston

(1800)

7

50ji-$1.00
80% "Fables" and

Pathe News

Pittsburgh, Pa. Grand 7 70%

Salt Lake City, Utah Pantages 7 90%

"Hardboiled"
R. K. 0.

Canton, O.
Weather

:

Valentine

(811)

4
15(H25(f

75% Comedy & Pathe
News None

"Heart of a Follies

Girl"
First National

Akron, O.
Weather: Cold

Allen

(550)

7

25,5-50,5

70% "Gobs of Love"
& M-G-M News None

"The Home
Towners"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Paris,
Bad weather and Flu

Plaza

(650)

6
40,5-60(5

60% Geo. Dewey
Washington in

M-G-M Song reel

and Fox News

None

"Honeymoon Flats'
Universal

' Tampa, Fla.

Weather: Clear
Strand
(800)

2

15,5-35,;

85%

"Hot Heels"
Universal

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold

Piccadilly

(2259)

5
15*5—50^

85% Newsreel None

"In Old Arizona"
Fox (T.)

Louisville,Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

Strand
(1785)

7

25 ((-35 ,5-50 i

150% Fox News and 4
Talkie Acts

None

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Loew's Palace

(2307)

6 90% Vitaphone Acts &
Fox Movietone
News

None

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow

Fay's

(1250)

7

15(5-35!*

95% "Toy Shop," Fox
News and Orch-
estra

None

Boston, Mass. VTodern & Beacon 7

(000) (900) 35,5-75,5

100% Movietone Sub-
jects and Fox
News

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Rain
Victory

(1600)

7

15(5-50,!

100%, Sound and Pathe
News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

New
(1600)

6 75%
25,5-50* (2d Week)

"Lion's Roar,"
Fox Sound and
Silent Newsreel

None

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold

Hippodrome
(4500)

7

25(5-50,5 (

135%
2d Week)

"Bride's Rela-

tions" and Fox
Movietone News

Pittsburgh, Pa. Loew's Aldine 7 90%

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather : Clear

Merrill

(1167)

7

25 (5-50 e

400% Robert Benchley
on Movietone &
Fox News

None
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City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and
Admission

Prices

Per-
centage
Rating,
Normal
Business
Equals
100%

Shorts

'Interference"
Paramount (T.)

Cedar Rapids, la. Capitol 4
Weather: Cold, snow (2500) 25^-50^-60^

100% Movietone and
Paramount News

Presentation

Publix Unit

Boston, Mass. Scollay Square
Olympia
(1800)

7 90% Specialties and
35^-60^ ParamontNews

5 Acts of

Vaud.

Baltimore, Md. Stanley 6 120% Paramount Talk- Overture and
Weather: Cold (3654) 25 £-65* ies and Fox and

Pathe Sound
News reels

Organlogue

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold

Allen

(3300)

7
30^-60)!

100% "N ewlyweds'
Headache" and
M-G-M News

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Blizzard

Eckel
(1400)

7

25^-35*
125% 2 Vitaphone

Acts

Ashevi lie, N. C.
Alternating weather

Plaza

(1232)

3
10)S-40*-50(f

115% Cantor and Elting
Talkies & Para-
mount News

Salt Lake City, Utah Empress 7 100%

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Rain and
snow

Loew's Victory

(2300)

4 135%
25p-40(S-50*

M-G-M Comedy
& M-G-M News

"Ladies' Night in a Ottawa, Ont.
Turkish Bath" Weather: Cold

First National

Fern 3 95% Felix Cartoon,
(750) 10^-25* "Pass the Gravy"

and Serial

"A Lady of Chance" Tampa, Fla.

M-G-M Weather: Fair
Tampa 3 75%
(1600) 25*-50*-60)i

Atlantic City
Weather : Cold

Strand
(1188)

5
40^-50*

70% M-G-M News

Boston, Mass. Loew's State

(3700) 50*-$1.00
85% Specialties & Fox

News

St. Louis, Mo.
Bad weather

Loew's State 91% "Confession" and
Van and Schenck

"The Last Warning" Birmingham, Ala.

Universal (T.) Weather: Clear
Strand 6 105% Vitaphone Acts &
(800) 25^-50* Paramount News

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold and
snow

Rochester 7 90% "A Question of

(4000) 35*-60(! Today" and In-

ternational News

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

New Garden 6 75%
(3016) 25(<-65<!

"Tarzan" Serial

and Internation-
al News

Springfield, Mass. Bijou . 7 70% "Putting Pants
Weather: Rain and (1000) 25((-50)! on Phillip," and
snow Internat'l News

None

5 Acts of

Loew Vaud.

None

None

2 Acts ol

Vaudeville

Orchestra

None

6 Acts of

Vaudeville

5 Acts of

R. K. O.
Vaudeville

None

"The Little Wild- Cedar Rapids, la.

cat" Weather- Cold
Warner Bros. (T.)

Capitol 3 75% Cantor & Etting

(2500) 25f<-60< Talkies and Par-
amount News

'Love in the Desert" Syracuse, N. Y. Strand
R. K. O. Weather: Blizzard (1700)

7 100',

20*!-30M0e
Comedy and Fox
Movietone News

Salt Lake City, Utah Gem 80',

Publix Unit

Orchestra
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E

City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and
Admission
Prices

Per-
centage
Rating,
Normal Shorts
Business
Equals
100',

Presentation

"Love Over Night"
Pathe

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather : Rain

Orpheum
(2200)

6 90% 6 Acts of

Vaudeville

"Lucky Boy"
Tiffany-Stahl (T.)

Cleveland, 0.
Weather : Cold

Hippodrome
(4500)

7

25 f^-50 (*

125% Fox Movietone
News None

Houston, Tex.
Weather : Warm

Loew's State

(2700)

7

15f!-25«¥-60

98% Roach Comedies
and Fox Movie-
tone News

5 Acts of

Vaudeville

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear

Rivoli

(1981)

6

25f<-50£

130% 2 Talkies, Sport-
light and Fox
andPatheSound
News

None

Springfield, Mass.
Weather : Cold

Capitol

(1820)

7

25»K50^
100% 2 Vitaphone sub-

jects None

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Bad

Lafayette 7 75%

"Man, Woman and
Wife"

Universal

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear and
cold

Keith's

(3016)

6

25 (
<-65

)
{

75% "Tarzan" Serial

and Interna'l

News

5 Acts of R.
K. O. Vaud.

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Cold

Clemmer
(1100)

7

35)f-50f!

115% Comedy

"Marked Money"
Pathe

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Fair

Ritz

(950)

1 90% Pathe Subject and
Fox News None

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Blizzard

Keith's

(2600)

4

30^-50^
100% "Fables," Topics

and Pathe News
6 Acts of

R.K.O. Vaud.

"Marquis Preferred'
Paramount

Canton, O.
Weather: Cold

Loew's
(2025)

3

30jf-50fi

77% M-G-M Techni-
color short , Inter-

nat'l News

5 Acts of

Vaud.

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Rain and
snow

New Grand
(1125)

4

25M0f^
140% "Fables," Curios-

ities and Pathe
News

5 Acts of R.
K. 0. Vaud.

"Marriage by Con-
tract"

Tiffany-Stahl (T.)

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather : Severe bliz-

zard

Majestic

(1435)

7

25H30*f
70% "Fables" & Pathe

and Fox Movie-
tone News

5 Acts of K-
A-0 Vaud.

Portland, Ore. United Artists

(957)

7

35H30j<
50% M-G-M Movie-

tone Acts and
M-G-M News

"The Masks of the
Devil"

M-G-M

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow

Regent
. (1697)

7

15(^-50(4

85% "Calford in the
Movies"
and News

None

"Me, Gangster"
Fox (T.)

Salt Lake City, Utah Victory 7 90%

"The Million-
Dollar Collar"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Portland, Ore. Blue Mouse
(657)

7

25tf-35jS

60% Vitaphone Shorts

and Fox News

"Mother Machree"
Fox

Indianapolis, Ind.
Bad weather

Circle

(2500)

5

25fH30t<

70% Fox News and
"Visions of Spain" None

"My Man"
Warner Bros. (T.)

New York City
Weather : Cold

Warner's
(1360)

Indef.

$1 .
—t$Z

.

91% 3 Vitaphone Sub-
jects None

St. Louis, Mo.
Bad weather

Grand Central 7 100% Vitaphone Shorts



••

Per-
centage

Motion I'

i

Theatre No. of Days Rating,
City and and Run and Normal Shorts
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100%

"Naughty Baby" Macon, Ga. Capitol 2 90% C imedy and Par-

First National Weather: Fair (955) amount News

Picture N ews

Presentation

'Ned McCobb's
Daughter"

Pathe

"Oh Kay"
First National

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Rain and ice

(H.l Mill

1100)

6 60', PatheSound News
and 2 Vitaphone
Acts

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Rain
Strand
(2200)

7

15*-50*
75% Musical Shorts &

Paramount News

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

Minnesota
(4025)

7

30MO *-75 i

98% Movietone Act

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Very cold

snow

Capitol

(1700)

7 130% Vitaphone Act &
Paramount News

New York City Strand 7 86% 3 Vitaphone
Weather : Clear and (2900) 35^50^-65)i Subjects
cold -75)!

San Antonio, Tex. Majestic 7 90%
Weather: Cold (1700) 25*-75*

Pathe and Fox
News "Fables"

Minneapolis, Minn. Lyric

(1238) 15(i-25ff-35^

95% "Our Gang" Com-
edv

Nolle

Nolle

Publix Unit

Publix Unit

None

.") Acts of

Vaud.

( )rganlogue

On Trial" Baltimore, Md. Metropolitan 6 100% 3 Sound subjects

Warner :Bros. (T.) Weather: Cold (1500) 15^-50* and Kinograms

Minneapolis, Minn. State

Weather: Cold (2300) 25jS-35j<-60*

98'
J

State Digest and
Fox Movietone
News

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Rain and

Fox-Palace 7 90% Fox News, 2 Vita-

(2484) 30t-60i phone Acts
snow

Salt Lake City, Utah Capitol 7 125%

"Outlawed"
R. K. 1 1.

Tampa, Fla.

Weather : Fair

Franklin

(865)

2
10^-25^

85^

"The Power of the
Press"

Columbia

Atlantic City
Weather: Cold

Strand
(1188)

3

40(5-50^

65^; "Pair of Tights"
and M-G-M
News

"The Red Dance"
Fox

Paris, Tex.
Bad weather and Flu

( '.rand
'
(850)

2

25*-35*
75 r ; "Campus Car-

men'' and
"Treasure Land"

"The Redeeming
Sin"

Warner Bros. 1

Portland, Ore. Music Box
(1837)

7

50 i

125', Roach Comedy,
Vitaphone shorts

and Fox News

Pittsburgh, Pa. Stanley 7 90%

"Red Hot Speed"
Universal 1 T.

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Severe

zard
bliz-

Palace

(1500)

3
20 (f-.".Or

100
, 3 Vitaphone Acts

and M-G-M and
Fox Movietone
N ews

New York City Colony
Weather: Clear and 1980
cold

7 103'
,

50^ Too si

Oswald Cartoon
and Internat'l

News

Minneapolis, Minn. Pantages 7

Medium weather 1575 .".Or 75c
Pathe News

None

Stage Show

4 Acts of

Vaudeville

None

None

None

Specht'sBand
and Special-

ties

5 Acts of

Vaudeville
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Presentation

"Red Hot Speed"
Universal (T.)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Blizzard

Empire
(1700)

7

20«L-30«5-40jf

-50,4

110% "Collegians", Fox
Movietone News
and 2 Movie-

tone Acts

None

"Red Lips"
Universal

Canton, 0.
Weather: Cold

Palace

(1906)

4
30jf-50«!

85% Comedy and Pathe
News

5 Acts of

K-A Vaud.

Macon, Ga.
Weather : Fair

Ritz

(950)

2 90% Pathe subject and
Fox News

None

"Redskin"
Paramount

New York City
Weather: Cold

Criterion

(861)

Indef.

$1.00-82.00
94%: Paramount Talk-

ies

None

"Restless Youth"
Columbia

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Clear

Trianon
(650)

6

15£-30((

100% "Aesop Fables"
and Fox News None

"The Rescue"
United Artists (T.)

Canton, O.
Weather: Cold

Loew's
(2025)

4

30 <<-50 i

90% Topics of Day and
Fox Movietone
News

5 Acts of

Vaud.

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather : Severe bliz-

zard

Worth
(2500)

3

15f<-50<!

80% "Campus Car-
men" and Vita-

phone Overture
and Paramount's
News

None

Dallas, Tex.
Weather : Rain and ice

Melba
(1800)

6 50% "01' Gray Hoss"
2 Vitaphone Acts
and Fox Movie-
tone News

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Snow and
rain

Loew's
(2200)

6
25^-35?f-50^

75% 2 Vitaphone num-
bers, Laurel-Har-
dy Comedv and
M-G-M and Fox
Movietone News

Organlogue

•
Milwaukee, Wise.

Weather: Clear
Majestic

(1500)

7

2o<h50i
70% M-G-M News None

Pittsburgh, Pa. Loew's Penn 7 80%

Buffalo, N. Y.
Bad weather

Shea's Buffalo 7 85%

"Riley the Cop"
Fox

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Snow, very
cold

Strand
(1065)

3 90% "Papa Spank" &
Paramount News

"The River"
Fox

New York City
Weather: Clear & cold

Gaiety

(808)

Indef.

$l.-$2.
106% Movietone Sub-

jects and News None

"The Road to Ruin'
State Rights

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather : Severe bliz-

zard

Civic

(2000)

7

25^-50^
125%

"Sally's Shoulders"
R. K. 0.

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Cold

Keith's

(2596)

6
15(5—60^

70S "Fables and
Pathe News

5 Acts of

Vaud.

"The Scarlet Lady"
Columbia

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Rain and
snow

New Grand
(1125)

3

25?!-40^-50«f

80', "Topics," color

film and "Rac-
ing Blood"

5 Acts of

R. K. O. Vau-
deville

"Scarlet Seas"
First National

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Warm

Kirbv
(1654)

7

10(5-25^-50^
120% 4 Vitaphone Acts

and Fox Movie-
tone News

None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear and
cold

Centurv
(3221)

6

25<t-65f«

103% Oswald Cartoon,
M-G-M and Fox
Movietone News

Loew's Pub-
lix Unit,

Overture &
Organlogue
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,

c t u r c News

Presentation

"Seven Footprints
to Satan"

First National

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow-

Keith Pa

200)

7

00 i

95', None ti Acts of

Yaud.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Blizzard

Keiths
2600)

3
30)!-50(!

100 "Fables," Topics
and Pathe Xews

6 Acts of R.
K. 0. Vaud.

"The Shady Lady"
Pathe

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold

Pal

3600)

7

30 r 7.U-

85', "Motorboat Ma-
"mas," "Should
Scotchmen Mar-
ry!'" and Fox,
Pathe and Para-
mount News

Vaud.

"The Shopworn
Angel"

Paramount (T.)

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Cold

Alabama
1 2200)

ti

254-Z5<r-Q0i
90% Vitaphone Acts &

Paramount News
"Jazztown"
Spot Show

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Empire
(1500)

7

35ii-50fS

80% 3 Vitaphone Acts
and Fox News None

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Rain and ice

Greater Palace

(2350)

7 60% Vitaphone Act Publix Unit

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Snow, very
cold

Des Moines
(11)00)

7 130% 2 Vitaphone Acts
and Movietone
News

"Show People"
M-G-M

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Cold

Rex
(900)

3

15i-20(!

100% Comedy & Para-
mount News None

"Simba"
State Rights

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Fair

Strand
(800)

3

15£-35(«

100%

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather : Severe bliz-

zard

Hippodrome
(700)

8

35t-50i
200% None None

Ottawa, Can.
Weather: Cold

Imperial

(1200)

6

10<<-35f!

85% "Feed 'Em and
Weep"

Orchestra

"Singapore Mutiny'
RKO

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Princess

(1200)

4

10i-35t
70% Comedy and In-

ternat'l News None

"A Single Man"
M-G-M

Chattanooga, Tenn. Rialto 2 86% "Home Girl," Par-
amount

"The Singing Fool"
Warner Bros. (T.)

St. Louis, Mo.
Bad weathei

Midtown 7 78', Vitaphone Shorts Orchestra

"Sins of the
Fathers"

Paramount (T.)

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Cold

Mary Anderson
(1376)

7
25»!-35^-50^

65% Pathe News and 2

Talkie Acts None

Providence, R. I.

Weather : Rain
Majestic

(2400)

7

15(H50«i
80% Capt. Fried Mov-

ietone and Fox
News

None

New York City
Weather: Cold

Rivoli

(2200)

Indef.

35<<-$1.00

103', Christie Talkie
and Ncwsreel None

"The Spieler"
Pathe (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather : Stormy

Mainstreet

(1500)

7 90% "Fables" and
Pathe News

Stage Show

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Medium

Hennepin-
Orpheum

7

25 ^-50 (5-75 fS

65% Pathe News 6 Acts of

Vaudeville

"Stark Mad"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Fair

Capitol

(955)

3 100% "Our Gang" Com-
edy and Para-
mount News

None
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Presentation

"Stark Mad"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather : Clear

Garden
(1200)

7

25^-50^
180% Band and Sing-

ing Shorts and
Fox Movietone

None

Pittsburgh, Pa. Enright 7 80%,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Bad weather

Great Lakes 7 75%

"State Street Sadie'
Warner Bros.

' Paris, Tex.
Bad weather and Flu

Grand
(850)

2

25^-35*
65% Topics, "Fables",

Sportlight None

"Steamboat Bill,

Jr."
United Artists

Providence, R. I.

Weather : Rain
Loew's State

(3800)

7
15*-50«!

75% Movietone Revue
& M-G-M News Organlogue

"The Street Angel"
Fox

St. Louis, Mo.
Bad weather

Fox
(5200) 35s<-75»!

125% Fox Movietone
News

Overture and
2 Stage Acts

"The Street of Illu-

sion"
Columbia

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Rain and
snow

American
(650)

3

25j!-35f!

60% Comedy and
Pathe News None

"Submarine"
Columbia (T.)

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Cold

Ritz

(1800)

6

25i*-35fH60»!

110% Loew's Sonnen-
berg Film and
Pathe News

4 Acts Keith
Vaudeville

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Bad

Byrd
(1660)

6
15j«-25(»-50^

110% 2 Vitaphone num-
bers Internation-

al and Movie-
tone News

Organlogue

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Rivoli

(1981)

6
25jH50^

100%
(2d run)

"The Alibi" sound
short and News None

"Synthetic Sin"
First National (T.)

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather : Cold
Strand
(1400)

7

25(t-35ji

80% "Misplaced Hus-
bands," Pathe
News and 3 Vi-

taphone Acts

None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Century
(3221)

6

25ff-65(!

90% "A Pair of Tights"
Sportlight and
M-G-M & Fox
Movietone News

Loew Publix
Show

Cleveland, O.
Weather : Cold

State

(3400)

7

30jf-60*
100% "Love's Young

Scream," Para-
mount and Fox
Movietone News

Publix Unit

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Cold

Centre

(1200)

6

15MO*
85% "Bear Knees" and

Fox News None

Buffalo, N. Y.
Bad weather

Hippodrome 7 80%

"Take Me Home"
Paramount

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Snow and
rain

Loew's Victory

(2300)

3

25?S-40(f

SO'
1 M-G-M Comedy

and M-G-M
News

5 Acts of

Loew's
Vaudeville

"The Terror"
Warner Bros. (T)

Ottawa, Can.
Weather: Cold

Regent
(1225)

6
25 (5-60 i

98% Metro Edwards
Revue, Fox Mov-
ietone Orchestra

"Three Sinners"
Paramount

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Cold

Egyptian
(300)

7
35 i

120% Comedy

"The Toilers"
Tiffany-Staid

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Clear

Alhambra
(.2000)

7

2oe-50*
70% "Farewell" "Rag

Doll" None
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Motion Pic

Shorts

ture News

Presentation

"Trail of '98"

M-G-M
Portland, Ore. Broadway

(1912)

:

25M)0(!
125% Fox News and

Movietone
Shorts

F. and M.'s
"Mike's
Idea" and
Sally O'Neil
in Person

New York City
Weather : Clear & cold

Capitol

(4620)

7

35(!-50)i-75fS

-$1.-$1.50

109% Specialties and
Newsreel

"Dominoes"
Revue

"Trial Marriage"
Columbia

Baltimore, Md.
Weather : Clear & cold

Hippodrome
(2500)

6
20jf-55^

120% Comedy and
Pathe News

Vaud. and
stage play

"True Heaven"
Fox

Atlantic City
Weather: Cold

Stanley

(2500)

4
40*-50*

75% "Toy Shop" and
2 Vitaphone Acts
Paramount News

None

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather : Clear

Wisconsin

(2902)

7

25 £-75)5

103% Fox Movietone
News

5 Acts of

Vaudeville

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold

Palace

(3600)

7

30f<-75)S

80% "Smith Catalina
Boat Race," Par-
amount, Fox and
Pathe News

Vaud.

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear and
cold

New
(1600)

6
25^-50*!

85% "Bride's Rela-
tions," "Beaut-
ies Beware" Fox
Sound and Silent

News

None

Springfield, Mass.
Weather : Snow & rain

Fox
(1444)

7

20^25)!
95% 1 Movietone sub-

ject & Fox News None

"U. S. Smith"
Gotham

Canton, O.
Weather: Cold

Palace

(1906)

3

30f*-50(5

65% Comedy and
Pathe News

5 Acts of

Vaud.

"Varsity"
Paramount (T.)

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Cold

Granada
(600)

7

35 £-50*
85% Comedy

"Waterfront"
First National

Atlantic City
Weather: Cold

Stanley

(2500)

3
40^-50*

75% "M el an c holy
Dame," Para-
mount News and
Rubini Vita-

phone Act

None

"Weary River"
First National (T.)

New York City
Weather: Clear & cold

Central

(922)

Indef.

$l.-$2.50
101Wo Vitaphone Shorts None

"West of Zanzibar"
M-G-M

Ottawa, Can.
Weather: Cold

Avalon
(990)

3
lOc-35*

100% "Two Tars," "The
Twin Sister" and
Fox News

None

"Wheel of Chance"
First National

Chattanooga, Tenn. Rialto 2 88% "Papa Spank" and
M-G-M News None

"The Wolf of Wall
Street"

Cleveland, 0.
Weather: Cold

Allen

(3300)

7

30 H30*
95% M-G-M News

Movietone Act.

Tampa, Fla.

Weather: Fair
Tampa
(1600)

4

25f!-50H30(!

125% -

New York City
Weather: Clear and
cold

Rialto

(1960)

Indef.

35*-50*-75*
85fS-$l.

155% Christie Talkie &
Newsreel None

Akron, O.
Weather: Cold

Colonial

(1147)

7
2.-,. 50*

125'. "Our Gang" Com-
edy and Pathe
N ews

None
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Studios Cannot Meet Demand
For Sound Film With
Present Equipment

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Theatres are being

equipped with sound projection apparatus

almost one hundred per cent faster than

studios are being equipped at present to

turn out production for them. The result

is that many houses now equipped will be

compelled to play second run talkers or

synchronized productions, or else take the

alternative of buying independently made
pictures and short subjects.

Most houses are using their apparatus at

present only for shorts, awaiting the time

when they can get good first run features

which are now being made. Studios will

be at least six months before they have suf-

ficient number of talking pictures to handle

theatres now ready to buy them. Hence
many exhibitors are playing silent features

with their only sound attractions consist-

ing of one reel acts, novelties or news reels.

Others, not content to wait for a better

class of product than the independent or

"quickie' type of talking feature, are

booking second runs of early talkers which
have been played by other houses. This

class, however, is in the minority.

As a result "quickie-makers" who have
secured recording apparatus other than the

standard types, standard being considered

Western Electric, RCA, and Sonora pat-

ents, are making quick clean-ups with cheap
features and shorts. One producer grabbed
a couple of colored boys from the negro
section of Los Angeles, had them go
through a routine of songs and dances be-

fore a velvet curtain and had a short made
for a total gross cost of $600. This was for

salaries, film, props and setting. He sold

the short for $2,500.

M-G-M To Make
Dramatic Series

Of 2-Reel Talkies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13. — Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer will produce a series of two-reel

dramas, in addition to its comedies of that
length. All are to be fully synchronized
with dialogue. The rights to three playlets

have been purchased for the short
drama program, among them "Brains,"
"Emergency" and "Casualty" by Martin
A. Flavin. Two have been made already,

"Confession," directed by Lionel Barry-
more; and "The Man Higher Up," by Wil-
liam De Mille.

Fontaine District Manager
J. E. Fontaine has been appointed dis-

trict manager with supervision over Para-
mount exchanges in Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Columbus and Pittsburgh. He was formerly
branch manager of the Paramount ex-
change in Cleveland.

Universal Studios Lop Off

Many Heads Of Departments;

/ Big Shakeup Started At Fox

Max Reinhardt Quits

U. A.; Gish Film Off
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, February 12.—Max
Reinhardt and United Artists

have definitely parted, Reinhardt
having left his offices at the studio.

He came from Germany to direct Lil-

lian Gish in "The Miracle Woman"
and has been having difficulties with
United Artists executives ever since

his arrival, it is said.

The argument is reported to have
started over United's desire to assign
a standard picture director to work
with him. Following this, trouble con-
tinued to increase and the picture is

now permanently off. This is admitted
by studio executives.

Myers Speech

May Develop

Suits On Sound

Northwest Exhibitors Plan
Action On Question Of

Interchangeability

A number of test suits on interchange-

ability are being planned by exhibitors of

the Northwest as a result of the recent

meeting of the exhibitor organization at

which Abram F. Myers, president and gen-
eral counsel of Allied States Association,

was among the principal speakers.

Mr. Myers, who was making his first

speech before an exhibitor body since tak-

ing up his new duties, charged a freeze out
of independent sound systems and an-

nounced that he plans to push his request
for a Federal injunction to restrain an al-

leged monopoly. He recently placed his re-

quest for action before the Department of

Justice.

At the meeting 243 members of the ex-

hibtors unit ratified the affiliation with Al-

lied and pledged $10,000 toward mainte-
nance of the association.

Bailey To Direct Gambol
Of Catholic M. P. Guild

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Harry A. Bailey,

former Fox executive, will be Direct"]

General for the forthcoming Gambol held

by the Catholic Motion Picture Guild. It

is booked for the Philharmonic Auditorium,
Los Angeles, on Saturday night, April 6.

William McCormack, formerly Western
Representative for the Motion* Picture
News, has been placed in charge of the

advertising for the Gambol by Father Mul-
lins.

Several Executives Dropped
And Additional Cuts In

Staffs Reported Due
Shortly

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 13-
Two wholesale cleanups in

studios featured the past

week in Hollywood, taking effect

in Universal City and Fox. In the

latter, still more changes are ex-

pected to be made, the most im-

portant affected thus far being Ben
Jacksen, head of Movietone City,

and Dave Thompson, studio man-
ager for Movietone City. Jacksen

is being succeeded by H. Keith

Weeks, who was engineer in

charge of construction of Movie-
tone City. Thompson's place is

filled by E. H. Barter, formerly

with Paramount.
At Universal the sweep was

long and unbiased. Relatives of

Laemmle, gag-men, writers, direct-

ors, studio executives, were lopped

off without a moment's notice.

Harry Zahner, who for years has been
assistant general manager for Universal,

has been transferred temporarily to the

scenario department. Department heads
who are out include Julius Bernheim, su-

pervisor; Nate Goldstone, supervisor; Sig-

mund Moos, head of location and leasing

department; Earl Snell, writer; Bob Wyler,
supervisor; Eddie Laemmle, director; Vic-

tor Nordlinger, head of casting department

;

Morris Kurland, head of transportation de-

partment; Gladys Lehman, writer; and
many minor people.

Robert E. Welsh remains as general

manager of Universal City, with Carl

Laemmle, Jr., associate producer. The cast-

ing department has been closed down and
will remain so for several weeks. It is un-

likely Nordlinger will return. Every other

department has been cut but the publicity.

The Pat Rooney and Benny Rubin series

have been halted temporarily as the sound
stages are needed for "Broadway" and the

completion of "Show Boat." Rooney and
Rubin will resume in a few weeks.

The Fox axe fell without warning within

a few days after the secret arrival in Holly-

wood of William Fox and Winfield R. Shee-

han. That Ben Jacksen is out cannot be

believed by Hollywood, inasmuch as Jack-

sen was supposed to have a life's job with

Fox and has been one of the most efficient

studio officials employed on that lot. He
(Continued on page 491)
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5 Sound News
Reels Planned

For Next Year

l niversel, Fox and Pathe Set

In Field, M-G-M and Para-

mount To Foliate

There will undoubtedly be five sound

newsreels in the field by the time that next

season opens. Fox and Pathe are making
great headway with their service in sound,

with the former having a big lead in this

particular field. Pathe has already started.

Universal is the latest to bring forth an an-

nouncement that they would be in readiness

season to furnish sound newsre 1- and

it is no more than natural that Metro Gold

wyn-Mayer and Paramount will follow suit.

That will mean that the Hearst organiza-

tion will step into the sound field through

furnishing M-G-M with their service. The
Hearst International News, which is now
distributed through Universal, will un-

doubtedly be forced into a secondary posi-

tion when thai company inaugurates it-

sound service to exhibitors. The Sound
News by Universal will in no way conflict

with the Hearsl contract for the distribu-

tion of the International News which has to

run to tl ad of this year. International

is silent and the new newsreel in sound i<

an entirely different product, according to

the Universal contention.

In it- announc merit. Universal says that

the Universal Movietone News will have

daily releases and color film and other inno-

vations are scheduled as part of its service

program. Sam B. Jacobson, formerly head
of publicity at Universal City, has been

Selected to handle the organization and
production of the new venture. He has

been in New York for about six weeks work-

ing out the details for the worldwide stall'

which is to secure news pictures for them.

The executive staff under his direction will

OOmpi Mack, formerly with radio

station. W.MCA. liar. .Id Lewis, a sound
engine.-r. Howard Dillinger, and Herman
Obroctt as chief cameraman.
The first sound wagon- are expected

be delivered i real from Wi

(Continued on page

Loew Circuit

After Big Names
For Sound Houses

An about lace in policy as far as a mini

her of the up-state New York and New
ind houses are concerned i- contem-

i by the Loew < lircuit. They are try-

ing to secure as many big vaudeville i

sound

equipped theatres which have uol been hold

irr_r up in business to da in for

this bi i rally cone ded a - due to i he

infer pici ares which have
come to the market for general distribution.

"The Glad Rag Doll"
Dolores Costello's recently completed

Warner film, "Alimony Annie," will be

released as "The Glad Bag Doll."

Griffith In Successful

Television Broadcast
DAVID WARE GRIFFITH, motion

picture producer and director,

was in Schenectady last week,
and in experiments in Television, had
his voice and image broadcast across
the continent and picked up in Oakland
and Los Angeles. Mr. Griffith scoffed

at the notion that the talking movie
is a fad. While in Schenectady, Mr.
Griffith and his party were lavishly

entertained by officials of the General
Electric Company.

Germany Lags

In Sound Films

But Gets Start

Linguistic Barriers Of Film
From V. S. Overcome By
Starting Own Company

By HEINRICH FRAENKEL
Berlin Correspondent Motion Picture News

Berlin, Feb. 6.—Considering the fact

that the linguistic barriers had to exclude

Germany from the Sound Film wave
swamping the U. S. A. and British markets
during the last year, it is not surprising

that Germany should have lagged behind a

little.

In Germany practically all the sound
film interests of the country are concen-
trated in one single firm, the "Tonfilm
Syndikat" (Tobis) which, as announced by
Motion Picture News at the time, was
founded with a capital of $2,250,000 last

fall. TheTri-Ergon System is used by the

syndicate. This system, developed during

the last six years by its inventors, Vogt,

Dr. Engl and Masolle, very much resembles

the Movietone system, also photographing
thi omul on the edge of the film and do

ing without disc records.

\ Mother British company also means to

star! .-..him I film production in Germany.
This is "British International Film Dis-

tributors, " an English Company, controlled

by the well known South Africa millionaire

Schlesinger. The sound film interests con-

trolled by this group are "British Talking
Picture-.

Fanny Brice Signed For
Three U. A. Talking Films

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture' News)

Hollywood, Feb. L3. -Fanny Brice has
been placed under contract by the United

Artists for a series of three talking pic-

ture-. Al the United Artists Studios hei"

it was admitted that negotiations with the

md ereen star were in progress bul

that t he ing of 1 lie contracts
.' taken place as yet. Jos. M. Schenck

in New Fork al present is the one who was
ig direct wit b Mi -

I trice in making t he

deal.

Producers Find

Talkie Material

In Old Films

Many Past Successes Being
Exhumed; Paramount to

Make "Virginian" in Talk

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 13. With seven pictures

made within the past twelve years as silent

productions scheduled to be rewritten, re-

cast and remade for talkie purposes, indi-

cations arc that more than a dozen such
stories will be released during 1920-30.

While no definite announcement has been
made by any studio regarding the seven,

such announcements have been delayed
only until a new version of the story has

been completed and some idea as to who
will be cast decided upon.
Corinne Griffith has announced her inten-

tion of doing "Lillies of the Field*' as a

"talkie." Norma Talmadge is known to

be wavering between "Smilin' Though"
and "The Sign of the Door," both of which
she has produced in the past as silent pic-

tures. It is definite that it will be one or
the other, with the odds in favor of
"Smilin' Through." "Madame X," with
Ruth Chatterton starring, is now being
made by M-G-M, originally made by Samuel
Goldwyn in 1920.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is working on the

idea of doing "Lombard!, Ltd.," all over
again in talkie form. Leo Carrillo is also

mentioned as set for the role which he cre-

ated on the stage. Warner Brothers have
"The Narrow Street," made some years
ago, on their program for the coming sea-

son to be made with dialogue and a new
(Continued on pane 4'>1
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"Moulin Rouge"
First World Wide

Film With Sound
"Moulin Rouge," directed by E. A. Du-

pont will be the first of World Wide Pic
tures to be released with sound accom-
paniment. It will introduce the Continental
screen star, Olga Chekova. RCA Photo-
phone has synchronized this production
under the direction of Joseph Littau of
Boxy's with the Photophonc Symphony or-

chestra.

"Moulin Rouge" is said to have been
actually made in the famous Paris night
resort and introduces the entire cast of

principals and beauty ballet of the Paris-

New York Revue. It will be released with

a synchronized score and also as a silent

pict ure.

1.
1 Fannie Brii e bj I baited

Artists was officially continued by Joseph
M. Sell, nek in Xew York Thursday.

Stahl Writing Sequel to

"Zeppelin," New T.-S. Film
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Bollyw I. Feb. 13. With "Zeppelin"

completed, and rated as a big special for

next year on the Tiliany-Stahl program,
John Stahl is now writing an original story

sequel under tentative title of "The Lost

Zeppelin." which will go into production
early in the spring.
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M-G-M To Start

Projectionists'

Training School

Licensed Operators Will

Enroll And Teach Others

As They Learn
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(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—To insure proper
sound projection in conjunction with the

national release of all synchronized product,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer intends to start a
training school for projectionists. This
move may be followed by various other

studios. The intention is to establish head-

quarters in both New York and Hollywood,
and use experienced licensed film operators

as students. They, in turn, will be sent out

over the country to teach other projection-

ists the intricacies of sound projection.

Studios have found with several releases

recently, that no matter what degree of

perfection is attained in recording sound
and dialogue, the picture's fate is in the

hands of the operators. In Los Angeles, two
major productions were ruined at public

showings for several performances because
the operators in the projection booths used

poor judgment in regulation of volume and
various other details connected with pro-

jection.

Trained operators have been found to be

the only remedy. Up to now, when sound
films have gone wrong in theatres, the house
managers have wailed for the local studio

engineers, or the representatives of Western
Electric or General Electric to come and
rectify matters. In such cases, two and
three performances have been given in

houses before the wrong was corrected.

Still another idea may be used in con-

nection with road-showings of sound pic-

tures. This will be the use of special oper-

ators sent from the training headquarters
nearest the town in which the production

is being shown.

Fox Execs Shake Dust Off
"Scarehead" For Fixing

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Fox executives

have taken down "Scarehead" from the

shelf and are now trying to doctor it up.

The picture was originally called "Calam-
ity" and its shelving was said to be re-

sponsible for Luther Heed, supervisor, and
Fred Newmeyer, director, leaving Fox.

It is a newspaper story and production

heads are submitting it to newly signed

writers on the lot who "used to be news-
papermen themselves" for fixing.

Inspiration To Put Sound
Into "She Goes To War"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Inspiration Pictures

will svnchronize music and sound effects

with "She Goes to War." The RCA Photo-
phone system will be used and the synchron-
izing will be done at the Mack Sennett
studios. United Artists, who have the

Western Electric license will release despite

the General Electric apparatus used.

Paramount, M-G-M Beat Rivals

With Sound Trucks By Hiring

Special Car On Fastest Train

Suggests Debunking
Easy Path To Stardom
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 13.—At the
suggestion of Joseph Schild-

kraut, either the Association of

Motion Picture Producers, or the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce may
produce and release a two reel picture

warning the youth of America to stay

out of Hollywood. It is suggested that

hundred prints be made and distri-

buted throughout the country, with a
title similar to "Beware of Your Holly-
wood Ambitions." The picture would
show what difficulty youngsters have
in getting jobs in Hollywood and what
small chance there is of breaking into
the movies.

Censor Board
Is Abolished By
Greeley Council

Aldermen Pass Proposition

Up To Mayor And
Chief Of Police

The City Council of Greeley, Colorado,

last week adopted a resolution to abolish

the board of motion picture censors and the

members of the board promptly tendered

their resignations. Five aldermen com-
prised the board and they voted unani-

mously to abolish censorship. By their ac-

tion they passed the matter of keeping pic-

tures clean to the mayor and the chief of

police.

The censor board was composed of Mrs.

L. W. Howerth, Rev. Byron Hester and
Rev. Walter I. Fowle. They tendered their

resignations immediately upon the passing

of the resolution.

This resolution introduced by Alderman
George Strubel was as follows :

"I move, that the City Attorney be in-

structed to draw an ordinance eliminating

the censor board and repealing all ordi-

nances pertaining to picture shows, leaving

it up to the mayor and chief of police to

eliminate all pictures not up to standard."
There was no open discussion before the

resolution was adopted. The action was
agreed upon at an executive session of

about twenty minutes duration.

Gleasons Start "Meet the

Missus" For The Christies
A short play by Kenyon Nicholson went

into production last week as one of the

Paramount-Christie short feature talking

plays. It is "Meet the Missus," and co-

stars James and Lucille Webster Gleason.

Pay Full Passenger, Pullman
Rates To Save 10 Days On
Delivery Over All Other

Companies

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Shipping their first

Movietone sound trucks from the East in

a special car attached to the fast Sante Fe
"Chief," M-G-M and Paramount beat

other coast producers in getting the port-

able apparatus to the coast by at least 10

days.

As previously reported in Motion"
Picture News, all producers making talk-

ers under Western Electric license agreed
that the electric company should deliver

one truck to each producing company at

the same, time, so that no one would be

favored in priority of orders. W. E. made
delivery to all organizations f.o.b. New
York; with the trucks now enroute by
freight with the exception of the two for

Paramount and M-G-M.
The latter organizations, holding pro-

ductions pending the arrival of the sound
trucks, arranged to ship the apparatus by
special car attached to the fast passenger

trains. In order to do this, it was neces-

sary for the film companies to purchase a
large block of straight passenger and Pull-

man tickets for the freight car; the rail-

roads classing it with a private Pullman
when routed on the fast passenger trains.

The cost to Paramount and M-G-M for

bringing the trucks west amounted to about

$5,000 each", but officials at both studios

feel the expense entirely justified on ac-

count of savings on production costs of

pictures waiting for the outdoor recording

apparatus. It is figured that delay in de-

livery of the sound trucks to studios is

costing each producing company at least

$5,000 a day, while Paramount and M-G-M
saved at least ten days in delivery of the

trucks by routing them on the passenger
limiteds.

"Old Arizona" Paves Way
For New Outdoor Picture

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—As a result of the

tremendous success of "In Old Arizona"
in various key cities, Fox is rushing pre-

parations for production of a big outdoor
western epic to carry both sound and dia-

logue.

Although plans are being kept well under
cover, it is known that Fox will sp nil at

least one million dollars on the picture, and
expects it to rate road show potentialities

upon completion.

Dix Back In Hollywood
Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Richard Dix re-

turns to Hollywood for the production of

"The Wheel of Life," his next Paramount
vehicle. Victor Schertzinger 'will direct it

as a hundred percent talkie.
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Deny Receiver

For Canadian

International

liminefather Concern Given
Three Months By Court

To Reorganize

An application tor the appointment of a

receiver for Canadian International Films,

Limited, Toronto, was denied by Mr. Justice
v in weekly court .-it Toronto, a staj

of proceedings for three months being
granted by Hi- Lordship to enable the com-
pany to secure a financial re-organization
if possible. Application for the winding up
order, which created a big sensation in the-

atre ami political circles of Canada, was
made by Canadian Moving Picture Digest,

Dominion Printing Company and other
creditors of the company.
Canadian International Films, Limited,

organized by Capt. W. F. Clarke and Capt.
Bruce Bairnsfather for the purpose of pi-"

ducing the picture thai would lie known
a- Canada's Big Parade, spent $500,000 for

making of "Carry On, Sergeant" al

Trenton, Ontario, where the Ontario Gov-
ernment studio had been loaned to them.
When the picture was finally shown at To-
ronto there was a general outcry that it

was an unnecessary and unwarranted re-

flection on Canadian troops and the On-
tario Government almost ordered its with-
drawal, it is stated. The picture got reams
of publicitv but the result was a painful
flop.

E. C. Berkinshaw, solicitor for a number
of the backers, admitted in court that there

no current revenue from the feature
but a committee had been organized to res-

cue the production. The members of this

committee arc numbered among Canada's
wealthy men, ami include <

'. II. Carlisle of

Goodyear 'fire, C. 0. Stillman of Imperial
Oil, and Allan Ross of the Wrigley Chew-
ing Gum Company.

Florida Towns
Are Adopting

Sunday Movies
Sunday movies having been adopted by

all of the large Florida cities, the smaller
towns are now falling in line. Following
the recent successful election- in Tarpon
Springs and Lakeland, Bartow and Clear
water have both circulated petitions and
will vote on the question next week.

'I'he towns of Bradenton, Orlando and
Winter Haven also announce election- on
the subject in the near future. In the lal

ter city the date lor the "straw ballot"
wa.s set for February 12,

UFA Eastern Division Will

Distribute Art Acord Series
David Brill, president of T'FA Ea tern

Division Distribution, Inc.. ha- closed a eon

with .1. ( lharle I la i . 2nd, « hereby
Ea tern I M-t rihiit ion. Inc., secures the

rights to a series of eighl feai are tarring
Ac Acord.

"Last - Time - To - See

Film" Ads Banned
TBERE "ill be no more promis-

cuous advertising of motion pic-

tures in Portland, Ore., with
labels calling attention to the state-

ment that certain films would not be
shown again in the city for a limited

time or at reduced prices, was the
announcement of Robert M. Mount of

Better Business Bnreau.
Exhibitors have been warned to re-

frain from such advertising under
penalty of prosecution. In several in-

stances picture houses had broadcast
notice that the public had "its last

chance" to see a picture for a year,

but not many weeks later the film is

exhibited in a neighborhood house.

Talkie Actors

Become Mute
When Censors Cut

Paper Comments on "Holes"
In "On Trail" Dialogue At

York, Pa., Showing

"To persons sitting in a theatre it seems
odd when a talking picture refuses to talk,

although the mouth and lips move just as

if the picture were talking, or trying to

talk," comments the "Gazette and Bulle-

tin" of York, Pa., appropos of the ecu

soring by the Pa. State Board of Motion
Picture Censors of several lines of dialogue

in Warner Bros. "On Trial." The talkie

appeared recently at the Rialto Theatre in

York, and several of the theatre's patrons
wTere disturbed by the non-amplification of

the deleted talk. Incpiiry revealed that the

Pa. board of censors had instructed the

Rialto management to eliminate a few se-

quences here and there. Accordingly the

operators in the booth "doctored" the

Vitaphone records so that while the film

ran there were several instances when no

sound ensued.
The Pa. Supreme Court recently decided

that the Pa. censor board had the right to

delete talking sequences.

Lon Chaney Will Star In

Railroad Meller For M-G-M
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—M-G-M will pro-
duce an epic railroad melodrama at an esti-

mated cost id' $750,000. Lon Chaney will

star, under direction of William Nigh, with

Hunt Stromberg supervising. The story is

from an original titled "Thunder," by
Byron Morgan,

Nigh will leave Hollywood in a i'rw

week- lor Chicago, where background shots
will be taken around the big railroad ter-

mina 1

New Title

Sound Films

Rapidly Advance
In French Field

U. S. Studio Installation
Contracted For And
Patents Acquired

By L. C. MOEN
(European Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, Feb. 5.—The sound film bids fair

to make its way rapidly in France. Louis

Anlicrt, recently returned from America,

has already contracted with Western Elec-

tric for a studio installation.

Jacques Ilaik, who acquired a number of

patent rights in America recently, Bristol-

phone among them, has announced ambi-

tious plans for the manufacture and instal-

lation of a standard apparatus, both di<k

and sound track, as well as the production

of features, musical lilms and a newsree! in

sound.

Filmavox, the Gaumont-Petersen-Poul-
sen process, is enjoying a considerable

vogue. After its 12-weck run at the Cameo
in Paris it was successfully presented at

the Capitole in Marseilles, and is now mak-
ing the tour of twelve neighborhood houses

in Paris. The future of this device i- prob-

lematical, however, as it records the sound
on a separate film, full width, making it

commercially costly. In addition it is not

interchangeable with other devices, limiting

the theatre which installs it to productions

made by the Gaumont process.

The newest factor in the situation is fore-

shadowed by the appearance in a French
tradepaper of a double-page advertisement
reading:

"Don't Tie Yourself Dp!
"TOBIS will present shortly in Paris its

projection apparatus for Sound Films,

standard process, accessible to all.

"Wait!"
Tobis is, of course, the leading German

sound film corporation, in which the

Deutsche Bank is interested. The process

is similar in principal to Movietone and is

undoubtedly interchangeable with it.

And in general it may be said that ev-

ery important producing company and the-

atre manager is giving very serious thought

to the sound film problem. There will un-

doubtedly be important new developments
very shortly.

"The Song of Broadway" and not "Say
It With Music," will be the title of Marry
Richman'- lir-l singing and talking film,

a forthcoming United Artists release.

Sonora-Bristolphone Ships

Twenty New Equipments
Twenty complete equipments of Sonora-

Bristolphone for installations in theatres

were shipped within the past week, accord-

ing to announcement by Charles K. Rogers,

general manager of the company. The fol-

lowing theatres will receive the equipments:
Temple, Tucson; Lubbock, Dallas;

White-, Greenville, N. C; Mystic, Pitcher,

Okla.; Hollywood, Milwaukee; Crescent,

Panipa, Tew; Egyptian, Sioux falls: Delf,

K-canalia, .Mich.; l'rincc--, (lad-en, Ala.;

Texan, Goose Creek, Tex.; Orpheum, Poca-
tello; Broadway, Pittnian, X. J.; Crown,
Laramie, \Y\o. ; Academy, Lebanon. I'a.;

Delf, Iron River, Mich.; (I rand, Brockings,

S. Dak.
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Louise Brooks

Signed By Pathe

But Must Study

Glazer And Revnes Taking
Seven Stage Girls to Coast

With $100 Weekly Set
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"Broadway Melody"A Smash Hit;

Bancroft's Second Big Week;

"Doctor's Secret* Held Over

Pathe has placed Louise Brooks under
contract for a term of years with the pro-

viso that the former Paramount star come
to New York and take a course in one of

the best schools of acting for the stage. It

is figured that with a stage course and prob-

ably a short season in stock with one of

the smaller companies, the star will be
available for the talkies.

Barney Glazer and Maurice Revnes have
been in New York for about three weeks
stopping at the Savoy-Plaza and making a

nightly round of the theatres, both dra-

matic and musical comedy, looking for avail-

able talent. Thus far it is reported that

they have signed seven girls from the stage

with contracts for one year at $100
weekly. These are to be members of the

school stock company which is being in-

augurated on the Pathe lot. All the con-

tracts carry options for services of the

young players after the first year at slight

increases providing they make good during
the schooling term.

The Pathe company is also signing

writers with a $250 weekly top for a period

of three months on the coast. Their plan is

to tryout writing possibilities along the

same lines as the players, and these con-

tracts also carry options for future serv-

ices at stated figures which mean but a

slight increase over the original tryout sal-

ary.

Glazer and Revnes will remain here for

about another week before returning to

Culver City.

Plaza In New
York Will Be

Demolished
The Plaza Theatre, Madison Avenue and

59th Street, New York City, has been added
to the list of the city's theatrical landmarks
that will soon be no more. The Broadway
Theatre, just below Times Square, is now
in the process of demolition and work on
the razing of the Plaza will commence at

the end of this month with the expiration

of Leo Brecher's lease. A business struct-

ure is to supplant it. The house was origi-

nally constructed for grand opera. Vaude-
ville and vaudfilm followed into the house
and after a period of idleness, the Plaza
was re-opened in 1917 by Mr. Brecher, who
instituted a straight picture policy.

Paramount Signs Two From
Original "Burlesque" Cast

Two original members of the cast of

"Burlesque" have been signed by Para-
mount for the screen version of the New
York stage success. They are Oscar Le-

vant, who appeared as Jerry Adams, and
Charles D. Brow, who played "Lefty."

2 "Wolves" Growl On
Hollywood's Billboards
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 13. —
The week that "The Wolf of

Wall Street" was booked into

the Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles,
marked the same date of Rube Wolfe's
return as stage feature in Loew's State,

the opposition house. As a result,

placed all about the Paramount
Theatre and its billboards advertising

"The Wolf of Wall Street," were other

billboards from Loew's State, an-
nouncing "The Wolf of Broadway —
He's the Lion of the Hour."

Roxy Gets $101,015 With
''Lash"; ">98" At Capitol

$74,270; "Weary River"

Held Up

Grauman Turns
AwayThousandsAt

"B'way Melody"

Paramount Leads L. A. Houses

But M-G-M Feature Is

Big Sensation

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—While the Para-

mount Theatre was the leader in grosses

for the week ending Wednesday night in

Los Angeles, the real sensation was "Broad-
way Melody" at Sid Grauman 's Chinese

Theatre. Grauman has stuck in a midnight

show on Saturday nights and all show prices

are $1.50. The gross on the week was $33,-

500, with an average of one thousand to

fifteen hundred turned away at each per-

formance.
Paramount, with "The Canary Murder

Case," did $40,000 on the week and "The
Redeeming Sin" in its third week at War-
ners' Hollywood held up to $22,500. "In-
terference," already road-showed at the

Carthay Circle, got $31,500 for one week at

Loew's State.

The second week of "The Divine Lady"
at the Carthay Circle slipped to $14,000.

The seventh week of "In Old Arizona" at

the Criterion was strong with $21,500.

"Three Passions" dropped United Artists

down to $12,200.

Paramount Will Picturize

"Greene Murder Case"
"The Greene Murder Case," detective

story by S. S. Van Dine, author of "The
Canary Murder Case," which Paramount
has just screened in silent and talking ver-

sions, is now being adapted by Paramount
scenarists on the West Coast for produc-

tion as an all-talking film, William Powell
to star in the role of Philo Vance. The
dialogue is beng prepared by Bartlett Cor-

mack, author of "The Racket."

A REAL box office smash came
to Broadway last Friday

night when "The Broadway
Melody" was presented in New
York for the first time. The next

morning it was in the air that a

real wallop in a talking film had
arrived and the ticket speculators

were falling all over themselves to

get in line and secure seats for the

attraction. Since the opening it

has been a sellout at each perform-

ance and standing room at a premi-

um. It looks as though this picture

was going to be in for a year at

least.

Another event along the street of

unusual importance last week was
the breaking of all precedent at the

Paramount theatre with the hold-

ing over there for a second week
of the talking feature "The
Doctor's Secret." For its first week
the picture drew $82,800, which is

the best business that the house has
had in five weeks, and for the sec-

ond week it looks as though the

business will hold up nicely.

Of the run pictures George Bancroft in

"The Wolf of Wall Street" is still stand-
ing them on their heads at the Rialto and
even though there was a drop of $13,000 as

against the business done the first week,
the house turned in $44,700 last week, which
is about fifty per cent above the average
business done by that house during all of

last year. This week started off with an
$8,000 Saturday and it looks as though the

picture will stick for at least eight weeks
in all.

The Roxy, with "Captain Lash" as the

attraction, fell below the average business

of the house and turned in $101,015.75,

while at the Capitol "The Trail of '98"

managed to better the average figures by
getting $74,270.90.

At the Central, Richard Barthelmess in

"Weary River" on his second full week
there managed to better the figures of the

opening week by getting $21,637, which is

a couple of hundred better than last week.

"Naughty Baby," with Alice White and

Jack Mulhall at the Strand, did not fare

as well as might have been expected, the

(Continued on page 491)
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Woodhull Sends

Hearst Protest

On Censorship

Condemns Criticism Of
IS. Y. American In

Editorial

R. F. Woodhull, president nf the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, has

addressed a communication to W. R.

Hearst, publisher of the New York Ameri-
can, protesting against an editorial appear-

intj in that paper in the issue of February
11th, entitled "Protect the Movies With
National Uniform Censorship."

In part the Woodhull letter reads as fol-

lows :

"Political censorship for Motion Pictures

is just as unnecessary and dangerous to

American liberty as censorship of newspa-
pers and magazines would be. The Screen
is the visualized division of the American
Press. You cannot but believe this to be

true in the light of analysis and demonstra-
tion, and when you embargo one section of
the Press you place all divisions in danger
of the same kind of throttling.

"You would not contend that the Con-
stitutional guarantees of the freedom of the

Press applied only to the newspapers as the

same existed over a century ago. Naturally
you agree with me that these Constitutional
safeguards apply to the newspapers of to-

day, tomorrow and the more remote future
—in fact, to any and all developments of
the press.

"Place the Screen Press in political

thrall, surround the Radio with political

limitations and the day is approachiug
when official censors will be in the office of
the Hearst Publications and that of other
newspapers telling the editors what to do
and how to do it."

Jolson Sets Coast Record
For Week At S. F. Warfield
The actual figures of Al Jolson 's total

gross at the Warfield Theatre, in San Fran-
cisco, last week were $57,406 for seven days.

Jolson was making a personal appearance
and in feature nieturc was shown, the pro-

i mi being confined to shorts.

This figure beats all Pacific Coast records
for a week, including Jolson 's own at the

Metropolitan, in Los Angeles, where actual

figures last year were $57,231. The Metro-
politan, however, seats a thousand more
than the Warfield.

Fox Secures Touraine Site

For Boston 5,000 Seater
William Fox is reported as having closed

a deal in Boston for the Hotel Touraine ite

at the corner of Tremonl and Boyl ton

Streets, facing ' > a 5,000-

seat theatre to house the William Fox at-

tractions and to give bh
in that city. With a lii'_r h Pox will

enter into active competition in Bo
with Publix, Loew and RKO. No intima-

tion of the price paid for the big plot has

been forthcoming.

Strict Censorship Rules

Apply In Australia
AUSTRALIAN censorship of sound

pictures is being rigidly en-

forced, according to Millard

Johnson, New York representative of

Union Theatres, Ltd., owning and
controlling many of the leading pic-

ture and vaudeville houses in Austra-
lia. The Sydney office has advised as

follows with regard to necessary pro-

cedure with sound films:

"Arrangements to be made by the
importer for the film in question to

be screened for censorship purposes
upon the special projection apparatus
appropriate to the type of patent cm-
ployed, until such time as the censor-
ship may install its own mechanism.
Upon registration in terms of Regula-
tions 6 and 7 a transcript of the words
used in the talking part of the films

must be submitted with the applica-

tion. If a film is proposed to be used
as both a silent and sound picture it

will be necessary to register it in both
forms."

Sound News Reels

For Next Season

Will Total Five
(Continued from page 486
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Electric before the first of March. The
period between the delivery and the first

release next Fall will be spent in securing

magazine subjects that are capable of be-

ing handled in a news manner when the

releases are made. Spot news will be picked

up each week and the magazine subjects

used in conjunction with them.
Carl Laemmle, before leaving the Coast,

recorded an address which will be made a

part of the initial Universal Movietone
News release.

There is a report to the effect that the

International News next year will be dis-

tributed through Warner Bros, but E. B.

Ilatrick, head of International, could not

be reached for confirmation.

Addison Named Special

Comerford Representative
M. E. Comerford, president of the Comer-

ford Theatres, Inc., has named H. M. Addi-
son his special representative. The latter

has been managing director of the Great
Lakes Theatre since its opening almost two
years ago. He will leave about the first of

March for New York, where his headquar-

ters will be thereafter.

Eddie Cantor Starts Work
In New Paramount Short

Eddie Cantor started work Sunday at

the Paramount, Long Island, studios in

"The Ziegfeld Midnight Froiic," an all-

talking Paramount short feature picture.

The comedian is being supported by a cast

of more than 100, including an orchestra
M< en pieces and twelve dancing >_r irls.

The setting for the picture represents
the Amsterdam Theatre roof with Eddie
EUtins in t he rol < of master of ceremi
Joseph Santley is directing.

Contingent Law
Results In France

Are Demonstrated

Figures Show Large JSumber

Of Import Permits

Are Not Used

By L. C. MOEN
(European Correspondent, Motion Picture Sews)
Paris, Feb. 5.—Figures recently made

public in France show in interesting and
specific fashion the operation of the con-

tingent law during the first ten months of

its application, i.e., from March 1 to De-
cember 31, 1928.

It will be recalled that under this law

the producer of a French film receives a

permit to import a certain number of for-

eign films, the number depending upon the

extent to which it satisfies the definition of

"a French production."
During the ten-month period, the follow-

ing French films were presented to the

control commission : 51 films found to be of

the first category, hence entitled to full

number of permits. 6 films of the second

category, entitled to partial number of per-

mits. 26 films declared not entitled to any
protection. 9 films not examined prior to

December 31. A total of 92 French films

for the period.

In addition to these 92 full length films,

there were presented 74 other French films

of less than 4,000 feet. For these 92 films,

403 import permits were issued.

In addition to this, the commission is-

sued 465 extra distribution permits in con-

nection with 66 French films produced in

the five months preceding March 1, 1928,

making a total of 868 foreign films which
might be introduced. Of these 858 permits,

327 were actually used.

Radio To Keep
African Troupe In

Touch With Studio
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—When the M-G-M
company en route to Africa to produce
"Trader Horn" establishes headquarters
on the edge of the jungle, an attempt will

be made to put the company in direct touch

with the studio here by means of low wave
length radio apparat lis.

Portable radio broadcasting equipment
especially designed by Ralph M. Heintz,

noted radio engineer, was delivered to

M-G-M studios for shipment to Africa. The
sef carries a gasoline powered generative

plant, and a high frequency transmitter.

Non-Synchronous Device

Opens Offices In N. Y.
Cine Tone offices have been opened at 7'_'!t

Seventh Avenue in New York City by
Harry Segal, president of the S. & S. En-
terprises. This is a non-synchronous ma-
chine made entirely of steel and is oper-

ated electrically. It is portable and in-

stalled by plugging in on a light socket.

David L. Shoolman is treasurer of the

sponsoring company.
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Melody," "Wolf"

And "Doctor"
Denials Keep Pace With An

Score On BVay Equal Number Of Rumors On
Consolidations And Mergers

(Continued from page 489)

figures showing that the house did $30,147,

which was not so hot for a warm title

coupled with the name of Alice White. Emil
Jannings, in his second week at the Rivoli

in "The Sins of the Fathers," pulled

$29,100.

Reginald Denny, in "Red Hot Speed,"

at the Colony, did a nose dive as against

what was expected for his first talking pic-

ture. The figures were $12,172 and although

that is good considering the average of the

house business, still it is not what it should

have been. The returns were expected to

be at least $5,900 stronger. The little

Cameo, playing "Lucrezia Borgia," follow-

ing the run that it had at the Little Car-

negie, managed to get $5,468, and held the

picture over for the current week.

For its twenty-first week at the Winter
Garden "The Singing Fool pulled $31,-

161.75 last week and will remain there until

it is replaced by "Noah's Ark" about

March 3rd, when it is scheduled to move to

the 44th Street. This looks like a mistake

for the picture will not pull them on the

side street after the Broadway run is over.

"My Man," the other Warner Bros, at-

traction, playing the theatre named after

them, managed to get $14,747.75 for its

final full week there.

In "Redskin," at the Criterion, Richard
Dix is being starred and the picture is in

for only six weeks with the take last week
being $12,640. "The Bellamy Trial," at

•the Embassy, turned in a good week with

$8,729, while "The River," at the Gaiety,

got $9,951.25.

"The Redeeming Sin," with Dolores
Costello starred, is due at Warner's on Fri-

day night of this week.

Radio Pictures

To Do Vaudeville

Skits In Shorts
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Radio Pictures will

make a series of one and two-reel talker

and musical skits with material to be writ-

ten by standard vaudeville authors and
with standard acts now playing the cir-

cuits used. These acts, however, will not
use the same material they do on the vaude-
ville stage.

It is understood that twenty-five of these

acts are scheduled for release and most of
them are to be made at the eastern studios

of the company. Coast production sketches
will feature mostly picture names.

"Here Comes Band Wagon"
As Sound Circus Story

The sound and atmosphere of the circus
will be brought to the screen by Paramount
when "Here Comes the Band Wagon" gets
under way at the West Coast. The produc-
tion was recently purchased by Jesse L.
Lasky and is from the pen of Henry L.
Gates ; it was first published in magazine
serial form. The chief role will be played
by Gary Cooper and Paul Lukas will also
have a part. Lothar Mendez will direct.

The adaptation is the work of William
Jutte.

Hiram S. Brotvn, (right) Chairman Board of
Directors of RKO Productions, Inc., and Presi-

dent of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theatres is wel-

comed on his arrival in Los Angeles from New
York by Charles E. Sullivan, vice president of

RKO.

Old Films Offer

Suitable Fodder
For Talkies

(Continued from page 486
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cast. Paramount will remake "The Vir-
ginian" as a hundred per eententer.

In addition to these are any number of
pictures originally made from purchased
plays. Some of these have already been
released, indicating what is to come. Among
those were "The Lion and the Mouse" and
"Alias Jimmy Valentine." All the major
producing companies are carefully check
ing their release files as far back as 1915
for the purpose of securing material for
talkie production. This enables a great
saving in the purchase of film rights for
new plays or originals.

Paramount is planning an all sound and
dialogue production of "The Virginian,"
and shooting will start just as soon as the
company concludes current negotiations
for the dialogue rights. Howard Estabrook
is writing the scenario, with Victor Flem-
ing slated to direct. Gary Cooper and Fay
Wray will be featured.

It is understood that Paramount pur-
chased the screen rights to "The Virgin-
ian" from B. P. Schulberg, now general
manager of west coast production for that
organization, for $30,000; with Paramount
then opening negotiations for the dialogue
rights in order to make a full sound and
talker of the new version.

Leading Companies Included
In Guesses That Would

Bring Into Effect

Many Combines

Several "U" Dept. Heads
Dropped; Shakeup at Fox
(Continued from page 486

—
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came to Hollywood in 1921 as studio man-
ager from the Fox' Audubon Theatre in
New York, which he had managed for years.
Jacksen is now stated to be on a "vaca-

tion." His loyal service to Fox and the
efficient manner in which he handled the
studio gives rise to the belief that he, also,

will not be released from Fox.

NEW YORK boiled this week
with rumors of consolida-

tions, mergers, and what
not. Likewise, the crop of denials

was plentiful. The possibilities,

impossibilities, and wild guesses
are set down here for whatever
they are worth, if anything.

The story that some kind of a deal was
being worked out between M-G-M and
United Artists bobbed up again. The
stumbling block was said to be Charles
Chaplin. He opposed a similar deal in
1926, and the report was that he was of
the same mind as previously.

Nicholas M. Schenck emphatically denied
the rumored merger.

It was reported from the Coast early this

week that Blair and Company had become
financially interested with Jos. M. Schenck
in the Art Cinema Corp., which is the
financing organization behind United Art-
ists, the distributing branch.

This was emphatically denied by Mr.
Schenck on Thursday. He also branded as
untrue the report that United Artists would
merge with M-G-M.
RKO again denied that any deal with

Paramount or Publix was planned or being
discussed. This story was originally de-
nied in Los Angeles last week by Presi-
dent Hiram S. Brown. Additional denial
was issued this week by Maurice Goodman.
Hollywood buzzed with two merger ru-

mors. One was an alleged deal between
RKO and Pathe, it being pointed out that
J. J. Murdock, Pat Casey, and Joseph P.
Kennedy were in Hollywood ; likewise Wil-
liam LeBaron. The latter issued a denial
that an R K O-Pathe merger was pending.
Another big rumor concerned a deal be-

tween Loew's and Warners, in which
Loew's and M-G-M were alleged about to

be sold to the Warners. Nicholas M.
Schenck emphatically denied this.

This report was alleged to have started
in a statement by Claude Ezell of Warners
on the Coast. He denied having said it.

The report was likewise denied for M-G-M
by Louis B. Mayer.

It was a great week for denials.

Cooper-Shoedsack Team To
Leave On New Expedition

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 13.—Merian Cooper,

who with Ernest Shoedsack produced
"Four Feathers," "Chang" and "Grass"
for Paramount, left here for New York this

week. Shoedsack will join him in the East,
and then the pair will depart on another
picture expedition.
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Costs Too High
For Broadway
Musical Shows

Picture Producers Casting

Them Aside Because of

Excessive Royalties

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb, 13. Producers are be-

ginning to oasl aside Broadway musical

comedies as prospects for synchronized film

:1 attractions because of I lie I remen-

dous cost involved before an adaptation is

written or a camera turned. As a result,

original musical comedies, written exclu-

sively for motion picture purposes, such as

"Broadway Melody," are being given pref-

erence over successfully produced shows
from the legitimate stage.

Several executives pointed out this week
that a studio, desiring to buy the film

rights to a musical comedy, has four hun-

dred per cent more "rights" to pay
than to a book or a straight play. There
are film rights from the producer; film

rights from the author, from the lyricist,

the composer, and the dialogue rights. In

addition, should the studio desire to use

the same ensemble numbers as used by the

chorus of the legitimate offering, the man
who staged the dances must also be given

his "cut" for rights to those. Added to

this are prices for foreign rights, which
generally have been sold by the legitimate

producer in America to one abroad before

the film rights have been negotiated.

This is the basic reason for studios plac-

ing song writers, well known dance masters
and dialogue writers under contract. An-
other equation holding up film makers in

the purchase of musical comedy film rights

is the number of "angels" usually owning
a piece of such a show. There is a great

deal of red tape and expense attached to se-

curing the permission of each backer to a
musical to film a show.

Real Estate

Expert Signed

By Universal
Louis Cohen has resigned from Fox West

Coast Theatres to accept a post as head of
real estate operations for Universal Pic-

tures Corporation. He has signed for two
years with Universal with the picture com-
pany holding an option for three additional
year3 on his servii u

Cob' to going to h'ox West Coast
at the time Harold B. Franklin was made
president and general manager of that con-
deal of red tape and expense attached to

securing the permi lacker to a
new contract March 1.

George Abbott In Hollywood
To Start With Paramount

George Abbott, Broadway stage director,

has arrived in Hollywood to start work un-
der his new contract as director of Para-

I talking pictures. Abbott will direct
Adolphe Menjou's next film.

"Hit" Players May Form
New Protective Unit

( Hotlywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 13. — Two
hundred screen players, regis-

tered at the Central Casting

Bureau as extras, but who consider

themselves above that elassifieat ion

because they are called on for bits

and smaller important parts, may form
the nucleus of a new protective asso-

ciation. They aim to have a stand-

ardized minimum salary which will

take them out of the $7..
r
>0 daily class

and improve other conditions for
themselves.
The reason for this is reductions in

pay made by several independent com-
panies to these players recently. Last
week many of them were called by
one producer for a scene requiring full

dress. They were paid $10 daily as is

the rule. When they were recalled for

a second day the men expected the
same rate. Instead they were given
$7.50 which resulted in loud squawks.
No raise was forthcoming however,
with an indignation meeting being held
the next day.

Vancouver Bill

To Censor Ads
Is Ridiculed

Sponsor Refused to Revamp
Measure Despite

Criticism

There will be no change in the censorship

bill on newspaper advertising of motion
pictures as introduced into the legislature

at Victoria, B. C, by Attorney General R.

H. Pooley. He refused to consider changes
when appealed to by R. Howe Holland and
J. Muir, of Vancouver, who were a delega-

tion representing the picture theatres and
film exchanges of British Columbia.

This refusal came despite the fact that

the three newspapers of Vancouver are

combining with editorial and cartoon to

show Mr. Pooley the extreme error of his

ways. The chief intent of the bill is to

frown upon advertisements after they have
appeared in the newspaper, but not before.

The censors would then be empowered to

order the withdrawal of the advertise-

ments.

One newspaper in an editorial says in

part

"There is no legitimate excuse for this

bill. It is simply a muddle-headed effort to

create machinery for stilling newspaper
criticism. Mr. Pooleys attempt to be a big,

strong virile Mussolini is so palpable as to

be ridiculous."

Silberman Named Manager
In the readjustment that had its most

active n Philadelphia, Atlantic City
Stanley Company houses have not been
overlooked. Loris Silberman, who has been
assistant manager of the Colonial Theatre
for two and a half years, has just been ap-

pointed manager of the Colonial.

Scoredisc New
Device To Aid

Smaller Houses

Non-Synchronous Attachment
Will Make Synchronous

Score, Is Claim

Scoredisc is the latest innovation in

sound reproducing equipment. It is a de-
vice used in connection with non-synchron-
ous reproduction equipmeni and it is

claimed it will practically reproduce a syn-
chronized score tor any picture projected.
Scoredisc is the product of Scoredisc Serv-
ice Corporation, of which Arthur J. Abrams
is president.

In describing the system, Mr. Abrams
says:

"It is a heavy cardboard disc shaped in-

strument so devised that an operator of a
non-synehronous machine can produce as
near a perfect synchronized score for a
picture as is possible with any but the score
and picture recorded simultaneously in the
studio.

"On this scoredisc are cutouts numbered
consecutively, which, when followed in
their numerical order will produce a syn-
chronous score. This arrangement, is

achieved through the fact that each pro-
duction is cued by an expert, using the
same system in vogue for the musical ar-
rangement of silent pictures. In place of
the musical suggestions contained in a si-

lent cue picture cue sheet, the expert
works up his score and then delves into his
library of records for the exact music to
be played.

"When an exhibitor receives the library
of records we will supply he will have a
repertoire which will suffice for his needs.
In cases where the particular record called
for on the cue sheet is not in his library it

will be supplied by us without extra
charge."

KKO Completing
Its Program For
Sound Expansion

RKO Productions, Inc., is rapidly com-
pleting its $250,000 expansion program for
the installation of RCA Photophone sound
recording equipmeni at the coast studios.

The main item on the program is the erec-
tion of a new sound-proof stage, whose
construction is somewhat different 'than

those of the past.

VIeighan Leaves for Coast

To Begin Vitaphone Film
Thomas Meighan departed from New

York recently for Hollywood to begin
work immediately upon his arrival on the

first of a series of Vitaphone stella produc-
tions for Warners. A few days before Ins

departure from New York, the star enter-

tained newspaper and magazine writers at
an informal farewell tea at his apartment
in the Savoy-Phi a 1 Intel.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

One New Feature

On Paramount^
Holdover Bill

Gamby-Hale Unit "Cooling

Off Is Lone New Offering

For The Current Week

For the first time in the history of the

Paramount Theatre, New York, since the

house was opened a little more than two
years ago has a program been held over at

that theatre for a second week. The entire

show for the current week was identical

with that given last week with the excep-

tion of the subject matter in the Paramount
News and the Publix Unit.

The show as laid out for the second week
ran two hours and twelve minutes. The
new Publix Unit was the Gamby-Hale pre-

sentation "Cooling Off," which proved a

scenic flash and quite pleasing.

There is also a new Master of Ceremon-
ies at the house in the person of Ted Claire.

He is hardly the calibre for Broadway.
"Cooling Off" runs thirty-nine minutes.

It opens with a Polar scene with a radio

announcing that this is to be Pole Discov-

ery trip. Then in full stage a sailing ship

is shown moored in the ice, with Ted Claire

appearing and followed immediately by the

Gamby-Hale double sextette for an open-

ing chorus. The Wallace Sisters lead this

number and handled themselves very nicely

in it. After this the stage band offers

"Tiger Rag" with small return. Ben Blue,

the comedian of the unit, does his skating

dance immediately following and copped
the applause hit of the unit with it. The
Wallace Sisters are on again for another

number following him and scored nicely

here. Picard and Pal, the trained seal turn,

fitted nicely into the scheme of things and
the Paramount audience enjoyed the of-

fering thoroughly. Then Ted Claire turned

loose his "Mammy" number, talking it over

to the audience for the most part. The
Gamby-Hale Girls were on in one again for

a quick change to an Ice Cave scene behind
them where Helen Anderson, prima donna
of the unit, got her chance at one number.
It didn't matter what she sang as their

wasn't much of it and the girls filled the

eye anyway with a pretty toe routine. A
comedy bit, back in full stage before the

ship, was cleverly handled by Ben Blue and
another trio. This got laughs as worked
up by the comic. The finale had the ship

moving off stage for the return trip home.
"The Doctor's Secret" is the feature

held over and the short has Eddie Cantor.

Dave Rubinoff presented an orchestral

production entitled "Emancipation."

Gus Edivards and the four pairs of twins participating in his Twin Revue which he produced in

sound and color for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Charles King, starring in "Broadway Melody"
also has a role in this production

Best Balanced Program On Broadway
Presented By The Capitol This Week

r |^HE best balanced motion picture house
* program on Broadway this week is

presented at the Capitol Theatre. For
speed and entertainment value it tops all

the other houses for the screen and stage

units are so blended and of such uniform
standard that a very highly enjoyable two
hours and a half can be had at the house.

Incidentally it might be a good idea to

foster a contest of some sort between the

32 Chester Hale Girls and the 32 Roxyettes
to learn which troupe is entitled to the

title of "The West Point Cadets of the

Stage." In both houses this week the girls

are turning out a brand of stage drill and
stepping that makes it hard to decide which
of the two groups are the better.

To the reviewer's mind it seems a mis-

take that a theatre having both a stage

band and a concert orchestra, that the

latter should be permitted to play popular

melodies of a jazzy nature. That phase of

the entertainment should be entirely up
to the stage band. It was noticeable in the

Capitol bill this week that the playing of

"A Symphonic Medley of Melody" in

which "I.I Had You," "Crazy Rhythm"
and '

' Chloe '
' were featured that the bigger

organization of musicians took a little of

the edge off the stage band. This was the

number that opened the show running six

minutes.

It was followed by the Capitol Magazine
and Movietone News for nine minutes. A
shot from the M-G-M News showing an
airship landing on the Munitions Building

in Washington started the magazine, it was
followed by a Paramount News shot of the

fleet in the Canal Zone, after which two
Movietone shots were given. One was of

the training of lions in Los Angeles and
the other of the wrestling bouts in Madison
Square Garden, New York. The latter was
the most interesting. Another M-G-M clip

of Lindy in his Central American flight

was the closing shot in the Newsreel.
Arthur Knorr's production "Miami

Nights" was the stage unit, running forty-

two minutes. In a scene in one a snow
covered part of the north was shown, after

which it switched into a Cocoanut Palm
Grove in Miami. For the first number the

stage band did "I Can't Give You Any-
thing But Love" with Schooler directing

it as though it had been composed by
Leoncavallo and Sousa, both of which im-

pressions got a liberal hand from the

audience. At the conclusion of this number
Schooler introduced Evelyn Wilson, doing

a bit of magic in the water changing trick

with her and then going into her first

number "Everything I Do, I Do For You"
for laughs and applause. The Hale Girls

were on with a bellhop number "Tip Tip"
that got over nicely.

The next of the specialties was The
Runaway Four who cleaned up for comedy.
The Boys were seemingly a revelation to

the picture house audience who started

laughing immediately after they entered

and continued to explode all through their

offering. Evelyn Wilson was on for her

second specialty, a male impersonation, for

"Let's All Harmonize" and "Only A
Bartender's Daughter" both numbers,

getting over in great shape with the

audience.

For a finish flash Stone and Vernon
Adagio Quartet pulled the house down.

Even though one of the boys was rather

faulty in his passing on the night that

the show was reviewed. This combination

have worked out a routine with the girl

being the flyer between three men that is

startling to behold. It is at once a start-

lingly sensational as well as a class turn.

The feature of the program was the

M-G-M release starring Ramon Navarro

entitled "The Flying Fleet," a sure fire

money picture for the box office.

^
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"True Heaven" Weak Feature Film Strand's All

Helped Bv Strong Roxy Stage Show Talkie Program
|

entertainment .it the Roxy
* this week that makes the bill worth

while. Had it not been for the show de-

! by S. L. Rothafel the chances are

Jliat the house would have a record low-

week for this time of the year as soon as

the public aware oi ikness

of the feature film attraction "True
en." The feature is a war picture

with an ending so ridiculous that the au-

diences at almost every performance laugh

and loud at the finish, where the hero,

an English spy captured by the German .

is saved from execution by the declaration

of the Armistice. The feature runs

55 minutes which was just 55 minutes too

long. The whole show consumes two hours

and thirteen minutes.

At the opening of the program four

minutes are devoted to an organ solo.

This is followed by an, overture "The
American Prelude" which runs about eight

minutes. Then a talking sketch. That
is an innovation for this house and it

proved that it is a mistake to try this form
of entertainment here. Sitting half-way

back in the house it was impossible to hear

distinctly what was being said. The offer-

ing is entitled "An Episode in the Life

of Abraham Lincoln" and George Billings,

who portrayed Lincoln in the film of that

name again enacts the role. Three other

players support him. It is the old, old

story of Lincoln reprieving the soldier

sentenced to be shot. It was really twelve

minutes that were wasted, except for the

fact that it lent a touch of patriotic color

to the bill for Lincoln's Birthday Week.
Immediately following the stage Lincoln

sketch, there was the Charles (Chic) Sale

Movietone short "Marching On," based
on his vaudeville offering of "The Man
Who Knew Lincoln." It ran twenty-five

minutes and brought applause and laughter

mingled with a sob.

The second stage unit of the bill was
"Le Charme De La Dentelle," a melange

of song, ballet ami Roxyette Dancers. The
staue setting for this was most colorful

and pretty, the scheme being in a c:

yellow as . with Jeanne Mignolet,

prima donna, clad in a spangled white-

gown singing an introductory number
which was followed by the ballet, m COS-

tunies to harmonize with the drapes, then

a set of four .specialty dancers and finally

Patricia Bowman, also in white for a very

clever solo ballet number. The Roxyettes
in a black and white lace combination
costume strutted for the finish, winding up
the offering in seventeen minutes.

The combination of Magazine and Pox
Movietone News took eleven minutes. The
opening shot was from the Paramount
News showing Lindy on his Central Amer
ican flight, then there were two Movietone
shots showing the opening of the Carnival

season in Italy and the testing of the life

saving and submarine escape apparatus.

"Pirate Life" was the concluding stage

feature prior to the feature film. It is

colorful and attractive with Fay Adler and
Ted Bradford in an adagio offering that

is sensational and which took all the ap-

plause honors of the bill. The De Caro
Brothers as a pair of drunken pirates

offered a soused dance routine that scored

for laughs. This offering gave the Roxy
ensemble a chance to vocalize and th \

improved it as much as possible. About
twenty minutes for the unit.

Pleasing as entertainment but nothing

to go home and tell the folks about, princi-

pally because of the failure of the feature

picture to click.

Does Nose Dive

Warners Appoint Bonns
To Exploitation Staff

Eddie Bonns, well known exploitation

man, has joined Warners as a specialist on

road show exploitation, it is announced by
A. P. Waxman, director of advertising and
publicity for Warner Bros.

Warner's "Conquest" Flops

Hard And Proves a Weak
Talking Feature

The Warner Bros, release "Conquest,"

starring Monte Blue, advertised as the out-

standing feature in its bill at the Strand,

"The Home of the Talkies," proved to be

one of the weakest that the house has had

in some time. Not only is the feature a

weak sister from whatever angle you want

to look at it or listen to it, but the short

attractions that arc shown in conjunction

with it are just about as weak.

In adition to the feature two Vitaphone

shorts are shown. They are Timblin and

Raymond in "A Pair of Aces," a black-

face comedy talking and musical offering,

that is decidedly small time. Flo Lewis, in

her comedy number "Give Us a Lift," in

which she is assisted by Leo Karlyn, is

easily the best number of the entire bill

even though it runs but nine minutes.

There is also a Walt Disney sound car-

toon, "The Barn Dance," in which Mickey
Mouse is featured. It is one of the usual

of this type of picture and runs seven min-

utes. The musical synchronization by Pow-
ers Cinephone adds materially to the value

of the picture.

There is also a combination of silent and
Movietone shots for the Strand News, the

selection of subjects being about on a par
with the others along the street this week.

One of the exciting scenes in "The Godless Girl," the new Cecil B. De Mille production. The
shot shows the predicament of the characters caught in a fire inside a reformatory school. In

the above scene can be seen Marie Prevost, George Duryea and Lina Basquette. This new
De Mille drama which picturizes the revolt of youth will be presented to the public soon

Martin Johnston And Wife
Make Personal Appearance

The Colony has undergone another change
in its policy for the current week. The film

attraction there is "Simba" and in con-

nection with the showing of the picture

Martin Johnston and his wife are making
a personal appearance. Their talks on their

experiences in making the picture in Africa

and the showing of the film itself constitute

the entire show.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Johnston make a

charming appearance on the stage and they

are perfectly at ease in their talk which is

instructive and at times contains a laugh

for the audience. That is especially true

of Mrs. Johnston's routine for the plat-

form.

In addition to the "Simba" picture there

is a short of the Pigmy Tribe that runs six

minutes, the picture being untitled. Mr.

Johnston stands at one side of the stage

and explains the scenes that were shot.

It is possible that their talk could be

added to the picture via RCA or Movietone

and the picture would prove an interesting

one for the big circuits if this was done.

"Simba" in its present form runs but an

hour and seven minutes which makes it

perfect for the average picture house.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

"LP Managers

Warned To Check
Sound Volume

Complaints Against Talkies

Charged To Improper
House Supervision

Joe Weil, director of advertising and

publicity for Universal Chain Theatrical

Enterprises, Inc., has issued a bulletin to

all "U" sound theatres that should be

called to the attention of managers of all

sound-equipped houses. It points out the

number of complaints by patrons against

sound pictures because of improper repro-

duction. These charges, Weil holds, should

not be made against the pictures or the

equipment, but against the lack of proper

•supervision by the house manager.

The charges are made that the talkies are

too loud, that they give headaches, that

they are not perfected, that the voices all

sound the same and that there are too

many "surface noises." Weil's bulletin

says the operator in the booth is responsi-

ble for the running of the picture, but the

house manager is responsible for the vol-

ume at which the picture is run, and he

should make a check at least twice during

every performance of the way his sound is

filling the theatre.

It is pointed out that with an empty
house less volume is needed and with a

packed house more volume, and the man-
ager is supposed to check the volume and
telephone the booth as to whether a picture

is coming over too loud or too softly.

In part the bulletin reads

:

"The poor reproduction in most theatres

that we have attended is due to an inclina-

tion to use too much volume. Human ears

cannot stand the tremendous volume of

sound being shot through the horns. The
result is that the sound seems distorted,

raspy and overpowering. Surface noises

are amplified a millionfold. The dirt on the

film or on the records almost becomes a blast

through the horns. Headaches result. Com-
plaints pour in. The remedy is to cut

down on your volume, so that the sound
coming over will have a normal effect. You
will find with lesser volume, in most cases,

that all your troubles are done away with. '

'

Billie Dove Signs New
First National Contract

Billie Dove has been signed to a new long

term contract by First National, under the

terms of which she will appear exclusively

in Vitaphone productions with dialogue. It

has been decided to use talking sequences in

"The Man and The Moment."

Cinephone Offers New
Lower Price Device
POWERS CINEPHONE is ready

with a new cheaper equipment for
smaller houses for synchronously

reproducing both sound-on-film and the
disc records. It is announced to cost
$6,000, the cost including the repro-
duction by both systems.
In making his announcement P. A.

Powers, president of the company, says
the equipment will be of a quality that
will come up to all requirements de-
manded for interchangeability. These
new small theatre equipments are
ready for immediate installation, but
orders will be filled in the order of
their receipt and approval, according to
the announcement.

Short Subjects

Given Big Play

In Exploitation

Two-Reel Talkies Are Being
Advertised Extensively

By Exhibitors

Photophone May
Open Big Plant

On West Coast

Synchronized short subjects are enjoy-
ing just as much popularity as the longer
feature pictures in sound and dialogue and
exhibitors realize this fact, judging by the

way they are exploiting and advertising
them. In fact, in some instances the ex-

hibitor has made the talking comedy the

backbone of his program. They have been
given prominence in marquee displays and
in twenty-four sheet advertising.

An entire twenty-four sheet was devoted
to advertising "The Old Barn" when this

Mack Sennett comedy released by Educa-
tional played the Hillstreet Theatre in Los
Angeles. "The Bride's Relations," another

Sennett comedy was advertised in the mar-
quee lights of the Royal Theatre in Kan-
sas Citv.

"The Lion's Roar" was advertised by
Loew's State Theatre in Los Angeles both

in the twenty-four sheet displays and in

the newspapers. When this same comedy
played simultaneously at three Balaban and

Katz houses in Chicago, the Uptown, Tivoli

and Paradise, the advertising was nearly as

much as that on all other added attrac-

tions combined.

The Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kansas, a

big first run house placed its display on

"The Lion's Roar" above that of the fea-

ture picture in newspaper advertisements.

The same was true of this picture when it

played the Grand Theatre in Topeka, Kan-

sas.

General Sales Chief Would
Launch Hollywood Sales

And Service Branch

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 13.—A possibility of
Photophone establishing Western head-
quarters in Hollywood second in import-
ance only to the home office in New York,
looms with the scheduled return of J. 0.
Smith to Hollywood on March 1st. Smith,
who is general sales manager for Photo-
phone, left Hollywood for New York last

week, following a two weeks' stay. During
that time he was impressed with the pos-
sibilities for sales and service of sound
equipment right in Hollywood.
Smith characterized Hollywood as "the

nerve center of sound" and stated his inten-
tion of selling the home office on the idea
of splurging with Western headquarters
here. When he returns in March, he will
remain in Hollywood indefinitely.

Small-Asher

Sign Belle Baker
For 3 Talkies

A contract to appear in three talking and
singing productions, the first to be adapted
from the story of her life, has been signed
with Small and Asher by Belle Baker,
vaudeville, concert and recording artist. Be-
cause of her extended vaudeville engage-
ments, the first will be made in an Eastern
studio and in it will appear Miss Baker's
eight-year-old son, Herbert. The other two
will be made on the Coast.
Ed W. Small has already departed for

California to work out story arrangements
and studio facilities for production, while
Eph Asher remains in New York to attend
to distribution details.

Synchronization Service

to Score Price Films
Motion Pictures Synchronization Service

will prepare the original scores for the
silent as well as the sound version for non-
synchronous machines for the Richard
Talmadge productions to be distributed by
Oscar Price. The company will also pre-

pare a special cue sheet to be used with
disc services on non-synchronous equip-

ment. The first picture to be scored under
this plan will be "The Bachelor's Club."
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RCA Photophoiie

Studios In N. Y. To
Be Opened Soon

Splendidly Equipped Plant

U ill Be Available To
All Proflucers

in '.v lit A Photophone studios to be
known as the Gramcrcy Studios will be
opened in New York City perhaps by the

first of March. Tbey occupy two buildings

extending From 24th to 25th streets, near
Lexington avenue, and will have everj

ii improvement for the sound studio.

They will be used for the production of the

company's feature and short subject pro-
gram, but will also be available i'or use by
outside companies.

In addition to the main stage, which is

160 feet long and 70 feet wide, there will

be a smaller stage, about half as large, for
the production of shorts. A "Little The-
atre," fitted up in the style of a motion
picture auditorium, will take the place of
the usual projection room.

In the center of the main stage a great
swimming tank has been built, suitable for
aqnatic scenes. It will be covered by floor-

ing and with the flooring lifted and the wa-
ter drained off the pit will make a stage
within a stage.

Surrounding the two stages will be a

series of individual dressing rooms and
"mob" dressing rooms, scoring rooms, cut-
ting rooms, property rooms, dark rooms
and executive and department offices. A
well equipped carpenter shop and acoustical
laboratory are also included. The plan has
been adopted of housing all recording ap-
paratus in wheeled sound-proof booths, to

be placed on any part of the stage as
required.

Status Of Silents

And Talkies Same,
Court Rules

In an action brought against Warner
Bros, by Lillian Macloon who sought to re-
strain the company from exhibiting their
Vitaphone version of "The Desert Song,"
a decision in favor of the picture company
has been rendered by the Circuit Court of
Appeals. This decision upholds the action
of the lower court. The verdict of the three
judges, Manton, Learned Hand and Augu
tus N. Hand, ruled that inasmuch as
was an expressed reservation of motion
picture rights in the contract made between
the authors of "The Desert Song" and

Macloon, Warner Bros, were entitled
ti produce and exhibit a Vitaphone picture

r this clan

It was the plaintiff's contention that she
i he dramatic rights to the play west
iiver in the United States and

of Winnipeg in Canada and that thi

one talking picture
'ituted unfair competition.

The decision of the court indicated that
the judges found no difference between the
status of a silent picture and a talking pic-
ture.

Of)
«

Richard "Sheets" Gallagher and Jack Oakie
look like members of the Angelic Choir as they
intone a few melodious bars for the Paramount

talkie, "Close Harmony"

Bristolphone Is

Served By First

National. Warners

Budd Rogers Says Complete
Service Is Now

Available

The fact that "On Trial" has been
booked at the Palace, Danbury, Conn., and
"Lilac Time" and "The Barker" at the

Embassy in Portchester, N. Y., is evidence

that Warner Bros, and First National have
agreed to furnish Bristolphone with their

pictures, according to Budd Rogers, sales

manager for Bristolphone.

Rogers claims that Bristolphone has
passed all the tests required by Western
Electric and RCA and that the question of

interchangeability has now been definitely

established. Theatre owners operating with
Bristolphone equipment had previously

played First National pictures with perfect

results, according to Rogers, and conse-

quently in the future there will be no
trouble getting service.

Stewart Chief Recording
Engineer For Paramount

George E. Stewart, who has been in the

sound department of Paramount's Long
Island Studio since it re-opened last sum-
mer, lias been promoted to the position of
chief recording engineer. Stewart takes the

place of Ralph H. Townsend, who has re-

signed.

Stewart has been a specialist in sound
engineering for about ten years past. He
came to the Paramount studio from the

National Broadcasting Company, and before
that was with the American Telephone and

raph Company. He is a graduate of
Union College.

Davis With Cinetone
Harry Segal has appointed Charles J.

Davis, 2nd, Hollywood, as West Coast sales

repre entative Bor ClineTone, the non-syn-
chronous sound device, manufactured and
distributed by S. & S. Enterprises, Boston.
The territory to be covered by Davis and
his staff includes California, Arizona,
W.i bington, Oregon, Nevada, Northern
Idaho, Montana and the Hawaiian Islands.

Qualitone" To
Erect Coast Plant

For Manufactiire

New Device Will Be First

To Make Equipment
West Of Chicago

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood. Feb. 13.—The firs! plan for

the manutaetui £ sound equipment Wesl
of Chicago, will be erected in Hollywood by
Qualitone," a new device marketed by a
company of which Sam Freedman is pre

dent. Freedman is the former owner of the

Fine Arts Studio, since taken over by lit

fany-Stahl.

The company has been in existence but a

month and has, since its first announcement,
received thousands of dollars worth of

orders, enabling it to go ahead on a large

scale. It begins quantity production and
distribution immediately throughout the

United States, anticipating over 200 in-

stallations in the next six months.

Qualitone at present is a disc system of

reproduction but is being perfected with
added equipment to handle sound on film.

Its inventors are Fred H. Harrington and
E. R. Harris, both of whom are now mem-
bers of the Qualitone Corporation and ex-

ecutive heads of the company's engineering

department.

The first Qualitone installation was at

the Marcal Theatre, Hollywood. A pre-

view of the apparatus in conjunction with
several films made with other sound patents

to prove its interchangeability was success-

fully given last week in the Marcal. Pres-

ent were executives of various studios and
theatre owners who complimented Freed-

man on his device. The main office of

Qualitone is at present situated in the Tec
Art Studios, Hollywood.

"Pinafore" And
"Mikado" To Be

Made By Pathe
"The Mikado" and "H. M. S. Pina-

fore," famed old Gilbert and Sullivan

operas, are to be filmed as all-talking and
singing features by Pathe. They will go
into production immediately at the Sound
Studios in New York with casts made up
largely from players in Broadway musical
-hows. Production will be supervised by
Robert T. Kane, with Josiah Zuro as musi-
cal director.

In addition to "The Mikado" and "Pin-
afore," Pathe will also make a series of
two-reel "Film Operas," on which work
will be started immediately. These will

include, "l'agliacci, 'Cavalleria Rusti-

cana," "Faust," ".Martha," "Tales of

Hoffman," "Carmen" and "Aida."
Joseph Zuro has been signed by Pathe as

director general of music. In addition to

the scoring of music for the films he will

cover the entire musical activities of the

company.
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Studios Inc ease Costume Plants
Wardrobe, Prop

Extensions Bring
Marked Savings

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 3.—Local cos-

tume and prop studios are begin-

ning: to feel the inroads of enlarged
wardrobe and prop departments being
established by producers. All of the major
studios are increasing their costume and
prop plants to the extent where they scarce-

ly have need for any rentals except in rare
cases of period pictures or a tremendous
number of extras.

One studio's bill for rentals with one
costume company for the year ending 1925
was over $375,000. The same studio paid
a bill for 1928 to the same costume firm for
only $50,000; less than one seventh the
amount expended only four years before.

In cases of period costumes, very few
rentals are being made by studios. Pro-
ducers have found it cheaper to buy or
manufacture costumes for the period, put
them into wardrobe and then charge their

cost against the different pictures in which
they are used. A costume's cost is made
with three pictures and producers figure

that it shows a profit whenever used there-
after.

Producers also have found another asset
in the establishment of their own wardrobe
departments, that of time-saving. Formerly
when all costumes were rented, extras and
bit players had to travel down to Los
Angeles or wherever the costumers was
located, and use over a half-day, in many
instances, an entire day, for fittings. Now,
with wardrobes extensively furnished and
catalogued on the lots, extras can be cos-

tumed and fitted in less than an hour.
Practically all studios have enlarged

their carpentry, iron-foundry and other
labor shops for the making of props.
Rental of props from firms in business for
that purpose has dwindled to a minimum.

M-G-M Decides On Talk
For Vidor's "Hallelujah"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 13.—After King Vidor

completed "Hallelujah," with an all-negro
cast for M-G-M, producing executives de-
cided the pictm-e shaped up so well that
full dialogue should be added. Vidor im-
mediately started remaking interior scenes
necessary to carry the talk via Movietone.
When finally released "Hallelujah" will

have sound effects, negro songs and talk.

$30,000 For Exploiting
L. A. Paramount Name
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 6.—Over $30,-

000 is reported to have been
spent by Publix in exploiting the

Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles, in

two weeks, when the house dropped the
name of Metropolitan Theatre for the
new one. More than 250 twenty-eight
sheets were used, as against an average
of 50 used weekly by the Metropolitan.
Newspaper advertising appropriations
were tripled.

During the first week of the new
name, Paramount, the house boosted
its average gross by $14,000. "The Doc-
tor's Secret" was the first week's at-
traction, followed by "The Wolf of Wall
Street," which broke the house record
by doing $45,500 with a stage name in

the show.

Jack Wade with Fox
Jack Wade, 16 ye ir old vaudeville danc-

er, has been placed under a long-term con-
tract for Fox Movietone production. His
first appearance will be in the "Fox Fol-
lies."

Fox Signs Tenor
Josef Diskay, vaudeville and concert

tenor, has been signed by Fox. His first

role will be in John Ford's production,
"King of the Khyber Rifles."

Brown's New Carnival Film
Joe E. Brown will be featured in a circus

picture for Tiffany-Stahl. Al Ray will di-

rect, with original story and scenario by
Frances Hyland.

Lord Byron
William Nigh will direct "Lord Byron of

Broadway,' an all-musical talker for
M-G-M. Production will likely start late in
the spring.

Nunnally Co. Opens Offices
The David G. Nunnally Company have

opened offices on the Santa Monica Boule-
vard, and plans production of a series of
features. George M. Merrick is general
manager.

Patheserial on Location
Pathe is filming a number of exteriors

for the new serial, "The Queen of the North
Woods," amid the ruins of Havilah, the
"ghost city" of the Southwest. Ethlyne
Clair and Walter Miller head the east work-

ing under the co-direction of Spencer
Bennet and Thomas Storey. Now the popu-
lation of the town numbers exactly six.

During the gold rush days, more than 3,000

people abode there.

New Contract
Maurice Chevalier recently signed a new

long-term contract with Paramount.

Paramount's Movie Mystery Film
Neil Hamilton plays the principal male

role in "The Studio Murder Mystery,"
Paramount 's talking picturization of the
"Photoplay Magazine" story. Miss Chat-
terton is taking the role originally assigned
for Baclanova, who is occupied in "The
Woman Who Needed Killing.

'

' Also in the
cast are Warner Oland, Frederic March.
Frank Tuttle is ready to launch work at

once.

In Cast
Roscoe Karns has been replaced by Harry

Green in Paramount 's "The Man I Love."

"The Gob" Next for Haines
Bill Haines' next starring effort for

M-G-M will be "The Gob," slated a com-
edy drama. Ed Sedgwick will direct the
story, his own original.

Young Back at M-G-M
Waldemar Young, scenarist, has returned

to the M-G-M studios after several weeks
in a San Francisco hospital undergoing
medical treatment. He plans an extended
vacation, during which he and his wife will

make a world cruise.

With Benny Rubin
Vivian Bay has been cast for the leading

girl role in "The Pilgrim Papas," Benny
Rubin's first Movietone short subject, in a
series he is making for Universal.

William Cowan
William Cowan, young director of "Ned

McCobb's Daughter" for Pathe, will direct
the first feature on RKO's new talkie pro-
gram, story as yet unseleeted.

Cliff Bowes
Cliff Bowes has finished two new Edu-

cational Cameos, "Served Hot" and "Pep
Up."

Dorothy Devore at Work
Dorothy Devore is in midst of new Edu-

cational opus, under direction of Charles
Lamont with Harold Goodwin, Ben Hall,
Robert Graves, Eva Thatcher in support.
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Dotty Jottings
. IIy Jerry Hoffman-

fT took one show to reestablish Sid Grau-
1 man's reputation as "showman" in Holly-
wood . . . Sid had been so highly placed in

that category before and his tough luck

with pictures since the opening of the Chin-
ese lost him a lot of that prestige . . . how-
ever with his presentation to 'The Broad-
way Melody" Sid is The Grauman again . . .

if any faults are to be found it is that Sid
gives them too much entertainment . . . how-
ever, his "Broadway Nights" moves swiftly
and contains some very well known vaude-
ville names . . .

the !•• heigho

A T the Carthay Circle is showing a trailer
-1 » in advance of "The Iron Mask" ... in

it Douglas Fairbanks' speaks . . . and as-

tonishes audiences . . . Doug gets a sweep
and tempo in his conversation which is

typical of the screen Fairbanks in all his
silent pictures . . .

SHOWING how diversified are the tastes of
an audience . . . the hits of the show were

divided between the Pasqualis, sensational acro-
bats, Buster West, comedian dancer and the

Rasch Ballet with dainty ballet dancing . . .

the big kick to me, in a<M hese former
vaudevillians, was seeing Andy Byrnes conduct
the house orchestra . . . Andy for years was
installed at Keith's Bushwick in Brooklyn and
knows his vaudeville like nobody's business. . . .

SPEAKIXG of vaudeville ... S o p h i e

Tucker u'ho is noic making a picture for the

Warner Brothers wasn't aware that film pro-
ducers furnish the star's dresses and costumes
and brought her own wardrobe along . . .

which only goes to prove the contention of en-

vious others . . . "them Warners always get

FRITZ TIDDEN who occasionally gets
Clarence Brown's name into the papers,

tried to remove a bone from his prize whippet's
throat . . . and the dog bit and chewed the

upper part of his forefinger as a result ... at

least that's Tidden's story and he sticks to it

. . . Lucien Prival who recently completed a

contract with Caddo will be featured in a Lon
Young production for Chesterfield as yet un-
titled . . . Hillie Dove is going places with
Irvin Willat again now that she's between pic-

tures . . . she completed "The Man and The
Moment" and is waiting for "Two Careers"
. . . Billie Gwcn Lee, Agnes Christine Johnson,
Dorothy Hcrzog and Louella Parsons, hostessed

by Mrs. Billy Sunday, Jr., gave Tom Mix a

farewell party last week . . . Tom was going away
for the week-end . . . Renee Adoree is taking

no chances . . . she refuses to shake hands
across people . . . Anita Page will play oppo-

site Billy Haines in "The Gob" . . . It's been
raining for days and I've gotta learn bridge. . .

Hollywood Happenings
•In Brief

-

"La Tosca"
First National has obtained the world

motion picture rights, it is claimed, to "La
Tosca." It is said that the contract just

received from England also covers the talk-

ing rights in the U. S., Canada, the United
Kingdom, England, Australia, India and
all other British possessions.

Burhank Ahead of Schedule
Seventy per cent of the First National-

Vitaphone product programmed for release

during the remainder of the season is com-
pleted and ready for showing, First Na-
tional announces. In the cutting rooms are

:

Children," "Man and Mo-
ment," "Hot Stuff," "Love and Devil."
In work are: "Squall," "Two Weeks
Off," "Broadway Babies."

"Dark Streets"
"Dark Streets" U the new title given

the new Milton Sills' dialogue film, former-
ly titled "Pal and Mike." Work has
stopped due to Sills' illness.

New Contract for Mulhall
First National has secured the signature

of Jack Mulhall to a long-term contract,
his first under the agreement to be "Two
Weeks Off."

"The House of Horrors"
''The House of Horrors" east has been

augmented with the addition by First Na-
tional of William V. Mong, Michael Visar-
•off and Tenon Holtz.

Additions to Casts

Production of "Two Weeks Off," a Fust
National picture, has been started. Eddie
Gribbon and Phyllis Crane are additions to

the cast. Fred Kohler has been cast for
"Broadway Babies," Wade Boteler and
Aggie Herring for "Dark Secrets," and
Julanne Johnston for the role originally

given Loretta Young in "Prisoners."

Foothall Star "Hot Stuff"

Andy Devine, former football luminary,
has joined the cast of "Hot Stuff" along
with Buddy Messinger and Larry Banthim.

Floating Sound Stage

A floating sound stage is one of the latest

development in talking pictures and is be-

ing used by Director George Fit/mauric"
during the filming of "The Man and the

Moment," a First National Vitaphone pro-

duction. The sequences in question were
taken off Avalon, Catalina Island.

Carewe Making "Evangeline"

Edwin Carewe now is engaged in filming
"Evangeline," Longfellow's poem which
Finis Fox adapted for the screen. Dolores
Del Rio has the feminine role and Roland
Drew, John Holland, .lame- Marcus, Alee.

B. Francis, Lawrence Grant, Bobby Mack,
Paul McAllister and George Marion are the
other players. The theme song has been
composed by Al Jolson. Location trips to
original sites in Novia Scotia and Louisiana
are planned.

Max Ree with RKO
\la\ Ree, formerly in charge of Firsl Na-

tional costume designing department, has
been signed under a long term contract to

RKO. He »ill be arl supervisor Eor that
studio, witli all costumes, art and sel de-

nder his jurisdiction, plus arl effects
Eor sound productions

Paramount Contract
Eugene Pallet te has been given a term

COntrad by Paramount. Hi firs! roh- under
it is for '•The Studio Murder Mystery.

Leaves Stage for Films
I'Yit/i Ridgeway is leaving the cast of

"The Bad Woman" at the Eagan Theatre,
Los Ajigeles, to return to pictures. She
has hern signed for a series of two-reel talk
comedies by Christie.

Columbia's Musical Chief
Constantin Bakaleinikoff has been signed

to take charge of all musical synchroniza-
tion for Columbia's talking pictures.
Bakaleinikoff is a well-known orchestra
conductor associated with various Los An-
geles theatres for several years. At pres-
ent he is in charge of the Criterion Or-
chestra.

Poland Sells "Sailor's Holiday"
Joseph Franklin Poland has sold "Sail-

or's Holiday," an original dialogue com-
edy, to Pathe.

Star Role for Mary Nolan
Universal will feature Mary Nolan in

"The Stolen Lady," under direction of
Ray Taylor. The story is from the stage
play by William Dudley Pelley, with scen-
ario credited to Peter Milne.

Root Continuing with Paramount
Wells Root, former New York World

critic, who came to the Coast a year ago
to write originals and scenarios for Para-
mount, will likely continue with that organ-
ization on a new contract now being ne-
gotiated.

Long Term for Arlen
Having completed his work in "Four

Feathers,' Richard Arlen has been signed
by Paramount to a new long-term contract.
He is at present working in a talkie, "The
.Man I Love," from a play by Herman
Mankiewicz.

Adds a Director
Columbia has added Thomas Buckingham

to its directorial staff. He has been identi-
fied with Universal, Pathe and Fox, and
can not only direct but is a writer and
cameraman.

Sono-Art Signs Hardy
Sam Hardy will play the part of the

minstrel show owner in the Eddie Dowling
picture, "Broadway Bound," an all-talk-
ing picture. In the past Hardy has been
well known to musical comedy audiences,
and has recently figured in several picture
productions.

"Queen of Jazz"
First National has bought the original

story, "The Queen of Jazz," by Charles
Beahan and Frances Kanes.

(Continued on page 518)
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Opinions on Pictures

The Flying Fleet
Best Airplane Picture In Some Time

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

AA/HOEVER it was in the M-G-M or-
" " ganization that got the idea of tying

up with the aerial service branch of the

Navy should be given a raise in salary, for

in "The Air Fleet" the company has
turned out a feature that is a surefire money
picture for the box office. It is a corking,

well sustained interest tale that will be
liked by any type of an audience anywhere.
It has a series of aerial shots that are bet-

ter than anything shown on the screen in

a year and the Three Sea Hawks, who were
the most sensational of all the Navy flyers

contribute considerable toward the thrills

that the picture has.

The story, the author of which was Lieut.

Commander Frank Wead, U.S.N, and in

which Byron Morgan assisted, takes a sex-

tette of cadets at the Naval Academy for
its principal characters and the tale as it

unfolds follows the successive steps from
the time that they graduate, through their

attendance at the Naval Flying School at

Pensacola, Fla., after which they obtained
the rank of Lieutenants to their assignment
to the San Diego Naval Station and cul-

minates in the memorable flight to Honolulu
which was unsuccessfully attempted by the
Navy several years ago.

Ramon Navarro has the role of a rather
self-sufficient young man who tries to win
the girl, but even though he manages to

step into the place of honor as the pilot of
the sea-plane for the big flight, replacing
his chum from the Academy, he fails to

get the girl, who falls for Ralph Graves,
who enacts the role of the true blue pal,

and who would rather lose out with his

superior officers than to tell tales on a
friend who has double crossed him. It is

hard to decide which of the two men has
the better role, but it would seem as though
Graves had the edge, although Navarro
more than makes good in what is assigned
to him. Anita Page plays the girl. Edward
Nugent and Gardner James both contribute
worth while performances.
But while on the subject of credits

George Hill, who directed, is not to be
overlooked, or Joe Farnham who supplied
the titles.

Drawing Power: Go out and promise
your audiences the real thrills of the air.

This is the best air picture that has come
along in a year and it is clean, with some
very clever comedy situations.

Produced and Distributed by Metro-
Gold wyn-Mayer. Length: 9,099 feet. Run-
ning time an hour and forty minutes. Re-
leased: Jan. 19, 1928. Story by Lieut.
Commander Frank Wead, U. S. N. and
Byron Morgan. Directed by George Hill.

THE CAST
Tommy Ramon Novarro
Steve Ralph Graves
Anita Anita Page
Dizzy Edward Nugent
Jex. Carroll Nye
Kewpie Sumner Getchell
Specs , Gardner James
Admiral Alfred Allen

True Heaven
War Is Hell and This Is a War Film

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

rTy HIS is a very ordinary program feature
* without anything that will redeem it

at the box office. The war is now ten years
old and the public has had so many good
war stories that it hardly has time for one
that is as thinly constructed as this is. Even
with George O'Brien, a very good screen
actor with a following, you can hardly hope
to do anything like real business with this

one. Where the title "True Heaven"
comes from, other than a spoken title that
is forced into the action, will remain one of
life's mysteries. And what will "True
Heaven" mean at the B. 0.? There is

nothing in it that will make them come up
to the window.

In brief it is a story of Belgium, back of
the British lines. George 'Brien is a
young English officer who comes to head-
quarters from the front with dispatches.
He sees a girl in a window and falls for
her, makes up his mind to stay overnight
and meets her in a cafe where the girls

are entertaining the boys. Then in a bomb
raid they are forced into a cellar the building
over which is hit and they are penned in.

He is wounded and Lois Moran, as the little

cafe entertainer, saves his life. On his re-

covery he is sent into the German lines as
a spy and finds her there. In reality she
is a member of the German Secret Service
and for a while she is torn between love
and duty, but finally deciding that she loves
her country the most turns him in. Then
as he is to be shot his life is saved by the
Armistice. That finish gave the Rosy audi-
ence a good laugh. It should have, for it is

so forced an ending to the film that it

stands out as glaringly humorous.
Other that. George O'Brien and Lois

Moran there is but one performance on the
part of the cast that is worthy of mention
and that is contributed by Oscar Apfel as
a German general.

James Tingling, one of the newer di-

rectors on the Fox lot, is responsible for
the direction of the production and he has
managed very well indeed considering the
story that must have been handed him.
He did manage to get Miss Moran to put
over a vamping characterization in the
earlier scenes that may change the girl's

screen career. She looks as though she can
get away with that kind of stuff.

Drawing Power: Nothing beyond the fact
that it has George O'Brien as the star.

Produced and distributed by Fox Film
Corp. Length: Silent, 5,563 feet; synchron-
ized, 5,531 feet. Running time: fifty-five

minutes. Sound, Movietone system. Story
by C. E. Montague. Directed by James
Tingling.

THE CAST
Philip Gresson George O'Brien
Judith Lois Moran
Colonel Mannon Phillips Smalley
German General Oscar Apfel
Sergeant Major Duke Martin
British Spy Andre Cheron
British Colonel Donald MacKenzie
Madame Grenot Hedwig Reicher
Chauffeur Will Stanton

Conquest
A 100 Per Cent Talkie Flop

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

' '/^ONQUEST" is a 100 per cent talkie,^ but one of the worst examples of
that type of picture that has come to

Broadway in many months. It is a flop,

take it from any viewpoint that you want
to, story, acting, dialog and direction. That
is covering a lot of ground, but you can't

Aget away from it, this is a bad picture.

The story is based on a novel by Mary
Imlay Taylor and deals with an expedition

to discover the South Pole, a la the present

quest of Commander Byrd. But in the pic-

tures it is necessary to have a triangle,

that is, two men in love with the same wo-
man and both determined to marry her.

She favors one of them and he is the one

that is injured when their plane crashes on
the ice fields, and the other deserts him, re-

turning to his home with a tale of how
heroic a death befell his comrade flyer, and
how he buried him beneath a blanket of

snow. Of course he marries the girl, but
then later the dead man reappears and
there is the devil to pay, but the real here,

holds his peace for the sake of the girl he

loves rather than the man she is married

to. Another trip to the Pole is planned

and again the same two men start out to

make the flight, again they crash, this time

as a result of the attempt on the part of

the husband to murder his companion, and

then the conditions are reversed, for the

hero rescues his would-be assassin and
when they are returning homeward on their

supply ship the husband decides the best

way out is suicide and he jumps overboard

and you can imagine the rest.

Monte Blue essays the role of the hero,

but he is far from convincing when it comes

to delivering his lines. They will have to

pick character roles for Monte if he is to

appear in front of the mike and the chances

are that Indian roles will be his forte from
now on. In his present role, in the explor-

er's costume, he certainly looked the role

of the aborigine. A somewhat modernized

version of " Strongheart " should make an

ideal vehicle for him as a talkie. Playing

opposite him, H. B. Warner in the role of

the heavy was almost as bad in the matter

of handling lines. The three members of

the cast who really delivered are Edmund
Breese, Tully Marshall and Lois Wilson

with credit to them in the order named.

Drawing Power: Lacking entirely out-

side of the fact that it is a 100 per cent

Talking Picture.

Produced and distributed by the War-
ner Bros. A Vitaphone production. Length

6,729 feet. Released Jan. 12, 1929. Running
time an hour and thirteen minutes. Story

by Mary Imlay Taylor. Directed by Roy
Del Ruth.

THE CAST
Donald Overton Monte Blue
James Farnham H. B. Warner
Diane Holden Lois Wilson
Doctor Gerry Tully Marshall
Mr. Holden Edmund Breeze
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The Broadway Melody
A Real 100 Percent Shotcman's

Picture for Showmen
(Reviewed li> Freddie Schader)

tJERK is the tirst talking picture thai

* * has 100 per cent o thing. It's

a real showman's picture made for show-

men to go onl and clean up on. There is

real drama, musical comedy and comedy in

omposition, together with a casl of

player? that arc going to make a place for

themselves for all time in the talkie- on

the strength of the performances thai

deliver here. And with it all there are

ist two song numbers thai are in the

hit category.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have stolen a

march on all of their competitors in the

talkie production field by being the firsl

on the market with a combination drama
ami musical revue that will knock the audi-

tor a goal. Others have had revu 'S

and musical comedies in work hut M-G-M
i- the first to hit the screen with theirs and
to them will have to go the glory for all

time of being the pioneers.

Let it be said right here and now that

"The Broadway Melody" teaches motion
picture producers one thing and that is

that youth isn't tin- important factor that

it was in the days of the silent picture. For
in "The Broadway Melody" there are two
people who in the silent field would never
have had a chance. In the first place little

' Love, who once was a star and then
was doing the best she could around Holly-
wood and not getting much of a chance, is

hack on the screen and qualifies as a real

star. Charlie King, who for year- was in

vaudeville with Elizabeth Brice, and then
with Georgie Cohan in his musical shows
for season after season, would have been
considered much too old for the silent pic-

tures. Yet here when he is given a chance
he screens as young as any of the boys, and
in a roll i- far from a sympathetic
one he manages to come through with flying

colors. And as for Anita Page, a newcomer
to the screen, she is the little hick vaude-
ville dame to perfection. She reminds us

very much of Marion Davies of some years

ago as to looks and she can troup. Of course
she hasn't the finesse right now that B< ie

sses hut in time she will get it and
ch "lit tor a real hit.

Jed Prouty as a stuttering vaudeville
booker tear- chunks out of the comedy and
Eddie Kane, also an ex-vaudeville per-

former, steps in as Zanfield, the revue pro
ducer, with a Hock of yesmen around him,
in a manner that sets him. Eddie Dillon
and Kenneth Thomson both handle their
respective role, cleverly. Fletcher Norton
a- a tableau director with a dash v

tile D

Edmund Goulding who wrote the story
undoubtedly did it from his memory note

booh of (lie days that he was in vaudeville
and later with the "Follies" with Hie late

Nora Have-. Hi. has turned , ,ui :i I job.

while Norman Houston and James Gleason,
who were responsible for the dialogue, con-
tributed a goodly share toward tl

1 'ne gets I work in all of the lines

for he for a long i in thai atn
phere. Harry Beaumont deserves a lot of
praise for the direction and then are -ome
angle -hots thai arc crackerjacks.

The story tells of a hick son.!? and dance
man who has ambitions to write songs. He
finally turns out a hit that Zanfield takes

for hi- revue, taking the hick with the

BOngS and putting him in the show. He
has had a crush on "Hank" Mahoney, the

older of the Mahoney Sisters, for a long

time and as soon as he lands he -ends for

them to come in oil the small lime tor he is

going to lix 'em with the show. He does

land them but not as they expected, and
when he gets a flash at "Queenie" Ma
honey he falls for her like a ton of coal

and forgets poor "Hank." "Queenie"
loves the hick but thinks so much of her

sister's happiness that she is willing to

sacrifice herself and accepts the attentions

of one of the backers of the -how who
wants to pui her up in a Park Ave)
apartment with a Rolls Koyce and every-

thing that goes with it. But at the last

minute "Hank" sees the true state of

affairs and urges the boy to go out

fight lor "Queenie," which he docs and al-

though he is kicked out of the Park A.ve

noo menage she goes with him and they

are married while "Hank" with a new
"sister" starts out for the tanks again.

It's a peach of a story of self sacrifice on
the part of two women with the men get-

ting the worst end of it as they deserve
only too often in show business of the type
which this story depicts. But with the

drama there is a lot of colorful stuff of

the revue. The dress rehearsal scenes with

the songs are tremendously done, and later

when scenes from the show are shown, some
of them in technicolor, they are littP short

of marvelous. The manner in which the

dance numbers and the ensembles were
handled was truly great and only one who
has been connected with a talkie lot where
they were trying to make a revue in sound
can appreciate how truly a remarkable
piece of work has been done in this respect.

From beginning to end the recording
and the reproduction of it is clear, distinct

and at not a single time is the dialogue or
the singing overdone. In the Technicolor
scene the singer of the song is not seen but
the flash on the stage is so great in color

that no one is going to look from whence
the voice is coming.

You can put this one down in your date
book as one of the biggest box office bets in

talking pictures up to now and that doesn'1
even except the Jolsons. The chances are

that it will still be going at the Astor when
next season rolls around and it will still be
drawing crowds.

Drawing Power: It has everything that
any audi -nee could want and it will draw
and please all classes of audiences. It's a

picture that they can't get away from.

Produced and distributed by Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer. Length: !)..'!7'-!. Release
date: Pre release. Running time: an hour
and forty minutes. Written by Kd-
mund Goulding, adapted by Sarah Y.

Mason, dialogue by Norman Houston and
James Gleason. Arthur Creed and Nacio
Herb Brown are responsible for the lyrics

and music. Directed by Harry Beaumont.

THE CAST
Queenie Anita Page
Hank Bessie Love
Eddie Charles King
Uncle Bcrnie Jed Prouty

Jock Kenneth Thomson
Stage Manager .'.

. .Edward Dillon

Blonde j Mary Doran
Zanfield Eddie Kane
liahe Hatrick J, Kiumctt Beck
Stew Marshall Ruth
Turpe Drew Dcmarest

"The Fatal Warning"
(Mascot Serial—19,000 feet)
(Reviewed by Raymond Canly)

NATLEVINE'S new serial without any
hesitancy steps right into an intriguing

i. m that has a continual flow of story details

which serial fans should gobble up. Judging
by the first three episodes an enjoyable time is

to be had in the coming chapters. The story is

of the usual serial type but its contents of

mysterious and adventurous events cleverly in-

terlap and have been adeptly screened by Di-
rector Richard Thorpe and the characters play

their roles well.

One good feature of this chapter-play is its

snap. There is a fine play of action and in the

first three chapters at least there were no dull

stretches discernible. Of course, as in all

serials, the "going-on" in the plot are not at all

times convincing. In "The Fatal Warning" the

plot and its action are as persuasive as those of

any serial now on the market.
Rogers (George Periolat), a banker, is mys-

teriously abducted at his home. His daughter,

Dorothy (Helene Costello), calls in Russell

Thorne (Ralph Graves), criminologist, to solve

his disappearance. The father had suspected

someone who came to his home as a friend of

being his enemy. Following his disappearance
it follows that he may have several enemies for

at night his house is broken into by various

supposedly respectable people. They appear to

be seeking something. That something may be
the $100,000 reported as stolen from Rogers'
bank following his disappearance and which has
resulted in casting suspicion on the missing man.
i )r the object of the midnight prowlers may be

something not yet revealed although it is proba-

ble that with the ending of the third chapter, the

producer has laid all his cards on the table and
it is up to the spectator to guess who is the

guilty party.

There are many queries that come without
any prompting. Who is the mysterious old

man, who hides in the recesses of the Rogers
cellar and comes out at intervals to confound
the detective with false clues? What is the

secret of the bookcase to which come the

stealthy prowlers and who is the man who left

his scarred footprint on the book that Rogers
was reading the night he disappeared? How is

it that a copy of the book in question seems to

be in the possession of various suspects and
what is the meaning of the silhouette thrown
on the wall which generally precedes some fresh

disaster by the mysterious perpetrator of the

crimes?
The story by Wyndham Gittcns weaves these

various happenings skilfully and as presented

by the director and the cast, it keeps you guess-

ing. All will be explained in the final chapters,

but till then anyones guess may be right.

In the three chapters, Graves has rescued the

girl from a den of kidnappers, has narrowly
escaped a death crash and is right in the thick

of danger. All the trimmings with this type of

action—suspense, speed, fights, etc—are to be

found in the chapters. William Presley Burt
is to he complimented on his continuity.

Preduced by Nat Levine. Released by Mas-
cot Pictures. Ten episodes in length. Release
date. February 15. 1929. Also in the cast arc:

Phillips Smallcv. Lloyd Whitlock, Boris Karl-

off, Sid Crossley, Symona Boniface and Tom
I.ingham.

"Pathe Review No. 9"
(Pathe—One Reel)

PATHE Review No. 9 presents three sub-

jects that will grab the interest. In the

first, the camera has found its way into the

laboratories of a spectacle maker. The eye of

the camera follows the making of the spectacle,

from the time it is just a part of a huge mass
of molten glass, until it is a finished lens.

The other subjects appearing are: "Dark
Romance," Pathechrome films of a wedding
day at Mcnankabau in tin Pedang Highlands
of far away Sumatra, and "Fashion Note From
Paris," tea tips from Pathe Review's Con-
tinental correspondent.—GEORGE J. RFDDY.
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The Man Who Cheated
Life

Your Audiences Will Say You Cheated
Them

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HERE is a German made production that

is about, as rambling a tale that has

been witnessed on the screen in this coun-
try in a long: while. Of course the foreign

idea in production leans to the costume
period stuff, and in this case it is no ex-

ception. "The Man Who Cheated Life,"
is just another one of those versions of

"Faust," which would indicate that in

German film production we have much the

same idea as exists in America.
Only in this ease it was the evident intent

of the producers to see just how much foot-

age they could shoot without getting any-
where at all. The character of the Devil in

the story took a note on the hero's soul

for 90 days, and from the way that the pic-

ture rambled on it looked as though it was
going to take the whole 90 days before one
got to the end of the story. A check up of

the audience at the Little Carnegie Play-

house in New York at the last performance
on the first Sunday night that the picture

was shown revealed nine people asleep in

the five rows of the little theatre before
the film was halfway finished.

The story deals with a young student in

a school in Bohemia who is poor and wishes

for wealth. He wants to marry an heiress

and the Devil overhears him and comes to

him with a proposition to which he agrees

and immediately the heiress is thrown into

liis arms from the back of a horse. Of
course, she is engaged to wed a Count and
finally when the student and the girl are

discovered by the 'Count there is cause for

a duel, and as the student is acknowledged
as the best swordsman in the country the

girl's father makes him pledge his word
that he will not fight the Count. But when
the boy gives his word he reckoned without

the powers of the Devil, who takes the

inner-conscious self of the student and has

him kill the Count in the duel. And finally

he must pay the price that Satan exacts

for his brief time as a wealthy man.
At that it must be admitted that a couple

of names were secured for the cast for it

is Conrad Veidt who plays the student and
Werner Krauss impersonates the Devil.

Drawing Power: If you have a neigh-

borhood house where there is a strong Hun-
garian or Bohemian population you might
get by with this, but otherwise pass it up.

Produced by Sokal G.M.B.H. Distributed

by Affiliated European Producers. Length
8,000 feet. Running time an hour and
twenty-two minutes. Released Feb. 8, 1929.

Story by Hans Heinz Ewers. Directed by
Henrik Galeen.

THE CAST
The Student Conrad Veidt
The Devil Werner Krauss

".45 Calibre War"
A Punk Western

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

''PHIS western has been on the Pathe
* shelves for some time. It could just

have well stayed there for it certainly

will not add any to the prestige of Pat he-

westerns. Ordinary, inadequate, the pro-

duction is a wobbly affair. It is difficult to

understand how Leo Maloney who directed

and Ford I. Beebe who did the story could

have been guilty of so poor a piece of

work.
As the writer saw it, the following faults

contributed forcibly to make it the medi-

ocre number it is

:

(1) very little action, mostly shots of

groups engaged in conversation, and a
feeble attempt to indulge in a riotous blood

and thunder finale; (2) entirely hammish
acting from the star, Don Coleman, and
equally punk performances from the vil-

lain, heroine, etc. The best acting conies

from a minister. (3) But he is pictured as

setting fire to a dance-hall and is seen

running around like a pyromaniac with a

blazing torch in his hand. A few captions

hint at his actions as being justified because

of the end he is striving at—the elimina-

tion of the dance-hall as a habitat for the

villains. This is not an enlightening spec-

tacle: a minister committing the crime of

arson. (4) the general appeal of the pic-

ture. It lacks tenseness and is far too

passive.

Drawing Power: AVe can't give this one
the stamp of approval. Out in the sticks

where they take their westerns in any shape

and form it may get by. But it is only an-

other western.

THEME: Western drama in a cow
town. Land-owners are forced to sell to a
rascally crew or accept a bullet in the back.

The young hero and his pal clean up the

villains and restore justice.

Produced by Leo Maloney Productions,

Inc. Distributed by Pathe. Story and sce-

nario, Ford I. Beebe. Photography, Edward
A. Kull. Release date, Feb. 17, 1929.

Length, 4790 feet.

THE CAST
Reed Lathrop Don Coleman
"Toad" Hunter Ben Corbett
Rev. Mr. Simpson Al Hart
Sheriff Henshaw Edward Jones
Nick Darnell Duke R. Lee
Jim Walling Floyd Ames
Ruth Walling Jeanette Loff

Mark Blodgett Murdock MacQuarrie
Dr. Sprague Orrin Jackson

Napoleon

"The Barn Dance"
(Disney Sound Cartoon Comedy)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

WALT DISNEY has evolved another of

those animal characters for comedy
purposes. This is Mickey Mouse. Mickey is

wooing another mousie and takes her to a barn

dance with a lot of the usual comedy ticks

following. There are some laughs in it. The
reel has sound synchronization via the Powers
Cinephone. Its running time is seven minutes.

"At The Front"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Revietved by George J. Reddy)

THIS release starring Arthur Lake in the

latest of the "Horace in Hollywood"
comedies, shows him as an extra appearing in

a war sequence of a picture. He considers

himself a knockout—and certainly would have

them, could the top kick in his company have
had his way. A gun was an unknown quantitv

to Horace and when the orders to "fall in"

were given, he spent most of his time falling

down.
In the trenches Horace's method of handling

a grenade nearly gave his buddies fluttering of

the heart. At getting orders of any kind

mixed up he was a genius. Everyone was
relieved when the sequence was finally shot

and Horace was discharged as a private. Ar-
thur Lake seems to have quite a following

among fans as a result of some excellent work
he has done in feature productions, so his name
and appearance in this comedy might balance

what is just passable fun.

A Very Poor Foreign Made Picture

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

IF you are an exhibitor and you play this

one, the chances are that your audiences

will send you to St. Helena for life. It is

a very poor apology for a motion picture

and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer must have had

a lot of pressure brought to bear on them

to bring about the distribution of the pic-

ture by that organization. Not only is the

story of the early life of Napoleon handled

in a most episodical fashion in the sciven

version of the tale, but the photography is

wretched and the direction even worse than

that. If I was running a house and the pic-

ture was offered me I wouldn't play it for

nothing.

The answer is that the French company

that produced it should have been ashamed

to send it to America, unless they intended

it to be an example of how bad they can

make pictures there. If America is going

to be compelled to buy this sort of junk to

meet quota conditions, then the American

producers should take the loss and shelve

the pictures and not compel American audi-

ences to look at them. And if the foreign

nations that produce pictures of this ilk

insist on distribution on this side of the

Atlantic why just stop giving them Ameri-

can pictures at all and let their audiences

suffer with this sort of product and it won't

be long before the public abroad will revolt.

This version of the life of Napoleon first

shows him as a cadet in a French military

school and then his rise in the ranks of the

army of the revolution until he returns

from the Italian campaigns. It also carries

his romance and final marriage to Josephine

as its love theme.

Abel Gance directed the picture for "The

General Society of Films." He was also

the author of the story, and for all that it

matters he might as well have been the

whole cast of players. Albert Dieudonne

characterizes the young Napoleon and Gma
Manes has the role of Josephine. Neither

of them will ever mean anything to Ameri-

can audiences and they do not show any-

thing in this picture that would make them

a possibility for an American producer. Of

course, there is always the possibility that

the version of the picture that is being

shown in America has been chopped in the

cutting and that might account for the de-

cidedly jumpv episodical telling of the

screen storv. But the chances are that it

there were more of the story it would have

meant that the audiences would have had

to suffer that much more.

Drawing Power: Onlv where there is a

ry strong French population is there any

chance at all.

Produced by "The General Society of

Films of France," distributed by Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer. Released: October, 1928.

Running time an hour and twelve minutes.

Story and direction by Abel Gance.

THE CAST

Napoleon, Boy Waldimir Roudenko

Napoleon, Man Albert Dieudonne

Danton Alexandre Koubitzky

Rouget de Lisle Harry Krimer

Robespierre Edmond Van Daele

Marat Antonin Artaud

Josephine Gina Manes

Fleuri Nicholas Koline
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"Whirls and Girls"
(Sennett-Educational Talking

Comedy)
(Remaned by Chester J. Smith)

HP HIS is another of the Mack Sennett di-
* rected talking comedies and a good one.

te the dialogue it moves at a taster pace
than the usual run of these short comedies.
Sennett jumps quickly from one episode to
another and docs not allow it to drag much. He
has injected some splendid comedy touches and
the windup is a wow. Also the Sennett
ing girls add much to the picture. They are

the usual Sennett standard and he
them plenty to do.

Much of the success of this good corned)
goes to the credit of Harry Gribbon, who is

featured with Dot Farley, Andy Clyde and
Ruth Kane. Gribbon is a real comedian with
many years of stage and screen experience be-
hind him and he figures to be a real knockout
in these talkies.

In this story Gribbon picks up with a hen-
pecked husband who is allowed ten cents a day
by his domineering wife. Gribbon offers him
a job at one-hundred a week checking up on—which are found on the beach. Thej
encounter a bevy of beauties and take in all

the beach joyrides and then repair to the caba-
ret with the swimming pool. Grib takes the
fifty dollar salary of the henpecked husband
and gives him a signed check in which he is

to fill in any amount he desires. They are hav-
ing a glorious time in and out of the tank-

when the irate wife puts in an appearance. The
keepers from the lunatic asylum arrive at the
same time and again take charge of Gribbon.
The wife pursues friend husband into the tank
with a revolver. He attempts to keep submerged
as she fires several shots. The sound effects

from the bubbling of the water as the husband
breaths beneath the water provide geniune
humor and will set 'em laughing wherever the
picture is heard.

"Out At Home"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

A RATHER fair number of the Buster
Brown series of comedies for release by

"U." This one has been gagged a bit better
than the usual run and should please.

If Buster had only been a little more adept
at wielding a baseball bat, he and Mary .lane

might have kept out of difficulties, but the

ball went through the pantry window, a pie

was ruined and an unsympathetic maid re-

ported to father. Following the resultant

spanking, Buster, Mary Jane and the little dark
boy Oatmeal wander into father's laboratory.

They start the mechanical maid Pa was
fecting and couldn't stop her. Poor Oatmeal
is about to be squeezed to a pulp, when Buster
knocks the maid down, removes her internal

workings and rescues the darky. The kids

overhear father telling his guests that the

mechanical maid would serve dinner. Buster
and Oatmeal hop inside to work the contrap-
tion—and then the fun begins. After causing

all sorts of trouble, the maid is accidentally

set afire. The kids are then 1. and
rates another spanking.

"Grandma's House"
(Pathe—One Reel)

THIS Aesop Film Fable cartooned b

artist Paul Terry, is a clever pen tal

on the "Little Red Riding Hood" yarn and

is funny. Little Rita Red Riding Mouse,
her boy friend Milt, to take a basket of lunch

he wolf-cat

tripping through the woods, and races

to the house. He. ties Grandma to the

and takes her place in the bed. Rita, upi

arrival is surprised to see the terrible (

I

ias come over the old lady, and is afraid.

Waffles jumps out of bed and chases her.

Rita yells for help, and Milt hearin

dashes to her rescue on his wooden
then rides safely away.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Ask Dad"
(Coronet-Educational Talking

Comedy)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

THIS is a rather clever all-talkie comedy
with a cast of but three, Edward Everett

Horton, \\ Miller and Ruth Renick.
Horton carries the whole picture and

i

If a real artist for these talkies. Unlike
most of these short subjects with dialogue, the

dialogue is a real asset to the picture. It is

clever and so well done by Horton that it holds

the interest throughout. The synchronization is

by RCA Photophone.

It is a story that does not depend upon speed
for its success and it is nicely thought out for

talking purposes. Horton is the busy business

man whose son visits him from college and
promptly falls into love with his secretary. The
youth after much embarrassment manages to

propose to the girl who is considerably older

than he. She tells him she is in love with an-

other, but the kid goes to his father and tells

him of his love for the girl. He points out her

many attractions to Dad, a widower, and Dad
comes to a full realization that he is right. He
promptly proceeds in a very clever manner to

press his own suit and it eventually develops

that he is the one the girl has really been in

love with. There is nothing new to the story

and in less competent hands it would not

amount to much, but Horton puts it over so

cleverly that it should meet with much success

around the picture houses.

"Button My Back"
(Pathe—Two Reels)

(Revieteed by George J. Reddy)

BILLY BEVAN, the Sennett-Pathe come-
dian w:ho has handled the "wise guy"

type of comedy characterization on many occa-

sions to perfection, has the featured role tn

this number. The appearance of Bevan in

almost any film, is pretty nearly a sure-lire

gaurantee that fun will be had, and filmgocrs

will not be disappointed in his latest.

Billy this time appears as a worthless hus-

band supported by his hardworking wife, Alice

Ward. He flirts with the dames, but when
he hands the eye to an attractive young gal

played by Carmelita Geraghty, he gets into a

number of amusing situations, the highlight

of which is furnished when he takes refuge in

her bedroom after having been relieved of

his pants by a ferocious bull-dog. Complica-

tions follow when his wife finds him there.

Billy makes a grand exit through the window
minus his trousers, with friend wife helping

him on his way with some hot lead from a

revolver.

"The Old Barn"
(Sennett-Educational Talking

Comedy)
(Rerieireil by Chester J. Smith)

MACK SENNETT personally directed this

talkie comedy which is synchronized by
the RCA Photophone process. It is a mystery
story featuring Johnny Burke and Daphne Pol-
lard and it is good for quite a few laughs.
There is much dialogue to it and many sound
effects are synchronized. It is doubtful if the

synchronization helps the picture. The dialogue
certainly slows up the action almost to a stand-

still and it is that type of comedy to which
speed is more essential than anything else. In
the cast are Andy Clyde, Thelma Hill, Vernon
Dent, Irving Bacon, Dave Morris and Ruth
Hane.
Burke is the new man on the place and he

has fallen in love with the kitchen maid. With
the household at dinner the radio announces
the escape of a desperate criminal, who shortly

makes his appearance and demands hot coffee.

Burke and the maid later go to the barn and
discover the criminal is there. They hasten back
to the house, bring the sheriff, the hotel pro-

prietor and the household with them. The storm

blows the barn door shut and they are all

locked in. Then follow all sorts of wierd hap-

penings, some of them very funny.

Eventually the hotel proprietor is revealed as

a bootlegger and Burke as a secret service man.
who captures the criminal. Both Burke and
Miss Pollard do their work well, but each

would undoubtedly do better if the action was
not so much slowed down by the dialogue. The
picture should be much better in its silent ver-

sion.

"A Pair Of Aces"
(Timblin and Raymond Vitaphone

Short)
(Rerietced by Freddie Schader)

THIS is a small time black-face act with

cross-fire talk and a song of a comedy
character that gets laughs. The cross-fire talk

is stereotyped and has been heard time and
again in the small vaudeville houses. The
song is one of those that teams used fifteen

years ago and wdiich the audiences found funny

then. Perhaps the new generation will find it

likewise. A uke solo by the taller of the two
men is one of the best things in the sound

short. The running time was eleven minutes.

"Give Us A Lift"
(Flo Lewis Vitaphone Short)
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

FLO LEWIS has a reputation on Broadway

as a comedienne. She lives up to it in this

picture in which she is assisted by Leo Karlyn.

The act is really a slapstick comedy. Flo open-

ing it with a song regarding trying to get a

lift from a passing car. Karlyn arrives with

a pushmobile and the two follow a flirtation

routine with the greater part of the comedy

coming from a series of pratt falls that Mo
does trying to get in the car. For the finish

she finally takes out her roller skates and goes

home. there are laughs aplenty during the

nine minutes that it runs.

The romantic leads in "The Quitter," a new
Columbia drama Dorothy Revier and Ben
Lyon. Also in the cast are Fred Kohler, Clair

McDowell, Charles VcHugh mid Sherry Hull.

Joseph Herniary directed

Ed Wvnn May Star For

"U" In "Manhattan Mary"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Eel'. 13.—Universal lias pur-

chased the t i lin and dialogue rights to

" Manhattan Mary," originally produced as

musical comedy in New York. Ed Wynn,
a In, has been placed under contract by I'ni-

versal, may he given it n< his first vehicle.

Negotiations are l> ing held meanwhile with

Lou lloitz. who may he used in "Man-
hattan Mary" should another show he used

for Wynn.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAGERS ROUND TABLE CLUB

By Charles E. Lewis

Introducing Some
New Members Of
The Round Table

The Round Table Club
takes pleasure in welcoming
into the ranks of the CDUB
some new members. It is

very gratifying to note, in

^^^^^^^=^==^^^=i===^ looking over the names of

these different managers, that

they represent some of the foremost showmen in the business.

First permit us to introduce Harry Browning, of the new and
famous B. F. Keith Memorial Theatre, in Boston, Mass. The
reputation of this magnificent playhouse is well-known, not only

in Boston and New England, but all over the country. From a

man of Mr. Browning's type we expect to hear frequently of the

happenings of this famous theatre.

Next we introduce Joe Burton, manager of the Keith Thea-
tre, in N. Platte, Nebr. The mere fact that Mr. Burton's thea-

tre is equipped for sound makes his entrance into the club

tre is equipped for sound makes his entrance into the Club
interesting. We are looking forward to some fine news from

Third,—we make the acquaintance of Henry T. Kimmel,
who controls the destinies of the Victory and Strand Thea-
tres, in Salisbury, N. C. Mr. Kimmel should be in a good
position to pass on valuable tips on theatre operation and
exploitation. We will await his next letter with interest.

Fourth: We have another "sound" theatre manager in

C. Elmer Nolte, Jr., of the Grand Theatre, in Baltimore,
Md. Mr. Nolte, we have every reason to believe, knows
plenty about the "talkies" and I'm sure he will want to pass
some of his knowledge and experiences on to his fellow
members.

Last, but not least, in this week's group of new members,
we present Jack Allen, manager of the Capitol Theatre in

Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. Mr. Allen knows how to run
a theatre and how to advertise it properly and his future
mail should contain lots of items worthy of our attention.

New members are asked to bear with us in the event that

their applications are not promptly acknowledged through the

CLUB pages, but we always seek to take care of all mail and
new members as rapidly as we can.

Club ChairmanMay
Have To Make Use
Of The Pulmotor

In an organization as large

as ours, it often happens that

we lose sight of some of

those members who stop

writing or sending us their

=s^^=s^=::^^==^^^^^ advertising stunts. But
whenever we get a spare

moment or two we are going to "dig" them out of the
records and call attention to their "laying down." So you
had better keep up your contact with the CLUB if you don't
want to find yourself listed in this department.

Fred "Fritz" Putnam, manager of the Strand Theatre, in

Port Arthur, Texas, was one of the real "stand-bys" of the
CLUB for a long time, but for the past few months we have
received nothing but silence from him. Now what we
would all like to know is "what happened to 'Fritz' " and
when he reads this he will know that it is time for him to

sit down and let us know the why's. Get busy Fred or we
are apt to run down to find out for ourselves.
Then we remember a good friend of last summer's trip,

Ray C. Hickman, and once you meet Ray you will never for-

An Attractive Theme Song Tie-up—Story on Next Page

get him. He is one "regular" fellow and it would indeed

grieve us to lose track of him. Ray is the boy who tackled,

without previous experience of any kind, the show business

down in Marietta, Ohio and put the Auditorium Theatre on

the map in that city. Hustle to your typewriter, Ray, and

tell me whether I am to look forward to seeing or hearing

from you again. O. K. ?

Ashland, Ohio next claims our attention and the best news

we would like to hear from that town is that the theatre busi-

ness has come into its own once more. The outlook was
gloomy during the warm weather last August, but with the

coming of a new season and, "talkies" to boot, Ashland should

be cutting a niche in Ohio's theatre history.

An Australian's
View On Talking
Motion Pictures

. Is prom/sal in last week's

issue we are reproducing,

word for zvord, the letter rc-

ceived from Frederick Sykes,

manager of the Piccadilly

Theatre, in Sydney, Australia.—Editor.)
Dear Mr. Lewis

:

"I have sent you my opinion on sound now 1 will send

again on the speaking film.

"The speaking film has come—and one more source- of

noise is added to the ever increasing medley of noises that

modern science is creating. Speech threatens to invade the

last refuge of silence—the Cinema !

"One of the joys of the Cinema is that it is quiet, apart

from the music, you may sit for hours on end following throb

by throb the career of the heroine without having to endure
her voice. If her adventures pall, there are always the dim
light and the silence to help you think of other things.
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"But now we arc to hear her speak, and who can tell what

will happen I nglish language when Hollywood and

Elstri Shall we really be able to listen while

Ruh\ -t English tells what she thinks of

him? Shall we be any die wiser a- we listen t<> "Two Gun
uising in the Texan tongue on tin- subje

. "On the whole, the Cinema has been kind to its actors

and actresses. It has shown them at their best, and we
have taken pleasure in seeing them. But will they stand

hearing?

"We have endured and enjoyed a generation of American
heroes, heroines and comedians playing American plots in

American scenes. We are familiar with all the details of

Cowboys, and are we not acquainted with the life in Ameri-
can sleeping cars. But we have never heard a word. What
will happen now that the speaking film has come to stay?

How will it record a big fight?

"The Language Censor will have to be very wide awake
to see that no word slips through that is not to be found in

the Oxford Dictionary. Many of them may have to go back
to school and learn a language that the English speaking
world will tolerate.

"What is to happen to the foreign star unable to speak
English at all? There need be no misapprehension about the

attitude of the English people towards the speaking of their

own language. The last few years of broadcasting have fa-

miliarized everybody in this country and in the Dominions
with good speech, and there is no lack of criticism when
speakers fall below the very high standard of excellence set

by the official speakers of the broadcasting stations.

"A young American actress ime to me in despair

about her 'accent.' She wanted to play < (pera and all was in

her favor with the exception o accent' which was un-

suitable for the work in hand. She set to work and learned

what was to her an entirely alien pronunciation of her mother

tongue. She would recite whole passages of English prose

and verse, I shall never forget her distress when she discov-

ered herself 01 I a rehearsal saving 'nat' for n

Tie Up With Your
Music Dealer On
New Theme Songs

i in the preceedi we
publish the photo of an un-

usually attrai tive w im

ll]-) between ;i tlie.nn and a

mi ic ton With the i

increasing popularity of the

theme song in conjuw
with present day pictures, this has i up another a

for theatre and merchant co-operation. The photo red

to shows a window in ntativi music store in Astoria.

Long Island and carried plenty of "punch" for both the song

"Love" and picture it was written for "The Godless Girl."

Music store tieups not only create interest in the song, but

build up a desire to also see the picture. This was amply demon-
strated during the time that "Mother Knows Best" was being

tied up with "Sally of My Dreams;" and for "Angela Mia"
used, almost to a fault, for "Street Angel." It is also advisable

to have your orchestra or organist play the theme song during

the showing of the trailer for a coming attraction. In theatres

where there is a microphone attachment to their sound plant,

someone can announce the fact while the music is being played.

I witnessed just such a stunt up in New England during the

showing of the "Singing Fool" trailer.

? ? ARE YOU A MEMBER ? ?

OF THE

MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB

The largest organization of its kind in the whole world and numbering among
its members, some of the foremost managers and showmen in the business,

HERE IS THE APPLICATION,

FILL IT OUT —NOW—
I hereby apply for membership in the club and promise to send
in, for publication, a complete description of every successful
advertising campaign or exploitation that I put across.

Name
Address

Theatre

City

Policy

Capacity ,

Stale

Honorary Chairman Chairman
Wm. A. Johnston Charles E. Lewis

EVERY SINGLE MEMBER A FIRM
BELIEVER IN THE CLUB SLOGAN:

ttUSE THE NEWS"
FOR ITS

1—Progressive Wm. A. Johnston Editorials.

2—Intelligent Picture Reviews.

3—"Live News" of the Entire Industry.

4—Successful Exploitation Ideals.

5—Approved Release Chart as a Guide.

6—Previews of Pictures from the Coast.

7—Theatre Operation News.
and a hundred other good reasons.

EVERY MANTCONNECTED WITH A THEATRE, OR CHAIN, SHOULD BE LISTED
IN THE MEMBERSHIP. TO REMAIN OUTSIDE OF THIS GROUP IS

TO KEEP YOURSELF A DEEP, DARK SECRET ! !

MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES WILL BE SENT OUT SHORTLY.
MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE ONE TO FRAME AND HANG IN

YOUR OFFICE. IT IDENTIFIES YOU AS A "LIVE WIRE"
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Mastbaum and Uptown, Stanley

Theatres, Opening In Philadelphia

new electric display. The Greater Palace
is controlled by Publix.

jp^INISHING- touches are rapidly being

\_ added to the Stanley Company's new
Mastbaum Theatre, at 20th and Marker
Sts., Philadelphia, erected as a memorial to

tlie late Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
the company. The opening date has been
set for February 28th. Some indication of

the magnitude and beauty of the Mastbaum
may lie gained from the fact that it was
erected and furnished at a tremendous cost

and will accommodate 5,000 persons.

The building occupies an area 220 x ISO
feet and contains nearly 2,000 tons of steel

in its framework. It is of ornamental stone
and cement with massive columns and over-
hanging cornices and upon entering the
lobby the visitor is impressed by the magni-
ficence of the decorations and furnishings,
and the handsome marble stairways at aeh
end. The stage is 75 feet wide, one of the
largest in the country, having six levels on
lifts. The main feature of the foyer is a
beautiful fountain of imported Italian
marble and hand made tiles. Covering the
walls of the foyer are panels of contrasting
light and dark marble, set between twelve
splendid marble columns. There is a com-
plete radio broadcasting room and the
Mastbaum is the only theatre in Phila-
delphia with elevators for patrons. An-
other feature which is not found in any
other theatre in the world will be an
elaborate signal system for ushers by which
they will be able to tell at a glance which
seats are vacant, not only on the ground
floor but also in the balcony. There will

be continuous performances with exclusive
first run showings of the very best photo-
plays, together with stage presentations
and musical programs by a great symphony
orchestra. In short, the Mastbaum stands
as a model of beauty, comfort and effi-

New Tivoli in Brookfield,

III., Opened to Large Crowd
The new Tivoli Talkie-Movie Theatre in

Brookfield, 111., which opened last Decem-
ber, has impressed itself on the townsfolk
and varied complimentary comments have
been offered by them concerning its com-
fort and coziness. The Downers Grove
playhouse is considered by Brookfield to
bring Chicago entertainment right to its

front door.

Paramount Plans 4000-Seat

$2,000,000 Toledo House
A second motion picture palace of 4,0! II

I

seats to cost $2,000,000 is Paramount's
promise to Toledo, O. It is to be started
this spring, and will be located at the
corner of Summit, Lynn and Cherry Streets,
The Toledo-Paramount, said to be the finest

house in the midwest, is scheduled to open
soon. It is announced that officials of the
Paramount Publix group have taken a 20-

year lease on the property at Summit St.,

and will build a five-story building. Plans
have been prepared by A. P. Graveb and
E. Levine and Co., of Chicago, and Stophlet
and Stophlet, Toledo architects.

ciency representing the most up to date

ideas in theatre construction and no ex-

pense has been spared in making it a worthy
memorial to Mr. Mastbaum.

The Stanley Company's new Uptown
Theatre, at Broad and Susquehanna Ave.,

Philadelphia, said to be the finest neigh-

borhood house in the world, will be form-
ally opened on February 16th. The house
accommodates 2,500 persons and is equipped
with the latest improved devices for both
silent and talking pictures. There will be

three shows daily, presenting first runs <ii-

reet from downtown houses. The interim-

decorations are unique, being East Indian

or Cambodian in effect. There is a large

modernly equipped stage capable of hand-
ling large productions. The organ is one

of the largest in the city. The foyer eon-

tains a large mural "The Chase," painted
by Paul Donville, a young Philadelphia

artist, which is pronounced by critics a

splendid piece of work.

Construction Notes And
Theatre Openings

The Grand Theatre, Lake Linden, not far

from Calumet, Michigan, was destroyed by
fire recently. The large frame building and
all the equipment were devoured by the

flames which caused approximately $40,000
damage part of which was covered by in-

surance. David Levecque, proprietor of the

house, was inside the Grand fifteen minutes
before the fire was discovered, and saw no
trace of fire at the time. The structure was
the property of the Bosche Brewing Co.

When leased by Mr. Leveque the property

underwent extensive improvements.

G. W. Crampton, 1023 Sixteenth Street,

Moline, 111., will erect a theatre on Fifth

Avenue, between Seventeenth and Eight-

eenth Streets, Moline.

Plainfield, 111., is to have a new theatre,

to cost upwards of $75,000. It will be built

on the Lincoln Highway which passes

through the heart of the city. J. Gould
is the moving spirit in the corporation that

will finance the project. The layout of the

theatre is in the hands of E. H. Behrens of

Chicago.

The Palace theatre, Dallas, Texas, as-

sumed its new name, The Greater Palace,

for the first time this past week, which was
designated as Grand Opening Week. The
Greater Palace has just completed $200-

000 worth of added improvements, which

include an enlarged lobby, a widened foyer,

new backstage equipment, reseating and re-

carpetins; the theatre proper and a largo

The Reed, Yemm & Hayes Circuit, with
headquarters in Duquoin, 111., has purchased
a site for a new thertre to be erected at

the northeast corner of the public square
in Mount Vernon, 111. The house is to seal

1500 persons and will cost approximately
$200,000.

This circuit now has 10 theatres in the
following Southern Illinois towns: Benton,
Centralia, Mount Vernon, West Frankfort,
Marion, Duquoin, Christopher, Sesser and
Ziegler.

According to an announcement by Major
John Zanft, executor director of the

theatre chain, the new Fox house on
Grand Boulevard near Washington Boule-
vard, St. Louis, Mo., was opened on Janu-
ary 31. Harry Greenman was to be man-
ager. Extra crews of workmen were
placed on the job so that the big house
would be in readiness for the grand open-
ing. All night shifts being used.
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

i

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING

3RS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

PROJECTIONIST wants

position. Non-Union. Eight

years' experience on Simplex

machines. Good references,

22 years of age, also Techni-

cal Electrical Engineering

graduate. Write or wire,

Donald A. 'Bryan, 112 E.

19th Ave., Denver, Colo.

A-l Theatre Organist, fif-

teeil years' experience, mag-

nificent library, thorough

musician, reliable, references.

Organist, Eight-Ten East

Huron, Ann Arbor, Mich.

I RECOMMEND you, Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Wanted
WANTED: Ex-Film Sales-

'ir Ex-theatre men to sell

Libbey No-nik Glassware

proposition to exhibitors. Can
offer excellent proposition

1 appealing territoi

Theatre Novelty Company.

322 Summitl Toledo,

Ohio.

Managers' School
THEATRE EMPLOYEES

—Learn modern theatre man-
agement, advertising, service.

Approved and specialized

training for theatre employees
while, at theatre. Catalog C.

Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

or Sal<

FOR SALE: Two Powers

B. rebuilt projecting ma-

chines, equipped with both

Mazda and Carbon lamp

houses, in good condition.

Will sell cheap for cash. Ad-

dress, P. 0. Box 37, Rouses

Point, N. Y.

For Sale : 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from

leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-

tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE : 400—16-inch
Veneer Opera Chairs. 150

—

17-inch Airdome Opera
Chairs. All good as new.

$1.00. each. Address,. H.

Somerville, Playhouse Thea-

tre, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

Used Equipment

FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News.

V - .iys.,

HELD OVER BY POPULAR DEMAND
IT CANT LAST FOREVER'

THOUSANDS HAVE JAMMED OUR
DOORS TO GET A GLIMPSE OF

"Submarine'
In SOUND

What "WINGS* Was to the Air

"SUBMARINE" Is to the Sea!

rip » v> J"h* epic of men trapped In a web
nJEliVK •' *teel at ihr bottom of the *ea

A dealhlcua courage and • deathless

Thrills—Surprise—Tension—
Heart-Gripping Action

ft€aj vhot , iitlimtuiihri SIW York Sun critic toy"
"An unheralded epic in tho annals of thrilling pictures

A picture no film-Koer should miss.
"In graphic shots thst have seldom been duplicated.

'Submarine' take* one down to the ocean's bottnm.
"Will IniTiR hearty laughs and a choking lump Id the

throat
"If you weren't affected with the latter, It will be due

to a lumpless system Each player gives a marvelous per.
formnnce."

Synchronized by Great Symphony Orchestra

AND

SEE

Four examples of newspaper advertising used in

first run campaigns for "Submarine (Columbia)*
The displays illustrated were featured in local

newspapers by the following theatres; Aldine,

Philadelphia; Tudor, New Orleans; Kentucky
Theatre, Louisville, and the Rivoli, Indianapolis.

It will be noticed that three of the above theatres

took special care in playing up the presence of
sound.
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New Philly Suburban
House, Parker Opened
PHILADELPHIA'S newest

suburban theatre, the Parker,

at Chester Pike and Parker Ave.,

Darby, Pa., was iormally opened

to the public on February 11th.

The house has been in course of

construction for 14 months and is

an imposing structure, modernistic

in design and decorations, repre-

senting an investment of close to a

million dollars. The Parker has a

seating capacity of 2,500. The
stage is equipped with every mod-
ern device for staging theatrical

attractions. While the policy has

not been definitely decided upon,

the offerings will include stage at-

tractions as well as talking and
silent pictures. The Parker is op-

erated by Equity Theatres, Inc.

Announcement has been made
that Philip and Nathan Harrison,

of Bryn Mawr, Pa., have pur-

chased a tract of land at High and
Chestnut Sts., West Chester, Pa.,

upon which it is planned to erect

the largest and most modern the-

atre in Chester County, consisting

of a three-story theatre, store and
apartment building at a cost of

$500,000. The theatre will have a
seating capacity of 2,500. Work
will start this spring.

A bill authorizing the City of

Philadelphia to lease to an asso-

ciation of private individuals city

property on Market St., between
22nd and 23rd Sts., for a proposed

$1,000,000 municipal theatre has

been introduced in the State As-
sembly at Harrisburg by Senator

George Woodward. If the bill is

passed, the property will be leased

by the city for a consideration of

$1.00 and funds for construction

will be raised by public subscrip-

tion.

Regional News From
Des Moines, Iowa

PLANS are under way for the

erection of a new house at

Clinton, Iowa, of which A. H.
Blank will have the management.
Several Clinton business men are

interested in the proposition.

Complete repairs were made last

week by Manager Thiele of the

Des Moines Theatre Supply Com-
pany of the damage done by fire to

the booth equipment of the Grand
theatre at Eldora. W. Wolcott is

manager of this house.

A new generator purchased by
the Capitol theatre, Des Moines, of
which Jess Day is manager for the

A. H. Blank- Publix interests, is

the largest generator in any theatre

in the state.

Several hundred people attending

the Palace theatre at Waterloo
were deprived of a chance to see

the happy ending of the film when
fire broke out.

The salesmen of Pathe who had
been laid low by the cold weather
hazards are all back on the job

again. These are Don Beatty,

Harry Lloyd, and Salesman

MacEwan, who had one hand hurt
in a collision.

W. J. Miller, theatre broker, has
taken up another line of work in

Iowa and has not been devoting
much of his time lately to the the-

atre game.
Visitors at the Des Moines office

of F B O were C. V. Gales of the

Lyric at Fort Dodge, John Waller
of the Lyric at Osceola, J. E.

Michaels of the Strand at Jeffer-

son, A. J. Saalti of the Strand at

Pleasantville, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Weigman of the Strand at

Newton.
C. V. Cales recently bought the

Lyric theatre at Fort Dodge. He
comes as a new man into the the-

atre business. The Lyric has been

owned and operated for the past

three years by F. F. Weiss.
Paramount entertained as a

caller at their office last week Clif-

ford Niles of the Eastern Iowa
Theatres Company. The theatre at

Decorah, owned by this company,
was sold last week. But ten thea-

tres, including Anamosa, Cascade
and Dyersville remain in this chain

in eastern Iowa.
The Iowa Motion Picture The-

atre Owners Association will have

their spring meeting within the

next two months, says E. P. Smith,

president. However, no definite

date has been set.

New lenses were bought by W.
H. Dutton, owner of the Plaza
theatre at Manchester and new
booth equipment.

All K. C. Film Board
Officers Re-elected

APPRECIATION of the work
of officials of the Kansas City

Film Board of Trade was depicted

in the unanimous re-election of all

officers this past week. Leo J.

Doty, branch manager of United
Artists, was re-elected president,

and E. S. Olsmith, Pathe branch

manager, vice-president. The fol-

lowing exchange managers were
re-elected as members of the board

of directors : Roy Churchill, RKO ;

Oscar Morgan, Paramount ; C. E.

Hilgers, Fox; C. A. Scmiltz,

Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.

;

and Mr. Doty and Mr. Olsmith.

Miss Mary McCollough was elected

secretary-treasurer to succeed Miss

A. L. Menagh, who resigned re-

cently.

The Stebbins Picture Supply
Company, of Kansas City, has been

selected as distributor of a non-

synchronous reproducer for thea-

tres, for Western Missouri, Kan-
sas and Oklahoma.
The Cozy theatre, Topeka, Kans.,

has been closed, while the Crystal

theatre, which also is operated by
the Lawrence Amusement Co., of

which Lawrence Brueninger is

persident, will be closed soon.

The Isis theatre, of that city,

operated by the National Theatres

Corp., also has been closed. Gen-
eral business conditions were given

as the reason. The Princess thea-

tre, at Franklin, Mo., has been

leased by A. D. Boon.
Orchestrolas have been installed

in the Ojoy theatre, Pittsburgh,

Kans., and the Empress theatre,

Arma, Kans.
Charles Knickerbocker has been

placed in charge of the recently

established branch of World Wide
Pictures in Kansas City. Joe Sil-

verman, president of the Indepen-
dent Film Corp., of Kansas City,

spent last week in Texas lining up
new contracts. Anthony J. Xydias,

president of Perfect Talking Pic-

tures, was a Kansas visitor last

week, as were these exhibitors

:

Ensley Barber, Springfield, Mo.

;

Frank Weary, Farris Theatre,

Richmond, Mo. ; G. L. Hooper,
Topeka, Kans. ; -Glenn Dickinson
and Ray Higdon of Lawrence,
Kans. ; O. K. Maston, Newton,
Kans. ; C. A. Bessier, Eldorado
Springs, Kans. ; and J. C. Hart-
man, Wichita, Kans.
Holden Swiger now is manag-

ing the Newman Theatre, first

run Publix house of Kansas City.

Mr. Swiger was switched to the

Newman when Clare Woods was
named manager of the Royal, an-

other Publix house. Louise J.

Finske, former manager of the

Newman is now city manager of

Kansas City Publix theatres.

Kendallville,Ind. ,Wins
Sunday Movie Vote

KENDALLVILLE, IND., citi-

zens indorsed Sunday movies
by a vote of 1,251 for and 540

against in a popular election. The-
atre interests met the expenses of

the vote. Sunday shows were pro-

hibited in a city ordinance adopted
sixteen years ago. Ministers led

the opposition.

Isadore and Alfred Fine an-

nounced plans for a $50,000 the-

ater at Evansville, Ind. The house
will seat 750. Alfred Neucks is

architect. Work will be begun in

the spring. Fine Brothers now op-

erate the Alhambra, Franklin, and
Columbia theatres.

The Ohio, in Indianapolis, re-

opened February 15, featuring

Vitaphone and Movietone pictures,

Cullen Espy, Skouras-Publix man-
ager, announced. About $20,000
has been spent in remodeling the

house and installing "talkie" equip-

ment. The interior has been re-

decorated and new carpets and
seats installed. The downtown sec-

ond-run house will show pictures

after they have been on view at

the Indiana, Circle and Palace,

Espy said.

A ruling by Superior Judge
Lynn D. Hay prevents Jacob Fried-
man, proprietor of the Roosevelt,

from erecting a movie house in the

2500 block Shelby street, Indian-

apolis. A city zoning ordinance
prohibits a theatre in the vicinity

of a park.

The Ritz started talking pic-

tures February 10. It is the
first north side neighborhood house
to install Vitaphone and Movietone
devices.

Earl Bailey has joined the

Skouras interests at Pittsburg. He
was succeeded as Circle house man-
ager by Homer Skillion.

New Marcus Prices
For Salt Lake

CAPITOL THEATRE, Salt

Lake, one of the Louis Marcus
Enterprises, changes its policy to
fifty cents admission for the entire

house, thus doing away with the
balcony prices, with the inaugura-
tion of talking pictures.

The admission prices at the Para-
mount and Victory theatres in Salt
Lake, also of the Louis Marcus
Enterprises, will also be changed to

fifty cents throughout the entire

house with the inauguration of talk-

ing pictures in all of the houses in

this territory operated by the Louis
Marcus Enterprises.

It is announced that the Opera
House of Teton, Idaho, formerly
operated by E. O. Fullmer, has
been taken over by W. M. Hansen.
The Menan Theatre of Menan,

Idaho, has been turned over to

Hugo D. Jorgensen. This theatre

was formerly owned by W. D.
Hayes.
Melvin Brown is now in charge

of the Opera House at Richmond,
Utah, which was formerly oper-
ated by C. S. Hall.

The Pantages Theatre of this

city, under the management of

Grant Pemberton, is having new
projectors installed.

Manager Pemberton of the Pan-
tages Theatre has returned from
the Pacific Coast.

The Lehi board of health has
announced that the ban on theatres,

school and public gatherings which
has been in force since January
16th, has been lifted.

The local Universal office force

has just formed an "Anniversary
Club" in connection with Carl

Laemmle's 23rd Anniversary Drive
which is now in progress. The
Club members will hold a meeting
here every two weeks, with each
meeting being preceded with a
luncheon of some kind. The pur-
pose of the Club will be for the
office force to be able to co-operate

with the salesmen to a greater de-

gree.

J. T. Sheffield of the Sheffield

exchanges in Denver and Salt Lake
City, returned to Denver from a

trip to New York.
D. C. White, a former film man

of Salt Lake, was instantly killed

recently, it is announced, in an auto
accident in California. Mr. White
will be remembered as the manager
of Exhibitors Booking Association

here about five years ago.

Manager W. F. Gordon of the

First National exchange attended

a sales meeting of the Western Di-

vision officials in San Francisco.

Word was received last week at

the local office of the official change
in name of the F. B. O. Film Cor-
poration to R. K. O.

It is announced that Edwin
Thamert of the Strand Theatre at

Boise, Idaho, held a successful

opening of his house with sound
installation February 1st, opening
with "The Perfect Crime."
Howard Mathews has recently

joined the Columbia sales force in

the Salt Lake office.
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Atlanta Film Circle

Sees Active Week
El. SPARKS, of Consolidated

• Theatres, Inc., Jacksonville,

stopped over in Atlanta Thursday
en route from New Orleans to his

Florida headquarters. He was ac-

companied by Frank Rogers, gen-

eral factotum in the organization.

Following the resignation of

Ben Y. Cammack as manager of

Universale Atlanta branch, which
became effective last Saturday, an-

nouncement was made this week
that Charles P. Lester, who has

been head of the company's offices

in Jacksonville, Fla., had been ap-

pointed to succeed him.

The Rialto theatre, popular

Broadway house, Columbus, Ga.,

and one of the strongest links in

the amusement chain operated by

Roy E. Martin, inaugurated Vita-

phone and Movietone presentations

Sunday, February 3.

Tom Colby, who has been head

of the Tiffany-Stahl branch in At-

lanta since the first week in Jan-

uary, has resigned and has been

succeeded by L. J. Duncan, who
arrived in the city last Thursday
morning to take over his new
duties.

On Monday, F. G. Groover also

joined the Atlanta branch of Tif-

fany-Stahl as booker and office

manager, succeeding George N.

Jones, who left two weeks ago to

become assistant manager of the

local Fox exchange.

J. R. Mcllheran, manager of the

Atlanta branch of National Thea-
tre Supply Company, had a narrow
escape from death last Tuesday
evening when his car skidded on
the road to Lawrenceville and
struck a concrete post.

Anthony Shimko, head of the

Southern Theatres Corporation,

stopped off in Atlanta on his way
home from New York.
Frank A. Leatherman, of the

Leathcrman-Branon Company,

A Correction
In the February 2

issue of Motion Pic-

ture News, an item
was carried to the ef-

fect that B. Bishop, Jr.,

M-G-M salesman in

the Charlotte and
South Carolina terri-

tory, had died of pneu-
monia.
This was an error,

the publication of which
The News greatly re-

grets. Mr. Bishop is

very much alive, we
are informedbyGeorge
F. Dembow, district
manager for M-G-M
at Washington. He did
not have pneumonia,
but an operation for

appendicitis which was
entirely successful.
Our sincere apologies
to Mr. Bishop.

Southern representatives of Bio-
i mi New

"i ork on business.

A. B. Chereton, Fox News rep-

resentative in Atlanta, goes to New
Y..rk, and will be .succeeded by

Frank Lamb.
lh.it Harcol Motion Pictui

Industries, Inc., whose hi

is in New Orleans, planned toopen

a branch in Atlanta immediately

was the announcement made Thurs-

day by A. Harrison, Jr., president

of the company.
Pacent Reproducer Corporation

enters the lists in the Atlanta ter-

ritory with the appointment of \\ .

iradenburg as representative.

Mr. Brandenburg entered upon

his new connection with the Pacent

company Monday, February 4, and

has spent the entire week on im-

portant details incident to estab-

ng headquarters and launching

a sales campaign.

Memphis NewHome of

Arkansas Amusements
ARKANSAS AMUSEMENT

ENTERPRISES, owners and

operators of 18 theatres in Arkan-

sas, will establish new head-

quarters in Memphis at 504 South

Second Street in the heart of

Film Row, effective May, it was

definitely reported in Memphis.

Opening of the office here will

mark its removal from El Dorado,

where it has been since its estab-

lishment.

11. K. Kistler, former salesman

covering a Florida territory for

rathe. Atlanta, last week became

manager of the company's Mem-
phis exchange. He succeeds L. J.

I hincan, who resigned to go to

Atlanta as manager for Tiffany-

Stahl.

T. W. Young, Jr., Fox salesman,

is back on the job, after having

been ill with influenza.

The Star, Rogers, Ark., owned

by M. Randall, of Columbus,

Kans., and the Princess, Earle

Ark., owned by Mr. and Mrs. L.

V. Kay, both are reported closed.

G. F. McGuire has been ap-

pointed salesman attached to the

Memphis M-G-M branch, succeed-

ing Phil Grau, resigned.

Film Row visitors of the week

included E. L. Drake, Gem, Jack-

son, Tenn. ; B. H. Oliver, Mingo,

Amory, Miss. ; Cecil Cupp, Royal,

Arkadelphia, Ark.; Mrs. J. A.

Wesy, Louisville, Louisville, Miss.;

Earl Powell, former owner of the

Imperial, Gurdon, Ark.; M. A.

Lightman, Arkansas Amusement
Enterprises, El Dorado.

presented to the city commission-

ers asking for Sundaj movies, with

over 500 voters and 300 winter

visitors signing it. The commis-
sioners promise to take action on
it at their regular nice:

11th, and if the auditor finds the

rs arc register 1 d VOtei ,
they

will call an election.

The Prince, Tampa, alter a trial

of tab shows, went back to straight

pictures last week.

Cowan Bain is the new manager
oi I'niversal's Jacksonville ex-

change, succeeding Charles P.

Lester, who this week became man-
ager of the company's larger ex-

change in Atlanta, taking over the

post vacated by the resignation of

Ben Y. Cammack.

Alfred Weiss, Jr., one of the

best known showmen of the lower

East Coast, has assumed charge of

the Florida theatre, Jacksonville.

succeeding Charles S. Morrison,

who resigned to become president

and general manager of the Jack-

sonville Baseball Club.

FloridaTownsPushing
Sunday Shows

THE success of the Sunday
movie elections in Tarpon

Springs and Lakeland has started

things in Bartow and Clearwater,

with both cities lining up to vote

on the question. In Bartow a

straw vote was taken on Feb.

15th, and if a majority vote in

favor of it the city commissioners

will repeal the anti-ordinance. The
manager of the Ernada theatre

comes out with a promise to in-

stall full sound equipment if the

voters open the city on Sundays.

In Clearwater a petition was

H. T. Kimmel Gets

N. Y. C. Theatre Post

HENRY T. KIMMEL has been

appointed resident manager
in Salisbury, N. C, for the Forsyth

Amusement Company, which oper-

ates the Iris, Victory and Strand
theatres. Headquarters of the

company are in Winston-Salem,
where it also has several houses.

Miller Meriwether, who resigned

from the management of the

Amuzu and Ideal theatres in Wins-
ton-Salem, N. C, last November,
has again resumed personal super-

vision and management of the New
Amuzu for the Piedmont Amuse-
ment Company.

The New Amuzu is now the only

exclusive first-run silent house in

Winston-Salem, all the other first-

run houses being wired for sound
pictures.

Snow And Cold Forces

Some Oregon Closings

ON account of zero weather and
heavy snows a number of

suburban houses reported also al-

most zero attendance ; and in a few
outlying sections of Oregon, houses

were forced to suspend their show-
ings for a week.

Many of the film salesmen also

had hard going, and in some in-

stances were forced to cancel trips

altogether, the roads being blocked

with snow.

Vern Whitcomb, formerly First

National, has been appointed Fox
exchange booker in the Oregon ter-

ritory.

V West Johnson, formerly man-
ager of Columbia Theatre, has

been named Oregon representative

for the new Pacent equipment.

H. P. Rogers, of the Liberty

Theatre, Butte, and Miss Alma
Brown, formerly of the Universal

offices, were married at Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho.

John Stille, one of the veteran

managers on the Coast and for-

merly at the Liberty Theatre, Port-

land, has been made manager of

the Capitol Theatre.

Shows Change Hands
Along Cleve. Row

CAM BURCK is a registeredJ exhibitor again, lie purchased
the Lucier, Cleveland, from Jack
Fine.

Jay Eller and D. 11. Ferguson
are the new owners of the Dream-
land theatre, Cleveland. They

e from < ,iis Rikas.
Harold Makison and Frank M.

Gaethke last week closed negotia-

tions for the purchase of the Lyric
theatre, Barbcrton, from F. \V.

Andre.
Botsum brothers have sold their

Dreamland theatre, Akron, to W.
R. and H. L. Malone, renting the

Orpheum, Akron, and the Strand
and Alhambra, Canton.

William Keller, 73, father of
Arthur and Leo Keller of the

Ohio Amusement Company, died
last week at his home on Earl
Ave., Cleveland.

Ray Morris has been appointed
sales representative in northern
Ohio for the Pacent reproducer,
with headquarters in 705 Film Ex-
change Bldg.
The Hillard Square is the latest

local theatre to join the sound
class. Vitaphone and Movietone is

now being installed.

Jack Flynn, M-G-M district

manager, spent the day in town last

Thursday and was the guest of
honor at the M-G-M Club meet-
ing.

W. J. Melville, who has been in

charge of the local M-G-M poster
department, has been transferred
to the Detroit branch.

James Abrose, manager of the
United Artists exchange, has re-
signed.

A fire in the Fox theatre, Lis-
bon, caused by a short circuit,

caused no injury.

Improvements to cost approxi-
mately $10,000 are being made in
the Moose theatre, Norwalk.

Middletown, Ohio, will have a
new |320,000 theatre, according to
the building reports.

Mr. Rudolph "Rudy" Steiger,
for a number of years organist at

the Schade theatre, Sandusky,
Ohio, has accepted the position as
organist at the Princess theatre,

Wauseon, Ohio, according to word
from the management of the latter

house.

Messrs. Byerly of the Rainbow
theatre, Urbana, have installed a
new Wurlitzer orchestral organ.
Max Schagrin, formerly of

Youngstown, has been appointed
manager of Warner Brothers' the-

atre in Hollywood.
S. S. Steenrod has purchased

two new Simplex projection ma-
chines to replace his other projec-

tion machines which were recently

damaged by lire.

A deal was consummated last

Monday whereby M. B FJorwitz
and Hyman Kaplan, Cleveland mo-
tion picture theatre owners, ac-

quired the Ogden and Empress
theatres in Columbus. These two
bouses have been combined with

the Pythian, owned by William
James, president of the M.P.T.O.
of Ohio into the Columbus Theatre
Company. M. B. Horwitz is gen-

eral manager of the Washington
circuit, operating the Astor, Plaza,

Hough-79th and Haltnorth the-

atres in Cleveland.
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Peal Chain Takes Over
Another Ohio House
PEAL THEATRE COM-

PANY, Cincinnati, controlling

a chain of houses in Ohio and

Kentucky, has taken over the

Colonial theatre, Washington

Court House, Ohio, and reopened

it as the Cino. The house has

been entirely redecorated, a new
heating and ventilating system in-

stalled, and other changes made.

Fire originating in the projection

booth from an overheated machine

at the Delmar theatre, Portsmouth,

Ohio, and which for a time threat-

ened to destroy the entire theatre,

caused a loss of $2,500. The Del-

mar has been ordered closed by the

Portsmouth fire chief until neces-

sary changes have been made in

the building to conform to the local

building code.

The Webber theatre, Dover,

Ohio, is again in charge of I.

Webber, who is being assisted in

the operation of the house by his

son, Charles.

The Palace theatre, Hamilton,

Ohio, under management of Silver

and Turberg, celebrated its, ninth

anniversary February 3. In com-
memoration of the event, the stage

was considerably enlarged to take

care of bigger vaudeville acts.

Work on the new Ohio theatre,

Piqua, Ohio, is progressing rapid-

ly, and present reports indicate that

the house will be ready to open late

in March.

Gus Sun, head of the booking

office at Springfield, Ohio, which

bears his name, is sojourning at

Miami, Florida. He is accompanied

by his wife and daughter.

The Rialto theatre, Dayton,

Ohio, playing pictures and musical

tabs, has increased the former, al-

though maintaining complete pre-

vious program policy of pictures.

Martin Gaunt, who was man-

ager of Loew's, Dayton, several

years ago, but who is now located

along the main stem in New-

York, was a recent visitor at

Davton.

Week's Happenings in

Canada Territory

THE second house to be wired in

Ottawa, the Canadian capital,

is the Rex Theatre, one of a group

of theatres owned by P. J. Nolan,

the installation being the Western

Electric equipment. Mr. Nolan is

wiring the Avalon Theatre, a

handsome structure opened last

December.
Regal Films. Limited, Toronto,

affiliated with Famous Players

Canadian Corp., has secured the

Canadian distribution rights for

"Destiny," a feature made at Cal-

gary, Alberta, by Neal Hart. This

feature is being released in Great

Britain by Paramount.

A portion of the site in the down-
town section of Ottawa, Ontario,

bought by Famous Players Can-

adian Corp., Toronto, some years

ago for a mammoth theatre, has

been sold by the theatre corpora-

tion to S. S. Kresge & Company,
a chain store enterprise in the

United States. Announcement re-

garding the sale was made Febru-

ary 9. Famous Players is planning

to erect a new house in Ottawa on
an adjacent area.

Their Excellencies, the Gov-
ernor-General of Canada and Vis-

countess Willingdon, bestowed per-

sonal patronage on the Imperial

Theatre, Ottawa, just prior to the

holding of their annual state recep-

tion, in order to witness a perfor-

mance of "Simba," the Martin
Johnson African feature.

T. D. Bouchard of St. Hya-
cinthe, Quebec, member of the

Quebec Legislature and Deputy
Speaker of the Legislative Assem-
bly, was the guest of honor at a

dinner in Quebec City before his

departure on February 8 with Mrs.

Bouchard and his daughter for

Southern Europe where they are to

enjoy an extended holiday. Mr.
Bouchard is one of the leading

moving picture theatre owners of

the Province of Quebec and has

been a leader in the Province of

Quebec Theatre Owners Associa-

tion. More than 400 fellow-mem-

bers in the Quebec Legislature and

others attended the demonstration.

When J. M. Franklin, manager

of B. F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa,

is not buying pictures—he is buying

pictures of another sort. He has

just added to his rapidly-growing

art collection by the purchase of a

painting from a European Gallery.

Several New Theatres

for St. Louis Section

CONSTRUCTION of Joseph

Rosen's new house at DeSoto,

Mo., is now under way. The
Richardson Construction Company
of Flat River, Mo., are the con-

tractors. The house will be one-

story, 30 by 125 feet, and cost

about $75,000. It will seat 700 per-

sons.

The Pine Tree Amusement Com-
pany has awarded the contract for

the erection of a new theatre at

Bogalus. La. The contractor is

Gervais F. Favrot of New Orleans.

The new house will seat 800 per-

sons on the main floor and bal-

cony.

Oscar & Isador Fine will take

bids about March 1 on the new
theatre they plan to erect at Ken-
tucky and Washington streets,

Evansville. Ind. The plans pre-

pared by A. F. Neucks. Old Na-
tional Bank Building. Evansville,

call for a house 2-story and base-

ment, 60 by 125 feet, to cost about

$40,000.

Carl J. Epping. of Louisville.

Ky., has completed pians for the

theatre to be erected at Fifth and
Frederick streets, Owensboro. Ky..

by the Strand Amusement Com-
pany, Inc. Leo F. Keiler is secre-

tary of the company.
The building will be six-story

with basement and cost upwards
of $200,000. Spanish type archi-

tecture will be used.

W. F. and W. G Thompson, of

Ola. Ark., are considering two
sites for a new theatre in that

city. The structure will be one-

story 50 by 150 feet and concrete

and brick construction. The build-

ing will be started soon. It prob-

ably will be located on Main St.

The Star theatre, St. Louis, is

installing Vitaphone-Movie-
tone equipment and will reopen
< hi the sound picture basis on
April 17.

John Marlowe is installing

Moviephone in his houses in

Murphysboro and Herrin, 111. A
Moviephone installation is also

placed in Gillespie, 111.

Dozier Stone of Columbus, Mo.,

has postponed indefinitely plans for

the new theatre he contemplates

erecting in Fayette, Mo.
Harry Tanner, of Pana, 111.,

plans to reopen his Palace theatre

soon. This house was recently

damaged by a fire.

The mother of Harry Redmond,
owner of the Majestic theatre.

East St. Louis, 111., has been seri-

ously ill.

Walter Light, Southern Illinois

salesman for Fox, is back on the

job following an attack of in-

fluenza.

Nat Sumley, for fourteen years

shipping clerk for the St. Louis
office of F.B.O. and its predeces-

sors, has joined Progressive Pic-

tures Corporation in a similar ca-

pacity. Another recent addition to

Progressive's staff is Miss Libby
Inger.

The Brothers Kerasotas, of

Springfield, 111., got some bad
breaks in recent days. Gus was
taken seriously ill and is recover-

ing, while Louis was struck in the

eye by a piece of plastering during

the remodeling of the Strand the-

atre in Springfield.

The Strand theatre, Springfield,

reopened on Lincoln's Birthday,

February 12th. Photophone equip-

ment has been installed and some
200 new seats put into the house.

Dominic Fresena is installing

Dramaphone equipment in his

Capitol theatre, Taylorville, 111.

John Rees, of Wellsville, Mo.,
has just returned from a trip to

Florida.

The Broadway theatre, East St.

Louis, 111., a small house catering

to negroes, has installed the Bio-

phone.

The Cherokee Theatre in St.

Louis, one of the pioneer fireproof

motion picture theatres of St.

Louis, has closed its doors. Weh-
renberg recently took over the

Cinderella theatre across the street

from the Cherokee.

Joe Hewitt, of Robinson. 111.,

plans to rebuild the Strand theatre,

which was burned.

On the night of February 1 fire

in the projection room of the Ivan-

hoe theatre, 3239 Ivanhoe Ave., St.

Loujs, Mo., destroyed a 5-reel fea-

ture picture and damaged the pro-

jection machine.
On January 27, during a matinee

performance at Joe Mogler's
theatre, 1927 Bremen avenue, a

reel of film caught fire.

Fires Damage Movies
in New England

THE Pastime theatre at Madi-
son, Me., of which H. Smiley

is the owner, was badly damaged
by fire last week.
The Opera House at Lakeport,

N. H., was visited by fire during
the week with considerable dam-
age to the building. It is planned
to reopen as soon as repairs are
made.
The Colonial theatre at Nashua,

N. H., damaged by fire a few
weeks ago, has been reopened after

repairs.

The Capitol theatre at Buzzard's
Bay, Mass., was the scene of a
booth fire the past week. No
serious damage.
Although the influenza epidemic

is lessening, several of the theatres

closed by orders of local boards
of health have not yet reopened.
These include the Johnson theatre

at Johnson, Vt. ; Dreamland the-

atre at Bennington, Vt. ; Majestic
theatre at Antrim, N. H., and
Ventress Hall at Marshfield, Mass.

Pathe bookers at the Boston ex-
change have been awarded second
prize in the national billing con-
test from Dec. 22 to Feb. 1st.

Anne Louise Curran was chris-

tened on Sunday. Anne Louise is

the first arrival in the home of

Assistant Manager James Curran
of Pathe's Boston exchange and
his wife.

Frank Brady has been appointed

manager of the Fox-Poli theatre at

Springfield, succeeding J. C. Jef-

feress, resigned.

J. V. Wilson is the new manager
of the Fox-Poli group of theatres

at Springfield, succeeding Irving

T. McDonald.
John Glazier, formerly booker

at the First National exchange, has

been appointed manager of the

Strand theatre, Lowell , now a

Publix theatre. Sam Torgan,
former manager, has resigned.

Governor Frank G. Allen, of

Massachusetts, was the recipient

of a gold, engraved season pass

to all of the Publix theatres dur-

ing the week.

Ralph Crossen and Charlie Col-

ley were tendered a midnight bene-

fit show at the Colonial theatre

Thursday night which was largely

attended by theatrical folk.

Vitaphone is to open a Boston
branch office at 7 Isabella St., in

the film district, the latter part of

the month. Carl Crawford, form-
erly branch manager of Red Seal,

will be in charge of sales, and
Frank Grady, booker.

Henry H. Eckman, sales man-
ager at the Boston for Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, has been trans-

ferred to Washington exchange.

The old F B O signs were re-

moved from the Boston exchange
and are replaced with the new
Radio-Keith-Albee displays.

The Riverside theatre at Med-
ford opened with Vitaphone equip-

ment last Monday.

EMPIRE FILM VAULTS INC.
MODERATE PRICE FILM STORAGE

1 to 10 Container* $ .75 Over 100 Containers $-35

51 to 100 " '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'. '.'.'. AO Cases Per month, 20 to 25 reels 100

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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2 Afore Troy Houses
Plan Wiring

A ports cur-

rent in Troy, the Rose and
Palace theatres arc planning to in-

stall the Vitaphone in

futui pened last

week with Photophone and no in-

Harry Brooks is now handling

the booth at Proctor's thi

Troy. Joe Rinn, formerly pr
tionist at the American, has
transferred to the Lincoln.

Not i" be outdone by an) com-
petitor, Jacob Rosenthal, owner of

the Rose theatre in Troy, is now
running triple features each day
and without any increase in admis-

sion prices.

The Astor in Troy, which has

been closed for some time, re-

opened last week.

Roy Helson, of Chicago, is the

new manager at the Bijou theatre

in Lowville, succeeding Harold M.
hue.

Jimmy Rose is now the owner
of Gardner Hall in Troy, having
taken it from Harry Lamont.

Mrs. Walter Roberts, wife of

the manager of the Troy theatre,

has recovered from two weeks' ill-

ness of the flu.

Raymond Eastman, manager of

the Starr theatre in Corinth, will

be one of the most interested resi-

dents of that village as to the re-

sult of a special election on March
19, to determine whether or not

the village will have Sunday shows.

The three Stanley houses in

Troy have slashed advertising

space and have done away with all

outdoor advertising.

Joseph Saperstein, who recently

left Albanj to become manager of
the new Berinstcin house in Ithaca,

has just been made manager of all

four Berinstcin theatres in the col-

lege town.

Maryland M.P.T.O. To
Hold March Election

A GENERAL election of offi-

cers of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Maryland. Inc.,

is to take place next month
and J. Louis Rome, president, has
informed the association that he
does not care to be nominated for

that office again. Mr. Rome has
appointed a nominating committee
including Walter I'acey, chairman

;

Samuel Bach, Irvin Levin. E. B.

McCurdy and Sam Soltz.

A broken ankle was suffered re-

cently by Robert Kanter, proprie-

tor of the Astor Theatre, Balti-

more.

Charles E. Farson, 43, director

of the orchestra at Keith's Theatre.
Baltimore, formerly the New I

den, managed by J. Lawrence
Schanberger, died at his home with
pneumonia, Tuesday, February 5.

He is survived by his widow.
Several changes in the personnel

of the Baltimore theatres of Lpew's
Incorporated, have resulted with
the resigning of Irwin Solomon.

man.' I [e

ated with the

Schwartz ( in uil on L nig I sland

11. H, (Mike) Maloney, Jr., hu-
meri i at the

ley, will succeed Solomon as

manager of thl Stanley

li II, assistant manager of the

Valencia will move up to the Stan-
ley as assistant manager. M.
Werner, from the Century, will be-

come assistant manager at the Val-

The guest organist at tin Byrd
rheatre, Richmond. Va., is Jean C.

I [offman.

C. S. Langue, who has been man-
ager of V\ Mi tropi ilitan,

Baltimore, for sometime, has been

succeeded at the Richmond house
as manager by Samuel Bendheim,

Jr.

Keith's is the new name which

has been given the former New
Garden Theatre, Baltimore, the

home of RKO vaudeville in Bal-

timore.

Seattle Suburbs Boost

Shows for Business

IN an effort to retrieve business

apparently lost to the bigger

downtown theatres that give tre-

mendous shows for SOc and 60c,

the suburban exhibitors in Seattle

recently have been featuring

double-feature bills to a wide ex-

tent.

G. E. Terhune, former exhibitor

at Walla Walla some seasons ago
has purchased the Empress The-
atre at Chewelah, Washington,
from D. A. Morgan.

Gossip in theatre circles here

has it that John Hamrick will soon
reduce admission prices of his Blue
Mouse Theatre here from SOc to

35c, as he has done in the Port-

land territory. The Blue Mouse
theatres, since the inauguration of

sound films in nearly every first

run house and the opening of

Hamrick's new Music Box Thea-
tres in Seattle and Portland, have
not enjoyed the tremendous busi-

ness that they did a season or two
ago.

R. P. Collins, division sales man-
ager for the Vitaphone Corpora-
tion, spent a short time here last

week with Manager Carl Stearn
of the Warner Brothers exchange.
Many of the exchange managers

on Film Row last week drove to

Portland to attend the funeral of

Jimmy Linn, Fox exchange man-
age! in the Oregon city, who was
killed a few days ago in an auto
mobile accident on the Coos Bay
Highway.
Frank Airey, showman of Twisp

and Winthrop, Washington, an-

nounced that he had purchased the

equipment of the Liberty Theatre
in Twisp and the Evergreen in

Winthrop from the Odd Fellows
Lodge, and had closed those two
opposition houses. He now oper-
ates the Twisp Theatres and the

Winthrop Theatre only.

Arthur II. Huot, former FBO
exi hange manager, left this city

last week for New York. His suc-

ir in Seattle is William Mat-
thews.

Bernard Mulligan, now operat-

ing the

Tokay Theatres in South Bi '"1

and Raymond, Wasl
into Seattle this week to let con-
tracts for the remodeling and

iping "i both theatres The
Tokay in South Bend will be re-

draped and redi coratcd, and the

Raj mond hi mse will ha> e an earl

April installation of R.C.A. Pho
tophone, besides being redecorated
and entirely reseated by the B. F.

Shearer Company of Seattle.

San Francisco Report
of Regional News

RUSSELL P. COLLINS, in

charge of the Vitaphone acts

and scores on the Pacific Coast,

has returned to San Francisco
after a trip through the North-
west.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith of Smith's
theatre, Yuba City, were recent

'Frisco visitors.

W. R. Cox, M-G-M's office

manager, has recovered from the

"flu."

Julius Cantwel 1 was married
January 28th to Vera Knight.

General Brendell has been pro-
moted to the head of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Poster Depart-
ment.

H. H. Hoffman, from Seattle

and Portland, who has been identi-

fied with John Danz theatres, is in

San Francisco and plans to locate

here.

Major E. L. Fulletron, M-G-M's
local publicity chief, was in Los
Angeles on a trip.

A. Mooser, Warner Brothers
auditor, returned to the San Fran-
cisco office after a trip to Seattle

and Portland.

Claude Van Horn is working
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as San
Joaquin Valley salesman.

Russell Ruggles, Columbia's
poster clerk, was ill with the "flu"

and Chas. Achre is working in his

place.

Jack Valpey, who for several

years has dealt out posters, cuts

and mats in the local M-G-M Ex-
change, has gone, under "Sheriff"
Hickey's supervision, to the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Sound Studios to

be there several months and to ac-

quaint himself with the making of

records for sound pictures.

17 Penn Theatres Get
Sound Recently

AMi >\G Pennsylvania theatres

that have recently installed

sound devices are : Capitol, Shamo-
kin, managed by Ray Leitzel

;

Majestic. Tamaqua; Olympic, Al-
toona, which installed the Photo-
phone on February 16, and the fol-

lowing units of the Comer ford
chain : Capitol, Mauch Chunk ;

Roosevelt and Poli, Scranton; Irv-

ing, Carbondalc ; Globe, Scranton
;

Lyric, Honcsdale ; Sayre Theatre,
Savre; Opera House, Towanda

;

Victoria, Danville; Holland, Old
Forge ; Kingston Theatre, Kings-
ton ; Grand, Edwardsville ; Ma-

rino's, Luzerne, and Bijou, Milton.
The City Picture Theatre, U ,1

liamsport, closes its d Feb
ruary 1. on order of the citi

thorities becau , , .

tion 1

1

I '.ink, on an adjoii
site i- said to have closed somi
the theatre exits.

The Klks Famous Forty chorus,
of I'ottsville, aa i pt< 'I in invita-
tion to appear as an added attrac-
tion at the Earle Theatre, Philadel-
phia, on February 12.

John Zotkiewicz, formerly man-
ager of the Arcade Theatre. Mount
Carmel, has been made manager
of the new Imperial Theatre, re-
cently opened in Kulhmont Mi
Zotkiewicz is one of the owners of
the Imperial,

Ross Applegate, manager of the
Luna Theatre, Danville, announced
on February 6 that the house will

hereafter be closed except on Sat-
urdays and holidays. The house
was recently acquired by the Com-
crford chain. The Victoria The-
atre, Danville, which recently in-

stalled Vitaphone and Movietone
apparatus, will hold shows three
times a week instead of twice
weekly as heretofore. It also is

a Comerford house.

The Park Theatre, Palmerton,
which had been closed for some
time, has reopened under the man-
agement of John N. Browell, son
of the owner.

Luke Gring, owner-manager of
the Capitol and Rosedale theatres,

Chambersburg, granted use of the
former house to the Chambersburg
Thespian Club, on the nights of
February 7 and 8.

J. G. Reiff on January 28 for-
mally opened a new theatre which
he recently built in Hanover ave-
nue, Allentown.
A charter of incorporation under

the laws of Pennsylvania was is-

sued at the Capitol in Harrisburg
on February 5 to the Parker
Amusement Company of Philadel-

phia, organized to "operate, man-
age, and control theatres and places

of amusement." The capital stock

is $5,000, consisting of fifty shares

of a par value of $100 each. The
paid-in capital is $500. James J.

Newman, Eleventh and Market
streets, Philadelphia, is treasurer

and one of the incorporators, hold-

ing ten shares of stock. The other

incorporators are : Milton H. Bel-

ber. Broad and Chelten streets,

Philadelphia, ten shares, and Al-
bert M. Cohen, 5012 Walnut street,

Philadelphia, ten shares.

The Clairton Amusement Com-
pany, of Clairton, Pa., organized to

"construct, own, lease, sell and con-

duct amusement houses, theatres

and other places of amusement,"
obtained a Pennsylvania charter of

incorporation in Harrisburg on

February 5. The capital stock is

$5,000, consisting of fifty shares

of a par value of $100, with paid-in

capital of $500. W. A. Dragoski,

412 Worthington avenue, Clairton,

is treasurer and one of the incor-

porators, owning 24 shares of

stock. The other incorporators

are: John S. Robb, 207 Catherine

street, Duquesnc, 24 shares, and
Charles P. Lewis, 502 Eighth
street, Clairton, 2 shares.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS VEEST
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Coliege Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1 2 reels

Her Salty Suitor June 20. ... 2 reels

His Wild Oat McDougall Kids July 10 2 reels

Lonesome Babies Jack Coooer Aug. 1 2 reels

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1— 2 reels

Lot 0' Boloney, A McDougall Kids June 10 2 reels

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10— 2 reels

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev April 17 5459 feet Sept. 15

Apache, The Alvarado-Llvlngston 6838 feet

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July 1— 5649 feet

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7— 5537 feet— Sept. 15

Court-Martlal Holt-Compson Aug. 12... 6014 feet

Dawn Special Cast 7500 feet

Desert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26— 5528 feet

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct 15. . . .6267 feet.

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1 . . . . 5592 feet

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14. .. .5925 feet

Modern Mothers Chadwlck-Falrbanks, Jr.-Kent . . May 13— 5540 feet

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25— 5544 feet

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Eltz 5701 feet

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston 6485 feet.

Raider Emden, The Special Cast 6021 feet

Hansom Wilson-Burns June 7 5584 feet

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes 6085 feet.

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23 5725 teet.

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck. July 13. . 6401 feet

Scarlet Lady, The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1— 6443 feet.

Sinners' Parade Revier-Varconl 5616 feet.

Sporting Age, The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2— 5464 feet

Street of illusion, The Kelth-Valll 5988 feet.

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden 5988 feet.

•tsjSubmarlne Holt-Revier-Graves 8192 feet

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25. . . 6048 feet.

Way of the Strong, The Day-Livingston-Von Eltz June 19. . . .5752 feet.

Coming Attractions

Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valll-Glass

*t§Donovan Affair, The Jack Holt
Faker, The Logan-Detoney-Oland
*t§Fall of Eve, The
*t§Lone Wolf's Daughter, The Lytert-Olmstead-Kelth 6214 feet

Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry

•ttjYounger Generation, The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

Sept. 15

May 5

Sept. 8

June 2

Sept. 22

Length Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All In Fun Jerry Mandy Oct 21...

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6...
America's Pride Our World Today Oct 7. . .

.

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17
Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27. ..

Be My King Lupino Lane Dec. 9. .

.

Best Dressed Woman In the World . ."Our World Today" Feb. 17. ..

Blondes Beware Johnny Arthur July 15. .

.

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18

Call Your Shots Al SL John SepL 15
Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24
Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14. .

.

Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7
Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8
Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton SepL 9. .

.

Crown Me Wallace Lupino June 3. .

.

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27...
Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat In Futurltzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24. .

.

Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

.

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat in the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5. .

.

Fighting Orphans—Evening Mist Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19...
Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct 28. .

.

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3 . .

.

Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec 16...
Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept 9. .

.

Gloom Chaser, The "Big Boy" June 24. .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14. .

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13...
Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12. .

.

Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29 .

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4..
Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17.

.

Her Big Ben Gene Stone
He Tried to Please Colllns-Hutton Aug. 12..
Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. II..
Homemade Man, A Lloyd Hamilton June 17.

.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1 .

.

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2.

.

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec. 2.

.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6..
In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec. 30..
Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19.

.

* Means tynchromiei score, f Means Moral effects.

Length Reviewed

. 1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels

. 1 reel Oct. 6

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels Nov. 10
. 1 reel

2 reels June 23
. 1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels

.2 reels Oct 13

.2 reels Oct. 6

,1 reel July 14
1 reel Sept 16

1 reel May 28

. 1 reel Dec 22

1 reel Aug. IB
.1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22
1 reel June 30

. 1 reel Sept 29
1 reel Aug. 4

.2 reels Oct 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Sent 8

.2 reels June 2

.1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels

.2 reels July 28

.1 reel July 14

.1 reel Oct 27

.2reels May 26

.1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel July 14

.2 reels Oct 27
2 reels June 8

2 reels June 23

.2 reels Sept 29

.2 reels Nov. 10

.2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 24

.2 reels Aug. 11

§ Means voice (inch

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5 2 reels Aug. 4
Ladles Preferred Jerry Drew July 8 2 reels June 30
Leaping Luck Davis-Collins July 29 2 reels July 14
Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22 2 reels July 14
Lost Laugh, The Wallace Lupino July 15... 1 reel June 2?
Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct 7...1reel Sept.18
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11 1 reel Nov. 3
Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradley Oct 28 2 reels Oct. 13
Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25 2 reels Nov. 24
Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16 1 reel Nov. 10
Oh Mama Miller-Hutton July 1 1 reel June 23
On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept 9 1 reel

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20 2 reels Dec 16
Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18 1 reel Nov. 24
Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12 1 reel Aug. 18
Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24 .... 1 reel Feb. 2
Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today 1 reel Dec 1

Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10 1 reel June 23
Pirates Beware Lupino Lane Sept. 9 2 reels

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1 1 reel Dec 1

Polar Perils Monty Collins Sept. 30 2 reels Sect. If

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20 .... 1 reel Feb. 2
Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4 2 reels OcL 8
Rah Rah Rah I Dorothy Devore June 3 2 reels May 26
Roaming Romeo Lupino Lane July 29 2 reels July 21
Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17 1 reel June P

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10 1 reel Jan. 19
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16 1 reel

Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept 23. . . .2 reels Oct. 6

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18 2 reels Nov. 3
Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23 2 reels Nov. 17
Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21 2 reels Oct 6
Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17. . . .1 reel June 9

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2 1 reel Sept 29
Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26 1 reel Aug. 4
Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13. . . .1 reel
Wedded Blisters Lupino Lane Aug. 26 2 reels Aug. 4
What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13 1 reel Dec 13
Whoopee Boys Monty Collins Feb. 10 2 reels Jat.. 12
Who's Lyln? Davis-Collins June 10... 2 reels May 26
Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept 23 I reel Sept. 8
Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15. . . .1 reel June 30
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec|16 2 reels Dec 19

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*f §Bride's Relatives, The Burke-Hill-Gribbon 2 reels Feb. 2
•tJEIigible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels

•tSLIon's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels Dec 1

taOld Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15. .. .7000 feet
Inspiration George Walsh May 10 6759 feet
Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe June 15 6700 feet
Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklln 5355 feet
Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankln-Lease July 15 6400 feet

Manhattan Knights Bedford-Miller Aug. 27 . . 6000 feet
Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31 4700 feet
Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31 6520 feet

Title

RKO
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno Jan. 8 6351 feet..

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13. . . .6888 feel.

.

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7 4808 feet.

.

Bantam Cowboy, The Buzz Barton Aug. 12 4893 feet..
Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elllort Mar. 18... .5583 feet..

•tfjBlockade Anna Q. Nllsson Dec 18
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1 4869 feet..

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 28
Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept 16 5487 feet.

.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4. . . .6249 feet.

.

tjCircus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct 7 6085 feet.

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3
Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11 . .6291 feet.

.

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26 5621 feet.

.

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7 5984 feet..
Dog Justice Ranger-Martin June 10 6043 feet.

.

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2 4802 feet.

.

Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1 4758 feet..
Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21 ... .8131 feet.

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 . . . 4899 feet .

.

tsjGang War Borden-Plckford Nov. 18. . . .6337 feet.

.

Headln' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16 5249 feet.

.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23
His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11

•tliHIt of the Show. The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept 23. . . .6337 feet.

.

tJJazz Age, The M. Day-Fairbabks, Jr.-Walthall 6245 feet.

.

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26

.

Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reid-Nelson April 8
Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21
Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28
Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17.

Mar. 24

Feb. 26

Mar. 17

Sept 22

Jan. 28

'.bec'i

Aug. 4

niinf dialogue ami incidental songs). A. T. after title

.4769 feet. ...Mar. 10

.4647 feet

.4801 feet

.6429 feet ...April 21

...6181 feet

40 TmUde.
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Review Ml

Aug. 11

Feb. 11

Jan. 7

Dec 23

rule Star Ral. Dale Length

Man In the Rough, The Steele-King May 20. . .4785 (eel

Orphan of the Sage Bun Barton Dec 23 . . 4903 leet

•({Perfect Crime. The RIch-Brook-MeConnell Aug. 19 . 6331 'eel

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thomoson-Darro April 22 4781 leet

Pinto Kid, The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29 4884 leet

Red Riders of Canada Mhler-Byer April IB.., 6419 feet

Rough Ridln' Red Bun Barton Nov. 4 4714 feel

Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest July 15 6059 feel

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct. 14 6297 feet

Singapore Mutiny, The Ince-Taylor Oct 7 5812 led OcL 13

Sinners In Uve Bordan-Bonkm Nov. 4 Oct. 20

Skinner's Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24. . 5967 leet Mar. 17

Son ol the Golden West Tom Mix OcL 1 . . . 6037 feet SepL 29

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher SepL 9 5493 feet

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dee. 2

•({Taxi 13 Conklln-Sleepor-Trevor Nov. 18. .. 5760 feel

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19 4884 feet

Texas Tornado, The Tyler-Darro June 24 . 4793 feet

Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 4957 feet

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8— 4758 leet

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13

Tropic Madness Lealrice Joy Dec. 16 6324 feet

Tyrant ol Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25 . 4778 feet

Vagabond Cub. The Bun Barton Feb. 10

Young Whirlwind, The Bun Barton Sept. 16. . . .4762 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 26 2 reels

Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn SepL 16. . 2 reels

Beef Steaks, The Helium-Davis Dec. 30 . 2 reels

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec. 9 2 reels

Come Meal Al Cooke June 11 2 reels

Curiosities No. 1 Novelty SepL 26... 1 reel Sept 29

Curiosities. No. 2. Novelty OcL 10 1 reel

Curiosities. No. 3 Novelty OcL 24— 1 reel

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec. 5— 1 reel

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec. 19 1 reel

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill SepL 16 2 reels SepL 29

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan SepL 16 2 reels

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11 2 reels June 16

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec. 2 2 reels

Horsef fathers Barney Helium SepL 9 2 reels SepL 29

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook 2 reels OcL 20

Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14 2 reels

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7 .... 2 reels

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Seot.30 2 reels

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23. . . 2 reels

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4— 2 reels

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule SepL 2 2 reels SepL 29

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule 2 reels

Mlrkey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2. . . .2 reels

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule OcL 28. ... 1 reel

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn OcL 14 2 reels

•'{Odd Farts
'. Curiosities 1 reel

Okmnx. . .
Barney Helium OcL 7 2 reel

Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept. 23. . 2 reels

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn OcL 27.. 1 reel

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 . 2 reels July 28

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn OcL 24 1 reel

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn SepL 2— 2 reels

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn OcL 7 2 reels

What a Wife Duncan-Hill OcL 14 2 reels

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn SepL 9— 2 reels

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Amazing Vagabond. The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Down Our Way Valll-Caldwell-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ons, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton Mar. 31 . .

.

Gun Law Tom Tyler Mar. 3

Hardboiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman

Idaho Red —Tom Tyler Mar. 3

Little Outlaw. The Buzz Barton

•tJLove In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•tjRIo Rita Special Cast

•tJSyncopatlon Bennett-Watson-Warlnja Band
Upperworid
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson
Voice of the Storm von Eltz-Sleeper

Title Star Rel.

Heart Co Heart Astor-Hughes July
Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug.
•IjHIs Captive Woman Sllls-Mackalll Mar.
His Captive Woman Sllls-Mackaill Feb.
•!{Man and the Moment Billle Dove April

Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April

Lodv Be Good Mackalll-Mulhall May
*t {Lilac Time Moore-Cooper Nov.
Little Shepherd of Kinodom Come. . .Barthelmess-O'Day April

Love and the Devil Sllls-Corda Feb.
Mad Hour. The O'Neill-Kent Mar.
•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec
•tNlgnt Watch, The Dove-Reed SepL
Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug.
•(Outcast Griffith-Lowe Nov.
Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug.
Phantom City, The Maynard-Gilbert Dec
•TScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec
•fSeven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Feb.
Seven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Jan.
•tShow Girl Whlte-Delaney SepL
Strange Case of CapL Ramper German Cast July

*t {Synthetic Sin Colleen Moore Jan.
Three-Ring Marriage. Astor-Hughes June
Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June
Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May
Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov.
•1 Waterfront Mackalll-Mulhall SepL
Weary River Barthelmess-Compson. Feb.
Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June
tWhlp, The Mackaill-Nllsson-Forbee Sept
Wright Idea, The Hlnes-Lorraine Aug.
Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May

Date

22 ...

II...
10...

3...

7...

I...

Length

6071 feet

54011 leel

Reviewed

SepL 10

6592 feet

6608 feet

8967 feet

7700 reet

April 14
June 2
Mar. 2*
May 18

B3M feaf

6612 feet

6100 feet

6622 feet

6100 feet.

.5887 feet

.6237 feet

OcL 1?
SeoL t

Dec 8
Aug. 25

lit*"i

6133 feet

7534 feet

6730 feet

5834 feet

5731 feet.

6021 feet

.6185 feet.

5976 feet.

Nov. 10
June 9
Jan. 12

May 19

Dec t

6895 leet

BOGS real

6300 feet.

.7187 feet

July 7
Sept. 22
SepL 22
May 26

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Broadway Babies Alice White
California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
Comedy of Ufe, The Sllls-Corda Mar. 10
*t§Children of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 24
•tDlvlne Lady Grlffith-Varconl Mar. 3. . . .10015 feet

Divine Lady, The Grlffith-Varconi Mar. 31

*t§Hot Stuff White-Bakewelt April 14
Hot Stuff White-Bakewell Mar. 24
House of Horrors, The Todd-Fazenda-Conklin
Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
•tLove and the Devil Sllls-Corda Mar. 24
*t§Man and the Moment Billie Dove Feb. 10
Man and the Moment. The Billie Dove Mar. 17
•t§Pat and Mike Milton Sills

Prisoners Corlnne Griffith

•tSaturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 17
Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 10
*t§Squall, The Joyce-Loy-Hackathorne
Weary River Barthelmess-Compson 8000 feet

*t{Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10 7916 feet Feb. 2
Why Be Good? Moore-Hamilton Mar. 17 7000 feet Jan. 26
*t{Why Be Good? Colleen Moore Mar. 17

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Length Reviewed

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 5. .

.

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. .

.

Free Ups Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. .

.

Masked Angel, Ths Compson-Oakman June 29 . .

.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 5 . .

.

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•tAdoratlon Billle Dove Dec 2. ..

Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Maekalll Sept. 30 .

•tlBarker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Dec 30...

Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-White Mar. 25. .

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. II...

Butter and Egg Man, The Mulhall-Nlssen SepL 2 .

Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22 .

.

Children of the Rltz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 17. .

.

Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 15.

.

Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17. ..

Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July I...

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walllng OcL 21 . .

.

•Crash, The Sllls-Todd OcL 7 .

.

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray OcL 14. ..

Glorious Trail, The Maynard-McConnell OcL 28 .

.

•tGood Bye Kiss, The Ellers-Burke-Kemp July 8. ..

Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24

Harold Teen Lake-Brlan-Whlte April 29 .

•tHaunled House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4 . .

.

Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenyon May 27.

.

HeadMan.The Murray-Kent-Young July 8...

Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18...

Length Reviewed

5800feet
5700feet
5700 feet

6000feet
6200feet

Length Reviewed

6360 feet... Jan. 19
7137 feet..

. 71 37 feet .

7402 feet..

6500 feet

6467 feet

.8730 feet .

July 7
Dec IB
May 12

April 28

May IB

6365 feet.

5600 feet

6227 feet

6225 feet

.5976 feet

5886 feet

.7300 feet... Nov. 24
7l00(eet
7541feet
6755 feet... Dec 22
7426 feet ...July 7

6502 feet

5957 feet... Mar. 17

Title Star Rel. Date

•{Air Circus, The Carrol- Lake-Rolllna SepL 30. .

.

Blindfold O'Brlen-Moran Dec 23...
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17..

.

Cowboy, Kid The Rex Bell July 15.

.

Don't Marry Moran-Hamilton June 3. .

.

Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor Mar. 18. .

.

*t{Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct 14. .

.

Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29 .

.

Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke Jury 8. .

.

Fleetwing Norton-Janis June 24. .

.

Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pidgeon Jan. 1...
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12...
Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13. .

.

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13...

Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30. .

.

Honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6 . .

.

Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11. .

.

•tjln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Jan. 20. .

.

Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9. ..

Love Hungry Moran-Gray April 8. .

.

•t {Making the Grade Mcran-Lowe OcL 7. .

.

Me, Gangster Colly er-Terry Oct 8. .

.

•t {Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28...
•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaqlen Oct. 22. .

.

News Parade, The Stuart-Phlpps May 27 ..

None But the Brave Mortnn-Phlpps-MacDonald Aug. 5 . .

.

No Other Woman Del Rio-Alvarado June 10. .

.

Painted Post, The Mlx-Klnqston July I...

Prep and Pep Roltens-Drexel Nov. II...
Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennlck SepL 23 ..

Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22 .

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29.

River Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26 .

.

Road House Barrymore-Alba July 15...

Romance of the Underworld Astor-Elliott-Boles Nov. 11...
•t {Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19. .

.

•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brlen Nov. 4. .

.

Taking a Chance Rex Bell

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25. .

.

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10 .

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept 16. .

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug. 5. .

.

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9...
Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24. .

.

Daisies Won't Yell Rubln-Uncoln July 8. .

.

Drifting Through Gaacony Variety OcL 28...
Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5. .

.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11. .

.

Her Mother's Back Denl-Bletcher Aug. 19
His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July 22.

Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10.

Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5.

Low Necker, The Marjorle Beebe Dec 18.

.

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25.

Neapolitan Days Variety SepL 2.

On a South Sea Shore Variety April 1.

Length

7702 feet.

.

5598 feet..

6417 feet..

4293 feet..

5708 feet..

6566 feet .

7176 feet..

5109feet..

5148 feet.

.

4939 feet..

5038 feet..

4404 feet.

.

6518 feet..

4618 feet..

6120 feet..

61 88 feet..

4397 feet..

8724 feet..

Reviewed

..SepL 8

..Jan. 8
. June 23
July 21

June 9
..Mar. 17

..Nov. 10

..May 12

. SepL 8
Jan. 14

. May 19
May IB

. May 26

. Mar. 24

..Dec 29

OcL 10
SepL 22
Mar. 17
June 16
Aug. 11

5792 feet... April 21

6042 feet. .

.

10.100 feeL.
6863 feet. .

6679 feet...

5034 feet. .

6071 feet...

4952 feet...

6086 feet...

5641 feet...

5200 feet...

6132 feet...

6937 feet ..

4991 feet...

61 62 feet...

9221 feet...

8729 feet...

4876 feet. .

.

6000 feet ...

5112 feet .

4921 feet ...

5337 feet ...

June 23
Jan. 6

Sept. 29
April 28
Dec 8
SepL 22
Aug. 4

Jan. 12
July 28
OcL 14

April 14

Oct "e

Length Reviewed

2 reels

Ireel
2 reels June 23
2 reels

Ireel
2 reels Aug. 11

1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21
2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2reels Jan. 14
Ireel

. 1 reel

.1 reel

* Meant tjnckromzed tcore. t Meant toand effects. § Meant voice (htclaiint dialogue and incidental songs.). A. T. after title meant AH Talkie.
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Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Oregon Trail. The Variety 1 reel July 21

Snowbound Variety Aug. 19. . . .1 reel

.

Spanish Craftsmen Variety Sept 30 .... 1 reel

.

Steeplechase Variety Oct, 14.

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23.

Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept. 16

Coming Attraction*

Title Star Rel. Date

.1 reel.

.1 reel.

.1 reel.

Length Reviewer

Title Star Rel

Ancient Art, An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2.

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5

Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities SepL 15

•Booster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24

.

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10.

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson OcL 15

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22.

Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7.

Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars OcL 13
Backwash^ ... FarreN-Duncan

Deylng Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2
Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol

Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18
Christine Janel Gaynor |JK" ,.

Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard cEJiS
•Four Devils. The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet... OcL 13 SSmL, ,nd Wnan Roach Stars

affSaaft::::::::::::::a^^ W& »«&•
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast „
*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8724 feet— Dec 29

•tLost in the Arctic Special Cast 6474 feet— Aug. H
Our Dally Bread Farrell-Duncan

Laurel-Hardy OcL
Our Gang Jan. 12..

Dec 8

5..

Growing Pains "Our Gang" SepL 22
Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec 1

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14.

Heart of General Robert E. Lee, The. . Daw-Walling SepL 22.

'Our Gang" Mar. 9.

.

Hunted. . . ! Willard Mack
•Imagine My Embarrassment Charley Chase SepL 1 2 reels Jan. 12

ran fn-uuni .1 i_i»i.. t™«. tl.
Playboy. Nagel-Collyer ^llT"'™*
Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan. ."

River, The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet. .
.
.Jan. 5 ,. E;orvhnl;,, Hannv?

&£%=?« T„rAma
USlan Junge

9
0r
b
pha

y
ns
HaW?

Veiled Woman, The Tora-Alba Vlcc"„c r„„„ Hl
Woman, The Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewer;

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Brldgeal Midnight The Mary Duncan
Corpus Christ! Raauel Metier SepL 8

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Draxel

Everybody Loves Mf Girl Winnie Llghtner SepL 8

Family Picnic, The Raymond McKee 2 reels

Four A. M 2 reels

Intervlevi, The Clarke-McCullough
Ladles' Man. The Chic Sales 2 reels »or Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang" OcL 20
Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2.

Napoleon's Barber 2reels Palace ol Honey, The Ufa Oddities June 16

.

Mystery Mansion 2 reels *Ruby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19.

They're Coming to Get M* Chick Sales Sacred Baboon, The Ufa Oddities SeoL 1

Treasurer's Report, The Robert Benchley Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24.
Family Picnic, The McKee June 30 "School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17
George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30 Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16.

Serenade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept. 8 Should Married Men Go Home? Laurel-Hardy SepL 15
. Lionel Atwlll SepL 8

Date Length Reviewed

.1 reel

. . 1 reel

. . 1 reel

. 2 reels

..2 reels Dec 1*

. .2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels . ...May2t<
. 2 reels

. .1 reel

. 1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3
. .2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

..2 reels Jan. 12

.
.
1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3-

..2reels

Charley Chase SepL 29 2 reels

Ufa Oddities Mar. 30 .... 1 reel .

.

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5. ... 1 reel .

.

•Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 2 reels

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10 1 reel .

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar. 2 reels.

Love 'Em and Weep Busch-Laurel 2 reels.

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17 2 reels.

Manchu Love Sojin-Lee Jan. 12 2 reels.

Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities SepL 1 Ireel..
Murder Ufa Oddities SepL 29 1 reel .

.

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 1 reel .

Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28.

.

•Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9. .

.

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16...

Ol' Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang" OcL 20.

.

.Jan. IS*

White Faced Fool. The.

Tide

Chorus Kid, The
Head of the Family, The
Hell Ship Branson Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery
Midnight Life Bushman-Olmsteed

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length

Falre-Washburn April 1 . . .8200 feet

Russell-Corbin 6250 feet.

May 1... 6432 feet.

Aug. 12... 6200 feet.

River Woman. The Logan-L Barrymore Aug. 26— 6800 feet.

Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1 . . . .6600 feet.

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert 6420 feet.

United States Smith Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan June 1 6000 feet

Review eti

..April 14

..May 12
.Aug. 11

Aug. 11

..Mar. 17

June 16

Title

Coming
Star

Attractions
Length Reviewed

Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30.

.

'Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" Dec 15 .

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec. 22.

.

That Night Roach Stars Sept. 15
Tokens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2..

That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar. 2 reels

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 2 reels

Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19. . . .2 reels. .

.

•We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29 2 reels

Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb 2 reels. ..

When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar. 2 reels. .

.

Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27. ... 1 reel

World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities OcL 13. ... 1 reel

Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb 2 reels

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t {Alias Jimmy Valentine Halnes-Hyams-Barrymore Jan. 8000 feet.

.

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels July 28
2reels Oct 13
.2 reels

. 1 reel May 26
. 2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels SepL 29
. 1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel May 2&

.Dec 6

.Nov. 3

•{Girl From Argentine. The Carmel Meyers *t§Bellamy Trial. The Joy-Bronson Mar. 2 . 8268feet ... Feb.
Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson „ . . Mar. 2 7524 feet

Reviewed

.Nov. 24
2*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

Novarro-Crawford April 7.

Tide

Across to Singapore
Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14
•tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle

Beau Broadway Cody-Prlngle Sept. 29
Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy SepL 15.

Bringing Up Fattier Macdonald-Olmsted-Moren Mar. 17.

•tBrotherty Love Dane-Arthur OcL 12.

.

Length" Reviewed

6805 feet... May 6

6998 feet... July 14

•t§Bridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrence-Damlta.
•t§Broadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Broadway Melody Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Law Tim McCoy
*t§Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Jan. 18-

4187 feet
*t{Duke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford.

.5530 feet.

6037 feet

.6896 feet..

6344 feet

6053 feet

.Aug. 4

June 2

McCoy-Douglas 5200 feet

6995 feet

Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel
*t{Five O'clock Girl. The (A. T.). . . Davles-Arthur-KIng
•tJGreen Ghost The
*t{Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
tSHalleluiah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Halnes-Page-Percy
Honeymoon Flash- Moran-Gnbbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
*t{Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel.

*t {Man's Man A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island. The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNIze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge

•t {Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocque
•t{Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls 7 reels

j^"" Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorralne

June iei

.'.'.'

5011 feet'. July 28 *!M ::' -. Special Cast

.7108 feet.

.6679 feet.

. .6601 feet.

8601 feet

,8538 feet.

.5838 feet.

670pfeet.

.7987 feet.

7182 feet.

Sept. 15
Sept. 8

June I 6

. May 19

.June 30
Feb. 25

Sept. 15
Jan. 6

Sept. 29

Mar.

Bushranger, The
Cameraman, The Keaton-OayT SepL 29.

Cardboard Lover, The Davies-Asther Aug. 25.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19.

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31

.

Cossacks, The Gllbert-Adoree June 23

.

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naael May 5.

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther. Dec 1

.

*tExcess Baggage Haines-Cortez SepL 8

•fFlylng Fleet The Novarro-Page. .

.

Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree. . .

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11... 6620 feet. .. Aug, 25
fj'

• ™™»" SHSd&EJ"'
1

Udy of Chance. A Norma Shearer Nov. 2. .. .7126 feet. .. Jan. 26 2™*"™°°? •. KcCoy"„"er

Laugh. Clown. Laugh Chaney-Young-Asther April 14. .. .7045 feet ... June 2 *t™f ? .
mp

X ^ ' ,«' t', c^
oree"M

,

u,Tay
'u 'i.^

Loves of Casanova. The Special Cast Jan. ^{Trlal of^Mary Dugan, The (A. T.) SheareMfVarner-Hackett

Madamotselle from Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2. .. .5441 feet

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct. ...5576feet ..Dec 1

Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan.

Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4 7652feet.. Aug, 11

Napoleon Special Cast OcL
*t{Our Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian SepL 8 7652 feet— OcL 13
f atsy, The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10 7289 feet

Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 ... 5014 feet

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Loralne OcL 26 . . . 5448 feet

•tShow People Davles-Haines Oct 9. .. .7453 feet. .. Nov. 17 - -—. „-
Single Man. A Cody-Pringle Jan. 6596 feet George Dewey Wash ngton Songs OcL 27

.Feb. 2-

6500 feet... Feb. 2

•tVlklng, The Starke-Crisp.

*t§White Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams.

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Casino Gardens 2 reels. .

.

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels. .

.

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels. .

.

Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct 27.

8508 feet... Nov. 17

Reviewed

..Dec *

Skirts Chaplln-Balfour May 12. .. .5801 feet

Telling the World Haines-Page June 30. .. 7184 feet

.

•tTrail of '98, The Del Rio-Forbes 11100 feet.

July 21

Mar. 2
May 19

Jan. 5
Oct 27
Aug. 18

Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24 5901 feet.

.

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24 6150 feet.

.

•tWhile the City Sleeps Chaney-Page Sept 15. . . .7231 feet.

.

•t I White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7 . . . 7968 feet.

.

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Prlngle Jan. 28 5011 feet.

•tWind, The Glsh-Hanson Nov. 23. . . .6721 feet. .
.
Nov. 17

•tWoman of Affairs. A Gilbert-Garbo Nov. 3

Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24 ... 4435 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Afiican Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27 1 reel

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16.... 1 reel

Reviewed

George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

.

Marlon Harris Songs : Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs OcL 20
Marlon Harris Songs SepL 29
Jimtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels.

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs SepL 29
Joseph Regan OcL 13
Joseph Regan Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling

Locust Sisters Songs Oct 6
Man Higher Up, The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

.

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13
M-G-lvi Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13
Odette Myrtle Songs Oct 20

* Meant synchronized score, t Meant icunA effects. § Meant coke (including dialogae and incidental songs). A. T. after title meant 40 Talkie.
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Title

Phippa
Ponce Sisters

Ponce Sisters

Spanking Age, The.

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck 2 reels Dec. 1

Songs Oct. 20
.Songs. Nov. 10.

"Our Gang" 2 reels Dec 1

Van and Schenck Songs SepL29 Oct 11

Van and Schenck Songs Oct 27
Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10
Walt Roesner and Capltollans Jazz Band Oct 8

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

•HAble's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan.

Avalanche. The Holt-Hill Nov. 10

*i8eggarso( Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept IS

Big Killing. The Beery-Hatton Mav 19

Case of Lena Smith. The Esther Ralston Jan. 19

'Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova . Oct. 20

Drag Net. The
Easy Come. Easy Go.
•Fleet's In, The
Flfty-Flfty Girl, The .

First Kiss, The
Fools for Luck
Forgotten Faces
Half a Bride

His Private Ufa
His Tiger Lady

Bancroft-Brent May 26
Dli-Carroll April 21.
Bow-Hah Oct 13.

Daniels-Hall May 12
Wray-Cooper Aug. 25.

Flelds-Conklln May 7.

Brian-Brook Aug. 1 1

.

Ralston-Arlen June 18.

Men|ou-Carver 4690 feet

Menjou-Brent June 9 5038 feet

8100 feet

6528 feet

Date Length

5. . .10471 fee.

6099 feet

7560 feet

5930 feet

7229 feet

7202 feet.

7866 feet.

5364 feet.

69 1 8 feet

6402 leet

6134 feet

5852 feet

7640 feet

6238 feet

•tHomeeomlng, The Parlo-Hanson

Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18. . .
6039 feet

Kit Carson Thomson-Lane 7464 feet

Ladles of the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30 6792 feet

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 741 5 feet

•tLovesof an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18 71 59 feet

Loves of an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18 71 59 feet

Magnificent Flirt. The Florence Vldor June 2 . 4998 feet

•t [Manhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll 6051 feet

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou Jan. 2.

.

Mating Call. The Melqhan-Brent-Adoree July 21

Model from Montmartre Naldl-Petrovltch Sept 22
•Moran of the Marines Dlx-Elder Oct 27..

Night of Mystery. A Men|ou-Brent April 7..

Old Ironsides. Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17

•Patriot The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1 .

Racket, The Melghan-Prevost June 30 .

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10 .

•Sawdust Paradise. The Ralston-Howes Aug 25 .

•t§Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12
Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12..

*t {Sins of the Fathers Emil Jannlngs Dec. 29

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec 1 .

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24 .

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7.
Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26 .

Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20 .

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec
Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23

*t(Varsity Rogers-Brian Sept 29 .

•Warming Up Dlx-Brlan Aug. 4 .

Water Hole. The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25

•Wedding March, The Von Strohelm-Wray Oct 6 .

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec 22..

Wings Bow-Rogers Sept
*i{Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.) . . Bancroft-Baclanova-Lukas Feb. 16

Wolf of Wall Street, The Bancroft Jan. 26..

Woman From Moscow, The Negrl-Kerry

Reviewed

..Jan. 12

Sept 28

July 7

Jan. 19
. Sept. 22
...June 9

..May 12

SeoL 1

May 28
Aug. 25

. June 23
Aug. 11

Nov. 17
June 2

..Nov. 24
July 28
Aug. 18

..Mar 24

June 30
. . . Jan. 12

Jan. 26

Oct 13

6506 feet

6325 feet

6941 feet.

6444 feet ... Nov. 3
5741 feet April 21

7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

6600 feet

9819 feet

7646 feet

.6331 feet..

. 5928 feet

7373 feet .

7112 feet .

7761 feet

6323 feet

4792 feet

.7960 feet

6218 feet..

6763 feet .

6514 feet .

.

7029 feet .

5962 feet .

5834 feet .

5802 feet..

6509 feet

6319feet .

.10400 feet.

5476 feet..

12 reels

6810 feet .

6938 feet''

May
Aug. 18
July 14
Mar. 31

Sept 1

.Jan. 5

Feb. 2
Dec 8
May 26
April 14

..June 2

Sept 29
Oct 27
April 28

.Dec 15
Sept 29
Nov. 3
July 21

. Sept 8
..Oct 20

Jan. 6

Aug. 26
-

27
Feb. 2

. . Dec 1

Nov. 10

Date Length

, 2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels. ..

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

.

2 reels

2 reels

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23.

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2.

Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18.

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22
Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24

Call Again HE. Horton Oct 20

.

Come Easy. Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13

Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4.

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27
•Dizzy Diver, The (Christie). Billy Dooley Aug. 18

Face Value Novelty July 21

Footllght Fannie (Christie) Frances Lee Feb. 9.

Footloose Wlmrnen (Christie) Bobby Vernon 2 reels

Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec 15 2 reels

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19... 2 reels

His Angel Child (Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. 18 ...2 reels

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobby Vernon June 2 2 'eels

Home Girl, The Gllmore-Kruger Dec 1 2 reels

•Hot Scotch (Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25 . . 2 reels

Hot Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3 2 reels

Ko-Ko'sBIg Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept 8
Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25

Ko-K o Kleans Up Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22
Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7

Ko-Ko's Chase Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 11

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon Oct 20
Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 6

Ley on, MacDufl (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17.

Loose Change (Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 6
News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 6.

Off the Deck (Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23.

Oriental Hugs (Christie) Billy Dooley Sept 29

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2.

Patent Medicine Kid, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 2.

Phantom Mall, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept. 29.

Picture My Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee Oct 13.

Prancing Prune Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30.

Say Uncle 'Christie) Jack Duffy June 9
Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30.

Sea Food (Christie) Billy Dooley July 14.

Sea Sword Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 1

.

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10.

Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 15.

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec 22.
Slick Slickers (Christie) Neal Burns July 7.

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmle Adams June 18.

* Meant tynchronized score, f Means soand effects.

Title Star

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) . . Bobby Vernon
Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon
•Stop Kidding Bobbv Vernon . .

Two Masters Eaton-Post.

Rel. Date

Sept. 22
June 16 .

Aug. II

Sept. 8

Length

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels . .

2 reels . .

2 reels

.

Reviewed

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton Sept 15
Walls Tell Tales Madqe Kennedy Aug. 4,

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12

Coming Attraction!
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers 12103 feet April 28

•tBehlnd the German Lines Special Cast 8254 feet .. Dec 8

Botrnynl. The. Jannlngs-Ralston-Cooper.
Black Eagles George Bancroft
*t{Burlesque James Barton

•'{Canary Murder Case, The (A.T.) Powell-Taylor-Brlan 7171 feel Feb. 2

•Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vldor

•fJCIose Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll

•tSCocoanuts Four Marx Brothers

•t {Concert, The (A. T.) Emil Jannlngs
•t§Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell
•t{Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton
•tjDummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton

•tFour Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•UGenlus Is Born, A (A. T.) A. P. Heggle
*t {Gentlemen of the Press Walter Huston
t{Half an Hour Ruth Charterton

Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Cooper
•t{Hole In the Wall. The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower. Harry Lauder
•({Innocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier

•{interference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twenty-One Rogers-Brian

•({Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggle-Owen
•flopping the Loop Werner Kraus
*t{Man I Love. The (A. T.) Arlen-Brlan

•t{Nlght Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•{Nothing But the Truth (A. T.). . . . Richard Dlx
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton . ...

*t§Redskln Richard Dix Feb. 9 7643 feet . Feb. 2

Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9 7402 feet . Dec. 1

Sins of the Fathers Jannings-Chatterton Dec 29

•fSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
•t{TNT Harold Lloyd

•t§Wild Party Clara Bow
•t{Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclanova-Brook-Hamllton

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bird in the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.) . Lois Wilson Feb. 23. . . .2 reels Feb. 2

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevltch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Vivien (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
False Alarm Fire Company, The Smith-Dale 1 reel Feb. 2

Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels Feb. 2

If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewln
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.).. Colored Cast Mar. 9 2 reels Feb. 2

Music Ha'h Charms (Christie) Colored Cast

One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Christie—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23 2 reels

{Pusher in the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels

Ruth Ettlng '. Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 rael

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1 2 reels

That Party In Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels

Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie—A. T.) Hatton-Hardy-Lorralne Feb. 9 2 reefs

PATHE
FEATURES
Star Rel.

• i {Annapolis Loff-Brown Dec
Annapolis Loff-Brown

Title

Nov. 18
2 reels Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29

1 reel .

.

1 reel .

1 reel .

1 reel .

1 reel .

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel .

2 reels.

2 reels.

1 reel

2 reels

.

2 reels

.

2 reels

2 reels.

1 reel

1 reel

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels

.1 reel

2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

Date Length Reviewed

2. .. .7957 feet

7008 feet

4293 feet . Mcr. 31

5722 feet . Sept 16
6589 feet May 26
4598 feet

4550 feet ... Mar. 31

4846 feel

6124 feet ...Dec 29
6312 feet

6145 feet

9145 feet Dec 30
7054 feet . Sept 8

6670 feet... Dec 18

June 23

Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept 2.

.

Blue Danube, The Leatrlce Joy Mar. 12..

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec 23.
Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25 .

Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept 30.

.

*t {Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18..

Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct 14.

.

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7..

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 5 .

Cop, The William Boyd Aug. 19 .

Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept 16.

.

Oct 13 Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24..

Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24 .

Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov. 25 .

*t{Flylng Fool, The William Boyd Feb. 10.

.

Forbidden Love Lill Damlta Oct 28 .

Forty-Flve-Callbre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17.

.

Geraldlne Qulllan-Nlxon Jan. 16..

Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dec
Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque Mav 14 .

*t{Klng of Kings. The Warner-Logan Sept 30 .

L aw's Lash, The Klondike idog) May 20 .

*t{Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 24.

.

Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 3..

Let'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15

Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff SeoL 16 .

Man-Made Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept 9.

.

1 reel *t{Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 6 .

2reel8 Marllethe Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4..

2 reels Midnight Madness Jacqueline Logan Mar. 28 .

•fNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12.

Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec 2.

•t{Nolsy Neighbors Qulllan-Vaughn Jan. 27
Power Boyd-Logan Sept 23 6092 feet Sept 18

Red Mark, The von Seyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 28 .7937 feet .. Sept 9

Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug. 5. . . 4520 feet ... . Mar. 17

•t{Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4 Jan. 12
•t{Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20. .. .6132 feet. . . Jan. 20
Ship Comes In, A Rudolph Schlldkraut June 4 6902 feet June a
•t{Show Folks Quillan-Basquetle-Armstrong . ..Dec 18 6466 feet Dec 19

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

4476 feet

.6670 feet.

.6787 feet Jan. 19

! 5959 feet !^Dec' 22
4750 feet

7056 'set ..Aug. «

.10,196feet April 29'27

4683 feet Mar. 31

.6898 feet... Jan. 26

5888 feet

5737 feet

5762 feet

5490 feet

4600 feet

6559 feet

'.

6070 feet.

Jan. 28

'.Sept.' 22

Mar. 3

Means voice (mclading iialogae and incidental tongs).
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Itle

Sin Town
Skyscraper

•tSSpleler, The.
Spieler, The
•t&Sguare Shoulders.

Star Rel. Date Length hevlewed

.Allen-Fair Jan. 20
William Boyd April 9 7040 feet

. Hale-Adoree Dec.

.Hale-Adoree Dec 30 5816 feet.

.Junior Coghlan Feb. 10

RAYART (S. R.)
April 14

Oct 20

Title Star Rel.

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlowe May.

Tenth Ave Haver-Varconl-Schlldkrant Aug. 5 6370 feet.

.

Valley of Hunted Men, The Buffalo Bill. Jr Feb 19. . . .4520 feet

Walking Back Sue Carol May 21 . . 5035 feet

Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney OcL 28 . . 5937 fee'

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" Sept 9 1 reel

Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8 1 reel

Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15 1 reel .

.

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 14 2 reels .

Bath Time Sportllght June 24. 1 reel

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21.

Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec 9

.

Bunker Battlers Sportllght July 22.

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels

Campus Carmen, The Sennett Girls Sept 23— 2 reels

Mar. 3

Sept. 22
Oct 2

Reviewed

Sept!

City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer Sept 15

Danger Patrol, The Russell-Falre April

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 16

Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl 5800 feet

Llghtnln' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt May . . . 4797 feet

Man From Headquarters, The Roberts-Keef

e

Aug. 1 5946 feet

Midnight Adventure. A Murphy-Landls May 5262 feet

Date Length

6089 feet..

5937 feet .

.

6076 feet.

4533 feet.

5683 feet

5976 feet.

.

Reviewed

..June t

Oct. 6
June 23

. 1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels

. 1 reel

Dec. 22
Sept 15

. 24

My Home Town.
Mystery Valley..

Phantom of the Turf, The
Sisters of Eve
Sweet Sixteen
Trail Riders
Trallln'Back

. Brockwell-Glass Mar.
Buddy Roosevelt July

. H. Costello-Lease Mar.
. Anita Stewart Oct
. Foster-Olmstead Dec.
Buddy Roosevelt April

.Buddy Roosevelt Mar.

Coming Attraction*
Star

5608 feet June
.4538 feet

. 5905 feet

.5650 feet

.5991 feet

..4627teet
4308feet

Title

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankln

Length Reviewed

Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25 2 reels Nov.
Canned Thrills Sportllght Aug. 19. .. 1 reel Aug. II Qhannhni Round
Caballna Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21 ... .2 reels SKJ^VoEl iviarrv? c™ilK
Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9. . . .2 reels St. mShJ?i r™
Caught In the Draft "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 1

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan Sept 9. ... 2 reels

Chicken, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 26 2 reels

Circus Time Donald Haines 2 reels Feb. 2

City Slickers "Aesop rabies" July 1 1 reel

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23 2 reels

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6— 2 reels Jan. 5

Covering Ground Sportllght Sept. 16 1 reel Sept. 8

Cross Countr; Run, A "Aesop Fables" Aug. 19— 1 reel Aug. 18
Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct 7. .. 1 reel Oct. 6

Day Off, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 1

Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct 28 1 reel Oct 27

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct 7 1 reel Sept.29

Defensive Line, The Football Sense Oct 21 1 reel Oct 20
• tDlnner Time "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke Sept 16— 2 reels Sept 8
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14 10 episodes Oct. 6

Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22 1 reel

Fair Affair, A Sportliqht July 8

Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct 14

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3— 1 reel

Foster-Keith.

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star

Overture of 1 81 2 (Tschalkowsky) Filmtone Harmonists

Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawailans
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers

Radio Franks, The Songs

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

STERLING PICTURES (S.
T»le Star Rel.

Marry the Girl Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1

Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes April 1

5

R.)
Datej Length

5300 feet.

5400 feet

Reviewer1

..Mar. 1C

Aesop Fables" 1 reel

1 reel

Flying Hoofs.
Getting Together Sportllght Oct 28

Girl From Nowhere, The Sennett Girls Aug. 5.

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct 28.

Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportllght Sept. 30
High Seas "Aesop Fables" Sept. 23

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30.

His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12
Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2.

Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8.

In the Bag "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26.

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11

.

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportllght Jan. 6.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8.

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Llmberlegs Sportllght June 10 1 reel

.1 reel Sent. 8
.1 reel Oct. 27

Dec 8
June
Dec. 15
Oct. 20

2 reels Mar 24
.1 reel OcL 27
1 reel

.1 reel Sept 22

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Dec 8

.1 reel . . July 14

1 reel

.2reels Nov. 3

.1 reel Jan. 12
1 reel Jan. 6

Nov. 17
June 2

Length Reviewed

. April 21

.4345 feet.

.6 reels

...7000 feet

.6261 feet.

Oct.

*t§Lincoln (Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10. . . .1 reel Feb.
Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec 22 2 reels

Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fables" Sept 30. . . .1 reel

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct 14 1 reel Oct. 27
Sept. 292 reels

..2 reels.

. .1 reel June 30
. 1 reel Oct. 13

.2 reels

. .2 reels Sept.29

Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept 30

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16
Mouse's Bride, The "Aesop Fables" June 24
Muscle Marvels Sportlight Oct 14

No Company Halnes-Coomhs Dec 16
No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7
No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18 2 reels

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25 1 reel Dec. 1

Our tittle Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5 1 reel

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" July 29 1 reel Aug. 4

Players at Play Spotlight .'
1 reel Feb. 2

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 1 reel Nov. 10

Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" June 10. .. 1 reel

Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller 10 episodes

Smith Catallna Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21 2 reels . Oct 13

Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 19. . . .2 reels.
. .

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" 2 reels Jan. 19

Soldier Man Harry Langdon Sept 30 3 reels

South Sea Sagas Sportlight Sept. 22 1 reel

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 8
. t§Stage Struck "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Static "Aesop Fables" Sept 2 1 reel

Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" Seot 16 1 reel Sept. 8

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12. . . .1 reel

Supple Sex, The Sportllght Aug. 5 1 reel Sept i

Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 26
Targets Sportllght Nov. 25. . . .1 reel

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23
Taxi for Two Jack Cooper Sept 2
Taxi Scandal, A. Jack Cooper Oct 28
Terrible People The (Serial) Ray-Miller Aug. 5

2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27

10 episodes

.10 episodes.Tiger's Shadow, The McConnel l-Allan Dec 23
White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 12
«t§Wlnnlng Patterns Sportllght 1 reel

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Feb. 2
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3. . . .10 episodes

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

•tSGetaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31

•tGodless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost
Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17. . .

.

•t{High Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale
•t§Listen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17. . .

.

*t§Missmg Man, The Lee Patrick

•tjOffice Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3 . .

.

Length Reviewed

10720 feet .'. Sept i

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date Length Review

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Graves Sept. 5... 5700 feet

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15 5600 feet

Golden Shackles Bonner-Wlthers Mar. 15 5600 feet

Out With the Tide Dwan-Undis June 22... 5700 feet

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant sound effects. § Means voice (including di alogne and incidental songs).

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct 15
Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield.. . . Aug. 15. .5256 feet.

Age of Lust, The Emll Jannings L. T. Rogers
Air Mall Pilot. The Mehaffey-Metcalfe. . . . Hl-Mark 6000 feet .

.

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern Aug. 15 7545 feet

Arizona Days -Bob Custer Syndicate Sept 15.

Autumn Love Lya de Puttl Aff. European. Sept
*tBig Hop, The Jones-Ralston-Hearn . . B. Jones Coro. . Aug.
Black Butterflies Ralston-Busch-Frazer. Quality Dist. . Sept. 1

.

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet.

Broken Hearts Hercules
City Without Jews, The Soecial Cast Avwon Sept 1 BOOOfeet

Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern June 1. 5460 feet—
Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 56O0feet
Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Arfa 5700 feet

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet

End of St. Petersburg, The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet June 16

Fangs of Justice Sllverstreak-Walker . . . Bischoff 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannings LT. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Metier Aff. European.. Sept . .6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veidt Aywon Sept. .6500 feet

Heart3of Men Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet. . . Sept 15

Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 5712 feet

House of Shame Faire-Hale Chesterfield... Sept 1. .5300 feet Sept 15

Jealousy Lya de Puttl Brill Sept 1 .5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff . European Sept ..6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vilma Banky Aywon Sept ..6000feet
Legend of the Bear's Wedding. .Russian Cast Amklno 7500 feet

Life's Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June 16

Llgmsof Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet

Little Wild Girl. The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girt, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dist.. .Nov 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezia Borgia Conrad Veldt Universal 7200 feet— Jan. 12
Mother of Mine Special Cast Zakoro Oct. . .7200 feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . . 6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feet

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Pict 5573 feet Sept 15

Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July . 5200feet
On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate .. Oct 15 4657 feet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative
Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . Aft. European. .Sept - 6 reels

President, The Mosjoukine-Vernon... E. L. Klein 8100 feet— Jan. 26
Primanerliobe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet Mar. 24

Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. .6200 feet

Q Ships Special Cast 6000feet
Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Pict 5900 feet

Racing Throuqh Mae Marsh Aff. European. .Sept . 7 reels

Reilly of the Rainbow Division. . Hali-Garon Crescent 6040 feet

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality Dist.. Oct 6100 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules
Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000 feet

Shanghai Document Russian Cast Oct 13 5000 feet

Shadows of the Night Hercules
Shooting Stars English Cast Artlee Aorll . . 5800 feet. . . April 28
Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield... Aug. 1.. 4890 feet

Silent Trail, The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15. 4315 feet

Slmba JungleFilm Capitol Pict 8000 feet ... Feb. «
Sky Rider. The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield. ..June 15. .4900 feet

Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

Station Master, The Ivan Moskine Amkino June 16. .7200 feet

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern.. . May I. .6603 feet

Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern April 1 6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

Ten Days That Shook the World. Russian Cast Amkino Nov. 2 .7815 feet. . . . Nov. 24
Thee Comrades and One Inven-

tion Russian Cast Oct 13. .6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 691 7 feet

Two Brothers Conrad Veldt Ufa Eastern.. . .July 1 . .6300 feet. .

Untamed Justice Faire-Glass-Biltmore 57700 feet

U-Boat 9 Foreign Cast Jofa Prod 6500 feet

est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15. 4852 feet

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 Met

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.



Motion Picture News

Title Star Dlst'r

Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Date

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec 16 .

.

Body Punch, Tho Daugherty-Falre Oct 28 .

.

Buck Privates De Puttl-McGregor June 3 . .

.

Burning tho Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10. ..

Cloarlng the Trail Gibson-Gulliver Oct 7 .

.

Cloud Dodger, The Al Wilson Sept. 30 ..

Count of Ten, The Ray-Ralslon June 17
Crimson Canyon, The Tod Wells Doc. 16...
Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. ..

Flyln' Cowboy. The Glbson-Hasbrouck . . July 1 .

.

Foreign Legion, The Korry-Stone-Nolan Sept. 23 .

.

Four Footed Ranger. The Dynamite 'dooj .... Mar. 25 .

.

Freedom ol the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct- 28 . .

.

Gale Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec. 9. .

.

•tSGIrlon the Barge, The Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 24...
Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 3 ...

•tSGIve and Take Sldney-Hersholt Dec. 23 .

.

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan . Aorll 29 .

.

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29
Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe. . .SepL30.
Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27

Coming Attractions Guardians ol the Wild . . . Rex (horse)-Perrin Sept. 16

Title Star Disfr Rel. Date Length Reviewed Harvest of Hate, The Rex (horse)-Perrln April 14

_ . .___. _ ,. , „ , „. . Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec. 2
Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct Home James La Plonte-Deianey Sept. 2
Bondage

f
p<*! a £asl Ufa-Eastern

. Honeymoon Flats Lewls-Gullivor .... Dec. 30
BuyingaWtle SpeclalCast Aff. European 7reols Hoofbcats of Vengeance Rex ihorsoi-Perrln June 16
Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Ukc... Chesterfield Hot Hools Tryon-Millor May 13
•tjChopIns Passion

.
Robertson-Brmkley... Powers Clnophone ,••„••; Hound of Sliver Creek Dynamite idogi May 20

Dancer of His Majesty. The.... Specalo.it Amkino 7000 loot How to Handle Women Tryon-Nlxun Oct. 14
Duty to be Silent Maria Albana Aff. European Brees Jan Mad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11.
Escaped from hell .

.
Murlat Esterhazy. Aff. Eurupean Sroels

't§Kld's Clever. The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17
Exodus to IJie New World. The. Lyon-Prevost Pioneer King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6
Full Dressed Thieves NllsAsther Aff. European 7 ree s Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23
German Underworld

|«
,ec,

,

a Cast Aff. European 7 reels 'tsUst Warning, The Laura UPlante Jan.

Rel. Date Length

WomanTemoted The . Compton-Ward Aywnn Sept. BSOI

Yellow Pass. The Russian Cast Amkino Dec 8 . 600 feet

Youth Astray . Johnson-Mattonl Amoranglo 6000teet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length

Fare Enough Poodles Hannoford Artclass 2 reels

Mysterious Airman. The Weiss Bros 10 episodes.
Fatal Warning, The (Serlab H. Costello-Graves Mascot Pict. 10 episodes Flyln' Cowboy, The Glbson-Hasbrnuck
Nothing to Live For Al Joy Crantield Clarke 2 reels

She Said No ... Ben Turpln Artclass 2 reels

.

Sophomore. The G. O'Nelll-L. Graydon Hi-Mark
Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2reels
Thick and Thin Snub Pollard. ...... . Artclass .2 reels .

Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The (Serial). . Specla Cast Mascot Plct Oct 15 lOeplsodes.
Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct . Aug. 1 10 episodes.

.

Who's Who AUoy Cranfield-Clarke 2reels ..

You Can't Win Serial) Weiss Bros lOeplsodes.

Length

.4179 foot.

4786 feet

6171 feet

6202 teol.

5311 feet

4322 feet

6279 feel

.41 79 feet

.5357 feet

51 09 feet

7826 feet

442 6 feet

6474 feet

5597 loot

Reviewed

Feb. 4

Sept IS

Dec 22

June 30

Oct 20

Oct. 13

Sept. 16

6908 feel

.6552 feet

5645 feet

4194 feet

8599 feel

..4596 foet.

,
.4»,Hloet

..4719 feet

.6606 loot

6307fed
.6057 feet.

Die. 29

Sept. 22

5874 feet Sept. 16
4095 feet

5591 feet ...July 14

6832 feet

6... 6609 feet

{Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European 6 reels

Guilty Fritsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels

Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy

Little Colonel. The Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss Aft. European 3 reels

Mllak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern
Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels

Poet and Czar Soeclal Cast ....... Amkino 8775 feet

South of Panama Carmellta Geraghty . Chesterfield.

Two Days Special Cast Amkino 6500 feet

Unholy Love Wegener-Potrovllch
.

Aff. European Prk^ofVearTfhe:
'.'.'.'. '.'.

'.'.

'.

'.

.

. Cody-Tnomp'so"n'
Verdun SpeclalCast Richmount.
Vera Miezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7 reels.

.

Zl^^ r. „
M - C,h?!<h0

r
Amk 'n0

.

7m,°*{

When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern Red Ups Nixon-Rogers Dec 2
Hiding for Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19

tJLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20.

.

Love Me and the World Is Mine Phllbln-Kcrry Mar. 4..
Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3..

•fMan Who Laughs, The Veldl-Phllbin Nov. 4..

•tMan. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13.

.

•tJMclody of Love (A. T.) Pldgeon-Harrls-Wlnton Dec 2..
Michigan Kid, The Nagol-Adoree Oct 21.

.

Night Bird, The Reginald Denny Sept. 16.

.

One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec 9.

Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2.

.

Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25 .

.

Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4 .

.

OcL 28 .

Put 'Em Up Fred Humes Mar. 11..
Oulck Triggers Fred Humes July 15.

.

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27

Oct 8
Feb. 11

6142 feel

.6813 feet...

4120 feet

.10185 feet ...May 12
.6674 feet ...Nov. 10
.6733 feet... Oct 27

. .6030 feet ...July 7
6670feet

59D7 feel

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Albany Night Boat Olive Borden July 20
Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. IS...
Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1...

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20.
•tjCavaller, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1

.

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pldgeon May 1

Oevll's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 10.
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15
Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20
"SGhetto. The George Jessel Feb. 1

.

Grain of Dust, The Cortez-Windsor-Bennett July 10
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10
Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20
i ouse of Scandil Sebastlan-O'Malley April 1

oles of the Nightclub Cortez-Leonard May 15
Lingerie White-McGregor July 1

*f|Lucky Boy Jeseel-Quimby Jan. 10
Man in Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10.

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1.

•fJMolly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
... ghty Duchess, The Warner-Southern OcL 10
»er of Silence, The Belle Bonnet OcL 20

Prowlers of the Sea . Corlez-Myers June 30

Length Reviewed

*t SShakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3

.

Shield of Honor, The Lewis-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20

.

Sky Skidder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13.

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11 .

.

Surrender Philbln-Mosklne Mar. 4

.

5844 fee ' Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1.
6,47 '»* Thirteenth Juror, The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13
6157 feet Thunder Riders, The Ted Wells April 8.

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18.

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18.

•tJUncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Sept 2
We Americans Sidney-Miller-Lewls May 6.

Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrln Feb. 10.

Wild West Show, The Gibson-Gulliver May 20.
Wolves of the City Dec 2.

Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22.

4230 feet.

.4200 feet.

4472 feet.

6288 feet..

6957 feet.

5424 feet

.6775 feet

.5209 feet

OcL 27

5362 feel

.5477 feet

6l72feet
.5809 feet

4364 feet

. .5389 feet.

8249teet
.6179 feet

. . 5598 feet

.4353 feet.

.5495 feet

4616 feet

. 10600 feet . Nov. 18

.9151 feet... April 7

.4497 feet

.5254 feet

Dec 3o

April 28
Mar. 10
Feb. 4
Dec t

6126 feet

5334 feet.

6516 feel.

5297 feet.

6553 fee f.

5676 feet.
8500 feet

.5967 feet.

7786 feet

4348 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor.

Rel

Dec 5.

Ambuscade, The Fred Oilman June 16.
Jan. 12 And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18.
Oct 20 BookwormHero Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllips Dec 17.

Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17.
5271 feet Broke Out Young-La Salle Aug. 1

.6554 feet Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwick and Dog June 27.

Buster Trims Up Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog OcL 17.

Aug. 15.

Nov. 28.

Calford in the Movies Lewls-Culliver-Phllllps Oct. 15
Calford on Horseback Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllips Dec 10 2 reels Dec 1

.nbow. The Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1 Busting Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog
•tiReputalion Keane-Standing Bull-eney Oswald Cartoon
-tarlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo April 15 6102 feet

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20
Souads Right Grlbbon-Stone Feb. 1

Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor June 1 5735 feet

Their Hour Harron-Sebastlan Mar. 1 5652feet
•1}Tollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct 1 . .7266 feet Oct 20
Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10

Date Length Reviewed

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels May 19

.2 reels

2 reels SepL 1

2reels
.2 reels OcL 27
2 reels

2 reels May 26
2 reels

. 2 reels

1 reel Sept. 20
2 reels Oct. 8

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

r „M r„i„. pi™.!.. 1 ran \
Crushed Hats Sid Saylor

•tjHawaiian Love Call, The Color Symphony... Dec 15— 1 reel . n™™... t.„ii n.. i^d-i.
MtjJapanese Carnival. A Color Svmphony Jan. 1 . 1 reel

•t|lna Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1....1 reel Nov. 17

Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulllver-Philllps SepL 17
Card of Destiny, The Fred Gliman July 14
Cash Customers Youno-La Salle Julv 11..

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec 1 .

.

Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22..

Come on. Horace. Arthur Lake Oct 8 .

.

Cross Country Bunion Race, The ... Sid Saylor Nov. 7 .

.

Jan. 30 .

Sept. 1 .

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrln June 2.

.

Daring Dude. A Bob Chandler Feb. 2

*t}ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15
•fLove Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Muller Color Classic

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

•tjToy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1.1 reel

'

'

i rrS
"*•" Daring Chances Jack Hoxle™ rinarf Hama A.* A.. ...... IOead Game Art Accord

; ,lai DMr 01d Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllos.

Death's Head Bob Curwood

.

Dec 15

Oct. 7 .

Nov. 28 .

Dec 8 .

Feb. 3 .Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson
•East Side
Fantasia Laemmle Novelty
Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Feb. 4
Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec 24
Fiery Fireman, The Oswald Cartoon Oct 15
Fighting Fo'ester The Edmund Cobb — Oct 20

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Broadway Fever Sally O'Nell Fighting for Victory Lewls-Gulllver-Phlllips Nov. 12.

Family Row, The Windsor-Gray Fighting Kid, The Newton House June 9

Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20 Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29

Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10 Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8.

Miracle, The Southern-Pldgeon Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21.

Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn Footprints . „. Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19.

New Orleana Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1

Queen of Burlesque Belle Bennett

UNIVERSAL

Fox Chase, The Oswald Cartoon
Full House, A Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll.
Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake
Galloping Ace, The Jack Hoxie
Gauge of Battle, The Fred Gliman

June 25
June 13

Nov. 6.

Sept. 22
April 21

Reviewed

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Oate Length

Anybody Here Seen Kelly7 Love-T. Moore Sent 9 6243 feet

Arizona Cyclone, The Fred Humes May 8 4076 feet

* Meant synchronized score, t Meant sound' effects. § Means voice (including it alogne and incidental tongs)

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20
Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept 24.

.

Have Patience Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Feb. 6.

.

•tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4 .

Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2 .

High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6.

2 reels

2 reels June 16

2 reels

2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24
2reels

2 reels

2reels Oct 13
2reels
2 reels

2 reels May 8
2 reels

2reels
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec 18
10 episodes

2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels Feb. 2

..Ireel

..Ireel
. .2 reels

. . 2 reels Oct 27

.2 reels May 19
. .2 reels

. . 2 reels

2 reels Oct 20
.1 reel Oct 27

1 reel May 28
. 2 reels May 19

. 1 reel Oct 28
2 reels

. .2 reels Mar. 24

.2 reels May 19
..Ireel Nov. 24
. 2reels
. .1 reel

..Ireel June 1
..Ireel

A. T. after title neons All Talkie.
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Title Star Rel. Date

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept.10.

.

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7...

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7—
Horse Tall, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10. .

.

Hot Dogs.. . .. Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20. .

.

Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27...

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29 .

.

In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23. ..

Iron Code, The Jack Perrin June 30...

Junior Year, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Sept 3 . .

.

Just Wait Young-La Salle Sept. 26 . .

.

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Oct 1 . .

.

King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13 .

.

Knockout Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Mar. 6...

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor. Oct. 10 .

McGinis vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Aug. 8. .

.

Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26. .

.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon Sept. 17. .

.

Mystery Rider. The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26 .

.

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6 . .

.

Newiyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 31 .

.

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hardwick and Dog. .May 15. .

.

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2. .

.

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-MoPhalll— June 4. .

.

Newiyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan SepL 5. .

.

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23. .

.

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan AprH 17. .

.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20. .

.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28. .

Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26. .

.

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 3 . .

.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20. .

.

Out At Home Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9 . .

.

Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Oct. 29.

.

Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct 1 .

.

Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon Junell
Private Business Sid Saylor April 24. .

.

Prodigal Pup, The Canine Cast .

Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11 . .

.

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12. .

.

Ranger Patrol. The Fred Gilman Aug. 11 . .

.

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9. .

.

Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1...
Reel Life Long-Adams-Layman-McPhaill July 4...
Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7. .

.

Riders of the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept. 15. .

.

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12. .

.

Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct. 6...
Ropin' Romance Newton House Aug. 4 . .

.

Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 12...
Ruse. The Jack Perrin Aug. 25. .

.

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2. .

.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16. .

.

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27...
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial) F. X.Bushman, Jr June 3.

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 1 .

Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27. .

.

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14. .

.

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13...

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22. .

.

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24. .

.

•tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18. .

.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept. 3...
Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31 . .

.

Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23. .

.

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26. .

.

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept. 8 ..

Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulllver-Philllps Jan. 7...
Speed Sheik, The Arthur Lake June 18.

.

•tsteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon
Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec 5 .

Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13. .

.

Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9 .

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12 .

Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14...
Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler SepL 29 .

There's a Will C. Klng-C. Doherty Dec. 21...
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10. .

.

Tige's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwick and Deg April 3...
Tracked Down Art Acord Jan. 6 . .

.

Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30. .

.

Tr,cky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4. .

.

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23 . .

.

Watch the Birdie Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Dec 12..
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct 22.

.

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28...
Whose Wife Young-La Salle June 6..
Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps Jan. 21 . .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3...
Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17...
Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 . .

.

fukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28

Lengn Rev«.v. ad

.1 reel

. 1 reel Dec 22

1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel July 28
. 1 reel

. 2 reels Sept. 1

.2 reels

2 reels May 28
. 2 reels . .

2 reels

.2 reels

1reel July T
.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

1 reel

.10 episodes
.2 reels

.2 reels . Sept. 2 f

.2 reels

.2 reels June
.2 reels May 12
.2 reels Aug. 18
.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 28

.2 reels Dec 1

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Oct. 27

.1 reel Oct. IS

.1 reel. . May 1!

.2 reels

. 1 reel SeDt IB

1 reel Jan. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels June I

.2 reels

. .2reels

.1 reel Oct. 20

.2reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels July ? r

2 reels Dec 8
.1 reel June 20
2 reels Oct. IB
10 episodes
.2 reels Oct. 6

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec 22
.2 reels

.2 reels July 28

.2 reels

.1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 18
. 1 reel Dec 8
.1 reel June 30
.Ireel Dec 1

.2 reels , .SepL C

.2 reels

. 1 reel May 26

.1 reel

.1 reel Nov. 1?

2 reels Jan. 12
.1 reel June lb

.15 episodes. July ?'

.2 reels Oct 20

.2 reels

.2 reels

2reels
.1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

. 1 reel May 19

.2 reels May IP

.2 reels Dec 8
. 1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels May 12

.2 reels

.1 reel .Nov. 17

.1 reel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 6

2 reels June 10

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviews

•tSMInstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navv Blues. .

.

Arthur Lake
*t{One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3

•tSPlay Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7

•t5 5ort of Dreams, The Mary Philbin SepL 22
HShannons of Broadway, The(A- T.)James Gleason
*t§Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut

Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
*t§That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 26
Vatch My Speed Reginald Denny
*t{You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel.

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan.

Date Length

11.... 1 reel....

Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14 1 reel—
Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28 1 reel

Reviewed

Date Length Reviewed

17... .7972 feet. ..Jan. 12

13... .8180 feet. ..Oct 20
29.. .5800 feet. ..Sept. 23
31.. .8350 feet. ..Jan. 28
4... .7300 feet. ..Jan. 14

14... .7850 feet. ..Sept. 30
11 .7552 feet. ..Feb. 4

12... .7980 feet. ..Jan. 19
3 .6541 feet. ..Dec 15
12.. .6400 feet. ..May 19
11.. .9300 feet. ..June 16

7.. .8500 feet. ..April 28
29... .8041 feet. ..Nov. 17

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

*t§Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov.

•tBattle of the Sexes. The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct
College Buster Keaton July

Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar
Garden of Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb.

Magic Flame, The : Colman-Banky Aug.
lamona Del Rio-Baxter Feb.
*t {Rescue, The Coiman-Damita Jan.
• tRevenge.. Dolores Del Rio Nov.
Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May
•f Tempest.... J. Barrymore-Horn Aug.

*tTwo Lovers Colman-Banky Sept
*tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct

Coming Attraction!
Title Star

*t§Alibl, The O'Malley-Busch
*t{Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
{{Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
'SCity Lights Charlie Chaplin.
Eternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varconl Mar. 9 Jan. 28
Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
tHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 30 Jan. 26

*t§Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Jan. 23 8000 feet Feb. 2
{Lummox (A. T.)

Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish
•f{Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron

•tJSay It With Muslo (A.T.) Harry Rlchman
t{She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
*t§This is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions Terry-Petrovltch

Venus Constance Talmadge

WARNER BROTHERS

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Title

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date ReviewedLength

•tjCaught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22. . . .6270 feet

Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel 6428 feet

t{Conquest (A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19. . . .6729 feet

•Crimson City, The Loy-Mlljan-Hyams April 7. . .5388 feet. . . April 12
•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24 5164 feet

t{Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris Feb. 23
•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook May 26 4914 feet— S?pt. 22

tSHorne Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15 8693 feet— Oct 27

•{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4 7077 feet Oct 21

f{Land of the Silver Fox Rln-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10 6179 feet

•t§Lion and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvoy-Collier, Jr.Aug. 3 . . .6352 feet May 28

*t§Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5. . . .5644 feet. . . Jan. 26

*t§Lights of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landls-Brockwell July 21 . . . .6267 feet

f {Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello Oct 6. . . .6729 feet. . . Nov. 24
*t§Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9
t§My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12. . . .9247 feet. . . Jan. 5

>t§On Trial (A. T.) Fredericks-Lytell-Wllson Dec 29. . .8290 feet. . . .Nov. 3

•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12 4975 feet.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferris-Beranger Mar. 10.

•Rinty of the Desert Rin-Tln-Tin-Ferrls-Nye Aorll 21.

*t§Slnglng Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1.

.

tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Auq. 25.

*t§Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28.

.

t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20.

•t{Women They Talk About I. Rich-Ferris-Colller. Jr Sept 8.

61 85 feet.

.4820 feet.

9592 feet .

.71 69 feet..

.7340 feet..

...7654 feet..

.5527 feet..

. Sept. 28
SepL 29
Sept IS

.April 8
.Aug. 21

.May 19.

Coming Attractions
Titte Star Rel. Date

•tSBargaln In the Kremlin. The (A.T.)Joseph Schildkraut
tsBarnum Was Right
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells
•tSBraggart, The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brldee Laura La Plante.
t{Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
t{Charlatan, The Special Cast
t{Clear the Deck Reginald Denny Mar. 24.

*t§Climax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
f{Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

t§Clty, The Sidney-Gordon-Prlce-Swaln Mar. 17.
•tjCollegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps

*t§Come Across Special Cast May 6.

Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosklne
Crimson Hour, The De Puttl-Mosiukine -.

t{Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16.
Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert
•tjDrake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Phllbln
Eyes of the Underworld William Cody
Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke

*t {Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger, The Arthur Lake
*t§Great Cinema Murder, The
{Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
t{Hls Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2.

t{*lt|Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21

.

•t{Klng of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whlteman and Band
Man Disturber. The Reginald Denny

* Meam synchronized score, f Meant sound effeclt.

Length Reviewed
Rel. Date Length Reviewed

May I

Coming Attraction!
Title Star

t{Allimony Annie D. Costello-Ferrls-Rankln

tJArgyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan
f{Desert Song, The Boles-King
*t{From Headquarters Monte Blue

*t {Frozen River Rin-Tin-Tin
{{General Crack John Barrymore
•t{Glorlous Betsy D. Costello-Nagle 7441 feet.

t{Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue Mar. 23
*t§Hard-Boiled Rose Loy-Colller, Jr -Brockwell

*t§Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
•tSKid Gloves Nagel-Wilson
*t{Madonnaof Avenue A, The Dolores Costello

*t {Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen

*t§No Defense Blue-McAvoy
•+{No Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr

•t{One Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr

*t{Queen of the Night Clubs Texas Gulnan
t{RedeemingSln,The D. Costello-Nagel April 6
t{Sap, The Edward Everett Horton
*t§Sonny Boy Al Jolson.

t{Stark Mad (A. T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar. 2

tSStolen Kisses May McAvoy

.

•t{Time, the Place, and the Girl, The . Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood

Oct. 27

SHORTS
Title

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend ....

Banjomanlac Eddie Peabody : Oct II

Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner Sept 22

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.

VITAPHONE
Star Reviewed

Songs and Jazz Band Auj. 21

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental tongs).



518 Motion Picture News

Title Star Reviewed

Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 2fl

California Songbirds, The Bell-Coates Sept. 1

Celeste Aida (Aida) Giovanni Martlnelll July 7

Celeste Alda iAlda> Giovanni Martlnelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22

Cougat & Company Violin, Songs & Oancee June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22

Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept. 1

Death Ship. The Mitchell J-ewls Aug. 28

Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 20
Family Affair. A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types ..Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song Program .... . . June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hlglne-Leah Aug. 28
Giving In Deef-Hopper Jan. 12
GusArnhelmA His Ambassadors . Jazz Band June 23

Harry Delf Songs A Dances June 16
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jes se Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Irtd'an Baritone. The Chief Caupolican Aug. 20

Title Star Reviewed

Miss Information Wllson-Horton June 30
Morrlssey A Miller Nightclub Revue June 16
Myers A Hanford Songs A Dances June 23
Night Court, The William Demarest. June 16
Noan-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16
Pagllaccl John Charles Thomas
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct 20
Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization Herbert-Pam June 16
Regular Business Man, A, Robert Ober Sept. 15
Rlgolerto—Quartet Glgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29
Sharp Tools Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13
Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17
Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve). ..Giovanni Martlnelll June ?
When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17
Winnie Ughtner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Ingenues. The Jazz Band June 23
In a Casting Office W. A E. Howard
In Dutch UllsACIark
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester Songs Jan. 19
Larry Cebalos Undersea Review . Songs and Dances.. Sept. 1

Lash, The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath Jan. 12

* Means synchronized score, f Means sonnd effects. % Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

.

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks.

.

Moulin Rouge Olga Chocova.

.

Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron

.

Woman In the Night, A Maria Corda . .

.

Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

HollyWOOd—Continued

New Edwards Film

Edwards is preparing a two-reel

Movietone musical novelty for M-G-M fea-

turing the old time Pierre and Pierrot min-
Charles King and Ukulele Ike will

be end men, with Edward.-, acting as inter-

locutor. A chorus of 200 will be used in the

musical.

Hopkins Leaves M-G-M
Robert Hopkins, title and dialogue writ-

er, has left M-G-M a tier a year with that

organization. Option was not exercised on
i ontracl because of the studio's decision

to not renew expiring contracts until the

talker situation clarifies.

Lebedeff Recovering

Ivan Lebedeff, film actor, i- recuperating
llywood hospital from serious opera-

tion performed to remove a bullet in his

bullel has been carried by
Lebedi the World War, and recently

ed infection.

The "Talkie-Doctor"

The latest wrinkle of motion pictures has

ed bj Eugei e W a Iter. Ee is

now ' d as a " talkie doctor,' ' and

is free lancing. Walters is om if I he besl

known playwrights in the country and re-

cently left Fox, where he was under con-

tract, lie undertakes to fix up dialogue,

dramatic situations, effects, direction,

or entire stories. With such plays as cur

rentlv running "Jealousy" on Broadway
- edit, Wa her- is know n as one of

prolific playwrights in the

try.

"Conquest of the Alps"

American talent will lie used in the mak-
ing ol' motion pictures by the [talian gov-

evidenced by the signing of
1 abanne, Hollywood dir nor. Ac-

cording to Cabanne, he is to sail Eor Italy

17 and film a special production titled

"Conquest of the Alps." He says thai

Premier Mussolini will appear in the a<

and that the Italian government i- to Eur

nish airplanes, two regiments of infantry

and one of cavalry for the production.

Roach Plant Reopens
Following a shutdown of almost two

months, the Hal Roach Studios are resum-
ing production next week, with "Our
Gang" going into work immediately on a

hundred-percent talkie. The Laurel-Hardy
comedies, the Charley Chase shorts and the

Roach "All-Stars" also will be synchron-
ized 100 per cent with dialogue.

Christie-MacLean's Next

Al Christie has secured a farce comedy
by Wilson Collison, "Divorce Made Easy,"
tor the next Douglas MacLean picture. It

will he an all-dialogue production and Mae-
Lean will have Marie Prevost opposite him.

Work will probably start the middle ol Feb
ruary. The current MacLean picture, "The
Carnation Kid," 75 per cent talkie, will be

released early in March by Paramount.

Signed for 'Broadway Babies"

Sally Eilers, formerly with Mack Sen-

uett, has been signed by First National for

"Broadway Babies" starring Alice While
Another graduate of short subjects in the

cast of this singing and dancing Vitaphone
production is Miriam ''Peanuts" Byron,

formerly with Hal Roach. Mervyn Le Roy
will direct

.

Paramount Signs Austin

William Austin, Englishman who has lii'-

ivell known for comedy characterisa-

tions, has been signed by Paramount as a

ired player, lie will have an important
part m a forthcoming release "The I

n - i

-

d Dr. I''u Manchu."

John Russell Joins RKO
The lafest literary light to sign with

RKO is John Russell, declared by loseph
( lonrad '

' I he be I short story writer in

America." Russell is author of "The
Pagan" now in production in Hollywood.

William Le Baron plans to have Russell do

both original- and story t real men' -.

Paramount Starts "Victory"

Paramount has finally placed Joseph
Conrad's "Victory" into preparation for

production. John Farrow n is doing the sce-

nario and William Wellman will direct.

Tentatively cast are Baclanova, <!ar\

Cooper, Jean Arthur and Zasu Pitts.

Seitz Chosen for "Cape Smoke"
George B. Seitz will direct "Capi

Smoke" for Fox. It is based on a play by

Walter Archer and Paul Dickie on the psy-

chology of fear, incorporating voodooism
and sorcery in its theme. New Guinea i-

the locale.

Del Ruth Renews Contract

Warner Brothers have renewed contract

of Roy Did Ruth, director for the ensuing

year. Del Ruth has directed a number of

Vitaphone "features during the past year

Anthony Joins Warners
Walter Anthony, title writer under con-

trad lor I he past five years to Universal,

goes over to Warners studio next week on

a long-term contract as writer of title- and

dia log ne.

Ziegfeld Chorus in Trailer

Arch Heath, in charge of sound produi

lion Eor Universal, returned l'l i New
York with Movietoned scenes of Ziegfeld's

i'h"i ii- iii i he stage musical '

' Show Boal

The Ziegfeld chorus plug will be used as

part of the sound trailer lor the tilin pro

duct ion of "Show Boat" now bring com-

pleted by Universal.

Remake "Twin Beds" as Talkie

The latest addition to the li-t of former

silent productions to be remade as all-

talMeS is "Twin Beds" by First National.

It was originally produced some year- ago
with Mr. and Mr-. Carter He Haven in the

silent version. Al Sanfell will direct the

new dialogued adaptation and production

will be started in March.



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



aether ithe in the magnifi-
cent TleW/joeW's State"in Providence,
or in CentralAmerica's theatre beauti-

ful - Ihe Cecilia inPanama City , or in

the luxurious VantagesTheatres"in
California - in fact, iDherever enterpris-

ing shou>men demand the test, uou
u)ill hear enthusiastic endorsement
ofthe Robert M»rton Unit Organ as a
musical attraction.

No other organ approaches
Robert Marfan in quality,volume,
distinctiveness of tone, orchestral
resources or variety of effects. Ex-
clusive process ofmanufacture,
structural improvements, and -

patented features found innoothei

organ,mate it distinctly differ-

ent from all others. r~\

LO bvk'
kT»«"

. 29.
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RotertMM-teiOrgan Gfc
R . P. Matthews Vice Pies. * GeneralMq'i:
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In This Issue: A New Service for Exhibitors

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

THE BROADWAY MELODY
FULFILLS A PROPHECY-

EXHIBITORS have often said:

"WATCH what Metro-GoldwyrvMayer

WILL do in Talking Pictures!"

THEN came "The Broadway Melody"

REVOLUTIONIZING the Talking Screen

IN M'G-M's very first effort!

IT'S gratifying that in this year

WHEN M-G-M has given theatres

WEEK after week the best

PRODUCT of all companies that

M-G-M sponsors also the Biggest

SENSATION of screen history!

METRO-GOL
The Important Company

AYER

Vol. XXXIX
No. 8

Entered as second-class ma, the Past Office at New York, N. Y„
under act of March 3, 1879

Published Weekly—$3.00 « Yea)

New York

February 23, 1929

PRICE 20 CENTS
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L«UCky liOY \ screen novelt) custom-built to

the amazing proportions of George Jessel as an enter-

tainer. Directed h\ Norman Taurog and Charles C.

Wilson. Dialogue and titles fn George Jessel.

"Molly and Me" A drama of the

love and laughter in the backstage life of a

clown and his wife. Belle Bennett with Joe
E. Brown and Alberta Vaughn. Stor> h>

Lois Leeson. Directed b> \lhcrt Ray.

.New V JfleanS Revelry, racing and romance in

Mardi Cras land with William Collier. Jr., and Ricardo
Cortez in love with the same girl, portrayed bj Alma
Bennett. Stor> In Jack Nattcford. \ Reginald Barker
production.

"Midstream" Startling drama of a
man whose withered old age is restored to

fresh youth and love. With Ricardo Cortez,
Claire Windsor and Larrj Kent. Stor\ bj
Frances Guihan. Directed b\ James Flood.

"Two Men and a Maid" Burning desert
sands, the Foreign Legion and a tfirl who sets men's
hearts aflame and dri\es them mad. William Collier.
Jr.. \lina Bennett, Eddie Gribbon and Georgie Stone.
Storv bj lack Nattcford. Directed In George ^chain-
baud.

"Whispering Winds' i„ his heart
there was room lor love lor two women
in liis life r n for hut one' \ new slant
"II .1 In.mule drama with PatSJ Ruth Miller.
Malcolm McGregor and Eve Southern.
Directed In James Flood.

;

;/[ \
L. (T~l

"My Lady's Past" \ jilted spinster turns the
tables when late provides her with a readv-tnade repu-
tation (or being a heart-breaker. Belle Bennett .mam
with Joe I.. Brown Storj In Frances Hxland. Directed
bj Vlberl Ray.

jri

C

BELLE
BENNETT

o>MY
Laoyr
PAfT
Wm, JOE E. BROWN

//
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S

TIFFflNy-</>TdUL PRODUCTIONS INC
1^-fO DRO/IDV/Gy MEV/ YORK CIT



have
you
protected
your

sound installation?
Vm ou paid a lot of money to put sound-reproducing

equipment in your theatres. You expect to get this money back and reap a handsome profit be-

sides. You count on doing this through the box-office returns on talking pictures. <J Playing medi-

ocre talking pictures won't do it. The novelty of sound has worn off. Booking the product of a

company with one or two outstanding talking attractions is no protection to you; you didn't install

that expensive apparatus to use for three or four weeks. No, you have only one surefire insurance

for your investment: Deal with a company that guarantees you a continuous flow of quality talking

pictures week after week. f& And that narrows your choice down to one company: PARAMOUNT.

survey all the sound pictures in the field and the

prospect for months to come. Look at the facts: PARAMOUNT, with current attractions like

"Interference", "The Doctor's Secret", "The Wolf of Wall Street", "Abie's Irish Rose", "The

Shopworn Angel" and "The Canary Murder Case" is the one producer whose sound and talking

pictures are doing consistently great box-office business today. PARAMOUNT, with 23 big qual-

ity talking pictures coming between now and August, alone supplies your vital need of consistently

fine sound product for the coming months. •! For instance:
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I.n short talking and sound subjects also,

PARAMOUNT has the class of the market. 35 Quality Sound Acts such as the already celebrated

'That Party iu Person", starring Eddie Cantor, which has played three months continuously on

Broadway. To be followed by Eddie Cantor in "The Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic". 13 Christie

Talking Plays, including the famous "Florian Slappey" stories of Octavus Roy Cohen. 6 Famous

Composers musical shorts. (Ask your orchestra leader.) 5 Song Cartoons, novelties which let

the audience sing too! 'Tar surpass any sound shorts yet made", says Exhibitor's Daily Review

of Paramount's talking acts—and it's true!

Y._ou're a wide-awake showman. You know there's

nothing else on the market to compare with the quality and quantity of the PARAMOUNT sound

product outlined on these pages. You're a business man. You have an investment to protect.

You realize that

the one

company
[uaranteeing

quality

talking

product

in quantity

is

PARAMOUNT



'OVER
7ND WEEK!"

-. l.ihertii Theatre.

Ml.l nt,i. OWo

•RECORD LONG RUN AT
HIGHEST ADMISSION
EVER CHARGED!"

- T.ycrum Theatre.

"LAST DAY AS MUCH
AS THE THIRD!"

—New Square Theatre.
Ottumna, luita.

"BEST BUSINESS IN

TEN YEARS!"
—Princess Theatre. Chatham, Oat.

"BIGGEST BOX-
OFFICE OF ALL!"
—Keith Theatre. North Platte. Nebr.

"WILL PACK ANY
THEATRE!"

—Ironwood Amusement Corp..
Irontvood, Mien.

"GREATEST SMALL
TOWN PICTURE OF
ALL TIME!"
—Princess Theatre, Chelsea, Mich.

"HUNDREDS PRO-

CLAIM IT GREATEST
PICTURE EVER
SHOWN!"

—Aztec Theatre, Enid, Okla.

"DREW PEOPLE
NEVER SEEN IN
TOWN BEFORE!"
—Princi'gs. Theatre. Lincoln, Hans.

'MANY PATRONS
TURNED AWAY!"
—Pastime Theatre, Hiekom, N. C.

"ADVISE ANY EXHIBI-

TOR TO PLAY IT!"

— LeeRoil Theatre. Wallace. Nehr.

'UNCLE TOM CAN
HANG THEM ON THE
RAFTERS'."
—State Theatre, Uniontoivu, Pa.

"BIG! LOOKS GOOD
FOR TEN DAYS OR
MORE!"

OPENED SATURDAY
CAPACITY! SUNDAY
and MONDAY BIGGER!"
- Ctohe Theatre, KatHV* CH;. Mo.

"RECORD! PLEASED
NEARER 100% THAN
ANY PICTURE EVER
PLAYED!"

—Strand Theatre.
Bridyeteatee. S. I*.

"EXCEPTIONAL
BUSINESS!"
—Auditorium, Lunenburg, Va.

"BIGGEST DAYS OUR
THEATRE EVER
HAD!"

-

—

SlM.icattcit* 1 heatee.
Bulalo, N. r.

SHATTERED OUR
RECORDS! OPPOSI-
TION MEANS NOTH-
ING!"
— Rivoli Theatre. Beatrice. Nebr.

"EXCEEDED ALL
PREVIOUS REC-
ORDS!"

-Plata Theatre,
North Stroudebetg. Pa,

"ADVISE ALL EXHIBI-
TORS TO STEP ON IT!"

—Rochester Theatre.
Rochester, Texas.

"PHENOMENAL SUC-

RECORD PRICE
FOR 'TOM'—DID
RECORD BUSINESS—
NEVER HAPPIER!"

'RECOi.,.

BROKEN^
EXTENDED!^

«

e£

ii

-Oriental Theatre. Wallace . Near.

RECORD LONG RUN
AT HIGHEST ADMIS-
SION EVER
CHARGED!"

—Lyceum Theatre.
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

"RECORD BREAKING
BUSINESS DESPITE
HEAVY COMPETIT-
ION!"
—Chase St Theatre, Kane-, Pa.

"WEEK OF TREMEN-
DOUS BUSINESS! ALL
RECORDS SMASHED!"
—Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

"SURE CLICKS AT
THE BOX-OFFICE!"
—Criterion Theatre. Tonkaaa. Okla.

"I MADE
MONEY OT^

—Capitol Thcatr.
Grand Inland. Mr'

"BIGGEST BOX-OF-
FICE BET!"
—Paramount Theatre, Akron, Ohio.

"NEW RECORD FOR
EIGHTEEN MONTHS!"

—Barney'!* Theatre.
Port Mat-ion. Pa.

"ONE HUNDRED PER-
CENT BOX OFFICE!"

—Disbury Theatre.
Walden. New York.

"TERRIBLE STORM!
BIG CROWD!"

—Plainvieru Theatre.
Plainercw, Nebe.

"SHATTERED ALL
RECORDS!"
-Palace Thcade, Canton. Ohio.

'YEAR'S GREATEST!"
' Theatre. Detroit. Mich.

CESS!"
—Prince*. Theatre.

Fort Smith. Ark.

"BROKE OUR BOX-
OFFICE RECORD!"

—Strand Theatie.
Bridgeuater. S. D.

"WILL BRING PEOPLE]
THAT SELDOM AT{
TEND!'
- Empress Theatre. Fail mont, N

"BREAKING ALL
RECORDS!"
—Plaza Theatre. Fort Dodae. lov>a.

"ONE OF THE BEST
EVER MADE!"

—Mazda -Theatre Co..

t

CARL LAEMMLE'S $2,000,000
Production. With Margucrita Fischer, Arthur Edmund Carewc,

me m̂BMmaikWmmsD
Aileen Manning.

Two negatives: 1 SILENT, I with SOUND.

AHarryPollardProduction.

<ttm

$2000,000 WORTH win!
^SNSaSSNSSSSSSKK

— Sthnt orSound- Carl laemtnle leads the Way///



ive this little^girl

SHOWN
IN

588 THEATRES
ON OR ABOUT

MARCH 16TH

Millions are WAITING
to SEE and HEAR
Texas GUI NAN in

"Queen of the Night
Clubs"

They're WAITING to

SEE and HEAR this

wonderful romance of

"WINE, WOMEN and
WRONG"— a breath-
taking picture that
moves with dizzy speed
along HEARTACHE
LANE. ^
They're WAITING to
SEE New York in its

NIGHT CLOTHES all

dressed up and READY
for THRILLS

!

They're WAITING to
BUY tickets ....

MILLIONS
WAITING

ARE

HERE'S A BOX OF-
FICE NATURAL!

Story by Murray Roth
and Addison Burkhart

Directed by

BRYAN FOY



.

NOAH'S
ARK

Tops amj picture
ever made

PLAY THIS 100% VITAPHONE

TALKING PICTURE DAY AND
DATE WITH ITS B'WAY RUN!

ONE
WITHOUT

VHAPHONF

negatives]

BROS.

Queen«™
Nightclubs
YITAPHO"



WHAT THE WELL-EKEJXEE
MAN THCULE WEAR!

A few costume suggestions for the

Industry's forthcoming Masque Ball

PICK YOUR COSTUME NOW!
Everybody's going to dress up for the

first Masque Ball ever held in this busi-

ness. Fun without Formality! Happiness

without High Hat! The Party of Parties!

A. M. P. A.
HcixywccD Maxqle Call

MARCH 2nd—HOTEL ASTOR- TICKETS NOW SELLING



"There is no substitute

for laughter*"
i

HAVE YOU EVER READ
SUCH TRIBUTES TO ANY
SHORT PRODUCT BEFORE?

Just played Laurel-Hardy
comedy and wish to state

M-G-M deserves great praise

in making comedies of this

calibre. We had a big feature
on bill and truthfully cannot
say which was biggest draw.

—R. F. Scherer, Linton
Theatre, Linton, In./

M-G-M Hal Roach comedies
booked into B. 6t K. Loop
houses have doubled in num-
ber in five months.
—From Chicago Theatre

Analysis

Laurel-Hardy prove best
comics since Lloyd. Tom
Moule of Kunsky's picked
Laurel-Hardy in "We Faw
Down" and the audiences
howled. 1 hope the Kunskys
will bring the comics back
soon again. Next time you
see their names on a pro-
gramme travel straight for
that theatre. —Detroit Times

Metro's short product is cer-
tainly helping to build up our
business.

—Wolfe & Williams,
Screen/and Theatre,

Nevada, Ohio

Laurel-Hardy comedies are
stealing the shows quite fre-

quently.

—Los Angeles Record

Please date a short with every
feature. Put the comedies in
to suit your own bookings as
it doesn't make any difference
to us. We think M-G-M
comedies are the best we have

ever seen or played. They
have more to them than most
companies features.

—J. V. Frank.
Harvard Theatre,

Harvard, Nch.

Metro has the best we have
played yet. Keep it up.

—Ray Murphy,
Hebron, Ohio

Great Events are the most
beautiful subjects I have ever
seen on the screen. Each one
has been a worthy addition
to our program.

—Harry M. Palmer,
Anderson Theatrical
Enterprises,

Louisville, Ky.

It's great to listen to an audi-

ence laughing at one of these
comedies. Thank God and
Hal Roach.

'

—Diehl Mers, Mgr.
Orpheum, Ottawa, 111.

The Oddities are the finest

novelty reel produced.
—W. A. Landau,

Heights Theatre, N. V.

Patrons say 'whenever you
have an Oddity I'll come to

the show.*
—Dwight L. Hill, Pacific

National Theatres, Inc.

San Diego, Cat.

I have been watching the

M-G-M News Reel since its

inception and pronounce it

Class A. Up to the minute in

their 'scoops.*

—Ray Lewis,
Canadian M. P. Digest

THE AMAZING
SUCCESS OF
-G-M SHORT

SUBJECTS!

The way many theatres are

building additional business is

by putting more laughs into

the show in conjunction with

their dramatic features. The

widespread adoption of this

policy has resulted in a demand

for Quality and NameValue in
(Continued)



(Continual)

short subjects which only Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer is able to supply. The emphasis

which M-G-M has placed on Feature Quality

in its Shorts has won over thousands of ex-

hibitors who realize the box-office stimulus

of good Short product. There has been built

up by this means a public recognition that

M-G-M has the best of all Shorts. We can

guarantee the permanence of this public

recognition by assuring exhibitors that

M-G-M Quality leadership in its Shorts, as in

its Features, will be scrupulously maintained.

HAL ROACH-
VICTOR TIE-UP!

HAL ROACH'S "OUR GANG"
"Long may they flourish," says Film Daily in irs review of
"The Spanking Age" which it terms "excellent and another
of the delights which Hal Roach is turning out to keep the

American public light-hearted." "Our Gang" on your pro-

gram adds 100 per cent to your drawing power. In "The
OP Gray Hoss," "Wiggle Your Ears," "Noisy Noises," "The
Holy Terror" and "Fast Freight" you get "Our Gang" with
Sound!

LAUREL- HARDY
Absolutely sensational. The public
has learned that Laurel-Hardy come-
dies are consistently uproarious. One
laugh hit after another, "Two Tars,"
"Habeas Corpus," "We Faw Down,"
"Liberty," "Wrong Again" are just a

few ofmany joy treats. Laurel-Hardycomedies now with Sound!

(*\CHARLIE CHASE
Charlie Chase in "Off to Buffalo"

will rock your house with laughs.

His comedies are sure-fire, "Ruby
Lips," "Loud Soup," "Thin Twins"
and "Movie Night" are great. Chase
the blues with Charlie ! Plus Sound

!

HAL ROACH'S ALL-STARS
Something new in laughs. When Hal Roach, king of comedy
producers, makes them they're the best to be obtained)

M-G-M GREAT EVENTS
"Worthy of featuring on the finest programs in the best

theatres," says Weekly Film Review. Not alone beautiful

because of Technicolor but thrilling drama! "Manchu Love"
is the latest and another Great Events achievement.

M-G-M UFA ODDITIES
The only short subjects of their kind to merit critical attention

of press. Reviewers and public agree these world-wide UFA
gems the most intensely interesting novelties on the market.

-G-M NEWS

Now They Will HEAR
as well as SEE the great

Hal Roach Stars!

Hear for yourself how the tremendous added
entertainment value of Sound and Effects

now makes "Our Gang" Laurel-Hardy and
Charlie Chase comedies more enjoyable than
ever. And with new big Sound Stages already

completed at the Hal Roach Studios following

the tie-up with the Victor Company exhib-

itors are assured the best Sound and Talking

comedies available in the Short Subject field.

METRO GOLDWYN I-
FIRM AND FOREMOST

The one newsreel that consistently gets the News! Backed
by the Hearst globe-girdling news resources. It has built up
an ever-growing patronage!

ETRO MOVIE-
TONE ACTS

Twenry-six new Metro Movietone Acts are being

released during the first three months of 1929, at

the rate of two each week. The success of the

first twenty-six has been such as to make the de-

mand for Metro Movietone Acts greatest in its

field. The popularity of these subjects results from
M-G-M's strategic position in being able to pre-

sent the better known variety stars and giving

them a superior production in quality and show-
manship handling. Theatres now equipped with

Sound are aware of M-G-M's supremacy in

Movietone Acts. Those houses planning to equip

for Sound should guarantee the safety of their

investments with Metro-Movietone Acts.



%gad WhatSam ^Berman says:

Walker Theatre
64th ST. & 18th AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Telephone Beachview 8800

S- I- BERMAN MANAGING DIRECTOR

February 15th, 1929.

Mr. Louis G. Pacent - President,
Pacent Reproducer Corporation,
250 West 39th Street,
New York City, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Pacent j -

A few days ago, I heard the installation of your Pacent
Reproducing System at the "Lincoln Theatre" - Union City,
New Jersey and can day that I think it is the best instru-
ment I have heard to date.

In order to verify this statement, I am enclosing herewith
my check for $3000.00 for the "Walker Theatre" and the
"Senate Theatre", both in Erooklyn, as a deposit.

Wishing you success and asking for an early installation,
I beg to remain

Very
wal:

S. I. BERMAN
Managing Direetor.

IN BROOKLYN



Pathe has the

At the

PARAMOUNT
Beginning Feb. 16

Pathe's ALL-TALKING
Super 'Special

STRANGE
CARGO"

with

14 Distinguished
Stage Players

Written and Directed by Benjamin Glazer

^K r



TAL.K HITS of 1929"

At

B.S.Moss'COLONY
Beginning Feb. 16

"NED McCOBB S
DAUGHTER'

ROXY
Beginning February 23

"THE
SPIELER »

Wlth

Alan Hale, Renee Adoree,
Fred Kohler, Clyde Cook

A Ralph Block Production Directed by Tay Garnett

>»»

Sidney Howard's Theatre Guild Hit
with

Irene Rich, Robert Armstrong,
Theodore Roberts

Directed by William J. Cowen

to be followed by

TheSHADYLADY'
Starring PHYLLIS HAVER

with
Robert Armstrong, Louis Wolheim

n

Directed by Edward H. Gritfilh
Supervised by Ralph Block

GERALDINE »

The Great Booth Tarkington Story

with, Eddie Quillan, Marion Nixon

Directed by Melville Brown Supervised by Paul Bern

PATHE
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Announcing Another Important

Service for Exhibitor Readers

By William A. Johnston

ANOTHER new service department for

exhibitors begins in this issue: Show-

men's Ad. Tips.

This is an extension of the service we
initiated last week with the publication of

the Weekly Box Office Check-Up, which has

already met with instantaneous and gratify-

ing response. The percentage plan of re-

porting on the business actually done at im-

portant theatres throughout the country is

now supplemented by information from ex-

hibitors themselves on how the picture was

sold to the public. These reports are, in

reality, the experiences of theatre men in the

actual advertising and handling of pictures,

and should, we believe, prove invaluable to

their fellow-showmen.

Exploitation, in this industry, is a much-
abused term. The word itself has come to

be a bromide, because it has been employed

to cover almost everything that has to do

with many angles of the business. Also,

there has been a good deal of imaginary ex-

ploitation, in which the exhibitor, in advance,

has been counseled to perform impossible

feats in selling the picture to the public.

This sort of material is, of course, a waste

of everybody's time. A practical idea, by

whomever devised, is always • welcomed by
the theatre man. But he is the final judge;

and the means he actually employs to attract

the public to his house are vital information

and should be given careful attention by the

trade paper.

Therefore, we have gone to exhibitors

themselves for their firing line experiences,

and are assembling them, beginning this

week, as Showmen's Ad. Tips. The ma-

terial is presented in convenient form under

the titles of pictures, making it a ready refer-

ence for other showmen on what to do to

make their bookings of the greatest possible

interest to the public and profit to themselves.

^ ^ H*

Taken in conjunction with the Weekly
Box Office Check-Up, this service offers not

only the commercial rating of the feature,

but also its advertising rating as regards the

public.

As in the case of the Check-Up, months

of expensive organization work were nec-

essary to make sure that this information is

comprehensive and accurate. But this effort

is more than compensated by our knowledge

that the additional service cannot fail to

prove invaluable to our exhibitor readers.
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Speaking Editorially

The Suburbans and Sound
ASERK >US situation is confronting the smaller

theatre as a result of the sound revolution. In

many localities its existence is jeopardized; and

this observation applies equally to theatres in suburbs

of big cities and in villages within a reasonable dis-

tance of trading centers.

In the former case, the neighborhoods are not able

to compete with sound houses downtown. This comes
about for several reasons, the most important being,

apparently, that patronage which went to the neigh-

borhoods in the silent era now passes them up, to a

considerable extent, for the sound equipped and larger

theatres in downtown sections.

In and around Cleveland, for example, fourteen

theatres have recently closed permanently or tem-

porarily shut their doors. They are unable to meet
the downtown competition.

Unquestionably, a big factor in the situation is the

inability of the smaller theatre to obtain sound equip-

ment—financial inability or because of the slowness

of installations. Meanwhile, the public is keen about
sound. So the heavier patronage goes to the theatres

which are in a position to handle the latest phase of

picture entertainment, namely, sound, and, particu-

larly, talkies.

The little exhibitor, who has already been through
many vicissitudes, is thus being faced with a new dan-

ger, perhaps the most serious in his career.

It is not for want of ability or experience, in many
cases, that the smaller theatres are closing up. Some
of the oldest exhibitors are feeling the sling of the new
sound era, and are unable to continue. In the Middle
W est, especially, the situation appears to be most cri-

tical. And what the end will be, nobody can foretell.

It is clear, however, that, unless there is a radical

reaction in public taste toward sound, many of these

smaller houses are doomed. And the reason may be
assigned, broadly, to two things: good roads, now be-

coming universal throughout the country and enabling

the villager to drive on to the larger trading center

for his entertainment; and the sound era, which has
caught on with the public to such an extent, that the

wholly silent house is facing a fight for existence.

In order to determine just how widespread the con-
dition is, Motion Picture News is conducting a first

hand survey, country-wide. We shall state the facts

as we find them. But investigation has already gone
Ear enough to show that the small, isolated theater is,

generally speaking, in serious danger.

Yet there is, and will continue to be, a steady and
emphatic demand for silent pictures. And the pro-
ducing powers of the industry will make a serious mis-

take if they do not recognize this fact and prepare for

it accordingly in laying out their studio schedules for

the next season.

Condemning Sound
Censorship

A STRONG pronouncement against attempts to

censor dialogue pictures has been made by Airs.

Newton D. Chapman, chairman on better films

for the Daughters of the American Revolution.

This is especially timely in view of the Pathe fight

against the New York State Censor Board, and in-

troduction of measures in several legislatures which
would, if passed, establish political inquisition over

the screen.

Mrs. Chapman, as emoted in the Boston Transcript,

declared

:

"We are, of course, deeply interested in this effort

tn censor speech because it is directly opposed to the

program and belief of the society which believes that

selection and not censorship is conducive to the best

results.

"This is, so far as I know, the first effort ever made
in this country to muzzle free speech. Personally I

do not see any distinction between censoring words
spoken in connection with a film and words spoken on

a stage. As a matter of fact, even political, educa-

tional and religious topics used as dialogue in connec-

tion with films would be subjected to censorship if this

un-American practice is allowed."

This expression from a leader of a great national

organization, with members throughout the country,

is in line with similar views of leaders in other field-.

which have been printed recently in this paper.
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Erpi Announces
Cut In Service

Charge To Exhibs

.New Schedules Will Apply
According To Time

Of Installation

541

Exhibitors whose houses are equipped
with the Western Electric sound repro-

ducing device received a letter this week
from C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of
Electrical Research Products, announcing
.a reduction in service charge schedules.

In announcing these reductions the Bunn
letter says, in part

:

"Schedule 'A,' our present standard ser-

vice charges, will apply during the first six

months after the completion of an installa-

tion. At the end of that period the charges
will be substantially reduced to conform
with Schedule 'B, ' and will apply during
the second six months of operation. The
charges will again be reduced substantially

after one year to conform with Schedule
C.'

"Service charges to theatres whose in-

stallations have been in operation for six

-months or one year as of the week ending
Eebruary 23. will be reduced to the cor-

responding schedule from and after that
•date.

"In the case of theatres on the weekly
payment plan the weekly payment will be
adjusted to give effect to the new schedule
•of service charges. Every theatre will be
notified when its reductions become effec-

tive.

William Russell

Dead On Coast;

Pneumonia Victim
William Russell, veteran screen actor,

passed away in a Los Angeles hospital dur-
ing the week, a victim of pneumonia. He
was 42 years old. His wife, Helen Fergu-
son, rushed to Los Angeles from San Fran-
cisco, but arrived there after he had passed
away.

Russell was born in New York City in
1887. For many years he appeared under
the Fox banner. For several years past he
has been free-lancing, and in the past year
he appeared in "Woman Wise," "The Es-
cape," "Danger Patrol," "State Street
Sadie," and "The Midnight Taxi."

Girl Cashier's Quick Action
Foils Attempted Robbery

Presence of mind of the cashier, Jeanette
McGarrity, saved the Capitol Theatre,
Portland, Ore., from being robbed of the
day's receipts. A bandit walked to the
cashier's cage, leveled a gun and told her
to hand over the cash.

Two employes of the theatre happened
to be at the main door, one going off duty
and one just going in. The cashier shouted
to them and the robber, frightened, dashed
away, minus the money, which would have
been a nice Valentine.

Small Theatres In Danger

As Sound Houses Get Trade;

Many Already Close Doors

Weekly Box

Office Check-

Up Will Be
Found on

Pages

553-560

Paramount Has
Record Year In

'28 Net Profits

$8,700,000 Earnings Surpass

Previous Banner Year
During 1927

Estimated net profits of Paramount Fa-
mous Lasky Corporation after deprecia-

tion and taxes for the year ending Decem-
ber 29, 1928, including its 65 per cent un-

distributed share of earnings of Balaban
& Katz, are placed at $8,700,000, as against

$8,050,000 in 1927. This is an increase of

8 per cent and breaks the record that was
established for earnings in 1927.

The net profit for the year 1928 is equal

to $4.22 per share on the common stock en-

titled to dividend on December 29, 192S.

The profits for the fourth quarter are esti-

mated at $2,725,000.00, a new record for the

fourth quarter of any year, the prior rec-

ord having been the fourth quarter of 1924,

when profits were $2,500,000.00. The profits

for the fourth quarter of $2,725,000.00 are

equal to $1.32 per share on the common
stock entitled to dividend on December 29,

1928. Comparative figures follow

:

4th Quarter
Earnings
Year Earnings.

1926
$1,960,000
5,600,000

1927
$2,400,000
8,050,000

1928
$2,725,000
8,700,000

Schine Deal With Fox Off;

Now Dickering With Warners
The deal on the part of William Fox for

the Schine Theatres in upper New York
State was definitely declared off last week.
The circuit is now negotiating a new deal

with the Warner Brothers to take over the

houses as an up-state link for the Stanley-
Mark Strand chain.

Delay In Equipments And Too
High Prices Feared As
Insurmountable By
Suburban Owners

THE installation of sound
equipment in some houses
and not in others is playing

havoc with those who have not yet

been fortunate enough to secure

the equipment and the result fore-

seen in many districts is the closing

down of a large number of houses.

In fact many of them have already

closed their doors because they

could not meet the competition of

the talkies.

From different sections of the country

comes word that many of the theatres

have not yet been able to have their orders

fulfilled, while others, particularly among
the suburban houses cannot afford the in-,

stallation of sound reproducing devices

and fear they will have to close down
entirely.

Of more than passing significance is the

fact that fourteen motion picture theatres

in Cleveland and in the northern Ohio
territory are either closed permanently,

closed temporarily, or running part time,

in what is considered the heydey of the

theatrical season. And the question has

been raised, if so many houses cannot live

through the winter, what is going to

happen in the summer?
Within the past week, eight Cleveland

houses are reported closed, namely the

Tivoli, Kinsman, Lakewood (closing Feb.

28)—Crown, Manhattan, Cozy, Home and
Castle. Two are operating two or thi-ee

days a week, the King and the Penn
Square. In the territory the Gem, Bar-

berton, and the Strand, Ravenna are closed

permanently, while the list of houses

closed temporarily include the Electric,

Irondale; Luna, Prairie Depot; Dreamland,
Cardington; Ideal, Alliance; Cameo, Bril-

liant; Stringer, Hopedale.
Dialogue and sound pictures at the larger

first run downtown theatres in Albany and
Schenectady, N. Y., are playing havoc with

the business of the suburban houses un-

equipped for such pictures. The situation

in Schenectady is particularly acute and
may force some of the houses to either

close or spend comparatively large sums
for equipment to meet the competition of

the larger houses.

Morris Silverman, one of the pioneer

exhibitors in Schenectady and the owner
of a particularly fine residential theatre,

declared last week that his business had
slumped at least 25 per cent since three of
the large downtown theatres had been

{Continued on page 544)
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Four Minutes
66Time" Now Good
Day Of Shooting

Footage In Daily Schedule For
Talkers No Longer Is

Considered

i Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 21.—Shooting "time"

instead of "footage" is the new studio

practice with the advent of sound and dia-

logue pictures. Where silent pictures are

made, footage is a major consideration in

the daily schedules but production of sound
pictures place completed "time" as the

important factor in a day's shooting.

In laying out the shooting schedule of a

talker, the studio production executives fig-

ure that a director is doing exceptionally

well if he is able to get a total of four

minutes "time" every day. This would
bring the schedule within a twenty-day
period of shooting, which seems to be about

the general time needed to complete a talk-

er; without later retakes.

From a check up of various dialogue pic-

tures in production it is safe to say that

the general run of directors are able to

average the four minutes total of satisfac-

tory recording and filming per shooting

day. The four minutes may be broken up
into ten scenes or more.

Of course, there are instances where the

four minute a day does not hold true. In

the case of "The Ghost Talks" on the Fox
lot there was a lot of time spent in experi-

menting because this was the first picture
(Continued on page 546)

M. P. Engineers

Next Meeting Is

Set For New York
New York City will be the next meeting

place of the Society of Motion Picture En-
gineers, according to announcement by L.

C. Porter, president of the society. The
dates set are May 6 to 9 inclusive. The
vote for the meeting was overwhelmingly
in favor of New York.
W. C. Kunzman of the National Carbon

Company is chairman of the convention
committee and he is busy now with his ar-

ranegements. A number of unique features
are being planned.

Albany Grants Charters To
New Companies In N. Y. State
The past week brought the incorpora-

tion of the following motion picture com-
panies in New York State: Pole Pictures

Corporation, capitalization not stated, E.

Souhami, E. Bregstein, D. Smith, New
York City; Home-Talkie Productions, Inc.,

capitalization not stated, Arthur W. Brit-

ton, Harry C. Hand, Raymond J. Gorman,
New York City; Photocolor Fashions, Inc.,

$100,000, John A. Bolles, New York City;

F. E. Nemec, Irvington, N. Y.; E. L. La
Crosse, Westfield, N. J.; Fairmont Theatre
Corporation, capitalization not stated, Lil-

lian Baker, Gertrude Spitzer, Benjamin
Goldman, New York City.

Publix Reported After
U. A. House In L. A.
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 21. — Para-

mount, via Publix, is reported in

negotiation with United Artists

for the operation of the United Artists'

Theatre in Los Angeles. Publix has
only one house in this city, being the
Paramount and West Coast operates
two downtown, in addition to three in

the mid-section of the city. The United
Artists' house has been a white ele-

phant mainly because of the quality of

pictures booked into the house. Hal
Borne, its present manager, has cut

the overhead to a minimum and has
made the house pay on exceedingly
small grosses. Under his management
the house has done better business
than it did since opening.
Paramount has been booking all of

its best product into the one theatre
and feels it has a sufficient number of
good attractions to make two houses
pay.

Hoffman Sells

His Holdings In

Tiffany-Stahl

Move Seen As Forerunner

of Expansion Plan By
President L. A. Young

M. H. Hoffman has sold his interests in

Tiffany-Stahl Productions, of which com-
pany he has been vice-president and gen-
eral manager for some time, to L. A. Young,
president of Tiffany-Stahl. This move by
Mr. Young in purchasing Mr. Hoffman's
interests in the company are regarded in

the trade as being the forerunner of an ex-

tensive program of expansion that the mo-
tion picture firm is contemplating. The
deal was closed in Los Angeles last week,
the transaction having been handled by
Grant L. Cook, secretary and treasurer of

Tiffany Stahl, and Mr. Young. Negotia-
tions had been planning for some time.

The actual amount paid for Mr. Hoffman's
stock was not revealed. No indications

have been given at this time as to whether
other changes are planned.

In his statement Mr. Hoffman said: "I
am not leaving the company immediately.
I have gladly agreed to remain until it will

be convenient for all parties for me to
leave. I don't intend to retire. I feel too

young and too active and have too many
friends in the business to neglect or be neg-
lected by. My plans, to state them now,
would hardly be fair while I am with the

company—but you will know them soon
enough and I dare say you will find them
quite interesting. I intend to take a vaca-
tion."

Hal Hodes Made Columbia
Sales Head Of Shorts Dept.
Well known as a producer and a sales

figure, Hal Hodes has been appointed head
of the sales promotion department on short

6u,bjects of Columbia Pictures. He will

concern himself with their promotion.

Home Rule Bill

On Sunday Shows
Ready For Ohio

Other States Will Refer
Proposition Directly

To Local Voters

Sunday openings of motion picture
houses are being put to a vote in many
cities and towns and the residents therefor
will have a direct say as to whether they
want their movies on the Sabbath. Borne
rule on Sunday is advocated in a bill in-

troduced into the Ohio legislature at
Columbus. Senator L. L. Marshall is its

sponsor.

This measure provides for legalizing of
Sunday pictures in any village or city upon
vote of 51 per cent of the voters. It would
also compel any city or village to submit
the question to popular vote upon petition
of five per cent of the voters. Pictures may
be shown only after 1 P. M. however.
Present Sunday laws forbid the showing
of any motion picture within the state at

any time on Sunday. In some cities how-
ever, showings are conducted in violation
of the law.

Kendallville, Ind.—At a special election,

the expense being borne by the theatre
interests of Kendallville, Ind., to ascertain
the sentiments of the city on the question
of permitting motion pictures on Sunday,
the vote was more than two to one in
favor of shows. The vote was 1,251 yes
and 540 nays.

(Continued on page 546)

Publix Wins Dispute
Over W. B. Contracts

In San Antonio, Tex.
Litigation which prevented the showing

of "The Jazz Singer," "The Singing
Fool" and other Warner Bros. Vitaphone
specials in San Antonio, Tex., in the past
year, has been settled. The litigation in-

volved a contract with Warner Brothers,
the Texas Supreme Court holding in favor
of W. J. Lytle, director general of the lo-

cal Publix Theatres. The Aztec Theatre
management claimed a prior contract.

"The Singing Fool" will have an early
showing at the Texas Theatre while "The
Jazz Singer" will show at the Empire The-
atre, both Publix houses.

Ann Arbor Arcade Burns
Down Second Time in 2 Mos.
For the second time in just a few days

over two months the Arcade Theatre in

Ann Arbor, Mich., was destroyed by fire

last Saturday. On December 16 the 1,300
seat house was completely gutted. The
first week of February the work of re-

building was completed. Then just two
months to a day after the first fire the
work of destruction was again under way.
An overloaded electric line was responsible
for the first blaze. The second originated
from an overheated flue.
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Poor Stills Are
Held To Retard

Local Publicity

Newspaper Editors Declare

Best Of Photos Are
Withheld For N. Y.
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(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 21.—Exhibitors through-

out the country are handicapped in secur-

ing publicity in local papers because of

poor still photos distributed to local ex-

changes from New York home offices. This

information is vouchsafed by the major
portion of twenty-five daily paper film edi-

tors who were Mary Pickford's guests in

Hollywood. The twenty-five, representing

that many different dailies in as many dif-

ferent key cities, were in Hollywood in

corfjunction with the twenty-five "mos*t
deserving girls."

Many of the editors made individual

trips to studio publicity departments and
registered the complaints regarding stills to

the West Coast publicity directors. The
Western press agents explained that they

were powerless in the distribution of stills

throughout the country as they are sent to

New York and from there sent to local ex-

changes.

Complaints Made

Most of the complaints were not directed

so much against the quality of stills made
in general, but the type permitted to be

released for daily paper use. One editor

pointed out that she saw many stills in fan
magazines which she wanted to use. On
asking the local exchange for reproductions

of any such particular still, she was told

it was held "exclusive" in New York. She
could not see any reason for stills being

held "exclusive" even after publication in

magazines, when she was willing to use it.

Several editors were shown copies of

stills on pictures which were sent to New
York for distribution. They picked out

many as examples of good stills which were

never available to them from key city

exchanges. As a result, the Western p.a.'s

are taking up the complaints with produc-

tion heads here to be brought to the atten-

tion of New York.

Columbia, M-G-M
Plan Productions

Of "Redemption"
Both Columbia Pictures and M-G-M have

completed plans for the production of "Re-
demption" and there will probably be a

race between the companies to bring it to

the screen.

Some months ago Columbia announced
the acquisition of the story by Count Leo
Tolstoi as one of the company specials for

the 1928-29 program. M-G-M announces the

acquisition of the rights to the stage play

of the same name from Arthur Hopkins to

serve as a vehicle for John Gilbert, with
Fred Niblo at the megaphone. Columbia
starts production this week with Frank R.

Capra directing.

Morris Plan In Agreement

With General Electric, Will

Finance Sales Of Projectors

Talkies To Kill Opera,
Says Mary Garden

iirvy ALKIES" will kill grand opera
within the next ten years,A Mary Garden, in Columbus,

Ohio, on tour with the Chicago Opera
Company, declared.
Radio broadcasting only serves to in-

crease interest in grand opera, the fa-

mous soprano said. Motion picture re-

cording, however, can give the opera
fan so much more for so much less

admission cost that it is certain to
supplant grand opera as sung today.
Recording of voice is not yet syn-

chronized perfectly enough to compete
with opera on an elaborate scale of
production, but it is rapidly approach-
ing such perfection, she said. Within
the next ten years all the popular
operas will be recorded by the movies,
probably in color as well as sound, and
the massive productions now given by
the Chicago, Metropolitan, and other
companies will disappear.

U. S. Findings On
Interchangeability

Not Yet Complete

Several Investigators Are
Reported Inquiring

Into Matter

( Washington Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Washington, February 20.—Investigators

of the Department of Justice who are
studying the sound interchangeability situ-

ation are still in the field, it was said to-

day by officials of the Department. No re-

ports as to their findings have as yet been
received.

It is indicated that the study of the in-

terchangeability situation is receiving con-
siderable attention and that several men
have been detailed to inquire into the mat-
ter.

How extensive these surveys might be
could not be learned at the Department,
but it was intimated that the case was
sufficiently interesting to merit a compre-
hensive inquiry.

Akron T. O. Assoc. Invites

Geo. Merz To Address Them
The Akron Motion Picture Theatre Own-

ers Association at their last meeting held
at Akron, 0., invited George Merz, head of
the Akron Industrial Foundation, to ad-
dress its session. Merz explained the pur-
pose of the organization which he heads,
describing its plan to give financial aid to
industries seeking to locate in Akron.

System Provides Individual
And Dealer Loans On
Equipment Made By

G. E. Company
MORRIS PLAN banks

throughout the country are
going in for the financing

of individuals and dealers on both
home projection motion picture ma-
chines and equipment to be in-

stalled in theatres.

Under a contract entered into

between the Industrial Finance
Corporation, parent organization
of the Morris Plan Corporation of
America, the Industrial Acceptance
Corporation and the General Con-
tract Purchase Company, on the

one hand, and the General Electric

Company, on the other, the invest-

in ent and banking institutions

through a liberal system of credit

extension and trade acceptance will

figure widely in the distribution of

the various products of the General

Electric Company.

Plan For Exhibitors
Contemplated in the plan of operation is

the disposal of RCA Photophone home
projtion machines from which may be proj-

ected both sound and silent pictures. While
not a part of the contract with General
Electric, Morris Plan executives also ex-

press a willingness to aid exhibitors in

making their down payments on sound
equipment in theatres, providing they com-
ply with the regular system under which
Morris Plan operates and secure two suit-

able co-makers.
Limitations in the amount of money the

Morris Plan Company can lend to individu-
als prohibits the company advancing the
full amount of the original down payments
to the exhibitor, but the company, under
satisfactory conditions, may advance one-
half of the payments under the co-maker
plan, where the one-half is not in excess of
the amount they are permitted under the
law to lend in the different states. And this

amount varies considerably in different

states.

Under the terms of a regular Morris
Plan contract the full amount of interest
charged (usually 6 per cent and an addi-
tional 2 per cent as a service charge) is

deducted from the amount of the loan
when it is made. The payment system is

on a monthly basis extending over the
period of a year until the full amount is

paid. As an example, on a loan of $200 a
deduction of $16 is made and the borrower

(Continued on page 563)
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Florida Exhibitor Defeats

Closing Menace By A Daring

Fight For Sound And Sunday

D. V. Martinis of Bartow, Fla.,

Stages Special Election,

Rushes Sound Order
and Gets Both

JUST what the fighting- attitude

can accomplish on the part of

a small town exhibitor is ex-

emplified by D. V. Marquis, owner
and manager of the Ernada Thea-
tre of Barstow, Florida. Handi-
capped by a ban on Sunday movies
in his town when the adjoining

towns were privileged to open on
Sundays, and further handicapped

by lack of sound reproducing equip-

ment when the same adjoining

towns also had that, Marquis set

out to overcome these obstacles and
was successful in doing so.

Bartow is iK it as large a city as Tampa,
and Lakeland has been offering the keenest
sort of competition along with Tampa. So
Marquis set out to rectify things when it

looked as though his local enterprise was
just about sunk. He had considerable
money invested in bis movie theatre, and
he did nut intend to see it swept away just

because conditions were against him.
For a Long time Marquis has been making

a fight for Sunday pictures in his town.
Early this month he went before the Bar-
tow City Commission, and asked that body
to revise the charter so that Sunday shows
might be allowed, lie followed thai appeal
with a petition which in a half day had
over two hundred signers. Through that
petition he urged the calling of a special
election at which the proposition could be

til ted In the local citizens.

Bartow is an up-and-coming community.
They like their pictures down there, and
they are not even averse to having them on

Sundays, as was shown when the results of

this election were Bashed this week. Bar-

tow voted for Sunday movies. The battle

was a bitter one, but Marquis has been an
exhibitor there Eor many years and about

everyone in Bartow is his friend, even those

who voted for six days of amusement. At
any rate, two votes were filed for Sunday
shows against every one filed against them.

With conditions as they were, without
Sunday pictures Marquis fell that synchron-
ized films were a bit over his head. Equip-
ment is expensive, as is the maintenance
of same. The people of Bartow like their

pictures and they like 'em up-to-date.

Tampa and Lakeland both have sound mov-
ies, and Tampa and Lakeland have been
getting a good deal of the play away from
Bartow. They may still continue to get

some of that play for a short time, but it

won't be long now, from all advices.

Marquis is a fighter, and he had confi-

dence that the people of Bartow were be-

hind him, so be anticipated election results,

and be placed his order for a sound repro-

ducing device for his theatre. He explained

conditions and he has been promised an
early delivery. He expects to be showing
the latest sound films within the next few
weeks at the Ernada, and when he does he
expects to more than make up for the losses

he has suffered while he has been making
the desperate fight that brought him the

results desired.

Small Theatres In

Jeopardy As Sound
Houses Get Trade
{Continued from page 541)

equipped for sound and dialogue pictures.

Mr. Silverman declared that he is losing

at the rate of $200 on the first four days
of the week, and that while January last

year was one of the best months of the

year, the same month this year had been

one of the worst of tli" winter.

In an exception In the rule exhibitors,

both downtown first run and suburban, in

the Kansas City district deny that talking

and SOUnd pictures have caused a decrease

in the business of the small suburban
I . although an increase in downtown
patronage readily is admitted.

'flie situation in Kansas City is this:

Virtually all of the larger suburban
theatres are equipped for sound pictures,

while the small outlying houses have a

Hi, 15 and 20-cent clientele that is not

disturbed by the f!0-cent admission of the

larger downtown houses with sound and
talking pictures or the 35 and 40-cent ad-
i ii of the larger suburban houses
showing second run pictures.

All Christies Talkies
Are Recorded on Film
THE Christie talkies to be released

by Paramount during the coming
season will be recorded on film.

When the Christie sound studios first

began to operate some months ago the
sound-on-film method was decided up-

on. All of the talkies are being made
on two films, one for the camera shots
and the other for the sound track, this

method having been determined upon
by the Christies as best for achieving
tone and photographic accuracy. All

cutting is being done on separate pic-

ture film and sound track film and
when the pictures are finally edited
double printing of the picture and
sound track is done so that all release
prints are on one film.

M-G-M Lining

Up Talent For
"Minstrel Show"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 21.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer is lining up a strong array of talent

for the "Minstrel Show" production.

Among those already engaged are Charles

King, Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike), Bessie

Love, Gus Edwards, Marion Harris, the

three Brock Sisters and an Albertina Rasch
ballet. Other possibities are Lon Chaney,
Norma Shearer and Conrad Nagel for

prominent parts.

Sammy Lee, who stages dances for many
of the New York revues, has signed a long-

term contract and is staging the dances. Al
Boasburg and Ralph Spenee are doing the

lyrics and dialogue, and Gus Edwards is

directing.

Darniour Acquires

Cal-Art Property

On West Coast
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 21.—Larry Darmour,
president of the Darmour Productions, has
taken over tl nt ire physical property of

the Cal-Art Studios which are to be re-

named the Darmour Studios. For the past

two years Darmour has been leasing the

plant for the production of his RKO shorts.

Prior to Darmour's occupancy, the studios

leased space and stages to independents.
The new name goes Over I he studio this

week and work on thoroughly equipping it

with RCA I'liolophone system will be

started March 15th. Beginning then, the

major portion of Darmour's product will be
synchronized. His pictures will be directed

by Ralph Cedar and Al Herman.

George Sidney, the Universal star in "The
Cohens and the Kellys in Atlantic City," greets
Pat Rooney at the Hollywood depot. Rooney
has arrived in the Coast city to star with his

family in Universal talking pictures

Schmeling On Vitaphone
Max Schmeling, German heavyweight

sensation in the ranks of the pugilists last

week completed a Vitaphone talkie at War-
ner Bros, studio in Brooklyn.

Proceeds Of Plaza Shows
Will Go To Old Employees

The net proi ils of the last five days,

February 24 to 28, inclusive, that the Plaza
Theatre, in New York, will operate before

being torn down to give away to a modern
business structure, will be devoted to a
benefit fund for veteran employees of the

house. Many of them, including Milton H.
Chamberlain, house manager, have been in

the theatre's service virtually since it

opened.
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Film Production

Cost $134,343,360

For Year Of 1927
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Theatrical Films Run To
$92,593,732, Census

Bureau Reports

A total of $134,343,360 was expended in

1927 by 142 studios and laboratories in the

production of motion picture films, accord-

ing to preliminary figures just compiled by
the United States Census Bureau. This was
an increase of 43.5 per cent over the $93,-

636,348 reported by 132 establishments in

1925. The greater part of the 1927 ex-

penditures, of course, was for the produc-
tion of theatrical films, 1,347 being pro-

duced at a cost of $92,593,732. Comparable
data for theatrical films, 1,347 being pro-

duced at a cost of $92,593,732. Comparable
data for theatrical films for 1925 were not
taken by the bureau.
While the number of establishments in-

creased 7.6 per cent from 1925 to 1927, the

number of salaried officers and employees
increased 27.8 per cent, from 5,945 to 7,-

598, and the average number of wage earn-

ers for the year increased 51 per cent, from
5,573 to 8.415. Salaries, however, increased
56.6 per cent, from $35,950,778 to $56,298,-

560, while wages increased 42.6 per cent,

from $13,065,756 to $18,637,005.
The cost of materials, supplies, fuel and

purchased power increased 1.8 per cent,

from $33,258,368 in 1925 to $34,867,472 in

1927, and the amount paid for contract
work, including expenditures for rented
studios, together with the necessary electric

power, stage settings, labor and minor-
role -actors, increased 1S8.3 per cent, from
$5,368,593 to $15,476,548. The difference
between the total cost of production and
the sum of the items for salaries, wages,
cost of materials and amount paid for con-
tract work is made up of miscellaneous
items such as story costs, home office over-
head, stars' expenses, insurance, etc., and
profit from laboratory work done for oth-
ers.

Louise Brooks
Refuses To Sign

Pathe Contract
Louise Brooks agreed one afternoon to

sign a contract with Pathe at $450 a week
with the clause that she attend a dramatic
school in New York. That the terms were
satisfactory to her was registered at 4.30
one afternoon. Pathe had the contract
drawn and presented to her the next morn-
ing and all that Louise said was "Noth-
ing doing."
What happened in the meantime was

that she had received a cable from Ger-
many stating that the Ufa would give her
a contract of $1,000 weekly and that there
would be a guarantee of 30 weeks out of
52 for her services in Berlin and naturally
Louise thought that would be a better bet
for her.

She sails on the North German Lloyd line

on Saturday and will be abroad for a year,
perhaps longer.

Studio Executives Cautious,

Provide For Quick Switch

Back To Silent Pictures

Ad. Censorship Bill

Is Disapproved
MEMBERS of the British Colum-

bia Legislature, in session at

Victoria, put their foot down on

a measure introduced by Attorney-
General Pooley to establish censorship

for moving picture advertising in daily

newspapers. So much opposition de-

veloped against the proposal that it

has been substantially amended and
there is a probability that it will be
withdrawn altogether.

"Free Show" Ad
Withdrawn When

Protest Is Made

Is Removed From Columbus
Theatrical Page On
Exhibitor Request

A "free show" advertisment placed in

the Columbus newspapers roused P. J.

Wood, business manager of the M. P. T. 0.

of Ohio to action with the result that the

ad was removed from the theatrical pages

where it was run as a "teaser" by an
automobile concern.

It is said that this ad is a part of a
national campaign in which are announced
free sound picture programs and that the

request of the advertising agency is that

it be placed on the theatrical ad page.

Upon the request of Wood the ad was re-

moved from the theatrical page of the

Columbus papers. He pointed out that

while free shows cannot be prohibited they

should not be advertised alongside of

regular shows.

Wood addressed a communication to all

Ohio exhibitors calling attention to the ad
and informing them that the Columbus
"Dispatch" had agreed to withdraw the

copy from the theatrical page. He urged
that all cooperate by making the same re-

quest of the advertising managers of their

local papers.

Dix Returns To Coast
Having been here since before Christmas

engaged on "Nothing But The Truth," his

new talkie-farce soon to be released by
Paramount, Richard Dix left New York
last Sunday on his return trip to Holly-
wood. He will begin production there soon
on "The Wheel of Life," his next picture.

John G. Bachman, who supervised "Noth-
ing But The Truth," accompanied the actor

and additional members of the party in-

cluded Victor Schertzinger, Ned Sparks.
In another week, Edward Cronjager will

follow them.

Take Every Precaution To
Have Material Ready

If Public Tires

Of Talkies

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 21.—
Although film producers

are rushing through sched-

ules of all sound and dialogue pro-

ductions, the studio executives are

not going to allow themselves to be

caught napping if there should be

a sudden swing of public demand
away from the all talker back to

silent pictures.
One of the largest producing organiza-

tions on the coast issued an order to its

reading department last week instructing
the readers to watch carefully for ma-
terial that might be adapted as outstanding
silent productions, and where sound and
dialogue would not be suitable. The pro-
ducing company is particularly anxious to

have material ready to launch a program
of silent pictures of epic proportions in

case the talkfilms should cease to be an at-

traction with theatre audiences.

The head of one studio which was one
of the first to put dialogue pictures on the

market, is reported to have made the state-

ment that his organization will be fully

prepared to switch back to the silent form
of picture if the public tires of the talkers.

Producing "Silents"

It is interesting to note that Fox and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, two of the largest

producers and distributors in the industry,

are still carrying out a production program
of silent pictures. Both are currently re-

leasing the non-sounders, and are still mak-
ing and preparing productions that will

be all-silent. Both, however, are making a

number of dialogue and sound pictures,

but have not attempted to confine their

activities entirely to talkfilm productions,

as other producers have done.

At the present time, Paramount, War-
ners, First National, Pathe and RKO have
gone into exclusive production of talkers

and sounders. Columbia and Tiffany-Stahl

have both sound and silent releases. Uni-
versal is on the fence, with all production
of silent films suspended for an indefinite

period. The only pictures being made by
the latter organization are "Broadway"
and "Showboat," both rated as big spe-

cials to carry dialogue and sound.

United Artists are still making both
silent and talkfilms. Some releases will

carry dialogue or sound, like "Coquette,"
"Bulldog Drummond" and "Nightstick,"
but Joe Schenck still has to be converted
to that group of producers who believe that

the talkers are here to stay.
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Public Invited

For First Time
To A.M.P.A. Ball

Leading Picture Stars And
Broathvay Figures For

Event At Astor

The A. M. P. A. Hollywood Masque Ball

held at the Astor Theatre in New
York on the night of March 2 will be open
to the public for the first time in thirteen
years. Leading agencies in the Times
Square district arc handling the tickets.

An elaborate and extensive program is

arranged for the event and Nils T.
Granliind of radio lame will serve as mas-
ter of ceremonies. He will introduce a

great array of screen and stage stars and
Broadway personalities. Among those who
will entertain are Texas Guinan and her
gang of girls, Harry Richman of the Scan-
dals, Clayton, Jackson and Durante, Will
Oakland and his Oakland Terrace Show,
and scores of other headliners.

Six jazz orchestras and bands, including
two Harry M. Mills orchestras, will play
for the continuous dancing. The A. M. P.

A. Newsreel, a satirical feature of sound
units, will as usual be among the features

of the entertainment. The grand march
will be lead by two of the best known
personalities in the world of music and it

will be followed by the unmasking and the

awarding of prizes.

There are to be prizes of all sorts; for

the most beautiful chorus girl, for the best

talking film prospect, for the bathing
beauty parade, for the bathing beauty con-

test, the girl with the smallest feet; for the

personality contest and for the prettiest

girl in show business.

A full course dinner will be served at 1.30

A. M. and dancing and acts will continue

through the night. At 5 o'clock in the

morning "N.T.G." will put on his "break-
bow" with the leading Broadway tal-

ent.

Four Minutes Time
Good Shooting Day

(Coiitimisd from pai/e 542)

of an all talking nature that the company
did. Yet this was shot in twenty-eight
days. As against that Eugene Walter, the

playwright who turned director for a time,

shot 2,200 feet of all talk in three days. He
did that by rehearsing his entire company
in the playlet "Friendship" for three days
prior to the shooting, so that actually six

were taken for the making of the
picture.

The greatest loss of time in the shooting
of dialogue pictures is in getting the three
cameras set on a set so that the lightings
are correct for all three of them. Hours
and hours are lost because of this.

A report from the east is to the effect

that at the Paramount Long Island Studios
"Nothing But the Truth" was shot in 16
actual shooting days. The picture would
have been ahead of schedule had it not been
tor the fact that Richard Dix, the star, con-
tracted the flu.

M-G-M Readers To Go
Into New Quarters

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 20.—The read-
ing department of M-G-M Stu-
dios, composed of about ten

members, will shortly be moved into
new quarters on the lot. The readers
will all work in one large room, much
in (he layout of a school room, with the
head of the department stationed at the
front. Two typewriters will be avail-

able for the readers, each in a sound
proof room adjoining the readers' quar-
ters and time on the typewriters will

be scheduled in advance. The move is

supposedly in the interest of efficiency.

At present the readers have indivi-

dual offices scattered through the scen-
ario department building.

Unions Making
Rapid Strides In

Eastern Studios

Laboratory Technicians And
Assistant Directors Are

Latest Organizeil

Unionizing of various branches of the
motion picture industry in the eastern
studios is well under way and progressing
rapidly, with indications that others will

fall into line in the near future. The lat-

est to organize are the Motion Picture Lab-
oratory Technicians, the Cinema Cosmeti-
cians and Assistant Directors' Association.
The Laboratory Technicians has a mem-

bership of 160 and presents a strong front
in affiliation with the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees and
the Motion Picture Machine Operators.
There are about thirty members of the

Assistant Directors' Association and they
are affiliated with the American Federa-
tion of Labor. Francis E. Ziesse, business
representative of the International Photo-
graphers of the Motion Picture Industrie-.

was instrumental in the organizing of the
new bodies.

Ziesse reports the contracts of camer-
men in the eastern studios have been re-

newed. Under the new scale the first cam
eraman gets $250 weekly, the second $150,
assistants $60 and still cameramen $loo.

General Making
Rapid Progress

With Features
General Pictures Corporation, of which

Oscar A. Price is president, is making rapid
progress on its production program. The
first of a scries of four pictures starring
Richard Talmadge has been completed. It

is titled "The Bachelors' Club.."
Two other features of a series of four

have also been completed. They are "Back
From Shanghai," a mystery melodrama,
tarring Vera Reynolds, So-Jin and Leon-

ard St. Leo, and "The Heroic Lover," a

comedy starring Barbara Bedford, Stuart
Holmes and Leonard St. Leo.

Big Exploitation

Drive Planned For
"Syncopation"

"Syncopation Festival Week"
Arranged For RKO

Feature

Mark A. Luescher, chief publicist for the

ftadio-Keith-Orpheum Theatres, and Hyatl
Dabb, director of advertising and publicity

for RKO, have combined in planning a na-

tion-wide exploitation campaign on "Syn-
copation," feature 100 per cent talking film

music extravaganza. The outstanding fea-

ture ol the campaign will be "Syncopation
Festival Week."

One. hundred and fifty managers of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum chain of theatres

from coast to coast are to be linked into

this "Syncopation Festival Week." The
individual theatre managers will be the key
men in their respective communities. He
will hook up with a Victor Talking Ma-
chine tieup through 8,500 licensed agents,

and will arrange window tieups and co-

operative melody-hit sales drives with them.
In addition he will benefit by the 300,000

car card campaign in behalf of '
' Syncopa-

tion" and its song hits to be made by
Victor.

Merchants, department stores, dancing
schools, blue singers and many others are
to be drawn into the drive.

Home Rule BUI On
Sunday Shows in Ohio

(Continued from page 542)

Two more Florida cities are voting on
the question of Sunday movies this week.
Winter Haven voted Tuesday. Only 17
per cent of the registered voters went to

the polls, due to a campaign conducted
by those opposed to the proposition. The
count showed 354 in favor of Sunday shows
and only 7 opposed to them.

Prior to the election a petition was
circulated, signed by the Mayor, three

ministers and many business men, calling

upon "all -law-abiding citizens" to stay
away from the polls.

Bartow voted on the SundayT question

Friday the 15th, with the largest vote ever

cast in a municipal election, giving a total

of 614 in favor of Sunday shows and 308

opposed to them. As soon as the returns
were announced the local theatres threw
open their doors to the public and both
houses were packed until closing time.

Citizens of Bradenton will vote on the
Sunday movie question in March, the city

commissioners having set the date this

week, Tuesday the 12th.

Gottschalk To Synchronize
Sono-Arts "Rainbow Man"

George W. Weeks, vice-president of Sono-
Art Productions, has signed Louis F. Gotts-
dialk, composer and conductor, to synchro-
nize the music and conduct the symphony
orchestra for the all-talking and singing

production of "The Rainbow Man," star-

ring Eddie Bowling, flottschalk will work
in collaboration with James Hanley.
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Players' Voice

Tests Running Up
Production Costs
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Large Amounts Expended In

Selecting Talent Not
Featured

Hollywood, Feb. 21.—Player voice tests,

necessary for proper selection of talking

picture casts, are adding considerable over-

head to the production cost of each dia-

logue picture being made by various compa-
nies.

Studio executives are finding it neces-

sary to test several players for each in-

dividual part, outside of featured roles,

with resulting costs running into large

amounts. Aside from the amount of money
involved, the voice tests tie up valuable
electrical recording apparatus which is in

continual use for shooting the sound pic-

tures.

It is reported that the Pox organization

has spent approximately $28,000 so far for

voice tests of an all-talker soon to go into

production, with all of the cast not defi-

nitely selected. Other producers are said

to be having the same experience in selec-

tion of players with suitable recording
voices for particular parts.

With all producers using their present

sound equipment to the limit for produc-
tion of talkfilms, there is little time left for

the shooting of voice tests. One executive

declared that the test problem would be
remedied when the producers obtained de-

livery of all their needed recording appa-
ratus from the electric companies, and at

that time, costs of the tests would come
down considerably.

Victor Shapiro

Goes With Fox
On West Coast

Victor M. Shapiro, lately resigned as ad-

vertising and publicity director of United
Artists in New York, has been signed to a
contract by Fox, and will make his head-
quarters in Hollywood. He leaves for the
Coast within the next few days.

Shapiro will join up with Glendon Alvine,
director of advertising and publicity for
Fox, and the two will lay out extensive
publicity campaigns on the Fox product.
Shapiro is regarded one of the most expert
publicists in the industry, where he has
served for the past twelve years with Vita-
graph, Pathe, Samuel Goldwyn and United
Artists.

Holiday Helps BVay Houses

During First Week Of Lent;

"Melody" Breaks Astor Record

Huston Will Appear In

Short Dramas For Paramount
Paramount has signed Walter Huston to

make a two-reel dramatic sketch the latter

part of this week at the Long Island studios
of the company. The vehicle, not yet titled,

was written by John Meehan and will be
directed by him. Huston recently completed
the leading role in "Gentlemen of the
Press," the Paramount all-talkie.

King Vidor Gambling
On "Hallelujah"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 21. — Three
years of plugging was required
by King Vidor, M-G-M director,

before he finally convinced officials of

that company that a dramatic story of

negro life could be made into a box
office picture. Then Vidor had to sell

the idea to Nicholas M. Schenck. head
of Loew's, Inc., after studio executives

had turned it down.
In making the deal to write an origi-

nal story and direct the picture with
an all-colored cast, Vidor is reported
to have waived salary payments for his

work as provided in his contract, until

after the picture should be completed
and released. If the picture hits, Vidor
then receives his salary plus a pr-

centage of the production's gross busi-
ness.
After Vidor had practically finished

the picture, titled "Hallelujah," M-G-M
officials became enthusiastic over its

possibilities, and decided to have Vidor
remake certain scenes to make it prac-
tically an all-talker. Production is

slated to finish within the next ten
days

Woman Censor

Talks Against

Censorship Bill

After Serving Six Years
In Oregon Sees No

Need For It

State censorship of motion pictures is

heartily condemned by Mrs. F. 0. North-

rup, who served for six years on the board

at Portland, Oregon. She was among many
others who appeared against house bill No.

408, which is being fought by the Oregon
exhibitors.

Mrs. Northrup said that during her last

year of service on the Portland board
very little censorship was required as the
pictures were constantly improving in

character. Among her remarks were the
following: "We had sixty to seventy view-
ers to assist us and I can tell this com-
mittee that the work is very hard, and
that no three, persons, as provided in this

bill, could view the films to be shown in

Oregon."
Oregon exhibitors were represented at

the hearing by Attorney Dan J. Malarley.
He showed that there was no public de-

mand for state-wide censorship of modern
pictures. He stated there were only seven
states in the union that have motion pic-

ture censorship.

Bancroft Ahead Of Jannings
By $50,000 In Three Weeks;

"Weary River" Creates

Record

LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
with the box-offices advanc-
ing their prices to the holi-

day scale and putting in extra

shows, offset the advent of the Len-
ten period as far as Broadway is

concerned for last week. Even bad
pictures managed to show box-offi-

ces figures above the average per-

centage of the houses in which they

were playing. These pictures un-
der normal conditions should have
been decidedly off as far as box-
office percentages are concerned.

All of the grind houses with the

exception of one scored over the

ioo per cent mark last week. The
exception was the Rivoli where the

"Sins of the Fathers" figured 95
per cent with a box-office return of

$26,900.

It has been interesting to watch the busi-

ness battle between Emil Jannings at the

Rivoli and George Bancroft at the Rialto

in "The Wolf of Wall Street." In the
three weeks that the two pictures have
been on Broadway the former has done a
gross of $94,681 while the Bancroft picture

has $145,092 to its credit for the identical

length of run. That is the case even though
the Rivoli has the advantage of about 300
seats in capacity. Last week, "The Wolf
of Wall Street" returned $42,400 which is

only a $2,300 drop under what the second
week was.
Another interesting feature of the

week's business was at the Paramount
where "The Doctor's Secret" was in its

second week, establishing a precedent for

that house. The first week the feature

played to $82,800 and last week was $80,-

900, less than $2,000 difference, the gross

on the two weeks being $162,700.

The outstanding feature film of the new
comers on the street last week was "The
Flying Fleet" at the Capitol where the pic-

ture pulled $82,106.40 and was held over

for this week. The Roxy held "True
Heaven" which did $107,270.75 giving the

house 104 7/10 per cent when figured

against the average business of the theatre,

but in this case the house and the regu-

lar clientele built up by the stage shows
will have to be credited with pulling the

business.

Another instance of a house cashing in

on the strength of the crowds on the street

(Continued cm page 562)
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"Wolf of Wall St". "Arizona"

And "Barker" Are Leaders At

Box-Offiee in Southern Houses
'Bellamy Trior Fails To

Click As Expected In

First Run At

Atlanta

ATLANTA, Feb. 20.—A num-
ber of pictures stood up well

in the south during the past

week, though reports varied gen-

erally in different parts. Heading
the list of pictures in popularity in

the different states were George
Bancroft in "Wolf of Wall Street"

and "Behind the German Lines"

here: "In Old Arizona" in Mem-
phis, and "The Barker" at the Ritz

in Birmingham.
Quito an extensive campaign was put

forth by the Howard here on "The Wolf
of Wall Street."
On the stage was "Jazztown," with

Louie Lowry Howard, hand leader.

Following closely second Keith's Geor-
gia had a very good week with "Captain
Lash," starring Victor McLaglen, plus a
fair vaudeville bill.

The Capitol drew a disappointment in

"The Bellamy Trial," which fact may be

attributed to the several recent pictures of

this type, especially ''Interference" and
"On Trial." It failed to click as expected.

The Kialto enjoyed the best week in sev-

eral with "Behind the German Lines," ac-

claimed the official war film of Germany.
Attendance of school students was quite

noticeable. At the Metropolitan, Sally

O'Neil drew fair houses in "
I lanlboiled

Angel," she being the whole picture.

Loew's Grand earn.' in a] tor a fair gross
with second run of "Mother Knows Best"
the first three days and "Singing Fool"
the last part.

Memphis.-—Rain and the Junior League
Follies, annual society musical show, did
their bit to make the sum total of Memphis'
loop theatre business rather below average
for the week ending Saturday, February 9.

No house reported better than a "fair"
run for the week.

Loew's Palace started out fast with "In
Old Arizona," Fox all-talking film drama,
but slowed later in the week as the wea 1

First W. E. Equipped
German House Opens

THE first theatre in Germany to be
equipped with a Western Electric
sound reproducing device opened

Thursday night of this week, accord-
ing to a cable from J. E. Otterson to
the electric company headquarters in

New York. The house is UFA's Palast
in Berlin.

grew colder and damper and as the Follies

competition increased.

Loew's state reported a less than aver
age week with Paramount 's "The Case of
Lena Smith" and the usual live-act vaude-
ville program, with Gitz Etiee and his

Northwest Mounties as stage headliner.

Pantages did about the same with "Court
Martial," Columbia, starring .lack Holt,

and its live stage acts. Loew's Strand fell

to "] r," with Pox's "Captain Lash,"
-tarring Victor McLaglen.
The new Orpheum, with "Love Over

Night," Pathe, with Rod LaRocque, backed

by a strong vaudeville bill headlining Syl-

via Clark and Danny Duggan's dance act,

did slightly less than an average week.

Birmingham. — February started off

strong, with business coming back better

than it has for four or five months. Again
the Ritz, R-K-0 vaudeville house, led the

procession with a near record-breaker in

"The Barker" in sound. The vaudeville

was really just a presentation with all of

the exploitation, including trick street stuff

and plenty of billboards, directed to the

picture.

"The Doctor's Secret" at the Publix ace

house, "The Alabama," was normal,

backed up by the second Emmett Rogers'

spot show, • 'Jazztown."
The Empire was the only house off dur-

ing the week, but the picture didn't Lave

the stuff. It was "Marriage by Contract,"
which got plenty of exploitation, but after

Monday it wouldn't bring patrons in.

Buddy Rogers at the Strand put this house

in the monevmaking class for the first time

in two month-, playing in "Someone to

Love." He was the main attraction. The
Trianon, the smallest of the first runs, was
a little short of what was expected with
"Me. Gangster."

Gallup Assigns

Special Duties

To U. A. Staff
Bruce Gallup, recently named publicity

and advertising director for United Artists,

has so organized the staff in the office that

a specialist is in charge of each phase of

the work, with all, of course, under the

supervision of Gallup. The latter will con-

tinue to handle directly his own specialty,

advertising and sales promotion.
According to the new arrangement ex-

ploitation is being handled by Fred Schae-
I'er, press sheets by Edward Finney and
publicity by Warren Nolan. Each member
of the staff has had wide experience in

his particular line.

Ruth Chatterton Will Be
Seen In "The Constant Wife"

li'nth Chatterton is to have the title role

in Paramount 's all-dialogue picture, "The
Constant Wife," in which Ethel Barrymore
starred <m the speaking stage. The picture

will be directed by Robert Milton.
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Publix Theatre

Does Big Gross

To Lead Seattle

'Canary Murder Case" Has
Capacity Business

Of $21,000

Seattle, Feb. 20.—Publix 's Seattle The-

atre walked away with the -how business

of Seattle last week, in spite of cold, snowy
weather that has been in force for two
weeks. The occasion was I he showing of

"The Canary Murder Case" which packed

the house to capacity and registered a gross

of more than $21,000, breaking all house

records since the theatre opened almost a

year ago. Anita Stewart in person and
Publix 's "Oh, Teacher" unit on the stage

aided in the business, but the picture was
sold by a fine compaign handled by Eddie
Hitchcock, and was directly responsible for

this record-breaking business.

The Fifth Avenue Theatre, usually run-

ning neck-and-neck with the Seattle,

dropped considerably into the background
with "The Ghost Talks," which failed to

get by with most audiences. Sally O'Neill

in person with Fanchon-Marco's stage unit

was somewhat of a draw, but business here

was noticeably off.

Other picture theatres suffered also.

John Hamrick's two houses had new at-

tractions, "Luckv Boy" at the Blue Mouse
and "Stark Mad*" at the Music Box. Both
of these films played to average business,

but failed to click like former attractions

have, and will probably last only about

two weeks, instead of the usual four or
five. At the Coliseum, "The Great White
North" had a certain appeal through its

pictorial value and natural interest. It

was backed by a program of good shorts,

and played to fairly good business.

The vaudeville houses were up and down.
At the Orpheum, the stage bill featured
"Olsen and Johnson" and played to busi-

ness several thousand dollars above av-

erage. "Geraldine" was the film feature,

but it was not given much recognition. On
the other hand, Pantages dropped off with
"The Girl on the Barge" and a weak
vaudeville line-up.

Ziegfeld "Frolic"

Shot In Sound Film
Bv Paramount At L. I.j

The new Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., "Mid-
night Frolic" was shot by Paramount under
the direction of Joseph Santley at the L. I.

Studios on Sunday a week ago. The actual

shooting time required for the two rceler

a three hours. A set was built in advance
at the studios that was a reproduction of
the New Amsterdam Roof. Eddie Cantor
acted as master of ceremonies and played
the sa role that he does on the roof
nightly.

Eddie Cronjager, who handled the camera
for the production, laid out the shooting
schedule in advance with the director and
the picture was rushed through.
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Showmen's Ad. Tips
A New Service Department for Exhibitors Telling How Leading

Theatres Sell the Picture to the Public

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
Fame of stage play and Anne Nichols counted.

Human interest and comedy are worthwhile
playing up.—Manager Ray Tubman, Regent,
Ottawa, Ont.

Fact that it is talking picture of a famous
stage play is a strong selling angle. Bears ap-

peal for all classes.—Manager Kingsmore,
Loew's Parkway, Baltimore, Md.

Popularity of stage play was used as ad me-
dium. Picture played to cosmopolitan audience

on strength of stage play's representation.

—

Harry Weiss, Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y.
The angles to advertise are very obviously

the play and the book from which the picture is

taken. The title will sell the picture to theatre-

goers. Audiences during its run here were com-
posed of men and women of moderate circum-
stances, and a good number of children.—Wil-
liam Mick, Manager Strand, Milwaukee, Wise.
The public garnered in the course of the life

of Abie on the stage is helping the film. Added
to this is the popularity of Buddy Rogers and
Nancy Carroll, who should be featured.

—

George D. Tyson, Circle and Indiana, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Best selling point is its cast, which was
heavily advertised without undue stress on the

racial differences of the characters as was em-
phasized when the play was first produced on
stage. Is suitable for all types of houses, but
should be more successful in neighborhood
houses than downtown.—Loew's Ohio, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

"ADORATION"
Billie Dove's name was depended upon largely

in advertising, but she failed to draw. Best re-

sults might be had by playing up aristocratic

romance and making bid to beauty loving pub-
lic.—Manager Ray Brown, Strand, Akron, O.
Addressed ads to the matinee trade.—Worth,

Fort Worth, Tex.

"THE AIR CIRCUS"
Exploit airplane angle and advertise that it is

not a war picture. Audience appeal : for all, es-

pecially children and with a little mother ap-
peal.—Albert P. Kaufman, Manager Empire,
Syracuse, N. Y.

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
Exploited William Haines for his greatest

role, that of a safe-cracker willing to sacrifice

all in a climax of high heart interest.—Ray
Brown, Manager Strand, Akron, O.

Sell William Haines and Barrymore if they
mean anything in your neighborhood.—Manager
Frank Kleaver, Keith's, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Can best be put over at this stage of its ca-

reer by advertising it as the first talkie of the
play. The story and play are so well known
that this new feature adds novelty. William
Haines' name as leading character also has
merit as a selling point. The patronage ac-
corded the picture included practically every
type, young and old, men and women from all

classes.—Herbert Israel, Manager Majestic,
Milwaukee, Wise.

Exploit its sex appeal and the fact that it was
adapted from the successful stage play about a
reformed crook. Audience appeal : for all ages
and classes because it is an all-hokum film.

—

E. W. Smith, Manager, Broadway, Springfield,

Mass.
A good one for any house equipped with

sound. The fact that the play was one of the

big successes should not be overlooked in the

film's exploitation.—Manager Peck, Victory,

Tampa, Fla.

Best bet from box-office point is Bill Haines.

He is an excellent draw here. Secondary point

is the name of the play. The star's humor goes

big with female patrons.—Texas, San Antonio,

Texas.

"ALL AT SEA"
Feature the name of Dane and Arthur in all

the ads and play up the clean comedy. Audience
appeal : those who like farce comedy and the

Dane-Arthur team.—Russell Bovim, Loew's
Theatre, Canton, O.

"ANNAPOLIS"
The chief exploitation angle is that it is a

beautiful production against the colorful back-

ground of the naval academy. Large cut out

board cannons displayed in the lobby with cut

outs of the star seated upon the cannon were
effectively used to create the atmosphere sur-

rounding the romance.—Capitol, Dallas, Tex.

Has universal appeal ; sell as a good love

story centered in patriotic naval academy.

—

Rialto, Louisville, Ky.

"ANYBODY HERE SEEN
KELLY"

Exploit the cast of players in this one. Au-
dience appeal : to the middle classes.—J. L.

Schanberger, Manager Keith's, Baltimore, Md.

"THE AWAKENING"
Exploit the picture's similarity to "The White

Sisters" and play up its romantic thrills. Audi-
ence appeal : for fans of high school age up
and to all classes.—Al Anders, Manager, Bijou,

Springfield, Mass.

"THE BARKER"
Did up exterior of house in ballyhoo style

with main entrance fixed as a big show en-
trance, side show tents over marquee and circus

banner over the facade. Strong selling point

is that it is part dialogue plus general interest

of everyone in circus life. Sills difficult to sell

despite excellent work in this due to recent

flops he's had. Pleases all classes because all

are interested in circuses from grandpa to baby.
—Manager Kingsmore, Loew's Stanley, Balti-

more, Md.
Exhibitors can cash in on the stage play of

same name and advertise accordingly. The
name is known by most people of this section as

play played here. There is a remarkable cast

to exploit plus the advantage of hearing this

carnival in sound, if the house is wired.—Man-
ager, Plaza, Paris. Tex.

Played up to all ages and came within short

margin of breaking house record. Considered
for second run. Carnival life, plus Sills (good
local star), plus sound played up. Printed bal-

loons given away and street ballyhoo with stilt

walker and special newspaper space used.—
Vernon Reaver, Manager, Ritz, Birmingham,
Ala.

"THE BELLAMY TRIAL"
Advise all exhibitors to play up the murder

mystery story. Advertising campaign carried

"Who Killed Mimi Bellamy?" as the catch line

and patrons were urged from the screen not to
tell their friends who the murderer was. The
fact that it has no big stars and is not an all-

talkie is against it. Mouth to mouth advertising

played a big part in the picture's success here.

—

Manager W. V. Taylor, Loew's State, Hous-
ton, Tex.

Play up strong dramatic angles with empha-
sis on courtroom thrills. Also feature the mys-
tery angle : Who killed Bellamy? Audience ap-

peal : for adults of all classes.—M. J. Cullen,

Manager, Loew's State, Providence, R. I.

Exploit as thriller from Saturday Evening
Post serial. Play up love letters, blackmail and
mystery angle. For all classes of adults, or high
school students.—Walter Maloney, Manager,
Loew's Midland, Kansas City, Mo.

"THE CANARY MURDER
CASE"

The feature's air of mystery was stressed.

Midnight adv. showing of "Redskin" helped the

week's receipts.—Manager Pincus, The Port-

land, Portland, Ore.
Was sold to the public as a picturization of

S. S. Van Dine's mystifying story and was fea-

tured from the all-talkie angle. Stress was laid

on its fine cast. It was suitable for every type

of audience and broke all house records at this

theatre.—Bob Blair, Manager, Seattle, Seattle,

Wash.

"THE CmCUS KID"
Manager Peck believes feature would click

in smaller cities and in Class B houses in the

larger cities. The younger generation will like

the picture and in his opinion it would pay to

make an effort along that line in the houses
mentioned.—Victory, Tampa, Fla.

Only appeal the picture has at all is to the

children. It interested parents solely because
of their youngsters and many parents who saw
the film came back later in the week and
brought the kiddies. The only selling points are

the appeal to the kids and the lure of the big

top.—Manager Bremer, Majestic, Houston, Tex.

'CONQUEST
Best selling angle is that it is the first War-

ner Bros, all-talkie outdoor picture. Appeals
to all classes, particularly to men.—C. S. Lange,
Manager, Metropolitan, Baltimore, Md.

Exploitation angles are that it is an all-talkie,

an adventure in the Polar regions, and a thrill-

ing drama of the rivalry of two aviators for the

heart of a girl.—Melba, Dallas, Tex.
We used a Byrd tie-up.—Vita-Temple, To-

ledo, Ohio.
Was widely advertised as a feature dealing

with aviation.—Liberty, Spokane, Wash.

"COURT MARTIAL"
Exploit Jack Holt, carrying out the idea

that the picture is very much like his Westerns.
Exploit Betty Compson, who is cast in the role

of a guerilla, a very unusual character for her.

Audience appeal : For the younger people and
those inclined to like melodrama.—Walter Mc-
Dowell, Manager, Strand, Syracuse, N. Y.
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Ad. Tips For Your Bookings
"THE CASE OF LENA

SMITH"
The star. Esther Ralston, and the direct"

-t plugs.— Princess, Toledo, O.
Made its appeal to the public as a film about

a girl betrayed in love—the sort of thing that
makes thousands of readers for the Mrs. Max-
well column. Consequently picture appealed to
the ladies. Will appeal to thinkers and not so
strongly to those who go to the theatre Eoi

relaxation.—Loew's I thio, Cleveland, O.

"CAPTAIN LASH"
House manager bases its best box office pull

on the star. Quick action also a draw—Ma-
jestic. San Antonio, Tex.

Public is growing lukewarm toward rough
and ready stories but Victor McLaglen of
"What Price Glory" fame is worth mention-
ing. Snappy sub-titles helped to put it across.

—

Centre, Ottawa, Ont.
Stress Victor McLaglen and Claire Windsor

in a thrilling story of the sea. Emphasize tin

novelty of love existing between a society crook
and a stoker. Audience appeal : for everyone.

—

Roy Rogan, Manager, Rialto, Joliet, 111.

Feature the fact that the title player rules
his men with an iron hand but is a meek lamb
among women. A compelling romance of the
sea with the thrills that only the sea can furnish.

The feature will appeal to the family and
transient patronage.—Majestic, Dallas, Tex.

"CRAIG'S WIFE"
Based advertising on fact that it was Pulitzer

prize play and on the attractiveness of the play-
ers. Compared it with "Sorrell and Son" as
acterization of Irene Rich. Teamed well with
Mack Sennett's all-talkie comedy on the same
bill, "The Bride's Relations." Played primar-
ily to adult audience.—Manager Joe Calla,
Strand, Canton. Ohio.

"DANCING VIENNA"
Emphasize it as a sound picture—a song of

life in jazzy tempo. Play up Ben Lyon in his
first foreign-made picture with the foreign
player, Lya Mara. Audience appeal : For the
younger set and particularly to German and
Austrian element.—Howard Price Kingsmore,
Manager, Loew's Valencia, Baltimore, Md.

"THE DOCTOR'S SECRET"
Should be exceptionally good matinee money-

maker, as it has strong appeal to feminine
world, but exhibitors should be careful not to
reveal the nature of the secret in advertising the
film, as that is real pulling power. Both family
and transient patronage can be attracted, but
the prospects for the latter are better.—L. J.
Finske, Manager, Newman, Kansas City, Mo.
Drew much the same type of audience that

patronizes the spoken drama and legitimate stage
productions. The greatest selling points are
the author of the play. J. M. Barrie, and the
names of the leading members of the cast.--W.
O. James, Manager, Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Exploit its original source, the stage play
"Half an Hour," its author, and the featured
players : Ruth Chatterton, Broadway actress

;

Robert Edeson, H. B. Warner and John Loder,
all stage actors. Audience appeal : For women
especially, as they expect to hear or see some-
thing unusual.—Harry Weiss, Manager, Loew's,
Syracuse, N. Y.
The talkie angle was played up as well as its

title with its lure of mystery. A street bally-

nd extra outdoor billing in advance were
found effective.—Olympia, New Haven, Conn.
The stars were played up ; it had general ap-

peal.—Capitol, Des Moines, la.

Fact Stuff
These reports give actual ex-

periences of exhibitors in putting

over pictures to the public.

Not theory—but facts.

A real service for the busy
theatre owner or manager.

Good for high school age and over. Special

angle cast and author of story, plus all-talk.

No special display, yet good week recorded.

—

Charles G. Branham, Alabama, Birmingham,
Ala.

In this territory, picture has but two good
selling points, namely, the fact that it is an all-

talkie throughout and has well-known stage

artists in the cast. Appeals almost wholly to

the intelligentsia with little for the masses. Bar-
rie's name in connection with the film draws
little, chiefly because the title change antagon-
izes Barrie admirers.—Emil Bernstecker, Man-
ager, Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.

Offers many society angles. London society

and the name of Barrie both appeal. For all

except the youngsters.—Manager Montague Sal-

mon, Rialto, Macon, Ga.

"DREAM OF LOVE"
Cast contains names of well-known screen

players, and Joan Crawford is worth a boost
for her acting. Romantic angle is bound to at-

tract women and young people.—Manager Tub-
man, Imperial, Ottawa, Ont.

Best for women audience ; for best results

should be emphasized as love story.—Manager,
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

"THE FAKER"
Lay stress on the possibilities of the title

—

the man who tried to fool the world. Audience
appeal : For adults of all classes.—Edward
Reid, Manager, Strand, Providence, R. I.

"FANCY BAGGAGE"
Advertised as a talkie and played it up as

a light comedy of youthful appeal. Mentioned
Audrey Ferris and excellent cast. Will appeal
mostly to young people and family trade.

—

Manager Manson Floyd, Kirby, Houston, Tex.
In the way of publicity, the newspapers, bill-

boards and window cards were resorted to.

—

Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
Played up the fact that the cast is almost

identical with that of "The Little Wildcat," a
previous hit here.—Manager Harry Gould,
Palace, For Worth, Tex.
Should be sold to flappers especially, al-

though suitable for family audiences. Man-
ager would advertise it as a romance of modern
type.—Alama, Louisville, Ky.

Stress George Favvcett and Edmund Breese
in their humorous bickerings; also hilarious

comedy element in this picture. For all ages
and classes.—Joseph Jordan, Manager Stanley,

Atlantic City, N. J.

"THE FLYING FLEET"
Combined romance and adventure elements in

appealing to both family and transient patron-
age. A few invitations to naval officers proved
a source of good verbal advertising. Ramon
Novarro also should be played up as the star,

as his name alone proved a great drawing card.

—Walter Maloney, Manager Midland, Kansas
City, Mo.

Stressed air scenes as the best yet shown on

the screen and plugged Novarro. Audience ap-
peal : for all classes and ages.—Manager Wal-
ter Norris, Keith's, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Is of general appeal ; suitable for all classes
from elite to neighborhood. Stress the spec-
tacular air maneuvers in the picture and the
fact that it's Novarro's best film since Ben Hur.
Feature fact that it is the first big commercial
aviation feature.—Loew's and U. A. State,
Louisville, Ky.
Has a universal appeal due to the aviation

theme. There are just as many old and middle-
aged people seeing this picture as there are
younger ones. They are all interested in flying

stories.—J. F. Flex, Manager, Loew's Palace,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Exploit the navy aviation hookup in the film

and Novarro's name appeal. For all ages and
classes.—Andrew D. Mustard, Manager Strand,
Atlantic City, N. J.

"FUGITIVES"
Publicity angles used were : that it is a ro-

mance with plenty of action ranging from
Broadway to Africa and that it is a Richard
Harding Davis story. The audiences to be
sought are the juvenile and transient.—Majes-
tic, Dallas, Tex.
Big selling points of this are Madge Bellamy

and the author, Richard Harding Davis. Au-
dience appeal : all classes.—William E. Stumpf,
Manager New Baltimore, Md.

Exploit as tense drama rich in comedy and
love romance. Appeal should be made to the

younger generation. For all ages and classes,

especially the young folk.—Lawrence Lehman,
Manager Mainstreet, Kansas City, Mo.

"THE GHOST TALKS"
Billed heavily as mystery comedy ; puppy

love theme was also stressed. Made appeal to

all who like laughter and a good time.—Man-
ager Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveland, O.

Played up the laughs and thrills angles but
the film wasn't there in audience appeal. Best
type of audience would be juvenile thrill seek-

ers not too particular about their film fair.

—

James Clemmer, Manager Fifth Avenue, Seat-

tle, Wash.

"THE GIRL ON THE
BARGE"

Rupert Hughes, the author of the story, can
well be stressed in the advertising as he is suf-

ficiently well known to have a commendable
following. The picture drew the regular week-
to-week patronage.—Harry Wren, Manager
Alhambra, Milwaukee, Wise.

"GP7E AND TAKE"
Emphasized the fact that the film is crowded

with iaughs, laughs and more laughs.—Grand,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

"THE GOOD-BYE KISS"
Emphasize the emotions displayed in this

flaming romance of youth. Carries an appeal
to all those who like romance.— Princess, Joliet,

111.

"THE GREAT WHITE
NORTH"

Exploit its educational value. Audience ap-
peal : elite.—James Skiffington, Manager Fox,
Springfield, Mass.
Was billed as an astounding arctic adventure

film with unusual photos of battles with bears,

whales, sea lions, etc. Tied up with Stefan-

son. Good for all except flaming youth audi-

ences if surrrounded with good shorts.—Coli-

seum, Seattle, Wash.
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By Exhibitors For Exhibitors
"THE GREYHOUND

LIMITED"
Exploit as thrilling romance of railroad life

featuring Monte Blue and the fact that many
of his lines are spoken. Audience appeal : for

all classes and ages.—Clare Woods, Manager,
Royal, Kansas City, Mo.
' Exploit Monte Blue and feature it as the first

railroad talkie. Audience appeal : for all ages
and classes.—John Blunk, Manager, Alama,
Louisville, Ky.

"HARDBOILED"
Played up first angle of revealing secrets be-

hind the scenes of Broadway shows, secondly,

the story by Arthur Somers Roche, and, thirdly,

the players. Best suited for adult audiences.

—

Manager Joe Calla, Valentine, Canton, O.

"HIS PRIVATE LIFE"
The presence of Adolphe Menjou and Kath-

ryn Carver in the same picture made a good
selling angle. Names in the cast were played
up.—Manager J. M. Franklin, B. F. Keith's,

Ottawa, Out.

"HOME JAMES"
Exploit Laura La Plante and comedy angles.

Good for all classes and ages.—Manager L. J.
Shields, Ritz, Macon. Ga.

"IN OLD ARIZONA"
Advise emphasis on all-talking angle and that

it is the first picture with sound to be taken out
of doors. This excites the curiosity. Audience
appeal : for all ages, all classes.—Manager
Grover Ranch, Majestic Gardens, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Lay stress on the romance and the costumes.

Spaniards passing out handbills at schools and
Audience appeal : for all classes and ages,

streets went well here. Exploit the adventure.
Since it is the first outdoor talkie, its greatest

selling angle is advertising it as such. Its ap-
peal is general and it attracts every type of
audience.—Joe Leo, Vice-President of Mid-
wesco.
The outdoor dialogue feature angle was played

up in the pubilicty.—State, Toledo, O.
Featured in the ads was the fact that this is

the first outdoor talkie and that it would appeal
to all classes of patrons. Also the fact that it

would appeal especially to lovers of the spoken
drama.—Loew's Aldine, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Can be best sold by appealing to universal

patronage. The fact that it is the first out-of-
doors talkie should be played up big and the
singing of Warner Baxter. Don't be afraid
of the Western background but emphasize the
love element.—Strand, Louisville, Ky.

First out-door talkie. Play up big three fig-

ures, Lowe, Baxter and Burgess. Audience ap-
peal : for all ages and all classes.—C. C. Attkin-
son, Manager Strand, Louisville, Ky.

"INTERFERENCE"
Was helped by special Paramount ad cam-

paign. A strong selling point to play up is that
it is all-dialogue adapted from successful play.
Appeals to all classes, including the highest.—
Manager Kingsomer, Loew's Valencia, Balti-
more, Md.

Billed attraction as "Broadway brought to
Main Street." Stressed fact of its being first

unit show to be moved direct from Criterion in
N. Y. where it played $2 top. Excellent cast
lent appeal as well as it being an all-talkie.
Played to an elite audience.—Ralph W. Thayer,
Manager, Eckel Schine, Syracuse, N. Y.

Exploited it as an all-dialogue production of

Service

Use "Showmen's Ad. Tips" in

connection with "Weekly Box-

Office Check-Up," which begins

on Page 553.

the famous stage play. Audience appeal : every
class including the best.—Howard Price Kings-
more, Manager, Parkway, Baltimore, Md.
Inasmuch as the streets of Cedar Rapids have

been the subject of considerable local con-
troversy involving the city street department, a
ten-inch display ad in the local papers four days
before the opening of the feature and calling on
the street department to make Third Avenue,
which the Capitol faces, a "one-way street" to

accommodate the crowds that would attend the

showing of "Interference," was decided upon as

good campaign ammunition by Managing Di-
rector Evert R. Cummings. An "apology" ad
followed on Monday.—Capitol, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.

Exploit everything on this film: its talkie

angle and its similarity to the stage play, its

mystery angle and Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook,
Doris Kenyon and Wilh'am Powell Cif they
have local followings). Hit hard on the film's

reputation. Audience appeal : 14 years and up
;

all classes.—Herbert Chatkin, Manager, Pic-
cadilly, Rochester. N. Y.
The name of Clive Brook helped in the ex-

ploitation. Ballyhoo it as a widely-heralded
film of the better type. Audience appeal : for
all classes but children.—Matthew Riley, Vic-
tory, Providence, R. I.

Was widely advertised as the first unit-pro-
duction to show here and publicity on Ruth
Etting and Eddie Cantor were definite drawing
cards.—Liberty, Spokane, Wash.

"LADIES' NIGHT IN A
TURKISH BATH"

Selling points : good comedy feature and the
name of Jack Mulhall. Appeal to men and
juveniles.—Manager Robertson, Fern, Ottawa.
Ont.

"THE LAST WARNING"
Was featured as an eerie mystery, daring

drama that will chill one with its thrills and con-
taining sudden laughs with plenty of heart
throbs. The audience to be sought is a family
patronage.—Capitol, Dallas, Tex.
Good mystery with frequent laughs. Exploit

Laura La Plante and mvstery angle. Fine for
all classes and ages.—Manager H. S. Ames,
Capitol, Macon, Ga.

"THE LION AND THE
MOUSE"

This story is a standard in the stage world
and the picture has two popular stars. May
McAvoy and Barrymore. Manager P. J. Nolan
used it with sound effects and got 100 per cent
results.—Rex, Ottawa, Ont.

"THE LITTLE WTLDCAT"
Was featured as a mad rollicking mix-up of a

human wildcat out to get her man. All pub-
licity should appeal directly to the juvenile class
as this is the audience to be sought.—Old Mill.
Dallas, Tex.

"LOVE IN THE DESERT"
Exploit the romance and adventure to be

found in the story. Audience appeal : for fans

14 years of age and up.—Charles Lake, Man-
ager Keith's Palace, Rochester, N. Y.

"LUCKY BOY"
Exploited George Jessel's singing of "My

Mother's Eyes." A mother-love actor, society

romance.—L. B. Cool, Manager Colonial, Ak-
ron, O.
A big selling point is fact that this presents

George Jessel in his first talking and singing

vehicle. Carries appeal to all classes, particu-

larly to Jewish trade.—Frank Price, Jr., Man-
ager Rivoli, Baltimore, Md.

Exploit this as George Jessel's first talking

and singing picture. Audience appeal : all

classes and especially the Jewish trade.—Frank
Price, Jr., Manager Rivoli, Baltimore, Md.
Exploit George Jessel as Broadway vaude-

ville and dramatic star and that this is his first

all-talkie and singing feature. Audience appeal

:

for all classes and ages.—Ralph W. Thayer,
Manager Eckel, Syracuse, N. Y.

George Jessel himself was the strong attrac-

tion and then came the interest in his songs.

I'icture will go big where houses are wired for

sound as it is bright, funny, entertaining, and
presents no mental strain.—Hippodrome, Cleve-

land, O.
Was featured as a picture on the same type

as Jolson's successes, but care was taken in the

advertising to compare it as being just as good.

Best for adult family audiences.—John Ham-
rick, Manager Blue Mouse, Seattle, Wash.

"THE MAN IN HOBBLES"
The idea of a man who married an entire

family was exploited. Audience appeal : strong-

est for women.—Marc Wolff, Manager Palace,

Canton, O.
The fact that it is taken from the master-

piece of literature by Victor Hugo is a fine sell-

ing point.—Clemmer, Spokane, Wash.

"THE MAN WHO LAUGHS"
Play up the fact that it is Victor Hugo's

great story and the spectacular elements of the

picture. Audience appeal : for all ages and
classes.—Louis Charninsky, Manager Pantages,

Kansas City, Mo.

"MAN, WOMAN AND WD7E"
Exploited tense moments in prison and at-

tempted escape through machine gun barrage

and flood light—romantic appeal.—J. B. All-

man, Manager Allen, Akron, O.
Sociological standpoint of film is good selling

point. Has great appeal for young lady office

workers.—I. V. Hart, publicist for Keith's, Bal-
timore, Md.

"MARKED MONEY"
Should be advertised as a colorful drama of

daring youth. Strong appeal can be made to

younger generation that will attract both

family and transient biz.—Louis Charninsky,
Kansas City, Mo.

Aviation angle should be stressed. General

audience appeal.—J. H. Boswell, Manager
Rialto, Louisville, Ky.

.. nMARQUIS PREFERRED
Played up Adolphe Menjou's name ; attracted

family audiences.—Russell Bovim, Manager
Loew's, Canton, O.

Exploit for Menjou fans as a typical Men-
jou vehicle. Appeal : general.—J. H. Boswell,
Rialto, Louisville, Ky.
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• M VKKIAGEBYCONTRACT"
Sta: its best selling angles.

dictum "ii marriage.

—Frank Mcrritt, Empire, Birmingham, Ala.

Only passing mention given this film, the

ballyhoo being spent on the vaudeville.—Ma
jestic. Fort \\ orth, Tex.

ME, GANGSTER"
in underworld drama pi i\ iding

thrills and excitement.—James Skiffington,

Manager Fox, Springfield, Mass.

"MY MAN"
The name of Fannie Brice gets them in to

lis feature. The songs featured in the

film are the subject of much valuable word-of-
mouth advertising in succeeding showings of
this all-talkie. Fannie Brice and the song, "My
Man," should be exploited. -James 1). Kennedy.
Manager, Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.

Exploit star's name and the comedy angles.

Good policy to mention names of the various
musical numbers in the ballyhoo. Audience
appeal : for all ages and all classes.—Sol Brau-
nig, Manager Majestic, Providence, R. 1.

"NAUGHTY BABY"
Best angle of this feature is that it is a por-

trayal of the jazzy jubilant actions of modern
day youth. A girl that has pep and can step

the gait an ed with "it." The audience
to be sought is strictly tile juvenile patronage,
as the picture has all the high lights to bring
them in.—

i lid Mill. Dallas, Tex.
Should be exploited as light and snappy with

accent on the star's Show Girl connection. Col-
legiates will like it.—Strand, Providence, R. I.

"THE NIGHT BffiD"
Expl and comedy angle. Good for

all classes and ages.—Manager L. J. Shields,

Macon, Ga.

"NOISY NEIGHBORS"
Cannot be plugged from any special angle

;

about only exploitation possible is to advertise
that this is an opportunity to see late Theodore
Roberts.— Manager Grand, Paris, Tex.

"PHYLLIS OF THE
FOLLIES"

Has no angle from which to exploit. About
only thing to do is to play up Follies angle
as much as possible and let it go at that.

—

Manager Grand, Paris, Tex.

"ON TRIAL"
Stress it as a talkie feature with an element

of crime. Exploit Pauline Frederick in the
stellar role. Audience appeal: for all classes,
particularly those who like drama.—Sam I tend
heim, Manager Capitol, Richmond, Va.

Realism of its murder trial scenes and of
the flashbacks giving the murder evidence are
its outstanding selling points.—F.rnest Emer-
ling, Manager, I.oevv's Strand, Memphis, Term.

"THE RAINBOW"
Play up the love interest rather than the

western angle; keep away from the shi

in it. Appeals to those who like outdoor life.

--Manager Nat Keene, Hippodrome, Baltimore,
Md.

"THE REDEEMING SIN"
Dolores Costello was advertised as outstand-

ing feature of film. Any audience which likes

underworld pictures should be satisfied with this

State, < 3ev( land, Ohio.
Manager Andrew Saso declares Dolores Cos-

tello is always a good bet, Although it was in

it- second week, the feature registered fairly

well with all classes.—Music Box, Portland,

( )re.

Expl ' ostello as playing a new
and different part which shows the extent of her
talents. Audieno appeal : To the masses and
the hetter element.—C. S. Langue, Manager,

Warner's Metropolitan, Baltimore, Md.
It- star, Dolores Costello, recently became the

bride of John Barrymore, and this was played

up big in the Stanley advertising. Also the fact

that it is an all-talkie.Stanley, Pittsburgh, Pa.

"RED HOT SPEED"
Manager Peck believes feature would click

in smaller cities and in Class B houses in the

i cities. Reginald Denny offers best bet to

feature, nol overlooking the fact t.iat he talks.

—

\ ict< >ry, Tampa. Fla.

All cla-ses of people were drawn into the

theatre, young people to see Denny and older

folks to see Sale's characterization in "March-
ing On." Denny's clean comedy warranted

children's patronage. Youngsters should be ap-

pealed to. as they are future customers of the-

Elaborate lobby display and special built

fronts captured the eyes.—Manager Kaufman,

Empire, Syracuse, X. V.

Exploit its speed angle: its motor trouble

heart trouble; also emphasize Reginald

\udience appeal: For the whole fam-

ily.—T. R. Earl, Manager, Imperial, Asheville,

I

Exploit speed and adventure angles. One
stunt of a wrecked car being towed through

streets with appropriate posters went well here.

the romance angle. Audience appeal

:

For all ages and all classes.—Thomas D. So-

rerio, Rochester, N. Y.
Emphasized the fact that this was Denny's

first talkie and was surprised at the business.

—

(Manager Harry Gould, Palace, Fort Worth,
Tex.

"RED LIPS"
Played up fact that the story was written by

Percy Mark-, and that it was coilegiate propa-

ganda. Played to adult and youthful audiences.

—Palace, Canton, Ohio.

"RED WINE"
Conrad Nagel is the best selling point, with

the light comedy character of the story as the

econd. The title is worth little.. Its appeal is

to the general patronage.—Manager Eddie

Bremer, Majestic, Houston, Tex.
Appealed to those who like the lighter type

of entertainment, The women in this vicinity

like Xagel.—Sam L. Bandhcim, Manager, Capi-

tol, Richmond, Va.

"THE RESCUE"
Exploit as sound production and a mighty

Conflict between passion and honor, with Ron-
ald Colman in a story by Joseph Conrad as his

first starring vehicle. Also emphasize Herbert
Brenon's direction and Lily Damita, new for-

eign player. Audience appeal: To the higher
element, because of its psychological aspect.

—

Howard Price Kingsmore, Manager, Loew's
Stanley, Baltimore, Md.
A great deal of merit lies in advertising the

feature as having been adapted from Joseph
i om id's story. Ronald Colman always drav

Feminine patronage Herbert Israel, Manager,
Milwaukee. Wis.

Film of high calibre, and was of that type
which appeals to those who like romance and
li una.—Harold W. Evans, Manager, Loew's,
Richmond. Va.

Especially appealing to lovers of adventure

stories. I'.e-t selling point is the fact that story
was written by the master teller of sea tales,

ill t in, ul Another selling point is Ron-
ald I oliiian a- one of the screen's first lovers.

—

Loew's Perm, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Two publicity angles to be used are that it is

based on Joseph Conrad's novel of the same
name, and that it is a vivid tale of love and
adventure. It appeals to juvenile and transient
patronage.—Melba, Dallas, Tex.

Played up fact that the film u.is Ronald Col-
man's first starring vehicle. Introduced Lily
Damita, new French actress. Dedicated picture

to the matinee trade and emphasized Conrad
authorship.—Worth, Fort Worth, Tex.

Played up first of all fact that it is Colman's
first independent Stella vehicle, then the fact

that it marked Lily Daniita- American debut,

and finally the original story by Conrad. Ap-
pealed to general family audience, because of

combination of romance, adventure and thrills.

—Russell Bovim, Manager, Loew's, Canton, O.

"RLNTY OF THE DESERT"
Audience appeal : For the men and the

younger element.—-Joe Calla, Manager, Valen-
tine, Canton, Ohio.

"SAL OF SLNGAPORE"
Ballyhoo it as the strangest triangle ever

formed. Appeals to those who like their dramas
a bit wicked.—Patrick McManus, Princess,

Joliet, 111.

"SALLY'S SHOULDERS"
Light entertainment. Recommended for

adult patrons, especially young people.

Selling point : Play up the leads and mod-
ern youth angle. Be sure to inform patron- of

its frothy entertainment qualities.—Manager
J. M. Franklin, Keith's. ( Ittawa, Out.

"SCARLET SEAS"
Barthelmess the big selling point of film. All

seemed to like it. It appeals to all classes, men
particularly.—Howard Kingsmore, Manager,
Loew's Century, Baltimore, Md.

Exploit Richard Barthelmess and love aboard
a ship threatened by an irate crew. Audience
appeal : For adults.—T. R. Karl, Manager,
Imperial, Asheville, N. C.

The popularity of the two stars—Barthelmess
and Betty Compson—and real sea thrills are
good selling angles. The picture also appeals

to everybody, old and young alike, and even the

sensationally avid. The possible exception is

the juvenile audience.—Manager Manson Floyd,

Kirhy. Houston, Tex.

"SEVEN FOOTPRLNTS TO
SATAN"

Sold this feature on the spook stuff.—Pan-
theon, Toledo, Ohio.

"THE SHOPWORN ANGEL"
Play up the romantic and pathos interest. Hit

human interest angle hard. Biggest hook-up
here was "shopworn sales" at stores, which ad-

vertised the show. Audience appeal : From 14
of age up.—Marvin Murphy, Manager,

Eastman, Ri k hester, X. Y.
Mas universal appeal. Nancy Carroll and

Gary Cooper have excellent roles.—Roy Rogan,
Manager, Rialto, Joliet, III.

Best publicity angles on the film are thai it

is an all-talkie, a great romance, with the ability

to make you laugh and cry. The audience to be
sought is a juvenile patronage. The younger
of the business men and women will contribute

a large part of the receipts.—Greater Palace,

Dallas, Tex.
(Continued on page 571)
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In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

City and
Weather

Theatre No. of Days
and Run and

Seating Admission
Capacity Prices

Percentage
Rating;
Normal
Business
Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

"Abie's Irish Rose'
Paramount(T.)

Indianapolis, Ind.
Weather: Fair

Circle

(2500)

7
25(5-600

135% Fox M. News; "Visions of

Spain"
None

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

Regent
(1225)

6
250-600

97% Fox M. and Para. News; 6
Brown Bros. T. Orchestra

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Parkway
(1092)

6
150-350 108%

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold

State

(3000)

7 100% M-G-M- T. Revue; M-G-M
and Fox M. News Orchestra

Memphis, Tenn. Palace
(2307)

6 125%

Salt Lake City, Utah Empress 7 125%

"The Air Circus"
Fox (T )

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Empire
(1700)

7

250-300-400
80% "Collegians" (U), Fox M.

News and Act

"The Air Legion"
R. K. 0.

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Orpheum
(2650)

7
250-500
750-81

.

85% Pathe News; Fables, Topics
(Pathe) 6 Acts

!Alias Jimmy Valentine" Wichita, Kans. Palace 7 100%
M-G-M (T.) Weather: Fair (1487) 500

Fox M. News; Chic Sale in

"Marching On" (Fox T.)

Lincoln subject None

Akron, O.
Weather: Cold

Strand
(1200) 250-500 105%

Comedy; Para. News
None

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Texas
(3000)

7
250-600

110% Para. News; Comedy; Vita.

Acts Publix Unit

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Mild

Victory
(1600)

6

250-500-600
100%

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Fifth Avenue
(2750)

7
250-350-
500-600

110% Fox M. News F. M.'s
"Chicken a la

King"

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Weather: Cold

Regent
(1787)

7
350-500

75% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

Springfield, Mass.
Weather :Fair, warm

Broadway
(1800)

7
250-500

72% "Killing the Killer" (M-G-
M); Pathe News; Lincoln
reel, 2 Vita Acts

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild, snow

Majestic
(1500)

7
250-500

"Pair of Tights" (M-G-M);
M-G-M News None

"All at Sea"
M-G-M

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Loew's
(2025)

3
300-500

110% Int'l News
Acts

"Annapolis"
Pathe

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair, cold

Palace
(2200)

4

250-500
100% Pathe News 5 Acts; 111. U.

Glee Club

"Anybody Here
Kelly"?

Universal

Seen Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Keith's
(3016)

6
250-600

75% "Tarzan" Serial

News
(U.); Int'l

3 Acts

"The Awakening"
United Artists (T.)

Richmond, Va. Colonial 6 110% Fables (Pathe): Ufa Short;
Weather: Fair (1S00) 250-350-500 Para. News; M-G-M Com-

edy; 2 Vita. Acts None

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Fair, warm

Bijou
(1000)

7
250-500

"Dumb Daddies" Int'l News
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City and
Weather

Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;
and Run and Normal

Seating Admission Business
Capacity Prices Equals

100%

Shorts Presentation

'The Barker"
First National (T.)

Paris, Tex.
w eather: Fair, rain

Plaza 6 75'
, Fox News; M ('» M Mm i<--

tone Act None

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair, cold

Aztec
(2700) 25M0)(

115% Comedy Stage Show

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Stanley
(3654)

6
25(!-65(!

95%

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Aztec
(2500)

3
25HiO(!

100% Comedy
Stage Show

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather: Fair

California

(2500)
100%

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Mild

Ritz
(1800) 25(i-35(i-60(S

150% "Collegians" (U.); Pathe
News 3 Acts

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Warm

Plaza
I'MIO'.i

2
40*!-60ff

75%

Salt Lake City, Utah Capitol
(2400)

7 100%

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

State
(3400)

7

35H50*
110' Fox and M-G-M News; 2

Sound Acts Organ

'The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M (T.)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Fair, cold
State

(3800)

7

15i-50i
95% M-G-M Sound Comedy None

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold, mild

State

(2700)

7
15<!-25HS0«!

100% Fox M. News; Roach Com-
edy

5 Acts

Indianapolis, Ind.
Weather: Fair

Palace
(2800)

7

25f!-50s<

80% "Two Tars" (M-G-M
.

Fox News None

New York City
Weather: Clear

Embassy
(596)

Indef.

tip J.—<P^

101 7/10%
(2nd week)

M-G-M Shorts None

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Midland
(4000)

Selected News; Lincoln
Reel; 2 M. Acts

'The Broadway Melody" New York City
M-G-M (T.) Weather: Clear

Astor
(1120)

Indef.

$l-$2
172 8/10% "Confession", (M-G-M T.) None

"The Canary M\
Case"
Paramount

jrder Portland, Ore.
Weather: Cold

Portland
(3068)

7
25(i-60j!

125% M-G-M News; A. Lincoln
subject

Pu b 1 ix Unit:
"Beaux Arts"

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Seattle

(3150)

7

25»!-35f!-50f!
-60 i

120% Lincoln Sound Reel; Para.
News

Anita Stewart;
Publix Unit

"Captain Lash"
Fox

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair, cold

Majestic
(1700)

7
25^-75 1

95% Pathe News; Fables; Fox
News 5 Acts

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

Centre
(1200)

6
15(i-40(!

75% Fox News; "Sky Ranger,"
"Quiet Worker," (Educ.) None

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, cold

Great Lakes
(2500)

7
65(i-85|{

70% Fox M. Act; Fox News None

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Rialto

(2300)

1

35)i-60(f

120% Int'l News; Comedy Acts

'The Case of Lena
Smith"
Paramount

'The Circus Kid"
R. K. O. (T.)

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair, cold

Princess

(1300)

4
25(i-35(S

95% Comedy; Internat'l News None

Toledo, O. Princess

(900)
65%

"The Cavalier"
Tiffany-Stahl (T.)

Wichita, Kans.
Weather : Fair

Uptown
(1993)

3
25)f-40^

40% Kinograms; Vita. Short Organ

"Cheyenne"
First National

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

1

15)!-35)S

100% Int'l News; Comedy None

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Fair

Victory
(1600) 25f!-50)f-60(!

80%

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Majestic
(2250) 15f!-25f!-60j<

100% Lou Tellegen

"Companionate
Marriage"

First National

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Palace
(1906)

4
30 ((-50)!

125% Pathe News; Comedy 5 Acts

Atlantic City, N.J.
Weather: Moderate

Stanley 3 75% Para. News; Jane Green,
(1999) 40^-50^ Melody Girl; Frank

Whitman, Fiddler
None
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"Conquest"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Metropolitar
(1500)

i 6
150-500

75%

Toledo, O. Vita-Temple
(1000)

85%

New York City
Weather : Clear

Strand
(2900)

7
250-500-650

107K% "Pair of Aces," "Flo Lewis"
(Vita.); Selected and Fox
Movietone News

None

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Melba
(1800)

6 75% "We Faw Down" (M-G-
M); 2 Vita. Acts; Fox
M. News

"Court Martial"
Columbia

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Strand
(1700)

7
20^-30^-40(4

100% Fox M. Fashion reel; 2 Vita.
Acts Orchestra

"Dancing Vienna"
Defu-First National

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Valencia
(1500)

6
250-350

59%. Hodge-Podge (Educ); "Hold
That Monkey" (Educ);
M-G-M News None

"The Devil's Cage"
Chadwick

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Fair, warm

Bijou
(1000)

7
250-500

80% Int'I News

"The Doctor's Secret"
Paramount (T.)

Des Moines, la. Capitol

(1600)

7 135% Para. News; Vita. Acts Publix Unit

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Stormy

Newman
(1866)

7 90%

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain

Rialto

(500)

3 100% Fox News; Para. Shorts;
Vita. Acts

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Metropolitan 7
(2400) 150-250-600

98%

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather: Cold

Granada
(3000)

150%
Acts

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Mild

Alabama
(2200)

6
250-350-600

100% Para. T. and News
Spot Show

Des Moines, la. Capitol
(1800)

7 130% Stage Show

New York City
Weather: Clear

Paramount
(3666)

7 110 3/10%
400-650-750 (2d Week)
850-S1.

"That Certain Party" (Para.

T.); Selected and Fox M.
News "Cooling OS"

New Haven, Conn.
Weather: Excellent

Olympia
(2500)

7 110% "Bride's Relations" (Educ.
T.)

Publix Unit;
Overture; Organ

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Snow, cold

State
(3000)

7
250-350-500

75% Fox M. and M-G-M News;
Lincoln reel; Roach comedy "Zeppelin Flight"

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild, snow

Wisconsin
(2902)

7
250-750

110% Fox M. News "Black & White
Revue"; 5 Acts

"Dream of Love"
M-G-M

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

Imperial

(1200)

6
100-350

80% "Collegians" (U.); Oddities
(M-G-M)

Orchestra Over-
ture

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Cold, snow

Michigan
(2200)

3
100-300^100

-500

60% Fox News; "Elephant's El-
bows" (Fox) Stage Show

"The Faker"
Columbia

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Fair, cold
Strand

(2200)

7

150-500
80% Lynn Overman in "Kisses"

None

"Fancy Baggage"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Fair

Tampa
(1600)

3
250-500-600 100%

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold, mild

Kirby
(1654)

7
100-250-500

80% Fox M. News; 4 Vita. Acts
None

New Haven, Conn.
Weather: Excellent

Roger Sherman 7
(2000)

90% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts
Stage Show

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain

Rialto
(500)

3 85% Fox News; Para. Short;
Vita. Acts

Atlantic City, N. J.
Weather : Moderate

Stanley
(2500)

4
400-500

100% Para News; 2 Vita. Acts

"The Flying Fleet"
M-G-M

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair, cold

Broadway
(1400)

7
250-500

125% Fox News
None

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Snow, cold

Majestic
(1050)

4
100-250-350

-500

65%J Pathe Review; Fables (Pathe);

M-G-M- News None
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'The Flying Fleet'

(Continued)

Kansas City, Mo.
Wr.it in i Stormy

Midland
li 100)

7 80%

New York City
Weather: Clear

Capitol

1620

7 120 6/10%
35(5-50(5-75(5

SI .-SI .50

Selected and M. News "Miami Nights"

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Weather: Cold

Keith's
1 759)

4 80%
20(5-50(5

1 'at he Xews
6 Acts

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Strand

I t M It I

(i

in,- .-,oc

100% M-G-M News; Fables
(Pathc i

'Fugitives'
Fox

Baltimore, Md. New 6 35% "Marching On" (Fox T.);

Weather: Cold (1600) 25(5-50(5 Fox M. News; Barnum
and Bailey," Fox News None

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Majestic
(2850)

110%
Acts

'Geraldine"
Pathe (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Mainstreet
(2500)

2 M. Acts; Selected News;
"Mickey's Explorers"
(R. K. O.); "Flaming
Canyons"

Orchestra

"The Ghost Talks"
Fox (T.)

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Clear, damp

Hippodrome 7

(4500) 25(5-50(5

130 1

; 'Marching On" (Fox T.);

Fox M. News None

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Fifth Avenue 7 80%
(2750) 25(5-50(5-60(5

'Marching On" (Fox M.);
Fox M. News

Sally O'Neil; F. &
M. Unit

'The Girl on the Barge,,
Universal (T.)

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild, snow

Alhambra 7
(2000) 25(5-50(5

90% Lincoln Reel; "Hen Fruit";
Int'l News None

'Give and Take"
Universal (T.)

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Aztec
(2500)

4
25*5-60(5

75% Comedy
Stage Show

"The Good Bye Kiss*

First National
Joilet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

3
15(5-35(5

80% Para. News; Comedy
None

"The Great White
North"

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Fair

Orpheum
(1700)

3 200%
25(5-40(5

None Loie Bridge Co.

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Fair, warm

Fox
(1444)

7
20(5-50(5

90% Fox News; Gertrude Law-
rence in M. Acts

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Coliseum 7 75'
,

Fox M. News; Gertrude
(1650) 25(5-35(5 Lawrence T.; "Follow

Teacher" (Educ.)

'The Greyhound Lim-
ited"

Warner Bros.

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

Alamo
9

7 105%
20(5-30^-40*!

"Marching On" (Fox T.);

Fox News; 3 Sound Acts

'Grit Wins"
Universal

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: F'air

Franklin
(865)

1

10(5-25(5

100%

'His Private Life'

Paramount
Des Moines, la. Strand

(1065)
90% Para. News; Para. Cartoon

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

B. F. Keith's 6
(2590) 15(5-60(5

70% Pathe News; Fables; "Ex-
changed Husbands" 5 Acts

'Home, James"
Universal

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain

Ritz 90% Comedy; Newsreel

'Honeymoon"
First National

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Princess

(1200)

3
10(5-35(5

60% Int'l News; Comedy

Grand Rapids, Mich.
\\ eather: Cold

Keith's
(1759)

3
20(5-50(5

80% Pathe News

None

6 Acts

"In Old Arizona"
Fox (T.)

Toledo, O. State
(2000)

125%

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Weather: Cold

Majestic
(1150)

7
40(5-50(5 85%

Pathe Sound and Para.
News Orchestra

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Fays
(1250)

7
15(5- 354

90% Fox News; "Night Club
Revue"; "Will Mahoney
Monologue"

None

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Moderate

Lyric
(1238)

7
15 (5-25 (5-35 i

200%
(2nd run) None

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild, snow

Merrill

(1167)

7

25(5-50(5

190% Fox M. News None
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"In Old Arizona'
(continued)

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

Strand
(1785) 2ht-Zhi-!>0i

95%. Fox News; 4 Sound Acts None

"Interference"
Paramount (T.)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Fair, cold
Victory

(1600)

7

15f»-50(!

Eddie Cantor in "That
Certain Person" (Para.

T.)

None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Parkway
(1092)

6
15jf-35(»

108%
(3rd week)

"That Certain Thing"
(Para. T.); Ruth Etting
(Para. T.) ; Fox M. News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Valencia
(1500)

6
25ff-35(<

72%
(2nd run)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold

Eckel Schine
(1600)

7

2H-ZU
100% "That Party in Person"

(Para. T.) Organ

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Piccadilly
(2259)'

7

35ff-65(*

Selected News; "Lover's
Paradise"; "Musical
Dynamite"; "Ko-Ko's
Courtship" (Para.)

None

'A Lady of Chance"
M-G-M

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Mild

Tampa
(1600)

6
25{<-50«i-60«<

75%

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Clear

State
(3000)

115% 5 Acts

"The Land of the Silver
Fox"

Warner Bros.

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Clear

Strand 75%

'The Last Warning"
Universal (T.)

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Clear, damp

Palace
(3600)

7
35«i-75(S

60% "Jim Jam Janitor" (Pathe)

;

Fox, Pathe, Para. News Acts

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Fair

Byrd
(1600)

4
15jf-25»!-50(<

90% Fox M. and Int'l News; 2
Vita. Acts Organ

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Capitol

(1000)
6 80% 2 Vita. Acts; "Collegians"

(U.); Newsreel

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain

Capitol

(955)

90% Fox News; Para. Short;
Vita. Act

"The Little Wildcat'
Warner Bros. (T.)

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Old Mill

(1400)
90% Pathe Sound News

Salt Lake City, Utah Victory
(1300)

100%

'Love in the Desert'
R. K. O. (T.)

(Silent version)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold

Strand
(1800) 20j!-30f«-40f!

100% Lincoln reel; 2 Vita. Acts;
Fox M. News Orchestra

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Keith Palace
(3200)

4
35yi-60jf

85% Pathe News
6 Acts

'Lucky Boy"
Tiffany-Stahl (T.)

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair, cold

Empire
(1550)

7
25(i-50jf

50% Fox News; 3 Vita. Acts
None

Indianapolis, Ind.
Weather: Fair

Indiana
(3000)

7

35»!-65f»

85% Pathe News
Publix Unit

Akron, O.
Weather: Cold

Colonial
(1147)

7

25f!-50f!

108% "Melancholy Dame" (Chris-

tie) ; Para. News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Rivoli

(2200)

6

25f«-50f!

130%

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Eckel
(1400)

7

25t-mt
100% 2 Vita. Acts

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Blue Mouse
(950)

7

25f«-35»!-50(*

75% "Bride's Relations" (Educ.
T.); Fox M. News

"The Man in Hobbles"
Tiffany-Stahl

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Palace
(1906)

3

30i-50{
80% 5 Acts

"The Man Who Laughs"
Universal

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Pantages
(2800)

7 90% Fables (Pathe); Selected
News 3 Acts

"Marquis Preferred"
Paramount

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair, cold

Princess

(1300)
3

25»!-35(!
95% Comedy; Int'l News

None

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

Rialto
(3000)

4 85% Pathe Review; Pathe News 5 Acts

"Me Gangster"
Fox

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Fair, warm

Fox
(1444)

7

20jS-50ji
90% Gertrude Lawrence in M.

Act; Fox News
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"My Man"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Fair, cold

Majestic
(2400)

7
15*-50*

100% Fox M. News None

Indianapolis, Ind.
Weather: Fair

Apollo
i 1 100)

7
25*-50*

150% "Marching On" (Fox T.);

Fox M. News None

New York City
Weather: Clear

Warner's
(1360)

5
Sl-$2

99%
(9th Week)

Vita Shorts None

"Naughty Baby"
First National

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Snow, cold

Michigan
(2200)

4
10*-30*
40*-50*

40% Fox News; "Camping Out"
(Pathe) Stage Show

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Clear

Orpheum 7 110% 6 Acts

"Ned McCobb's
Daughter"

Pathe

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Majestic
(1700)

7
25*-75*

90% Fox and Pathe News;
Fables (Pathe) 5 Acts

Memphis, Tenn. Orpheum
(2200)

6 105% Acts

"Phyllis of the Follies"
Universal

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Fair, rain

Grand
(850)

2
25*-30*

70% Topics, Fables, Pathe News,
Pathe Review None

Paris, Tex.
Weather : Warm

Grand
(500)

2

25*-35f!

90%

"The Power of Silence"
Tifiany-Stahl

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Fair

Orpheum
(1700)

3
25*-40*

200% None Loie Bridge Co.

"The Rainbow"
Tiffany-Stahl

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Hippodrome
(2500)

6
20*-55*

90% Pathe News; Comedy 'Demi-Virgin," play.

Vaudeville Acts

"The Redeeming Sin"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Clear, damp

State

(3400)

7
30*-60

*

90% "The Slick Slickser" (Para.)

T.); Para, and Fox M. News Publix Acts

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Very cold

Music Box
(1837)

7
50*

80%
(2nd week)

Fox News; "Old Barn"
(Educ. T.); Vita. Acts None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Metropolitan 6
(1500) 15^-50)4

130% Kinograms; 2 Vita Shorts None

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Music Box
(950)

14
25*-35*-50*

60% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

"Red Hot Speed"
Universal (T.)

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Fair

Victory
(1600)

4
25*-50*-60*

80%

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, cold

Lafayette
(2000)

7
60*

70% Int'l News; Vita. Acts Vaudeville

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold

Empire
(1600)

7
20*-30*-40*

-50*

"0% "Marching On" (Fox T.)

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Pantages
(1500)

7
25*-50*-75*

70% Pathe Sound News 6 Acts

- Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow, cold

Rochester
(4000)

7
35*-60*

80% Fox News; "Across the
Border" 6 Acts

Asheville, N. C.
Weather; Cold, rain

Imperial
(1000)

3
10*-40(f-50*

92% M-G-M News; 3 Vita. Units

"Redskin"
Paramount

Tampa, Fla.
Weather : Fair

Tampa
(1600)

4
25*-50*-60*

80%

New York City
Weather: Clear

Criterion

(861)

Indef.

$l-$2
97 3/10%
(2nd week)

Para. Shorts None

"The Rescue"
United Artists

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Stanley
(3654

6
25*-65*

75% M-G-M T. Revue; Ber-
nado D. Pace (Vita.);

Para, and Fox M. News
Orchestra, Organ

"Revenge"
United Artists

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Blue Mouse 7
25*-35*-50*

75', Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

"Rinty of the Desert"
Warner Bros.

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Valentine
(811)

7
15*-25*

85% Pathe News; Comedy None

"The River"
Fox

New York City
Weather: Clear

Gaiety
I.S0.V

Indef.

$l-$2
136 8/10%
(9th Week)

Fox M. Reel; Fox M. News None

"Scarlet Seas"
First National

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Very cold

United Artists 7

(957) 35*-00*
50% M-G-M News; M-G-M M.

Act Stage Show

Baltimore, Md.
Weather : Cold

Centurv
(3500)

6
25*-35*

103% Loew's-Publix
Stage Show
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Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Kirby
(1800) 10^-25^-50)5

120^

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Coliseum
(1500)

7
25(4-35(5

Comedy; Fox M. News None

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Cold

Imperial

(1000) 10(5-40(5-50(5

116% Fox M. and M-G-M News;
Vita. Acts

'The Shopworn Angel"
Paramount (T.)

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Empire
(1500)

7
35(5-50(5

80 c Fox News; 3 Vita. Acts None

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Seattle

(3100)

7

25M5)!
-50)5-60)5

115% Para. News; Elinor Glyn T.
Reel

Publix Unit
Billy Dooley

Memphis, Tenn. State
(3400)

6 100% 5 Acts

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Eastman
(3400)

7

35)5-65(5-75)5

85% Selected News; "False Alarm
Fire Co." Publix Unit

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Rialto

(2300)

3
25)5-50)5

135% Pathe News; Comedy 2 Acts

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Moderate

Minnesota
(4025)

7
30(5-40)5-75(5

79% Fox M. News Publix Unit; Or-
gan; Orchestra

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Stanley

(1999)

4
40(5-50(5

90% Para. News; Gladys Brock-
well in "Hollywood
Bound"; Band Act None

Louisville, Ky. Mary Anderson
Weather: Clear, cold

"
(1376)

7 110%
25)5-35)5-50)!

Pathe News; 2 Sound Acts None

"The Singing Fool"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Tampa, Fla. Strand 7 200%
Weather: Fair (800) 15)5-35)5-40)5 (2d Run)

New York City
Weather: Clear

Winter Garden
(1492)

Indef. 80 7/10%
$l-$2 (23d Week)

Vita. Shorts None

'Sins of the Fathers'
Paramount (T.)

Des Moines, la. Strand
(1965)

105% Para. News; Dear Old Cal-
ford" (U.)

New York City Rivoli Indef. 95 3/10%
Weather: Clear (2200) 35)5-50)5-75)5 (3d Week)

-85HH
Christie Comedy; Selected
and Fox M. News None

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild, snow

Strand
(1297)

7
25(5-50)5

90% "Melancholy Dame" (Chris-

tie T.) None

'The Sin Sister'
Fox (T.)

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain

Capitol

(955)

85% Style Show (Fox T.); Para.
Short; Vita. Acts

'Someone to Love'
Paramount

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Snow, cold

Dominion
(800)

100 f

Orchestra

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Mild

Strand
(800)

6
25»!-50(!

125 f Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

'The Spieler"
Pathe (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather : Stormy

Pantages
(1200)

90%

'Stark Mad"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild, snow

Garden 7 160% Fox M. News; "Ed Lowrey
(1200) 25)5-50)5 & Band," "Redmond &

Wells" (T.)

None

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cold, snow

Music Box
(950) 25(5-35(5-50)5

75< "Eligible Mr. Bangs" (Educ.
T.); Fox M. News

'Strange Cargo"
Pathe (T.)

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, cold

Buffalo

(3100)

7

65)5

100% M-G-M and Fox M. News Stage Show: "Just
Kids"

'Submarine"
Columbia

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Snow, cold

Pantages
(1700)

3
50)5

150%

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Strand
(725)

7

25)5-40)5

"Marching On" (Fox T.);

Pathe Sound News None

"Synthetic Sin"
First National (T.)

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair, cold

Ohio
(3400)

7

25)5-50)5

Fox News Loew's-Publix Unit

'The Terror"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Very cold

Blue Mouse
(700)

7

25<!-35)!
80% Fox News; Vita. Shorts None

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Rialto

(2300)
3

25(5-50(5

100% Sound News: Comedy

'The Trail of '98"

M-G-M
Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, cold

Hippodrome
(2100)

7

60(5

65% Fox M. News K.-A. Acts
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City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

No. of Days
Run and
Admission

Prices

Percentage
Rating;
Normal
Business
Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

"The Trail of '98"

mtinued >

Toledo, O. \ alentine
1 500)

115%

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Loews
(2025

4

30 (5-50 c

125% Topics (Pathe); Int'l and
POX M. News 5 Acts

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weathei :

Moderate
i >rpheum

2900)
7

35^-50)5-75)!

61'. Educ. Short 4 Acts

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Fair

Loews
(2200)

6
25)5-35(5-50)5

100% Fox M. and M-G-M News;
M-G-M T. Revue; Graf

Zeppelin
Organ

Salt Lake City, Utah Pantages
(2200)

7 100%

"Trial Marriage"
Columbia

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Hippodrome
(2.500)

6
20(5-55)5

120% Bert Smith Players
in "Turn to the
Right"; Acts

"True Heaven"
Fox

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

New
(1600)

6
25(5-50)5

85',

New York City
Weather: Clear

Roxv
(6205)

7
50(<75(5

$1-$1.50

104 7/10% "Marching On" (Fox T);
Selected and Fox M.
News

George Billings as
Lincoln; "Pirate
Life"; ballet

"Weary River"
First National (T.)

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Clear, damp

Stillman

(1800)

7
40(5-75(5

113% "Liberty" (M-G-M); M-G-
M News None

New York City
Weather: Clear

Central
(922)

7

$l-$2
-$2.50

107 9/10%
(3d Week)

Vita. Acts
None

"West of Zanzibar"
M-G-M

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Fair, rain

Grand
(850)

2
25(5-35(5

90% "Hot Scotch"; (Christie);

"Red Man's Home" None

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Regent
(1697)

7
15(5-50(5

80% Selected News; "Bookworm
Hero"; "Amateur Antics";
"Glories of the Evening" None

"Wild Orchids"
M-G-M

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Clear, damp

Allen

(3300)

7
30(5-60(5

100% "Picture Mv Astonishment"
(Christie); Fox M. and M-
G-M News None

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Cold

Broadway
(1912)

7
25(5-60(5

90% Fox News; Fox M. News F. & M.'s "Good
News," Char-

lotte Greenwood

"Wings"
Paramount

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Snow, cold

Wuerth
(777)

7

10»5-25<5-35f!
-50 1

93 3/10% None ' None

"The Wolf of Wall Street"
Paramount (T.)

' San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair, cold

Texas
(3000)

4

25H30<5
125% 3 Vita. Acts; Para. News Publix Unit:

"Teeing Off"

Des Moines, la. Des Moines
(1700)

7 135% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Mild, cloudy

Metropolitar
(2512)

L 7
15(5-25(5-60)5

135% Para. News Orchestra; Organ
Publix Unit

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Century
(3221)

6
25)5-65)5

117% "Liberty" (M-G-M) ; Fox M.
and M-G-M News

Loew -Publix

I 'nit; Orches-
tra; Organ

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, cold

Centui \

(3000)

7

60 1

120% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Mild

Tampa
-'."•00)

6
25(5-50(5-60)5

125%

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Stormy
Des Moines

(1700)

7 100%

New York City
Weather: Clear

Rialto
1 960)

Indef. 147 7/10%
:;.'.. .',11, 75 c (3d Week)

-85)!-$l

Christie Comedy; Selected
and Fox M. Ni None

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Moderate

State

(2300)

7
25)5-35^-60^

nx% State Digest; Fox M. News Stage Show;
Organ

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Fair, rain

Plaza

(1232)
7

iohoho<
122% "Picture My Astonishment"

((Christie); Para. News

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Greater Palace 7

(2350)
100% "Harris and Howe" (Vita.) Publix Unit

'A Woman of Affairs"
M-G-M

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Fair

Miller 3
(1981) 25(5-35)5-50)5

98' Para. News 'Louisville

Loons"
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

'The Barker"

Tops Strand's

Talking Bill

Fannie Brice's Trailer For
Short Vitaphone

Non-Talking"NedMcCobb's Daughter"
Hit Of The Week's Bill At The Colony

"The Barker," with Milton Sills, Dor-
othy Mackaill, Betty Coiupson and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., featured, is topping the bill

at the Strand this week, and the show
shapes up strong enough to be held over at

the house, as it looks to be clicking at the

box-office in good shape. In addition there

are two Vitaphone shorts and a trailer for

"My Man," which Fannie Brice uses to

advertise her forthcoming appearance in

the picture at the house, and this trailer is

as good as any short that the Warners have
turned out. The trailer runs six minutes,
and Fannie gets a lot of laughs out of it.

The feature runs about an hour and
twenty minutes and the rest of the show
including the trailer is about ten minutes
short of two hours, which will permit of

a fast turn over for the house.

There is a terrific contrast offered in two
sound newsreels here this week. There is

a single shot from the Pathe Sound News
and as this is followed immediately by the
Fox Movietone News one cannot but make
a comparison in the sound values in both
with Fox having by far the best of the
argument. The news in sound runs eleven
minutes.

The Neal Sisters in a clever little com-
bination of song and music under the title

of "Blondes That Prefer Gentlemen"
scored nicely. The girls, there are three
of them, harmonize nicely in their opening
number which is the one that gives title to
their reel. This is followed by a piano,
violin and cello number and another song
at the finish.

Giovanni Martinelli in "Vesti La Guib-
ba" from "Pagliacci" served just ahead
of the feature. Some of the earlier sound
pictures made by the Warners of this ope-
ratic star were much more effective than
this one.

Grace La Rue To Sing In
Special Act For Vitaphone

Vitaphone has signed Grace La Rue,
famed star of the musical comedy stage to
appear in a short Vitaphone presentation
to be produced at Warner Bros, eastern
studios in Brooklyn. In the act Miss La
Rue will sing some original songs written
especially for her. She will be directed by
Bryan Foy.

'T'HERE are so many of the public
* squawking that they do not like the

"talkies" that I think it would have been
a smart thing to have advertised "Ned
McCobb's Daughter" at the Colony this

week as a non-talk feature. The picture is

a corking silent film that will please audi-

ences anywhere, although it is a mighty
hard job seemingly to pull audiences into

the Colony. There is a fault there, and
while a great many people say that the

house would do business if it got the pic-

tures, it would seem that some sort of a

consistent policy in regard to its stage

shows would have some effect at the box
office. The shows that the house has been
playing since the first of the year are
neither fish nor fowl. They are not good,
neither are they rotten, possibly mediocre
is the word that describes them most aptly.

When they have a good band they have
poor specialties and then when the band is

not so good the specialties are better.

If the house cannot afford good entertain-

ment why not cut it out altogether and just

give the audience pictures and an organ,
either that or go to a whooping jazz stage

show that will at least keep up with the

others offered on the street. There are two
policies and a third might be to get away
from the jazz entirely and get a high class

string quintet, with concert singers and go
in for the classical stuff.

This week's stage show is a flop. There
is a new band at the house, eleven hot
players under the direction of Alex Hyde.
They are a good musical combination and
Hyde manages to move them along nicely.

But there are a couple of girls that are

terrible and a master of ceremonies that is

awful.

The orchestra opens with "Where The
Shy Little Violets Grow," winning a hand
on it. Then Eddie Moran, "The 100 Per
Cent Talking Comedian," steps front and
center and starts a routine of old gags that
would make any audience weep. If the old

Western Burlesque Wheel were still in ex-

istence Eddie Moran would possibly be a
third rate comedian with one of the shows
on it. -"She's Funny That Way," by the
orchestra, follows and then Ann Woods
does a number. Possibly Ann is a comedi-
enne, but no one would ever know it from
her performance at the Colony. She does
"That's All I Want to Know" with Alex
Hyde doing straight for her and it goes
over and lays there. Walter Donahue, a
dancer, was the best thing in the stage en-
tertainment. He handed the audience a rou-
tine of steps that left them asking for more.
Hotsie Totsie, a blue singer in the bill, is

enough to make anyone blue with her sing-

ing. Alex Hyde also does a violin solo

during the show and managed to pull a
hand for his efforts.

The Pathe Sound News with Reba Crow-
ford, the Salvationist as a feature, the
Yale Prom and the cross country flight filled

in nicely. If some coast producer doesn't
grab Reba for a talking star then they
don't know nothing, a condition of which
they have oft been accused. The news ran
about 10 minutes, the feature, "Ned Mc-
Cobb's Daughter," an hour and seven min-
utes and the stage entertainment a little

more than half an hour. A cartoon "Os-
wald" comedy got a few laughs.

Paramount Show Not Satisfactory

As Entertainment For Broadway
rPHE program at the Paramount this
•* week is a flop in almost every particu-

lar. That goes right down the line from
the feature to the presentation unit, the
organ solo by Jesse Crawford and the Para-
mount News. There is but one bright spot
and that is a comedy short subject of Don-
ald Ogden Stewart entitled "Traffic Regu-
lations."

The show is scheduled to run two hours
and nineteen minutes. Rubinoff and the
house orchestra open it with a medley of
Johann Strauss Melodies which gives Ruby
a chance to fiddle a solo and as long as that
opportunity is given the boy he'll say that
the overture is great. The news weekly is

entirely silent from the Paramount News,
running three minutes.

Donald Ogden Stewart has the next seven
minutes and manages to make the audience
laugh during the entire time. The release,
"Traffic Regulations," is a topical one for
New York only as it deals with conditions
with which New Yorkers are familiar.

Jesse Crawford in his organ recital
offered three numbers. They were "Blos-
soms," "My Angelina" and "I'm Sorry
Sally." Not one of these is ever destined
to be a popular hit with the public, judging
from the reaction on the part of a crowded
house on Sunday. "Blossoms" is the theme
song for Douglas McLean's "The Carnation
Kid" which is to be the feature at the
house next week.
"Carnival Cocktail" is the title of the

(Continued on next page)
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A stella figure in pugilistic circles visits the Metropolitan studio in Los Angeles. Tommy
Loughran. the light-heavyweight champ, drops in on Eddie Howling, star of the Sono-Art fea-

ture talkie, "The Rainbow Man." Marion Nixon, Doubling's leading lady, introduces the dog
who has one of the principal parts in the picture

Rotkafel's Stage Show Overshadows
"Ghost Talks",Current Week's Feature

THK manner in which S. L. Rothafel

manages week after week to frame a

stage entertainment for the Rosy that will

keep the crowds coming in spite of the tact

that the usual screen entertainment tails he-

low the average that the other big houses

on the street get, ha- long lieen the talk of

the wise inside showfolk on the Main Stem.

This week is just another example of smart

showmanship on the part of the master

showman of them all when it comes to fig-

uring out a surefire bet in getting the pub-

lic to walk up to the window and lay their

money on the line. It is a case of where
the stage entertainment unit again o\er-

shadows that which the screen offers, even

though tin' screen production is a 100 per

rent talker.

The funny part of it all is that the pub-

lic in general are pretty much as wise as

the Broadway show mob as to what is pull

ing the big grosses at the Roxy.
For the current week the screen feature

rhe Ghosl Talks" a Fox Movietone

100 per cenl talker. It runs an hour and

ten minute- and gets -
i laughs but in

the main it is far from being satisfactory

entertainment on the screen. The entire

Bhow run- two minute-.- over two hours,

with fourteen minute- given user to the

new -reel-, making it an hour and '-
1 min-

ii screen show and 38 minutes of

stage entertainment, yet the latter carries

the burden.

At the opening of the show the center

of the three organs rises into view with

Reiue Valerie perched atop of the console

and Emil Velazco on the player's bench.

Miss Valerie sings ".Me and the Man m the

Moon" to Mr. Velazco's organ accompani-

ment and the audience likes the innovation.

The little novelty has three minutes of the

time.

A combined overture and tableau are
next offered. The composition selected for

the orchestra being "My Country" by Mor-
timer Wilson. It is a medley of strains of

national patriotic songs especially arranged
and during its concluding minute a tableau

showing Gen. George Washington praying
on the snow covered ground at Valley Forge
is revealed. This was surefire for applause
thi- week. Eight minutes in all.

"A Quaint Bouquet" was the title of the

first stage unit which was in two scenes.

( (pining with a solo dance by Patricia Bow-
man in butterfly costume, she flitting down
from a huge profile of roses, the scene is

changed to eighteen huge blossoms on a
platform which a moment later is revealed
as the eighteen ballet, girls, who step down
for a very effective ballet and then make
way for the 32 Roxyettes to step to the

strains of "Where The Shy Little Violets

Grow" ami vim have never heard this num-
ber really played until you hear the big

Etoxy orchestra render it. Then for the

finale there is a floral grouping that pulled
a terrific hand from the house. Twelve
minutes was devoted to this, with Aldo
Bomonte and Jeanne Mignolet vocalizing

during one portion of it.

Two silent shots opened and closed the

Magazine with Fox Movietone holding the

balance. The opening shot was from the
I'nx silent news showing the Prince of
Wales making his visit to the starving

miner-, the closing shot being a clip from
Paramount News of Lindy's Central Amer-
ican flight. Five Movietone shots sand

witched between had two subjects that got
over tremendously with the audience, the

first of these was the cat fight on the back
yard fence and the other was the battle be-

tween the fox terrier and the rooster. The
news ran 14 minutes.

"Gigolette" was the title of the final

stage flash. It is a glorified presentation
of the once popular "Apache Dance" but
staged in such manner as to revive its pop-
ularity. The only fault that one could find

with its staging is that there is too much
action on the scene during the first few-

minutes of the action.

Holiday Helps

B'way Theatres

As Lent Starts
1 1 ontinued /rem page 547)

is the Strand where the Warner Bros,

were presenting "Conquest." This pic-

ture was a weak sister and all the daily

paper- panned it, yet with $37,321 to its

credit at the box-office it shows up as 7^2
per cenl above the 100 per cent average of

the house business.

Both the Colony and the little Cameo
were in the class of over 100 per cent in

business. At the former house Mr. and
Mis. Martin Johnston were making a per-

sonal appearance with their South African
Hunt film "Siniba" and business

there was $14,500 on the week. At the

Cameo "The Lash of the Czar" did $8,004
and was held over for this week.

"'I'he Broadway Melody" at the Astor
came in on its first week and broke the

existing record for that house which was
held by "The Big Parade." That picture

for the week ending Jan. 2, 1926 turned in

a box-office return of $23,733 and this in-

cluded the New Year's Eve and holiday

week of business. Last week at the Astor
"The Broadway Melody" hung up figures

of $25,448..50, which bettered the 'JBig

Parade" record by $1,715.50.

Richard Barthelmess in "Weary River"
also hung up a record for the Central The-

atre last week by doing $23,001.25 which
gives that picture a rating of 107 9/10 per
cent, the compilation being made on the

three weeks that the picture has been in

the house because of the fact that the ad-

mission scale has been advanced to $2.50

top over the week ends for this engage-

ment.
"Redskin" at the Criterion came through

with $13,071 on the week while "The Bel-

lamy Trial" which is in the final week of

a three week's run turned in $7,928.50.

Lupe Valez in "The Wolf Song" comes
into the, house Saturday night.

A box-office surprise in percentage figur-

ing came to light in the receipts of "The
River" at the Gaiety where the picture did

$12,165 for its ninth week on Broadway
and rated 136 per cent against the average
business of the house.
"My Man" finished its run at Warner's

with the five days ending last Thursday
night and showed $11,299.75, while "The
Singing Fool" in its 23rd week showed
$32,562.25 at the Winter Garden.

Paramount Show Far
From B'way Standard

(Continued from page 561)
Charles Niegeiueyer I'ublix Unit playing

the house. It has twelve Foster Girls and
they are by far the best of the offering.

The girls in addition to handling several

song and dance numbers during the revue

go to rope aerobatics and the flying rings

for the finish. Three principals are carried,

a comedian, straight man and a "blues"
singer. The latter with two numbers, "I'll

Never Ask For More" and "Do It Again"
proved to be very bad. She couldn't handle

the first number at all, going off key con-

tinually, and faring but little better with
her second effort. Frank Marsh was the

straight man with the act and carried a

burden. The comedian, Joe Besser, worked
along burlesque lines. "Strange Cargo"
was the screen feature.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Million Dollar

House Equipped,

Runs To Silents

Kansas City Plaza Manager
Says Patrons Like Good

Old Style Films

There is one theatre in Kansas City, at

least, which is not falling in line with the

popular craze for sound and talking pic-

tures. It is the new $1,000,000 Plaza The-
atre, second run suburban house, which had
its formal opening not long ago. The the-

atre is equipped with Vitaphone and Mov-
ietone, but so convinced is H. A. Jones,

manager, that his patrons like good silent

pictures that he recently has billed several

features with this line inserted in his ad-

vertising :

"This is not a sound picture!"
"I have nothing in particular against

sound pictures," Mr. Jones said, "but many
of my patrons have told me that they pre-

ferred a good silent picture to the scratch-

ing and numbling of a talking or sound pic-

ture. The truth of the matter is, I think,

that the silent picture leaves more to the

imagination of the audience. We have no
thought of discontinuing sound and talk-

ing pictures, but it will be our policy to

mix them up a bit and try to please all

types of people in our audience. After all,

that is all any theatre manager can hope to

accomplish, isn't it?"

Matthews New
Sales Manager

For Scoredisc
Arthur J. Abrams, president of the

Scoredisc Service Corporation, manufactur-
ers of a device to be used in connection with
non-synchronous sound reproduction ma-
chines, has named George I. Matthews sales

manager for the company. Matthews for
many years has been a sales executive in

the motion picture industry.

In adition to his duties as sales manager,
Matthews will also serve the company as

vice-president. He will start on a tour of
the key cities of the country in the near
future to arrange for sales representatives
and plan demonstrations.

Leatherman's Cinephone Post
F. A. Leatherman, for many years asso-

ciated with the organ business supplying
theatres in the Southern territory, has been
made Southern distributor for Powers
Cinephone with headquarters in Atlanta.

Warner, First National To Concentrate

First On All Talking Versions
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 21.—With all Warner Brothers and First Na-
tional pictures carrying full dialogue in the future, Jack Warner
has instructed production executives at both studios to concentrate

entirely on the talking versions of all releases, and disregard the silent

pictures until after the Vitaphone talker has been finished.

This is a radical departure from the previous method of making War-
ner and First National talk versions. It was the rule to shoot the silent

picture first, and then insert the dialogue where needed. In this manner
the silent film would be used as a basis for the talker. By the new method,
the system is reversed, with the talker being used as a basis for the silent

version, with a few added scenes and titles inserted in the silent version to

make it acceptable for the unwired houses.

Morris Plan, In Agreement With

General Electric, To Finance Sales
(Continued from page 543)

is handed $184. He pays the full $200 in

twelve equal payments.

The contract of the Industrial Finance
Corporation with the General Electric

Company provides for tha financing of
sales of home commodities. Among the

principal products to be launched wiil be
the home motion picture projection ma-
chines, which the RCA hopes eventually
will be as numerous within the homes as

the radio is today.

RCA Photophone is planning an extens-

ive program of short subjects to be seen
and heard within the home. These, it Is

contended, will not in any way interfere

with theatre attendance as the subjects, it

is claimed, will be of an entirely different

nature than those displayed on the screens
of motion picture houses. It is said they
will be largely of an educational nature
with variations now and then in the form
of entertainment that will in no way con-
flict with theatre programs.

RCA's Position

RCA executives contend, as a matter of
fact, that the home projectors will stimu-
late theatre trade in that the films they
provide for the home will make new con-
verts to the movie houses ; that many who
are not now interested will, after seeing
films within the homes, want to see the
more important feature films of the the-

atres.

The plan of loans to be adopted for the
home projectors will be different than any
that might be made to the exhibitor. Equip-

ment for the theatre does not become the
property of the owner of the theatre as it

is acquired only under lease from the elec-

tric companies, the lease extending over a
period of years. The theatre equipment,
therefore, cannot be used as collateral.

The home equipment, on the other hand,
will be sold outright and will be considered
as sufficient collateral for the advancement
of the down payment or such other percent-
ages of the original payment as is agreed
upon. The financing of these home project-

ors, it is said, will be done both through
dealers and to individuals.

"Reduction of financing cost to a mini-
mum and permanent stabilization of con-
sumer credit in order that the nation's
purchasing power may be maintained at its

present high level," was explained by Ar-
thur J. Morris, president of the corpora-
tion involved, as the underlying purpose of
the proposed new system. Continuing he
said:

"The consumer banks will make per-
sonal loans, discount installment paper,
write life and property insurance, negoti-
ate amortization mortgages on homes, sell

high grade securities on the installment
plan and offer other credit accommodations
suited to the requirements of the individu-
als.

"Labor saving and other devices that are
now sold on the time payment plan through
the Industrial Finance Corporation and its

subsidiaries, will cost the purchaser less

than in the past. Through local operation,
the service to consumer and dealer will be
improved."
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Gus Sun Sees

Vaudeville Coming
Back To Its Own

Monte Blue presents a striking make-up in his netv Warner Bros, picture, "From Headquar-

ters" and Howard Bretherton, his director, compliments him on it. The story deals with the

U. S. Marine on foreign duty

Vitaphone "Advance Agents" Gives

Complete Campaign To Exhibitors
opening. Arrange with local merchants to

run a line in their copy welcoming Vita-

phone. Call on the Mayor. Get him to issue

a statement to the newspapers on the value

of Vitaphone to your city; also secure per-

mission to stretch banners across principal

streets.

"Check up with your bill posting on the

best locations. Call on the leading clergy-

men. Tell them about Vitaphone and how
through it the sermons of the leading cler-

ics may be perpetuated for posterity. Sell

them the idea of talking about Vitaphone
from the pulpit.

"Your opening is only twenty days
ahead. Make a trip personally to the news-
papers in surrounding towns; talk to the

editors and plant your advance stories.

Country editors should get advertising copy
ten days in advance of your opening.

Mount beaver board cut-outs on either end
of your marquee. Set your window dis-

plays. Start sniping campaign on all coun-

try roads beginning ten miles out. Start
new-paper advertising campaign.
"Ten days in advance follow up on

Chamber of Commerce, Lions, Rotarian,

Civitan and BZiwanis club luncheons. The
engineer in charge of the local telephone

office can discuss Vitaphone for you. Place
stand in your lobby containing opinions of

New York critics. Mail invitations to your
city officials with requests for written re-

plies. Invite newspaper reporters to your
theatre to meet and interview engineer sent

to you by Western Electric Company.
'

' Four days in advance dress your lobby
for the opening. Arrange with Commis-
sioner or Chief of Police for detail to your
house on opening night. Two days in ad-

vance a special Western Electric operator
will arrive to work with and instruct your
own operator in operation of equipment.
< ine day in advance arrange for editorials

in all daily papers with statements from
the mayor and heads of civic organizations."

VETAI'IlUXE has prepared a pamphlet
mimeograph form that is termed an

"Advance Agent" and it should be of in-

calculable value to the exhibitor who will

follow its content carefully.

It is a campaign thai is to be inaugu-

rated thirty days before the first showing

..I a Vitaphone picture and it takes the

exhibitor step by step through every inter-

vening day until the opening of the first

sound picture.

Starting thirty days in advance it tells

the exhibitor to order his block paper to

bill the surrounding towns and to start a

"whisper" campaign by telling prominent
residents about the marvel that is coming
to town.

In regular order day by day come the

following instructions

:

"Confer with the secretary of the

Chamber of Commerce on means of inter-

esting residents of other towns in your

aMPLION
Reel Music
Record

LI ARY
250 carefully selected 10 in. x 12 in.

records (500 selections). — A superb
cabinet in which to file all records.

—

A catalogue indexed and cross indexed.
Cueing service.

Amplion Corporation of America

133 W. 21st St., New York City

Declares Picture Houses
Already See Need

Of Variety

(Ins Sun, veteran vaudeville agent, de-

clares that the vaudeville theatre is coming
back into its own despite the popularity of

Bound pictures. He says thai the fear some
vaudeville managers once had thai tin-

talkies would put vaudeville out of exist-

ence ii 1 mi longer be entertained.

Speaking through Homer Near, his gen-

eral manager, Mr. Sun says

:

"In the first place, when sound pictures

firs! started and the houses thai played
vaudeville installed them, we thought it.

would eliminate vaudeville, and thought it

was really going to work a hardship on
vaudeville. But we are hearing from man-
agers who have already installed sound pic-

tures, and had them in some time, and they
are advising us to go ahead and book
vaudeville along with the sound pictures,

as their patrons want stage attractions as

well as sound pictures, silent pictures, etc.

So we are really encouraged. We do not
think for one minute but that sound pic-

tures are here to stay, but when the newness
and the novelty idea of it wears off, some
of the managers find they still need vaude-

ville also. We could name you probably
twenty-five towns that installed sound pic-

tures in the past six to nine months, and
they are now playing vaudeville, either

alternating with sound pictures or playing
them with same. There is no question but
what sound pictures will hurt the proposi-

tion of vaudeville in almost every vaude-
ville house the first three to six mouths
they are installed, but after that practically

every house in the average size town finds

they invariably have to use vaudeville also.

The big cities are, and will always have,

their straight picture houses playing sound
pictures the same as they had straight pic-

ture houses playing silent pictures, though
they are not going to eliminate vaudeville

in the regular vaudeville houses to the ex-

tent that we at first thought."

RKO Studios On
Coast Undergoing

Much Expansion
An extensive program of physical expan-

sion of Radio Pictures Kl\(> studios is

under way on the Coast. In addition to a
new sound stage and two more sound cham-
bers in existing stages, there will be
created a complete special effects depart-
ment, in which will be included all of the

intricate detail necessary for.dcsigning and
building special effects for Radio Pictures.

A new power house is to be erected and
a considerable amount of additional incan-

descent lighting equipment will be pur-
chased. Two projection rooms will be im-

mediately treated for sound reproduction.

Construction of a building for the storage

and maintenance is planned.
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Awards of Merit Made by Academy
Judges Decide

Upon Leaders In

Picture Phases
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 21.—The first

annual Awards of Merit by the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences were announced this week.

Nominations for the honored individuals

and companies were made by the members
of each branch of the industry to the

judges of that branch. The final selections,

following eliminations, were turned over

to a central board of judges who made the

awards.
Awards of this nature will be an annual

feature of the Academy's work. No set

rule of conditions govern making selections,

because of the variable conditions in the

industry due to talking pictures. Twelve

awards, to the five different branches of the

industry, were made, plus two special

awards of a nature not included in any one

branch. The branches are productions, act-

ing, writing, direction, and technical.

The Central Board of Judges for Merit

Awards comprises Alec B. Francis, Sid

Grauman, Frank Lloyd, Tom Geraghty, and

A. George Volck. The period for which

awards are made includes all pictures dur-

ing the year ending August 1, 1928. The

individual awards follow:

Emil Jannings—first award for his performances in

•'The Way of All Flesh" and "The Last Command.

Honorable mention to Richard Barthelmess for his

performances in "The Noose" and "The Patent Leather

Kid."
Janet Gaynor—first award for her performance in

"Seventh Heaven," "Sunrise" and "The Street Angel.

Honorable mention to Gloria Swanson for her per-

formance in "Sadie Thompson," and to Louise Dresser

for her performance in "A Ship Comes In."

Frank Borzage—first award for directing dramatic

picture "Seventh Heaven." Honorable mention to

Herbert Brenon for directing "Sorrell and Son," and
to King Vidor for directing "The Crowd."

Lewis Milestone—first award for directing comedy
picture "The Two Arabian Knights." Honorable men-
tion to Ted Wilde for directing "Speedy."
Ben Hecht—first award for writing the original story

"Underworld." Honorable mention to Lejos Biro for
writing "The Last Command."
Benjamin Glazer—first award for adaptation of

"Seventh Heaven." Honorable mention to Alfred Colin
for adapting "The Jazz Singer," and to Anthony
Coldewey for adapting "Glorious Betsy."

Joseph Farnham—first award for title writing.. Hon-
orable mention to George Marion, Jr, and Gerald
Duffy.

Charles Rosher and Karl Struss— first awards for
cinematography of "Sunrise". Honorable mention to

George Barnes for cinematography of "Sadie Thomp-
son," "The Devil Dancer" and "Magic Flame."

William C. Menzies—first award for art direction of
"The Tempest" and "The Dove." Honorable mention
to Rochus Gliese for "Sunrise" and Harry Oliver for
"Seventh Heaven."
Roy Pomeroy—first award for engineering effects in

"Wings." Honorable mention to Nugent Slaughter and
Ralph Hammeras.

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation—first award
for the production of the most outstanding .

pic-

ture—"Wings." Honorable mention to Fox Company
for "Seventh Heaven" and to the Caddo Company for

"The Racket."

Fox Company—first award for production of most
unique and artistic picture—'"Sunrise." Honorable
mention to Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation tor
"Chang," and to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corporation for
"Tile Crowd."

Special first award to Warner Bros, for producing

"The Jazz Singer" the pioneer outstanding talking
picture, which has revolutionized the industry.

Special first award to Charles Chaplin for acting,
writing, directing and producing "The Circus."

In making the above awards the Board
felt that Warner Bros, and Charles Chaplin
should be considered separately from the
other classified achievements owing to the
unique character of their accomplishments.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When you thought you were slipping

in quietly from the stag party . . .

be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.
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Paul Perez
Paul Perez' titles decorate the First Xa-

tional production, "Why Re Good?"

Additions to Pathe Stock Co.
Two youthful beauties, Dorothy Ward

and Violel Morgan, both in their teens,

have been added to the Pathe stock com-
pany at the studios in Culver City. The
first is a blonde protege of Phyllis Haver
while Miss Morgan is a brunette newcomer,
having worked on neither stage nor screen.

Cecilia B. De Mille
Cecilia B. De Mille, daughter of Cecil B.

De Mille, appears in a conspicuous role in

•'The Godless Girl," her father's person-
ally directed production for Pathe.

Change in Schedule
Because of the necessity of shooting

scenes in the snow season, Pathe has placed

"High Voltage" ahead of "The Flyin'
Fool" on the production program. Howard
Higgins and a unit have just returned from
Montana, where they shot scenes for the

Bill Boyd vehicle.

In "Dynamite"
George Fawcett, Robert Edeson and Joel

McCrea have been signed by Cecil B. De-
Mille for roles in his "Dynamite" produc-
tion for M-G-M. Fawcett is taking the

part originally assigned the late Theodore
Roberts.

Reunited Again
The combination of Louis Wolheim, Wil-

liam Boyd and Director Lewis Milestone,

who made "Two Arabian Knights" for

United Artists, will again be reunited, this

time ill an all talking comedy about sol-

diers, "Take It Easy." Lupe Vale/, will

appear as the girl in this film, which will

also be a United Artists release.

Talkie Version
The silent version of "This Is Heaven."

United Artists, completed, Samuel Goldwyn
i- now making the dialogue version of this,

lii- newest Vilma Banky vehicle.

Darryl Francis Zanuck
J. L. Warner has elevated Darryl Fran-

cis Zanuck to the post of associate execu-

tive in charge of production.

"Time-Place-Girl"
Gertrude Olmsted was engaged recently

by the Warner Bros, to play the romantic
lead in the Vitaphone picture, "The Time.

The Place and The Girl," which Howard
Bretherton is directing. The radio announc-
ers, Gerald King and Bill Raym, formerly
at Station KFWB in Los Angeles, will have
speaking roles.

"Alimony Annie" Titles

Joseph Jackson is writing titles for War-
ner Bros.' "Alimony Annie."

Davy's Radio Debut
David Lee, the Warner Bros, youngster

star, made his first radio appearance re-

cently over Station KFWB in Hollywood.

Cuinn Williams
Guinn Williams' (formerly "Big Boy")

work in "My Man" was so well liked by
Warner Bros, that the company has signed

him to play in two more Vitaphone pic-

tures.

Warners Engage Two Stars
Betty Compson and Edna Murphy, stars

of the silent and audible screen, have been
signed to Warner contracts.

"The Squall" Cast
In addition to Myrna Lov, as the gypsy

girl, "The Squall," First National's forth-
coming special, will have George Hacka-
thornc, Knute Erickson, Harry Cording and
others in various roles.

New Rurbank Director
First National has acquired a new di-

rector, Ralph Dawson by name, a former
film editor for Warners, who edited "The
Desert Song" and other films. He is a
graduate of Univ. of So. Cal. and will be
assigned a production shortly.

"White Collars" Rehearsals
Rehearsals for the film version of "White

Collars," William de Mille directing, are
now in progress at the M-G-M Western
studios. Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love and
Leila Hyams are the leads.

M-G-M's "Madame X"
"Madame X" wil be an all-talkie pro-

duction, with Ruth Chatterton in the title

role, which M-G-M will shortly produce at
Culver City. Raymond Hackett will have a
part.

"The Single Standard.
John S. Robertson will direct "The

Single Standard," starring Joan Craw-
ford, for M-G-M. The story, serialized in

the Hearst papers, is by Adele Rogers St.

John. Alice D. G. Miller is now adapting.
( Continued on page 588)

IN THE HEART OF
THE FILM CAPITAL

and all its residents—the head-
quarters of the screen stars

Rooms, single, en suite and
kitchenette apartments—
every modern convenience

Wire reservations direct to

Eugene Stark, managing director

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
HOLLYWOOD'S FINEST

JOSEPH M. SCHENGK, PRES.

HOSTELRY
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Opinions on Pictures

Moulin Rouge
Splendid Picture, Well Done
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

TF this first release of World Wide Pic-
* tures is a fair sample of what may be

expected in the way of British importations

by the J. D. Williams concern American
producers are going to find some real com-
petition from abroad.
"Moulin Rouge" has just about every-

thing from a box-office standpoint. It is

not so foreign as most of these imported
pictures and it is produced on a lavish scale

in all the natural surroundings called for

in the story. It is the work of E. A. Dupont.
The synchronization by RCA Photophone

is done by both the film and disc process

and is as good as the picture. The score is

by Joseph Littau of Roxy's and the record-

ing by the RCA Photophone Orchestra.

The picture serves to introduce Olga Che-
kova, European star, and she is a real ar-

tist, good to look at and with an abundance
of screen talent.

The story has the background of Paris
theatrical life. It shows the famous Paris-

New York Revue, popular with all visitors

to Paris. It is gorgeously mounted, with
costumes that will have a tremendous ap-

peal to the feminine movie goers, and a

bevy of beauties that will have as great

an appeal to the masculine fans. In addi-

tion it has thrills, suspense, heart interest

and just about everything else that is neces-

sary.

The romance may be a bit far-fetched,

but it is not unnatural for a youth to be-

come enamoured with a famed stage beauty
even if she is his prospective mother-in-law.

That is the story. Here is the scion of one

of the wealthiest families in Paris who is

to marry the daughter of this darling of

the theatre. The girl is just back from
school and brings her sweetheart with her

to the theatre to see the mother perform.

The mother is the toast of Paris. The youth

seated in a stage box becomes infatuated

with her. His infatuation becomes desper-

ate love. The father of the youth objects

to his marriage to the daughter of the star,

so the latter makes a personal appeal to

the father and he capitulates. Then the

devoted mother finds out the true circum-

stances, that she is the one the youth loves.

Here is a powerful situation with the dot-

ing mother caring only for the happiness of

her daughter, the daughter desperately in

love with the youth and the latter thinking

all his love is for the mother. It is all

logically and satisfactorily worked out in a

splendid portrayal of Paris night life.

Drawing Power: It is a picture that

should have appeal to all classes. The story

is good, lavishly produced and has all the

necessary elements to click at any box-office.

It lends itself readily to exploitation.

Produced, by British International Pic-

tures. Distributed by World Wide Pictures.

Length, 9 reels. Story and direction by
E. A. Dupont.

THE CAST
Parysia, Star of Moulin Rouge Revue

Mile. Olga Chekova
Margaret, her daughter Eve Gray
Andre, her daughter's fiance Jean Bradin

Looping The Loop
A Good Silent Program Feature

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HAD this picture come along a couple

of years ago it would have undoubt-

edly have been placed in one of the Broad-

way houses for a run by Paramount, but

coming as it does at this stage of the game
with the industry wild over sound features

it was shifted into the Hippodrome over on

Sixth Avenue. But it is a mighty good

silent picture.

The story is based on the fact that there

is no place in the world of romance for a

clown. All that he is good for with women
is to give them a laugh. Then setting out

on this basis the story disproves this fact.

Werner Krauss, the nearest approach to

Jannings left in Germany today, plays the

role of the clown. Warwick Ward, who
was the heavy in "Variety," has a simi-

lar role in this production. He is the hand-

some acrobat for whom all the girls fall. He
is having an affair with a little girl, when
she walks in on him and finds him in the

embrace of the sharpshooting girl in the

show, and as she has left home she stands

outside of the theatre in the rain, when the

clown leaving the show house sees her and
takes her home. Although he has had one
disastrous experience in matrimony, he sees

in this girl something that he has always
longed for—a true wife, but fearing that

should she learn that he was a clown she

would only laugh at his protestations of

love therefore he informs her that he

is an electrical engineer and compelled to

be at the power house each evening. He
showers her with expensive gifts, but one

night discovers her in a falsehood. He has

given her tickets to the opera but instead

she has turned up at the circus especially to

see the performance of the principal clown

so that she may have a good laugh. But the

clown believes that she has gone so that

she may see the acrobat, and as a result of

the spat that follows she runs away and
goes to London with the acrobat as his

partner. The clown follows, and when the

acrobat is injured at the opening perform-

ance, he discloses who he really is to the

girl and there is a happy ending.

The picture is a UFA production and that

speaks for the quality of the film. In direc-

tion and camera work it is perfection it-

self. The cast as far as the two principal

men are concerned could not be improved

on.

Drawing Power: It will please audiences

most anywhere that they haven't gone

crazy about talkies. In fact it might be a

good idea to play it and advertise it in ad-

vance as a silent picture, one that they can

see without being annoyed by the "squawk-
ies."

Produced by UFA and distributed by
Paramount. Length: 6,676 feet. Running
time, an hour and six minutes. Released,

March 16, 1929. No direction credited on

screen.
THE CAST

Botto Werner Krauss
Andre Warwick Ward
Blanche Jenny Jugo

The Bridge of San Luis

Rey
Looks Like a Detour

(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)

A LTHOUGH Thornton Wilder 's novel is
-** rated as a best seller in the book world,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's screen version of
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey" does not
show enough to make it much more than
an ordinary program release.

Caught in preview form of about nine
reels, the slow tempo may be speeded up
considerably with additional cutting, but
nevertheless, there are a number of faults

in direction and characterization that will

keep the picture out of the "special" classi-

fication.

The screen story follows the novel rather
closely, except that the film adaptation in-

cludes a few heated love affairs that were
not in the author's original. Basically, the
novel was far from good screen material.

There were too many separate narratives

that had to be developed to reach the cli-

max.
Lily Damita, as the fiery, sexy, gold-dig-

ging dancer, runs riot all over the sprocket
holes. She gives a characterization that

seems to be a combination of Doraldina,

Gilda Gray, Raquel Meller and an Apache
dancer. Perhaps that is all right ; but one
stops to wonder how those living in the

eighteenth century could have heard of the

dance fame of Gilda and Doraldina. Miss
Damita over-acts and overemphasizes to

such an extent that the preview audience

laughed in ridicule on many occasions.

If the picture does nothing else, it will

confirm the opinions of many that Raquel
Torres will find a place in the starring

ranks of pictures. Her performance as the

neophyte is one of the brightest spots of

the entire production!. Henry Walthall^

Michael Vaviteh, and Ernest Torrence pro-

vide their usual high standard of acting.

Something should be said about the pho-

tography and settings. Both are of high

excellence; with a number of particularly

effective "shots."
Drawing Power: May attract the intel-

ligentia and those that have read the novel.

But it looks like a hard task to sell the

average picture theatre audience in its pres-

ent form. There is a likelihood that the

picture will be re-cut and perhaps certain

sequences re-taken to put it into better re-

leasing shape.

Produced and released by Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer. Directed by Charles Brabin.

Adapted by Alice D. G." Miller. Photogra-

phy by Merritt B. Gerstad. Length, uncer-

tain. Released, March 30, 1929.

THE CAST
Caraila .

.Lily Damita

Uncle Pio Ernest Torrence

pepjta
.' Raquel Torres

Manuel
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\ '.'.'.'.'. Don Alvarado

Estahan Duncan Renaldo

Father juniper'. '. Henry Walthall

Viceroy Michael Vaviteh

Marquesa Emily Fitzroy

Dona Clara Jane Winton
Ta ime Gordon Thorpe
Captain Alvarado Mitchell Lewis
Don Vincente Paul Ellis

Nun Eugenie Besserer
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The Redeeming Sin
First Viixhl tiidience Reused It

(RevirHCfl h> Freddie Scliiider)

4 iTj'LEURETTE, you are a bad actress,"
' said Stone La the role oi

;i S wer Bat to Dolores Costello in

one of thi i of "The Redeeming Sin"
at Warner's last Friday night and the

adience agreed with what
aid an 1 made il plain thai it was

thinking the same thing long before the

line was spoken. The audience from that

on started in to razz the picture and
laughed uproariously at what were intended

i. mi- dramal ic moments.
There is one thing certain and that is

"The Redeeming sin"' more than anj

production thai the company has
does reveal the Limitations of Vita-

phone production as Bar as exterior scenes
an* concerned. In this case the set- that

ii- d for Paris Montmartrc scenes
were so obviously sets that it looked as

though the picture had been shut back in

the day- oi l.i years ago.

L. V. Jefferson is responsible for the

story of "Th' Redeeming Sin" which was
adapted h\ Harvey Gates, while ,luse]ih

Jackson furnished the titles and the dialog.

It was these titles and the dialog that were
as much responsible for the changing of
what \\a- intended to lie a melodrama into

a howling comedy as anything else, except

bly the acting of Warner Richmond.
Richmond plays the rule of a knife-

throwing Apache and so overacts as to

make everything that he does appear abso-
lutely foolish. The Broadway crowd howled
then- head- off at him. They did the same
at hut li Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel,

the latter giving one of the worst perform-
ances that he has turned out since his re-

turn to the screen in talking productions.
.Mis- Costello was markedly bad whenever
she tried to speak lines, but in the silent

sequence- she was her old self.

It is hard to reconcile a vivacious street

gamin of one moment on the screen with a
woman who speaks with very much of an
Elsie Ferguson manner in the talking se-

quence that is a continuation of the same
scene. As a matter of fact the Warners
might take Miss Costello out of the type
of roles that she has been playing and give

her tin type of things that Miss Ferguson
did on the stage and possibly create an
entirely new following for her.

The two best performances of the picture

were contribut d In Georgie Stone and
little Phillipe DeLacy, with Nina Quartaro
not at till bad in the scenes m which she
appeared and -poke.

Another thing that talkie producers want
to bear in mind and that is that the mo-
tion picture audiences are not in readiness

to accept stories laid in a foreign scene in

straight English dialog as would be accept-

able to I lie audiences of the legitimate the-

atre. The picture audiences want their at-

mosphere and therefore tor the tune being,

until they are educated, when a picture of
tin- type is proline d the players will have
to assume accents if they haven't them nat-

urally.

Drawing Power: Dolores Costello'

name, and then the audiences will be dis-

appointed.
Produced and Distributed by the Warner

Bros. A Vitaphone production with talk-

ing sequences. Length, o',!)21 feet. Running
time an hour and fifteen minutes. Released

April (i, 1 !iU!». Directed by Howard Breth-

erlun.
THE CAST

Fleureite Villain Dolores Costello

Hi. Raoul Deboise Conrad Nagel
Sewer Rat Georgie Stone
Petite Phillipe DeLacy
Father Colomb Lionel Betmore
Lupine Warner Richmond
Mitzi Nina Quartaro

"Frank Orth And Company"
("Meet the Wife"—Vitaphone)
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

FTRANK ORTH is presenting his vaudeville

sketch of similar title as a Vitaphone short

subject, being assisted by a company of two
people. There are any number of laughs in

the skit and Orth personally makes good as a

screen comic of the dead pan variety. There
are two scenes in the offering, the first takes

place in the club where Orth meets the bride-

groom of a day and cannot understand how one
so recently married is not with the bride. He
is invited to the home of the newlyweds at 4

A. At. and the bride offers to cook them a

meal, to give up her bed for the guest and
never once reproaches the husband for being
out late. It is too good to be true and Orth
shoots her for a blackout laugh. The running
time is nine minutes and the laughs are through-
out. It's good program entertainment.

A dramatic scene from the Columbia production, "Trial Marriage" dealing with thp popular
current theme of companionate marriage. In the above sefpience Sally EUert anil ISorman
Kerry seem to )>< tln> subject of a denunciation from Jason Hobards. Thclmn Todd is in the

background looking on

She Goes To War
Aiul Makes It A Tedious Trip

(Reviewed by Jerry HolTiiian)
rPIH: equation of sound will undoubtedly
* improve "She Q-oi - To War" tre-

mendously. The fact that it still is to on
dergo cutting of several hundred feel from
the version previewed in Alhambra, Calif.,
last week is also encouraging. Nevertheless,
taking these things into consideration,
there'- no getting away from the thought
that Inspiration Pictures and Victor and
Edward Balperin had the makings of a
very unusual story m "She Hoes To War"
and lost it en route.

According to th i title, and what has
been led to expect, "She Goes To War"
was bo give a new insight on war angles.
It «a- to tell ol women's work during the
great conflict of how they cast aside pride,
social standing, or any other false status
of breeding and gol down on their hands
and knees to scrub floors and labored to
make the boys more comfortable. This is

what "She (lues To War" started to do.
Thru, evidently some one got cold feet and
suddenly discarded all that for the hokum
of having the heroine don her cowardly
lover's uniform to save his face; go forth
into battle; and kill the machine-gunner
who was holding up the advance.

There is no denying that it has been well
told, but the trouble is simply that it isn't

worth telling. With sound it will go great.
That it will draw money into box-offices
where people haven't tired of war pictures

is also conceded. That money, however
will be attracted by the unusual possibili-

ties for exploitation, rather than by mouth-
to-mouth advertising. What annoys this.

ie\ iewer, and will bother others, is simply
throwing away such a tine opportunity to.

do something different which is at the same
time box-office. All "different" pictures do.

not, necessarily have to be box-office flops.

And it seems that was the fear which
caused the sudden change in plot hen.

There's quite a bit of drag to the earlier

sequences. This being the second preview,
it will undoubtedly be corrected. Eleanor
Boardman is tine in the title role. Inspira-

tion's new discovery, John Holland, shows
great possibilities for future b.o. values.

Drawing Power: Depends most on how
your audiences feel about war pictures.

Plenty of exploitation foundations, particu-

larly in the title and what the theme starts

out to be.

THEME: Story of a society girl whose
future husband turns yellow. A gas-station

operator from her home town who has al-

ways loved her, is captain of the regiment.

She gc^es to France for canteen work, is.

assigned to the same town with that regi-

ment. When her fiancee passes out with
liquor before a battle, she replaces him in

uniform and saves the battle.

Produced by Inspiration Pictures, Inc..

in association with Victor and Edward llal-

perin for distribution by United Artists.

Directed by Henry King. From the novel

by Rupert Hughes; scenario by Howard
Kstabrook; adaptation by Fred de Gresac.

Titles by John Monk Saunders. Length,

eight and a halt reels.

THE CAST
loan Eleanor Boardman.

i Pike John Hollant
Reggie Edmund Burns
Rosie Alma Rubens
Bill Al St. John,
Katie Glen Walters

I in Mniiu! Margaret Seddon
Yvette Vota D Avril
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The Ghost Talks
He May Talk But He Won't Walk

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is the first full length 100 per cent

talking picture that was shot on the

Pox lot on the Coast. It was made before

''In Old Arizona" but held back in re-

leasing. The reason is apparent. The pic-

ture shows that it was made when the mak-
ing of 100 per cent talkers on film were still

in the experimental stage, and since that

time other companies have released talkers

so far superior to this one that there is no

need to make comparisons. There are spots

in this picture where the recording is very-

bad, particularly the scenes where Stepin

Fechet, the colored comedian, has lines.

There are but one or two scenes in which

the audience can understand what he is

saying. From a box office standpoint there

is one way to look at this picture and that

it that it will do business at about the same
ratio that an ordinary program production

would in the silent days. As against the

lately released talkers this stacks up as a

program picture and nothing more. Had
this picture been turned loose on the pub-

lic as far back as last November it would
have been a riot for it would then have
been the best to date, holding it back let

the other and better pictures come ahead
of it and took the edge off the offering.

"The Ghost Talks" is a screen version

of the play "Badges" by Max Marcin and
Edward Hammond. The dialogue for the

screen talker was finally completed by Har-
lan Thompson and Frederick H. Brennan
and Lew Seiler directed the production. It

is known that they worked under handi-
caps, especially Seiler who had an impro-
vised sound stage in which to do his work.
Atop of that the leads were two players
who had never worked in front of a camera.
Incidentally Seiler handled those two kids,

Helen Twelvetrees and Charles Eaton, in a

manner that has brought them through
with flying colors. It is unfortunate that
Helen Twelvetrees was assigned to a role

that calls for a lisping Miss, because a
number of people that see her will think
that it is her voice that records imperfect-
ly, while in reality she records clearly and
the lisp, which most of the companies have
to fight against in a great many of their
players, is in this case part of the charac-
terization.

The story is one that is going to appeal

A Pathe Sound Neivs truck in mid-air. The
Pathe News forces are sending a fleet of these

trucks to all sorts of places to scour for sound
shots. This truck is being hauled aboard the

S. S. Leviathan to record scenes aboard ship

particularly to the youngsters. Little

Charlie Eaton is a correspondence school

detective who is acting as a night clerk in

a hotel where the little heroine seeks shelter

until she can recover $1,000,000 in bonds
which her dead uncle stole. She wants to

return them to the Government and there

are a quartet of crooks trailing her to get
their hands on the loot. Naturally the

kid detective suspects two of the crooks but
believes the others to br> Government postal

inspectors, but in the final moments of the

film he learns the truth and rounds them all

up.

It is a picture that is built for laughs and
there are a couple of moments where the
old hoax of the skeleton ghost caressing the
head of the half asleep negro will bring
howls from the audience.

In the cast Earle Foxe distinguishes him-
self, while Carmel Myers as a vampish
crook also makes good. Joe Brown, who
slipped over a hit in "Dressed To Kill,"
proves that he is

'

' there '
' when it comes to

the talkers as does also Henry Sedley. Clif-

ford Dempsey, a stage actor of note, han-
dles the role of the regular house detective

at the hotel in a convincing manner and
gets over.

Drawing Power: Play it up as the first

feature length all-talking comedy with the
screen's two latest and youngest talking
stars to be.

Produced and distributed by the Fox
Films Corp. Running time: an hour and
ten minutes. Released: Feb. 16, 1929. A
Movietone production, directed by Lew
Seiler.

THE CAST
Miriam Holt Helen Twelvetrees
Franklyn Green Charles Eaton
Marie Haley Carmel Myers
Heimie Heimrath Earle Foxe
Joe Talles Henry Sedley
Peter Accardi Joe Brown
John Keegan Clifford Dempsey
Christopher C. Lee Stepin Fetchit
Isobel Lee • Baby Mack
Julius Bowser Arnold Lucy
Sylvia Bess Flowrs
Miss Eva Dorothy McGowan
Bellboy Mickey Bennett

Eddie Gribbon does the light fantastics in the
wake of a street sprinkling ivagon. This veteran
comedian is a starring performer in the new
Educational-Sennett talking comedy, "Whirls
and Girls," in which Andy Clyde also plays

"The Paragons"
("In the Tropics"—Vitaphone)

(Revieived by Freddie Schader)

THERE is no trick to this one; it's nothing
but a straight singing quartet. Vitaphone

is trying to make it look like a production by
putting four American soldiers in a song and
dance honky-tonk in the canal zone. It is a
saloon with a piano player and a soubret who
steps up to the piano and chirps "Come On
Baby" in a rather suggestive manner and with-
out any melody or voice. Then the four boys
step up and run through three numbers in close

harmony.

Strange Cargo
Draggy Mystery Play With Dialogue

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

SEEMINGLY picture producers are of

the idea that as long as they have talk

in a picture it is certain to do business no
matter how bad it is. If that is the case

they certainly are going to kill the goose
that is laying the golden egg. With pic-

tures like this they are going to drive the

public away from talking pictures. The
only reason that the first run exhibitor will

have for playing this is the fact that his

house is established as a theatre playing
t;il king features and because of the lack of

better pictures with talk to keep up the

policy he will have to put it in.

Benjamin Glazer is credited with being

both author and director for "Strange
Cargo." After viewing it the advice to

him is that he stick to writing and leave

direction to some one else, for in trying to

do both as in this instance he has done a

bad job both as a writer and director.

The story deals with a mystery murder
of an English nobleman, formerly in the

Indian service of his government, aboard
his own private yacht. The first reel is

utilized in planting suspicion and reason

for the crime prior to it having been com-
mitted. Then the balance of the footage is

devoted to running down the murderer with

most everyone under suspicion.

Sir Richard Barclay, the role enacted by
Kyrle Brllew, has while in the Indian Serv-

ice roused the enmity of the Indian priests

and they have assigned one of their num-
ber to bring about his death. As the pic-

ture opens, the scene being the main saloon

of the yacht, Sir Richard is forcing his

attention upon a young lady who is the

guest aboard of his sister. One of the male
guests comes upon the scene and threatens

Sir Richard in the event that he again

molests the girl. Then Sir Richard a few
moments later has a scene with the ship's

doctor which later tends to throw suspicion

on that person. Also aboard there is a
stowaway, who is the brother of the wife

that Sir Richard has just divorced and who
has sworn vengence. But none of these are

guilty. For finally the yogi is discovered

hidden beneath one of the settees in the

saloon and when brought out of his trance

promises to re-enact the scene at the time

of the murder and bring about the return

Doris Dawson is the personable young miss of

the above picture. She is a Warner Bros, star

and one of the Wampas choices. She plays

in "The Little Wildcat" a new Vitaphone te-

lease
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of tin' missing man. Be goes into what
seems a trance, again turns out the lights,

pulls the body of the dead man out of a

suit nt armor and tries to escape in the

confusion that follows, hut is captured and
thus endeth the tale. A draggy affair, with

tiresome dialogue, and devoid of action.

A cast oi fourteen stage players were en-

listed for the various roles, with Frank
r, Ned Sparks and the actor playing

the steward, possibly Harry Allen, carried

off the honors. Neither of the tWO »"iiini

in the principal ingenue roles, Lee Patrick
and .lime Nash, show any particular prom-
ise for the screen. Josephine Brown in a

character role handled her assignment very
nicely.

Drawing Power: The fact that it is a

talking picture, that is all.

Produced and distributed by Pat he.

Length: 0,000 feet. Running time: an hour
and twenty-eight minutes. Released: Jul.

00, 1900. Written and directed by Benja-
min (ilazer.

THE CAST
Diana Lee Patrick
Ruth June Nash
Bruce Cieorge Barraud
Sir. Richard Barclay Kyrle Betlew
Hungerford Russell Gleason
Dr. Sleeker Krank Reicher
Captain Claude King
First Mate Net Sparks
Mrs. Townsend Josephine Brown
Boastwain Charles Hamilton
First Strainger Andre Beraiiger
Second Stranger Otto M
Short Harr* Allen
Stoker Warner Richmond

"Traffic Regulations"
(Donald Ogden Stewart Paramount

Talkie)
(Revictced by Freddie Schader)

THIS is a monolog by Donald Ogden Stew-
art covering the new Grover Whalen traf-

fic regulations instituted in the theatre district

COMING"
To Shake the
World With
Laughter

ATLANTIC CITY

Ask UNIVERSAL
Two negatives: 1 silent; 1 with dialog

'The Iron Mask"
Rivoli Premiere

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' "The
Iron Mask" had its world
premiere at the New York Rivoli

Theatre on Thursday evening, February
21, the performance beginning about
nine o'clock. All seats were reserved
with a scale of prices ranging from one
to five dollars. Following the opening
night it was presented at the Ri\oli

at popular prices, eliminating the
regular run at a dramatic theatre at

the usual S2 scale.

in New York. It is decidedly funny to New
Yorkers and will be to people living anywhere
within a radius of possibly 200 miles. Outside
of that territory it is hard to predict just how
audiences will take it. But where they are

familiar with New York and the new Whalen
plan it will be a howl from start to finish.

Stewart has a corking comedy style in delivery

and he makes his points tell. A map of two
side streets in the district together with the

cross avenues furnish him with a scene for op-

erations and he makes the most of it. The short

reel opens a possibility for local topical sub-

jects that is being touched here for the first

time. Runs seven minutes.

"Mai Hallett Orchestra"
(Vitaphone Short)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

MAL HALLETT'S trick moustache gets a
laugh from the audience when he faces

the camera. Otherwise this is just another jazz

orchestra in a series of three numbers. They
open with "Doin' The Racoon," which is fol-

lowed by "Tin Pan Parade" with the boys
trying for comedy and not getting over, and
finally "We Love The College Girl" and here

two of the members of the band, using two
dumpy figures dressed as college flappers, man-
age to get a laugh with a little comedy. The
band, however, did not seem to record very
tunefully in this particular instance. Possibly
it was the fault of the number.

"Love And Sand"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

ARTHUR LAKE "pops up" again in an-

other release of the "Horace In Holly-
wood" comedy series. This latest number rolls

along on the usual Lake par, and although
nearly all the gags are familiar, the film will

satisfy the average audience.

Horace (Arthur Lake), and his rival, Hatch,
are both wild about the girl Rosy. The boys
illume Rosy at the same time and their wires
cross. She promises to spend the day at the
beach with the first arrival at her home. Horace
captures the prize, but Hatch follows. At the
beach, Hatch gets in his revenge, for he backs
a huge truck into Horace's hired ford. He then
persuades a bathing vamp to make love to

Horace, so that he might have Rosy for himself.

He succeeds in this, but Rosy gives him the slip

and makes up with Horace. Back in the citj

,

Horace is at a loss as to how to square the

damaged car with the garage owner. Just as he
is about to confess, a big car hides the smashed
lizzie, and Horace makes a getaway.
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A very expensive piece of equipment is this

new giant crane, which Dr. Fejo.i used for

scenes in the Universal special, "Broadway,"
which will have both sound and color. In the-

tower of the crane are Dr. Fejos,

"Beyond The Smoke"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

EDMUND COBB has the starring role in this-

Universal Western featurette, megaphoned
by Director Mitchell. The story of this one
has been set against a very pleasing mountain-
background, and the action, typical of all the

outdoor films, offers plenty of hard-riding, and
fighting, and a little romance. This number
will click with fans of the Western.

A District Attorney and his daughter Myra
are peacefully camping in the mountains, when
two thugs ride in and attempt to force the At-
torney to accompany them to the hangout of
"Diamond Jim," a bootlegger who had been
indicted in the Attorney's court. The neglected
camp fire in the meantime has set things ablaze,

and Cobb, a Ranger, arrives on the scene, and
learns of the Attorney's plight. The real action
of the film occurs, when the Ranger starts out
to round up the gang, and finally corrals them
in "Diamond Jim's" cabin, where a terrific bat-
tle ensues. The law-breakers are brought to
justice, the Attorney is relieved of his troubles,
and the Ranger gets the girl.

"Pathe Review No. 10"
(Pathe—One Reel)

OATHE REVIEW this week plays up as its

•1 lead-off item of interest, "Famous Editors

You Do Not Know." This subject brings to

light such prominent publication men as J. P.
O'Connell, editor of the New York telephone
book; Albert N. Marquis, the guiding hand be-

hind "Who's Who in America"; J. F. Mixer,
editor of the Automobile Blue Book; Dr. F.

II. Yizetelly of the Standard Dictionary; A. J.

Burns of the Official Railway Guide and Ray
Hall, editor of Pathe News. Other sequences
of the Review arc: the "Humming Bird," a

Pathecolor presentation and "The Lovely Land
of Sometime," attractive shots of tropic isles

of the South Seas.—GEOKGK 1. REDDY.

Jacques Feydcr
Jacques Feyder, the French director, is

now in Culver City at the M-G-M studios,
where he will make a production.

Gilbert's First

John Gilbert's first starring M-G-M vehi-

cle under his new contract will be "Way
For a Sailor," an autobiographical story

by Albert Richard Wet Jan. Laurence Stal-

ling^ will do the adaptation and continuity.

Gilbert's latest, "Thirst," has been re-

ehristened and will be known as "Desert
Nights.

"
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Showmen's Ad. Tips — Continued from Page 552
Play up the romance without bringing in ref-

erence to soldiers. Exploit Nancy Carroll and
Gary Cooper. Audience appeal : General, from
high school up.—A. B. McCoy, Manager, Mary
Anderson, Louisville, Ky.

Exploit Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper for

their following and for their pleasing portray-
als ; also exploit the story for its romantic ap-

peal and bright comedy touches.—Joseph Jor-
dan, Manager, Stanley, Atlantic City, N. J.

"SHOW FOLKS"
Audience appeal : for all classes, especially

younger people.—John J. Burns, Manager
Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y.

"SHOW PEOPLE"
Selling points : first time a synchronized film

appeared in Ottawa and the fact that in the
picture are William Haines and Marion Davies.
Recommended for general appeal with young
and old.—Rex, Ottawa, Out.

"SIMBA"
Unusual feature, sensational wild animal

angle. Liked by adults, particularly men and
children.—Ray Tubman, Manager Imperial,

Ottawa, Ont.
Selling points : the fact that it's an unusual

feature and has a sensational wild animal
angle. Was liked by adults, particularly males
and children.—Ray Tubman, Manager Imperial,

Ottawa, Ont.
Played up the wild animal angle with special

work in schools where cut rate tickets were
given. Doubled newspaper space.—Manager A.
E. Hughes, Hippodrome, Fort Worth, Tex.

Probably the best African hunt picture made.
Boost it strong as it is good for any house.

—

Manager Adler, Strand, Tampa, Fla.

COMING
To Make Your

Box'Office Happy

Bnlh.'lflM

1
ATLANTICCIT

Ask UNIVERSAL
Two negatives: 1 silent; 1 with dialog

"STARK MAD"
Should be advertised as a thrilling mystery.

Its appeal was general and practically every
type of theatre habitue was found among the

week's patronage.—Herbert Israel, Manager
Garden, Milwaukee, Wise.

Played up the fact that it is an all-talkie

thriller and heavily advertised H. B. Warner
as the star.—Enright, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Featured this as mystifying—thrilling—funny
and compared it with "The Terror." Cast was
emphasized. Audiences of the family type and
juveniles should go for the pictures.—John
Hamrick, Manager Music Box, Seattle, Wash.

"STEAMBOAT BILL JR."
This picture has appeal for young and old

alike excluding, perhaps, the ultra-elite.

—

Loew's State, Providence, R. I.

"SUBMARINE"
Its title was stressed and the thrills were

mentioned as the first of its kind to be brought
to the screen. Emphasis was also laid on its

sound synchronization and its trio of stars.

Audience appeal : for the entire family ; strong

for men.—Joe Calla, Manager Strand, Can-
ton, O.

Picture, while somewhat of a thriller type,

appealed strongly to both men and women
and was a high-class film of unusual appeal

and drawing power for the box office.—W. J.

Coulter, Manager Byrd, Richmond, Va,

"SUNRISE"
Newspaper and billboard advertising should

be based on the theme : "What's the lure that

makes a man forget home and hearth for pass-

ing pleasure?" Film offers exceptionally strong

appeal to married folk and should be played

up accordingly.—Claire Woods, Manager
Royal, Kansas City, Mo.

"THE TRADL OF '98"

The book by Service offers some exploita-

tion possibilities. Exploit Dolores Del Rio and

the spectacles of the snowsilde and fight cli-

maxes in the picture. The story is strong drama
and contains action. Audience appeal : for ages

and classes.—Harold W. Evans, Manager,
Loew's, Richmond, Va.

Featured the title and the author's name and

played up the thrills and the names of the stars,

especially that of Johnny Downs, who lived in

Canton several years ago. Audience appeal : a

family picture.—Russell Bovim, Manager,
Loew's, Canton, O.

Exploited the spectacular scenes in the fea-

ture.—Loew's Valentine, Toledo, O.
A tremendously spectacular and effective

dramatization, mingling an historical epoch with
a romance and an unusually strong theme de-

pecting the power of gold.—Grant Pemberton,
Manager Pantages, Salt Lake City, Utah.

"TRADL MARRIAGE"
Most advantageous selling point is Sally Eil-

ers
;
play up as a new star of films as she is

very good. Film had strong appeal to regular

family trade.—Nat Keene, Manager, Hippo-
drome, Baltimore, Md.

"THE WOLF OF WALL
STREET"

Picture has universal appeal. Advertising
was directed toward all types of fans.—Man-
ager L. B. Cool, Colonial, Akron, O.
The selling points in the order of their im-

portance are: George Bancroft, the fact that it's

a talkie, the likeliness of a Wall Street yarn

;

its appeal is to the elite and general patronage.
The picture should be especially plugged as
Bancroft is in a new kind of role, white col-

lar; if properly played up, the picture will do
unusual business. Manager Emil Bernstecker,
Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.

Exploitation angles are that it is an all-talkie

and a gripping romance of love and speculation
with Wall Street background. The patronage
to be sought is the young business and juvenile
audience.—Greater Palace, Dallas, Tex.

Exploit as a vigorous, vital, gripping 100 per
cent talking melodrama, in which every char-
acter speaks. Play up George Bancroft as the
mighty monarch of money. Audience appeal : a
play for everyone. All acclaimed it great.

—

Howard Price Kingsmore, Manager, Century,
Baltimore.

Exploit it as offering the first opportunity to
hear George Bancroft on the screen. Audience
appeal : for the elite trade.—Walter Markel,
Manager, Capitol, Springfield, Mass.

Exploit George Bancroft in his first talking
picture, also the singing of Baclanova. Play
up the millions at stake in the story. Audience
appeal : for all classes.—Des Moines, Des
Moines, la.

Will pull like plaster in any house. All
classes will enjoy it. Feature the star with his

wonderful talkie voice and make mention of the

clever cast supporting him.—Manager Roy,
Tampa, Fla.

Heavily advertised as an all-talkie with spe-

cial stress on Bancroft as the leading player.

Popular melodrama which should do excep-
tionally well in neighborhood houses where pa-
trons like their emotions expressed in action.

—

Loew's Ohio, Cleveland, O.
Exploit Bancroft's dominant personality, the

strong drama, the excellent dialogue and sound
in wired houses. Nancy Carroll's fans will ap-

preciate her appearance. For all ages except

children and all classes.—Harry Klein, Man-
ager, Virginia, Atlantic City, N. J.

Stress the thrills of the stock market and
the fact that the theme deals with the race for

gold and the arms of Bancroft's beautiful wife.

For all ages and classes.—L. J. Finske, Man-
ager, Newman, Kansas City, Mo.

"WEARY RrVER"
Barthelmess' singing and talking voice

stressed in ads as of more importance than story.

Plot adaptable to all kinds of houses and of in-

terest to all ages.—Mgr., Stillman Theatre,

Cleveland, O.

"WEST OF ZANZBBAR"
Typical Lon Chaney attraction. By advertis-

ing star heavily and playing up locale of story,

it should be put over.—Manager, Grand, Paris,

Tex.
Feature Chaney 's name and dramatic value of

story. Recommended for juveniles and male

crowd.—Ambrose Nolan, Manager, Avalon,

Ottawa, Ont.

Stress the romance and adventure in the plot.

Audience appeal : for all ages and classes.

—

Marvin Murphy, Rochester, N. Y.

Lon Chaney's name and its dramatic value

are the foremost selling points. It is recom-
mended for juvenile audiences and the male
crowd.—Avalon, Ottawa, Ont.

"WOT) ORCHIDS"
Made the old triangle complication seem new.

Should go over better in those houses which
cater to adults. Stress was made on its romance
and the cast in detail.—Allen, Cleveland, O.
Did not carry such wide appeal as sound of-

ferings. Charlotte Greenwood's stage appear-

ance helped the bill considerably. Dance on
mezzanine on Monday and Thursday helped the

gross on those days.—Manager Maxwell, The
Broadway, Portland, Ore.
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cent* a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 centa

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

DISC R E C R DING
OPERATOR, skilled in de-

sign and construction of cut-

ter heads and apparatus for

sound pictures, seeks eli;ili'_ie

with live company. Box, 4(50.

Motjion Picture News, New
York City.

A-l Theatre Organist, fif-

teen years' experience, mag-

nificent library, thorough

musician, reliable, references.

•Organist, Eight-Ten East

Huron, Ami Arbor, Mich.

I RECOMMEND you, Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Wanted
WANTED: Ex-Film Sales-

men or Ex-theatre men to sell

L i b b e y No-nik Glassware

proposition to exhibitors. Can
offer excellent proposition

and appealing territories.

Theatre Novelty Company,
322 Summitt Street, Toledo,

Ohio.

WANTED to buy or lease,

theatre in town of 500 to

2,000 population. Give all

particulars in first letter,

A. E. Witt, Greene, N. Dak.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

For Sale

FOR SALE : Two Powers

B, rebuilt projecting ma-

chines, equipped with both

Mazda and Carbon lamp

houses, in good condition.

Will sell cheap for cash. Ad-

dress, P. O. Box 37, Rouses

Point, N. Y.

FOR SALE : 400—16-inch
Veneer Opera Chairs. 150

—

17-inch Airdome Opera
Chairs. All good as new.

$1.00. each. Address. H.

Somerville, Playhouse Thea-

tre, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

Used Equipment

FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply

Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

Managers' School
THEATRE EMPLOYEES

—Learn modern theatre man-

agement, advertising, service.

Approved and specialized

training for theatre employees

while at theatre. Catalog C.

Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News.

Examples of newspaper displays which exploited

showings of "The Wolf of Wall Street" Para-

mount's dialogue and sound picture starring

George Bancroft, at first run theatres in key

cities. The ads shotvn were featured by the fal-

lotting houses: The Boyd, Philadelphia; Alabama,

Birmingham; 5th Avenue, Seattle, and the Caro-

lina, Charlotte.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAGERS
ROUND TABLE CLUB

By Charles E. Lewis

Theatre Managers-
Will They Become
Mere Robots?

In a most interesting con-

versation the other day with

Mr. Johnston, whose effort on
behalf of the theatre manager
is very well known, I found
that despite the fact that he is

a trade paper editor and his

interests must cover the entire industry, he knows what the

theatre manager of today is up against. He understands the

tremendous effect that the mergers and consolidations of today

are creating on the industry in general. And last, but not least,

he knows the threatening gesture of theatre mergers on the

smothering of the individuality of both the manager and the

theatre he runs.

Leaving the big key cities out of this discussion entirely,

reveals that the success of many theatres have been, and still is,

dependent upon the personal contact between the manager and

his community. In the majority of the towns and cities, the

average patron wants to be greeted with a friendly gesture when
he enters the theatre. They MUST NOT get the impression

that they have paid an admission price and having seen the

performance they can go home either pleased with what they

have seen or dissatisfied with the theatre and the show.

The continual shifting of managers from town to town
gives them no chance to become acquainted with their

clientele, with their community or with their theatre and
the result is that the community spirit is lost in the shuffle

and with it, in a large measure, the friendly feeling that is

so essential to the theatre's success in its particular city.

The most recent idea among many chain theatre heads
that they are in a better position to operate the theatres

from their office, located in many instances hundreds of

miles from the theatres, is perhaps the most harmful of

all ideas that have been the outgrowth of chain theatre

acquisition. (The moment you deprive the manager of

his individuality you have deprived the theatre of its most
valuable asset.) The manager must be a recognized factor

in the successful operation of the theatre and to him must be

left a large amount of the theatres operation tactics and
policy, best suited to the individual needs of the community
in which it is located. If he becomes mechanical then he
ceases to be human and, after all, it's human beings we
want to run the theatres of today. C. E. L.

Let's Get Acquainted
TVfR. CHARLES E. LEWIS, exhibitor member of the
iV1

staff of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS maintains
an office with the NEWS and will be glad to make the

acquaintance of Club members or readers of the

NEWS. If you happen to be in the neighborhood,
don't hesitate about coming in and getting ac-

quainted. We are always glad to see the managers.

Box Office Check-
Up Wins Approval
Of Club Members

Immediately after the ap-

pearance of the new Box
Office Check-Up in last

week's issue of the Motion
Picture News, the CLUB
received many reports from
various members comment-

ing upon this new exhibitor aid. To those managers who
really want to know how a picture is going over, either in

the first- or second-run houses, a glance at the check-up

reveals some interesting facts. The Box Office Check-Up

of the Motion Picture News is the greatest step ever made
by a trade publication in going through great trouble and

expense to arrive at something that actually helps the

exhibitor. Use the Box Office Check-Up for all it is worth,

because it is WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD.

We Should Hear
More Often From
Manager Kusel

If pictures speak for them-

selves, then the CLUB is cer-

tainly lining up a fine group of

peppy managers. Here we
offer, for your information

and approval, Harry Kusel,

manager of the State Theatre,

in South Ozone Park. L. I., N. Y. Harry has won a warm
spot in the hearts of the theatre-going public out his way and

manages to keep them that way through

the excellent shows and service he renders.

But knowing Harry is a real "live-wire"

means that we should hear from him more
often and also that his fellow members want

to know "how he puts it over," suppose you

sit down and write me how you do it? We
are all waiting for something "hot off the

griddle" from South Ozone Park. Let's

hope we won't be disappointed.

How Belcher Used
A Form Letter On
"Daughters"

In working out a campaign
that differed from the ordi-

nary, W. E. Belcher, of

Schine's Riviera Theatre, in

Rochester, N. Y., decided on
a form letter for "Our Danc-
ing Daughters." But he

created a letter that carried a real punch from the first line

right down through the entire letter. To start to read it was

to go right through to the end. And those who are constantly

on the lookout for something new and different, this one will

hold a real appeal. Just a suggestion: Drop a line to Mr.

Belcher, direct to the theatre, and I am sure, that upon request,

he will gladly send you a copy of this letter. We would gladly

publish the entire letter, but Mr. Belcher will have to bear with

us this time as we are catching up with our mail bag. Get

that CLUB spirit of intercommunication and get acquainted

with Mr. Belcher direct. "One for all and all for one," (with

apologies to Dumas.).
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Theatre Manager's Round Table Glib

—
Continued

McDonald Qualifies

As Real Horatio
Alger Character

Charles McDonald, assistant

manager of the Tivoli, Chat-

tanooga's de luxe theatre,

i ould well qualify as a hero in

that famous author's luniks.

llis rise from head usher to

the DOSit he now occupies, in

the short space of three years, makes one stop to marvel at the

efficiency of the young man of today. It would not surprise

us to learn that he has keen appointed a regular house manager
and the fact that he is but eighteen years old, at this writing,

means nothing, if he possesses the akilitY and the desire to

"get there."

We wonder whether Charlie has anything to say that would
make interesting reading for the members of the CLUB.
Surely, after the great strides he has made he ought to be able

t" write a short letter telling us of his experiences and how
he succeeded in his efforts. Let us have it Charlie, also your
photo, and CLUB application.

Lloyd Townsend of

Oakland, An Active
Club Member

This picture will serve to

introduce to the other mem-
bers, Lloyd Townsend, man-
ager of the New Piedmont
Theatre in Oakland, Calif.

Lloyd has just recently
joined the "army of show-

men" already identified with the CLUB and the CLUB, in

turn, is glad to welcome him into the organization. Mr.
Townsend has been affiliated with the show business for

many years and his ability to properly handle any size

house is already well known on the

Pacific Coast. He knows how to organize
and train a house staff to render the best
service possible to his patrons. He knows
how to make up ads and readers that sell

the picture. He can supervise the pro-
gram so that it is projected and presented
in a neat, showmanlike manner. All these
things count in measuring the ability of

a manager today and we are confident
that we have a real active member in

Lloyd. Time will tell.

A special letter has been

Special Letter Is sent "ut ask
!
n§ >'"" an im~

r\ X\T T> rt j portant question about adver-
<Jn Way lo Hound tising. You would be more

Table Members tickled than your Chairman if

you only knew the importance
attached to your opinions on

tions put up to the members.
I am bringing this matter to your attention, here, for the

sole purpose of asking that you send your answer to me by
return mail. I want a candid expression from EVERY mem-
ber. Thank's, boy-, for your wonderful cooperation.—C. E. L.

We were just about to ap-

Marpole Beats Club p 1? the CLUB P"lm°tor to

t> i t» t r the town of Lodi, California,
Pulmotor By Very but jack beat us to it by
Scant Margin shooting in a real peppy let-

ter which proves beyond a
shadow of a doubt that he is

very much alive and on the job. Let him speak for him-
self
—

"Greetings from 'way out west' again. Have been
religiously reading the NEWS since I wrote you last, and
especially the Managers' Round Table columns, and must
say that I have derived a lot of good ideas from the article
written therein."

And then Jack goes on to tell us that he is sending us
something interesting, so we will see—what we will see.

Puts Sound Debut
Over With 8 Page
Newspaper Tie-up

EAST LIVERPOOL REVIEW

OCYOWO THE KEfl
Of ALAOOTM S

( ine of the most effective

n e w s p a p e r tie-ups ever

brought to our attention to in-

augurate "sound" comes to

light from Last Liverpool,

I Ihio. The Stale Theatre and

I'.. E. Bair, the manager, in

that city worked up a special section together with the East

Liverpool Review, one of the leading papers of the city and

between them they produced an eight-page edition which is

worthy of more than passing attention. A large number of

local advertisers were sold on the idea and practically every

one of them worked the name
"Yitaphone" into their ads. as

well as the special edition slo-

gan "Modern Miracles." The
front page, in itself, is an at-

tractive piece of advertising

that ought to go a long way
towards creating that interest

in "sound" entertainment that

is so essential at the start. A
glance at the first "sound"

program shows exceptionally

good taste in building up an

interesting few hours of enter-

tainment.

The State Theatre was re-

modeled last summer at a cost

of over $100,000, and only

recently re-opened. It was
impossible to re-open with

"sound" as the installation

was delayed, but it now swings

into the type of shows that should register ioo per cent in East

Liverpool.

If the manager of the State, Mr. Bair, is as progressive as

his associate, Wm. L. Hendricks, over in Steubenville, then we
should hear from that town again very soon.

/i;iiiimuriti£

S}n*tironi/(Xl
•lohon Pk lures

STATE
THEATER

COMMENCING MONDAY

Indiana Manager
Signs Up With
Round Table

and now that he is "one of us
idea of how he puts over the
Too bad I did not know him
stopped off in his town for a

up next trip.

Alvin Spainhaur, man-
ager of the Indiana Theatre,
in Washington, Ind., has
just sent us his application

for membership in the
CLUB. We have heard
some nice things about him

" we should be receiving some
pictures in Washington, Ind.

last summer or I would have
visit. But we won't pass him

Read This Excerpt
From W. H. I

Recent Letter

In acknowledging our wel-

coming letter to him as a new
CLUB member, W. 11. Hall,

of the Columbia Theatre, in

Baton Rouge, La., writes us

.1 very fine letter. There are

some parts of thai letter which
we are going to use in a future issue of the NEWS, but we will

select just the following for your information
—"My first sug-

gestion to every manager, who is not reading your columns on
theatre operation and publicity is surely overlooking some real

valuable suggestions. I predict its (Club's) steady growth and
olhr my felicitations. ..."
So now we can all feel that another active member has joined

our ranks. What we mean by the word "active" is: to keep us

informed of his advertising and exploitation campaigns and
send us copies of his newspaper ads. We shall sec—what we
shall see.
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Meet The Youngest
Manager On The
Chakeres Circuit

Boys, let me make you
acquainted with Lee J. Euer-
fng, manager of the Majestic

Theatre, in Springfield, Ohio,
and known throughout the

Middle West as the youngest
theatre manager in that sec-

tion. Mr. Euering runs a Yitaphone and Movietone house and.

his reputation 'has been exaggerated, then we can look forward
to seeing some mighty fine exploitation ideas

for "sound" pictures.

In addition to being a cracker-jack man-
ager, Lee's theatre boasts of one of the finest

staff of ushers in the state of Ohio. They
are positively an asset to the Majestic and
form part of his well-run scheme of how to

surround a good show with proper atmos-
phere and service. We are watching the

mail from now on and hope it won't be long
before Lee comes through with some stuff.

Manager Alfred F.
Weiss Contributes
Novel Photo Stunt

When the Florida Thea-
tre, in Jacksonville, selected

the following stunt to boost
"Shopworn Angel" they hit

upon a real live proposition.

Manager Alfred F. Weiss,

Jr., enclosed torn photos of
Nancy Carroll in his mailing list (which happens to be
rather large and covers a good portion of Jacksonville).
These 8 x 10 photos were cut into three separate parts, the
upper part was sent to one section of the town, the middle
to another section and the bottom to still another section.
These pieces of photos were attached to a letter giving a
brief description of the picture and in the last paragraph it

was suggested that the communicate with their friends to
see if they couldn't match up complete photos, which, when
presented at the Box Office was good for a free admission
on a specified date. From reports we find that this stunt
created lots cf talking and when they "talk" they generally
come to "see." So additional business was the result. We
are wondering whether Mr. Weiss has any more "stunts"
up his sleeve that brought some life to the B. O. If so we
would like to number him among the "active" members of

the CLUB.

You'll Soon Know
How Paul Forster
Sold The Organist

Ever since we wrote that

little story last summer
about Paul Forster, in Syra-
cuse, we have been called

upon from all over the coun-
try to tell "how he does it."

So, in response to our re-

quest, Mr. Forster has written a brief and well worded
story which is just what YOU will want to read and to
have both your organist and orchestra leader look through
carefully. We find ourselves crowded for space in this

issue, due to unusually heavy mail, but we shall make it

a point to feature Mr. Forster's story in next week's issue.

Look for it and be sure and read it. And thank you, Mr.
Forster, for your courtesy.

All The Managers
On The Schwartz
Circuit To JoinClub

According to a letter just

received by your Chairman,
every house manager on the

A. H. Schwartz Century Cir-

cuit is going to join the

CLUB. The letter was writ-

ten by William H. Applegate,

Jr., Supervising Manager of the Circuit, and he advised us that

he was—but wait we will quote from his letter
—

"I think the

CLUB pages in the NEWS are very good and I find them
interesting and sometimes profitable."

This is just another example of what the circuit heads think

of tlie CLUB.

T
Motion Picture News

OFFERS YOU:

MANAGERS
ROUND TABLE CLUB

THE BANNER ATTRACTION
OF THE ENTIRE SEASON

I

COMPOSED OF LIVE-WIRE
MANAGERS AND SHOWMEN

WHOSE CLUB SLOGAN IS:

"USE THE NEWS"

FOR:

1

WM. A. JOHNSTON'S
CONSTRUCTIVEEDITORIALS

A NEW BOX OFFICE
CHECK-UP THAT IS

A REAL CHECK-UP!

> A>

AN HONEST ANDDEPENDABLE
REVIEWING SERVICE!

1
EXPLOITATION THAT
HAS BEEN PROVEN
BY REAL TEST!

UP - TO - THE - MINUTE
NEWS OF THE
ENTIRE INDUSTRY!

I

DIRECT INTER-
COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN MEMBERS!

I

HERE'S THE APPLICATION:
MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB,
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

I hereby apply for membership in the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

SHOOT IT IN—NOW!!!!

T

.
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Famous Leases Springfield, Mass.,

DeLuxe House Now Being Constructed

AT what is said to be :i figure reaching
the $1,500, nark, the I ai Plaj

ars-Lasky Corporation, of New York, has

leased From the Dunlap Realty Trnsi for

It years, the theatre non under construc-

tion in ili«' Massasoit building in Main St.,

opposite Lyman St., Springfield, Mass.
The theatre, which when completed will

be known as the Springfield Paramount is

to be completed by the Dunlap Realty
Trust, hui is to be furnished and equipped
by the Pamous Players organization. With-
in a short time a large force of men will be
.•a work, and Famous Players plans to estab-

lish ;i headquarters in Springfield for its

engineers and architects, who will carry
along i heir work as for as possible while
the main construction is being done.
The local work, under the supervision ol

Ernest F. Carlson, is scheduled to be fin-

GCID SEAL I /&
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Atedel 29
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include

dmissien
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L&t- urn £*?// ycm.t Ach- FAe
Silent Senfinef ***'// Safiecjuard
yor-BCX OFFICE Fteceip/s andSpeedup

** your 6m/Hf55,
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VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MAKKUS AGENCY
Aalor Theatre iliiMdiag

N. W. Cor. 45th St. ft Broadwa?
Lackamanna 7876

ished by June 1"', after which the Famous
Players will require about ;i month to com-
plete its work of installing equipment and

furnishings. Furnishings and decoration

work "ill be under the direction of Para-

mount engineers and artists. That the new
theatre will be ;i distinct credit to Spring-

field and Western Massachusetts is shown
by the fact that the Famous Players have
seen tit to call it Paramount. For it is a

well-established custom for that organiza-

tion to name only its Class A, or de luxe

I ses "Paramount." The companj itself

will spend considerable money to make the

house rank with the best.

The theatre decorations will he id' Span-
ish design. Although no definite informa-

tion is obtainable as to tl pening date,

it is believed the house would lii> ready be-

fore Sept. 1. Under the terms of the lease

the theatre may he used for motion pic-

tures .vaudeville or legitimate productions,
hut the present plans are -aid to call for

first-run film attractions, presented on a

high-grade scale with tableaus and pres-

entations such as presented in the New
Fork Paramount. The house will be oper-

ated on a par with the besl of the :100 or
so houses with which Famous Players is

affiliated in its Coast-to-Ooast chain.

Tin' Springfield Paramount is to he affili-

ated with the New England chain, which
lias its headquarters in Boston. Other
1 i- of the New England chain are lo-

cate in Boston, Lowell, Xew Bedford and a

number of other cities at the eastern end of

the state, and in Pittstiekl. The Springfield

house will have a seating capacity of about

3, i with 1,700 seats in the orchestra, 1,000

in the halcony and 300 in the loges. The
eoolirlg and ventilating system alone will

cost practically $100,0(10, and will provide

a maximum amount of comfort at all sea-

sons of the year.

Construction Notes and
Theatre Openings

The site owned by Howard Williams at

6803 Pacific Boulevard, Huntington Park,

Cal., has been cleared to make way for

the erection of a six-story Iheatre and
hotel building to he erected for Williams.

Construction on the new $70,000 Amer-
ican 'flic.it r i Broadway, Idaho Falls,

Ida., i- prog i-<"— i nvr according to schedule.

Since the arrival of the ornamental stone

for the front, operations have taken on a

new aspect and the structure is beginning
to assume a more imposing appearance.
Interim- decorator- were expected to begin

work sometime in March, and at the ame
time installation will he made on the pipe

Concrete flooring ha- heen poured,

and the building it is said, will he fireproof

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON FAN CO W USWW-^ W NFWVflBK

throughout and wired lor talkie-. L.Pc

Young, id' the firm of II. -I. McKban, Inc..

of Salt Lake i- In charge of the work.

'fhc Parkway Theatre in Butte, Mont.,

Will probably he opened late tin- Spring',

after Inning heen remodeled and improved

to the evtent of $45,000, according to an-

nouncement from William Steege of G real

Falls, state manager of the Wesl Coast

company. Vitaphone and Movietone equip-

ment co-ting $25,000 will he installed in

the Parkway. The remaining $20,000 will

he used t<> remodel and redecorate the

interior. When Completed tin- house will

seal 1,800.

Movietone and Yftaphoiie installations

will also he made in the American Theatre,

Butte, and $30,000 will he -pent on re-

decorating this and the Kialto 'final re,

1 1 i- estimated that abont $100,000 will

In- expended oil the three West Coa-t

theatres in Butte. Harry Stone will he

manager of those houses.

Actual building work has been started

on the new Strand Theatre, Middletown,

Ohio, foundations having heen poured as

workmen completed tearing down the old

building and clearing the debris. The

theatre is to cosl $320,000 and is to he a

combined vaudeville and talkie motion

picture house.

The motion picture theatre, th • lied

Lantern at Brea, Cal., has re-opened

under new management after having heen

dark for two months, according to officials

of the Una Amusement Company, owners

of the theatre building. W. W. Whiimcr
of Los Angeles, former operator of the

theatre and the owner of all equipment

including the pipe organ and furniture has

sold these and the balance of his lease

to the investment company. The theatre

has undergone extensive re-painting and

re-decorating'.

Keith "Syracuse House
To Undergo Renovation

In conjunction with the program of the

Radio Keith Albee Circuit, to expend -c\

era! million dollars in improvements, etc,

in the chain, the B. F. Keith Theatre in

Syracuse "ill undergo renovation.

Improvements anticipated are: Complete

in' wcooling plant, a new marquee and im-

posing electric display; new carpets on the

mezzanine floor of the theatre and installs

tioii id' new seats throughout the house may
follow.

Eventually, of course, Keith's theatre

will he equipped with Photophone( it is

now the only firs! run house in Syracuse
not wired).

345W.39'--S1 NEW YORK

Fox Theatre Is Opened
At Redondo Beach, Cal.

The new Fox theatre, Kodolio Bench.

Calif., opened it- doors to the public on

Feb. S2. Harold Ben Franklin of Fox West
( loasl Theatre-, ha- announced

This new structure i- mosl modern in

design and embodies every convenience

known to the theatrical industry. Only one

-how wa- held on the opening night and all

-eats were reserved, 'flic regular policy of

operation is three shows a day—a mat nice

and two shows nightly, with continuous

performance on Sunday-. Pop. prices at

the gate.
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"U" Wisconsin Circuit

Managers Hold Meet

A MEETING of managers of

Wisconsin Universal chain

theatres was called last Tuesday in

Milwaukee. The gathering was ad-

dressed by Harry Wren on theatre

management, Morgan Ames spoke
on house service, Frank Cook on
good will, Mrs. Ann McDonough
gave her views on exploitation and
advertising, L. McDaniel explained

the use of color in theatres, and
Jean Arnstein spoke on booking
pictures. The meeting was pre-

ceded by luncheon.

David Flam, formerly with Bal-

ban and Katz, Chicago, is now di-

recting publicity for the Wisconsin
Theatre, Milwaukee.

L. H. Coen, has been appointed
representative in Minnesota of

Moviephone.
Otto Lang, formerly manager of

the Riviera Theatre, Milwaukee,
has gone to Highland Park, 111., to

manage the Alcyon Theatre. He
is succeeded at the Riviera by Mor-
gan Ames, transferred from the

Venetian.

Harry Hart has taken over the

Fern Theatre, Milwaukee, from
Walter Rourke. Roy Brenier has
been appointed manager.

Ed. Gavin has been appointed
representative in the Milwaukee
territory for Pacent Reproducing
Corp.
Roger Ferri, exploiteer for Fox

is spending some time in Milwau-
kee.

Moviephone equipment is going
into the Majestic at Algoma, Wise,
the Opera House at Two Rivers,

the Municipal at Mineral Point
and the Palace at Waupaca.

E. W. Van Norman who has
been managing the National since

it was opened over a year ago, has
transferred to the Milwaukee The-
atre Circuit and is managing the

Venetian.

Ellen Mueller has been added to

the office staff of Milwaukee The-
atre Circuit, as assistant booker.

J. G. Frackman for many years
associated with Progress Pictures

in Milwaukee, is now district man-
ager for Theatre Novelty Co. in

New York.
Joseph Wolf, special sales rep-

resentative for Pathe, has been
detailed to the Milwaukee branch.

M. T. C. Squeeks, the house or-

gan of the Milwaukee Theatre Cir-

cuit has been revived by Gene
Arnstein.

Midwesco Theatres, Inc., has
added several central Wisconsin
theatres to its chain. They are

:

The Lyric and Majestic Theatres
at Stevens Point, the New Antigo
and Palace at Antigo and a Mari-
nette motion picture house. Mid-
wesco recently bought the Wausau
Theatre at Wausau, Wisconsin.

Reinhold Wallach, who has been
in charge of the Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., in

Milwaukee for some tune, has gone
to California to take a position in

the executive offices of Univei
Pictures.

Mikadow Theatre. Manitowoc,
Wisconsin has installed a Radio

Corporation of America Photo-
phone.
The Rex Theatre, Chippewa

Falls, Wisconsin, owned by the

Chippewa Theatre Company, has
closed with the Pacent Company
for a motion picture talking ma-
chine.

Installation of a "talkie" machine
is in progress at the Appleton The-
atre, Appleton, Wisconsin. This
theatre is also being remodelled and
redecorated.

Brin Theatre, Inc., has filed

articles of incorporation with the
Secretary of the State, to take con-

trol of the fifteen theatres in Wis-
consin now controlled by L. K.
Brin.

The incorporators are A. J.

Schmitz, Carl J. Reuter and F. R.

Ives. The house included in the new
circuit are the Garden and Majestic,

Milwaukee, the Fon du Lac at Fond
du Lac, the Home and Portage at

Portage, the Appleton, the Park-
way, Strand and Madison at Madi-
son, and theatres at Appleton, Osh-
kosh and Menasha. Plans are un-

der way at present to acquire more
theatres in the state, according to

Mr. Brin.

Active Theatre Buying
In Iowa Territory

NEWS of theatre transfers fea-

ture the regional news from
Des Moines territory this past

week.
The Miller theatre, at Elston,

previously owned by L. Miller, was
sold last week to G. R. Nichols.

Shipley and Synes last week
bought the Alamo theatre, at New
London, Iowa, from A. G. Rich-

ardson.

O. R. Laird has bought the

Grand theatre at Nashua, Iowa,
which was owned by Mrs. M. Lar-
son.

Clarence Lacey, who has had the

Rialto theatre, at Anita, Iowa, for

more than three years, last week
sold the house to A. C. Johnson.
Another house to change hands

last week was the Rockford thea-

tre, at Rockford. This theatre is

one of the houses controlled by the

Other Iowa Theatres Company.
The new owner is Clare E. Mosher.
Wall Lake, Iowa, saw a change-

in ownership of the theatre there.

which "is known as the Opera
House, when it was bought last

week by Claude Hoff.

H. G. Holscher is the new own-
er of the Crystal theatre, at Earl-

ville. O. N. Lumas, who has had

the house for several years, sold it

last week.
The theatre at Fairbanks, Iowa.

w-as closed last week. Peters Bn ith-

ers gave the reason as lack of busi-

ness. They may re-open in the

later months.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank kit

Moines, with their son Myron.
for Miami. Florida, to remain for

several weeks.
Manager Thiele, of the

Moines Theatre Supply Company
reports the sale last week to Ralph
Pratt owner. Fox theatre at Wash-
ington, Iowa, of tw low
amperage lamps and two Kaplan

picture machines with two strong

De luxe changeovers and two halt

size Snaplite lenses. Mr. Pratt

also plans to install sound.

The Wolstock theatre, at Wol-
stock, Iowa, closed last week.
The Des Moines Film Board of

Trade will concentrate for the con-
vention social affairs upon the pic-

nic and get-together usually held

in August or September for the

exhibitors and exchange men of

the state instead of having two
parties during the year as previ-

ously.

Abe Fratikle, owner of River-
view Amusement Park, who retains

as his sole theatre interest the

Casino theatre in Ues Moines, will

act as manager of the park with its

opening on May 15th.

W. J. Miller, theatre broker in

Iowa tor close to fifteen years, i-

not retiring from the theatre busi-

ness, as was previously announced.

Ohio Censorship Head
Speaks At Luncheon
JUHX L. CLIFTON, state di-

rector of education, and head
of the Ohio censor board at Colum-
bus, addressed the Better Motion
Picture Council at one of their re-

cent noonday luncheons on the sub-
ject of "Film Censorship." Much
interesting discussion was aroused
and many definite opinions ex-
pressed both pro and con by those

present, but nothing of a tangible

nature developed that is expected
to haVe any special bearing on cen-

sorship of talking pictures.

The Xew Lyceum Amusement
Co., Cincinnati, will remove the

lobby from the Lyceum Theatre,
126-128 West Fifth street, and con-
vert same into a retail store.

Jack Lustgarden, manager of the

Roosevelt Theatre, Cincinnati, and
Florence Weinberg, a non-profes-
sional, of Chicago, were married
in the latter city a fortnight ago.

William M. James, Columbus,
Ohio, has sold his Pythian Theatre
to the Columbus Theatre Co., Inc..

this being the last house owned by
James, who was formerly execu-
tive head of a chain bearing his

name, and controlling several

houses in Columbus and elsewhere,

lames is serving his fifth term as

president of the M. P. T. O. Ohio
and his seventh term as president
of the National Amusement Mana-
gers Association. He states, how-
ever, that when his terms of office

in both organizations expire, he will

quit the game for good.
The State Theatre, Springfield,

Ohio, has discontinued its orches-
tra, and will hereafter feature only
organ music. Willard Osborne,
formerly conductor of the State

orchestra, has been made manager
of the Regent Theatre, at Spring-
field, one of tin houses in the new
Schine-Chakeres chain.

Manager John McManus. of
loew's. Dayton, Ohio, has played
host to several hundred newsboys
fri >m a local daily recently, while
Moe Blattner, manager of Keith's

Colonial, Dayton, also entertained

the youthful news vendors at a

special matinee.

Third Toronto House
Now Being Wired

IOEW'S THEATRE, Toronto,
-J one of the largest in the On-

tario capital, is being wired for
sound presentations, following a
trip to New York by Manager
Jules Bernstein. This will make
the third big house in Toronto to

be wired.

The Capitol theatre, London, On-
tario, has adopted the Saturday
open plan, thus falling into lines

with scores of theatres in Canada
in this respect.

Tlie Capitol theatre, Windsor,
< )nt., has been purchased by Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Toronto,
the price involved being $292,500.
The sale was concluded following
a meeting of the preferred and
common shareholders of the Wind-
sor Capitol Theatre Company, Ltd.,
at Windsor, on Feburary 14, when
the shareholders voted unanimously
tor the proposal. Famous did
have a theatre site in Windsor
but made an offer for the Capitol
instead of building the new house.
Manager James Adams, of

Loew's theatre, Montreal, Quebec,
hesitated before booking "Dawn,"
the much-discussed British produc-
tion, but what eventually happened
was that the feature drew the larg-
est gross of any picture in Mon-
treal during the week of February
9. Loew's did even better than
the wired houses.
George J. Forhan, manager of

Griffin's theatre, St. Catherines,
Ontario, has conducted many differ-
ent stage competitions as added
attractions and his ideas in this
respect never seem to be exhausted.
For the presentation of "The
Woman Disputed" during the week
of February 11 he staged a "Pretty
Foot Contest" for the ladies and
crowds stormed the theatre. Plenty
of prizes were contributed by shoe
stores and hosiery manufacturers.

One of the youngest theatre
managers in the Dominion is Ivan
Ackery, of Vancouver, B. C. He
was born in Bristol, England, 27
years ago. He obtained a job as
usher at the Capitol theatre, Cal-
gary, in 1919, later becoming an
usher at the Vancouver Capitol. In
l' 1 -'" lie became manager of the
Victoria theatre, a suburban house
in Vancouver, and he ha- now been
appointed manager of the Domin-
ion, one of the large downtown
theatres of Vancouver.

Fire Damage Heavy To
Grand,Greensburg,Pa.
MIKE MANOS' Grand at

i ireensburg, Pa., was badly

damaged by a fire which recently

d out the greater part of an
entire block of buildings.

Xat Ehrlich is a new Pathe
sales nan in the local territory. He
came here from Albany where he
worked for Fox.

Al Glazer, owner of the Lorenz
Theatre. I returned from
a mid-winter vacation, which he
spent at his folks' home in Scran-
ton.
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Albany Reports Many
Upstate N. Y. Closings

THAT man) small motion pic-

ture theatres are closing their

doors these days is gem
known, but may perhaps be better

realized in the fact that in one

n alone in northern New
York covered by a film salesman

out of Albany, no less than

teen theati many villa

have closed indefinitely.

William Smalley, opened his

Cooperstown house with sound last

Thursday, lie plans to ei

his chain. The Play-

in Hudson, operated by

Frieder and Grossman, also opened

reccntlv with sound.

F. II. Murphy, of New York
City, play date representative for

Universal, was in town during the

week. L. \V. Kniskern, connei

with the Pathe forces in New York,

was also in town.

\V. 11. Sample, of Schaghtii

was >lose his theatre for

a few days last week on ao

of ill:

Kav Smith. Univi man
out of Albany, had his autom

badly smashed last week. Mr.

Smith was not injured.

The (.rand in W'atervhet. has

been s. .1<1 by Peter Elliot, to Aus-

ton E. Battaglia.

Al Guteck, former manager for

F.B.O. in Albany, has accepted a

position with Pathe in Philadelphia.

Harry Papayanakos, of Potsdam,

and James, his brother, who also

ates a theatre in Gouverneur,

art reported planning sound.

Benton's three theatres in Platts-

and Glens Falls, are

being wired for sound pictures.

Fred Maussert. wdio operates the

State Theatre in G 'Is is

bating bis house wired.

Frank Learnan. of Albany, who
formerly managed the Strand in

nectady, and Liberty in Water-
handling the new Ritz

Theatre. Si

Wilson, former booker at

the F.B.O, Albany, 1- now book-

ing at home office of R.K.O., in

Xew York City.

Sam Hochstim, of Hudson had

been confined to his bed for nearly

weeks with the flu.

Since Harmanus-Bleecker Hall

in Albany became equipped for

sound pictures, its business has

nearly doubled, according to man-

ment.
Sue M. Weller, of Alexandria

Bay, will devote her entire time

from now on to her motion pic-

ture theatre.

Yic Warren, of Massena, wdio

has been touring the Meditcrran-

ian with Mrs. Warren, was obliged

Idenly to this country

on account of the illness of their

daughter.

Kolstaphone Gets 4
New Ore., Installations

KOLSTAPHONE installations

are being made in a number
of Oregon houses, and tin

synchronization is becoming very

ilar according to Secretary J.

J. Fleming,
: Arcade

I

mde, Ore.; Edward
Isport, Ore.; McLean

atre, Wallowa, Ore.; Hyland
'

i rtli Point, Ore.

Douglas Kiinberly, has been ap-

i the Co-

lonial 1 1:.. .in ..I i
... ..in... Wash.,

and David Richards, formerly .

•<

dway, Poi tland, is now
manager oi the Rialto Theatre,

i corporation
. in- d'Al< ii.'. Lie. has elr. ted

X. E. Hun as pn
eral manager. Cted

ne vice
i

dent; John II. Bonneville, secre-

tary-treasurer.
.. i. All. ml. i, manager of Ritz

Theatre. Spokane, Wash., lias in-

stall. .1 i

Buck Wade, representative at

Butte, Mont, for the M-G M left

for Utah points during a heavy
blizzard and was badly frostbitten.

Daylight Saving Up
Again In Baltimore
DVYLIGHT saving may be-

come a fact in Baltimore
again this year if the bill

which Delegate Gray, Fifth Dis-
trict, Baltimore City, plans to in-

troduce in the Legislature at An-
napolis, becomes a law.

According t.. Gray's bill the clock

would be advanced at 2 A. M. on
the first Sunday in April and would
remain that way until _' V M. on
the last Sunday in September. This
bill is designed only to affect Balti-

more city and tin counties of Mary-
land would not be affected at all

by it.

The nominationg committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Maryland, Inc., of
which Walter Pacey is chairman,
has selected the nominees for the
general election to take place in

March.
The nominees are : H. A. Blum,

president; Louis Garman, vice-
president ; Frank A. Hornig,
treasurer; William E. Stumpf, sec-
retary. Those named for directors
including the president, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer are : J. Louis
Rome, F. H. Durkee, Charles E.

(

. ( iaertner, Thomas
D. Goldberg and Jack Levin. State
directors are Phillip Miller, An-
napolis and M. Sidewell, Towson.

J. Louis Rome, present president,
asked that he be not considered as
a nominee for office again.

Harry Reichenbach, noted pub-
licist and former Baltimorean, was
the guest of honor at the banquet
of the Advertising Club of Balti-

more, Saturday night, February 16.

Frank Price, Jr., manager of the

Rivoli here, was chairman of the
entertainment committi e.

Due to the death of Charles
Parson, formerly orchestra leader

at Keith's theatre, Baltimore, Julius

Sokolov has been added to the staff

of that playhouse as orchestra di-

rector. Charles Whitsman is also

an orchestra leader at Keith's.

After having served as publicity

representative for Loew's, Incor-

porated, in Baltimore, for several

months, Hal Oliver will return to

the Xew York office and his first

ignment will be tin- opening of

the new I.oew house in Jersey City.

Sam Ruben, now handling the

i lor Loew's Columbia and
Palace in Washington, D. C, will

1

ii l'.al-

timi in .' i ime to attend to

the publicity for the Loew houses

here under the direction oi Howard
Prici Kin - more, Loew's City

manager.

Warners Bring New
Stage Policy To Philly

WVRNER BRI ITHERS' ad-
.. al in Philadelphia was in-

i:i in ..I. '. I by a new policy of si

illations at the Stanley 'I

tn under the personal direction ol

Charlie Melson, who mad.' bis first

n ,m. r tin week. Melson, who
is from California, has been receiv-

ing enthusiastic praise for the

quality of entertainment he pro

.mil as master of ceremonies

he has won the reputation of cw al

ing an atmosphere of geniality and
i mal ease. The new policy will

be marked by elaborate stage pn
entations with handsome and effect-

ive backgrounds, for_ which the

entire Stanley stage is used, the

built-in and elevated platform hav-

ing been removed. Clark Robin-

son, wdio helped to prepare some of

tin stage shows at Roxy's in New
York, has charge of the staj

The Apollo Theatre Building.

Xew York Ave. and Boardwalk,

Atlantic City. X. J., has been lea i

.1

by the Nixon-Xirdlinger Amuse-
ment C>. to the Burnes Corpora-

tion for a long term, at an aggre-

ii. rental of approximately $250,-

000. The deal was negotiated by

the real estate firm of Mastbaum
Brothers & Fleisher, Philadelphia.

The Parker Theatre, Darby's

newest, largest and handsomest

theatre, with a seating capacity of

2,100, was formally opened to the

public on February 11th. The
house will be operated by Warner
Brothers and Equity Theatres, Inc.

The decorations are modernistic in

design and rich wood paneling sets

off the rich colors appearing in the

decorative scheme of gold and rose.

Large chandeliers, also modernistic

in design, diffuse a subdued light

over the interior. A large and en-

thusiastic audience attended the

opening exercises and greeted the

prominent citizens who participated.

M. Goodwin, a representative of

the theatre ownership, acted as

master of ceremonies. The policy

of entertainment will consist of

talking and silent pictures, elabo-

rately staged presentation acts,

Vitaphone numbers and musical

novelties.

New York and New
Jersey Regional

A BANDIT armed with two
pistols, entered the manag

er's office of the Embassy theatre,

Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N..Y., one

day this past week and without

alarming about 1,600 patrons at-

tending the performance, took J800
in receipts. The manager alone in

his office at the time the robber

. lit. red, was bound with telephone

wire and gagged.

Irving Dashkin, who has recently

acquired the Utica theatre. Brook-

lyn, from I barring and Blimicnthal

has taken possession of the

i olonial theatre, in Newark, X J..

ami after extensive alterations will

reopen same.

Old Jersey blue laws proved to

have a loophole, when a chief of

police and members oi bis depart-

ment attempted to arrest the man-
ager oi the Palace theatre at Lake-

wood, N. J„ one Sunday night re-

cently for charging admission. The
show was for the Shenandoah Post,

Veterans of Foreign Wars. When
the police tried to pinch the manager.
they were promptly shown a permit
lor Sunday benefit showing issued bj
three County Justi. es "1 the I

1

. ., .

which provision is incorporated in

I lie old laws.

The Verona theatre. Verona,
X. J., has been reopen. .1 bj foseph
Summer. This house had been
darkened for some time by the

;

. bus owner.

Ros< nblati and Moses have taken
the Richmond th< atn . Staple-

ton, S. 1 ,
from the Isle Theatrical

Corp.

Stanley-Fabian's theatre, Pater-
sou, X. J., of which J. E Helwig
is manager, is reported undergi
preparations tor sound equipment.

The Wilson theatre, said to be
the first motion picture theatre in
West Xew York, X. J., and located
on Bergenline Avenue is scheduled
to i,c demolished soon. The rewell
Amusement Company, operators of
this house are reported

I
i

i .
, sur-

rendered a sub-lease.

The Pelham theatre, Wolfs
Lane, Pelham, X. Y., has been sold
by the Landed Realty Corp., to the
Finndale Realty Co.

According to word along the
row, Loew Theatres, Inc., are con-
templating a new theatre in the sec-
tion of Third Avenue and 72nd
Street.

L. W. Kramer, formerly mana-
ger of the Xew York Exchange
for Universal, has been promoted
to the post of Eastern district man-
ager for the company, with the
Buffalo, Albany. Xew York and
Pittsburgh Exchanges under his
wing. Dave Miller, manager of
the Buffalo office, and prior to that
a Xew Jersey salesman, becomes
manager of Universal's Xew York-
branch. Al Herman, formerly in
the sales department of "U," takes
the manager's chair at Buffalo, suc-
ceeding Miller.

'fhe departure of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer and First National
exchanges from their old home at
729 Seventh avenue, has made
room for tile enlargement of home
office space for Columbia Pictures
and United Artists Corp. The
eleventh floor of 720, formerly oc-
cupied by First National's New
York and Xew Jersey exchanges,
has been undergoing alterations for
the Columbia outfit, who will move
across the street from 1600 Broad-
way. The United Artists offices,

which have been scattered on the
fourth, ninth and tenth floors of

729, move up to the sixteenth,

which has been the headquarters of

M-G-M.

The new Hendricks Theatre in

Broklyn has been taken over by D.
Horowitz from the previous oper-
ators, the Hugo Amusement Co.

Salesmen of Fducational's Xew
York exchange have been working
in high-powered fashion for the

sales drive that was inaugurated
January 27, and which will hold
forth until March 2. This was cre-

ated as a testimonial to Arthur
Greenblatt, wdio is celebrating a

I. .iirth year as manager of the New
York branch, 'fhe Educational ex-

change offices have moved from 729
nth avenue and are now lo-

cated in the new Film Center build,

ing.
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M.P.T.O.A. President

Calls Northwest Meet
SEATTLE exhibitors were re-

cently in receipt of a wire from
Pete Woodhull, president of the

M.P.T.O.A., requesting a meeting

of Northwest exhibitors in Seattle

within a short time. This will be

the first time in five years that a

national official has visited this ter-

ritory, according to local informa-

tion.

Cracksmen seem to make a spe-

cialty of Universal Theatre Com-
pany's safes in this city. During
the past week the strongbox at the

Madrona Garden Theatre and also

at the Beacon Theatre was at-

tacked. Sid Schubach, new man-
ager at the Madrona, lost a small

amount of cash, but Sammy Sei-

gel's safe at the Beacon wouldn't

'give."

Matt Apartoii, manager of the

Universal exchange, returned last

week from a Western exchange

manager's convention held at Salt

Lake City.

The recent opening of the State

Legislature and the Governor's

Ball at Olypmia, Washington, last

week took a number of Washing-
ton exhibitors into that city for

the festivities.

A. A. Haley's new Paramount
Theatre in Anacortes, Washington,

was scheduled to open within tthe

next three weeks, it was reported

last week. Two weeks later, Mr.

Haley will also open his Paramount

at Mount Vernon. These houses

will provide the only competition

for the theatres now operated in

these two towns by Waldo Ives.

Reports received from Butte

last week announced the resigna-

tion of Bill Hughardt as manager
of the Pathe exchange.

Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Weskil, ex-

hibitors of Colfax, Washington,

and Sand Point, Idaho, passed

through Seattle last week en route

to Southern California, where they

will remain for several weeks.

Jimmy Beale, former Tiffany-

Stahl exchange manager here, and

more recently associated with Ho-
mer Borger, former district super-

visor in selling sound product, has

returned to Seattle as assistant

sales manager for Manny Brown,
new Western division supervisor.

Charlie Beale has become settled

in his new offices here as head of

World Wide Pictures, Inc., asso-

ciated with Educational exchanges.

Salt Lake City And
Vicinity Happenings
CONSTRUCTION on the new

$70,000 American Theatre, lo-

cated on Broadway of Idaho Falls,

Idaho, is progressing rapidly. This
house is under the ownership of

Joe George.
Ben T. Ritchie, managing di-

rector of the Great Western Film
Laboratories of Salt Lake City, is

reported approved for membership
in the chamber of commerce.

E. J. Drucker, one of the own-
ers of the Rayart exchange of Salt

Lake, is visiting here for a month.
Harry Levey, who has been in

charge of the Salt Lake branch of

late, has resigned. His place to be
filled by Hank Burnham.

J. H. Goldberg, general manager
of the Western Division for Colum-
bia, recently visited Salt Lake.

G. C. Diamond has been appoint-

ed World Wide representative in

the Salt Lake territory.

Manager Wayne C. Ball of the

local Warner Brothers exchange
last week attended a sales conven-
tion being held at San Francisco.

C. J. Marley, formerly manager
of the local branch, Columbia Pic-

tures Corporation, resigned this po-
sition recently. His place has been
filled by J. F. Baker. Howard F.

Mathews appointed sales represen-

tative in the place of Baker.

The new talking picture season
was inaugurated by the Salt Lake
houses of the Louis Marcus Enter-
prises last week with a great
amount of success.

O. E. Schmidt of the Colonial
Theatre at Idaho Falls, Idaho, has
recently purchased complete new
booth equipment, including new
projectors, fire proof film vault,

etc.

A. R. Anderson of the Orpheum
Theatre at Twin Falls, Idaho, has
also just signed up with National
here for complete new booth equip-
ment for his house.

D. L. Stewart of the Alamo The-
atre at Alamo, Nevada, purchased
new seats for his house last week.

The new McGill Theatre at Mc-
Gill, Nevada, owned by H. A.
Stone, opened February 16th.

Gene Gilbert, newly appointed
salesman for United Artists, just

came in from Northern Utah ter-

ritory.

Ted Schlanger, assistant genera]
sales manager for Universal, visit-

ed the Sale Lake office from New
York City recently.

The Universal "Dinner Club" re-

cently organized in Salt Lake is

reported to have been a big suc-

cess thus far.

Midtown In St. Louis

Cuts Admissions

THE Midtown Theatre, Olive

street, west of Grand boule-

vard, St. Louis, owned by the

Skouras-Warner interests, effective

on Sunday, Feb. 10, cut its prices

from 75 cents and $1 to 75 cents

for adults evenings and Sundays
and 50 cents for matinees. Chil-

dren will be charged 25 cents at

any time.

St. Louis film stocks listed on
the St. Louis Stock Exchange re-

main at much lower levels than the

records set for such securities.

Skouras A was quoted at the close

of the market on February 9 at

$46 asked compared to a high of

$51.25 for this year, while St.

Louis Amusement A was $20 bid

and $23 asked. The high market
for this year has been $28, which
is very much below the record high

for this stock.

The Melba Theatre, Grand boule-

vard and Miami street, is installing

Biophone sound producing equip-

ment and will begin the showing of

talking and synchronized pictures

within the next few weeks.
It is reported along the Rialto

that Stuart Berrie, organist at the

Ambassador, may also appear at

the Mastbaum in the near future.

The final official figures on the

opening week's business at the new-

Fox Theatre, St. Louis, Mo., have
not been made known but it is re-

ported in informed circles that the

cash taken in actually exceeded

$50,000 during the first seven days
of the theatre's life—the largest

amount ever played to by any the-

atre of any sort on one week in

the history of St. Louis, according

to the statisticians.

The contract for the construction

of the Saenger Amusement Com-
pany's new theatre at Forrest and
Front streets, Hattiesburg, Miss.,

was awarded last week to McAr-
thur & McLemore of Meridan,

Miss. The new house wiii ;c?t

1500 persons and cost about $150,-

000. It will be wired for sound
productions.

The Grand Theatre, Hillsboro,

111., which was recently leased by
the United Operating Company of

Edwardsville, 111., to Edward Fel-

lis, proprietor of the Orpheum
Theatre in Hillsboro, 111., was
closed Feb. 2 and will not be re-

opened. The Grand Theatre was
erected in 1927 and cost approxi-

mately 50,000. Homer S. Butler,

former Mayor of Hillsboro, built

the house.

New Indianapolis Co.

Gets Theatre Charter
ARTICLES of incorporation

have been filed with the sec-

retary of state of Indiana by the

Columbia Amusement, Incorporat-
ed, of Indianapolis. The corpora-
tion has an initial capital of 100

shares of no par value common and
is formed to purchase, acquire and
manage theatres, opera houses and
other amusement places. The in-

corporators are Henry Walters,
Clifford Carmody and Edward V.
Richardson.

Fire, which threatened the busi-

ness district, did damage to the

Lyric Theatre, Carlisle, Ind., of

about $2,000.

Doors of the Sipe Theatre, Ko-
komo, Ind., have been closed to the

legitimate theatre preparatory to

the installation of Vitaphone and
Movietone equipment. The house
had been playing to vaudeville and
stage shows.
The Strand Theatre, Warsaw,

Ind., is being equipped with a Pho-
totone. L. J. Dunning operates the

house. This makes the second
house in this city to install such
mechanical quipment.

The Liberty Theatre, Washing-
ton, Ind., which has been closed
a few months following a boiler

room mishap, has been reopened by
the H. E. McCarrell Enterprises.
Alvin Spainhour is manager. A
new heating system has been in-

stalled and the projection room re-

equipped with the most modern
equipment.
New Castle, Ind., will have a new

theatre seating 1250 persons in the
near future according to C. M.
Bailey, owner of the Bundy Hotel
building.

The theatre building will meas-
ure 60 x 165 feet and will have a
stage. It is expected however that

motion pictures will be presented
for the most part. No name has
been selected yet for the theatre.

According to Mrs. David Ross,
president of the Indianapolis Board
of Indorsers, the annual meeting of

the Indiana Photoplay Indorsers
will be held at the Claypool Hotel,

Indianapolis, April 4 and 5. Mrs.
Ross is general chairman of the

convention.

James L. Nash, St. Louis, has
been made manager of the New
Ohio Theatre at Indianapolis after

the reopening following several

months of darkness for the house.

Theatres Change Over
In Okla., City Sector
WALTER AVERA has pur-

chased the Wilson Theatre
at Hydro, Okla., from G. W. Car-
lile, and has re-named the house
The Hydro.

R. W. Simpson has disposed of

his Rialto and Gem Theatres at

Wellington, Texas, to E. W.
Cocke.
Jack Bryan has sold the Grand

Theatre at Wynona, Okla., to A.
V. and J. K. Carper, who will take
charge of same immediately.

C. Lyles, of the Hamly Theatre,
Clinton, Okla., announces he has
sold this theatre to the Clinton The-
atre Co., a subsidiary of the Mo-
mand Theatre Enterprises, of

Shawnee, Okla.
D. C. Crites, who for many years

operated the Follett Theatre at

Follett, Texas, has sold this house
to Mrs. Ethel Howlett. Mr. Crites

in turn has purchased the Queen
Theatre at Higgins, Texas, and is

giving same a thorough renovating

preparing for reopening.

C. E. White has opened a thea-

tre in Butler, Okla., which he will

call The New.
The Joie Theatre at Bokoshe,

Okla., closed for a time account of

the Flu, is now open.

G. R. Webb, who formerly op-

erated the Webb Theatre in North
McAlester, Okla., has dismantled

this theatre and opened a new the-

atre in McAlester proper.

Knox Glass announces he has

closed and dismantled the Opera
House at Tuttle, Okla.

Theatres reported indefinitely

closed in the Oklahoma territory

recently are :—Empress, Wilson,
Okla.', Empress, Healdton, Okla.,

Mecca, Rocky. Okla., Ray's, Bow-
legs, Okla., Palace, Coweta, Okla.,

Colored, Earlsboro, Okla., Star,

Paoli, Okla.

E. L. Sandlin advises the open-
ing of a new theatre in Henryetta,

Okla., which he has named The
Concord.
The American Theatre at Cush-

ing. Okla., which has been closed

for the past two years, is being re-

opened by R. W. Howell.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave, N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Blaze Routs Audience

In Louisville, Ky.
MORE than 200 persons who

went to see "The Patriot" at

the Shawnee Theatre, 3725 W.
Broadway, Louisville, Ky., left

without viewing it when a fire

broke out in the projection room
at 10:40 o'clock last Thursday
night. H. J. Strothman, manager,
said the damage to the Broadway
end of the theatre, would be $4,000.

An operator, Harry Cullins, was
reported burned on the hands in

his efforts to put out the blaze

with a small extinguisher.

H. A. Robs, Rohs Theatre, Cyn-
thiana, Ky., and his wife, left

last Thursday for Miami, Fla.

I ilonel Fred Levy, president of

Feature Rights, Louisville, is

spending his winter vacation in

California and Cuba.

Lee Goldberg, secretary-treasur-

er of Principal Theatres Corpora-

tion, Central, also Big Feature

Rights, was in Danville last Mon-
day, with his son Jay, where the

Kentucky Theatre inaugurated its

sound policy.

Atlanta Picture Row
Witnesses Quiet Week
JACK BOWER became head of

United Artists branch in Atlanta

this past week, succeeding W. G.

Carmichael. who has been trans-

ferred to Cincinnati, Ohio, where
he will have charge of the com-
pany's exchange there. Mr. Bower
ci imes to Atlanta from Washing-
ton, D. C, where he was man-
ager of United Artists office. He
has been with the organization a

little more than a year, first as

manager at Los Angeles, Calif.,

from which point he was trans-

ferred to the national capital.

W. L. Brandenburg, representa-

tive in the Atlanta territory for the

Pacent Reproducer Company,
opened his office at 187 Walton St.,

Atlanta, last week.
The Princess theatre at Florence,

Ala., began operating with Bio-

phone last Monday.
P. M. Wise, of the Strand thea-

tre, at Winder, Ga., was a visitor

to film row this week, and while

here placed an order with the At-

lanta branch of National Theatre

Supply Company for two Mono-
graph special projectors, Hertner
transverter and other equipment.

L. E. UiGhillini has taken over

ation of the Capitol View thea-

ii Atlanta suburban house.

I Iscar S. Oldknow, vice-president

of National Theatre Supply Com-
pany; J. R. Mclllheran, head of

ompany's Atlanta branch, and

J. H Atlanta

ales convention

last week at Memphis, Tern

National's Southern branches.

With approximate!
the calendar for consideration, the

Atlanta Joint B

will hold a meeting Tuesday,
ruary 26.

Roy E. Martin, of Columbus,
Ga., head of the Martin chain of

theatres, and N . man-
of his R lire, visited

Atlanta this week.

C. R. Beacham, manager of

World Wide's Atlanta branch, in

company with Salesman Paul A.

Stracham, last week visited points

in Alabama and North Georgia.

Frank A. Leatherman, of the

Leatherman- I'raiii m C o m p a n y ,

Southern representatives of Bio-

phone-Cinephone, had been in New
York for a week on business.

Exhibitors visiting Atlanta's him
row this pa i week included: Roy
Martin, Columbus, Ga.; Hugh
Manning, of Manning & Wink,
North ( ieorgia and Eastern Ten-
nessee ; Walter J. Brackin, South
Georgia ; H. E. Edenfield, Augus-
ta, Ga. ; Mack Jackson, Alexander
City, Ala.; J. A. Rogers, Auburn,
Ala.; J. G. Wells, Annistoii, Ala.;

Furman Wells, Newberrv, S. C. ;

Wei. Ion Welch, Dallas, Ga. ; Earl

M. Fain, Leesburg, Fla. ; R. H.
Nowell, Monroe, Ga.

Two Alabama Movies
Slated For Reopening
THE Ritz Theatre at Camp Hill,

Ala., under direction of J. E.

Reaves, which has been closed for

the past two months, will reopen
about Alarch 15. Mr. Reaves is

remodeling the house.

D. F. Ponder, of the Rainbow
Theatre at Opelika, Ala., has re-

opened the Rainbow, which had
been closed on account of the flu

epidemic.

Gordon Hicks, of the Palace
Theatre, Dadeville, Ala., has gone
to Belen, New Mexico, to recu-

perate from illness.

General conditions in Alabama
are poor, due to bad weather and
the severe effects of flu, but the

concensus seems to be that within
the next month or two, there will

be a general revival of business.

Morris Watson, of the Princess
Theatre at Piedmont, Ala., who has
been confined to his bed for the

past two weeks with flu, is now on
the mend.

J. C. Wells, of the Roxy Theatre
at Anniston, Ala., has been con-

fined to his home with the flu.

The Golden Theatre at Ack-
worth, Ga., w-hich was damaged by
fire a short time ago, is now be-

ing remodeled and will soon re-

open.

Personnels Change In

Memphis Exchanges
CHANGES in personnel in two

Memphis exchanges. Para-
mount and the new Colum-
bia exchange, succeeding the old

Liberty-Specialty were reported
last week.
Karl Chalman took over the post

of ad sales manager at Paramount,
taking the plai i i i H. B. Tra i .

resigned.

Herman Christman, booker and
executive with the old Tri-

State Theatres I orporation, now
out of business, is the new- Colum
bia 1 moker.

i i\ id I luiii.
I

• Liberty-
i ialty, becomes junii

man in Arkansas for Columbia.
Robert Ingram, Liberty-Spei

manager, remains as manager for
i olumbia.

Progress of sound film installa-

tions and plans in the Memphis ter-

ritory were reflected with an-

nouncement of appointment of a
representative at Memphis by one
company, news of one contem-
plated installation, and rumors of

projected installations in two
principal houses in west Tennessee.

J. N. Talley is the new Mem-
phis agent for Pacent Electric

Company.
The Palace, at McGeehee, Ark.,

will have DeForest Phonofilm
equipment in the near future.

Ernest Emerling, city manager
in charge of Loew's three Memphis
theatres, was principal speaker at

the Tuesday meeting of the Mem-
phis M-G-M club.

R. W. Tyson was making final

plans last week for the opening

Monday of his new Strand Thea-
tre, 200-seater, at Sumner, Miss.

He is also planning for an open-

ing soon for his new house now
under construction at Moorehead,
Miss.

The Lyric at Charleston, Ark.,

is reported to have occupied its new
building. Dock Fry is manager.
The New, Star City, Ark., and

the Dixie, Como, Miss., are re-

ported closed, causes not assigned.

Comerford Buys New
Penn Theatre Site

MICHAEL CICCARELLI
property owner of Williams-

port, announced on February 12

that he had closed a deal with the

Comerford Amusement Company
of Scranton, whereby the company
had acquired his property at Pine

and Jefferson streets, as a site for

a new Williamsport theatre.

It is the Appell plan to have a

talking screen installed in the

Strand theatre, in York, before

April 1. That means that the city's

three leading theatres, all belong-

ing to the Appell chain—The
Strand, the Capitol and the Rialto

—

all will be equipped for talking

pictures.

The management of the Columbia
theatre, Erie, was host to The Erie

Times news carriers at a showing
of "Gang War," on the night of

Feb. 8. The house was recently

equipped with the Photophone.

Rivalry among theatres of Oil

City has grown to the point where
two of them in the week of Feb-
ruary 11 put on double bills with

two complete features.

Harrisburg picture theatres are

going to compete with at least two
circuses in May. The Sells FlotO
Circus will be in the city on May
and 101 Ranch on May 10. There-

is some question whether the
Ringling Brothers and Barnum &
Bailey show w-ill play Harrisburg
this Spring as has been its annual
custom.
The management of the Grand

theatre, Lancaster, announces the

installation of new' and improved
\ itaphone and Movietone equip-

ment.
The Olympic theatre, Altoona,

completed installation of the RCA
Photophone system and used it for

the first time on the night of Leh-
man '

Param'nt Branchmen
At Cleve. Promoted

E. FONTAINE, manager ofO • the Cleveland Paramount
exchange, h a s been promoted to
district manager, covering the
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati
and Columbus offices. G. H. Peter-
son, formerly in charge of city
sales in Cincinnati succeeds Fon-
taine as Cleveland branch man-
ager.

The Madison theatre, Mansfield
belonging to the Seria Amusement
Company, was destroyed recently
by fire of unknown origin. The lire
gained headway when a gas main
broke in the theatre causing the
gas to gush forth for more than
half an hour.
The Toledo-Paramount theatre,

Toledo opened officially February
16th.

Keith interests are reported to
be dickering for the new Uptown
theatre. St. Clair Ave. and East
106th St., and for the Broadvue,
large West Side house. No con-
firmation could be secured.
Meyer Fischer, president of the

Fischer Film exchanges, of Cleve-
land and Cincinnati, has recoverd
from a four weeks' illness.

Paul Gusdanovic has purchased
two Pacent reproducing devices for
his Regent and La Salle theatres.
Installations are promised bv the
middle of March. Harry Horwitz
has also purchased a Pacent repro-
ducer for his Olympia theatre,
East 55th St. and Broadway.
Molly Goldstein is handling book-

ings of Yitaphone scores and
trailers, and Howard Roth is in
charge of Yitaphone acts.

K. C. Houses Halt
Seating During Talk
LEGITIMATE theatre methods

are being used by several mo-
tion picture theatres of Kansas
City. The Newman, first run
downtown house, and the Isis The-
atre, suburban house, advertised
last week that no one would be
seated during the last fifteen min-
utes of a talking picture.

Martin A. Morrison has been
succeeded by Lloyd G. Ward as
manager of Glenn W. Dickinson's
three theatres, the Uptown, Cozy
and City, at Junction City, Kas.
Mr. Morrison has been assigned to
Manhattan, Kas., to manage the
Marshall and Wareham Theatres.
The Pantages Theatre, first run

house of Kansas City, inaugurated
its newly installed sound equip-
ment last week.

Airs. Clara Conway, organist at

the Pantages Theatre, Kansas
City, suffered two fractures of her
risrht leg Tuesday when she slipped

on an icy sidewalk and fell.

Exploitation opportunities aplen-
ty were offered when the Lindbergh
Theatre, suburban house of Kan-
sas City, showed "Wings." Sun-
da] afternoon airplanes flew over
the theatre and dropped tickets

which were good for admission.
The picture was advertised as be-

ing "correctly synchronized on our

$35,000 organ." "Wings" is a
sound picture, but the theatre does
m ii have sound equipment.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS
DDHnfC 1437 B 'way
JDI\VyWIV3 New York
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Dale length

College Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1— 2 reels . .

.

Her Salty Suitor June 20. . . .2 reels. .

His Wild Oat McDougall Kids July 10. ... 2 reels .

.

Lonesome Babies Jack Cooper Aug. 1 2 reels.

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1 . . . 2 reels .

.

Loto' Boloney. A McDougall Kids June 10— 2 reels .

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10— 2 reels .

Reviewed

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev April 17 5459 feet . Sept. 15

Apache, The Alvarado-Llvlngston 5838 feet

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July 1 . .
.5649 feet '

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7. . . .5537 feet. . . Sept. 15

Court-Martial Holt-Compson Aug. 12 6014 feet

Dawn Special Cast 7500 feet

Sept. 155528 feet

6267 feet

5592 feet

5925 feet

5540 feet

5544 feet Sept.

Desert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26
Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14

Modern Mothers Chadwick-Falrbanks. Jr.-Kent . May 13

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25

.

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Elti 5701 feel

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston 6465 feet

Raider Emden, The Special Cast 6021 feet

Hansom. Wilson-Burns June 7. . . .5584 feet

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes 6085 feet

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23 5725 teet

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck. July 13 . 6401 feet

Scarlet Lady. The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1— 6443 feet

Sinners' Parade Revier-Varconl 5616 feet

Sporting Age, The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2— 5464 teet

Street of Illusion. The Kelth-Valll 5988 feet

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden 5988 feet

•tSSubmarlne Holt-Revier-Graves 81 92 feet

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25. .. 6048 feet

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvlngston-Von Eltz June 19. . . .5752 feel.

Coming Attraction!
Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass

•tJDonovan Affair, The Jack Holt

Faker, The Logan-Delaney-Oland
•tSFall of Eve, The
•tJLone Wolfs Daughter, The Lyten-Olmstead-Kelth 6214 feet

Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry

•tjYounger Generation, The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

May 5

June 2

Sept. 22

Length Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star

All In Fun Jerry Mandy
Air Derby, The Reed Howes ....

America's Pride Our World Today

.

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore.

Rel. Date

Oct 21...

Jan. 6...

Oct. 7
Feb. 17...

Beauties Beware Jerry brew Jan. 27. .

.

Be My King Lupino Lane Dec 9..

Best Dressed Woman In the World ... "Our World Today" Feb. 17...

Blondes Beware .

.

Johnny Arthur July IS...

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18. .

.

Call Your Shots A I St. John Sept. 15 .

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24 .

.

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14...

Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7. .

.

Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8. .

.

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept. 9. .

Crown Me. Wallace Lupino June 3 ..

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27. .

.

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat In Futuritry "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24. .

.

Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat in the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5. .

.

Fightinq Orphans—Evening Mist . . .Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19. .

.

Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct 28 .

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3. .

.

Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec. 16...

Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept. 9
Gloom Chaser, The "Big Boy" June 24. .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14...

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13...

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12. .

.

Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29 .

.

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4 .

.

Hectic Days Lupino Lane. June 17. .

.

Her Big Ben Gene Stone
He Tried lo Please Collins-Hurton Aug. 12 .

Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11...
Homemade Man. A Lloyd Hamilton June 17. .

.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1 .

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec 2 .

.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6 .

.

In the Morning .Vernon Dent Dec 30. .

.

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19...

Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct 27
2reels
1 reel Oct. 6

2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels Nov. 10

. 1 reel

2 reels June 23
.1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept. 29
.2 reels

2 reels . Oct. 13
.2 reels Oct. 6

.1 reel July 14

1 reel Sept.15
1 reel May 28
1 reel Dec 22

.1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22
.1 reel June 30
.1 reel Sept 29
. 1 reel Aug. 4

.2 reels Oct. 27

. 2 reels Feb. 3

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Sent 8

.2 reels June 2
1 reel Oct 27

.2 reels

.2 reels July 28
. 1 reel July 14

1 reel Oct 27
.2 reels May 26

.1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel July 14

2 reels Oct. 27
.2 reels June 6

2 reels June 23

2 reels Sept 29

2 reels Nov. 10

.2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24

2 reels Aug. 11

Title Star Rel. Date

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5
Ladles Preferred Jerry Drew July 8. .

.

Leaping Luck Davis-Collins July 29. .

.

Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22 .

.

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Lupino July 15. .

.

Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct 7...
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11...
Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct. 28..
Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25.

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16 .

Oh Mama Miller-Hutton July 1

On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept. 9.

.

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20 .

Patchwork of Pictures, A .Hodge-Podge Nov. 18.

.

Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12.

.

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24 .

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10.

.

Pirates Beware Lupino Lane Sept 9.

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1.

.

Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30.

.

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20.

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4.

.

Rah Rah Rah I Dorothy Devore June 3 .

Roaming Romeo Lupino Lane July 29 .

Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17.

.

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10.

.

Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec 16 .

Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept. 23.

.

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18.

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23.

.

Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21 .

.

Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17..
Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2 .

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26.

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13..
Wedded Blisters Lupino Lane Aug. 26 .

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13..
Whoopee Boys Mon'y Collins Feb. 10..
Who's Lyln'? Davis-Collins June 10 .

Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept 23..
Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15..
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec.J 6 .

Length Reviewed

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14
2 reels July 14
1 reel June 23
1 reel Sept. 18
1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 23
1 reel

2reels Dec 15
1 reel Nov. 24

.1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel Feb. 2
1 reel Dec 1

1 reel June 23
2 reels

1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Sept. 1

5

1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct. 6
2 reels May 28
2 reels July 21
1 reel June
1 reel Jan. 19
1 reel

.2 reels Oct. 6

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct. 6

.1 reel June 9
1 reel Sept. 29
1 reel Aug. 4
.1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
1 reel Dec 15
.2 reels Ja... 12
.2 reels May 26

1 reel Sept 8

.1 reel June 30
2 reels Dec 15

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Bride's Relatives. The Burke-Hill-Gribbon 2 reels.

.

•({Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels..

•f {Lion's Roar Burke-B evan- D enl Dec 9 2 reels Dec
•({Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

Reviewed

Feb. 2

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15 . .7000 feet.

Inspiration George Walsh May 10. . . .6759 feet.

.

Into No Man's Land Santschl-Blythe June 15. . . 6700 feet.

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklin 5355 feet.

Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankin-Lease July 15 6400 feet.

Manhattan Knights Bedford-Miller Aug. 27 6000 feet.

Speed Classic. Inc Lease-Harris July 31... 4700feet.
Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney. Mar. 31 .. 6520 teet

R K O
FEATURES

Title Star Ret
Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno Jan. 8.

.

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13.

.

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7 .

Bantam Cowboy, The Buzz 3arton Aug. 12 .

Bovend London's Lights Shumway-Elliott Mar. 18
•({Blockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec 16 .

Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1.

.

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 26 .

Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept. 16 .

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4.

.

*t{Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct 7.

.

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3 .

Crooks Can't Win Lewis-HIII-Nelson May 11 .

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26

.

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7.

.

Doo Justice Ranger-Martin June 10.

.

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2..

Flgnting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1 .

.

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr Mar. 21
Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 .

*t{Gang War Borden-Pickford Nov. 18..
Headin' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16.

.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23.
His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11

Date Length Reviewed

8. ...6351 feet

.6886 feet... Mar. 24

.4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet... Feb. 20

.4869 feet'
'."!'. '.'."'.

5487 feet

6249 feet... Mm. 17
6085 feet . Sept 22

6291 feet

5621 feet

.5984 feet

.5043 feet

4802 feet

.4758 feet

8131 feet ...Jan. 28
4899 feet

6337 feet ...Dec 1

.5249 feet

•tSHItof the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept 23 ... 6337 feet ... Aug. 4
*t{Jazz Age, The M. Day-Fairbabks. Jr.-Wallhall 6245 feet

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26
Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8 4769 feet Mar. 10
Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21... 4647 feet

Little Bur.karoo. The Buzz Barton Mar. 1

1

... . 4801 feet

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28 ... 6429 feet ... April 21
Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17 5181 feet

* Meant synchronized store, f Meant toani effects. § Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.
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Title Star Rel. Date

20 ...

23...
19

22...
29 ...

15...
4...
15...
14...

7...

4...
24...
I...
9...

2...
18...

19...
24...
4...

Man In the Rough, The Steele-King May
Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec
•t 5 Perfect Crime, The RIch-Brook-McConnell Aug.

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April

Pinto Kid. The Barton-Trevor-Lee April

Red Riders of Canada Mluer-Byer April

Rough Rldln' Red Bun Barton Nov.
Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest July

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct.

Singapore Mutiny, The Ince-Taylor OcL
Sinners In Love Borden-Bordon Nov.
Skinner's Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix OcL
Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher Sept
Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dec.

*t{Taxl 13 Conklin-Sleeper-Trevor Nov.

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug.

Texas Tornado, The Tyler-Darro June
Tracked Ranger iDog) Nov.

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8 ..

Trail of the Horse Thieves. The Tom Tyler Jan. 13...

Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec. 16. .

.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25...

Vagabond Cub, The Bus Barton Feb. 10...

Young Whirlwind, The Bus Barton Sept. 16 ..

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Date

Al Cooke June 25 .

.

Alberta Vaughn Sept. 16 .

Helium-Davis Dec 30 .

Hill-Duncan Dec 9 .

.

Al Cooke June 11. .

Novelty SepL 26. .

.

Novelty OcL 10...
Novelty Oct 24 .

.

Novelty Dec 5...

Novelty Dec 19...

Duncan-Hill SepL 16 ..

Hill-Duncan SepL 16 . .

.

.Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11 . .

.

. . Helium-Davis Dec 2...

.Barney Helium Sept. 9. .

.

Length

.4785 feet

4903 feet

.6331 >eet

4781 feet

4884 feet

6419 feet

.4714 feet

6059 feet

6297 feet.

5812 feet

Reviewed

.Aug. 11

Feb. 11

Jan. 7

Dec 23

Oct. 13

Oct. 20

6967 feet ...Mar. 17
6037 teet ... SepL 29

5493 feet

5760 feet.

4884 feet

4793 teet.

.4957 feet.

4758 feet.

6324 feet.

4778 feet.

4762 feet

Title

Almost a Gentleman.
Arabian Fights, The..
Beef Steaks, The
Casper's Week-End..
Come Meal
Curiosities No. 1

Curiosities. No. 2
Curiosities, No. 3

—

Curiosities No. 6
Curiosities No. 7
Fooling Casper
Happy Holidays
Heavy Infants

Honey Balks
Horsefeathers.

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14. .

.

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7...

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Sept. 30. ..

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23. .

.

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule Sept 2. ..

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule

Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2. .

.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule OcL 28. .

.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14...

•t{Odd Facts Curiosities

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7...

Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept. 23 . .

.

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27.

.

Standing Pat ...Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9...

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24 . .

.

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2 ..

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7...

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct. 14...

You Just Know She Dares Em Alberta Vaughn Sept 9. ..

Coming Attraction!

Title Star Rel. Date

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Down Our Way Valll-Caldwell-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ona, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal. The Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Gun Law Tom Tyler Mar. 3

Hardboiled O'Neil-Reed-Tashman
Idaho Red Tom Tyler Mar. 3. . .

.

Little Outlaw, The Buzz Barton

•tJLove In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•({Rio Rita Special Cast

•t{Syncopatlon Bennett-Watson-Warlngs Band
Upperworld
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson
Voice of the Storm von Eltz-Sleeper

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels

.1 reel Sept 29
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels

.2 reels June 16

.2 reels

.2 reels Sept 29

.2reels Oct 20

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

.2 reels

. 1 reel

2reels
.1 reel

2 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels July 28
. 1 reel

2 reels

.2 reels

.2reels

.2 reels

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Heart (o Heart Astor-Hughes July 22. .. .6071 feet SepL 10
Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12 5400 teet

*1 {His Captive Woman Sllls-Mackaill Mar. 10
His Captive Woman Sllls-Mackaill Feb. 3

»t{Man and the Moment Billle Dove April 7
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April 1 . . . .6592 feet . April 14

LadyBeGood Mackalll-Mulhall May 8. . . 6608feet . . June 2

*t§Lllac Time Moore-Cooper Nov. 8. . . .8967 feet. . . Mar. 24
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Barthelmess-O'Day April 8.. 770Dn.nl .May 19

Love and the Devil Sills-Corda Feb. 24
Mad Hour, The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4. . . . 6360 feet

•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec 16

•tNlght Watch, The Dove-Reed SepL 9. . . 6612feet . . OcL 1?
Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 26 6100feet... Sept. 1

•tOutcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11 . . . .6622 feet. . . Dec 8

Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug. 19. . . .6100 feet. . . Aug. 25

Phantom City, The Maynard-Gilbert Dec 23 .... 5887 feet

•tScarlel Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec 9 6237 teet— Jan. 8.

•(Seven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 17
Seven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Jan. 27
•(Show Girl Whlte-Delaney SepL 23. .. 6133 feet. .. Nov. 10

Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July 29 . 7634 feet... June 9

*t{Synthe!ic Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6 6730 feet Jan. 12

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10 . . .5834 feet

Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June 3 .... 573 1 feet ... May 19

Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May 13... .6021 feet

Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov. 25. .. .6185 feet

•tWaterfront Mackalll-Mulhall Sept 16. .. .5976 feet... Dec T
Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10

Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17 6895 feet July 7
•tWhip, The Mackaill-Nllsson-Forbes Sept. 30 . 6058 feet ... Sept. 22
Wright Idea, The Hines-Lorraine Aug. 5 6300 feet Sept 22
Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20. .. .7187 feet. .. May 28

Coming Attractiona
Title Star

Broadway Babies Alice White
California Mail, The Maynard-Dwan -

Comedy ot Life. The Sllls-Corda Mar. 10
'({Children of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 24
•(Divine Lady Griffith-Varconi Mar. 3 10015 feet

Divine Lady, The Griffith-Varconi Mar. 31

•({Hot Stuff Whlte-Bakewell April 14
Hot Stuff White-Bakewell Mar. 24
House of Horrors, The Todd-Fazenda-Conklin -

Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
•(Love and the Devil Sills-Corda Mar. 24
•({Man and the Moment Billie Dove Feb. 10

Man and the Moment The Billle Dove Mar. 17
•({Pat and Mike Milton Sills

Prisoners Corinne Griffith

•(Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 17
Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 10
•({Squall, The Joyce-Loy-Hackathorne
Weary River Barthelmess-Compson 8000 feet

*(§Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10 7916 feet Feb. 2
Why Bo Good? Moore-Hamilton Mar. 17 7000 feet Jan. 26
•({Why Be Good? Colleen Moore Mar. 17

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•SAIr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rolllns SepL 30 7702 feet SepL 8
Blindfold O'Brlen-Moran Dec 23. .. .5598 feet.. . Jan. 8
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17 6417 feet June 23
Cowboy, Kid The Rex Bell July 15 .. 4293 feet ... July 21
Don't Marry Moran-Hamilton June 3 5708 feet June 9.

Dressed to KIM Lowe-Astor Mar. 18 6566 feet Mar. 17
•({Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct 14. ... 7176 feet. . . . Nov. 10
Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29. .. 5109feet. .. .May 12
Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8 5148 feet

Fleetwing Norton-Janls June 24 4939 feet SepL 8

8.... 5782 feet... April 21

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 5...

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. .

.

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. .

.

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29. .

.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 5. .

.

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

•tAdoratlon Billle Dove Dec
Barker, The. . . Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept.

•t {Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Dec
Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar.
Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar.
Butter and Egg Man, The Mulhall-Nlssen Sept
Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April

Children of the Rltz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb.

Chinatown Charlie HInes-Lorralne April

Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb.

Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell Juiy

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walling OcL
•Crash. The Sllls-Todd OcL
Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell Oct
•(Good Bye Kiss, The Eilers-Burke-Kemp July

Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June
Harold Teen Lake-Brian-White.. April

•(Haunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov.
Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenyon May
Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July

Heart ot a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar.

Length

.5800 feel.

. 5700 feet

.

.6700 feel.

.6000 feet.

6200 feet.

Reviewed

Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pidgeon Jan. 1 5038 feet Jan. 14
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12.. . 4404 feet

Hangman's House McLaglen-Collyer-Kent May 13 6518 feet May 18
Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13... 4618 feet May 19
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec. 30. . . .6120 feet

Honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6 6188 feet May 26
Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11 4397 feet Mar. 24
•({In Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Jan. 20 8724 feet Dec 29
Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9
Love Hungry Moran-Gray April 8 5792 feet..

*t{Maklngthe Grade Moran-Lowe Oct 7
Me, Gangster Collyer-Terry Oct 8 6042 feet.

.

•({Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28 10.100 feet
•Mother Machree Bennett- McLaglen Oct. 22 6863 feet..

News Parade, The Stuart-Phipps May 27 6679 feet..

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald ... Aug. 5. .. 5034 feet.

.

No Other Woman Del Rlo-Alvarado June 10 5071 feet .

Painted Post. The Mix-Kingston July 1... 4952feet..
Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11 6086 feel..

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Peniilck ..Sept. 23 5641 feet..

Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22 . 5200 feet

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29. 61 32 feet.

Date

2..

30
30..

25...

11..
2...
22
17

Length

6360 feet.

.71 37 feel.

.7137 feet.

.7402 feet.

6500 feet.

.6467 feet

.8730 feet.

Reviewed

..Jan. 19

..July 7

..Dec. 15

. .May 1*

..April 28

..May 11

15 .6365 feet

17
1 . 5600 feet

6227 feet

6225 feet

.5976 feet

. 5886 feet

.7300 feet.

.71 00 feet

7541 feet

.5755 feel.

.7426 feet.

.6502 teet

.5957 feet.

?1

7

14
78
8 .

?4
..Nov. 2t

29 .

4...

27..

A

..Dec. 22

..July 7

18... ..Mar. 17

River Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26.

Road House .

.

Barrymore-Alba JuFy 15.

Romance of the Underworld Astor-EIHott-Boles Nov. 11..

•[{Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19.

•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brien Nov. 4.

Taking a Chance Rex Bell

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25.

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10 .

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept. 16

6937 feet

4991 feet..

6162 feet..

9221 feet..

8729 feet..

4876 feet..

6000 feel..

5112teet
.

4921 feet

5337 feet

Oct 10

. Sept. ?}

. Mar. 17

. June 18

Aug. 11

. June 23
. . Jan. I
. Sept. 29
. April 2e
..Dec 8

Sept. 22
. Aug. 4

Jan. 12
.July 28
. Oct 14

April 14

Oct 8

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug. 5 .

.

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9 .

Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24 .

Daisies Won't Yell Rubin-Lincoln July 8

Drifting Through Gascony Variety OcL 28 .

.

Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5 ..

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11

Her Mother's Back Dent-Blotcher Aug. 19
His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July 22
Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10.

Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5.

Low Necker, The Marjorie Beebe Dec 18.

.

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25.
Neapolitan Days Variety Sept. 2.

On a South Sea Shore Variety ... April 1

Length Reviewed

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels . June 23
.2 reels

1 reel

2 reels .... Aug. 11

1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21

2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2 reels Jan. 14
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel

• Meant tjnchronized score, f Meant soand effects. § Means voice (including iialogne and incidental tongs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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rule Star Pel. Date Length Reviewed

Oregon Trail. The Variety 1 reel July 28

Snowbound Variety Aug. 19— 1 reel

Spanish Craftsmen Variety Sept 30 ...1 reel

Steeplechase Variety Oct. 14 .... 1 reel

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23... 1 reel

Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept 18... 1 reel

Coming Attractions

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Backwash Farrell-Duncan Do Gentlemen Snore?
P,?

3^?8 0c «- "
Chuln, Through Europ. Start-Carol FaWet^
Fatafweddlno the Astor'Srd Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct! 6.

•Four Devils, fhe..
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'... Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton il7obfeet. . . Oct 13 f 'S'.'l"

Day
H „,„„ ?ur

?a
c
n
,
9 Jan- '?

•tSGhost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe K??„rT^
d P i^f^'n

5
,W n ,

Dec
' ?

Old Downstairs. The Moran-O'Brlen G»' G'l Kennedy-Davldson-Bryon Jan. ^u—. i„ m-i. rni„,«H r„*i GrowlngPalns ;'Our Gang Sept. 22

Title Star Rel.

Ancient Art. An Ufa Oddities Mar.
Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities. Nov. 5
Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities Sept. 15
•Booster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24

.

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10
Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct. 15
Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22.
Cleopatra Revler-Ellls July 7.
Crazy House. "Our Gang" June 2

.

Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast

*t§ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8724 feet Dec 29

•tLost In the Arctic Special Cast 5474 feet. . . Aug. 16

Our Dally Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Naget-Collyer

Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan
River, The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet Jan. 5

True Heaven Lowe-McLaglan
Veiled Woman The To"a-A ba

Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities
veiled woman, me iora-rtioa mCCDC rnm „ m,,,i iif* nH,i,t,r, c

Woman. The Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewer

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge at Midnight. Th« Mary Duncan
Corpus Christ! Raouel Meller Sept 8

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12

Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec 1

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14.

Heart of General Robert E.Lee, The.. Daw-Walling Sept 22
Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9
Hunted Willard Mack
Imagine My Embarrassment Charley Chase Sept 1

.

•Is Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sept 29
Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30.
Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5.
•Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26.
Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10,

.

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar 2 reels'

Love 'Em and Weep Busch-Laurel 2 reels
Madame Du Barry Nov. 17 2 reels
Manchu Love Sojin-Lee Jan. 12 2 reels
Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities Sept 1 1 reel.
Murder Ufa Oddities Sept.29.

.

. 1 reel

Date Length Reviewer/

2....1 reel

. .1 reel

1 reel

.2 reels

2 reels Dec '»

2 reels

.2 reels

. .2reels
2reels May 26
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
. 2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
1 reel

2reels Nov. 3
2reels

2 reels

.2 reels.

. 1 reel .

1 reel .

2 reels.

1 reel..

Jan. 12

Jan. 19

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities '...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..
Jan.

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept. 8

Family Picnic. The Raymond McKee 2 reels

Four A. M 2 reels

Interview, The Clarke-McCullough
Ladles' Man, The Chic Sales 2 reels

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2 reels

They're Coming to Get Ms Chick Sales

Treasurer's Report. The Robert Benchley
Family Picnic. The McKee June 30
George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30
Seranade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept. 8

White Faced Fool. The Lionel Atwlll Sept. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star

Chorus Kid, The Falre-Washburn..

Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities
•Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" . .

.

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase

.

01' Gray Hoss.The "Our Gang"...
•01' Gray Hoss.The "Our Gang" ..

Pair of Tights Roach Stars.

July 28.
Feb. 9.

..Feb. 16..

..Oct 20 .

..Oct 20
Feb. 2

Palace ot Honey, The Ufa Oddities June 16 .

•Ruby Lips Cl.arley Chase Jan. 19 2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel. . .

2reels
.2 reels

2 reels July 28
2 reels Oct 13
.2 reels

.1 reel May 26

Sacred Baboon. The Ufa Oddities Sept. 1

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24 .

.

•School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17. .

.

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16 . .

.

Should Married Men Go Home?
Sleeping Death
•Spanking Ago, The
Strange Prayers
That Night

Rel. Date Length

April 1 ..6200 feet

Reviewed

April 14

Laurel-Hardy Sept. 15
Ufa Oddities June 30
"Our Gang" Dec 15
Ufa Oddities Dec. 22
Roach Stars Sept 15

Tokens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2. ..

That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar. 2reeis
Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 2 reels Dec
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19. . 2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Sept. 29
1 reel

2 reels July 28
1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel May 28

Head of the Family, The Russell-Corbln. 6250 feet. *We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29. . . 2 reels

Hell Ship Bronson Mrs. W. Reld-Howes-Beery

.

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmsteed.

.

River Woman, The Logan-L. Barrymore

.

Turn Back the Hours Loy-Pidgeon
Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert .

.

United States Smith Gribbon-Lee-Harlan.

May I.

.Aug. 12

.Aug. 26.

Mar. 1.

June 1.

. 6432 feet..

.6200 feet

6800 feet

6600 feet

6420 feet

6000 feet

May 12
Aug. 11

Aug. 11

Mar. 17

June 16

Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb 2 reels.
When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar 2 reels.
WlvesforSale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27 1 reel
World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities OcL 13 1 reel Nov.
Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb 2 reels

Title

•SGIrl From Argentine, The.

Coming Attractions
Star Length Reviewed

Carmel Meyers *t"§Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson
Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson

Length"

.6805 feet.

.6998 feet.

t METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7.

Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28.

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14.

tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle
Beau Broadway Cody-Pringle Sept.29.
Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy Sept 15.

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran Mar. 17.

•tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct 12.
Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas
Cameraman, The „. Keaton-Oay Sept 29.

Cardboard Lover, The Davles-Asther Aug. 25.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31

.

Cossacks, The Gllbert-Adoree June 23.

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3

.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naael May 5

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec. 1

.

"TExcess Baggage Haines-Cortez Sept 8

.

•tFlyfng Fleet, The Novarro-Page Jan.

Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree June 16. . . 5011 feet.

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11... 6620 feet

Lady of Chance, A Norma Shearer Nov. 2 7126 feet.

Laugh, Clown, Laugh. Chaney-Young-Asther April 14 7045 feet

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines-Hyams-Barrymore Jan 8000 feet

Mar. 2....8268feet
Mar. 2....7524feet

*t§Bridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrence-Damlta
*t§Broadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Broadway Melody Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Law Tim McCoy
*t§Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan

4187 feet
*t§Duke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford

"fifianfiMf Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel

6037 feet', '.

.

' Aug.' " 4 !!f£
ive O'Ctotk ?'". The (A. T.). . . . Davies-Arthur-King

5896 feet 'TSGreen uhost The

6344 feet .'.'.June '2 *15
i
H
j
U
m
,?V^ T ')i '' ..Mack-Thompson

6053 feet •tsHalleluJah

Reviewed

..Nov. 24

...Feb. 2

Reviewed

. May S

July 14 Jan. 19

.Colored Cast.

5200 feet.

.6995 feet

.7108 feet.

.5679 feet.

. . 6641 feet.

.

. 8601 feet

.8538 feet..

.5838 feet .

6700 feet..

.7987 feet..

.7182 feet.

Sept. 15
Sept. 8

June) 6

. May 19
June 30
Feb. 25

Sept. 15
.Jan. 5

Sept. 29

July 28
Aug. 25
Jan. 26
June 2

He Learned About Women Haines-Page-Percy
Honeymoon Flash-Moran-Gribbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel
•t§Man's Man A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNIze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
*t§Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocgue
•tjPagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls 7 reels. .

.

Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorralne
Soles . Special Cast
Spite Marriage Buster Keaton Mar. 6500 feet

Soulx Blood McCoy-Frazer
tTJde of Emplre._. ^. . . . ._ . .Adoree-Murray.

Feb. 2

Feb. 2

Loves 'of Casanova. The'.
'. '. '. '.

'.

'. '.'.'.'.
Special Cast

.'.'.'.'."'."
Jan. ....'.'.' .' USES °t

Mary DuBan ' The (A" T ') |h«»n>^Wa"i<^Hack8tt

7652 feet... Aug. 11

Madamolsellefrom Armentleres .E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2 5441 feet.

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct 5575 feet

Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4

Napoleon Special Cast Oct
tSOur Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept 8 7652 feet.

F atsy, The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10 7289 feet

Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 . . 5014 feet

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Loralne Oct 26 5448 feet.

•tShow People Davles-Haines Oct 9 7453 feet.

Single Man, A Cody-Pringle Jan 5596 feet.

Skirts Chaplln-Balfour May 12 5801 feet

Telling the World Haines-Page June 30 7184 feet.

tTrall of "98, The Del Rio-Forbes 11100feet.
Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24 5901 'eet.

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Noian-Barrymore Nov. 24. .. 6150 feet.

•tWhile the City Sleeps Chaney-Page Sept 15 7231 feet

•t SWhlte Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7.

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Pringle Jan. 28.
•tWind. The Gish-Hanson Nov. 23

.

•(Woman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo
Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24.

Dec 1

Oct. 13

Nov. 17

,7968 feet

5011 feet

6721 feet

July 21

Mar. 2-

May 19

Jan. 5
Oct 27
Aug. 18

•tviklng, The Starke-Crisp.

*t§Whlte Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Casino Gardens 2 reels. .

.

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels. .

.

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels. .

.

Fuzzy Knight Songs OcL 27 ..

George Dewey Washington Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs. Nov. 17

Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marlon Harris Songs Oct. 20
Marion Harris Songs. Sept. 29.

8508 feet... Nov. 17

Reviewed

Dec *

2 reels.

SHORT SUBJECTS
ritle Star Rel. Date

Afiican Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27. .

.

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16. .

.

* Meant lynchronized teore. t Meant sonnet effects.

Nov. 17
Nov. 3

4435 feet
Leo Beers.

Locust Sisters

Jlmtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10.

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3.

Johnny Marvin Songs Sept.29
Joseph Regan OcL 13

Joseph Regan Nov. 3

Songs and Whistling

Sonos. Oct 8

Man Higher Up, The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13
M-G-lvi Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13
Odette Myrtle Songs Oct. 20

§ Meant vote* (mdadint iialogae and incidental tongt). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

Length

1 reel

1 reel

Reviewed
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Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Phipps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwh* 2 reel* Dec. 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct. 20

Ponce Sisters Songs Nov. 10
Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" 2 reela Dec 1

Van and Schenck Songa Sept. 29 Oct II

Van and Schenck Songs Oct 27

Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10.

Walt Roesner and Capltollans.

Tltle

Jazz Band Oct 8

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Star Date Length Reviewed

5. . .10471 fee. ...Jan. 12

.6099 feet

Rel.

•({Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan.

Avalanche. The Holl-HIII Nov. 10.

•{Beggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept 15 7560 feet

Big Killing. The Beery-Hatton Mav 19 5930 feet

Case of Lena Smith. The Esther Ralston Jan. 19 7229 feet

•Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova . . Oct. 20 . . 7202 feet

.

Drag Net, The Bancroft-Brent May 26 7866 feet.

Easy Come, Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21 5364 feet.

•Fleet's In. The Bow-Hah Oct 13 .6918 feet

Flfty-Flfty Girl, The Daniels-Hall May 12 . . .
6402 feet

First Kiss, The Wray-Cooper Aug. 26 ...6134 feet

Fools for Luck Flelds-Conklin May 7. . . .5852 feet

.

Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. II 7640 feet.

Haifa Bride Ralston-Arlen June IB... 6238 feet

His Private Life Men|ou-Carver 4690 feet

His Tiger Lady Menjou-Brent June 9 . . .5038 feet

•fHomecomlng, The Parlo-Hanson 81 00 feet

Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14 .6528 feet

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18. .. .6039 feet

Kit Carson Thomson-Lane 7464 feet

Ladies of the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30 6792 feet

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 741 5 feet

•fLovesof an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18 7159 feet

Loves of an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18 71 59 feet

Magnificent Flirt, The Florence Vldor June 2 4998 feet

^{Manhattan Cocktail Arien-Carroll 6051 feet

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou Jan. 2.

Mating Call, The Mekjhan-Brent-Adoree July 21

Model from Montmartre Naldl-Petrovitch Sept 22
•Moran of the Marines Dix-Elder Oct 27.

Night of Mystery, A Menjou-Brent. April 7.

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3.

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17
•Patriot, The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. 1

Racket, The Meighan-Prevost June 30.

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10
•Sawdust Paradise. The Ralston-Howes Aug 25
*t§Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12 7373 feet .

Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12 7112 feet.

.

»t§Sinsof the Fathers Emil Jannings Dec. 29 7761 feet .

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec 1 . . . .6323 feet .

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24 4792 feet .

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle Aorll 7 7960 feet .

Street of Sin, The Jannings-Wray May 26 . 6218 feet .

Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21 . . . 8763 feet .

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct. 20 6514 feet .

Three Sinners Negrl-Baiter April 14 ...7029 feet .

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec 5962 feet .

Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23 5834 feet .

•tSVarsrty Rogers-Brian Sept 29 . . 5802 feet .

Warming Up Dix-Brian Aug. 4 6509 feet .

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25. .. 6319 feet .

•Wedding March. The Von Strohelm-Wray Oct 6 . . .10400 feet.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec 22 . . 5476 feet .

Wings ...Bow-Rogers Sept ...12 reels

*t{Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.) . . . Bancroft-Baclanova-Lukas Feb. 16 .... 6810 feet

Wolf of Wall Street, The Bancroft Jan. 26
Woman From Moscow. The Negrl-Kerry

Sept 29

July 7

Jan. 19
Sept. 22
June 8

.May 12

SeDt. 1

May 26

Aug. 25
June 23
Aug. 11

Nov. 17
June 2

Nov. 24

July 28
Aug. 18

Mar. 24

June 30
Jan. 12
Jan. 26
Oci. 13

5506 feet

6325 feet

.5941 feet

.5444 feet ... Nov. 3

5741 feet April 21

7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

6600 feet .. May
9819 feet .. Aug. 18
.7646 feet. ...July 14

.6331 feet... Mar. 31

5928 feet Sept.

.Jan.

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star

.6938 feet

Rel. Date Length

June 23 2 reels. ..

. Feb. 2
Dec 8

. May 26

..April 14

..June 2
. Sept. 29
Oct 27
April 28
Dec 15
Sept 29
Nov. 3

July 21

. Sept. 8

Oct. 20
..Jan. 5

Auq.26'27
Feb. 2

..Dec 1

Nov. 10

Reviewed

Alice In Movleland.. Novelty June 23. .. .2 reels.

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2 2 reels.

Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18. . . .1 reel.

.

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22. . . .1 reel.

.

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24 2 reels.

Call Again E. £. Horton Oct 20 2reels.
Come Easy. Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13. ... 1 reel .

Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4 .... 1 reel .

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27 ...2reels.
•Dizzy Diver, The (Christie). Billy Dooley Aug. 18 . 2 reels

Face Value Novelty July 21 . . 2 reels

.

Footllght Fannie (Chrlstlel Frances Lee Feb. 9 . . . .2 reels

.

Footloose Wlmmen (Christie) Bobby Vernon 2 reels

Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec 15 .'. 2 reels

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19 2 reels.

His Angel Child (Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. 16... 2 reels.

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobby Vernon June 2 2 'eels
Home Girl, The Gllmore-Kruger Dec. 1... 2 reels

•Hot Scotch 'Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 2S . . 2 reels

.

Hot Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3 .2 reels.

Ko-Ko's Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept. 8.1 reel .

Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon. . . June 23... 'reel
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25. . . . I reel

Ko-Ki Kleans Up inkwell Cartoon Sept. 22 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon .. July 7 . . . 1 reel

Ko-Ko's Chase. '•'•(well Cartoon Aug. 11 ..Ireel
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone L.Kwell Cartoon Oct 20 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9. ... 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 6 ...Ireel .

Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17 ...2 reels.

Loose Change (Christie) Sindy MacDuff Oct. 6 . 2 reels
News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon ...Aug. 4 Ireel..
Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 5 2 reels
Off the Deck (Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23 ...2 reels.

Oriental Hugs Christie) Billy Dooley Sept-29. . . .2 rerls

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2.... 2 reels
Patent Medicine Kid. The Krazy Kat Cartoon June ?

, Ireel

Oct 13

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) Bobby Vernon Sept 22 2 reels

Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16 .1 reel

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug. II 2 reels

Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept 8. . . .2 reels

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton SepL15 2 reels

Walls Tell Tales Madge Kennedy Aug. 4. . . .2 reels

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12 2 reels

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers 12103 feet April 28
•(Behind the Gorman Lines Special Cast 8254 feet Dec 8
Betrayal, The Jannlngs-Ralston-Cooper
Black Eagles George Bancroft

*t {Burlesque James Barton
({Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Taylor-Brlan 7171 feet Feb. 2
•Carnation Kid, The (A.T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vldor
•f§Close Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll
tgCocoanuts Four Marx Brothers

•t {Concert, The (A. T.) Emil Jannings
({Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell
•tjJDoctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton
•({Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton
•tFour Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•t{Genlusls Born. A (A. T.) A. P. Haggle .

f {Gentlemen of the Press Walter Huston..
•TSHalf an Hour Ruth Chatterton
Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Cooper
•tJHole In the Wall. The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder
•({Innocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier

•{interference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twentv-One Rogers-Brian
•t{Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Hegglo-Owen
•tLoooIng the Loop Werner Kraus
({Man I Love, The (A. T.) Arlen-Brian
•t{Night Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•t{Nothing But the Truth (A, T.). . . . Richard Dix
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton
t§Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9 . 7643 feet ... Feb. 2
Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9... .7402 feet . Dec 1

Sins of the Fathers Jannings-Chatterton Dec 29
•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
t{TNT Harold Lloyd
({Wild Party Clara Bow
•t {Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclano va-Bronk- Hamilton

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bird In the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.) Lois Wilson Feb. 23....2reels Feb. 2
Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Vivien (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
False Alarm Fire Company, The Smith-Dale 1 reel Feb. 2
Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels Feb. 2
If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewin
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.). Colored Cast Mar. 9 2 reels Feb. 2

Music Ha'h Charms (Chrls'le) Colored Cast

One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Chr.slle—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23 2 reels

{Pusher in the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels

Ruth Etting Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1 2 reels

That Party In Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels

Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie—A. T.) Hatton-Hardy-Lorralne Feb. 9 2 reefs :

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

*t$Annapolis Loff-Brown Dec
Annapolis Loff-Brown Nov. 18
Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29
Black Ace, The Don Coieman Sept. 2
Blue Danube, The Leatrice Joy Mar. 12
Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec. 23
Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan. Mar. 25
Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept 30.

*t {Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18.

Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol . . . OcL 14
Celebrity Armslrong-Basquette Oct. 7.

Chicago . . Haver-Varconi Mar. 6
Cop, The Wllllnm Boyd Aug. 19

Craig's Wife Irene Rich, . Sept. 16
Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24
Fangs of Fate Klondike fdogj June 24
Flying Buckaroo. The Wally Wales Nov. 25
*t§Flylng Fool The. William Boyd Feb. 10
Forbidden Love Lili Damita Oct. 28
Forty-Five-Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb 17.

Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan. 16.

Grandma's Boy (re-lssuel Harold Lloyd Dec.
Hold 'Em Yale , Rod La Rocque Mav 14

*t$King of Kings. The Warner-Logan Sept. 30
Law's Lash. The Klondike idoq) May 20
*t§Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 24
Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 3.

Let *Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15
Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Seot. 16

Man-Mate Woman Joy-Bnl(»s-Warner Sept.

Date

2...

Length Reviewed

7957 feet

7008 feet

4293 feet ... Mtr. 31

5722 feet ...Sept. IB
6589 feet May 26
4598 feet

4550 feet ...Mar. 31
4846 feet

61 24 feet ...Dec 29
6312 feet

6145 feet

91<J5 feet .. Dec. 30
7054 feet. . . Sept. 8
6670 feet... Dec 18

. 4476 feet .

. 6670 feet.

.

June 23

.6787 feet . Jan. 19

...5959 feet..

. . 4750 feet .

Dec 22

7056 'eet ..Auq. «

10,1 96 feet April 29'27

4683 feet Mar. 31

..6898 feet.... Jan. 26

Phantom Mail. The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept. 29 ... 1 reel '({Marked Money Junior Coghlan
Picture My Astonishment (Chrlstlel. Frances Lee OcL 13 2 reels Marlie the Killer Klondike idog)
Prancing Prune Helen Hayes 2reels. Midnight Madness . . Jacquelino Logi
Rain Drooper. rhe Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30.. Ireel 'tNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich
Say Uncle i Christie) Jack Duffy June 9...2reels Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich
Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30 2 reels "t {Noisy Neighbors Qulllan-Vaughn
Sea Food (Christie) Billy Dooley July 14 . 2reels Power Boyd-Logan
SeaSword Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept. 1 Ireel RedMark.The . . von Seyffertltz-
She-Golng Sailor. A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10 ...2 reels Saddle Mates Wally Wales
Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 15 .. 1 reel *i{Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver
Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec 22 2 reels •> {Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver
Slick Slickers (Christie) Neal Burns July 7 2 reels Shlo Comes In, A Rudolph Schlld
Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmle Adams June 16 2 reels »t{Show Folks Qulllan-Basque

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including di alogae and incidental songs)

5088 feet

.

5737 feet.

5762 feet

.

5490 feet.

4600 feet

6559 feot

Jan. 23

6070 feet

Dec 5 .

Marlie the Killer. . . . . Klondike (dog) .. . Mar. 4 .

Midnight Madness .. Jacquelino Logan Mar. 26 .

tNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12...

Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec. 2 .

"tSNoisy Neighbors Qulllan-Vaughn Jan. 27. .

.

Power Boyd-Logan Sept. 23 .

.

RBd Mark, The von Seylfertltz-Quartaro Aug. 26 .

Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug. 5 .

{Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4

SShady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20
Shlo Comes In, A Rudolph Schlldkraut .. June 4

({Show Folks Quillan-Basquette-Armstrong Dec 16

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

Sept. 2:

Mar." 3

.6092 feet

7937 feet

4520 feet

61 32 feet .

69H2 feet.

6466 feet

Sept. 15
Sept. 8

Mar. 17

Jan. 12
Jan. 20
lune S3

Dec 19



February 2 3 , 19 29 585

title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20
Skyscraper William Boyd April 9. . . 7040feet. . . April 14

•tfjSpleler, The Hale-Adoree Dec. Oct. 20
Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec 30 5816 feet

•tjSauare Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10
Tenth Ave Haver-Varconl-Schlldkrant Aug. 5 8370 feet.

.

Valley of Hunted Men, The Buffalo Bill, Jr Feb 19. . . . 4520 feet.

.

Walking Back Sue Carol May 21 . . . 5035 feet

Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney Oct 28 5937 fee'

Mar. 3

Sept. 22
..Oct. 2

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel Date Length Reviewed

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" Sept 9. . . .1 reel SepLI
Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8 1 reel

Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15 1 reel

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct 14... 2 reels Oct 8

Bath Time Sportlight June 24 1 reel June 23
Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21 1 reel Oct 27
Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec. 9 2 reels

Bunker Battlers Sportlight July 22 1 reel

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dec. 22
Campus Carmen, The Sennett Girls Sept 23 2 reels Sept. 15

Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25 2 reels Nov. 24
Canned Thrills Sportlight Aug. 19

Catallna Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee OcL 21

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9. .

.

Caught In the Draft "Aesop Fables"

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan Sept. 9...
Chicken. The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 28 . .

.

Circus Time Donald Haines
City Slickers "Aesop Fables" July 1 . .

.

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23. .

.

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6. ..

Covering Ground Sportlight Sept. 16. .

.

Cross Countr, Run, A "Ae3op Fables" Aug. 19. .

.

Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct. 7...
Day Off, A "Aesop Fables"
Defensive Ends, The Football Sense OcL 28...

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense Oct. 7. .

.

Defensive Line, The Football Sense OcL 21 .

.

•fDinner Time "Aesop Fable"
Dumb Walters Johnny Burke SepL 18. .

.

Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14. .

.

Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22. .

.

Fair Affair, A Sportlight July 8...

Fair Catch, The Football Sense OcL 14...

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables"
Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3 .

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables"
Getting Together Sportlight OcL 28 .

.

Girl From Nowhere, The Sennett Girls Aug. 5...

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" OcL 28. ..

Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportlight Sept. 30
High Seas "Aesop Fables" Sept. 23 .

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30
His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12 .

.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4. .

.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2...
Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8. .

.

In the Bag. "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26. .

.

Jim Jam Janitor, A. Johnny Burke Nov. 11...
Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 6..

.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8. .

.

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" ,

Llmberlegs Sportlight June 10...
*t§Lincoln (Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10. .

.

Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec 22. .

.

Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fables" SepL 30 .

.

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" OcL 14...
Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent SepL 30. .

.

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16. ..

Mouse's Bride, The "Aesop Fables" June 24. .

.

Muscle Marvels Sportlight OcL 14 . .

.

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 16...
No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7 . .

.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18. ..

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25. .

.

Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5. .

.

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" July 29. .

.

Players at Play Spotlight

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18. ..

Puppy Love. .. "Aesop Fables" JunelO...
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller

Smith Catallna Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee OcL 21...
Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 19. .

.

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables"
Soldier Man Harry Langden SepL 30.
South Sea Sagas Sportlight SepL 22.

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables"
t; Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"

Static "Aesop Fables" SepL 2. .

.

Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" SeoL 16. ..

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12...

Supple Sax. The Sportlight Aug. 5. .

.

Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables"
Targets Sportlight Nov. 25. .

.

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23
Taxi for Two Jack Cooper SepL 2. .

.

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper OcL 28 .

.

Terrible People The (Serial) Ray-Miller Aug. 5 ..

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23 . .

.

White Elephant, A "Aesop Fabies"
•tJWinnlng Patterns Sportlight

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables"
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3...

RAYART (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Dale Length Reviewed

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlowe May 6089 feet June I
City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer SepL 15 5937 feet
Danger Patrol, The Russell-Falre April 6076 feet
Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June 4533 feet
Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 16 5683 feet
Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April 5976 feet

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl 5800 feet
Llghtnln' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt May 4797 feet
Man From Headquarters, The Roberts-Keefe Aug. 1 5946feet
Midnight Adventure, A Murphy-Landls May 5262 feet

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star

Overture of 1 81 2 (Tschalkowsky) Filmtone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

Tl
'.le

My Home Town Brockwell-Glass Mar.
Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July
Phantom of the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar.
Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart ...OcL
Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec.
Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April

Trallln' Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankln

I"fJ
flu9

' " Shanghai Bound Irene Rich

j
ree s t5 Should a Girl Marry? Foster-Kelth

1 reel Dec i
*0,ne Molhe,''

s "°Y Carr-Ralston-Robards.

.2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels Feb. 2

. 1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 5

. 1 reel Sept. 8

.1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel OcL 6

.1 reel Dec I

.1 reel OcL 27
. 1 reel Sept. 29
.1 reel OcL 20
. 1 reel

2 reels Sept 8
.10 episodes. OcL 6

. 1 reel

1 reel SepL 8
1 reel OcL 27
.1 reel Dec 8
1 reel June 9

1 reel Dec 15
. 1 reel OcL 20
2 reels Mar. 24
1 reel OcL 27

. 1 reel

.1 reel SepL 22

.2 reels

2 reels

2reels Nov. 17
2reels Dec 8

.1 reel July 14
. 1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3

.1 reel Jan. 12
1 reel Jan. 5

.1 reel Nov. 17
1 reel June 2

1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels

. 1 reel

.1 reel OcL 27
2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

1 reel June 30
1 reel OcL 13

2reels
.2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels

.1 reel Dec 1

. 1 reel

.1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel Nov. 10

.1 reel

.10 episodes

.2 reels OcL 13
.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 19
.3 reels

. 1 reel

.1 reel Dec 8
. 1 reel

.1 reel

.1 reel SepL 8
. 1 reel

. 1 reel SepL 1

.1 reel Jan. 26
. 1 reel

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels OcL 27
10 episodes

.10 episodes
1 reel Jan. 12

.1 reel

. 1 reel Feb. 2

.10 episodes.

June 1..5608 feet.

..4538 feet.

.5905 feet.

.5650 feet.

.5991 teet

.4627 feet

.4308 feet.

Length Reviewed

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

5300 feet... Mar. 10
5400 feet

April 21

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date

•t§Getaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31....
•tGodless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost
Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17. . .

.

•tjHIgh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale
•tjLlsten Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17. . .

.

•t§Missing Man, The Lee Patrick

•tiOfflce Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3. .

.

Length Reviewed

10720 feet.. SepL "l

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Slitter Sweets Bedford-Gravs Sept. 5 5700 feet

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15 5600 feet

Golden Shackles Bonner-Wlthera Mar. 15 6600 feet

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landis June 22. . . .5700 feet

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound eOtctt. § Means voice (including i\ alogae and incidental songs)

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
Star Rel. Date]

Marry the Girl Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1 . . .

.

Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes April 15

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Plct OcL 15
Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield.. . Aug. 15. 5256 feet.

Age of Lust, The Emll Jannings L. T. Rogers
Air Mall Pilot, The Mehaftey-Metcalfe. . . Hi-Mark 5000 feet

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern Aug. 15 7545 feet

Arizona Days Bob Custer Syndicate. SepL 15. .4345 feet

Autumn Love Lyade Puttl Aff. European .. SepL ..6 reels

•tBIg Hop, The Jones-Ralston-Hearn . . B. Jones Coro. . Aug 7000 feet Oct. 8
Black Butterflies Ralston-Busch-Frazer Quality Dlst. . Sept. 1 . 6261 feet

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules
City Without Jews, The Soecial Cast Avwon SepL 1 SOOOfeet
Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern June 1 . .5460 feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Arfa 5700 feet

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet
End of St. Petersburg, The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet June 1

6

Fangs of Justice Sllverstreak-Walker . . . Bischoff 6000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannings L.T. Rogers 61 00 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Meller Aff. European. .SepL . .6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veldt Aywon Sept. .6500 feet

Hearts of Men Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet.

Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet . . SepL 15

Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 5712 feet

House of Siiame Falre-Hale Chesterfield. . . SepL 1 . 5300 feet SepL 15
Jealousy Lya de Puttl Brill SepL 1 .5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff. European. .SepL . .6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vilma Banky Aywon SeoL .6000 feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding. . Russian Cast Amkino 7500 feet

Life's Like That Wlthers-Boteler F. Royer (oroducer) Jure 10
Llgms of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000 feet

Little Wild Girl. The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dlst-. Nov. 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne. . Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezla Borgia Conrad Veldt Universal 7200 feet Jan. 12
Mother of Mine Special Cast Zakoro OcL .7200 feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feet

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 leet . SepL IS
Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July . 5200 feet

On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate OcL 15 4657 feet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative
Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . Aft. European. .SepL .6 reels

President, The Mos)ouklne-Vernon.. . E. L. Klein 8100 feet— Jan. 28
Prlmanerllebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet Mar. 24
Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. .6200 feet

Q Ships Special Cast 6000 feet

Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Plct 5900 feet

Racing Throuqh Mae Marsh Aff. European. .SepL . .7 reels

Reilly of the Rainbow Division. Hall-Garon Crescent 6040 feet

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality Dlst.. OcL 6100 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules
Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Plct Oct
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000 feet

Shanghai Document Russian Cast OcL 13 5000 feet

Shadows of the Night Hercules
Shooting Stars English Cast Artlee AdtII . .5800 feet . April 28
Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield.. . Aug. 1.. 4890 feet

Silent Trail, The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15 4315 feet

Slmba JungleFllm Capitol Plct 8000 feet ... Feb.
Sky Rider. The Chamoion-Hughes Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet

Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

Station Master, The Ivan Mosklne Amkino June 16 7200 feet

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern.. . May 1 6603 feet

Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannlngs-Dagover Ufa Eastern April 1 6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

Ten Days That Shook the World. Russian Cast Amkino Nov. 2 7815 feet. . . Nov. 24
Thee Comrades and One Inven-

tion Russian Cast Oct 13. .6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 5917 feet

Two Brothers Conrad Veidt Ufa Eastern... July 1 6300 feet

Untamed Justice Faire-Glass-Billmore 57700 feet

U-Boat 9 Foreign Cast Jofa Prod 6500 feet

"I est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feet

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 fset

A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.
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Title Star Dlst'r Bel. Date Length Reviewed

Women Tempted The Compten-Wanl Aywon Sept 650Cfeet
Vellow Pass, The Russian Caat Amklno Dec. 8 600 leet

Youth Astray Johnson-Mattonl Amerangto 6000 reet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Tare Enough Poodles Hanneford Artclasa 2 reels

Mysterious Airman. The Weiss Bros lOeplsodes
fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves Mascot Plct. 10 episodes
Nothing to Live For.. Al Joy Cranfleld Clarke 2 reels

She Said No Ben Turpln Artclass 2 reels

Sophomore. The G. O'Neill-L Graydon Hl-Mark
Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclasa 2reel8
Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The (Serial). . .Specla Cast Mascot Plct... Oct 15 10 episodes. Oct. 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct Aug. 1 10 episodes Sept. IB

Who's Who Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

You Can't Win (Serial) Weiss Bros lOeplsodes

Title

Coming Attractions
Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern.

Title Star Rel. Oate

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec. 16 ...

Body Punch, The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28 .

.

Buck Privates De Puttl-McGregor June 3 ..

Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10. ..

Clearing the Trail Glbson-Gulllver Oct 7 ..

Cloud Dodger. The Al Wilson Sept 30 ..

Count of Ten, The Ray-Ralston June 17. .

.

Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec 16...
Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18. ..

Flyin' Cowboy, The Glbson-H jsbrouck July 1 .

.

Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept 23 . .

Four Footed Ranger, The Dynamite (doqt Mar. 25...
Freedom of the Presa Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28 . .

.

Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9. .

.

•tiGirl on the Barge. The Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 24. .

.

Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 3.

.

•tSGive and Take Sldney-Hersholt Dec 23.

.

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29.

.

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29 .

Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe . . . Sept 30.

.

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27 .

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrln Sept 16..
Harvest of Hate, The Rex (horse i-Perrin April 14.

.

Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec 2 .

Home James La Plante-Delaney Sept 2.

.

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec 30

Length

4179 feet.

4786 feet

.

6171 feet

5202 leet.

5311 feet

4322 feet

6279 feet

4179 feet

5357 feet

5109 feet

7828 feet

4426 feet

6474 feet

6597 feet

Revlewet

Feb. 4

Sept II

Dec 22

June 30

Oct 20

Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels Hoofbeats of Vengeance. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'... Rex (horse)-Perrln"
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

'. June 1

6908 feet

6552 feet.

5645 feet

4194 feet.

6599 feet

.4596 feet.

.4868feet

.4719 feet.

5606 feet.

6307 feet.

.6057 feet.

Dec 29
Sept. 22

Circumstantial Evidence Foster- Keefe-Lak

a

Chesterfield

•tjChopin's Passion Robertson-Brinkley ... Powers Clnephone
Dancer of His vlajesty. The ... . Special Cast Amkino 7000 feet

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana Aff. European 6 reels. .

Escaped from Fell Murlat Esterhazy Aff. Eurupean 8 reels .

Exodus to the New World. The. . Lyon-Prevost Pioneer

Full Dressed Thieves Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels

Hot Heels Tfyon-Miller May 13... 5874 feet

Hound of Silver Creek Dynamite (dog) May 20 4095 feet .

How to Handle Women Tryon-Nlxon Oct 14. . . .5591 feet.

Jan Mad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11 6832 feet .

•t§Kld's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17
King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6 5509 feet

Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23

Sept. IS

July 14

German Underworld Special Cast Aff European 7 reels .t5Usl Warn |ng ; The. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Laura LaPlante! '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Jan. 6
{Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Tone
Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European 6 reels

Guilty Fritsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels

Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy

Utile Colonel. The **V}- Walthal „„ ; i• \•• • *UM'eiody'orLove"(Al'T")'.'.'.
'.'.'. '.'.'. .pidgeon-Harris-wTnton

.'.'.'.'.'.
.'TDec 2

Man Who Cheated Life Veid -Krauss Aff. European 3 reels Michigan Kid. The Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21M ilak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern.

•t&Lonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20.
Love Me and the World Is Mine Phllbln-Kerry Mar. 4.

Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3.

•fMan Who Laughs, The Veldt-Philbln Nov. 4

•tMan. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nixon Jan. 13..

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels.

Poet and Czar Special Cast Amkino 8775 feet

South of Panama Carmellta Geraghty Chesterfield

Two Days Special Cast Amkino 6500 feet

Unholy Love Wegener-Potrovilch. . .Aff. European
Verdun Special Cast Rlchmount
Vera Miezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7 reels. .

.

Water. The M.Chekhov Amkino 7000 feet

When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel,

Albany Night Boat Olive Borden July 20
Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15
Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1

8roadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20
*t}Cavaller. The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pidgeon May 1

devil's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 18
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15
Floating College. The O'Neill-Collier, Jr. Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20
"SGhetto, The George Jessel. .. Feb. 1

.

Grain of Dust, The Cortez-Windsor-Bennett July 10
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 1

bun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20.
i ouse of Scan 1il Sebastlan-O'Malley April 1

.

clesof the Nightclub Cortez-Leonard May 15
Lingerie White-McGregor July 1

•fILucky Boy Jessel-Quimby Jan. 10
Man in Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1

Date Length

5844 feet

6147 feet

6157 feet

Reviewed

6775 feet

.5209 feet

Oct 27

5362 feet

.6477 feet

. 6126 feet..

.5334 feet

.5516 feet .

. . 5297 feet.

.

. .6553 feet

. .5676 feot.

..8500 feet.

5967 feet

.7786 feet

Night Bird. The Reginald Denny Sept 16
One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec 9
Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2
Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25
Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4
Price of Fear, The Cody-Thompson Oct 28
Put "Em Up Fred Humes Mar. 11,

Ouick Triggers Fred Humes July 15.

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27
Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec 2

rtldlng for Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19

•t§Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3
Shield of Honor. The Lewis-Giilllver-Hamllton Feb. 19

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walling-Nolan Jan. 20.

Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13.

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11

.

Surrender Phllbin-Mosklne Mar. 4

Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1

Thirteenth luror .The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13

Thunder Riders, The Ted Wells April 8

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18

•fJUncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Sept 2

We Americans Sldney-Mlller-Lewls May 6
Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrln Feb. 10

Wild West Show. The Glbson-Gulllver May 20
Wolves of the City Dec. 2

Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22

.6142 feet . Oct 6

.6813 feet.. ..Feb. 11

412ufeet..
10185 feet . May 12

6674 feet.. Nov. 10

6733 feet. Oct 27
6030 feet . ..July 7
6670 feet

5907 feet.

.4230 feet.

.4200 feet.

.4472 feet.

.6288 feet..

6957 feet.

. 5424 feet

. 6l72»eet . . Dec 30
6809 feet .

.

.. 4364 feet

...5389 feet.. April 28

...82 49 feet . ..Mar. 10

....6179 feet.. . . Feb. 4

5598 feet . Dec >

.. 4353 feet..

5495 feet

. 4616 feet.

.

.10600 feet.. Nov. 18

...9151 feet.. April 7
...4497 feet..

.5254 feet

4348 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor.

Jan. 12

Oct 20
#t!M

K°l!r S
nlr. Tk . ^w

,
n-B

l„
nn

.l
tt-yau8hn Ki"«" "iiM i^. Boundary Battle. The.'.'

.

\
.'

\ \ \ \
\

.' Edmund Cobb
i flhty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct 10
»er of Silence, The Belle Benne*t Oct 20

Prowlers of the Sea Corte2-Myers June 30
»tnbow, The Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1.

*t§Reputation Keane-Standing

5271 feet

.6554 feet

. 5160feet

Rel.

Dec
Ambuscade, The Fred Gilman June 16
And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19.

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18
Bookworm Hero Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 17.

Nov. 17.
Bfoke Out Young-La Salle Aug,
Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwlck and Dog , . . .June 27
Buster Trims Up Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct 17
Busting Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Aug. 15
Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28

'''' e,
°Z"

e
'J

ha Frazer-Borlo April 15 ...5102 feet Calford In the Movies Lewis-Culliver-Phllllps.
Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20 Calford on Horseback Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps. .

.

Souads Right Gribbon-Stone Feb. 1 ....... Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps Sept 17
Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor .

Their Hour Harron-Sebastlan .

•tjTollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr
Tropical Nights

Date Length Reviewed

5... 2 reels Nov. 17
. .2 reels May 19
.2 reels

2 reels SepL 1

. 2 reels

.2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels

2 reels May 28

..2 reels

. .2 reels

1 reel Sept. 29
2 reels Oct. 8Oct. 15.

Dec 10 2 reels Dec 1

.June
Mar.
Oct

5735 feet

.5652 feet

7256 feet Oct 20

Card of Destiny, The Fred Gilman July 14.

Cash Customers Younq-La Salle Julv 11.

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.
Miller-McGregor Dec 10 Clean Sweep. A Bob Chandler Dec 1

cur\DT GtmtrrTQ Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22.JnuKI SUdJtLia Come on. Horace Arthur Lake OcL 8.

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed Cross Country Bunion Race, The Sid Saylor Nov. 7 .

Gold Color Classic 1 reel R
rushed

T
Ha

-,

S
V.;

Sid Saylor Jan 30..

•tSHawallan Love Call. The Color Symphony Dec 15 . .1 reel R
a"9er

t' T. Tu
Newton House Sept. 1

•tjJapanese Carnival, A Color Svmphony Jan. 1 . 1 reel
Dangerous Trail, The

i
M
h
k
r
P
u
errl

Ji i
u
!
e

I
•tSIn a Persian Market Color Symphony OcL 1....1reel Nov/17

Daring Dude. A Bob Chandler Feb. 2

•t&ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15 . 1 reel . .

Daring Chances JackHoxle...

•tLove Charm. The Color Symphony 1 reel
Dead Game Art Accord Oct. 7
Dear Old Calford Lewis-Gull Ivor-Phil 1 1 us Nov. 28
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec

Maude Muller Color Classic 1 reel

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel .

.

Tenderfoot Tourist. A Color Classic 1 reel
Diamond Master, The Lorralne-Slevenson

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

*t&Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 11 reel

Feb.

.2 reels.

2 reels June 18

. 2 reels . .

.

. .2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24

. 2 reels

2 reels

2reels Oct 13

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels May 6

2 reels

. .2 reels

2 reels

2reels
2 reels Dec II

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Broadway Fever Sally O'Nell
Family Row, The Windsor-Gray
Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Mar. 20
Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Mar. 10
Miracle. The Southern-Pidgeon
Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn
New Orleans Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1

Queen of Burlesque Belle Bennett ...

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T.Moore Sept I...
Arizona Cyclone, The Fred Humes May 8

Length

6243 feet.

4076 feet.

Reviewed

3... 10 eolsodes
East Side 2 reels

Fantasle Laemmle Novelty 1 reel

Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4. . . .2 reels Feb. 2
Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec 24 1 reel

Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct 1 5 .... 1 reel

Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb. , . . .Oct 20. . . .2 reels

Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 12 2 reels Oct 27
Fighting Kid, The Newton House June 9 2 reels May IS

Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29 2 reels

Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8 2 reels

Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21 2 reels Oct 20
Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19 .. 1 reel Oct. 27
Fox Chase. The Oswald Cartoon June 25 . .Ireel .... May 26
Full House. A Lnnq- Ada ms-Lymon-Mc Phalli. June 13. . . .2 reels. ... May 19

Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 6 1 reel Oct 20
Galloping Ace. The Jack Hoxie Sept. 22 ... 2 reels

Gauge of Battle. The :Fred Gilman April 21 2 reels Mar. 24
George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20 2 reels May 19
Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept 24 1 reel Nov. 24
Have Patience Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Feb. 6— 2 reels

*tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4. . . 1 reel

Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2 1 reel June I
High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 6 1 reel

* Meant lynchronized score, t Meant sound effecli. § Means voice (including di alogae and incidental tongt). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.
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ritio Star Hel. Date Re.

July 21

2 reels

.2 reels.

.

. 1 reel

.2 reels.

2 reels . .

.

. 2 reels

.2 reels

.1 reel

.10 episodes
.2 reels

2 reels Sept.2 9

. 2 reels

2 reels June ?

2 reels May 12
2 reels Aug. IB
.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 28
2 reels Dec 1

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels.

Lenqt

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept. 10 . .1 reel

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7 1 reel Dec. 22
Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7 1 reel

Horse Tall, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10 1 reel

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20 1 reel July 28
Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27 1 reel

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29 . 2 reels SepL 1

4n Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23 2 reels

Iron Code. The Jack Perrln June 30 2 reels May 21
Junior Year, The Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps SepL 3 2 reels

Just Walt Young-La Salle Sept. 26 .

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Oct 1 .

.

King or Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13 .

Knockout Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Mar. 6. .

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor. Oct 10 .

McGinls vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Aug. 8 .

Men In the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxle Jan. 26.

.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon Sept. 17 .

Mystery Rider. The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26..
Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6.

.

Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 31.

,

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hardwick and Dog. .May 15.

.

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2.

.

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll....June 4. .

.

Newiyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan Sept 5.

.

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23 .

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17.

.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20.

.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28.
Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26.

.

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Eoan Oct 3.

.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20 .

.

Out At Home Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Jan. 9
Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Philllps Oct 29. . . .2 reels Oct 27
Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct 1 1 reel Oct 13
Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11 .Jreel May II
Private Business Sid Saylor April 24 2 reels

Prodiqal Pup, The Canine Cast 1 reel Sent.18
Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11 1 reel Jan. 12
flange of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12 2 reels
Ranger Patrol. The Fred Oilman Aug. 11 2 reels
Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9 2 reels Jan. 12
fled Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1 .

.

Reel Life Long-Adams-Layman-McPhalll.July 4..
Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7.

.

Riders of the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept. 15..
flocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12 1 reel

Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct 6 2 reels
flopin' Romance Newton House Aug. 4.

Rubber Necks Sid Saylor Sept. 12.
Ruse, The Jack Perrin Aug. 25.
Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16.

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27.
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3.

Secret 0'itlav. The Bob Curwood Nov. 10.
Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27.
Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14.
She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 1 3

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22.
Shooting the Bull Younq-La Salle Oct. 24.
»tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept 3.

Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31 1 reel Dec
Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23 1 reel June 30
South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26 1 reel Dec 1

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept 8 2 reels Sept 8
Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Jan. 7 2 reels
Speed Sneik, The Arthur Lake June 18 1 reel May 26
•tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon 1 reel

Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dee. 5 1 reel Nov. 1f>

Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13 2 reels Jan. 12
Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9.

Tarzan the Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12.

Teacher's Pest Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Nov. 14.
Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler Sept 29
There's a Will C. Klng-C Onherty Dec 21.
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10.

Tlge's Girl Friend Trlmble-Hardwlck and Drg April 3.

Tracked Down Art Acord Jan. 5

.

Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30

Rel. Date Length RevlewaTitle Star

•({Minstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navv Blues Arthur Lake
•({One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3
nSPlay Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7 .'.'.'.'.

*t{ 'ort of Dreams, The Mary Philbin Sept. 22
•({Shannons of Broadway, The(A. T.) James Gleason
•({Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut ".'.'

Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
•({That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28 .'.'

Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 26
<Vatch My Speed. . . Reginald Denny
•t§You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26 ...........'.'.'.'.".'

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11

Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14

Date Length

1 reel

Revlewe

.1 reel.

.1 reel.

.2 reels.

.2 reels June
2 reels

.2 reels

.Oct. !

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels July 2?

.2 reels Die 8
.1 reel Jure 20
.2 reels Oct. IB

10 episodes MSCleG
'i

l

',7
he

.2 reels Oct 8

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 22
.2 reels

.2reels July 28

.2reels

.1 reel

1 reel Aug. 18

Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28.

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•({Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17. .

.

•tBattle of the Sexes, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13...
College Buster Keaton July 29 .

.

Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31 .

.

Garden of Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4. ..

Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug. 14...
lamona. . Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11...
*t§Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12. .

.

• tRevenge. . Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3 . .

.

Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May 12. ..

•t Tempest J. Barry more-Horn Aug. 11. .

.

* (Two Lovers Colman-Banky Sept 7 . .

.

*t Woman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct 29. .

.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

•({Alibi, The O'Malley-Busch
•({Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
•({Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore

.

•SCity Lights Charlie Chaplin.
Eternal Love -Barrymore-Horn-Varconl..

.

Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
tHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 30 Jan. 2B
•({Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Jan. 23. . . .8000 feet . . Feb. 2
•{Lummox (A._T.)

Lillian Gish
({Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron

•t§Say It With Music (A. T.) ...... . Harry Rlchman
•({She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
•({This is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions Terry-Petrovitch

Venus Constance Talmadge

Length Reviewed

7972 feet. Jan. 1 2
8180 feet Oct 20
.5800 feet. Sept. 23
8350 feet . Jan. 28

.7300 feet. Jan. 14

7850 feet. . . Sept. 30
7552 feet. Feb. 4

.7980 feet Jan. 18

.6541 feet. . . Dec. 15
.6400 feet May 19
9300 feet June 16

. 8500 feet April 28
.8041 feet Nov. 17

Length ReviewedRel. Date

Mar. 9 Jan.

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Reviewed

. .1 reel June 18

. .15 episodes. July 71

.2 reels Oct 20
. .2 reels

. .2 reels

. 2reels
..1 reel.

..2 reels

.1 reel.

Tr.cky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4 1 reel May 19

.5179 feet.

.6352 feet May 28

..5644 feet... Jan. 26

.5267 feet

.5729 feet... Nov. 24

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood .

.

June 23
Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Dec 12..
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct 22. ..

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28...
Whose Wife Younq-La Salle June 8..
Winning Point, The Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Jan. 21 .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3..

.

Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17...
Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21..
Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28..

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

({Bargain In the Kremlin, The (A.T.)Joseph Schildkraut

•({Barnum Was Right.

2 reels May 19

.2 reels Dec 8
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

.2 reels May 12

.2 reels

. 1 reel Nov. 1

7

.1 reel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 5

.2 reefs June 10

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Length

•({Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22 6270 feet

Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel 5428 feet

•({Conquest (A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19. . . .6729 feet

•Crimson City, The Loy-Mlljan-Hyams April 7. . . .5388 feet. . April 12
•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24 5164 feet

•({Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris Feb. 23
•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook May 26 4914 feet S?pt. 22
t§Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15 8693 feet Oct 27
{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4 7077 feet Oct 21

•t{Land of the Silver Fox Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10..

•f {Lion and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvoy-Collier, Jr.Aug. 3 .

.

•({Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5.

•({Lights of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landls-Brockwell July 21

.

»t {Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello Oct 6.

•({Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9

.

•({My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12.

*t{On Trial (A. T.) Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec 29.

•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda : May 12.

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10.

•Rlnty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferrls-Nye Aorll 21.

*t§Singlng Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1

.

•tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Aug. 25.

*t{Tenderloln D. Costello-Nagel April 28.

.

t{T error. The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20.

t{Women They Talk About I. Rlch-Ferris-Collier, Jr Sept 8.

Coming Attraction!
Title Star

*+{Alllmony Annie D. Costello-Ferris-Rankln . . .

.

9247 feet... Jan.
.8290 feet ...Nov.
4975feet

. 6185 feet.

. 4820 feet.

9592 feet .

.7169 feet.

.7340 feet..

.7654 feet.

.5527 feet.

Sept. 18
Sept 29
Sept. 18
April 8
Aug. 20

Rel. Date Length Revlewe

Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson May 19 *t§Argyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan
•({Desert Song. The. Boles-Kinq.Born to the Saddle Ted Wells

tSBraggart, The Jean Hersholt *t{From Headquarters Monte Blue

Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante *+{Frozen River Rin-Tin-Tin

*t{Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy *t{General Crack John Barrymore

•({Charlatan, The Special Cast
({Clear the Deck Reginald Denny
•({Climax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
•({Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

*t{City, The .- Sldney-Gordon-Price-Swaln
*t{Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips

•({Come Across Special Cast
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Moskfne
Crimson Hour, The De Puttl-Mosiuklne

*t {Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante-
Doubling For Trouble. . Gibson-Gilbert

.Mar. 24.

..Mar. 17.

.May 5.

June 16.

({Glorious Betsy D. Costello-Nagle
•({Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue Mar. 23

.

•-f§Hard-Boiled Rose Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell

•({Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
n^Kid Gloves Nagel-Wilson
•tSMadonna of Avenue A, The. ..... Dolores Costello

*t§Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen

*t{No Defense Blue-McAvoy
•tSNo Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

•+§One Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr

*t{Queen of the Night Clubs Texas Guinan.

7441 'eel May I

Oct. 27

t{Drake Murder Case, The. *f {Redeeming Sin, The D. Costello-Nagel April

Erik the Great .Veidt-Phllbin *t§Sap, The Edward Everett Horton

.

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody *t {Sonny Boy Al Jolson

Kerry-Starke.

Arthur Lake

Fallen Angels
•({Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger. The
*t{Great Cinema Murder, The.
*t§Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
•({His Lucky Day Reginald Denny
tj'ltJCan Be Done Tryon-Carol

•t{Klng of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whlteman and Band.
Man Disturber, The Reginald Denny

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant soand effects.

*t"{Stark Mad (A. T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar.
•tSStolen Kisses May McAvoy
•({Time, the Place, and the Girl, The Olmsted-Withers-Kirkwood

June 2.

.April 21.

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Reviewed

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 28

Ban|omanlac Eddie Peabody Oct 11

Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner Sept 22

A. T. alter title means All Talkie.§ Meant voice (including di alogac and incidental songs).



588 Motion Picture News

Title Stir Reviewed

Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 2d

California Songbirds Th* Bell-toates Seot.

Celeste Aida (Alda) Giovanni Martlnelll July 7

Celeste Alda Aldal Giovanni Martlnelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips ol the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22

Cougat & Company Violin, Songs & Oancee June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29

Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22

Cycle of Songs, A... Florence Brady Sept. 1

Oeath Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 28

Dixie Days Plantation Songa Aug. 21
Family Affair. A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song Program. ... June 23

Friend of Father'e Lydell-Hlgins-Leah Aug. »
Giving In Deef-Hopper Jan. 12

GusArnhelmA His Ambassadors. . - Jazz Band June 23

Harry Delf . Songs & Dances .June 16

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra . . . Jazz Band Sept. 26
Jes se Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Ind'an Baritone. The Chief Caupollcan Aug. 28
Ingenues, The Jazz Band June 23

In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch Ulls&Clark
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester Songs Jan. 19

Larry Cebalos Undersea Review. . . .Songs and Dances.. . SepL 1

Lash, The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath Jan. 12

* Mtaiu lynchroniztd score, f Means sound effects. % Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs)

Title Star Reviewed

Miss Information Wllson-Horton June 30
Morrlssey & Miller Night Club Revue June 16

Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23
Night Court, The William Demarest June 16

Noan-Support Burr Mcintosh June 16
Pagllaccl John Charles Thomas
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20
Question of Today, The. Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization Herbert-Pam June 16

Regular Business Man. A. Robert Ober SepL 15
Rlgoletlo—Quartet Glgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon SepL 29
Sharp Tools Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13

Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17

Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)... Giovanni Martlnelll June 2
When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17

Winnie Llghtner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

.

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks . .

Moulin Rouge Olga Checova,

.

Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron

.

Woman In the Night, A Maria Corda
Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

A. 7*. after title means All Talkie.

Hollywood—Continued

Herr Reinhardt

Max Reinhardt is due in Hollywood
shortly to direct Lillian Gish in ''The Mir-

acle Girl.
'

' The story ia by Hugo Von Hof-
mansnstahl, European dramatist. The pic-

ture will he made at the United Artists'

studio and will be released through that

concern.

Tandler Heads Reisenfeld Band
Adolf Tandler has been signed by Dr.

Hugo Reisenfeld a> assistant, director of

the hitter's recording orchestra in the

United Artists studios. Tandler was for

many years director of the old Los Angeles

Symphony; conductor of the International

Mozarl Festival in Salzburg and more re-

cently director of the Little Symphony in

L>- Angeles.

Betty Boyd With Lane

Betty Boyd has been appearing with

Lupino Lane in his Hollywood Music 1 '.ox-

Revue playing ai Music Box. She sings in

one or two sketches.

May Remain with Fox
Lucien Littlefield may remain with Fox

for another picture, having completed his

work in "Making the Grade" cofeaturing

Edmund Lowe ami Lois Wilson.

From the Social Whirl

Hal Roach has dug up another society

girl for his roster, this one from Chicago
Her name is Jean Harlow and will be used

iii the iii-n series of
'

'

all-star-.
"

Gertrude Lawrence Arrives

Gertrude Lawrence arrived in Hollywood
tlii- week, she will be starred in the Fox
Follies, an all-Movietone feature. The mu-
sical comedy artisl will remain in Holly-

wood only for t he one production.

Three More "Cocoanuts"
Cyril Ring, Basil Buysdall and Sylvan

Lee, dancer, of musical -how fame, have

been added to the featured players of the

Paramount all-talkie, "'The Cocoanuts," in

production at the Long Island studios.

Robert Florey and Joseph Santley are di-

recting.

Finishing Touches
Title writers are bringing final pictures

on Warners 1928-29 schedule to the last

of production stage. Harvey Gates is doing

"The Desert Song"; Joseph Jackson, "No
Defense," and James A. Starr, "Kid
Gloves." Gates and Francis Powers will

both work on "From Headquarters."

Columbia Signs Writers

Wellyn Totman, Lilian Ducey and Leon-

ard Praskins have been added to the scen-

ario]) department of Columbia Pictures

Corp. All three have been prominently

identified with other picture producers.

RKO Adds Two Authors

Sampson Raphealson, author of "The
Jazz Singer" and "Young Love," has

signed with RKO for "My Boy," and Vina
Delmar, whose "Bad Girl" made such a

hit with subway tabloid readers, will con-

tribute "Dance Hall" to the Radio pro-

gram.

Mankiewicz Renews
Herman Mankiewicz, prominent Para

mount writer, has signed a new long-term

COntrad with the company.

F. N. Gets Halsey's Plays

Forrest llalsey, who wrote (lie last four

Corinne Griffith's vehicles, has been placed

under a year's contract by First National.

This contract includes screen rights for

Firsl National to all plays and originals

written by llalsev in the past. Among them
air "The Matriach" and " Foam," the lat-

ter in collaboration with Barney (ilazer.

Neville Writing Gilbert Vehicle

.lark Neville is writing an original screen

story for John Gilbert lor M 1 1 M. Neville

wrote the original story of "Deserl
Nights."

Peggy Prior's Progress

Peggy Prior, formerly Mrs. Theodore
Von Eltz, has been placed under contract

by Pathe, following her completion of a

scenario for "Listen, Baby," in three days.

She started with Pathe last year as a script

girl, and since then has written '

' Square
Shoulders" and Geraldine.

"

Fisher's Melodies for "Women"
Fred Fisher, well-known song composer,

has been signed by M-G-M to write the

music for Clarence Brown's production
"Wonder of Women." Four melodies, all

with a. direct bearing on the story plot, will

be composed by Fisher for use in the pic-

ture, slated as a Movietone talker.

Owen Moore Back in Pictures

Owen Moore returns to pictures from
the stage to appear in Pathe 's "High Volt-

age." William Boyd is starred, with bal-

ance of cast, including Caryl Lombard,
Dione Ellis, Billy Bevan and Phillips Smal-
ley. Howard Higgin is directing, from
story by Klliott Clawson. Ralph Block is

supervising product ion.

"Our Modern Maidens"
As in "(Mir Dancing Daughters,' Joan

Crawford and Anita Page will he

tin' feminine leads m "Our Modern Maid-

ens," sequel to the former picture. Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., and Rod La Rocque are

the two male leads.

New M-G-M Contracts

Robert Montgomery, juvenile leading man
in Edgar Selwyn's play, "Possession," has

been signed to contract by M-G-M; John

Mack Drown and Anita Page, players, and
John Robertson, director, have also been

signed to new contracts.

"A Free Soul"

Willard Mack will direct Norma Shearer

in "A Vvi'r Soul," an all-talking version of

his play which originally was made from a

serial storj by Adela Rogers St. John.



er premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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educational is 5
PARTICULARLY
concernedin those

18,500 Amwer-
Your own "little old paper" is

perhaps the best proof, Mr*

Kann, that there is no neglect

of silent pictures as far as the

SHORT FEATURE LEADERS are

concerned. Just check a few

recent issues and note again

what that Scotch reviewer of

yours says about the current

Educational Pictures releases.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President

*.NX.

Member, Motion Picture 1'roHui-ers and Distribu-

tors of America, Inc.; Will H. Hays. Pretidtnt
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The Wurlitzer Organ, with its exclusive features, is ^^
an indispensable attraction in every motion picture

theatre. To enhance the beauty of performance, the Wurlitzer
Organ is supreme.

FACTORIES: NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y.

BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS ^

MlKftlEreH 1" I
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present WARNER BROS.

MILLION

DOLLAR

KID

HEAR HIM TALK!

HEAR HIM SING!

A Sensation

as the

INITIAL

FEATURE
for the

OPENING
FEB. 27th

of the

Magnificent

MASTBAUM
THEATRE
Philadelphia

OPENS
March 8th

Warner Bros.

Theatre, N.Y.C.

Two-a-Dayat $2.50
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EDWARD
EVERETT
HORTON

BETTY BRONSON
SCENARIO BV C. GRAHAM BAKER.

Directed bv AR.CHIE MAYO
Davey Lee in a great Warner Bros.
Vitaphone extended run production
"Sonny Boy!" A talking and sing-
ing picture that is proving a box
office wonder at the Mastbaum The-
atre in Philadelphia. Nail it at once!



Y ALL ODDS THE SMART-

;ST SHORT TALKING COMEDY

HAT HAS APPEARED FROM

tNY source 1111

"ASK DAD"

* Gives Edward Everett Hortou a su-

preme ehance which he utilizes to

the hest advantage. This is by all

odds the smartest short talking com-

edy that has appeared from any

source It is reminiscent of the

Drew comedies at their very best,

with »he added value of smart and

clever dialogue. While the first Cor-

onet Talking Comedy wa9 good, this

is ten times better.

-ARTHUR JAMES

in EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW

and MOTION PICTURES TODAY

A personal triumph for Edward Ev-

erett Horton.who shows a high brand

of artistry that marks this as just

about the classiest comedy of the

season. Joseph A. Jackson wrote the

skit and the dialogue and did a re-

markably fine job. The beauty of it

is that it is not so classy as to he

subtle. Even the ordinary crowd that

feeds on pure slapstick can appre-

ciate this, for Hortou is so dam
human and the spoken lines are

simple and very understandable in

the humor they carry with an awful

wallop ... A "natural" that will score

wherever folks enjoy fine comedy.

-FILM DAILY

"THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS"

\ distinctivelv different kind of comedy from the usual run.

-CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

\ smart society comedy with excellent lines.

. . Can readily be stamped with the trade mark: quality

. . class- in the acting, dialogue settings ami all the other

mnortant things that car. either make or break a picture.
1 -MOTION PICTURE NEWS

EILM DVILY

Polks, it's bang-up comedy. It is a gem of a skit, with spark-

ling dialogue well spoken.

-Service Talks in EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

Head and shoulders above anything that we have yet seen

and heard in the field of audible picture entertainment. It

is smart and sophisticated and as funny as can be without the

slightest hint at slapstick. A triumph for the talking short.

_ ASSOCIATED PUBLICATION
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BRINGING A NEW AND DISTINCTIVELY

DIFFERENT KIND OF CLASS

COMEDY TO THE SCREENS OF

SMART THEATRES /

^ / CORONET TALKING

COMEDIES are opening up a whole

new field of humor, smart, sophis-

ticated, charming.

"THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS" is re-

vealing to surprised and delighted

audiences in America's smartest

theatres a refreshing

new type of comedy

entertainment that has

heretofore been impos

sihle except on the stage

And now 'ASK DAD" carries

this triumph of the talking

comedy to still greater heights. I

stamps the CORONETS as a series

that will build up a following o

eager patrons that will watch foi

them and come again and again

i

Presents "ASK DAD
by Joseph A. Jackson

with EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
Directed by Hugh FanIcon

M J^MiMUMJL^uMnaMBMtti

(T~^cLuAZ<iXlorxcd. U^ctuAJiA^

Supervised by Sidney B. Brennecke ^ THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM - '

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-
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ScapS performances of copyrighted music Eca™
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"
<ISa^: By Mechanical Devices, '(Batf*

"VITAPHONE", "MOVIETONE", "PHOTOPHONE",
"BRISTOLPHONE", PHONOGRAPHS,

MECHANICAL ORGANS, PIANOS, Etc.

INFORMATION
In the rapid development and increase in the use of mechanical means of performing

music, some exhibitors have received the impression that such renditions, in public,
performances, are not subject to license of the copyright owner.

The impression is entirely erroneous. License must be'secured from the copyright
owner, in respect of a public performance by means of any mechanical device just the
same as if the performance were by a human orchestra.

The Copyright Law makes no distinction as regards the means used for accomplish-
ing the rendition of copyrighted music; if it occurs in a public performance for purposes
of profit, license of the copyright owner must be secured or an infringement of the copy-
right is committed.

Renditions by means of "Vitaphone", "Movietone", "Photophone", "Bristolphone",
or any of the various synchronizing devices, or by means of phonographs, mechanical
organs, or any sort of contrivance which will mechanically reproduce music, are subject
to exactly the same conditions as regards license from copyright owners, as renditions by
human players.

Exhibitors and others are therefore cautioned regarding the necessity of securing, or
continuing in effect if they already have it, the license of this Society before effecting

renditions by the above means or otherwise, of compositions copyrighted by our members.
Infringements of these copyrights will be prosecuted.

Existing agreements between E. C. Mills, as Agent and Trustee of various copyright
owners, and Electrical Research Products, Inc., and R. C. A. Photophone, Inc., stipulate

that renditions of copyrighted musical works by means of the latters' synchronizing ap-
paratus shall occur only in theatres having license of this Society. Such license is avail-

able, in respect of such renditions, under the same conditions as if renditions are by
human means. This Society is not a principal party to such agreements.

In all fairness this notice is inserted in publications of general circulation amongst
exhibitors, to the end that they may avoid the commission of infringements through un-
licensed illegal public performances of copyrighted musical works by means of any type
of(mechanical device, and thus become liable to the penalties provided by the law.

If you have a licensefrom the Society, and intend to include compositions copyrighted
by our members in your programs, you should be careful to continue the license in effect,

regardless of the manner in which such renditions are effected, mechanical or otherwise.
If you do not have such license, and desire to use such works in your programs, you should
immediately apply for license, and thus avoid the hazard of suits for infringements of

copyrights.

Further information, list of members, and address of our office nearest to you will be
mailed promptly upon request.

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers
1501 Broadway New York
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LOW CHANEV

The Parade of Prize Pack-

ages from Leo of M-G-M
never ends ! Lon Chaney
coming in "Where East is

East,"another smash follow-

ing "West of Zanzibar" and
"While the Citv Sleeps.""



'A Woman of Affairs"

rontinues to sweep Amer-
ca like wildfire. John
3ilbert follows with "Des-
:rt Nights." What a star!

["hey all wanted him!
The Big Ones stay with
Vt-G-M

!



BUSTER KEATON

M-G-M knows how to tn

Keaton comedies that clc

up! His masterpieo
"Spite Marriage" comini
follow his "Cameram;
success

!

The most talked of star in
pictures! "A Woman of
Affairs" built her fame big-
ger than ever. Next: "Wild
Orchids" and it's a throb-
bing Garbo gold-getter!

s\

One happy hit after another!
"The Duke Steps Out" is

his new winner after "Ex-
cess Baggage" and "Show
People." He's popular!

Your public has made her a
brilliant star! "Our Dancing
Daughters" is just the be-
ginning of Joan Crawford's
glorious box-office career!
M-G-M is the star maker
supreme!

HAL ROACH COMEDIES

"OUR GANG"-LAUREL-HARDY—CHARLi

E

CHASE—ALL STARS—they're the Class of Short

Subjects! They draw like Features! And Hal
Roach's tie-up with Victor means you get them
now with Sound effects, funnier than ever!

M-G-M NEWS; M-G-M GREAT EVENTS in

M-G-M UFA ODDITIES; METRO
MOVIETONE ACTS are the Quality Shorts of

the Industry!



GET HOT!
THE JOY of being a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exhibitor is that you're linked

up with the Young Bloods of this great industry. There are no conditions

that can be conceived of which could ever dislodge this great company from its

topmost position in the picture business. We're on our toes! We got hot early and

we're staying hot! Show business means constant vigilance of public taste, con-

stant dishing up-new delights, new thrills, new personalities for the public palate.

GET HOT with Leo, the irrepressible M-G-M Lion! What a succession of

hits have come from the miracle studios of M-G-M. It's a pleasure to think

of "Our Dancing Daughters," "A Woman of Affairs," "White Shadows," "Alias

Jimmy Valentine" and all the rest of those M-G-M house fillers! Big stars in

Big Pictures is what gets the coin. It keeps showmen enthusiastic to work with

such a product. It keeps you young and happy and glad to be in this business

of golden opportunity.

This year especially, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has shown that it pays to be with

the dependable, proven producing .source. Come what may, and there could

never be a more revolutionary year, it's practical theatre insurance to be linked

with M-G-M and its stars.

AND now the arrival of "The Broadway Melody"—playing extended runs at

\ top prices on the East and West Coasts of America—at Grauman's Chinese

Theatre, Los Angeles, and the Astor Theatre, New York— revolutionizing the

whole field of talking pictures! How true to Young Blood form that M-G-M
should step to the top of Talking Pictures, as it has in the silent field. Get hot!

Stay hot! Wear smiles and diamonds with

METRO-GOLDWYN-
FIRM AND FOREMOST



What are the Four
Big Bets for 1929?

(No. 625— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle, President

of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

THERE ARE FOUR GREAT BIG OUTSTANDING BOX-OFFICE BETS FOR
the year of 1929 and Universal has all four of them!

NO. 1 IS "SHOW BOAT." THIS IS SO PACKED WITH BOX-OFFICE NAMES
and values that it staggers the imagination! Edna Ferber's best-selling novel, plus the
cream of the cream of Ziegfeld's hugely successful stage version of "Show Boat," plus
Jerome Kern's music, plus Oscar Hammerstein's lyrics, plus Helen Morgan's singing,

plus Jules Bledsoe's singing, plus the Plantation Singers, plus Harry Pollard's direction,

plus Laura La Plante, plus Joseph Schildkraut and so on and on and on. No such piece

of property has ever been owned by any producer in the moving picture business. No
such box-office values have ever been dreamed of before.

NO. 2 IS "BROADWAY." THIS PLAY ESTABLISHED NEW RECORDS FOR
dramatic successes in New York. Universal was the successful bidder for the motion
picture rights in competition with practically all other producers. So great was the envy
of some of the unsuccessful bidders that they have attempted to cash in on the fame of
"Broadway" by appropriating bits of its business or its atmosphere or even its title. But,
like all imitations, they will fall to the ground, deceiving neither you nor your patrons.
There is only one "Broadway" and Universal has it. Paul Fejos, supervised by Carl

Laemmle Jr., has wrought another masterpiece and it will be one of the mainstays of

your business this year.

NO. 3 IS "THE KING OF JAZZ." THIS MEANS THE INCOMPARABLE PAUL
Whiteman, himself, and his incomparable orchestra of symphonic jazzers. Universal was
the only company which could lure this famous man and his organization into the movies.

With a story so gripping that even the silent version will be a tremendous sensation.

Imagine how much punch is added by the fact that Mr. Whiteman and his entire orchestra
will appear in the synchronized version. The millions who have heard of Whiteman or
have listened to his phonograph records, can now see and hear him in a great picture.

NO. 4 IS "THE MINSTREL SHOW." THIS PICTURE IS BUILT AROUND
the famous Eddie Leonard and other Minstrel men whose names are a household word.
It is modern,, snappy and jammed full of the kind of up-to-date material which the
present-day movie audience demands. It will set a new pace for all other producers to

follow. When I am ready to give you the rest of the details regarding this production,
you will be delighted.

THESE, I REPEAT, ARE THE FOUR OUTSTANDING PICTURES FOR THE
year of 1929 and they are all under the banner of one dbmpany— the Universal. Four such
pictures from the whole industry during one season would be a good record, but coming
from one company alone they will establish a new era in showmanship. If you cannot
book all of them because your competitor has beaten you to it, at least get what you can!
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The Tribune said: " 'Lady of the Pavements' should fill

the U. A. Theatre from opening time till closing."

And that's just what this United Artists Picture is

doing. They're "Scooping the Loop with Lupe" and
"Lady of the Pavements" out there in Chicago, just as

they did in Detroit and Los Angeles.

Wait until you hear Lupe Velez sing Irving Berlin's

theme song, "Where is the Song of Songs for Me?"
It's a Wow!

A great Box-Office, Boys! Set your date with "Lady

of the Pavements" now.

PICTURES



NOW with
R.C.A. Photophone

SOUND
Just Read These Reviews

From Minion Picture Niks. Feb. 21 From M, I'. T. and Daily Review, Feb. 23

Moulin Rouge
Splendid Picture, Well Done
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

TF this first release of World Wide Pic-
* tures is a fair sample of what may be

expected in the way of British Importations
by the J. D. Williams concern American
producers are going- to find some real com-
petition from abroad.

"Moulin Rouge" has just about every-

thing from a box-office standpoint. It is

not so foreign as most of these imported
pictures and it is produced on a lavish scale

in all the natural surroundings called for

in the story. It is the work of E. A. Duponi.
The synchronization by RCA Photophone

is done by both the film and disc proi e

and is as good as the picture. The score is

by Joseph Littau of Roxy's and the record-

ing by the RCA Photophone Orchestra.

The picture serves to introduce Olga Che-
kova, European star, and she is a real ar-

tist, good to look at and with an abundance
of screen talent.

Th- story has the background of Paris

theatrical life. It shows the famous Paris-

New York Revue, popular with all visitors

to Paris. It is gorgeously mounted, with
costumes that will have a tremendous ap-

peal to the feminine movie goers, and a

bevy of beauties that will have as great

an appeal to the masculine fans. In addi-

tion it has thrills, suspense, heart interest

and just about everything else that is neces-

sary.

The romance may be a bit far-fetched,

but it is not unnatural for a youth to be-

come enamoured with a famed stage beauty
even if she is his prospective mother-in-law.
That is the story. Here is the scion of one
of the wealthiest families in Paris who is

to marry the daughter of this darling of

the theatre. The girl is just back from
school and brings her sweetheart with her

to the theatre to see the mother perform.
The mother is the toast of Paris. The youth

ed in a stage box becomes infatuated

with her. His infatuation becomes desper-

ate love. The father of the youth objects

to his marriage to the daughter of the star,

so the latter makes a personal appeal to

the lather and he capitulates. Then the

(levnted mother finds out the true circum-

stances, that she is the one the youth loves.

Here is a powerful situation with the dot-

ing mother earing only for the happiness of

her daughter, the daughter desperately in

love with the youth and the latter thinking

all his love is for the mother. It is all

logically and satisfactorily worked out in a

splendid portrayal of Paris night life.

Drawing Power: It is a picture that

should have appeal to all classes. The story

is good, lavishly produced and has all the

necessary elements to click at any box-office.

It lends, itself readily to exploitation.

Produced by British International Pic-

Distributed by World Wide Pictures.

Length, 9 reds. Story and direction by

E. A. Dupont.
THE CAST

Parysia, Star of Moulin Rouge Revue
Mile. Olga Chekova

Margaret, her daughter Eve Gray
Andre, her daughter's fiance Jean Bradin

"MOULIN ROUGE"
NOW TREMENDOUS
"Moulin Rouge," starring Che-

kova, the sensational European
beauty, has been synchronized

and World Wide showed it dur-

ing the week at the RCA inti-

mate theatre to the critics. The
offering, as before set forth in

these columns when the picture

was reviewed as a silent offering,

is a tremendous box-office attrac-

tion, but with the sound accom-
paniment, it is one of the most
tremendously sensational box-
office pictures that ever we saw.

The scenes from the "Moulin
Rouge" of which there are many,
are so realistic that the spectator

is practically taken into that

famous theatre and led in on the
back stage as well, with its beau-
tiful women and exquisite cos-

tuming which is unparalleled
anywhere else in the world.

The greatest thrill in the pic-

ture is an automobile sequence
where the hero rescues the hero-
ine from another motor car just

as the two motors crash and the
value of sound in developing this

situation is nothing short of ter-

rific!

World Wide has a tremendous
attraction in "Moulin Rouge" and
undoubtedly it will play for runs
in the big theatres of the country.

ARTHUR JAMES

A Real Novelty!
The box-office pull of a picture is as much in its

exploitation value as in its entertainment value

A Vivid Visit to Paris' Most

Famous Night Resort

Physical Distribution thru

EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES

Exhibitors' Choice Selling
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Practical Service vs. Waste
A Comparison of Two Kinds of Press Sheets

By William A. Johnston

ACURIOUS situation presented itself in

this office the other day.

We were enabled to examine side

by side the press sheets issued upon a recent

and important release—one press sheet from
the distributor of the picture, the other pre-

pared for a large chain of theatres by its ad-

vertising department.

The dissimilarity was marked.

The chain theatre sheet was concise, de-

finite, practical ; most any live manager could
scarcely fail to be benefited by the aids of-

fered. The other was vague and stereotyped,

glowing but insincere; it is safe to say that

ninety-odd per cent of its contents would not

be used by the practical exhibitor.

Of course, the chain theatre sheet was
prepared after the picture was screened and
its show points carefully weighed; the other,

following the ancient custom of this business,

was written well before the picture left Holly-
wood.

But there is also the matter of intent to

consider.

The object of the chain theatre service is

definitely and wholly that of enabling each
manager to sell the picture to the public for

all it is worth.

The other represents the distributor's ef-

fort to sell the picture to the exhibitor for all

it is worth. And that's all

!

And this latter policy we contend is a

blind, unreasoning business practice. We
will go further and say that this selfsame
policy, obstinately adhered to, is one of the

greatest weaknesses of this business today.

Any manufacturer of any goods whose
policy it is to load up the retailer's shelves

and not give a rip how the latter resells them
is doomed to disaster in this day and age.

Yet that is the way the picture distributor

sells his wares, and that's the way he gives

advertising service to his trade.

What on earth is the use of it all? And
why continue this heavy expense of press

sheet aids that do not aid at all?

Manager Lewis of our Round Table
Club has a stack of mail from his club mem-
bers to answer every day. The majority of

these letters bang away right along on this

one subject of distributor exploitation service.

They can't use it; don't want it. The very

name of exploitation has become anathema
to them. It is safe to say that the waste of

this mass of printed and mimeographed stuff

is very close to one hundred per cent. But
the machines keep clicking it off.

The sales managers in our business are

mighty chary about the expense of any selling

effort not their own. What is their alibi for

the maintenance of the hoppers that grind

out the printed stuff that descends upon the

exhibitor and into the waste basket?

Referring again to the two press sheets,

I would, if I were a distributor, use the chain

theatre service in my own advertising of my
picture. It is informative, which is just what
the exhibitor wants in his trade advertising.

It spills no bunk; it is dignified by its prac-

ticality, its sincerity. It evidences to the ex-

hibitor the fact that the distributor is a

partner in the selling process, not a selling

antagonist. And finally, from every angle it

is economic, intelligent, profitable and in

thorough accord with the best selling effort

today in the whole world of merchandising.
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Speaking Editorially

The Machine and the

Picture

T
fact.

HE control of sound volume in the picture the-

atre is a matter of the first importance, and we
aeain call the attention of exhibitors to the

All the care taken in production and recording may
be lost if reproduction is not skillfully handled. After

all, mechanism is still subject to human control. The
accentuating of voices from the screen, merely for the

sake of big volume, or diminishing them at inoppor-

tune times, in some cases can totally ruin the dramatic

effect of a picture.

This point cannot be stressed too often. Remem-
ber, the audience is only faintly interested in the

means by which sound is created and projected. But
it is vitally interested in entertainment. And the

highest entertainment quality cannot be present if

sound volume is not properly handled in reproduction

in the theatre.

Knowing nothing of the intricate mechanism of

sound pictures, the public is likely to blame the acto*-

whose voice does not come over properly. And in

many instances this is an injustice to the player. J t

may be the handling of the machine that is to blame.

The control of sound volume has become perhaps
the most important item in proper presentation of a

program in any wired theatre. It can "make" or

"break" a picture. Likewise it can, if not properly

handled, seriously mar the total effect of the whole
program.

At the showing of an important picture in a Broad-
way house last week, this point was emphatically

demonstrated.

"Watch your sound volume" is excellent advice,

and it is being given and heeded by the big circuits.

All exhibitors with sound installations should pay
particular attention to the all-important matter.

The Rumor Epidemic

AN economic waste, running perhaps into mil-

lions of dollars a year, is one of the results of

the present rumor epidemic.

Thick and fast they fly—rumors, reports, contra

dictions, denials, wild guesses and just plain idiotic-

assertions. It has always been true, to a considerable

extent in the film business, but never so true as it is

now.

We venture to say that fifty per cent of the time of

home office staffs, field representatives, and big the-

atre managers is unnecessarily consumed as a result

of the rumor industry. Many of these men, instead

of being able to devote themselves to their jobs with

all the energy they possess, are forced to do a lot of

worrying, because they have heard some rumor that

might, if true, endanger their positions.

It is a known fact that the very center of produc-

tion, where the life blood of this industry has to be

set in motion, is continually upset by stones, mostly

wild, of this, that and the other thing.

It seems to us that it is about time that this foolish,

destructive and dangerous practice were stopped.

Somebody starts these rumors, and usually it is for a

reason of inexcusable selfishness. It has recently be-

come apparent that many reports of this nature are

nothing more nor less than stock market yarns of the

thinnest variety. Maybe the author of a baseless re-

port, if he is in a high position, thinks he is smart, but

the truth is that he is showing an utter lack of brains.

He may be undermining the morale of his own organ-

ization, the members of which have no way of know-
ing that the thing is just a canard, put out so the big

fellow and his pals can clean up downtown.

Whatever the cause, and whoever the author, the

practice has grown to be one of the major evils of the

industry.

We wonder if anything will be done about it. 1 f

half the time and attention that some people in the

business give to rumors were applied to work, the re-

sults would amaze evervbodv.

March 2, 1929 Motion Picture News Vol. XXXIX, No. 9
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March 3, 1879.
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Battle Of The Giants Looms Big

With Fox Closing Loew-M.G.M. Deal
STEREOSCOPICS NEXT

Fox Reported To Have Plans

Under Way For Process;

1,000 Projectors Ordered
For New Sized Films

ONE of the factors in bringing

the Fox-Loew deal to an
issue is said to have been

the new stereoscopic film. William
Fox had the jump on all of the pic-

ture producers in the matter of

sound-on-film. He had a lead of

two years, but in the last nine

months that lead has been cut down
so that both Paramount and Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer were not only hard
on the heels of Fox in the produc-

tion of talking pictures, but they

Avere actually passing him. Atop
of that Fox is said to have secured

a process whereby stereoscopic films

were to be placed on the market.

On the coast for some months past

at the Fox studios experimental

work was being carried on with a

Avide film that is said to have stereo-

scopic qualities.

Orders 1,000 Projectors
Fox in connection with the stereoscopic

wide film experiments has become so con-

vinced that there is a tremendous future
for this mw dimension in photography
that he has within the last month ordered
1,000 projectors that will be capable of pro-

jecting the wide film with sound. This or-

der is said to have been placed with the

International Projector Corp. and deliv-

eries of the first of the machines are s"t for

the very near future.

With sound and depth assured, the next
step will be color, which will male? the
supremacy of the motion picture theatre
complete over the old legitimate theatre
and this serins to be the objective of Wil-
liam Fox.

RCA and Spoors
Early in the week E. E. Bncher, execu-

tive vice president of RCA-Photophone
made an announcement to the effect that
his corporation had made an arrangement
with George K. Spoor whereby they would
introduce the process to the industry in

association with the Chicago film man. He
also predicted that following this the next
step would be in the introduction of color.

At the same time Dr. Herbert E. Ives
associated with the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories in an address at Columbia Univer-
sity, is reported to have stated that he was
perfecting a device that would achieve the
third dimension in photography.

Weekly Box

Office Check-

Up Will Be
Found on

Pages

688—698

FOX VS. ZUKOR IS LINE-UP

RCA Portable

Equipment Now
Being Perfected

New Device Will Be Ready In

3 Months; No Cut In

Price Likely

RCA Photophone experts are busy per-

fecting a portable sound reproducer which
will in all probability be ready for the

market within the next two or three months.
Details regarding it are not yet forthcom-
ing, but E. E. Bucher, vice-president of the

eompany, says it will be available shortly,

but that it will be very little, if any eh aper
than the equipment which is now being in-

stalled by the company.

Prices have not yet been set on the equip-

ment, but Mr. Bucher emphatically says
that it is not a cheap device to be used in

the smallar houses. It is, rather, equipment
that can readily be installed for road show
purposes or in halls for temporary show-
ings. It will reproduce both by the sound-
on-film and disc methods.

French Non-inflammable

Film Law Again Postponed

By L. C. MOEN
(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, Feb. 'JO.—The French regulation

requiring the use of non-inflammable film

only throughout France, already postponed
on a previous occasion, has again been set

hack.

It was to have gone into force at the
beginning of the year, but a new order
from the Prefect of Police in Paris pro-
vide-, that its enforcement shall commence
on January 1, 1932.

Deal "In Bag" Reported By
Fox Insiders; Loew Holders
Agreeing To 125 A Share

For Their Holdings

ANEW Battle of the Giants in

the film industry loomed this

week, with the report that

William Fox had obtained control

of Loew's and M-G-M in a gigantic

deal said to involve many millions

of dollars.

If the newest move of Fox was
a reality—and there was every in-

dication that it was—close observ-

ers pointed out that it would surely

bring a counterstroke from Adolph
Zukor, who has yet to yield first

place in the fight for supremacy,

and whose name is synonomous
with brilliance of plan and far-

sighted vision in execution.
Mr. Fox, as late as Wednesday night of

this week, denied the report of the Loew
deal, but in the face of that the report

would not down and a nur.-.ber of the in-

siders around the Fox organization all

stated that they were certain that the deal

was "in the bag." The reason for the

denial was placed as an agreed time for

the breaking of the story, with all of the

interested parties under a pledge of se-

crecy until the appointed hour arrived. In

the Loew offices on Thursday all of the

executives were reported as '

' out of town, '

'

none of th in having put in an appearance
that day.

Reported Price $125 a Sliare
It was definitely reported, however, that

the Loew executives, who held control of

the Loew-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organiza-

tion, namely Arthur and David Loew,
David Bernstein, who with Mrs. Marcus
Loew is executor of the estate of the late

Marcus Loew; Nicholas Schenck, Louis B.

Mayer and J. Robert Rubin, had agreed to

accept $125 a share for their holdings in the

Loew Corp. Checks binding the agreement
are said to have been passed and deposited.
These holdings were secured by the Loew
executives at $12 a share at the time that
the stock was first marketed. The sale at

$125 represents a very high profit to them.
Nicholas Schenck is said to have at first

insisted on receiving $130 a share for his

holdings with a provision that he would not
be required to remain active in the com-
pany.
The Fox deal may bring another move

of gigantic proportions. Up to the present,
there has never been a time in which
Adolph Zukor lias been bested in any battle

i i r iii tinned on page 688
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New French Ban
Mav Briii£f Cut

In U. S. Quota

Hays Agreement Terminated,

Proilucers Seek Aid By
Cutting Importations

Old difficulties threaten to rise anew in

the French market for American pictures,

with a movement afoot to place a more

stringent ban on foreign pictures. The new
menace comes with the termination of the

Hays agreement made last year.

French producers are in a had way
financially, it is reported, and they want

to make it as hard as possible for the

American producers to distribute their pic-

tures there, unless they are granted a prac-

tical subsidy from the American companies.

Under the Hays agreement 500 pictures

were to be allowed to enter the country.

The new plan of the French producers is

said to provide for but 350, with a heavy

tax on them and the funds to be used to

subsidize French films. The French pro-

ducers are said to have the entire sympathy
of the Government, and some stringent

measures are expected to be passed this

week.
French exhibitors are decidedly against

the new movement. They declare that a

curtailment of American films means a de-

cided dropping off at box-affices, as the pic-

ture fans will not patronize houses showing
a strictly French program.
Harold L. Smith, European manager for

the Hays organization, has teported that

the French producers want the American
companies to invest in the French industry,

which is badly in need of funds. He is en-

deavoring to straighten out the present dif-

ficulties, but has powerful interests work-
ing against him.

Radio Pictures

Secures Rights

To "Ringside"
Radio Pictures has acquired the Broad

way stage success, "Ringside," by George
Abbott, Hyatt Dabb and Ted 1'araniore. It

will be made as both a sound and silent

feature. The story is of th ri prize fight

racket and the fight scenes will be filmed in

Madison Square Garden.
William Le Baron, production head of

Radio Pictures has under tentative consid-

eration names of some Broadway stars to

interpret the leading roles. He is not yel

ready to divulge who they are.

P F-L Comptroller Resigns
K. W. Saunders has resigned as Comp-

troller of Paramount Famous-Lasky Cor-

poration and ha accepted the Presidency
of the Associated Metals, Inc., a holding

company for the merger of several hun-
dred productive mines in the west and
Canada.

Salt Lake Bill May Ban
Show Films In Schools

TIIK state superintendent of schools
in Salt Lake City has expressed
his willingness to lend coopera-

tion to a movement by theatremen in

that section as to their protest against
the use of non-theatrical showings, ex-
cepting strictly those of an educational
nature. Exhibitor bodies have been
requested to draft amendments to the
existing bill to define the situation.

Greeley Votes
ml

May Now Bring

Sunday Pictures

Aftermath Of Censorship
Withdrawal Develops

New Sentiment

As an aftermath of the controversy in

Greeley, Colorado, which resulted first in

the resignation of the censor board and
then in the repeal of the censorship ordi-

nance by the city council, it now seems
likely that it will not be long bc-fore that
up-and-coming city will have its Sunday
movies. That will be accomplished if an
overwhelming majority can accomplish it.

"The Weld County News," leading news-
paper of the county, completed a survey
last week with regard to the sentiment for

Sunday motion pictures. It invited a straw
ballot vote and the result was a ratio of

nine to one in favor of Sunday shows. Th •

exact figures were 2244 for Sunday shows
and 247 against them.
The vote was not confined to Greeley,

though most of the ballots were cast there.

I" Greeley the vote of those over 21 years

of age was 1386 for and 231 against ; be-

tween 18 and 21 year-. •">!!> for and 7

against; in \V: Id County, but outside of

Greeley 273 for and 9 against; outside of

Weld County 66 for and against.

The controversy started with the banning

of Warner Bros. "My Man" by the Gree-

ley Board of Censors. Manager Dave Mor-

rison of the Rex Theatre then invited a

representative group of citizens to view

the picture ami they resented the ban

placed upon it. The resignation of the e n

sor board followed shortly and then the

repeal of the ordinance.

Evansville Theatre Will

Discontinue Double Bill

A vaudeville and picture policy in vogue

for about 15 years will be discontinued at

the New Grand, local Radio-Keith-Orpheuin
house, Sunday, March 3, when the RCA
Photophone installed this week will he used

for the first ti , inaugurating a policy of

nothing but talking and sound pictures,

I'athe sound new-. Fables in sound and sev-

eral talkie acts. This city will not, how-

ever, be without R-K-0 vaudeville, as it is

unofficially known that last half of the

week bills now booked into the New Grand
will be switched to Loew's Victoria here

thai theatre playing Loew vaudeville Eot

the first half only.

Two States Kill

Censorship Bills;

Ohio Fight Hot

Exhibitors Win In Indiana,

Missouri: Situation In

Ohio Hopeful

Motion picture censorship bills have been

killed during the week in two States and

the battle still waxes warm in Ohio. The

Missouri House committee on criminal

jurisprudence at Jefferson City, Monday
night killed the Wran bill, providing for

censorship and the anti-standing room

ticket sale bill.

The Indiana House of Representatives

has adopted a committee report killing the

censorship bill which was considered^ inim-

ical to the best interests of the producers

and distributors of the State.

Ohio exhibitors are hopeful of defeating

the proposal to censor talkies and of win-

ning their fight for local option on Sunday
pictures. It has been learned that Governor

Cooper, formerly president of the Ohio

Council of Churches, has pledged himself

to sign the bill making Sunday pictures leg-

ally possible if it is brought to him. The

Council of Churches committee on motion

pictures is fighting the measure, and is said

to have been counting upon a gubernatorial

veto in case they lost the battle in the Leg-

islature.

The twin censorship bills still remain in

the Senate education committee, with the-

atre owners, led by P. J. Wood, their busi-

ness manager, fighting desperately to kill

the talkie censorship provision. The Bender

bill, removing censorship of any kind, and

the Johnson bill, providing for censorship

of talkies, are apparently deadlocked, and

anti-censorship forces hope both will die

in committee.

World Premiere Of
"Show Boat" To Be

Held At Miami
The world premiere of "Show Boat,

Universal's dialogue and musical picture

adapted from the Edna Ferber novel and

combined with song hits from the Ziegfeld

stage production of the same story, will be

held at the Capitol Theatre, Miami, Fla.,

March 17. Arrangements for the showing

have just been completed by I ou B. Mctz-

ger, general manager of Universal Carl

Laemmle and Plorenz Zi gfeld will attend

the opening.

Following this picture's run in Miami j;

may be shown in Palm Beach. Its New
York premiere will take place in the Globe

Theatre late in March.

"IT Makes Title Change
Universal has selected "Scandal" as a

more fitting title for the latest Laura La
Plante feature which is adapted from "The
Haunted Lady," a story by Adela Rogers.

St. Johns. The original story title was in

u-e.
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Movie Schools

May Go Under
Police Control

Producers Association Asks
Board To Regulate

Activities

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—The so-called movie
acting schools may be placed under the

jurisdiction of the Los Angeles Police Com-
mission, following a recommendation made
by the Producers Association.

Fred Beet-son has sent the commission
continual complaints during the past six

years written to the producers' organiza-
tion by the gypped film-struck amateurs.
He has asked that the condition be ended
once for all.

It is stated that no member of the Pro-
ducers Association ever had any connection
with the so-called schools and that the pro-
ducers make no use of them or their grad-
uates. The Police Board has appointed an
investigating committee and their findings
are expeoted to result in the City Council
passing an ordinance placing the movie
schools under the control and jurisdiction
of the Police Commission, which would
force most of the schools to discontinue op-
erations.

Boasberg Will

Make Series For
RKO Distribution

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Al Boasberg will
produce a series of short comedy novelties
in dialogue, song and sound for RKO dis-
tribution. The contracts have been signed
in New York with RCA by Louis Brock.
The latter is associated with Boasberg on
the production end.

The material will be written by Boas-
berg, who has written comedy vaudeville
acts for several years for the leading stage
comedians. Boasberg is also to direct. Each
subject is to be made in English, German,
French and Spanish dialogue versions, al-
lowing for practically world-wide distribu-
tion. The first of the series is to be made
in New York, pending the completion of
installation equipment here. It is the in-

tention to use combination sttage and screen
names for each subject.

Darmour Will Produce 26
Short Subjects For RKO

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Larry Darmour

will produce 25 short subjects for distribu-
tion by RKO Productions, Inc., according
to a deal closed this week between Darmour
and William Lc Baron. Thirteen of the
stories will be written by H. C. Witwer and
the remaining 13 will include the "Mickev
McGuire" series. This will be the third
series of Mickey McGuire which Darmour
has made.

Exterior Disc Recording Is

Achieved; Big Objection To
Use Of System Is Overcome

Talkies Scaled at 5 to

15 Cents at Houston
HOUSTON. TEXAS, probably

boasts the lowest scaled sound
houses in the country. It is the

Iris, which is showing Vitaphone and
Movietone pictures at from five to fif-

teen cents. This is the scale that has
obtained at the house for the past de-
cade. With "On Trial" as the initial

talker record-breaking business ush-
ered in the sound policy.

Pomeroy May
Join British

International

Settles Contract Troubles With
Paramount And Will

Go Abroad

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Roy Pomeroy has
settled his contractural difficulties witli

Paramount and definitely left that organi-

zation last Monday. He is now enroute
to New York and from there will sail for
Europe. It is reported, but the rumor eould
not be confirmed, that Pomeroy will go to

England and become supervisor of sound
production for British International, whose
product is being distributed by World Wide
Pictures.

The difficulties over the Pomeroy Para-
mount contract were settled through Henry
Herzbrun, Paramount attorney, and Neill

McCarthy, attorney for Pomeroy.

Pomeroy's half interest in all patented
inventions produced while he was working
for Paramount during the past seven years
remains undisturbed by the agreement
reached between the parties.

Quality Guarantee
Clause Carried In

DeForest Contract
The General Talking Pictures Corp..

manufacturers and distributors of the De-
Forest Phonofilm reproducing device, have
inserted a clause in installation contracts
which "guarantee that the quality of sound
in tlie installed theatre shall be equal, if not
superior, to tlie quality of sound reproduc-
tion of any' reproducing device regardless
of price."

Tliis clause is not entirely a new one. ac-
cording to the company's statement, it hav-
ing been made a part of every contract
where the theatreowner has requested it.

Remote Control Transmission

Of Sound Over Phone
Wires To Studio Solves

Main Problem

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 28.—
Solving the problem of re-

cording scenes on locations

by Vitaphone disc method, Warner
Brothers are now enabled to record

sound and dialogue outdoors, here-

tofore impossible with the wax re-

cording method.

The system evolved by Warner
engineers includes portable appar-

atus on a truck, which is taken to

the location to be used for scenes.

The special portable equipment is

hooked up to the nearest available

telephone line, with the sound for

scenes transmitted over remote con-

trol to the studio recording rooms,

where the sound and dialogue is

recorded on the wax records and
synchronized with the film being

shot.
A microphone is used on the location the

same as when recording dialogue scenes on

a studio sound stage, and the only differ-

ence between making the sound records on

the stage or on location is the fact that the

former is done by remote control.

Warners already have three specially

equipped portable trucks for shooting sound

on location ; the apparatus including ampli-

fiers and electrical apparatus to step up the

volume of the sound before it goes over the

telephone wires to the studio. Each truck

carries hundreds of feet of wire, so that

the latter can be shrunk from the location

to the nearest telephone connection in hook-

ing up to the recording rooms back at the

studio.

Carry Sound 25 Miles

Warners used the portable sound appar-
atus last week in South Pasadena, about 25
miles from the studio, and are said to have
obtained excellent recording of a street pa-

rade, band, railroad trains, etc., for ex-

terior sound and dialogue sequences of
"The Sap." The Pasadena Rose Bowl will

be used during the eoming week for ex-

terior scenes in sound and dialogue depict-

ing :i football game for "The Time, Place
ami the Girl."

With the introduction of a system that

allows for recording exteriors on Vitaphone
discs by remote control, Warners have
overcome what has been said to be the

(Continued on page 706)
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French Studios

Show Manv Films
In Preparation

Surrey Reveals Considerable
Number of Features

Under Way

By L. C. MOE\
(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, Feb. L8.—Fifty feature produc-
tions, including those completed and await-
ing release, those being cul and titled, those
in work and oth rs to star) in the near
future, an- shown in a current survey of
activity in French studios.

fift^ i>i ml uel ions completed or sched-
uled are as follows

:

•: "The Neislilior's Wife." "The Un-
known Dancer," "The Woman and the Puppet," "Paris
Girls" and "The Brook" completed or in work;

1 an-Bart' and several others scheduled for
iCany production.

nco-Film: "Possession." "L'Appasionnata," "The
Woman Dreamed," "Figaro" and "The House in the
Sun ' completed or in work; "Tarakanova" soon to
start.

Jean de Merry: "The Tournament" completed; "The
Cl in work.

d'Art: "The Divine Crusader" completed;
Saint Therese of Lisieux" in work; Louis Nalpas:
'The Count of Monte Cristo" now being completed;
Societc Cinematographique des Romans Francais- First
film, as yet untitled, just completed; L'Union I.atine
Cinematographique: "Re-birth," a Franco-Italian pro-
duction, starting; Armor Albatross: "Cagliostro," just
completed.

Aubert: "The Marvelous Life of Joan of Arc," just
completed, and "Skin of the Peach," also completed;

Oth i
QueenS NeckIac<-." 'o start in March, and

B. Film: "Protea" and "Cora Pearl," pro-
Vitagraph: "The Vocation," completed;

, "i •'W '-m!
S:

,V'"
US '" wi,h Constance Talmadge

and I he Three Passions." directed by Rex Ingram
both completed; Fox: "Papoul." completed.

hrka-Prodisco: "El Tempranillo," "The Rock ofLove" and "From Seven to Midnight."
Paramount: "The Foolish Virgin" and "The Wedding March (not to he confused with Stroheim's

prodt.ct.on both completed; Films du Grand-

u'
E
Centr-, r

nI 'an,
i

° f
','"

L*h«™«." in

"Fecund " S^^T^i™™ "' & !

Tatin^ „f ii • m V rilms Histonques: "The
finish^

A 'g,CrS
: LnteCe: "CVrbun Fracasse." just

Laemmle Gives
Washington House

For Inaugural
Carl Laemmle, presidenl of Universal

««urea Corporation, has donated his Ri-
alto Theatre in Washington, D. ('., for two
'"• ''"•'•'• mghts to the inaugural entertain-

committee to be used for entertain
during the inaugural cere-

President-elecf Berber! Eoover
Hi- house will be used on March 3rd for

a vocal and instrumental concert, which will
upplemented by a series of colored
showing Washington al all seasons of

Eleanor Painter will be one of
" the concert. Hazel i.rth

winner of the Atwater-Kenf audition of
over 60,000 contestants, will be another

Hoffberg Co. CineTone Agents
M. J II. Hoffberg (',,., |„,„ X ,. u - y,„. k

' ltv
' bave become exclusii i ats for

Europe and the Par Eas( for the sale and
i Tonr, announces Harry

s '"-' ;n
- al of the s. and S I

prises, Inc., Boston.

Montgomery S. Hill, who leaves his post of
itlanta District Manager for Publix to become
affiliated with Publix-Saenger Theatres of North

Carolina

Hill Makes New
Affiliation With

Publix-Saenger
Montgomery S. Hill, for several years

past district manager at Atlanta of Publi\
Theatres Corporation, is resigning from the

parent company to become affiliated with
Publix-Saenger Theatres of North Carolina.

He will serve as assistant to H. F. Kincey,
general manager, and will establish his

home at Greensboro, N. C, where the

Saenger Circuit maintains its executive

headquarters.

The arrangement by which Mr. Hill

transfers from the parent to the subsidiary

organization was perfected with the most
friendly feeling on all sides. Hill has hern

an executive in the exhibition and distribut-

ing end of the industry for the past ten

years and for a good part of that time has

been associated with Publix interests.

"U" Sales Chiefs

Render Optimistic

Business Forecast
Back in New York City from an extensive

sales trip, M. Van Praag, general sales man-
ager for Universal, and Ted Schlanger, as-

sistant general sales manager, report a gen-
eral upward trend of business conditions.

Van Praag visited four exchanges in

Southern territory and found that this tour-

ist season has been the largest experienced

in southern resort, zones. Schlanger has

completed a seven weeks' tour of ex-

cha litres scattered over the entire country,
covering twenty exchanges, and reports
thai sound pictures are proving a great
business booster. He also found that pic-
tures with dialogue, not necessarily 100 per
cent talking, to be the best pullers. Exhib-
itor confidence in all parts of the country
is reflected in Schlanger's report.

"Great Divide" Will Be
First National Special

First National Pictures has purchased
"The Great Divide," popular- stage play,
and it will be made into an all-dialogue
Vit.-ipli.nie production. Details of the pro-
duction have nut yet been announced, but
it is understood it will be planned as a big
Special with an all-star east.

.1/ o I i i> ii Pic t it r e N civ
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New Mastbaum
Officially Opens
In Philadelphia

Dignitaries Participate In
Ceremonies Marking

Inaugural

The new Mjastbaum Theatre in Philadel
phia opened in the public with a greal
blar of trumpets at 11 o'clock on Thurs
day morning of this week. It gives Phila-
delphia it- largesl and ninsl up to date
house Eor the exhibition of Qlms. Tl t'ti

eial opening was preceded In a private in-

spection of the house on Wednesday eve-

ning following a street paraile and dedica-
tory exercises in the afternoon.
The parade was headed by Col. Lewis S.

Sorley, chief of staff of the Tilth Division,

Organized Reserves, U. S. A. as Grand .Mar-

shal. In the parade also were the National
Guard Artillery, a troop of stat constabu-
lary, American Legion- posts, the Shriners
band, the three Shrine units, four troops of

Boy Scouts, the Navy Yard Band, the Elks
Minstrel Guards and other representative

bodies. Mayor Mackey was the principal

speaker at the ceremonies.

The Mastbaum was erected and furnished

at a cost of $5,000,000 and will accommo-
date 5,000 persons. The building contains

nearly 2,000 tons of steel in its framework
and occupies an area 220 by 180 feet.

The inaugural program held Wednesday
evening brought leading film folk and oth-

ers from Philadelphia, New York and other

cities. Addresses were made by Irving Ross-

heim, president of the Stanley Company of

America, Mayor Mackey of Philadelphia

and Harry M. Warner, president of War-
ner Bros. Al Jolson introduced First Na-

tional and Warner Bros, stars in "Holly-

wood's Greeting to the Mastbaum Theatre."

An extensive screen and stage program was

enjoyed by the capacity attendance.

Theme-Song Writing Dep't

First In Hollywood
Hollywood, Feb. 28.—The first "theme-

song writing department" in Hollywood is

being established by the Warner Brothers

in their studios. Heretofore the department

has been confined to New York. Nine song

writers, headed by Ray Perkins in charge,

wil constitute the department. The others

are Harry Askt, Joe Burke, Alfred Bryan,

Grant Clarke, Al Dubin, George W. Meyer.

Herman Ruby and Norman Spencer.

Thompson to Demonstrate

Sound Films Before Club
P. L. Thompson, director of advertising

and publicity for the Western Electric

Company, will give a demonstration of

sound pictures before the members of the

Whitehall Club this Saturday noon at the

headquarters of the club. Fox Movietone
shorts will be used. The club is made up
of professional and business men with of-

fices in the Whitehall Building.
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Chinese Leads

L. A. Grosses With
"BVay Melody"

Third Week Produces $33,500
"Wild Orchids" Draws
Best Of New Films

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—" Broadway Melo-

dy" in its third week at Grauman's Chi-

nese Theatre continued on its remarkable

way to lead all houses on gross business

for tho week with $33,500. This included

a Saturday midnight show which brought

the percentage for the week as compared

with the normal of the house to 225. There

"was an accompanying program of shorts

and an all-star vaudeville revue.

Of the newer pictures playing the first

week "Wild Orchids" rolled up the pleas-

ing gross for seven days of $32,500 at

Loew's State. This represented a percent-

age of 125. Short subjects, Movietone

News and a Fanchon and Marco presenta-

tion rounded out the bill.

"In Old Arizona" in its ninth week at

the Criterion did $21,500 for a percentage

of 160. "The Divine Lady" in its fourth

week at the Carthay Circle played only to

$11,500, a percentage of but 78. "Con-

quest" in its first week at Warners did

only 80 per cent of normal business with

$23,500.

"He Dummy" had a good seven days at

the Paramount with a percentage of 110

and a gross of $31,500. "Strange Cargo

in seven days at the United Artists thea-

tre played to a gross of $13,500, or a per-

centage of 90.

Pathe Appoints

Arthur Poole As

New Comptroller
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has appointed

Arthur B. Poole comptroller and he has

already assumed his duties at the home

office in New York City. Mr. Poole re-

signed as comptroller of K-A-0 to take the

Pathe position. Previously he had been

with FBO and while there did special sta-

tistical work for Pathe under the direction

of Joseph P. Kennedy.

Mr. Poole entered the Graduate School

of Business Administration at Harvard in

1924 and after graduation there he went to

FBO with Mr. Kennedy. Before entering

the picture industry he practiced public

accounting in St. Paul.

"Bachelors' Club" World

Preview Held In Philly

"The Bachelors' Club," Oscar Price's

production staring Richard Talmadge, had

its world pre-view at the Carman Theatre,

Philadelphia, on February 24. The syn-

chronized musical score was composed by

Erno Rapee and played by the Roxy The-

atre orchestra. The picture was well re-

ceived by a capacity audience.

100 Smaller Iowa Houses

Closed In Past 3 Months

Because of Sound Pictures

Vaude Stars Hold Out
For Big Money

TREMENDOUS sums are not only
being offered by studios, but have
been refused by vaudeville song-

stresses during the past week. Marion
Harris, vaudeville and record artist,
turned down $10,000 from Universal,
stating that it was worth at least $50,-
000 to her. All they wanted was two
songs.

Ethel Waters, colored artist, was of-
fered $15,000 to sing three songs and
double her voice for that of a recog-
nized screen star. She refused to do
this, claiming that she didn't care to
submerge her own identity for any
one.

Ad Censorship

Fight Still Hot In

Vancouver, B. C.

Attorney General Pushing
Bill Opposed By All

Newspapers

Attorney General R. H. Pooley and the
Vancouver newspapers are waging a hot
battle for and against the passage of the
Pooley bill which provides for censorship
of newspaper motion picture advertising
after the printing of the ads. Pooley in-
tends to force, through the bill as drafted,
with the inclusion in committee of provi-
sions for an appeal board. This was made
evident when he moved for the second read-
ing of the bill in the legislature.

In defending his bill, Pooley attacks the
newspapers who criticised the measure. He
declares it his duty to protect the young
"from contamination by the moral slime
that appears in some of the advertise-
ments. '

'

In commenting on the bill, a leading
newspaper said

:

"There is to be no censorship of movie
advertisements in the newspapers before
publication—so that all of the mischief,

if any, will be accomplished before the cen-

sors can make up their censorious minds.

"He tells us with one breath that this

legislation is essential in the interest of

outraged public morality, and, in the next,

that the bill will really leave the discretion

where it is now—in the good sense of the

newspaper editors and publishers."

"U" Buys Denny Vehicle
The purchase of "The Third Power," a

stage play presented in New York City, is

announced by Universal as a starring vehi-

cle for Reginald Denny.

Exhibitors Report, However,
That Talkies Retard Trade

Of Rurals Only Temporarily

THE state of Iowa offers a

number of problems with

regard to the effect sound
pictures are having on rural houses
of the state that are not equipped
with sound reproducing devices.

The consensus of opinion seems to

be that sound equipped houses offer

a temporary handicap on the

smaller houses not equipped, but

that after a period of a few months
the non-equipped houses usually

come back largely into their own.
While the majority seem to think

this condition exists, at the same
time it is an established fact that

since the new year started nearly

one hundred houses have closed,

whereas the usual number of clos-

ings during this period is approxi-

mately twenty.

E. P. Smith, president of the Iowa Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners Association,

feels that the great majority of the small

town exhibitors are meeting serious diffi-

culties and that the theatres in every town
near a larger town where the theatres are

equipped with the sound pictures, is so af-

fected by the competition of the larger

house that the oldest exhibitors are meet-

ing unusual reverses. He states that men in

the theatre business for years have been

unable to compete with the chain theatre

organization and that several men have sold

out to the chain interests or taken on offers

by the sound equipp d houses at Fort Dodge,

as managers of houses of which they had

been directors for years.

Silents Suffer Loss

Puffer and Stephens of the Orpheum at

Webster City report they have been af-

fected between 20 per cent and 40 per cent

by th sound equipped houses at Fort Dodge,

where the Strand and Plaza report a larger

loss with the first three months of the in-

stallation of the Vitaphone at the Rialto

Theatre there owned by A. H. Blank. Mr.

and Mrs. Shuneman of the new Isis Theatre

at WT
ebster City report a similar handicap

in competing with the Fort Dodge house.

Fairfield, Iowa, is one of the towns which

have reported a handicap in competing

against the larger houses at Ottumwa, Iowa.

The Orpheum at Fairfield, owned by Mr.

Hoffman, reports that a very noticeable per

cent of business has been going to the Ot-

tumwa houses twenty miles away, while

(Continued on foltotmng page)
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A. M. P. A. Ready
With Masque BaU

At Astor Hotel

Capacity Attendance Will Be
On Hand for The
Annual Event

The A. M. P. A. lias completed all ar-

rangements and everything is in readin --

at the Astor Hotel, in New York, for the

Hollywood Masque Ball, the annual event

of the advertising men of the industry. The

big doings go on this Saturday night and
•will not wind up until the conclusion of the

"Breakfast Show -
' which "N. T. G." will

stage at 5 o'clock in the morning.

The program is one of the most extensive

ever arranged for the event and Nils T.

Grantlund, of radio fame, will serve as

master of ceremonies. Six jazz orchestras

will supply the music for the dancing and

leaders in every line of Broadway show

business will be on hand to entertain.

In line with the usual custom the "A. M.
]'. A. Newsreel" will be one of the leading

features, only this year it has gone sound

or at least partly sound. It is said to con-

tain many thrills and laughs. Edward Mc-

Nam.ee is editor-in-chief of the newsreel.

••Topics of the Night" is another fun-mak-

er that promises to provide plenty of amuse-

ment. Don Hancock is personally editing

this subject.

There will be even more valuable prizes

for various events than usual this year.

The donated gifts vary from $500 fox furs

to silk stockings and cosmetics.

A full course dinner will be served at

1 :30 A. M. and dancing and acts will con-

tinun throughout the night. Two of the

leading personalities of Broadway will lead

the grand inarch. The biggest crowd in the

history of the event is looked for.

Pathe Places

Additional Stock

With N. Y. Exchange
l'athe has made application to the New

York Stock Exchange to list 100,000 shares

of additional common stock on the ex

change. The sale is arranged at a minimum
price of $11.50 a share net.

The proceeds, it is revealed, will be used

for additional working capital. The ex-

change has approved the listing of the

stock on not ice of issuance.

Metropolitan Singers Join

Cast For "The Cocoanuts"
o groups of Metropolitan singers have

been engaged by Paramount to further

strengthen the talking picture, "The Cocoa-

nuts," in which the tour Marx Brothers

are -tarred, and which is now being com
pleted at the Long Island studios of the

company. These groups are composed of
- Bernhardt, Madeleine Southwrith,

Rita Sebastian and Ann Beichl, and the

Miami Serenaders, Smith Blue, Max Sul-

ser, Jack Cronin and Wendell Mayhew.

"Coquette"NotToHave
Silent Version

f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—There will be no
silent version of "Coquette" according
to last minute decision made by Mary
Pickford and her associates on the day
shooting was supposed to start on the
feature. There are several reasons,
the first being that United Artists hon-
estly believe no silent version could
possibly come up to the standard of

the dialogued version.

Mussolini Wants
Italy To Advance
With Production

Would Like Own Artists To
Return And Improve
Industry At Home

By HEINRICH FRANKEL
t Berlin Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Berlin, Feb. 18.—Mussolini is showing a

decided interest in motion pictures and as

a consequence Italy is showing increased

production in feature pictures, with indica-

tions that there will be still further ad-

vancement in the near future. Mussolini
hopes to build up a national film industry
in Italy. At least he hopes to re-establish

it to where it was before the war, when it

was among the leaders of foreign countries
in this line.

What -Mussolini wants most of all is to

see Italian artists, directors, producers and
talent return to their own country and
contribute all they can to the industry
there. These artists are scattered over all

parts of Europe, principally in Germany
and England.

There is certainly no scarcity of famous
and very capable Italian producers and
star-. Gallone, Righelli, Genina, Bonnard,
to mention only a few of the producers,

most of them working either in Germany or

England, whilst such well known Italian

stars and feature players as Maria Jacobini,

Carmen Bon Marcella Albani, Farrari,

Livio Pavanelli and many others are also

working out of their own country, mostly

in Germany, France or England.
It will he interesting to watch the prog-

ress of the Italian Film "Renaissance"
I sted by none less than the "Dictator"
himself,

Hersholt Leaving "U"; Is

Sought By Other Companies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Eollyw 1. Feb. liS.

—

dean llershol!

leaves Universal shortly, as published some
time ago in the Motion' PICTURE NEWS
exclusively. Hersholt has been given per-

mission by Universal to open negotiations

with other companies before his contract

expires, that time being March 1st. Para-

mount has been anxious to secure Hersholt

the making of "Abie's Irish Rose"
and several other companies have put in

bids during the past year. Hersholt, how-

ever, is anxious to take a trip to Europe
before working again.

Talkies Close

100 Small Houses
In Iowa Towns

Souiui Films Draw Rural

Patrons To Theatres In

Larger Cities

(Continued from preceding page)

Mrs. Tessie I londors, who has conducted the

Victory Theatre there for a period of years,

is contemplating the installation id' sound
equipment to compete with the Oltumwa
houses.

M. R. Blair, of the Regent Theatre at

Cedar Falls, with two houses at Waterloo
equipped for sound pictures, finds that a

large number of his patrons have been
driving fourteen miles to Waterloo to see

the new films. W. H. Dutton, of Independ-
ence, is another exhibitor near Waterloo
who reports at least a temporary setback.

Charles Peterson, one of the veteran
showmen of the state, says that the the-

atres at Mason City have gradually been
drawing business from the nearby towns
with the improvement of the roads leading

in from the smaller towns. The installa-

tion of the sound equipment at the Mason
City houses draw fifty per cent of the busi-

ness from the smaller houses, he estimated,
during the first months of their showing.
Since that time the handicap has been
about twenty per cent and sometimes it

might be set at ten per cent.

W. J. Miller, Iowa theatre broker for
more than ten years, says that many theatre
men with whom he has talked report that
the talking pictures have attracted fifty per
cent of the business from the rival houses
in the same towns during the first thirty

days.

G. W. Weigman, operating the Strand
Theatre at Newton, is doing a very nice

business while competing with the Capitol
Theatre, which was one of the first houses
of the Blank chain to be sound equipped.
The Rex Theatre, owned by J. G. Eyerly,
also has its regular trade from the New-
ton fans.

Returns to Normal
At Boone, Iowa, Mr. Anderson, of the

Princess Theatre, reported that after sixty

days in competition with the sound equipped
house, the Rialto at Boone, one of the

Blank chain, showed a return to the level

of the months previous, although business
was not exactly normal.
Roy Jones, owner and manager of the

Gem Theatre, Des Moines, says that a num-
ber of people have reported disappointment
in tin 1 sound pictures. He has had a de-

crease of business of 30 per cent during the

past several months but attributes it en-

tirely to the fact that the streets and
walks have been a mass of ice, rather than
the fact that he is competing with three

houses in downtown Des Moines equipped
with the sound equipment.

Nearly a hundred houses, however, have
closed since the beginning of the New
Year in Iowa. At this time there are regu-

larly about twenty houses closing. About
half of these houses which have closed have
been houses which have been in the balance

at many times.
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Stars Lose Fans

By Publishing Of

"Love Life" Tales
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—"Love Life" stor-

ies in fan magazines have cost the stars and

screen players regarding whom they were

written thousands of fans. This is learned

through several fan writers in Hollywood

who recently had stories returned by maga-

zine editors. Such manuscripts were writ-

ten about film players after "Love Life"

stories were published. With the return of

the manuscripts, fan editors have enclosed

notes to several of the writers stating that

following publication of their "love life,"

hundreds of letters were received from fans

telling of their disgust with their former

favorites.

During the past six months, practically

;all fan magazines have carried "love life"

stories. At first these were welcomed by
players and the studio publicity depart-

ments. Many of the players permitted the

stories to be published over their own sig-

natures.

Now comes the kick-back. Fan magazine
editors are discovering that it increased

circulation only temporarily. They have

been swamped with letters proclaiming the

nausea of their readers. And writers are

beginning to suffer because the magazines
•cannot use "love lifers" as material.

617

FBO Seeks To
Collect Award In

Circuit Court
W. A. Schmid, picture show operator at

Albany, Ind., has been named respondent
in a petition filed in the circuit court at

Muncie by the FBO Pictures Corporation,
asking collection of an arbitration award
amounting to $617.50. Claim is made that

the respondent on March 24 and Dec. 13,

1927, entered into contracts with the peti-

tioning company agreeing to use certain

film service to be furnished by the corpora-
tion and to pay a stipulated sum in compli-
ance with the contracts.

Failure to comply with the contracts is

alleged and an arbitration board fixed the
.amount of money now being sought as a
judgment against Schmid, who has been di-

Tected to appear in circuit court to show
•cause why the award should not be reduced
to a judgment.

Broadway Business Suffers

Slight Depression Despite The

Advantage Of Another Holiday

Morris Realigns Warners
West Coast Sales Staff

Sam E. Morris, vice-president of Warner
Bros., in charge of distribution has re-

aligned the sales executives on the west
coast. To lighten the duties of Harry Lus-
tig, whose health has bern somewhat im-
pared, he has been relieved from the post
-of Western division manager and has been
put in charge of Warner Bros. Los Angeles
office.

Morgan Walsh, formerly branch manager
in San Francisco is advanced to Western
division manager, working with J. V. Allan,

western sales manager, and C. C. Ezell

;

^general sales manager Mai Hulling, for-

merly Los Angeles branch manager suc-

ceeds Walsh in charge of the San Fran-

cisco office.

Dog Star, Let Out, Does
Publix Bark Act

i i T~^LASH," the dog star, was re-

H leased by M-G-M with the
advent of talkies. Dog pic-

tures were useless with the popularity
of sound, they said.

"Flash" is now touring the Publix
houses, doing a barking act.

Short Time Work
Hits Birmingham
Suburban Houses

Industrial Conditions Are
Bigger Handicap Than

Wired Houses

Downtown wired and de luxe theatres
in the Birmingham, Ala., district, are
showing little affect on suburban theatres
suffering from a variety of ills at the

present time. The ehiefest of these is the
short time production in the big industries
which has been going for several month*.
However, when conditions are normal, the

suburbans, which are located in residential

centers where industrial workers are em-
ployed, never felt downtown special attrac-

tions.

These houses are only about thirty days
behind the downtown releases and play at

one-fourth and one-third the big house

prices. The difference in admission and the

distance from the suburbs into Birming-

ham overweigh the added attractions in the

city. Especially to the type of patrons who
reside in the suburbs.

Residential theatres, except in college

districts, have never been able to get by,

even when pictures were at their peak. But

the houses in the industrial district, Ensley,

Fairfield, Wylam, North Birmingham and

Bessemer (a' suburb through an adjoining

industrial town) have a place that sound

pictures have not disturbed and it is un-

likely that they will.

Pennington's First For

Warner's "Gold Diggers"
Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Ann Pennington's

first vehicle for Warner Brothers will be

a new talking version of "The Gold-Dig-

gers," originally played on the legitimate

stage by Ina Claire. Although Pennington

is primarily a musical comedy actress and
"The Gold-Diggers " was a straight com-

edy-drama, it is possible that musical inter-

polations will be injected for the screen ver-

sion.

Roxy With 'Ghost' Gets $114,-

270; 'Strange Cargo' $76,-

006 Next; 'Iron Mask'
Opens Big At Rivoli

DESPITE the fact that the

theatres along Broadway
had the advantage of Wash-

ington's Birthday holiday last

week the business dropped off

slightly. The fact that the heavi-

est snow storm of the winter came
airing about mid-week may have
accounted for the dropping of the

receipts along the big street, espe-

cially since the depression was felt

all along the line.

In the regular weekly change
houses the Roxy led the procession
with Fox's talking feature "The
Ghost Talks'' drawing $114,270.75
for the week, with Pathe's "Strange
Cargo" at the Paramount coming
along for second money with $76,-

006. The two-a-day runs were led

by "The Broadway Melody" at the

Astor which showed $24,969 for

the week, this meant that they had
standees at every performance. But
even these figures show a drop in

the percentage rating that the

houses showed in box office reports

last week.

The eight theatres on the street playing
a grind policy managed to turn in a gross
business of $371,017.65 on the week, while
in .the seven theatres that have a two-a-day
policy their returns were $126,061.75, the
combined gross being $497,078.40 for fifteen

theatres for the second week in Lent, which
is far from bad.

On the grind theatres there was but one
that bettered the receipts of the previous
week and that was the Strand where "The
Barker" for its first week on the street at

popular prices turned in $44,061, which re-

sulted in the picture being held for a sec-

ond week.
At the Capitol, "The Flying Fleet" in

its second week at that house drew $70,-

865.90, which was a little less than $12,000

under what the pieture attracted during the

initial week's showing.

"The Wolf of Wall Street," at the

Rialto, showed its first sign of falling off

in business getting $33,656, which brings its

return for the three weeks to $120,756. Last

week was about $9,000 under the second

(Continued on following page)
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Minstrel Show
Next Vogue For

Talking Films

Seven Such Productions Are
JSoiv Being Made Or

In Preparation

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—The minstrel show
in synchronized pictures is scheduled to be

the ni'M in vogue. Seven such productions

are now being made, or are slated for early

production. Universal was the first com-

pany to announce its intention of making

a screen minstrel show, but is still indefi-

nite as to when production will start. Their

feature glorifying burnt cork will star

Eddie Leonard, famous vaudeville minstrel

and one of the few living men of the old

time minstrel shows. Leonard was a feat-

are of Low Dockst&der's Minstrels, the

Primrose and West Minstrels and head d

his own show- for years.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is now in produc-

tion with a glorified minstrel show, which

will include every player under contract

to tin' company tor special bits. Conrad

Nagel is to !):• interlocutor, Charles King
on,- end-man and Cliff "Ukulele Ike" Ed-

vards the other end-man. In addition to

the M-G-M stock players and stars, the

roster will feature special vaudeville and

musical comedy players engaged for the

minstrel.

Paramount and Fox are also planning

minstrel productions. Paramount 's is said

to lie intended as the second vehicle starring

Mor.-m ami Mack. Fox have signed Mcln-

tyre and Heath, who have headed their own

shows tor more than 50 years. Eddie Dowl-

ing, who is making an independent feature

called •'The Rainbow Man," with a possi-

bility of the title being changed to "Broad-

way Bound," carries a big minstrel first-

part. Warner Brothers have registered the

tith- ••The Minstrel Boy" which will also

feature Mr. Tambo. Mr. Hones and Mr.

Interlocutor. There is a possibility of this

being used as an Al Jolson vehicle.

"U" Holds World Premiere

Of "Girl On Barge" Upstate

I oiversal's special, "The Girl on He'

Barge," bad its world premiere in upper

New York Mate at the Capitol Theatre,

Whitehall, N. Y. This picture, which stars

.lean Hersholt, with Sally O'Neil and Mal-

colm MacGregor, and directed by Edward
Sloman, was principally made in the vicin-

ity of Whitehall, hence the local interest

ami decision (o open there.

Rothstein Joins Columbia
West Coast Publicity

Hollywood, Feb. 28 — Nat G. Rothstein,

formerly in charge of Universale talking

trailers, has been appointed Wesl Coasi
publicity director for Columbia Pictures.

1 le Miceeeds Adam Hull Shirk, who resigned
-e\ eral weeks ago.

Theatres on Trucks
Visit German Towns
SOMETHING different in the way

of movie theatres are a new in-

stitution that lately has sprung
up in Germany. Towns that do not
boast theatres have the film shows
brought to them. Trucks equipped to
display films on their sides visit the
rural sections with the latest German
lilms which are projected on window-
like screens on each side of the truck.
This means that each traveling outfit

carries with it four sets of films of all

of the shows. Inside the traveling
vehicles are the projection machines
and they throw images on the inner
sides of the screens which are com-
posed of transparent materials.

Players Now Get
Own Voice Tests

In Seeking Jobs
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Voice tests for

screen players, specially recorded by the in-

dividuals in less than 15 minutes, is the

latest innovation to hit Hollywood as a

result of the demand for suitable talking

voices for dialogue pictures.

The Western Acoustic Laboratories has

opened an office in Hollywood, and is mak-
ing special voice tests on aluminum records

for screen players. The system is fully

patented, and allows the recording on
aluminum discs through a microphone and
electric apparatus the same as used in the

studios. The finished aluminum disc can be
played back immediately after being

recorded, and, unlike the wax method, can
be played an indefinite number of times.

Film players are having their voice tests

made, and then taking them around to the

various casting offices. At the studios, the

records are played on a regular phonograph
to give producers and directors an idea of

the qualities of the player's voice repro-

duction. The special voice tests being made
by Western Acoustic Laboratories run
around fifteen dollars each; which is

claimed to be much cheaper than the

method of recording on wax.

California Exhibs Oppose
New Daylight Saving Bill

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—A bill for one hour
daylight saving has been presented to the

California State Legislature, now in ses-

sion. Exhibitors and theatre circuits have
voiced their opposition to such a measure
being effective throughout the state.

Similar measures have been presented
periodically in the Legislature for several

years, but on each occasion the bill nevi r

came out of committee.

Mary Nolan Is Loaned For
Role In "Constant Wife"

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Mary Nolan has

been loaned to Paramount by Universal,

iinl -he will have the second female role

in "The Constant Wife,'' starring Ruth
• 'bat terton. The picture is being directed

by Robert Milton.

Holiday Fails To
Hold Broadway Up
To Normal Week

Heavy Fall Of Snoiv May
Have Been Cause Of
Drop In Receipts

i (. 'ontbmed (ruin preceding pa

week, which only showed a falling off of
$2,31 to mi tie- firsl week's business, "The
Sins of the Father," with Emil Jannings,
finished its run one day short of three

weeks ami for the final six days showed
$4,970,000, which was at the ratio of 62 L/5

per cent figured against the normal busi-

ness average of the house.

"Ned McGobb's Daughter," a Lathe
silenl production at the Colony, finished

the week wifh $11,200, while at' the little

Can the second week of "The Lash of
the Czar" did $5,988.

"Not Since 'The Big Parade' "

It is no more than natural that "The
Broadway .Melody" at the Astor should run
away with Hie receipt honors among the

two-a-day pictures. Not since "The Big

Parade" has there been a picture on the

street that is creating the comment that

this one is. The second week of its run
showed $24,969. But "Weary River" at

fhe Central is also doing a mighty big busi-

ness. Last week the Barthelmess picture

played to $22,371 bringing its receipts up
to $93,272 for four weeks and three days,
which tops "Lilac Time," which was
classed as a hit when it did $55,795.50 at

the same house in the same length of time.

"The Redeeming Sin," which followed
"My Man" at Warner's last week,
managed to get business even though pan-
ned hard by the dailies, the statement show-
ing $20,130.25, but the chances are that this

business will not hold up. . "The Bellamy
Trial" passed on after three weeks, getting

$3,470 on the final six days of its run, and
Paramount 's "The Wolf Song" opened at

the house last Saturday night.

Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool" is still

holding on at the Winter Garden with the

business last week showing $30,743. 'J.'), while

"Redskin," at the Criterion, came through
with $12,384.

"Iron Mask" Going Strong
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask,"

which came into the Rivoli on Thursday
night, managed to pull very heavily at the
box office. The opening performance was at

$2.50 toj), with a midnight show following

immediately after at regular box, office

prices. Then the day following was a holi-

day and then came Saturday and Sunday
all wifh the higher admission tariff, so that

with this break fhe Fairbanks picture man-
aged to draw $35,902.. 'fhe bouse record

at the Rivoli is held by Harold Lloyd's

"Speedy" and stands at $49,000, which the

Fairbanks picture is pretty certain to

smash.

Bombay House Equipped
Western Electric Company has equipped

a second bouse in India. It is the Excel-

sior at Bambav.
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Chart Summary Shows Most

Of Leading Sound Features

Doing Well At Box-Offices

Indies Invade

'Redeeming Sin," Hot In
IS. Y. Shows Falling Off In

Percentages In

Other Cities

SUMMARIZING from the re-

ports received from corres-

pondents of Motion Picture
News on percentage results ob-
tained from different feature pic-

tures in various parts of the coun-
try the majority of the leading
sound features are proving note-
worthy attractions at the box-
offices, with an occasional picture
flopping here and there.

Different parts of the United States ap-
parently like different types of pictures.
As an instance of this "The Redeeming
Sin" did good business in New York, but
has fallen down rather badly in most cities

from which reports have been received. The
exception is Milwaukee. There this feature
played the Garden Theatre to a percentage
that figured 130 above normal.

The same film showing at the Minnesota
Theatre in Minneapolis had the low per-

centage of 6.534. In fact Milwaukee was
the only city that reported above normal.
The Capitol, at Cedar Rapids, said this

picture played to 90 per cent of normal.
At the Newman, in Kansas City, it did 85
per cent and at the Ambassador in St.

Louis, 92 per cent.

"The Plying Fleet," on the other hand,
is reported well above normal from all sec-

tions. At Loew's State, in Syracuse, it is

reported to have gone to 17.5 per cent.

Richmond, Virginia, reports 135 per cent,

Joliet, Illinois, 110 per cent and St. Louis,

108 per cent.

Another instance of a picture that has re-

ported breaking house records in some sec-

tions and falling off in others is "Shop-
worn Angel." At the Michigan in Ann
Arbor reports tell that it did 62 per cent

and at the Capitol, in Cedar Rapids, 85 per

cent.

"In Old Arizona" brings in good and

bad reports. In past week- it has gone well

over the top. Here we have a report from
the CaDton, Ohio, Strand, showing 150 per

cent, above normal, and from the Merrill,

Milwaukee, 90 par cent.

"The Barker" i- consistently 100 per

cent. At tie' Imperial, in Ashville, X. C, it

did 103, at the Byrd. in Richmond. Va., 105,

and at the Alhambra, in Milwaukee, L75.

"The Wolf of Wall Street"
that is apparently clicking everywhere.

Syne playing just to nor-

mal business, but at the Midtown.
Louis, it did 119 per cent, and at the I

in Indianapolis, 115 per cent.

Diane Ellis makes an exceedingly attractive

representative of the laiv. Pathe has just added
her to its stock company due to her work in

"The Leathernecks," in which her blonde beauty

is set off to advantage

Negri Film In

Paris To Use New
Lighting System

By L. C. MOEN
(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, Feb. 5.—Production of Pola

Negri's first film since her return to

Europe, "The Queen's Necklace," will

commence March 1, according to present

plans, in the studios at Epinay, near Paris.

Gaston Ravel will direct, and a cast of

distinguished artists will be chosen to sur-

round Miss Negri.

Distribution in France will be by Aubert,

and there are unconfirmed rumors of a

deal with United Artists for American
release.

"The Queen's Necklace" will be photo-

graphed by incandescent light, using a

newly developed French system which
eliminates all diffusers, yet gives a mini-

mum of glare and heat with a maximum
photographic value. Successful tests of

this lighting have just been made at the

Epinay studios by A. P. Richard, the tech-

nician in charge of the installation.

RKO Engages Gilda Gray
For Coast To Coast Tour

Gilda Gray has signed a contract for a

tour of twenty weeks over the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Circuit. The dancer and
motion-picture star will present an en-

semble act, assisted by twelve dancers, that

been pecially written and is now in

preparation. The arrangements were made
orge Godfrey, head of the RKO book-

department. Miss (fray will open at

the !'•. I'". Keith Memorial Theatre, Boston,
on Monday. March 11th. and her tour will

close in Los Angeles.

Talking Short

Comedy Market
A number of the independents are invad-

ing the talkie production market with an
idea of turning out a number of short com-
edy subjects. Within the last two weeks
two separate contracts have been drawn for

the making of short talking subjects. In

addition to this Columbia Pictures are
about to enter the short subject field with

a number of talking shorts for the coming
season.

Harry Delf was to have signed a contract

about ten days ago with Columbia but dur-

ing the current week he became one of the

incorporators of a new company which i-

to produce a series of 24 shorts in dialogue
and sound. These pictures are to be made
at the DeForest Studios in New York and
are to be sold in the independent market.
Delf was the first director of short talk-

ing pictures on the coast for the Fox Film
Corp. and directed "The Family Picnic."
Under his present arrangement he will both
write and direct for the new organization.

It is possible that a deal may be made
whereby Columbia may take over the re-

leasing of this product. In that event, the
production would undoubtedly be switched
to the Columbia Studios on the coast, where
several sound stages have been finished and
the equipment for recording of dialogue
pictures is to be installed shortly.

..
Hell's Angels"

To Road Show In

Twelve Reels
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—"Hell's Angel-.'"

Caddo Productions $2,500,000 air spectacle,

has been cut down to 17,000 feet; with
present plans calling for it to go out in

roadshow form in twelve reels. It is claimed
by a company official that only a feu-

inserts remain to be made for the picture

to be completed.
"Hell's Angels" is the long distance

picture of the current crop. The first

scenes were made in October, 1927, under
direction of Luther Reed. A few months
later, Howard Hughes, head of Caddo, took

over the magaphone and has continued ever

since.

Production cost originally set at $1,000,-

000 was soon passed and expenditures on
the way to the second million before the

end of the picture was in sight. The pro-

duetion will he released as a two-a-day
roadshow without dialogue, but sound
effects will be included.

Flaherty Working In New
Mexico On Indian Epic

Bollywood, Feb. 28.—Robert J. Fla-

herty is producing a feature epic in New
Mexico, using the Acomas tribe of Indians,

the original cliff dwellers, as background
for the story.

Fox is keeping the exact location of Fla-

herty's producing unit a secret, also details

of the story and its development. It is un-

derstood that the company figures to have
the picture ready for fall release and shoot
it into Broadway for a $2 top run; smash-
ing heavy on the publicity at that time.
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IE BEG permission to usurp temporarily this

place customarily dedicated to the pictorial as-

pects of theatre architecture, that we may invite

attention to the institution of a policy giving

added emphasis to technical features of that newest and
most important development of the motion picture

—

Sound.

For this step there is ample reason in the conditions

now controlling the situation which, in its present form,

has solidified almost over-night. We refer, of course, to

the increasing application of numerous sound reproduc-

ing installations which, while developed by experts in

electrical and mechanical engineering and specialists in

sound recording and reproducing, nevertheless, must be

operated and serviced by theatre men.

Through the early stages of the development—

a

period marked by many distracting influences, not the

least of which was the subject of interchangeability

—

the theatre man had little concern with the servicing of

apparatus, because during that stage practically all of

the equipment in use was supplied by concerns which
provide servicing as a fixed feature of the contract. An
entire change has come with the appearance of apparatus

for which such service is not provided.

The Showman therefore inaugurates an extended ser-

vice to meet this demand. We begin at the beginning,

with editorial features designed to lay the foundation for

a broad understanding of the general aspects of the me-
chanical, electrical and accoustical elements and proper-

ties which are operative in the successful presentation of

sound pictures. This is regarded essental to a proper

appreciation and understanding of the more detailed

studies of the subject that will follow, as well as the new
developments the near future may well be expected to

produce in great profusion.
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Will Lift the Mortgage

From Your Theatre

Bell 36" \

36". I), p I.

25"

Crowded theatres mean extra profits that

wipe out debts and mortgages and create a

growing surplus.

Racon Horns electrify audiences with
their marvelous human appeal in recreating

thrilling stage dramas and the most famous
Grand Opera artists.

Of the many reasons why Racon Horns
hold the millions spellbound, its patented

non-vibratory material stands first—one-piece

construction so light that it

can be quickly mounted
where wanted.

Perfect reproductions —
75 cycles up without distor-

tion or unnatural tones.

Racon Dynamic Units on
Racon Exponential Horns
give perfect reproduction

for all frequencies without distortion, will operate on any
make power amplifier without rattling and add natural-

ness to mechanical reproduction.

Racon Horn Baffles for Dynamic Cones add brilliance

and depth to reproduction, in addition to giving greater

volume and projection power. Made in all sizes to fit any
make dvnamic cone.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Giant Dynamic Hon
I nil
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Now
Phototone "Talkie99

A New Synchronous Disc Device

that every house can afford

The same perfection of result and
ingenuity of design which has
caused thePhototone non-synchro-
nous device to be installed in a

greater number of motion picture

theaters than are using any similar

machine is back of the new Syn-
chronous device by Phototone.

This device is offered after months
of experience and research—a com-
plete synchronous attachment,
perfected in all its details; sub-

stantially built; and conforming to

the Phototone policy of offering

the best at lowest possible cost.

This new and better synchronous
device is now ready for the market.
Installations are being made. Get
the details. Just use the coupon to

indicate the type of equipment in

which you are interested or get in

touch with our nearest office.

Watch for Announcement of

Phototone's Sound on Film

In about thirty days, Phototone will have ready

for delivery a modestly priced Sound on Film at-

tachment which can be applied to present

Phototone installations.

J^^^l ^m m^m^^.mm^^.^^mm\ ^k. ma^m\

M Wmwym B^r^^^^P^Ak^L^l mm m\.
^^^m ^^" ^V^W ^^^^^^ ^^^F^H ^V^^V ^^H ^^P* Non-Synchronous Phototone. u Synchronous Photo-

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ tone for houses having non-synchronous device. < om-

B
plete combination Synchronous-Non-Synehronous instal-

Itranch Offices: 1531 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; 815 South Wabash Avenue, lation. „ Phototone Cue Service. : Phototone Sound on
Chicago, III.; 1025 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1325 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.; 327 Film Attachment.

E. Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio; 220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C; 125 Walton St.,

Atlanta, Ga.; Suffolk, Va.; 28 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.; 563 Calvert Bldg., Balti- NAME OF theatre
more, Md.; 118 W. 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.; 1936 So. Vermont St., Los Angeles, STREET AND NO
Calif.; 2118 Second St., Seattle, Wash.; 1805 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas; 705 West
Grand St., Oklahoma City, Okla.; 5332 Chicago Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn.; C,TY AND STATE

821 21st St., Denver, Col.; Argos, Indiana. BY.
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The Heart of Sound Reproduction
If you have or contemplate installing any electrical reproducing device for furnishing music as

an accompaniment for motion pictures, you should be vitally interested in what amplifier is used.

The amplifier is the heart of any such equipment

Not only is quality of reproduction, and by "quality" we mean reproduction like the original, im-

portant, but freedom from breakdowns with the attendant interruption of programs is paramount.

Most manufacturers of such equipment use

SAMSON "PAM" amplifiers, although they

cost more, because back of each "PAM" ampli-

fier is a manufacturing organization of 46

years' experience, of which the last 30 years

have been devoted to the design and manu-
facture of electrical sound transmitting and
reproducing equipment. Theatre Managers
who now own equipment (and there are hun-

dreds of them) using "PAM" amplifiers will

confirm these statements.

As an assurance of uninterrupted perform-

ances and quality of reproduction such that

your patrons wish to come and listen again, be

sure when you make your purchase that the

names "PAM" and SAMSON appear on the

amplifier.

For special amplifier problems of all kinds our

engineering laboratories are available and will

apply to your particular requirements the re-

sults of varied amplifier experience.

Our illustrated bulletin TBG-\, descriptive of the differ-

ent amplifiers tve manufacture is yours for the asking

Main Office: Canton, Mass.

Manufacturers Since 1882

\amson

.. ' •-• * r

C'fO/ Factories at Canton and

Watertown, Mass.
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26 Sales
and Service
Branches

Throughout
the United

States
and Canada
Write for List

PROOat

Pacent Reproducer Systems

are being

SERVED
by these leading producers:

Paramount First National
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer Vitaphone
Warner Bros. United Artists

All over the map !

DOTS indicate installa-

tion already made or
will be made shortly.

STARS indicate cities

where six or more
Pacent Systems are in-

stalled or are on order

for delivery soon.

In large anasmallhouses
The list below shows some of the theatres ordering Pacent Reproducer Systems up to

February 15th. Many are actually installed and giving daily service.

COLONIAL, Detroit, Mich.
LIBERTY, Peru. Ind.
REGENT, Cleveland. Ohio
BAYLES, New Bedford. Mass.
NORDLAND-PLAZA, Cincinnati. Ohio
PLAZA. Linden. N. J.

UNION, Union. N. J.

OPERA HOUSE. New Brunswick, N. J.

ROXY, Perth Amboy. N. J.

STRAND, Union, N. J.

WASHINGTON, Chester. Pa.
STATE. Erie. Pa.
ORPHEUM, Livingston, Mont.
REX. Idaho Falls. Idaho
WELLBAY. Edwardsville. Ind.
PARK. Lehighton. Pa.
CINEMA. Cleveland. Ohio
NEW SUN. York. Nebr.
BIJOU. Harvey. N. D.
RIALTO. Gushing. Okla.
CAPITOL. Ashboro. N. C.
PRINCESS. St. James. Minn.
SAVOY, Newark, N. J.

WALDORF, Lynn. Mass.
OLYMPIA. Cleveland. Ohio
COMPUUK. I. Mill. Mil--;

ALHAMBRA. Quiney. Mass.
PABK. Barherton, Ohio
QUINCY, Quiney, Mass.
STRAND. Ridgeway. Pa.
TELLE SQUARE. Somerville, Mass.
ROWLAND, Wilkensburg, Pa.
GRAND, Camden. N. J.

RIALTO, Scollay Square, Boston. Mass.
RIALTO, Woodbury, N. J.

CHEVY CHASE, Washington, D. C.

GUTHRIE, Grove City. Pa.
AVENUE GRAND, Washington. D. C.
GRAM) OPERA HOUSE, Westchester. Pa.
ORPHEUM, Menominee. Wis.
ARIS, Erie. Pa.
PEARL, Philadelphia, Pa.
PERBY, Erie, Pa.
ELITE. Philadelphia. Pa.
COLONIAL. Pompton Lakes. N. J.

CENTBAL. Washington, D. C.
RIALTO, Westchester, Pa.
TOWERS. Camden. N. J.
GRAND. Titusville, Pa.
GLORE. Allantic City. N. J.

MONTCLAIR. Montclair, N. J.
LINCOLN, Union City, N. J.
GARDEN, Charleston, S. C.
LEXINGTON, Lexington. N. C.
CONCORD. Concord. N. C.
CAPITOL, Lowell, Mass.
PARAMOUNT. Chicago. III.

DIXWELL, New Haven. Conn.
ASTOR, Minneapolis, Minn.
SCHENLEY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
GOODWIN, Newark, N. J.
UNITED STATES. Hoboken. N. J.

CENTRAL, Jersey City, N. J.

SANFORD, Irvington. N. J.

OLYMPIC. Pittsburgh. Pa.
LIBERTY. Sharon, Pa.
AMBASSADOR. Philadelphia. Pa.
VILLA. Philadelphia . Pa.
GLOBE. Philadelphia. Pa.
LAWNSDALE, Philadelphia. Pa.
EMBASSY. Jenkinstown, Pa.

HOME. Washington. D. C.
ALHAMBBA. Philadelphia, Pa.
GARDEN, Paterson. N. J.

ORPHEUM, Titusville. Pa.
I I H. I MHIA, Brookville. Pa.
JEFFERSON. Punxsutuaway, Pa.
MANOR, Philadelphia. Pa.
IMPERIAL. Philadelphia. Pa.
GARDEN. Princeton, N. J.
TIVOLIA, Newark, N. J.
STRAND. Winstead, Conn.
EMPRESS, Danbury, Conn.
PARKER. Darby, Pa.
MANOR. Pitlsburgh. Pa.
PLAYHOUSE. Ridgewood, N. J.
APOLLO, Martinsburg, W. Va.
RIALTO, Westfield. N. J.

BUTLER. Butler, N. J.

BAKEB. Dover. N. J.

STANLEY, Newark. N. J.

BELMAR, Pittsburgh. Pa.
ARSENAL, Pittsburgh. Pa.
CAPITOL. Newark. N.J.
BRADDOCK, Braddoek, Pa.
REGENT. Beaver Falls, Pa.
BROAD. Penns Grove. Pa.
COLONIAL. Atlantic City. N. J.

RITZ, Newark, N. J.

REGENT, Newark. N.J.
IUWTHORNE, Newark. N. J.
SHERWOOD. Philadelphia, Pa.
STRAND. Pittsburgh, Pa.
CAPITOL, Belleville, N. J.

CLUSTER, Johnson City. 111.

CAPITOL, Chambers!, org. Pa.
STRAND, Pottstown, Pa.

ROYAL, Bloomfield. N. J.

CRAN FORD, Cranford, N. J.

HOLLYWOOD, East Orange. N. J.

HAMILTON. Lancaster. Pa.
M1LLRURN. Millburii, N. J.

ROOSEVELT. Union City, N. J.

EUREKA. Hackensack. N. J.

BELLEVIEW. Upper Montclair. N. J.

COLONIAL Wilkensburg, Pa.

LINCOLN, Troy. N. Y.
STATE. Dallas. Tex.
PALACE. Bryan, Tex.
COLONIAL. Florence. S. C.
GLEN, Glen Cove. L. I.

CAYUAGA. Philadelphia, Pa.
HERMANS. San Francisco. Calil\

AMBASSADOB. Washington. D. C.
APOLLO, Washington. D. C.
ROXY, Rocky Mount, N. C.
HARROWGATE. Philadelphia, Pa.

RUBY. Philadelphia. Pa.
PLAZA. Pittsburgh. Pa.
LIBERTY. Pittsburgh. Pa.
DUNKIN. dishing. Okla.
YORK, Washington, D C.
COLONY. Washington. D. C.
CAPITOL. Allentown. Pa.
HUDSON. Kearny. N. J.

ROOSEVELT. Newark. N. J.

19th ST. THEATRE. Allentown. Pa.
RITZ. Jersey City. N.J.
SUN, Holdrege, Nebr.
GBAND, kinston. N. C.
FOREST. Cincinnati. Ohio
COMET. St. Louis. Mo.
BROADWAY. Buffalo. N. Y.

$2,500 for Complete, Synchronous, Double-Channel Equipment for House up to

2,000 Seats— Larger Houses $3,500— Outright Sale — No Weekly Service Charges

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP. 250 west 39th street, new york, n. y.

LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President Telephone, Wisconsin 1029, 1030
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NEW MUSICAL SERVICES
MUSICAL CUE SERVICE

A Sensational Music Tie-up with
Every Picture for use on Non-

Synchronous machines for

ONLY $1.0? a Week
Here's a Sample—The
Start of our Musical
Cue Sheet for Para-
mount's "ABIE'S IRISH
ROSE"

You can readily see that

this is a REAL service

—

devised by musical and dra-

matic experts from the greatest of

all classics. This is a complete service

—

including the number of each record, the

:t time it is to be played and the expression

of each record.

With such a cue sheet the most dramatic and startling

sound effects—just the same as with the highest-priced

synchronized equipment—can be reproduced at a mere fraction
of the cost.

A trial will convince you. Send us your picture schedule for any week,
but two weeks in advance—with $1.00—and we shall send you complete cue

sheets for each picture.

IT MAKES PICTURE SYNCHRONIZE

X* A COMPLETE RECORD SERVICE

Consisting of 200 Victor Records

(400 Selections) for

ONLY $200.00
Including One Year's Cueing Service FREE

Synchronized Music Co.,

608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Please send price and complete informa-

tion on your

:

Complete Record Service

G Duotone Reproducing Device

3 A COMPLETEm REPRODUCING SERVICE
Everything Required to Reproduce Synchronized

Sound Effects, including Dynamic Speakers and
200 Victor Records (400 Selections) for

ONLY $700.00
Including One Year's Cueing Service FREE

Please prepare sample cue sheets for

us. Attached is $1.00 covering your
introductory offer. We will play the
following

—

Name of Theatre

Manager

Address City

Presented by the Synchronized Music
608 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

Company
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The Talkies Have a Past!

Analyze Today's Equipment, Trace Its Component Parts to Their Sources

in Scientitst's Laboratory and Inventor's Shop and You Find

—

Y(
>U are in the laboratory of M. Leon
Scott, a dapper Frenchman of the

19th century, the year 1857 to be

exact. A pair of gleaming eyes are scan-

ning the excited faces of the men as-

sembled in this crude workshop. The
guests' eyes are focused upon a small

contrivance upon the workshop bench.

They wait with abated breath. The air

is tense. This is to be the first demon-
stration of a new marvel. The host

walks towards his brainchild—followed

by his visitors. He comes to rest in front

of a small machine consisting of a small

barrel shaped mouthpiece

to which is attached by

means of small levers, a

light bristle. This stylus

rests lightly upon a

smoked paper attached to

a light drum shaped cyl-

inder which is mounted
upon a long worm gear,

operated by a small crank

handle. When the handle

is operated the cylinder

and smoked paper move
forward. The man bends

low to the mouthpiece and
takes hold of the handle.

He rotates the drum and
slowly speaks into the

mouthpiece. A wavy line

is traced upon the smoked
paper. . . . This wavy
line was the first known
record of sound vibra-

tions and the forerunner
of the present Yitaphone
system.

Let us now remove our-

selves to a small town in Ireland, Valen-
cia by name. Once more it is the 19th
Century and this time the discovery is

accidential. We are in the eastern terminal

station of the Atlantic Cable. It is a
cloudy day. The sun is shining through
the station windows, and a formation of
clouds dulls its brilliance every minute or
so. The operator, a Mr. May by name,
is quite excited. His station instruments

are performing in an erratic manner

—

deucedly aggravating because thev appear
to be in perfect condition. . . . Yet even-
time the sunlight shone upon a certain

part of the equipment, one meter would
nicker. Investigation showed this to be
true. The element Selenium was being
utilized as a resistance and whenever sun-

* John F. Rider, Assoc. Mem. American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers. Engineer. Au-
thor of several text "books. Assoc. Editor of
Radio Engineering. Managing Editor of Radio
Listener's Guide and Call Book. Consulting
Engineer in Radio. Associated with Radio for
past 18 years. Contributor to all radio perio-
dicals and newspapers. Specialized for past six
years in equipment used in talking motion pic-
tures.

byJohn F. Rider
light struck the unit, the electrical cur-

rent flow through the unit was increased.

. . . Thus a means of turning light

into electricity—the forerunner of the

present day Fox-Movietone and similar

systems.

Twenty years after the 1857 demon-
stration, in the year 1877, Thomas A.

Edison produced an epochal invention, a

machine similar to the old phonouto-
graph. as the Frenchman's device was

i S
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known. The American machine was a

great improvement. The smoked paper
was replaced by a sheet of tinfoil. The
old gutta-percha diaphragm was replaced

by an iron one and the bristle was re-

placed by a stylus attached directly to the

diaphragm. The old wavy line was re-

placed by an impression of variable depth.

This record permitted reproduction of

the original sound—the first real record

and the first pick-up. At the same time,

Chas. Cross in France planned a photo-
engraving of the wavy line produced by
Scott in the attempt to make a metal
record. This system was. however, aban-
doned.

In 1887 Bell and Tainter made a wax
record in place of Edison's tinfoil, which
arrangement afforded a more permanent
impression. Two short years after came
the first sample of the modern system.
In this year Emil Berliner, of micro-
phone fame, patented the first disk-

record whereon the vibration of a diaph-
ragm was recorded as a wavy line on a

horizontal plane instead of the vertical
cut made in the cylinder. In 1888 Edison
produced the first cylinder record, that
could be slipped on and off a mandrel.
Nine years later. 1897, saw the wholesale
manufacture of the disk record in use
today. Improved modifications have been
applied but the principle of operation is

still the same.

The discovery of the high sensitivity
properties of Selenium led to furious in-

vestigation, successful but unable to over-
come one fault, lack of instantaneous
response necessary where the frequency

of
_

the light beam is

variable and compara-
tively rapid. Fortunately.
however, other investi-

gators were solving prob-
lems in other fields and un-
knowingly developing the
equipment of today. A
German physicist, Hein-
rich Hertz by name, dur-
ing some work in 1S88
discovered that electric

sparks passed more read-
ily when ultra-violet rays
lay in their path. This
discovery was taken in

hand by other investi-

gators, Hallwachs, Geitel.

Flster and others. Their
motive was to prove that

light could be converted
into electricity by securing
electronic emission f r< mi
certain elements when
these elements were con-
tained in an evacuated
chamber and subjected to

light. These elements were alkali metals,
at the present time, rubidium, sodium,
and potassium. Their investigations pro-
duced the first photo-electric cells, the
forerunners of the present cells and in-

finitely more efficient than Selenium, be-
cause the photo-electric cell is instan-

taneous in response. Since a high degree
of vacuum was necessary within the cell,

the first successful cell was produced
after the development of the Mercury
Vapour pump by Gaede in 1915. Fur-
ther developments upon such pumps were
made by Langmtuir. Hence we see the
brainchildren of men who never dreamed
of "Talkies" constituting the nucleus for
the systems.

As far as "Talkies" are concerned, all

of the above would be useless were it not
for another investigator who burned the
midnight oil for years on end. This man
is Dr. Lee DeForest, who in 1907 im-
proved upon the findings of Fleming be-

tween the years 1890 and 1904 and pro-

duced the vacuum amplifying tube.
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Harry Reichenbach Analyzes

Showmanship That Sold the Talkies

and Other Film Successes

SHOWMA|NSHIP, that subtle ele-

ment so sought after, so seldom

found, is the basis for that success

which has come to most amusement en-

terprises. Showmanship, a fleeting in-

gredient in the formulae of putting over

entertainment attempts, is more a mys-

tery to most executives, today, than it

has ever been.

Without the shadow of doubt, Warner
Brothers' discovery of Vitaphone and the

launching of the talking film, was the

finest demonstration of sustained show-
manship in film history. Other stunts,

discoveries, innovations pigmy in com-
parison. True, talking pictures have been

tried before, but the manner of handling,

the surprise created when the first Vita-

phone was shown, their exact analysis of

the public mind in permitting their first

audiences to discover the dialogue, rather

than take the surprise away by announc-

ing it to the housetops, was masterful and

has redeemed itself to the tune of mil-

lions.

Other companies demonstrated either a

lack of the element of theatre or too deep

a cynicism for they failed to appreciate

the element of attractiveness soon enough
and Warner distanced the field whfle

they were deliberating.

There have been many milestones on

the roadway of showmanship during the

past fifteen years and without in any way
offering my own efforts as highlights, still

I will at least intersperse this story with

a few of my own doings and you can

accept them in whatever light you desire.

Two names stand out as leaders. Vic-

tor Shapiro and Howard Dietz were the

most active. Dietz' splendid handling of

"Brothers Under The Skin'' and Sha-

Since Harry Reichenbach wrote

it, there's no need our telling you

that here is an article that will

give such a view of the subject

as can be gained only through

the vision of one having a rich

background in experience and ac-

complishment in the art and craft

of Ballyhoo. It is a story that

will entertain and inform every-

body in showbusiness, from the

biggest executive to the newest

recruit. Mr. Reichenbach as

chief of special exploitation for

Universal at present is devoting

his talents to the selling of "Show
Boat" and "Broadway."

piro's work with Wolheim and Mary
Pickford.

Dietz' sustained advertising campaign
in the trade papers has been unequaled
True, some of it smattered of wise crack-

ing, but this he explained was part of the

general plan to tear down resistance and
create sales susceptibility, by means of

good humor.
Shapiro's efforts on behalf of Mary

Pickford on two occasions, "My Best

Girl" and "Coquette," are outstanding

examples of publicity gestures in and of

a slipping star that were so creative in

When "Peter Pan" played Broadway!
The "gay white way" was pennaled from
the Rivoli theatre at 50lh St. to Times

Square. A Reichenbach stunt

intent and so widespread in effect that

Miss Pickford was put on the screen map
again.

Ballyhoo is merely the broadcasting of

spectacular waves on a low kilocycle

basis, intended to reach many pockets.

Showmanship is the sending forth of

one man's thoughts to inhabit the minds
of the multitude.

Corona Corona and Tiffany need no
parades, they are firmly established.

Those who want them or their products,

go to them year after year. New custo-

mers are built for them by word of

mouth, tradition—: BUT THERE IS
NO TRADITION WHATEVER
ABOUT THE THEATRE. ONE
WEEK UP, ONE WEEK DOWN
AND THE TRADE GOES AS THE
MERIT FALLS OR RISES. TIF-
FANY OUALITY NEVER CHANG-
ES. PICTURES AND THEATRICAL
OFFERINGS ARE NEVER CON-
SISTENT. THEREFORE EACH
AND EVERY OFFERING NEEDS
ITS CONDIMENT OF ATTEN-
TION ATTRACTING SPICES IN
THE WAY OF ADVERTISING.
POSTING, STUNTING — IN A
WORD, BALLYHOO.
Take one experience of my own which

I will relate with as much modesty as I

can. However. I am not shy enough to

think that advertising is going to hurt
me. Surely if they pay me to get it for

their stars, it cannot but benefit me in

some way.
Carl Laemmle, the first producer to

pay me a bigger salary than I thought
would ever be possible to achieve, sent

for me to handle a Priscilla Dean film.

Miss Dean's pictures had never grossed
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A one-day news-
paper campaign
lhat brought 200,-
000 replies in less

than eight hours.
The ads shown
were displayed in
seven different
New York dailies.

The text of the
ads explain this

idea, invented
for "Triumph" by

Reichenbach

more than one hundred thousand dollars

in the U. S. The picture was "Virgin of

Stamboul."

1 WON'T go into details as to its handl-

ing. However, you must remember the

crew of turks I placed in the Majestic

Hotel with the result that the name of

the film stayed on the front pages of the

world's newspapers for four days. After
this stunt the picture opened at the Broad-
way Theatre and I have letters from the

chief executives of Universal of that

period stating that "Virgin of Stamboul"
grossed more than half a million dollars.

The first Tarzan film "Tarzan of the

Apes" was offered to every distributor

in America for fifty thousand dollars on
an outright sale basis and refused. George
Kleine offered the National Film Com-
pany $20,000 outright for the negative.

I placed the picture in the Broadway
Theatre following a spectacular cam-
paign, kept the campaign up for five

weeks after we opened, with the result

that First National purchased the pic-

ture for $125,000 advance and fifty per
cent of the gross.

Here was a complete failure turned in-

to a success by means of sensational pub-
licity. Pictures have ever been the at-

traction for the man in the street. Occa-
sionally the Colonel's Lady leaves her
snug fireside to attend a film that has
created a stir, but it's Judy O'Grady who
goes day after day to see her favorite.

Contrasting recent demonstrations of

showmanship application, the treatment
received by "The Broadway Melody,"
which was guided by Dietz, against the
bungling of "Abie's Irish Rose" last

Spring. Plenty of money was spent on
Abie. Bernard Sobel is more than com-
petent as a publicity man. but the line of
material used, the advance superlatives
such, for instance, as •"The Greatest Pic-
ture Paramount Ever Made" condemned
the picture from the start. This is not a
criticism of Paramount or Sobel. But of
Ann Nichols and her managerial staff,

who controlled the film and all its details

and who demanded the treatment that
really killed any chances the picture had.
My own experience with "Potash and

Perlmutter" illustrates the fallability of

publicity and publicity men.
I arranged a Comedy campaign that

was used in New York and our business

at the Strand exceeded expectations.

However, when I applied the same ma-
terial in advance of the Chicago campaign
and the picture opened to unsatisfactory

returns, Sam Katz, whose opinion has

always been law with me, said

:

i i \7"OUR campaign is fine, but I'm

X afraid you have kept the women
away by your failure to high light the

romantic side of the picture."

The very next day I followed his sug-

gestion and injected plenty of romance
into the copy, with the result that our
business improved and we began noting

a great increase in feminine attendants.

I immediately wired all First National

Exchanges and asked them to destroy

the matter sent them and sent out an en-

tirely new set of advance press and ad-
vertising campaign books.

Mr. Katz was rarely wrong in his esti-

mate of what a film would do and during
twenty campaigns I bandied at various

Balaban and Katz Theatres, he has never
restricted either my efforts or made any
effort to curtail expenditures. His judg-
ment of what constituted sufficient appro-
priations was always correct and proved
ample.

Samuel Katz is no accident of the the-

atre.

While I have done no trade paper ad-

vertising for the past six years, because

my work has not called for that type of

exploitation, I do think this is sadly neg-

lected now in comparison to the effective-

ness of former days.

When I was busy with "When Bear
Cat Went Dry" and was informed by
Coast representatives that the picture was
just so-so, I carried an intensive cam-
paign in three trade papers with the re-

sult that I got thousands of letters from
exhibitors. Later these exhibitors were
given advance publicity and exploitation

material on the picture and announced
their willingness to play the film and still

later, armed with these letters, I sold the

film to World Film before the negative

was completed. They bought five thou-

sand exhibitor letters and prospects and
(Continued on page 634)

Below — Less
than two hours
after this boat
was washed
ashore in the
East River,
Reichenbach
had it ban-
nered for his

show. Done in

19 2 0. Right,
an ad that tied

up with the
popular inter-

est in the stock
market

Market
Letter

11EMAKKABLE IUSE IN FILM
STOCKS-THREE REACH HIGH-
WATER MARK OF YEAR.
GREAT RETURNS FOR SMALL

INVESTMENT. BIG DIVIDENDS
ASSURED. 60,000 CHAIRS SOLD
YESTERDAY.
THE MARKET AGAIN REACHED

A NEW HIGH LEVEL TODAY.
THREE MOTION PICTURE

STOCKS REACHED LEVELS AS

YET UNTOUCHED BY ANY
THREE STOCKS IN ONE DAY.

Rudolph Valentino in "Sainted
Devil" at the Mark Strand paid big

dividends yesterday and will con-

tinue all week,- to those who invest

from fifty 'to eighty-five cents per
Chair.

'

Gloria Swanson in "Wages of

Virtue" at the Rivoli declared an
extra dividend yesterday and will

also continue these payments all

lhi» week.
Swanson's stock reached a new

high in this production and happy
indeed were the investors who
crowded the Rivoli exchange.

Pola Negri in "Forbidden Para-
dise" is an older stock which was
tremendously popular with the pub-
lic last week, more than sevmt)
thousand Chairs being sold, and it

has been held over to accommodate.
investors who failed to get in on
the market last week.
This is the biggest week in film

stocks New York has known in

many years.

THREE BEST BUYS
VALENTINO PREFKRKEJJ
SWANSON UNCOMMON

NEGRI SPECIAL
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The new Fox Theatre in Detroit, acoustically treated with sound-absorbing material

Theatre Acoustics and Sound Films

AGREAT deal is being said and
written about the acoustical prob-
lems that will arise in motion

picture theatres after the introduction of

sound film equipment. The consensus of
opinion of architects and theatre owners
appears to be that talking pictures are go-
ing to introduce new and extraordinary
acoustical problems.
As a matter of fact, there is no rea-

son why the sounds of speech or music-

reproduced even in a comparatively faith-

ful manner by a loud speaker should in-

troduce a different acoustical problem in

an auditorium than the original speech or
music would introduce into the same audi-
torium. They are both sources of sound
and have approximately the same char-
acteristics. The truth of the matter is,

that acoustical phenomena of a distress-

ing nature exists in many theatres de-
voted to moving pictures. These pheno-
mena are not the outgrowth of any one
particular style of architecture, or size of
theatre, but are due to many factors of
shape, size, and materials comprising the
interior finish. Theatres that are acous-
tically defective which have heretofore
been confined to the silent picture and in-

cidental music, have in many cases been

by
•v.-

•Acoustical Engineer, Johns-Manville Corporation.

Raymond V. Parsons"

considered acceptable acoustically only
because the more severe requirement of

good acoustics for speech has not been
'lemanded of them.

Let us examine for a moment, the

principal acoustical difficulty found in

theatre auditoriums—the phenomenon of
reverberation. Sound produced by any
source in the open air is rapidly dissipated

as the sound wave expands in size from
its source. But when this same sound is

produced in an auditorium such as a the-

atre, it is confined in a sort of container,

and the floor, walls and ceiling of the
average theatre are, generally speaking,
excellent retaining walls for sound. This
is because the materials comprising the

interior finish of theatres are excellent

reflectors of sound and very poor absorb-
ents, with the result that any sound en-
ergy produced in them must make many
reflections from surface to surface, walls

to ceiling, ceiling to floor, floor to walls,

etc., many times, before the sound energy
has been completely dissipated or ab-
sorbed.

One effect of this continued reflection

Hi sound is t" provide a nmre even dis

tribution of intensity or loudness through
nut the auditorium, which is an excellent

attribute ; but it also has the effect of pro-

longing the syllables of speech and the

notes of music for an appreciable length

of time, and this prolongation of sound
often results in the blurring or running
together of the syllables and notes, winch
results in reverberation. And reverbera-

tion is the cause of 90 per cent of the

acoustical problems which arise in any
type of auditorium.

Reverberation doe> not exist outdoors
where sound is rapidly dissipated by the

natural law of diminishing intensity, so

that if the walls and ceilings of our the-

atres could be made totally absorbent of
sound, this principal acoustical difficulty

in auditoriums would automatically dis-

appear. But, on the other hand, we would
lose that desirable quality of uniform
loudness. It is evident that there is a

point of balance between adequate and
well distributed loudness, and a modified
reverberation which will result in ideal

acoustics.

The very shape and form of the mod-
ern theatre help to provide good acousti-

cal conditions. They arc usually abund-
antly furnished with carpets, draperies
and upholstered seats, the former two be-
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ing highly absorbent of sound, and the

upholstered seats compensating for the

absorbing power of a maximum audience

when only small audiences are in attend-

ance.

THEN the introduction of a balcony

or balconies, cuts down the path

length of sounds reflected from the ceil-

ing and makes the rear portion of the the-

atre auditorium almost perfectly absorb-

ent of sound. It is for this combination of

reasons that it can be confidently stated

that the theatre type of auditorium is

more apt to be good acoustically than de-

fective and this is even more true of the

modern large, elaborately equipped thea-

tre in big cities, than of the small 6oo to

iooo capacity house which is usually less

elaborately furnished, and without a bal-

cony or gallereis.

Enough of a survey has already been

made to determine that many houses

which were considered acceptable acous-

tically for incidental music are going to

be found wanting for the reproduction

of speech, simply because speech demands

a lower period of reverberation than mu-
sic. We have become accustomed to the

blending together of the notes of music.

If it is not carried to extremes, the effect

is pleasing rather than unpleasant, but in

speech we must be able to hear each syl-

lable of a sentence clearly and distinctly

—we must be able to understand what is

being said without strain.

The entire problem, fortunately, has a

very exact and scientific background. Re-
searches on the subject of acoustics com-
menced by the late Professor Wallace

Clement Sabine, Harvard University,

back in 1895 resulted in means of de-

termining the acoustical conditions of ex-

isting theatres with mathematical exact-

ness, and the means which should be em-
ployed for correcting poor acoustical

conditions. The acoustical condition of a

theatre may with equal exactness be cal-

culated in new buildings in advance of

construction, and good "built into" the

theatre as confidently as cement floors

and plaster walls are "built in" and made
a part of the structure.

The point to be borne in mind, how-
ever, is the fact that the acoustical prob-

lem presented by the sound film is not a

new one, nor a different one from the

acoustical problem that is presented by a

speaker, singer, or orchestra. As long as

sound films reproduce speech, the theatre

in which sound films are to be reproduced

must be as capable of comfortable audi-

tion as though speakers, singers and or-

chestras were present in the theatre in

flesh and blood.

The sound film should not limit the

size of the theatre any more than the

ability of a speaker or singer should limit

the size of any other type of auditorium.

Theatres seating more than 5,000 people

have been put into commission since the

advent of sound films with perfectly satis-

factory reproduction and audition
throughout the auditoriums.

Criticism has admittedly been directed

at the sound movie, and with a certain

amount of justice, but in many cases the

acoustics of the theatre has been blamed,

whereas, as a matter of fact, the faults

have been in the production and repro-

duction of the film. The producer has a

much more difficult acoustical problem

than the reproducer. He must to a large

extent, confine his work in studios which
will exclude extraneous noise, and he

must provide acoustical conditions in

these studios which will not distort the

original sound and which will be prac-

tically free from reverberation.

The acoustics of the reproducing thea-

tre should not be blamed for the accentu-

ation of the lower register in either re-

produced speech or music if it does not

accentuate the lower register of the- actual

speaking and singing voice. This is a

matter of quality which must be built into

the film, and we have yet to see a filter-

ing system in a reproducing apparatus

which will to any considerable degree

compensate for poor recording. On the

other hand, the theatre owner and the

sound film reproducing equipment engi-

neer have a very definite responsibility in

gauging the loudness of their reproduc-

tion to the requirements of the theatre.

It is perfectly absurd to reproduce speech

four or five times as loud as though the

actors were present on the stage of the

theatre.

SOUND perspective cannot be success-

fully manipulated by the operator in

the theatre. It too, must be built into the

film, and very few directors are as yet us-

ing this tool effectively. One fact should

be strongly emphasized, and that is, the

futility of rehearsing the sound film in an
empty theatre in order to gauge the in-

tensity with which it should be repro-

duced before an audience. People are

practically totally absorbent of sound due

to the high sound absorbing quality of
their clothing, and the greater absorption
which is automatically introduced with
the introduction of an audience cuts

down the carrying power of sound to a
great degree. The intensity level will

always have to be higher in a theatre

with an audience than in an empty room,
but in all the reproductions the writer

has seen, this one feature has been badly
overemphasized. And the intensity level

has a very important bearing on quality.

IN our opinion there are several fac-

tors which will make or break the

talking movie as entertainment:

First, a new technique of production
must be developed which will utilize

sound perspective, and this requires a
more than superficial knowledge of the

laws of acoustics.

Second, the sound film studio must
have an acoustical quality capable of re-

cording both speech and music with fidel-

ity and in a manner that will retain the

proper relative intensity of the delicate

overtones and partials which are the indi-

vidual characteristics of speakers, singers

and musical instruments alike.

Third, any theatre contemplating the

installation of sound film equipment
should have an examination made of the

acoustical qualities of the theatre by a
competent engineer.

Fourth, it should be borne in mind that

the theatre itself can add nothing to the

quality of the sound recorded in the film

or disc. At the best, it can only hope to

reproduce the recorded sound as faith-

fully as it was produced.

These factors call for a nice coopera-

tion between producer and reproducer,

and a certain amount of tolerance on the

part of the general public until both the

producers' and reproducers' problems

have been solved.

Auditorium of the Columbia Theatre, Portsmouth. O., with acoustically treated ceiling.

The work was performed while the theatre was being remodeled.
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Surveying a Theatre Preparatory to

Installation of Sound Apparatus

By H. B. Santee
Theatre Systems Engineer, Electrical Products, Inc.

( The following is an extract from the paper

"Western Electric Sound Systems for Mo-
tion Picture Theatres" presented by Mr. San-
tee at the meeting of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers held at Lake Placid. N. !'.)

IT
is the purpose of this paper to ex-

plain the manner in which equipment

employed for sound reproduction in

theatres is installed and operated.

One of the most important factors in

preparing a theatre for sound projection

is the initial engineering survey.

The Survey engineer gathers pertinent

information and prepares his recommen-
dations. And while his recommendations

are given due consideration, a special staff

at the home office studies the survey and
renders final decision. Survey informa-

tion must therefore be complete.

In the projection room the engineer

must investigate the power supply not

only as to voltage and kind, but to deter-

mine if there is ample capacity to carry

the load to be added, and if the regulation

is suitable. The type and condition of the

projection machines must be noted and

the angle of projection learned. Is the

space between machines ample for the

attachment of the sound apparatus and

for convenient operation. Is there an ac-

ceptable location in the room for the

amplifying equipment and associated

controls? It is sometimes necessary, par-

ticularly in the older theatres, to require

rearrangement of the projection equip-

ment or possibly an enlargement of the

projection room. Such changes are natur-

ally welcomed by the operating staff.

Space, conveniently near but separately

enclosed, must also be found to house the

storage batteries.

The stage auditorium presents an item

for careful study, for upon its character-

istics is based the size of the system to

be installed. The types of systems avail-

able, varying in power output, meet con-

ditions imposed by theatres from the larg-

est to the smallest and are so arranged

and selected that, while sufficient sound

volume is at hand in each case, no thea-

tre is overburdened with excess.

As blue prints of the auditorium are

not always available it is frequently neces-

sary for the engineer to take the dimen-

sions himself, for the cubical volume is

an important factor. Seating capacity and

the distribution of seats also bear influ-

ence. The general acoustics of the house

must be considered. What degree of re-

verberation is present, bearing in mind
the absorptive effect of the audience. Are

there areas of echo or interference or of

otherwise bad hearing? Are internal or

external disturbing noises a factor? A
final and specific study of acoustic pro-

perties can best be made at the time of

system testing upon completion of the

installation, but general effects can be and
are observed during the survey process.

One standard practice which is fol-

lowed in all cases requires that the horns

and the back of the screen not occupied

by the horns be completely enveloped by

absorbent drapes. If the sheet is set back

from the proscenium arch, it is also usual

to hang drapes in shadow box effect. This

treatment eliminates back stage reflections

of sound.

After the horn locations have been defi-

nitely fixed and the equipment given a

final check, the engineer proceeds to cali-

brate the theatre. He has available sev-

eral test records embracing a rather wide

variety of character of selection to cover

various types of entertainment which will

be shown in future in the theatre. Each
record has been marked with a proper

fader setting determined in a standard

theatre. By playing these records at the

marked value and adjusting the main vol-

ume control potentiometer on the amplify-

ing equipment until the proper effects are

obtained, it should be possible from then

on to obtain good results by using normal

fader volumes for any succeeding selec-

tions. In other words, this potentiometer

setting which then remains fixed com-
pensates for the varying sizes of theatres

and permits like effects of reproduction

to be obtained universally.

WHILE the installation has been pro-

gressing the operating personnel

have been instructed in regard to the func-

tioning of the equipment and the proper

method to handle it. At the outset each

man has been given a copy of a complete

operating instruction bulletin for his per-

sonal keeping for study and reference.

By the time of the completion of the work,

and as a result of the running of the

equipment during the acoustic tests the

projectionist should now be able to start

up and adjust the amplifying equipment

preparatory to running the show. He
should be able to thread the projector with

film through the sound gate compartment

with surety and for film reproduction ad-

just his sound reproducer lamp. For disc

reproduction he should know how to place

the starting mark of the film in its aper-

ture and fix the needle of the reproducer

on the starting mark of the record.

THE rehearsal of the opening pro-

gram is an important event. It not

only enables the projectionists to demon-
strate their ability in handling the equip-

ment under real operating conditions, but

also gives them experience in actual

change-overs of picture and fades. The
engineer can acquaint the manager with

the technique of running the show to ob-

tain best results. While the physical op-

eraton of the apparatus is the responsibil-

ity of the protographic image and the

sound channel do not function simultane-

ously. As indicated in a previous para-

graph, the film first passes through tin-

projector head of the projection machine.

This, of course, throws the photographic

image on the screen. The film then goes

into a magazine below the projection head

where lght is projected through the sound

channel. It follows, therefore, that if the

sound record accompanying a given

frame of photographic image the sound

would not be heard until some time after

the picture had been shown. Approxi-

mately 19 frames separate any given por-

tion of a picture from its accompanying
sound record. The handling of film

which is provided with a sound track does

not differ materially from the handling

of ordinary film, except as regards splic-

ing. The latter is quite different from
the method of slicing ordinary film. Un-
like synchronized film for use with discs,

Movietone film does not necessarily reach

the exchange in one unbroken reel. That

is, it may contain splices when received

from the laboratory.

Care should be exercised to avoid

breakage and to prevent the accumulation

of oil and dust. Damage of this latter

sort, however, is more likely to occur in

use (while the film is in the projection

machine) than when it is being handled

in the inspection room. The amount of

dust which accumulates on film in or-

dinary handling is not likely to have a

noticeable effect upon sound reproduction.

However, after a film has become oily it

accumulates more dirt and grime than

previously and under such circumstances

trouble may result. The safe method is

to use extreme caution in the handling of

the film and to keep it in a clean condi-

tion.

Hand re-winding is advised. Electric

Research Products, Inc., does not advise

the use of a motor-driven rewinding ma-
chine either in the projection or inspec-

tion rooms. (This applies, by the way,
to both sorts of synchronized film—disc

and Movietone.)
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Solved!
Your Sight-Sound

Policy

633

A cue sheet for every pieture you exhibit—

a

complete library of exactly the right accom-
paniment records to make your programs
more entertaining.

The above is yours

—

complete—when you subscribe for

the United Cue Service—made possible by the coopera-

tive efforts of three great companies interested in the

solution of the sight-sound problems of theaters

which have not installed sound-synchronizing equip-

ment. This new service solves your cuing problem

—

completely.

It not only gives you a cue library of approximately

150 records—but it shows you how to cue your pictures

in the most realistic manner without going outside of

that group of records— a special cue sheet for every

picture you show during the year.

Many of the records were played by one of America's

greatest symphony orchestras from scores especially

written to fit moving picture situations. Others avail-

able at slight additional cost, give you the incidental

sounds you need—crashes, shrieks, trains, airplanes, etc.

The servicewas inaugurated and is endorsed byCameo
Music Service Corporation, makers of Thematic Music
Cue Sheets; The Phototone Company, and the Gennett
Record Division of the Starr Piano Company.
A whole year's cuing—complete with thematic rec-

ords—only $228.00. Less than year service, if desired.

Mail the coupon for full details.

MOM Ml

UNITED
CUE SERVICE

MM mi

UNITED CUE SERVICE,
NORTH VERNON, IND.

Give me full details of your record cue service. I am inter-

ested in getting this service, including cue sheets and records,

for months.

NAME OF THEATER '.

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE

For Non-Synchronous Machines and
Non-Synchronized Pictures

SEND REPLY TO MR..
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How Talkies Were Used To Build

Up "Dream Street"
By Harry Reichenhach

ontinued from page 629)
the makers of the film were spared the

danger of loss or lack of distribution.

World Film grossed four times what the

picture cost. I think exhibitors made
money for the rentals were low and the

picture a fair entertainment.

"Dream Street" stands out as the best

effort of my long experience. This Grif-

fith film had been playing to mediocre re-

turns at the Central Theatre. Mediocre

for a Griffith feature. It was in its ninth

week when I was sent for and told that

they were cutting in two talking sequences

and moving it from Broadway to the

Town Hall on West 43rd Street.

1 lere then was a job.

However, everything was done for the

engagement. I had several thousand dol-

lar- to spend for preliminary advertising,

I went before the Board of Aldermen
and secured a permit to use a trolley car

for advertising purposes. I then got the

consenl of Job Hedges, Receiver for the

trolley lines, then had the measure passed

by the Board of Aldermen (thanks to the

wonderful cooperation of Congressman
La Guardia, who is more ready to aid

anyone than any politician in America.)
I then got permission from the car lines

and one week before the move, had the

car bannered, faces painted on the win-

dows, and the car ran from Washington
Heights to the Battery every day at least

six times and was seen by millions of

people.

I changed Forty-third Street into

"Dream Street." Every lamp post, every
street sign was changed and merchants
began advertising their locations as 24

11 Street instead of West 43rd

Street.

I hung the street from end to end with

Chinese and American flags, spent what

money I had on sensational display ad-

vertising and opened to capacity which
kept up for two weeks. We did $14,568
the first week against $9,768 at the Cen-

tral, which was on Broadway while we
were now on a side street and had to pull

our patrons up the street fully 200 feet.

This was the first attempt to use dia-

logue with film and owing to frailties of

the mechanism, it was a flop, hut we did

what we started out to do—sold the house
out and kept the crowds coming for two
weeks.

Showmanship is not a matter of street

ballyhoo. It is not the ability to attract

attention to some wierd stunt for the eye

with no selling argument attached. To he

effective it must strike a responsive chord,

at once, in the minds of the onlookers.

Street ballyhoo is practically passe. In its

place has come the highly decorative

lobby, extensive advertising, continued

and intensive publicity campaigns and the

focusing of people's attention to the high-

lights of an attraction, which is in reality

the detraction of the minds from an at-

tractions frailties.

After fifteen years of forced draught
it is a delight at last to be able to center

ones energy on such features as "Show
Boat" and "Broadway." And to be able

to say that the executives of Universal,

including R. H. Cochrane, Lew Metzger,
P. D. Cochrane and, naturally. Carl

Laemmle, are permitting full plav of

sudh humble talents I may possess.

Renovation Brings Old Boston Globe Back

to Affluence as Popular Film Theatre

Till. New Netoco Globe Theatre,

situated at the intersection, of

W. and Stuart Streets,

in downtown Bo ton, offers an interesting

example of what can be done in building

up the business of a fine old theatre.

h in the past few years had lost in

patronage.

Built some 26 years ago. by Weber and

Fields, the Globe had long enjoyed an

enviable reputation as one of Boston's

finest theatres. Legitimate drama,
dramatic stock, vaudeville, motion pic-

and even Grand Opera were num-
bered among its successful ventures.

Then suddenly, the Globe business fo

11 off.

Acquired some months ago by the New
England Theatre I Iperating Corporation,

1 Hobe « ted to a complete

ating and redecorating pn >

from its reopening date last December,
has proved itself a steady drawing card

despite the fact that there are ten other

tl 1 atres within two blocks of its door-..

When Samuel Pinanski of the New
land Theatres Operating Corporation

decided to add the Globe to the Necoto
chain, In- closed the theatre for two
months, during which time staff of work-
men went all through the house from
the stage to the lobby, repainting, re-

decorating, remodelling. New fitting--,

hangings and lighting fixtures were in-

Stalled, and the theatre was equipped for

Vitaphone and Movietone presentations.

In the new color scheme of the theatre,

crimson, blue and gold predominate. One
striking feature of the decorative scheme
is carried out in the theatre, and along

the stairways and corridors throughout

the bouse. This feature is the wall

Globe theatre, Boston, in its new dress

covering which consists of figure 1

damask with alternate crimson and gold

stripes contrasting well with the blue

figuring.

The foyer was done over in white and
gold with the same wall covering as the

auditorium. Elaborate crystal chandeliers

which were put in when the theatre was
built, have been retained because of their

beauty and associations. The main
chandelier in the auditorium is a huge

crystal hall. The foyer is paved in pure

white marble, and the' two marble stair-

ways lead to the mezzanine and balcony,

the walls of which are composed of gray

plaster, intersected with white lines to

simulate rough masonry. The general

effect is that of great walls of stone, which

are softened by a glow of mulberry light

from indirect fixtures. The perpendicular

section which separates the mezzanine
from the balcony is carried out in the

same effect with rich crimson draperies

hanging part way down the wall. High
on the walls toward the ceiling of the

theatre, are huge mural paintings of

forest scenes, strikingly depicted. The
ceiling itself has been gone over elabor-

ately with gold predominating in the color

scheme. Three tiers of boxes extending

from the orchestra to the height of the

balcony are elaborately carved, richly

decorated and hacked with heavy crimson

hangings. On the mezzanine floor, di-

rectly above the main foyer, a huge
mirror adds to tin' decorative scheme.

A great sign in yellow, green and red

lights has been erected on the outside of

the building, adding to tin- white way
buill ui> '" this section in the past few

years. The marquee announces in flash-

ing red. white and green lights the current

attraction.

The staff of ushers and doormen appear

in the Netoco uniforms of pale blue with

Sam Browne lx>lts. They show the effect

of careful training.
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QUALITONE
THE VOICE OF THE SCREEN

Exhibitors Everywhere, Who Have Seen and Heard This Marvelous Sound
Reproducing Device Are Tremendously Enthusiastic Over

Its Fidelity of Tone, Simplicity of Operation
and Perfect Synchronization

IN HOLLYWOOD
Ray M. Robbins, proprietor of the MERALTA
Theatre, says:

"The fact that I am installing 'QUALI-
TONE' systems in my two theatres after

investigating other leading sound projec-

tion devices speaks for itself."

IN LOS ANGELES
Mark Hansen, president of the MARCAL
Theatre Company, says:

"Best I have ever heard. My patrons

are delighted with the wonderful results

we are getting with 'QUALITONE.' "

BOTH OF THESE THEATRES ARE NOW BEING SERVED!

•AND HERE'S THE BEST NEWS!-
SALE PRICE
DELIVERED AND
INSTALLED $2,500

(For Houses under 2000 Capacity)

ONLY $1,000 DOWN AND
52 EASY PAYMENTS
OF $29.70 PER WEEK

Here Are Some Pertinent Facts Regarding "QUALITONE"
QUALITONE is Interchangeable. QUALITONE is tone perfect.

QUALITONE can be installed without loss of a

single show. QUALITONE is simplicity itself.

QUALITONE is interchangeable and accommodates
the product of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First National,

Warner Bros., Paramount, United Artists, Columbia
and other companies now making sound pictures.

Write or Wire at Once for Further Details.

Remember, We Guarantee Immediate Installation!

QUALITONE CORPORATION
Samuel Freedman, President

5360 Melrose Avenue Hollywood, Calif.
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RCA Photophone Trains Specialists at

Sound Motion Picture College
ANEW "college" has been estab-

lished in the motion picture field.

Under the auspices of RCA
Photophone, Inc.. representing the system

of sound-motion picture production de-

veloped by leading radio interests in the

United States, an army of technically

trained men is rapidly being educated to

the intricacies of sound-motion picture

equipment in one of the most novel trade

schools in the country.

Located at 438 West 37th Street, New
York City, the RCA Photophone school

is a combination lecture and laboratory

institution in the developing of men who
will understand the design, operation and
manufacture of apparatus used in the

talking cinema. Every individual need

ound pictures—projectionists, tech-

nicians, acoustical experts, theatre design-

ers and electrical engineers— is being met
in this "college."

Because of the dual system of sound
motion pictures, in which either a phono-
graphic disc record is used, or sound is

photographed on film and later repro-

duced through an optical system, these

men are undergoing highly specialized

training in both fields. Technicians hith-

erto accustomed to the technique of the

silent picture, are being educated to the

intricacies of photographing the spoken
wind as well. Engineers who confined

their activities to amplifying circuits are

1 icing trained to turn their talents to the

development and operation of electrical

systems which will give the highest qual-

ity in the reproduction of sound-motion
pictures. A small army of recording

engineers, upon whose abilities the talk-

ing picture stands or falls in large meas-
ure, are rapidly being initiated into the

methods of capturing sound on disc or

film. Another group, concerned with the

highly important art of acoustics as ap-

plied to sound-motion picture studios and
theatres, is developing new wrinkles in

the sound-proofing and sound-improving
of buildings.

An expert staff of instructors, recruited

from the leading electrical laboratories

affiliated with RCA Photophone, is di-

recting the training of technical students

into talking picture channels. Black-

board lectures in amplifying circuits, mo-
tor generators, storage batteries and other

electrical equipment of sound pictures is

an imixjrtant preliminary part of the

course.

Instruction in installing and servicing

RCA Photophone equipment in the thea-

tres is conducted through lecture courses

and by actual laboratory service tests on

RCA Photophone projectors, synchron-

ous disc turntables, power supply appa-

ratus, amplifiers, loud speakers and all

the other electrical and mechanical details

of RCA Photophone sound reproduction.

Engineers and service men alike are rub-

bing shoulders each day over dismantled

apparatus, taken apart item by item to

better understand the operation.

Projectionists are given a specialized

training course in the operation of the

new sound equipment, including sound-

on-film and disc record operation.

Instruction at the school is patterned

closely after the approved methods of

engineering instruction in American col-

leges and universities. The students are

given lecture courses in the afternoons

which prepare them for laboratory ex-

periments on that subject the following

morning.

VJ.W MACY HORNS
Re-Creates Every Tone from a Whisper to

A Full Symphony Orchestra Faithfully With

Lifelike Reality.

Their correct construction provides a maximum response

and a complete frequency range—all with a brilliancy

that is startling with realism.

The material used in the construction of the Macy horns

are of special creation all of our own that is practically

vibrationless and is very durable.

In making sound picture installations of high quality

many manufacturers of such equipment use Macy's Expo-

nential Horns. Assure yourself of perfect sound reproduc-

tion and install a Macy horn as the most vital part of

your equipment.

We are glad to offer our engineering services

for the solution of any horn problems.

Model S. 120

Air-column 10 Feet
Weight 38 Lbs.

Deplh 36 inches

Bell 40 x 40 inches

Write for Catalogue

Macy Manufacturing Corp.
Pioneer Makers of Acoustic Horns

1451—39th Street Brooklyu, N. Y.
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Theatre Building Business Map
Including Analysis of Key City Attendance Averages

OiTOtl

Above Average Business

Average Business

Under Average Business

Very light new construc-
tion

Light new construction

Moderately heavy con-
struction

Heavy new construction

1 1

^^ VfiaS

©'_
Ag\

The map of the United States shown here is divided into seven terri-
tories, with colored shading indicating the division of new proposed
theatre building as represented for the period from January 15th to
February 15th. This new construction is represented in valuation of
dollars and cents rather than number of projects.

The shading is in four densities : solid, which represents the greatest

value of proposed theatres ; heavy stipple, which is second in valuation

of new construction ; medh;m, which areas represent conservative build-

ing ; and the very light areas, where the investment in new theatre pro-

jects is very light. The information used in compiling the statistics

visualized by the map was obtained through several reliable sources, and
the map is to be considered as very nearly accurate in representing com-
parative theatre building activities in various sections of the country.

The circles shown on the map are located in key cities and illustrate

averages of theatre attendance during the period from January 15th

to February 15th, 1929. The diagrams indicate the relative attendance at

the first-run theatres in these cities during the period covered. These
are given by "averages," with symbols to indicate "Above Average"
and "Under Average" box office returns. The term "average" as applied
in this survey indicates satisfactory box office returns, based upon theatre
expectancies, which, in turn, are governed by past earnings under similar
or nearly similar conditions.

These attendance statistics were compiled from an analysis of the Key
City Reports, published weekly in Motion Picture News, and other
sources of information gathered by this publication.

THE following is the monthly Showman report on new
theatres projected from January 15th to Februairy
15th.

For the United States and Canada, 54 new theatres were
announced having a combined seating capacity of 74,350 and
an estimated cost of $15,204,000. Of these theatres five will

cost over a million dollars and three between $500,000 and a
million. These figures give an average cost per theatre of

$281,555 ar|d an average seating of 1,377, with an average
cost per seat of $204.50.

Details of this construction, divided according to the terri-

torial divisions included in the accompanying map, show that
the Middle States top other sections by a great margin, the
total building for this territory being $7,080,000 to cover the
cost of 16,900 seats for 12 theatres. In this territory two of
the theatres will cost over a million and one between $500,000

and a million. An exceptionally large average cost per theatre

is shown for this territory where $590,000 will be used to

construct the average theatre seating 1.408, giving an average
cost per seat of $419.

Next in line is New England, where four theatres will cost

$1,675,000, with a total seating capacity of 11,100. One Xew
England theatre calls for an investment of over a million. The
cost per average theatre for this territory is considerably above
the average for all theatres. $418,750 will be expended to con-
struct a theatre of 2,775 seats giving a cost per seat of $151.
The Western territory nearly equals the New England

schedule as here $1,620,000 will cover the cost of nine theatres

seating 10,450. Again one theatre in this territory will cost

over a million dollars. In this division the average theatre will

seat 1,161 and cost $180,000, bringing the cost per seat to $155.

(Continued on following page)
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AMPLION
Sound Equipment

opens up enormous possibilities for

LARGER AUDIENCES
and

Reduced Overhead
Expenses

Am piion
[" lectric Phonograph

Piek-I p

Special]
1 -orded phonograph

manent field

1

which 1 V a high mag
[] space. Tone

arm i^ adjustable in length, to ac-
late the new lfi inch

dicing picture

Amplion Oiant Dynamic
fA. C. 100) Air Column Unit

Built especially for public a I

and band repeating iu large halls,

theatres and open
signed to operate on an output of
10 to 30 watts of undistorted
power. Field supply 1 '4 amps, at
6 volts D. C. 1 In- gianl Amplion
Dynamic Unit w< ight 20 p
is capable of range and volume
heretofore unattainable in any
Unit, and is the largest ever built.

We Have Established

Something New

—

A FREE SERVICE
ON AMPLIFICATION

\ well organized Heoarf'ent of our business
lust to heln you "\Ve make no --har.'e for this

service, it is freely given with rVmnHon's com-
pliments and a background of 42 years of

success in the acoustic field.

We have ready for quick installation croup
address equipment as follov.

SPEAKERS
•>" Tone Chassis 9! i '''- x 7)
14" Cone i 14! . x s', x lm .

16" Con l IBM 10x22)
UNITS—Balanced armature (4 X 4 X 1

A. C. inn (weight 25 lbs 111 x 8 x 81

Exciter fnr A C. 100 unit (field current supply)
IS x 11 id

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS
Type .nn (SxRM z7%
Type .n7 Hill 3H)

HORNS
42" Trumpet [22" bell) (24 r;ii It

72" Trumnet (74 x V>. x 32)
in ft. Air Column ifin x 37 x 46)

ft. Column (34 x -Is

15 ft. Air Column (57 x 57 x 35t

MICROPHONE rf!i.;x9Kx7)
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER [Ji3. 3&)
AMPLIFIERS
2-Stage(210tubesinP.P. ii I7x
3-Stage (25n tubes in PP . in last st age) (22x
MICROPHONE INPUT AMPLIFIER

-
ill x 15 19) P »'

MICROPHONE INPUT AMPLIFIER
(15x 17 x 9)

14x0)
17 x 'li

\. C.
»•<»«

v c.

"REEL MUSIC RECORD LIBRARY"
and

CUEING SERVICE

Cabinets contain 2 turntable electric motors.
Amplion electric pick-up and control board for
Fading one piece of music into another, or making
Instantaneous switches.

Especially Designed for Non-Synchronous
Moving Pictures

More Efficient Than
an Orchestra

Always Ready for Duty

These new Amplion reel mu tl records
have met with instant success.

500 .selections in the library includes

HURRIES — GALLOPS — MYSTERIOSOS —
LOVE THEMES — ORIENTAL — SOUND
EFFECTS — as well as many

MOOD ACCOMPANIMENTS
Musical effects so often required to make n

picture a success.

Amphon Microphone
ed from our factory in

ific instrument* made and
he price.

It is a sensitive single button
M icrophone, free from

i

or public address use. With the
use of Amplion Microphone the
signal strength is greatly in-
creased and tone purity is re-

We furnish the Complete Installation or

any part of the equipment as desired.

42 years of Success in the Acoustic Field

AMPLION CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

133-141 West 21st Street, New York

The South Western district has scheduled Si.(09,000 for 8
t ln-al re- which will scat 10,800. Inclii'lcil in this schedule arc

two theatres which will cost between $500,000 and a million

dollars. The average cost ]>er theatre in this territory is $201,
i->5. seating 1,350, and the average cost per seal $150.

The West Coast, with the preceding three divisions, makes a

group of lour territories which have approximately the same
building appropriations. The West Coasl has 11 new the-

atres which will seat all together I2,6oo and wil cost $1,355,000
These figures, reduced to the average theatre, show $123,180
cost, 1.1 15 seats, and cost per scat $107.50.

The most surprising feature of this report is that the North
Atlantic states call for an investment of only $200,000 for 3
theatres seating all together 2,200. The averages per theatre are

$66,700 cost with 730 seats and $91 cost per seat. This is the

first time in the two years these monthly reports have been
presented through The Showman that this territory has failed

to rank either 1st. 2nd or 3rd in the amount of building for all

territories. Also, it's the first time the total cost of theatres for

the North Atlantic states has Keen under a million dollars.

The South Eastern territory shows that three new theatres

will cost $450,000 and seat 4,000, which gives $150,000 as the

average cost per theatre in this territory with 1,333 seats and
an average cost per seat of $1 12.50.

Canada shows a surprisingly active program where 4 theatres

call for an investment of $1,215,000 and will altogether seat

6,300. The average theatre in this territory will cost $303,750
and will seat 1,575, giving an average cost per seat of $193.

Ohio takes individual honors among the states for this thirty-

day report. Here four theatres, seating altogether 9,800, will

cost $6,250,000.

Massachusetts, while ranking second, will only have $1,250,-

000 invested in two theatres seating altogether 7,000.

Oklahoma follows close to Massachusetts with two theatres

which will cost together $1,100,000 and seat 6,000.

Colorado has scheduled one theatre which will cost $1,000,000

and seat 2,500, wdiile California's seven theatres will together

cost $650,000 and seat 6,750.

REPORTS emanating from the key cities during the past

month—January 15 to February 15—showed the picture

theatres during this period to be objects of a strange mixture

of good and bad influences'. There occurred during the period

the Lincoln holiday and, to offset that, the usually depressed

day, Ash Wednesday. Good pictures were rather plentiful,

but so, too, was extremely unfavorable weather and the preva-

lence of illness. The flu condition had about burned itself out

as the period of the current report drew to a close, but there

were repercussions in various cities.

The picture attractions shown at the first runs during the

period measured up to an unusually high standard of popular

appeal, and several new records were established. For example :

"The Canary Murder Case," the new Paramount talker, set a

new mark for the Portland theatre in Portland, Ore.; "In < Hd

Arizona'' set the record figures of the Great Lakes in Buffalo

up several notches; "Abie's Irish Rose" broke through former

grosses at Loew's State in Syracuse: and "Wolf of Wall
Street" turned in many excellent figures at several theatres.

with a new record for the State in New Orleans, the biggest

week the Paramount in Los Angeles has had in years, and sev-

eral other sensational i>erformances to its credit. Notable

among the distinctions which have accrued to "Wolf of Wall

Street" is the hold-over it was given at the Paramount in New
York, which in this instance played a picture a second week

for the first time in its history, and the returns for the second

week more than justified those responsible for this move in

their decision.

Following is the list of ten best picture attractions as rated

by their performances at first run key city theatres during the

period January 15 to February 15.

1

.

"In 1 ilt 1 Arizona"

2. ''Interference"

3. "Shopworn Angel"

4. "Alias Jimmy \ alentine"

s. "The Doctor's Secret"

6. "The Wolf of Wall Street"

7- "My Man"
8. "The Barker"

0. "Submarine"
0. "On Trial"
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NOW ON THE PRESS

MOTION PICTURES
WITH

The book measures 7?i in. x 5 in.

Is fully illustrated with photographs
and diagrams and is bound in heavy
'loth with gold stamping.

PRICE FIVE DOLLARS

SOUND
By JAMES R. CAMERON

With an Introduction by WILLIAM FOX, Pres. Fox Film Corp.

This book is being published due to the in-

sistent demands from hundreds of exhibitors

and projectionists throughout the country

who are demanding

COMPLETE
INFORMATION

on both the theoretical and practical side of

Sound Pictures and Sound Picture Equipment.

MOTION PICTURES
WITH SOUND

Covers the subject from A to Z in such a

manner that the subject will be readily and

easily understood. The book contains nothing

but "talking movie'' information.

VITAPHONE—R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE—MOVIETONE, etc., etc.

You Will Find the Book of Great Value in Your Daily Work.
It Will Answer All of Your "Talking Movie" Questions. The
Most Timely Publication in the Motion Picture Business Today

As the Pre-Publication Demand for This Book Is Very Heavy
We Suggest You Send IN YOUR Order Now.

370 PAGES OF NOTHING BUT "SOUND PICTURE" INFORMATION

CAMERON PUBLISHING CO. MANHATTAN BEACH, N. Y.
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Guaranteed Perfect Equipment
FOR

Talking Pictures
oo
(Two Machines)And the Price Is $1,000

And—We Are Making Delivery and
Installation in Seven Days

HERE IT IS
The Talking Equipment that has revolutionized

the industry. Get your order in quick—start reap-

ing the profits with such pictures as

—

"INTERFERENCE," "ABIES IRISH ROSE;"
"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE," "SUBMA
RINE," "THE AWAKENING," Etc.

JUST A FEW OF LAST WEEK'S INSTALLATIONS!
ASK ANY OF THESE EXHIBITORS

Hippodrome Theatre, Sheridan, Ind.

Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. Car.

Park Theatre, Painesville, Ohio
Reliance Theatre, Orangeburg, S. C.

Court Theatre, Newark, N. J.

American Theatre, Mt. Carmel, 111.

Rialto Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Temple Theatre, Hartsville, S. Car.

Colonial Theatre, Grinnell, Iowa

Colonial Theatre, Gillespie, 111.

O'Dowd Theatre, Florence, S. Car.

Star Theatre, Duluth, Minn.

Liberty Theatre, Darlington, S. Car.

Majestic Theatre, Algoma, Wis.

Frank's Theatre, Abbeville, La.

Broadway Theatre, Minneapolis

Everybody's Theatre, Dillon, S. Car.

Granada Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

MOVIE-PHONE CORP. „-,
724 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111. 8251

8252WRITE WIRE PHONE



PICTORIAL REVIEW OF THEATRES

Exterior view of Riviera Theatre, Syracuse, A7
. Y

WESTERN NEW YORK'S FIRST ATMOSPHERIC THEATRE
The Riviera in Syracuse Seats 1,500 and Was Built at Cost of $350,000

TO the Riviera theatre located on South Salina St.

and W. Pleasant Ave., in Syracuse, belongs the dis-

tinction of having introduced with notable success the

atmospheric type of playhouse to the western section of

New York State. The theatre is owned by Harry Gilbert,

of Syracuse, has a seating capacity of 1.500 persons and
provides in its architectural representation of the Spanish

Renaissance motif a striking example of the colorful and
theatrical style of auditorium which is meeting with such

popular enthusiasm in the present development of motion

picture playhouses. It is single floor construction, no bal-

cony or mezzanine being included.

The Riviera was designed by M. J. De Angelis, Archi-

tect, of Rochester, N. Y. The interior decorations are by
the Lusk Studio, also of Rochester.

It was opened to the public last November. The
decorative scheme throughout auditorium, lobbies and
even the exterior is consistent with the Spanish motifs on
which the design is based. The auditorium ceiling is in

a deep cerulean blue shaded to a deeper tone behind the

battlements. It is further enriched by the use of electric

lighting effects to represent a starlight sky.

The auditorium represents an outdoor garden. The sky
effect being very realistic, due to the indirect cove lighting

system behind the battlements. A four circuit lighting

system is used.

The side walls, silhouetted against the blue sky back-

ground, give the effect of a rich old Spanish exterior.

The walls have been covered with a rough texture plaster

modelled by the palm of the hand, then further colored

with various tones in the rough plaster and then glazed

down and highlighted to lend the effect of a very old

Spanish stone wall.

There are three delightfully executed mural panels on
either side of the auditorium, depicting scenes of carnival

and revelry, done by Harold S. Bishop, of Rochester,

N. Y.

The main lobby ceiling has been covered with silver

leaf and glazed with a soft sunset red and blue in iri-

descent effect.



Stage and proscenium

Detail organ grilles Sidewall treatment

INTERIOR VIEWS RIVIERA THEATRE
M. J. De Angelis, Architect



Auditorium, Midland theatre, Newark, Ohio

THE MIDLAND, NEW THOUSAND-SEATER IN CENTRAL OHIO
THE Midland theatre in Newark, Ohio, is one of

the most recently completed small type deluxe the-

atres to be opened to the public. This handsome play-

house, housed in a building which also contains store

rooms flanking the main entrance, with offices

•on the second floor, is owned and operated by
Midland Theatres Co., of Newark.
The Midland is of Spanish design. The ex-

terior is built of buff brick and roofing of

variegated Spanish tile.

Upon entering the

theatre, one is im- /s~
mediately impressed
with the conservative

beauty that is car-

ried throughout in

Spanish architectural

splendor—it is faith-

ful in detail, but un-
raarred by extreme
extravaganza of dec-
orative material, for-

foreign to the or-

iginal. One soon
passes directly into

the foyer or lobby,

its side walls colon-

Right, exterior view
of the Midland, New-

ark, Ohio

naded with pilasters of antique marble, rising nearly two-

thirds the height of the walls. The upper side walls are

in the bas-relief, painted in old ivory; while the ceiling is

of the atmospheric design. At the right is the grand
staircase leading to the balcony foyer. Rest

rooms are located on the right and left of the

foyer. The foyer on the main floor runs the

width of the theatre. At either end of the

foyer are the men's and women's rest rooms
and smoking lounges,

comfortably fur-
nished.

The auditorium

conveys an impres-

sion of richness and
spaciousness.

The stage is one

of the most interest-

ing features of the

theatre. There are

three tiers of dress-

ing rooms back
stage, each complete-

ly equipped and fur-

nished. The rooms
are provided with

private phone system

and amplifiers from
the stage so that the

actors may keep in



touch with tin- progress of the show. The
rooms are equipped with the all-modern

conveniences and special illumination for

makeup is at hand. The stage proper is

inodernly equipped in every detail and is

so arranged as to accommodate the larg-

est road show.

Stage curtain and draperies are hung
with marked originality. The scenery

and drop-curtain arc controlled by auto-

matic power controls.

The heating, ventilating and cooling

systems are of modern type, designed to-

change the air in the auditorium once

every minute throughout the year, under
heating or cooling conditions.

There are 1,603 seats in the theatre

richly upholstered in red plush with

leather seats. They are of the overstuffed

type.

An innovation and unique feature ot

the Midland is a cry room, glass encased

and sound-proof, located on the right oi

the lower foyer.

On the right, view of main foyer en-

trance, showing grand stairway to mes-
sanine and foyer

I iew of the seating arrangement and
rear of auditorium of the Midland The-

atre in the photo beloiv



PORTFOLIO
of

Small De Luxe Theatres

PHOTOS
COURTESY OF
NATIONAL
THEATRE

SUPPLY CO.

On the left is a

i lew of the main

entrance and

marquee of the

R ialt o theatre,

Danville, Va.

THE motion picture theatre of a capacity of one
thousand seats or less located in smaller towns and

neighborhood districts of cities affords to patrons of the
films and allied presentations those comforts and luxuries

of surroundings to which the public has become accus-

tomed through visits to the magnificent palaces in down-
town sections of the metropolises. The photographs repro-

duced on the following pages suffice to illustrate the point

that no longer is the ''little house'' related to the now
extinct "store show" either in its appearance, construc-

tion or equipment.

Particular interest will focus in these smaller type
houses from the standpoint of the architect, decorator

and equipment specialist during the near future, for every

indication points to a greatly increased building activity

along the lines of the moderate sized picture theatre this

coming year. This is natural in view of the need for

replacements as well as the constant growth of commmnity
centers both outside and within the confines of the larger

cities and town-.

The necessity for plans and construction affording the

greatest economy commensurate with the uilitarian pur-

poses of the theatre, which includes architectural and
decorative effects in harmony with the luxurious note the

picture theatre affords its patrons, is revealed in the re-

productions in this section.



Exterior 1 'icu<

MILLER THEATRE
Woodstock, 111.

Operated by John C. Miller. Seating capacity 1200'



Right — Auditorium
view showing decora-
tive treatment of stage

and proscenium of the

Miller theatre in
IVoodstock, a notable

example of the mod-
em picture theatre of
moderate capacity

Shown below is a view
of the audit o r i n m
rear, affording a gen-
eral impression of the

balanced decorative
treatment developed in

a simple arrangement.
Ceiling design especi-

ally interesting



View of left sidewall and ceiling

Auditorium viewed from stage

Stage and Proscenium arch

fifBEfiMTlP!

AMERICA THEATRE
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Operated by Alladin Theatre Corporation. Seating Capacity 864



Above, view of auditorium rear, showing

stadium type balcony, reached by stairzvays

at either side of auditorium. The Milkmaid-

is operated by B. C. Gallimorc. It has a

seating capacity of 700

Right—Partial view of the stage and pros-

cenium of the Milhvald. The house was
opened last August. It boasts an excellent

booth equipment and features Orchestra-

phone music for overtures and accompani-

ments to picture presentations

MILLWALD THEATRE
Wytheville, Va.



The Hope theatre in Providence ranks-,

among the large number of modern

picture houses of moderate capacity

ivhicli have been erected within tin-

past few years in New ngland. Shown

above is an exterior view of this play-

house building, which includes three

store fronts at either side of the main-

en I ranee to the theatre

On the left is a corner of the entrance

lobby, showing doors opening on inner

foyer and inside ticket booth, on the

right. The decoration is simple and

highly effective from the decorative

as well as the utilitarian standpoint.

Lobby frames providing adequate fa-

cilities for the display of current and

forthcoming attractions serve as wall'

decorations in the lobby and foyer

HOPE THEATRE
Providence, R. I.
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Above is a view of the stage and

proscenium arch, showing details of

decoration for walls and ceiling of

the auditorium of the Hope theatre.

Colorful drapes add materially to the

general effectiveness of this intimate

auditorium, which has a seating capa-

city of 1100. The entire equipment

of the house is up to the highest

modern standards

The view of the foyer, shown at the

right, illustrates how effectively the

theatre can be furnished to produce a

cosy atmosphere by means of com-

paratively inexpensive appointments.

The lighting fixtures for walls and

ceilings, mirrors, chairs, etc-, are of

a stock pattern. The rough plaster

walls and ceiling are painted, with

stencil designs applied on the i eiling

Modern Style Picture

House Seating 1100



Auditorium and stage Inner foyer

Auditorium viewed from stage

RIALTO THEATRE, DANVILLE, VA.
Operated by Southern Amusement Corporation. Seating Capacity 950
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Lounge Auditor inm
Auditorium viewed from balcony

GELLER'S THEATRE, PORTLAND, ORE.
Operated by I. Getter. Seating capacity 800



(A)—Before—tower photo shows stage and part of auditorium.

Note out-of-date boxes.

I/O

—

After—Photo at top shows transformed proscenium and
stage, and drapes replacing boxes. Ceiling and genera! decora-

tion improvements are obvious.

MODERN-DAY audiences demand—and they are en-

titled to—modern-day theatre accommodations.
The constant building of new amusement edifices in

the large cities supplies the public with up-to-date, com-
fortable accommodations for enjoying today's talking pic-

tures and other entertainment.

However, in many of the average-size communities the

theatres have not been improved apace with the entertain-

ment. As long as these houses were not faced with the

competition of more modern and more comfortable struc-

tures, many managements gave little thought to modern-
izing their theatres. Others have seen the wisdom of

looking after the patrons' comfort and engaged architects

to draw up plans for remodelling.

Now that chain theatre circuits have tied-up the larger

cities they are looking to the smaller towns for expand-
ing their holdings. What is an exhibitor who owns an

old-fashioned house going to do to meet the competition

of a modern theatre erected by a circuit? Remodel, of
course! It is a case of spruce up or close up.

There are no end of other reasons why the older houses
in the small towns—in. fact, anywhere should be mod-
ernized. They lack the all-important element of safety
that can be provided easily through more exits, proper
aisles, adequate ventilation, etc. The need of safety is

axiomatic. The very drabness of a neglected theatre

REMODELLING OLD THEATRES
TO SUIT NEW CONDITIONS

Transformation of Gaiety in Vtica Cited as

Example of Economical Rejuvenation

by VICTOR A. RIGAUMONT, A.I.A.
THEATRE ARCHITECT

dispels the necessary glamour and brightness suggestive

of amusement happiness. The competition of new, mod-
ern theatres will educate theatre-goers to the comforts of

modern accommodations and luxuries. And you can be

right sure that curiosity will take practically all the poten-

tial patrons in town at least once to the new theatre. When
theatre patrons go next week to the old opera house, the

contrast with the most apparent and loss of business

should be a natural result.

Talking pictures, demanded by the public, can not be

put on with antiquated facilities. The booth may need en-

larging, the auditorium may need to be treated with

acoustical materials to overcome reverberation of sound,

etc.

What these older theatres need to help them meet new
competition is economical remodelling. And let me em-
phasize economical ! For that is the only practical way to

meet the situation and keep the overhead within profitable

reason.

As an example of what may be done in the way of

economical remodelling, a well-built but slightly old-

fashioned theatre, let me cite Schine's Gaiety theatre in

Utica, New York, to which I recently applied the prin-

ciples set forth in this article.

Within a month with a limited amount of rebuilding,

reseating and complete interior decoration, a transforma-
tion was effected. I think that the before and after photo-
graphs accompanying the article tell their own convincing

and practical story.

The theatre building itself was well constructed origin-

ally and therefore the exterior needed no changes. It was
the interior that needed modernizing and remodelling to

conform to present-day standards of safety—and good
business.

Structural changes were few. It was a case of remodel-
ling and redecorating.



(C)

—

Before—inset shows auditorium looking from stage, with

boxes and plainness of ceiling and wall decorations very evident.

(D)—After—Nozv glance at the photo at top and note improve-

ment accomplished by redecorating and new lighting fixtures.

The stage was rebuilt as a "Class A," according to

today's building codes and specifications, with modern
ventilators, electrical equipment, etc. The Gaiety presents

vaudeville as well as sound and silent pictures, so the stage

was fully equipped to meet these demands. The proscenium

was improved and new curtains installed. (Compare
photographs A and B.)

By eliminating the antiquated boxes shown in photo-
graphs A and C and hanging effective drapes in the space

formerly occupied by the upstairs boxes and placing more
seats downstairs, the transformation shown in photograph
B was effected.

All the seats on the main floor and balcony were ripped

out and replaced with luxurious opera chairs.

The entire interior was redecorated with economical
use being made of all panels and other designs. The
panel stenciling duplicated the design of the opera chair

and drape brocades. The transformation is clearly shown

?W

in all the photographs and is noticeable particularly in

the foyer at the rear of the auditorium shown in photo-
graphs E and F. The cold atmosphere very evident in

picture E was warmed by hanging drapes on the rail back
of the last row of seats and hanging other drapes.

New lighting fixtures played an important part in the

remodelling scheme.
Professional etiquette does not permit me to present

cost figures on the remodelling of this nature.

Before—E—Left—Foyer at rear of auditroium, so plain it has a feeling of bareness and coldness. After—F—Right—Redecora-
tion, draped and better lighted. A comfortable and inviting effect all accomplished by economical remodelling.



Above, auditorium of the Capitol theatre,

viewed from the rear balcony. This lux-

urious theatre of the smaller type is oper-

ated by the Capitol Theatrt Corporation of
Portland. It has a seating capacity of 1,500

. / view of the inner foyer ivith entrance to

auditorium at right. . Is mux he noted in

the photo, the Capitol is handsomely ap-

pointed. Walls and ceiling are finished in

rough east plasti i

CAPITOL THEATRE
Portland, Ore.
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THE Roxy Theatre, to a showman, is

synonymous with successful theatre

management.

Mr. S. L. Rothafcl (Roxy) personally man-

ages the operation of the theatre. Many
articles from his pen addressed to theatre

operators, stress the importanceofcomfort-

able seating, proper projection, courteous

employees and, particularly, adequate, com-

plete, and accurately controlled lighting.

Roxy is assured of the kind of lighting he

wants and needs in his own theatre. A care-

fully planned installation ofWardLeonard
Vitrohm (vitreous enamelled) Resistance

and ReactanceDimmers makes this certain.

More than 750,000 lamp watts are con-

trolled by the dimmer system. This is a

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO

very large installation; not many of them

are made each year. However, last year

Ward Leonard delivered hundreds of

Vitrohm Dimmers for installation in the

smaller type of theatre. The smallest in-

stallation was given as much care as the

largest. The theatres in which they were

installed found Vitrohm Dimmers low in

initial cost, economical and simple in

maintenance and a splendid investment

in making their houses more attractive to

the public.

Write today for Bulletin 75 which points

the way to more profits for the theatre

owner through the installation of Ward
Leonard Vitrohm Dimmers. It will be

sent without charge or obligation.

MOUNT VERNON NEW YORK

JAVANESE
ancestor worship de-

veloped a new form

of theatrical per-
formance, Puppets,

used to evoke the

spirits of departed

kinsmen, were
manipulated to sim-

ulate action and their

shadows cast by a

lamp upon a screen.

Originally a sacred

rite, the shows be-

came profane. This
early form of
"motion pictures" is

traced to the "th

century.

Scene jrom a "Roxy" stage presentation. Effective simplicity of lighting is evident.
Over

R leaf
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THE TEN POINTS 0/

Vitrobm "Trimmer Superiority

1 Vitreous enamel insulation.

2 110-step control; all steps equally effec-

tive in even, flickerless light reduction.

3 Greater lamp load capacity for space oc-

cupied.

•i Unit space engineering; each plate in the

dimmer bank is replaceable immediately

by one of a different capacity to com-
pensate for lamp load change.

5 Continuous duty operation at full rated

load on any step without excessive

heating.

6 Dimmer units enable banking to any
desired capacity.

7 All moving parts, including contact but-

tons, ground or machined, thus insuring

smooth and easy action.

8 Resistive elements of plates permanently
and completely protected from disinteg-

ration.

9 Cost of systems employing
Vitrohm Dimmers the
same or less than that of

other equivalent lamp
load systems.

M years of experience and
knowing "how."

Ward Leonard Vitrohm Theatre Dimmers

are most frequently specified for installa-

tions where the lighting control must be

dependable and accurate.

Listed here are 10 reasons for Ward Leonard

supremacy. Only with Vitrohm Dimmers

do you get all of these essential features.

Send your dimmer specifications to us for

estimate. 37 years of experience is fully at

your disposal.

<_A small hunk ofdimmers, with

color master control, arranged

for wall mounting.

WARD LEONARD
ELECTRIC CO.
MOUNT VERNON, N.Y.
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Manufactured
Weather

Nation's Business

MANUFACTURED WEATHER is now playing an important part in

the Nation's business at Washington. In the Chamber of the House
of Representatives and contingent rooms, a Carrier System for Air

Conditioning is creating and maintaining automatically, every day in the year,

the combination of temperature, humidity, air purity and air movement
which provides conditions of maximum comfort for Representatives—specta-

tors—the press. A similar Carrier System is soon to be installed to condition

the air within the Senate Chamber and adjoining rooms.

It is significant that the Carrier Systmi has been chosen to condition these

halls of the Nation's Capitol, a system which has won universal recognition

by a rapidly increasing number of fine theatres, not only by the owners
themselves but by the patrons whose choice of a theatre is influenced largely

by the comfort conditions to be found therein.

Manufactured Weather, as produced only through Carrier Systems for Air
Conditioning, is being extended rapidly to include not only theatres, but
hotels, restaurants, hospitals, offices and public and industrial buildings
where the health and comfort of the occupants assumes a place of first

importance. Bulletin TS-11 has been prepared to give those interested
a general knowledge of Manufactured Weather and its applications. We

shall be pleased to send a copy of this Bulletin on request.

(airier Fnqineerinq Corporation

Offices and Laboratories

Newark, New Jersey

New York Philadelphia Boston Chicago
Cleveland Washington Kansas City Los Angeles

^ S
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NO single experiment or progressive

departure from old-time methods
in major vaudeville has attracted

more attention or produced such imme-
diate popular reaction as the weekly
nation-wide broadcasting over the net-

work of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany of outstanding features of the

principal programs in every zone of the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit.

Results? At this early period in the

newly developed idea of broadcasting

vaudeville acts and artists to a widespread

public that is already interested in and
devoted to the home radio set, it is

difficult to chart or estimated "results" as

that word is understood in a commercial
and practical sense.

But it can be said that this broadcasting

radio idea has done more, within a short

time, to publicize and cultivate the broad
field of major vaudeville than any other

plan or policy within the history of show
business. The Radio-Keith-Orpheum
hour on the radio began five weeks ago.

The immediate effect was disclosed pal-

pably in the flood of letters, local and
general, through which the armies of

radio fans showed new interest in the

people, the personalities and the appear-

ances of vaudeville artists whom they

had "heard" probably for the first time,

over their radio at home.
For this season vaudeville had already

experienced a healthy and even increased

general patronage before the broadcast-

ing idea went into action. Since then a

new element of amusement seekers has

come to the front. There is a marked
revival of interest in vaudeville from
sections and localities that have not here-

tofore been specially known as vaudeville

enthusiasts. It is apparently a case of

:

''Seeing is believing."

Major Vaudeville Tries

Radio and Finds New
Theatre Patrons

by Mark A. Luescher
Chief Publicist, Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theatres

II i r a ill S.

Brown, president
R-K-O Theatres,
making in-

naugural address
launching the
weekly radio

broadcasts.

As President

Hiram S .

Brown Said in

his salutation,

the first radio

program,
Radio - Keith -

Orpheum is

frankly and honestly engaged in

''selling'' to all the people the

best kind of entertainment at the

lowest possible price and for the

most progressive and youthful

demands of the public.

Whether the new broadcasting

policy of the major vaudeville organiza-

tion is responsible wholly or only partly

contributory, the fact is that Radio-Keith-

Orpheum, both in this country and

Canada, is enjoying a new and vigorous

vogue of steady patronage. Probably

aione of all the various branches of

theatrical amusement, major vaudeville

with its new and powerful affiliations

within tlhe 'Radio-Keith-Orpheum organ-

ization is in the happiest and most con-

fident frame of mind. As the New York
Evening Stm recently said

:

"A great deal is heard about theatrical

conditions this season. Nearly everyone

seems to be complaining. But there is

one branch of the theatre that does not

share this gloom, but goes steadily

forward gaining ground daily and radi-

ating happiness generally — and that is

vaudeville."

"Radiating happiness" is a happy
phrase as here applied to the universal
consequence of coast to coast broad-
casting the choicest programs of vaude-
ville. The box-office aggregates of the
current season all over Radio-Keith-
Orpheum are better than at any time
since the big war. Finer feature motion
pictures, talking films, and a better se-

lected and more carefully presented stage

program are all contributory to the en-

couraging and sustained results of this

new era of vaudeville. But the broad-

casting system which is making Tuesday

{Continued on page 682)

Vaudeville stars

who have enter-

tained radio
guests of R-K-O
Radio Hours.
Winnie Light-

ner, right; Mae
Murray, below

;

at left, Nick
Lucas.
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Is your seating
a real attraction?

— „ . _ „ „ „ . - _ . _ . - ^^^=^^n=—=——

Whether you make or mar the appearance of

your theater interior depends a very great deal

upon the seating. Today, people are more dis-

cerning, more critical and more responsive to

beauty. Just ordinary seating won't do. Seating

must harmonize with its surroundings.

Steel Furniture Company has long pioneered

this new day development in seating. Steel

knows theater seating requirements thoroughly

and has to its credit many of the finest theater

installations in the world. Steel seating is a real

attraction—comfortable and enduring. Our ex-

pert planning service is at your disposal. We
welcome an inquiry from you. Get the Steel

catalog showing chairs of indescribable beauty

at prices that denote real values.

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering

New Voltage Regulator Controls Voltage

Surges and Variations in Line Supply

AFUNDAMENTAL problem in the

control automatically of line volt-

age surges and variations has been solved,

according to an announcement last week
by Dawson J. Bums of the Ward Leon-

ard Electric Co., Mount Vernon, N. Y.,

concerning the development by that com-
pany of an accurate control output volt-

ages by a new design AC voltage regu-

lator. The device developed by Ward
Leonard after nearly three years of lab-

oratory work is an instantaneously acting

magnetic device, without moving parts,

making unnecessary the present types of

power transformers. In commercial form
it is not appreciably larger than the usual

power supply transformer.

The most immediate and useful inter-

est of this new voltage regulator to the

motion picture industry is that the device

will find wide application in synchronized

film and sound projectors operated from
line supply as to driving power and ampli-

fier tubes. It also fills a long- felt want for

a device for the film printing laboratory

to keep the film printing lamp filament at

a constant temperature. Unequal lighting

during printing has been a great problem.

Constant automatic voltage regulation

is required in the motion picture industry

for the following applications :

i. The Regulator is of importance in

the printing and developing of films as

it keeps the voltage across the printing

lamp filament absolutely constant.

2. By the use of the Regulator, it is

possible for the projection machine mo-
tors to run at constant speed regardless

of line voltage fluctuations.

3. In talking picture machines, the

voltages on tube filaments, plates and
grids must be constant for uniform qual-

ity. This is particularly true where
switch-over amplifier systems are used.

In these systems, throwing the second
amplifier across the line often results in

a click or series of clicks due to suddenly
increased load on the line. Both of these

difficulties are done away with through
the Regulator.

4. The Regulator will make safe the

use of high current projection lamps on
A. C. circuits. In this particular case, the

Regulator does away with the necessity

for a starting rheostat, or ballast, and of

course no running ballast is required.

The Ward Leonard A. C. Voltage
Regulator, like the conventional trans-

former consists of primary and secondary
windings and a special core shape em-
ployed to produce regulation. Unlike

transformers, the placement of windings

in respect to the others and the cross-sec-

tion of the core have very marked effects

upon the design of the Regulator.

Primary and secondary windings are

employed to give any desired transforma-

tion.

The Regulator may be designed for

any K. V. A. output desired. The power
factor of the Regulator, taken at normal
line voltage, varies with the range and
degree of regulation required.

Properly designed and constructed, the

Regulator has an efficiency comparable
with a transformer designed for equiva-

lent duty. Regulator efficiency depends
upon low copper and iron losses.

Oscillograph tests show a secondary
wave form distortion of approximately 5
to 10 per cent, depending on ranges of
regulation.

The connections of the windings are

different from those of a transformer.
Core construction and winding placement
are different from those of transformers.
Both core construction and windings are
subject to considerable variation to meet
the requirements of various classes of
control.

Current Regulator Feature

of New Synchronous Unit

ONE of the newest motion picture

sound projection devices on the

market is the Qualitone—manufactured
and distributed by Qualitone Corporation,

Los Angeles. Presently Qualitone is

turning out machines accomodating the

disc system exclusively but according to

an announcement the companv is pre-

paring to start distribution of its sound-
on-film projection attachment in the im-
mediate future.

A distinctive feature of Qualitone
equipment is the starting torque which
is neuteralized by a special drive designed

to eliminate the possibility of stripped

gears or other damage to the projection

machine. Another feature is a specially

devised motor generator which furnishes

the current to the reproducer system,

eliminating the necessity of batteries and
regulating the source of power.

< >f interest to exhibitors is the state-

ment of Samuel Freedman, president of

Qualitone Corporation, that the device-

can be installed in a theatre without the

loss of a single show, and the fact that

the device is so equipped that by a

simple adjustment it can be made to

operate on any power supply.

Associated with Samuel Freedman in

the manufacture of Qualitone are two
nationally known radio and electrical

engineers, Fred H. Harrington and E.

R. Harris, both of whom have devoted

years to sound projection research and
experimental work. The former is a

member of the Institute of Radio En-
gineers and is the inventor of the sound
projector device employed by the Quali-

tone system. Harris is responsible for

the recording equipment which will be

used by the company.
It is priced at $2,500 for theatres of

a seating capacity of 2000 or less.

Special Design for Theatre

Horn and Speaker Unit

THE accompanying illustration shows
the Racon exponential horn and

giant dynamic horn unit, manufactured

by the Racon Electric Company and in

use iir connection with several synchron-

ous and non-synchronous reproducing

and amplifying systems.

The horn
has a bell 40
x 40 inches

and a depth
of 34^/2 ins.

It is 10 feet

measured along the center line, and has

a cut-off of 75 cycles on the lower end
and up to 8,000 on the upper. It is so

constructed that it will project forward
and distribute in all directions. When
u^ed in conjunction with a dynamic horn
unit one horn will fill a theatre equally.

having a seating capacity up to about

T20O seats.

The horns are constructed of fabric

impregnated and hardened under a
patented process, and give a horn that is

light in weight, non-resonant, non-

absorbent and will stand a great deal of

abuse without damage.
The unit is an electro dynamic moving

coil ty]>e and can be used only with

long air column horns. It will handle

the output of a 15 watt amplifier without

rattling, and has a consumption of only

I.I amps, from a six volt battery. It

is sturdily constructed.
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— Just Around
The Corner —

REGARDLESS of the location of

your theatre, NATIONAL
Service is, to all practical pur-

poses, "just around the corner."

No matter what equipment you
need or what emergency arises, your

nearest Branch is alwTays ready to serve

you promptly, expertly and econom-
ically.

so
Service

Branches

completely

stocked, are

maintained by us

for the convenience

and protection of

the American Exhibitor

NATIONAL Service is

One-Source, One-Quality, One-Guarantee SERVICE!

_jr

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
|§j|m Offices in all Principal Cities ^ WJ
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New and Improved Equipment

Perfecting Sound-On-Film Attachment for

Synchronous Disc Reproducer

New type Amplion microphone

Current Regulator Feature

of "Selective" Microphone
CONDITIONS surrounding the use

of microphones both in the picture

stduios and the theatres have emphasized
the need for microphone "selectivity."

Harry Beaumont, director of "Broadway
Melody," during an interview in New
York recently, mentioned that the sound
picture producer would be greatly aided

were engineers to develop a microphone
that could be tuned to certain desired

sounds, like a radio receiver is tuned to

a selected broadcasting station's wave.
"Singing organists," now becoming in-

creasingly popular in the picture theatres

also have need for a "selective mike."

for extraneous sounds must be excluded

to produce the best effects.

The Amplion Company has announced
a new type microphone embodying a

"selective" feature. This consists of a

current control, or regulator, which pro-

duces different response levels as the cur-

rent is reduced or increased. The cur-

rent may be reduced to as low as 5 milli-

amperes, at which point the operator must
speak directly into the microphone for a

response.

Cueing Facilitated by New
Service and Record Index

THE production of sound and musical

effects harmonized with the action

of motion pictures by means of non-
synchronous reproducers has been facili-

ated for the theatre operator as the

result of constant improvements by
manufacturers of records and those who
compile record libraries.

Among the outstanding accomplish-
ments along this line are the new services

recently announced by the Brunswick-

(Continued on page 675)

CLOSE on the heels of the announce-
ment of the new Phototone
synchronous disc reproducer for

motion picture theatres comes informa-
tion that within a short time the company
will announce the perfection of a sound-
on-film attachment that may be added to

the Phototone machines already installed

or included with the original installation.

It is known that the engineers of the

Phototone Company have been carrying

on experiments in the development of

synchronous disc and sound-on-film re-

production ever since the company
launched the non-synchronous disc re-

producer on the market several months
ago. •

Progress made in the design of a

sound-on-film attachment has carried on
rapidly and it is expected that announce-
ment that the added equipment to make
the Phototone a dual-system reproducer
will be available may be made in thirty

days.

The United Cue Service, sponsored
and endorsed by the Phototone Company :

Cameo Music Service Corporation,

makers of thematic music cue sheets ; and
the Gennett Record Division of the Starr

Piano Company, announces an augmented
service for theatre using non-synchronous
equipment.

The service includes a library of special

records of music and effects composed
especially to fit motion picture situations.

Subscribers to the United Cue Service

are supplied special cue sheets for mo-
tion pictures, the cue sheets utilizing the

special recordings of the service to pro-

duce individually scored accompaniments.
It is claimed by the company that the

use of the special sound effect records

—

providing a variety of effects such as

shots, bells, airplane motors, shrieks,

moving trains, etc.—in connection with

the thematic scores as cued to suit the

current film offerings, enables the owner

of non-synchronous equipment to have
as interesting a program as that provided
by some of the most expensive synchron-
ous installations.

Market Disc Attachments

for Sound-On-Film Units

POWERS CINEPHONE has brought

to the market two important new
features within the past week, these being

the perfected equipment to make the re-

production unit a dual system machine by
the addition of a turntable which syn-

chronizes disc recorded sound with pic-

tures, and the new Powers Cinephone
Recording Camera for recording sound
on film. The first of the new cameras to

be installed on the West Coast was ship-

ped this week to Walt Disney who will

use this device for recording sound with

his "Mickey Mouse" cartoons—which
previously have been recorded by the

Powers company at the New York studio

of the concern.

The disc attachment which is being

added to Cinephone installations now in

theatres is offered as an optional added
feature with new equipment. The disc at-

tachment enables theatres to present both

sound-on-film and the disc recorded films.

The turntable also may be used in connec-

tion with reproduced- scores of the non-

synchronous type. As shown in the illus-

tration, the turntable is mounted on a

separate pedestal. It is set up directly

under the lamphouse on projectors or in

any convenient space in the projection

booth. A special gearing device syn-

chronizes the turntable with the projector.

**2—

r

Left, Powers Cinephone Recording Camera, now being used in studios on West Coast.

Right, new turntable used as attachment to Cinephone sound-on-film reproducer.
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Park Plaza Theatre, New York City

ArcMs. Eugene DeRosa Inc.. New York City.

Eire. Conl. Thor IiLEC. Co., New York City.

Eng. I. Jean I.ichter. New York City.

Switch Board Mfrs. Metropolitan Elec. Mfg.
Co.. Long Island City. N. Y.

"Diamond H Type "F"

Panel showing Type "F"
Remote Control Switches
in ciraii' .

If you are building a theatre or planing altera-

tions to an old one. don't jail to study the many
uses to which these Remote Control Switches
can be put with benefit to you.

Our engineers are ready to help with any problem.

means dependable control

Theatres, of necessity, have many lighting circuits and it is highly

desirable that these circuits be controlled simply and instantane-

ously.

It is also highly important that such control be dependable.

In the Park Plaza Theatre, all the stage and house lights are con-
trolled by means of "Diamond H" Remote Control Switches.

Those responsible for the lighting plans for this Theatre, knew
that "Diamond H" Switches were reliable and absolutely depend-
able, and so selected them for use here.

The use of "Diamond H" Switches is actually an economy because
it saves wiring costs. The main conductors do not have to be
carried to switching points.

"Diamond H" Remote Control Switches should be used to control
exit, aisle, corridor and stairway lights in theatres.

Many theatres use them for all outside lighting, signs, marquees,
etc. They are indispensable where emergency circuits are used.

THE HART MANUFACTURING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW YORK DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS

DIAMON

CHICAGO S4N FRANCISCO
PHILADELPHIA

TORONTO. CAN.

SWITCHES
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The night display at the Royal Theatre,
Kansas City, pictured above, shows the

prominence given the two-reel comedy
"The Bride's Relations" in the marquee

billing of ai house

"The Lion's Roar" found its way to fea-
tured prominence in the maFijuee billing
at the Strand Theatre, Cincinnati, when
the Educational Comedy played an en-

gagement at that house recentlv
'

The "All Talking" feature of Education-
^"al's short subject, "The Lion's Roar" as-

1 "sured it a prominent place in the electricts

out front when the Sennett comedy
* played Ldew's Warfield, San Francisco

A full 24-sheet devoted to a two reel comedy! No longer the
innovation it was in the days before the short subjects
found their voices. The photo above shows one of the big

stands which the Hill Street Theatre in Los Angeles used

Another feature spot on a 24-sheet for the all-talking comedy
"The Lion's Roar" is shown in the de luxe stand pictured above,
One of the features in the extensive campaign conducted by

the management, Loew's State in Los Angeles

"Sound" Makes the Short Subject a Headliner
FOR years the short subject, particularly the short com-

edy, has been struggling for its proper place in the sun

of theatre exploitation, and while responsible for the suc-

cess of many a popular 'program at the picture houses it

nevertheless has failed to figure in the exploitation efforts

of the advertiser.

For a two-reel comedy to occupy the entire space of a 24-

sheet is an unusual occurrence—or rather was an unusual

occurrence. Now the theatre men are putting their short

subjects on the posters, in the newspaper ads and the mar-
quee lights, for the talking comedy has created a stir among
the theatregoers and the exhibitors have been quick to real-

ize the opportunity for increasing attendance by stressing

them in exploitation matter. On this page we reproduce
some photographic evidence of the exploitation which first-

run theatres have accorded talking short subjects.

An entire twenty-four sheet was devoted to advertising

"The Old Barn*' when this Mack Sennett comedy released

by Educational played the Hillstreet Theatre in Los Angeles.

"The Bride's Relations," another Sennett comedy was ad-

vertised in the marquee lights of the Royal Theatre in Kan-
sas City.

"The Lion's Roar" was advertised by Loew State Thea-
tre in Los Angeles, both in the twenty-four sheet displays

and in the newspapers. When this same comedy played

simultaneously at three Balaban and Katz houses in Chi-

cago, the Uptown, Tivoli and Paradise, the advertising was
nearly as much as that on all other attractions combined.

The LTptown Theatre, Wichita, Kansas, a first-run house,

placed its display on "The Lion's Roar" above that of the

feature picture in newspaper advertisements. The same
was true of this picture when it played the Grand Theatre in

Topeka, Kansas.
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SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif

.

Seattle, Wash.

IN
the 1929 Film Daily Year Book, John Eberson advises

exhibitors to reconstruct and re-equip houses to increase

box office receipts. This practical advice, coming from
such a capable and outstanding architect, applies to reseating

as well as reconstruction.

Hundreds of exhibitors all over the country have selected

Heywood-Wakefield theatre chairs for reseating because of

their scientific construction, their beauty, and their unusual

comfort. Pantages, Balaban & Katz, Publix and a host of

others have used Heywood-Wakefield theatre chairs in reseat-

ing during 1928.
We can help you bring your house up-to-date in 1929

with a modern, comfortable theatre seat, designed from a
box office angle. Just drop a line to the nearest Heywood-
Wakefield sales office and ask for detailed information on the

advantages of reseating.

HEYWOOD«W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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Hold everything'
Until You Investigate the New Improved 1929

Arctic Nu*Air System of Cooling and Controlled

Ventilation

Feature No. 1

Special low-speed action guarantees noiseless operation to conform with

the requirements of "talking pictures."

Feature No. 2
"TIMKEN BEARINGS" for durability and quietness. A mechanical

refinement that needs no elaboration.

Feature No. 3
Timken Equipped "VARI-SPEED HYDRAULIC CONTROL" for

positive remote control of air volume. By all odds the most conspicuous

contribution for speed control ever developed. Saves electricity.

Feature No. 4
Tremendous increased capacity of greater air volume. No matter what

the requirements may be the ARCTIC NU-AIR SYSTEM will handle it.

Feature No. 5

Winter Warm-Air Ventilator and Fuel Saver for year around usage.

The greatest development for winter ventilation in the theatre field.

Tremendous fuel saver.

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION DATA

r Corporation

NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

Send engineering data and
information on Arctic Nu-
Air System for my theatre

feet long, feet

wide, . feet high, bal-

cony? seating

people.

Name ...

Theatre

Address

City State
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Nearly all Fulco Pix>

jectors now in service are

associated with the most
widely known and most
successful "sound" sys-

tems.

Smooth, quiet, vibra-

tionless performance nat-

urally appeals to Projec-

tion Engineers, especially

those concerned with

sound picture problems and for this reason

Fulco Projectors are to be found in the most
progressive theatres,

Fulco Projectors are a good "buy" either for

"talkie" or silent films.

^* -*

Fulco Projector

Ernemnnn Design

E. E. FULTON CO.
C. H. FULTON, President

F. A. VAN HUSAN, Vice-Pres. & Sales Mgr.

A. G. JARMIN, Treasurer

EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS

1018 S. WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

BRANCHES
1018 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

115 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

3403 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS. MO.
151 SEVENTH ST.. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
340 N. ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.

255 GOLDEN GATE AVE., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
146 WALTON ST., ATLANTA, GA.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES AT
PHILADELPHIA BOSTON SEATTLE

FACTORY
2001 S. CALIFORNIA AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Ideas for Use in Making Your Own Ads
MON.
TUES.
WED.

.HOLLYWOOD BOUND.

MAN TUAT

UAINES DAVIES .

W PEO

i

sj Id. rurbaakj, **f.

~^r™.. -^8^
Stock mat, name slugs and some type
produced the ad above for M-G-M's "Show

People" at the Imperial, Charlotte.

Euclid

Ave.

Loew's

STATE .

i> i>
< ii

At

Here's 'the "CALL TO ARMS" with a
Leatherneck doing the "NECKING"

"MORAN
of the

MARINES"
with RICHARD DIX

and RUTH ELDER
A Hut Rimnj, Fighting:, Loving, Laughing,
"Join the Mlrin" end See the Girl* Story-

Beautiful Publix Stage Revue

"BLOSSOMS"
SAMMY LEWIS "The Syncopating Gob"

"100% Pep" from PATTI MOORE
ARTHUR BALL, "A Voieo that Tbrilli"

"Tb. Climbing Comic" it PAUL K1RKLAND
THE FOSTER GIRLS

Charley Chase Comedy— "Is Everybody Happy?"

Fox Movietone News • E. H v
Hunt at the Organ

Above, a good type layout for "Moran
of the Marines." State Theatre, Cleveland.

1 1 1 Iff!

31ROT
VITAPHONE

Picture

CONRAD MAY
NAGEL McAVOY

"CAUGHT IN THE FOG"
A hurricane of laughter. You'll enjoy this \

comedy thriller of crooks on the high seas.
.Symphonic accompaniment and talking se-
quence*..

also

VITAPHONE
Specialties

and

WILL ROGERS •

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES llllllllllllillill

Type and rule ad for "Caught in the
Fog" (Warner Bros.) Rialto, Omaha.

r—

ANO

"TALi
SENS

THER r_
'{INC" /iV^SV/iVO /'/'/ft

Hear the Yokes of

IRENE RICH
WM. COLLIER. JR.
CLAUDE
GILLINGWATER
AUDREY FERRIS

IN A TENSE AND IKKII.II^I. DRAMA
OF THIS DARING ACU2

'WOMEN
THEY TALK

A]30mn
nxm"*^^

VITAPHONE VAUDEVILLE

MORRISEY & MILLER

/
' WTLt ttORHIil 1 -

\ CALIFORNIA HMI IV

ill'.
V^afl1 11

^ 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.

|)J
_"„•.— s-.,-.

// A LOEW THEATER

NOW!
A Publix Th.

Show- Today

1:00,3:00,0.00

700 9:00 P M.

THE QUEEN SCREEN SPEAKS
With the Laien

TALKING PICTURE!
SEE AND HLAH

"CAUGHT IN THE FOG"
With the Ben Voicti on the Screen Todav

CONRAD MAY
NAGEL and McAVOY

It', a

WARNEB, BROTHERS' VITAPHONE PICTCBE!
And (ii the Same Program

BEE -.jstf§3 efiPeWa^fc*. HEAfil

JAY C. FLIPPEN THE INGENUES
Noted Comedian || Qlrl "Band Beautiful"

THE HAM WHAT AM" I Entire New Act I

Fox Movietone News

COMING WEDNESDAY
Fay WRAY Gary COOPER

"™™^THE FLBST KISS
'*

Another example of print shop-made lay-
out, for "Caught in the Fog" (Warner
Bros.) at the Queen Theatre, Galveston.

Above an attractive ad for War-
ner's "Women They Talk About"

at the Strand, Memphis.

Burning!

Vital!

K Sensational!

I
' '

l-H
Icily Bron.on—Alec B Frtnci

A stock title mat and rules produced the
ad above for First National's "Companionate

Marriage" at the Olympic, Utica.

Below—a striking arrangement exploiting
"The Man Who Laughs" (Universal) at the

Florida Theatre. Jacksonville.

Starts Monday

10,000 in the cut!

1 yen in the miking!

Gcrgeoui iccoe. in color!

T5"?S=.«—
an.

A «.«, h*Tidl«rnt

.iDaa«.t p™-" BrL

B=iW«. In

-MUD (i _n .mi?

vrz'jx.

mil* lUl. Cfi

. LOVE—to him. a game!

To her, the most wonderful thing

in the world!

"The

Wedding
March"

An Erich Von Stroheim Creation
With

Erich Von Stroheim

Paramount 's Dream Girl

FAY WRAY
A Paramount SOUND Special

XMUrn
Interesting layout for "The Wedding
March" at the Alabama, Birmingham.

He
Bewitched
Women V«»uw5l^' Bewitched

Him

Then One
Woman

JOHN GILBERT
"The MASKS .( the DEVILS"

^?U1Sr„X

If-
-tou?,ov«

MO.N—TTES-v.tr.

& CA#«Nf\
jlw i 't ?*4—rt

Stock mats cropped to action. Ad for
M-G-M's "Masks of the Devi!" at the

Carolina, Charlotte.
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Alway§ a Box Office Attract ion
LIGHT . . . the symbol of gaiety ... of happy
hearts, reaches down the street to lure the crowds.

Eyes, from the distance feel the spell . . . search
the sign to see what entertainment they may find
. . . who the star might be . . . what the feature
picture is.

Responding, they follow the path of light and
are welcomed by tbe friendly atmosphere of your
theater.

Light plays an important role in the success of
your theater. To neglect this important box-office
attraction by using inferior quality lamps is as
bad as showing mediocre pictures and expecting a
full house.

Good lighting is dependent upon good lamps.

When you use Edison MAZDA* Lamps you get
lamps that are of a known standard of quality.

Examine your lighting. Write today for your copy
of the new free bulletin "The Lighting of Theaters
and Auditoriums." You will find in it many valu-
able ideas for the proper lighting of your particu-
lar type and size of theater. Just drop a line lo the
Edison Lighting Institute, Edison Lamp Works of
General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J.

Edison MAZDA Lamps represent the latest

achievements of MAZDA Service, through which
the benefits of world-wide research, experiment
and development in the Laboratories of General
Electric Company are given exclusively to lamp
manufacturers entitled to use the name MAZDA.

'Mazda— The Mark of a Research Service.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Making the Theatre Organ a

Box Office Magnet
IN response to many written requests

which came to me foll6wing the

mention of my Organ Club in the

columns of the Round Tabic Club in

Motion Picture News and at the re-

quest of the editors of this publication, I

will hazard the charge of playing a tune
to my own praises in the endeavor to

describe some of the working details of
the organization which has made organ
music highly popular at the Eckel theatre

in Syracuse.

To begin with, I came to Syracuse four
years ago to open a new organ in one of
the theatres here. I had been playing the

organ at the Piccadilv (now Warners)
theatre in New York, and with the

Broadway background for the publicity

accorded me, I started my career in Syra-
cuse with considerable prestige—and a

decided advantage that is to any person-
ality in the theatre. In order to capitalize

the opportunity. I introduced the song-

fest in Syracuse and it succeeded instantly

in catching on with the public here.

As reported in the Club columns some
time ago the patrons of the Eckel know
how to sing, and they heartily enjoy prac-

ticing their accomplishments in vocaliza-

tion to the popular tunes and ballads.

Now I believe that the most important

influence in the continued interest of or-

gan renditions and the singing at the

by Paul Forster
Organist, Eckel Theatre, Syracuse

Eckel is the "request number" idea which
forms the basis of our Organ Chili.

Nearly a year ago, with the able and
enthusiastic co-operation of our manager,
P.alph W. Thayer, I organized the Eckel
Organ Club, the main purpose of which
was to put a personal and entirely local

interest in the organ features presented
at the theatre. In order to carry but the

idea with the greatest ease for the pat-

rons, we insalled in the lobby of the the-

atre a "voting desk." This Shows a life-

size figure of myself holding a small

desk on which there are cards affording

space for the patron to note down the
number or the song which he or she

would like to have played at some future-

performance. There is also space for

voters to inscribe their names and ad-

dresses. The cards are deposited in a
box provided for that purpose.

I make it a regular duty of the day's

routine to go over these requests. They
are sorted out and as future programs are

arranged those whose requests are to be

played are sent a card, enclosed in one of

the club envelopes, informing them that

the number they requested will be played

on the date selected for its presentation.

All this has created an enthusiasm for
the organ presentations which gives this
feature of our programs a constant and
decided appeal. Patrons of the theatre
seem to l)e expecting the organ numbers
when they come to the theatre, certainlv
they wait for the number and their re-

action is always favorable, as measured
by the applause, the comment, and the
"fan mail." a-^ the movie stars say. It may
appear that I am giving this little boy a
great big hand to say so. but it is true
that a not uncommon occurrance at the
Eckel is to have the organ number stop
the show.
Xow to touch on a "personality" phase

of this job. I have always tried to make
friends and continue always the effort

to cultivate the friendly attitude toward
everybody. In the first place I enjoy do-
ing that and in the second I think it

highly important for anybody who makes
public appearances in the theatre or any-
where else to be friendly in disposition,

expression and nature.

I am a member of several clubs and
organizations both local and national,

which, of course, local lodges. This helps

to make and keep friendships. And, I

make it a policy never to say "no" when
asked a favor and 1 Ijelieve in co-opera-
tion to the utmost. More importantly, I

flatter myself that I know how to smile.

Type-Rule Layout in the Modernistic Style
THE accompanying reproductions of newspaper displays

exploiting the opening of the Plymouth theatre in

Worcester, Mass., should have especial interest to showmen
and theatre advertising men whose appropriations do not

include funds for art work. The displays shown were made
in the composing room of the local newspaper, type, ad

alley rules and a theatre name slug sufficing to achieve com-
positions which have good display value and conform to

modernistic ideas of design.

The layouts are the work of Charles E. Lewis, known to

readers of the News as Chairman of the Managers' Round
Table Club. In handling his campaign for the opening of

the Plymouth Mr. Lewis had to work out the problem of

selling a new theatre without spending a large amount of

money for newspaper advertising. The local theatrical rate

is rather high, so three-column by seven of eight inches was
set as the maximum for one insertion.

As may be seen in the reproductions, this size can be

employed to great attraction advantage by means of unusual
layout. This particular campaign elicited much comment
from local advertisers in Worcester and several members
of the Boston Advertising Club.

It is recommended to exhibitors who wish to arrive at

some change in the appearance of their ads, and they will

have the additional advantage of being able to incorporate

ad mats in these layouts, which Mr. Lewis was unable to

do on account of no picture being set when the opening an-

nouncement was made. The modernistic idea was also

carried out in the theatre "slug."

ANNOUNCING
WORCESTER'S
FEWEST AND FINEST

PLAYHOUSE

WATCH PAPERS
FOR OPENING

DATE

'0PENS"^SJ
Sat., Nov. 24th'^
With a New Type of

ENTERTAINMENT

BUT—
ENTERTAINMENT'
SEATS FOR OPENING NTTE
Can Now Be Secured Through
Mail Application* Regular
Prv n Will Prev.il

ORCHESTRA AND MEZZANINE 60c

mmiiiii

a- -.v.: i

'

i

' i J I

IT WOYT BE
LONG NOW!

?W->

1

PREMIER
PERFORMANCE

SAT.EVE.,

NOV. 24th
AT S.1S P.M. 1

HAVE YOU RESERVED
YOVR SEATS FOR THE

OPENING NIGHT?

WRITE OR PHONE
PARK 1700

A Gal* Opming Shorn
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Arc L-rnP

•The Super

The
Automatic

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC LAMP

A Necessity for the Perfect

PROJECTION OF "SOUND" PICTURES
Distinctive Peerless Features

Automatic instantaneous arc striker.

Heat resisting optical glass reflector.

Single cranks control of all carbon adjustments.
Large roomy well ventilated lamphouse.
9" negative and 20" positive carbons accommo-

dated.

Only three moving parts in positive and negative
heads.

Ball thrust bearings used throughout.

Instant accessibility of reflector for cleaning.

Both positive and negative carbon holding units
can be instantly removed.

Large hardened steel gears throughout.

Arc control entirely mechanical and removable
as a complete unit even while lamp is in use.

Positive carbon continuously rotated and fed.

NOW USED BY HUNDREDS OF THE NATIONS
GREATEST THEATRES

M'f'd by

The J. E* McAuley Manufacturing Co*
552-554 West Adams Street Chicago, III.
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THE BULLETIN BOARD

Notes, Reports and Ideas That

Keep You Posted on the Trend of

the Trade from Month to Month

THAT branch of show business which we
arbitrarily classify as the "picture

field" showed highly satisfactory results

during the past month, box offices generally

reflecting a sound condition over the coun-

try as a whole. It was far from a "spotty
month" though naturally purely local and
temporary conditions, such as overpowering
competition, prevalence of illness and severe

weather, and, of course, weak bookings, had
their effects on the box offices of the par-

ticular theatres affected by these adverse

factors.

In the main, however, business was good,

with the sound pictures, especially the

"talkies" still commanding the spotlight,

and still credited with being the particular

reason for the sustained migration of the

neighborhood and small town dwellers .to

the big houses in the downtown section-,

much to the despair of the operators of the

smaller film theatres.

Industry's "Sound" Bill

WHAT the industry is paying for the

increased business resultant from at-

tractions which enable theatregoers to hear

as well as see their favorite players was
indicated in an article published during the

month by Motion Picture News. Accord-

ing to the estimates set forth therein the

film industry has spent in the neighborhood

of $20,000,000 up to the end of last year

for equipment, experimentation, theatre in-

stallations, etc., to produce and present the

sound pictures. In an article based on an

interview with Harry M. Warner, "The
Magazine of Wall Street" quotes this head

of the company that pioneered in sound as

estimating that the industry would spend

this year $50,000,000 for sound equipment

for ")',000 theatres.

Jolson's Record

THE highlight of the month in box office

performances was struck by Al Jolson

during his week's engagement as leading at-

traction at the Warfield theatre, gan Fran-

cisco. The house did a gross of $57,40(i for

seven days—which is a tremendous figure

for a theatre the size of the Warfield. It

goes for a record not only foi- San Francisco

but for all theatres on the Pacific Coast.

The Warfield mark was nearly $200 better

than the record set by Jolson during per-

sonal appearances at the Metropolitan

—

now the Paramount—in Los Angeles. The

latter house has a larger capacity by 1,000

seats.

The Too-Long Program
T^HERE is such a thing as too much for
* the money in the arrangement of film

programs as well as anything else, if we
may take a hint from the editor of "Back-
stage and Screen News" in the "Sunday
Times Review" of Jacksonville, Fla. The
columnist complains that the film bills at

local theatres run over the usual time by
as much as forty-five minutes, and points
out that such extenuation of the screen and
stage fare results in boredom for the fan.

"On Thursday night," the writer goes on,

"the Florida program lasted until 11:40
and the Palace program on the same night
was equally as long. When a theatre pro-
grain lasts over two hours the theatre pa-
tron becomes restless and leaves the play-
house in an unpleasant mood. This also

holds good for programs of an excellent

nature." We leave you to draw your own
inferences as to what relation that last

sentence has to the particular bills referred
to at the Florida and the Palace in Jack-
sonville.

Show-to-Show Improvements
A S a reminder of a showmanship practice

-**• which is in force at the up-to-the-
minute show shops of the country we quote
the following item from a Detroit news-
paper: "S. W. Stebbins, under whose di-

rection the stage presentations at the Fox
are planned and produced, made a change
in one of his presentations as late as the

third performance on Friday. Viewing the

performance from an orchestra seat Steb-

bins noted a detail that seemed to him to

be possible of improvement and calling an
assistant, gave orders to alter the action, in

spite of the fact that there was only one

more performance of that presentation to

be given."

The Sound-Silent Questionnaire

WHETHER anything in the way of

usable information of value to the

theatre operator is produced by a ques-

tionnaire asking the public to express their

opinions of sound pictures as preferable to

silent pictures, the fact remains that the

questionnaire of the sort first tried in Los

Angeles, later in Buffalo and later in other

cities, is good for some worthwhile news-

paper publicity. The results, also, are in-

teresting to the trade. One of the latesf

sound-silent polls issued during the month

from Syracuse where the "Syracuse Her-

ald" queried its readers on the subject and

found that the portion of the populace rep-

resented in the poll voted about 50-50 for

silent and sound pictures.

The Skouras Policy
"1 VARIOUS sections of the country are to

* be given opportunity to see the style

of presentation developed by the Skouras
Brothers in St. Louis through the assump-
tion of the policy-making and executing
role for the many theatre- of the Warner
Brothers by Spyros Skouras. Charles
Previn, recently conductor of the orchestra

at the Missouri in St. Louis, Charles Dahl
and Bob Alton, stage producers at that same
house, are now in Philadelphia, to institute

the policy at the new Mastbaum theatre.

Plans are now under way to send others

who have scored at St. Louis houses to

permanent or "guest" posts at other houses

in the Warner chain. Among those whose
talents will be on display in other cities

are Stuart Barrie, organist and for several

years one of the trump cards in the Skouras
collection of attractions at their St. Louis

theatres.

A Record for St. Louis

NEW box office records for St. Louis were

set during the first week of February,

when the new Fox St. Louis theatre, the

largest in that city, rolled up a gro>- of

$50,000, to give it in round numbers. That

is the largest amount ever garnered in seven

days by any playhouse in St. Louis. The
lure of "Street Angel," which has been

withheld from St. Louis until the opening

of the gorgeous new Fox palace, and curi-

osity of the public to see this new wonder

of architecture and showmanship formed a

record-breaking combination.

Brecher's Plaza Passes

\ NNOUNCEMENT that the Plaza Thea-
f\ tre at 59th St. and Madison Ave., New
York City, soon would pass out of existence

to make way for a tall office building, was

received with regret by the large patronage

which the house attracted and the New
York film trade as well. This unusual

neighborhood theatre achieved its distinc-

tion as the resort of a fashionable patron-

age drawn from the "Fifth Avenue resi

dential district" under the personal direc-

tion of Leo Brecher, one of the country's

best known exhibitors. Brecher is devoting

(Continued on page 68o)
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Is it not a fact that the motion

picture theatre industry has been

waiting many years for a temper-

ature reducing cooling system for

theatres from icpo to 8oo at a

low price with a moderate cost

of upkeep that does not take the

weekly profits?

ROOLf«AIRE
is the one year 'round cooling and ventilat-

ing system that will reduce temperatures

from io to 19 degrees at a very small cost.

Make us prove it.
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MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION DATA

ROOLERAIRE GngineeringCorp.
Division ofARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION

818 STATE-LAKE
KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CORP.,
818 State-Lake Bldg.,

Chicago, Illinois

Send engineering data and information on
KOOLER-AIRE Year-Around System for my
theatre feet long, feet wide, feet

BUILDING ^?
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

CHICAGO, ILL

Namt.

Theatre-

high, .balcony? .seating. -people.

Address-

City State.
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Movie-Phone on Simplex Projector

Synchronous Unit Attaches

to All Projectors

ASYNCHRONOUS disc reproduc-

ing unit which is attached direct to

any make of motion picture projector,

using the regular motor drive by means
of special shafts and attachments oper-

ating through gears and equalizing de-

vices that drive the turntable in syn-

chrony with the projecting machine, was
introduced to the market some time ago

by the Movie-Phone Corporation of Chi-

cago, 111.

The Movie-Phone outfit, as shown in

the illustration on this page, comprises

two units for the booth equipment, these

consisting of a turntable, connected me-
chanically with the projector motor, and

an amplifying unit on a pedestal. This

allows a compact arrangement of the

booth equipment. The complete device

is sold outright, and costs about $i,ioo

installed.

Cueing Facilitated by New
Service and Record Index

(Continued from page 663)

Balke-Collender Company's new Mood
Accompaniment Record Library, which
will include cue-sheets on all important

picture releases, and the Amplion Cueing
Service, comprising a library of 250
records so catalogued and cross indexed

as to enable the operator to score pic-

tures with the producers' cue sheet as a

guide.

The new Brunswick-Balke-Collender

service has been prepared for use with

non-synchronous instruments and is being

distributed through National Theatre

Supply Company, also distributor of the

Orchestraphone. The library consists of

500 records and includes 20 special sound

effect records covering all the sounds the

average picture requires. These produce

sounds of railroad trains, fire engines,

bells, thunder, wind, aeroplane, machine-

gun, and a variety of other effects. All

records are double sided, the same selec-

t ;on appearing on both sides for the pur-

pose of eliminating delay and possible

error in cueing the picture. The records

are of special construction, built with a

.thicker wall between the grooves than
is necessary for ordinary musical record-

ing, thus giving longer wear.
In connection with the Brunswick

Mood Accompaniment Library the com-
pany has established a cue service for

all pictures. No records outside the 500
making up the Brunswick library will be

required for effective cueing of pictures.

The Amplion library consists of 250
records, carefully selected for their

adaptability to motion picture cueing and
including several which have been
especially recorded for the collection.

Usually 25 to 30 records are required
to accompany a single film. The special
feature of the Amplion library is the
catalogue classification which permits the
operator to make full use of the large
collection of themes and effects with a
minimum of effort. The producers' cue
sheet is used as a guide, proper selections

being made to follow the arrangement
indicated in the sheet by reference to

the library index.

The libraries now offered theatre men
provide, in addition to a complete range
of sound effects, musical renditions for
all dramatic moods such as : hurries

;

joyfulness; love themes; mysteriosos;
races ; waltzes : scenic ; religious

;

quietude
;
popular

;
dramatic, etc.

END DAMPNESS IN
YOUR ORGAN!

The Prometheus Organ Heater protects the delicate mechanism of the organ by

heating the lower part of the chamber in a scientific way. Unlike other devices

which send heat upward, thus neglecting the equally important base, Prometheus

deflects the warm air downward. The heat naturally rises throughout the organ

chamber giving a constant, unvarying degree of temperature. Proper heating

avoids expensive repairs and maintenance costs due to destructive cold, moisture

and climatic changes. It also keeps pitch accurate.

Automatic Thermostat regulates heat to the proper degree required. Fur-
nished in Aluminum. Occupies only 14)± x 4 inches. Sturdy. Durable.

___ _ _Send Coupon for Complete Details— —
PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP., 354 W. 13th St., New York City

Please 9encl details about your organ heater.

NAME ADDRESS
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)and Theatre Ad Service;

x'n New York Offices

DTK to rapid expansion of the

arc Ad Mat Service, the stu-

dios and home office of the company have
moved from Cleveland to new-

quarters at 24,} West 39th Street. New
York City. The company introduced the

theatre mat service about a year ago.

ating from the original offices in

Uniontown, Pa. Within a ivw months
larger quarters and need for greater

facilities resulted in the entire studio

forces and executive offices 1>eing re-

moved to Cleveland. Continued expan-
sion has made it necessary for the head-

quarters being established in New York,
where the organization will be great!)

benefited b) increased fatalities.

According to an announcement issued

by the company, the Theatre \d Mai
Service has engaged one of the foremosl

exploiters in the theatre field to augment
tin advertising and exploitation service

to be rendered theatre subscribers.

I he .art department is to be enlarged

by the addition to the staff of several

new artists, .and personal contact with the

producing organizations will be estab-
1

in order to give greater scope to

the service rendered subscribers. It is

planned to issue individual advertising

and exploitation service on all feature

pictures released on and after March 15th.

The

ALL STEEi
A VALLEN PRODUCT

Let your picture provide

ALL the sound effects

Noise in the theatre has always been a source

of distraction. Today, witli "talkies", it is

far worse: it spoils the show for someone each

time it occurs.

VALLEN NOISELESS CURTAIN
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

is Silent, Sure, and Safe. -really guaranteed.

Every Stage is better qualified for finer en-

tertainment when it is Vallen Equipped!

*«

Write for complete detailed information

Vallen Electrical Company, Inc.

Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.

"Woman Power" Making

Good in Management
The steadily growing list of female

managers who .are making good as oper-

ators of motion picture houses adds an-

other personality of marked distinction

in Miss Laura Goodman, now managing
the Xew Van Der Vaart theatre at

Sheboygan, \\ isconsin.

.Miss ( loodman. an exceptionally come-
ly brunette began her career in show busi-

ness at the aye of seventeen. In [926
she began theatre exploitation work in

the Sax State Theatre at Ratine. She
left Racine to become an assistant man-
ager when Universal built the Kenosha
theatre at Kenosha in 10.27. Miss Good-
man succeeds Marvin S. Harris as man-
ager of the Xew Van Der Vaart theatre.

While theatre management is her vo-

cation, Miss Goodman is applying herself

to aviation as an avocation.

Publish Spanish Edition of

Book on Air Conditioning
The Carrier Engineering Corporation,

manufacturing of air conditioning plants

and refrigeration units, have published a
book in Spanish on the subject of Manu-
factured Weather as Applied in Industrial

and Public Buildings, with special refer-

ence to the theatre and restaurant.

The publication hears the title "Clima
.Artificial Creado por el Sistems." The
work is profusely illustrated with photos

and graphs showing the operation of the

Carrier system, various units of the plants

and important buildings in which the

systems have been installed.

Cutler-Hammer Acquires

Trumbull Vanderpoel
Cutler - Hammer, Inc., Milwaukee,

Wis., have acquired the business of the

Trumbull Vanderpoel Electric Manufac-
turing Company, of P.antam, Conn. The
newly acquired company will be operated

by Cutler-Hammer as a subsidiary under
its present name.

I his new acquisition will .add a com-
plete line of meter service and safety

switches to the present Cutler-Hammer
line of motor control, wiring devices and
allied electrical items.

Bartola Firm Name Changed

to Maxcy-Barton Organ Co.
The firm of the Bartola Musical Instru-

ment Co., manufacturers of the Barton
1 Irgan, has been changed to the Maxey-
Barton Organ Co. The Barton Organ
will continue to be built and manufac-
tured by the Maxcy-Barton Organ Co.
at the factory located in Oshkosh, Wis-
consin.

W. < !. Maxcy is president of the com-
pany; I 'an Barton, general manager, and
Al Stoll, superintendent of the factory.
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THE country over ... in xo of

America's largest cities ... an offi-

cial census discloses that 75% of all

theatres are "American" equipped. And
a roll call of the acknowledged large-

scale exhibitors would show an even

higher percentage. For it never has

been disputed that the preeminent

operators . . . those at the very top in

the field are exclusive users of "Ameri-

can" chairs. These figures speak for

themselves. They tell a story of built-

in quality, beauty and comfort that

theatre owners and managers are daily

turning into a profit.

Theatre Chair ^Builders to the

r

Illustrated above is Chair

No. 6146, of which 2610
were installed in the
Universal Theatre, Brook-
lyn, John Eberson, Arch-
itect. A beautiful chair

with dark walnut finish

wood parts, red uphol-

stered Moroccoline seat

and two-tone Jacquard

Velour upholstered back.

Two-tone metal finish on
standards with aislelights

built in. Easy and silent

seat movement is made
certain by the use of noise-

less ball bearing hinge.

(.American Tublic for Over $o Tears

American Seating Company
113 W. 40th St., New York City 1Q E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111. 77-D Canal St, Boston, Mass. 1211-K Chestnut St., Philadelphia
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Outlines Technic for Automatic Scoring

with New Standard Record Device

SINCE the introduction of Scoredisc

Service there have been many ex-

hibitor inquiries concerning the

principles of this new invention in the

art of reproduced musical and effect

score> for motion pictures. As consid-

erable con fusion appears in the minds of

many exhibitors judged by the questions

regarding the Scoredisc, the following

detailed description of the device and its

operation in the theatre, prepared by
Arthur 1. Abrams. inventor of the device

and luad of the company manufacturing
and distributing it, is presented:

"In scoring pictures by the Scoredisc

method, we take a print of a feature

picture, project and re-project it working
out a musical and sound effect score

(luring the screening of the action.

"1 faxing determined those musical ex-

cerpts and sound effects which will form

a proper sound accompaniment, we select

from the thousands of records at our

disposal, those bearing the precise selec-

HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

Look Before You Light

TH E lighting of modern theatres has become an exact sci-

ence as well as a fine art. The operator of a Hub Switch-
board can produce the most artistic of all lighting effects—he
can play a symphony of lights, shadows, and colors—just as

an artist can produce any combination of colors from his

palette.

For the benefit of our patrons and prospective patrons, we
maintain a completely equipped lighting demonstration
studio at our factory. It is a miniature theatre in which we
can reproduce every desirable lighting effect which can be
used in the largest theatre. Here—with the hearty coopera-
tion of our corps of experienced lighting engineers a complete
program of lighting effects can be worked out—and a Hub
Switchboard specially designed to reproduce every desired

effect.

Every theatre operator is cordially invited to make use of this

interesting laboratory as it suits his convenience. The entire

facilities of our capable organization are yours to command.
Write for further information.

Footlights

Border Lights

Stage Pockets

Cove Lighting

Exit Signs

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2

Down Town Chicago Sales Offices

Suite 323—155 N.Clark St.

Phone State 7966
New York City
1457 Broadway

Phone Wisconsin 4843

Toledo. Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 5518
Milwaukee, Wis.
1 23 Second St.

Phone Grand 1533

Spot Lights

Service Boards

Panel Boards

Usher Signals

Directional Signs

Flood Lights

tions and effects which will be incor-

porated in the score.

"Then we place our Disc, a flat round
object made of heavy cardlward, over
the individual records previously selected

and score the disc by cutting through to

the grooves of the record containing the

predetermined melodies and sounds. The
'slots' thus formed in our Scoredisc rep-

resent the portions of the records which
will be reprodued.

"Scorediscs come in pairs, marked A
and B, one for each turntable of the

non-synchronous sound reproducer. On
each pair of Scoredisc is contained the

automatic score for an entire feature

picture sound accompaniment.

ttff

?

>

"In picking out the records to be used

the person should first find the highest

'slot' numbers on both A and B Scorediscs

which bear, in addition, the numbers of

the records to be used with those 'slots.'

The next step is to set them, the record

to be used last with Scoredisc A on that

side of the turntable, that for Scoredisc

B, beside that turntable. The last records

to be used should be first picked out so

that they will be at the bottom of the

stacks when operation of the sound device

is started.

"The operator then takes the first

record off the stack on the A side and

places it on one of the turntables placing

the A Scoredisc over it. The needle is

inserted in slot number one penetrating

to the record grooves which are to be

played. While the needle is traversing

the' length of 'slot' i on Scoredisc A, the

first record to be played with Scoredisc

B is placed on the other turntable and

Scoredisc B is placed over it.

"By the time the needle or disc A has

about traversed the length of that 'slot'

and the music for the particular scene

has about run its course, the motor of

the turntable bearing Scoredisc B now is

started and. by the time it has the turn-

table running at the proper speed, 'slot'

Xo. i, Scoredisc A i> finished. The

sound volume indicator is turned slowly

from the turntable bearing A Scoredisc

to that bearing I'.. bringing about a fade-

out of music from record and a fade-in

for the music which will be played under

•slot' Xo. 2 on B."
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EXHIBITORS WILL SAVE THOUSANDS
For the first time, DA-LITE SCREEN are now available to the individual theatre owner direct from
the manufacturer. This includes all types of metallic and white surfaces listed in our 1928 catalog.

The quality is identically the same, Tear-proof and Seamless, up to 24 ft. x 32 ft.

FIFTY CENTS PER SQUARE FOOT
50 cents per square foot NOW. will buy exactly the same screen you have paid $1.50 for heretofore.
What your screen shows makes your theatre what it is. At these prices there is absolutely no reason
for dirty, cloudy, inferior screens. This tremendous saving takes the screen out of the luxury class.

It no longer pays to recoat a screen. Get a new one that will permit you to cash in on your film rentals

by showing them to best advantage.

Measure that old screen and tell us whether you are using, High intensity, Hi-Low, Reflector type,

Straight arc, or Mazda, and we will furnish a surface to fit your requirements. Our catalog is yours
for the asking.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN CO
922 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Note—Tlie Da-Lite Da-Tone X I Sound) Screens are sold exclusively through the Electrical Research Products, Incorporated.
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PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES
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FIRES
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SAFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

SAFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

SAFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
f i R E S

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
Aids Good Projection

One of the biggest assets SENTRY SAFETY CON-
TROL brings to good projection is the utter freedom

it gives the projectionist.

The man in charge of projection in a booth equipped

with SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL knows he is free

from the menace of film-fires.

A marvelous advantage at a nominal cost!

IH^^V
The positive fire preventer Can be attached to any projector Costs only a few cents a da)

Sentry Safety Control Corporation. 13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway, New York
And ah Branches of National Theatre Supply Company

O^ v^->
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For the new

STUART TUEATKE
IJm'oln.tWbr.

WVRDACK
STAGE S\VIT« IIKO \lll>

•~1| Every time Wurdack engineers

" build a stage switchboard, they

turn out a better job than their pre-

vious one. And foryearsWurdack Stage

Switchboards have been GOOD ones.

But we are no more content with

merely building a good switchboard

year and year out than an automobile

manufacturer would be to keep on

turning out the same old model, ex-

cellent though it may be, without

trying to improve it. Every Wurdack

stage Switchboard built is a new im-

proved model— constantly a step

ahead of the parade.

QThe result of this progressive policy is

a rapidly increasing number ofWurdack
stage switchboard installations. Well inform-

ed theatre architects, owners and managers

throughout the country insist on specifying

the name Wurdack, knowing that in doing so

they are making sure of getting not only a

tailor-made stage switchboard, but also one

incorporating the newest and most advanced

developments in design, construction and

operation. It is their insurance against having

a piece of obsolete equipment on their hands

a few years hence.

qWe have told the story of the Wurdack
Multi-Pre-Set, Remote Control Stage

Switchboard in detail in a handsome new
bulletin now being printed. It contains val-

uable information about all phases of theatre

lighting. May we place your name on our
mailing list for a copy? Write

—

K
CO.

WMWITRDAC
T T<5^>? ELECTRIC MFG.

SA I VI LOUIS
DISTRICT OFFICES

ATLANTA MIAMI KANSAS CITY
CHICAGO TULSA LOUiSVILLE
HOUSTON TAMPA MINNEAPOLIS
FT. WORTH OMAHA NEW ORLEANS

INDIANAPOLIS

BULLETIN BOARD
{Continued from page ''73)

lii- attention to bis other theatres further
uptow n and later may build another bouse
in the Fifty-ninth .street district.

Roxy Ushers to Star
'T'lIK Roxy theatre ushers are to be

starred in .-i series of Movietone shol
in cme di' the sound newsreels in be issued
i'N Pox. This excellent corps (if theatre
attendants, diplomats, bandy-men and show-
men will be presented on the screen as the
best disciplined ;iik1 most picturesque serv-
ice unit in mot ion picture theatres.

The Stage Band Comes Back
^ HI'S far the sound picture has not sent

int.. the limb,, ,,f once famous attrac-
tions thai highly popular creation of
"presentation" which is called the sta-e
band. The band acts are holding their own
almost everywhere they are being given op-
portunity to do so. And, in the case of
the Eoward in Atlanta, and the Alabama in
Birmingham, they are fighting- their way
back after release following installation of
"sound policies."

Creating a New Demand
'T' HAT the exploitation of an "all sound

policy" may create a demand for an-
other theatre devoted exclusively to an "all
silent policy" is revealed in the plans of
1 (;

- Garner, of Danville Theatres, Inc.,
Danville, Va., to reopen the Capitol theatre
there as a silent film house to fill a need
which exists due to the featuring of sound
pictures at his new Rialto theatre.

Fox Acquisitions
|T was reported during the month that the

Fox company has closed deals for four
suburban theatres in Buffalo. The deal
under wheih Fox will acquire some 200 odd
independent houses in Greater New York
was not brought to its expected consump-
tion as this review of the event was being
prepared. The work of auditors and ac-
countants in going over inventories, etc.,

etc, will be completed soon and the trans-
fer of the theatres to the Fox organization,
it is generally believed, will follow speedily.
'I'he West Coast theatres are to be known
as Fox We- 1 Coasl theatre- henceforth ami
ad\ ert ising of each house will soon make
the new- name entirely familial' to all of the
people who formerly were taught to know
t hem as Wesi ( 'oast Theatres.

Radio
L) ADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1 ^ made its formal entry into the lilui

industry with an official announcement
early in February that "Radio Pictures"
bad been selected as the trade name for

1; K it Productions, the producing and dis-

tributing unit of the Kadio-Keit h-Orpheum
Corporation. About the same time il wa-

announeed that the Hippodrome, New York
City, would continue running for another

year. This statement was issued following

reports that the recent sale of the property

meant the end of the Hippodrome in the

(Continued on page 684)

HAND PAINTED
*-* SIGNS

ONE DAY
SERVICE

PRICES DO NOT
INCLUDE POSTAGE

On Heavy Poster Paper in 5 or More Attractive

Colors and ArtistlcaUy Alrbrushed. (ANY SIZE
UP TO 36 in. x 10 ft.) Write for prices on other
sizes on paper, muslin and cards.

H. DRYFHOUT
734 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Proper Control of Light

On Your Screen

Picture films vary as well as current condi-

tions. Your projectionist can adjust his arc

current to always give you a clear, bright

picture If you equip with PERFECTION.
Current saving also is a result of PERFEC-
TION equipment, for he need not use full

current tiU the actual projection is started.

rWftjlON
RHEOSTATS RHEOSTATS

FOR PERFECT PROJECTION USE
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
USED BY ALL THE LEADING THEA-
TRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
Sold by Your Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue New York City

Mfg. Division
Contracting Electr\cal Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

(•Ml) SLU /li ,mission
CHETS

of AM Kinds

7X>

Superior Mechanical
Features otlhr NEW
Aicdel 29
GCID SEAL
include

Automatic Ticket Register Corp

721 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY

/«•*• **.» *«r// yew A*>»v Mm
IMSlent SenHteM yvi/l SoHM/uortt
yovBCX Office tteceiptsMdSpentup

r* your iSBJStn^s s-
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Come to

HEADQUARTERS
for your

UNIFORMS
As America's largest makers

of fine uniforms we have created

and executed uniforms for the

greatest theatres in this country,

including the magnificent new
Fox Detroit Theatre. Let us sub-

mit distinctive, original designs

and complete estimates for uni-

forming the staff of your theatre.

BrowningKing
UNIFORM DEPT:

260 Fourth Avenue, New York or any of our stores

in the principal cities from coast to coast.

No. 7214 Pyramid
Ttuscus Tree, natural
prepared, gTcen, 4V2
feet high, for indoor
or outdoor use, in-
cluding pot, each
$12.50.

No. 7773 Kentia Plant, natural
prepared, green, with 15 re-

movable leaves, 48 inches high,
complete, $4.00. With basket
pot cover, as illustrated, $1.50
extra.

Write to-day for copy of our

Spring Catalogue No. 7 with

illustrations in colors of Arti-

ficial Flowers, Plants, Vines,

also Natural Prepared Trees,

Plants, etc.

Mailed Free

FRANK NETSCHERT, INC.
61 Barclay Street New York, N. Y.

FREE
A Complete Operating Manual for

Effect Lighting in All Theatres

PROJECTIONIST'S
OPERATING MANUAL

BRENKERT F7
Master Brenograp-h

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.

To the thousands of theatres who have suc-

cessfully used Brenkert effect devices in the
past ; to the theatres who have never used
Brenkert effects, to all of those theatres who,
at some time, hope to make use of the hundreds
of mystical, colorful atmospheric changes
which can be so easily obtained, Brenkert now
has ready for distribution a complete operat-

ing manual on the famous Brenkert F-7 Master
Brenograph which contains explicit instruc-

tions for obtaining all of those wonderful light-

ing effects so necessary to a well balanced
motion picture program.

Fifteen large pages of interesting and
highly useful information, profusely illus-

trated, and handsomely bound, make this book-
let an indispensable part of the library of any
theatre manager or projectionist.

A New Brenkert Catalog
A NEW 1929 edition of the Brenkert catalog is

also available for the asking. In this catalog are
described and illustrated the complete line of those
famous Brenkert projection devices which have come
to be looked upon as the standard in leading theatres
throughout the world. Spotlamps, effect projectors,
special color projectors, and major equipments for

the projection room are shown in detail.

Copies of Both—Now Free on Request.

mm
Brenkert Light Projection Company

St. Aubin at East Grand Blvd.

Detroit, Mich.
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Major Vaudeville Recruits

New Patrons from Radio
i ( ontmued from page ^59)

night eventful wherever there is a radio

sel is now believed with evident reason,

t.i be a new and sure-fire method of

recruiting vaudeville fans.

"A sampling process," it might be

called, but the flood of letters of approval,

inquiry and astonishment which have
come into the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
headquarters within the rive weeks during
which i lv.- broadcasting idea has been
worked, seem to indicate that it is the

most popular form of exploitation that

show business has devised in many years.

Nearly [O.OOO letters a week are now
arriving at Radio-Keith-Orpheum head-

quarters in New York. Chicago and San
Francisco from strangely remote regions

as well as from the cities and towns

where there are vaudeville theatres. And
—all from owners and users of the radio

- they express in various degress of en-

thusiasm the interest and approval which

have followed the Tuesday night broad-

casting of RKO vaudeville programs.

\\ hat the cumulative effect of this will he

in dollars and cents, in extended box-

office patronage, it is as yet too early to

estimate. But an inkling may be liad

from some of the many letters recorded.

Thus from a Connecticut village comes a

letter saying: "Now I have heard some
of your famous vaudeville headliners over

the radio. I want to see them too. 1

have never been a vaudeville fan until

now, because I did not realize the extent

and high quality of your shows. "We

—

all of my family—enjoyed the musical

numbers and got big laughs."

That is a typical letter of thousands

that are coming in from far away ranches.

mining camps and cross-road towns.

Rochester Operator Designs

Synchronous Disc Device

CAROL FENNYVESSY, motion
picture specialist and theatre oper-

ator in Rochester, X. Y., has developed
a simplified synchronized sound device

for disc reproduction. The new machine,

known as Metotone, will he manufactured
by the Weber Machine Corporation of

Rochester. It will sell for approximately

$1,500.

Equipment already has been installed

in four Rochester neighborhood theatres

in the wake of a demonstration in the

Strand Theatre, downtown house oper-

ated by Fennyvessy.
Metotone is a purely mechanical device.

Intricate equipment has been eliminated.

The discs operate on a revolving table

regulated by a reduction gear to work
synchroniously with the projector.

All that is good!

All that is new!
m

Theater Lighting

—and now

Chromium

Reflectors!

For All Theatre
Equipment

]ajor Equipment Company
General Offices and Factory

4603 Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Sales and Service Offices in all Principal Cities

Send for

New
Catalog

Now Ready
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tioyut iouz
where

he cant

get ill

The inner door or
"hold up" partition
shown on the chest
illustrated below
will permit the
depositing of all

money, except
enough to make
change, thru the
slot where the thief
cannot get it.

As no one but the
manager has the
combination, the
hold-up man can-
not force any em-
ployee to give up
the cash.

YORK SAFE&
LOCK CO.

York, Pa.

The York

Round Door

Chest u'ith

"hold up"

partition.

Glass Color Plates

for spots and olivets

Laco Color Plate

Made of finest

quality natural col-

ored heat resisting

glass, maintaining
a permanent and
beautiful color.

Color plates offer

the most practical,

as well as econom-
ical means for ob-
taining color.

Write for our circular "Profits from Color"

M. SJelectric COMPAh" T^
2628 W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.

You'll Find Me Where "Movie" Crowds Are

IransVerteK
is a necessity when it comes to accurate current control.

It tunes out line fluctuations. It guards against outside inter-

ference so frequent in crowded down-town circuits.

It maintains within 3% the rated voltage of its generator—re-

gardless of the load.

That means—uniformily constant current, with the Projectionist at his
best because he KNOWS his attention may be devoted exclusively to
skillfully putting on the program.

There is a Transverter especially designed to meet every Projection need.

State your problem and we will help you overcome it.

Sold in the U. S. A. by
The National Theater Supply Co.

Canadian Distributor
Perkins Electric, LcL

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
12694 ELMWOOD AVENUE

'^
' ^**** ^™ *j- CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S.

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

Service!
Each month THE SHOW-
MAN offers features that

go to the heart of the prob-

lems of the theatre man-
ager, executive and owner
—That's why it is READ
throughout the field.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
Aator Theatre Baildimg

N. W. Cor. 45th St. A Broadway
Lackawanna 7876

PROGRAM Coveis
JBITJZD JBOX OFFICE JRFCEIPTS

WriteforSamples;TheHeime#an (b, CincinnalfcO.
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BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from page 680)

near future. Early in March RCA Photo
phone studios will be op ned in New York

City. The studios will be used for the pro-

duction of the company's feature and short

subject program and will also be available

for use by outside companies.

R.I \ this week also announces the in-

stitution of a school for training in all

branches of sound picture operation.

By Showmen Everywhere-
By Showmen everywhere this original preselective remote sys-

tem of theatre lighting control is conceded to be the one out-

standing successful stage switchboard. It is only necessary to

view the list of hundreds of America's Theatres so equipped to

know why.

Send for the new revised booklet

"Control of Lighting in Theatres"

Shrankdidam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

Atlanta, 6a.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. T.
Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

DISTRICT OFFICES
Memphis, Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Omaha, Nebr.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richmond, Va.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Tampa, Fla.
Tulsa, Okla.

Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Vancouver, B. 0.
Walkerville, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM
TYPHOON FAN CO. W 345 V/W--ST *»' NFW VOBKNEW YORK

Han on "Last Time" Ads
H"1 HE Better Business Bureau, of Portland,

1 ,re-i has taken steps to pu1 an end to the
" ' '•''-' Time" ads I'm- pictnres completing
a 6rs( run engagement. Exhibitors there
have been warned to refrain from this type
of advertising. This action U the result of
everal recent instances in which pictures
were offered as a "lasl ehance" for a whole
year, when as a matter of Eacl the same
Alms were shown within a Pew weeks al
neighborhood houses.

The Patrons of Music
I ESS than I per cent of the population
*-* of the United States supports good
music, according to a survey of musical
conditions made by George Engles, Now
York concert and radio manager. He finds
that La Porte, [nd., a city of 15,128 inhabi-
tants, stands first with 9 per cent, 1.375 of
its inhabitants, attending concerts regular-
ly. Newark, Ohio, is second, with 6 per cent,
and a number of smaller cities average
about 5 per cent.

Metropolitan centers like Chicago and
New York, Mr. Engles finds, pull the na
tional average down; in these two cities the
average of concert-goers is less than 1 per
cent of the population.

PRODUCTION
rTr 11K past month in production was i -e

* notable for the elaborate plans an-
nounced is at a high level for this season.
During- the month it was announced that
First National's production budget for the
coming season totals some $18,000,000,
which amount will be expended in the film-

ing of 35 features and a number of special

pictures to be mad" for road showing.
Three of the five all-talking pictures that
United Artists will offer during 1929 are
in production. Players who will be heard
as well as seen in United Artists features

in 1929 are Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson,
Vilma Banky, Douglas Fairbanks, Ronald
Dolman, Lupe Velez, Pat O'Malley, Eleanor
Griffith and Mae Busch. M-Gr-M announced
that 26 new Movietone acts would he re-

leased during the first 13 weeks of 1929,

and that 20 id* the 4(1 short comedies to be

produced for that schedule by Hal Roach
would be synchronized with music and

sound effects. Six talking pictures have

been completed by Tiffany-Stahl. Sam Sax

announced a schedule of 12 sound pic-

tures, eleven of them to have dialogue, for

release in L929 by Gotham,

Theatres Equipping Faster Than
Studios

ACCORDING to a report from the Holly

wood Burei f Motion Pl< n M
News, theatres are being equipped with

sound reproducing apparatus almost one

per cent faster than the studios arc being

equipped to produce lilms for the play-

houses of the country. This condition is

being reflected at the theatres winch have

heavily exploited their sound installations

with extra hilling being given to short talk-

ing acts.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'waj
New York
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SOME

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
OF

SAMUELS

ILENT

CURTAIN TRACK
C—Swivel-eye turnbuckles included wilh all ship-

ments for leveling Track and Curtain after

installation.

I —Track clamps adjustable to any location by

merely turning one nut.

J —Single carriers, one for every foot of cur-

tain, each supported by TWO special com-

position rubber wheels rolling on TWO
parallel tracks.

Without an equal in Strength
Silence . . . Simplicity of Installation

. . . Ease of Operation.

A quality product at a moderate price.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
739 Hamilton St. Allentown, Pa.

Also Manufacturers or the A. D. C. Automatic
Curtain Control and Stabitarc Motor Generator

TAKE NO CHANCES—
WITH ELECTRIC POWER FAILURE

ENSLEN HYDRO-ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNITS
Guarantee Sufficient Power to Operate Projection

Machines and Lights

Approved by
the Depart-
m e n t of
Labor and
industry at
Harrisburg,
Penna., on
January 10th

19 22. Ap-
proval No.
276.

Send for descriptive Booklet.

Enslen Hydro-Electric Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

IN AN EMERGE^

£B0 i 1 1

*7 W ^r

^fc^l

SS?^;| If

NO BATTERIES — NO REPLACEMENTS

INCANDESCENT

JQieglights"
for Sound Photography

THESE new Kliegs, in which
high-candle-power incandes-

cent lamps are used for the light
source, furnish brilliant evenly
diffused light high in actinic
qualities, permitting photog-
raphy with clearness of detail,
full color values, sharp definition,
and freedom from sound inter-
ference. They are absolutely
noiseless in operation and cause
no disturbance in the recording
of sound photography; are ef-
ficient in light control and utiliza-
tion; afford complete command
over the direction, diffusion, and
divergence of the light beam; are
light in weight; can be easily and
quickly handled; operate on the
service line, whether a. c. or d. c.

They are modern in every respect,
and adapted to present-day studio
conditions.

Write for Bulletin No. 101 which fully de-
scribes and illustrates these new Kliegl stu-
dio lights—and explains how they are used
in motion picture and sound photography.

Klieg-Sun: for high-in-
tensity floodlighting; one oj
several different types of

units available.

ill
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.,inc

321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK. N.Y.

ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

Motion Picture Cable
and

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
Rockbestos Motion Picture Cable—the extra flexible cable—is a
small but important part of all Simplex Projectors.

No failure of current, no possibility of fire, a clean fine appear-
ance and fewer replacements when you use Rockbestos.
Insist on it. Good insurance.

Writejor Bulletin on JI. P. Cable.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTSCORPORAT I ON
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

NEW YORK CHICAGO PITTSBURG
On the Pacific Coast—C. Dent Slaughter
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared foi the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Aichitects

Important publications issued by manufacturers in connectio

to readers upon request to this magazine. For your conveni

blank provided. To obtain copies of publications on subject

in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in nam

AIR CONDITIONING
(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descrip-

tions of apparatus for atmospheric conditioning in thea-

tres.

CLEANING SYSTEMS
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning system for theatres.

DECORATION
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges—decora-

tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, dra-
peries, etc.

(4) Fin>hing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.

FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(5) Descripi'ons of materials and apparatus used in proces-

ses for h.Tn renovation, preservation and cleaning.

HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of vt.'tilating and heating systems with dia-

grams, illustra t>ns and descriptions of apparatus.

LIGHTING, DECORATlVii
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote con-

trol color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,

cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
specifications for uses and operation.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,

illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
and illustrated.

LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications

for use and operation.

LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects

and advertising.

LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,

and their uses in stage effects.

LIGHTING CONTROL
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches

of various type? for stage and auditorium lighting
control.

MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators speciaA designed

for motion picture projection.

(14) Power control, transformers, etc.. for projection, speci-
fications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN EQUIPMENT
(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small

auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and

stage band acts.

PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,

illustrated.

PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify

make and model).

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic

stage platforms, elevators, etc.

SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes espe-

cially designed for theatre use.

SEATING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat-

ing arrangement*, etc.

n with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
ence a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
s in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
e and address and mail to Showman Service Bureau.

SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur-

faces, etc.

SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated.

TICKET VENDORS
(25) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,

change makers, canceling devices and registers.

Index of Advertisers
The following list of advertisers in the March Showman has been
prepared for the convenience of readers, and while care has been
taken to make it correct it cannot be guaranteed against possible
errors or omissions.

Adam Electric Co., Frank 684
American Seating Co.... 677
Amplion Co. of A 638
Arctic Nu-Air Corp 667
Automatic Devices Co... 685
Automatic Ticket Regis-

ter Corp 680
Bausch & Lomb Optical
Co 687

Brenkert Light Proj. Co. 681
Brooks Costume Co 684
Browning, King & Co.. 681
Cameron Publish'g Corp. 639
Carrier Eng. Corp 657
Clinton Carpet Co 658
Da-Lite Screen & Scenic
Co 679

Dryfhout, H 680
Edison Lamp Works of

G. E 670
Enslen Hydro & Elec. Co. 685
Fulton Co., E. E 668
Hart Mfg. Co 664
Hennegan Co 683
Hertner Electric Co 683
Heywood-Wakefield Co. 666
Hoffman & Soons 680
Hub Electric Co 678
International Proj. Corp. 688
Kliegl Bros., Universal

Elec. Stage Light Co. 685
Kooler Aire Eng. Corp. 674
Macy Mfg. Corp 636

Major Equipment Co... 682
Markus Agency, The... 683
McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E. 672
Movie-Phone Corp 640
National Theatre Suppiy
Co 662

Netschert, Inc., Frank... 681
Novelty Scenic Studios.. 687
Pacent Reproducer Corp. 625
Phototone Co 623
Prometheus Elec Co 675
Qualitone Corp 635
Racon Electric Co 622
Reynolds Electric Co... 683
Rockbestos Products
Corp 685

Samson Electric Co 624
Sentry Safety Control
Corp 679

Steel Furniture Co 660
Synchronized Music Co. 626
Time - O - Stat Controls
Corp 687

Typhoon Fan Co 684
United Cue Service 633
Vallen Electrical Co 676

Ward Leonard Electric
Co 656a-56b

World Ticket & Supply
Co 687

Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co. 680

York Safe & Lock Co .

.
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Request Blank
Showman Service Bureau
Motion Picture News
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing
with the following subjects:

(Insert above numbers indicating subject* ia list above)

Name
,

Theatre

Street
,
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YOU CAN
REDUCE OPERATING COSTS WITH

TIME-O-STAT SILENT FLASHERS

ON YOUR ELECTRIC SIGNS AND MARQUEES

Their contacts do not wear or burn and nothing

needs oiling or adjusting. Ask your electrician

how much time he spends in a year on your open

contact sign flashers and check up your bills for

replacement parts. Then you will be ready to ask

us for further details.

EVENHEETERS
IN YOUR PIPE ORGAN CHAMBERS

They are thermostatically controlled electric heat-

ing systems that keep the actions in smooth operat-

ing condition and keep all stops at proper pitch.

They cut down your organ repair bills, increase the

life of the instrument, and insure beautiful music

regardless of the weather. Full information will

be sent on request .

TIME-0-STAT-CONTROLS CO.
Cramblet Eng. Division

286 MILWAUKEE ST. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ORL
TICKETS

AND

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF

Service—Accuracy—Quality
SATISFIED USERS ARE OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT

WORLD TICKET & SUPPLY CO., Inc.

1600 Broadway New York

If Your Equipment BELONGS
in the modern, well constructed

and appointed theatre say so, in

an advertisement in this sec-

tion, and your product will be

where it belongs.

Everybody's

Happy

The operator's happy because the manager
is satisfied.

The manager is satisfied because the attend-

ance is good.

The attendance is good because the public

enjoys your picture.

So everybody's happy and the CINEPHOR
plays an important part in their happiness by
producing clearly defined, properly illum-

inated, contrasty pictures—pictures which are

easy to look at—pictures which make the

public want to come back for more.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
653 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

BUILT OH MERIT

Work designed and
executed for many lead-

ing theatres has built

for the Novelty Scenic
Studios a position of

preeminence, for orig-

inal ideas and assur-

ance of the most satis-

factory results.

Tell Us Your Problem!

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
340 WEST 41st ST. NEW YORK CITY

Draperies, Stage Furnishings, Scenery and Rigging
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SIMPLEX SUPERIORITY
WINS

SIMPLEX SUPREMACY

MORE

SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS
ARE NOW BEING SOLD
THAN AT ANY TIME

IN THE HISTORY
OF THE COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
NEW YORK

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
ARE USED BY A GREATER NUMBER
OF THE WORLD'S LEADING THEATRES
THAN ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED
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Grombacher Buys
Spokane Clemmer

From Universal
Ray A. Grombacher, president of the

Spokane Theatres, Inc., has added a fourth

house to his chain in Spokane, Wash. He
has purchased the Clemmer Theatre from
Universal Pictures and takes possession

March 1. The amount of money involved

in the transaction was not stated.

Grombacher is one of the liveliest exhibit-

ors in the Northwest. His four houses give

him a seating capacity of 3,050. The thea-

tres owned and operated independently by
Mr. Grombacher are Liberty, Granada,
Egyptian and Clemmer. The name of the

latter will be changed, the interior will be

redecorated and some slight alterations

made. Sound equipment will also be in-

stalled. Harry Culbert, now at the Liberty,

will become manager of the Clemmer, and
Duncan Inverarity, manager of the Gran-

ada, will become manager of the Liberty.

Organizing Make-Up Men
And Asst. Directors in N. Y.
There was a meeting on Friday evening

of this week at the Hotel Wollcot in New
York at which the organizers of the union

for Assistant Directors and Make-Up Ar-

tists addressed those active in that branch

of work in New York. Joseph Holton has

been designated as the head of the assist-

ant directors union and the organizing of

that branch is going ahead with remarkable
speed.

The only portion of those engaged in

the making of motion picture productions

in New York that are not unionized at

present are the actors, but with the stage

actors stepping into the pictures in droves

due to the talking pictures, it would seem
as though Equity was at last in a position

to compel the organization of the motion
picture players from stars right down the

line to extras.

Tec-Art Coast Studios

Having Sound Installed
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—The last of the

independent leasing studios has capitulated

to sound, with Tec-Art beginning actual
construction of two sound stages next weok.
H. Kirk Kellog, the engineer who super-
vised RKO and United Artists sound stages
is in charge at Tec-Art. The stages are to

contain a scoring room, three unit record-
ing rooms and two projection rooms.

Both film and disc methds are to be avail-

able. Also stages are to be adaptable for
the use of any patents now existing or
which may become popular.

Warners Get 51% Of Equity

Theatres Under Agreement
Under the terms of the agreement be-

tween Warner Brothers and Equity The-
atres, Inc., the former concern receives 51
per cent of the stock of the new $2,000,000
holding company, Warner-Equity Theatres,
Inc., of Philadelphia, and also holds an op-
tion to purchase the remaining 49 per cent
within two years.

Fox Versus Zukor Looms As

Battle Of Giants With Close

Of Loew-M-G-M Negotiations

Turn to Page

699 for Real

Live Tips on

Exploitation

RKO Appropriates

Quarter Million

More For Studio
Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Another $250,000

appropriation, bringing the total up to

$500,000, was made for improvements on
the RKO studio last week. The latest

structures planned are buildings for the re-

cently created music .department, for
wardrobe and for property units. The mu-
sic building will be devoted to orchestral

and composing activities incidental to syn-
chronizing forthcoming Radio pictures.

Several projections will be built for sound
purposes.

Cleveland Deal Separates
Variety-Universal Circuits

The Variety-Universal circuit, Cleveland,

has completed the deal separating the Va-
riety from the Universal chain which has
been pending for several months. Jimmy
Carrier has been appointed general mana-
ger of the Universal chain, which includes

the Hillard Square, Cedar-Lee New Broad-
way, Detroit and Oriental.

Under Carrier, all of the Universal
houses will have Vitaphone and Movietone
equipment. The Hillard Square opened
with sound two weeks ago. The Cedar-Lee
installation was completed last Monday.
Other installations will follow. Admission
prices will be boosted ten cents.

Le Baron On Way East To
Discuss RKO Production

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—William Le Baron
returned to New York Wednesday after be-

ing back in Hollywood only two weeks. The
sudden new trip was occasioned by the de-

cision that all RKO product will be one
hundred per cent talkie with no silent ver-

sions whatever. While in the east he will

discuss plans for production.

Counterstroke Looked For

From Paramount Head

With Supremacy

In Balance

(Continued from page 611)

.

in the film industry. It is fair to assume
that ha is going to contest this particular

one and therefore it would appear as there

is in the offing a terrific battle of the giants

in the picture producing, distributing and
exhibiting industry.

The fact that Publix was preparing a

battle against the Fox theatres in New
England territory, even before this deal

came to pass, was an indication of the real

struggle that was looming. Publix, it is

said, has had scouts in the New England
territory for months past lining up sites

so that they would parallel the Fox houses

in every one of the eastern cities.

Publix has a large, well organized the-

atre operating department functioning at

present. It has taken over ten years to

build this department to the state of per-

fection that now exists and all of its re-

surces are to be extended in the forthcom-

ing battle that threatens.

In the meantime, and even as late, as

Tuesday night of this week, the report per-

sisted that the Warner Bros, were to secure

the control of the Loew-M-G-M organiza-

tion on a basis of an exchange of stock

with three shares of Warner being turned

over for every five of Loew necessary to

secure control.

Effect on Independents

What effect the Fox deal will have on
the independent theatre situation in

Greater New York is a question. Exhibitors

who have tentative agreements with Fox
for the purchase of their houses are all up
in the air over the reported closing of the

Loew-M-G-M deal. It will mean that For
will not of necessity have to have the inde-

pendent theatres for with the Loew Circuit

coupled with his own he will virtually have

control of the Metropolitan territory. Just

how the contracts with the independents

now in existence will work out is a question.

The general opinion was that Fox was to

make some payments on the independent

theatres beginning this week. When Mon-
day arrived it was stated by some of the

independents that payments had been post-

poned for 30 days.

At the offices of A. C. Blumenthal at the

Ambassador Hotel, where all of the Fox
deals with the independents were carried

<m, Mr.-Blumcnthal could not be reached on

Thursday either to affirm or deny the pos-

sibility of the independent deals being

called off because of the Loew deal. He
was not in his office and it was not known
when he would return.
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Changes Made
In Managers Of

Coast Theatres
ard M. Hughes, former assi

man;.. be Kit/ Theatre, has I a

appointed manager of the Mesa Th
Los Angeles. Karl P. Krueger has been

manager of the California Theatre,

Salinas, '

E. I'. Laws, has been appointed manager
of the Opal Theatre, Hollister, Cal. He
was formerly assistant manager of the

California at Stockton.

Douglas Kimberly has been appointed
manager at the Colonial, Tacoma,

Wash., in addition to assisting in all pub-
licity for the Tacoma houses. David
Richards, former assistant manager at the

way, Portland. Wash., has been made
manager of the Kialto, Tacoma.

It was reported from the Coast early this

week that Blair and Company had become
financially interested with Jos. M. Schenck
in the Art Cinema Corp., which is the

financing organization behind United Art-

ists, the distributing branch.

This was emphatically denied by Mr.
Schenck on Thursday. He also branded as
untrue the report that United Artists would
merge with M-G-M.

Joseph Schildkraut as the suave gambler hero

of I niversaCs special production, "Show Boat,"

from the Edna Ferber novel of that name.

Paramount Assigns Gilks To
Shoot Feature, "Jealousy"

Paramount has assigned Alfred Gilks to

shoot the company's next feature picture to

be made at the Long Island studios. It will
star Jeanne Eagels in "Jealousy" and pro-
duction will get under way March 4. Jean
de Limur will direct. It will be Gilks first

feature picture at the Eastern studio for
several years. His recent assignments have
been one and two-reelers.

Hornstein Given Farewell

Dinner By Old Associates

Joe Hornstein, who has resigned as Man-

ager of the Xew York branch of the Na-

tional Theatre Supply Co., was given a

farewell dinner by that company on Thurs-

day night of this week at the Hotel Clar-

idge. < >\ er one hundred friends and former

business associates attended to wish Horn-

stein good luck in his new business venture

and to extend their appreciation of

"Joe's" popularity while he was connected

with the theatre equipment field.

Walter Green, General Manager of Na-

tional Theatre Supply, paid tribute to

Hornstein 's work during his connections

with National. Employees of Hornstein 's

office presented him with a platinum watch

and chain and an inscribed gold plaque.

Hornstein is reported to be considering

several offers that have been made him by
companies in the picture industry.

AUTHORITY!
•'During the fifteen years

that I have been editing

a column devoted to mo-
tion pictures Motion
Picture News has been
my most helpful text

hook.

"Dennis R. Smith,

"Photoplay Editor,

"Canton, O., Daily

News"

RELIABILITY!

Canada Completes
Fihu Survey To

Aid Producers
A survey of the whole moving picture

situation in Canada has just been mad" by
the four British Trade Commissioners in

the Dominion, and their reports are shortly

to In' -cut to the Imperial others in London,

according to an announcement by P. W.
Field at Montreal, who is His Majesty's

Senior Trade Commissioner to Canada.
The extensive investigation has been car-

ried out at the request of the Home Gov-
ernment, because great importance is at-

tached to the value of moving pictures as a

vehicle for the spread of national and trade

propaganda. Mr. Field pointed out that

the theatres and film exchanges in Canada
had Canadian organizations to a greal de-

gree, but the film product was almost en-

tirely American. Such an arrangement au-

tomatically created resistance to the sales

of British pictures in Canada he believed.

That British film producers had much to

learn in the making of pictures for uni-

versal consumption was admitted by Mr.

Field, and this was one reason why the sur-

vey had taken place. The average quality

of British-hade pictures had improved
greatly, however, and it was possible to

point to a number of British releases which
were on a par with the best standard of
foreign productions.

M-G-M Preparing Another
South Sea Island Picture

t Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Following the suc-

cess of "White Shadows of the South
Seas," M-G-M is preparing another tropic

epic to be made in the South sea locale.

The new production will involve a large

amount of underwater shooting, and tin-

studio has been acquiring diving bells and
underwater equipment necessary to produc-
ing the picture.

Dorothy Yost is working on the story,

under supervision of Hunt Stromberg. The
latter had production supervision of

"White Shadows."
It is known that Paramount has also

been figuring on making an underwater pic-

ture in the South Seas, and last year sent

Karl Brown and William Wing on location

near Tahiti for several months.

Small Reported Signing To
Produce Series For Columbia

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 21.—Edward Small is

reported as signing a contract with Harry
Colin to produce a series tor Columbia Pic-

tures. One of these, it is said, will star

Anna Chandler, former vaudeville star,

while Small will use other players under
contract to him in the balance of the series.

Pathe Story Department On
West Coast Is Discontinued
< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 21.—The Pathe studio

discontinued its story department this

week. The only executive to continue is

Carl Hovey, scenario editor, who is hand-
ling alone whatever details are necessary.
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Motion Picture News Weekly
Box Office Check-Up

In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;

City and and Run and Normal
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100%

Shorts Presentatior

"Abie's Irish Rose"
Paramount (T.)

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Heavy

snow-

Scollay Square
Olympia
(3000)

7

25(Woe
100% Vita. Acts. ; Para. News 5 Acts

"Adoration"
First National

Canton, O.
Weather: Heavy snow

Palace
(1906)

4
300-500

110% Comedy; Pathe News 5 Acts

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Ra'in, clear

Plaza
(1322)

3 91% 'Loose Change" (Para.);

Para. News

'Alias Jimmy Valentine" Paris, Tex.
M-G-M (T.) Weather: Good, bad

Plaza
(650)

6
400-600

75% Fox News; M. Revue None

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair, cold

Regent
(1225)

6
250-600

90% Para, and Fox M. News;
"The Honor System" Orchestra

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Clear, rain

Capitol
(1000)

3
3Oc-4O0

100% Para. News; Comedy None

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather : Clear, stormy
Strand S

40e-50e
125% Gus Edwards' Revue and

News (M-G-M) None

•All at Sea'
M-G-M

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Stormy

Leland 6 75% Curiosities (R. K. O.); Fox
(1400) 25(5 News; Tiffany Color

Classic

None

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Fair, rain

Rialto
(800)

3
250-350

106% M-G-M News; "His Angel
Child" None

Newport, Va.
Weather: Cold

Rialto
(873)

3
250-350

90% Comedy; Para. News None

Evansville, Ind. Victory 4 100%
Weather: Snow (2300) 15^-25^-400

-500

Comedy and News (M-G-
M)

"Annapolis"
Pathe (T.)

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

1

150-350
100% Comedy; Int'l News None

"The Apache"
Columbia

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Stormy

Clinton Sq.
(800)

6
250

80% M-G-M News None

"The Air Legion"
RKO

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Snow

Rialto
(3000)

3
300-500

170% News and Review (Pathe) Mac Murray 4;

Acts

"The Awakening"
United Artists (T.)

Spokane, Wash. Liberty
(1000)

7 120% T. Comedy; 5 Vita. Acts

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair, cold

Avalon
(990)

3
100-350

100% Fox News; "Who's It?"
(Educ.) None

The Barker" Milwaukee, Wise. Alhambra 7 175% Int'l News; Topics (Pathe)
First National (T.) Weather: Zero and

below
(2000) 250-500 Oswald Cartoon (U.);

"Prodigal Pup"
None

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Tampa
(1600)

4
250-500-650

125% Newsreel; Sound Comedy;
Color Symphony (T.-S.) Organ

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Strand
(2900)

7
350-500-650

750

125 7/10% Pathe Sound and Fox M.
News; Vita. Acts None

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Rain, clear

Imperial
(1181)

6 103% 2 Vita. Acts; Fox M. and
M-G-M News None

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Heavy snow

Bvrd
(1600)

6 105%
150-250-500

'Whoopee Boys" (Educ);
Pathe Sound News Organ
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Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;

City and and Run and Normal
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

The Barker"
unued)

Boston, Mass.
Weathei - Excellent

Scollav Square 7
Olympia 25f(-75f(

(3000)

95', Lincoln Reel; Para. News 5 Acts

'Behind the German
Lines"

Paramount

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rainy, cold

Rialto
(841)

114% 1 Footlight Fannie"
(Christie); Para. News

Milwaukee, Wise. Strand 7
Weather: Zero and (1297) 25e-60*

below

98% "Marching On" (Fox M.);
Fox News None

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Clear, rain

Plaza
1322)

89% "Bird in the Hand" (Para.
T.) ; Para .News

'The Bellamy Trial"
M-G-M (T.)

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Cold, snow

Broadway
(1800)

7

25*-50*
75% Pathe News; "Lighter that

Failed"; 2 Vita. Acts

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Embassy Indef. 51 9/10%
(596) (6 days)

$1-82

M-G-M T. Acts; Fox M.
News

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Fair, bad

Loew's State
(3300)

7

25^-65^
93% "Across the Atlantic Via

Zeppelin" (M-G-M T.)

Louisville, ky.
Weather: Snow

Loew's
13400) 35 ("-50*

105% Sound Act; Fox and M-G-
M News Organ

'Beware of Bachelors'
Warner Bros.

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Snow, cold

Loew's Strand
(1100)

6
25^-40^

50% Vita.
m
Shorts; M-G-M

News

'The Big Killing"
Paramount

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather: Cold, fair

Strand 7 75% "Bride's Relations" (Educ.
(1400) 25i-ZH T.); Lincoln reel; Metro

T. Revue; Marion Har-
ris on Vita.

'Blockade'
R. K. O.

Syracuse, N. Y. Keith's
Weather: Cold, stormy (,2600)

3 100%
30*-50*

Fables, Topics and News
(Pathe) 6 Acts

Syracuse, N. Y. Keith's
Weather: Cold, stormy (,'-600)

4

30e-50*
100% Fables, Topics, News (Pathe) 6 Acts

* 'The Broadway Melody"
M-G-M (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair, rain

Chinese Indef.

2250) (3d Week) 225%
$1-81.65

None Stage Show

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Astor
(1120)

Indef. 169 6/10%
81-82

"Confession" (M-G-M T.)

None

'The Cameraman'
M-G-M

Troy, N. Y.
Weather: Stormy

Lincoln
(1000)

3 50% Kinograms; "Happy Heels'
(Christie) None

Columbus, O.
Weather: Cold, snow

Palace 4 85%
(3200) 25»(-35)f-50(!

None 5 Acts

'The Canary Murder
Case"

Paramount (T.)

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold, clear

Allen 7 100%, "Off to Buffalo" (Roach);
(3300) 30f<-60*! M-G-M and Fox M.

News Orchestra

Akron, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Colonial
1.1147)

7

25*-50<!
"Four Kisses"; Para. News None

Cedar Rapids, la. Capitol
Weather: Cold, snow (1957)

4
10(*-60jt

60% Fox M. and Para. News Publix Unit

"Captain Lash"
Fox

Milwaukee, Wis. Wisconsin
Weather : Zero and below (2902)

7
25)f-75(«

95'., Fox News
6 Acts

"Captain Swagger"
I'athe

Newport News, Va. Rialto
Weather: Cold (873)

3
25 (£-35*

85% Para News;
Courtship"

"Ko-Ko's
None

'The Case of Lena
Smith"

Paramount

Baltimore, Md. Century 6
Weather: Clear, cold, (3221) 25|!-6o*
snow

87% "Noisy Noises" (Roach);
Fox M. and M-G-M
News

Loew-Publix unit;
Organ ; Orchestra

Atlantic City, N. J. Stanley
Weather: Cold, stormy

2 65% Para. News; "Francis
40^-500 Shelly" Girl with a Gui-

tar," "Rangers," "Red
Hot Harmony" (Vita.

Acts)

None

'The Cavalier"
TilTany-Stahl (T.)

Akron, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Strand
I-'

7

25* 50*
70% Para. News; Comedy None

"Children of the Ritz"
First National

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Palace 7 90% "Campus Venus," Fables,

(3600) 35*-75* Review, Sportlight
(Pathe) ; Variety (Fox)
Pathe, Fox and Para..

News 5 Acts
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Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;

City and and Run and Normal
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100'

Shorts Presentation

"Children of the Ritz'

(Continued)

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow

Keith's Palace 4
(320()i 35 o t',(U

90' Pa1 he News 6 Acts

'The Circus Kid"
R. K. O. (T.)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Cold, snow
Victory

(1600)

7
15(^-50$; 70',

Pathe News; "Bird in the
Hand" (Christie T.) None

"Conquest"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Albany, N. Y.
Weather : Stormy

Mark Ritz 6 100', Pathe Sound News ; 1 Vita.

(1146) 25e-35e Act; "When Money
Comes" (Roach)

None

Troy, N. Y.
Weather: Bad

Troy
(2000)

3
30<*-50«!

80% "Our Gang" Comedy; Fox
News; 1 Vita. Act

None

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Snow

Strand
(1785)

7
25^-35fi-50f(

75% 3 Sound Acts; Fox News

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Metropolitat
(4350) 35^-75 i

85% Para News; "Crooning
Melody" Publix Unit

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair, rain

Warner's 7 80%,
Hollywood 50«H35*-75£
(2800)

Vita. Acts; Int'l News Larry Ceballo's Re-
vue

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Cold, snow

Fox-Palace 7

(2484) 30f!-60ft

91% Jessel and Martinelli on
Vita.; Fox News 3 Acts

"Companionate
Marriage"

First National

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Varied

Ritz

(1800)

6
25df-35«S-60i

110% Pathe News; "Collegians"
(U.) Acts

"Court Martial"
Columbia

Columbus, O.
Weather: Cold, snow

Palace
(3200)

3

25f!-35f!-50*!

85% None Charlie Murray; 4
Acts

"The Danger Rider"
1 niversal

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Fair, rain

Rialto
(800)

1

25^-35*
102% M-G-M News; ".Sea Swords" None

"The Devil's Apple Tree"
Tiffany-Stahl

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather : Cold, clear,

snow-

Hippodrome
(2500)

6
20jf-25(i

140% Pathe News; Comedy Bert Smith Players

"The Divine Lady"
First National (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair, rain

Carthay Circle (Indef.)

(1500) (4th week)
$1-81 .65

78% "The Eligible Mr. Bangs"
(Educ. T.) ; Fox M. News None

'The Doctor's Secret'
Paramount (T.)

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Variable

Texas 7 90%
(3000) 25^-35^-60*

Para. News; Vita. Acts Orchestra ; Publix
Unit

Norfolk, Va.
Weather: Rain, snow

State
(2000)

6

35f<-50f»

100% "Sacred Baboon" and News
(M-G-M); Pathe Review 5 Acts

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Snow, clear

Loew's Palace 6
(2100) 25M0*

100% "Across the Atlantic Via
Zeppelin," "Geo. Dewey
Washington" (M-G-M
T.); Fox M. News

None

Atlantic City, N. J. Stanley
Weather: Clear, stormy

5 110% Para. News; Borah Minne-
40s!-50*' vitch and His Rascals;

"Just One Word"
None

Richmond, Va. Colonial 6 125%
Weather: Heavy snow (1800) 25»f-35(i-50ff

Fables (Pathe) ; Para News;
Flo Davis & Marlowe &
Jordan

Organ

"Do Your Duty"
First National

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair, cold

Keith's
(2596)

6
15*!-60(<

70% "Exchanged Husbands";
Pathe News 5 Acts

"Dugan of the Dugouts"
State's Rights

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Stormy

Clinton Sq.

(800)

6
25 i

80% M-G-M News None

"The Dummy"
Paramount (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair

Paramount
(2600)

7 110% Para. News Publix Unit; Organ

"The Faker"
Columbia

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair, warmer

Pantages
(1200)

7 85% Fables (Pathe)

;

News
Selected

5 Acts

'Fancy Baggage'
Warner Bros.

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Rainy, warm

Blue Mouse
057

6

25f-35p

75',. Fox M. News

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather : Variable

Missouri
(3555)

7

j:,c 75)

83', Orchestra; Organ Ed Lowry in "Ship
Ahoy"

'The First Auto'
Warner Bros.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather: Cold, snow
Strand 3 40'

c "Liberty" (Roach) ; "Con-
(1400 25r-35c fession" (M-G-M T.);

Vita. Acts

'The Fleet's In"
Paramount

Canton, O.
Weather: Heavy snow

Loew's
(2025

4

30e-50e
150' I Fox M. News 5 Acts
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"The Flying Fleet"
M-G-M

City and
Weather

Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;
and Run and Normal

Seating Admission Business
Capacity Prices Equals

100%

Shorts Presentation

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Uialto

(2300)
3

25f :.iu-

no--; Sound News; Comedy 2 Acts: Orchestra;
Organ

Boston, Ma s.

Weather: Heavy snow
State

1.3700)

7
•10c-75*

110% Fox News and M. Acts;
Metro. M. Act Mardi Gras Show

Norfolk, Va.
Weather: Rain, snow

Norva
(1800)

6 85% Fox N'ews; Vita, and M
Acts None

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Capitol
20

7

(2d week)
75)!-$l-$1.50

104 1/10% Selected and Fox M. News "Miami Xi^lits"

Baltimore, Md.
Weather : Clear, cold,

snow

Stanley
3654)

6
25(4-65)4

110% Fox M. and Para. News;
Sound Acts Orchestra ; Organ

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather : Variable

Loew's State 7

(3300) 25(4-65)4

108' > Lincoln Reel Orchestra

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Snow, clear

Loew's State 6
(2700) 25«4-50e

100% Fox M. News; "Marion
Harris" i M-G-M T.) 5 Acts

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Loew's
(3000) 25)4-35)4-50)4

175% Int'l and Fox M. News;
Orchestra on Fox M .") Acts

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Heavy snow

Loew's 6 ^135% M-G-M M. Revue and
(2200) 25)4-35 <!-50« News; Fox M. News;

Kitty Doner Act "Zep-
pelin Flight" Organ

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, stormy

State 3
(3000) 25)4-35(4-50(4

175% Int'l and M-G-M News;
Fox M. Reel 5 Acts

'Four Sons'
Fox

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Variable

Fox
(5200)

7
25(4-75(4

124% Fox M. News 3 Acts; Orchestra,
Stage Prologue

"Fugitives"
Fox

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Variable

Majestic
(1700) 25(4-50(4-75(4

100%, Fables and News (Pathe)

;

Fox M. News 5 Acts

"Geraldine"
Pathe

"The Ghost Talks'
Fox (T.)

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

Hennepin- 7

Orpheum 25(4-50(4-75(4

(2900)

74%
6 Acts

, Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Snow, clear

Orpheum
(2600)

(i

300-60?
90'

I Fables and News i Pathe) 6 Acts

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Rain, warm

Broadway 7

(1912) 25e-35(!-50(4
-60 i

95% Fox M. News Mildred Harris: F.
& M. Unit

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold, clear

Hippodrome 7

(4500) 25(4-50?
100% "Marching On" (Fox M.);

(2d Week; Fox M. News None

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Heavy snow

Modern-Beacon 7

(1800) 25 (4-75 e

90 c
. Pathe News; "Whoopee"

New York City Roxy 7

Weather: Snow, cold (6205) 50)4-75)4

$1-$1 .50

1H.'2% Selected and Fox M. News Stage Show

"The Girl on the Barge" Minneapolis, Minn. Pantages 7 80%
Universal (T.) Weather; Cold (1595) 25 ji-50 (4-75 1

Pathe News 5 Acts

'Give and Take'
Universal (T.)

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Tampa
(1600) 25(4-50(4-60*

Newsreel ; Color Symphonv
(T. S.); Cartoon Organ

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Empire 7 60'
(

Fox M. News; Comedy;
(1700) 20e-30(4-40* Dixie Jubilee Sin

5(ie 2 Vita Acts

Indianapolis, Ind.
Weather Fair, cold

Indiana
(3000)

7

25e-65e
75'. ( Curiosities (R. K. 0.);

Pathe News
Publix Unit; Band

"The Godless Girl"
Pathe

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather Variable

Empire
(1550)

7

25*-50f
75% "Across the Atlantic Via

the Zeppelin" None

"The Greyhound
Limited"

Warner Bros.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

Lyric
(1238)

7
l."-e-25*-35«

188% Fox M. News; Vita, and
M. Acts None

"The Haunted House"
First National

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weathei :

Cold, stormy
Majestic

(1050)
3

10)4-25)4-35?
-50)4

45% "Cleopatra," "Growing
Pains" (M-G-M); Para.

News Xollc

•Hey Rube!"
R. K

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Franklin

865) I (if .'.-,<•

100'
c Newsreel . Comedy XllllL
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City and
Weather

Theatre No. of Days
and Run and

Seating Admission
Capacity Prices

Percentage
Rating;
Normal
Business
Equals

Shorts Presentation

"His Captive Woman"
First National

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Snow

New Grand
H125)

4
2bt-lQi

90% Revue and News (Pathe
;

Comedy 5 Acts

'Hit of the Show"
R. K. O.

Portland, Ore. Pantages
Weather: Rainy, warmer (1825)

5

25<!-50f!

80% Fables (Pathe) 5 Acts

"Homesick"
Fox

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Cold

Palace
1720)

2

25e-35e
90% Fox News; "Collegians"

(U.) None

"If I Were Single"
Warner Bros.

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand
(850)

1

10ft

120% "Calling Hubby's Bluff" None

'In Old Arizona"
Fox (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair, rain

Criterion

(1500)
Indef.

(9th week)
35*-50»f

160% Fox M. News None

Milwaukee, Wise. Merrill

Weather: Zero and (1107)

below
25c-.50c

90'
<

"Spell Binder"; Fox News None

Canton, O.
Weather : Heavy snow

Strand
(725)

7

25^-40«t
150%, 'Lion's Roar" (Bduc. T.);

Pathe Sound News

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Fair, bad

Fox
(5200)

7 114% Fox M. Reel; "Moth and
the Flame." "My Tonia" l Irchestra

'Interference"
Paramount (T.j

Troy, N. Y.
Weather : Bad

Troy
(2000)

4

30^-500
1 Vita. Act; Fox M. News None

"Isle of Forgotten
Women"
Columbia

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair, cold

Fern
(750

)

3
l(k- -25f!

80% 'Cool Off "Scarlet Arrow'
(U. Serial) None

'The Kid's Clever"
Universal

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

1

15e-35e
90% Comedy; Newsreel None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Clear, cold,

Keith's New 6
Garden 25e-65i£

(3010)

85% "Collegians" (U.); Int'l

News 5 Acts

"A Lady of Chance"
M-G-M

"Lady of the Pavements'
1'nited Artists

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Orpheum
(3100) 25H50j*

90'
t

M-G-M News Acts

' Portland, Ore. United Artists 6
Weather: Rainy, warmer (957) 35£-50£-60f!

M-G-M and Fox M. News

Harrisburg, Pa.
Weather : Snow

Loew's Regent
(1600) 30e-50e

93% M-G-M and Fox M. News;
Laurel-Hardy Comedv;
2 T. Acts None

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather : Fair, warmer

Midland
(,4000;

90% Selected News; Graf Zep-
pelin Reel; 2 M. Acts

Canton, O.
Weather: Heavy snow

Loew's
(2025)

3
30?-50(S

105% Int'l News 5 Acts

Columbus, O.
Weather: Cold, snow

Loew's Ohio 7

(4000) 25»i-50jf

100% Fox News Orga n ; Orchestra

;

Publix Unit

•Land of the Silver Fox"
Warner Bros.

Spokane, Wash. Granada
(000)

105%, Comedy

'The Lash of the Czar"
Amkino

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Cameo
(549)

7

50 £-75*
100 4/5% Cartoon; Pathe News None

'The Last Warning"
Universal (T.)

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rainy, cool

Tivoli

1,1893;

111% 4 Acts; Orchestra

Columbus, O.
Weather: Cold, snow

Grand
U200; 25c-35e-50e

125% 2 Vita Acts; Fox M. News

Akron, O.
Weather: Clear, cold

Allen

(550;

7

25e-5O0
90'

t M-G-M News; Comedy None

"Lights of New York"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Tampa, Fla.
Weather ; Warm

Strand
(800;

4

15e-35c-40e
140'

{ Newsreel; Corned} None

"Lilac Time"
First National

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Cold

Palace
(.720;

4

25 c 35 1

110'
( Fox Xews None

"Lingerie"
Tinany-Stahl

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Snow

Majestic

(1000J

1

10 c- 15 c- 25 c

105'
L "Police Reporter" (.Serial

Fables (Pathe i
; Fox

News Stock Co.

'The Lion and
Mouse" (T.;

Warner Bros.

the Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

Rex
(900;

3

\bt-Mt
100' Para. News; "Smith's Res-

taurant" (Pathe None
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"Love"
M-G M

Columbus, O.
Weather: Cold, snow

Majestic
liil id

7
-•:.,• -50 <!

100% Comedy
;

I n1 1 N'ews HI

"Love in the Desert"
R. K 0.

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Heavy snow-

Boston
1800

7
2.->e 75c

90% Topics, Fables and News
Pathe) ; Comi ."j Acts

"Loves of Casanova"
M-G-M

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Snow, cold

Majestic

(1050)

4
10e-25c-35e

-50)!

25% Pathe Review; "Husbands
Must Play" (Educ); Topics
(Educ); M-G-M News None

•Lucky Bov"
Tiffany Stahl T

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Rain]

Music Box
L837)

6
25C-35C-50*1

85% Roach Comedy: Fox M.
News

Harrisburg, Pa.
Weather: Fair

Loew's Regent 6
(1600) SOf'-oOe

85% M-G-M and Fox M. News;
T. .pics (Pathe) ; 4 T. Acts None

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow

Rochester
(4000)

7
35(f-60(f

90% "Regular Business Man";
Fox News 6 Acts

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Modern Beacon 7
(1800) 25i-75t

120% Fox News

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather: Cold, Snow
Capitol

(1957)
2 55', Para News 1'ulilix 1'nit

"The Man Who Laughs'
Universal

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Variable

Empire
(1000)

6
25<f-40«l

90% Laurel-Hardv Comedv
(Roach); M-G-M News None

"Manhattan Cocktail"
Paramount (T.)

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Fair warm

Palace
(2484)

4
S0i-G0i

91% Fox News and M. Acts
4 Acts

"Man-Made Woman"
Pathe

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Very cold

Oriental

(1600)
7

30f<

75% News reel; Fables (Pathe) Frazier Players
in "The Push"

Man, Woman and Wife"
Universal

Akron, O.
Weather: Cold

Allen

(550)

7
25<f-50»f

80% M-G-M News; Comedy None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cold

Keith's

(3601) 25(-65t
75%

5 Acts

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Boston
1S00)

7
25e-75e

90% Pathe News 5 Acts

"Marked Money"
Pathe

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Stormy

Pantages
(1200)

3 80%

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold

Keith's
(1400)

3
30(f-50f!

100% Petty-Mamaux,
Baseball Stars

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Clear, cold

Rialto
(3000)

3
30(i-50f»

85% Pathe Review; Pathe News 5 Acts

"Marquis Preferred"
Paramount

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rainy, cool

Rialto

(841)

2 97%

"Marriage By Contract"
Tiffany-Stahl (T.)

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Mild

Empire
(1000)

6
25)!-40<

85% "School Begins" (M-G-M);
M-G-M News None

"Me Gangster"
Fox

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair, cold

Centre
(1200)

6
15)5-40?

65', Educ. Comedy; Fox News None

"The Million Dollar
Collar" (T.)

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rainy, cool

Rialto
(841)

1 110% "Ko-Ko" Comedy

"Moran of the Marines"
Paramount

Canton, O.
Weather: Heavy snow

Valentine
811)

3
15fi-25((

75', Comedy; Pathe News None

"Mother Machree"
Pox

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Rialto

(2300)
3

25t-50t
120% Pathe News; Comedy- :i Acts; Band. 1 1]

Norfolk, Va.
Weather: Rain, snow-

Granby
(1000)

6
35«S-50«S

65% Para News; Vita. Acts;
"Haunted House" None

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather Cold, storms

Wuerth
'777)

7
10<!-25r-35c

60% Kinograms; "Soldier Man"
Pathe None

Evanston, 111.

Weather: Fair, cold
Varsity

(1844)
3

25|!-50<!

80', Fox M. and Int'l News; "ki>l

lickers; " "Mary Haynes"
Vita.) None

"Mother Knows Best"
Fox (T.)

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair, cold

Grand
850

7

25 f-.".Or

100'
c Fox News None

"My Man"
Warner Bros. (T.)

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Variable

1 .ii iid Central 7

(1900 25 e 75 o

77'

2d Week
Vita Acts

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather Clear, bad

Grand Central 7

(1900

80'
c Vita. Shorts
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"My Man"
(Continued)

Indianapolis, Ind.
Weather: Fair, co'.d

Apollo
(1100)

7
25?5-50ji

75% Vita. Acts; Fox News None

"The Mysterious Lady"
M-G-M

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Snow

Rialto
(3000)

4

30»!-50*f

110% Review and News (Pathe) 5 Acts

"Name the Woman"
Columbia

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Cold, snow

Bijou
(1000)

7

•Joe-SOe
70% "Crushed Hats"; Int'l

News

"Napoleon"
M-G-M

Evansville, Ind.
Weather : Snow

Alhambra
(600)

2

2Qt-ZW
100% Fables, Topics and News

(Pathe) None

"Napoleon's Barber"
Fox (T. Short)

San Francisco, Cal. Warfield

(2648)

7 225% Al Jolson's per-
sonal appear-
ance

"Naughty Baby"
First National

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Strand
(800)

3
15£-351-40

1

125% Newsreel ; Comedy None

Buffalo, N. Y. Lafayette
Weather: Cloudy, warner (2000)

7

65?S

80% Fox M. and Int'l News 5 Acts

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Cloudy,

warmer, snow

Rivoli

(1981)
6

25)^50?!
85% "Eligible Mr. Bangs"

(Educ. T.); Sound Acts;
Fox M. & Pathe Sound
News Organ

"Ned McCobb's
Daughter"

Pathe

New York City
Weather: Cold, snow

Colony
(1980)

7 95 1/10%
50fS-75£-$l.

Pathe Sound News; Os-
wald Cartoon (U.) Band; Specialties

"The Night Bird"
Universal

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain

Ritz 3 90% Comedy; Newsreel

1
Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Variable

Regent
(1697)

7

15^-50*6
85% "Calford on Horseback"

(U.) ; Newsreel; "Strange
Prayers"

Orchestra

"Night Club"
Paramount (T.)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Cold, snow
Strand

(2200)

7

15 (£-50(5

80% "Pusher-in-the-Face" (Para.)

Newsreel None

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair, warmer

Royal
(833)

7 95% Newsreel; "Pusher-in-the-
Face" (Para. T.) None

Buffalo, N. Y. Hippodrome
Weather: Cloudy, warmer (2500)

7

65?!

70% Fox and Pathe News; Fox
M. News 5 Acts

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather : Variable

Strand
(850)

6

25f»-50f»

110% "Pusher-in-the-Face" "Mel-
ancholy Dame" (Para.
T.); Fox M. News

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Clear, rain

Capitol
(1000)

3
30jf-40»S

85% Para. News; Raymond
Hitchcock T. None

"Noisy Neighbors"
Pathe

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Fair, rain

Grand
(850)

1

10jS

125% "Love's Languid Lure"
(Pathe)

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair, cold

Palace
(2200)

3
25»S-50jS

125% Pathe News 5 Acts; 111. U. Glee
Club

Paris, Tex.
Weather : Warm

Grand
(500)

1

25ji-35fi

90%

' 'Object—Alimony"
Columbia

Joliet, HI.
Weather: Clear, cold

Rialto
(2300)

1 100% Para. News; Comedy 3 Acts; Organ;
Orchestra

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather : Variable

Trianon
(650)

6
\H-ZW

100% Fables (Pathe) ; Fox News None

"Oh Kay"
First National

Joliet, III.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

3
\bi-ZH

115% Comedy; Newsreel None

'On Trial"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Oklahoma City, Okla Capitol
(1250) ZW-^U

75% Comedy

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather : Fair

Embassy
(1400)

7 150%,
(4th week)

Memphis, Tenn. Strand
(1015)

6 150%

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Fan-

Capitol
(600)

6
25(f-35jS-50(!

105% Fox M. News; Beatrice
Lillie (T.) Organ

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Heavy snow

Capitol
(600)

6
25^-35^-50^

100% Fox M. News Organ
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"Our Dancing
Daughters"

M-G-M

Canton, O.
Weather . Heavy snovt

Valentine
Ml

1

lot 25

1

90'
t Pathe News; Comedy None

"The Painted Post"
Fox

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Clear

Pantages
(2600)

7 105% 5 Acts

"Prep and Pep"
Fox

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Variable

Keith- Palace

(3200)

3
35* 60*

88', Pathe News 6 Acts

"The Power of Silence"
Tiffany-Staid

Canton, O.
Weather: Heavy snow

Palace
(1906)

3
30e 50*

80% Comedy: Pathe News 5 Acts

"Prowlers of the Sea"
Tiffany-Stahl

Macon, Ga.
\\ eather: Clear, rain

Ritz
(1100)

1

30e-35»i
95% None Van Arnam Min-

strels

"The Redeeming Sin"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Stormy

Mark Strand (i 90% Fox M. News; "Our Gang"
(2000) 25*-50* Comedy: 2 Vita, Acts None

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather; Fair, cold
Capitol

(1957)
3

25*-50*-60*
90'

c Para. News; Vita. Acts Publix Unit

Milwaukee, Wis.
Weather: Zero and
below

Garden
(1200)

7
25*-50*

130% Flo Lewis & Joe and E.
Brown Shorts; Fox News None

Tampa, Fla.
Weather : Warm

Victory
(1600)

7

25*
125% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather : Fair, warmer

Newman
(1866)

7 85% Selected News; 2 Vita. Acts;
Walter GilTord Subject

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

Minnesota
(•1025)

7

30*-40*-75*
65? 4% Fox M. News Publix Unit

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

Metropolitan
(2512)

7

15*-25*-60*
120% Para. News Orchestra; Organ;

Publix Unit

New York City
Weather: Cold, rain

Warner's
(1360)

Indef.

1st week)
$l-$2

126% Vita. Acts None

Buffalo, N. Y. Great Lakes
Weather: Cloudy, warmer (3000)

7

65*-85*
80% Fox M. News; 2 Vita. Acts None

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, cold,

snow

Metropolitan
(1500)

6
15*-50*

75',

(2d week)
Kinograms; Rubini and

Mciore; Orchestra in

Sound Reels
None

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather; Variable

Ambassador
(3000) 25*-75*

92% Fox M. News Ed Lowry'; Sing-

er's Midgets;
Orchestra; Organ

Chattanooga, Tenn. State
Weather: Fair, rain (925)

6 96%, Mary Lewis, Val & Ernie
50* Stanton (Vita. Acts);

"Hawaiian Love Call";
Fox M. News

None

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Variable

Alabama 6 100'

(2200) 25*-35*-60*
Para. News; M-G-M Short Spot Show

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather : Variable

Fay's
(1250)

7

15*-35*
88% "Marching On" (FoxM.);

Fox News; "Types"

"Red Hot Speed"
Universal I

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Snow, clear

Pantages
(1900) 25*-50*

90% Pathe Sound News 5 Acts

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Fair, rain

Tivoli

(1900)
3

50*-60*
109% Para News; Fables (Pathe) 4 Acts

'Red Lips"
Universa

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair, cold

Imperial
(1200)

6
10*-35*

85% Para. News; "Oddities"
(M-G-M) Orchestra

"Redskin"
Paramount

Portland, Ore.
Weather: Rain, warm

Portland 7
(3068) 25*-35*-50*

-60*

97% Newsreel Publix Unit

Boston, Mass.
Weather : Heavy snow

Metropolitan
(4350)

7
35*-75*

110% "Traffic Regulations"
(Para. T.) Publix Unit

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Criterion

(861)

Indef. 92 1/5% Para. T. None

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Fair, bad

Missouri

(3558)
7

35*-75*
101% Selected News; Eddie Pea-

body in "No Reason at
All"

"Love Call"; Or-
chestra; Organ

New York City Buffalo
Weather: Cloudy, warmer (3100)

Fox M. Act 'Perfect Girl'

Unit
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'Red Wine'
Fox

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

2
15«f-35s*

100% Comedy; Newsreel None

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Fair, rain

Rialto
(800)

2

25jS-35<«

M-G-M News; "Newly-
weds Need Help" (U.) None

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Mild, cloudy

Majestic
(2250)

7 90%
15f<-25f<-60£

Fox M. News; Serial;

Fables 5 Acts

'The Rejuvenation of
Aunt Mary"
Pathe

Wichita, Kans. Kansas 3 95% "Sonnenberg-Lewis Bout"
Weather: Fair (700) 20(S (Educ); "Sky Ranger"

(Educ.); Fox News
None

'The Rescue"
United Artists (T.)

Chattanooga, Tenn. State
Weather: Rainy, cool (2800)

Fox M. News; "Songo-
logue," "Fair Days"
(Vita.)

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Cold

State

(2300) 2.5 {5-35 (*-60?f

42%% State Digest; Fox M.
News Stage Show

Boston, Mass. Orpheum
Weather: Heavy snow (3100)

7
25f!-50jf

go-; M-G-M News & Comedy 6 Acts

Evansville, Ind.
Weather : Snow

Victory
(2300)' 15ff-25«!-40<i

50 e

Comedy and News (M-G-
M) 5 Acts

"Revenge"
United Artists

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Clear, stormy
Virginia 6

40|4-50j!

75% "Ace of Spades"; Anna
Chang in Songs; Fox M.
News None

"Riley the Cop"
Fox

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Cold, snow

Fox
(1444)

7

20ff-50jf

100% Gertrude Lawrence, in

"Early Morning"; Fox
News

"The River"
Fox

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Gaietv
(SOS)

Indef.

$l-$2
128^% Fox M. Shorts and M. News None

"Romance of the Un
world"

Fox

der- Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Cold, snow

Fox
(1444)

7

20?f-50j!

100% Gertrude Lawrence in

"Early Morning"; Fox
News

"Sal of Singapore"
Pathe (T.)

Joliet, III.

Weather: Clear, cold

Princess

(960)

1

15»!-35f»

100% Para. News; Comedy None

Spokane, Wash. Clemmer
(900)

7

3.5<S-5O0

100% Comedy

'Scarlet Seas"
First National

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Fair, rain

Tivoli

(1900)

3

50H30(!
97% "We Faw Down" (Roach)

;

Para. News Orchestra

'Seven Footprints to
Satan"

First National

Toledo, O. Pantheon
(922)

85%

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Clear, rain

Ritz
(1100)

2

Z0t-ZH
Van Arnam Min-

strels

"The Shady Lady"
Pathe (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair, warmer

Mainstreet
(1500)

90% Pathe News; Fables
(Pathe) Stage Show

Evansville, Ind.
Weather : Snow

New Grand 3
(1125) 2bt-iO{-bQt

125 c Fables, Topes and News Betty Blythe; 5
(Pathe) Acts

"The Shopworn Angel"
Paramount (T.)

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather: Cold, fair

Capitol
(1957) 25f!-50H30(<

85% Lincoln Reel; Fox M. and
Para. News Publix Unit

Baltimore, Md. Parkway 6
Weather: Clear, cold, (1092) 15(*-35^
snow

116%
(2d run)

Sound Reels; "Liberty"
(Roach); Fox M. News None

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Michigan 4

(2200) IGi-ZOi-AQl
5Q£

'Calling Hubby's Bluff'

Fox News Stage Show

'The Showdown"
Paramount

Spokane, Wash. Egyptian
(385)

3
35 i

85% Comedy

"Show Folks"
Pathe (T.)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Keith-Albee
(2600)

4
30jf-50<i

100% Fables, Topics (Pathe); Pathe
News 6 Acts

Louisville, Ky.
Weather : Snow

Mary Anderson 7

(1370) 2bi-%H-$W
60% 2 Sound Acts; Pathe News

"Show People"
M-G-M

Troy, N. Y.
Weather : Stormy

Lincoln
(1000)

4

\U-1U
60% Comedy; Kinograms News
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"Show People"
(Continued)

'Silks and Satins"
Universal

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Cold

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Cold, snow

Olympic

Bijou
liinii

6
25£-35*

80 f Kinograms;
ing After"

'The Morn-
None

7 70', "Crushed Hats"; Int'l News
-'.') e-50<!

'Simba"
Capitol

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Variable

Princess
i:;imi

7

35<!-50«f

200'
{ Comedy; Int'l News None

New York City
Weather: Clear

Colony
(1980)

7 123 7/10% None
50*-75*-$l

.

Personal appear-
ance of Mr. &
Mrs. Martin
Johnston

'Singapore Mutiny'
R. K. O.

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Princess

(1200)

4 70'

10£-35*
Int'l News; Comedy None

"The Singing Fool"

Warner Bros. (T.)

New York City

Weather: Snow, cold

Winter Garden Indef. 76 1/5%
(24th. wk.)

1492) $1-82

Yita. Acts None

'A Single Man"
M-G-M

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Michigan 3

(2200) \0{-30i-40i
50(!

Int'l News Stage Show

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Clear, cold
Princess

(960)

2 80% Para. News; Comedy None

'The Sin Sister"
Fox

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Heavy snow

Memorial 7 100%
(3000) 50M1-50

Pathe News; Shorts 6 Acts

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Snow, cold

Alamo
(959)

7 100'
t

20»f-30(!-40(i

3 Sound Reels; Fox News

"Sins of the Fathers"
Paramount (T.)

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Rivoli Indef. 62 1/8%
(2200) (6 days)

35e-50e-75('
85«f-$l

Christie T.; Selected and
Fox M. News None

'Son of the Golden
West"

R. K. O.

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Fair, rain

Grand 1 90% "Rain Droppers" (Para.);

(850) 10?S-25(f "Tarzan" Serial (U.);

Pathe News None

'The Spieler"
Pathe (T)

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Cold, snow

Majestic 7 90% Curiosities (R. K. O.);

(2680) 25jf-35j!-60(i Tiger's Shadow (Serial);

Fables (Pathe) Fox M.
News

Acts

"Stark Mad"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Strand
(1700)

7

20j!-30f!-40c

no% Fox M. Reel; 2 Yita Acts;
Comedy

"Speedy"
Paramount

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

Fern
(150)

3

\Qt-2H
95% "Scarlet Arrow," Serial (U.);

"Brain Storm" None

"Stocks and Blondes"
R. K. 0.

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Fair

Franklin

(865)

1

\Qi-2bi
100%

"The Stool Pigeon"
Columbia

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair, cold

Majestic
(600)

7

25(!-50f<

100% Int'l News; Hodge-Podge None

"Strange Cargo"
Pathe (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair

United Artists 7

(2300)

90 < Fox M. News; "Bird in the
Hand" (Christie T.) Organ

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Paramount 7 104 9 10*
t

(3666) 10 c-65 c 7.1c

-85^-81

"Traffic Regulations"
(Para. T. ! Selected and
Fox M. News

'Carnival Cock-
tail"

Buffalo, N. Y. New
Weather: Clear, cold (1600)
snow

6 60' I

25(*-50ff

"Old Barn" (Educ. T. );

Fox Silent and M. News None

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Fair, bad

Ambassador 7

(3000) 35c -75c
Selected News Ed Lowry Party;

Orchestra; Organ

'The Strange Case of
Capt. Ramper"

First National

Baltimore, Md. Little
Weather: Clear, cold, (267)
snow

6 155L.

35j!-50f*

'Knee Deep in Love";
"Cruise of the Moewe";
Para. News

None

'Sunrise'
Fox

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Cold, snow
Majestic 7 95'

[

(2400) 15(f-50i

"Marching On" (Fox M.);
Fox M. News None

'Sunset Pass'
Paramount

Wichita, Kans.
Weather : Fair

Miller 3 102'
c

(1981) 25fi-35q-50(!

'Crazy House" (M-G-M) "Louisville Loons"

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Fair, warm

Palace 3 91*
t

(2484) 30(i-60)!

Fox News and M. Acts 4 Acts
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Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;

City and and Run and Normal
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

'Synthetic Sin"
First National

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

Kirby
(1654) 10fS-25^50(f

105'.

,

4 Vita. Acts; Fox M. News None

"Taxi 13"
R. K. O.

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Keith-Palace
(3200)

3
35j(-60>S

Pathe News 6 Acts

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, snow

Keith-Albee 3
(2600) 30?!-50f«

100% Fables, Topics (Pathe)

;

Pathe News
6 Acts

"Tide of the Empire"
M-G-M

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Cold, clear

State 7 75%
(3400) 30«f-60(»

Para. News; "Noisy
Noises," "Manchu
Love" (M-G-M

Orchestra ; Organ

"Topsy and Eva"
United Artists

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Fair

Franklin

(865)

1

10fS-25»S

100%

"The Trail of '98"

M-G-M
Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

Greater Palace 7
2500) 25»!-35H30<?

80 [ Pathe News Publix Unit

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Loew's State 7
(3700) 40(5-75(5

90% Lincoln Reel; Fox News Stage Unit

1 Tropic Madness"
R. K. O.

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Clear, rain

Ritz
(1100)

3
30 ii-35 |S

100% None Van Arnam Min-
strels

'True Heaven"
Fox

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand
(850)

2

25f!-35(!

55% Topics, Fables, Sportlight
(Pathe) None

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Clear, rainy

Capitol
(1100)

1

30(S-40(f

qtc/ None Van Arnam Min-
strels

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Universal (T.)

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

Majestic
(2250) 15j!-25fi-60(i

150% Fables (Pathe); Fox M.
News 5 Acts

Memphis, Tenn. Pantages
(2200)

100%

"Walking Back"
Pathe

"Waterfront"
First National

Wichita, Kans. Uptown 3 36% Kinograms; Felix Cartoon
Weather: Fair (1993) 25fS-40^ (Educ); Horton T. Comedy

(Educ.) None

Portland, Ore. Oriental
Weather: Rainy, warmer (1600)

4
2oi-35t

Fables (Pathe) Frazier Players

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Keith Memorial 7 100%
(3000) 50i-$1.50i

Pathe News 6 Acts

Cedar Rapids, la. Strand
Weather: Cold, snow (1400)

4 70% "Liberty" (Roach); "Con-
25fi-35?f fession" (M-G-M T.);

Pathe News; Vita. Acts

'Waterhole"
Paramount

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Variable

Keith's
(2600)

3
30ji-50)f

100' Fables, Topics and News
(Pathe) 6 Acts

'Weary River"
First National

Cleveland, Ohio
Weather : Cold, clear

Stillman
(1800)

7 100%
40(i-75(f (2d week)

M-G-M and Fox M. News None

New York City Central

Weather: Snow, cold (922)

Indef. 101 3/10%
(4th. wk.)
$l-$2-$2.50

Vita. Acts None

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

Melba 7 100%
(1800) 15?<-25(<-35f*

50 i

'Ruby Lips" (Roach) ; "In
a Persian Market" (T.- None
S.); Fox M. News

"West of Zanzibar"
M-G-M

Milwaukee, Wis. Majestic 7
Weather: Zero and (1500) 25fi-50(i
below

105% "Manchu Love" and "Ruby
Lips" (M-G-M); M-G- None
M News

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Cold, fair

Rex
(900)

3
15(!-20(!

100% "Girl From Nowhere"
(Pathe) ; Pathe News None

"The Wheel of Chance"
First National

Spokane, Wash. Egyptian
(385)

4
35£

100%

"When the Law Rides"
R. K. 0.

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand
(850)

1

' 10(!-25)i

110% Pathe News; "Tarzan"
Serial (U.); "Ko-Ko's
War Dogs"

"The Wind"
M-G-M

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Majestic
(1050)

4
10^-25^-35?;

50 i

60% "Uncle Tom's Cabin";
Review, Fables (Pathe);
Para. News

None

"White Shadows in the
South Seas"

M-G-M

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Cold, snow

Capitol
(2400)

6
25»i-35>S

100% Fox News Stage Band
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Percentage
Theatre No. of Davs Rating;

City and and Run and Normal
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

"White Shadows in
South Seas"

(Continued)

the Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Variable

Piccadilly

(2259)

7
35 £-60*

88% "Bride's Relations" (Educ.
T.) ; Newsreel Organ; Act

"Wild West Show"
Universal

Wichita, Kant.
Weather: Fair

Kansas
(700)

3
20

*

95% Fox News; "George" Comedy
(U.) None

"The Woman Disputed"
United Artists

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Fair

Avalon
(990)

3
10*-35*

100% Fox News; "Who's It?";

"Dumb Waiters" (Pathe) None

"Wild Orchids'
M-G-M

'Wings"
Paramount

Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Criterion

(1250)

7
30£-75*

90% Para. News

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Cold, snow
Loew's State

(3800)
7

15*-50*
100% Fox News; Vita. Acts Organ

Columbus, O.
Weather: Cold, snow

Loew's Broad 7
(3000) 25*-35*-50*

110% M-G-M News; Graf Zep-
pelin Reel; M-G-M Re-
vue

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

State
(2700)

7
15*-25*-60*

130% Fox M. News; Roach
Comedy 5 Acts

Los Angeles, Cal.
Weather: Fair

Loew's State
(2200)

7 125% Fox M. News F. & M. Unit

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
stormy

Strand 6
40 £-50*

110% "Growing Pains" & News
(M-G-M) None

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Cold, rain

Old Mill 7
20*-25 £-35 *

90% Pathe News None

Evansville, Ind.
Weather: Snow

American
(800) 15 £-25 £-35*

100% Comedy; Pathe News None

"The Wolf of Wall
Street"

Paramount (T.)

Chattanooga, Tenn. Tivoli
Weather: Rainy, cool (1S93)

119% "Should Women Drive" Orchestra; Act

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Heavy snow

Fenwav
(1500)

7
25*-75*

90%
(2d Week)

Fox News

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Heavy snow

Washington St. 7
Olympia 25 £-75*
(2500)

100%
(2d Week)

Fox News

New York City
Weather: Snow, cold

Rialto

(1960)

Indef.

35£-50 £-75*
-85 £-81

117 1/5% Christie T.; Selected and
Fox M. News None

Buffalo, N. Y. Century
Weather: Cloudy, warmer (3000)

7
60*

90% Fox M. News; Vita. Act None

Baltimore, Md. Valencia 6 62% "The Fixer" (Educ.)
;

Weather: Clear. (1500) 25*-35* (2d Run) "Yankee Clipper" (U.);
cold, snow "Best Dressed Woman

of World" (Educ); M-
G-M NewsG-M News None

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Variable

Midtown
(1600)

7
25*-75*

119% Vita. Acts

St. Louis, Mo.
Weather: Fair, bad

Midtown
(1600)

7
25*-75*

102%
(2d Week)

Vita. Acts

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Eckel
(1400)

7
25*-35*

100% 2 Vita. Acts Organ

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Clear, rain

Rialto

(900)

6
35*-45*

105% Fox M. News; Vita. Acts None

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Fenway 7
25*-75*

120% Fox News; "Melancholy
Dame" (Christie T.)

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Excellent

Wash. Street
Olympia
(2500)

7
25*-75*

115% "Melancholy Dame"
(Christie T.) ; Fox News

'A Woman of Affairs'
M-G-M

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand 2 65% "Picture My Astonish-

(850) 25*-35* ment" (Christie); "Tom,
Dick & Harry" (T.-S.) None

Spokane, Wash. Pantages
(1200)

7
50*-75*

"0% 5 Acts

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Snow

Eastman 7 88% "Traffic Regulations"
(3400) 35£-65£-75* (Para. T.); Newsreel Publix Unit
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Showmen's Ad. Tips
A New Service Department for Exhibitors Telling How Leading

Theatres Sell the Picture to the Public

"Adoration"
PLAY up the idea of the love test in this

film. Play up Billie Dove. The picture

appeals especially to women.

—

Tom Holliday,

Manager Plaza, Asheville, N- C.

Played up the name of Billie Dove and
of the opportunity offered her in the pic-

ture to wear beautiful gowns. Appeals to all

•classes.

—

Marc Wolf, Manager Palace, Can-
ton, 0.

"The Air Legion"
PLAY up the U. S. air mail romance to the

biggest extent possible. It is a timely

story of air adventure. For general consump-
tion.—/. H. Bosivell, Manager Rialto, Louis-
vile, Ky.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
EXPLOIT William Haines and play it up

as his first talkie. Also emphasize Lionel

Barrymore in your exploitation and the fact

•of the adaptation of the screen story from
the popular stage play ; used hook-up with
five-and-ten cent stores for the sale of the

theme song and had a Victrola playing the
song in the lobby of the theatre. Audience
appeal : all classes and ages.

—

Andrew D. Mus-
tard, Manager Strand, Atlantic City, N. J.

A very good crook play with tense situations

and a happy ending. Audience appeal : for

all ages and classes.

—

H. S- Amos, Manager
Capitol, Macon, Ga.

Exploit William Haines and also the

name of Lionel Barrymore. If the house
is a wired one play up the talking climax. The
star should pull them in with this one. Audi-
ence appeal : for all classes.

—

Milton Overman,
Manager Plaza, Paris, Tex-

Relied on the fame of the story which was
faithfully reproduced and upon the presence

of William Haines as a star in the picture.

Selling points : The name of William Haines
is good. Feature has both comedy and drama
while the story is well told. The love interest

is also appropriate.

—

Ray Tubman, Manager
Regent, Ottazca, Ont.

"All at Sea"
PLAY up the names of Karl Dane and

George K. Arthur. Their work as a
comedy team is generally well known to theatre

goers. Audience appeal : general, but parti-

cularly to children.

—

E. T. Crall, Manager
Rialto, Neivport, Va.

Play up Dane and Arthur, outstanding comedy
pair for they put the "dry" story of the sea

over fine. Appeal to all classes who like

light comedy.

—

Paul Short, Manager Rialto,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Annapolis ?5

TjlXPLOIT the story, which is pictured

X_j against the U. S. Naval Academy. It has

a patriotic appeal and good romance with
plenty of action and thrills. Appeals to every
American.

—

Patrick McMmus, Manager, Prin-

cess, Joliet, III.

"The Awakening"
HAD best crowd of the season because the

fame of this picture as a love story is

well known. Vilma Banky is wonderful in her
role. Selling points : Play up the heart interest

throughout and make a special appeal to the

women on this account.

—

Ambrose Nolan, Man-
ager Avalon, Ontario, Out.

"The Barker"
SUGGEST exploiting the stage play and

the cast of the picture as its actors are

well known. Audience appeal : Adult patronage

of all classes.

—

Harry Wren, Manager Alhani-

bra, Milwaukee, Wise-

Exploit Milton Sills and his excellent talkie

voice. Fine acting, thrills and laughs. Play
up the true picture of carnival life. Audience
appeal : Great for the big city and wise audi-

ences.

—

A. N. Roy, Manager Tampa, Tampa,

Its comedy, dialogue, drama ; the stars

:

Milton Sills, Betty Compson and a good
cast, a good story and a colorful atmosphere—
these are good bets. Audience appeal : for

all ages and all classes.

—

IV. /. Coulter, Man-
ager Byrd, Richmond, Va-

Play up the human interest angle of the

carnival and Sills himself. Reproduce the

talkie trailer in front of the theatre lobby.

Not for children.

—

T. R. Earle, Manager Im-
perial, Asheville, N. C.

"The Bellamy Trial"

El XPLOIT the mystery theme and its adap-
i tation from the book. Audience appeal : for

all ages and classes.

—

E. W. Smith, Manager
Broadway, Springfield, Mass.

The mystery of the Bellamy murder was
played up big. Also Betty Bronson and
Leatrice Joy. The fact that it was all-talking

with action was given attention. Audience
appeal : general, for all classes.—/. Raymond,
Manager Loezv's State, St. Louis, Mo.

Play up the story which run in the

Saturday Evening Post and was one of the

most popular murder mystery books of the

year. Exploit the dialogue sequences in the

court trial at the end of the picture. Audience
appeal : good for any house, including the

neighborhoods.

—

C- C. Atiison, Manager Strand,

Louisville, Ky-

"The Cameraman"
BUSTER KEATON is a good name to

feature. Audience appeal : all ages, all

classes.

—

Burns O'Sullivan, Manager Palace,

Columbus, Ohio.

"The Canary Murder Case"
EXPLOIT the suspense of the mystery also

the author, who is one of the best known
mystery writers. Audience appeal : everybody,

everywhere.

—

Allen Theatre, Cleveland, 0.

Exploit the baffling mystery, the dual

solution angles and the star power of

William Powell. Audience appeal : all classes

and ages.

—

L. B- Cool, Manager Colonial, Ak-
ron, 0.

"Captain Lash"
EXPLOIT the sea angle and the thrilling

fights, also Victor McLaglen if he has a
local following. Audience appeal : for all

classes, general appeal.

—

IV. 0. James, Manager
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis.

"Captain Swagger"
EXPLOIT Sue Carrol as star if she has a

local following. Emphasize the humorous
situations and the picturesque character of the

hero. Audience appeal : general.

—

E. T. Crall,

Manager Rialto, New Port, Va.

"The Case of Lena Smith"
EXPLOIT Esther Ralston as the heroine

of a story in which she loved unwisely

and the law demanded the penalty. Play up
the versus law angle and announce James Hall

as the leading man and Josef Sternberg as the

director, marking his other successes. Audience
appeal : especially to mothers of every age

but the love interest carries an appeal to all.

—

Howard Price, Loew's Century, Baltimore,

Md.
Esther Ralston's name is its best appeal with

the play on the dramatic nature of the story.

Audience appeal : particularly for adults.

—

Joseph Jordan, Manager Stanley, Atlantic City,

N. J.

"The Cavalier"

PLAY up its thrilling action, the mystery of

the masked rider- Audience appeal: for

youth and the lovers of action.

—

Ray Brown,
Manager Strand, Akron, 0.

"Cheyenne"
EXPLOIT the thrills and the riding of Ken

Maynard and his horse, Tarzan. It's a great

picture for the young folks and those who like

their thrills.—Patrick McManus, Manager,
Princess, Joliet, III.

"Children of the Kifa"

STRESS the pr'ze story film angle and use

the youth angle art in the newspaper ads.

Audience appeal : high school age up and all

classes.

—

Keith's-Palace Theatre, Rochester,

N. Y.

Exploit this as the last co-starring pic-

ture in which Dorothy Mackaill and Jack

Mtilhall are seen. Also stress its comedy

value. Audience appeal : all ages and all houses

and all audiences who like mild entertainment.

—Palace Theatre, Cleveland, O.

"The Circus Kid"
i (. ry\ HE spreading big top and all that sort

1 of thing." Thrills under the canvas.

Appeal : for all classes, particularly children.

—Matthew Riley, Victory, Providence, R. I.

"Companionate Marriage"
Exploit Judge Lindsey. Audience appeal:

high school age up.

—

Vernon Reaver, Man-
ager Ritz, Birmingham, Ala.
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Live Exploitation Tips From
"Conquest"

EXPLOIT the idea of flying to the polar
regions in connection with the news value

in the Byrd expedition. Audience appeal

:

mostly to children, little appeal to grown-ups
in the plot.—7". Bronchi, Manager Metropolitan,
Boston, Mass.

Exploit the air thrills and the heroic feats

;

the big air battle between the two men. Au-
dience appeal : the younger element especially

boys

—

Dr. J. V. Wilson, Manager Fox-Palace,
Springfield, Mass.

Play up the stars' names—H. B. Warner,
Monte Blue and Lois Wilson and emphasize
the Atnarctic angle which fits in with the Byrd
expedition. The appeal is general

—

C. C. Att-
kison, Manager Strand, Louisville, A'v.

"The Devil's Apple Tree"
EXPLi »IT it as showing the tropical ad-

venture of a girl who didn't put tempta-
tion behild her. An emotional drama of how
she shook the tree. Play up Dorothy Sebastian
and Larry Kent. Audience appeal : to all who
like a story off the beaten path and particularly

to the family trade.

—

ATat Kecne, Manager
Hippodrome, Baltimore, Md.

"The Doctor's Secret"

THE excellent picture scenes. The fact

that it is all dialogue and an adaptation
of a Barrie success. The great cast with
Ruth Chaterton, H. B. Warner and Robert
Edeson. Audience appeal : for those who like

drama, the dialogue angle is a booster.

—

Joel
Levy, Manager Colonial. Richmond, Va.

Exploit it as an excellent complete dialogue
film with stars of stage experience

;
play up

the tense drama of the story; Barrie will have
a strong appeal to audiences of the better

class. Audience appeal : for those over high
school age ; it will be most appreciated by fans
of the higher classes.

—

Joseph Jordan, Manager
Stanley, Atlantic City, N. J.

Exploit the forbidden love angle and the

fact that it's an all-talking feature. Its audience
appeal is to the better educated classes.

—

Wil-
liam C. O'Hara, Manaocr Texas, Sas Antonio,
Tex.

"Do Your Duty"
THIS is a feature that appeals to all classes

of all ages because of its comedy, domestic
situations and the human interest. Selling

points]: Charlie Murray as a famous film

comedian and the police comedy story.

—

J. M.
Franklin, Manager B. F. Keith's, Ottaiua, Ont.

"The Faker"
OHOCLD be featured as a daring expose ofO the unscrupulous methods used by fake
spiritualists. Audience appeal : for all ages
and classes. — Louie Charninsky, Manager
Pantages, Kansas City, Mo.

"Fancy Baggage"
COMEDY mix-ups in picture exploited. Also

Audrey Ferris, George Fawaett and Myrna
Loy and others in cast. Audience appeal is

general

—

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

"Four Sons"
ADVERTISE the human appeal of the story

and the stars in the cast. Audience
appeal : general and for all classes.

—

Harry
Greenman, Fox, St. Louis, Mo.

"The Flying Fleet"

EXPLOIT it as Ramon Novarro's first sound
triumph, with Anita Page as the leading

lady and Ralph Graves in a leading role also.

Put the dedication in the ads to the heroic
flyers of the U S. Navy and announce the

nment's cooperation in the production of

the film. Play it up as an amazingly thrilling

air epic. Audience appeal: to all interested

in air travel and the U. S. Navy. And this

means everybody.

—

Howard Price Kingsmorc,
Manager Loew/s Stanley, Baltimore, Mil.

Emphasize the flying angle and the fact

that the U. S. Navy cooperated in making
the feature. Audience appeal : general.—Harry
Weiss, Loetifs State, Syracuse. X. }'.

The aviation theme and the names of No-
varro, Anita Page and Ralph Graves are big
exploitation features. Great flying and the
the good story. Audience appeal : all ages and
classes.

—

Harold W. Evans, Loew's Theatre,
Richmond, Va-

Emphasize the air scenes and the background
of aviation. Novarro's name worth while to

any picture. Sound effects in the airplane

scenes are good It has appeal for everyone from
high school age up.

—

Roy Rooan, Manager
Rialto, Joliet, III.

Played up the aviation strongly, linking the
activity here to establish a municipal airport.

The names of the stars was a second feature

of the ad campaign.

—

Russet Rovin, Manager
Loew's, Canton, O.

Advertised the fact that the picture had
scenes taken 15,000 feet in the air. Also featured
Ramon Novarro. Audience appeal : very general

and should go big with all classes.

—

H- Ray-
mond, Manager Loeiv's State, St. Louis. Mo.

"Fugitives"
EXPLOITED Madge Bellamy as being a

Antonio girK The picture is adapted to
her type and bears appeal to all classes.

—

Raymond Willis, Manager, Majestic, San An-
tonio, Tex.

"The Ghost Talks"
EXPLOITED it for its laugh value and

especially the fact that it was the first

all-talking comedy. Featured Stephen Fetchit
as the outstanding fun maker. Audience appeal

:

all classes and all ages and wherever folks
like wholesome entertainment. — Hippodrome
Theatre, Cleveland, O.

"Give And Take"
EXPLOIT it as a successful stage play that

has been screened. Play up the cast and
the fact that it is entertainment to get the

laughs. Audience appeal : for all classes and
ages.

—

A. N. Roy, Manager Tampa. Tampa,
Fla.

Exploit the German-Jewish comedy, the love

interest and the drama of a young fellow in

business. Audience appeal : all ages and classes.—George D. Tyson, Manager Indiana, Indiana-
polis, hid.

Play up the stage play angle and the fact

that both Jean Hersholt and George Sidney
are well known dramafic actors. Another
feature that may well be exploited is that it

is a 50 per cent talkie. Audience appeal : any-
body who wants to laugh. Sure cure for the

blues.

—

Albert P. Kaufman, Manager Empire,
Syracuse, AT. Y.

"The Godless Girl"

TRY religious angle of the story and keep
away from the reform idea.

—

At Fovrmet,
Manager Empire, San Antonio, Tex-

"Hey Rube!"
EXPLOIT it as a carnival feature in a

regular carnival style. Big thrills. Au-
dience appeal: for cities especially.

—

.\. B.
Heston, Manager Franklin, Tampa, Fla.

"Homesick"
EXPLOIT Sammy Cohen as the star of

other comedies. The unusual angle of the
bicycle race across the continent offers good
exploitation. Audience appeal: general, par-
ticularly to children.

—

Mrs. William Grodon,
Manager Palace, Birmingham, Ala.

"In Old Arizona"
EXPLOIT it from the angle that it was the

first out-of-doors all-talkie. Also play

up the stars in the story, the scenery and the
dialogue- Audience appeal : for all ages.

—

Harry Greenman, Manager Fox. St. Louis, Mo.
Exploit it as the first out-of-doors talking-

picture. Audience appeal, : for all classes and
all ages.

—

William Mick. Manager Merrill,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Heralded it as the first-talking feature that

was made in the open, the names of the players,

and the fast-moving story. Audience appeal

:

for all ages.

—

Joe Calla, Manager Strain!,

Canton, O.

"Isle Of Forgotten Women"
THIS feature is evidently not intended for

juvenile interest and its appeal is to
adult men and women. Selling point : Mention
Conway Tearle and the theme as indicated by
the title to get the adult crowds.

—

C- Robertson,
Manager Fern, Ottawa, Ont.

"The Kid's Clever"
EXPLOIT the love and romance. Also the

talking and particularly the singing se-

in his comedy role. It has appeal for children

and grown-ups that like comedies.

—

Patrick
MeManus. Manager Princess, Joliet. III.

Play up Glenn Tryon as the "Yankee Doodle
Dandy of the Screen." Then exploit him in a
role at his laughingest best. Advertise the

story as having a smile-a-minute speed and as

a power plant of laughs. Audience appeal ; all

classes got a big kick out of Tryon and the

story.—/. Lawrence Schanberger, Keith's, Bal-
timore, Md.

"Lady Of The Pavements"
EXPLOIT it as funny picture with a funny

star. Glenn Tryon is worth playing up
quences. Appeals to all adult audiences.

—

Don
W. Ross, Manager Loew's Regent, Harrisburg,

Pa.

Played up the sound accompaniment of the

feature and the singing of Lupe Valez until

after the first show and then because of poor

sound records changed the selling campaign
to featuring the names of the director and the

players. Audience appeal : for adults.

—

Russell

Boz-in, Manager Loew's, Canton, O.

"The Last Warning"

EX PLOIT it as the original all talkie crook

play. Packed with thrills an dtense situa-

Canary." It should appeal to general audiences.

Highlights are beautiful Laura La Plante, Roy
D'Arcy and the "creepy" story.—TivoK, Chat-
tanooga, Term.

Thrilling mystery play; exploit the mystery

angle and its surprise solution. Audience ap-

peal : all ages and classes.

—

Grand Theatre,

Columbus, O.
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Exhibitors All Over America
"The Lights Of New York' 9

ADVERTISE it as a thrilling drama of

similar nature to "The Cat and the

tions. Audience appeal : big city crowds espe-

cially.

—

Edwin Adler, Strand, Tampa, Fla-

"Lucky Boy"
EXPLOIT the singing, talking and dancing

and the thrilling dramatic interest. Appeals
to all ages and classes.

—

Don W. Ross, Manager
Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.

Exploit the pathos and the mother love angle

:

also the fact that the film is George Jessel's

first singing and talking picture. Put over
in the ads the idea that everything Jessel has
is offered in a sound and talk film. Audience
appeal : all classes and ages.

—

Thomas D.
Sorerio, Manager Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.

"The Man Who Laughs"
EXPLOIT it as Victor Hugo's masterpiece,

tying up with "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." Audience appeal : for all ages.

—

Tom
Allen, Manager Empire, Birmingham, Ala.

"Me Gangster"
SOUND in this one did not have popular ap-

peal but was liked by male patrons. Selling
points : Reports of gangster happenings in the
newspapers make this feature a timely one.—Don Staplcton. Manager Centre, Ottawa
Ont.

"Moran Of The Marines"

A SECOND run. Played up the name of
Richard Dix- Audience appeal is parti-

cularly to the masculine fan.

—

Joe Calla, Man-
ager Valentine, Canton, O.

"Mother Machree"
RECOMMEND featuring the picture as a

tribute to mothers : the sound effects. Fine
heart interest and good acting. Has appeal to

all those of Irish extraction and to every
mother.

—

Roy Rogan, Rialto, Joliet, III.

Exploit the title and get in on the national

tie-ups. Audience appeal is universal, excepting
probably the flapper trade.

—

Wuerth Theatre,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

"My Man"
PLAYED up star and her singing. Audience

appeal : for the younger set ; fair elsewhere.—Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

Exploit Fanny Brice's name and the song
hits used in the picture. Audience appeal

:

mostly those about* 20 years and up and all

classes.

—

James Kennedy. Manager Apollo,

Indianapolis. Ind,

"The Mysterious Lady"
MENTION Greta Garbo as the star and

Conrad Nagel's name as the featured

male player. Both have drawing power. Uni-
versal appeal, good for any house.—/ H. Bos-
well, Manager Rialto, Louisville, Ky.

"Name The Woman"
EXPLOIT its realism set against the back-

ground of a murder trial. Audience ap
peal: for all classes.

—

Al Anders, Manager
Bijou, Springfield, Mass.

"Naughty Baby"
EMPHASIZE it as light, frothy entertain-

ment. Play up the star, Alice White, and
her pep- Glorified youth. Audience appeal

:

for the big city and wise audience.

—

Edwin
Adler. Strand, Tampa, Fla .

Emphasize heavily that Alice White and
Jack Mulhall are teamed, that it is a sound
production and that Alice White hits the high
spots of comedy and drama in it as an ador-
able heroine and that it has a wonderful
sound accompaniment and marvelous music.
Audience appeal : to all who like a peppy story
of modern life with plenty of zip and go.

They all like it.

—

Frank Price. Jr., Manager
Rivoli, Baltimore, Md.

"Night Club"
FEATURE Fannie Brice, Ami Pennington,

Bobbie Arnst, the chorus of beauties, and
the rest of its attractions. Audience appeal

:

general, not for children.

—

H. S. Amos, Man-
ager Capitol, Macon, Ga.

Better title than the film itself. Good
names in line-up and fair film which should
be booked in double harness. Exploit the cast

and the suggestiveness of the title. Audience
appeal : all classes and ages.

—

Ed Read, Manager
Strand, Providence, R. I.

The names of the long list of stars and
their roles should be featured as being seen

and heard. Audience appeal : for all classes

and ages.

—

Clare Woods, Manager Royal,
Kansas City, Mo.

"The Night Bird"
REGINALD DENNY'S following should

patronize the house with this film if his

identity is properly exploited. Stress the sport-

ing and comedy angles. Audience appeal

:

all classes and ages.

—

Marvin Murphy. Manager
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.

"Object—Alimony"
LOIS WILSON given the play. She got her

screen in Birmingham beauty contest. Out-
side of the star the story has little to tie t.)

except the angle of the middle-aged women
looking for young lovers.

—

George Steele, Man-
ager Trianon, Birmingham, Ala.

Recommend playing up the marriage angle,

the many thrills, Lois Wilson's acting, the

novelty of the working girl who spurns riches

to prove her love. Has appeal for everyone,
particularly those who like dramas of love.

—

Ray Rogan. Manager Rialto, Joliet. III.

"Oh Kay"
COLLEEN MOORE has a new role in this

picture that is worth exploiting. Emphasize
the stage success of the story. Appeals to all

classes and all ages. Special appeal for the

Colleen Moore fans, especially the women.—-
Patrick McManus, Manager Princess, Joliet, III.

"On Trial"

ITS all-talkie angle and the popularity of

crime pictures are exploitation aids.

Pauline Frederick's work and the good cast.

Audience appeal : all adults. Not for children.
—Sam Bendheim, Manager Capitol, Richmond,
Va.

"The Power Of Silence"
PLAYED up the name of Belle Bennett

and the fact that this new picture offered

better opportunities than "Wild Geese," which
was one of the biggest pictures of the year

to play at the Palace.

—

Marc Wolf, Manager
Palace, Canton, O.

"Prep and Pep"
rPUE military academy life and the school
* life appeals strongly in this film. Tough
on athletic and romantic angle in the ads.
Audience appeal : all ages and all classes.

—

Charles Lake, Manager Keith's Palace, Ro-
chester, N. Y.

"Prowlers of the Sea"
\ N exceptional picture. Worth featuring
**• anywhere. Audience appeal : for all ages
and classes.

—

L. J. Shields, Manager Rite,
Macon, Ga.

"The Redeeming Sin"
rTrHE romantic angle should be hit hard in

•*• this film- Exploitation of adventure also
should bring in the younger patrons. Play up
Ltolores Costello and Conrad Nagel. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.

—

Arch McCallum,
Manager Fay's, Rochester. X. Y.

Costello and Nagel exploited. Audience ap-
peal : high school age and up.

—

Charles Bran-
ham, Manager Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.
Feature the beautiful Dolores Costello and

Conrad Nagel in another all-talkie. Story of
Parisian underworld with unusual and inter-

esting developments. Audience appeal : young
folks up to middle age.— IF. F. Brock, Man-
ager State, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Advertise Conrad Nagel and Dolores Cos-
tello, especially where they have a strong
following. The underworld character of the
picture has exploitation value. Audience ap-
peal : general to all classes and particularly
city audiences.

—

Evert R. Cnmmings, Manager
Capitol. Cedar Rapids, la.

Costello and Nagel draw well ; use their

names in the exploitation. Audience appeal

:

mostly women, all ages.

—

L. K. Brin, Manager
Garden. Milwaukee, Wis.

Feature Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel
as "glorious Lovers" and play up the character

of the fiery Apache girl. Audience appeal:
sensation seekers and the young people, especi-

ally flappers

—

Emit Bernstecker, Manager Met-
ropolitan. Houston. Tex.

Play up the Paris and Latin Quarter angles.

Audience appeal : most any audience will appre-

ciate it.

—

George B. Peck, Manager Victory,

Tampa, Fla.

Play up Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel
as the screen's far-famed lovers talking and
living their roles. Audience, appeal : all ages

and classes.

—

Holdcn Sunger, Manager New-
man, Kansas City, Mo.
Exploited Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel,

the screen's most glorious lovers. Played up
the romantic angle. Audience appeal : from
high school age up. Women especially.

—

Am-
bassador Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

"Red Hot Speed"
FEATURE it as Reginald Denny's first

talking comedy of the traffic courts. Au-
dience appeal : for all ages of "town" trade.
—Floyd Smith. Manager Tivoli, Clwttanooga,

Tenn-

"Red Wine"
EXPLOIT Conrad Nagel in a story of the

tired business man who steps out. Au-
dience appeal : for the adult class.

—

Paul Short,

Manager Rialto, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Tell them that it shows Conrad Nagel

in a new role. Play up the peppy story

dealing with the Broadway night clubs. Exploit

it as a story of a small town boy making
whoopee. Has appeal to everyone, particularly

to those who prefer light comedy.

—

Patrick

McManus. Manager Princess, Joliet, III.
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Box Office Aids To Features
"The Rescue"

THE romantic adventure story carries an
especial appeal to the younger elite pat-

ronage with enough adventure thrown in t"

includes other classes. The highlights are

Ronald Colman who makes his first picture

after the breaking up of the co-starring team

of Colman- Banky and an unusual story of

the South Seas.

—

State, Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Revenge"
EXPLOIT it as a sound production with

Dolores Del Rio as the star. Audience
appeal: for all classes and ages.

—

Harry Klein,

Manager Virginia, Atlantic City, N. J.

"Riley The Cop"
EXPLOIT its romance and the dangerous

life of the cop, which it presents. Play

up its comedy moments. Audience appeal

:

for the men and the younger element.

—

Janics

Skiftington, Manager Fox, Springfield, Mass.

"Sal Of Singapore"

THE picture was advertised as an unusual

adventure story of the sea and this and

the fact that Phyllis Haver speaks seemed to

pull them in.

—

Clem Pope, Manager Clemmer

,

Spokane, Wash.

Exploit its sea angle and the shanghaiing of

the heroine. Audience appeal : for high school

age up and to all classes.

—

Walter Merkel, Man-
ager Capitol, Springfield, Mass.

"Scarlet Seas"
FEATURE Richard Barthelmess in this

story of the South Seas, a "somewhere

east of Suez" drama with strong climates.

Audience appeal : for all audiences, ages and

classes.—Floyd Smith, Manager Tivoli, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.

"Seven Footprints to Satan"

A FIRST class mystery story. The elements

of suspense and adventure are to be

featured- Audience appeal : for all classes and

ages.

—

L. J. Shields, Manager Ritz, Macon,

Ca.

"The Shady Lady"
LOVE, romance, thrills and charm can be

exploited in this one- Phyllis Haver also

should be played up as the star. Audience

appeal: Mostly adult appeal, although many
of high school age attended.

—

Laivrence Lehman,

Manager Mainstreet, Kansas City, Mo.

"The Shopworn Angel"

PLAY up Nancy Carrol and Gary Cooper.

Also the romance of the picture. Au-
dience appeal : principally the younger element

and feminine fans.

—

Evert R. Cummings, Man-
ager Capitol, Cedar Rapids. la.

The team of Carrol and Cooper should be

emphasized here, together with the fact that

there is a unique love story. Audience appeal

:

for all classes.

—

Michigan Theatre, Ann Arbor,

Mich.

"Show Folks"
EMPHASIZE Eddie Quillan in parts where

his work is well known and appreciated.

Appeal is general, especially good for those

interested in the show business.

—

A. B. McCoy,
Manager Mary Anderson, Louisville, Ky.

(Show People"
EXPLOIT the many film stars who appear

in the picture. Play up the fact that the

story reveals the "inside" of movie life. Hits

of action from the making of other movies
and double role of the star with scenes from
other M-G-M pictures all make excellent ex-

ploitation possibilities. Audience appeal:

general.

—

E. T. Crall, Manager Rialto, Newport,
Va-

'A Single Man"
\ UDIENCE appeal
ir"Y audiences

rbor, Mich.

Suited for flapper

Michigan Theatre, Ann

"The Sin Sister"

EXPLOIT Nancy Carroll and the northern
scenes as well as the dramatic moments.

L niversal appeal.

—

John Blunk, Manager
Alamo, Louisville, Ky.

"Stark Mad"
PLAY up H. B. Warner and the great

mystery scenes. Audience appeal : for

younger people and those liking melodrama.—Walter McDowell, Manager Strand, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

"Strange Cargo"
PLAY it up as the strangest of all mysteries

made as a 100% talking picture. Get
them guessing with the question : Was his

beautiful sweetheart a murderess? Bring out
the fact of the 14 stage players in the cast

and name the more prominent. Audience ap-

peal : to the old and not so much to the young
due to the lack of a strong love theme. The
mystery and comedy elements prove highly en-

tertaining.

—

William E. Stumpf, Manager New,
Baltimore, Md.

The mystery angle played up in the ex-
ploitation. Also Lee Patrick and George Bar-
roud, June Nash and Russell Gleason- The
thrills and the wierdness were used to ad-

vantage. Audience appeal : especially appeal-

ing to neighborhood houses.

—

Ambassador
Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

ceo • 99Sunrise
GAYNOR'S name in provinces seems to

have more pull than the film's Broadway
run. Go heavy on the billing. Appeal : adults

of all classes and ages.—Sol Braunig, Manager
Majestic, Providence, R. I-

"Synthetic Sin"
PLAY up Colleen Moore and emphasize the

comedy angels. Audience appeal : for all

classes and ages.

—

Manson Floyd, Manager
Kirby, Houston, Tex.

"The Tide Of Empire"
EXPLOITED it as a world premiere, also

as an historic epic of the west and as a

super special. Audience appeal : all ages and
especially such places as like westerns.

—

State

Theatre, Cleveland, O.

"True Heaven"
STRAIGHT romance, very good. Audience

appeal : for all ages and classes

—

H. S.

Amos, Manager Capitol, Macon, Ga.

Lois Moran and George O'Brien, the starring

players of the film, are the only two angles for

exploitation.

—

Milton Overman, Grand, Paris,

Tex.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin,i

PLAY up the old novel which is still the
subject of hot controversy and compare

the present day tolerance with the intolerance
of 75 years ago. Advertise the jubilee singers
in negro spirituals. Audience appeal : all ages
and all classes.

—

Eddie Bremer, Manager Ma-
jestic, Houston, Tex-

"The Water Hole"
PLAY up the romantic angle and the star

—

Jack Holt and Nancy Carroll. Emphasize
the "he-man" adventure. Audience appeal is

general.

—

John J. Burns, Manager Keith's, Sy-
racuse, N. Y.

"Weary River"

FEXPLOIT as Barthelmess' first talking and
i singing venture. Also the heart interest

and novelty of the theme, the name value of
the star and the beauty of Betty Compson.
Audience appeal : for all classes and all ages.

Universal interest.

—

Loeic's Stillman, Cleveland,
Ohio.

"West Of Zanzibar"

PUT Lon Chaney in a story of some far
off country and the crowd will break in

the theatre doors. Picture particularly appeals

to juveniles and men. Selling point: emphasize
the story of revenge in darkest Africa and
underline Chaney's name.

—

P. J. Nolan, Man-
ager Rex, Ottawa, Ont.

"White Shadows in the South
Seas"

PLENTY to exploit in this film. The
romance and the adventure angles should

play most prominent parts in an exploitation

campaign. Appeal might be made on factual

interest of the transformation of the tropics.

The costume stunts might go well. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.

—

Piccadilly The-
atre, Rochester, N. Y.

"Wild Orchids"
EXPLOIT Greta Garbo's name and those

of Lewis Stone and Nils Asther; also the

romance in the story. Audience appeal : from
high school age up and for all classes.—/. F-
Flex, Manager Loew's Palace, Indianapolis,

Ind.

Greta Garbo's name is its greatest recom-
mendation, with Lewis Stone also of value;

play up the story as a vivid, exotic drama.
Audience appeal : for all classes, except children.
—Andrew D. Mustard, Manager Strand, At-
lantic City, N. J.

Good idea to trade on pull of the star's

name. Plan up exotic surroundings and
Garbo's wardrobe. Audience appeal : to sophis-

ticates and lovers of romance

—

E. J. McCarthy,
Manager Loew's State, Providence, R. J.

Play up the oriental setting and the lavish

production. The popularity of the star should

not be overlooked. Audience appeal : all classes.

—Manager Broad Theatre, Columbus, O.

Exploit Greta Garbo, Nils Asther and Lewis
Stone, also the elaborate Javanese settings and

the native dances. Audience appeal : sophis-

ticated class and the young people who like

drama.

—

Homer McCallon, Publicity Manager,
Loew's State, Houston, Tex.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

"Wolf" Booking
At The Colony

Causes Roxy Jam
Columbia Sells Feature To
Universal House And Tries

To Switch Later

There was a booking jam on early this

week over the Columbia special "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter" between the Colony
Theatre and the Roxy. Both houses wanted
the picture. Dave Werner, who is handling

the Colony for Universal in addition to his

duties at the home office, saw the feature

and immediately signed a contract for it.

Later S. L. Rothafel looked at the picture

and expressed a desire for it for the big

house next week.
Columbia then tried to effect a switch

with the Colony so that they might get the

exploitation value and prestige out of hav-

ing their feature in the Roxy and up to

the early part of the week were trying to

get Werner to release them from the book-
ing.

It finally looked as though they would
make a deal by giving the Colony '

' The
Younger Generation" and putting "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter" into the Roxy.
What consideration will be made to the

Colony for making the switch isn't known,
but the chances are that they will make the

deal worth while to the management of that
house, because the fact that the Roxy played
the "Wolf" picture will add a tremendous
sales value to their picture.

Roxy has booked in "Speakeasy," a Fox
all-talking feature for the Anniversary
Week at his house and a special show is

being built around that picture.

"Belle of Samoa" Dropped
From the Gaiety Program

"The Belle of Samoa," a Movietone
short subject which was heavily advertised
as one of the features of the new program
at the Gaiety theatre opening on Wednes-
day night with "Hearts in Dixie" as the
feature, was dropped from the bill at the
last minute. The reason given was that the
program would have run to too great a
length had the number been retained.

William Fox reviewed the program at the

Gaiety on Wednesday and ordered the

"Samoa" number out. The show with a
Movietone overture, a Fox Movietone News
(current issue), "Old Tunes For New" a

Movietone short, and "Friendship" the

Eugene Walter written and directed dra-

matic thriller, together with the feature ran
from 8:45 until 10:50 P. M.

Three scenes from "Broadway Melody," M-G-M's talkie winner, which demonstrate its varied

moods and tempo. Anita Page, Charles King and Bessie Love are seen entertaining behind the

footlights in the first scene. The second shows King receiving some consolation from Miss

Page, after receiving a belt on the jaw from the villain. The last scene shows Bessie Love in

one of her most poiverful moments ; when her self-control has failed and when she hysterically

sobs in the dressing room

"Lucky Boy" Heads Capitol Show
With Fair Stage Program To Balance

TAKEN all in all, the bill presented at

the Capitol this week is far from out-

standing. One of the reasons for this is

the length of the Tiffany-Stahl feature

"Lucky Boy," which runs for an hour and

a half. The picture is too long and could

have been cut to advantage. During the

showing of the last reel and i; half of the

feature the house became restless, which is

a sure sign that they thought the picture

was running on and on like Tennyson's
brook. The combined overture, magazine
and stage show, running for a minute more
than an hour, made the whole program take

a little more than two and a half hours.

Decidedly too much show altogether.

A medley of popular numbers comprising

four songs served as the overture by the

Capitol Grand Orchestra, running nine min-

utes. Included were "When Summer is

Gone," "Roses of Yesterday," "You're
the Cream in My Coffee," and "You Were
Meant for Me," the latter the hit theme
song from "The Broadway Melody." The
selections were applauded individually.

For the Magazine and Fox Movietone
News the house had four shots from the

latter, starting with the New York Fire De-
partment dashing through the crowds on
Fifth avenue, the indoor baseball practice

at Yale, Stribling and his baby son in train-

ing, and one other shot. Two silent shots

from the M. G. M. News finished the four-

teen minutes of time allotted to news
events.

A Chester Hale production, entitled

"Versailles," graced the stage, with Dave
Schooler and the Capitolians in silks and
laces and powdered wigs of one of the

Louis periods forming the background to

the picture. It opened with a graceful

minute by the ballet, after which there was
a vocal solo by one of the male members of

the ensemble. Emil Boreo, who was a mem-
ber of the original Chauve-Souris Company
brought to this country, and who made a

distinct hit with his March of the Wooden
Soldiers, offered that number at the con-

clusion of two French numbers at the piano.

A ballet number, with the Rodion Trio, a

trio composed of a man and two women in

spectacular adagio work, featured. Yvette

Rugel appeared following a number by
Dave Schooler and the band, and sang three

numbers with her counter-harmony version

of "Swaunee River" as the outstanding

feature, with the audience demanding an

encore after she had completed it. Boreo

reappared in costume for another specialty,

which did not click as his opening number
did. The stage presentation ran exactly

thirty-eight minutes.
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''The Rainboiv Man." These three scenes shoiv Eddie Dowling as the star of the Sono-Art Pro-

duction of that name. In the second shot his companion is Marian Nixon, the leadinig lady

of the picture

'The Spieler" With Strong Show
Gives The Roxy A Pleasing Bill

AN altogether pleasing bill is presented

at the Roxy this week with Pathe's
"The Spieler," a talking feature, as the

principal offering. The picture is not a 100

per cent talker, having only a couple of short

dialog sequences but they are going to sur-

prise you for Renee Adoree has an Irish

brogue instead of a French accent. Laugh
that off.

But Boxy, the master craftsman of all of

the Broadway showmen, has built up a sur-

rounding program thai is highly entertain-

ing, even though the stage entertainment
as :< whole does nol compare equally with
that of the previous week.

For the opening of the program the or-

gan, with Reine Valerie again seated atop
of the instrument when ii appears out of
the well, is again a novel touch. Roxy has

arranged two amplifiers on each side of the

house thai carry the little songstress' voice
mi I fche elfect is pleasing. She is using "If
J ll.nl You" as her number this week with
Emil Velazco accompanying her. The num-
ber runs four minutes.

"Capticcio Italien" is utilized as the

ire for the uext twelve minutes of the

time.

The third unit of the -how is the "Ballel
De Nuit" with Patricia Bowman and Lil-

lian La Tonge and Leonide Massine as the

featured members. The setting and costum-
ing are beautiful and the dancing exquisite.

Eleven minutes.

Beatrice Belkin, who possesses a charm-
ing coloratura, next offered "The Shadow
Song" from "Dinorah" and scored heavily
with it. Her voice reminds one of that of
Galli Curci, and she uses it most effectively.

Five minutes.

Massenet's "Scenes Pittoresque" fur-
nishes the material for the next unit which
is entitled "The Angelus," giving the
Roxy ensemble an opportunity to vocalize.

The Flemish setting and costumes are a

pretty background for the number, which
runs six minutes.

The 32 Roxyettes get their opportunity
to shine in the unit carrying the title of
"Taps" and the girls uncover a hard shoe
dance routine that would delight the ears

of no less a personnage than Ned Wayburn,
who is the daddy of ensemble hard shoe
stepping. This is a most flashy dressed
number with the girls in red, black and
white.

Five minutes are given over to the Fox
\Io\ Letone News in which the Hoover Home
Folk sequence proved to be one of the

distincl comedy features of the evening.
The Boxy audience laughed long and loud

at what some of the Iowans pulled.

There is a flash prolog of three minutes
prior to the opening of the feature. It has
a number of circus sideshow freaks, such
as the fact woman, th egiant, the fire-eater,

hula dancer, midgets, etc., on a platform
with a spieler making an opening, the

Roxy ensemble acting as the umpchays out
in front.

The feature runs an hour, which brings
the total running time of the -how to just

about a minute over the two hour limit.

May 1 Set As The Opening
Date For "The Show Boat"
Universal has set May first as the open-

ing date for "The Show Boat" at the
Globe Theatre in New York. They have se-

cured the theatre under an indefinite lease

from Charles Dillingham at $6,500 wekcly.
"Three Cheers," the present Will Rogers-
Dorothy Stone musical comedy w;Jl remain
at the house until the picture arrives.

According to the present plans it is fig-

ured that the film version of Edna Ferber-
Ziegfeld novel-revue will remain at the
Globe at least eight months and it is pos-
sible that this will cause "Broadway" an-
other Universal talking special to be placed
in another Broadwav house.

Many Changes In

Paramount Show
After First Day

Elaborate Overture Discarded,

Vocal Soloist Dropped And
Half Of Team Out With Flu

The show at the Paramount Theatre
llii- week underwent an upheaval after

the first day's performances. There was
an elaborate overture which was entitled

"Assyrian Fantasy," in which Xenia
Makietzova, Allan Wayne and David Bines
were featured as dancers and Wm. Boyal
as tenor, which was dropped after Satur-
day and replaced with a medley of Victor

Eerbert melodies. Also Virginia Johnson,
soprano, who was appearing with Jesse
Crawford, and singing "Yo Te Amo, " the
theme song of "The Wolf Song," was not
in the show after the first day. On Wednes-
day, Van, of the team of Fauntleroy and
Van, in the "Harvest Time" unit, was out
of the running because of an attack of flu.

After the bill had been revised and was
again running smoothly in the middle of
the week the entertainment was quite en-

joyable.

Victor Herbert's melodies arc always ac-

ceptable on Broadway, and in conducting
them Dave Bubinoff seemed to have calmed
down considerably, the result being that
the audience got a chance to enjoy the

music instead of watching his acrobatic

antics. The overture ran eight minutes.
A number of shots from the Paramount
News followed for the next four minutes.
Several of the shots had been seen at other
Broadway houses last week.

Jesse Crawford and his wife share the

spot light equally this week in the playing
of three numbers, starting with "Precious
Little Thing Called Love," followed with
"I'll Get By" and "Where the Shy Little

Violets Grow," with Mrs. Crawford getting
the larger share of applause, because of her
jazzy handling of the numbers. Six min-
utes were allotted them.

Three minutes of Fashion in Color were
shown with Alice Day, Olive Hasbrouck,
Dorothy Gulliver and Thelma Todd acting
as the models.

The "Harvest Time" unit took up thirty-

five minutes and was shown in two sets.

There was a farm-yard opening scene for
the introduction of the rube characters,
with the girls doing a rube number, which
was followed by the stage band in "Clarinet
Marmalade," after which Ted Lawrence
was given a chance to offer his whistling
specialty, which scored the first applause
hit of the act. The Varsity Four, singing
"Daisy Days," offered a little close har-
mony, after which the remaining half of
the Fauntleroy and Van team offered his

specialty on the musical saw. The Stanley
Twins, in a dancing specialty, pulled an-
other solid applause hit, as did also a team
of dancing boys that were on earlier. These
boys were not programmed or announced,
and probably shot into the act to fill a gap.
Back in one for a short time a Clown Band
was introduced, which gave time for a
change behind them to an interior for the
Barn Dance, which was the finale.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Franklin Much
In Favor Of Sound

On Film Method

Declares It Gives Better

Results And Is Easier

To Handle

Harold B. Franklin, president and gen-

eral manager of Fox West Coast Theatres

is decidedly in favor of sound-on-film re-

cording as bringing better results and being

easier, to handle than the disc records. He
contends that the chain's experience proves

that sound-on-film prints last as long and

are as serviceable as the silent prints.

With regard to the sound situation Mr.

Franklin says

:

"To begin with, we have a preference

for the sound-on-film system because it is

of decided advantage to have the sound a

part of the film itself, in that way eliminat-

ing the possibility of mistakes either in

shipment of discs or handling in the booth

itself. From a practical angle, we have

found that prints are thrown out of syn-

chronization frequently with the disc sys-

tem, because projectionists do not always

replace film when patches are made, and

every time this is done a number of frames

are eliminated from the picture, thereby

throwing the sound out of synchronization.

Regardless of the close supervision that we

employ in this connection, the human equa-

tion enters into it to such an extent that

we consider this to be one of the serious

handicaps of the disc system. With sound-

on-film, the film is always in synchroniza-

tion regardless of patches that are made.

Labor Problems
Hit Cleveland

Installations

Labor conditions are seriously hampering

the sound picture problem in Cleveland be-

cause they are reported as being almost

prohibitive. It is said that many houses

cannot consider installations because of

this.

According to the reports any theatre in-

stalling a sound reproducing device is com-

pelled to employ an additional operator at

a 50 per cent increase above the scale for

silent theatres, and in addition to this they

have to employ a stage hand to operate the

draw curtain in front of the screen even

if they have a control system in the booth

for this purpose.

It is estimated that the total cost of in-

creased overhead operation under the con-

ditions would be between $500 and $600

$40,000,000 Year's Western Electric

Sound Output, Estimates of A.-P.

ACCORDING to an A.P. story, O. L. Rice, vice-president of the West-
ern Electric Company in charge of the Hawthorne plant, announced
in Chicago that sound picture apparatus is now being installed at

the rate of 250 units a month. He estimated that this year's output would
aggregate $40,000,000.

Audible picture machinery, according to Mr. Rice, has been installed

in 1,271 theatres in the United States, 16 in Canada and 23 in other coun-
tries. The company has 1,082 unfilled orders for the United States, 37 for
Canada and 125 for other countries, according to the statement.

increase a week without including the extra

cost of film or regular maintenance charges.

Exhibitors claim to be anxious to make the

installations but protest they are unable to

do so.

World Wide Sets

Feature Releases

Of Sound Pictures

New Photophone
Terms Applied On
Down Payments

Exhibitor Gets Additional
Time For Completion Of

First Installment

Several With Dialogue And
Music To Be Ready
Before Summer

World Wide Pictures is planning an ex-

tensive schedule of releases of foreign

made productions with sound and dialogue.

The first of these, "Moulin Rouge" with
sound and song synchronization by RCA
Photophone is ready for exhibitors.

Herbert Wilcox's all-talking production,

"Black Waters," made in Hollywood, but

released by World Wide, will be ready for

distribution by the middle of March. This

picture is from John Williard's stage suc-

cess, "Fog."
The next two are due in April. They are

"Kitty" and "Week End Wives."" The
former is from Warwick Deeping 's novel

and was produced by Burlington Films at

Henley. Victor Saville directed. "Week
End Wives" was made in Paris and Deau-
ville and has Jameson Thomas, popular

leading man of England, in the leading

role. Monte Banks also plays a part.

"Piccadilly" with Gilda Gray and Anna
May Wong will be a May importation. It

is now enjoying a run at the Carleton,

Paramount 's long run house in London.

When released here it will be synchronized

with music and songs.

Other releases of sound and all-talking

pictures will follow in the late Summer and
Fall. Sound stages will be completed in

May at Brighton and Elstree.

RCA Photophone has revised the terms
of contracts with exhibitors for the instal-
lation of sound reproducing equipment.
There has been no reduction in the cost of
the equipment installations but the condi-
tions of the payments have been modified a
trifle for the benefit of the exhibitor.

Originally the exhibitor was compelled to
make a 25 per cent down payment on what-
ever equipment was ordered installed.

This down payment was made with the
signing of the contract. Under the new
terms the theatre owner is given a little

more time to make his down payment.
On the signing of the new contract the

theatre owner now makes a payment of 10
per cent, with the additional 15 per cent
payable at the time installation is actually

started in the theatre. There is usually a
delay of some months between the signing

of the contract and the starting of installa-

tion. The theatre owner now gets the bene-

fit of that time intervening to complete the

down payment. The change became effec-

tive February 20.

Rathbone, Elliott Nugent
Signed For M-G-M Talkie

Basil Rathbone and Elliott Nugent, prom-
inent on the Broadway stage, have been
signed by M-G-M for work in talking pic-

tures. Rathbone 's stage successes have in-

cluded "The Captive," "The Czarina,"
"The Swan" and "The Command to

Love." Nugent is both an actor and
author.
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Dallas Survey

Not Favorable

To Sound Films

Majority of 700 Voters

Against Various Forms
Of Talking Pictures

The Dallas News, Dallas Journal and the

Greater Palace Theatre, in Dallas, Texas,

have concluded a lengthy survey to deter-

mine the relative popularity of the different

forms of sound pictures and silent films.

There were approximately 700 votes east and

the majority of these showed no favoritism

for any form of sound pictures. There

were ten questions put up to the voters but

nine none of them asked directly if they

preferred silent to sound pictures. The

trend of the answers, however, would indi-

cate that the silent features were preferred.

Here are the questions and the way they

were answered

:

1. Do you prefer all-talking motion pic-

tures? Yes. 203. No, 505.

2. Do you prefer pictures that are pan-

talkie and part-silent? Yes, 239. No, 544.

3. Do you prefer silent pictures with syn-

chronized music scores? Yes, 251. No, 443.

4. Do you like sound effects, such as

shots, knocks, etc.? Yes, 334. No, 364.

5. Do you like stage stars of experience

in talking pictures? Yes, 343. No, 358.

6. Do vou prefer good-looking actors re-

gardless of talking ability? Yes, 283. No,

399.

7. Do vou like talking motion pictures

made from stage hits? Yes, 266. No, 434.

8. Do you like the short all-talking com-

edy skits'? Yes, 268. No, 408.

9. Do you prefer synchronized music to

the theatre's orchestra? Yes, 205. No, 509.

Ann Arbor Soon
Will Have Two

Houses Equipped
Ann Arbor theatregoers will soon be

spared the trip to Detroit to have their

sound pictures. Two houses are to have in-

stallations completed within the next two

months. The first talkie show in an Ann
Arbor theatre will be on March 24, when

the Wuerth, a downtown 777-seat house

will present a Vitaphone feature.

The Michigan, largest house in the city

with 2200 seats, will be ready for talkie

features not later than April 10. Meantime,

University of Michigan electrical engineers

plan presenting this week at the university

an industrial talking film by means of port-

able equipment.

Phil Goldstone Making
Talkies With A. Weiss

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Phil Goldstone, as-

sociated with Alfred Weiss of Agfa Film
Corporation in the production of talking

pictures, is planning to make future talkers

on the coast. Goldstone will equip a sound

stage at one of the independent rental stu-

dios with the Biophone reproducing appar-

atus for recording by that method.

Franklin Is Writing
History of Sound

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 28.—The his-

tory of sound and talking pic-

tures will be given in detail in

a new book on motion picture theatre

operation now being written by Harold
B. Franklin, president of West Coast
Theatres.
On the subject of sound pictures for

entertainment, Franklin will trace the
history of experiments and develop-
ment for the past fifty years. The
large electric companys are cooperat-
ing with Mr. Franklin in his research
work.

Metropolitan Is

Now Recording

Outdoor Scenes

Big Objections To
Recording Out-

Doors Overcome
(Continued from page 613)

biggest objection to the universal use of

disc recording; the fact that the method
was not adaptable for the shooting of ex-

terior scenes on location. The Warner sys-

tem of remote control allows them to go
anywhere for exterior locations, their only
problem is the setting up of connections to

the nearest telephone wire.

From now on, both Warner and First

National will utilize the portable sound
trucks for the shooting of exterior scenes

in the sound and dialogue versions of their

productions, and it is understood that three

more portable sound trucks will be pro-

vided for the two studios to meet the pro-

duction schedules of next year.

Gottesman In

Favor of Sound
On Disc System

Alfred E. Gottesman, operator of a chain
of New England theatres equipped with
Vitaphone, expresses himself as decidedly
in favor of the disc system of sound repro-

ducing. He says the disc has the more even
tone and the better quality.

In discussing the general sound situation,

Mr. Gottesman says the RCA system seems
to be the clearest of the sound-on-film de-

\ iiis, but that there is also considerable out-

side noise on that. He gives it as his

opinion that while the sound-on-film sys-
tem appears to be the easier to handle, the

sound-on-disc is both more serviceable ami
gives generally better tone of reproduction.

First All-Talking Sequences
Made For Sono-ArVs

"Rainbow Man"

Metropolitan Sound Studios have broad-
ened their activities to include th? making
of talking pictures on outside locations.

One of the first of the large exterior all-

talking sequences to be made is for Sunn-

Art's production of "The Rainbow Man,"
starring Eddie Dowling, in which a min-
strel show parade through the streets •

>!' ;i

small town is being filmed with the min-

strel band and all of the natural noises of

the streets and the talking of the crowds.

Other exterior sequences being made are

in many varied locations, with dialogue

running all through them, for the latest of

the Octavus Roy Cohen stories which

Christie is filming for Paramount, and fu-

ture production plans call for a large

amount of exterior work on all of the Chris-

tie Talking Plays as well as in the produc-

tions of other companies which are mak-

ing their talking pictures at the Metropoli-

tan Sound Studios.

Metropolitan's portable equipment re-

cords on film by the use of the latest type

of outfit which is the first to be constructed

at the Hawthorne plant of Western Elec-

tric. It is mounted on a large Rco Speed-

wagon, and includes batteries, film recorder

very similar to the ones which are used in

the regular studio recording rooms, seven

microphones, and sufficient cables and con-

nections to enable the producers to record

scenes extending over a very large area.

Filming 4 Talkie Shorts

At the Astoria Studio
Eddie Cantor in "The Ziegfeld Midnight

Frolics," James Barton in "Moonshine,"
Donald Ogden Stewart in "Humorous
Flights," and Fred Allen in "The Install-

ment Collector," all short talking picture

sketches are now in production at the Long
Island studio of Paramount.

New Invention

Protects Gears

Inventors Claim
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Feb. 28.—Qualitone Corpora-

tion engineers have invented the "Quali-

tone Drive," a specially assembled drive-

shaft that is said to insure against strip-

ping gears or damaging projector head

when talking pictures are run on projection

equipment. Qualitone Corporation manu-

factures the Qualitone apparatus for sound

recording and reproduction.

Scoredisc Service Ready
To Start On Production

Scoredisc Service Corporation, which

provides non-synchronous music service to

sound reproduction appliances, has started

active production at its factory in New
York City. Each feature picture released

after August 1st, 1928, will be Scoredisc-

treated, it is announced by the company.

It is figured that distribution of Scoredisc

will be started late in March, when a full

score for each feature picture released will

be ready for the market.
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Extras Feel Effect Of Talkies
Tendency Towards

Small Sets Cause
Employment Drop

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 28.—Film extras

axe feeling the effects of the cur-

rent talker production wave in

Hollywood. Figures on average daily

placements through the Central Casting

Office shows that only 637 extras worked
each day during the month of January of

this year; as against 1,047 in January,

1927; and 756 in January, 1928.

With talking and sound pictures becom-

ing the major portion of coast production,

the tendency will be to reduce the number
of extras required for each picture. In

making the talkers, producers find it much
safer to get away as much as possible from

big and lavish sets.

But the redeeming feature for the extras

that are able to obtain employment in the

talkers is the fact that an engagement in a

dialogue picture runs for a greater number

of days than a similar engagement in a

silent production. This is occasioned by

the fact that the producer is able to clear

up the extras required for silent sequences

much quicker than is possible when the

sound is recorded. The sound picture

schedule makes it imperative that the extras

be in scenes in their natural sequences in

the picture, which sometimes means that

the extras are carried for a number of days.

Dotty Jottings

_ By Jerry Hoffman _

IT takes only one wise-crack to establish

a man permanently in Hollywood as a

brilliant wit . . . Arthur Caesar rolled

enough off at the last Wampas meeting to

immortalize himself . . . not the least of

which was the remark that "for centuries and
centuries the Bible has been an established

success and it took a motion picture to make
a flop out of it." . . . Eddie Leonard tore

down a bigger hit with his songs than any
singer in Wampas history has. . .

Ham Beaudine is finishing "Two Weeks Off"
. . . when he gets through I hope he looks over
the way his men in his auto laundry work . . .

they never touched the inside of my Bouncing
Bessie . . . Estelle Taylor has left these parts

to join Jack Dempsey in New York. . . . Lina
Basquette will play a return date at Loew's
State, Los Angeles soon . . . Camilla Horn
now speaks English better than the average
American girl in Hollywood . . . Tay Garnett
is oiling up the yacht . . . heigh-ho and
avast! for Catalina, orange juice and halitosis!

. . . Wilbur Mack, ex-vaudeviller, is spending

time between Warner Brothers studio and Lake-
side golluf . . . Mack will be in "The Argyle
Case." . . .

THAT reminds me . . . Universal is sup-

posed to be planning to co-star Harry Jol-

son with Eddie Leonard and also use John Boles

and possibly Laura La Plante . . . I'm wonder-
ing if film people who sign vaudeville names
have any knowledge of what they are doing . . .

and if the guy who is thinking of teaming Harry
Jolson and Eddie Leonard ever saw a vaudeville

show . . . there is only one Eddie Leonard and
probably no vaudeville actor in history has been

so loved by audiences as the "Prince of Min-
strels" . . . the other fellow possesses most of

his talent in his name . . . unless a miracle has

happened in the last six years . . .

SPEAKING of vaudevillians in pictures . . .

there's a woman now being starred by a
company who wanted her to look ten years

younger . . . they sent the make-up artist to

do the zvork . . . and he zvas successful in re-

moving ten years . . . and when they saw the

finished job they said . . . "Take off twenty

years more" . . .

THE chap using the by-line "Gordon
Trent" in a trade-paper may be inter-

ested to know that almost a dozen of the

original "Gordon Trents" are in Hollywood
and associated with pictures . . . the very
first was George Terwilliger who used the

name before he came to The Morning Tele-
graph . . . and brought it with him . . .

George is now a p.a. in Hollywood . . . the
other "Gordon Trents" in the colony are Joe
Farnham at M-G-M . . . Fritz Tidden with
Clarence Brown . . . Weed Dickinson now
scenarizing at Fox . . . Adam Hull Shirk
until recently with Columbia . . . and at

any party can be found any number of former
Telegraphites . . . who used to "Gordon
Trent" . . .

Joan Crawford has her twenty-third birthday

on the sets of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio

on the Coast where she is making "Our Mod-
ern Maidens," a sequel story to the sensational

"Our Dancing Daughters." Jack Conway, di-

rector, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Rod La
Rocque are seen above

JEANNETTE LOFF, of Pathe, refused to

give a cigarette testimonial because . . .

she said, "I never go into anything blindfolded"

. . . Edmund Breese has stopped playing judges

to become a city editor in "Headlines" . . .

incidentally Vivien Oakland returns from vaude-

ville to pictures in the same fillum. . . . Wil-

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., and Bob Welsh
are eating together in public places to

prove that they are still in charge of Uni-
versal . . . Robert Fraser gets his first talkie

role in "Careers" supporting Billie Dove.
. . . how they overlooked such a voice and
personality up to now is to be added to Hol-
lywood's mysteries . . . the Bachelor's Table
of Montmartre is preparing for the return
of Ned Sparks from New York . . . where
Ned has been working in "Nothing But The
Truth" . . . Tom Mix ran out on a party in

his honor by leaving town before schedule
... he didn't know about the plans for the
party . . . Victor McLaglen is going to get
plenty of hot fan notes when the women see

him in the Scotch outfit he wears in "The
Khyber Rifles.". . .

THERE'S a report that Baclanova has been

taking her good notices on her work very

much to heart and told a newspaper representa-

tive recently that "No American paper can
afford to be without Baclanova's name" . . .

so it's come to this now ... a few bigger

people than Baclanova can ever be, have made
the same remark and apologized shortly after

when they found that ignoring people is one of

the easiest things for newspapers to do. . .

THE studio clean-outs at Universal and
Fox recently are the main topics of

conversation in Hollywood at present ....
in some cases all agree good judgment was
used . . . particularly with the "yes-men" at

the "U" ... but if it is true that Harry
Zahner was included then poor judgment
was used in his case . . . the big shock was
Ben Jackson at Fox . . . one cannot believe

that Bill Fox doesn't intend to keep Ben on
in some more important position ... if he
doesn't then there is truly no reward for

loyalty and good service in pictures . . . I've

known Ben Jackson ever since he managed
Fox' Audubon Theatre in New York and a
more capable man the Fox organization has
never had . . . this goes despite the fact

that it has been difficult to get into Ben
Jackson's office for the past two years. . . .
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Hollywood Happenings
-In Brief -

Ray Taylor With "U"
niMh.l II. Taylor has entered into a

term contract with Universal and will

shortlj start directing the first of U's new

serials.

Boles In "Haunted Lady"
John Boles has the leading man role in

Laura La Plante's vehicle "The Haunted
I .

.•
i

. 1 \

.

" a part-talkie.

"Honky Tonk" Cast
In the east of Warner Bros.' "Honky

Tonk" are John T. Murray, George Dm
Ferris, Lila Lee, Mahlon Ham-

ilton.

"Dynamite" Leads
In principal roles of Cecil B. De Mille

production for M-G-M, "Dynamite," are

Charles Bickford and Fay Johnson, stage

players.

Estelle Taylor
Estelle Taylor has an important role in

"Where East Is East," Lon Chaney's new
vehicle.

A. P. Younger
A. P. Younger returned recently to the

M-G-M (.'oast studio following vacation of

several months.

New RKO Publicity Head
Don Eddy is in charge of publicity at

-i studio of RKO.

Cast For "Spite Marriage"
William Bechtel, said to be first actor to

do a scene before a camera, is in east of
"Spite Marriage."

Miss Logan's Contract Renewed
Columbia has renewed its contract for

services of Jacqueline Logan.

Grant Withers Cast
Warner Bros, have cast Grant Withers

for male lead in "The Time, The Place and
The Girl," Vitaphone production which
Howard Bretherton will direct.

Will Score Picture
Columbia has signed Constantine Baka-

leinikoff to score and synchronize "Young-
er Generation." He is musical director of
the Criterion in Los Angeles.

Typographical Error
Thrills Stock Buyers

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 27.—Los An-
geles and Hollywood stock mar-
ket dabblers got the thrill of a

lifetime in picking up the Los Angeles
Examiner recently to discover that
Radio Keith, which had closed at 37J/2
the night before, jumped to 73J4 be-
fore the market opened the next morn-
ing. Many rushd to telephones in or-
der to sell immediately. They discov-
ered that it was merely a typographical
error.

Wesco Signs Lina Basquette
Lina Basquette has been engaged l>\

Fanchon and Marco for appearances in

WeSCO circuit of theatres. Sally Rand, Sally

O'Neil, Charley Murray and others have
already taken this step to prepare them
for the new sound film work.

Walter Miller
Walter Miller is again starring in a

Pathe serial, this time in "Queen of the

North Woods.

3 Technical Advisors
Three different technical advisors: a U.

S. Marine officers, a former captain of the

Russian Imperial Guards, and a Chinese
linguist, were required for filming of "The
Leathernecks," Pathe feature.

New Contract
First National has awarded Doris Daw-

son with a new contract.

Dove's First Talkie
Billie Dove's first talking vehicle is

'

' The
Man and the Moment."

"Theme Song"
"Heart 0' Mine," music by Louis Sil-

vers and lyrics by Billy Rose, is the theme
song for "Noah's Ark," the Warner spe-
cial. Irving Berlin, Inc., has just published
sheet music to be used for music dealer
tie-ups.

Change In Cast
The feminine lead in King Vidor 's

'
' Hal-

lelujah" for M-G-M is being played by
Nina May McKenny, who is taking the
place of Honey Brown.

Lupino Lane
With "Only Me," his current Educational

release, Lupino Lane played his 36 bur-
lesque characterization since he began his
series of satiric comedies. In his new com-
edy he plays 24 parts.

New Alice White Contract
A new contract with First National has

been signed by Alice White, who is set for
four vehicles for the new season, all with
dialogue.

Rayart Finishes 11
Eleven features on the Rayart 1928-29

line-up have been completed by Rayart.
Three of them were finished only recently
They are: "The Black Pearl," a mystery
story with Lila Lee and Rav Hallor, by
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow; "When Dreams
Come True," a race track story with Helene
Costello and Rex Lease; and "Brothers,"
with Cornelius Keefe, Arthur Rankin and
Barbara Bedford.
Camera work on "Some Mother's Boy,"

the twelfth of the series, is now progress-
ing with Mary Carr, Jobyna Ralston, and
Jason Robards featured. Duke Worne is

the director.

"Broadway Musketeers"
First National has closed contracts for

the purchase of screening and talking rights

to "Broadway Musketeers," prize story

by J. Gelzer, published in Good House-

keeping.

"Early To Bed"
First National has purchased "Early to

Bed," an original by Lynn and Lois Mont-
ross, as Colleen Moore'.-- a m Marring ve-

hicle.

Henry Hobart RKO Supervisor
Henry Hobart has been made produc-

tion, supervisor at the RKO studio on the

Coast.

Cozine In New Post
Paramount has appointed Arthur Cozine

to fill the post of stage manager at the

Astoria studio. In his new position he will

be responsible for sets, the movements of

units and the supervision of stage work.

Leading Woman
Dorothy Dwan is Ken Maynard's lead-

ing lady in "California Mail."

Marcia Harris
First National has cast Marcia Harris

for "Saturday's Children."

Genuine Talkie Cast
All of the players in First National's

"Children of Ritz" are from legit stage.

Baclanova Sings
The soprano voice of Baclanova, which

was heard for the first time in Paramount 's

talking film hit,
'

' The Wolf of Wall Street"

at the Rialto Theatre, will be heard again

singing buoyant Russian melodies in '

' The
Woman Who Needed Killling," in which
she plays the title role.

Korda To Direct "Riviera"
Alexander Korda, director of First Na-

tional-Vitaphnoe pictures, has been se-

lected to direct the Ferenc Molnar play,

"Riviera," with an all-star cast. Mr.
Korda has just completed '

' The Squall. '

'

Dancing Numbers
Larry Ceballos, revue producer on the

West Coast, is directing the dancing chorus
for Alice, White's present vehicle, "Broad-
way Babies," a First National-Vitaphone
picture with singing, talking and dancing.

Mary Brian
For the first time on stage or screen the

singing voice of Mary Brian will be heard
in her next picture, "The Man I Love," in
which she is to be featured with Richard
Arlen.

(Continued on page 728)

Sidney Clair Tipped Off
By Coast Clerk

WHEN Sidney Clair, well known
song writer who was brought
to the coast by Fox, filled out

the employment card required of all

new employees on the lot, giving his
name, address, phone number, etc., the
girl behind the desk asked, "What do
you do?"

Clair replied, "I write song lyrics."
The girl then asked, "Couldn't you

write the words too?"
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Opinions on Pictures

Mysterious Island

Looks Like a Big One

( Pre-Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)

l t ]\/r YSTEEIOUS ISLAND" has all the
1»1 elements necessary to tag it as a

big production, and it is difficult to see why
it will not go over as a box office success.

The picture is a distinct departure from
anything that has been done for several

years
;
presenting a highly interesting dra-

matic story into which is woven an under-

sea spectacle.

Photographed entirely in Technicolor, the

production has a richness that would not

be possible on regular film stock. The re-

sults attained from the color process are

the best I have seen so far.

M-G-M had plenty of trouble before

"Mysterious Island" was finally finished.

The picture was originally started about
three years ago, with Ben Christensen di-

recting. After completion of a four reel

prologue, the company abandoned produc-
tion, deciding that the story was impracti-

cal for the screen. Last year, Lucien Hub-
bard took the picture off the shelf to see

what he could do with it.

Hubbard wrote an entirely new story,

and started production. The finished pic-

ture does not contain more than a few hun-
dred feet of the four reel prologue photo-

graphed for the first version.

The story, laid in period of 1850, con-

cerns a nobleman who devotes his life and
fortune to probing the mysteries of the

ocean depths. He owns a large island off

the coast, and is supervising the building

of diving boats to help him in his scientific

investigations.

A nobleman friend evinces interest in the

invention, and tries to gain the support of

the scientist to use his underwater boats to

conquer the world. The scientist turns

down the proposal, with the baron then
seizing the island. From there on, the dra-

matic action takes the principal characters

of the story in two diving boats to the bot-

tom of the ocean, where they find them-
selves in a strange underwater kingdom.

When the scientist finally gets back to

his island, he realizes that his diving boat
invention would be used for evil in the
world, and he destroys his plant, boats and
plans.

An excellent east portrays the important
parts, including Lionel Barrymore, Lloyd
Hughes, Jane Daly, Mantagu Love, Harry
Gribbon, Snitz Edwards, Gibson Gowland,
and Dolores Brinkman.

Drawing Power: In rough preview form,
with temporary titles, the picture looks like

a run attraction in key cities. It has plenty

of exploitation possibilities for the general

run of theatres, and is entertaining to all.

It is entirely likely that M-G-M will hold

"Mysterious Island" for a New York open-
ing early next fall; with general theatre

release depending entirely upon how long
the production goes on Broadway.
Film play and direction is credited to

Lucien Hubbard, who is entitled to take the

bows for salvaging a shelved picture, and
making a good job of it. Percy Hilburn was
cinematographer, and produced excellent

results on the screen, besides having a num-
ber of beautiful shots that are outstanding
in cinematography.

Port of Dreams
Needs a Neiv Harbor

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

WHEN producers, writers and directors

rush out of a theatre in which their

picture has been previewed without holding

a long "autopsy" and without carrying on

a lengthy lobby conference, you can rest

assured that they are none too enthused
over the picture. And they rushed from the

Golden Gate, where "Port of Dreams" was
shown in Los Angeles last week.

This was originally called "Salvage"
and was by no means a bad story. It was
supposedly to concern a young boy in prison

for a crime his father committed. He is

paroled and one of the parole rules, (ac-

cording to the picture), is that he cannot

marry or enter business on his own for the

duration of his prison term from which he

has been paroled. He falls in love with a

girl, she with him, and faces the alterna-

tive of waiting eight years before he can

marry her, or marry her and return to

prison for eight years.

Regardless of whether the actual prom-
ise is true or not, it is the makings of a

good story. But in "The Port of Dreams"
it has been poorly told. It drags wearily

until the last reel which is very good. It

has been synchronized musically and with
dialogue, poor judgment being used in both
instances. Talkies have reached the point

where they must be fish or fowl. The pic-

ture that runs along silently, suddenly
bursts into speech and then lapses into si-

lence is now an illegitimate child. Audi-
ences don't care for them and the pictures

can 't be good. '

' Port of Dreams '
' would be

vastly improved were it silent all the way
through. An instance of poor judgment is

talk in sequences which don't require them,
and then playing a courtroom scene, most
effective for talk, in silent form
Mary Philbin is starred. This Philbin girl

has been developing a new personality in

the past year.

Fred Mackaye, a youngster pulled out of
the extra ranks to play his first lead, does
very well and proves worthy of more big
assignments. It is Otis Harlan, who walks
off with the picture.

Produced and distributed by Universal
Pictures Corp. Directed by Wesley Rug-
gles. Story by John Clymer; scenario by
Paul Scofield.

CAST
Joan Mary Philbin
Denton Ford, Jr Fred Mackaye
Catty Job Evans Otis Harlan
Francisco Francis McDonald
Jim Keefe Edmund Breese
Judge Wilfred North

The House of Horrors
Any Theatre Will Be With This

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
FIRST NATIONAL'S latest "meller-

drama," "The House of Horrors," is

correctly named. If it isn't classified as a
horror by audiences, it will be admittedly
rated a bore.

Mack Sennett is going to have several
fond memories when he sees this feature
length slapstick melange. Besides having
three of his graduates gather for a home-
coming reunion, he will see many of his

cobweb-covered gags of ten years ago stalk
forth without even refurbishing.

Everything is there in "The House of
Horrors" except the custard pie. Maybe
that will be inserted in the sound version.

In any case, it will neither add nor detract
from the present story; because there is

none.

Chester Conklin and Louise Fazenda, who
were classmates a number of years ago at

Sennetts, play the main roles. Perhaps the
previous experiences of First National of-

ficials with this pair teamed made them be-

lieve that Conklin and Fazenda would put
over any picture, regardless of story ma-
terial. Thelma Todd, more recently at Sen-
nett 's, is seen as the slick little siren—who.

after all turns out to be only a newspaper-
reporter.

First National will install sound and dia-

logue in this picture. Maybe that will be
the shot-in-the-arm it needs. However, in

its silent form, the film seemed to need a
drastic major operation.

The picture consists largely of wind-

blowing, doors opening and closing, and
books falling off shelves. Even the se-

quences where Louise Fazenda runs around
madly and merrily garbed in 1876 model
lingerie fail to cheer the audience.

The main action of the story centers en-
tirely in an antique shop, this providing-

plenty of gagging opportunity that is not
fully utilized. In fact, the opening se-

quences with Conklin doing some table-tip-

ping and enjoying a spiritualistic seance of
his own, gives a promise which is not ful-

filled later on.

Drawing Power: Will only be accepted
where audiences are not particular about
the picture story nor the age of the gags
and situations presented. Conklin and Fa-
zenda have done some good work in fea-

tures teamed, and this is your only hope of
getting them in. Don't promise anything,

for the picture is not up to even program
standard.

Produced and distributed by First Na-
tional. Length, 6,700 feet. Release date

not set. Story and scenario by Richard
Bee. Directed by Benjamin Christensen.

Photography, Ernest Hallor. Editor, Frank
Ware.

THE CAST
Louise Louise Fazenda
Chester Chester Conklin
Thelma Thelma Todd
Joe James Ford
Miller William Orlamond
Brown E'mile Chautard
Gladys Dale Fuller

Mystery Man William V. Mong
Chauffeur Michael YisarnlT
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The Carnation Kid
A Fair Program Talking Feature

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THERE isn't anything very hot about

Douglas McLean in "The Carnation

Kid." a Paramount talking feature which
is the current week's attraction at the Par-

amount, New York. In fact, McLean has

been seen to much better advantage in a

great many silent features in the past. As
a matter of fact, the story, which is an
underworld comedy, is decidedly light and
there are some glaring directorial faults in

the production which was directed by E.

Mason Hopper. From a box office angle

there is little to recommend the picture, ex-

cept that it will get by and get a few
laughs.

The theme is the threadbare one of mis-

taken identity, where Douglas McLean, a
harmless portable typewriter salesman
traveling out of Chicago, is mistaken for a

fearsome gangster and machine-gun manip-
ulator. The action opens on a train bound
for a small town which is in the grip of a

bootlegging underworld element. The local

district attorney is making a fight against

the roughnecks, and they in turn have sent

to Chicago for a gunman to do a bump-off
job. He is on the same train with the type-

writer salesman and when the cops come,

aboard he compels McLean to change
clothes with him and makes his escape
through a window.
Of course when McLean hits the small

town he is mistaken for the real "Carna-
tion Kid" by the gangsters who are await-
ing his arival and they install him in a
suite at the most expensive hotel. When
he starts talking about his compact noise-

less machines the gangsters think he means
machine guns and they ordei twenty-five

shipped immediately by air. There has
been a little romance started on the train

by a flirtation and it is continued in the
town for the girl is the daughter of the

battling District Attorney, and when Doug
saves her lather from being shot during the

big political rally she is ready to fall right

into his arms.
The best talking performance in the pic-

ture is contributed by William B. Davidson,
while McLean personally fails to come
through as he should, and the two women
are simply awful. They are Frances Lee,

who is playing the ingenue lead, who, when
she talks, fails to register for the camera
what she i- slipping the mike, and Lorraine

. . who does the heavy blonde vain])

-tuff, while gooil to look at won't get any

Howard Brrtherton. one of the busiest directors

at the U (trner Bros, studio, does a few min-
utes of heavy concentration work perusing his

script for "The Time, The Place and the Girl."

He recently finished "From Headquarters"

starring contracts as long as the talkies

continue. Maurice Black and Carl Stock-

dale in minor parts do very well, indeed.

They are both gangsters and Stockdale reg-

isters very well as to voice.

Drawing Power: Will please moderately
any type of an audience. There are laugh
moments that will get over, but in the main
your only chance is to play it as a series

of laughable mishaps in the underworld.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.

Length: Sound version, 7156 feet; Silent,

6,290 feet. Running time, an hour and
eighteen minutes. Released Feb. 23, 1929.

Story by Alfred A. Cohn. Directed by E.

Mason Hopper.
CAST

Clarence Kendall Douglas MacLean
Doris Whitely Frances Lee
Blytlie William B. Davidson
Lucille Lorraine Eddy
Crawford Whitely Charles Hill Mailes
The Carnation Kid Francis McDonald
Tony Maurice Black
Blinkey Bert Swor, Jr.
"Deacon" Carl Stockdale

"Now And Then"
(A Paramount Musical-Talking)

Novelty)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THE difference in a whoopee party of 50
years ago and today form the basis of this

short that Joseph Santley wrote and directed

for Paramount. It opens with a cocktail party
of today in progress with the usual jazzy mu-
sic and stepping. Grandmother walks in on
the scene and the youngsters tell her that they

are willing to bet that in her younger days she

never had as good a time as they are getting

out of life. To this she replies that she recalls

some very pleasant parties that her mother gave,

and one in particular at which she sang "Shoo-
fly," at which she goes into the song; as she

finishes there is a fade-in to the scene in the

drawing room of a home of fifty years ago
where an afternoon musicale is in progress.

I (ere the comedy is handled perfectly, with a

walrus moustached gentleman carrying the bur-

den of it by his repeated visits to the punch bowl
between the various musical bits.

Buster KraJon applies a fantastic make-up for
a scene in his newest comedy for Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, "Spite Marriage." The frozen-faced

one has Dorothy Sebastian as his leading lady

Ruth Etting

(Paramount Singing Short)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is another of the Ruth Etting song
series of Paramount shorts. In this she

delivers two numbers, each of a different type.

The first is "My Mother's Eyes" and this is

followed by "That's Him Now." In both in-

stances she sells the number to the audience

and gets over a hand. Eight minutes.

Hearts In Dixie
Hot Jiggily Jig Jigs

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

pOKK 01' Uncle Tom. they done gone
* dug him up again. And all to little

purpose, after the tirst novelty wears off.

While the novelty lasts, the picture will get
a little money, but when the first flash is

over they can wrap this one up cone-shaped.
There will be a place for the picture in the

little "arty" theatres and the highbrows
will say it's "a great film," but that isn't

what the rank and file of fans, that make
the picture theatres the country over, will

say. To them it'll he just a lot of jigs

jigging.

In the first place the exhibitor wants
to get this in his mind. This is a picture
played entirely by a colored east, with the
better known folk songs of the slave days
as a musical background. It is a picture
that evidently has for its theme the stirring

up of sympathy for the poor, down-trodden
colored youth of the south who finds it im-
possible to get an education south of the
Mason-Dixon Line and has to come north to

absorb his knowledge. That is a condition
no longer existing and the day of the Uncle
Tom type of negro has long since passed.

At the same time let it be noted that the

negro voice in general, especially when tak-

en en-masse as is the case here, does not
reproduce clearly. Whether this be the

fault of the recording or the reproduction
is a question, but the chances are that the
fault lies in the recording. To catch the

dialogue as spoken by the majority of the
players in this talking film requires con-

stant attention, and then one can only get

enough to get the sense of what is being
said.

The story, which was provided by Walter
Weems in collaboration with Paul Sloane
and A. H. Van Buren, both of whom had
a hand in the direction, is simplicity itself.

It concerns an old negro, who works in the

cotton fields despite his great age, whose
daughter is married to a shiftless young
darkey constantly suffering from the "mis-
ery" and who sits sunning himself all day
long while the woman does all of the house

wTork and manual labor as well about the

cabin and farm. There is a young son and
daughter, both of whom adore their

"Pappy," as the grandfather is called. The
mother and daughter are taken ill and both

of them die because they have clung to the

Willard Mark and Beatrice Baynard talk over

scenes and dialogue for "Hunted," the talking

motion picture play which Mack wrote and
directed for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It will

soon make its debut
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colored traditions and called in the voodoo
doctor, and after this the old "Pappy" de-

cides that the young- boy will be shipped
North to be educated as a physician. He
sells his farm and mule to get enough money
to do this, and although it breaks his heart
to see the youngster go, he sends him away
to be educated so that he may return and
contribute to the advancement of his race.

All this is graphically told in dialogue
and direction. The cotton fields with the
negroes happily engaged in picking cotton,
singing at their tasks. The night time
revels, with spirituals, folk melodies, danc-
ing, laughing-, fighting, love making, etc.,

are all prettily pictured. A negro wedding,
during which the single hint of a modern
melody is permitted to creep in, in shown
with the feast that follows, and here the
widowed father of the youngster about
whom the story hinges, wins himself an-
other wife, although his former one is dead
but a month. This developes into one of
the biggest comedy scenes of the picture.

Stepin Fetchit, a negro dancer, who en-

acts the shiftless boy, is featured over the

cast, but it is really Clarence Muse, who
plays "Pappy," that wins the sympathy
of the audience, although the majority of
his scenes are overdrawn and overplayed.
Little Eugene Jackson as the young boy
does very well, indeed, and was the least

camera conscious of all the players.

Drawing Power: It will undoubtedly
draw the entire negro element that there is

in the vicinity of any house where it is

played. That is one angle that the ex-

hibitor must guard against. Yet it is the

only angle that he has to attract people to

the picture, the fact that it is played by a

wholly negro cast, and is the first one of the

feature length sound pictures with negro

players.

Produced and distributed by the Fox
Films Corp. Length: approximately 6,650

feet. To be released: Mar. 1.0. A Movie-

tone production. Running time: an hour
and ten minutes. Story by Walter Weems.
Directed by Paul Sloane, stage direction by

A. H. Van Buren.
THE CAST

Nappus Clarence Muse
Chiquapin Eugene Jackson
Gununv Stepin Fetchit

Chloe
.

'. P.ernice Pilot

Rammey Clifford Ingram
Trailia Mildred Washington
Deacon Zach Williams
Emmy Gertrude Howard
Melia Dorothy Morrison
Violet Vivian Smith
Truelove Robert Brooks
Voodoo Woman A. C. II. Billbrew
White Doctor Richard Carlysle

"Bobby Folsom"
(Vitaphone Short)

(Rerietved by Freddie Schader)

BOBBY FOLSOM is a standard single in

vaudeville. She isn't exactly a headliner

but has been featured on a lot of bills. This
is her first singing and talking picture and it

seemed at the opening as though she was
frightened of the "mike," but she manages to

get over her little Puritan maid characteriza-

tion in great shape. The opening number is

"Priscilla of the Puritan Days," in which this

romance of Miles Standish and the wooing of

Priscilla in his behalf by John Alden is set

forth in charming manner and very aptly

handled by Miss Folsom. Then with a quick
change of costume in view of the audience the

little artiste becomes "A Modern Priscilla,"

one of the Broadway soubret type that has mar-
ried an 85-year old sugar daddy. A drunken bit

here by Miss Folsum is highly amusing and
gets any number of laughs. The running time
is eight minutes.

William Beaudine, the director, instructs hii two daughters: Helen (right) and Margaret in

movie technique, Dorothy Mackail and Jack Mulhall making an appreciative audience. The
two young Beaudines are making their debut in "Two Weeks Off," a new MulhallrMackaill

First National-V itaphone vehicle which Mr. Beaudine directed.

The Iron Mask
Doug Talks A Little In Loveless Film

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HP HIS is the first time in years that the
* public in New York has got a chance
to leap right up to the box office and get a
load of Doug Fairbanks in a new picture at

popular prices. Heretofore for years agone
Doug has always managed to feed it to the
waiting public at two bucks a smack before
he let them get a peek for six bits or less.

Just to show Doug that Broadway appre-
ciates this they are kicking in with enough
of the six bits to smack the Rivoli

house record in a Dobbs topper.

Of course, Doug and his boys may have
had 'their own idea in giving "The Iron
Mask" direct to the picture house public
without the benefit of a legit run in ad-
vance. If so they were wise, 'cause there

ain't no two bucks worth on tap in this one.

But in the picture houses it should wow
'em and probably will.

"The Iron Mask" is a sequel to "The
Three Musketeers," and it is loaded with a

lot of the swashbuckling stuff that made
Dumas and Stanley Weyman the best sell-

ing writers of their day. The story for

"The Iron Mask" was worked out by Elton
Thomas, who frankly states via the pro-

gram that it is based on "The Three
Musketeers," "The Iron Mask" and the

Memoirs of D'Artagnan, Richelieu and De
Rochefort. Well, with a background like

that he should have done a pretty good job.

But he seemingly got so mixed up in his

sword play that he killed off his heroine

early in the story, or maybe he got around
to the stage where he thought that the

flaps wouldn 't believe that the lovely Con-

stance, as played by Marguerite de la Motle,

wouldn't fall for as old a guy as Doug as

D'Artagnan, and figured the only way out

was to have her bumped off.

Even without any great love interest

there are enough thrills in the picturiza-

tion to make it well worth while for any-

one to sit through the picture. It is adver-

tised that Doug talks. He does, too, but
only a little bit as a sort of a prologue in-

troduction and epilogue finish to the pic-

ture itself. Of course, that doesn't make
this picture a talker in the accepted sense.

At the start of the story we have Athos,
Porthos, Aramis and D'Artagnan in the
service of Louis XIII, but Richelieu orders

them to disband under pain of death, so the

four go their various ways, D'Artagnan
with the Cardinal, for the latter has ex-

pressed the wish that he enter his service.

This comes after the heroine has met her
death as a result of an order that Richelieu

has issued to the effect that she be confined

in a convent and not permitted to communi-
cate with anyone, because she was one of

the two people present when twin heirs

were born to the tin-one of France. At his

death years later the Cardinal admonishes
D'Artagnan to look after the young King
and see that no harm befalls him at the

hand of "the other one."
It is when De Rochefort completes his

plot to place the missing twin on the throne

that the original Musketeers are again

brought together to rescue the King from

his imprisonment and return him to his

rightful place. All four give their lives in

this cause.

Doug looks best as the greying D'Artag-

nan, although in the earlier scenes he is as

athletic and acrobatic as ever, and his

sword play is still as stirring as it was in

the old days. Dorothy Revier as the Lady

De Winter shows that she has a lot of what

they are showing the most of before the

cameras in Hollywood these days, otherwise

we prefer the Lady De Winter of the first

"Musketeer" film, but alas she has gone.

Drawing Power: It's Doug Fairbanks in a

sequel to "The Three Musketeers" and

that's 'nuf said for anybody.

Produced by Douglas Fairbanks and dis-

tributed by United Artists'. Sound length,

8,855 feet. To be released: Mar. 9. Run-

ning time: an hour and forty minutes.

Directed by Allan Dwan.
THE CAST

The Queen Mother Belle Bennett

Constance Marguer.te de la Motte

Milady de Winter Dorothy Revier

Madame Peronne \f"
J*!"

8

Louis XIII , •,;;.,Y.
Rolf

f, ,

S
,1

Louis XIV and Twin Brother William Bakewel!

Young Prince and Twin Brother Gordon Thorpe

Cardinal Richelieu Nigel de Brulier

De Rochefort Ulrich Haupt
Father Joseph Lon Poff

Planchet, D'Artagnan's Servant Chares Stevens

The King's Valet Henry Otto
Athos Leon aBrry
Porthos Stanley Sandford
Aramis Gino Corrado
D'Artagnan Douglas Fairbanks
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Wolf Song
A Program Talker That Will Please

(Reviewed l>y Freddie Schadcr)

J
GST b little program talker that will

please the fans because it has any num-
ber of love scenes in it. But it isn't. ;i pic-

ture that they will go out raving about, and

rtainly is Ear from being $2 material

for a Broads <-. If Parai

ed that it was because Lupe Vele

simrs a couple of songs, they guessed wrong.
• Wob 3 a story of the old i

in the days when the old Spanish and Mexi-
can ai held sway in the land. Lupe
Velez and Gar; are teamed up as

the young lovei story. Lupe, as the

daughter of a haughty landed overlord, and
Gary as a young Kentuckian who has come

to win his fortune. Gary i- shown as

running: out on a shot-gun wedding back in

Kentucky when the girl and her father are

ii the distance approaching the sloven-

ly cabin in which he is living. Next he is

shown as one of a trio of trappers who
have been in the mountains for two
and are making their first visit to civiliza-

tion in that time. The boys are after strong
likke.r and weak wimmen, and that is where
the beautiful daughter of a haughty Don
falls for a dirty unkempt trapper. Of
course, if you can believe that you can be-

lieve the rest of the story.

The girl elopes with the trapper as he
starts back into the mountains, and after

they have been married and lived for some
months at a garrisoned post halfway be-

tween her home and the Canadian country
he decides that the call of the wild is too

strong for him to resist and he starts out
to rejoin his rough boy friends. But once
on his way the nights become lonely and
he decides that the call of the wild is too
much after all and he turns back toward
home again, only to be shot at and wounded
by an Indian and forced to drag himself to

the fort to find that his wife has been taken
back home by her father.

Then, without stopping, he undertakes to

follow her and arrives at her home and
collapses in the front hall. The girl's father
is standing there pistol in hand but doesn't
shoot and the fade out comes with Lupe
picking her wounded husband up in her
arms.
Lupe Velez indulges in a flock of respira-

tory acrobatics whenever she has a love

scene with Gary. Lupe's voice is pleas-

ing enough but she is difficult to under-
stand. Gary is far from being a lady killer

in his make-up in this offering and it is

difficult to visualize this picture adding to

his lists of conquests among the fair fans.

Louis Wolheim gives the best performance
of the entire cast.

Drawing Power: Should be about 80 per
-cut of what a good talker should pull.

Lii|>e and Gary Cooper may get the younger
flapper element and they will like the love

stuff.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length: Sound version, 7,021 feet; silent

fi.iiiiu feet. Running time: an hour and
thirteen minutes. Released: Jan. 25, L929.
Directed by Victor Fleming.

THE CAST
Sam Lash Garry Cooper
Lola Salazar Lupe Velez
Gullion Louis Wolheim
Rube Thatcher Constantine Romanoff
Don Solomon Salazer Michael Vavitch
I>uenna Ann Brody

ia Guiterrez Russell Colombo
Louisa Augustina Lopez
Black Wolf George Rigas

The Spieler
Interesting Willi Talk Sequences

(Reviewed bv Freddie Schader)
' "y UK SPIELER," like "The Barker,"

* deals with the carnival racket. It

was made by Pathe and has as its principal
players Alan Hale and Renee Adoree, and

talk, with the surprise being un-
d bj Miss Adoree when her PrencL

accent sounds like an Irish brogue. There
is a lot of good sound stuff in addition to
the short talking sequences and iii all the
picture is all around good entertain at.

It must have lieeii pretty good for Ko.w
to have picked it for his big house. I here

is one thing about it and that is that it

shows enough of the inside of the gritting

with a carnival to make picture audiences
want to stay away from that form of

amusement and that is an angle that the

exhibitors shouldn't overlook.

In addition to the two featured playei ,

there is a. mighty good cast with Fred
Kohler doing the heavy lead, Clyde Cook as

a high-wire walker, Fred Warren and Jim-
mie Quinn as a couple of grifters and Bob
Perry shooting his pan in front of the

ding box every so often.

The manner in which the picture is di-

rected is worthy of note. It is one of the

first efforts of Tay Garnett on his own, and
if this is a sample of what he is going to do
then he is on his way to sit among the top-

notchers among the megaphone wielders.

He has touches of genius in any number of

his shots.

The opening of the story shows Alan
Hale and Clyde Cook in jail because they

have been caught gritting on one of the

lots. As soon as they finish their bit they

join out with the Cleo Show, which is run

by a woman who is trying to keep her show

free from graft and fires anyone that she

has the slightest suspicion about. Flash

and Luke (Hale and Cook) decide that this

wall be a perfect haven for them for the

cops will never think of looking for them
with a straight show. They manage to get

jobs and discover an old friend in Red
Moon (Kohler) who is an out and out

grifter. Moon doesn't stop short of murder
to achieve his ends and he does engineer a

couple of bump-offs during the telling of

the story. In the end, after a romance has

been worked up between Cleo, the diving

girl-show owner and Flash, the latter is the

cause of the passing on of Moon in a free-

for-all among the racketeers.

Drawing Power: The fact that this i- tin-

first chance that audiences will have to

hear the heroine of "The Big Parade"
should account for something at the bos

office. Von need not be afraid to recom-

mend this one and all classes should see it.

If you play it in the carnival season it

might be a smart thing to show it the week
before one of those shows hits your town
to wise up your public of the grift and

gimmicks that are used in crooked carni-

vals.

Produced and distributed by Pathe.

Length: Sound, 5,606 feet; Silent. 5,806

feet. Running time: one hour. Sound In

i;i A Photophone. Released: Dec. 30, 192S.

Story by Hal Conklin, directed by Tay lin-

net t.

THE CAST
Flash Alan Hale
Cleo Renee Adoree
Luke Clyde Cook
Red Moon Fred Kohler

The Barker Fred Warren
The Rabbit Jimmy Quinn
Butch Kewpie Morgan
Bearded Lady Billy Latimer

'•Friendship"

(Dramatic Thriller in Talk—2 Reels)
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

FROM a production and direction standpoint
this is the very best of the dramatic talk-

ing pictures that has been turned out by the

tone organization. It is a dramatic
thriller that is played in two scenes without re-

sorting to any motion picture hocus-pocus, title,

inserted scene or otherwise to denote the lapse

of time. The public is really credited for the

fust time with having sufficient sense to figure

something out for themselves.

Eugene Walter, the playwright, is both au-
thor and director of "Friendship" and he has
turned out a highly creditable piece of work,
both in the dialog, situation and picture. The
story in brief is that of a young actor who had
led a wild life from which he was rescued by
four friends, a manager and three actors. They
are responsible for bis reformation and later

success in the theatre. He has called them
together to a little dinner at which he imparts

the fact that he is to be married. But when he-

informs them who the lady is they at first

stand aghast and then reluctantly express their

congratulations. At this point when he is called

to the phone they plot to save him and the re-

sult is that the manager insists that he go
abroad to London to appear for two weeks in

a play that is about to open, and the boy con-
sents to go without taking the lady to whom he
is engaged on the trip.

Then the scene changes to the evening of

his return from abroad. Again the same four

friends are present and as he is again called

to the phone, by the lady, they ask him to hear

what they have to say before he talks to them.

They then disclose that she is unworthy of

him and that in his absence she has been un-

faithful to him with his three actor friends.

He takes the blow standing up and then raves

at the mockery of what they have done in the

name of friendship, for he married the woman
the day that he sailed.

A real kick, a real wallop and played to the

'nth degree by a real cast with Donald Gallaher

doing splendid work as the young actor, shar-

ing honors with Robert Edeson as the manager
and Edward Earlc likewise contributing a

good performance. Joseph Striker, Carl Mil-

ler and Paul Fung are also in the cast.

"If Men Played Cards As
Women Do"

Paramount Short Talker)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is a comedy which was the work of

George S. Kaufman and served in one of

the Broadway revues. It has a lot of laughs

and is cleverly played by Frederick Santley,

Huge Cameron and George MacFarland in the

principal roles. It is the night of a poker

party and the boys gather, each, in woman
fashion on entering contributing a bit of

scandal regarding some of their mutual friends.

and all of them discussing each other behind

their backs. This is well worked out with the

audiences getting the full benefits of the un-

der-cover stuff. Laughs come along fast and

some linger, even though picture only runs eight

minutes.

"Old Tunes For New"
(Dr. Sigmund Spaeth Fox Movietone)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is an old vaudeville gag that has been

revamped by Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, a music

critic of note and a writer on musical topics for

the New York daily papers, and presented via

the Movietone method. Dr. Spaeth !><>cs a little

further than tlie usual vaudeville composer

pianist was wont to do, for he openly accuses

Irving Berlin. Con Conrad and others of steal-

ing their tunes. He sits at the piano and plays

the original operatic or classical melodies and

then shows how they found their way into the

popular ditties of the day.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAGERS
ROUND TABLE CLUB

By Charles E. Lewis

A "Sound Opinion"
From A Member
Down In Southland

\Y. H. Hall manager of the

Columbia Theatre, in Baton

Rouge, La., is a manager who
realizes the great asset which

his membership in the CLlUB
means to him. He has writ-—^—— ten a letter to me and his

views on sound are sufficiently interesting to warrant printing

a portion of his letter here. See what you think of it?

—

"If you will be kind enough to permit me to say a few

words regarding the exploitation of sound pictures which I

consider the most important angle connected with this new
kind of show business, that is truthful advertising, in laying

out your newspaper ads and lobby copy tell your patrons

exactly what kind of a picture you are presenting. If it has

musically synchronized sound effects use the word sound in

prominence omitting the slogan "Hear What You See" as this is

very misleading to your patrons. Bear in mind that they are

not as familiar with ads that carry double meanings as you are.

It is well to say on this kind of a picture presented without

talking, trying to sell sound as though it had talking is the

surest way for your patrons to lose interest in this type of

entertainment.

"If a picture has talking parts but not ioo per cent, state

about how much of the picture really talks, then on the ioo per

cent talking picture state that every character in the picture

talks, by doing this you have appealing variety to all classes.

Remember that not all the theatregoing public have accepted

talking pictures and while they have shown favorable interest in

them. It would be the wrong time to use any catchy line in

your ads that would mislead them. [You have a very delicate

subject and to get the best results should be handled in such a
manner. Truthful advertising is your greatest asset in talking-

pictures. It lias been in the past that a bad picture well adver-

tised will do business, but today with a new kind of entertain-

ment it is bad business to try and fool your patrons you are

depending on for daily support. Especially when we are try-

ing to educate a percentage of patrons that dislike sound
pictures."

There is a lot of good common sense in that paragraph
and we do not hesitate to pass it on to our other members
and readers. Truth in advertising is absolutely important
and essential at this time more than ever.

We are keenly interested in hearing from Mr. Hall again
in the very near future, and I believe lots of the other mem-
bers feel the same way.

The PulmotorWasA
Success On Brother
Goldquist Of Illinois

From Savanna, 111., we once

more get word from Frank C.

Goldquist. manager of the

Web Theatre in that city. We
had to "jar" him up, as he

says, but the effort was cer-
~~"~~~~~~~~^~^~ tainly worth while because it

brought an immediate response.

\Ye were particularly impressed with one part of his letter

which mentioned the fact that a manager must understand the

town and the patrons he is appealing to when laying out a cam-

paign. To use his own word— "I have pulled stunts in Peoria

and Danville I would have been arrested for in Savanna." Of

course Frank did not exactly mean they were that serious. The

point he wanted to convey was that the stunts which were suc-

cessful in one place could not have been used elsewhere with-

out some slight alterations. And in this respect we quite agree

with him. Any good exploitation stunt can be fitted and mod-

eled to fit any other town, but the basic principle still holds

good wherever it is used. What was that old expression we

used on the Club pages last summer? "Fit the picture to the

stunt or the stunt to the picture." Makes no difference how you

say it because it all amounts to the same thing in the long run.

More about Goldquist in a later issue. His stuff is always worth

reading. Thanks, Frank.

Let me make you ac-

quainted with Lee J. Euer-

ing, the youthful manager
of the Majestic Theatre* in

Springfield, Ohio. Lee is

one of those "go-getting
""""~"^""~^~~~"~

"

—^ managers" with more than

sufficient pep to overcome the years of experience that he

might possibly lack. He is known as the youngest theatre

manager in the middle west. Euering
runs a Vitaphone and Movietone house
and unless his reputation has been ex-

aggerated, then we can certainly look

forward to seeing some mighty fine ex-

ploitation ideas on "sound" pictures.

Lee stands aces high with his employ-
ers and they show their sincere faith in

his ability by backing him up one hun-
dred per cent. Lee should more than
make good with such factors in his favor.

We have also learned from a very reliable source that his

staff of ushers have been marvelously trained by Lee per-

sonally.

Meet The Youngest
Manager On The
Chakeres Circuit

Recent Members of the

Manager's Round Table Club
Wm. A. Applegate, Jr., Supervising Manager, A. H.

Schwartz Century Circuit

Benj. Levy, Marine Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Morris Rosenthal, Queens Theatre, Queens Village,

Long Island

Michael Nicholas, Farragut Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Charles E. Green, Avalon Theatre, Kings Highway,
N. Y.

Samuel Gruher, Patio Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

F. M. Coughlin, Astor Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Leonard B. Freund. Albemarle Theatre, Flatbush,

Brooklyn
Fred J. Dollinger, Rialto Theatre, Jamaica, N. Y.

Abe Mass, Rialto Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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MANAGERS ROUND TABLE CLUB -Continued

Selling All Houses
In Town On A Full
Page Advertisment

P. I. Schlossman Co.,

of Muskegon, Mich., makes
no secret of the fact that they

practically control the thea

of that city. In fact, they are

so proud of it that they u

the full page ad which we are

reproducing on this page. And you will admit that the entire

"layout" i- certainly both impressive and dignified. It repre-

sents the modern method of advertising which is sweeping the

country. Advertising is the life of this business and it is a

are to talk about good ads. Just read this ad. over care-

fully boys and see if it

don't appeal to you. A- a

matter of fact, the same
idea brought down to a size

within the hounds of your

pocketbook would go a long

ways towards stimulating

interest in your theatre or

theatres and it could be

branded as darned good

stuff, too.

A happy thought would
he tor a group of theatre

managers or owners in a

city or town to get together

and do the same thing,

sharing the expense be-

tween them. If you create

interest in your theatres

then the good is felt

throughout the town, it

does not necessarily follow

that any one particular theatre should do any

large or elaborate a scale.

We would like to hear more about this hue group and the

managers on that circuit, if we can call it that.

Marsline K. Moore, man-
ager of the Publix Worth
Theatre, in Fort Worth,
Texas, is one of those man-
agers who believe in atmos-
pheric front displays for pic-

tures that lend themselves
to that particular type of exploitation. We have found it

to be effective in certain cities and when properly handled
can be made dignified as well. The accompanying photo-

graph shows a night view of the Worth Theatre front

during the showing of "Trail of '98" and we cannot deny
that it looks mighty fine.

MUSKEGON-
!

^ Town (it Good Theatres

.^..
H $Mk
'<8Ipv
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....<, Oi. >tilwi--f.iK.i*rJ-v,-i..

••dn.-w--' TW>p.ii-.» ...... d.,.1.

P. J. SCHLOSSMAN CO.
I

moan majestic JtmittON WA1TO STRAND

advertising on so

Moore Sells The
"Trail" With Live
Atmospheric Front

We were delighted to wel-

Recent Visitors To come many visitors during the

„, . TT , pas( week to the OLl B offices

Club Headquarters
j n New York, among who,,,

In New York City wtie R
- J- R

.
vrm "' Lnn -

Island: Sydney • Ishrin of the
; Bronx; R. W. Webb of the

Union Theatres in Australia was another interesting visitor and
to judge from his description, Australia is certainly coming to

the front in new and beautiful theatres. Conditions there are
also improving and "sound" has been installed in five theatres in

S3 dney.

If you are in New York, make it a point to stop in and say

"hello." We are always glad to have a "chummy" chat with

either CLUB members or readers of the NEWS.

R. B. Ripley, publicity di-

Modern and Beacon if
tOTJor

,

th
f

Netocn
V>'

'"

C 11 "/^"U T1 11 " New l.ngland, conceived and
oellS vjrtOSt 1 alKS put over a fine picture and

In Boston Tie-Up newspaper tie-up on "The
( .host Talks." This picture^

~ was scheduled to play the twin
Netoco houses. Modern & Beacon, and through the arrange-

ment Mr. Ripley made, the Boston Traveler announced a
"Ghost Story Contest." The idea being that all readers of

the Traveler were urged to send in short stories of their own
spook experiences and for the best story submitted each day,

there would be a first prize of $10 and a second prize of $5.00
plus a pair of passes to see the picture. There were also passes

for the next ten good stories.

The tie-up was arranged so that it would run for the two
weeks that the picture was being shown at the two theatres.

Now we all know that at some time in our lives we have had
some sort of a "spook" experience, in fact I can think of sev-

eral good ones myself, but I don't dare talk about them ??? If

you can take this idea and put it over in your town when you
run this picture then you have a corking good "stunt" all

thought up by someone who has had a chance to try it out

first. That—to a certain extent—removes a lot of the risk that

we ordinarily run in trying out these stunts, but it's worth
working, if you can sell your newspaper the idea. Paste this

one up where you will find it when you are laying out your
campaign on "The Ghost Talks."

Marpole Deserves
Credit For Great
Vitaphone Tie-Up

We would like to hear from Mr. Moore often as we sus-
pect that he puts over many things of interest to the CLUB
members. Are we right, Moore?

J. D. Marpole, manager of

the Tokay Theatre in Lodi,

Clifornia, should certainly

be voted a choice place in

the Manager's Hall of Fame
for the excellent manner in

which he launched his

"sound" policy entertainment in the Tokay Theatre. I

have before me a copy of the Lodi Sentinal, the leading

newspaper of his town, and he certainly

"sold" them one hundred per cent on the

tie-up because we find some great read-

ing matter pertaining to "talkie" pictures

in this newspaper. On the page devoted
to the "sound" stories we find a header
right across the top roading "TOKAY
THEATRE FIRST TO PRESENT
TALKING PICTURES IN LODI."
Then a story is featured dealing with

"Talkie Picture History Full Of Interest." This article

gives the history of the talking pictures from three years
back and covered all phases of it. Mr. Marpole's picture oc-

cupies a prominent spot and credits him with bringing the

"talkies" to Lodi. Another fine story, "Tokay Theatre
Makes History in This City" adds, still more, to the inter-

est of the layout. Another story dealing with George
Jessel in "Lucky Boy" (the opening attraction) builds upt
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still more interest in the inauguration of this new entertain-

ment. Another story headed: "The Voice Of The Movie
And What It Means," is an address by John E. Otterson,

President of the Electrical Research Products.

Then the crowning spot of the entire issue is a two page

spread right in the center of the paper, with a wonderful mer-

chants tie-up. And every ad in this spread is a boost for the

Tokay Theatre and the new policy. We wish we could spare

the space to reproduce it ; it is a corker.

The editorial page adds still another feather in Marpole's

cap, for it is a wonderful tribute to the theatre and talkies

combined.
Our sincerest congratulations to you, Mr. Marpole

;
you have

put over one of the finest pieces of work that was ever brought

to our attention. We know you will make your mark in this

business because this business needs such men with the stuff

that you are made of. More power and success to you and

we are delighted to know that you are one of the oldest mem-
bers of the MANAGERS ROUND TABLE CLUB. We are

proud of you.

Manager, Mechanic,
Inventor, and What
Not, All By Oshrin

In enumerating the vari-

ous accomplishments neces-

sary to be a good manager,
we certainly overlooked a

few which Sydney Oshrin,

manager of the Allerton

Theatre in the Bronx, N. Y.,

called our attention to.

In this era of "sound," noise or anything else you might
feel like calling it, he decided to build some of the effects

himself, so we picture here his first "rough" layout for

an aeroplane effect machine. While it might look intri-

cate at the first glance, a closer inspection will show how
inexpensive and simple the contraption really is. The
description itself merely says

—"A nail keg with a drum
head on one end was placed on tracks, motor with a single

piece of canvas was used to beat against the drum head.
The keg was moved back hand forth to make the effects as

desired." A piece of leather on the end of the canvas gave
a machine gun effect. Now, we ask you, what could be

poARD

Rope USED
To PULU

Track

more simple? It does prove that necessity (plus sound
pictures) is the Mother of Invention. But it did take
Sydney about 10 days to perfect it.

NewarkOhioGomes
To The Front With
Ed. Heihle's Notes

Capitalizing on another lo-

cal angle is just one of the

many ways that Manager Ed.
Heinle keeps his new Midland
Theatre in the public eye at

all times. The latest episode
in this direction came with the

distribution of some 2,000 copies of a very popular song writ-
ten by a local song-writer. The entire back page of the music
sheet was used by Heihle to advertise the theatre and it repre-
sented a fine piece of well worded copy. He has promised us
pictures of the new Midland Theatre and I, tor one, am very
anxious to see them as the theatre was under construction
when I stopped off in Newark, Ohio, last summer. Maybe
we will find room to show them in the News. We will decide
when we see them. So shoot them along Ed.

FIVE GOOD "ITS"
WHY YOU SHOULD BELONG TO THE

MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB
A NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THEATRE MANAGERS

1,

2.

IT encourages direct inter-

communication between club

members.

IT has created a brotherhood

of managers and exhibitors

all over the world.

J.

4.

5.

IT is the original

IDEA EXCHANGE
of the entire industry

IT stimulates the exchange of

information on picture values

through the new Box Office

Check-up.

IT has taught exhibitors,

everywhere, that interchang-

ing ideas is the industry's most

progressive step.

ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION:

"DO I BELONG IN A GROUP
OF 'LIVE-WIRE' MANAGERS?"

THEN USE THIS FORM

HERE'S THE APPLICATION:
MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB,
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

I hereby apply for membership in the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

SHOOT IT IN—NOW!!!!
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Classified Ads
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

MOTION P ICTURE
THEATRE for sale or for

rem. 750 Scats. Near New
York. Only theatre in town

;

owner in another business.

Write. Box 470, Motion Pic-

ture News. New York City.

ORCHESTRA CON-
DUCTOR (baton) at liberty.

Fifteen years' experience,

vaudeville and pictures. Last

8 years Fox theatres New
York. Know symphonies and

operas. Vitaphone reason for

this ad. Also, lead orchestra

with violin if preferred.

Young, neat, service and co-

operation guaranteed. Ralph

B. Bovee, 559 W. 172th St.,

New York City.

I RECOMMEND you, Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

Used Equipment
FOR SALE—1200 Uphol-

stered Theatre Chairs; 1000

Veneer Theatre Chairs; 500

Upholstered Chairs with
spring seats, panel back. Also

all makes REBUILT projec-

t o r s, spotlights, reflector

lamps, screens. Everything
for the theatre at bargain

prices. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City.

For Sale

FOR SALE: Two rebuilt

Wurlitzer I 'nit Organs, as

good as new. i; stops, percus-

sion drums, traps, etc., new
console. Price, $3,800 each.

Bargain. Address, Box 465,

Ah >t ion Picture Xews. New
York City.

FOR SALE : Two Powers

B, rebuilt projecting ma-

chines, equipped with both

Mazda and Carbon lamp

houses, in good condition.

Will sell cheap for cash. Ad-
dress, P. O. Box 37, Rouses

Point, N. Y.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE : Wurlitzer

Electric Reproducing piano,

six roll automatic. Factory

rebuilt. Cost $2100. Sell for

$350.00. Clearfield Amuse-
ment Co., Inc., Clearfield, Pa.

Managers' School
THEATRE EMPLOYEES

—Learn modern theatre man-
agement, advertising, service.

Approved and specialized

training for theatre employees
while at theatre. Catalog C.

Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News.

•PENH"

MASKS OF
THE DEVIL^

Grctter Th»n "FleJi and tk. D»»il'"

n TEDDY

"owe „

FtHH STACt BAUD

B*Mr "Hit" H*«iki*

wi!inn!n,'. 1.i«aresBffl

jr Premier Presentation .V
* WtSltY EDDY iff

,
LOE VV'X

,

MIDLINE)

Specimens of the type of display advertising which
exploited some of the first run showings of "Masks
of the Devil" reproduced above. The ads illus-

trated featured newspaper campaigns by the fol-
lowing theatres: Loeu's Palace, Washington, D. C;
Penn Theatre, Pittsburgh; Loew's, Dayton; Mid-
land Theatre, Kansas City, and Loew's Theatre,

Nashville
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Boston Film Board

Re-Elects Officers

BOSTON FILM BOARD has

re-elected its officers, as fol-

lows: president, Joseph A. Mc-
Conville of Independent Films,

Inc. ; first vice president, R. C.

Cropper of Pathe ; second vice

president, Joseph L. Rothe of Con-

solidated Films ; secretary, Moe
Grassgreen of Fox. Committees

will be appointed later.

Philip Smith, who owns a chain

of theatres in suburban Boston, is

recovering from an attack of pneu-

monia.
Harry Worden. formerly man-

ager at Albany [or Metro, is at

the Boston exchange as a special

representative of the same com-

pany.

Most of the Maine theatres which

were closed through orders of

health boards because of influenza

epidemics, have been reopened and

the ban throughout the state has

been lifted.

The Weymouth Theatre at Wey-
mouth has been sold by Phil Mar-

kel to W. T. McLaughlin.

Xate Hoffman has added another-

theatre to his new chain, the Or-

pheum in Somerville. He recently

acquired the Broadway, Somerville.

He formerly owned a string of

theatres but sold them and is now
returning to the theatre game

again.
.

Al McAvoy is now managing the

Union Theatre at Artleboro.

The new Netoco Seville Theatre

at East Boston opened last Sun-

dav and the company's Egyptian at

Brighton will follow in about two

Abe Montague of Independent

Films has returned from a business

trip to New York City.

H. A. Sullivan comes to the

First National exchange_ at Bos-

ton as cashier, from New \ork

City.

The New England Bookers As-

sociation dined last Thursday night

at the Hotel Arlington.

Roger Ferri. exploitation man
for Fox, of New York, paid a visit

to the Boston exchange during the

week.
Leo Griffin, formerly cashier at

First National, has been appointed

assistant booker at first National

succeeding John Glaser, who has

been appointed manager of the

Strand Theatre at Lowell. The the-

atre has just been taken over by

Publix.

Sam Moscow, sales manager of

Independent Films, has returned

to his desk after his recent long

illness.

The new Fitchburg Theatre at

Fitchburg, Mass. built by the

Maine & New Hampshire Theatres

Co., opened this past Thursday

night, j. Hollis, formerly of Shea s

Theatre at Fitchburg and later with

the Central Square, Cambridge,

Mass., is the manager.

Lou Carroll, formerly of the

Poli Theatre at Middletown, is

now manager of the Plymouth The-

atre in Worcester.

George Warner, formerly with

the Great Northern Paper Co., op-

erating Murray Hall at Livermore

Palls, Me., and later at Quincy, is

now managing the Capitol Theatre

at Everett.

The Riverside Theatre, Medford,

one of Philip Smith's Theatres,

had an auspicious opening with

Yitaphone last Monday.

Edmund Clark has been added to

the booking force at Boston Pathe

exchange.
Sam Goldstein of Goldstein

Brothers, owners of several thea-

tres in Western Massachusetts,

sailed recently for the Argentine.

The Saco Mutual Theatre at

Saco, Me., is installing sound

equipment.
M. R. French succeeds Mr. Mol-

lica in charge of the Globe Thea-
tre at St. Johnsbury, Yt.

Pacent Device Gains

Favor in North Ohio
I^HAT the Pacent Reproducer

device is gaining favor in

Northern Ohio is emphasized by a

report from Cleveland to the ef-

fect that the installations of the

apparatus that have been closed in

the past two weeks include the

Bexley Theatre, Dover ; Temple,
Bryan ; Liberty, Wellsville ; Royal,
Findley ; and the Regent and La-
Salle, Cleveland. In addition, a

local circuit has been reported in

negotiation for about seven instal-

lations.

Jimmy Carrier is in town as gen-
eral manager of the local Univer-
sal theatres, consisting of the Hil-
liard Square, Cedar-Lee, Oriental,

Detroit, and New Broadway.

Movie-Phone, a synchronous
sound device made by Movie-Phone
Corporation of Chicago and han-
dled locally by Edward Casanave,
has been sold for the Miles Royal
Theatre, Akron, Harkness Theatre,

Clyde; Southland, Columbus, and
the Castamba, at Shelby. Casanave
now has J. A. Furrer, L. B. Sole-

ther and C. A. MacDonald on his

sales force.

Paul Kemmerly and Fred Cas-
son have resigned from the local

Loew organization. Kemmerly was
manager of the Stillman, and Cas-
son was in the publicity department.

William A. Haynes, who re-

signed last week as assistant gen-
eral manager of the Loew theatres

in Cleveland, plans to leave for the

coast.

The Princess Theatre, lower Eu-
clid avenue, has turned to a first-

run policy.

Hi-Mark, which had a temporary
exchange here several months ago,

has re-opened under the manage-
ment of Oswald Brothers in 401

Film Building.

Ernest H. Hunt, organist at the

State Theatre, who has won re-

nown locally for his original organ

novelties, is suffering from neuri-

tis, and has gone south to recover.

William James, president of the

M. P. T. O. of Ohio, has dusted

off his golf clubs and has gone to

Florida for a few weeks.

Leo Jones has been appointed

head booker at the local M-G-M
exchange. In his spare moments

Jones is doing the booking for the

Orpheum Theatre as well.

Mrs. Georgia Moffett, secretary

oi the Cleveland Film Board of

Trade, was in Columbus last week
and attended the Senate committee-

meeting on education before which

the proposed censor bills were dis-

cussed.

Jack Flanigan, president of Tri-

State Motion Pictures, has in-

creased his studio in the Film Ex-
change building by 10,000 square

feet to take care of his growing in-

dustrial business.

Ernest Schwartz tasted the cold

steel of a gun last Saturday night

when two gunmen backed him into

his office at the Broadvue Theatre

and took $500 from the cash box.

They also took $50 from Schwartz
personally.

The Stillman Theatre will inau-

gurate its reserved seat policy

starting March 2nd, with the open-

ing of "The Broadway Melody."

Prices will be $1.00 top for mati-

nees and $1.50 for evenings. Two
performances will be given daily.

Charles Kranz is now installed

as manager of the local United

Artists branch. He succeeds James
Abrose, who resigned.

The Lakewood Theatre, which
was reported as closing the end of

February, will be continued by the

owner, A. Shiffer, under the man-
agement of Larry Mellert.

W. F. McGinnis has changed the

policy at the Tivoli Theatre, Lo-
rain, and is now playing vaudeville

and pictures instead of musical

comedy and tab shows.

Week's Regional News
From Portland, Ore.

THE Hollywood Theatre, Sa-
lem. Ore., suffered a $10,000

fire during last week, from unde-
termined cause.

Robert Marsden, Jr., and Denny
Hull, operating the Coos Bay
Amusement Co., are equipping
their Egyptian Theatre at Marsh-
field, Ore., with the Western Elec-

tric equipment with scheduled

opening on March 6th.

Visitors to the Portland row
during the week included D. J.

McNerney and Dave Bershon, of

the United Artists.

James Frank McBride, of Hol-
lywood, has been chosen supervisor

of the Oregon campus movie which
will be produced at the University

of Oregon at Eugene.

William Musil has purchased the

Star Theatre at Richland, Ore.,

from O. M. Gardner.

Fred Normand, for a number of

years a familiar figure on film

row and recently manager of the

Music Box Theatre, has become
representative for Photophone in

the territory north of California

line.

H. J. Updegraff, of the Roseway
Theatre, Portland, reported a proj-

ection room fire, destroying two
reels of film.

Sound Houses Boost

Montreal Silents

THE Strand Theatre, Montreal,

Quebec, has dropped its policy

of four program changes each
week and has reverted to the

schedule of new programs on
Tuesdays and Fridays. The Strand
continues to have a silent screen
and it is situated in the immediate
vicinity of the Capitol and Palace
Theatres, which are wired. Great
crowds of theatre-goers flock to

tins section of the city and the
Strand gets a goodly share of
them, particularly when the big

houses are packed. In fact, syn-
chronized programs at the rival

houses have made business very
good at the "silent" theatre, it is

declared.

A race for sound equipment at
Windsor, Ontario, resulted in the
introduction of synchronized pro-
grams at two local houses on prac-
tically the same date. The Capitol
Theatre, Windsor, recently pur-
chased by Famous Players Cana
dian Corp., opened February 20th
with a Western Electric installa-
tion. The Palace Theatre, of
which H. C. Merritt is the pro-
prietor, also opened with the Har-
mony sound equipment installed by
a Detroit company of which
Thomas McGuire is president and
George B. Cash is engineer. The
Palace is the first theatre in Canada
to have the Harmony device.
The third theatre in Ottawa, On-

tario, to be wired is the Avalon,
which was erected and opened last

December by P. J. Nolan. The
Avalon was credited with being the
first house in the Dominion to be
actually constructed for sound pic-

ture presentations. The equipment
i-- Western Electric.

It is very seldom that a feature
of any kind is held over at the Pau-
tages Theatre, Vancouver, B. C,
at any time but this was done for
the week of February 18 with the
screen attraction "Submarine."
The remainder of the program, in-

cluding the vaudeville bill, was
changed in its entirety.

The first show each evening at

the Strand Theatre, Hamilton, On-
tario, does not start until 7 :30

o'clock, the second performance
starting at 9 :30. To encourage the

crowds to come early so that the

house can be refilled for the sec-

ond show, Manager H. E. Wilton
conducts a snappy radio program
from the stage from 7 :00 to 7 :30

o'clock. This is done with the heip

of a large receiving set, through
which appropriate concerts are

given to the early patrons. Mr.
Wilton says the radio concert has

the desired effect.

W. A. Summerville, proprietor

of the Prince of Wales and the

Gerard Theatres, Toronto, has

made another bid for a place on
the Civic Board of Control for

which he was unseated early in

January because of a technicality.

Mr. Summerville, who has served

the city for eight years as an al-

derman, has again been nominated

as a candidate in the special elec-

tion to complete the Board.
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Severe Weather Takes
Whack At Seattle Biz

A HEAVY snowfall and the

longest uninterrupted stretch

verely cold weather that Se-

attle has experienced in twenty-two
years has put a decided crimp in

show business in the entire North-
west territory for the last two
weeks. Only the "super de luxe"

shows have been able to draw any-

thing like normal patronage. With
a slight rainfall now apparent,

however, it is predicted that this

week will see the end of "win-

ter."

Waldo Ives, progressive young
exhibitor of Anactortes and Mount
Vernon, this month completed in-

stallation of sound equipment in

his Empire Theatre in the former

city and Lincoln Theatre in the lat-

ter. A. A. Haley's new houses in

each of these towns will bring Ives

his first competition in many sea-

sons.

Announcement from Tiffany-

Stahl recently to the effect that

Oscar Hanson had been appointed

general sales manager of the com-
pany brought smiles to many film

men of his territory when they

thought how "another home town
boy made good." It seems that

Hanson began his career in the

film industry as a shipping clerk

on Seattle's film row, fifteen years

ago, and also served for several

seasons as a booker.

Two popular members of film

row suffered unhappy bereave-

ments in their families recently.

George Ballentine, Fox manager,
and Charles W. Harden, former
United Artists chief, each lost their

mother. Mr. Ballentine was un-
able to leave this city for his

mother's funeral because of the se-

vere illness of Mrs. Ballentine.

Rolla Duncan, well known ex-
hibitor of Olympia. closed his Ava-
lon Theatre in that city last weeK
and has gone to Billings, Montana,
where it is reported that he will

assume a political position. Guil
Homan of Seattle has been negoti-

ating for the lease of the Avalon.
and will undoubtedly open the

house again within the present
month.

Jack Tillman, Columbia's ex-
change manager in Portland, spent

a few days in Seattle, talking busi-

ness with A. J. Sullivan, head of

the local Columbia office.

John Danz's key house, the Co-
lonial, last week began its showing
of sound films, following the in-

stallation of Vitaphone and Movie-
tone apparatus. At 25c this house
plays the big features direct from
the leading suburban showings at

35c, together with a wide range of

sound shorts and talking newsreel.

Another Vitaphone-Movietone in-

stallation completed last week was
that in Jenscn-Von Herberg's

lad Theatre, suburban house
directed by Leroy V. Johnson.

DeLuxe Theatres, Inc., last week
reported that amateur cracksmen
one night during the week at-

tempted to crack open the safe in

the office of their Xeptune Theatre,
but had been unsuccessful and had
been frightened away by night
watchmen before more strenuous
methods were used.

W. K. Bloom, former sales rep-
resentative for R-K-0 in this terri-

tory, last week became associated

in the same capacity with Manager
Ben Fish's local Metro-Golduwi
Mayer exchange. Mr. Fish, inci-

dentally, has been playing host re-

cently to "Sheriff" George Hickey,
M-G-M's genial Western division

manager, on his regular tour of the

Coast exchanges.

2 New Indianapolis

Charters Granted
ARTICLES of incorporation

have been filed with the sec-

retary of state of Indiana by the

Marion Amusements, Inc., of Indi-

anapolis, Ind. The corporation has

an initial capital stock of 5,000

shares of no par common and $100,-

000 preferred and is formed to

own, equip, improve, develop, op-

erate, manage, control and conduct

motion picture theatres. The in-

corporators are Jacob S. White,
William E. Snell and Mary Hilt.

Articles of incorporation have

been filed with the secretary of

state of Indiana by the Photophone
Sales Corporation of Indianapolis,

Ind. The corporation has an initial

capital stock of $3,000 and is

formed "for the sale of synchro-

nous and nonsynchronous devices

for reproduction of sound." The
incorporators are W. W. Willman,
H. A. Wagner and H. A. Gorman.
The motion picture and theatre

managers of the state are paying
their annual state license fee of $5.

The fees are to be paid to the au-

ditor of the county in which the

theatre is located and should not

be sent to the state house.

The Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company of Louisville, Ky., has

amiounced that the properties of

the company in Logansport, Ind.,

which include the new Logan, the

Luna and Grand theatres, will be

in charge of Hale Houston. Vita-

phone and Movietone equipment is

being installed in the new Logan.
Detectives have been brought to

Bloomington, Ind., to make an in-

vestigation of cutting of electric

wires that lead to the Indiana The-
atre, which has been remodeled to

include sound pictures. When the

first performance under the new
arrangement was about to start,

there was a delay of nearly an hour.

It was found that someone had
climbed a telephone pole in an al-

ley near the theatre and had cut

two wires that controlled the proj-

ection room. The house manager
thought the act might have been

prompted by labor trouble that oc-

curred while the theatre was being

remodeled.

Commercial street, Emporia, Kans.
Davis & Hillis of Emporia are the
contractors. The new house will

cost upwards of $225,000. Harry
McClure is president of the Strand
Theatre Corporation, which will op-
erate the theatre.

The A. H. Blank Circuit of Des
Moines and P. D. Alleman of Clin-

ton, Iowa, are said to contemplate
the erection of a new theatre in

Clinton. The site has not been
selected and pending the purchase
of a lot plans for the house have
been held up.

R. E. Mills, of Chanute, Kans.,

is taking bids from contractors on
a new 600-seat theatre to cost

about $60,000. Boiler Brothers, of

Kansas City, Mo., are the archi-

tects. The house will be one-story

25 by 135 feet and of concrete,

brick and hollow tile construction.

Kenberg Brothers, of Sheldon,
Iowa, have awarded a contract for

the remodeling of their three-story

theatre and store building. Geiger
Construction Company are the gen-
eral contractors.

E. M. Mulliken of 1603 North
Jefferson avenue, Springfield, Mo.,
is endeavoring to lease his theatre

and equipment. It is expected he
will close a deal on the house soon.

Fire of undetermined origin de-

stroyed the Lyric Theatre, Carter-
ville, 111., on February 12. The loss

has been estimated at' $50,000. Dis-
covered at 2 a. m., the fire appar-
ently originated in the rear of the

house.

Julius M. Johnson, organist of

the St. Louis Theatre, Grand and
Delmar boulevard, quit that post on
February 16 and will go to Holly-
wood to provide the organ accom-
paniment for synchronized and
talking pictures.

St. Louis film stocks listed on
the St. Louis Stock Exchange re-

mained rather dormant through-
out the entire week ending on Feb.

16. The closing quotations on that

date were : Skouras A $46, com-
pared with a high for the year of

$51.25. St. Louis Amusement A
was $24 asked. The high for 1929

on this stock is $28 a share. The
most recent offerings were $20 a

share but even that price was not
volunteered by prospective pur-

chasers during the week.

St. Louis Reports New
Theatre Work

ARTICLF.S oi incorporation

were issued during the past

week to the Fayette Theatre Com-
pany of Columbus, Mo., which will

have $10,000 capital stock.

The incorporators and their stock
holdings are : J. Dozier Stone,
Hartley G. Banks, Rex Barrett
and H. H. Banks, twenty shares

each, and Frank W. Dearing and
E. Sydney Stephens, ten shares
each. All reside in Columbia.
The company contemplates the

erection of a new theatre in Fay-
ette, Mo., but plans for the house
have not fully matured.

Construction started February
15 on the new Strand Theatre on

All Major Houses In

Minneapolis Wired
WITH the installation of "Pho-

tophone" at the Hennepin-
Orpheum on Feb. 24, every picture

and vaudeville house of major im-
portance in the Minneapolis loop

will have gone "Sound and Talkie."

The Lyric Theatre has installed

the latest Vitaphone and Movietone
equipment in the house at a cost

set at $20,000. This theatre is the

first house in the loop to install

the Universal base.

The State management is reseat-

ing a portion of the theatre.

The resignation of Frank Cas-
sidy as press agent for the Minne-
sota Theatre has resulted in sev-

eral changes in the personnels of

the other houses. Everett Siebel,

formerly of the State is now at

the Minnesota. "Fay" Tyler, for-

merly of the Lyric is press agent
at the State and Donald Alexander
former press agent for a musical
comedy house is now the publicity

man at the Lyric.

Pennsy Governor Re-
appoints Censors

GOVERNOR John S. Fisher,

of Pennsylvania, has an-

nounced the reappointment of the

present State Board of Motion
Picture Censors for the two-year
period starting June 1, next, to>

serve until the expiration of the
Governor's term. The board mem-
bers are : Harry L. Knapp, chair-

man ; Mrs. A. B. Patton, vice chair-

man, and Henry Starr Richardson,
secretary.

The Seltzer Theatre, Palmyra.
Lebanon County, announces that

Gordon D. Rex, formerly with the
Temple Theatre, Ashland, has been
appointed organist

The State Theatre, Altoona, pro-
vided the feature of the broadcast-
ing program of radio stat'on

WFBG, on the night of February
20, when the house organist, C la\ -

ton Brenneman, gave a recital.

A large group of theatre and!

film exchange men were guests oi

honor when the Astor Theatre.
Allentown, was formally opened on
the night of February 4, by John
Reiff, the owner. The Astor seats

550. Following the opening per-

formance Mr. Reiff entertained his.

guests at the Hotel Hanover.

The City Theatre, Williamsport,
which closed February 1, because
building operations of the North-
ern Central Company, next
door, interferred with some of the
exits, resumed shows on the night
of February 23. For the present,

however, performances will be held"

only at night.

Eli Lipschutz, who recently
bought the Tuxedo Theatre, Phil-
lipsburg, from George Kirby, has
announced he intends to re-equip
the house which recently had a fire

in the projection booth. He plans
to expend $5,000 on the improve-
ments and the house will be re-

opened under the name of the
Merit.

Mr. and Mrs. John Newkirk,
the former manager of Wilmer &
Vincent's Capitol Theatre, Read-
ing, announce the recent birth of a
seven pound daughter who has
been christened Dolores May New-
kirk.

The audience in the Family The-
atre, New Cumberland, filed out of
the house in good order when
flames broke out in the projection
booth on the night of February 21.

James Fitey, the projectionist, said
the film w-as defective and caught,
and a safety device failed to work-
when the film blazed up.
Manager Thomas Monohan, of

the Capitol Theatre, Lebanon, filed

a complaint with Mayor W. L.
B runner, that frames in the theatre
lobby have been repeatedly broken
open by persons stealing pictures
of movie stars.

Mrs. Ella Comerford. mother of
M B. Comerford, and sister-in-
law of M. E. Comerford, of Scran-
ton, heads of the Comerford chain
of theatres, died recently in her
home at Wilkes-Barre.
Harry D. Stearn has just been

transferred from Norfolk. Va., to
become manager of the Rialto pic-
ture theatre. Allentown, one of the
leading Wilmer & Vincent houses
in the latter city. Mr. Stearn suc-
ceeds M. M. Schenkman at the
Rialto, and has announced that he
will make extensive improvements
to the theatre.
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Several Schine Upper
N. Y. Houses To Close

THE Schines announced last

week that they are closing the

Strand in Canajoharie, the Rialto

in Massena, and the DeLux in

Utica.

The Avon in Boonville, will close

March 5 for alterations. The the-

atre in Cherry Valley has reopened.

R. W. Sykes, owner of the King
Theatre in Troy, has changed his

policy and is now using vaudeville

acts each Tuesday and Thursday
evening along with his picture pro-

gram.
Fred Maussert is installing the

Photophone in his theatre at Glens

Falls.

Miss Bucci, billing clerk at the

Universal exchange in Albany, was
ill at her home.
The Leland in Albany opened

last Monday with sound pictures.

Admission prices will be raised to

35 cents.

Kenneth G. Robinson, Paramount
exchange manager in Albany, and
Marvin Kempner, manager of the

Buffalo exchange, were badly in-

jured in an automobile accident one
morning last week on the Albany-
Schenectady road in a head on col-

lision.

George Thornton, owner of the

Orpheum Theatre at Saugerties,

was injured when his automobile
overturned.

William Smalley, of Coopers-
town, is spending several weeks at

Miami and other southern resorts.

Sam Slotnick, operating the Or-
pheum, James and Lincoln Thea-
tres in Utica, stopped over in Al-
bany one day recently.

William Benton, of Saratoga
Springs, was in New York City on
a visit.

Ed. Windbiel, of the Orpheum at

Amsterdam, spent a day or two at

a hospital last week while his ton-
sils were removed.
The American and Lincoln The-

atres in Troy are to be equipped
with sound apparatus.
The new theatre being erected

by the Stanley Company in the
Pine Hills district of Albany, will

be known as The Madison and is

scheduled to open this spring.

Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Schmertz
observed their fifteenth wedding
anniversary on February 15. Mr.
Schmertz is local manager for Fox.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Rosenbaum
observed their 13th wedding anni-
versary on February 19. Mr.
Rosenjbaum is employed at the
RKO exchange. Mrs. Schmertz
and Mrs. Rosenbaum are sisters.

Harris Amusements Of
Pa., Plan 2 Openings
THE Harris Amusement Com-

pany will open its Harris Me-
morial Theatre, McKeesport, about
the first of April. The house will

seat 2,500 persons, is of atmospheric
design and the construction cost

will be in the neighborhood of a
million dollars. The Harris Com-
pany will also open a new 1800-

seat house in Mt. Oliver in the late

spring.

The Triangle Theatre in East
Liberty is the first Pittsburgh the-

atre to install Moviephone.
Harry Klein is selling Phono-

films. Harry will be remembered
here as having been a salesman for

the Arctic Nu-Air Cooling Systems
the past summer.
Tommy Skelton, M-G-M booker

is recovering from an attack of the

flu.

Robert S. Mahati is a new sales-

man with the local United Artists

branch. He came here from tin-

home office.

M. S. England, who has been
handling Photophone in the Pitts-

burgh territory, is now in charge

of the Moviephone Agency. Fred
Solomon has taken over the Pho-
tophone.

Biophone is getting a strong

foothold in the Pittsburgh section.

The Rialto Theatre, Mt. Oliver,

one of the finest neighborhood
theatres in the Pittsburgh district,

had thte most recent Biophone in-

stallation.

At the annual meeting of the

stockholders of the Allegheny
Theatres Co., held in Hinton, W.
Va., recently, it was voted to dis-

solve the corporation and surrender

the charter. In the division of

properties, P. L. Dysard, who has

been manager of the chain, came
into possession of the Grand The-
atre in Ronceverte, which he will

personally manage.
Gregg and Pritchard, owners of

the Camden Theatre, Weston, W.
Va., plan to remodel the house in

the near future, and contemplate

an expenditure of approximatelv

$50,000.

Kathryn Kean, for many years

editress of the "Film Forecast,"

fanp publication published by the

Rowland and Clark Theatres, prior

to their sale to Warner-Stanley, is

now secretary to Manager Arthur
Goldsmith, of the Pathe office.

News Of Film Activity

In Milwaukee Sector

JOE SCARLOTTI of the Per-
fect Theatres at Stambough

and Caspian, Michigan was a re-

cent visitor at the exchanges. Mr.
Scarlotti opened his new house at

Stambough on Feb. 23.

Nate Weinbaum recently upset

the bowling league by rolling 278
which gives him high individual

game honors.

The Brin circuit of this city has
added to its string of theatres the

Grand at Oshkosh. This gives Mr.
Brin two houses in Oshkosh.

Leo Grebner, formerly at the

Majestic Theatre at Madison, is

now assistant auditor for the Brin
Circuit.

Fire practically destroyed the

Iris Theatre, Milwaukee, this past

week. Before the blaze was dis-

covered the entire rear end of the

theatre was burned away.
The Community Theatre Cir-

cuit's houses at Lake Geneva, and
Burlington will be equipped with
Pacent sound machines in the near
future. The Delavan house which
is now building will be similarly

equipped.

Fred Meyer, manager of the

Milwaukee Theatre Circuit has

been confined to his home tor the

past week witn sinus trouuie.

bam seidemian, zone salesman

tor Paramount was seriously in-

jured in an accident near Stevens

i'omt. Mr. Seideiman s car over-

turned when it hit a snow Dank,

in attempting to right tne car ivir.

Seideiman s leg was fractured.

Jack J^evois has Deen appunucd
manager ot the isrin ineatre at

Menasna.
Uut of town exhibitors visiting

exchanges last week included l*rank

Welter of the Grand at Wausau;

J. Copeland of the Allen at Jet-

ferson; Charles Guelson of the

Badger at Stoughton; Neil Duffy
of the Elite at Appleton; J. P.

Adler of the Adler and Trio The-
atres at Marshfield ; Steve Dorece
of the Crown at Racine ; Peter

Gottsacker of- the Star at She-
boygan ; F. Harris of the Yander
Vaart at Sheboygan ; Mrs. Hen-
rietta Eckardt of Wisconsin Rap-
ids; and Mrs. E. Starke of the
Rex at Berlin.

Vitaphone Will Open
K. C. Service Station

KANSAS CITY, St. Louis,
Omaha and Denver territories

will^ be served by a "service sta-
tion" providing Vitaphone product,
which will be opened in Kansas
City March 2, M. C. Sinift, War-
ner Bros., branch manager at Kan-
sas City, has announced.

The General Amusement Com-
pany of Kansas City, Kas., has been
granted a charter to "conduct a
theatre, musical programs, dances,
endurance tests and other innocent
amusements." The company is in-

corporated for 100 shares at no par
value. The Wyandotte Theatre
Co., of Kansas City, Kas., incor-
porated for $20,200, also has been
given a charter.

The Uptown Theatre, Kansas
City, has changed its policy from
first run to first run suburban pic-

tures and will change its program
twice weekly now. A Vitaphone-
Movietone policy was inaugurated
at the Linwood Theatre, suburban
house of Kansas City, Sunday. Van
Garrison is manager of the Uni-
versal chain house.

A building at 121 North Main
Street, Ottawa, Kas., will be re-

modeled into a motion picture the-

atre by Dr. H. R. Webster. The
Liberty Theatre, Parson, Kas., has
been re-opened, according to Louis
Vaughn, manager. The Rivoli

Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo., will also

reopen in two weeks, according to

Tack Gross of the Sun Amusement
& Realty Co.
Among the out-of-town exhibi-

tors in the Kansas City market last

week were: Stanley Chambers, Mil-
ler Theatre, Wichita, Kas., Delmar
F. Harris, Concordia, Kas. ; W. H.
Weber, Great Bend, Kas. ; Sam
Blair, Belville, Kas., and C. M.
Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence,
Kas.

DesMoines Announces
Blank Promotions

HERB GROVE, manager of

the Riviera Theatre at Water-
loo, an A. H. Blank-Publix house,
since the opening of the theatre a
little over a year ago, has been
promoted to the management of

the Capitol Theatre at Cedar Rap-
ids, the newest of the chain of

theatres. Everett Cummings, man-
ager of the Capitol at Cedar Rap-
ids, will have the supervision of

the district, which includes the the-

atres at Cedar Rapids, Waterloo
and Davenport. With Nate Fru-
denfeld, who has supervision of the

theatres at Omaha and Des Moines,
he will act as assistant to Harry
David, manager in this division for

Publix shows.
Mr. Benge, who succeeds Mr.

Grove at the Riviera, comes from
Omaha.
William Youngclass, who has

been in partnership with A. J.

Latta in salesmanship work in

Omaha for the past year, was seri-

ously hurt in an automobile acci-

dent in Omaha last week.

The RKO Distributing Company
now has its signs on the windows
and is established in completeness

at the office which until two weeks
ago was FBO.
The M-G-M Club of the local

exchange office met last week with
Miss Goldie Sparr presiding. The
club members decided to meet eve-

ry week at 4:30 on Thursdays
with a social meeting every two or

three months.

P. T. Donahue, auditor for M-G-
M, left the Des Moines office,

where he has been for the past

four weeks, to check up die books
at the Omaha office.

A. H. Blank is expected back
the first of March from a trip to

Florida, where he was accompan-
ied by Mrs. Blank and one of their

sons.

C. E. Carragher, who operated

the Park Theatre at Clear Lake
for twelve years, has retired from
the theatre business with the sale

of his house to Levy and Melcher
of Des Moines.

A. Smith, of the theatre at Farn-
hamville, bought two rebuilt ma-
chines equipped with Mazda units

last week. The house had its open-

ing last week.
Max Frudenfeld, assistant to

Harry David of the Publix shows,

went to Toledo, Ohio, for the

opening of the Paramount Theatre

there.

Mr. Pratt, of the Fox Theatre

at Washington, Iowa, is planning

to install talking equipment the 1st

of March.
Several hundred persons escaped

without injury Monday night in a

rush for the exits of the Garden
Theatre at Sigourney, Iowa, when
a film in the projection room
caught fire. The theatre was
crowded when the alarm spread

through the audience. The fire was
cut before firemen arrived.

EMPIRE FILM VAULTS INC.
MODERATE PRICE FILM STORAGE

1 to 10 Container* $ .75 ver 100 Containers * -3S
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Motion /'
i c I it r e A cws

Sound For Empress In

Okla.. City. March 1

THE Empress Theatre in Okla-
homa Citj will open its

im on March 1st.

Vitaphone and Movietone equip-

ment is now being installed.

Mowing destruction of the

Midwest Film Exchange at 11"

S Hudson St., Oklahoma City,

last week. Mr. P. R. [sley, owner
and manager, opened up immedi-
ately in a ition across the

at No. 110 S. Hudson and
business again.

J. B. Terry, recentlj acquired
the New Theatre at Konowa, Okla.
Film folks throughout the Okla-

homa territorj wei ened to
learn of the de i Glenn Ellison,

salesman for Hon i Stati Film
Company.
A short funeral service was held

in ( tklahoma City, i vhich
the body was sent t" M
Minn., for interment.

The new Ritz Theatre, at Thir-
teenth and Sonewall Stn el , Ok la

mal openr
ing February 6th.

This theatre was built by a

group '

!

i it} business

men and is under the management
the A- H. Emmenhiser Theatres

Company, Inc. It makes the third

suburban theatre for Oklahoma
City opened during the past twelve

months.
j. B. Brown, operating thi I

Theatre at Shamrock. Texas, was

in Oklahoma City several days
last week negotiating for a sound
installation.

Wade F.llis announces the open-

ing of the Dreamland Theatre, in

y, Okla.

A. J. Bedford advises hi' has

been forced to close bis Palace

Theatre at Ft. Towson and Val-

liant, Okla., for the time being, on
account of an epidemic of influenza.

Word has been received that due

to the serious illness of W. W.
Winston, owner of the Xew Thea-

tre. Hanna, I 'kla.. it has been

necessarv to close this theatre tem-

porarily.

A. 1). Hopkins, of the Xew Kaw
Theatre, Kaw City, okla., came to

Oklahoma tin last Friday and

advised the various exchanges that

he had turned the management of

this house over to his son.

Thieves Roh Cincy

Theatre Of $415
THIEVES, who evidently had

the combination of the safe

in their possession, entered the Ru-

bin Theatre, Cincinnati, by forcing

a r , nd too! $415 from

the safe. The house is li i ati -1 al

14(1 West Fifth Street, in the heart

of the business d'strict.

L. B. Wilson, owner of a chain

of five theatre Ky..

just across the river from Cin-

cinnati, has formed a SJ5.mn
i

, i
i

poration to operate a new 5,1

watt broadcasting station in I

ingtoa Federal permit has already

been obtained, and the station will

be known as WCKY,
Schine's Ohio Theatre, at Sid-

ney, Ohio, has installed Movietone
and Vitaphone, l»>th of which were
featured beginning Feb. 27.

Philip Schmidt, ''4. doorman at

the Liberty Theatre. Cincinnati, for

man dead v hile taking

tickets one night i e< entlj

The ( Igden 1 heatre, ( lolumbus,
1

1 for

several weeks, has reopened as a

presentation house, with 11. M.
Kaplan a Musical

will 1"' offered in o mnei tion

with pictures.

Jan i

5; O ilumbus, ( (hio,

former publicity manager for the

Francis Hotel in thai city, has been

made publicity managei i I the Re-

gent-Stat< i oi pi n a1 ii n, al Sp
held. Ohio.

Roger Garrett, Aberdeen. S. li.

has been named as organist al Ihi

Regent Theatre. Springfield, Ohio,

Robert Schaefer. Phil-

lip Rowell, who has been guest

ist at the Regent, has gone
to New Vm k ti i

continue bis

Studies.

The Warren Theatre. Franklin,

Ohio, is now under managership
ot lames Elliott, the house ha\ ing

recently been purchased In Harrj
Kablc.

It is s< mi .
ill;, iallj rumored that

a new lions,- w ill be ei ected at Lee

and Pike Streets. Covington, Ky.

The project is said to be sponsored

bj financial interests from Cov-
ington, Louisville and Lexington,

Ky.

Active work has been begun on

the new Strand Theatre, Middle-

town. Ohio, which is being erected

bv Chifos Brothers at an estimated

cost of $320,000.

The Rainbow Theatre, Urbana,

Ohio, boasts of a new" Wurlitzer

n which has just been installed

by Byerly Brothers, who operate

the In >use.

Sixth Large Memphis
House Wiring

THE new Orpheum will have

-ound pictures by March 18,

according to Film Row report tins

week, making the new §1,500.0(10

house the sixth in Memphis' loop

district to have sound film equip-

ment.

Meanwhile, announcements from

the territorj indicate sound is

making fast strides into houses in

smaller towns.

Western Electric installations in

the Princess. Columbus, Miss., til-

read) in effect, is reported bj Ed
Kuykcndall. operator. The Prin-

cess is a <)l
»
<

» seat house.

Moviephone equipment is re-

ported installed in the Lexington,

Lexington, Mas-.

Orchestraphone installation is

reported in the Houston Theatre.

Houston, Mass.. owned by J. A.
West

Reported as contemplating im-
mediate installations, or as soon
as possible, are Frank (dick. box.

Louisville. Miss., and L. F. I lawn.

who controls the Imperial theatres,

at Forrest City, Brinkley and

M. ni, in. i. \rk.

Ludwig's State Theatre, at Tu-
pelo. Miss, was destroyed by fire

that swept a whole block of Tu-
pelo's business district last Thurs-
day night, causing a total loss of

more than $250,000

The Princess Theatre, Columbus.
Miss., comes in the "big league"

class with the installation of com-
plete Western Electric sound re-

producing system — Vitaphone,

Movietone and non-synchronous

devices—and extensive remodeling
and redecoi ation,

Mrs. Alma A. Walton, si
, ,

.

of the Memphis Film Board
of Trade, is in Xew York for a

cont'd
i

Carl l.aeininle. president oi t

m

versal, passed through Memph
route to Hot Springs, Ark., last

Thursday night.

Morton Van Praag, general sales

director of Universal, was in

Memphis last Monday, en route

back to Xew YoHk from Hot
Springs.

Columbus, Miss., will have a new
negro theatre when remodeling
a -lore building is completed hv
1

.
i Cooper.

R. V. Medium's is reported to

have resigned as manager of the

Capitol and Xew port Theatres,
Newport, Ark., to become field

manager for a new company which
is to take over operation of the

theatres at Marked Tree. Poca-
hontas, and Walnut Ridge, Ark..
formerly operated by the Tri-State
Theatres Corporation.

T. J. Simmons, formerly man-
ager at Gurdon, another former
Tri-State house, will take McGin-
nis' place, it is reported.

J. O. Dcrtman, former attachi oi

the Strand, Memphis, has become
assistant manager at Loew's State.

He succeeds Robert E. Fowler,
wdio became manager of Loew's
Strand when Harold Evans left

to become manager of Loew's
Richmond. Va.
H. B. Travis, formerly ad man-

ager with the Memphis Paramount
branch, is writing publicity for the

Loew Memphis theatres.

Savannah, Tenn., has a new
house, the Churchwell, which
opened Friday, February 22. E. K.

Churchwell is owner. The house
seats approximately 200.

The Pacent Electric Company
has opened branch office in Mem-
phis at 502 South Second Street,

with J. N. Talley in charge.

Theatres reported closed during

the last week include: Colonial,

Swifton, Ark.; Electric, Decatur,

Ark.: Electric, Mulberry, Ark.;

Stanley's Met, Philly

Closes Temporarily

THE Stanley Company's Met,

a 4,000-seat house at Broad &
Poplar Streets, which was opened
only 5 months ago, li.is closed its

doors and will remain dark for the

present at least. The Met was
leased by the Stanley Company
and the Stiefels for a term of 5

years at an annual rental of $30,
000. Several smaller bouses in

the vicinity of the Met which were
compelled to close their doors after

its opening may now have an op-

portunity to reopen.

The policy of the Stanley Com-
pany's Orpheum Theatre, German-
town, Philadelphia, has been

changed from vaudeville and pic-

ture to a straight picture policy.

For the present at least the Or-
pheum will be run on an all-sound

policy, opening with "Interference,"

and as its opposition, the < lerman-

town is not wired, it will probablj

suffer as a result.

The concert given b> the Stan

ley Music Club in the Stanley

Theatre on Sundaj evening, Feb-

ruary 24th, was featured by an

excellent interpretation of the

"I'athctnpie" symphony of Tschai-

kowskj bj a group of 100 mem-
bers of the Philadelphia ( Irchestra
under the direction of I >r. Arthur
Rodzinski.

The Forum Theatre. Frankford,

Philadelphia, was the si cue oi a

real wedding i 1 1 env mj last .

when Jesse W. Fletcher and Miss
i lora Xagle were married on the

;i of the theatre. At the < low

of the ccrcmoin the young couple
received main varied and useful
eiils contributed hv business men
oi the neighborhood

Petition Blue Repeal
At Orlando, Fla.

J
I iHN B I VRROLL, former
general manager of the five

Consolidated Amusements hj

in Tampa, and who was promoted
a few months ago to district man-
ager of the eight Publix houses in

Tampa, Lakeland and St Peters-
burg, received another promotion
tins week. He is now supervisor
of all the Publix theatres in South
I'lorida. The new position places
him at the head of 17 theatres with
headquarters at Miami.

Charles K. Ellis, who will be
remembered in Tampa through his

connection with the S. B. T. Prop-
erties, in the boom days, dropped
in on us again last week.
A petition was presented to the

city council of Orlando this week
requesting the repeal of the ordi-
nance prohibiting Sunday movies.
\iler throwing out several hundred
names it was found there was still

sufficient to require action. Mayor
Giles said he did not think the
council would repeal the ordinance
so an election would be necessary.

E. George Wood, formerly on
the West Coast for Publix. has
been assigned to production work
in Jacksonville and Miami.

Fred Lee, who has been in

charge of advertising for the I'lor-

ida Theatre, Jacksonville, for a

year, has been promoted to assist-

ant manager of this house, accord-
ing to announcement

Jesse L. Clark, district super-
visor for Publix, with head-
quarters in Jacksonville. re-

turned last Thursday from Miami,
accompanied by C. B. Stiff, per-

sonal representative of L. F.

Schneider. Southeastern division

supervisor of theatre management.
Henry 1). Behr, of Xew York,

of the Publix electrical department,
arrived Thursday in Jacksonville
to make a survey of the electrical

situation in I'lorida theatres.

Grand, At Louisville

Closing For Repairs
^'^HE Grand Theatre. Louisville,

is closing during March for

repairs.

S. 1.. Martin, Columbia Vmuse-
ment Company, Ashland, Ky., who
has been sick for the past month,
is now improving.

Vitaphone and Movietone were
initially presented at the opening
of the new "sound policy" at the

Princess Theatre, Mayfield, Ky.,

Monday night, February 18.

The Community Theatre, Brad-
fordsville, Ky., was destroyed by

fire recently.

The Kentucky Theatre, Louis-

ville, has raised its price of ad-

mission tij^ 25 cents since the in-

stallation of sound equipment.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

Title

College Cuckoo..
Her Salty Suitor

His Wild Oat
Lonesome Babies
Lost Whirl. The

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Star Rel. Date

Murdock-Cavaller June 1 . .

.

June 20 .

McOougall Kids July 10. .

.

Jack Cooper Aug. 1 .

Irving-Cooper July 1

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels
Loto' Boloney, a!!! McDougall Kids June 10

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

After the Storm Bosworth-GMbert-Delaney April 17 . .
.
5459 feet Sept. 15

Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston 5838 feet

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July 1 5649 feet

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7— 5537 feet Sept. 15

Court-Martlal Holt-Compson Aug. 12. . .
6014 feet

Dawn Special Cast 7500 feet

Desert Bride. The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26 5528 feet

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct 15... 6267 feet

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May 1 .5592 feet

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14 5925 feet

Modern Mothers Chadwick-Fairbanks. Jr.-Kent . May 13— 5540 feet

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25 . .
.
5544 feet

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Eltz 5701 feet.

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston 6465 feet

Raider Emden, The Special Cast 6021 feet

Ransom Wlfson-Burns June 7— 5584 feet

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes 6085 feet

Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23 5725 feet

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livingston-ChadwIck.July 13— 6401 feet

Scarlet Lady, The De Puttl-Alvarado Aug. 1— 6443 feet

Sinners' Parade Revler-Varconl 5616 feet.

Sporting Age. The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2. . .5464 feet.

Street of Illusion, The Keith-Valll 5988 feet.

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden 5988 feet.

•({Submarine Holt-Revler-Graves 8192 feet

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25. . 6048 feet

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvingston-Von Eltz June 19. . . .5752 feet.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valll-Glass

•({Donovan Affair, The Jack Holt
Faker, The Logan-Delaney-Oland
•({Fall of Eve, The
•t{Lone Wolf's Daughter. The Lytew-Olmstead-Kelth 6214 feet

Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves
Trial Marriage Eilers-Kerry

•( (Younger Generation. The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

SepL15

.May 5

Sept. 8

June 2

Sept. 22

Title Star Rel. Date

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy" Aug. 5 ..

Ladles Preferred Jerry Drew July 8 .

.

Leaping Luck Davis-Collins July 29
Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton July 22 .

.

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Luplno July 15. .

.

Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale Oct 7...
Magic City The Our World Today Nov. 11 . .

.

Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct 28. .

.

Misplaced Husbands. Dorothy Devore Nov. 25. ..

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec. 16 .

.

Oh Mama Miller-Hutton July I...
On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept 9. .

.

Only Me Luplno Lane Jan. 20. .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18...

Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12. .

.

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24. .

.

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10. .

.

Pirates Beware Luplno Lane Sept 9. .

.

Playful Papas J erry Mandy Dec 1...
Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30. .

.

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20 .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4. .

.

Rah Rah Rahl Dorothy Devore June 3

Roaming Romeo Luplno Lane July 29...
Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17. .

.

Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10 . .

.

Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Oec 16 . .

.

Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept. 23 .

Skyway man. The Reed Howes Nov. 18. ..

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec. 23 ..

.

Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21...
Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17

Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2 .

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26. .

.

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13 .

Wedded Blisters Luplno Lane Aug. 26 .

.

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13...

Whoopee Boys Mon*y Collins Feb. 10...

Who's Lyln? : . .Davis-Collins June 10...

Wife Trouble : Robert Graves Sept 23 .

.

Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 16...

Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec.116 .

Length Reviewed

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels June 30
2 reels July 14
2 reels July 14
1 reel June 21
1 reel Sept. 15

. 1 reel Nov. 3
2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Nov. 10
1 reel June 23
1 reel

2 reels Dec 19
. 1 reel Nov. 24
.1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel Dec 1

.1 reel June 23
.2 reels

. 1 reel Dec. 1

2 reels SeptlB
.1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct. 6
2 reels May 26
2reels July 21
1 reel June S

1 reel Jan. 19
. 1 reel

2 reels Oct. 8

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct 8
1 reel June
1 reel Sept 29

. 1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel

.2 reels Aug. 4

.1 reel Dec 18

.2 reels Ja,.. 12
2 reels May 28
I reel Sept 8
1 reel June 30
2 reels Dec 19

Length Reviewed

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Bride's Relatives, The Burke-HNI-Gribbon 2 reels

Reviewed

Feb. 2
*t{ Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels

•({Lion's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels Dec 1

*t|Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

EDUCATIONAL
Rel.Title Star

All In Fun Jerry Mandy Oct 21..

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6..
America's Pride Our World Today Oct 7 .

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17.

.

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27.

.

Be My King Luplno Lane Dec 9.

.

Best Dressed Woman In the World . .."Our World Today" Feb. 17..

Blondes Beware Johnny Arthur July 15 .

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18.

.

Call Your Shots Al St John Sept 15.

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24.

.

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14..
Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct 7.

.

Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8.

.

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept. 9 .

Crown Me .Wallace Luplno. . . June 3.

.

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27..

Felix the Cat In Astronomeows "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8.

.

Felix the Cat in Futurltzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24.

.

Felix the Cat In Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22.

.

Felix In Outdoor Indore ."Sullivan Cartoon" June 10.

.

Felix the Cat In the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5.

.

Fighting Orphans—Evening Mist Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19.

.

Fisticuffs Luplno Lane Oct 28 .

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3..
Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec 1

6

Girlies Behave Jerry Drew Sept 9.

.

Gloom Chaser, The "Big Boy" June 24.

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14.

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13.

.

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12..
Hard Work Wallace Luplno July 29 .

HayWIre Stone-Dale Nov. 4..
Hectic Days Luplno Lane June 17
Her Big Ben Gene Stone 1 reel

He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12.
Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11.
Homemade Man, A Lloyd Hamilton June 17.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1.

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2.

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec 2.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Luplno Jan. 6.

In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec 30

.

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19.

* Hitarn synchronized score, f Means fonts! effect*.

Dste Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct 27
.2 reels

1 reel Oct. 6

.2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels Nov. 10

.1 reel

2 reels June 23
.1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept 29
.2 reels

.2 reels Oct 13
.2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel July 14
1 reel Sept15
1 reel May 28
1 reel Dec 22

.1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel Jury 21

1 reel Sept 22
.1 reel June 30
.1 reel Sept 29
.Ireel Aug. 4
2 reels Oct 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
.2 reels Seot 8
.2 reels June 2
.1 reel Oct 27
.2 reels

2reels July 28
1 reel July 14

.1 reel Oct 27
2 reels May 28

Feb. 2
1 reel July 14
.2 reels Oct 27
.2 reels June 9
2 reels June 23
2reels Sept 29
2 reels Nov. 10
2 reels

.Ireel Nov. 24
.2 reels Aug. 11

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15... 7000 feet.
Inspiration George Walsh May 10 6759 feet

Into No Man's Land Santschl-Blythe June 15 6700 feet.

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklln. 5355 feet.

Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankln-Lease July 15 6400feet.
Manhattan Knights Bedford-Miller Aug. 27 6000feet
Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31 ... . 4700 feet
Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31. . .6520 feet.

RKO
FEATURES

Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno...

Reviewed

Date Length Reviewed

8. .. .6351 feet

.6888 feet... Mar. 24

.4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet ... Feb. 29

. 4869 feet

.5487 feet

.6249 feet ...Mar. 17

.6085 feet. . Sept 22

Rel

..Jan. 8.

Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13.
Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7.
Bantam Cowboy, The Buzz iarton Aug. 12.

Beyond London's Lights Shumway-Elllott Mar. 18
•({Blockade Anna Q. Nllsson Dec 16

.

Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April 1

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 28.
Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept 16.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnce Mar. 4.

t}Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct 7.

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3.

Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11

.

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26
Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7

.

Dop Justice Ranger-Martin June 10
Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2.

Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July I.

Freckles Bosworth-Fox. Jr. Mar. 21

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4.

•({Gang War Borden-Plckford Nov. 18.
Headin' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16.

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23.

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11.

•tSHIt of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept 23.

•({Jazz Age, The M. Day-Falrbabks, Jr.-Walthall

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26—
Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8 4769 feet

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21. .. .4647 feet

Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11 4801 feet

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldweli May 28 ...
. 6429 feet

Loves of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17 5181 feet.

6291 feet .

5621 feet .

5984 feet

5043 feet .

4802 feet..

4758 feet .

8131 feet

4899 feet .

. 6337 feet .

5249 feet..

Jan. 28

Dec'i

.6337 feet

.6245 feet

.Aug. 4

Mar. 10

April 21

§ Meant voice ( including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title Beam AH Talkie.
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ritla Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

.4785 feet

4903 teet

6331 <eet ...Aug. 11

.4781 feet... Feb. 11

4884 teet ... Jan. 7

6419 teet Dec 23
.4714 feet

6059 feet

6297 feet

5812 feet Oct 13

Oct 20
6967 feet... Mar. 17
6037 feet Sept 29
5493 feet

Title Star

6324 feet

4778 feet.

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

. 1 reel Sept 29
1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

2 reels June 16

Man In the Rough, The Steele-King May 20.

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dee. 23

•tJPertect Crime. The RIcb-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April 22.

Pinto Kid, The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29
Red Riders ot Canada Mliler-Byer April 15

Rough Rldln' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4.

Sally of the Scandals Love-Forrest Jury 15.

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct. 14 .

Singapore Mutiny, The Ince-Taylor Oct 7.

.

Sinners In Love Borden-BonJon Nov. 4
Skinner's Big Idea Washbum-Sleeper-Trevor April 24

Son of the Golden Waet Tom Ml* Oct 1.

Stocks and Blondes Logan-Gallagher Sept 9

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore-Lease Dee. 2..

•t|Taxl 13 Conklln-Sleeper-Trevor Nov. 18 . . .6760 feet.

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19 4884 feet.

Texas Tornado, The Tyler-Dairo June 24— 4793 feet.

Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4 4957 feet.

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8. . . .4758 feet.

Trail of the Horse Thieves, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13...

Tropic Madness Leatrlce Joy Dec 18.

.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 28..

Vagabond Cub, The Buzz Barton Feb. 10
Young Whirlwind, The Buzz Barton Sept 16. . . .4762 feet.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25

Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept 16. .

Beef Steaks, The Hellum-Davls Dec 30. .

.

Casper's Week-end Hill-Duncan Dec 9

Come Meal Al Cooke Jura 11...

Curiosities No. 1 Novelty Sept 26...

Curiosities, No. 2 Novelty Oct 10. .

.

Curiosities, No. 3 Novelty Oct 24 .

.

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec 6. .

.

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec II...

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill Sept 16 . .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan Sept 16. .

.

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11 . .

.

Honey Balks Hellum-Davls Dec 2. .

.

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Sept 9. .

.

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14
Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule Seot 30

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4.

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule Sept 2
Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule Jutv 2
Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct 28
Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn Oct 14. . . .2 reels.

•t}Odd Facts Curiosities 1 reel

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct 7 2 reel

Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept 23 2 reels

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct 27 1 reel

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 2 reels July 28

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct 24. ... 1 reel

Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn Sept 2 2 reels

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct 7 2 reels

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct 14. . . .2 reels

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn Sept 9 2 reels

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Down Our Way Valll-Caldwell-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ona, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Gun Law Tom Tyler Mar. 3
Hardboiled O'Nell-Reed-Tashman
Idaho Red Tom Tyler Mar. 3
Little Outlaw, The Buzz Barton

•t JLove In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roscoe)
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•t jRlo Rita Special Cast
•tjSyncopatlon Bennett-Watson-Warlngs Band
Upperworld
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson
Voice of the Storm von Eltz-Sleeper ;;.

.

Heart ro Heart Astor-Hughes
Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12.
*<}Hls Captive Woman Sllls-Mackalll Mar. 10.

.

His Captive Woman Sllls-Mackalll Feb. 3.

*t}Man and the Moment Billle Dove April 7..

Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April 1 .

.

LadyBeGood Mackalll-Mulhall May 6
•tSLIIae Time Moore-Cooper Nov. 8.

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Barthelmess-O'Day April 8
,

Love and the Devil Sllls-Corda Feb. 24 .

Mad Hour, The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4.
•Naughty Baby Whlte-Mulhall Dec 16

.

tNlght Watch, The Dove-Reed Sept 9
Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 26.

.

•tOutcaat Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11

.

Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug. 19.

.

Phantom City, The Maynard-Gllbert Dec 23.
•t Scarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec 9

•tSeven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 17.

.

Seven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Jan. 27.

.

•tShow Girl White-Delaney Sept 23.
Strange Case of Capt Ramper German Cast July 29.
•tjSynthetlc Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6

.

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10
Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June 3
Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May 13.

Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov. 28.
•tWateifront Mackaill-Mulhall Sept 16

.

Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10.

Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquette June 17.

.

tWhlp, The Mackalll-Nllsson-Forbes Sept. 30.
Wright Idea, The Hines-Lorralne Aug. 5

.

Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20

Rel. Date Length

July 22... 6071 feet

.8400 feet

Reviewed

Sept 10

6592 feet .. April 14
6608 feet .. June 2
8967 feet Mar. 24
.7700 teet . .May 19

.6360 feet":;;;;;.;;

6612 feet

6100 feet

6822 feet

6100 feet

.6887 feet

6237 feet

Oct 13

Seot 1

Dec 8
Aug. 28

jiii'i

. 6133 feet ..Nov. 10
. 7534 feet . June 9
6730 feet Jan. 12
5834 feet

.5731 feet ..May 19

.6021 feet

6185 feet

6976 feet... Dec I

.8898 feet .

. 6058 feet.

.6300 feet.

.7187 feet

July 7

Sept. 22
Sept 22
May 28

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Broadway Babies Alice White
California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
Comedy of Ufe. The Sllls-Corda Mar. 10
*t .Children of the Rltz Mackalll-Mulhall Feb. 24

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

%
""* Jun" '" »tDivlne Lady Grlffith-Varconl

2 reels Sept 29

2 reels Oct 20

Divine Lady, The Grlffith-Varconl

.

«t{Hot Stuff Whlte-Bakewell
Hot Stuff ._. Whlte-Bakewell

.Todd-Fazenda-Conklin.

Mar. 3... 10015 feel

Mar. 31

April 14
...Mar. 24.

< ree 8 House of Horrors, The.
, '

, Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
$

ree." *fLove and the Devil Sllls-Corda Mar. 24

J
ree

,

19 *t§Man and the Moment Billle Dove Feb. 10

V eel
,* a ii Man and the Moment, The Billle Dover Mar. 17

%
ree' 8 SoDl- " *t§Pat and Mike Milton Sills

i
ree

;

s Prisoners Corlnne Griffith

\ n"f •tSaturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 17
Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 10
*t§Squall, The Joyce-Loy-Hackathorne
Weary River Barthelmess-Compson 8000 feet.

*t§Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10.

Why Be Good? Moore-Hamilton Mar. 17.

*t§Why Be Good? Colleen Moore Mar. 17.

791 6 feet ...Feb.
7000 feet ...Jan.

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Title Star

•!Alr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rolllns.

.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Sept 30... 7702 feet Sept 8
Blindfold O'Brlen-Moran Dec 23. . . .6598 feet. . . Jan. 8

8... 5792 feet ...April 21

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star ReL Date

Devil's Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 5 . .

.

Fagasa Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. .

.

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. .

.

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29. .

.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 6. .

.

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•tAdoratlon Billle Dove Dec 2. .

.

Barker, The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept 30 .

•tjBarker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Dec 30. .

.

Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25. .

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. 11 . .

.

Butter and Egg Man, The Mulhall-Nissen Sept 2 .

Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22. ..

Children of the Rltz Mackalll-Mulhall Feb. 17. .

.

Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 15..

.

Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb. 17. .

.

Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConnell July 1...
Companionate Marriage Branson-Francis-Walling Oct 21. ..

•Crash, The Sllls-Todd Oct 7. .

.

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct 14...
Glorious Trail, The Maynard-McConnell Oct 28...
•tGood Bye Kiss, The Ellers-Burke-Kemp July 8...
Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24. .

.

Harold Teen Lake-Brlan-Whlte April 29. .

.

•tHaunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4...
Hawk's Nest The Sllls-Kenyon May 27...
Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8. .

.

Heart of a Follies Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18. .

.

Length Reviewed

5800feet
5700feet
5700 feet

6000 feet

6200 feet

Length

6360 feet.

7137 feet.

7137 feet... Dec 15
7402 feet.... May 12
6500 feet... April 28
6467 teet

8730 feet... May 19

Reviewed

..Jan. 19
July 7

.6365 feet.

Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17
Cowboy, Kid The Rex Bell July 15

.

Don't Marry Moran-Hamllton June 3.

Dressed to Kill Lowe-Astor Mar. 18.

•t§Dry Martini Gran-Astor-Moore Oct 14.

Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29
Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8.

Fleetwing Norton-Janls June 24.

Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pidgeon Jan. 1.

Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12.

Hangman's House McLagl en-Coll ver- Kent May 13

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May 13.

Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30.

Honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 6.

Horsemen nt the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11.

*t}ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Jan. 20.

Joy Street Barrymore-Alba Dec 9
Love Hungry Moran-Gray April

*t}Maklng the Grade Moran-Lowe Oct 7..
Me, Gangster Collyer-Terry Oct 8..

•tjMother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct 28.

.

•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaolen Oct. 22.

.

News Parade, The Stuart-Phlpps May 27.

.

None But the Brave Morton-Phipps-MacDonald Aug. 5.

.

No Other Woman Del Rlo-Alvarado June 10.

.

Painted Post, The Mix-Kingston July 1 .

.

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11 .

.

Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennlck Sept. 23 .

Play Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22.

.

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29

Rrver Pirate, The McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26 .

Road House Barrymore-Alba July 15.

.

Romance of the Underworld Astor-Elllott-Boles Nov. 11.

.

•f$Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19.

.

•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brlen Nov. 4.

.

Taking a Chance Rex Bell 4876 feet

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan 6000 feet

Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNamara Mar. 25. . . . 5112 feet

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10 4921 feel

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol Sept 16. 5337 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

Bear Knees Animal Comedy
Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec

6417 feet.

4293 feet

5708 feet..

6566 feet..

7176 feet..

6109feet..
5148 feet..

4939 feet .

5038 feet..

4404 feet

6518 feet... May 19
461 8 feet... May 19
6120 feel

6188 teet . . May 28
.4397 feet.... Mar. 24

.8724 feet ...Dec 29

June 23

July 21

..June 9
Mar. 17

..Nov. 10

..May 12

. . Sept 8

..Jan. 14

6042 feet..

10.100 feet.

6863 feet..

6679 feet..

5034 feet..

5071 feel..

4952 feet..

6086 feet..

5641 feet..

5200 feet.

Oct 10
Sept. 22
Mar. 17
June 18
Aug. 11

June 23
Jan. 8
Sept. 29
April 28

6132 feet... Dec 8
6937 feet.

4991 feet.

6162 feet.

9221 feet

8729 feet.

Sept. 22
Aug. 4

Jan. 12
July 28
Oct 14

April 14

Rel. Date Length

Aug. 5 2 reels

Oct 8

Reviewed

5600 feel

6227 feet

6225 feel

.5976 feel

.5886 feel

7300 feet... Nov. 24
7IOOfeet
7541 feet

5755 feet ... Dec 22
7426 feet ...July 7

.6502 feel

5957 feet.... Mar. 17

* Meant synchronized" tore, t Meant tonne? eifectt. § Meant voice (imclaiing ii alogae and incidental ion r j J

9
Cow's Husband, A Spenser-Temple June 24.

.

Daisies Won't Yell Rubln-Llncoln July 8.

.

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct 28..
Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5.

.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11..

Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug. 19..

His Favorite Wife Tyler Brooke July 22 .

.

Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10..

Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5.

.

Low Necker, The Marjorle Beebe Dec 18.

.

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 28 .

.

N eapolltan Days Variety Sept 2 .

.

On a South Sea Shore Variety April 1..

A. T. after title meant All Talkie

1 reel.

.2 reels June 23
.2 reels

. 1 reel

2reels Aug. 11

. 1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21

.2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11
2reels Jan. 14
.Ireel
. 1 reel

.1 reel
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net
Oregon Trail, The
Snowbound
Spanish Craftsmen
Steeplechase
Storied Palestine

Through Forest Aisles.

.

Star Rel. Date Length

Variety 1 feel

Variety Aug. 19

Variety Sept. 30

Variety Oct. 14.

Variety Dec. 23.

Variety Sept 1

6

Coming Attraction*

Title Star

Backwash Farrell-Duncan

1 reel.

1 reel.

. .1 reel.

. .1 reel.

. .1 reel.

Reviewed

..July 29

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Title Star Rel.

Ancient Arl, An Ufa Oddities Mar.
Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov.
Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities SepL15
•Booster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24
Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10.
Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct 15.

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22.

Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7.

Crazy House "Our Gang" June 2.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct 13

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct
Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12.

Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec 8
Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson-Bryon Jan. 5
Growing Pains "Our Gang" Sept- 22
Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec. 1

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14.

Heart of General Robert E. Lee. The. . Daw-Walling Sept 22
Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9

.

Hunted Willard Mack

B«f^8^•••. _ "•
iSlSr.ml Deylng Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-CaroL
Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18

Christine Jane I Gay nor

Fatal Wedding. The Astor-Bard liiikV • • • • a V • ;.
Four Devils, The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet— Oct 13

•t}Ghost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe

Girl Downstairs, The . . Moran-O'Brlen

Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast

*t}ln Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8724 feet— Dec 29

•tUst In the Arctic Special Cast 6474 feet. . . .Aug. 18

Our Dally Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer

Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan. „..
River, The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet Jan. 6

True Heaven
Veiled Woman, The
Woman, The Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge al Midnight The Mary Duncan
Corpus Christ! Raouel Metier Sept 8

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept 8

Family Picnic, The Raymond McKee 2 reele

Four A. M 2 reels

Interview, The Clarke-McCullough 01' Gray Hosa.Th* "Our Gang" Oct 20
Ladles' Man, The Chic Sales 2 reels •OP Gray Hosa, The "Our Dang" Oct 20

Date Length Reviewed

2.... 1 reel

5 1 reel

. . 1 reel

..2reels
• 2 reels Dec 1
.2 reels

.2 reels

. 2reels

.2 reels May 26

.2 reels

..1 reel

..Ireel

..2reels Nov. 3
,.2reels
. 2 reels

.2reels
. 2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

. . 1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3

..2reels

'Imagine My Embarrassment Charley Chase Sept 1.

K2m£3E """" """ " »ls Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sept 29.

t ". aih.
9 Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30

Tora-Alba
Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 6.

Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 29.

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10
Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar. 2 reels
Love 'Em and Weep Busch-Laurel 2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels

Ireel

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17.
Manchu Love ". SoJIn-Lee Jan. 12..
Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities Sept 1 .

Murder Ufa Oddities Sept 29.

.

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 6 .

.

Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28.

.

•Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9.

.

Off lo Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16..

Jan. 19

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels.

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2 reels

They're Coming to Get Mt Chick Sales

Treasurer's Report The Robert Benchley

Family Picnic The McKee June 30

George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30

Serenade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept 8

While Faced Fool. The Lionel Atwlll Sept B

GOTHAM
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date Length

.Falre-Washbum April 1 . . . .8200 feet

Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2.

Palace of Honey, The Ufa Oddities June 16.

•Ruby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19.

Sacred Baboon, The Ufa Oddities Sept 1

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24

.

"School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17.

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16.

Should Married Men Go Home? Laurel-Hardy Sept 15.

Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30.

'Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" Dec 15.

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec 22.
That Night Roach Stars Sept 15.

Tokens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2.

That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar. 2 reels

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 2 reels Dec 8
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19 2 reels

. 2 reels

2reels
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel

2reels
.2 reels

.2 reels July 28
2reels Oct 13
2reel8
.Ireel May 26
.2 reels

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. 2 reels Sept 29
. 1 reel

.2 reels July 28
. 1 reel

2 reels

.1 reel

..2reels

1 reel May 28

.Nov. 3

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Chorus Kid, The Falre-Washbum April 1 . . . .8200 feet. . . .April 14

Head of the Family. The Russell-Corbln 6260 feet *We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29. .. .2 reels.

Hell Ship Bronson Mrs. W. Reld-Howe»-Beery . . . May 1... 6432 feet.... May 12 W^Yo**% ^U
c
r
.

Ga
,

no
. L* ?

rees

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmsteed Aug. 12. .. 6200 feet. .. Aug. 11 When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar. .2 reels.

River Woman. The Logan-L. Barrymore Aug. 26. .. 6800 feet. .. Aug. 11 mn»Jorja».....
m
. Ufa Odd t es Oct 27. .. .1 reel.

.

Tum Back the Hours Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1.... 8600 feet.. ..Mar. 1? World s Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13....1ree..

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert 6420 feet Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Fob 2 reels.

United States Smith Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan June 1 . .
.
.6000 feet .... June 16 Comina Attraction*

Coming Attraction* Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Title Star Length Reviewed *t§Alias Jimmy Valentine Halnes-Hyams-Banymore Jan. 8000 fee! Nov. 24

.{Girl From Argentine. The Cam,,. Meyers... BeSy^^
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7. ..

Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28. .

.

Adventurer, The. McCoy-Sebastian July 14 4187 feet

•tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle

Beau Broadway Cody-Prlngle Sept. 29
Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy Sept 15 6896 feet

Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran Mar. 17 6344 feet

•fBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct 12 6053 feet.

Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas 6200 feet.

Cameraman, The Keaton-Oay Sept 29 6995 feet.

Cardboard Lover, The Davies-Asther Aug. 25 71 08 feet

.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19 5679 feet.

Length] Reviewed

6805 feet... May 6

feet July 14

•t§Bridge of San Louis Rey Alvarado-Torrence-Damita

.

•tjBroadway Melody (A. T.) Love-Page-King
Broadway Melody Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorralne-Gray.
Desert Law Tim McCoy
•tJDesert Nights Gilbert-Nolan

•t jDuke Steps Out, The Haines-Crawford.
Jan. 19

tc-mfpBt Dynamite (A. T.) Conrad Nagel

6037 feet'.'. '.'.AuqV
'4 ^f?" ™°ck

,
§«• Th6 « T.)..

.

.Davles-Arthur-Klno.
,m. * . •tfiGreen Ghost The

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31 .

.

Cossacks, The Gllbert-Adoree June 23.

Crowd, The Boardman-Murray Mar. 3.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naoel May 5

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther. Dec
*TExcess Baggage Halnes-Cortez Sept
•tFlying Fleet, The Novarro-Page
Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree

tjGreen Ghost The
*t§Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
*t§Hallelulah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Haines- Page-Percy
Honeymoon Flash-Moran-Grlbbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
•tjLastof Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel
•tJMan's Man A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
•SNIze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge

*t {Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocque
*t$Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls 7 reels

Jan.
1"- "—««—•••,«">-"

Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine

Jun'e'ie.'.'.'.'oOli feet j'nlw* is Spies. ... Special Cast

6661 feet.

8601 feet

8538 feet.

5838 feet.

6700 feet.

1... .7987 feet.

71 82 feet.

June 2

Sept. 15
. . Sept 8

. June I 8

. . May 19

..June 30
.Feb. 25

..Sept 15
. .Jan. 6

Sept. 29 Feb. 2

July 28
Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug, 11. .. 6620feet. . . Aug, 25 Spile Marriage Buster Keaton

Lady of Chance. A Norma Shearer Nov. 2. . . .7126 feet. . . JanT 26 s°" « Bl ?°° •••. M
J

cCoy" r̂azer -

Laugh. Clown, Laugh Chaney-Young-Asther April 14. .. .7045 feet ... June 1 ItJi?? •Kp n i" >»'V iVu
e_M

,

UITay
u

Loves of Casanova, The Special Cast. Jan. !!J,I
r
!fL°t-

M
.
ary Du8an' Th0 (A" T'> lhJ^!r

;
Ŵ

I"
er"Hackett

.Mar. 6500 feet.... Feb. 2

7652 feet... Aug. 11

Madamolsellerrom Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2 5441 feet

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct . . . .6576 feet

Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan.

Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug.
Napoleon Special Cast Oct
*t{Our Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastian Sept 8 7652 feet.

F atsy. The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 1 7289 feet

.

Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 5014 feet.

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo-ralne Oct. 26 5448 feet

.

•tShow People Davles-Halnes Oct 9 7453 feet.

Single Man, A Cody-Pringle Jan.
Skirts Chaplin-Balfour May 12. . . 5801 feet

Telling the World Haines-Page June 30 7184 feet.

tTrall of '98, The Del Rio-Forbes 11100 feet..

Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbea Mar. 24 5901 feet .

.

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24 61 50 feet..

•tWhlle the City Sleeps Chaney-Page Sept 15. . . .7231 feet.

.

•tSWhlte Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7. . .7968 feet.

.

Wickedness Preferred Cody-Prlngle Jan. 28.

Dec 1

•tVlklng, The Starke-Crisp.

*t§White Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams.
.8508 feet... Nov. 17

Oct. 13

Nov. 17

Title

Casino Gardens.
Confession
Friendship

Fuzzy Knight.

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

2 reels Dec 1

Ames-Nye 2 reels

Robert Edeson 2 reels

Songs Oct 27

•tWind, The GIsh-Hanson
(Woman of Affairs, A Gilbert-Garbo
Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Afiican Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27...
Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 18...

* Meant synchronized tcort. t Meant soand eHectt,

.5011 feet.

Nov. 23... 6721 feet.

5596 feet George Dewey Washington Songs Oct 27

.

George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17

Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels . .

.

Marlon Harris Songs Nov. 17

Marlon Harris Songs Oct 20
Marion Harris Songs Sept 29
Jlmtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle rvov. 10. . . .2 reels . .

.

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3 ."

Johnny Marvin Songs Sept 29
Joseph Regan Oct 13

Joseph Regan Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling

Locust Sisters Songs Oct 8
Man Higher Up, The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels. .

.

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13

M-G-M Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13

Odette Myrtle Songs Oct 20

A. T. after tide meant AU Talkie.

4435 feet.

July 21

. Mar. 2«

May 19

Jan. 5
.Oct 27
Aug. 18

.'.Novl 17

..Nov. 3

ReviewedLength

. 1 reel

.1 reel

§ Meant voice (inclading aft alogue and incidental songs)
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Title Star Rel. Dale Length Reviewed

Phlpps Sherman-Franclsco-Chadwlck 2 reels Dec 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct. 20

Ponce Sisters Songs Nov. 10 .

Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" 2 reels Deo. 1

Van and Schenck Songs Sept 29 Oct II

Van and Schenck Songs .. Oct. 27.

Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov.
Walt Roesner and Capltollans Jazz Band Oct

in

Length

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels . .

.

.2 reels

. 2 reels
. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

Reviewed

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel,

•({Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers Jan.

Avalanche. The Holt-Hill Nov. 10

•{Beggars of Life Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept IS.

.

Big Killing. The Beery-Hatton Mav 19.

.

Case of Lena Smith. The Esther Ralston Jan. 19..

•Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova Oct. 20 .

Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent May 26
Easy Come. Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21.

.

Fleet's In, The Bow-Hali Oct. 13..
Flfty-Flfty Girl. The Daniels-Hall May 12.

.

First Kiss, The Wray-Cooper Aug. 25 .

Fools for Luck Flelds-Conklfn May 7.

.

Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. II..

Haifa Bride Ralston-Arlen June 16

His Private Life Men|ou-Carver
His Tiger Lady Menjou-Brent June 9 .

tHomecomlng, The Parlo-Hanson
Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14 .

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18.

.

Kit Carson Thomson-Lane
Ladles of the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30 .

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10.

.

*+Loves of an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18. .

.

Loves of an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18.

.

Magnificent Flirt. The Florence Vldor June 2 .

•({Manhattan Cocktail Ari en-Carroll

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou Jan. 2.

.

Mating Call, The Meighan-Brent-Adoree July 21 .

.

Model from Montmartre Naldl-Petrovltch Sept 22. .

.

•Moran of the Marines Dbc-Elder Oct 27...
Night of Mystery, A Menjou-Brent April 7.

.

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17. .

.

•Patriot, The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept. I. .

.

Racket, The Melghan-Prevost June 30...

Red Hair Bew-Chandler Mar. 10...
•Sawdust Paradise, The Ralston-Howes Aug 25 .

*t{ Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12. .

.

Shopworn Angel. The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12. .

.

*t{Slns of the Fathers Emit Jannings Dec. 29. .

.

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec. 1. .

.

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24. .

.

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7..
Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26...
Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21 .

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20 .

.

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14 .

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec
Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23 .

.

*t{Varsrty Rogers-Brian Sept 29 .

"Warming Up Dlx-Brlan Aug. 4 .

.

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25. .

.

•Wedding March, The Von Strohelm-Wray Oct 8. .

.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec 22. ..

Wings Bow-Rogers Sept ...

•t{Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.) . . Bancroft-Baclanova-Lukas Feb. 16. .

.

Wolf of Wall Street, The Bancroft Jan. 26...
Woman From Moscow, The Negrl-Kerry

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23.... 2 reels. .

.

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2. . . .2 reels. . .

.

Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug, 18 1 reel

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22— 1 reel

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24. . . .2 reels. .

.

Call Again E. E. Horton Oct 20 2 reels

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13 1 reel

Companionate Marriage Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4— 1 reel

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27 2 reels

•Dizzy Diver, The (Christie) Billy Dooley Aug. 18. . . .2 reels. .

.

Novelty July 21 2 reels

Frances Lee Feb. 9 2 reels.

Date Length

5 .10471 feet

.6099 feet

.7560 feet

. 5930 feet

.7229 feet

. 7202 feet.

. 7866 feet.

. 5364 feet.

.6918 feet.

. 6402 feet

.6134 feet

.5852 feet.

.7640 feet.

6238 feet

.4690 feet

.5038 feet

.8100 feet

6528 feet

.6039 feet.

.7464 feet.

6792 feet.

7415 feet

7159 feet .

7159 feet .

4998 feet

.6051 feet .

.5506 feet..

.6325 feet..

5941 feet

5444 feet ...Nov. 3

5741 feet . April 21

7910 feet Dec. 18 '26

6600 feet . May
.9819 feet ...Aug. 18
7646 feet

.6331 feet

5928 feet

7373 feet

7112 feet

7761 feet

6323 feet

4792 feet

.7960 feet

.6218 feet

.6763 feet.

6514 feet

7029 feet

5962 feet

5834 feet

5802 feet

6509 feet

.8319 feet

.10400 feet.

5476 feet.

12 reels .

6810 feet

Reviewed

..Jan. 12

. Sept 28

..July 7

..Jan. 19
. Sept. 22
..June 9

..May 12

. Sept. 1

. May 26

. Aug. 25
. June 23

. Aug. 11

^ Nov. 17
June 2

. . Nov. 24
July 28
Aug. 18

Mar. 24

..June 30

..Jan. 12

..Jan. 26

.Oct 13

July 14

Mar. 31

Sept. 1

.Jan. 5

6938 feet

...Feb. 2

...Dec 8
. . . May 26
..April 14

...June 2

. . Sept 29

..Oct 27

...April 28

..Dec 15
. . . Sept 29
...Nov. 3

...July 21

. Sept. 8

..Oct 20
...Jan. 6

Aug. 26'27

..Feb. 2

...Dec 1

...Nov. 10

Reviewed

Title star Rel. Date
•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) ,., Bobby Vernon Sept 22
Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16 .

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug. 11...
Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept. 8 . .

.

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton Sept 15
Walls Tell Tales Madge Kennedy Aug. 4
Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12

Coming Attraction*
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogers 12103 feet April 28
•tBehlnd the German Lines Special Cast 8254 feet . Dec 8
Betrayal, The Jannlngs-Ralston-Cooper
Black Eagles George Bancroft
t{Burlesque James Barton
*t§Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Taylor-Brlan 7171 feet . . Feb. 2
•Carnation Kid. The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vidor
*t{Close Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll
•tjCocoanuts Four Marx Brothers
•({Concert, The (A. T.) Emil Jannings
•({Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell
•t {Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton
•t{Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton
•tFour Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•tjGenlus Is Born, A (A. T.) A. P. Heggle
*t {Gentlemen of the Press Walter Huston
*t§Half an Hour Ruth Chatterton
Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Cooper
•({Hole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder
•tjlnnocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier
•{interference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
Just Twenty-One Rogers-Brian
•({Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggle-Owen
•tLoooIng the Loop Werner Kraus
({Man I Love. The (A. T.) Arlen-Brian
•({Night Club (A. T.) Special Cast
•({Nothing But the Truth (A. T.). . . . Richard Dix
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton
*t§Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9. . .7643 feet ... Feb. 2
Redskin Richard Dix Feb. 9... .7402 feet ... Dec 1

Sins of the Fathers Jannings-Chatterton Dec 29
•tSoul of France, The Special Cast
Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
*t{TNT Harold Lloyd
•({Wild Party Clara Bow
•({Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclancva-Brook- Hamilton

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Bird In the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.) Lois Wilson Feb. 23. .

.

Bishop's Candlesticks. The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Vivien (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
False Alarm Fire Company, The Smith-Dale 1 reel

Giersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels. . Feb. 2
If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFarland
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewln
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.). Colored Cast Mar. 9 2 reels Feb. 2
Music Ha'h Charms (Chrls'le) Colored Cast
One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Christie—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23 2 reels

{Pusher In the Face, The Taylor-Hitchcock-Allen 2 reels
Ruth Etting Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1 2 reels

That Party In Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels
Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2
When Caesar Ran a Newspaper

(Christie—A. T.) Hatton-Hardy-Lorraine Feb. 9 2 reels :

Length Reviewed

2 reels Feb. 2

Feb. 2

Face Value
Footllght Fannie (Christie). . .

.

Footloose Wlmmen (Christie)

Gobs of Love (Christie)

Happy Heels (Christie)

His Angel Child (Christie)

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie). .

.

Home Girl, The
•Hot Scotch (Christie)

Hot Sparks (Christie)

Ko-Ko's Big Pull

Ko-Ko Goes Over
Ko-Ko Heaves Ho
Ko-K o Kleans Up
Ko-Ko's Catch
Ko-Ko's Chase
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone.

Bobby Vernon 2 reels

.

. Billy Dooley Dec 15 2 reels.

. Billy Dooley Jan. 19 2 reels.

. Bobby Vernon Feb. 16 2 reels.

Bobby Vernon June 2 2 reels.

. Gllmore-Kruger Dec. 1 2 reels

.

Jack Duffy Aug. 25 2 reels.

.. Bobby Vernon Nov. 3. .2 reels.

. Inkwell Cartoon Sept 8 1 reel.

.

Inkwell Cartoon June 23 . .
' reel .

Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25 I reel .

Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22 1 reel .

Inkwell Cartoon July 7 1 reel..

.'nkwell Cartoon Aug. 11 1 reel .

..L.Kwell Cartoon Oct 20 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9 1 reel .

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 8 ...1 reel..

Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17 2 reels.

Loose Change (Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 8 2 reels.

News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4 1 reel .

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 6 2 reels.

Off the Deck (Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23. .. .2 reels.

Oriental Hugs (Christie) Billy Dooley Sept 29 2 reels

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2 2 reels.

Patent Medicine Kid, The Krazy Kat Cartoon June i— 1 reel .

Phantom Mall, The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept. 29 1 reel .

Picture My Astonishment (Christie).. Frances Lee Oct 13 2 reels.

Prancing Prune Helen Hayes 2 reels

.

Rain Dropper, The.

Oct 13

. Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30 1 reel

2 reels.Say Uncle (Christie) Jack Duffy June 9

Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30 .

Sea Food (Christie; Billy Dooley July 14.

.

Sea Sword Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 1..

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10..

Show Vole Krazy Kat Cartoon SejrL15..
Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Die. 22..

Slick Slickers (Christie) Neal Burns Jury 7..

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmle Adams June 18.

.

* Meant lynchroniztd (core, t Meant touni efftcti.

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

•({Annapolis Loff-Brown Dec
Annapolis Loff-Brown Nov. 18.

.

Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29.

Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept 2 .

.

Blue Danube, The Leatrlce Joy Mar. 12.

.

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec 23 .

Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25.

.

Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept 30.

.

•({Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18..
Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct 14 .

.

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7.

.

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 5 .

.

Cop, The William Boyd Aug. 19 .

Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept. 18..

Elevator Girl, The Robert Armstrong Feb. 24..

Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24.

.

Flying Buckaroo. The Wally Wales Nov. 25 .

.

*t{Flylng Fool, The William Boyd Feb. 10.

.

Forbidden Love Llli Damita Oct 28 .

Forty-Flve-Callbre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17..

Geraldine Qulllan-Nlxon Jan. 16..

Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dec
Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque Mav 14 .

•({King of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept 30 .

Law's Lash, The Klondike iaog) May 20 .

•({Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 24..

Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 3.

.

Let'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15.

.

Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Seot 16

Man-Made woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept 9.

.

•({Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 6 .

Marlle the Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4 .

Midnight Madness Jacqueline Logan Mar. 26.

.

•fNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12..

Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec 2.

.

. 2 reels • tSNolsy Neighbors Qulllan-Vaughn Jan. 27.

2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels

. 2 reels

2reels

ReviewedDate Length

2. ...7957 feel

.7008 feet

4293 feet .. Mcr. 31

5722feet ... Sept IB
6589 feet ... May 26
4598 feet

4550 feet ..Mar. 31

.4846 feet

61 24 feet... Dec 29
6312 feet

6145 feel

9145feet . Dec. 30
7054 feet ... Sept 8

.6670 feel ...Dec 10

June 234476 feet

6670 feet.

.6787 feet... Jan. 19

16959 feet'
'.'.'. Dec 22

.4750 feet

7056 'eet Aug. 4
.10.196 feet April 29' 27
4683 feet ... Mar. 31

.6898 feet... Jan. 26

5888 feet... Jan! 28
5737 feet

5762 feet ... Sept 21

.5490 feet

4600 feet. ...Mar. 3

.6559 feet

'. 6070 feet.!
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Power Boyd-togan Sept 23 6092 feet SeptU
Red Mark, The von Seyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 28 7937 feet Sept 8
Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug, 6... .4520 feet. .. Mar. 17
•({Sal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jin. 4 Jan. 12

•t {Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20 . .
.61 32 feet. . . Jan. 20

Ship Comes In, A Rudolph Schlldkraut June 4 . .6902 feet June 23
•({Show Folks Qulllan-Basquette-Armstrong. . Dec 16. . . .6466 feet Dec 19

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.§ Meant coict (including dialogue and incidental tongt).
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Title Star Rel. Dale Lengti Reviewed

SlnTown Allen-Fair Jan. 20
Skyscraper William Boyd April 9 ...7040 feet ... April 14 Title

•t {Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec. Oct. 20
Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec. 30 5816 feet

•tjSquare Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10
Tenth Ave Haver-Varconl-Schlldkrant Aug. 5 6370 feet

Valley of Hunted Men, The Buffalo Bill. Jr Feb 19 . . .4520 feet . . . Mar. 3

Walking Back Sue Carol May 21 ... 5035 feet Sept.22
Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney Oct. 28....5937fee> . Oct. 2

RAYART (S. R.)
Star Ret. Date Length Reviewed

Branded Man. The Delaney-Marlowe May 6089 feet June 1

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables" SepL 9 1 reel SepLI
Animal Snaps Rarebits April 8 1 reel

Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables" July 15 1 reel

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 14... 2 reels Oct. 6

Bath Time Sportllght June 24 1 reel June 23
Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct 21 1 reel Oct 27
Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec. B 2 reels
Bunker Battlers Sportllght July 22 1 reel

City of Purple Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer SepL 15. . . 5937 feet

Danger Patrol, The Russell-Faire April 6076 feet.

Devil's Tower, The Buddy Roosevelt June . . . .4533 feet.

Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 15 5683 feet
Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April . . . .5976 feet

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschl 5800 feet.

Llghtnln' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt May 4797 feet

Man From Headquarter*. The Roberts-Keefe Aug. 1 5946 feet
Midnight Adventure, A Murphy-Landls May 5262 feet.

June I

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dec. 22
2reel8 SepL15

. . 2 reels Nov. 24

l"t Aufl" Shanghai Bound.
* r«e'» •+RChn ,.IH a flirt

Campus Carmen, The Sennett Girls SepL 23
Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25
Canned Thrills Sportllght Aug. 19
Catallna Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct. 21

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9.

Caught In the Draft "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan SepL 9 2 reels

Chicken. The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 28 2 reels

Circus Time Donald Haines 2 reels Feb. 2

City Slickers "Aesop Fables" July 1 1 reel

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23 2 reels

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6 2 reels Jan. 6

Covering Ground Sportllght Sept. 16 1 reel Sept. 8

Cross Countr, Run, A "Aesop Fables" Aug. 19 1 reel Aug. 18
Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" OcL 7 1 reel OcL 6

Day Off, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 1

Defensive Ends, The Football Sense OcL 28 1 reel OcL 27
Defensive Half Backs Football Sense OcL 7 1 reel Sept. 29
Defensive Line, The Football Sense OcL 21 1 reel OcL 20
•tDlnner Time "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke SepL 18 2 reels Sept 8
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke OcL 14 10 episodes. OcL 6

Early Bird, The "Aesop Fables" July 22 1 reel

Fair Affair, A Sportllght July 8 1 reel SepL 8

Fair Catch. The Football Sense OcL 14. .. .1 reel OcL 27

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 8
Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3— 1 reel June 9

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 15
Getting Together Sportllght OcL 28. . . .1 reel OcL 20

Girl From Nowhere, The Sennett Girls Aug. 5 2 reels Mar. 24
Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" OcL 28 1 reel OcL 27
Gridiron Cocktail, A Sportllght Sept. 30 1 reel

High Seas "Aesop Fables" Sept. 23 .

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30..

His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12.

.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4.

.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2..
Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8.

.

In the Bag "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26.

.

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11..

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportllght Jan. 6.

.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8..
Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Llmberlegs Sportllght June 10 1 reel

My Home Town Brockwell-Glass Mar 5608 feet

Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July ....4538 feet.

Phantom of the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar 5905 feet.

Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart Oct 1 6650 feet

Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec 5991 feet

Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April . . . .4627 feet

Trallin'Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar. 4308 feet

Coming Attractions
Star Length Reviewed.Title

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor .

.

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankln
Irene Rich

% "JjJ t.Should a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star

Overture of 1812 (Tschalkowsky).

Rel. Date Length Reviewed.

. Filmtone Harmonists
Val and Ernie Stanton ." Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans.
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

T!'Je

Marry the Girl

Million For Love, A.

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
Star Rel. Date)

Bedford-Ellis Mar. 1 .

.

Dunn-Howes April 15.

.

Length Reviewed

5300 feet... Mar. 10
5400 feet

1 reel SepL 22
.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 17

2reels Dec 8
.1 reel July 14

. 1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3

.1 reel Jan. 12
1 reel Jan. 5

Nov. 17
June 2

*t§Lincoln ( Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10 1 reel Feb.

Mall Man. The "Aesop Fables" Dec 22 2 reels

Magnetic Bat. The "Aesop Fables" ..SepL 30 1 reel

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" OcL 14 1 reel OcL 27
Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent Sept. 30 2 reels SepL 29
Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16 2 reels

Mouse's Bride, The "Aesop Fables" June 24 1 reel June 30
Muscle Marvels Sportllght OcL 14 1 reel OcL 13

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 18 2 reels

No Picnic Halnes-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7 2 reels SepL 29

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18 2 reels

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25 1 reel Dec 1

Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5 1 reel

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" July 29 1 reel Aug. 4

Players at Play Spotlight 1 reel Feb. 2
Polar Flight A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 1 reel Nov. 10
Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" June 10. . . .1 reel

Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller 10 episodes

Smith Catallna Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee OcL 21 2 reels OcL 13
Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 19. . . .2 reels

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" 2 reels Jan. 19
Soldier Man Harry Langden SepL 30 3 reels

South Sea Sagas Sportlight Sept.22 1 reel

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 8
. t .Stage Struck "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Static "Aesop Fables" SepL 2 1 reel

Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" Spot. 16 1 reel SepL 8
Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12 1 reel

Supple Sex. The Sportllght Aug. 5 1 reel SepL 1

Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 26
Targets Sportllght Nov. 25 1 reel

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec 23 2 reels.

Taxi for Two Jack Cooper SepL 2 2 reels

Taxi Scandal. A Jack Cooper OcL 28 2reels OcL 27
Terrible People The (Serial). Ray-Miller Aug. 5. . .10 episodes
Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23 10 episodes
White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 12
•tSWinnlng Patterns Sportllght 1 reel

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Feb. 2
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3 10 episodes

Title

Coming Attractions
Star Rel. Date

•tJGetaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31
•tGodless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost 10720 feet

Length Reviewed

Sept. 1

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Plct OcL 15

Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield.. . Aug. 15. 5256 feet. . April 2Ts

Age of Lust. The Emll Jannlngs L.T. Rogers
Air Mail Pilot, The Mehaftey-Metcalfe. . . . Hl-Mark 5000 feet

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern. . . Aug. 15 7545 feet

Arizona Days Bob Custer Syndicate SepL 15. 4345 feet

Autumn Love Lya de Puttl Aff. European. .SepL ..6reels

•tBIgHop.The Jones-Ralston-Hearn. B. Jones Corp.. Aug. 7000feet Oct. 8:

Brack Butterflies Rarston-Busch-Frazer. Quality Dist. . SepL 1. 6261 feet

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules

City Without Jews, The Soeclal Cast Avwon SepL 1 5000feet

Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Blschoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern.... June 1 5460 feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Arfa 6700feet

Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet

End of SL Petersburg. The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet .. June 18

Fangs of Justice Silverstreak-Walker . . . Blschoff 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool Emll Jannlngs L.T. Rogers 6100 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Meller Aff. European SepL . 6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veldt Aywon Sept. .6500 feet

Hearts of Men Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800 feet . SepL 15'

Into the Night Agnes Ayres Raleigh 6712 feet...........

House of Shame Falre-Hale Chesterfield... SepL 1 5300 feet... SepL 15<

Jealousy Lya de Puttl Brill SepL 1 . 5460 feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff. European SepL . . 6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vllma Banky Aywon SepL 6000feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding . . Russian Cast Amklno 7500 feet

Life's Like That Wlthers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June 18

Llgnts of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet

Little Wild Girl. The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dlst_. .Nov 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezla Borgia Conrad Veldt Universal 7200 feet. .. Jan. 12
Mother of Mine Special Cast Zakoro OcL .7200 feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 feel

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Plct 5573 feet. .
SepL IB.

Olympic Hero. The Charles Paddock Zakoro July . 5200feet

On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate. ...OcL 15 4657 feet -

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative -

Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . Aff. European. .SepL . 6 reels

President, The Mosjoukine-Vernon. ... E. L. Klein 8100 feet. .
Jan. 26

Prlmanerllebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet. .. Mar. 24

Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. . 6200 feet

Q Ships Special Cast 6000feet

Queen of the Chorus, The Faire-Lease Crescent Plct 5900 feet

Racing Throuqh Mae Marsh Aff. European. .SepL 7reels

Reilly of the Rainbow Division. . Hall-Garon Crescent 6040 feet

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality DIsL.. OcL 6100 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules

ScarletYouth Corliss Palmer Circle Plct. .. . OcL
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn ...6000feet

Shanghai Document Russian Cast OcL 13. .. 5000 feet

Shadows of the Night Hercules

Shooting Stars English Cast Artlee Aorll . .5800 feet April 2

Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield.. .
Aug. 1.

Silent Trail. The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15

.4890 feet

431 5 feet

Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17 Slmba Jungle Film Capitol Plct 8000 feet Feb.

•tiHigh Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale.
•tjLlsten Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan

•tiMlssing Man, The Lee Patrick

•tiOfrlce Scandal Phyllis Haver

Mar. 17.

Mar. 3.

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
TIM* Star Rel. Date Length

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Graves Sept. 5 5700 feet.

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15 5600 feet.

Golden Shackles Bonner-Wlthers Mar. 15. . . .6600 feet.

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landls June 22.

t Means soani eSectt.

Reviewed

Sky Rider. The Chamolon-Hughes. ...Chesterfield. . .June 15. .4900 feet

Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

Station Master, The Ivan Moskine Amklno June 16 .7200 feet

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern May 1 6603 feet

Tartuffe the Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern.. . April 1 6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

Ten Days That Shook the World.. Russian CasL Amkino Nov. 2 .7815 feet. . . Nov. 24

Thee Comrades and One Inven-
tion Russian Cast OcL 13. 6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 5917 feet

Two Brothers Conrad Veidt Ufa Eastern.. . July 1. 6300 feet

Untamed Justice Faire-Glass-Biltmore 57700 feet

U-Boat 9 Foreign Cast Jofa Prod 6500 feet

est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 1 5 4852 feet

* Meant synchronized score.

.5700 feet »V hen Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 Met.

§ Means voice (including ii alogae and incidental songs). A. T. after title means Alt Talkie.
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Title Star

Woman Templed The . Compten-Ward.

.

Yellow Pass. The Russian Cast Amklno Dec.
Youth Astray Johnson- Mattonl Ameranglo

Olst'r Rel. Oate Length

Aywon Sept . 6500 teet
"

. 600 feet

.6000 teet

Reviewed Title Star Rel. Data

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec. 18...
Body Punch, The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28 .

.

Buck Privates De Puttl-McGregor iune 3...
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10 .

.

Clearing the Trail Glbson-Gulllver Oct. 7 .

.

Cloud Dodger. The Al Wilson Sept. 30 ..

Count of Ten, The Ray-Ralston June 17 ,.

Crimson Canyon, The. Ted Wells Dec 16. .

.

Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18...
1

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Fare Enough. Poodles Hanneford Artclass 2reels
Mysterious Airman. The Weiss Bros 10 episodes
Fatal Warning. The (Serial) H. Costello-Graves ... Mascot PIcL 10 episodes Flyln "Cowboy, The G7bson-H7sbrouck July .

Nothing to Live For *lj0Z---. Cranfleld Clarke 2 reels Foreign Legion. The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept 23
She Said No.. Ben Turp n ......... Artclass 2 reels Four Footed Ranaer. The Dvnamlte (doo) Mar. 25.
Sophomore. The G. Neill-L. Graydon Hi-Mark
Spookey Money Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels
Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels
Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The ( Serial). . Specla Cast Mascot Plct. .. Oct 15 10 episodes. Oct. 13
Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct. Aug. 1.10 episodes.. Sept. IB
Who'sWho AUoy Cranfleld-Clarke 2reels
Vou Can't Win Serial) Weiss Bros

Title

Coming Attractions
Star Dist'r

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct
Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Four Footed Ranger, The Dynamite (dog) Mar. 25 .

Freedom of the Presa Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28 .

GateCrasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec 9.

•t§Glrl on the Barge, The Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 24
Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 3.

•t}Give and Take Sldney-Hersholt Dec 23

.

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29.
Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29

10 episodes Grlo of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamllton-Marlowe. . .Sept 30.
Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27 .

Guardians of the Wild Rex (horse)-Perrln Sept 16.

Harvest of Hate, The Rex (horse)-Perrln April 14.

Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec 2.

Home James La Plante-Delaney Sept 2.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

oonuaye oureia uas ura-r^Mern Honeymoon Flats Lewls-Gulllver Dec 30
Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7reels Hoofbeats of Vengeance Rex (horse >-Perrln June 16

Tryon-Mlller May 13
Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake. Chesterfield HoTl-leels

"'

•HChopln-a Passion Robertson-Brlnkley Powers Clnephone .„. .„. Hound of Si |ver (&£". Dynamite (dog) May 20
Dancer of His

;

Majesty. The Special Cast Amklno 7000 eel How to Handle Womei Tryon-Nlxon" Oct 14
Duty to be Silent ManaAlbana Aff. European 6 reels . Mri Hmhnlt-Nl.nn-Lnwk Nov 11
Escaped from K ell Muriat Esterhazy. Aff. Eurupean 8 reels 't^lTs Clever The Glmn Tryon Feb 17

Pr^re' B

hAN
„?:«f

rld - Th8
- teEST 1

2s
nr» « ,,„* ««" «S ZSo.:: ::::::: :

:

SoTgS:: : :::::::::::::::?*"

G^an^ndorMd
5

V.:: WW \ . griefs. ! WV.VW. Aff. furXan !

'. WWW. . 1 reels':

'

'

^ Kid. The
.

.

.

.
.Hoo, Gibson June 23

Length Reviewed

4179 (eel

4786 feet

6171 feet... Feb. 4

5202teet
5311 feet

4322 feet

6279 feet Sept 1«
4179 feet

.6357 feet ...Dec 22
5109teet
7828 feet June 30
4426feet
6474 feet ...Oct 2D
5597 feel

. .6908 feet.

.6552 feet.

5645 feet

.4194 feet.

6599 feet

.4596 feet.

. .4868feet.

. .4719feet.

. 5606 feet.

. 6307feet
6057 feet.

Dec 29
Sept. 22

uerman unaerworiu special oasi hit. curopean / reels «... „ c) \MQrni„„ Tho
•Great Power. The Special Cast BellTone .tSLonesome

9

Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European 6 reels

Laura LaPlante Jan.
tSLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20u™,,,,,,^,,!,,..., mu. European . ..oreeis... Love Me and the World Is Mine Phllbln-Kerry Mar. 4

S"
1

*;: ,
«ri

,H « "° Ufa-Eastern Made to Order Hero Ted Wells. June 3
Her Viennese Lover Asther-No an Aff. European 6reels fMan Who Laughs, The Veldt-Phllbin Nov. 4
Just Off Broadway Kelth-Chrlsty - '.*.....

Uttle Colonel. The Henry B. Walthal
Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss Aff. European
Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa- Eastern.

.

Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European

.... 5874 feet .

... 4095 feet .

.5591 feet..

...6832 feet..

Sept 11

..July 14

6509 feet

.Oct g
Feb. 11

Water. The M. Chekhov

.

When Duty Calls Special Cast. . Ufa-Eastern

.

*tMan, Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13

o „. "tjMelody of Love (A. T.) Pldgeon-Harrls-Wlnton Dec 2.
° reels Michigan Kid, The Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21

.

!• "J Night Bird, The Reginald Denny Sept 16.
.uruauyDreau... mary noian

.
. «n. curopean

J'
6
.?'

8
.. One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec 9.2 "m r°r'

a
„mfr«„„h.v rSifl.iH

8775 '0rt Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2South of Panama CarmeltaGeraghty
. Chesterfield

tfiiiiu Phyllis of the Follies M.Moore-A.Day Nov. 25.

,

T
r2 ?T»

•

' wP0ClalC DV-i.h'--ayk
r
n0 6500 'eOt Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4.Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovitch ... Aff European Price of Fear. The Cody-Thompson Oct 28.

Verdun SpeclalCast Rlchmount Put 'Em Un Fred Humes M»r 11
Vera Mlezewa (tentative) Denies.. Aff. European 7reels g^r^gers:::::::":::::::::: Trd Humes.'

"
\ W """July lo!

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27.

Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec 2.

rtldlngfor Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19.

*t {Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Feb. 3
Shield of Honor, The Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20
Sky Skidder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11

.

Surrender Phllbln-Mosklne Mar. 4
5844 feet Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1
6,4

_
7 ,eet Thirteenth Juror .The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13

6157 feet Thunder Riders, The Ted Wells April 8
Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18
Two Outlaws, The. Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18
•fjUncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Sept 2
We Americans Sldney-Mlller-Lewls May 6

Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrln Feb. 10
M77 1""* Wild West Show. The Glbson-Gulllver May 20

Wolves of the City Dec 2
Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22

6142 feet

.681 3 feet.

..4120teet

.10185 feet ... May 12

6674 feet... Nov. 10
.6733 feet.... Oct 27
.6030 feet ...July 7
6670 feet

5907 feet.

4230 feet.

.4200 feet.

.4472 feet.

.6288 feet..

.6957 feet.

5424 feet.

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Albany Night Boat Olive Borden July 20 . .

.

Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15 . .

.

Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Miller Aug. 1...
Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20. .

.

t{Cavafler, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1.

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pldgeon May 1

Oevll'8 Apple Tree. The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 18
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15
Floating College. The O'Neill-Collier, Jr. Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen J easel-Palmer Dec 20.
"jGhetto, The George Jessel Feb. 1

.

Grain of Dust, The Cortez-Windsor-Bennett July 10.
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10
Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20.
I- ouse ol Scandal Sebastlan-O'Malley April 1

l: dies of the Night Club Cortez-Leonard May 15
Ungarie White-McGregor July 1

•tlLucky Boy Jessel-Qulmby Jan. 10
Man In Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Jan. 10.

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec I.

Length Reviewed

6775 feet

5209 feet

Oct 27

5382 feet

. . .6172 feet . ..Dec 3n

5809 feet..

... 4364 feet .

5389 feet .

.

. April 28
...82 49 feet.. ..Mar. 10
.... 6179 feet . ..Feb. 4
...5598 feet.. ..Dec t

4353 feet..

5495 feet

4616 feet

...10600 feet.. ..Nov. 18

...9151 feet.. ..April 7
4497 feet..

.5254 feet

6126 feet..

.5334 feet.

.

.5516 feet..

5297 feet.

.

6553 feet.
.5676 feet.

.8500 feet.

5967 feet.

4348 feet.

Jan. 12

SUBJECTS
Rel

..Dec 5.

Ambuscade. The Fred Gllman June 16.

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec 19.

Big Game George Sid Saylor July 18
Bookworm Hero Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Dec 17

SHORT
Title Star

All for Geraldlne Sid Saylor.

.7786 feet ...Oct 20
({MollyandMe Brown-Bennert-Vaughn A-- ;

- ••• Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17..
...ghty Duchess. The Warner-Southern Oct 10 .. .6271 feet Broke Out Young-La Salle Aug. I..
» er of Sllenoe, The Belle Bennet Oct 20 .. .6554 feet Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwlck and Dog. . June 27.

.

Prowlers of the Sea Cortez-Myers June 30. . . .5160 feet Buster Trims Up Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct 17.

.

-; nbow. The Dorothy Sebastian Jan. 1 Busting Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Aug. IS..
•tiRepuUilon Keane-Standing ;"iv."" VAUi Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28..

Frazer-Borlo ...Aprlll ,.5102feet Calford In the Movies Lewls-Culliver-Phllllps Oct 15 .

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20

.

SquadB Right Grlbbon-Stone Feb.
Stormy Waters Southern-McGregor June
Their Hour Harron-Sebastlan Mar. 1

•tsTollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct 1

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10

Calford on Horseback Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps.

Date Length Reviewed

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels May It
2 reels

2 reels Sept 1

2 reels

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels

2 reels May 26
2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Sept. 20
2 reels Oct. 8

. , 5735 feet

5652 feet

7256 feet

J mi ;
Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulllver-Phlllips Sept 17
Card of Destiny, The Fred Gilman July 14
Cash Customers Younq-La Salle Julv 11

.

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec 1

Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22
Come on, Horace Arthur Lake Oct 8

.

Cross Country Bunion Race, The. . . .Sid Saylor Nov. 7.

Oct 20

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Gold ColorClasslo 1 reel
Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30

•HHawalian Love Caji.The '.'.'... Color Symphony.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' '.'.'.'.'.'.Dec 'tt.'.V.I reel.
.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

R
a
"2f^

Tra- Th -'
'

NeWl?" H°USe
'

?<""' '

•tSJapanese Carnival. A Color Symphony Jan. 1 . 1 reel

tS'na Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1 1 reel Nov. 17
•t}ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15.1 reel n„ ,. r,„ „,

•tUve Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel n n.J n .. _. f ? r°1, ' Du„n 2 w
MaudeMuller Color Classic 1 reel

Dear Old Calford Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllos Nov. 26

No Woman Allowed Color Classic . 1 reel R?
ath s

J
H
,
e
,
ad

. -~ Bob Curwood

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel
Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson

Tom. Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel ...........
•tjToy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1.1 reel

Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrin June 2.

.

Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2.

Daring Chances Jack Hoxle Dec. 15.

Dec 10 2reels Dec 1

.2 reels

2reels June 16
. .2 reels

. 2reels Dec 22
. 2 reels Nov. 24
. 2 reels

. 2 reels

2reels Oct 13
2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels May 8
. 2 reels

. .2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels Dec 16
10 episodes

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Broadway Fever Sally O'Nell
Family Row, The Windsor-Gray
Geraldlne Laird Belle Bennett Msr. 20
Girl Who Came Back (tentative) Eve Southern Msr. 10
Miracle. The Southern-Pldgeon
Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn
New Orleans Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1
Queen of Burlesque Belle Bennett

Rel. Date Length Reviewer:

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Jj>ve-T. Moore Sept 9. . . .6243 feet.

May 6... 4076 feet.

Reviewed

Arizona Cyclone. The Fred Humes

.

Dec
Feb. 3

East Side 2 reels

Fantasle Laemmle Novelty 1 reel

Farewell Lewis-Gulllver-Phlllips Feb. 4 2 reels Feb.
Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24.
Fiery Fireman, The Oswald Cartoon Oct 15.

Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb Oct. 20.
Fighting for Victory Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Nov. 12.

Fighting Kid. The Newton House June 9
Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29.

Finishing School Young-La Salle May 8.

Flsb Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21

.

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19.

Fox Chase, The Oswald Cartoon June 25
Full House, A Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll...June 13.

Fun In the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5.

Galloping Ace, The Jack Hoxle Sept. 22.

Gauge ol Battle, The Fred Gllman April 21.

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20.

Handicapped Laemmle Novelty Sept 24.

Have Patience Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Feb. 6
•tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4
Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2.

High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 8.

1 reel.

. .1 reel

. 2 reels

. .2 reels Oct 27

..2reels May 16

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

..2 reels Oct 20
. . 1 reel Oct 27
. .1 reel May 26
..2 reels May 16

.1 reel Oct 26
. 2 reels

. .2 reels Mar. 24

.2 reels May 18
. . 1 reel Nov. 24
. .2 reels

. .1 reel

.1 reel June I
. . 1 reel

* Meant synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.
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Title

Hollywood or Bust.

Hold Your Horses .

.

Homeless Homer...
Horse Tall, A
Hot Dogs.

Star Rel. Date

Arthur Lake SeptlO.

.

.Young-La Salle Jan. 7. ..

.Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7—
Oswald Cartoon Dec 10
.Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20

Length Reviewed

. .1 reel

..1 reel Dec. 22
.1 reel

. .1 reel

.1 reel July 28
. . 1 reel

. 2 reels Sept. 1

, . 2 reels

.2 reels May 20
. .2reels
2 reels

. 2 reels

1 reel July 2!

.2 reels

. 2reels
. .2 reels

. .2 reels

. . 1 reel

.10 episodes
. 2reels
. .2 reels Sept.2 9
. .2 reels

. .2 reels June J

.2 reels May 12
.2 reels Aug. 18
.2 reels

.2 reels

. . 2 reels

.2 reels Dec 28

.2 reels Dec 1

. .2 reels

..2 reels

..2 reels

.2 reels Oct 27

.1 reel OcL 13
1 reel May 19

Hurry Op Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27.

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29
In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23
Iron Code. The Jack Perrln June 30.

Junior Year, The Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Sept. 3

.

Just Walt Young-La Salle Sept. 26

.

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps OcL 1.

King of Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13.

Knockout Buster Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Mar. 6.

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor OcL 10
McGlnlsvs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalM .Aug. 8.

Men In the Row (re-Issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon Sept. 17.

Mystery Rider, The (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26

.

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6.

Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan OcL 31

.

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hardwick and Dog. .May 15.

Newlyweds' False Alarm. The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2.

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll June 4.

.

Newiyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan SepL 5.

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23.

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20.

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The. . . .Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28.
Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26.
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan OcL 3.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20.

Out At Home Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9.

Paddling Co-Eds L ewis-Gull i v er-Phill Ips OcL 29

.

Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon OcL 1

.

Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11.
Private Business Sid Saylor April 24 2 reels
Prodiqal Pup, The Canine Cast 1 r6«l SepL 18
Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11 1 reel Jan. 12
Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12 2 reels
Ranger Patrol, The Fred Oilman Aug. 11 2 reels . ...

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9 2 reels Jan. 12
Red Warning Jack Hoxlo Nov. 1 2 reels

Reel Life Long-Adams-Lay man- McPhalll . July 4..
Ride For Help, The Newton House July 7 .

.

Aiders of the Woods Edmund Cobb Sept. 15 .

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12.

.

Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood OcL 6..
Ropln' Romance Newton House Aug. 4 .

.

Rubber N9cks Sid Saylor Sept. 12.

.

Ruse, The Jack Perrin Aug. 25..
Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2.

.

Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16.

.

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler OcL 27.

.

Scarlet Arrow. The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3..
Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10..
Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27.

.

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14..
She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13.

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22.

.

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24.

.

•tSIck Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18.

.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept. 3..
Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31..
Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23.

.

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26.

.

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood SepL 8 .

Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Jan. 7.

.

Speed Sheik, The Arthur Lake June 18.

.

•tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon 1 reel
Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec. 5 1 reel Nov. 18
Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13 2 reels Jan. 12
Jail Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9 1 reel June 18
Tarzanthe Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12 15 episodes. July 21
Teacher's Pest Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14.
Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler SepL 29
There's a Will C. Klng-C. Dnherty Dec. 21.
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10.
Tlge's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwlek and Dr-g April 3.

Tracked Down Art Acord Jan. 6.
Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30.
Tr.cky Trickster, The Ben Hall June 4

.

Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23
Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwick and Dog Dec 12.
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty OcL 22
Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28.
WhoseWife Young-La Salle June 8
Winning Point, The Lewls-Gulliver-Phlllips Jan. 21

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3.

Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17.
Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21

.

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28.

Title Star

•({Minstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navy Blues .Arthur Lake
*t{One Rainy Night Laura La Planle Mar. 3
•+5Play Goes On, The (ArT.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7
t{ 3ort of Dreams, The Mary Phllbin

*t{Shannons of Broadway, TheCA. T.)James Gleason
•tjShow Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut
Smllln' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
*t{That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast
Watch My Soeed Reginald Denny
*t§You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26. . .

.

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11...
Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14...
Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28

Rel. Date Length Review*

. SepL 22

.6500 feet... Jan. 26

Length

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

RBvleive

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

2 reels June 1

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel OcL 20
2 reels

2 reels

2reels

2 reels July 28

2 reels Otc 8
1 reel June 20
2 reels OcL 16

*t{Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17 7972 feet
•tBattle of the Sexes, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13. . . .8180 feet.
College Buster Keaton July 29 5800 feet.
Drums of Love Philbin-Alvarado Mar 31 . . . 8350 feet
Garden of Eden, The Griffith-Ray Feb. 4... .7300 feet.
Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug, 14 7850 feet.
Ramona Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11 7552 feet.
*t§Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12 7980 feet.

•tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3 6541 feet.
Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence May 12 6400 feet.

•t Tempest J. Barrymore-Horn Aug. 11 9300 feet.

*tTwo Lovers .".Colman-Banky SepL 7 8500 feet.
•tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland OcL 29. . . .8041 feet.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t{Allbl. The O'Malley-Busch
*t {Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
•({Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
•{CltyLights Charlie Chaplin
Eternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varconi.
Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
tHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nlssen
Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 30 Jan. 26
*t§Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Jan. 23 8000 feet Feb. 2
*5Lummox <A. T.).

Reviewed

. Jan. 1 i

..Oct 20
..Sept. 28
..Jan. 28
..Jan. 14

SepL 30
..Feb. 4

..Jan. It

..Dec 15
May 19

..June 18

..April 28
..Nov. 17

Reviewed

Mar. 9 Jan. 28

10 episodes... Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish.

..2 reels OcL

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 22
. .2 reels

..2 reels July 28

. 2 reels

..1 reel

. 1 reel Aug. 18
. 1 reel Dec 8

1 reel June 30
. 1 reel Dec 1

. . 2 reels SepL 8

.2 reels

.1 reel May 26

.2 reels OcL 20
. . 2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.1 reel

...2 reels

...1 reel

.1 reel May 18
.. 2reels May 19
...2 reels Dec 8

. . 1 reel

. ..1 reel

. .2 reels May 12
. . .2 reels

. .1 reel Nov. 17
. . .1 reel Dec 3

. ..1 reel Jan. 5

.. 2 reels June 10

•t§Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron
•({Say It With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
•({She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens....
*f {This is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions ; .-. Terry-Petrovltch ..'...

Venus Constance Talmadge.

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date ReviewtLength

•tJCaught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle SepL 22. . . .6270 feet
Caught in the Fog McAvoy-Nagel 6428 feet

•({Conquest (A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wilson Jan. 19. . . .6729 feet

•Crimson City. The Loy-Mlljan-Hyams April 7. . . .5388 feet. . . April 12
•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24 5164 feet
•({Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris Feb. 23
•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook May 26
*t{Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 15
'{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4
•({Land of the Silver Fox.. Rln-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10.

•f§Lion and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvoy-Collier, Jr.Aug. 3

.

*t§Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5
•tSLIghts of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landls-Brockwell July 21 . . . .5267 feet

•({Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello OcL 6 6729 feet Nov. 24
•({Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9
•({My Man Fanny Brice Jan. 12 9247 feet Jan. 8

•({On Trial (A. T.) Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec. 29 8290 feet. . . . Nov. 3
•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12 4975 feet

•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10.

•Rlnty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin-Ferris-Nye Aorll 21.
*t . Sirnjiny Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1

.

•tSState Street Sadie Loy-Nagie Aug. 25

*t{Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28
*t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton OcL 20.

•f 5Women They Talk About I. Rich-Ferris-Collier, Jr SepL 8.

..4914 feet.. S9pt.22

.8693 feet ..OcL 27

...7077 feet ...OcL 21
.5179 feet

..6352 feet May 28
5644 feet... Jan. 26

6185feet. ..

.4820 feet .

.

9592 feet .

..7169 feet...

.7340 feet ..

7654 feet ...

.. 5527 feet . ..

Sept. 28
SepL 29
Sept. 10
April 8
Aug. 21

Coming Attraction*
Title Slat

*1 {Bargain In the Kremlin. The (A-T.)Joseph Schildkraut
•({Barnum Was Right

Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Coming Attraction*

Title Star

*t§Alllmony Annie D. Costello-Ferris-Rankln

Rel. Date Length Review**

Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson May 19 *({Argyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells.
•({Braggart, The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante
•({Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
•({Charlatan, The Special Cast
tSCIear the Deck Reginald Denny Mar. 24..
•({Climax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
•({Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

•({City, The Sldney-Gordon-Prlce-Swaln Mar. 17.

.

*t {Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips

•({Come Across Special Cast May 6.

Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosklne
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosiuklne
•({Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante- June 16.
Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert
•({Drake Murder Case, The
Erik the GrBat Veidt-Philbin
Eyes of the Underworld .William Cody
Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke
•({Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger. The Arthur Lake
•({Great Cinema Murder, The
tSHaunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
*t{His Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2.

({•itlCan Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21 .

.

•({King of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whlteman and Band
Man Disturber, The Reginald Denny

({Desert Song. The Boles-Kinq
*t§From Headquarters Monte Blue
•tjFrozen River Rin-Tin-Tin
*t§General Crack John Barrymore
•({Glorious Betsy D. Costello-Nagle 7441 ! eet . . . May
*t§Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue Mar. 23
•t§Hard-Boiled Rose Loy-Colller, Jr -Brockwell

•tSHonky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
njKid Gloves Nagel-Wilson
*t§Madonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costello

•tSNoah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brlen Oct B
•tjNo Defense Blue-McAvoy
•tSNo Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr
•t$One Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr.

•tiQueen of the Night Clubs Texas Gulnan
•{Redeeming Sin, The D. Costello-Nagel April 8

*t{Sap, The Edward Everett Horton
*t§Sonny Boy Al Jolson
•({Stark Mad (A. T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar. 2
•tSStoien Kisses May McAvoy
*t{Tlme, the Place, and the Glrl.The Olmsted-Withers-Klrkwood

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Star Reviewed

. Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 20

* Meant synchronized score, f Means $oxmd effects.

''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.I'.
Tille

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend

.

Ban|omanlac Eddie Peabody Oct 11

Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner SepL 21

§ Meant voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means AU Talkie.



728 Motion Picture News

Title Star Reviewed

Book Worm. The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 21

California Sonqblrdj. The Bell-Costes Sept. 1

Celeste Aide (Alda) Giovanni Martinelll July 7

Celeste Alda (Aldai Giovanni Martinelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips ot the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22

Cougati Company Violin. Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 29

Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22

Cycle ot Songs. A Florence Brady Sept. 1

Death Ship. The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 20

Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 28

Title Star Reviewed

Miss Information Wllson-Horton June 30
Morrlssey & Miller Night Club Revue June 16
Myers & Hanford Songs & Dances June 23
Night Court. The William Demarest June 18
Noan-Support Burr Mcintosh June 19
Pagllacci John Charles Thomas
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron OcL 20
Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Realization Herbert-Pam June Iff

Regular Business Man. A Robert Ober Sept. 15
Rlgoletto—Quartet Glgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29
Sharp Tools Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13
Soup Harry Delf Nov. U

Family Affair. A Arthur Byron Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Feminine Types Jean Barrios Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Florence Moore Song Program .

,

June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hlglns-leah Aug. 2P

Giving In Deef-Hopper Jan. 12

GusArnhelm 4 His Ambassadors Jazz Band June 23

Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 16

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra .. . . Jazz Band Sept 28

Jas se Stafford Orchestra Jao Band
Ind'an Baritone, The Chief Caupolican Aug. 28

Ingenues, The Jazz Band June 23

In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch Ullsi Clark

Jack North, the Ban-Jokester Songs Jan. 19

Larry Cebalos Undersea Review . Songs and Dances Sept. 1

Lash. The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16

Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23

Men Among Men Fred Ardath Jan. 12

Va Prononcer Ma Moll (La Julve) ... Giovanni Martinelll June 2
When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17
Winnie Llghtner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

.

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks .

.

Moulin Rouge Olga Checova.

.

Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Waiter Byron

.

Woman In the Night, A Maria Corda
Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

* Meant synchronized score, t Means soand effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

HollyWOOd—Continued

Wray Returns

John Griffith Wray has returned to mo-
tion pictures following a voluntary retire-

ment of a year's duration. His first direc-

torial effort will be "Diversion" for First

National. It will be a Vitaphone adaptation

of the John Van Drutan play.

Directors Switched

Sidney Franklin will direct Norma
Shearer in "The Last of Mrs. Chenej " for

M-G-M. Robert Z. Leonard was slated to

make the picture, but has been switched to

Marion Davies' next picture instead. This

will be Franklin'.- first talking picture.

Vaudeville Author

Andy Rice, vaudeville author who was
brought here by Fox, has been signed uu

der a long term contract by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer. lie will do original comedies,

dialogue for features and -kits for musical

screen revues.

"Coquette" In Work
Mary Piekford began work on the silent

version of "Coquette" recently. Sam
Taylor, who made the talkie version, will

also direct the synchronized production.

Saunders Leaves P F-L

Paramount ha- not taken option on con-

tract of John Monk Saunders, scenario

writer, and he has let t tie- company. Saun-

ders was under contract lor about three

years, and last worked on ••Dock- of New
York."

With First National

Ralph Lewis, Lucien Libtlefield, and Car
roll Nye have been signed by First Na-
tional for "The Girl in the Glass Cage"
which Ralph I lawson will direct.

Willat Signs

Irvin Willat ha- been signed to direct at

Firs! National. There is a strong po

bility of he ami hi- wife. Billie Dove, being
combined for a picture. This, however, will

not take place until Miss Dove has com-
pleted ''Two Careers."

Pathe Players
Ethlyn Claire and Lew Ayres are two

young players who have signed with Pathe.

New Clark And MeCullough
Norma n Taurog began direction of "The

Medicine Man" starring Clark and MeCul-
lough this week. This is the third of a

-cries of Movietone shorts with the fam-

ous team which Taurog has directed. Oth-

ers in the cast are Sylvia Field, Gavin Gor-

don, Symona Boniface, Fred Graham and
< 'lifford Dempsey.

Pathe Originals

Norman L. Sper and George R. Rogan
have been placed under a long term con-

tract to do originals for Pathe. Their first

two, "Smiley" and "Who Killed Anna
Ke.ine.'" were written in collaboration

with Jimmy Gleason and have been ac-

cented by Pathe.

12 Two Reelers

John Reinhardt, former actor who
branched out as an independent producer
and director with " S&tanesque, " litis com-
pleted a deal with Inspiration Picture- and
the Halperin Brother- whereby lie will

make a -cries id' 12 two reelers. They will

be comedies and dramas bearing the Inspi-

ration Halperin name. Release arrange-

ments are being made through Tiffany

St aid.

Ahbott—Moran And Mack
Mor.in and Mack, the Two Black Crows,

will be directed in their first Paramount
talker featured by George A.bbott, former
bage director. Ahliott recently directed

several short sketches for Paramounf in

the Long Island studios. Production is

scheduled to start early in March.

With Clara Bow
In the ca.-t of '-'The Wild Party," new

< l.'ir.i Bow Film, i- Marceline Daj

.

Xavier Cugat

Xavier Cugat, Spanish violinist and cari-

caturist, has been engaged by Pathe to

write the theme song, arrange the musical

score and design the costumes and settings

for a new talking film with a Spanish back-

ground.

"Goes Free Lance
Charles Kenyon, Fox scenarist, is lea-z-

ing the studio at the expiration of his pres-

ent contract. He intends to free-lance.

Paramount Signs Skelley

Hal Skelley, who played the lead in the
New York stage production of ".Burlesque"
has been signed by Paramount to play the

same role in the talkfilm version which gets

under way the middle of March.

Working For Fox
Ray MeCarey, formerly with Hal Roach,

is now working for Fox as a comedy con-
structor.

Alice Joyce In "Squall"

Alice Joyce plays the mother in "The
Squall," the picturization of the stage play
by Fir-t National.

"Listen Baby"
The lir-t Pathe picture to In- supervised

by William Counselman under his new eon-

tract was '

' Listen Baby."

In Chevalier Film

One ol the principal players in Maurice
Chevalier'- first screen vehicle for Para-
mount i- ( reorge Fawcel t.

"Behind Closed Doors"
Virginia Valli and I la-ton Glass are co-

featured in the Columbia production, ''K-

hind Closed Door-." mystery drama.

"B'way" Cast

(Hi- Harlan i- in the ca-t of Universal's

special,
'

' Broadway."
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Announcing

EASTMAN

EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

the proved sound film

_l_^iABORYTORY measurement of its sound fidelity

— actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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._ nether ithe in the magnifi-
cent TlewCoeW 's State"in Providence,
or in CentralAmerica's theatre beauti-

ful -~Jhe Cecilia"inPanama City, or in

the luxurious VantagesTfceatres"in
California - in fact, iDherever enterpris-

ing shou)men demand the best, ijou
u)ill hear enthusiastic endorsement
oi the {<fi»ert Morton Unit Organ as a
musical attraction.

No other organ approaches
i in quality,volume,

distinctiveness of tone , orchestral

resources or variety of effects. Ex-
clusive process ofmanufacture,
structural improvements,and -

patented features found inno other

organ,make it distinctly differ-

ent from all others. /^\
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1nC<"

Oet»Mr
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MtatMorimOrganGh
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PROSPERITY!

Guaranteed in the motion picture industry by "THE BROADWAY
MELODY," the Talking, Singing, Dancing Wonder Drama; WILLARD
MACK'S "THE VOICE OF THE CITY," 100 per cent TALKING,
also silent version; "THE DUKE STEPS OUT" (Haines, Crawford)

"THE FLYING FLEET" (Novarro) "ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"
William Haines' $2 Astor TALKING Hit; "THE BELLAMY TRIAL,"
The $2 Embassy TALKING Success; "WILD ORCHIDS" (Garbo) "A
WOMAN OF AFFAIRS" (Gilbert-Garbo) and many more great Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures.
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POWERS CINEPHONE Recording

Camera. Scientifically exact and
extremely easy to operate.

uality in ecordind

The finest musical score? the

cleverest dialogue? and the

most pleasing speaking voice

may be utterly ruined by poor

quality in sound recordings

Every Delicate Inflection of

the Human Voice, and All

Sound Recorded by

Powers

Clear-Tt

the Powers

with Perfect^

Fidelity by

CINEPHONE

PHONE

COMPLETE RECORDING

EQUIPMENTS Ready for In-

stallation—Estimates of Cost

furnished upon receipt of

M

POWERS CINEPHONE Sound Truck
with recording equipment for location work.

POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATIOT
TJ1 7 +U Aimnno NJ^nr V/->fL- f^if-Tj,.„,^^,. p.,;i^i;,



SCENE: Office of a leading first run exhibitor. Enter Mr. Exhibi-

tor, beaming and chuckling. He has just witnessed a trade

showing of Dotiglas MacLean's talking comedy-thriller, iw The

Carnation Kid." Mr. E. has the picture booked and lie's tickled to

death. He lights up a Corona-Corona and summons his secretary:

letter to Dou
Take a

MacLean"
"Dear Doug: I just saw your talking picture, The Carnation Kid' and it's sure a knockout from

every conceivable box-office angle. It's by far your best since 'The Hottentot' and it sweeps you

right up in the front rank of the talking stars. The way 'The Carnation Kid' mixes the thrills with

the laughs and the talk with the music is great. The story speeds along like a breeze. Every voice

in the picture is A-l. Frances Lee is the cutest little trick I've seen in some time. And the scene

where that big, beautiful blonde, Lorraine Eddy, tries to vamp you because she likes her men

rough will start any audience roaring. Congratulations,

Doug. A bow to AI Christie for giving you such a

swell show. And another to Al Cohn for writing the

story. What a break for you boys and Paramount

!

And for us smart fellows who have these great

Paramount talking pictures coming week after week."

AL CHRISTIE presents

Douglas Maclean
in "The

Carnation Kid 99

A Paramount Picture
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"Paramount has three short subjects now run-
ning; at the Criterion, N. Y., that far surpass any
sound shorts yet made. Thev are TWO LITTLE
CHINESE MAIDS', 'HIGHLOWBROW' and 'THE
FALSE ALARM FIRE COMPANY'. The three of
them will relieve any exhibitor of a lot of worry,
for after seeing them he will be in a position to
say to himself—'if a company can make them so
good in such a variety as I have seen, 1 need not
have any worry where I am going to get the short
reels I want in sound.' "

—Exhibitors Daily Review

CHRISTIE TALKING PLAYS— "The Christies
seem to have beaten all other producers to the
screen with their talking comedies of colored
life. —Motion Picture News

"THE CARNIVAL MAN"—"This two reel talking
act, with Walter Huston, is a knockout."

—Earl Hall Payne, Kentucky Theatre,
Lexington. Ky.

PARAMOUNT SONG CARTOONS—" 'Sidewalks
of New York' is the cleverest novelty in sound we
have ever seen. Howard Theatre audiences
applauded. It is recommended for every theatre,
regardless of size."

—Weekly Film Review (Atlanta)

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME" — "This talking
comedy, taken from Octavus Roy Cohen's Satur-
day Evening Post story, is great. Let's have more
of them." (Temple Theatre, Toledo, O.). "A riot
of stomach laughs" {Los Angeles Herald). "A
pride for the Christies" (Exhibitors Herald).
"Sprightly dialogue tells a bright story in excellent
voicing. Christie seems lo be 'in' " (Zit's). "The
good news on 'Melancholy Dame' has spread like
wildfire and any number of exhibitors have called
up for a booking." (R. R. WUbahks, Branch
Manager, ('.harlot to. N. C.)

A TIP
SHORTS

MARAMOUNT has captured the

sound short feature business. No question

about that. This company's entrance into

the field has turned sound shorts from a

headache to a box office joy Real quality

and popular appeal of the subjects has

done it. The difference between Para-

mount's class one- and two-reelers and

the rest of the product in the field is a

matter of comment throughout the trade.

Exhibitors by the thousands have been

quick to appreciate Paramount quality

in the whole show in sound.

P A R A MOU NT
ABE THE GREATEST Bl'Y



ON THE
MARKET

Proven lio.r Office JJTerit!

35 PARAMOUNT SOUND
ALTS Produced with the same class as

Paramount sound features. One- and two-reels.

Talking, singing, dancing. With such stars as

Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Eddie Peabody, Walter

Huston, Borrah Minnevitch and others.

13 CHRISTIE TALKING
Br I jAm S Including the famous Octavus Roy

Cohen Saturday Evening Post stories. First one,

"The Melancholy Dame", now cleaning up every-

where like an ace feature picture. Other talkers

featuring famous stars.

5 FAMOUS COMPOSERS
MUSICAL GEMS Produced by

James Fitzpatrick. Already a favorite with first-

run theatres. Twice as good in sound.

6 SONG CARTOONS Presented by

Alfred Weiss. Sparkling musical novelties that

get the audience singing.

EDDIE CANTOR—'"That Party in Person', Para-
mount talking short, ran 16 weeks on Broadway
to continuous applause." Criterion, Rialto, Para-
mount Theatres, Hippodrome.

"JUST ONE WORD"—'Interesting and amusing
for its novelty." —Billboard

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME"-Tou can't go
wrong with this one. Christies have set a tough
pace for themselves. If the others live up to this
standard, the whole group is worth buying."—Motion Picture News

"We are booking Paramount Sound Shorts as fast
as they are received by the exchange. Already
played Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting. Playing 'Just
One Word' and Borrah Minnevitch this week.
Have booked 'Sidewalks of New York', The Mel-
ancholy Dame' and Two Little Chinese Maids'.
This is indication of what leading first run
theatres think of them."—Royal and Newman Theatres, Kansas City

,

"Paramount Sound Shorts, 'Kisses', TMelancholy
t

Dame' wonderful. Exceptionally good."—Jacob Lourie, New England Theatres \

The Octavus Roy Cohen stories being made by
the Christies for Paramount release are examples
of what is liked best in sound shorts."—Inside Facts (California)

"IF MEN PLAY CARDS AS WOMEN DO"—"Will
amuse the women muchly. Well played."— Variety

"A BIRD IN THE HAND"— "Made by Christie.
Good entertainment with robust giggles. Audi-
ence found it very humorous." —Variety

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME"—"A very good and
well recorded comedy subject, playable in any
house on any bill." —Variety

RUTH ETTING—"Miss Etting has good appear-
ance on the screen and expert disc voice. Her
shorts are important. She stands a good chance of
becoming a decided favorite in them." —Variety

SOUND SHORTS
IN SIGHT OR SOUND



ANNOUNCING?

GENNETT
SYNCHRONIZER SYSTEMS

Developed, Manufactured

and Backed, by the Entire Resources of

THE STARR PIANO CORP.
One of the World's Largest Builders of High Grade

Pianos and Related Products

Gennett Synchronizer Systems
Are Pledged

to the same high standard of quality which has made possible the steady

continuous growth of this organization over a period of more than sixty

years and has achieved for it the position of outstanding leadership in

its present field it holds today.

Gennett Synchronizer Systems

will sell at $2,500—and offers

more value per dollar than any

other equipment you can buy.

Gennett Synchronizer Systems

The Biggest
Talking Picture

Hits
Will Be Served You by
the Leading Producers

Because

Gennett
SYNCHRONIZER

SYSTEMS

Will Stand
the Testare guaranteed to stand the

test by which every sound

equipment must ultimately

stand or fall—QUALITY REPRODUCTION
PLUS

DEPENDABLE UNINTERRUPTED PERFORMANCE

WATCH THESE COLUMNS FOR MORE DETAILED ANNOUNCEMENTS

Meantime Address

GENERAL SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
RICHMOND, INDIANA

More Than 700,000 Square Feet of Factory Floor Space

Equipped with Every Known Modern Device Ready to Meet the Demand for Gennett
Synchronizer Systems in Any Quantity
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Synchronized

score by

Josef

Cherniavsky 111 tie's talking and singing

ZIEGFELn STrfRS S}M.lTGljrG ZMKGFEWsn HITS—
Helen Morgan singing nBiU,n and "Can't Help fxrving That Man;" Jul™ BlcrNoe singing "Old Man River;" Aunt Jemima and the Ziegfeld

Plantation singers rendering "Hey, Feller," and "Com* On, Folk*"; Jerome Kern'» music; Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd's., lyrics.



OREB 1£MIERE

i

before the elite of the

country atMiami andPalm
Beachi*) on March 17th at

S§'00 Top

( -jlipHE grandest show ever put on! Three great forms
III of expression merged by master showmen into

the one giant entertainment that will establish new high

grosses for theatres throughout the land. As a novel

SHOW BOAT topped all others in sales ... as a Ziegfeld

Musical Comedy it is the big-money show of a decade

. . . and now ... as Carl Laemmle's talking and singing

triumph, it is positively the biggest of them all!

Capitol Theatre, Miami

Paramount Theatre, Palm Beach

UNIVERSALIS NEW ERA
IN ENTERTAINMENT!

•A KM.tMiitV FOI.I^lMtM* M*ROM r4JTMO*V OF M:M>^\1 FJEMIJBMSMVS
tremendous novel. With a brilliant Universal cast ... in action and dialogue . . . headed by Laura La Plante, Joseph Scbildkraut, Otis

Harlan, Alma Rubens, Emily Fitzroy, Jane La Verne and hundreds of others. Directed, Silent and Movietone, by Harry Pollard.



The wheels

are humming
WITH the introduction of the RCA

Photophone the statement was

made that "Superior facilities and su-

perior resources automatically attract

superior public support."

Although but ten months have elapsed

since the initial announcement of RCA
Photophone, the correctness of this

statement is attested today by a demand
that is taxing the production resources

of the world's largest electrical organ-

izations.

In this brief period, the RCA Photo-

phone has become the standard bywhich

the tonal quality and efficiency of sound

reproduction are measured. Sound pic-

tures made by the RCA Photophone sys-

tem of recording are receiving universal

public acclaim.

The facilities of the plants of RCA,
General Electric Company and Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing
Company are constantly being expanded

CHICAGO
1DO W. Monroe Si.

Room lain

l>EN\ I Ft

Hl7-I7th SI.

I . S. Noll. Hunk Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO
235 Montgomery St.

Rum Bldg.

to bridge the gap between date of order

and date of installation.

On the present basis, theatre owners

may confidently anticipate a calibre of

delivery service in keeping with the

resources and production scope of these

organizations.

And they may confidently look forward

also to an equipment that embodies all

the advances of today, plus the assur-

ance of such improvements as may de-

velop tomorrow.

Address <itt Inquiries to Commercial Department

isr \ piioiopiiom:. i\<
411 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America

%
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—it's an ugly word but

it says plenty—

SHOWMEN KNOW what the word means, You've

got to have it to stay in show business. To cope with

changing times, to hang on to a fickle public, to meet

the overhead requires—guts!

IN THE PAST YEAR this industry has witnessed

exciting and trying days. Theatres linked up with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product have stood like Rocks

of Gibraltar, firm and foremost, secure and safe. Of all

companies, Metro- Goldwyn -Mayer has given a bold

and uncompromising challenge to uncertainty by deli-

vering its greatest product during a time of greatest

need, M-G-M's unswerving answer to your need, Now
and Forever, is Great Pictures enacted by the magnetic

stars of popular favor. The past year has cemented

more firmly than ever the bond between Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer and the 15,000 theatres it serves. The past

year, too, has been a lesson in theatre insurance to



other exhibitors, who now finally recognize that the

one safe and dependable source of picture supply is

M-G'M* Day by day theatre-owners are switching

from previous affiliations to M-G-M, convinced by

sheer, outstanding, box-office performance,

LET US list briefly a few M-G-M releases of

recent months:

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS
(Joan Crawford)

EXCESS BAGGAGE
(William Haines)

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS
fLon Chancy)

THE CAMERAMAN
(Buster Kcaton)

SHOW PEOPLE
(Marion Davics -William Halnci)

WHITE SHADOWS
In the South Sea«

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS
(John Gilbert • Greta Garbo)

THE FLYING FLEET
(Ramon Novarro)

BROTHERLY LOVE
(Dane - Arthur)

WEST OF ZANZIBAR
(Lon Chaney)

etc., etc., etc.

AND HERE are some of the great M-G-M
pictures for forthcoming release:

WILLIAM HAINES in

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
(the $2 Aitor Thcafrc Talkine Hir)

JOHN GILBERT in

DESERT NIGHTS

THE BELLAMY TRIAL
(UrnaJwav'l new $2 Talking Picture)

— and Hits!

GRETA GARBO in

WILD ORCHIDS

WILLIAM HAINES in

THE DUKE STEPS OUT
THE BRIDGE

OF SAN LUIS REY
(The moit celebrated novel of fhe day)

Hits! Hits!

THE TRAIL
OF '98

With

DOLORES DEL RIO
and a mighty cast

CLARENCE BROWN
Director

ROBERT W. SERVICE
Author

FIRM AND FOREMOST BUSTER
KEATON



Broadway, N.Y.

gives DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

record-breaking welcome with

"The IRON MASK"
The first week of the showing of this great picture at the

Rivoli-United Artists Theatre surpassed by thousands of

dollars the highest gross ever made previously at this house

AT NOON! AT 6 P.M.!

TIME MEANS NOTHING—EVERY HOUR IS

CAPACITY HOUR AT THE RIVOLI—NOW!
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE



Sales
and

Service
throughout the country!

THE sales and service branches of Pacent

Reproducer Corporation extend from coast

to coast, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great

Lakes, and into Canada !

26 Sales and Service offices ready and eager to

serve you. Every man in the Pacent organiza-

tion knows that the idea behind each Pacent

Reproducer installation is service, satisfaction

and profit to the exhibitor.

Type 2MDA
Pacent Reproducer System

$2,500
Synchronous—Double Channel

Throughout

Complete equipment for houses
with seating capacity up to 2,000.

All electric operation. No batteries

of any kind.

For disc method of reproduction,
lint reproduces by sound-on-lilm
method with Pacent Film Attach-
ment, released soon.

Type 4MDA
Pacent Reproducer System

$3,500
Synchronous—Double Channel

Throughout

Complete equipment for houses
with seating capacity up to 4,000.
All electric operation. No batteries

of any kind.

For disc method of reproduction,
but reproduces by sound-on-film
mil hod with Pacent Film attach-
ment, released soon.

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Louis Gerard Pacent, President

250 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephones. Wisconsin 1030, 1029

Pacent Reproducer Systems Bring Most Return on Each Dollar Spent

26 Sales

and Service

Branches
ATLANTA. GA.

BANGOR. MAINE

BOSTON, MASS.

BUFFALO. NY.

CHICAGO. ILL.

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

CLEVELAND, OHIO

DALLAS. TEXAS

DETROIT, MICH.

DES MOINES, IOWA

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

KANSAS CITY. MO.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

MILWAUKEE. WIS.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.

OMAHA, NEB.

OKLAHOMA C'Y, OKI.A.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

PITTSBURGH. PA.

PORTLAND, ORE.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

SALT LAKE C'Y. UTAH

SEATTLE. WASH.

W. L. Brandenburg,
375 North Ave.. N. E.

H. C. Jewell,
38 Division St.

Edward Connolly.
44 Church St.

Harold E. Hughes.
311 Grant St.

J. J. Day,
208 N. Wells St.

C. L. Henry.
1602 South Boulevard

William McCabe.
3616 Morris Place

Ray Morris.
2108 Payne Ave.

F. R. Hansen.
304 S. Harwood St

.

Chas. Clark.
c/o Majestic Hotel

K. W. Bond,
Hotel Chamberlan

M. J. Doodv,
436 N. Illinois St.

J. Mitchell.
3010 Harrison

David Bledermann.
1819 So. Vermont St.

E. W. Gavin.
1335 Wisconsin Ave.

J. N. Talley.
1199 Vance St.

P. F. Talcott.
1909 Emerson Ave.

Louis R- Tlernev,
134 Meadow St.

A. P. Dessommes.
4723 Carondelet St

Carl R. Malm.
1511 Chicago St.

Al Bartlett,
515 W. 20th St.

Jesse Levlne,
1237 Vine St.

H. A. Lande,
1023 Forbes St.

A. West Johnson.
652 Overton St.

W (' Wheeler.
Federal Hotel,
Market St.

C. J llama!,
1185 8. State St.

L. V. Lamb,
2319 Second Ave

In Canada
TORONTO, ONT. M S Stein.

124 Olenvlew Itoad
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Pacent Reproducer

Systems

ARE BEING

SERVED
By These Leading Producers:

PARAMOUNT

FIRST NATIONAL

WARNER BROTHERS

M-G-M
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

VITAPHONE

UNITED ARTISTS

and others

£

Endorsed andPraised
By Scores of Exhibitors!

EXHIBITORS install sound equipment to make money. And
they are making it with Pacent Reproducer Systems. Scores

of telegrams from theatres, large and small, tell of the won-

derful success of Pacent Reproducer installations.

Not in one theatre, not in half a dozen, but in dozens of houses

Pacent Reproducer Systems are giving the highest degree of per-

formance and satisfaction.

We take this opportunity to thank exhibitors throughout the

country for their hearty words of praise and endorsement. The

Pacent Reproducer Corp. is dedicated to the one idea of supply-

ing better sound equipment at lower prices. Constant cooperation

with the exhibitor after equipment is installed is an outstanding

feature of Pacent Reproducer Corporation's service.

Pacent Reproducer Corp.
Louis Gerard Pacent, President

250 West 39th Street New York, N. Y,

Telephones: Wisconsin 1029, 1030

SALES AND SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. WRITE FOR LIST

^JAa^



March

Release

This Ad from the big Press Sheet gives

the cast and a taste of the dialogue

from "Black Waters."
Recreating the Broadway Stage Success "Fog" by

John Willard, author of "The Cat and the Canarj

Complete list first class ad accessories
including Talking Trailer.

Recorded by the

WESTERN ELECTRIC SYSTEM
BOTH FILM AND DISC

at the

METROPOLITAN SOUND STUDIOS
I lollywood

Produced by

British & Dominions Films, Ltd.

SEE AND HEAR
and judge for yourself.

EXHIBITORS CHOICE SELLING
See before you buy—buy our or all.

Educational Film Exchanges
Physical Distributors

Leav e-y our
eyes-at-
home week

a,,h, rivoli Y
z:zl"z

d

The Sensational Melodrama in Evening Dress
with this cast of favorites speaking the lines in

ALL-TALKING fi£7
James Kirkwood as "Rev. Kelly"

"I's just a poor servant of the Lord—come
to save souls."

"Damn you all! I'm giving a party in Hell,
and you're all coming with me, NOW I"

Mary Brian as Eunice

"Oh my dear ! I couldn't tell you why I came
to this awful ship—but now, take me away,
don't ever leave me."

John Loader as "Charlie"

"Get behind me Eunice. I've got the axe,
I'll smash through that door to the deck."

Hallam Cooley as "Elmer"

"Hang on to Elmer, something's got me by
the legs. Oh, damn it, pull; Help! "Help!"

'

Frank Reicher as "Randall"

"Mr. Larrabee wasn't expecting me tonight.
He always preferred my wife—Until he got
her!"

lu-u Hendricks as the watchman

"That drummin' you hear? That's Larra-
bee's blackbird—a cannibal e'is, a Voodoo can-
nibal that does Larrabee's dirty work. You
better not go aboard that ship young lady."

Noble Johnson as the Cannibal

His bare feet were as silent as his voiceless

lips, his black face matched the darkness, only
hi- eyes gleamed green as he fixed a dart in his

infernal blow pipe

—

Lloyd Hamilton as the Valet

"M-m-m-m-m (whistle) M-G-God! The
uh-uh-uh-uh- ( rt'ltistlc ) d-devil.

A Marshall Neilan Production
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Stop Crying! Go To Work!
The Small Exhibitor and His Present Crisis

By William A. Johnston

STOP crying! It is our belief that the

small exhibitor is devoting too much
attention to worry over his situation, and

not enough to work.
We realize fully that many little exhibitors

are meeting very serious, very depressing

problems, and, in some cases, insoluble diffi-

culties.

Because we know this to be true—and with

an earnest desire to help

—

Motion Picture

News will, within the next few weeks, pub-
lish a series of articles showing how small

exhibitors with aggressiveness and showman-
ship ability have overcome "the grief" that

is also burdening their fellow-exhibitors in

many parts of the country.

"Please give the little theatre a little help."

This appeal is made to us by a theatre

owner in thefMiddle West, who writes a very
strong summation of the situation now con-
fronting the smaller houses.

Their plight he lays to the following
causes:

Good roads

;

The building of community auditoriums
and arenas;

Talking pictures in the big nearby theatres.

The situation is serious. No doubt about
that. The casualties among the little theatres

are growing by leaps and bounds.
And, of course, the Middle West is the

chief scene of their demise. Out there, the

full effect of the good roads movement is

being felt by the exhibitor. If he is within a

reasonable distance of a big city, or even a
middle sized one, his theatres are virtually

reduced to neighborhood status. Instead of
being isolated as he once was, he's now prac-

tically in a suburb, because paved roads make
it so.

The building of public auditoriums, with
big seating capacities and affording plenty of

space for basket ball games, etc., is proving
added competition.

But, of course, the biggest factor of all is

sound. The larger theatres are wired. The
little houses—most of them—are not; cannot
afford the- equipment necessary to compete.
The result is that their former patrons, keen
about talking pictures in particular, drive

into the nearby city, and the small exhibitor's

gross goes down correspondingly.

No wonder the little exhibitor is trying to

figure out where it will all end.

Yet the small exhibitor is in exactly the

same status as the small retailer in any line

of business. And, while we sympathize
deeply with him, we believe nothing will be
accomplished by mere moaning on his part.

The cure for a bad situation is to get to

work and do something about it. Remember
that the whole industry is undergoing a revo-

lution—a change in style, a radical change,
which has turned everything more or less

topsy turvy.

It's like beginning all over again—in pro-

duction, distribution, exhibition. Never in

film history was there so great an opportu-
nity for enterprise, originality and the fight-

ing spirit.

The small exhibitor, like everybody else,

must grasp this fact. If he is in danger of

being licked by sound competition, we sug-
gest that he follow the example of D. V. Mar-
quis, of Bartow, Florida. His town was

(Continued on next page)



Motion Picture News

Mr. Woodhull Tells

Us What He Thinks!
March 6, 1929.

Mr. William Johnston,

Motion Picture News.
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, New York.

Dear Mr. Johnston

:

By this time you must have received many
letters of appreciation and congratulations

upon the pages of your weekly issue devoted

to the "Motion Picture News Weekly Box-
Office Check Up". I have studied each

issue carefully and desire to add my sincere

congratulations to those already received.

This compilation of box office results

should prove of great value to exhibitors. It

affords them the opportunity to take into

consideration location, weather, prices and
attractions used to complete or augment the

showings. Your plan of establishing 100%
as the normal business figure and then de-

ducting therefrom or adding thereto is a

happy and useful method because it elimin-

ates the publication of gross figures which
for many years I have considered a danger-

ous and destructive method. Publishing sal-

aries of stars and box office takings, many of

them false, have been used by common
enemies to our business in legislative halls

and other important places much to the

detriment of the welfare of our industry.

It is impossible for me to see all pictures

and I assure you that your box office check-

up has proved very useful to.me in my daily

work. Many plans to provide this necessary

information to exhibitors have been tried in

the past but I consider this present method
of yours the best one that has come to my
attention to date.

Cordially yours,

R. F. Woodhull
President Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America

Stop Crying! Go To Work!
(Continued from preceding page)

closed on Sunday. Adjoining towns were not

only open but were sound-equipped. He
couldn't swing a sound installation unless he

had Sunday opening. And if he didn't have

a sound installation, he couldn't stay in busi-

ness.

Instead of folding up, he went to work
and persuaded his town to vote Sunday open-

ing and saved the whole situation for him-

self. Shortly, his house will be wired.

Another instance of the fighting spirit:

the manager of an Atlanta suburban house,

W. J. Davis, had his own sound equipment
built and installed. Its reproduction quali-

ties are excellent, as we happen to know first

hand from one of our staff representatives.

These are two examples of successful ini-

tiative that have come to our notice. There
are, and will be, others, published in early

issues of Motion Picture News.

Of this the little exhibitor may be sure:

whatever the problem, it won't solve itself.

The greatest help the little theatre can get

is the help it gives itself.

Motion Picture News Col. XXXIX, No. ioMarch 9, 1929
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Wall St. Predicts Other Mergers

As Result Of Fox-Loew-M. G. M. Deal
ZUKOR BROWN DENIALS

State That There Is Nothing

To Rumors Of A Combin-
ation That Would Bring

About Balance Of Power

WALL STREET financial

circles, immediately after

the official announcement

of the closing of the deal by Wil-

liam Fox for the purchase of "a

substantial block" of the common
stock of Loew's, Inc., predicted

that this placing of the control of

the Loew Circuit and the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer productions in the

hands of William Fox would bring

about another series of mergers so

that the balance of power would

not remain with the Fox group.

Rumors to the effect that Para-

mount-Publix and the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum combine were re-

vived, only to be denied vigorously

by both Adolph Zukor and Hiram
S. Brown.
The official announcement of the closing

of the deal by Fox for Loew - M-G-M was

made on Sunday afternoon. As soon as

the market opened on Monday morning

Wall Street was buzzing with rumors of

other deals to come. The first liuk-up that

was predicted was that there would be an

understanding between Adolph Zukor, of

Paramount-Publix, and Hiram . S. Brown,

of Radio-Keith-Orpheum theatres and pic-

tures, whereby the operation of the R-K-0
theatres would be taken over by Publix for

a period of five years and the R-K-0 in-

terests would devote themselves to the mak-

ing of pictures. Later in the day there was
another story to the effect that the Warner
Bros, and Hiram S. Brown were in negotia-

tion. Both of these reports were denied by
Mr. Brown and Harry Warner.

Zukofs Denial

Another rumor, which cropped up mi

Tuesday was to the eft' et that R-K-0 held

an option for the purchase of Paramount.
This was denied by Adolph Zukor, who
stated that "There is absolutely no founda-
tion to such a report."

In issuing his denial Hiram S. Brown
stated that, with Mr. Sarnoff in Europe,
there would not be a chance of any kind of

a. deal being made which would involve the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum interests.

The Warner Bros, are interested with
R-K-0 in several holdings in Philadelphia,

and any calls on the part of the Warners
or Spyros Skouras, head of the Warner
theatres at the R-K-0 offices, would be to

•liscuss their joint policy.

Thalberg Leaves Coast
On Hurried N. Y. Trip
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, March 7.—Irving
Thalberg left hurriedly for New
York, Monday carrying a num-

ber of executives and writers as far
as Barstow with him for a last-minute
conference on pending M-G-M produc-
tion. It is reported that Thalberg will

confer in the east with Louis B. Mayer
and Fox over the status of executives
and on production plans.

LOEW BOARD REMAINS

Hoover Liberal

In Views Toward
Industry Mergers

No Radical Changes Likely

In Government Stand
On Matter

The Hoover administration is not likely

to make any radical changes in the govern-
ment's attitude toward mergers in indus-
try, according to word from Washington.
It is the impression that the present policy
of investigating proposed mergers as a

routine matter will be continued by the
Department of Justice. Hoover is said to

favor the plan of halting illegal mergers
before they are consummated, rather than
wait until the law is violated and then in-

stitute expensive litigation.

As Secretary of Commerce, Hoover took
the attitude that trade associations should
not b esubjected to interference as long as

their activities were not in violation of the

anti-trust laws. For the last few years the

Department of Justice has viewed leniently

amalgamations which did not result in the

suppressison of competition. This attitude

was inaugurated largely because of the

views of the present Chief Executive.

Films Stimulate

All U. S. Business,

Says Milliken
Carl E. Milliken, former Governor of

Maine, and now secretary and head of the

public relations department of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, pointed out in a speech before
the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce this

week the stimulus that motion pictures

gives to all forms of American business.

Mr. Milliken declared the movies "the
greatest single agency in putting before our
people the comforts and conveniences

which modern life afford the man who will

develop his earning power."

Entire Personnel Re-Elected

As Officers; Fox Announces
Metropolitan Deal to

Be Closed

WILLIAM FOX, in an offi-

cial announcement made
last Sunday at the Roxy

Theatre, confirmed the purchase by

his organization of the controlling

interest in Loew's, Inc., which also

owns the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures Corp. The rumors of the

deal were in the air for about a

week prior to the official announce-

ment, which was made by Mr. Fox
and Arthur Loew, vice-president

of Loew's. No intimation was

given of the price that Fox paid

for the holdings which give him

control, but unofficially it was

understood to have been at the fig-

ure of $120 a share. Arthur Loew

stated that the shares held by his

mother, his brother and himself

were purchased for cash. Fox also

secured the holdings of Nicholas

M. Schenck, president of Loew's,

Inc., since the death of the founder

of the circuit, Marcus Loew.

Schenck refused to state whether

he had secured cash for his hold-

ings or had taken Fox stock.

On Tuesday of this week at a meeting

the directors, of Loew's re-elected the

identical personnel that has been function-

ing as officers of the corporation prior to

the Fox deal. After this meeting Mr.

Schenck issued a statement that he ex-

pected to continue as president of the cor-

poration, and that he would maintain the

policies that had been in force in the past.

Economies would result, particularly in the

production division of the business, as a

result of the alliance between Fox and

Loew, according to his statement. He also

stressed the fact that he had informed all

of the department heads of the organiza-

tion that they would continue to function

as they had 'before the Fox transfer was

made.

Metropolitan Situation

There is an unrest apparenl among the

independent exhibitors in the Metropolitan

territory on the houses of whom William

Fox holds options to purchase. Some of

them are of the belief that with the closing

of the Loew deal Fox will not exercise these

options in fcoto, but that he will pick and

(Continued on following page)
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Midtown In St.

Louis Closes In

Box-Offiee Battle

Succumbs Under Plea

Lack Of High Class

Sound Attractions

Of

The tirst casualty has been reported of

the big battle of the box-office of St. Louis,

Mo., which started when the new Fox The-

atre, Grand and Washington Boulevard,

opened on January 31. The Midtown, one
of the Skouras-Warner chain of houses,

closed after the last performance on Sun-

day, March 3. The official reason for clos-

ing is the lack of sufficient high-class sound

pictures to attract the type of patrons that

are needed to make it a success.

"Abie's Irish Rose," which a few weeks
ago set a new season's record at the Am-
bassador Theatre, another of the Skouras-

Warner group of ho.uses, was set into the

Midtown on February 23, with the belief

that, it could continue its down-town sue-

cess, but somehow it tailed to maintain this

pace. The result was the engagement was
matured earlier than expected, and the

uill lie dark for some time.

The Midtown opened about four months
ago with "The Singing Fool" as the fea-

ture attraction, ami the Jolson personality

got it away to a big start. It continued the

attraction fur twelve week-, exceeding by a
fortnight Jolson '- previous vehicle, "The
Jazz Sjnirer. " at tin- Grand Central the pre-

vious year. However. •'The Wolf of Wall
Street" and "Abie's [rish Rose" failed to

click :it a Jolson pace,

When tin- .Midtown reopens the feature
picture probably will be "The Desert
Song," to be followed by "Noah's Ark,"
a new Jolson picture, and similar attrac-

tions. -The time for the reopening is some-
what problematical. It will charge a $1
top and will feature long-run productions.

Amusements Net

$1,231,050 For
Year To Ontario

The Public- Accounts report tor the Pro-
vince of Ontario, Canada, read before the

lature showed a net revenue to the
government from amusements of $1,231,-
050.45 for the pa-st year.

The account showed that Ontario had
collected $1,337,148.68 during the year in

amusement tax, theatre fees and censorship
charges, the revenue secured through amuse-
ment tax alone being $1,187,226.98.

Cameramen's Agreement May
Be Signed Tn Near Future

t Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, Mar. 7. William Canavan,

international I. A. T. S. E. executive, left

here Monday after two week- on unioniza
tion business. Canavan held several dis-

cussions with producers representatives
over the pending agreement covering the
cameramen's union. It i- expected 1 lie

agreement will be signed on Canavan 's re-

turn to New York.

Caesar Leaves Fox To
Do Freelance V'^rk

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 7. — Arthur
(aeser, Hollywood's wit. and
author of "Napoleon's Barber."

"The Diplomats" and others, is leaving

Fox, who brought him to the Coast,
(aeser intends to free-lance. He de-
nies the allegation that Fox was faced
with the alternative of paying his

salary for an additional period or buy-
ing Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and decided
in favor of the latter.

Fox Takes Over
Walter Reade-
Sehine Circuits

i( ontjnued train preceding page)

(dioose the houses that he wishes to retain.

'I'his trend of thought exists despite the

definite statement made by Mr. Fox on Sun-
day at the time of the announcement of the

Loew deal that the negotiations for the 17")

theatres in the Metropolitan area would be

consummated within a fortnight by the Fox
Metropolitan Theatres Corp.

103 Houses In Deal

On Wednesday Fox made another an-

f i' >u i io incut to the effect that deals had
been closed for the Walter Beade Enter-

prises and for the Schine Circuit. The
former includes 15 theatres in New York
and New Jersey, while the Schine Circuit

represents 98 houses in upper New York
and Ohio. Part of the latter circuit was
the Robbins chain of houses, and the cir-

cuit was until recently affiliated with Uni-
versal. The Reade houses include two
legitimate theatres in New York, the

Morosco and the Bijou, and the Astor a

former legitimate house now leased to

Loew 's for motion picture extended runs.

The Columbia, the burlesque house on

Broadway, is also part of the deal, as are

old Savoy on 34th Street and the .Metropolis

on the upper east side. The Xew Jersey

bouses are located in Asbury Park, Long
Branch, New Brunswick, Perth Amboy and
Trenton.

Total of 600 Houses

The combination of Fox holdings in the

theatre field now represents in the neigh-

borhood of 600 theatres. It is composed of

the original Fox Circuit in the Metropoli-

tan area, the Poli Circuit in New England,
t ho Loew Circuit extending across the coun-

try, the Schine Circuit in New York and
Ohio, the Reade houses in New York -and
New Jersey, the Fox theatres in Philadel-

phia, Washington and Denver, the West
toast Circuit extending from the Mexican
to the Canadian lines on the Pacific Coast,

ami the MidWesCO in Iowa, and the

Northwest.

The Fox assets prior to tin- Loew deal

were said to be in tin' neighborhood of

$65,000,000. Those of the Loew Enter
til < and M-G-M approximately $108,000,-

000. This gives Fox combined assets of
nee than $.100,000,000 more than those of

bis nearest competitor in the theatre own-
ing and picture production field.

Sound Pictures

Boost Profits

Of W. E. Co.

With Over 1,000 Theatres

Equipped, Report Is

Best In History

The Western Electric Company's annual
report stresses the progress made in the

past year through the. Bell Telephone Com-
pany laboratories and the Electrical Re-

search Products Company in the com-
mercialization of sound motion picture ap-

paratus. As a result, partially of these ac-

tivities, the company enjoyed the best year
in its history. Over a thousand theatres

were equipped during the year, and the net

profits of the concern were $19,707,880.

"As a by-products of its telephone re-

search work, the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories developed a system of synchronizing
sound with motion pictures, which was first

commercially developed and commercially
demonstrated in 1926," the report says.

"At the close, of 192*. Electrical Re-
search Products Imcl equipped a large num-
ber of leading motion picture studios and
more than 1,000 theatres with the Western
Electric sound system. The company has a

large volume of sound equipments on order,

and expects to equip upward of .'1,000 addi-

tional theatres during this year."

The Hawthorne works of the Western
Electric, just outside of Chicago, is now the

second largest industrial institution in the

country, having more than 32,000 em-
ployees. The research laboratories are the

largest in the industrial world, with more
than 4,600 employees.

Last year was the best in the company's
history.' Sales amounted to $287,931,000,
an increase of 13% Per cent over 1927. The
volume of business increased 22 per cent,

the difference being due to lower prices.

Net profits were $19,707,880.

First National Will Make
"Great Divide" As Talkie

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Mar. 7.—First National will

produce "The Great Divide" as an all-

talker, all-sound Vitaphone production with
Reginald Barker directing. The film rights

to the property were acquired by Warners
from M-G-M. who produced it about five

years ago. "The Great Divide" was origi-

nally made in feature length by the Luhin
Company, in 1915, and was one of the first

features of six reels to be produced by that

company.

U. A. Will Star Lupe Velez

With Her Next Vehicle
Hollywood, Mar. 7.—Lupe Velez will he

elveated to stardom in her next United Ar
fists' vehicle. No title has been selected

for the story being written by .lilies Furth-
iiiann with the Argentine as its locale.

Lewis Milestone will direct. Story is to be
ready and production started on Velez's re-

turn from New York. It is to be all-talkie.
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Paramount Leads

L. A. Houses With
Gross of $39,000

"Weary River" Percentage

Of Week Is 160; Big

Business Reported
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< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 7.—The Paramount
Theatre with a gross of $39,000 lead all

Los Angeles houses last week with a seven-

day run of "Weary River." Business was
exceptional with a percentage of 160.

"Broadway Melody" in its fourth week
at Grauman's Chinese was next in line

with a gross of $33,500. or a percentage of

225.

"The Bellamy Trial" was another that

did splendid business in a seven-day show-

ing at Loew's State. The take for the

week was $27,000, which met the average

of the house. It was helped by the Laurel-

Hardy comedy, "We Faw Down" and a

presentation of the Fanchon and Marco
Idea.

"In Old Arizona" in its tenth week at

the Criterion did $18,500 for a percentage

of 135. It was accompanied only by short

subjects and Movietone News.
Other grosses for the week were

:

"Strange Cargo" in its second week at

United Artists, $8,200; "Conquest" in its

second week at Warners Hollvwood, $18.-

500, and "The Divine Lady"' in its fifth

week at the Carthav Circle, $11,000.

"Arilzona
i«

Gross

$200,000 For Ten
Weeks Run In L. A.

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 7.—"In Old Arizona"
grossed $200,000 in a ten and one-half week
run at the Criterion here. The film closed

March 7 after having opened on Christmas
day. The average gross of $21,000 weekly
sets history for the Criterion, which for

the past few years has averaged $8,500 a

week.
By March 4 the picture grossed actually

$192,096, with three days run to go before
closing at an average of $3,000 daily.

"Abie's Irish Rose" follows it for a run.

How The Heck Will They
Tell "Pep And Prep" Apart
Hollywood, Mar. 7.—An unusual pro-

cedure, which most likely will be changed,
is the announced intention by Fox of mak-
ing a sequel to "Pep and Prep" under the
same title. The first "Pep and Prep" was
directed by Dave Butler and he is likely

to handle the sequel, with Frank Albertson
and Matty Taylor also cast.

Just how Fox plans to overcome exhibi-
tors and fans confusing the second "Pep
and Prep" with the first, is the mystery.
And also the reason for a new title un-
doubtedly scheduled for announcement.

Hollywood Trend Rapidly

Leaning Toward Talkies;

Silents Being Discarded

Publix Purchases Site

For New S. F. House
PURCHASE by the Paramount-

Famous-Laskv Corporation of a
47% x 165 site on Market Street,

San Francisco, directly east of the St.

Francis Theatre, is announced. The
purchase was made with the view of
possible construction at a later date
of a new Publix theatre, to supplant
the present St. Francis. The purchase
gives the company a total Market
street frontage of 185 feet, including
the St. Francis. The price was not
announced.

Columbia Puts

Stock Issue On
Curb Exchange

Extensive Expansion Plans

Advanced As Reason
For Move

The first public issue of stock in Colum-
bia Pictures goes on the New York Curb
Exchange, on Friday of this week. The issue

is for Columbia expansion purposes in the
sound and silent fields, according to an-
nouncement by Joe Brandt, Harry and
Jack Cohn, who retain control of the com-
pany.
The common stock, it is stated will be

on the market at $31 a share. There will be
25,000 shares of no par preference and
300,000 shares of no par common, of which
100,000 will be outstanding. The issue is

being handled by Goddard & Company, Inc.

With the control of the company remain-
ing in the hands of Joe Brandt and Jack
and Harry Cohn there will be no change in

the policy of the company. Columbia has
enjoyed prosperity, but tremendous expan-
sion is anticipated as the result of the pub-
lic stock issue.

Columbia Pictures have their own ex-

changes in the United States and Canada
and their pictures are being well distributed

abroad. Details of the expansion program
will bo announced shortly.

Paramount Plans

Gilbert, Sullivan

Operetta Series
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 7.—Paramount is

planning production of a series of Gilbert

and Sullivan operettas. The intention is to

make them at the Long Island studios, cast-

ing them from legitimate and musical com-
edy fields. There is no copyright on the
film rights, so they are in the public domain.

Recent Indications Are That
Majority of Companies
Favor Only Features

Having Sound

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, March 7.—
This center of motion pic-

ture production is rapidly-

becoming- 100 per cent all-talkie.

The trend seems to be entirely that
way, though some of the leading
companies are still standing behind
the silent versions as being a neces-

sity. Silent pictures, however, are
on the wane.
The most startling of decisions

of the past week in favor of the

talkies was that of Mary Pick ford

that there would be no silent ver-

sion of "Coquette." Miss Pickford
and United Artists' studio officials

have carefully considered the loss

on foreign markets, and the num-
ber of possible unwired houses

which they would lose by such

action. They figured it too small

to go to the trouble of making a

complete silent version.
In addition to this came RKO's plan to

discard all silent pictures and make all

their product dialogued. Still further evi-

dence came with the start of actual con-

struction of sound stages in the last studio

leasing for independent production. All

other independent studios, with the excep-

tion of Tee-Art, had been equipped for

sound production several months ago. Tec-

Arts' sound stages go into construction this

week.

Silents from Talkies
What silent pictures will be made by

major producers, with the possible excep-

tion of Fox and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, will

be cut down from dialogued productions.

M-G-M and Fox producers are still given
big appropriations for silent features, and
they are said to be wavering on this policy.

Warners, First National, RKO, Pathe,
Paramount and Universal are concentrating

on talkers. Even United Artists, which
was the most conservative organization in

the entrance of talking pictures, has cast

aside fears.

The independents are following suit.

Tiffany-Stahl is going slowly, as is Co-
lumbia. Since they serve a great portion
of the unequipped market, they are going
more slowly. But with the increase in

wired houses they are planning more for
sound and less for silent.

(Continued on following page)
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Congress Fails

To Pass Single

Film Measure

Threatened Legislation
Form Of Bills Gets

No Consideration

In

For the first time in several years, Con-
gress has gone through an entire session

without paying its respects to the motion
picture industry, the session just closed

being entirely devoid of film legislation.

Although there- were several measures
affecting motion pictures pending in the

House and Senate, none of them came up
for consideration and, March 4 being the

end of the Congress as well as the session,

all legislation not enacted died and, if it

is to be revived, must be reintroduced as

new measures at a subsequent session.

The most important legislation which
threatened the industry was included in

the bills introduced in the Senate by Sena
tor Brookhart of Iowa and in the House
by a number of Representatives, which
prohibited block and blind booking, pro-

vided for compulsory arbitration and other-

wise controlled the prodaction and distri-

bution of films. Also in the Senate was a

resolution introduced by Senator Walsh of

Montana, providing for an investigation

of the Department of Justice's activities

with respect to motion pictures.

In the House was a bill providing a

"blue" Sunday for the District of Colum-
bia None of these measures was given any
consideration during the session, although
it had been promised by Senators Walsh
and Brookhart that they would press for
adoption of their legislation.

On the other hand, no action was taken
on the one bill which would possibly have
afforded some relief for the industry—that

repealing the present prohibition upon the

interstate movement of prize fight films.

This legislation was proposed by a number
of Representatives, but there was not suf-

ficient pressure back of it to get any action.

Warners Offer

Globe Theatre In

Philly For Sale
The Globe Theatre, a motion picture and

vaudeville house at Juniper and Market
Sts., Philadelphia, has been offered for sale

by Warner Brothers, who acquired the
house in taking over the Stanley Com-
pany. The property has a frontage of 180
feet on Juniper Street and extends 58 feet

along Market Street. It is reported that a
35 story building may replace the Globe.

RKO Reported Likely To
Open House In Gloversville
The Schine Brothers in Gloversville, New

York, may have some opposition in that
village, for according to an authentic re-

port, the Keith interests are endeavoring
to locate in the village and last week in-

quired as to the possibility of securing the
use of the state armory there.

1,384 Houses Wired In
United States by W. E.
ACCORDING to the latest figures

given out. Western Electric Com-
pany has wired 1,384 theatres in

the United States for sound pictures,

as of February 23. During the week
previous to that the company wired 46
houses, all of them for both sound-on-
film and sound-on-disc reproduction.

Silents Slighted

For Talkies, Says

Hollywood Report
{Continued from preceding page)

Productions In Detail

Here is a complete list of productions
now working or starting within three weeks
by the different studios

:

Warner-First National: product made
all-talkie with no special silent versions,

all to be cut down from talking produc-
tions; Warners, "On With the Show,"
"Little Pal," "The Argyl Case," "Head-
lines"; First National, "The Girl in the

Case," "Careers," "Diversion," Broad-
way Babies" and untitled Jack Mulhall
vehicle.

Fox: "King of Khyber Rifles," both ver-

sions; "Through Different Eyes," talkie

only; "The Valiant," both versions; "The
Exalted Flapper, '

' silent only ;
'

' One
Woman's Idea," silent only; "The Far
Call," silent only; "The Lucky Star,"
silent only; "Cape Smoke," both versions;

"Joy Street," silent only; "Son of
Arnak," silent only; "Movietone Follies,"

talkie only.

Paramount: talking and silent versions,

"Dr. Fu Manehu," untitled Clara Bow
feature, "Thunderbolt," "Wheel of
Life," untitled Adolphe Menjou vehicle;

silent version only, untitled Zane Grey
story; talking version only, "Studio Mur-
der Mystery," "The Man I Love," un-
titled Charles Rogers vehicle, "The Con-
stant Wife."
M-G-M : talking and silent versions,

"Dynamite," "The Last of Mrs. Cheney,"
"The Green Ghost," "Redemption,"
"Mary Ann"; silent versions only, "The
Gob," "China Bound," "Thunder,"
"Wonder of Women"; undecided, "The
Single Standard."
Pathe: "High Voltage," talking and

silent.

Universal: talking and silent versions,
"Broadway" and "Let Me Explain";
silent versions only, Hoot Gibson's "Point
West" and Ken Maynard's "The Wagon
Master."

Columbia: both versions, "Father
Love," "Bachelor Girls," "Flying Mar-
ine," "Redemption."

United Artists: both versions, "Lum-
mox," Lupe Valez untitled vehicle, Norma
Talmadge's untitled vehicle; talkie only,
"The Locked Door."

Samuel Goldwyn: both versions, "Bull
Dog Drummond."

Tiffany-Stahl, untitled Reginald Barker
production, both versions, also "Midway."

New Penn. Bill

May Exempt All

Sound Censorship

Would End Authority Given
State Board Through

Court Ruling

A new bill introduced in the State Senate
at Harrisburg, Pa., puts a new light on the
censorship situation. A few weeks ago the
fight against censorship of talking pictures
seemed to be lost when the State Supreme
Court handed down a decision that the
State Board of Censors had the authority
to supervise the talkies.

Senator Aron has introduced a proposed
amendment to the censorship act of 1915.
This, if adopted, would specifically exempt
not only talkies but all pictures synchron-
ized with any sort of sound from the juris-
diction of the censors. It also would ex-
empt news reels and reels made for purely
local use.

The introduction of the Aron measure is

looked upon as a bit of very clever strategy.
It is recalled that the State Supreme Court,
the highest court in Pennsylvania, in its

talkie ruling gave the board the right to
pass on sound pictures under the law of
1915, which prescribes the censors ' duties,
notwithstanding that law, which was
adopted before the talkies were invented,
makes no specific reference to tallkies. It
was the Supreme Court's idea apparently,
that the act in principle applied to talkies,
though the act nowhere directly mentions
them.
That is why the Aron amendment is re-

garded as a masterstroke if it can be put
across. It is argued that if the clause
specifically exempting talkies can be put
into the censorship law, the Supreme Court
ruling no longer will apply, and that if any
one thereafter were to contend that the
board had authority over talkies it would
involve a new court fight, with little chance
of success for the champions of censorship.

One Lone Firm
Chartered In N. Y.

During Past Week
For the first time in many months one

lone company was incorporated in New
York State last week in connection with
the motion picture industry. This company
has taken the name of the Franklyn War-
ner Distributing Corporation, and will act
as a distributing agent for motion pictures.
The headquarters of the company will be
in New York City and the incorporators
are: David Bernstein, Isaac Schmal and
Harriet Or. Levy, all of New York City.

British Gaumont To Make
Western Features In Canada
Arthur Lee of the British Gaumont Cor-

poration of Canada, Toronto, has announced
that his company is proceeding with the
production of at least six Western features
in Canada with an English cast, the maxi-
mum cost of each being $75,000.
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Publix Starts

Fifth Managers9

Training Class

28 Men Are Enrolled Front

Over 1,000 Applicants

All Over V. S.
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Last Week's Rain And Snow
Hit Broadway Houses A Blow;

Only New Ones Over Average

Publix launched its fifth class in the Pub-

lix Theatre Managers' Training School on

March 7th, and it is the largest that has

yet enrolled. It numbers twenty-eight men,

and these were selected from over one thou-

sand applicants. Selection was made after

personal interviews.

From the four previous classes of the

school, seventy-four men are now engaged
in theatre operation in different sections of

the country and abroad. This represents

over 90 per cent of the graduates of the

school.

Jack Barry, who organized the Managers'
School in 1925, and has been its director

since that time, will continue in charge,

with Henri Schwartzberg appointed as his

assistant.

The men enrolled for the Fifth' Class are

the following:

Ralph H. Ayer, East Lynn, Mass. ; Herbert C.
Brown, Charlotte, N. C. ; Charles E. Carden, Birming.
ham, Ala.; William H. Collier, Jacksonville, Fla.; L.
O. Daniel, Jr., Dallas, Texas; Harry L. Forsted,
Gardner, Mass. ; John B. Goodwin, Minneapolis, Minn.

;

Eugene F, Goss, Boston, Mass. ; S. Sidney Holland,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Stanley S. Joseloff, E. Norwalk,
Conn. ; Frank V. Kennebeck, Omaha, Neb. ; Nyman
Kessler, Chelsea, Mass.; Charles M. Keyser, Chicago,
111.; Irwin A. Lesser, Paris, France; Ferdinand Lob-
kowicz, Vienna, Austria; James W. Marshall, Miami,
Fla.; Albert E. Miller, Washington, D. C; Bruce
Powell, New York City; Clark C. Rader, Columbus,
Ohio;; Harold J. Shepard, New York City; Frank E.
Shipley, Des Moines, Iowa; Walter B. Shuttee, Kan-
sas City, Mo.; Sam J. Swirnberg, Minneapolis, Minn.;
Kingston T. Tan, Swatow, China; Richard Watson,
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Paul S. White, New York City;
Jerome Zigmond, Denver, Colo., and Josef Zimanitch,
Russia.

British Players

Coining Here For
Talking Scenes

A company of English players appearing
in "Kitty" is coming to America to com-
plete important dialogue sequences in a
production made on the other side. These
principals, directed by Victor Saville, will

make the trip within the next few weeks as

the English sound stages will not be ready
until late in May, and "Kitty" is soon to

be released here by World Wide Pictures.

The picture, byWarwick Deeping, author

of "Sorrel and Son," was produced at

Henley, England's fashionable boating

center.

Eight California Houses
Contract For Qualitone

Eight Southern California Theatres con-

tracted for Qualitone sound projection de-

vices during the past week, according to

Samuel Freedman, president of the corpor-

ation. Among the houses signed were the

Meralta Theatre, Largo Theatre, Maywood
Egyptian, Circle Theatre and the Marcal.

All are within Los Angeles city limits.

Warners Plan All-Color
and Dialogue Special

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, March 7.—Warner
Bros, have completed plans to
make a super-special all-color

dialogue musical comedy titled "On
With the Show." Alan Crosland will

do the directing and the entire produc-
tion will be shot with the technicolor
process. The budget for the picture

calls for $600,000.

The cast for the picture will be made
up of Betty Compson, Louise Fazenda,
Sally O'Neill, Joe E. Brown, John
Davidson, William Bakewell, the Fair-

banks twins, Arthur Lake, Sam Hardy,
Lee Moran, Thomas Jefferson, Harry
Gribbon, Josephine Houston, Henry
Fink, Wheeler Oakman, Otto Hoffman,
and Ethel Waters.

Private News
Reels Now Being

Supplied Homes
60,000 Projectors Installed

May Hit Attendance

At Movie Houses

Whether home equipment is going to cut

into the receipts of motion picture houses
may soon be determined. During the week
a Brooklyn department store advertised the

sale of 16 mm. film for home consumption,
showing news reel views of the Hoover in-

auguration. The price of 100 feet of the

film was fixed at $7.50.

This film is not that of any of the regu-

lar news reel services, but is made by a

New York firm that specializes in advertis-

ing and industrial films. They have only

recently inaugurated the news service and

it will now become a regular feature with

them. They intend covering news events in

the same manner as the news services and
will dispose of their product through the

department and kodak and film stores.

Just how serious this competition will be

to the picture houses remains to be seen.

It is said however, that Bell & Howell and

the Eastman Kodak Company, who are dis-

tributing these home projectors have al-

ready disposed of upward of 60,000.

Victor Talking Machine,

RCA Merger Now Operative
The Victor merger with RCA was de-

clared operative during the week, more
than the required seven-eighths of the Vic-

tor stock having been deposited under the

terms of the exchange agreed upon between

the two companies.

Fairbanks' "Iron Mask"'Breaks
Rivoli Record With $56,300;
"Wolf Song" and "Dixie"

Both Draw

THE Broadway" film houses
suffered a blow last week as

a result of rain and snow
storms. The box offices all along
the line reflected the inclement

weather and the percentages based
on the actual box office figures in

dollars and cents showed that all

except four theatres were below

the average business at those thea-

tres based on last year's receipts.

Of the four that went over the

average, three held pictures that

were new arrivals on the street.

One of them, Douglas Fairbanks'

"The Iron Mask," in for an ex-

tended run with eight shows a day,

smashed the house record at the

Rivoli by getting $56,300 on the

week, which is about $7,000 better

than the former record held by

Harold Lloyd in "Speedy."

The other two were "The Wolf Song"
with Lupe Valez at the Embassy, which did

$9,384, and Fox' "Hearts in Dixie," at the

Gaiety, which in four days drew $6,827.

The latter having with it a strong daily

adv/ertising campaign which is costing a lot

of money. The fourth attraction to go

over the average is "The Broadway
Melody," which for its third week man-
aged to draw $23,198.25, giving the picture

$73,615.75 on the run to date.

Roxy Gross Off
Not a single other house approached its

average. The biggest of the lot, the Roxy,

with "The Spieler" as an attraction, fin-

ished the week with $88,045.25, it being the

first time that the house has dropped below

the $100,000 mark in nine weeks. Based on

last year's average the business was done

to 85 9/10 per cent. At the Paramount,

with "The Carnation Kid" as the attrac-

tion, the receipts were $64,200, which gave

the house a percentage figure of 88 3/5.

The Capitol, which held "Lucky Boy," a

Tiffany-Stahl production with Georgie Jes-

sel starred, played at $62,281.20, fixing the

percentage there at 91 2/5.

The Strand, which held over "The Bark-

er" for a second week, came under the

wire with $32,427, giving the house a per-

centage rating of 93 2/5, with the business

dropping about $12,000 under the first

week's showing.
(Continued on following page)
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Common Sense

To Solve Problems

Says Jesse Lasky

Good Showmanship Principles

Guiding Lights Of
The Future

"The film industry faces a situation un-

paralleled since its start," says Jesse I,.

Lasky, "and common sense is the factor

thai will solve all problems. The new screen

entertainment possibilities will be worked

out on a sound and sensible basis with only

the principles of good showmanship and

Common sense needed as guiding posts.

"The future of talking pictures is the

future of the motion picture industry it-

self. Talking pictures are to stay because

thej uriden the screen's entertainment scope.

In the future the public is not going to ask

whether a picture is dialogue or silent. The

question will be, is it a good show? Talk-

ing pictures are going to make for better

entertainment. The public really hasn't

seen anything yet. Possibilities of the new

field are tremendous."
Answering the question whether or not

all pictures will be talkies, Mr. Lasky said :

"No. It all depends on good entertain-

ment. Subjects that are suitable for dia-

logue will be made as talking pictures.

Subjects that best adapt themselves to silent

treatment will be made as silent pictures.

The ratio of talking and silent pictures de-

pends upon the way strong dramatic sub-

jects shape up, and upon the public's re-

action to the two types of pictures."

Victor Engineers

Start Work On
Roach Stages

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 7.—Preliminaries to

construction of sound stages are being

made by Victor Recording engineers this

week. Roach has a six-year contract with

Victor for the synchronization of all his

product to be released through Metro-

Goldwyn Mayer. M-G-M uses the Movie-

tone process, but it is understood that the

Victor system is interchangeable. Two
Victor engineers will be in charge of con-

struction.

Roach plans L2 "Our Gangs," six to be

all-talkies and six silent -. Each of the

series will have different plots, in other

words, will not be different versions of tin'

same picture.

Columbia Assembling Strong

Cast For "Donovan Affair"
A strong cast of players is being assem

bled by Columbia for "The Donovan Af-

fair," this company's all-talkie special. To

the names of Jack Holt, Dorothy 1;

William Collier, Jr., Agnes Ayres, Fred

Kelsey, John Roche and Ethel Wales, were

added this week those of Wheeler Oakman,

Edward nearn, Hank Mann and Alphonse

Ethier. All these were seasoned stage play-

ers previously to taking up screen work.

Frank Capra is directing

National A nthem Gives
Theatre New Problem
WHEN a theatre performance

closes in a Canadian theatre,

the playing of the National
Anthem is a customary requirement.
Thus, still another problem has arisen
for managers whose theatres have been
wired. With no orchestra, organist or
pianist in the pit at the close of shows,
it has become necessary for exhibitors
to secure phonograph records of "God
Save the King" for use on the non-
synchronous machine, immediately af-

ter the regular presentation has been
sounded.

Rain And Snow
Hits Broadway

Below The Belt
{Continued from preceding page)

"The Girl on the Barge," which held

forth at the Colony, did $9,675 on the week,
which was a little better than 82 per cent,

while "The Wolf of Wall Street," in its

fifth week at the Rialto, got $24,980, show-
ing a total of $203,728, which is averaging
better than $40,000 a week for the run thus

far. This is the final week of the picture,

which will be succeeded by D. W. Griffith's

"Lady of the Pavements" on Saturday,
with Lupe Velez here to burn the town up
for the opening.

The little Cameo was forced to put in

"Behind the German Lines" for a second

run on the street, with the result that busi-

ness went off to $4,832 on the week.

"The Letter" Comes In

Of those remaining in the houses for two-

a-day runs "Redskin," which was at the

Criterion, finished on Tuesday night of this

week, making way for the Paramount all-

talkar "The Letter" starring Jeanne
Eagels. This is the first feature length talk

production which the company made at its

eastern studio. The final week of Dix'
run showed $8,437, dropping the house to

62 4/5 per cent. "The Redeeming Sin"
finished at Warner's Thursday night and
was followed on Friday with Davey Lee in

"Sonny Boy." The Costello picture stayed

three weeks in all arid on its second week
got $15,045.2o.

"Weary River," at the Central, went

right along to the tune of $17,796, while

the old reliable, "The Singing Fool," at

the Winter Garden in its twenty-fifth week

,

played to $21,571.75. Although both

oJ bhese pictures -how up badly in the per

centage column, the reader in looking at

those figures should realize that in the ease

of "Weary River" the figures are based on

the average business of the run of the pic-

ture at the house, this being done because

a $2.50 top scale was inaugurated for this

engagement, and in the case of "The Singl-

ing Fool," at the Winter Garden, the same
thing is true, for this was the first picture

to play that house and the business of the

earlier weeks of the Jolson run there have

set so high an average for the house that

the present figures look insignificant in

comparison, yet they are good business for

the theatre.

Action In French
Quota Crisis Now
Expected April 15

Recommendations of Industry
Will Be Passed To
Commission Then

Final action in the French quota crisis is

now expected by April 15. Suggestions
made by members of the French industry
covering picture imports to be permitted
next year have been passed to a French
government official, who, after studying
them will make his recommendation to the
commission.

Drastic changes are expected, but it is

not likely that the French trade recommen-
dations will be entirely approved. The
French industry is reported in rather a bad:

way and claims to need considerably fur-
ther protection.

American interests will get special gov-
ernment consideration, but it is said, the
best hope of the United States is a revision

of the French demands to prevent complete
withdrawal of American films from France.

It is said that America must materially
aid in the financing of French productions
or face radical curtailment of film imports,
the reduction proposed said to be from the

500 of last year to 350 this year-

.

In Washington it is said that the Govern-
ment prefors to let the film industry act in

the situation, rather than to make any gov-
ernmental representations.

Originality Only

Now Means Success

Says C. B. DeMille
The production premium in the coming

year will be on originality, according to

Cecil B. De Mille. The "prescription pic-

ture" is doomed and pictures made by ob-

vious and uninspired formula, or as poor
reflections of past suiceesses, are out for-

ever, says the producer-director for M-G-M.
"Everyone is striving to get to the fore-

front of talkies," said De Mille. "That
means that those who succeed can do it on
merit alone. The days when a director

could coast in with moderate success by
apeing some one else.; those days are past.

For this we should be thankful, as no art

progresses under conditions of imitation."

Ruth Taylor Joins Ranks
Of Freelance Players

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollyw I, Mar. 7.—After eighteen

months of concentrated publicity to build

her into stardom, Paramount has decided

not to renew Ruth Taylor's contract. She
will join the ranks of free-lance players.

Ruth Taylor jumped into prominence when
she was "discovered," following a contest,

as the perfect Lorelei for "Gentlemen Pre-

fer Blondes." She was placed under a five

year optional contract.
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Independents

Hold Balance Of
Power, Says Myers

Declares They Represent
Difference Between
Profit And Loss
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In an interview, in Washington, D. C,
with "The National Exhibitor," Abram F.

Myers, head of the Allied States Associa-

tion, declares that the independent exhibitor

still holds the balance of power in the in-

dustry in that he represents the difference

to producers between profit and loss.

Among other things pointed out in the

interview and attributed to Mr. Myers is

the statement as his opinion that the indus-

try could get along without Federal super-

vision provided exhibitors and producers,
by certain concessions and reforms could
arrive at open and above board methods of
doing business, which would eliminate all

suspicion of unfair dealings.

Mr. Myers said

:

"Politics and not business have hereto-

for characterized this industry and direct

dealing has been practically unknown.
That's one of the reasons why we have all

been subjected to government inquiries and
investigations and we will be forced to con-

tinue to submit to these things until our
business is transacted fairly and on the
surface. This is the only industry where
the manufacturer meddles into the affairs

of the retailer, and it's a bad thing,"

Union Theatres

Puts Over Big

Australia Deal
Union Theatres, Ltd., of Australia, has

purchased for $1,000,000 all of the theatres

in Adelaide with the exception of one, and
thereby claims to have the largest theatre

company outside of America and England.
The purchase was made from the Greater
Wondergraph Company, Ltd.

According to the Sydney Sun, by this lat-

est purchase Union Theatres now owns or
controls five theatres in the city of Ade-
laide. They are West 's Olympia, the Work,
Wondergraph, Grand and Pavilion.

Union Theatres will further expand by
organizing a new company in South Aus-
tralia to be known as Union Theatres South
Australia, Ltd. It will have a capital of

$2,000,000.

Warners Plan To Establish

Film Exchange In Memphis
Warner Brothers will establish a film ex-

change in Memphis for distribution of their
pictures in the mid-south territory, it was
definitely reported along Film Row in
Memphis this week.

The new office, rumored as planned to
open about Apr. 1, probably will take in
parts of territory now divided between the
present exchanges at Atlanta, St. Louis,
Dallas and Oklahoma City.

Talkies Show Lead In North

Middle West; "Singing Fool"

And "Lucky Boy" Both High

Los Angeles Theatre
Tries New Sign

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 7.—The first

theatre on the West Coast to
use an "electric traveling word

sign" will be Loew's State, Los An-
geles. The sign is to be established on
the marquee with a weekly change of

copy. It's message can be changed each
five minutes if a special attraction or

some emergency comes up.
The cost for its installation for

Loew's State is estimated about $20,-

000. Should it prove successful in the
Los Angeles house, the Fox West Coast
office will install a similar sign on the
marquee of a key house in sixteen
cities. The total cost for this number
will be $150,000.

Big Increase In

Projector Exports

During Past Year

2,911 More Home Devices

Shipped In 1928 Than
Previous Year

Projector exports show a big increase for

the year 1928 over those of the previous

year. Standard 35 millimeter and 16 milli-

meter home projectors for 1928 show an
increase of 2,911 over 1927.

During 1928, 5,953 projectors with a de-

clared value of $950,202 were exported to

71 different countries throughout the world,

as compared with 3,042 projectors valued

at $641,461 exported in 1927. These figures

include both 35 and 16 millimeter projec-

tors, and probably do not give as true a

picture of standard projector exports as

might be desired. However, this condition

will no longer exist, as a distinction be-

tween the different size projectors is being

made at the port of exportation in the new
table of Classifications which become op-

erative January 1, 1929.

Europe, best market for pictures, is like-

wise leading projection market. During
1928 there were exported to Europe 2,092

American projectors of both types valued
at $348,910, as compared with 991 projec-

tors valued at $241,859 in 1927.

Nazimova To Make Talkie

For Release By Columbia
Hollywood, Mar. 7.—Nazimova has been

signed to make a talking picture. It will
be produced by Eddie Small and released
through Columbia Pictures. While the
contract has been signed no story has yet
been decided upon.

'Fool" Breaks Record At

Battle Creek; Jessel Picture

Heads Parade In

Milwaukee

SUMMARIZING from a sec-

tion of Motion Picture
News' Check-Up of box office

reports in territory embracing Mil-

waukee, Omaha, Battle Creek,

Mich., Des Moines, and Grand
Rapids, Mich., last week's percent-

ages again indicate that dialogue

and sound pictures are getting the

heaviest attendance.

"Lucky Boy" led Milwaukee with 125

per cent, and "The Barker" also went 15

per cent over normal. All other houses

were up around the good business mark,

the holiday helping to swell the receipts.

Very unfavorable weather conditions cut

heavily into the Omaha trade but, in spito

of this, "The Canary Murder Case" showed

considerable strength, going 30 per cent

over normal. "The Man Who Laughs"

and "The Doctor's Secret" were both 25

per cent off. Blizzards and one inch of

snowfall were undoubtedly accountable.

At Grand Rapids, two M-G-M pictures,
'

"Woman of Affairs" and "Trail of '98"

got away to slightly under normal for the

week, while in Battle Creek, "The Singing

Fool" broke the town records, playing to

approximately 34,000 at the Regent. The

management is talking of booking the

"Fool" for a return showing, and if this

is done it will he the first time it has hap-

pened in the breakfast food city.

First Picture Completed

At New RCA Sound Studios

The first sound film was completed dur-

ing the week at the new Photophone

Gramercy Studios in East 24th street, New
York City. Godfrey Ludlow, concert and

radio artist, played two concertos on his

violin in the first of a series of artistic

sound pictures for RKO. He was ac-

companied by a 75-piece symphony orches-

tra under the baton of Caesare Sodero

playing "Symphonie Espanole" and "The
Old Refrain."

Sessue Hayakawa At Work
On Vitaphone Short Film

Sessue Hayakawa, Japanese motion pic-

ture actor, is at work on his first talking

picture at Warner Bros. Eastern Vitaphone

studios, under the direction of Bryan Foy.

The sketch is a two-reeler and is titled

"Dead Laughter."
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Showmen's Ad. Tips
Practical Ideas From Early Run Exhibitors About The Best

Audience-Selling Points In Your Bookings

"All At Sea"
EXCELLENT comedy of Life in the Navy.

Cannon display in lobby suggested typify-
ing Arthur climbing into big Naval gun and
being pulled out just before gun goes off. Au-
dience appeal : Great for those enjoying humor.
Appeals to children too because of easily un-
derstandable humor.—/. S. McSween, Manager,
Princess Theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
Use record of Dane and Arthur past perform-

ances to exploit. Audience appeal : all ages and
classes.—5". Chambers, Manager, Orpheum The-
atre, Wichita, Kansas.

"Annapolis"
FEATURED title, and fact that many scenes

actually filmed at U S. Naval Academy.
Names of John Mack Brown and Jeanette Loff.
Audience appeal : All ages and both sexes.

—

Marc Wolf, Manager, Palace Theatre, Canton
Ohio.

"Baby Cyclone"
EXPLOIT Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in

good comedy. Tell how a "Peke" almost
wrecked two married lives. Audience appeal to

adults.

—

Paul Short, Manager, Rialto Theatre,
Chattanooga, Tenn.

"The Barker"
SUGGEST using stage play, book and cast of

picture as features to emphasize in adver-
tising. Audience appeal : All classes of adult
patronage—Harry Wren, Manager, Alhambra
Theatre, Milwaukee , Wis.

"Beggars Of Life"
EXPLOIT Wallace Beery and the unusual

nature of the story; a tale of the knights
of the road in hobo-land—its appeal to those
who are afflicted with wanderlust ; also its treat-
ment as a story of adventure. Audience appeal

:

Young persons particularly and adults gener-
ally of the middle class.

—

Duncan Inverarity,
Granada Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

"Behind The German Lines"
THE scenes of the big war provided an

interesting sidelight on the conflict from
the German angle and attracted the curious as
well as those interested. Its greatest appeal
is to boys and the older class, both men and
women. Shots of the Kaiser, Hindenburg, the
"Red Knight," Wilson, Foch and others make
a hit and are good drawing cards.

—

Rialto,
Chatanooga, Tenn.

Exploit it as one of Germany's pictures ex-
plaining her side of the late war; the authen-
ticity of the pictures. Audience appeal : for
tin older patrons, especially those German
born '>r of German extraction

—

William Hick,
Strand, Milwaukee. Wis.

"The Bellamy Trial"

PI . \ Y up talking dramatic sequences. Audi-
dience appeal : General.

—

Harry Weiss,
Manaaer, Loew's State Theatre, Syracuse.
N. V.

'Blindfold"

A FAST moving, crook drama with unusual
effects and excellent cast All of these of-

fer good exploitation angles.

—

Mrs. William
Gordon, Manager, Palace Theatre, Neivport
News, Va.
Use names of O'Brien and Lois Moran and

plot wherein the cop vindicates his honor with
help of the girl ; also good crook and holdup
scenes. Audience appeal : Ages and classes.

—

5". Chambers, Manager, Miller Theatre, Wich-
ita. Kansas.

"Blockade"
STRESS the mystery scenes and Anna Q.

Nilsson. General audience appeal.

—

John
J. Burns, Manager Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y,

"Canary Murder Case"
FEATURED as an all-talking mystery pic-

ture of intense suspense. Played up fact

that the picture was based on S. S. Van Dine's
novel by that name and also the cast of the pic-

ture. Attracts the family patronage.

—

Ernest
W. Morrison, Manager, Greater Palace Theatre,
Dallas, Texas.
Began advertising campaign three days be-

fore showing, playing on name of Philo Vance.
Used William Powell's picture in all ads and
played up all-talking and mystery angles. Au-
dience appeal : High school and adult.

—

Rus-
sell Bovin, Loew's Theatre, Canton. Ohio.

Featured picture as an all-talking, mystery
thriller, William Powell as star and S. S. Van
Dine as author. Adult appeal.—H. Pennock,
Manager, Minneapolis, Minn.

Rattling good mystery talking film. Feature
author's name as book has great following.

William Powell's name also big asset. Climax
holds audience spellbound. Audience appeal

:

All classes and ages.

—

Al Fourmet, Manager,
Empire Theatre, San Antonio, Texas.
Emphasize all-talking, Philo Vance story and

mystery angle. Audience appeal : High school
age up, all classes.

—

Emil Bernstccker, Mana-
ger, Metropolitan Theatre, Houston, Texas.

Feature it as all-talkie and fact that it is

one of the best mystery plots of the year. Au-
dience appeal : All classes and ages.

—

L. J.

Finske, Manager, Neieman Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

Play up Powell as real talkie star ; fact that

story was a best seller ; mystery and thrills

;

don't overlook comedy angle. Audience appeal

:

All classes.

—

A. N. Roy, Manager, Tampa The-
atre, Tampa, Fla.

Exploit talking version of famous best-seller

"Mystery that baffled millions !" Audience ap-
peal : Elite ; older elements.

—

Walter Merkel,
Manager, Capitol Theatre, Springfield, Mass.

Exploit especially ; tic newspapers with Dot
King murder. Exploit all-talkie. Exploit
Powell. Audience appeal : One hundred per
cent with all types reached.

—

Lionel Wesson,
Manager, Des Moines Theatre, Dcs Moines.

Exploit from all-talkie mystery angle with
fine cast. Audience appeal : All classes.

—

Frank Hookalio, Manager, Washington Street
Olympia, Boston, Mass.
Recommend playing up the best mystery and

author's name (S. S. Van Dine). The title is

a drawing card itself. Audience appeal: Not
for children.

—

Acting-Manager M. Westfa'l,
Stanley Theatre, Utica, N. Y.

"Case Of Lena Smith"
CATER to older ones who like "East Lynne"

type of stories. Play up mother love. Au-
dience appeal : From high school age up.

—

J. M. Franklin, Manager, B. F. Keith's The-
atre, Ottawa, Canada.

Exploit mystery element. Audience appeal

:

General.

—

Dr. James Wilson, Manager, Fox-
Palace, Springfield, Mass.

"Captain Lash"
EXPLOIT comedy side of film, with Mc-

Laglen in swaggering, rough-neck, but

comedy role. Film sells itself when seen. Au-
dience appeal : All ages and all classes.

—

Eddie

Bremer, Manager, Majestic Theatre, Houston,

Texas.

Play up McLaglen and dramatic angles of

film; mention previous McLaglen successes;

play sea angle. Audience appeal : Mostly those

who like melodrama.

—

Coliseum Theatre {West
Coast) Seattle, Wash.

Play up the McLaglen of "What Price

Glory." Audience appeal : General.

—

Majestic

Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

"Carnival Man"
EXPLOIT this short as something unusual.

Audience appeal : Big. Made real hit

—

George Watson, Manager, Strand Theatre, Des
Moines.

"Charge Of The Gauchos"
PLAYED strongly on name of Francis X.

Bushman, and historical background of pic-

ture, as well as actual filming in the Argentine.

Audience appeal : Juvenile and adult masculine.
—Joe Calla, Manager, Valentine Theatre, Can-

ton. O.

"Children Of The Ritz"

EXPLOIT as sound synchronized picture of

merry-mad flaming daughters who drain

cup of life and ask for more and play up as

Cornell Woolrich's prize winning $10,000 Col-

lege Humor story, featuring Jack Mulhall and

Dorothy Mackaill. Stress heavily that it is by
youth about youth. Audience appeal : Will set

the youngsters on edge with its jazz, please the

middle age and amuse the oldsters.

—

Howard
Price Kingsmore, General Manager, Loew's
Century, Baltimore, Md.

Good results should be obtained from this one

by featuring "youth's own revelation of the dar-

ing doings of the younger generation." Audi-

ence appeal : All classes and ages.

—

Larvrence

Lehman, Manager, Mainstreet Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.

Exploit as a peppy and romantic production.

Will attract youth if well played up

—

M. West-

fall. Acting-Manager, Stanley Theatre, Utica,

N. Y.

Emphasize problem of modern youth and refer

to tobasco stuff. Wealth of apparel is seen on
women. Audience appeal : All classes, particu-

larly young people.

—

D. Stapleton, Manager,
Centre Theatre, Ottawa, Canada.
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"Conquest"

EXPLOIT this as a timely melodrama of a

trip to the Pole. Audience appeal is fof

those who enjoy melodrama done in rather ob-

vious manner. Nothing here to offend any the-

atre or any audience. Should appeal strongly

to the young folks who take their thrills without

too close criticism of their plausibility.

—

George
Gilliam, Manager, Cameo Theatre, Cleveland,

Ohio.

"The Cossacks"

GO as far as you like with Gilbert and
Adoree and emphasize love, action and

thrills in story. Audience appeal : All ages and
all classes.

—

P. J. Nolan, Rex Theatre, Ottaiva,

Canada.

"The Crash"
PLAY up Milton Sills as the star with

Thelma Todd as a mile-a-minute romance
by Frank L. Packard—of a fighting fool who
wouldn't be downed—as glorifying the unsung
heroes of the railroad. Stress railroad wreck
as a big thrill. Audience appeal : Particularly

to those fans who like Milton Sills, to railroad

workers in general, and all who like a hard-
boiled, he-man romance.

—

Howard Price Kinys-
more, General Manager, Loew's Valencia, Bal-
timore, Md.

"Desert Nights"

Ip
XPLOITED John Gilbert's name in asso-

_j ciation with the type of story in which he
appears. Audience appeal : Strong for every-

one as this is good popular entertainment, full

of romance, love, thrills and novelty

—

George
Dumond, Manager, State Theatre, Cleveland,

Ohio.
Play Gilbert in capital letters. Also a bit of

value in advertising Gilbert and Torrence re-

united. (If this picture had dialogue would do
at least 20 per cent more business.) Audience
appeal : To all ages and classes except very

young children.

—

Loew's State Theatre, Hou-
ston, Texas.

"The Doctor's Secret"
EXPLOIT as 100 per cent all-talking show

in class by itself and surpassing anything

shown so far—that it was only picture to play

two weeks at Paramount, New York, and that

Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner and Robert
Edeson are in cast. But hold back Sir J. M.
Barrie's name as it stands for the Peter Pan
and whimsical stuff while this story is a won-
derful sex picture. Audience appeal : A strong

social drama that will appeal to every class.

—

Howard Price Kingsmore, General Manager,
Loew's Century, Baltimore, Md.

Place emphasis on all-talking film, particu-

larly on Ruth Chatterton, whom we believe to

have the best screen voice to date ; also note

the author and play by that name; also empha-
size society drama. Audience appeal : For the

smart, knowing audience that appreciates discus-

sion of drama; also suited to other types.

—

H. E. Long, Manager, Loew's State, Louisville,

Ky.
Exploit names of Warner, Chatterton, Loder

and Edeson; also mystery surrounding secret

of the plot. Audience appeal : Adults only.

—

6". Chambers, Manager, Palace Theatre, Wich-
ita, Kansas.

"Dog Of The Regiment"
EXPLOIT Rinty and thrilling escape from

German' prison camp to thwart firing

squad ; also Rinty's hopping the 'plane and
dangling by rope from cock-pit. Audience ap-
peal : Most persons, especially children and
Saturday night crowd.

—

Mrs. Charles Barron,
Manager, Kansas Theatre, Wichita, Kansas.

"The Dummy"
PLAY up the cast; the detective angle, and

feature comedy element. Audience appeal

:

General ; fit for all family types.

—

Bob Blair,

Manager, Seattle Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Play up stars of the cast and fact that it is

all-talkie to obtain best results. Audience ap-
peal : All classes and ages.

—

Claire Woods,
Manager, Royal Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Exploit juvenile angle and mystery plot. Au-
dience appeal : All ages and all classes.

—

T.
Brouchio, Manager, Metropolitan Theatre, Bos-
ton. Mass.

"Fancy Baggage"
THIS picture was played up for the cast

which was the same as in "The Wildcat"
which preceded it by several weeks. On the
strength of this the picture did well for the

first two days but fell off the last two. Not
such a good picture. Audience appeal : Especi-
ally juvenile.

—

C. Watson, Manager, Strand
Theatre, Des Moines.

"The Flying Fleet"

PLAY up Naval aviation angle and work of

three leads. Any angle of this film will

bring results as it is made for box office and
every patron will help by word of mouth adv.

Audience appeal : Everybody.

—

James Q. Clem-
mer, Manager, Fifth Avenue Theatre, Seatth,
Wash.

Advertise this as one of the best air pictures

ever made. Novarro's name always good. Au-
dience appeal : All ages ; will pack children's

matinees.

—

Harold K. Archbold, Manager, Var-
sity Theatre, Evanston, III.

"Forbidden Tales"

PLAY up as a strange, mysterious and thrill-

ing assortment of four stories, two by the
noted writers, Edgar Allen Poe and Robert
Louis Stevenson. Exploit Conrad Veidt heav-
ily as the star, because of his work in many
plays seen here. Audience appeal : This will

be enjoyed by all who have read The Black Cat
and The Sucide Club. It will appeal especially

to the educated classes, as it is excellently done.

—

Clyde V. McKay, Manager, Little Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.

"Gang War"
PLAY up timeliness of such a picture when

gang wars are getting so much front page
in the big cities. Stress the human side of this

one. Audience appeal : General.

—

A. B. Mc-
Coy, Manager, Mary Anderson Theatre, Louis-
ville, Ky.

"The Ghost Talks"
EXPLOIT as first all-dialogue feature farce

comedy and that it is a laugh sensation.

Go strong in announcing Helen Twelvetrees,

1929 Wampas Baby star, as the heroine and note
others in cast under general head of with these

kings and queens of the screen. Audience ap-
peal : This will go fine with the masses. Edu-
cated element may object to so much old hokum,
but it certainly packs many laughs.

—

William E.
Stumpf, Manager, New Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Play up mysterious angle and debut of Helen
Twelvetrees with accent on her legitimate stage
record. Appeal : All classes and ages, not ex-
cluding children.

—

Matthew Riley, Manager,
Victory Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Exploit as entertaining, spookie, great picture

for children. Audience appeal : General and
children.

—

Albert P. Kaufman, Manager, Em-
pire Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

"Geraldine"
EXPLOIT as a charming comedy every pic-

ture fan will enjoy and play up Booth
Tarkington as author and Eddie Quillan and
Marian Nixon as players. Play up jazz-mad
youth angle. Audience appeal : To all lovers

of Tarkington stories and those who enjoy clean
comedy from a jazz-mad youth angle.

—

J. Law-
rence Schanbcrger, Manager, Keith's Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.

"The Godless Girl"

USED Cecil B. DeMille's name prominently
as the producer, as well as Jennie Mc-

Pherson's name as the author. Audience appeal

:

It has a universal appeal, making it a valuable
attraction for all types of houses.

—

William
Watson, Manager, Hippodrome, Cleveland, 0.
Play up Lina Basquette and moral angles of

film. Exploit reformatory action. Audience ap-

peal : For those who like raw melodrama.

—

James Q. Clemmer, Manager, Fifth Avenue
Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Exploit the DeMille name as producer; the

powerful moral lesson
; play up sensational fea-

tures strongly, the fire especially. Audience ap-

peal : All classes and ages.

—

George B. Peck,
Manager, Victory Theatre, Tampa, Fla.

"Greyhound Limited"
RECOMMEND featuring film as first

talkie of the railroad and stress Monte
Blue and fact that he speaks. Audience appeal,

All ages and all classes.

—

Lang Berg, Manager,
Scolly Square Olympia, Boston, Mass.

Exploit as first sound railroad film; play up
popularity of Monte Blue. Audience appeal

:

for kids and those who like action.

—

John Ham-
rick's Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Exploit fact that Monte Blue plays the lead

in a thrilling railroad drama and that it is a
talkie. Played up as a picture which offers a
thrill every minute. Audience appeal : All ages

and classes.

—

A. R. Lever, Manager, Old Mill

Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

"Haunted House"
SOLD this picture on thrill and chill combined

with comedy. Exploited comedy value of

Chester Conklin and beauty of Thelma Todd.
Has appeal for those who like chilly comedy,
especially men.

—

Patrick McManus, Manager,
Princess Theatre, Joliet, III.

'Hey Rube'
PLAY for Western audiences that like action

and fast drama of the Jack Holt type. Au-
dience appeal : For all ages and classes.—/. H.
Boswell, Manager, Rialto Theatre, Louisville,

Ky.

Play up carnival scenes and use circus angle

in promotion. Audience appeal : All who like

circuses.

—

Burns O'Sullivan, Manager, Palace

Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

"Hot News"

Ey
XPLOIT Bebe Daniels for name value if

j she has local following. And the thrilling

kidnap and fight scenes. Audience appeal: To
younger generation and lovers of action.

—

Evans Linton, Manager, Olympic Theatre,

Vtica. N. Y.

"Home Towners"

AN excellent example of stage comedy trans-

ferred to the screen in sound film form.

Announce it as an "all talkie." Audience ap-

peal : Married people and comedy seekers.

—

Ray Tubman, Manager, Regent Theatre, Ot-

tawa, Canada.
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EXPLOITED this as a much-discussed
drama and aroused local interest in its sub-

ject and its cast. Audience appeal : Is strong
for the adults. It is probably too simple and
too sordid to appeal to the younger generation.
It's logical and sad ending wilil reach adults

better than young folks, who want only to be
amused.

—

Frank A. Hines, Manager, Keith's
Palace. Cleveland, Ohio.

"In Old Arizona1"

BEST selling angle is that film is first full

length outdoor talking picture. Another big
draw is the quaint humor that runs throughout
the story of the lovable bandit. Do not overlook
theme song "My Tonia," one of the most tuneful
theme songs to date. Have your orchestra play
it week before showing film. Radio stations
find song so popular they are willing to play it,

especailly Nick Lucas' version. Have phono-
graph in lobby play various records of "My
Tonia" during week preceding as well as week
during which film is showing. Audience appeal

:

Every age and class.

—

Raymond M. Willie,
Manager, Majestic Theatre, San Antonio,
Texas.

The fact that the Leland Theatre, which
played this picture last week, had installed

sound apparatus, was the leading feature in

large newspaper advertising in Albany's papers
during the week. Also featured the fact that it

was the first sound picture to be taken entirely

out of doors and amid scenery of considerable
beautv.

—

Manager Sayles, Leland Theatre, Al-
bany. AT. Y.

Second week for this feature and did capacity
business by featuring name of story, all-talking

angle and names of players. Word of mouth ad-
vertising greatly helped second week. Audience
appeal : All ages and both sexes.

—

Joe Calla,

Manager, Strand Theatre, Canton, Ohio.

Recommend emphasizing as the first out-of-
door all talking picture. Although the fact that
it is a 'western' and picturesque should not be
overlooked. Audience appeal : All ages and all

classes.

—

Sid Lawrence, Manager, Avon The-
atre. Utica, N. Y.

Featured fact that it is the first all-talkie to

be made outdoors and is a sensation picture of
the golden west without a silent moment. The
audience to be sought is general as the picture

appeals to all classes.

—

Sid Henry, Manager,
Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

"Interference"

EXPLOIT names of Clive Brook, Evelyn
Brent, William Powell and Doris Kenyon.

If house is wired plug fact that film contains
voices and noises as in regular stage presenta-
tions. Audience appeal : For those liking

heavy drama.

—

Milton Overman, Manager,
Plaza Theatre,, Paris, Texas.

Feature New York top price run at Criterion
and fact that New York critics rated it finest

talkie to date ; stress strong drama and success

the original Pertree play enjoyed.

—

Cafitol The-
atre, Vancouver, British Columbia.

"The Iron Mask"
EXPLOIT as first sound film for Fairbanks;

play up a successor to "Three Musketeers."
Audience appeal : For kids and the Fairbanks
following.

—

Robert Murray, Music Box The-
atre, Seattle, Wash.

"Lady Be Good"
EXPLOIT comedy angle. Also Jack Mul-

hall and Dorothy Mackaill—back stage life

—first hand glimpses in the life of vaudeville

actors and actresses—romantic angle. Audience
appeal : All ages and all classes.

—

Duncan In-

veraritv. Manager, Granada Theatre, Spokane,
Wash.'

Exploit Jack Mulhall-Dorothy Mackaill star

combination. Stress back-stage scenes. Good
for laughs. Audience appeal : All classes and
ages.—/. B. Allman, Manager, Allen Theatre,

Akron, Ohio.

"Lady Of Chance"
RECOMMEND exploiting name of Shearer

for she generally has good following. Au-
dience appeal : Higher type than usually found
in picture audiences.

—

Wm. Mick, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Popularity of Norma Shearer as star is this

picture's chief exploitation value.

—

E. T. Crall,

Manager, Rialto Theatre, Nczvport News, Va.
For this locality the star's name is worth

playing up. Audience appeal : General.

—

Mich-
igan Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

"Lady Of The Pavements"
EXHIBITORS will do well to bill this film

as a smashing love story with "poor to

riches" angle. Has appeal to all classes and
ages.

—

E. J. McCarthy, Manager, Loew's State,

Providence. R. 1.

Exploit this one as a "story of a Miss of the

streets," featuring Lupe Velez. Audience ap-
peal : Mostly aduhs.—Walter Moloney, Mana-
ger. Load's Midland. Kansas City, Mo.

Exploit it as D. W. Griffith's first singing
picture. Audience appeal : "Flapper" audience,
generally younger folks.

—

Herbert Israel, Man-
ager, Majestic Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Exploit romance angle and talkie sequences.

Audience appeal : High school age and up, all

classes.

—

Joseph Brcnnan, Loevtfs State, Boston,
Mass.

"Little Wildcat"
EXPLOIT wild romanticism: human wild-

cat out to capture her man- Audience ap-
peal : All ages and all classes.

—

Dr. James Wil-
son. Manager, Fox-Palace, Springfield, Mass.

"The Lone Wolfs Daughter"
EXPLOIT Bert Lytell in drama of charac-

ter everybody knows and knows just what
to expect. He has audience built up. In his line

he is just as distinctive as Sherlock Holmes is

in his. Audience appeal: To people who like

picture between melodrama and problem play,

who are curious and like detective stories.

—

Walter McDowell, Manager, Strand Theatre,
Syracuse, N. Y.

"Lonesome"
ADVERTISE as a joyous romantic story of

a glorious holiday. Also featured as a per-
fect talking picture with dialogue where dia-
logue really means something. Audience ap-
peal : Juvenile and family patronage.

—

Ray J.

Stinnette, Manager, Capitol Theatre, Dallas,
Texas.

"Lo<ve Over Night"
THERE is an opportunity to exploit the title

—however, play up the fact that it is ex-
cellent comedy ; lias unusual city and subway
scenes. Audience appeal : Especially the younger
set.

—

Michigan Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

"Lucky Boy"
EXPLOIT similarity to big Jolson successes-

but do not compare the films. Play up the

heart appeal angles. Audience appeal : All

types, especially adults.

—

John Hamrick, Blue

Mouse Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Exploit George Jessel and his song numbers.

Also the strong mother interest, but particularly

the singing of Jessel—the wide scope of emo-
tional play—from comedy to pathos. Audience

appeal : All ages and all classes.

—

Clem Pope,

Manager, Clemmcr Theatre, Spokane, Wash.
Exploit George Jessel, popular Broadway idol

—melodious songs in sound—Jessel singing

"My Mother's Eyes." Apeal to all classes.

—

Floyd Smith, Manager, Tivoli Theatre, Chatta-

nooga, Tcnn.
Exploit star as original jazz singer. Play up

mother theme and many songs introduced by

star. Audience appeal : All classes.

—

Edwin
Adler, Manager, Strand Theatre, Tampa, Fla.

Use George Jessel's name in advertising ; the

fact that he sings. Audience appeal : Has a

general appeal to all classes and types.

—

Wm,
Mick, Manager, Strand Theatre, Milwaukee,

Wise.

"Man In Hobbles"
EXPLOIT "In-Laws" angle and name of

Peter B. Kyne, the author. Audience ap-

peal : All ages and classes.

—

Arthur Phillips,

Manager, Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

"Marquis Preferred"
PLAY up name of Adolphe Menjou, a natu-

ral drawing card in most towns. Interest

public in whimsicality and novelty of all Men-
jou's plots.

—

E. T. Crall, Manager, Rialto The-
atre, Newport News, Va.

Typical Menjou vehicle. Play up Menjou
for family audiences. Appeal : All ages.

—

Tod
Browning, Manager, Keith's Memorial, Boston,

Mass.
Entertaining picture. Audience appeal : Spec-

ial appeal for women and general.

—

John J.

Bums, Keith's Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

"Melody Of Love"
PLAY up sentimental features and fact that

this picture is Carl Laemmle's first all-

talkie. Audience appeal : Sufficient hokum in

this to get by with almost any audience.

—

Ar-
thur Phillips, Manager, Uptozvn Theatre, Wich-
ita, Kansas.

"Michigan Kid"
THIS film drew a good house for the four

days it ran. Adventure exploitation draws
well. Renee Adoree and Conrad Nagel were
exploited for all their names were worth. The-
atre closed for redecoration after this feature.

Crowds packed the house over the week-end.
Audience appeal : All ages and classes.

—

Martin
Dryer, Manager, Regent Theatre, Rochester,

N.'Y.

"Million Dollar Collar"
ANOTHER good melodrama with Rin Tin

Tin—all that's necessary—but this also has

a good story which is worth playing up. Audi-
ence appeal : Children and middle-aged particu-

larly, but the story is so conceived that it has
general appeal as well.

—

John Blunk, Manager,
Alamo Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

Emphasis on the novelty of the feature be-

ing a dog's "talking picture" drew adults as

well as young in goodly numbers. Rin Tin Tin's

reputation brought crowds. Name should be

stressed where he has local following. Audi-
ence appeal : All ages and classes.

—

Arch Mc-
Callum, Manager, Fay's Theatre, Rochester,

N. Y.
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How to Sell Your Features
"My Man"

EXPLOIT Fannie Brice, for years Ziegfield

star and present star of "Fioretta." Also

her first Warner Brothers talking, singing fea-

ture. Audience appeal : General.

—

Ralph W.
Thayer, Manager, Eckel Schine Theatre, Syra-
cure, N. Y.

"Naughty Baby"
ALICE WHITE, shown in various states of

undress, is the drawing card of this pic-

ture. It appeals particularly to young people.

—

T. R. Earl, Manager, Imperial Theatre, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

"Night Club"
EXPLOIT the variety of entertainment and

the Broadway stars in all-talkies, including
Fannie Brice and Raymond Hitchcock. Also
used "Pusher in the Face" and "Bishop's
Candlesticks." Audience appeal hits every class

and type with this varied program with first

picture getting juveniles, comedy for the young-
sters and a heavy drama in "Bishop's Candle-
sticks" for the older fans.

—

George Watson,
Manager, Strand Theatre, Des Moines.

Stress names of famous peopl eappearing in

picture. Audience appeal : Average picture-
goers.

—

W. 0. James, Manager, Wisconsin
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Featured cast of notable stars appearing in

picture and talking, singing sequences. Adult
appeal.

—

E. C. McKinnon, Manager, Lyric The-
aire, Minneapolis, Minn.

"Night Watch"
THE fact that this is an excellent mystery

film, plus Billie Dove's beauty, is a com-
' bination which, properly exploited, should prove
successful.

—

Mrs. William Gordon, Manager,
Palace Theatre, Nczvport News, Va.

"Plastered In Paris"
COMEDY element in film was whooped up

here. A clown in downtown streets was
used to good advantage. Sammy Cohen's repu-
tation as a comedian drew well. Audience ap-
peal : All ages and classes.

—

Arch McCallum,
Manager, Fay's Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

"Red Hot Speed??

"Redeeming Sin"
THE story is weak and so it can not be

played up. The synchronization is poor, so
it can not be emphasized. Conrad Nagel, local

' boy, has some draw here. Dolores Costello,
pretty fair. Audience appeal : Not sufficient.

—

Jess Day, Manager, Capitol Theatre, Des
Moines.
,"The

_
Redeeming Sin." The sales feature of

this picture is Dolores Costello-Conrad Nagel
team and the Paris underworld setting. It is

good entertainment for the whole family.

—

Tom Halliday, Manager, Plaza Theatre, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

Recommended that the screen pair, Conrad
Nagel and Dolores Costello, be played up.
Think this is all that is necessary to sell pic-
ture. Audience appeal : General.

—

C. C. Atkin-
son, Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
"The Redeeming Sin." Dolores Costello has

well earned popularity here and is good for a
play. Audience appeal : All ages, all classes—
Earl W. Pepper, Manager, Grand Theatre, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

Exploit names of Nagel and Costello as they
have strong following. Audience appeal : Mostly
women, all ages and types.—L. K. Brin, Mana-
ger, Garden Theatre, Mihvaukee, Wise.

EXPLOIT name of Denny and comedy an-

gle. Audience appeal: High school age

will like but not so much for others.—Molton

Overman, Manager, Grand Theatre, Paris, Tex.

Exploit Denny's first talking picture. Clean

comedy appeals to all ages and all members of

the family.—Bart Grody, Manager, Keith-Albee,

Boston, Mass.

"Redskin"

BIG selling point is Richard Dix and the

color angle. It is best color picture yet

produced. Dix is great drawing card on ac-

count of great work in "The Vanishing Ameri-

can." Audience appeal: General, but especi-

ally high school generation.

—

Wm. C. O'Hare,

Manager, Texas Theatre, San Antonio, Texas.

Chief publicity angle to this picture is the fact

that it is produced in color and sound, the

beautiful colors bringing the picturesque life of

the Indians to a reality on the screen. Audi-

ence appeal : All classes and especially art lov-

ers.—Harl A. Wolever, Manager, Melba The-

atre, Dallas, Texas.

Stressed the sound and technicolor, and me-

chanical novelties of the picture rather than the

story or the star. Audience appeal is universal

and especially strong in such localities where

Dix is personally popular.—Fred Clary, Mana-

ger, Allen Theatre, Clevelond, Ohio.

Richard Dix was played up for his following.

Also the fact that it was 80% in color and

100% sound. Audience appeal: general, strong

appeal far ch(ldrenv—Missouri Theatre, St.

Louis, Mo.
Emphasize beauty of color photography and

"different" type of story. Audience appeal:

For those who want something a little different

and better.

—

Bob Blair, Manager, Seattle The-

atre, Seattle, Wash.

Richard Dix and the romance of an Indian

and a white girl in the Indian country, together

with the fact that parts of the film are in techni-

color, make this a box office knockout. The
whole family will like it—T. R. Earl, Manager,

Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C.

Stress Dix as the "Vanishing American."

Sports, love and action. Star's red-blooded ap-

peal should be stressed. Appeal: All classes

and ages, even ultra-elite.

—

Edward Read, Man-
ager, Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Exploit the beautiful colored scenes, Richard

Dix and beautiful theme song. Audience ap-

peal : General, all ages, all classes.—Jess. Day,

Manager, Capitol Theatre, Des Moines.

"The Rescue"

ANYTHING that will exploit the romantic,

adventure or South Seas angle is useful.

Story has direct appeal to adults as well as

youngsters. Mention the fact in ads that the

story is picturization of Conrad's tale. Audi-

ence appeal : All ages and classes.

—

Thomas D.

Soriero, Manager, Rochester Theatre, Roches-

ter, N. Y.

Exploit as Conrad story; struggle between

passion and honor and friendships. Lily Da-

mita's performance liked and played up. Ronald

Colman good. Appeal to audience liking drama

and adventure. A bit high for juvenile play—
L. B. Cool, Manager, Colonial Theatre, Akron,

Ohio.

Emphasize large scale upon which picture

was made; lavish settings and Ronald Colman's

popularity.—E. T. Crall, Manager, Olympic

Theatre, Newport News, Va.

Exploit star (Ronald Colman) with Lili

Damita adaptation of Joseph Conrad story of

the sea. Audience appeal : Elite.

—

Al Anders,

Bijou Theatre, Springfield, Mass.

"Revenge"
DOLORES DEL RIO is good for a boost

but theme may not be generally popular.

Picture deals with different angle of outdoor

life. Audience appeal: Women and girls.

—

Ambrose Nolan, Manager, Avalon Theatre, Ot-

tawa, Canada.
Use name of Dolores Del Rio and the bear

taming" angle. This is good only if Del Rio

has local appeal. Audience appeal : Most peo-

ple will like.—S. Chambers, Manager, Miller

Theatre, Wichita, Kansas.

"Riley The Cop"
PLAY up the comedy part. Name is mis-

leading. Appeals to all classes that like

comedy.—Evans Linton, Manager, Olympic

Theatre, Utica, N. Y.

"Scarlet Seas"
PLAYED up name of Barthelmess and

Compson in fast moving story at sea. Em-
phasized thrills. Audience appeal : High school

and adult.—Marc Wolf, Manager, Palace The-

atre, Canton, Ohio.

Exploit synchronized score, and Barthelmess.

Audience appeal: Was just fair but general

with juvenile preference.—George Watson,

Manager, Strand Theatre, Des Moines.

"Seven Footprints To Satan"

CATCHY title—baffling mystery drama-
play up thrills and mystery. Audience ap-

peal : All classes.—Burns O'Sullivan, Manager,

Palace Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.

"Show Girl"

THE film drew well here partly because it

was billed as one telling the inside story

of Broadway life. Advance publicity also played

up Alice White and her recent part in "Gentle-

men Prefer Blondes." Audience appeal : High

school age up, all classes.—Margin Murphy,

Manager, Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

"The Side Show"
PICTURE offers intrigue and adventure on

the circus lot and this should be played up

accordingly. Audience appeal : All classes and

ages.—Louis Chaminsky, Manager, Pantages

Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Exploit circus angle, building on success of

"Barker" if this picture has played your town.

Good circus atmosphere, thrilling climax to ac-

cidents in big tent and side show.—S. Cham-

bers, Manager, Orpheum Theatre, Wichita,

Kansas.

"The Sin Sister"

FEATURE ran last of week and did not get

advantage of Saturday and Sunday ads.

But adventure and romance angle stressed in

ads drew well. Far North angle was stressed.

Audience appeal : All ages and classes—E. L.

Lake, Manager, Keith's Palace, Rochester, N. Y.

Exploit Romance; battle between good and

evil. Audience appeal : High school age up.—

James Skifington, Manager, Fox Theatre,

Springfield, Mass.

"Spirit Of Youth"
EXPLOIT this as picture they've waited for

and urge them to get a ringside seat tosee

a champion bout with cupid. Tell them its a

story of tender hearts and fighting fists—a hit

with a big all star cast. Audience appeal :
To

the family trade and especially to the younger

members of the family.—Nat Keene, Manager,

Hippodrome Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
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Live Helps On Your Bookings
"Synthetic Sin"

IN handling the advertising of the week's run
of "Synthetic Sin" at the Mark Ritz, the

manager played up the fact that the picture
carried an appeal to the flappers of Albany and
vicinity and as a result his audiences, which
were capacity, were made up largely of young
girls; also used cut-outs effectively in front
and on one of the side streets on which the
theatre adjoins.

—

Charles Smakotcitz, Manager
Mark Ritz Theatre. Albany, X. Y.

Exploit as first sound film by Colleen Moore

;

play up "She wanted to be bad" angle; tease
on risque element. Audience appeal : For those
who want light film fare.

—

Wm. Hartford,
Manager, Coliseum Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

"Taxi 13"
PLAY this up as a speed thrill, featuring

Chester Conklin with Martha Sleeper and
Hugh Trevor and directed by Marshall Neilan.
Exploit Chester's dash through traffic in anti-
quated taxi for loot and life and announce it

as RKO Photophone synchronized and talking
production. Audience appeal : To all who like
Chester Conklin's particular brand of comedy
and those who enjoy seeing a brow-beaten man
win in the end. But Mr. Price thinks it is a
poor business getter.

—

Frank J. Price, Manager,
Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Play up Chester Conklin's name; picture has
good title but patrons are apt to be disappointed.
Audience appeal : Children and not too critical
audiences; will not draw in better class neigh-
borhoods.

—

Harold K. Archbold, Manager, Var-
sity Theatre, Evanston, 111.

Chester Conklin played up heavily in ads and
also comedy angle of photoplay. Appeal to all
ages and classes.

—

E. C. Bostick, Manager, Pon-
tages Theatre. Minneapolis, Minn.

"Tide Of The Empire"

A PICTURE that is packed with thrills and
a good old Western theme. Boost hair-

raising episodes. Audience appeal: Juveniles
and men.

—

Ray Tubman, Manager, Imperial
Theatre, Ottawa, Canada.

"Trail Of '98"
THRILLING story of the gold rush days.

Exploit Dolores Del Rio if she has a local
following. Audience appeal: All ages.—Gro-
ver Ranck, Manager, Majestic Theatre, Grand
Rapids. Mich.

Exploit romance of gold rush and beauty of
snow scenes. An all-family picture.—Victor
Morris, Manager, Loeiv's Orphcum, Boston,
Mass.

"Tropic Madness"
[
EATRICE JOY is a good angle. Audience

•L* appeal
: for all ages.—L. J. Shields, Man-

ager Ritz, Macon, Ga.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
EXPLOIT the old play and book's success

and the talking and sound effects. Play
up to the children and juvenile audiences. Had
enormous response from youngsters and their
enthusiasm steadily built up business until at
end of week business would have warranted
holding it over in which case it might have
made a record.

—

Lionel IVasson, Manager, Des
Moines Theatre, Des Moines.

Featured it is greatest picture of age. Fea-
tured educational and memory value of picture.
Also exploited unusual interest in the book by
Harriet Beccher Stowe. Had great appeal for
women and children with noticeable increase in
matinee business.

—

Ro\ Rogan, Manager, Rialto
Theatre, Joliet, 111.

"Weary River"
ADVERTISED it extensively as Barthel-

mess' first talking and singing picture. As
it was the third week, we advised all to hurry
and see this novelty. Audience appeal is wide,
and will include all classes and all types of
houses with sound installation.

—

Charles Katz,
Manager, Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.

Exploit Richard Barthelmess first talking
picture, excellent voice and singing of "Weary
River." Convict story of man who came back.—W. F. Brock, Manager, State Theatre, Chatt-
anooga, Tenn.

"Weary River." Featured picture as first

talkie by Barthelmess, played up teaming of
Compson and Barthelmess. Adult appeal.—//.
B. Lyon, Manager, State Theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn.

"The Whip"
THE stars are the best part to play up in this

picture as many seem not familiar with the
play. Dorothy Mackaill served as a draw here.
Audience appeal: Average type. Women es-
pecially should like it.—C Watson, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Des Moines.

"Why Be Good"
EMPHASIS on Colleen Moore in ads and

billing went well. Should be good in all
cities where she has a large local following.
Audience appeal : Twelve years old and up, all
classes.—E. L. Lake, Manager, Keith's Palace,
Rochester, N. Y.

"Wild Orchids"
PICTURE invites comparison of Greta Gar-

bo's work in "Woman of Affairs" and ranks
with her best. Also play up the Javanese set-
tings—stripped of all sham and pretense. Au-
dience appeal: All classes and ages.—Walter
Mahoney, Manager, Midland Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.
Placed stress on star name and Lewis Stone,

Nils Asther in support. Interest arousing lines
on what wife, offered romance when her hus-
band neglected her, decided to do. Audience ap-
peal : Married audience in particular, but good
for play to all women.

—

Ray Brown, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Akron, Ohio.

Stress splendid acting of Greta Garbo; her
devotion and loyalty to husband angle; empha-
size fine work of Lewis Stone; also exception-
ally fine photography. Audience appeal : All
classes.—Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg,
Pa.

Covered front of theatre with white lattice
work interwoven with artificial orchids. Played
up name of Greta Garbo, Lewis Stone and Nils
Ashter and featured glamorous tropical settings.
Audience appeal : For adult consumption.

—

Russell Bovim, Manager, Loew's Theatre, Can-
ton, Ohio.

Exploit star and cast. Play up Javanese fea-
tures and novelties. Audience appeal : City au-
diences.—/*. N. Roy, Manager, Tampa Theatre,
Tampa, Fla.

Exploit star's name and fact that it is a clean
picture. Audience appeal : Is general rather
than adult.—Majestic Theatre, Ann Arbor
Mich.

Exploit star (Greta Garbo). Romance under
'ii skies. Audience appeal: High school

age—younger element.—E. W. Smith. Manager,
Broadway Theatre, Springfield, Mass.

Stress Greta Garbo in romantic story of Java.
New kind of triangle. Excellent cast. Appeal
to adult class.

—

Floyd Smith, Manager, Tiroli
Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Wolf Of Wall Street"

WITH record-breaking sales on Wall
Street, it was not so hard for the Mark

Strand Theatre to feature the picture and draw
many men who are naturally interested these
days in the trend of the market. Women are
also dabbling these days. The picture was heard
discussed in one of Albany's tearooms by a
group of women who appeared to relish the
stockmarket scenes even more than they did
the love scenes.

—

Thomas Clark, Manager,
Mark Strand Theatre, Albany, N. Y.

For a week before the film played here a
stock market ticker spilling tape in a huge pile

was set up in the foyer. Ads and advance pub-
licity played up romance of the stock exchange
as related to romance of love in human life.

George Bancroft's picture was used to good
advantage in ads. Audience appeal : High
school age up, all classes.

—

Herbert Chatkln,
Manager, Piccadilly Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Exploit George Bancroft and the fact that it

is an all-talking picture. Play up the strong
dramatic angle—a story of contrasting and
strong emotions, with the money market of
America as background. Audience appeal

:

From high school age up and particularly those
who like drama.

—

Ray Grombacher, Manager,
Liberty Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

Big money and the frenzy of high finance can
be made tempting in this picture of big busi-
ness. Also feature Bancroft where he has big
appeal. Adults of all classes and ages.

—

Sot
Braunig, Manager, Majestic Theatre, Provi-
dence, R. I.

Exploit current interest and wide publicity in

recent stock market upheavals. Audience ap-
peal : All adults.—C. A. Weidner, Manager,
Brood Theatre. Columbus, Ohio.

"A Woman Of Affairs"
PLAY up Greta Garbo and John Gilbert

plus a great supporting cast of Lewis
Stone, Hobart Bosworth, Johnny Mack Brown,
Doublas Fairbanks, Jr., and Dorothy Sebastian.
Each name has value. Play up the strong
love drama, which is taken from "The Green
Hat," wherever the play of that name is

knowa Audience appeal : should prove an
attraction for all persons liking the higher
class of drama.

—

Milton Overman, Manager
Grand, Paris, Tex.

Greta Garbo and John Gilbert advertised
as the screen's lovers were probably the big
drawing card although the fact that the picture
is taken from "The Green Hat," Michael
Aden's novel, was emphasized and undoubtedly
had its effect on the public.

—

Manager Piergon,
Pantages, Spokane, Wash.

Stress the fact that John Gilbert and Greta
Garbo are back together again as "the screen's
greatest pair of lovers." This and the emphasis
on the romantic mood should bring the crowds.
Audience appeal : high school age up and all

classes.

—

Melvin Murphy, Manager, Eastman,
Rochester, N, Y.

"When The Law Rides"
EXPLOIT Tom Tyler and his pals and the

western background of the picture. Au-
dience appeal : should appeal to all classes
liking western. A great film for the children.—Milton Overman, Manager Grand, Paris, Tex.

"The Wind"
EMPHASIZE the name of Lillian Gish.

Appeals more to the older and somewhat
infrequent type of patron.

—

Majestic Theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
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In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;

City and and Run and Normal
Weather Seating Admission Business

Capacity Prices Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

'The Air Legion"
R. K. O.

Utica, N. Y.
Weather: Moderate

Gaiety
(1700)

4

35M0j!
97% Int'l News 5 Acts

'All at Sea'
M-G-M

'The Barker"
First National (T.)

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Orpheum
(1700)

3
25(S-40(!

197% "Jack Duffy" (Christie);

Int'l News Loie Bridge

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Princess
(1300)

3
25ji-35^

125% Comedy; Int'l News k&j» ti
\ k

None

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Rainy, cold

Empire
(1000)

6
25jf-40^

100% "The Boy Friend" (M-G-M);
M-G-M News None

"Annapolis"
Pathe

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear

Palace
(1906)

4
30f5-50st

90% Comedy; Pathe News 5 Acts

"The Apache"
Columbia

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Warm, rain

Pantages
(1700)

6
30)!-50*(

50% Oswald Cartoon (U.) 5 Acts

"Baby Cyclone" Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Rialto
(800)

2
25j!-35(»

99% "Sailor Suits" (Univ.);
G-M News

M-
None

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Weather: Cold

Empress
(1100)

9
25»!-50f!

100% Pathe News; Comedy

Troy, N. Y.
Weather: Part stormy

Troy
(2000)

6
25|<-50f<

85% 2 Vita. Acts; Fox M. News

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild

Alhambra
(2000) 25fS-50f!

115%
(2d Week)

"Prodigal Pup" (U.); Os-
wald Cartoon (U.); Int'l

News None

New York City
Weather: Rain, snow

Strand
(2900)

(2nd week)
35(4-50^-65^

75 1

93 2/5% Vita. Acts; Pathe Sound and
Fox M. News None

"Battles of Sexes"
United Artists

Troy, N. Y.
Weather: Part stormy

Lincoln
(1000)

4
25^-50^

75% Comedy; Kinograms

Beggars of Life"
Paramount

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Good

Granada
(600)

7

25f5-35«!

60% Vita. Comedy

"Behind the German
Lines"

Paramount

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Cameo
(549)

7
50?S-75jS

81 3/10% Pathe News; Cartoon None

The Bellamy Trail"
M-G-M (T.)

Norfolk, Va. Norva
(1800)

6
35(f-50)!

100% M-G-M Movietone Acts;
M-G-M News None

Los Angeles, Cal. Loew's State
(2200)

7 100% "We Faw Down" (M-G-M);
Fox M. News

Fanchon Marco
Idea

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Fair

Loew's State
(3000)

7
25(i-35(S-50ji

150% Fox M. and M-G-M News
•

5 Acts

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

MUler
(1981)

3
25fS-50fi

90% "Fashion Revue"; Charlie
Chase Comedy (M-G-M) Orchestra

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Fair
Rialto

(2300)

1

35M0(!
100% Int'l News; Comedy 3 Acts Vaud.;

Organ ; Or-
chestra

"Blindfold"
Fox

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Clear, cold

Palace
(720)

3
25»<-35si

"Calford on Horseback"
(Univ.) ; Fox News None

'Broadway Melody"
M-G-M (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal. Chinese
(2250)

Indef.

(4h Week)
$1-81.65

225% 5 Shorts None
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City and
Weather

Theatre No. of Days
and Run and

Seating Admission
Capacity Prices

Percentage
Rating;
Normal
Business
Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

"Broadway Melody"
(Continued)

New York City Astor

Weather: Snow, rain (1120)

Indef.
(3rd week)

$l-$2

157^% None

'The Cameraman"
M-G-M

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear

Valentine
(811)

3
15^-25^

80% Comedy; Pathe News None

'Canary Murder Case"
Paramount (T.)

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear

Loew's
(2025)

3
30)5-50)!

130% Int'l and M-G-M News 5 Acts

Tacoma, Wash.
Weather: Unsettled

Rialto
(1350)

7 75% Fox M. News; Talking Com-
edy; News

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Fair

Minnesota
(4025)

7
30 ,<-40 4-75)!

81 1/2% Fox M. News Publix Unit

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Cold, slush

Des Moines
(1600)

7
25)!-50|!

135% Vita. Acts; Fox M. News Orchestra

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Tampa
(1600)

3
254-504-604

200% Cartoon; Review (Pathe);
Para. News Organ

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Greater Palace 7

(2350) 254-354-604
100% "Eddie Lambert" (Vita.);

Para. News Publix Unit

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Empire
(1550)

7
354-504

100% Vita. Acts; Fox M. News None

Utica, N. Y.
Weather: Moderate

Stanley
(3500)

4

35(!-50f!

100% "Plantation Trio" (Vita.);

Fox M. News Orchestra

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Warmer, un-

settled

Newman
(1866)

7 135% "Kisses" Comedy; 2 Vita.

Acts; News None

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Olympia
Washington Sq

(2500)

7
. 25)!-75)!

100% Fox News

Buffalo, N. Y. Century
Weather: Clear, warmer (3000)

7
65 4

120% Vita.; Fox M.; Fox News None

Omaha, Neb.
Weather: Snow, cold

Riviera
(2900)

7
254-604

130% Para. News Publix Unit

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Metropolitar
(2512)

i 7
154-254-604

140% Para. News Publix Unit; Or-
chestra and
Organ

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Rainy, cold

Alabama
(2200)

6

25f!-35f!-60f!

95% Para. News "Pleasure Pi-

rates" Revue

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Unsettled

Worth
(2500)

4

15j!-50f!

155% "We Faw Down" (M-G-M)

;

"One Word" (Vita.) ; Para.
News None

Boston, Mass. Fenway 7 100%
Weather: Unsettled (1500) 254-754

Fox News

'Captain Lash"
Fox

Seattle, Wash. Coliseum 7 70%
Weather: Cool and clear (1650) 254-354

Sound Shorts; Fox M. News

New Haven, Conn.
Weather: Stormy

Bijou
(2700)

7
25j!-50»!

85% Talking Shorts; Fox M. News None

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Majestic
(2512)

7
154-254-604

140% Para. News Publix Unit; Or-
chestra and
Organ

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Rainy, cold

Trianon
(650)

6
154-304

105% Aesop Fables (Pathe); Fox
News None

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: 'Mild

Majestic 3 68% "Our Gang" (M-G-M);
(1050) 104-254-354 "Madame Du Barry"

504 (M-G-M); Para. News None

'Carnation Kid"
Paramount (T.)

Little Rock, Ark.
Weather: Fair

Capitol
(1400)

3
154-504

125% "Nifty News" (Para.)

Macon, Ga. Capitol
Weather: Rainy, flood (1000)

3
354-404

85% 'Two Little Chinese"; Para.
News

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather: Fair
Capitol 3 . 80% "Bird in the Hand" (Chris-

(1957) 104-504 tie) ; Para News
Publix Unit; Or-
gan

Buffalo, N. Y. Buffalo 7 100%
Weather: Clear, warmer (3100) 654

Vita.; Fox M. News "Cheerio" Stage
Show
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City and
Weather

Theatre
and

Seating
Capacity

Percentage
No. of Days Rating;
Run and Normal
Admission Business

Prices Equals
100%

Shorts Presentation

"The Carnation Kid"
(Continued)

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Paramount
(3666)

7

35*!-50«!-75f!
85 £-$1

88 3/5% "Bride's Relations" (Educ.
T.); Selected and Fox M.
News Publix Unit

"The Case of Lena
Smith"

Paramount

Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Weather: Cold

Empress
(1100)

5
10(f-25(S

75% Pathe News; Comedy

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

B. F. Keith's

(2596)
> 6

15f!-60f»

75% "Only Me", Felix Comedy
(Educ); Pathe News 5 Acts

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Rain, snow

Palace
(2484)

7
30|£-60*!

89% 4 Talkie Acts; Fox News 4 Acts

"Charge of the Gauchos'
R. K. 0.

' Canton, O.
Weather: Clear

Valentine

(811)

4

15f*-25f!

85% Comedy; Pathe News None

"Children of the Ritz"
First National

Utica, N. Y.
Weather: Moderate

Stanley
(3500)

3

35((-50f(

100% 1 Vita. Act; Fox M. News Revue

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Warmer, un-

settled

Mainstreet
(2500)

7 95% Aesop's Fables (Pathe)

;

Pathe News

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

Centre
(1200)

6
15*5-40)5

80% "Husbands Must Play"
(Educ); Fox News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

Century
(3221)

6
25?!-65f<

109% "Manchu Love" (M-G-M);
Fox M. and M-G-M News

Revue ; Orches-
tra; Organ

"The Circus Kid"
R. K. O.

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Rainy, cold

Ritz
(1800)

6

25j!-35s!-60f«

100% Novelty; Pathe News Acts

"Conquest"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Fair, clear

Cameo
(1200)

7

25j!-50j!

100% Comedy; M-G-M, Fox M.
News

Los Angeles, Cal. Warner's Holly-
wood 50^-65fi-
(2800) 75 i

60%
(2d Week)

Vita. Acts; Int'l News Larry Ceballos
Revue

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Unsettled

Loew's Strand 6
(1100) 25(S-40»i

75% "Four Aristocrats" (Vita.);

M-G-M News None

"The Cossacks"
M-G-M

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

Rex
(900)

3
15ji-70(f

100% "Shamrock Alley" (Educ);
Fox News None

"The Crash"
First National

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Fair, cold

Valencia
(1500)

6
25(S-35»S

59% "Little Vagabond," (Tiffany
Color): "Social Prestige"
(Educ); M-G-M News

None

"Desert Nights"
M-G-M

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Fair, clear

State
(3400)

7

30f!-60f!

100% "Feed and Weep" (M G-M);
Para, and Fox M. News

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Loew's State

(2700)

7 100% Hal Roach Comedy (M-G-
M); Fox M. News 5 Acts

"The Divine Lady"
First National

Los Angeles, Cal. Carthay Circle Indef. 75%
(1500) (5th week)

$1-$1.65

Fox M. News None

"Dog of the Regiment" Wichita, Kans.
Warner Bros Weather: Unsettled

Kansas 3 100% Kinograms; Chas. Bowers
(800) 20 i (Educ.)

"The Doctor's Secret'
Paramount (T.)

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Palace 7 107% "One Word"; Borah Min-
(1487) 35ft-50^ nevitch (Para. T.); "Bride's

Relations" (Educ. T.);

Fox M. and Para. News

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

Stanley
(3654)

6
25)!-65)i

99% "Confession"; "Geo. Dewey
Washington"; (M-G-M);
Fox M. and Para. News

Orchestra, Organ

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Warm, rain

Loew's
(3400)

7 91% 1 Sound Act; Fox and M-G-
M News Organlogue

Omaha, Neb.
Weather: Snow, rain

Rialto
(2247)

7
25)i-50)i

75% "Boyhood Days"; "Just
One Word"; Para. News None

Salt Lake City,
Utah

Capitol
(2400)

100%

Fort Worth, Tex. Worth 3 100% "Footlight Fanny" (Christie)

(2500) 15^-50^ Vita. Act; Para. News None
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City and
Weather

Percentage
Theatre No. of Days Rating;
and Run and Normal

Seating Admission Business
Capacity Prices Equals

100%

Shorts Presentation

'The Dummy"
Paramount (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Unsettled

Royal
(833)

95% 2 Movietone Acts; "Post
Mortems" (Christie T.);
News

None

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Metropolitan 7
(4350) 35^-75*

125% "The Wife's Relations"
(Bduc. T.); Para. News Publix Unit

Seattle, Wash.
Weather : Fair

Seattle 7 80%
(3150) 25^-35(!-50j!-60)S

'Kisses," Comedy; Para.
News

Publix Unit,
"Blue Grass"

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather: Fair, mild

Granada
(2900) 35*-50^

150% Fox News; Grand Opera
Gems

Publix Unit
"Step on It"

"The Faker-
Columbia

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair

Pantages
(1200)

85%
(2nd week)

"Fancy Baggage"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Very cold
Strand

(1600)

4

20M0^
90% "In a Persian Garden" (T. S.)

Color; "The Booster" (M-G-
M) Comedy; Para. News

'The Flying Fleet"
M-G-M

Evanston, 111.

Weather: Fair, cold
Varsity 3 120% "Serpentine"; "Fred Ardath

(1800) 25^-50^ and Co." (Vita.); "Colle-
gians" (U.); Fox M. &News None

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cool, clear

Fifth Ave. 7
(3000) 25f!-60£

110% Fox M. News Fanchon-Mar-
co. Unit

Salt Lake City,
Utah

Pantages
(2200)

100%

"Four Sons"
Fox

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Fair

Capitol 6
(600) 25(f-35)!-50»!

95% Comedy; Fox M. News Organ

"Gang War"
R. K. O.

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Warm, rain

Mary Anderson 7
(1376) 25f!-35»!-50f<

85% 2 Sound Acts; Pathe News

"Geraldine"
Pathe

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

Keith's 6
(3016) 25fS-65)f

95% "Collegians" (Univ.); Int'l

Int'l News 6 Acts

'The Ghost Talks*
Fox (T.)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Snow, cold
Victory 7

(1600) 15?S-50»f

80% "The Joy Ride" ; Pathe News None

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Modern & Beacon 7
(1800) 25f!-75(!

90% "Song Hits from Whoopee"

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

New Theatre 6
(1600) 25»!-50f5

60% "Kentucky Jubilee Singers"
(S.) "Misplaced Hus-
bands"; Fox M. and Fox
News

None

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather : Fair

Empire
(1700) 25)f-30(!-40(5

50 ff

60% Comedy; Fox Variety; Fox
M. Acts and News

"The Girl on the Barge"
Universal (T.)

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather : Fair

Aztec
(2500) 25(f-35ff-60(i

60% Comedy; Fox News Stage Show,
"Rhapsody in

Blue"

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Unsettled

Pantages
(1900)

6
25ji-50(f

95% Pathe Sound News 5 Acts

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Colony 7 82Y2% Oswald Cartoon (U.); Pathe
(1980) 50ff-75*-$l Sound News Stage Band and

Specialties

Give and Take"
Universal

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Palace 3 100% "Jack Norwood" (Vita.);

(1500) 20(i-50fi "Collegians" (U.);FoxM.
and M-G-M News None

Louisville, Ky. Rialto
Weather: Warm, rain (3000)

3
30jt-50»5

75% Pathe Review; Pathe News 5 Acts

"The Godless Girl'

Pathe
Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Victory 7
(1600) 25*-50M0^

50% Vita. Acts; Fox M. News None

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Fair, clear

Hippodrome 7
(4500) 25^-50f!

125% "The Old Barn" (Pathe);
Fox M. News; Fox News

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Fair

Fifth Ave. 7
(2750) 25^-35^-50^

601

no% Fox M. News Lina Basquette
in Person and
Fanchon Mar-
co Unit

Birmingham, Ala.
Weather: Rainy, cold

Strand
(800)

6
25^-50*

100% Vita. Acts; Fox M. News None
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Shorts

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Scollay Sq.
Olympia

(3000)

7
25^-755*

90% Vita. Acts; Para. News

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Mild

Blue Mouse
(950)

7

35f<-50fS

75% Vita. Acts: Fox M. News

'The Haunted House'
First National

'Hearts in Dixie'
Fox (T.)

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Fair
Princess

(960)

3
15(4-35*!

90% News and Comedy

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Gaiety
(808)

Indef.

(4 days)

Presentation

5 Acts

Dallas, Tex. Old Mill 7 90% "Kenneth Harlan"; "Eddie
Weather: Fair (1400) 20f-25f!-35f« Lambert" (Vita.); Pathe

Review None

None

128 1/10% Fox M. Short and M. News None

'Hey Rube"
R. K. O.

'Hit of the Show'
R. K. O.

'Home Coming"
Paramount

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair

Keith's Palace 3
(3200) 25 i*-50 ^

100% Pathe News 5 Acts

Richmond, Va. Byrd 6 95% "Eddie Peabody' (M-G-M)

;

Weather: Fair (1660) 15|f-35f-50f5 "Cugat and his Gigolos"
(M-G-M); Aesop Fable
(Pathe) ; Pathe Sound News Style Revue

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Fair, clear

Palace 7

(3600) 3W-7H
100% "Button My Back" (Pathe);

Pathe, Fox, Para. News 5 Acts

"Home James"
Universal

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand
(850)

1

10?S

100% Smith's Holiday" (Pathe) None

"The Home Towners"
L. Warner Bros. (T.)

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

Regent (F.P.)

(1225)
6

25(f-60)4

85% "Conlin and Glass" (Vita.

T.); Fox M. and Para.
News Orchestra

"Hook and Ladder No. 9"
R. K. O.

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Kansas
(800)

3
20(5

100% Kinograms; Comedy

"Hot News"
Paramount

Utica, N. Y.
Weather: Moderate

Olympia
(1300)

4
35 i

75% Pathe Review; "Collegians"
(U.); Fox News None

'Interference"
Paramount (T.)

Vancouver, B. C. Capitol 125% "Ruth Etting" ; "Eddie Can-
tor" (Para. Sound Shorts)

;

Fox M. News

Calvin Winter
and his Capi-
tolians

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Plaza 6 75% "Ruth Etting"; "Eddie Can-
(650) 40(S-60»i tor" (Para. T.); "Cliff

Edwards" (M-G-M T.);

Fox News None

'The Iron Mask'
United Artists

Seattle, Wash. Music Box 7 100%
Weather: Mild (950) 25^-35^-50)6

Vita. Acts, Fox M. News

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Rivoli (1st week) 199 2/5%
(2200) ZH-5U-7H

85|£-$1

Para. Shorts; Selected and
Fox M. News None

'In Old Arizona'
(Fox (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal. Criterion Indef. 135%
(1500) (10th week)

35ji-50)S

5 Shorts; M. News None

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Majestic 7 125%
(1700) 25(!-50j!-75f!

Fables and News (Pathe);
Fox M. News 5 Acts

Canton, O.
Weather : Clear

Strand
(750)

7
25«!-50jS

135% "The Lion's Roar" (Pathe
T.); Pathe Sound News None

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Majestic
(1535)

7
25^-60)5

150% "Aesop's Fables"; Fox M.
and Pathe News

5 Acts Keith's
Orph. Vaud.

Albany, N. Y.
Weather : Part stormy

Leland 6 250% "The Family Picnic" (Fox
(1900) 25^-35*5 M. Short); "Van and

Schenck"; and "Joe Re-
gan" (M-G-M) M. Shorts)

;

Fox M. News None

Utica, N. Y. Avon
Weather: Moderate (1600)

8
40 i

100% Fox M. News; 1 Vita. Act

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Majestic
(2680) 25)S-35)S-60(!

105% Fox M. News

None

Vaudeville

'The Jazz Age"
R. K. O.

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain, floods

Ritz
(1000)

3
30 (4-35 1.

95% Jack King Play-
ers

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Unsettled

Hippodrome 2 100% "Sailor Boy" (Educ.) ; "Range
(750) 20f!-30t! of Fear" (Univ.); Kino-

grams
None
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"The Kid's Clever"
Universal

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cnsettled

Hippodrome 2

(750) 20^-30*
SO , "The Bargain Hunt" (Pathe)

;

Kinograms None

'Lady Be Good"
First National

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Good.

Egyptian
(300)

7 85', Comedy

Akron, O.
Weather: Unsettled

Allen

(550) 2U-b0i
90% Comedy; M-G-M News None

•A Lady of Chance"
M-G-M

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand
(850)

2

25f!-35*!

70% "Oriental Hugs" (Christie);

"The Tenderfoot" (U.) None

Milwaukee, Wis.
Weather: Mild

Strand
(1297)

7

25H>0|!
90% Christie Comedy; Fox News None

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Mild

Michigan
(2200)

4
10*5-30(^40*!

50 i

58 1/2% "All Aboard"; Fox News Stage Presenta-
tion

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Clear, cold

Rialto

(873)

3
2bi-Zoi

90% "Ko-Ko Cartoon" (Para.);

Para. News None

'Lady of the Pave-
ment"

United Artists

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair

Midland
(4000)

90%
(2nd week)

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Snow, cold
Loew's State

(3800)

7

\5t-5H
100% "Geo. Dewey Washington"

(M-G-M); Fox News None

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild

Majestic
(1500)

7
25j!-50(!

100% "Noisy Neighbors" (M-G-M);
M-G-M News None

Boston, Mass.
Weather : U nsettled

Loew's State
(3700)

7
40ir-75i

95% M-G-M Movietone; Fox News Band

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Unsettled

Loew's Palace 6
(2200) 25f!-50»!

100% 'Gus Edwards" (M-G-M);
"Gus Arnheim" (Vita.);

Fox M. News None

"Land of the Silver Fox"
Warner Bros.

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Hippodrome
(700)

3

35f!-50(»

75% "Mickey's Triumph" (R. K.
O ) ; Pathe News None

"The Last Warning"
Universal

New Haven, Conn.
Weather : Stormy

Olympia
(2400)

7
40j!-60»!

70% "Traffic Regulations" (Para.
T.) ; Para. News

"Bubbling Over"
Publix Unit

"The Little Wildcat"
Warner Brci

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Snow, rain

Palace
(2484)

7
30/60)6

89% 4 Talkie Acts; Fox News 4 Acts

"Lonesome"
Universal

Dallas, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Capitol
(1044)

7

15(!-25j!-35s!

85% 2 Vita. Acts; Int'l News None

"The Lone Wolf's
Daughter"

Columbia (T.)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Fair

Strand
(1700)

7

20j!-30j!-40»!

100% 2 Vita. Acts; Fox M. News Orchestra

"Love in the Desert"
R. K. O.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Weather: Cold

Orpheum
(2100)

7

25H30f!
100% 5 Acts Vaud.

"Love Over Night"
Pathe

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Mild

Michigan
(2200)

3

10»!-30f<-40)!
50ft

65 4/10% "Our Gang" (M-G-M); Fox
News Stage Presenta-

tion

"Lucky Boy"
Tiffany-Stahl (T.)

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild

Merrill

(1167)

7
25»!-50j!

125% 'Pusher in the Face"; Fox
News None

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Tivoli

(1900)

3
50j!-60j!

109% Aesop's Fables (Pathe);
Para. News 4 Acts

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Strand
(800)

7

15f--35f!-40f!

125% Comedy; M-G-M News None

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Palace
(1500)

4

20i-50t
60% "Meet the Wife"; "Missouri

Sheiks" (Vita.); Fox M.
and M-G-M News None

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Good

Clemmer
(1700)

7
35|!-50j!

90% Cartoon and Int'l News

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Cool, clear

Blue Mouse
(950)

14
25(f-50(!

70% Comedy; Vita. Acts; Fox M.
News

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Weather: Cold

Liberty
(1250)

7

10f!-35f!-50f!

98% Oswald Cartoon (U.); Fox
M. and Int'l News

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather: Fair, mild

St. Francis
(1435) 35»f-50jf

100% "Aesop Fables" (Pathe S.) None

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Capitol
(4620) 35)!-50j<-75j!

$1-$1.50

91 2/5% Selected and Fox M. News Chester Hale's
"Versailles"
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"The Man in Hobbles"
Tiffany-Stahl

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Uptown
(1993)

2

25ji-40?5

47% 2 Vita. Acts; Kinograms Organ Spec.

"The Man Who Laughs"
Universal

Omaha, Neb.
Weather: Snow, cold

World
(2500)

7

25H30»5
75% Oswald Comedy (U.); Fox

News 4 Acts

'Marquis Preferred"
Paramount

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Fair

B. F. Keith
(2600)

3
30^-50(i

90% Aesop Fables, Topics (Pathe)

;

Pathe News 6 Acts

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Hippodrome 3
(700) 35«!-50»<

60% "Hubbie's Latest Alibi"
(Pathe) ; Pathe News None

Vancouver, B. C. Strand 7 100% Stage Band; Fan-
chon Marco
Unit

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Keith's Memorial 7
(3000) 50jf-$1.50

100% Pathe News 6 Acts

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Clear, cold

Rialto
(873)

3

25j!-35fi

100% Comedy; Para. News None

"Melody of Love"
Universal (T.)

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Uptown
(1993)

4
25»<-40^

56% Kinograms; Vita. Act Organ Spec.

"The Michigan Kid"
Universal

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Clear

Regent
(1697)

4
15jf-50?f

80% "Going to Go" Comedy;
News Orchestra

"The Million Dollar
Collar"

Warner Bros. (T.)

'Naughty Baby"
First National

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Fair

Fay's
(1250)

7 90% Comedy; News None

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Warm, rain

Alamo
(950)

7

20j!-30j!-40(S

105% 3 Sound Acts; Fox News

"Mother Machree"
Fox

Battle Creek, Mich.
Weather: Fair, cold

Garden
(900)

4

25i-35i
75% "Early To Bed" (M-G-M);

Int'l News None

"My Best Girl"
United Artists

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Fair
Princess

(960)

2
15»!-35jS

100% News and Comedy None

"My Man"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Fair

Eckel
(1400)

7
25f!-35jf

100% 2 Vita. Acts; Para. News

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Worth 3 85% "Chasing Husbands" (M-G-
(2500) 15 ji-50 i M ) ; Pathe Revue ; Para.

News None

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Unsettled

Imperial
(1181) 10»f-40»(-50(£

93% 2 Vita. Acts; M-G-M News None

Salt Lake City,
Utah

Victory
(1300)

100%

"Ned McCobb's
Daughter"
Pathe

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Hippodrome 3 30% "Off Balance" (Educ);
(700) 35^-50)! "Tracked Down" (U.);

Pathe News None

'Night Club"
Paramount (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild

Roval
(833)

95%
(2d Week)

Wisconsin 7 105% "Mind Your Business"
(2902) 25(i-75j! Comedy; "Bishop's Can-

dlesticks" (Para.); Fox
News None

Des Moines, la. Strand
Weather: Cold, snow (1065)

3 120% " Bishop's Candlesticks "

20^-30j! (Para.); Pusher in the
Face (Para.) Organ

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Fair

Lyric
(1500) 15»!-25f!-35f!

81 5/10% Fox M. News None

"Nothing to Wear"
Columbia

Albany, N. Y. Clinton Sq. 6
Weather: Part stormy (900) 25*5

75< Newsreel None

'Object—Alimony"
Columbia

Battle Creek, Mich.
Weather: Fair, cold

Strand
(1000)

4
10(5-25^

75% "Motor Boat Mamas'
(Pathe) ; Fox News

Columbus, O.
Weather : Fair

Majestic
(1000)

7
25MO*

100% Comedy; Fox News

None

Organ

'The Outcast"
First National

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Warm, rain

Strand
(1800)

6

25f!-50*

60% Comedy Fanchon Marco
Acts
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'Outlawed'
R. K. O.

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Fair
Princess 1

(960) 15»!-35jS

100% Int'l.News; Comedy None

'The Phantom City"
First National

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand 1

(850) 10f-25*
140% "Tarzan the Mighty" (U.)

Serial; "Companionate
Marriage" (Para.); Pathe
News None

"Plastered in Paris"
Fox

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Clear

Fay's
(1250)

7
15^-55|<

90% "Cut Yourself a Piece of
Cake" Comedy; Fox News None

"Power"
Pathe

Battle Creek, Mich.
Weather: Fair, cold

Bijou-Arcade
(1300)

3
50(6-75j5

50% Pathe News 3 Acts

"Prowlers of the Sea"
Tiffany

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Part stormy

Clinton Sq.
(900)

6
25*!

75% Newsreel None

"The Red Dance"
Fox

Norfolk, Va. Loew's State
(2000)

6
35f!-50(S

85% Comedy; M-G-M News 5 Acts

"Redeeming Sin"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Milwaukee, Wise.
Weather: Mild

Garden 7

(1200) 25ff-50j!

90% 'Manchu Love" (M-G-M);
Fox News

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair

Grand 7
(1200) 25^-50^

125% 3 Acts Vita.; Fox News

New Haven, Conn.
Weather : Stormy

Roger Sherman 7

(2000) 40^-60)*
110% 4 Vita Acts; Fox M. News

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Very cold
Capitol 7

(1800) 25<f-50ff

110% 'Schubert's Songs"; Para.
News

None

None

Stage Show

"High Hat" Pub-
lix Unit

"Red Hot Speed"
Universal (T.)

Oklahoma City, Okla
Weather: Cold

Capitol 75% "Bert Swor"; "Foy Family'
(1200) 30^-35^-50^ (Vita.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather : Fair

Newman
(1866)

85%
(2nd week)

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Unsettled

Plaza
(1232) 10^-40^-50^

104% "Rube Minstrel" (Vita.);

Para. Comedy and News

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Warm, rain

Strand
(1185) 25ji-35ji-50(!

150% 3 Sound Acts; Fox News

New York City
Weather: Rain, snow

Warner's Indef.

(1360) (2nd week)
94 1/10% Vita. Acts

None

None

Paris, Tex.
Weather: Good, bad

Grand
(850)

2
25jf-35jS

60% Pathe News; Topics; Fables;
Review (Pathe) None

Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Keith's Boston 7

(1800) 25ff-75s<

90% Fables; Topics (Pathe);
Pathe News 5 Acts

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Stanley

(1999)
3

40|£-50f»

85% 4 Vita. Acts; Para. News None

'Red Lips"
Universal

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Strand 3

40f<-50»<

70% 'Two Tars" (M-G-M); M-
G-M News None

'Redskin"
Paramount

Dallas, Tex. Melba 7 85% "Noisy Neighbors" (M-G-
Weather: Fair (1800) 25»!-35j!-50j! M); Vita. Novelty; Fox

M. News None

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Fair, clear

Allen
(3300)

7

30»!-60f<

83% "Gentlemen Snore" (M-G-
M) ; M-G-M; Fox M. News

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Texas
(3000)

7
25)S-35fi-60(S

95% Vita. Acts; Para. News Publix Unit
"High Hat"
Orchestra

Little Rock, Ark.
Weather: Fair

Capitol
(1400)

3
15(i-50(i

100% "Happy Heels" (Christie);

M-G-M News

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Cold, sleet

Worth
(2500)

4

15*!-50f<

90% "Oswald Comedy" (U.);

"Pathe Color Revue";
Para. News None

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Clear, cool

Seattle

(3150)

7
25(i-60)f

100% Para. News "Oh Teacher"
Publix Unit

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Snow, cold
Strand

(2200)

7
15»(-50(«

100% "The Bishop's Candlesticks"
(Para. T.) ; Strand Pictorial None

Des Moines, la.
Weather: Snow, cold

Capitol
(1700)

7
25)i-50)!

125% Fashion Reel; Para. News Publix Unit "Bag
of Tricks"
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"Redskin"
(Continued)

Asheville, N. C.
Weather: Unsettled

Imperial
(1181)

3
10(5-40(5-50)5

U6% "Happiness Boys" "Sam
Coslow" (Vita.) M-G-M
News None

Houston, Tex.
Weather: Cold

Kirby
(1654)

7
10 (5-25)5-50 (5

100% 4 Vita. Acts; Fox M. News None

Salt Lake City,
Utah

Paramount
Empress

(1500)

125%

Richmond, Va.
Weather: Fair

Colonial

(1800)

6
25(5-35(5-50(5

100% 2 Talkie Acts; Para. News Organ

New York City
Weather: Rain, snow

Criterion

(861)

Indef.
(4th week)
$1-82

62 4/5% Para. Shorts None

"The Rescue"
United Artists

Akron, O.
Weather: Unsettled

Colonial
(1147)

7
25(5-50)5

100% Comedy; Para. News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

Parkway
(1092)

6
15*5-35(5

86% M-G-M Movietone Revue;
"Marion Harris" (M-G-
M); Fox M. News None

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Rain, snow

Bijou
(1000>

7
25*5-50*5

90% 2 Comedies (Educ); Int'l

News

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Clear

Rochester
(4000)

7
25 (5-35 (5-60 f

87% Fox News 5 Acts

Newport News, Va.
Weather: Clear, cold

Olympia
(853)

6
25*5-35(5

100% Comedy; Kino. News None

. "The Restless Sex"
Columbia

Omaha, Neb.
Weather: Snow, cold

Empress
(1000)

7
25*5-50(5

80% "Collegians" (Univ.) Musical Stock

"Revenge"
United Artists

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Miller

(1981)

3
25(5-50(5

98% Comedy Orchestra

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

Avalon
(990)

3
10(5-35)5

100% "Circus Blues" (Educ);
"Soldier Man" (Pathe);
Para. News None

Tacoma, Wash.
Weather: Unsettled

Pantages
(1500)

7 60% 6 Acts

"Riders of the Dark"
M-G-M

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Rialto
(800)

1

25 (5-35 £

104% "Koko's Big Pull" (Para.);

M-G-M News None

"Riley the Cop"
Fox

Utica, N. Y.
Weather: Moderate

Olympia
(1300)

4
35(5

60% Mickey Comedy (R. K. O.)

;

Fox News None

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Unsettled

Majestic
(1435)

7
25(5-60(5

75% Aesop Fables (Pathe); Fox
M. and Pathe News 5 Acts

"Romance of the
Underworld"

Fox 4|

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear,
warmer

Great Lakes
(2500)

7
65(5-85(5

85% Vita.; Fox M.; Fox News None

"Scarlet Seas"
First National

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Cold, snow
Strand

(1065)
4

20(5-30.(5

120% Comedy; Para. News Organ

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear

Palace
(1906)

4
30(5-50(5

95% Comedy; Pathe News 5 Acts

"Seven Footprints to
Satan

First National

Battle Creek, Mich.
Weather: Fair, cold

Garden
(900)

3
25^-35(5

75% "Campus Carmen" (Pathe);
Int'l News None

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair

Keith's Palace 4
(3200) 25)5-50)5

110% Pathe g j m| ai j
^1

5 Acts

"The Shady Lady"
Pathe (T.)

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Fair

Mainstreet
(1500)

85%
(2d Week)

Omaha, Neb.
Weather: Snow, cold

Orpheum
(3000)

7
25(5-60)5

80% Sound Cartoon; Pathe News 6 Acts

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Unsettled

Orpheum
(2600)

6
25)5-60)5

100% Aesop Fables, Review
(Pathe) ; Pathe News 6 Acts

"Side Show"
Columbia

Wichita, Kans.
Weather: Unsettled

Orpheum
(1700)

3
25M0^

195% Int'l News; Comedy Loie Bridge

- Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Warmer, un-

settled

Pantages
(2800)

7 135% Aesop Fables (Pathe); News 5 Acts
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"Simba"
Capitol

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Mild

Wuerth
777; 10f!-25)!-35|!

50)!

4s>; "Circus Daze" (Pathe) None

"Singing FooP'
Warner Bros. (T.)

Battle Creek, Mich.
Weather : Pair, cold

Regent
L150)

7
35«!-50^

200% Fox News None

New York City Winter Garden Indef.
Weather: Rain, snow (1492) (25th week)

•pi

—

5p^

53 2/5% Vita. Acts None

Macon, Ga. Capitol
Weather: Rain, floods (1000)

1

35(i-40f»

100% ''Melancholy Dame"
(Christie) ; Para. News

"The Sin Sister'

Fox

"Stark Mad"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Rain, snow

Fox 7 100% "Napoleon's Barber"; "Bath
(1444) 20)!-50f< Between" (Fox); Fox

News

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Clear

Palace
(3200)

3
35»!-60)!

87% Pathe News 6 Acts

Syracuse, N. Y.
Weather: Fair

B. F. Keith 4 90%
(2600) 30)!-50)!

Aesop Fables, Topics (Pathe)

;

Pathe News 6 Acts

"A Single Man"
M-G-M

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Strand 4

40(S-50f!

75% Novelty; M-G-M News None

"Show Girl"
First National

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather : Clear

Eastman
(3400)

7

35»<-65f!

80% "Eddie Lambert" (Vita.);

News Publix Unit

"The Spieler"
Pathe (T.)

New York City
Weather: Rain, snow

Roxy
(6205)

7
50^-75^-81-

$1.50

85 9/10% Selected and Fox M. News Rothafel 4 Unit
Show

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Clear, cool

Music Box
(950)

7 70% Vita. Acts

Norfolk, Va. Granby 6
(1000) 35j!-50)!-75f!

75% "Believe It or Not" (Vita.);

Fox News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

Metropolitan 6
(1500) 15»!-50f£

75% "Frank Whitman" (S.);

"Dane Dreyer" (S.); "Al
Lions" (S.); Kinograms None

Tacoma, Wash.
Weather: Unsettled

Blue Mouse 7
(601)

115% Chase Comedy; Fox M,
News; 3 Vita. Acts

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Virginia

(1122)

7
40)!-50»!

75% 2 Comedies; Fox M. News None

"The Spirit of Youth"
Tiffany-Stahl

Baltimore, Md.
Weather: Variable

Hippodrome
(2500) 20fS-55^

120% Comedy; Pathe News Presentation and
Acts

' 'Stolen Kisses"
Warner Bros. (T.)

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Weather: Cold

Criterion

(1700)

7
10^-35)4-50^

75 i

125% Para. News

"Stolen Love"
R. K. 0.

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain, floods

Ritz
(1000)

3
30<t-35)i

95% Jack King Play-
ers

"Strange Cargo"
Pathe (T.)

Los Angeles, Cal. United Artists 50%
(2300) (2nd week)

Vita. Acts; Fox M. News C. Sharpe Minor

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Fair

Orpheum 7 53 7/10%
(2900) 25^-50^-75*

Pathe Sound News 6 Acts

Columbus, O.
Weather : Fair

Loew's Ohio 7 100%
(4000) 25ji-50)S

Fox News Publix Unit; Or-
chestra; Organ

Macon, Ga.
Weather: Rain, floods

Capitol
(1000)

2

Zhi-Wi
95% Melancholy Dame"

(Christie); Para. News

"The Street of Sin'
Paramount

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

Fern
(750)

3
10)!-25)i

90% 'Don't Fire" Comedy ; "Scar-
let Arrow" (Univ.) ; Serial None

'Submarine'
Columbia

Vancouver, B. C. Pantages 100%
(2nd week)

4 Acts Vaud.

'Sunset Pass'
Paramount

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Rialto 3
(800) 25)5-35)!

96% 'Collegians" (Univ.); M-G-
M News

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Princess
(1300)

4

25|!-35*
150% Comedy; Int'l News

None

None
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'Sunset Pass"
(Continued)

Louisville, Ky.
Weather: Warm, rain

Rialto
(3000)

4
30)5-50)5

75<; Pathe Review; Pathe News 5 Acts

Fort Worth, Tex.
Weather: Unsettled

Hippodrome 3
(750) 20)5-30(5

120% 'Cross Country Bunion Race"
(U.); Kinograms None

"Synthetic Sin"
First National

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Part stormy

Mark-Ritz
(1200)

6
25*5-35)5

90% "Sock Exchange" (Christie)

;

Vita. Act; Pathe Sound
News None

Battle Creek, Mich.
Weather: Fair, cold

Bijou-Arcade 4
(1300) 50(5-75(5

60% Pathe News
3 Acts

Tacoma, Wash.
Weather: Unsettled

Colonial

(695)

7 66% Hal Roach Comedy (M-G-
M) ; News and Shorts

Seattle, Wash.
Weather: Mild

Coliseum
(1650)

7
25(5-35*5

80% Fox M. News; Movietone
Acts

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Stanley

(1999)

4
40 £-50*!

100% Para. News None

"Taxi 13"
R. K. O. (T.)

Evanston, 111.

Weather: Fair, cold
Varisty 3 45% "Brox Sisters"; "Foy Fam-

(1800) 25*5-50)5 ily" (Vita.); "Lion's Roar"
(Educ. T.) ; Fox M. & News None

Baltimore, Md.
Weather : Variable

Rivoli 6 60% "Eddie Lambert" (S. T.);

(1981) 25(5-50*5 "Jimmy, Bettv Morgan"
(S. T.); "Kisses" (S. T.);

"Joy Riding"; Fox M. and
Pathe Sound News None

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather : Fair

Pantages 7

(1575) 25*5-50*5-75*5
90% Pathe Sound News 5 Acts

"Tide of the Empire"
M-G-M

Ottawa, Ont.
Weather: Bright, mild

Imperial
(1200)

6
10*5-35(5

75% "Collegians" (U.); Pathe
Review (Pathe) Orchestra

'The Trail of '98"

M-G-M
Boston, Mass.
Weather: Unsettled

Orpheum
(3100)

7
25*5-50(5

85% Hal Roach Comedy (M-G-
M); M-G-M News 6 Acts

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Weather: Fair

Majestic
(1150)

7
30*5-50*5

85% Pathe Sound News; Vita. Orchestra

Vancouver, B. C.
Weather: Warm, rain

Dominion
(800)

6
25*5-50*5

100% "The, Collegians" (U.); Fox
Travel Stage Revue

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather: Fair, mild

Loew's Warfield 7

(2671) 65*5-90(5

100% Fox Talkie Fanchon Marco
"Idea"; Or-
chestra

Cedar Rapids, Mich.
Weather: Mild

Strand 7 80% "The Eligible Mr. Bangs"
(1400) 10*5-25*5-35*5 (Educ. T.); "Toyland"

Color Classic; Pathe News

'Trial Marriage"
Columbia

Troy, N. Y. Lincoln 3 75%
Weather: Part stormy (1000) 25*5-30*5

Comedy; Kinograms

"Tropic Madness"
R. K. O.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin'
Universal

Utica, N. Y.
Weather: Moderate

Gaiety
(1700)

3
35*5-50*5

90% Int'l News 5 Acts

Des Moines, la.

Weather: Very cold
Des Moines

(2000)

7
25(5-50*5

150% Fox M. News Orchestra

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Fair
Rialto

(2300)
3

25(5-50)5

135% Fox M. News; Comedy 2 Acts

"Weary River"
First National (T.)

Minneapolis, Minn.
Weather: Fair

State
(2300) 25*5-35*5-60(5

75% Fox M. News Stage Show

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

State

(925)

6
50*5

112% " Evening on the Don "

(Vita.) ; "Kisses" Comedy;
Fox M. News None

Cleveland, O.
Weather: Fair, clear

Stillman
(1800)

7
40(5-75)5

106% "Liberty" (M-G-M); M-G-
M, Fox M. News

Los Angeles, Cal. Paramount
(2600)

7 160% Para. News Publix Unit

San Antonio, Tex.
Weather: Fair

Aztec
(2500)

2
25)5-35)5-60)5

100% Comedy; Fox News Stage Show

Macon, Ga.
Weather : Rain, floods

Rialto
(900)

6
40)5-45(5

90% Vita. Acts; Fox M. News

Fort Worth, Tex. Palace 7 150%
Weather: Unsettled (1500) 20)5-50)5

"Four Aristocrats" (Vita.);

"Collegians" (U.); M-G-
M and Fox M. News None
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"Weary River'
(Continued)

Buffalo, N. Y. Lafayette
Weather: Clear, warmer (2000)

7

65f!

80% Fox M.; Vita.; Int'l News Acts

New York City Central

Weather : Snow, rain (922)

Indef.
(5th week)
$l-$2-$2.50

83 3/5% Vita. Acts None

'The Whip"
First National

Des Moines, la.

Weather : Very cold
Strand 3 110% "One Word"; "Footloose

(1600) 20*!-30*! Fancy" (Para. Shorts);
Para. News

'White Shadows in
the South Seas"
M-G-M

Evanston, HI.
Weather: Fair, cold

Varsity 3 95% Fox M. and Int'l News;
(1844) 25^-50^ "Barnum and Bailey";

"Cliff Nazarro"; Lincoln
reel None

"The White Sister"
M-G-M

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Good

Pantages
(1300)

7
50^-75^

95% 5 Acts Vaud.

"The Wolf Song"
Paramount (T.)

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

Embassy
(596)

(1st week)
$l-$2

120 3/10% Para. Shorts None

"Wolf of Wall Street'
Paramount (T.)

Columbus, O.
Weather: Fair

Loew's Broad 7
(3000) 25f!-50f!

125% Laurel-Hardy Comedy (M-
G-M); M-G-M M. and
News None

Little Rock, Ark.
Weather: Fair

Royal
(1000)

6
15(S-50^

120% 3 Vita. Acts; Para. News

Spokane, Wash.
Weather: Good

Liberty
(1000)

7
35ff-50(! •

130% Vitaphone None

New Haven, Conn.
Weather: Stormy

Fox-Poli
(3200)

7
25j!-60*

120% Talking Shorts; Fox M. News 3 Acts Vaud.

Albany, N. Y.
Weather: Part stormy

Mark Strand
(2000)

6
2H-ZU

90% "In a Persian Market" (T.

S.); 2 Vita. Acts; Sound
Cartoon; Fox M. News None

Providence, R. I.

Weather: Snow, cold
Majestic

(2400)
7

15)S-50>!

100% "Shaw and Lee" (Vita. T.);

Para. News None

New York City
Weather: Snow, rain

ialto Indef. 87% Para. Shorts; Selected and
(1960) (5th week)

35(f-50f!-75s!
85fi-Sl

Fox M. News None

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather : Clear

Piccadilly

(2259)
7

25f!-35»!-65f!

87% Schubert's Songs; News Organ

San Francisco, Cal.
Weather: Fair, mild

California

(2358) 35j!-50£
200%

(2nd week)
"Kisses" Comedy; Pathe
Sound News None

Cedar Rapids, la.

Weather: Mild
Capitol

(1957)

4
10»i-50»S

90% Fox M. and Para. News Publix Unit and
Organ

Richmond, Va.
Weather : Fair

Loew's
(2200)

6
25i-35^-50i

125% 2 Talkie Acts; Fox M. and
M-G-M News Organ

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Clear

Palace
(600)

7 110%
•

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Cold, stormy

Newman
(1800)

7 115% "Marching On" (Fox T.)
Vita. Act; Selected News;

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Virginia

(1222)
7

40{!-50j!

100% Fox News; Lynn Overman
in "Kisses"

'Why Be Good"
Fox

Rochester, N. Y.
Weather: Clear

Keith's Palace 4
(3200) 35j!-60(i

87% Pathe News 6 Acts

'Wild Orchids'
M-G-M

Springfield, Mass.
Weather: Rain, snow

Broadway 7 75% "Florence Brady"; "Harry
(1800) 25»!-50|! Delf" (Vita.); Pathe News

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Weather: Mild

Majestic
(1050)

4

10|!-25f!-35s!
50 £

76% Aesop's Fables; Review
(Pathe) ; Para. News None

Canton, O.
Weather: Clear

Loew's
(2075)

4
30f!-50j!

100% Fox M. News 5 Acts

Kansas City, Mo.
Weather: Warmer, un-

settled

Midland
(4000)

7 100% 2 M-G-M Movietone Acts;
News None

Harrisburg, Pa.
Weather :Rain, snow

Loew's Regent 6
(1600) 30t-50{

95', Fox and M-G-M News;
Talkie Acts None
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Jersey Owners
Affiliate With

Allied States

Decide At New York Meeting

To Join Forces With
Myers Group

The New Jersey exhibitors have officially

decided to affiliate with the Allied States

Association, of which Abram F. Myers is

the guiding head. This decision was reached

at a meeting held in New York with about
thirty exhibitors representing some sixty

theatres, on hand. Joseph M. Seider, presi-

dent of the unit presided.

Seider announced that through the efforts

of the organization a cut of 25 per cent in

fire insurance rates had been secured, as

well as a cut of 20 per cent in liability rates,

and a 33 1/3 per cent reduction from Gen-
eral Electric in the price of lamps under a

co-operative buying plan, in which members
buy their lamps direct.

Among those who attended the meeting
were the following: Leo Rosenblatt, sec-

retary; E. Thornton Kelly, treasurer; Jack
Halperin, Pete Adams, Sidney Samuelson,
M. Robinson, W. Ricardi, Dr. Stumpfig,
Clinton Weir, Frank Gersten, I. M. Hirsh-
blond, W. C. Hunt, Lou Gold, Jack Nelson,

Jacob Fox and M. Warner.

Griffith Pictures Have
Grossed $56,053,000

i i J ADY OF THE PAVEMENTS"
. United Artists picture, due at

— the Rialto next Saturday, is

the 431st motion picture directed by
David Wark Griffith. His films have
cost $12,834,000 and they have grossed
$56,053,000 over a twenty-year period.
Figures computed by the D. W. Grif-
fith Corporation in Hollywood indicate
that $25,000,000 profit has been made
during twenty years.

Big Development
Is Reported In

British Features

Department of Commerce Gets

Figures Showing Heavy
Increase

Barbara Bedford Featured
In "Heroic Lover" Role

Barbara Bradford will have the featured
feminine role in

'

' The Heroic Lover, '
' pro-

duced by Oscar Price under the personal
supervision of Richard Talmadge, for re-

lease through General Pictures, of which
Mr. Price is president and Mack D. Wein-
berger is general manager.

U. A. Will Show
Own Product At

Popular Prices
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 7.—Inaugurating an
entirely new policy with the intention of
building up business in their houses, United
Artists has decided to discontinue road-
showing' the major portion of their prod-
ucts. Beginning with the release of "Co-
quette" they will book the pictures into

their own houses at popular prices.

Beginning in Los Angeles, where the only
exception is "The Iron Mask" all United
Artists products is booked into the local

United Artists Theatre, which has suffered

because of the poor grade of productions
bought. "Alibi" follows "Coquette" and
"Show Boat" into United Artists.

In all other cities, including New York,
'

' Coquette, '
' though deemed of road-show

propensities, will be shown at popular
prices. It is believed this lesson was
learned from the local Paramount Theatre,

which has increased gross averages 75 per
cent since Paramount has been booking pic-

tures in for popular runs, which formerly
were withheld for specials and road-shows.

Reports received from England by the
Department of Commerce show a consid-

erable development in picture production
in that country since the passage of the

Cinematographic Films Act at the begin-

ning of 1928. Since the passage of the act

227 British films have been registered, 106
of which are classed as features.

During the same period 1540 foreign

films were registered in Great Britain. Of
these, 644 were features. There are no offi-

cial figures showing the output of British

made films prior to the act, but an esti-

mate made by reliable sources states that

not more than 30 British feature films were
produced in 1926 and 45 in 1927.

Approximately 10 "feature" and 11

short films have thus been produced each

month the last year, and the British pic-

tures available for both the renters and
exhibitors quota are more than three times

the amount required by the Act. It is fur-

ther stated that in addition to the British

films already registered about 50 more
have been made and are ready to be shown
to the trade, and nearly 100 more are

scheduled for production.

The number of film renters licensed un-

der the Act is now more than 80, while

licenses have been issued to 4100 exhibi-

tors. During the past eighteen months 13

producing companies with an aggregate

issued capital of nearly 16,000,000 have

obtained new capital for the production of

British pictures.
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and
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"Wild Orchids"
(Continued)

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weather: Rain

Tivoli

(1900)

3
50(i-60j!

97% Comedy; Para. News Orchestra

Akron, O.
Weather: Unsettled

Strand
(1200)

7
25(i-50fS

115% "Early To Bed" (M-G-M);
Para. News None

Tampa, Fla.
Weather: Warm

Tampa
(1600)

3
25j!-o0j{-60j<

200% Talkie Acts; Para. News Organ

Memphis, Tenn.
Weather: Unsettled

Loew's State
(2600)

6
25M0 i

100% Fox M. News 5 Acts

Buffalo, N. Y.
Weather: Clear, warmei

Hippodrome
(2100)

7
60(f

80% Fox M.; M-G-M News Acts

Atlantic City, N. J.

Weather: Moderate
Strand

(1000)

6
40*!-50f<

100% M-G-M News; "Growing
Pains" (M-G-M)

"The Woman Disputed"
United Artists

Vancouver, B. C. Dominion 4 75% Fox News

"The Woman from
Moscow"
Paramount

Evansville, Ind.
Weather : Snow

American
(800)

3
15j<-25ji-35fi

80% Fables, Topics and News
(Pathe) None

"Woman of Affairs"
M-G-M

Joliet, 111.

Weather: Fair
Rialto

(2300)

3
25*-50ji

125% Para News; ComedyJ Orchestra; Stage
LShow

Grand Rapids, Mich. Regent
(1880)

7

30j!-50f!

90% Fox M. News; Vita.
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Opinions on Pictures

Geraldine
Silent Parts Entertaining, Dialog Slow

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HT HIS was an entertaining little picture
* as long as it remained silent, but when

it got into the talking sequence it became
draggy and dead. Just what it will do at
the box office is problematical. There is

nothing about it that is outstanding from
an advertising standpoint, but the audi-

ences will like the earlier portions of the
film once they are inside. Pathe, however,
does uncover a neat little team in Eddie
Quillan and Marian Nixon, who have the
two principal roles in the picture.

The story is a cute little romance built

along farcical lines. Eddie Quillan as Ed-
die Able is a little sort of a jack-of-all-

trades looking for a job, and he manages
to break into the offices of a big business
man. The adaptability of the kid in any
•emergency that arises leads the business
man to ask him what be knows of women.
"Everything, I have six sisters" is the

answer, and so Eddie is given the job of
seeing that the B. B. man's daughter man-
ages to marry the man that she loves.

From that point on it is a case of Eddie
rejuvenating Geraldine. Marian Nixon
iiKiki- Geraldine a drab little figure with
horn-rimmed glasses and a penchant for
dancing on everyone's feet except her own,
until Eddie gets ahold of her, strips off the

glasses, fluffs her hair and gives her lessons

in dancing. When she is ready for the big

splurge he takes her to a cabaret where the
man of her hart is, and he is so surprised
at her changed appearance that he almost
falls off his seat. When he tries to greet
her -he plays the chill for him and then
steps out and wins the dancing prize which
is .-mother shock to the dodging Romeo.
It is going along famously, this little plot

of Geraldine 's, until the police drop in and
start to pick up the paying guests at the

cabaret who have liquor at their tables.

Then Gerry is pinched and Eddie manages
to get her out of the place but he remains
to double lor her and i- -tuck into a cell

with the other girls. In the end when -he

and Eddie are turned loose she decides that

Eddie is the hoy for her after all.

Both Eddie Quillan and Miss Nixon give

•corking comedy performances, while Gaston
Glass, as the straight, has but little to do.

Albert Gran, as the father, handles his role

nicely. Only those four in the cast matt it.

Up to the point where the hero of the

tale is taken to jail the picture is silent.

The prison scene and that in front of the

ion il sk are in talk.

Drawing Power: The fact that it is part
talkie. Play it as a flapper love tale in

which the "homely girl gets her man."
Produced and distributed by Pathe.

Length: Sound version, 5,959 feet. Run-
ning time: an hour and one minute. Re-
leased: Jan. 16, 1929.

THE CAST
Eddie Albe Eddie Quillan
•Geraldine Marian Nixon
Her Father Albert Gran
Cameron Bell Gaston Glass

Spies
A German Made Thriller That Thrills

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS UFA production is being shown at
the little 55th Street theatre. Why it

didn't go into the Capitol is a question.

The Capitol has done some of its record
weeks with UFA productions in the past,

and this one surely would have pulled the

average business for the house. The only
possible reason for it not having made the
Broadway grade must be that it lacks sound
and talk. It is a mighty good thriller, with
excellent direction, good photography, and
a suspense that is maintained until the last

scene. What more can one ask than this.

There is a great mystery element in the

story that starts the audience wondering
what countries can be referred to in the

yarn as it develops. Only at one point is

there a flash showing Japan as one of the

countries to a secret treaty. Rudolph
Klein-Rogge is a combination of Stinnes

and Trotsky in appearance and he has the

lead as the master mind of the international

spying system who has developed a formid-
able army of escaped convicts under his

banner and who at the head of a great

banking house is in possession of all the

funds necessary to carry on his plottings.

In the end he is disclosed as a mad-man with

a complex to rule the world through finan-

cial circles.

As parties to his plottings are a number
of beautiful -women that he uses as his

pawns. One of these whom he assigns to

betray a member of the opposing secret

service (evidently designed to be that of

Great Britain) falls in love with him and
these two finally expose the master mind.

But there are secret passages, fast flying

planes. Shootings, stabbings, betrayals one

right after the other in the picture. There
is also a sex flash where one of the girl

spies gets into the home of the Japanese
ambassador and exercises her feminine

wiles to lull him into security so that she

can steal the copy of the treaty.

The picture is marvclously well cast.

Klein-Rogge gives a great performance, and
Gerda Maurus, playing the lead, is a good
Looking Swedish type that will get over.

Lien Deyers, who has the role of the vamp-
ing spy who goes after the Jap, is a good
looking blonde. Willy Fritsch, playing the

lead opposite Miss Maurus, manages to

work up a couple of love scenes to a pitch

that the Haps will like.

Drawing Power: Put it over as a thriller

with a great all foreign cast and good
direction.

Produced by UFA. Distributed by Metro-
Goldwvn -Mayer. Length, 7,999 feet. Re-
leased: Dec. 8, 1928. Directed by Fritz

Gang. Story by Thea von Harbou.

THE CAST
Haghi Rudolph Klein Rogge
Sonia Gerda Maurus
Kitty Lien Deyers
Morrier Louis Ralph
Jason Craighall Sherry
Donald Tremaine Willy Fritch
Dr. Matsumoto Lupo Pick
Ivan Stefanov Fritz Rasp

Girls Gone Wild
Just Wild Enough To Fall For

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

S!UE CAROL does what traveling there

iis in "Girls Gone Wild," and she

doesn't go very far. Fox Studios turned

this one out—just the old, old tale of a

madcap daughter of a millionaire and a

poor boy.

It falls in the classification of ordinary

program pictures. There's just enough zip

in it; just enough story and just good
enough titles to keep it from being "just

another" film. Audiences won't go mad
over it—either for or against.

The finest thing about it is the fact that

it gave William Russell a chance to play an
interesting and well-acted part before his

final curtain fell. Russell is east as the

speed cop's father. He handles the role

naturally, cleverly and sincerely. It's a

celluloid requiem for the deceased veteran

that he wouldn't have regretted. It gave
him a chance to play as "human" a role as

he could have asked.

The story concerns the daughter of a

millionaire and the son of a speed cop. Nick
Stuart has the juvenile role.

There's nothing big about the picture.

It was made under an economy schedule as

a regular program release, and stands up
fairly well in this classification.

Russell really steals the picture from the

two youngsters by his fine characterization.

Nick Stuart is appealing as his son. Sue
Carol is neither better nor worse.

Roy D'Arcy is the bold, bad bootlegger

who gets bumped off. The minute he makes
his appearance everyone knows he is the

villain. D'Arcy apparently cannot conceal

the fact that he is the heavy—his instant

sneer and strut is reminiscent of the old

10-20-30 melodrama days when the villain

left nothing to an audience's imagination.

The titles were, on the whole, rather

effective. The picture is saved quite a bit

by being well-edited, the continuity dis-

closing a rare smoothness for a film of this

type.

There is some good acting in spots, and

the cast, on 1 ho whole, is very capable. '

Drawing Power: Sue Carol and Nick

Stuart have been built into a starring team
by Fox; and may mean something. It

won 'I break any house records, but can be

exploitated as a tale of the wildness of the

younger generation, with a good cast.

Produced and distributed by Fox Films.

To be Released, Mar. 10. Length, 6,000 ft.

Story by Bert Millhauser. Scenario by

Beulah Marie Dix. Photography by Arthur

Edeson. Directed by Lew Seiler. Silent

Version Only.

THE CAST
Babs Holworthy Sue Carol

Buck Brown Nick Stuart

Dan Brown William Russell

Tony Morelli Roy D'Arcy
Boots Leslie Fenton
Mrs. Holworthv Hedda Hopper
Speed Wade John Darrow
Augie Stem Mathew Beti

Judge Elliot Edmund Breese

Dillie Louis Natheaux
Tom Holworthy Lumsden Hare
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The Lone Wolf's

Daughter
Another Of The Series Thai Is Fair

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)
rT^ HIS is another feature episode in the
A "Lone Wolf" series. You remember
"The Lone Wolf" don't you? He was
that daring French crook who was created
by Louis Joseph Vance. Now he has come
to America and has a ward, an adopted
daughter to be precise, and to keep with
the title. The picture was produced by
Columbia and thought worthy of a week at
the big Roxy where it is playing currently.

It isn't anything that you or your audience
is going to rave about, but it does serve to

entertain for an hour although you do not
carry away any vivid impression of the

pictm-e.

Playing at the Roxy the production niust

be judged from a big house standard, and
as such it falls short. For the average
house that needs product it will suffice but
it isn't so tremendous a picture that the

Roxy should have, a play it, except to dis-

close that that house is in need of pictures.

The story deals with the love affair of
the young ward of the crook, who has an
admirer who is the son of a wealthy and
well known family. It is to protect the girl

that the Lone Wolf has reformed and is

leading a very circumspect life. But there

are crooks in the society circle in which his

ward is moving and they, when they recog-

nize the Lone Wolf, try to force him to

assist them in their plans under the pain of

exposure. For a time'it appears that things

are going to go badly for the former master
mind of crookdam, but in the end he man-
ages to turn up the real crooks, protect the

happiness of his ward, win a girl for him-
self, and have the pleasure of getting be-

fore the camera with her for the clinch at

the final fadeout.

This is a part-talkie, it has a synchron-
ized score and a theme number that is sung
during part of the action.

Bert Lytell again has the role of "The
Lone Wolf" and, although he shows that

he is aging, manages to do fairly well with
what is assigned him. Gertrude Olmstead
plays opposite him and looks very pretty

in some of the shots. The juvenile love

interest is taken care of in the roles as-

signed to Donald Keith and Florence Allen.

Robert Elliott, as a police inspector, and
Charles Gerrard and Lilyan Tashman, as

a couple of crooks, are also in the east.

Gerrard is convincing, but we are sorry to

say that Miss Tashman does not appear at

her best either as to looks or work in this

picture. Albert Rogell directed and han-
dled the production nicely, especially the

television idea which is used twice in the

story.

Drawing Power: Where you have played
"The Lone Wolf" this should have some
draw. Bext Lytell is still a favorite in

some sections.

Produced and distributed by Columbia
Pictures. Silent length, 6,214 feet. Sound
length, 6,339 feet. Running time, an hour
and one minute. Released, Feb. 18, 1929.

Directed by Al. Rogell.

THE CAST
Michael Lanyard Bert Lytell
Helen Fairchild Gertrude Olmstead
Count Polinac Charles Gerrard
Velma Lilyan Tashman
Bobby Crenshaw Donald Keith
Adrienne Florence Allen
Ethier Robert Elliott

Mrs. Crenshaw Ruth Cherrington

The two Lees: Davey, the Warner Bros, star tot,

and Frankie, his big brother who played parts

himself in the films a jew years ago. Davey
broadcast over the radio recently

"The Framing Of The Shrew"

"Post-Mortems"

"Meet The Missus"
(Christie Talking Shorts)

(Reviewed by Edwin Schallerl)

WATCH the short-reel producers. They're
going to make time in the talkies. They

have an ideal chance for speed in innovations.

They can get a quicker reaction concerning what
the public thinks. And, naturally, -they have to

build for snappy effects. Remember what the

slapstick silents did for production in the good
old days? A lot. And that's what the new
short talkies will do for technique.

I looked at a group of three two-reel Christie

comedies recently and they are an ingenious

collection. One was "The Framing of the

Shrew" by Octavus Roy Cohen, with an all-

colored cast. Another was "Post Mortems,"
with Raymond Griffith featured, and the third

was "Meet the Missus," with Mr. and Mrs.
James Gleason, prominent stage personalities,

in leading roles.

I'd rate "The Framing of the Shrew" easily

the best. These colored comedies are a novelty,

as anyone knows who happened to see "The
Melancholy Dame." "Framing of the Shrew"
is a better picture. It has a well-worked out

plot, and more punch than its predecessor.

There is one scene where a couple of the actors

walk down the street talking all the while that

is almost as smart a trick as anything in that

big winner "In Old Arizona." The acting

throughout is excellent because it's so natural.

It was directed by Arvid E. Gillstrom.

Bridge players will find "Post Mortems"
amusing. To those who follow pictures closely

the debut of Raymond Griffith on the talking

screen will be a magnet. Griffith is the chap
"who lost his voice," as is well known to the

ardent film fan. In "Post Mortems" it might
be said—he recovers it. More than one person

who has learned about Ray's voice has doubtless
• wanted to hear it. In "Post Mortems" it sounds
just right, and it has a delightful charm of in-

dividaulity that Ray's friends well know. A.
Leslie Pierce was the director.

"Meet the Missus" is an amusing bit, rating

fair to good. It is from a stage playlet—the

story of a couple of show people, hubby in his

cups attracted by another lady, who turns out

to be an old schoolmate of the wife. When
hubby comes home to tell his spouse he is leav-

ing her, and brings the other woman with him,

there is a reunion between the two "girls" that

leaves him out in the cold. Al Cohn was
scenarist. Arvid E. Gillstrom directed this one,

also.

The Dummy
Pleasing Little Talking Comedy

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is not a world beater but it is a
pleasing little talking comedy. It

should get some money at the box office and
amuse the. audiences once they are in. Ruth.

Chatterton is featured together with Fred
Kohler, Jackie Oakie, Mickey Bennett and.

ZaSu Pitts. Miss Chatterton 's name should

have some value at the box office after " The
Doctor's Secret," but her role isn't of suffi-

cient importance in this picture to have the

audience notice her work. In reality ZaSu.

Pitts and little Mickey Bennett run away
with this picture.

'

' The Dummy, '

' in its original form, was-

a stage comedy written by Harvey O'Hig-

gins and Harriet Ford. Herman J. Man-
kiewicz adapted it for the screen and Rob-

ert Milton directed the production. Mr.

Milton is a stage director of note, he was
imported to Hollywood by Paramount to

stage talking productions. This is evident-

ly the first that he has done and his work,

hasn't the swing and scope that a picture

director would have given it, but he has

provided touches that are splendid in their

detail. His handling of the youngster,

Mickey Bennett, is particularly good, and

he does make Miss Pitts stand out in her

comedy characterization.

The story is that of a fresh young Bowery
kid who manages to get a job in a private

detective agency. The youngster has among
other accomplishments the ability to speak.

the deaf and dumb code, which is utilized

by his employer in trapping a ring of kid-

nappers who steal the children of wealthy

families. The opening sequences show the-

youngster getting his job by outwitting

scores of other boys after it, and then pro-

ceeds to plant the plot. A couple has been

separated, their child has been stolen and

each believes the other is the guilty one.

In reality a real band of kidnappers have

the child. The detective plants his "dum-
my" for them to pick up so that he can

follow the trail. Through the "dummy"
he rounds up the gang, restores the stolen

child and effects a reconciliation of the-

estranged couple.

Ruth Chatterton plays the wife and is

on only at the opening and again at the

finish of the picture. The same is true of

Frederic March, who plays her husband.

Neither have much to do. John Cromwell,

another stage director from New York, has

the role of the detective and his slow tempo

in playing offsets the speed of the comedy.

Richard Tucker in one of the crook rules

handles himself splendidly. But don't over-

look ZaSu Pitts, she is going to be the

Louise Fazenda of the talkies.

Drawing Power: Good clean entertain-

ment with a lot of laughs that should please

any type of audience. Ruth Chatterton

should pull, especially if you have played

"The Doctor's Secret" ahead of this one.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

Sound Length, 5,354 feet. Running time,

fifty-seven minutes. Released, Mar. 9, 1929.

Directed by Robert Milton.

THE CAST
Agnes Meredith Ruth Chatterton

Trumbell Meredith Frederic March
Walter Babbing John Cromwell

Joe Cooper ,;.-F
red

i? ^
Barney Cook Mickey Bennett

Peggy Meredith Vodell Darr

Dopey Hart J»<* Oakie

Rose Gleason . . .
.Z»Su P

,

1,t5

Blackie Baker Richard Tucker

Madison Eugene Pallette
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Hot Stuff
Just Lukewarm

(Reviewed bv Don Ashbaugh)

<'TTOT STIFF" is very cold audience
•Tl fare. Perhaps First National

wanted to take a flyer in producing a col-

lege picture with an all-youth staff. Any-
way, the story is from a magazine yarn
called "Bluffers" by Robert S. Carr, a 23
year old. Mervyn LeRoy, First National's
youthful director, handled the megaphone,
and Alice White is starred. Try as hard as
they would, it was impossible to steam up
the picture to even a lukewarm tempera-
ture. In fact, audience value is decidely
tepid.

It 's presented as a supposed "wild" tale
of college life.

The warmest thing in "Hot Stuff" is a
sequence of shots in an ice skating rink.
When Louise Fazenda attempts to remain
erect on the blades, the picture boils into a
storm of laughs. Otherwise Louise doesn't
have a whole lot to do and her character as
the maiden aunt is quite overdrawn—in
fact, she steals what little glory there is in
the picture.

Charles Sellon gets a few laughs in the
ice skating sequences by playing the knight-
in-distress for Louise. After acting as a
cushion for several of her spills he obtains
a chair and shove it beneath her at the
slightest symptom of a fall. As a result
Louise tumbles for Charlie in the closing
sequences of the picture—not that it means
anything to the film or the story—but it

does provide a slight bracer at the end.
Throughout the unreeling of the picture,

the producers attempt to inject an air of
blase collegiate atmosphere. All sorts of
attempts are made to add tabasco enough
to make it smoulder. They even have Alice
risk her reputation by "going to a fra-
ternity house at night," which is wildness
in story license apparent to anyone who
ever went to college.

A flock of pun titles, most of which
sounded as if an ancient copy of College
Humor had been badly handled, were
spotted frequently to carry the story. No-
body seems to know whether the picture is

carrying the titles, or the titles trying to
carry the picture. At any rate, most of the

smart-cracking sub-heads failed to click.

The skating gag of Fazenda 's and a stunt
with a telephone are two bright spots in

the sea of mediocre and time-worn film

situations The 'phone gag is new—at

least to the preview audience. The fra-

ternity brothers of Alice White's "big
moment" harass the young couple with
'phone calls purporting to come from under-
takers, ice companies and other similar

films. To thwart them the glowing young
swain lifts the receiver from the hook. The
boys sitting at the other end of the wire

listen in on the ensuing necking party. It

was a bright idea that should not have been
wasted on the picture.

First National introduces a gang of

youngsters in support of Alice White. Wil-
liam Bakewell, Buddie Messinger and Ben
Hall play parts of giddy college youths.

The background is furnished by a dozen
other young men and an equal number of

bubbling flappers—quite unlike the average
sorority girl.

The theme of the story is very weak.

The picture as filmed is just prep school

puppy love, with the players doing things

that even the wildest of present present-
day college students wouldn't attempt. By-

no stretch of the imagination is "Hot
Stuff" a tale of modern college life.

Drawing Power: Bill it as a comedy on
wild college, life with Alice White and
Louise Fazenda—and hope for the best.

Protect yourself and don't make promises.
Produced and distributed by First Na-

tional. Story by Robert S. Carr. Screen
version by Louis Stevens. Directed by
Mervyn LeRoy. Cameraman: Sid Hickox.

THE CAST
Bab Allen Alice White
Aunt Katie Louise Fazenda
Thelma Benton Doris Dawson
Sandy McNab Ben Hall
Mack Moran William Bakewell
Tuffy Lake Buddy Messinger
Prof. Wiggam Charles Sellon

"The Brox Sisters"
(Universal Singing Short)

(Revietced by Freddie Schader)

THIS is the first of the Universal short sub-
jects in talk to be seen by this reviewer.

It compares more than favorably with any of
the shorts of standard vaudeville acts that has
been made to date. Instead of just taking these

three girls and sticking them before a camera
with a "mike" they have built a production
around them. This may have- been the idea of

Ben Holmes who directed. If it was, it's a good
one, and it still remains good even if he didn't

think of it. The girls are placed in a night club

scene and do three numbers. The songs selected

were " 'Round Evening," "How About Me" and
"What You Gonna Do Do Now." The voices

of the girls register nicely and the general at-

mosphere of the nite club is well carried out.

"This Way Please"
(Stern-Universal—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

THE adventures of the celluloid and cartoon
twins, Mike and Ike, are continued in this

new excerpt of their lives from the Stern Bros,

studio. Samuel Newfield directed and Young
and La Salle portray the team. There is a
fair amount of comedy in this one.

The pair are shown in an escapade with a
cop and their misadventures in a hotel where
they burn 'em up as bell hops. The first se-

quence, which forms the first reel, shows the

two as would-be dentists and in this scene a few
laughs are achieved. The fun picks up in the

hotel and you have your choice of pantsless,

skyscraper and rough and tumble comedy which,
while not new, can at least be relied on to

arouse a few gurgles.

"Confession"
(M-G-M-Two Reels)

(Revietced by Raymond Ganly)

A GOOD short containing strong irony and
tense dramatic touches. Directed by

Lionel Barrymore (his first try at film mega-
phoning) with expressive acting and delivering

of lines from Robert Ames and Carroll Nye.
Metro is coupling it with "Broadway Melody"
at the Astor and it more than makes a dent in

the program.
The story is that of a soldier who goes to

France to fight but instead meets death from a
motor lorry. He has a confession to make just

before he dies, but his buddy is not around
when his end draws nigh and his confession falls

on the uncomprehending ears of two French-
women.

A LADY SAYS
WHAT SHE THINKS!

"The fastest stepping I've seen lately,

not excepting even the hoofers in the

talkie shorts, is that done by the Mo-
tion Picture News. The Weekly Box-

Office Check-Up certainly boils down
vital information to essentials. It is go-

ing to be a friend in need as we navi-

gate the uncharted waters of the pres-

ent moving picture business.

"I think your Showman's Ad Tips are

the greatest yet.

"Time was when the exhibitor could

buy a block of pictures and run them
like grinding out sausages without know-
ing much more about the picture than

its title. That time belongs to the dead
past. We have to know all there is to

know, and it lias to be plenty, or we are

wondering where the crowd has gone to

and why."

Mrs. Kenneth Richardson.

RICHARDSON THEATRE,
SENECA, S. C.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Colony's New M.

C, Kahn Band
Offer Good Show

Male Chorus In "Navajo" Revue
Feature of Capitol's Stage Show

Walter O'Keefe From Gallant

Club Clicks With House;
"Geraldine" Feature

Dave Werner tried another sample of
entertainment at the Colony starting last

Saturday in an effort to hit upon something
that will please the customers and attract

business to the house. Seemingly he has
been a little more successful this time .and

the entertainment provided seems much to

the liking of those frequenting the house.

He secured Walter O'Keefe, who acts as

the master of ceremonies at Barney Gal-

lant's night club, to act in a similar capac-

ity at the house. O'Keefe proves himself

a sort of a Broadway Will Rogers with his

wise cracks at topical subjects, and in addi-

tion he manages to put over a number in a
manner that sells it to the audience. Back-
ing 'Keefe is Sam Kahn 's stage band. Sam
himself is no mean M. C. himself and,

while at times he seems to try a little too
hard to make his audience like him, he
nevertheless gets over to them nicely. A
little reserve won't hurt Sam with the

Broadway bunch. His band is a nice com-
bination that handles numbers very well.

The show runs a little short of two hours.

Opening it with the stage show is seemingly
good policy. Walter O'Keefe shows up
after Kahn and his boys have had a whirl
at the audience. He talks about Hoover
and Cal, and sings a number of his own
'

' Grace You Must Be Crazy, '

' topical as it

hits Cal moving back to the $32 a month
home and his wife complaining about it.

Then Kahn puts over two numbers, "If I

Had You" and "Black Maria," the latter

a little too hot to show well on the stage.

Eleanor Coll, in a toe dance, is next, and
then the band Works up a real novelty in

"I'm Wild About Horns." Eleanor Coll

and her brother Bud, who is in the orches-

tra, offer another bit of stepping to be fol-

lowed by O'Keefe with his own number
"Since the Movies Started to Talk," which
is also in "Whoopee." The final touch is

slipped over by Eddie Prince with a neat
bit of hoofing. The stage show runs thirty-

one minutes.
A Universal shot of the Brox Sisters

singing three numbers compares with any
of the singing shorts of standard vaudeville

acts, except that this one has something of

a production built around it. It runs ten
minutes, and following came an organ solo

of four minutes and the feature running
a minute over an hour.

SIXTEEN men wearing ten-gallon hats

I and dressed in black and white checked
cowboy costumes were the outstanding fea-

ture of the "Navajo" revue with their sing-

ing at the Capitol this week. On the screen

the house is playing "Alias Jimmy Valen-
tine" direct from its run at the Astor, and
it looked on Monday as though the pic-

ture would stick for a second week. With
the feature running an hour and thirteen

minutes, the whole bill took just a little

more than two hours to play.

Right Between The Eyes

The stage entertainment, however, hit

the audience right between the eyes early

in the week. It was one of those stage

shows that had them applauding early and
often. In fact, the audience acted just as

one of those in the old days when there was
a good vaudeville show at the Palace on a
Monday night.

For an overture "Espana" was offered

for seven minutes, after which came the

combination of M-G-M silent news and the
Fox Movietone. The silent shots showed a

scene in Prance with the African troops

being decorated and the N. Y. Yanks in

training in Florida. The Fox Movietone
held nothing that would cause talk except

the camel mart in Cairo. The San Berdoo
orange picking scene was so evidently

staged that the audience got restless.

The "Navajo" revue, an Arthur Knorr
production, followed and held the stage for

thirty-two minutes. The Dave Schooler

Capitolians were in turkey red Russian

blouses with a sash about their midriffs and
wore beaded headbands that gave them a

real Indian appearance. A baritone solo

opened the revue with the singer as an
Indian standing against the sky back-

ground, a touch that would make an
effective prologue for "Redskin." This

was followed by the first appearance of the

16 Singing Rangers, with the 32 Chester

Hale girls following them on in cowboy
costumes for a fast dance routine. The
numbers were old ones that fitted, with

"Pony Boy" and "My Pony from Old

Cheyenne" included. Dave Schooler did a

burlesque of Will Rogers that got a laugh

after which he and the orchestra worked

out a comedy number "Where Are the

Feathers the Indians Used to Wear?"
Morton Spurr, on next, delivered a corking

dance hit and had the audience asking for

more, after which the Rangers were on

again, this time with Lia Maris doing a

number. Schooler and Evelyn Wilson of-

fered a two-act with he doing straight for

her that got the audience, after which

Rome and Gaut, with their comedy spe-

cialty, mopped up. An effective Indian

dance by the Hale girls finished off nicely.

A mighty good all around show that cer-

tainly pleased the house.

Roxy's Three Outstanding Units Aid

"Lone Wolfs Daughter" Entertain

WITH three outstanding stage units in

the program at the Roxy this week,

one of them a repeat of the very delightful

ballet "A Quaint Bouquet" of a few weeks

ago, the show proves most entertaining.

The feature of the screen entertainment is

the Columbia production "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter." It is a passable feature.

"How About Me?" is used for the

opening number with a soloist seated atop

of the organ for three minutes at the open-

ing of the show. It is followed by a ten-

minute overture entitled " Fosteriana,

"

which is a medley of the songs of a century

ago written by this young American com-

poser which still live today. The arrange-

ment is most effective and was heartily

applauded.

The Roxy Enseimble in a most effective

stage setting in which the placing of baby

spots in the foots developed some exceed-

ingly interesting shadowgraph effects

against the dimly lighted set, with the

"Song of the Bayou" as their vocal offer-

ing received the unqualified applause of the

house. This number was the winner of the

second prize in the Victor Talking Machine

Contest. Rube Bloom was the composer.

It only ran four minutes but held the audi-

ence all the time.

Roxyettes Effective

"Jade," a pretty ballet effect, was next

for five minutes, and then came the "Hand
Drill" by the 32 Roxyettes for another

three minutes, and those girls certainly

showed their stuff in this bit. A combina-

tion of selected news shots and Fox Movie-

tone held the next eleven minutes.

"The Quaint Bouquet" was on just

ahead of the feature.
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A bety of beauties and Reginald Denny are. seen in the new Universal feature comedy, "His
Lucky Day"

Paramount^ Semiett Talking Comedy
Shows Audiences Strong For Slapstick

"Blossoms." The Williams Sisters next

step in and clean up the hit of the revue

with a number called "Buhblin' Over" in

which they do their eccentric comedy danc-

ing. Two encores were compelled by the

audience. A very pretty effect was used

for "Sunshine of Roses" with Miss Pring

and the boy once again in the spot. A rose

arbor that flies was dropped to surround

the orchestra. Boyd Senter with his Clari-

net started with "Little Thing Called

Love" and followed it with St. Louis Blues

and the audience didn't want him to leave

the stage. He finally had to promise to re-

turn in the finale before they would cease

applauding. Markell and Faun a comedy

dance team pulled some laughs and for the

finale the soprano and tenor were on for

a bridal scene with the chorus as a back-

ground of bridesmaids. Thirty six minutes

of good fast entertainment that the audi-

ence liked.

The feature, "The Dummy," runs fifty-

seven minutes, which gives the show a run-

ning time of two hours and ten minutes.

V/'OU can't get away from it, picture
* house audiences, no matter what cal-

ibre they are, in a million dollar film pal-
ace or a store show, are still strong for the
old slapstick form of comedy. At the Para-
mount on Broadway this week the audience
is howling its head off at a Mack Sennett
talking comedy entitled "The Bride's Re-
lations." It is a talking comedy but it still

has all the old hoke in it, and how they love
it. As a matter of fact this comedy is the
outstanding feature of the show. The fea-
ture of the bill is Paramount 's release '

' The
Dummy" with Ruth Chatterton featured;
it might have been more successful had the
earlier portion of the dialog been of suffi-

cient volume so that those in front could
have heard it. It is a fair little feature with
some laughs and a few thrills, and Zasu
Pitts steals the honors away from Miss
Chatterton.

Dave Hates Himself

By the by, if you want to get an idea of
how Dave Rubinoff hates himself get a load
of this program billing: " 'Rubinoff Rhap-
sody' played by the Paramount Orchestra,
violin solo by Rubinoff, Rubinoff conduct-
in;,'." That's going some for three lines
with his name mentioned three times. And

or the "Rhapsody" it would have been
as well had he played something else. Seern-
inglj his only reason for composing or ar-
ranging it (TO£ to give himself opportunity
to play the violin solo. Eight minutes
wasti d

Eight minutes were devoted to the Para-
News silent shots which showed the

N, V. Yanks in training, views of the Shar-
key-Stribling Fight, the Luna Park Zoo in
Los Angeles, then the trailer for next

iture and finally the U. S. Army
Tank Corps in action in the snow.

Had Them Screaming

"The Bride's Relations" held the next
Eourteen minutes of the bill and had the
audiences screaming with laughs after
which Jesse Crawford took the next six
minutes for an organ arrangement of
"Marrha" in which he incorporated
"Marie" and "If I Had You." Crawford
is seemingly slipping with the Paramount

audiences for he isn't getting the applause
return that was his in the days when he
first came to Broadway. It might be a good
idea to send Crawford on a trip around the
circuit and play him up as a feature, and
then on his return to Broadway he would
again be a drawing card.

The Stage Kevue

The stage revue was entitled "Bubbling
Over" presented by C. A. Niggemeyer with
Boyd Senter featured. Elaine Pring and
Carl Byal seated in a pendulum effect over
the heads of the stage orchestra sing the
opening number after which the chorus do
an upside down number which clears the
way for Ted Claire and the orchestra to do

Cast of "Mother's Boy"

Composed of B'way Stars

Pathe has finished casting for "Mother's

Boy," first talking picture for Morton

Downey. Other Broadway players sched-

uled for featured roles will devote their

evenings to the various stage productions

in which they are appearing and in the day-

time will work in the film at the Pathe

Studios in New York.
Besides Downey, who will sing five or

six songs in the picture, the cast also in-

cludes Barbara Bennett (whom he married

recently), Helen Chandler, Beryl Mercer,

Osgood Perkins, Brian Dunleavy, Lorin

Baker.
Bradley Barker will begin directing

shortly.

AN EXHIBITOR SAYS

"Kindly accept our heartfelt congratu-

lations upon the initial appearance of

the Box-office Check-Up which appears

in this week's issue of Motion Picture

News.

"To the writer's mind, it is one of the

most helpful ideas ever instituted in any

trade paper, and so complete in detail

that an exhibitor can tell at a glance

the comparative value of any one or

number of pictures. Keep it up, for it's

great stuff!"

NEW TOKAY THEATRE,
J. D. Marpole, Manager,

LODI, CALIFORNIA.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Schnitzer Says

Talkies Will Aid

Legitimate Stage

RKO President Thinks New
Competition Will Make

Stronger Shows

J. I. Schnitzer, president of RKO Pro-
ductions, is among those who do not think

the talking picture has doomed the legiti-

mate stage. He believes on the other hand
that the talkies will stimulate the legitimate

theatre to greater effort and finer produc-
tion through the wholesome competition it

will afford.

Mr. Schnitzer says the talkie is bound to

have its effect on the legitimate stage in the

respect that the cheap, gaudy and tinselly

show without merit or ideas and with in-

ferior talent will not survive. Neither will

the motion picture production of similar

calibre.

In discussing the situation Mr. Schnitzer
says

:

"Where the legitimate theatre offers pa-
trons their money's worth, it will flourish.

We have evidence of this in the very suc-

cessful productions now along Broadway
and on the road.

"The last thing that motion picture pro-

ducers wish is for the annihilation of the

legitimate theatre. The legitimate theatre

is the source from which, to a large extent
producers of motion pictures must draw
their material. As an instance 'Rio Rita,'

'Hit The Deck' and 'Ringside' have been
acquired by Radio Pictures as being ide;il

for the spoken picture."

New Ann Arbor
House Built For

Sound Entirely
Ann Arbor, Mich., is to have one of the

first houses in the country built from the
ground up with the paramount idea of de-
voting it entirely to sound, rather than
building it and later adapting it to talkie
demands. The plans provide for wiring and
installation of all necessary equipment at

once to make possible both the Vitaphone
and Movietone types of presentation.
The new house is to be built on the site

of the Arcade Theatre, twice swept by
flames in a two months' period. It wiil
seat from 1,200 to 1,500 and will cost $250,-
000. Announcements from the W. S. But-
terfield Theatres, Inc., say construction is

to start at once.

Well acquainted with the intricacies oj both

stage and screen work, Thomas Edeson, actor,

and William De Mitle, director and ex-play-

Wright, can tackle any problem the talkies

may offer. They recently celebrated the

twenty-fourth anniversary o) their theatrical as-

sociation with the filming of M-G-M's "The
Man Higher Up"

U. S. Reported

Probing N. W. On
InterchangeJability

Quiz Said To Be Based On
Complaints To Myers
And Atty. General

The question of interchangeability of
sound pictures on the different reproducing
devices is to be investigated by agents of
the Department of Justice, according to ad-
vices from different sources.

It is said that investigators are to be
sent to Minneapolis and the Milwaukee ter-

ritory to look over the various sound sys-
tems, according to "Greater Amusements."
A number of complaints are said to have
been received on the curtailment of ser-
vice on the part of some of the distributing
companies. ' Some of these complaints are
said to have been filed with Abram P. My-
ers, head of Allied States Association, and
others directly with the attorney general's
nl'firi'.

The Northwest investigation is partly
verified by advices from Washington, D. C.
to the effect that investigators have been
assigned to delve into the problem.

James Barton Making New
One-Reeler For Paramount

James Barton's next short talking picture
for Paramount is to be in one reel and
titled "It Happened to Him." It will in-
clude two of Barton's popular vaudeville
song and comedy skits, "The Spell of the
Blues" and "Annabelle Lee."

Harbord Points

RCA Activities In

Annual Statement

Corporation Has Made Giant
Strides In Amusement

Field In Year

In submitting his annual report to the
stockholders of the Radio Corporation of
America, General James G. Harbord, presi-
dent of the corporation points out the ex-
tensive activities of the company during
the past year.

Since the organization of the RCA Photo-
phone early in the year, he says that con-
tracts have been made with the RKO cor-
poration for the furnishing of Photophone
i quipment to theatres owned or controlled
by that company, and that contracts have
also been made and executed for the in-
stallation of Photophone equipment in ap-
proximately 100 other houses.

The report tells of the acquisition of a
substantial interest in the Radio-Keith-Or-
pheum Corporation and of FBO Produc-
tions. Concluding that part of the report
General Harbord says:

"Through the arrangements above out-
lined the Radio Corporation of America ac-
quires an important position in the amuse-
ment field. It has a substantial interest in
the production, distribution and exhibition
of sound pictures with increased facilities
for furnishing entertainment on records, on
films and through the air, in the theatre
and in the home.

In the statement the comparative figures
of the company for the years 1926, "l927
and 1928 are summarized as follows:

1928 1927 1926
Gross In-

come.. $101,851,603.18 $65,418,620.62 $61,157,286.64
Net In-

come.. 23,661.989.72 11,799,650.28 7,396,487.18
To Sur-

plus... 19,834,798.85 8,478,319.87 4,661,397.35

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
Aator Theatre Buildiag

N. W. Cor. 45th St. ft Broadway
Lmekamamia 7876
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Sound Pictures

In England Are
Interchangeable

Otterson Says Same Rules

Obtain There As
In America

The recent statement attributed to J. E.

Otterson in England with regard to inter-

changeability aroused such a storm of pro-

test that it has been considerably modified

to conform with the statement made by Mr.

Otterson with regard to the same question

in this country-.

Product of licensees of Western Electric

Company or other producers may be shown
in England on such equipment as comes up
to the required standard of reproduction

required by Western Electric. If producers

agTee the tonal quality of other pi-oducers

meets the Western Electric standard inter-

changeability is granted, leaving the ques-

tion up to distributors.

Reports froni England are to the effect

that the issue is still considerably elouded

and that it will eventually reach Parlia-

ment, with Sir Phillip Cunliffe-Lister taking

the lead in trying to determine settlement

of the issue. Meanwhile exhibitors in Eng-
land are considerably agitated and the

press declares the policy is a move to de-

feat the quota law.

Fox Planning Immediate
Sequel To "In Old Arizona"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Mar. 7.—Fox is planning
immediate production of a sequel to "In
Old Arizona." It will be an all-talking

Western with the title "The Cisco Kid,"
starring Warner Baxter. Raoul Walsh will

direct.

CCIP SEAL
1
/Tdn?;

Superior Mechanical
Features ot the NEW
Aiodel 29
COLD SlAI

mission
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oj All Kinds

"U" Trailers To Ask
Talkie Opinions

IN order to secure further reactions
on talking pictures from the gen-
eral public, Carl Laemmle is plan-

ning the use of a trailer at the finish

of all Universal dialogued productions
asking opinions. The trailer, which
will be added next month, will be
worded to the effect:

"This is a Universal talking picture.

I am anxious to know how you like it.

Write me your opinion, also how you
like talking pictures."

Cinephone Will

Open New Sound
Studio On Coast

Plans for the establishment of a new
sound recording studio in Hollywood were
made this week by Powers Cinephone, and
negotiations for the purchase of a suitable

site were started immediately by the repre-
sentatives of Pat Powers now located in

Los Angeles.
William E. Garity, electrical expert and

chief engineer of Powers Cinephone who
has been associated with the entire develop-
ment of the Powers sound recording and
reproducing devices will leave for Los
Angeles on March 15th to supervise the in-

stallation of the recording apparatus in the

new studio and to act as technical advisor

to Walt Disney, who will install a Powers
Cinephone Recorder in his Animated car-

toon studio under a license signed last

week.

RCA Photophone
Opens Branches In

Four Key Cities
Four new branch offices of RCA Photo-

phone, Inc., have been opened in the mid-
west and west to enable the company to

maintain closer contact with motion picture

theatre owners. Installation and other
problems will be settled directly through
these offices.

The cities in which new branches have
been installed are Chicago, in charge of C.

F. Bamnian; Denver, in charge of G. B.

Cummings; San Francisco, in charge of

Mortimer 0. Smith, and Toledo, in charge

of E. M. Smith. Other offices are to be

opened in different cities in the near future.

£&£- ux -fc/f yew /»«>w fAe
Silent Sentinel yvi/i Safcqvord
yov-BOK OfflCC Recripis amttyeedup

e> your B***J+iirs*-

"Rainbow Man"
Synchronized By

Sound-On-Film
The Sono-Art production of "The Rain-

bow Man" will be released as a sound-on-

film feature, with recording clone by the

Western Electric system. The picture stars

Eddie Dowling and is being made at the

Metropolitan Sound Studios in Hollywood.

Three sound engineers, H. W. Bergman,
Robert Harper and Dodge Dunning are in

charge of the recording, with Fred New-
meyer directing. George Crone has been

engaged as film editor for the production.

Pacent Device

For Film To Be
Ready By June

Projectors To Be Equipped
For $500 Cost Over

Disc Prices

The Pacent sound-on-film attachment to
the present disc reproducing device will be
ready for installation in theatres by June
1, according to an announcement by Louis
G. Pacent, president of the Pacent Repro-
ducer Company. Projectors will be equipped
for $500 a machine over the cost of the
sound-on-disc reproducer.
Only recently the Pacent outfit was

placed on the market and many . installa-
tions have been made but for the present
they permit only of the disc system of
reproduction. Engineers have been busy
for the past two years on the new devel-
opment, however, and they have now per-
fected it to a point where the company is

satisfied it will come up to and far exceed
any requirement demanded for inter-

changeability. A number of the larger com-
panies are now reported as servicing the
Pacent disc machines.

Visible Sound,
Audible Light

Demonstrated
John B. Taylor, General Electric engi-

neer demonstrated visible sound and audi-
ble light by a Photophone device at a din-
ner of the American Institute of Science
in New York during the week. He utilized

the photoelectric tube, electric pickup, amp-
lifiers and sound reproducers in making
light visible and sound audible.

A light beam moving about the room pro-
duces music when it hits a mirror target,

the music stopping when the light leaves
the target, or is intercepted. Taylor calls

the process "narrow casting."

"Molly And Me" Talking

Sequences Are Under Way
Tiffany-Stahl is busy with the talking and

singing sequences of "Molly and Me,"
starring Belle Bennett, with Joseph E.

Brown in the leading male role. The record-

ing is being done in New York under the

RCA Photophone system. Sound sequences

are being directed by Albert Ray under the

supervision of Rudolph Flothow. Alberta

Vaughn is also in New York for her first

appearance before the microphone.

Tom McKean Is Appointed
Cinephone Representative

Tom McKean, president of Progressive

Pictures, Inc., of St. Louis, is now repre-

senting Powers Cinephone in Missouri,

Southern Illinois and Tennessee under an

appointment made this week by E. J.

Smith, vice-president in charge of sales of

Power Cinephone. McKean will continue-

to make his headquarters in St. Louis.
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Preview Emotions Are Now Clocked
Producers Using

New "Mike" Device
To Time Laughs, Etc.

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 7.—Preview ex-

periments with timing' laughs,

waits, and emotional reactions in

general, are now being made by vari-

ous producers. Heretofore studios have
had no definite method of ascertaining;

the value of lines or business for emotional
reaction during the making of pictures.

The latest stunt is a microphone connected

with a tiny meter, which is used in the first

two or three previews held before public

audiences. Through the microphones, the

meter registers the length of time audiences

laugh after comedy lines or business ; if

spontaneous applause breaks out, the meas-
ure of the applause is secured; or—if any
hooting or hissing takes place, just how long

that emotional outburst runs is recorded.

While it is generally true that no two
audiences react alike to business or dia-

logue, through several previews, a general

average is ascertained. Oftimes too much
time is allowed between lines or business

for laughs which never come. Other times,

dialogue following certain bits in pictures

is lost entirely by the reaction of the audi-

ence.

The general average is turned over to the

film and sound cutters. The picture is re-

cub and reassembled for final preview and
okay, with the average waits in, or the

former waits in, or the former waits out.

In this way, producers hope to overcome
the most natural obstacle to spontaneity
which sound pictures present.

Billie Dove To Sing In "Careers"

Billie Dove, First National star, will sing

in her first dialogue picture, "Careers,"
which is now under way at First National-

Vitaphone studios. A romantic duet is now
being written for the star and Antonio Mo-
reno, her leading man by Al Bryan and
George W. Meyer, songwriters. These writ-

ers have also written a ballad for the same
picture which will be sung by Carmel My-
ers. It is entitled "I Love You, I Hate
You for Making a Fool of Me. '

'

Vilma Hanky's Voice

Samuel Goldwyn is making tests of Vilma
Banky's singing voice, which has been
found to be a very pleasing but untrained
mezzo-soprano. The outcome of the tests

will determine whether or not Miss Banky
will sing "This Is Heaven," the theme song

Stock Quotations Part
Of Actor's Contract

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, March 7.—A well
known free-lance actor was re-

cently called in for a big part
by a major studio. On being told, in

response to his query, that his dres-
sing room did not have a telephone,
he turned the part down.
Asked by one of the company officials

as to why a telephone was so neces-
sary, he told them that he transacted
most of his stock business during his

lunch hour. The executive laughed
and exclaimed: "We'll do better than
a telephone. In my office there is a
stock ticker. I'll have a boy relay
quotations to you every twenty min-
utes on whatever stocks you want."
The player took the role.

of her newest picture of the same name;
Jack Yellen and Harry Akst are authors of

the song, which was written specially for

this production.

"Constant Wife"
Clive Brook will play the husband, and

Paul Lukas the lover of Ruth Chatterton

when she appears in the title role of

W. Somerset Maugham's "The Constant
Wife" to be made into a talking film by
Paramount.

Lena Malena
Lena Malena has returned to Hollywood

after completing a featured part in the

German production "The Burning Heart,"
which Paramount will release in this coun-

try.

"Pink Tights"

Clarence Badger will direct Clara Bow
in her next starring picture for Paramount,
"Pink Tights."

To Follow "The Canary"
Paramount is going strong for murder

melodra|mas. With "Canary Murder
Case" currently released; and "Studio
Murder Mystery" now being completed;

the company will shortly start production

on "The Greene Murder Case," by S. S.

Van Dine. Cast will include William
Powell, Ruth Chatterton, Mary Brian, Paul
Lukas and Eugene Palette. Bartlett Me-
Cormack is writing the dialogue and Frank
Tuttle will direct.

La Rocque At Fox Lot
Rod La Rocque will be featured by Fox

in "The One Woman Idea," to be directed
by Berthold Viertel, Hungarian picture di-

rector, imported by Fox. Marceline Day
will have supporting role.

Fox Borrows Dorothy Ward
Dorothy Ward, Pathe stock player, has

been borrowed by Fox for one of the princi-

pal roles in "Joy Street," Raymond Can-
non directing. Others in the cast are
Charles Eaton, Lois Moran, Nick Stuart,

Rex Bell, Sally Phipps, Florence Allen and
Marie Alba.

"Help Yourself To Heaven"
Olive Borden will be starred in "Help

Yourself to Heaven," the first RKO pro-
duction under the new name. William
Cowan, formerly with Pathe, is to direct.

Anne Nichols Buys Property

Anne Nichols, author and producer of

"Abie's Irish Rose," has purchased an
eight-acre estate near Hollywood for $72,-

500. It is understood that Miss Nichols
will make her summer home on the Coast,

and is likely to dabble in picture production

for one of the large producers while on
her annual visit.

Sue Carol At Liberty

Sue Carol was set at liberty to sign with
any company last week, when Superior
Judge Engs denied the petition of the
Douglas MacLean Productions to restrain

her from selling her services to other film

companies. The action was brought by the

MacLean company early in February. Miss
Carol's claim was that MacLean had failed

to observe the terms of her contract which
required thirty days' notice on renewal of

options. Such notification she claimed, was
never made.

Director Gets New Contract

Mervyn LeRoy has been given a new five

year contract by First National Pictures,

according to a dispatch from Hollywood.
His first assignment under the new ar-

rangement will be "Little Johnny Jones,"
an adaptation of the George M. Cohan mu-
sical comedy.

"A Most Immoral Lady"
Forrest Halsey, contract writer at the

First National-Vitaphone studios, has just

been assigned the task of writing the adap-

tation and script for the successful Alice

Brady play, "A Most Immoral Lady,"
which is to be Corinne Griffith's forthcom-

ing starring vehicle.
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Dotty Jottings
By Jerry Hoffman.

THIS was supposed to have happened in

the Columbia Studio . . . and even if it

-wasn't Harry Cohn or Sam Briskin it is still

a good yam and a true one . . . "A bunch

of the boys were whooping it up in the mal-

amute saloon" read a caption turned in by a

title writer . . . Cohn or Briskin, or both

(supposedly) sent for the title writer

\
'.

. "What does that mean?" the writer was

asked . . . "Why those are the first two

lines of 'The Shooting of Dan McGrew,'

any one will recognize them" . . . Yeh?

and why is it that we didn't?" . . .

"Well, ask any one else . . . this just hap-

pens to be a rare instance . .
."

THE secretary was sent for . . . she was
asked if she knew what "A bunch of the

boys were whooping it up in the malamute

saloon" was from "never heard of it," she

said ... the title writer tore his hair in despair

. . . Ask the first one who passes by" he plead' '1

. . . they opened the door and a film cutter

passed and was called in. . . "Do you know the

I>oem starting 'A bunch of the boys were

whooping it up' . . .
?" he was asked . . .

"Sure!" he replied to the title writer's delight

. . . "It's 'The Face on the Barroom Floor'
"

FOR seven years Sid Silver worked in a the-

atre box during Phil Baker's aet . . . Sid is

now 'with M-G-M writing songs aw! comedy

. . . and arguing with studio officials because

his office isn't big enough! . . .

HENRY LEHRMAN is reported through

at Fox . . . Henry is the "Pathe" Lehr-

man referred to in Terry Ramsaye's "Mil-

lion and One Nights." . . . Having played

every type of role imaginabe during his

years in pictures . . . Lucien Littlefield blos-

soms forth in "The Girl in the Glass Cage"
for First National as a shiek! . . . and this

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When arriving home in

the suburbs at 8 A. M. Tux-clad .

be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

[THEY TASTE JUST LIKE THEY DIJ 20 V C A R S AGOl

Motion Picture News

from the guy who gave a perfect physical

imitation of Calvin Coolidge . . .

THE lobby of the Roosevelt Hotel looks like

the sixth floor of the Keith Vaudeville Ex-

change in the old days . . . daily one meets J. J.

M unlock, Pat Casey, Tom Gorman, Walter

Meyers, (representing the agents) . . . one ex-

pects W. Dayton Wekefarth to pop in any sec-

ond . . .

MORAN and Mack, Octavus Roy Cohen and

Jesse Lasky were the Wampas guests of

honor . . . Lasky didn't sing a theme song to the

disappointment of the Wampii . . . I never real-

ized the full amount of strain put upon actors,

directors and others in the making of talkies un-

til I spent half a night on "The Man I Love"

for the fight sequences last week . . . this boy

Billy Wellman has a store of energy which is

miraculous and Dick Arlen must have the pa-

tience of Job to go through what he did without

throwing a cataleptic fit . . . Hal Shelly,

Charles D. Brown, Ralph Theodore. Oscar Le-

vant of the original cast arc coming to Holly-

wood for Paramount's "Burlesque" . . . Nancy

Carroll is the girl . . . she is visiting in New
York now.. . . intermission . . .

Hollywood Notes

(Continued from preceding page)

OP Lorilhrd Co. Etl. 1700

Roach Publicity Unit

Eleanor Packer, tor the past year with

Pickford-Pairbanks' publicity department,

has been signed to head a newly-established

Hal Roach publicity unit, under the super-

vision of Pete Smith, with Metro-Goldwn-

Mayer. Miss Packer will be esconsed on

the Hal Roach lot, with Smith overseeing

her activities. The Roach studio formerly

employed its own department, headed by

Ray Coffin. Coffin left when the studio shut

down last December.

Columbia Signs Rogell

Al Rogell has been signed by Columbia

to direct an all-talker, "The Flying Ma-

rine.
'

' Rogell has been with First National

for the past four years, during which time

he made the major portion of the Ken May-

nards, and also directed several specials,

among them "The Shepherd of the Hills."

Columbia's First "52"

The first 52-week contract ever issued to

an actor by Columbia Pictures was signed

with Ralph Graves last week. The contract

calls for his services as an actor and direc-

tor, with no lay-off period included. His

first assignment under the new contract

will be the leading role in "The Flying Ma-
rine," with Frank Capra directing.

Guild Sets Date
April 6 has been set as the date for the

annual Catholic Motion Picture Guild's

Gambol. It will be held in the Philharmonic

Auditorium, Los Angeles. Charles Judels

is assembling a monster show of stage and
screen names for the performance.

Buying "Flaming Daughters"
"Flaming Daughters" has been pur-

chased for production by Universal. It is

a novel by Warner Fabian, who was re-

sponsible for the original of "Flaming
Youth." Merna Kennedy is reported slated

for the leading role.

With The Warners
ZaSu Pitts has been signed by the War-

ners. Her first will be "The Argyle Case,"
starring Thomas Meighan.

(Continued on page 798)
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAGERS
ROUND TABLE CLUB

By Charles E. Lewis

Let Us Be Practical

IT is all very well to rave about how we put over those great
nationally known pictures, every one of which our patrons
were sitting and waiting for. And it is great stuff to hear

how Manager Flumph or Manager Ooph sold "tMs" and
"that" picture to his ever faithful patrons. But let's stop
kidding ourselves along for a while and be practical, even if
it is only for the time it takes to read this bit of "raving."

Since 98 per cent of the theatres must buy their product
in bunches (better known among the elite as block-booking)
we must continue to run all those "punk" pictures and weak
sisters that are zvished on us whether we like them or not.
Yes, we know about the guy zvho says he shelves and pays for
the bum ones rather than play them and have his "devoted"
patrons suffer. But he just talks for publication and has not
heard about that "practise zvhat you preach" expression.

So it all boils down to one thing—"How can we sell a
rotten picture to the public?"

You can't lie to the customers. They will only go out
sore as hell and knock the "shootin' gallery" all over the town.

We did knoiv one manager who spent extra money to
advertise that a certain picture zvas rotten, and did a landslide
business. But you can't pull that gag too often.

It might be worth while to admit that the feature is weak
but that you are strengthening the program with special added
shorts or stage diversions, if such a procedure is feasible in
your theatre.

Just grin and bear it.

But, above all,—
Let us be practical.

Some Club Gossip
About This—That
And Everything

not get mention or publication

with us.

I try to select the article and
letters which may be of great-

est interest and value to the

members who watch this col-

umn from week to week, so if

by any chance you have sent

a letter at any time which did

on the CLUB pages, please bear

In running through my folders I have found several letters

which I have not been able to use up to the present time and
so I will just make mention of them here and hold them for

future use.

Harry A. Goren's most interesting letter about his mer-
chant tie-up for the "needy kids" will claim early attention.
And it will be worth while reading if you are anxious to
know how to put these tie-ups over successfully.
Frank S. Mickley's message about "sound" would be a good

way to tell you what they (the patrons) think about talkies up
Pennsylvania way.
Harry A. Aumack's little story about "sound" from New

Jersey is really a true expression of positive facts and we
know by this time that Harry's little opinions are really
worth reading.

Ed. J. Gangley's story about his "kiddies' party," backed up
with newspaper clippings, shows, beyond a shadow of a doubt,

that Ed. "put it over" in a big way up in Sayre, Pa. And we
have heard some nice things about Ed. from some other mem-
bers up his way.

Matthew F. Anysh has a knack of saying a lot with a
very few words and this habit of his runs true to form in

his letter about "sound." Matthew, however, is strong for

a good silent picture any time, but says the talkies are
doing the business right now.

Lew Preston's letter brings his reply to "sound" questions

right to a quick summary. Lew never beats about the bush

—

"Sound," says Lew, "Will never replace the Silent." And
Lew can feel the pulse of his patrons.

Fred Johnson, from Cambridge, Ohio, can always be
considered a "good adviser," Fred is endowed with both
experience and common sense and his standing in the south
of Ohio and the country which surrounds it placed him
high in all showmen's esteem.

W. H. Whyte, of the Rialto Theatre, in Hartford, Conn.,

gives every question plenty of good sober thought, so that when
he sits down to answer one, you may rest assured that it will

not be haphazard or snap judgment which he passes on for

the enlightenment of his brother members.

L. A. Wallis, from down Texas way, "ropes" his queries
in a true cowboy manner and shoots the answer in right

square between the eyes. How's that for getting a touch
of the west? But Wallis is an old reliable of the CLUB.
Gossip about other CLUB members will appear in subse-
quent issues of the NEWS. Keep in touch with the boys;

through the CLUB.

Ben Levy Says

—

"If Theatre Is Not
Wired Don't Growl"

We sort of like this meth-
od of introducing new mem-
bers that is why we are

always asking for their pho-
tos. In this instance Ben
came across with both the"""—~"~"~-—~"~ photo and a fine letter. Ben

says that if your theatre does not happen to be wired, that is

no excuse to lay down and die. Rather, overcome such
opposition with a well-run theatre, good projection, excel-

lent service, good short subjects and naturally the finest in

silent features. Altogether, we believe in

Ben's logic, there is more than a fighting

chance for the silent theatre, until the

time will come when sound must be ac-

cepted in all theatres, or else we find what
the public really wants. Levy knows the

show-business, unless we miss our guess,

and he is working for an "outfit" that

appreciates faithful service and good com-
mon sense, so it would not surprise us to

hear that he is climbing the ladder. More about Ben in a
subsequent issue, and in the mean while, don't fail to keep
us posted on what you are doing.
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A "Safe" Campaign
To Exploit "Alias
Jimmy Valentine"

Manager Charles F. S'hire,

of tin- Rialto Theatre, in Lin-

coln. Nebr., hit upon an origi-

nal and novel stunl when he

arranged with a local safe

dealer to place a steel safe in
"^^~"^~~~ the lobby of his theatre. As
you will note on the photo the caption on the top called atten-

tion to the picture and the stunt. The) also showed the first

two numbers of the three number combination, and on the

inside of the safe five dollars in gold was placed in an envelope.

This gold belonged to the first one who opened the safe.

This strikes us as being a good stunt and one worthy of a

place in our memory so that

it can be called into use

when we play either
"Jimmy Valentine" or any
other good crook picture

which will lend itself to

such exploitation. Air. Shire

tells us that he believes this

stunt was responsible in a
large measure for the better than average box office receipts

which resulted from the run of the picture. Whether it was or

not, is of very little importance
; the important point being that

he used an idea that started comment among his patrons and
any others who might happen across the safe placed in his

outter lobby, and that counts for a lot anytime. Let's hear from
you again, Charlie.

"Haunted House"
Served Realistic

By Mgr. E. Murphy

A lobby display, built from
beaverboard and made as

realistic as possible, was the
method E. T. Murphy, of

Catskill, N. Y., used to

create interest in the^^ "Haunted House" prior to
the play dates. The same idea was employed in several
book store windows and tied up with mystery and detective

stories by the book stores. As Murphy tells the story
—

"to
excite interest—we built this of cardboard, a rather dilapi-

dated dwelling, painted the roof and walls and blinds ap-
propriately, pasted orange tissue paper over the windows
with weird silouettes behind. Ground pine made very real-

istic trees and shrubbery and finely cut crepe paper simu-
lated grass. The interior was lighted with a flasher

"

So on the face of it we rather suspect that Murphy pro-
duced a mighty fine piece of work and it must have caused

plenty of comment from the

customers. The point that he
brings out, and with a good
purpose, is that the entire

idea was built from scraps
and really cost nothing more
than the effort required to

make them up. Showing just

once again what we can do if

we put our minds to work in the right direction.

South Sea Island
Sand Used By Both
Euering and Levey

Building up interest in

"White Shadows In The
South Seas" via an advance
envelope containing some
sand plus a caption which
read: "Love Sand From the~^^^——"""""""" South Sea Islands" was em-

ployed recently in two separate sections of the country.
William Levey of the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington,
L. I., and Lee Euering of the Majestic Theatrer in Spring-
field, Ohio, both decided it was "different" enough to war-
rant a shot at, and both reported it O. K.

Talking about Levey and the Beacon brings to light the

fact that it is an "All Sound" theatre now and doing a mar-
velous business, from the reports we get from out on Long
Island. Levey, as we said once before has a rather attrac-

tive two color program that is a slight variation on the ordi-

nary announcement type of house organs. While he only

goes in for direct picture titles with just enough text to

create interest, he keeps away from the editorial type of

program completely. For its kind and its purpose, we
recommend it to other members. Drop Bill a line direct

to his theatre and he will gladly mail you a copy.

Dressed Up Fronts
Coming Back Into
Favor Once More

Years ago when exploitation

was exploitation and when ex-

hibitors were really exhibitors,

the pet scheme to make a par-

ticular picture stand out, in

the eyes of the home-towners,~""""—^^^^^^^—^^^^- was to doll up the front of the

house like Astor's pet mule. Those were the good old days

wfriich seem to be fading into a dim and misty past.

But it has been said that everything runs in cycles and it

seems to be holding true with atmospheric theatre fronts.

Here we offer, for your approval (and possible inspiration i the

front of the Ritz Theatre, in Irwin, Pa., and you will note

that with a little common sense and some mighty fine posters

they have been able to exercise a real eye-arresting front for

their lobby. The posters on "Moulin Rouge" lend themselves

to such exploitation and the manager of the Ritz was quick to

grasp the possibilities of such a flash. The result speaks for

itself and certainly makes an ordinary drab front look full

of life.

To those exhibitors Who are not blessed with extravagant

fronts and marquees we offer this suggestion for all it is

worth. But even those who have elaborate fronts can work

out something different through the use of cut-outs.

Proper Operation
Will Keep Your
Patrons In Town

Hardly a day passes but

that our mail tells us that

some exhibitor is worrying
about the local folks going

out of town for their enter-

tainment. This is a subject
—~^-^—

that has been discussed very
often in the columns of the CLUB pages and brings the

issue to the front again.

The chief reason for people going out of your town for

their theatre fare is because most "small town" theatres

are run like "small town" theatres, and this is a deplorable
condition when you stop to consider that you can offer

them the same type of pictures, projection, service and
what-not that they will find in the larger centers. Just sit

yourself down and figure out what the difference is between
good and bad operation tactics. PROJECTION? Up-to-
date equipment is both more efficient and economical than
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the old type. SERVICE? A few inexpensive uniforms and
caps and your staff immediately looks like Times Square.

Teaching the staff to render "big city" service is just a

matter of making them act courteous at all times and to

stop slouching like corner hoodlums. MUSIC? Orchestra
or organist can certainly be instructed how they should
play their music. Work up theme songs, have individual

members of the pit band give solos if they are capable. Let
the organist use the slide song-fest idea. LOBBY? Make
it attractive by proper lighting, neat displays, shadow-boxes,
if possble, nice looking cut-outs, or any other thought
which occurs to you to help liven it up. The lobby and
front of your theatre is your show-room, make it just that

and keep at it all the time.

The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB is con-
stantly on the lookout for suggestions on theatre operation
and would welcome the chance to publish your own ideas

or tips on how to better the operation tactics of the theatre.

Send your suggestions in now and we will gladly print

them.

Thomas Kane's Big Airplane Tie-Up On
"The Flying Fleet"
Thomas Kane, manager of the San

Mateo Theatre, in California, sent us

the attached newspaper ad. which is cer-

tainly effective and shows a perfect tie-

up on Metro's "The Flying Fleet" with

the Summitt Air-Craft Corp.

While we must admit that such tie-ups

are not the easiest arrangement in the

world to effect, chiefly because of lack of airports in most towns,

this one is really above the average, and taking Kane's statement

of the results, shows a most unusual amount of success. Tom tells

us
—

"Although, we advertised giving

away 1,000 free airplane rides, we finally

wound up by giving away 1,900."

Which shows a hundred per cent better

than expected average. A full descrip-

tion of this great tie-up has been shipped

to us from the coast by Mr. Kane, and
we will expect to find much to rave

about later. In the meantime, should

you be fortunate enough to have a local

airport, and still more fortunate enough
to play as fine a picture as "The Flying
Fleet." and I have personally seen this

picture and vote it a perfect box office

and audience production, then you have
the means to effect the same kind of a

tie-up as Kane did. He will be more than delighted to forward
further details to any interested member. Write to him direct

to the San Mateo Theatre in San Mateo, Calif., or if you
prefer, write to me and I will send you the required informa-
tion. Let's hear from you some more, Tom, we like such

stories, and could you possibly spare me a photograph of

yourself?

Glass Building A
New Theatre In
N. Platte, Neb.

The World Theatre will be modern in every respect and
occupies a large piece of property in the center of N. Platte.

It will seat close to 1300 people and will come under the direct

supervision of Mr. Glass.

We expect to publish more
information about Glass and
the World Theatre and will

say that we sincerely hope
they meet with all the suc-

cess they so well deserve.

The CLUB is always on
the lookout to know what

the various members are doing and to announce such activi-

ties to the other members. More about Glass later on.

When I recently wrote our
old friend O. Fred Glass of

the McCook Amusement Co.,

in McCook, Neb., asking why
I had not heard from him for

several months, his reply was
the enclosed photo and a let-

ter to advise the CLUB that he was busily engaged in build-

ing the new World Theatre in N. Platte, Neb.

Mr. Glass was one of the first members of the CLUB and
always reliable when it come to passing on any information

that might be of value or interest to his fellow members and

now it is most pleasing to be able to announce that the McCook
Corp. is adding another fine theatre to their present holdings.

Kimmel Appointed
Resident Manager
In Salisbury, N. G.

Henry T. Kimmel, who just

recently joined the CLUB, has

been apointed Resident Man-
ager for all the Forsythe
Amusement Co., houses in

Salisbury. N. C. He has won
this appointment because of

his many years of experience and ability and we are more than

proud that he is "one of the gang" in the CLUB.

We will introduce Mr. and Mrs. Kimmel on the accompany-
ing picture and we poor northern "suckers" sure envy Henry

and the Missus ; they don't

seem to be bothered by snow
storms and other winter draw-
backs. But then again, we
can't have everything, so why
complain? I'll have to think

up a good excuse to have the

boss send me on a trip through
the south every winter.

There's an idea, I'll go north in the summer and south in the

winter. But I've got to be a darned good salesman to sell that

idea. Hey, Hey!

Members of the CLUB or readers of the NEWS are

invited to stop in at the CLUB offices and make the ac-

quaintance of Mr. C. E. Lewis, Chairman and exhibitor

member of the NEWS staff.

Mr. Lewis maintains this office at 729—7th Ave., Room
402, for the purpose of meeting and talking to exhibitors!

and managers.

A.SK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION:

"DO I BELONG IN A GROUP
OF 'LIVE-WIRE' MANAGERS?"

THEN USE THIS FORM

HERE'S THE APPLICATION:
MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB,
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

I hereby apply for membership in the Club.

SHOOT IT IN—NOW!!!!
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N|e v, Salem House
31ay Be Delayed

THERE is some doubt of the

theatre at Salem, Mass.,
started this spring as at first

planned. It is understood that plans
have not yet been prepared by
Architects Rapp and Rapp of New-
York City. The theatre will be
built by the Salem Realty Co., of

which John A. Deerv is president,

and will cost about $500,000.

Mayor Nichols of Boston offici-

ally opened the celebration of Pub-
lix Week in the Publix theatres in

Boston from a box in the Metro-
politan Theatre Monday evening.
The Strand Theatre at Lowell

has been taken over by Publix from
Sam Torgan.
Miss Mary Phair has been pro-

moted to booking manager at the

Educational exchange and Miss
Mary Blessington has been ad-
vanced to booker at the same ex-
change.

Frank Petrone, shipper at the In-

dependent Films, has the sympathy
of friends in the death of his father.

The Saugus Theatre at Saugus,
Mass.. has been taken over by a
former owner, Mrs. Mendell, who
has reopened the playhouse.
There was a small booth fire at

Orient Gardens, East Boston, dur-
ing the week.
Samuel LaBelle, Maine salesman

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has re-

signed.

Samuel Pinanski, president of the

New England Theatres Operating
Corp., announces that the Netoco
chain has acquired the Embassy
Theatre at Waltham. The theatre
was completed about a year ago,
seats 2,000 and has parking space
for a large number of autos.

The new Seville Theatre of the
Netoco chain at East Boston opened
Sunday. Harry Soule is the mana-
ger.

Tripping in the aisle of the Capi-
tol Theatre, Everett, Mrs. Eliza-

beth Quinn, 28, of 31S Main street,

that city, struck her head against
an aisle seat and sustained a frac-
tured skull.

The Strand Theatre of Hart-
Inc, has incorporated with

$100,000 capital. B. E. Hoffman
of New Haven heads the company.

The Capitol Theatre of Ansonia,
Conn., has incorporated with $50,-

000 capital. J. J. Hoffman of West
Chapel street, New Haven, heads
the company. Brookside Park. Inc..

at Athol, Mass., has incorporated
with $50,000 capital. Allen S.

Frizzell is president. System The-
atre Corporation of Lowell, Inc.,

is the name of a new corporation
witli 10 shares of no par value.

Edgar I.ieberman is president:

Norman C. Classman is treasurer
and Naomi Shapiro is clerk.

John Bullwinkle, who was re-

pointed World Wide man-
ager in the New England territory.

has taken offices in the Educational
exchange in the film district.

Phil Smith, owner of a chain of

theatres in Greater Boston, is able

to be out of doors for a few hours
daily following his long illness.

Keith Memorial Theatre in Bos-
ton, the only first run non-so"und

picture house in Boston, will soon
join the ranks of the talkies. New
RCA Photophone equipment is in

process of installation.

Considerable damage was done
to the Ufa Eastern Division and
Phototone offices in the row last

week by fire, believed to have start-

ed from defective wiring.

Blackstone Theatre In

Ind. Installs Sound
THE Blackstone Theatre, bur-

lesque and motion picture

house in South Bend, Ind., has
opened with Photophone. Ampli-
fiers will be placed all over the

theatre and not merely behind the

screen. The Photophone will re-

place the organ entirely, although
the orchestra will be retained to

play for the burlesque productions.

Word has been received in In-

dianapolis, Ind., of the marriage of

Herbert H. Johnson, formerly of

Lafayette, Ind., and treasurer of

the Luna Amusement Company of

that city, and Mrs. Dorothy Pavy,
of Georgetown. British Guiana.
The wedding took place in Kinghts-
town, Ind. Mr. Johnson was
founder of the Luna Amusement
Company, builder of the Mars The-
atre in Lafayette and operator of
other theatres there for many
years.

The Capitol Theatre, at Wor-
cester, Mass.. has been sold by the

Olympia Company to the Olympia
Operating Co., Publix subsidiary.

The Boston Film Board has
named as its arbitration committee,
Stanley Sumner, of the University
Theatre, Cambridge : F. J. Lydon,
of the Hamilton Theatre, Dor-
chester; W. D. LHtlefield. of the

Everett Square Theatre, at Hvde
Park ; Moe Grassgreen, of the Fox
exchange ; Abe Weiner. of United
Artists, and William H. Erb, of

Paramount.
James Wall has been transferred

from the Regent Theatre, Norfolk
Downs, Mass., to manage the Cen-
tral Square Theatre. Waltham, to

succeed Harold Gordon, who goes
to the newly acquired Embassy, in

Waltham. where he will assist

Manager William Murphy.

J. J. McDcrmott. who has been
acting as manager of the Netoco
Jamaica, Jamaica Plain. Mass., has

been appointed manager of the Re-
gent, Norfolk Downs.
George Kinnallv has been ap-

pointed manager of the new Netoco
Seville, Spanish atmospheric thea-

tre recently opened at Central

Square, East He is under
tin' supen isii >n of District Man

Samuel Soule.

The name of the Life Theatre.

New Haven, has been chanced to

the Pla^a Theatre. Harrv Blume
will continue to operate the thea-

tre.

The Allied Theatre Managers
will hold a dinner at the Copley-
Plaza Hotel, Boston, March 12th,

for the annual get-together meet-
ing.

I
1 1 ward Anderson, formerly

with the First National exchange,
has taken over the New England
ritihts for Martin Johnson Pii

tures.

I Ine of the surprises of the film

district during the week was the

announcement of the marriage of

Mi^s Vera Nelson, assistant cash-

ier of the Pathe exchange, to

Theodore Palady, of Wakefield,
Mass. The wedding took place

Dec. 15th, but was kept a secret.

Sound Films Create

Preview Problem
THE coming of "sound" films

"talkies" has created a new
problem in sales previews. Now it

seems that the various distributing

companies cannot give sound pre-

views in their small equipment-less

projection rooms, and consequently

the wired houses in Seattle are fre-

quently utilized for trade showings.
DeLuxe Theatres, Inc., often open
their Egyptian Theatre noons to

the film trade and similar activity

is being scheduled for John Danz's
downtown Colonial Theatre.

Lynn Peterson, former manager
of John Hamrick's Blue Mouse and
Music Box Theatres in Portland,

Oregon, arrived here last week to

assume the position of assistant

manager of West Coast's Fifth

Avenue Theatre. He succeeds Ar-
nold Flink, who has been trans-

ferred from Manager James Q.
Clemmer's house to the West Coast
Theatres in Yakima, Washington.

Jack Burk, son of K. L. Burk,
of Universal Chain Theatres, Inc.,

last week joined the sales staff of

Manager William Matthews' local

Radio-Keith-Orpheum exchange.

The last two film exchanges re-

maining on Seattle's old Film Row
announced plans for their removal
last week. On or about April 15,

according to prssent indications,

Fox will locate at 2316 Second
Avenue, and Pathe at 2314 Second.

Reports received recently from
Montana indicate that the interest

of George Brewerton in the Or-
pheum Theatre at Shelbv has been
purchased by Herbert Klutch and
Al Manning of Conrad, Montana.
It is also presumed that they have
acquired an interest in the Or-
pheum Theatre at Conrad.

Lloyd Lamb, well known film

man of this territory, last week
was appointed Washington repre-

sentative of the Pacent disc repro-

ducer.

Rumors, not verified but said to

he highly probable, have it that

West Coast's Coliseum Theatre at

Fifth and Pike Street, for many
years the key house of the North-

t. will soon be razed to make
way for a store and office struc-

ture.

Manager P,en Fish, of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer's local branch, last

week announced the appointment
of Frank Quictt as assistant man-
ager. Quiett for the past season

has been booker at the Tiffany-

Stahl exchange. No successor to

Mr. Smythe on the sales staff has

been selected.

Ashland In St. Louis

Reported For Sale

REPORT has it that the Ash-
land Theatre, 3520 North

Xewstead Avenue, St. Louis, will

change hands very soon. It is un-
derstood that this 800-seat theatre

and a nearby airdome of 1,000 seats

are on the market.
St. Louis film stocks closed

March 2 as follows : Skouras A
$46 asked compared with a high
for the year of $51.25, and St.

Louis Amusement A at $20 bid

against a high of $28 for this year.

The St. Louis Theatre, Grand
and Delmar boulevards, operated
by R-K-O interests, plans to install

the new policy of sound pictures

with vaudeville commencing March
24.

The grand opening of the Mast-
baum Theatre, in Philadelphia, had
a very much St. Louis atmosphere.
There were present the brothers
Skouras, Spyros, Charley and
George and Bob Alton, Charles
Previn, Stuart Barrie, Charles
Dalh, William Goldman, Reeves
Espy, Julius Curley and George
Bowser.

Wally Vernon, master of cere-

monies at the Granada Theatre, is

sporting a new roadster.

With the state censorship and
the anti-standing room sale bills

dead, the latest advices from Jef-
ferson City are the 10 per cent tax
on amusements will probably die in

the Educational Committee of the

House. Governor Caulfield has
sent word over to the Capitol that

he will not sign any tax increase

measures, but instead will insist on
strict economy in all departments
in an endeavor to solve some of the

state's financial problems.

John Summers, negro footman
of the New Grand Central Theatre,

St. Louis, was held up by a negro
bandit on Grand boulevard near
Washington boulevard at 2 p. m.
February 28 and robbed of $200.

Harry Schadiker has taken over
the management of the Star, Or-
pheum and Broadway-Star thea-

tres, in Hannibal, Mo., succeeding

J. P. Price as general manager of

the circuit.

Morris Engel, motion picture

publicity man in the St. Louis ter-

ritory, has been removed from the

Jewish Hospital to the St. Louis
Raptist Hospital at Franklin and
Garrison avenues. He suffered a

breakdown about four years ago
and had been knocking about from
one hospital to another ever since

in a vain endeavor to win back
his health.

The Griffith Amusement Com-
pany, of Guthrie, Okla., plans to

remodel and enlarge its theatre.

Plans arc being revised for R. E.
Mills' new theatre in Chanute,
Kans. The house will seat 600
persons.

Bids were opened March 1 by
Fine Brothers, Evansville, Ind., for

a new theatre to be erected at

Washington and Kentucky avenues.

The new house will cost about
$200,000, and will be two-stories

high on a site 60 by 125 feet.
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Ritz Settles Troubles

With Union Men
DIFFERENCE between the

Ritz Theatre, Franklin, and

its union employes, have been ad-

justed. A notice printed over the

name of H. M. Kinsley, secretary

of the union, published in connec-

tion with the theatre's newspaper

advertisements on February 26,

said : "Local No. 244 of The A. F.

of M. is pleased to announce that

the difficulty has been satisfac-

torily adjusted."

J. M. Blanchard, district repre-

sentative of the Comerford thea-

tres in Sunbury and vicinity, gave

a talk in the Strand Theatre, that

city, in connection with the regular

shows on the night of March 1,

in which he explained the intrica-

cies of the mechanism of sound pic-

tures. The Strand claimed to be

the first theatre to introduce the

explanation of sound pictures as a

feature of entertainment.

RCA Photophone pictures were
introduced for the first time in the

Olympic Theatre, Altoona, on the

night of February 16.

The only theatre in Wrightsville,

York county, is to be razed to make
way for the construction of the

new bridge. It is the Imperial,

managed by David S. Witmer.
Arthur Snyder, prominent mo-

tion picture exhibitor, of Potts-

town, spent the month of February
at Miami Beach, Florida.

Manager Walter Yost, of the

Paramount Theatre, Mechanics-
burg, recently granted use of the

house to the Citizens Fire Com-
pany of that town.
The Tiffany-Stahl company is

now represented in the Harrisburg
territory by Mike Shulman. T. J.

McDermitt has been transferred by
Tiffany-Stahl to a part of New
Jersey.
Frank E. Roberts on February

25 assumed the position of organ-
ist of the State Theatre, Johnstown,
succeeding Harold Lyons who re-

signed.

It is reported that the Nine-
teenth Street Theatre. Allentown,
recently closed, is shortly to be re-

opened under the management of

Al Mainker, who now operates
the Franklin Theatre, and who will

also operate the new Capitol, as

soon as its construction is com-
pleted. Sound equipment is now
being installed in the Nineteenth
and Capitol Theatres.

N. C. Theatre Opened
After Renovations

AFTER having been completely
renovated, the Bonita Theatre

in Murphy, N. C, of which F. O.
Bates is owner and manager, has
reopened and is planning to present
road show attractions. Two of the

latest style Powers projectors have
been installed, together with other

new equipment. The Bonita was
closed late in December as a re-

sult of the flu epidemic and Mr.
Bates took advantage of the clos-

ing down to make many improve-
ments in the house.

Roy P. Rosser, owner and mana-
ger of the Dixie Theatre in Aber-
deen, N. C, and the Carolina The-
atre at Hamlet, N. C, claims the

distinction of being the first exhibi-

tor to install complete sound and

talking picture equipment in a town
of less than 1,500 inhabitants. He
has just completed installation of

Movie-Phone sound reproducing
equipment in both his houses.

Architects have already com-
pleted the plans for the new the-

atre. It will seat 1500 people and
will be situated where the Isis and
Eagle now are in Bristol, Va.
There will be a 50-foot stage.

Work on the structure is expected
to start early this summer and it

is planned to have the house com-
pleted and ready for opening dur-
ing the Christmas holidays.

Birmingham 1st Runs
May Change Policies

IT is reported that certain

changes will take place in Bir-

mingham, Ala., which will shift at-

tractions from one theatre to an-
other. Rumor persists that Inter-

State will change its vaudeville

policy, cutting down from five to

four acts, principally on account
of the fact that the talking pictures

take up approximately 18 minutes
more running time.

Erection of a new colored house
in Montgomery by the Sulzpacher
interests is rapidly progressing.

The house is adjacent to the old

Pekin and will seat approximately

1000.

Four division managers have
been appointed by the Saenger The-
atres, Inc., New Orleans, to su-

pervise the theatres in the follow-

ing territories : A. Cunningham,
Shreveport, Texarkana, Hope, Pine

Bluff, Monroe; W. Richardson,

Biloxi, Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Me-
ridian, Baton Rogue, Alexandria;

C. Greenblatt, Greenville, Green-

wood, Clarksdale, Natchez, Helena,

Vicksburg, Jackson; Maurice Barr,

New Orleans, Pensacola, Mobile,

Beaumont, Orange, Port Arthur,

Dallas.

Chattanooga's Newest

House To Open

THE Cameo, Chattanooga's

newest motion picture house,

will begin operations March 15, ac-

cording to the Independent The-
atres, Inc.

William C. Huie, formerly of the

New Orpheaum Theatre, Memphis,
Tenn., has been named assistant

manager of the Tivoli Theatre, a

Publix de luxe house in Chat-

tanooga. Mr. Huie assumed his

duties March 1.

In Chattanooga Mr. Huie will

again be associated with Floyd

Smith, who is manager of the

Tivoli, he having worked under

Mr. Smith in Memphis. The new
Tivoli assistant manager has had
six years in the theatre business,

starting in Birmingham, his home
town.

Paul Short, formerly manager of

the Lucas-Jenkins theatres, of Ma-
con, Ga., has been named manager
of the Rialto, another Publix house

of Chattanooga. In Macon Mr.
Short produced the "Paul Short

Follies," presented there and on the

Lucas-Jenkins circuit of nearby

towns.

Fierce Blaze Ravages

Maplewood, Mo. House
THE Majestic Theatre, Maple-

wood, Mo., owned by Ralph
F. Townsend and operated by Wil-
liam Roettger, was destroyed by
fire of unknown origin early on
February 21. The loss was esti-

mated at $22,000 to equipment and
furnishings and $80,000 to the

building. The loss was partly cov-
ered by insurance.

The fire had gained considerable
headway before it was discovered
and fire apparatus was called from
St. Louis to help fight the blaze.

Eddie Peabody, banjo playing
master of ceremonies at the Mis-
souri Theatre, is expected to depart
from St. Louis some time during
March and the Warner-Skouras or-

ganization is casting about for some
personality person to take his

place. Brooke Johns and Paul Ash
are among those mentioned for the
place.

Conducting a mayorality com-
paign via the Vitaphone is the
modern mode introduced in St.

Louis by former Mayor Henry W.
Kiel, who is seeking the Republi-

can nomination for the chief execu-
tive post of the City Hall. A five-

minute Vitaphone subject featur-

ing Kiel is now going the rounds of
the wired houses in St. Louis. It

had its premier showing at the Am-
bassador Theatre the week of Feb-
ruary 23. At the close of this run
a Vitaphone performance by Mayor
Victor J. Miller, who is Kiel's op-

ponent, will be given at one of the

Skouras houses.

The general contract for a new
theatre to be erected on Fifth ave-

nue, near Seventeenth street, Mo-
line, 111., for G. W. Crampton, has
been awarded to Bergstedt and
Johnson Construction Co., of Mo-
line.

The plans for the new house were
prepared by William H. Schulske,

People's Bank Building, Moline,

111. It will be 28 feet high, 90 by
150 feet, and is to be wired.

General News In Tam-

pa And Jacksonville

THE Publix Celebration Week
was boosted strong by the five

houses of Tampa operating under
that banner, and it was a huge
success. The Tampa started the

week with a special Midnight Mat-
inee last Saturday night.

The Seminole, Tampa's leading

neighborhood house, are putting on
"Family Night" each Monday. 50c

admits the whole family.

Manager Adler, of the Strand,

Tampa, has a new assistant, R. W.
Welch, who hails from Hannibal,

Mo., replacing Arthur Elchinger,

resigned.

N. V. Darley, manager of the

Rivoli, Ybor City, leaves Sunday
for another trip to Havana.

The Tampa, Tampa, are staging

a Morning Matinee each Saturday
morning for the children.

Pictures of the Stribling-Sharkey
fight, made Wednesday night in

Miami, were developed, printed and
rushed to Tampa by airplane in

time to open the 3 p. m. shows, at

both the Strand and Franklin The-
atres, Thursday.

The fight pictures were also
shown on Thursday at Jacksonville,
where the Florida and Republic
Theatres both featured them.

Jonas Perlberg, formerly of San
Antonio, Texas, arrived in Jack-
sonville Wednesday for special ex-
ploitation work at the Florida The-
atre. He conferred with Manager
Al F. Weiss, Jr., C. B. Stiff, per-
sonal representative of L. E.
Schneider, and Jesse L. Clark, dis-

trict supervisor for Publix, upon
arrival here.

Under the plan of E. George
Wood .supervising stage band units

for the Olympic at Miami and the
Florida in Jacksonville, acts will

be assembled in Miami, play there

a week and then come to Jackson-
ville for a week on their way north.

The stage shows are slated to get

a better break in the advertising

under the new scheme of things.

New House TojBe Built

At Fort Worth, Tex.
ANNOUNCEMENT has been

made that the Jesse Jones in-

terests, of Houston, will erect a

theatre at Fort Worth, Texas, and
that this theatre will be similar to

the Kirby Theatre, at Houston.
Lease on the property, which re-

quires a payment of §60,000 annu-

ally for a period of 25 years, was
filed in the county clerk's office tor

record last week.

Announcement has been made
that the Educational exchange, in

Dallas, will handle the distribution

of World Wide Pictures. Inc.,

products, with B. C. Gibson as

Dallas sales manager.

H. O. Wooton, pioneer Abiline

man, will erect a fifteen-story hotel

and a $225,000 theatre building, the

theatre to be operated by the Dent
Theatres, Inc., according to a 15-

year lease already signed. The
theatre will be located at Abiline

and will seat 1,600. The structure

will be of Spanish architecture.

The Palace Theatre, at San
Saba, Texas, which is owned by

W. C. Dofflemeyer, was completely

destroyed by fire. The house had

just been remodeled and new equip-

ment had been installed through-

out. The estimated loss is $20,000.

F. L. (Lynn) Stacker has been

promoted to the position of branch

manager of Columbia's Oklahoma
City exchange.

The Queen Theatre, a class B
Publix theatre, was the victim of

a hold-up Saturday shortly after

"Simba" amounting to $535, were

lost.

Mercer Coleman, with the Inter-

state Amusement Company for four

years, and at the Majestic here for

two years as assistant manager, has

resigned to enter another profes-

sion. Dave Miller, of Dallas, suc-

ceeds Mr. Coleman at the Majestic.

Hal Norfleet, one of the best

known theatre exploitation men in

Texas, has severed his connection

with the Interstate Amusement
Company as publicity manager, and

will go to Hollywood March 10.

Mr. Norfleet expects to supply a

newspaper syndicate with feature

stories from the studios.
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National Obtains 3
Topeka Sites

THE National Theatres
and allied interests have ob-

tained options on three sites in

Topeka. Kas., for the proposed

a new theatre.

O. L. Gantry formally opened

the New Lyric Theatre, Houston,

Mo., the othei

Fire causing $100 damage to

equipment caused a temporary clos-

ing of the Lucas Theatre, Russell,

The Grand Theatre, largest

house in Moherly, Mo., has been

closed for an indefinite period, fol-

lowing a recent controversy be-

tween the management and the

employees over the discharging of

a union stage hand.
More than 100 opera chairs, a

booth, projector and other equip-

ment has been installed in the Win-
ter's Building, Kanorado, Kas., by
Harry Shill, who will open a new
motion picture theatre there soon.

The Meade Theatre. Kingman,
Kas., opened last week with a talk-

ing picture policy.

A. E. Elliott is the new house
manager at the Elliott Theatre,

Independence, Mo.
The Cozy Theatre, Mountain

Grove, Mo., has been sold by Dr.

F. H. Riley to D. W. Davis of

West Plains, Mo.
The Rex Theatre, Gilman City,

Mo., which recently was destroyed

by fire, will be rebuilt, according

to E. W. McLelland.
The Crystal Theatre, Osborne,

Kans., has been purchased by Del-

mar F. Harris, who owns a string

of houses.

The Gem In Memphis
Destroyed By Fire

WHILE firemen battled in

heavy snow to prevent the

spread of the flames to adjoining
buildings, The Gem, movie and
vaudeville house on West Third
street, Little Rock, Ark., was de-

stroyed by fire shortly after 2 a. m.
Thursday, February 21. Two of

the firemen narrowly escaped death
when the front wall was toppled.

Total loss in the fire was esti-

mated at $75,000. J. R. Topping
was owner and operator.

The Dixie Theatre, Como, Miss.,

has been sold by Douglas Carr, of

Marks, Miss., to Mrs. Blanche
Curtis, also of Marks. Mrs. Cur-
tis is the former owner of the Star,

at Marks, destroyed by fire several

weeks ago.

The Caddo, Glenwood, Ark.,
owned by J. M. Kaufman, burned
Thursday night. Amount of loss

was not learned.

The Ace, colored house, Missis-
sippi and Walker, Memphis, has
been taken over by "Bill" Biggs,
who will operate it along with his

New Theatre, Hollywood, Tenn.
Tom Dwyer, "grand old man" of

theatres in Memphis, died Monday,
victim of paralysis, at the age of

76, just a little more than three
weeks after he had stood in his old
capacity of doorman at the Lyric
Theatre—a place he had filled in

Memphis theatres for more than SO
years.

Kilu is to be the next

d for per-

ilt the Kadio-
Keith-I irpheum circuit to appear in

Memphis. She will be headliner

at the Memphis Orphcum the week
March 4.

\\ illiara Hucy, in charge of pub-

licity at the Xew Orpheum, ha

signed to become connected with the

li, of the Publix chain, at

Chattanooga. J. I. McKinney, who
has been with the Publix Capitol,

Macon, Ga., will take his place.

Further progress in the new Or-
m's preparations for sound

was seen over the week-end in the

visit to Memphis of George Brown
and J. W. Reeves, Radio-Keith-

Orpheum construction engineers, to

make preliminary plans for actual

work of installation in the next

few weeks.
Ben Harrison, formerly of Den-

ver, Colo., arrived in Memphis this

week just in time to join the Fox
organization in the first week of its

annual six weeks Spring sales cam-

Paign -

Film Row visitors of the week
included Louis F. Haven, Imperial,

Forrest City, Ark., and W. F.

Ruffin, Palace, Covington, Tenn.

Notes From Oklahoma
And Texas Zones

FRIENDS of W. A. Ryan,

Branch Manager for Fox
Film Corp., will be grieved to learn

of the death of Mrs. Ryan last

Thursday in Oklahoma City.

Funeral services were held Mon-
day morning at 8:30 in the church

of Our Lady of Perpetual Help,

Oklahoma City, and were attended

by all the Oklahoma City film

people and a number of Exhibi-

tors throughout the territory.

Russell Ramsey has closed and
dismantled his Dixie Theatre at

Spiro, Okla.
The Billings Theatre at Norman,

Oklahoma, has been sold to The
Norman Theatre Company, Inc.,

but will continue under the man-
agement of Ted Colbert.

Linn Stocker, of Dallas, Texas,
arrived in Oklahoma City early

last week to take over the man-
agement of Columbia Pictures

Corp.
Mr. Stocker takes the place of

R. M. Clark, local manager for

Liberty Specialty for the past six

years, and who resigned to become
affiliated with the Griffith Amuse-
ment Company in Oklahoma City.

H. F. Bassett advises he has

been forced to close his Bassett

Theatre at Caddo, Okla., on Mon-
days and Tuesdays of each week.
The members of the Oklahoma

City Film Board of Trade were
guests of R. M. Clark at a stag

dinner given in his home last

Monday night.

The Sampson construction com-
pany will reconstruct the Lindsey
Theatre at Lubbox.

J. W. Colvin and T. J. Ahi
Jr., have leased the Shrine pro-
perty at Waco, Texas, and will

erect a new theatre on the site in

near future.

The Clinton Theatre Company
will erect a new theatre at Clinton,

Okla., soon.

The Arcadia Theatre at Tyler,

Texas, is installing sound equip-

ment.
The Stockman-Hartman Theatre

Co. will erect a new $200,000 the-

atre at Mineral Wells, Texas, in

near future.

Work will soon commence on
the Peak Theatre at Dallas, Texas.

J. L. Santon will erect a new
400 seat theatre at New Gulf,

Texas.
Gene Hooper has leased the

Moran, Texas.

Yeggs Wreck Machines
At Ogden, Utah

TIMOTHY TAYLOR, janitor

of the Colonial Theatre, dis-

covered that a rear window had
been "jimmied" a few days ago.
It was found that the jewelry store

located in the lobby of C. M.
Stringham's Colonial Theatre of
Ogden, Utah, had been robbed.
Stringham reported that $4,500
worth of valuable motion picture
projection machines were damaged
by the intruders, which is the mys-
tifying part of this story.

W. H. Braly, District Manager
for Paramount Famous-Lasky, is

expected to visit the Salt Lake
branch within the next few days,

it is announced.

J. J. Curry, traveling represen-
tative for Paramount-Famous-
Laskey, in the Western Division
recently visited the Salt Lake
office.

A fire broke out at the Delta
Theatre of Delta, Utah, but slight

damage reported. This house is

operated by R. L. Wicker.
Lee Stallings, operating a cir-

cuit of theatres in Southern Utah,
will have sound equipment installed

in his Kinema Theatre at Rich-
field.

Mrs. Littlejohn, who owns thea-

tres in Price, Utah, is taking over
the Strand Theatre of Helper,

Utah, about June 1st.

The American Theatre of Salt

Lake, which has been closed since

January 6th, will reopen under the

name of "The Granada" about
March 1st.

It is reported here that H. J.

Brown expects to have sound
equipment installed at the Majes-
tic Theatre of Nampa, Idaho,

within the next month.
Manager W. E. Shipley of the

Gem Theatre, accompanied by As-
sistant Manager P. Peterson, has

returned from a vacation trip to

Florida and Havana.
G. E. Rosenwald, Division Man-

ager for Universal, was in Salt

Lake for a few days.

Exhibitor Barker of a circuit of

houses around Newton, Utah, vis-

ited Salt Lake exchanges last week.

A new exchange building and
supply house is to be constructed

in Salt Lake City at East South
Street, Salt Lake. The National
Theatre Supply Company of this

city will occupy this new building

as will Tiffany-Stahl, according to

announcement.
Commissioner Harmon W.

Peery, manager of the Peery es-

tate of Ogden, and also one of the

owners of the Egyptian and Ogden
Theatres there, expects to leave

soon for California to obtain the

latest ideas in dance halls.

Business DeclineCloses

Ohio House
Ti Dn imland Theatre, I ard

ington, Ohio, has hern closed
on account of di < line in business.
This leaves the Kaypee Theatre, at

Mt. Gilead, five miles distant, the
only movie house in Morrow coun-
ty, and Manager Griff Granger is

making thi m
I oi the situation.

Jim Weed, manager Keith's The-
atre. Dayton, recently put his
house firmly on the map by arrang-
ing a radio interview with Lita
Grey Chaplin, who was playing his
house, in person.

Ike Libson, who operates all the
first-run theatres in downtown
Cincinnati, is again back at his
desk after a several weeks' ab-
sence in which he combined a busi-
ness and pleasure trip.

The Columbus, Ohio, Theatres
Company is a new incorporation
recently formed at Ohio's capital
city, with 1,380 shares of no par
value stock. Incorporators are Wil-
liam M. James, May J. Hearly and
F. I. Hyman.
Dora A. Stecker. manager of the

Forest Theatre, Cincinnati, O., is

running special Saturday matinees
for children, which are sponsored
by the Avondale School Parent-
Teachers' Association. The Forest
will also hereafter feature Vita-
phone stage acts, for which ar-
rangements have just been consum-
mated.

Charles Weigel, manager of the
Hyde Park Theatre, Hyde Park,
suburban to Cincinnati, recently do-
nated his house for a series of Sat-
urday matinees for children, under
the auspices of Cincinnati Better
Motion Pictures Council and the
Hyde Park Mothers' Club.

Jerome Howard has purchased
the Palace Theatre, Xenia, Ohio,
which he will remodel and refur-
nish.

One hundred and seventy-five
children, students of the Blind"

School at Columbus, Ohio, were
guests of Loew's Broad Theatre at

a special performance of talkies.

Schine's Ohio Theatre, Sidney,
Ohio, has reopened after having
been equipped with Movietone and*

Vitaphone.

The Majectic Theatre, Nelson-
ville, Ohio, is all dolled up with
new Simplex projectors.

A new talkie device, which can
be operated by one person, has been
invented, it is said, by George Crest,

manager of the Ohio Theatre,
Dover, Ohio.

The Majestic Theatre, Nelson-
The State Theatre, Springfield.

Ohio, has discontinued its orches-
tra, and will hereafter feature onlj

organ music. Willard Osborne,
formerly conductor of the State
orchestra, has been made manager
of the Regent Theatre, at Spring-
field, one of the houses in the

Schine-Chakeres chain.

Manager John MeManus. of
Loew's, Dayton. Ohio, has pla ed
host to several hundred newsbo;
from a local daily recently, whili
Moe Blattncr, manager of Keith's
Colonial, Dayton, also entertained
the youthful news vendors at a
special matinee.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'way
New York
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Comzy Buys Rialto in

Atlanta From Publix

JOHN A. COMZY, of Chicago,

has acquired the Rialto The-

atre, Atlanta, from Publix The-

atres Corporation. Mr. Comzy
reached Atlanta late last week to

meet Nicholas G. Weiss, special

representative of Publix, to con-

clude the negotiations. Operation

of the Rialto passes to Mr. Comzy
Saturday night, March 2nd. Mr.

Comzy expects to supervise the op-

eration of the house personally.

With the arrival in Atlanta last

week-end of Oscar Hanson, general

sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl

Productions, announcement was
made that Ralph Morrow had been

appointed Southern district mana-

ger of the company and will have

supervision of exchanges in the

Southern territory.

Julia Harbin, of the Fox office

in Atlanta, has resigned, effective

this week, to go to Miami, Fla., to

live.

Considerably wearied by the

arduous undertaking of putting

over a Sunday movies campaign,

but greatly heartened over the vic-

torious result, D. V. Marquis,

owner and manager of the Ernada
Theatre, Bartow, Fla., made good

his promise and came to Atlanta

this week to close negotiations for

sound reproducing equipment and

talking pictures. He has chosen

Photophone equipment.

Sam Berry, salesman, this week
joined the Columbia Picture Cor-

poration's Atlanta force and was
assigned to the Georgia and Ala-

bama territory.

NewPolicy Is Begun By

Stillman In Geveland

THE Stillman Theatre, Cleve-

land, opened its new reserved

seat policy at $2.00 top Saturday.

This puts the Stillman in a class

with the Astor theatre, New York,

and Grauman's Chinese Theatre.

Los Angeles, as being the third

downtown metropolitan motion pic-

ture house to maintain this policy.

Two performances are presented

daily, at 2:45 P. M. and at 8:45

P. M, except on Sundays when an

added performance is presented at

5 :45 P. M. Evening prices are

charged for this performance.

Charles Katz, formerly manager
of Loew's Penn Theatre, Pitts-

burgh, has been transferred to

Cleveland, as manager of the Still-

man.

The Granada, Loew's only West
Side theatre, is now being equipped

with Vitaphone and Movietone, and
will open with a sound policy on
March 17th.

Jules and Abe Schwartz have
extended their theatre interests in

Painesville to include the Park as

well as the Utopia.

Howard Roth has been appointed

office manager at the local Metro-
Goldwyn exchange to succeed Carl
Senning who resigned last week.
Arthur Ehrlich succeeds Roth as

Vitaphone booker.

George Shenker is operating the

Cozy Theatre, Lorain, only on Sat-

urdays and Sundays, starting this

week.
Four more Pacent machines

were sold last week by local sales

representative Ray Morris. They
are for the Commodore, Euclid.

West Park and Lyric, belonging to

the Lefkowitz circuit. Paul Gus-
danovic has purchased two Pacents,

for the Regent and La Salle thea-

tres.

Arthur Himmellein, who oper-

ates a chain of theatres in Elyria

and Sandusky, has been appointed
district sales representative for

Cinephone by sales manager E. J.

Smith. Himmelein will install an
equipment in his Plaza theatre,

Sandusky.

Max Federhar has sold the

Rialto theatre, Akron, to N. J.

Kirchbaum, leaving him with the

People's Regent, Cameo and the

Norka.

Maurice Trugman, cashier at the
local Paramount exchange, died

last Wednesday after a brief ill-

ness. The entire office force at-

tended his funeral last Thursday.

J. F. Bruce, of the Fox sales

force, was in Buffalo last week to

attend the funeral of his mother.

Many Exhibitors Will

Attend Albany Dance
MUCH interest is being shown

along Albany's Film Row in

the supper dance that will be held
on the evening of March 16 at the

Hotel DeWitt Clinton, in Albany.
Every exchange has taken its quo-
ta of tickets and many exhibitors

from nearby villages and cities are

also planning to attend.

A small fire in the basement of

the American Theatre in Troy
smoked up the house a bit last

week and necessitated the thea-

tre's being closed for a day or so.

Kenneth Robinson, local man-
ager for Paramount, who was in-

jured in a recent automobile smash
up near Albany is once more back
on the job, while Marvin Kempner,
Buffalo manager, whose jaw was
broken, has left the Schenectady
hospital and is at his home in Buf-
falo.

C. H. Buckley, who spent a day
or so last week in New York, gave
Albany its first midnight show at

the Leland last Friday night in

connection with a week's run of

"Arizona."
Scott Severance and Vincent

Dailey, who recently took over the

Starr at Corinth, report business

as being good. The Lyceum at

Woodside has been sold by Jack
Kaplan to a Mr. Freeman. The
Strand in Canajoharie, has just

been taken over by J. V. Chest.

The City Line theatre at Bing-
hamton, operated by J. H. Bedell,

has been closed.

Walter Lindler, First National
representative, was in town during
the week. Maurice Chase, of New
York City, president of Excellent

Pictures Corporation, was also in

Albany during the week.
Al Bothner has been named as.

manager of Kallet's Avon Theatre
in Svracuse.

Keith's In Baltimore Is

Wired for Sound
THE RCA Photophone system

of presenting sound and talk-

ing productions has been installed

in Keith's Theatre, in Baltimore,

managed by J. Lawrence Schan-
berger, and the new policy of pre-

senting sound and talking pictures

starts Monday, March 11, at this

house.

About 2,000 Baltimore Daily
Post newsboys were entertained at

Warners' Metropolitan Theatre
here through the kindness of C. S.

Langue, manager on Saturday,
March 2.

Frank Price, Jr., manager of the

Rivoli, is the only moving picture

man so far as is known entered in

the Baltimore Daily Post's Popu-
larity Test.

The Judiciary Committee of the
Legislature, at Annapolis, Md., has
given a favorable report on the

Arson Bill, which was introduced
earlier in the session

State Theatre, Havre de Grace,
Md., recently burned, is being re-

built by Frank H. Durkee The-
atrical Enterprises and will be
ready for public Easter Monday,
according to Mr. Durkee. It will

be equipped again with sound
mechanism.

Fees from licenses for theatres

and moving picture "parlors" are

due now, according to notices

which have been placed in Balti-

more newspapers by John T. Dono-
hue, manager and city collector.

The Little Theatre, Washington,
D. C, has been taken over from
Film Arts Amusement Company,
of which Nathan Machat is the

head, by the New York organiza-
tion Moviegraphs, Inc. Joseph R.

Fleishler, managing director, of

Fifty-Fifth Street Playhouse, New
York, will supervise.

Coleby Harriman, formerly gen-
eral manager of the Loew theatres,

Palace and Columbia, in Washing-
ton, D. C, has become assistant to

Louis Sidney, in the New York
office.

Guy L. Wonders, one-time man-
ager of the Rivoli, Baltimore, has
been sent to Atlantic City to man-
age a Stanley house there.

Sound mechanism has been in-

stalled in the New Theatre, Staun-
ton, Va,

Loew's State and Norva Thea-
tres, Norfolk, Va., are being ren-
ovated.

Old Frisco House Will

Shortly Be "Dark"
SAN FRANCISCO'S Orpheum

Theatre on Farrell street be-
tween Powell and Stockton for

more than a score of years, will de-
sert the old stand.

On April 19, it was definitely

learned, the famed showhouse wiil

be "dark." It will light up again,
however, as Klavv and Erlanger
will take over the house for its

productions, now being exhibited

at the Columbia. In that event,

some four or five months will be

required to remodel the theatre.

Orpheum vaudeville and movies
will, after the April closing, be
shown at the Golden Gate Theatre.

Mrs. Walter McGinn of the pub-
lic relations committee of the Al-
lied Amusement Industries acted as

hostess February 14th in the

Western Women's Club rooms,
honoring Mrs. Charles Gilmore, of

Sacramento, president of the Cen-
tral California Better Films Com-
mittee.

San Francisco is to have another

first-run motion picture house.

W. B. Wagnon, owner of the Em-
bassy theatre, announced on Feb-
ruary 27th that he had taken a

seven-year lease on the Cameo,
Market street between Powell and
Mason, and will spend between
$75,000 and $100,000 in remodeling
and refurnishing. The theatre is

to close as a second-run house at

once, and workmen will begin con-

struction. April 1st, the date tenta-

tively set for its reopening, the

house will have acquired a new
two-story facade, new seats and
drapes, and will make its debut

with talking pictures. Wagnon
said in making the deal with Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal
Pictures, he has agreed to pay a

rental amounting to $315,000 over
the seven years.

Charles "Buddy" Rogers, picture

star, came from Hollywood to ex-
tend a formal welcome in behalf

of the Paramount organization to

Brooke Johns, new Granada leader.

Public officials, officers of the navy,

sorority girls from the University

of California, and bands all joined

in the welcome.

HappeningsintheUtah
Film Trade

THE double event of the opening

simultaneously last week of

new talkies at Paramount Thea-
tre in Provo, Utah, and the Idaho
theatre in Twin Falls, Idaho, marks
the completion of the equipment of

the entire chain of L. Marcus thea-

tres with the latest perfected talk-

ing picture apparatus.

Mike Nielson is reported to have
disposed of his interests in the

Grand Theatre of Logan, Utah, to

Lester M. Brown, a short time ago.

M. E. Andrus is now operating

the Liberty Theatre, at Garland,

Utah.
The remodeling program of the

former American Theatre of Salt

Lake is nearing completion at an
estimated cost of over $100,000.

The Service Theatre Supply
Company has just sold to W. E.

Shipley, of the Gem and Empire
Theatres in Salt Lake, two strong

Reflector Arc Lamps and Strong
Rectifiers for his Empire Theatre.

A new portable projector was
sold by the Service Theatre Sup-
ply Co. in Salt Lake this week to

the Ward Amusement house at

Vernal, Utah, according to report.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Classified Ads
RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance

except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Iowa ExhibitorsDecide Mastbaum Premiere
on Convention in May Philly News Highlight

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING

ERS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

I RECOMMEND you, Mr.

Exhibitor, to read this ad, if

you are seeking a grade A
theatre manager that can get

you results. Will locate any-

where. References, the finest.

Appointments will be made in

New York. Address, Box 440,

Motion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

ORCHESTRA CON-
DUCTOR (baton) at liberty.

Fifteen years ' experience,

vaudeville and pictures. Last

8 years Fox theatres New
York. Know symphonies and

operas. Vitaphone reason for

this ad. Also, lead orchestra

with violin if preferred.

Yixmg, neat, service and co-

operation guaranteed. Ralph

B. Bovee, 559 W. 172th St.,

New York City.

A-l Theatre Organist, fif-

teen years' experience, mag-

nificent library, thorough

musician, reliable, references.

Organist, Eight-Ten East

Huron, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Theatre For Sale
MOTION PICTURE

THEATRE for sale or for

rent. 750 seats. Near New
York. Only theatre in town

;

owner in another business.

Write. Box 470, Motion Pic-

ture News, New York City.

N E W T H E A T R E, 638
seats. Beautiful, modern,
completely equipped. Clear
title. Price, One hundred
thousand. For immediate cash
sale. Town about 8,000. Mar-
tin B. Trainor Estate, Green-
ville, Ohio.

Equipment For Sale

THEATRE FOR SALE.
Town 2,000 population. Com-
municate Box 455, Motion

Picture News, New York

City.

FOR SALE: Two rebuilt

Wurlitzer Unit Organs, as

good as new, 6 stops, percus-

sion drums, traps, etc., new
console. Price, $3,800 each.

Bargain. Address, Box 465,

Motion Picture News, New
York City.

For Sale : 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from

leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE : Wurlitzer

Electric Reproducing piano,

six roll automatic. Factory

rebuilt. Cost $2100. Sell for

$350.00. Clearfield Amuse-
ment Co., Inc., Clearfield, Pa.

Managers' School
THEATRE EMPLOYEES

—Learn modern theatre man-

agement, advertising, service.

Approved and specialized

training for theatre employees

while at theatre. Catalog C.

Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News*

THE convention of Iowa ex-
hibitors will not be held until

sometime in May this year, at which
time it is expected that the roads
will be in better condition. E. P.
Smith, president of the Allied
States organization in Iowa, states

that the convention will be set at a
time so that it will be possible for
Abrain Myers, national president,

to attend.

John Parkinson is the new ex-
hibitor at Victor, la. Mr. Parkin-
son, who is new in the theatre busi-

ness, lias bought the Victor house
from Moore Brothers.
The Circle Theatre at Nevada,

of which Oscar Strine is owner
and manager, was forced to go into

the hands of a receiver this week.
The theatre, which is an 800-seat

house, is a tine, modern structure,

just a year old. W. P. Grossman,
who has been at Nevada for a good
many years, has a 350-seat house,
which was considerably aided in a
business way when Sunday movies
were introduced at Nevada just

shortly before the opening of the

Circle. The two theatres, however,
make the town overseated.

Mayor Thomas B. Huff was ar-

rayed against die other four mem-
bers of the City Council last

Thursday in a controversy over
closing of the Star Theatre at

Sioux City.

Alexander Frank, former theatre

manager and well known through-
out Iowa and Nebraska, where he
had managed theatres, was found
dead in an automobile in a garage
at Waterloo, la.

Theatre Fire Occurs
In Milwaukee Area
THE American Legion Theatre

at Lena, Wis., was completely
destroyed by fire. All equipment
was destroyed. The theatre was
operated by L. R. Netzer.

J. E. Hondiouer has recently

taken over the Comet Theatre in

Milwaukee from Moy Toy.

The Gem Theatre at Marshall
has been temporarily closed be-
cause of bad road conditions.

Winnie Di Lorenzo succeeds
Charlie Koehler as booker in the

Celebrated office. Arnold Hensler,
assistant booker at the Paramount
exchange is new booker at Colum-
bia.

L. F. Mathey has closed his Rex
at Kaukauna.

Bowlers on Charles Trampe's
team breathed a sigh of relief when
they discovered that his injured

right hand hindered him in no way
in rolling his usual game at Tues-
day's match. Mr. Trampe's right

hand was badly injured when a
Film Service truck backfired as he
was attempting to crank it.

Gene K. Gaudette has been added
to the publicity staff of Community
Theatres, Inc., of Milwaukee. Gene
was formerly publicity director for

Edith Ambler Players and Gross-
Ross Players. Hal Olsen, publicity

director for Community Theatres,
Inc., has been promoted to Super-
visor of Theatres, and Mr. Gau-
dette will assume part of the du-
ties left open by Mr. Olsen's pro-

motion.

PFEBRUARY 27th, by procla-

mation of Mayor Mackey, was
Jules E. Mastbaum Day in Phila-

delphia and the entire city paid

tribute to the memory of the form-
er president of the Stanley Com-
pany of America, upon the occasion
of the opening of the new Mast-
baum Theatre, named in his honor.
Practically every exchange on
"Vine Street" was gaily decorated
in honor of the day.

Arnold Daly, actor and manager
of a stock company at the William
Penn Theatre, 41st and Lancaster

Avenue, Philadelphia, foiled an at-

tempted hold-up on the second floor

of the theatre at 11 :30 one evening
this week. An armed robber

sneaked through the darkened build-

ing and ascended the stairs to the

second floor, where he thrust a
pistol through the half opened door
of Mr. Daly's office and ordered
him to hold up his hands.

Symon Gould, founder of the

Little Cinema Movement of Amer-
ica, and director of the Film Guild

Cinema, of New York, has been

asked by a group of Philadelphia

financiers headed by Arthur Loeb,

in connection with Warner Broth-
ers and the Stanley Company, to

inaugurate and direct the Regent
Theatre, Market Street between
15th and 16th, which will be known
as the Film Art Cinema. The Re-
gent Theatre is now closed and is

undergoing extensive renovations

superintended by William H. Lee,

architect. One of the features will

be a modernistic lounge room,

modeled on European standards.

The policy of the Film Art Cinema
under Mr. Gould's direction will be

similar to that of the New York
Film Guild Cinema.

Summerville Elected

Toronto Alderman

WA. S U M M E R V I L LE.
• proprietor of the Prince

of Wales and Eastwood Theatres,

Toronto, and an alderman of To-

ronto for the past eight years, was

elected a member of the Civic

Board of Control at Toronto by

an overwhelming majority. Cont.

Sommerville took his seat on Feb-

ruary 27. The Toronto exhibitor

was really elected on January 1.

but was forced to run again when

a technicality was raised.

Charlie Querrie, former sport

celebrity of Canada, has just cele-

brated his eighth year as manager

of the Palace Theatre, Toronto, a

busy suburban house of the Fam-
ous Players chain.

Announcement is made that the

Canadian Government has made ar-

rangements for the presentation ol

its scenic and educational films in

the universities of the United

States on a 50-50 basis with United

States pictures of similar type.

The mother of N. L. and Henry
Nathanson, Toronto, died in St.

Petersburg, Fla., and burial took

place in Minneapolis, Minn., her

home. N. L. Nathanson is manag-
ing director of Famous Players

Canadian Corp., the largest and
most powerful chain in Canada,

and Henry Nathanson is Pathe
general manager with Regal Films,

Ltd., Toronto.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
Title Star Rel. Date

Coliege Cuckoo Murdock-Cavaller June 1 . .

.

Her Salty Suitor June 20

His Wild Oat McDougall Kids July 10...

Lonesome Babies Jack Cooper Aug. 1

Lost Whirl, The Irving-Cooper July 1 .

.

Loto' Boloney, A McDougall Kids June 10 ..

Pikers The McDougall Kids Aug. 10. .

.

COLUMBIA
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

After the Storm Bosworth-Gllbert-Delanev April 17.

Apache, The Alvarado-Llvlngston

Beware of Blondes Revler-M. Moore-D'Arcy July 1 .

Broadway Daddies Logan-Lease April 7

Court-Martlal Holt-Compson Aug. 12...

Dawn Special Cast

Desert Bride, The Compson-Forrest Mar. 26

Driftwood Alvarado-Day Oct. 15....

Golf Widows Ford-Reynolds-Rand May I...

Matinee Idol, The Walker-Love Mar. 14.

.

Modern Mothers Chadwlck-Fairbanks, Jr.-Kent May 13.

Name the Woman Stewart-Glass-Gordon May 25 . .

.

Nothing to Wear Logan-von Eltz

Power of the Press, The Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston

Raider Enid en. The Special Cast

Ransom Wlfson-Burns June 7. .

.

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes
Runaway Girls Mason-Rankin Aug. 23. .

Say It With Sables Bushman-Livingston-Chadwlck. July 13....

Scarlet Lady, The De Putti-Alvarado Aug. 1—
Sinners' Parade Revler-Varconl

Sporting Age, The Bennett-Herbert-Nye Mar. 2...

Street of Illusion, The Kelth-Valll

Stool Pigeon, The Delaney-Borden
•({Submarine Holt-Revler-Graves

Virgin Lips Borden-Boles July 25. ..

Way of the Strong, The Day-Llvingston-Von Eltz June 1 9—
Coming Attraction*

Title Star

Behind Closed Doors Valll-Glass

•({Donovan Affair, The Jack Holt

Faker, The Logan-Delaney-Oland
•tSFall of Eve, The
•({Lone Wolfs Daughter. The Lyten-Olmstead-Kelth
Object—Alimony Wilson-Trevor
Sideshow. The Prevost-Graves

Trial Marriage Ellers-Kerry

*t|Younger Generation, The Hersholt-Lease-Basquette-Cortez

Length Reviewed

2 reels'

2 reels

2 reels

2reel8
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

Title Star

Kid Hayseed "Big Boy"
Ladies Preferred Jerry Drew
Leaping Luck Davis-Collins
Listen Children Lloyd Hamilton.

.

Lost Laugh, The Wallace Lupino. . .

Lucky Duck, The Billy Dale
Magic City The Our World Today

Rel. Date

Aug. 5 .

July 8
July 29
July 22 .

July IS...
Oct 7...
Nov. 11

Length

5459 feet

5838 feet

5649 feet

5537 feet

6014 feet

7500 feet

5528 feet

6267 feet

5592 feet

5925 feet

5540 feet

5544 feet

5701 feet.

.

6465 feet

6021 feet

5584 feet

6085 feet

5725 feet.

6401 feet

6443 feet.

5616 feet.

5464 feet.

5988 feet.

5988 feet..

8192 feet

.6048 feet

5752 feet..

Reviewed

. Sept. 15

'.'.Sept 15

.Sept 15

..May 5

Sept. 8

June 2

. Sept. 22

Making Whoopie Goodwin-Bradlev Oct 28. .

.

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25. ..

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec. 16 ..

Oh Mama Mlller-Hutton July 1 . .

.

On the Move Hodge-Podge Sept 9 .

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20. .

.

Patchwork of Pictures, A Hodge-Podge Nov. 18...
Peep Show, The Hodge-Podge Aug. 12. .

.

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24. .

Permanent Wave Railroad, The Our World Today
Pictorial Tidbits Hodge-Podge June 10. ..

Pirates Beware Lupino Lane Sept 9. .

.

Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1. .

.

Polar Perils Montv Collins Sept. 30..

.

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20. .

.

Quiet Worker, The Jerry Drew Nov. 4. .

.

Rah Rah Rahl Dorothy Devore June 3
Roaming Romeo Lupino Lane July 29 .

.

Sailor Boy Monty Collins June 17...
Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10...
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec. 16
Sky Ranger, The Reed Howes Sept. 23. .

.

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18. ..

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec. 23. ..

Stage Frights George Davis Oct 21 . . .

Thoughts While Fishing Bruce Outdoor Sketch June 17...
Thrills of the Sea Our World Today Sept 2 .

.

Troubles Galore Collins-McCoy Aug. 26 . .

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13...
Wedded Blisters Lupino Lane Aug. 26 .

.

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13

.

Whoopee Boys Mon*y Collins Feb. 10
Who's Lyln'? Davis-Collins June 10
Wife Trouble Robert Graves Sept 23.
Wild Wool—Night Clouds Bruce Outdoor Sketch July 15.
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec[16.

Length Reviewed

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels June 30
2 reels . July 14
2 reels July 14
1 reel June 23
1 reel Sept. 15
1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Nov. 10

.1 reel June 23
.1 reel

2 reels Dec. 15
1 reel Nov. 24

.1 reel Aug. 18
1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel Dec. 1

1 reel June 21
2 reels

1 reel Dec. 1

2 reels Sept. 18
.1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct
2reels May 28
2 reels July 21
1 reel June 9

.1 reel Jan. 19
1 reel

2 reels Oct. 6
2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct 8
.1 reel June 8

1 reel Sept 20
1 reel Aug. 4

.1 reel

.2 reels Aug. 4
.1 reel Dec. 15
.2 reels Ja... 12
2reels May 20
I reel Sept. 8
1 reel June 30

.2 reels Dec 15

Length Reviewed

.6214 feet.

PHOTOPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Bride's Relatives, The Burke-Hill-Grlbbon 2 reels.

.

({Eligible Mr. Bangs, The Horton-Arthur Jan. 13 2 reels

•({Lion's Roar Burke-Bevan-Dent Dec 9 2 reels Dec
•({Old Barn, The Johnny Burke 2 reels

Reviewed

..Feb. 2

EXCELLENT PICTURES (S. R.)

EDUCATIONAL
Star Rel. DateTitle

All In Fun J erry Mandy Oct 21 . .

.

Air Derby, The Reed Howes Jan. 6...

America's Pride Our World Today Oct 7. .

.

Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17. .

.

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27. .

.

Be My King Lupino Lane Dec 9..

Best Dressed Woman In the World ... "Our World Today" Feb. 17...
Blondes Beware Johnny Arthur July 15. .

.

Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18. ..

Call Your Shots Al St John Sept 15. .

.

Cloud Patrol, The Reed Howes Feb. 24 . .

.

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct 14...

Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct 7. .

.

Conquering the Colorado Hodge-Podge July 8. .

.

Cook, Papa, Cook Murdock-Hutton Sept 9...
Crown Me Wallace Lupino. June 3...

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young-Allen Jan. 27...

Felix the Cat In Astronomeowe "Sullivan Cartoon" July 8. .

.

Felix the Cat In Futurltzy "Sullivan Cartoon" June 24...

Felix the Cat in Jungle Bungles "Sullivan Cartoon" July 22. .

.

Felix In Outdoor Indore "Sullivan Cartoon" June 10. .

.

Felix the Cat In the Last Life "Sullivan Cartoon" Aug. 5...
Fighting Orphans—Evening Mist . . .Bruce Outdoor Sketch Aug. 19..

.

Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct 28. .

.

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3..

.

Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec 10. .

.

Guiles Behave Jerry Drew Sept. 9. .

.

Gloom Chaser, The "Bio Boy" June 24. .

.

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct 14. .

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13. .

.

Goofy Birds Charley Bowers Aug. 12. .

.

Hard Work Wallace Lupino July 29. .

.

Hay Wire Ston e-Dal e Nov. 4. .

.

Hectic Days Lupino Lane June 17...

Her Big Ben Gene Stone
He Tried to Please Collins-Hutton Aug. 12...
Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11 . .

.

Homemade Man, A Lloyd Hamilton.

:

June 17. .

.

Hop Off Charley Bowers July 1...

Hot Luck "Big Boy" Sept 2. .

.

Hot or Cold Al St John Dec 2...

Husbands Must Pity Wallace Lupino Jan. 6...
In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec 30. ..

Just Dandy Jerry Drew Aug. 19. ..

* Meant tynchronizei tcore. f fleam toand effect*.

Length Reviewed

.1 reel Oct 27

.2reel8
1 reel Oct 6

2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels Nov. 10
1 reel

2 reels June 23
. 1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Sept 29
2 reels

2 reels Oct 13
2 reels Oct. 6
1 reel July 14
1 reel Sept 15
1 reel . . : May 28
1 reel Dec 22
1 reel Aug, 18
.1 reel July 21

1 reel Sept. 22
1 reel June 30
1 reel Sept 29
1 reel Aug. 4

2 reels Oct 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Seot. 8

2 reels June 2
1 reel Oct 27
2 reels

2 reels July 28
1 reel July 14
1 reel Oct 27
2 reels May 28
1 reel Feb. 2
1 reel .July 14

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels June 9
2 reels June 23
2 reels Sept 29
2 reels Nov. 10
2reele
1 reel Nov. 24
2 reels Aug. 11

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date

Bit of Heaven, A Lee-Washburn May 15 . .

.

Inspiration George Walsh May 10. .

.

Into No Man's Land Santschi-Blythe June 15. .

.

Life's Crossroads Hulette-Conklln
Making the Varsity Hulette-Rankln-Lease July 15. .

.

Manhattan Knights Bedford-Miller Aug. 27...
Speed Classic, Inc Lease-Harris July 31. .

.

Women Who Dare Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 31

RKO
FEATURES

Title Star

Air Legion, The Lyon-Sleeper-Moreno. .

.

Length

7000 feet.

6759 feet

6700 feet.

5355 feet.

6400 feet.

6000 feet.

4700 feet

6520 feet.

Review eel

Rel

Jan. 8..
Alex the Great Gallagher-Dwyer May 13.

.

Avenging Rider, The Tom Tyler Oct 7.

.

Bantam Cowboy, The Buzz iarton Aug. 12.

.

Beyend London's Lights Shumway-Elliott Mar. 18
•({Blockade Anna Q. Nllsson Dec 16..
Breed of the Sunsets Bob Steele April I.,

Captain Careless Bob Steele Aug. 20 .

.

Charge of the Gauchos F. X. Bushman Sept 10.

.

Chicago After Midnight Mendez-lnee Mar. 4..
t}Circus Kid, The Darro-Costello-Brown Oct 7..

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3..
Crooks Can't Win Lewls-HIII-Nelson May 11 .

.

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26.

.

Devil's Trade Mark, The Bennett-Mong-Douglas April 7.

.

Dop Justice Ranger-Martin June 10.

.

Dog Law Ranger (Dog) Sept. 2..
Fighting Redhead, The Buzz Barton July 1..

Freckles Bosworth-Fox, Jr. Mar. 21 .

.

Fury of the Wild Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4.

.

•({Gang War Borden-Plckford Nov. 18.

.

Headln' for Danger Steele-Mendez Dec 16..

Hey Rubel Olmstead-Trevor Dec 23.

.

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11..
•({Hit of the Show, The Brown-Astor-Olmstead Sept 23..
•({Jazz Age, The M. Day-Falrbabks, Jr.-Walthall
King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26.

.

Law of Fear, The Ranger-Reld-Nelson April 8.

.

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct 21..
Little Buckaroo, The Buzz Barton Mar. 11 .

.

Little Yellow House, The Sleeper-Caldwell May 28..

Levee of Rlcardo, The George Beban June 17 .

.

Date Length Reviewed

8. ...6351 feet

6888 feet... Mar. 24
4808 feet

4893 feet

5583 feet... Feb. 20

4869 feet

5487 feet

6249 feet

6085 feet

Mar. 17
Sept 22

.0291 feet

5621 feet

5984 feet

5043 feet

4802 feet

4758 feet

9131 feet ...Jan. 28
4899 feet

6337 feet... Dec 1

5249 feet

6337 feet

.6245 feet

.4769 feet.

.4647 feet.

.4801 feet.

6429 feet.

.5181 feet..

.Aug, 4

Mar. 10

April 21

§ Mean* voice (including dialogue and incidental tongt). A. T. after title mean* AH Talkie.
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Title Star Rel. Date

Man In the Rough. The Steele-King May 20...

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec 23 .

•tJPertect Crime. The Rich-Brook-McConnell Aug. 19. .

Phantom of the Range Tyler-Thompson-Darro April 22. .

.

Pinto Kid. The Barton-Trevor-Lee April 29 .

.

Red Riders ot Canada Mliler-Byer April 15...

Rough Ridln' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4 .

.

Sallv of the Scandals Love-Forrest July 15. .

.

Sally's Shoulders Wllson-Hackathorne Oct. 14

Slngaoore Mutiny, The Ince-Taylor Oct 7. .

.

Sinners In Love Borden-Bordon Nov. 4. .

.

Skinner's Big Idea Washburn-Sleeper-Trevor April 24

Son of the Golden Weal Tom Mix Oct 1...

Stock* and Blondes Logan-Gallaqher Sept 9..

Stolen Love M. Oay-O. Moore-Lease Dec 2. ..

•tiTaxI 13 Conklln-Sleeper-Trevor Nov. 18...

Terror Mountain Tom Tyler Aug. 19. .

.

Texas Tornado. The Tyler-Darro June 24 .

.

Tracked Ranger (Dog) Nov. 4. ..

Trail of Courage, The Steele-Bonner July 8...

Trail ot the Horse Ihlevea, The Tom Tyler Jan. 13. .

.

Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec 16 . .

.

Tyrant ol Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25...

Vagabond Cub. The Buzz Barton Feb. 10...

Voung Whirlwind. The Buzz Barton Sept. 16

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25 .

Arabian Fights. The Alberta Vaughn Sept. 16 .

Beef Steaks. The Helium-Davis Dec 30 .

.

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9..

Come Meal Al Cooke June 11 .

.

Curiosities No. 1 Novelty SepL 26 .

.

Curiosities. No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10..

Curiosities. No. 3 Novelty Oct 24.

.

Curiosities No. 8 Novelty Dec 6 .

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec 19.

.

Fooling Casper Duncan-Hill SepL 16. .

.

Happy Holidays Hill-Duncan SepL 16 .

.

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11 . ..

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2. .

.

Horsefeathers Barney Helium SepL 9. .

.

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cook
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14...
Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7 ...

Mickey's Battles Mickey Yule SepL 30...
Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23

Mickey's In Love Mickey Yule June 4. .

.

Mickey's Movies Mickey Yule SepL 2. ..

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule Julv 2. .

.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule OcL 28...
Mild But She Satisfies Alberta Vaughn OcL 14. .

.

•t jOdd Facts Curiosities

Okmnx Barney Helium OcL 7. .

.

Ruth Is Stranger Than Fiction Alberta Vaughn Sept. 23. ..

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn OcL 27. ..

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9. ..

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn OcL 24...
Wages of Synthetic Sin, The Alberta Vaughn SepL 2...
Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn OcL 7. .

.

What a Wife Duncan-Hill OcL 14. .

.

You Just Know She Dares 'Em Alberta Vaughn SepL 9 ...

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Amazing Vagabond, The Bob Steele

City Of Shadows, The Luden-Lynn
Down Our Way Vslll-Caldwell-Darro

Drifter, The Tom Mix
Drums of Araby Tom Mix
Eagle's Ta'ont, The Tom Tyler

Freckled Rascal, The Buzz Barton
Gun Law Tom Tyler
Hardbolled O'Nell-Reed-Tashman
Idaho Red Tom Tyler
Little Outlaw. The Buzz Barton

*t|Love In the Desert Borden-Trevor-Roacoe
One Man Dog, The Ranger
Outlawed Tom Mix
•tlRlo Rita Special Cast
•t (Syncopation Bennett-Watson-Warlngs Band
Upperworld
Viennese Charmer Betty Compson
Voice of the Storm von Eltz-Sleeper

Reviewed

..Aug. 11

Feb. 11

..Jan. 7

Dec 23

Length

4785 feet

4903 feet

6331 'est

4781 feet

1884 feet

6419 feet.

4714 feet

.6059 feet

6297 feet.....

561 2 feet... OcL 13

Oct. 20

5967 feet... Mar. 17

6037 feet SepL 29
5493 feet

6760 feet.

4884 feet..

4793 feet.

.

4957 feet.

4758 feet..

6324 feet

4778 feet.

4762 feet.

Length Reviewed

. 2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels

. 1 reel SepL 29
1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels SepL 29
. 2 reels

2 reels June 16
.2 reels

.2 reels SepL 29

2reels OcL 20
.2 reels

. 2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels SepL 29
2 reels

.2 reels

. 1 reel

. 2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reel

2 reels

. 1 reel

.2 reels July 29
. 1 reel

2 reels

2reels
2reels
2reele

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Nov. 10
June 9
Jan. 12

May 19

Dec 1

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Heart to Heart Astor-Hughea July 22. . . .6071 feet . . SepL 1 f.

Heart Trouble Harry Langdon Aug. 12 5400 feet

•tjHIs Captive Woman Sllls-Mackaill Mar. 10
His Captive Woman Sllls-Mackalll Feb. 3
*t{Man and tho Moment Blllle Dove April 7
Ladles' Night In Turkish Bath Mackalll-Mulhall April 1. . . .6592 feet. . April 14
LadvBeGood Mackalll-Mulhall May 8. . . 6608feet. . . June 2
*t$Lllac Time Moore-Cooper Nov. 8. . . .8967 feet . Mar. 2*
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.. Barthelmess-O'Oay April 8.. 7700 teet May 19
Love and the Devil Sllls-Corda Feb. 24
Mad Hour. The O'Neill-Kent Mar. 4. . .6360 feet

•Naughty Baby Whlto-Mulhall Dec 16
*tNlght Watch, The Dove-Reed SepL 9. . . 6612feet ... OcL 13>

Oh Kay Moore-Gray Aug. 28 6100 feet . SeDL 1

•fOutcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11 . . . .6622 feet. ... Dec 8
Out of the Ruins Barthelmess-Nlxon Aug, 19 6100 teet Aug, 28
Phantom City. The Maynard-Gllbert Dec 23 .... 6887 feet
tScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec 9 6237 feet. . . .Jan. B
•tSeven Footprints to Satan Todd-Hale Feb. 17
Seven Footprints to Satan .Todd-Halo Jan. 27
•tShow Girl Whlte-Delaney SepL 23. .. .6133 feet.

Strange Case of CapL Ramper German Cast July 29. . . .7534 feet.

*t}Synthellc Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6. . . .6730 feet.

Three-Ring Marriage Astor-Hughes June 10 5834 feet

Upland Rider, The Maynard-Douglas June 3. . . .5731 feet.

Vamping Venus Murray-Todd-Fazenda May 13 6021 feet.

Ware Case. The Special Cast Nov. 25. . . .6185 feet.

•tWaterfront Mackalll-Mulhall SepL 16. . . .6976 feet.

Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10
Wheel of Chance Barthelmess-Basquerte June 17 6896 feet July 7
fWhlp, The Mackalll-Nllsson-Forbes Sept. 30. . . 6058 feet. . . Sept. 22
Wright Idea, The Hlnes-Lorralne Aug. 5 6300 feet SepL 22
Yellow Lily, The Dove-Brook May 20. . . .7187 feet ... May 28

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Broadway Babies Alice White
California Mall, The Maynard-Dwan
Comedy of Ufe. The Sllls-Corda Mar. 10
*t{Chlldren of the Rltz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 24
•Divine Lady Grlffith-Varconl Mar. 3. ...10015 feet

Divine Lady, Tho Grlffith-Varconi Mar. 31

•({Hot Stuff Whlte-Bakewell April 14
Hot Stuff Whlte-Bakewell Mar. 24
House of Horrors, The Todd-Fazenda-Conklin
Lawless Legion, The Ken Maynard
•tLove and the Devil Sllls-Corda Mar. 24
*t§Man and the Moment Blllle Dove Feb. 10
Man and the Moment, The Blllle Dove Mar. 17
•tSPat and Mike Milton Sills

Prisoners Corinne Griffith

•tSaturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 17
Saturday's Children Griffith-Withers Mar. 10
*» {Squall. The Joyce-Loy-Hackathorne
Weary River. Barthelmess-Compson 8000 feet

*tiWeary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10 7916 feet Feb. 2
Why Be Good? Moore-Hamilton Mar. 17. . . . 7000 feet. . . Jan. 28
•t{Why Be Good? Colleen Moore Mar. 17

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Mar. 31

.

Mar. 3.

Mar. 3

FIRST DIVISION (S. R.)
Title Star ReL Oate Length

Oevll's Cage, The Garon-Kelth June 6 5800 feet.

Fagass Kelly-Kelton-Wells May 20. . . . 5700 feet.

Free Lips Marlowe-Novak Aug. 4. . . .5700 feet.

Masked Angel, The Compson-Oakman June 29 6000 feet.

Souls Aflame James-Wells July 6 6200 feet.

FIRST NATIONAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•(Adoration Blllle Deve Dec 2. .

.

Barker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackalll Sept. 30 .

•tjBarker. The Sllls-Compson-Mackaill Dec 30...
Big Noise, The Conklln-Hardy-Whlte Mar. 25. .

.

Burning Daylight Sllls-Kenyon Mar. 11...
Butter and Egg Man. The Mulhall-Nlssen SepL 2. ..

Canyon of Adventure Maynard-Falre April 22. .

.

Children of the Rltz Mackaill-Mulhall Feb. 17. .

.

Chinatown Charlie Hlnes-Lorralne April 16. .

.

Cheyenne Maynard-McConnell Feb, 17...
Code of the Scarlet Maynard-McConntll July 1.

.

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Francls-Walling OcL 21 . .

.

•Crash. The Sllls-Todd Oct. 7.

.

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray OcL 14...
Glorious Trail. The Maynard-McConnell OcL 28...
•tGood Bye Kiss, The Eilers-Burke-Kemp July 8.

.

Happiness Ahead Moore-Lowe June 24.

.

HaroldTeen Lake-Brlan-Whlte Aprll29..
•tHaunted House, The Kent-Todd Nov. 4 .

Hawk's Nest. The Sllls-Kenyon May 27.

.

Head Man, The Murray-Kent-Young July 8..
Heart of a FofTles Girl Dove-Kent Mar. 18. .

.

Reviewed

Length Reviewed

6360 feet... Jan. 19
.7137 teet.

.7137 feet.

.7402 feet.

6500 feet.

8467 feel.

.8730 feet... May It

!B3UfMt"!"!!"l!

.July 7
Dec IS
.May 12

April 28

Title Star ReL Date

•SAIr Circus, The Carrol-Lake-Rolllna SepL 30 . .

.

Blindfold O'Brlen-Moran Dec 23...
Chicken a la King Sterling-Carroll-Stone June 17...
Cowboy, Kid The Rex Bell July 15. .

.

Don't Marry Moran-Hamilton June 3...
Dressed to KIM Lowe-Astor Mar. 18. .

.

•tSDry Martini Gran-Aator-Moore Oct, 14. .

.

Escape, The Valll-Russell April 29. .

.

Farmer's Daughter, The Beebe-Burke July 8. .

.

Fleetwlng Norton- Jams June 24. .

Gateway of the Moon Del Rlo-Pfdgeon Jan. 1...
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The Rex Bell Aug. 12. .

Hangman's House McLaglen-Col lyer-K ent May 13 . .

.

Hello, Cheyenne Mix-Lincoln May IS...
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 30. ..

Honor Bound O'Brien-Taylor May 8 . .

.

Horsemen of the Plains Mlx-Blane Mar. 11. .

.

•I {In Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess Jan. 20. .

.

Joy Street Barry more-Alba Dec 9. ..

Love Hungry Moran-Gray April 8..

.

•tjMaklng the Grade Moran-Lowe OcL 7. .

.

Me, Gan aster Collyer-Terry Oct 8. .

.

*t {Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser OcL 28. ..

•Mother Machree Bennett-McLaglen Oct. 22. ..

News Parade, The Stuart-Phlpps May 27 .

.

None But the Brave Morton-Phlpps-MacDonald Aug. 5 . .

.

No Other Woman Del Rio-Alvarado Jane 10. .

.

Painted Post, The Mix-Kingston July 1. ..

Prep and Pep Rollens-Drexel Nov. 11.,.
Plastered In Paris Cohen-Pennlck Sept. 23. ..

Plsy Girl, The Bellamy-Brown April 22 .

Riley the Cop Macdonald-Drexel Jan. 8, '29.

River Pirate, The McLaglen-Vloran Aug. 26 ...

Road House Barrymore-Alba July 15...
Romance ot the Underworld Astor-Elllott-Boles Nov. 11...

•t {Street Angel, The Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19. .

•Sunrise Gaynor-O'Brlen Nov. 4. .

.

Taking a Chance Rex Bell

Uneasy Money Mary Nolan
Why Sailors Go Wrong Cohen-McNomara Mar. 25. .

.

Wild West Romance Bell-Lincoln June 10. .

Win That Girl Rollens-Carrol SepL 18 . .

.

Length

7702 feet..

5598 feet .

6417 feet.

4293 feet

5708 feet.

6566 feet.

.

7176 feet.

.

6106 feet..

6148 feet..

4939 feet

5038 feet..

4404 feet.

661 8 feet.

4618 feet.

6120 feet..

6168feet.
4397 feet .

8724 feet .

Reviewed

..SepL 8

..Jan. 8
June 23

..July 21

..June 9

..Mar. 17

..Nov. 19

May 12

. . SepL 8

..Jan. 14

. May 19

..May II

'..May' 28
Mar. 24
Dec 29

Oct 18
Sept. 22
Mar. 17
June 16

Aug. 11

5792 feet. . April 21

6042 feet...

10.100 feet.
6863 feet...

6679 feet...
5034 feet. .

6071 fret

4952 feet...

6086 feet...

5641 feet.

6200 feet...

6132 feet .

6937 feet ..

4991 feet ..

6162 feet ..

9221 feet...

8729 feet...

4876 feet...

eOOOfeet...
5112 feet...
4921 feet ..

6337 feet...

June 23
Jan. I
Sept. 29
April 29
Dec 8
SepL 22
Aug. 4

Jan, 12
July 28
OcL 14

April 14

OcL 6

.5600 feet

8227 feet

6225 feet

.5976 feet

.5886 feet

.7300 feet... Nov. 24
7IOOteet
7541 feet

5756 feet ...Dee. 22
7428 feet... July 7

6502 teet

.5957 feet.... Mar. 17

' Mtam tjnehrvniied score, t Mtamt sonrul etecU. § Weans voice fiacla

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel.

Bear Knees Animal Comedy Aug. 5.

.

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9..
Cow's Husband. A Spenser-Temple June 24.

.

Daisies Won't Yell Rubln-Llncoln July 8.

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct 28.

.

Elephant's Elbows, The Leon Ramon Aug. 5.

.

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11 .

.

Her Mother's Back Dent-Bletcher Aug, 19 .

His Fevorlte Wife Tyler Brooke July 22.

.

Knight of Daze, A Tyler Brooke June 10.

.

Lofty Andes, The Variety Aug. 5..

Low Necker, The Mar|orie Beebe Dec 18.

.

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25 1 reel

Neapolitan Daye Variety Sent 2 1 reel

On a South Sea Shore Variety April 1 1 reel

ding dialogue and incidental tongs). A. T. alter title meant All Talkie.

Date Length Reviewed

2 reels

Ireel
2 reels June 23

. 2 reels

1 reel ...

2reel8 Aug, 11

1 reel

2 reels Aug. 4
2 reels July 21

2 reels

1 reel Aug. 11

2reels Jan. 14



March 9 , 19 2 9 793

Star Ret. Date Length

. Variety 1 reel

Reviewed

..July 21

Rel. Date Length Review*;

Oct. 13

Title

Oregon Trail, The
Snowbound Variety Aug. 19.... 1 reel.

Spanish Craftsmen Variety Sept 30... 1 reel.

Steeplechase Variety Oct 14— 1 ree .

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23— 1 reel.

Through Forest Aisles Variety Sept. 16 ..

Coming Attractions

Title Star

Backwash Farrell-Duncan

Chasing Through Europe Stuart-Carol

Christine Janet Gaynor
Fatal Wedding, The Astor-Bard

•Four Devils, The Macdonald-Gaynor-Morton 11700 feet

•tjGhost Talks, The Eaton-Twelvetrees-Foxe

Girl Downstairs, The Moran-O'Brlen
Hearts In Dixie Colored Cast •

.

••f Jin Old Arizona Lowe-Baxter-Burgess 8724 feet

•fLost In the Arctic Special Cast 6474 feet.

Our Dally Bread Farrell-Duncan

Playboy Nagel-Collyer

Red Wine Collyer-Nagel-Lynn Jan

River, The Farrell-Duncan 7313 feet.

True Heaven O'Brien-Moran
Veiled Woman, The Tora-Alba

Woman, The Astor-Boles

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Bridge al Midnight The Mary Duncan
Corpus Christl Raouel MeHer Sept. 8

Diplomats, The Clarke-McCullough 2 reels Jan. 12

Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel

Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner Sept. 8

Family Picnic, The Raymond McKee 2 reels

Four A. M 2 reels

Interview, The Clarke-McCullough
Ladles' Man, The Chic Sales 2 reels

Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert 2 reels

Napoleon's Barber 2 reels

Mystery Mansion 2 reels

They're Coming to Get Me Chlok Sales

Treasurer's Report, The Robert Benchley

Family Picnic, The MoKee June 30

George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30

Serenade (Schubert) Harold Murray Sept. 8

White Faced Fool, The Lionel Atwlll Sept. 8

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Reviewed

.Dec 1

. . Dec 29

..Aug. lb

.Jan. 5

Revleweo

Date Length

2.... 1 reel...
... 1 reel

... 1 reel

. . .2 reels. .

.

...2 reels...

.. 2 reels. ..

...2 reels

... 2 reels

.2 reels May 26
...2 reels

...1 reel

. . .1 reel

...2 reels Nov. 3

...2 reels

. . .2 reels

.2 reels

. . 2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

. . 1 reel

.2 reels Nov. 3
.2 reels

Title Star Rel.

Ancient An, An Ufa Oddities Mar.
Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5
Bits of Africa Ufa Oddities Sept. 15

•booster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24.

Boy Friend, The Roach Stars Nov. 10.

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct. 15.

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22.

Cleopatra Revler-Ellis July 7.

Crazy House. "Our Gang" June 2.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct 13
Deylng Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2
Eagle's Nest Ufa Oddities Aug. 18.

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct 6

.

Election Day Our Gang Jan. 12.

Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec. 8.

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davldson-Bryon Jan. 5 .

Growing Pains "Our Gang" Sept. 22.

Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec 1

.

Happy Omen, A Ufa Oddities July 14.

H earl of General Robert E. Lee, The. . Daw-Walling Sept 22

.

Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9.

Hunted Willard Mack
'Imagine My Embarrassment Charley Chase Sept 1 2 reels Jan. 12
•Is Everybody Happy? Charley Chase Sept. 29 2 reels

Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30 1 reel

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 1 reel

•Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 2 reels

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10 1 reel

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar. 2 reels

Love 'Em and Weep Busch-Laurel 2 reels Jan. 19
Madame Du Barry Nov. 17— 2 reels

Manchu Love : Sojln-Lee Jan. 12 2 reels

Monkey Shines Ufa Oddities Sept 1 1 reel

Murder Ufa Oddities Sept 29. ... 1 reel

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 1 reel

Nature's Wizardry Ufa Oddities July 28
•Noisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9

.

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16.

01' Gray Hose, The "Our Gang" Oct 20.
•01' Gray Hoss, The "Our Gang" Oct 20
Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2

Palace of Honey, The Ufa Oddities June 16

•Ruby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19
Sacred Baboon, The Ufa Oddities Sept 1

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24

1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels July 2S
2reel> Oct 13
.2 reels

. 1 reel May 26
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

•School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17 2 reels Sept 29
Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16

Should Married Men Go Home? . Laurel-Hardy Sept IS.

.

Sleeping Death Ufa Oddities June 30.

.

'Spanking Age, The "Our Gang" Doc 15.
Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec 22.

.

That Night Roach Stars Sept 15 .

.

Tokens of Manhood Ufa Oddities June 2.

1 reel.

2 reels July 28
.1 reel

2reels
. 1 reel

2reels
. . 1 reel May 28

. Falre-Washburn April

Date Length Reviewed

1.... 6200 feet .. April 14

Title Star Rel.

Chorus Kid, The
Head of the Family, The
Hell Ship Bronson Mrs. W. Reid-Howes-Beery Mey 1 . . . . 8432 feet

Midnight Life Bushman-Olmsteed Aug. 12. . . .6200 feet.

River Woman, The Logan-L- Barrymore Aug. 26— 6800 feet.

Tum Back the Houre Loy-Pldgeon Mar. 1 . . . .6600 feet.

Thru the Breakers Livingston-Herbert 6420 feet.

United States Smith Grlbbon-Lee-Harlan June 1 6000 feet

That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar 2 reels

.

Two Tare Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 2 reefs Dec
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19. . . .2 reels.

Russeii-corbin. ..';. .'.;'.;'.::;: ::::6250feet:.:.' ?
We

T
aw

.

DoTn ûret
Har

?.
y

•an • Mau 19 vJlnnla Vnur

Aug. 11

Aug. 11

Mar. 1?

June 16

Title

•{Girl From Argentine, The..

Coming Attractions
Star Length Reviewed

Dec 29.... 2 reels.

Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb 2 reels

When Money Comes All Star Cast Mar. 2 reels

Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct 27 1 reel

World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13 1 reel Nov.
Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb 2 reels

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t{Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines-Hyams-Bsrrymore Jan. 8000 feet.

mrmoi Mavaro *t{Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson.Camel Meyers
Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Ret Date

Across to Singapore Novarro-Crawford April 7.

Actress, The Shearer-Forbes-O. Moore April 28

Length]

6805 feet.

6998 feet.

Reviewed

..May 6

July 14

Reviewed

.Nov. 24
Mar. 2 .. 8268 feet . .Feb. 2
Mar. 2... 7524 feet

*t{Bridge of San Louis Rev Alvarado-Torrence-Damlta

•t {Broadway Melody (A. f.) Love-Page-King. .
.-.

Broadway Melody Love-Page-King
China Bound Dane-Arthur
Deadline, The Flash-Lorralne-Gray

Desert Law Tim McCoy
({Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Jan. 19HtLresu, lilt) onear«r-rurues-u. muure muui to 0330 irei . juiy it -i,n..i.- Q*, ~ r\.* Tl,. U„|.~, r~,.~#„.^

Adventurer, The McCoy-Sebastian July 14. .. .4187 feet ffiEKl'fpT?* rn„^£?„d '
•tBaby Cyclone, The Cody-Pringle 553Bfeet 3B£S5^Jr4rV th.Va fV RZSLJK Kl„™

'

Beau Broadway Cody-Prlngle Sept. 29... .603? feet. .. Aug, 4 I ^?rin.i Vhi' ' ''
'

'

'

Rftvnwt the Slam.. Tim HeCnS Sont.lS 6BO.fi feet :t!G.

,een Gn08L Thl> ::•:—Beyond the Sierras Tim McCoy
Bringing Up Father Macdonald-Olmsted-Moran
•tBrclhsriy Love Dane-Arthur
Bushranger, The McCoy-Douglas
Cameraman, The Keaton-Oay Sept 29

.

Cardboard Lover, The Davles-Astber Aug. 25.

Certain Young Man Novarro-Adoree May 19.

Circus Rookies Dane-Arthur Mar. 31

.

Cossacks, The Gllbert-Adoree June 23.

Crowd, The Beardman-Murray Mar. 3.

Detectives Dane-Arthur June 9.

Diamond Handcuffs Boardman-Gray-Naael May 5

.

Dream of Love Crawford-Asther. Dec 1

.

•tExcess Baggage Halnes-Cortez Sept 8
•tFlylng Fleet, The Novarro-Page. .

.

Forbidden Hours Novarro-Adoree

Sept 15.... 6896 feet

Mar. 17... 6344 feet

Oct 12.... 6053 feet

5200 feet

6995 feet

•({Hunted (A. T.) Mack-Thompson
*t{Hallelulah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Halnes-Page-Percy
Honeymoon Flash-Moran-Grlbbon
Humming Wires Tim McCoy
•t{La8tof Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel

•j {Man's Man A William Haines
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barry more
•{Nlze Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldrldge
•f{Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Pago-La Rocoue

*t {Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls
Pagan, The Novarro-Adoree-Janls 7 reels

Jan.""

"' ••*"""""•- "•"•"
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorralne

June 18.'.'. "soil feet.'.'.July 28 Spies. „. Special Cast

.71 08 feet.

.6679 feet.

.5681 feet..

. 8601 feet

.8538 feet..

.5838 feet.

6700 feet.

.7987 feet.

.71 82 feet.

June 2

Sept. 15
.Sept. 6

..June! 6

. . May 19

..June 30

..Feb. 26

.Sept. 15
. .Jan. 6

..Sept. 29 Feb. 2

•tVlklng, The Starke-Crisp.

*t{Whlte Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams.

Four Walls Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11. .. 6620feet. . . .Aug. 26 |
pl,

.

e
.
M

.

a"ta8 e
i K ^ " Mar'

Udy of Chance. A Norma Shearer Nov. 2. . . .7126 feet. . . JanT 2£
S°" he Blood .. McCoy-Frazer

Laugh. Clown. Laugh Chaney-Young-Asther April 14. .. .7045 feet. .. June 1 .tJJ f\° FSK?H.™., n« it t \ %£!!£.&itawi'"
Lovls of Casanova, The Special Cast Jan. •tJTrlal of Mary Dugan. The (A. T.) Shearor-Warner-Hackett

Madamolselle from Armentleres E. Brody-J. Stuart June 2 ... 5441 feet
Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Oct. 5575 feet ...Dec 1

Morgan's Last Raid McCoy-Sebastian Jan.
Mysterious Lady, The Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4 7652 feet Aug. 11
Napoleon Special Cast Oct.

7652 feet... Oct. 13
7289 feet

5014 feet

5448 feet

7453 feet... Nov. 17

6500 feet... Feb. 2

8508 feet.... Nov. 17

*t{Our Dancing Daughters Crawford-Brown-Sebastlan Sept 8 .

Fatsy , The Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 1 .

.

Riders of the Dark McCoy-Dwan April 21 .

.

Shadows In the Night Flash-Grey-Lo-ralne Oct. 26..
•tShow People Davles-Haines Oct 9..
Single Man, A Cody-Pringlo Jan. 5596 feet

Skirts Chaplln-Balfour May 12. . .5801 feet

Telling the World Haines-Page June 30 71 84 feet

•tTrall of '98, The Del Rio-Forbes 11100 feet

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Star Rel.

.5901 leet.

6150 feet.

.7231 feet.

.7968 feet.

.5011 feet.

6721 feet.

Under the Black Eagle Flash-M. Day-Forbes Mar. 24
West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan-Barrymore Nov. 24.

.

•fWhlle the City Sleeps Chaney-Page Sept 16.

.

•t {White Shadows In the South Seas Blue-Torres July 7..
Wickedness Preferred Cody-Pringle Jan. 28.

.

•tWInd. The Glsh-Hanson Nov. 23.

.

•fWoman of Affairs, A Gllbert-Garbo Nov.
Wyoming McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24 ... . 4435 feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

African Adventure, An Ufa Oddities Aug. 27 1 reel

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16.. . .1 reel...

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant toani tttett.

Title Star Rel. Date Length Revleweo

Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec 1

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels

Friendship Robert Edeson 2 reels

Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Oct 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17

Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marlon Harris Songs Nov. 17

Marion Harris Songs Oct 20
Marlon Harris Songs Sept 29
Jimtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10. .2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Maryln Songs Sept 29

Joseph Regan Oct 13

Joseph Regan Nov. 3

Leo Beers Songs and Whistling
Locust Sisters Songs Oct 8
Man Higher Up, The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13

M-G-M Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct 13

Odette Myrtle Songs Oct 20

§ Meant voice (Including dialogue and incidental tongaJ. A. T. alter title meant 40 Talkie.

July 21

Mar. 2
May 19
Jan. 5
Oct 27
Aug. 18

Nov. 17
3

Reviewed
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Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Phipp. Sherrnjui-Frandseo-Chadwlck 2 reele Dec 1

Ponce Sisters Songs Oct 20

Ponce Sisters Sonne Nov. 10 ... •

Spanking Age. The "Our Gang" 2 reels Dee, 1

Vsn end Sohenek Song* Sept 29 Oct. II

Van and Schenok Sonne Oct 27

Vincent Lopez Piano Solos Nov. 10

Walt Roesnerand Capltollana Jazz Band Oct 6

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Date

•I Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogen Jan. 5

Avalanche, The Holt-Hill Nov. 10.

•{Beggars of Ufe Beery-Arlen-Brooks Sept 15.

Big Killing. The Beery-Hatton Mav 19 ..

Case of Lena Smith. The Esther Ralston Jan. 19...

Docks of New York, The Bancroft-Compson-Baclanova . Oct. 20 .

Drag Net. The Bancroft-Brent Mey 28 . .

.

Easy Come. Easy Go Dlx-Carroll April 21 . .

.

•Fleet's In, The Bow-Hall Oct 13...

Flfty-Flfty Girl, The Daniels-Hall May 12 .

.

First Kiss. The Wray-Cooper Aug. 25 . .

.

Fools for Luck Flelds-Conklln May 7...

Forgotten Faces Brian-Brook Aug. II...

Haifa Bride Ralston-Arlen June 18 .

His Private Life Meniou-Carver
His Tiger Lady Menjou-Brent June 9. .

.

•tHomeeomlng, The Parlo-Hanson

Hot News Daniels-Hamilton July 14

Just Married Hall-Taylor Aug. 18..

.

Kit Carson Thomson-Lane
Ladles of the Mob Bow-Arlen June 30

Legion of the Condemned Cooper-Wray Mar. 10 ..

•fLoves of on Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18.

.

Loves of an Actress Negrl-Asther Aug. 18.

.

Magnificent Flirt. The Florence Vldor June 2...

•T{Manhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll

Marquis Preferred Adolphe Menjou Jan. 2. .

.

Matmg Call, The Metqhan-Brent-Adoree July 21 .

.

Model from Montmartre Naldl-Petrovltch Sept 22 .

.

•Moran of the Marines Dlx-Elder Oct 27...

Night ot Mystery, A Menjou-Brent April 7.

.

Old Ironsides Ralston-Farrell-Beery Mar. 3. .

.

Partners In Crime Beery-Hatton-Brlan Mar. 17. .

.

"Patriot, The Jannlngs-Stone-Vldor Sept 1 . .

.

Racket, The Melghan-Prevost June 30 ..

Red Hair Bow-Chandler Mar. 10 ..

•Sawdust Paradise, The Ralston-Howes Aug. 25...

•t/{Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12. .

.

Shopworn Angel. The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12. ..

•tjSlns of the Fathers Emil Jannings Dec. 29 .

.

Someone to Love Charles Rogers Dec 1 . ..

Something Always Happens Ralston-Hamllton Mar. 24 . .

.

Speedy Lloyd-Chrlstle April 7...

Street of Sin, The Jannlngs-Wray May 26. .

.

Sunset Legion, The Thomson-Murphy April 21 .

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct 20...

Three Sinners Negrl-Baxter April 14. .

Three Week-Ends Clara Bow Dec . .

.

Vanishing Pioneer, The Holt-Blane June 23 .

.

*t{Varsrty Rogers-Brian Sept 29 .

.

•Warming Up Dlx-Brlan Aug. 4 .

.

Water Hole, The Holt-Carroll Aug. 25...

•Wi ddlng March, Th» Von Strohelm-Wray Oct 6 .

.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec 22. .

.

Wings Bow-Rogers Sept
•t 5Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.) . . Bancroft-Baclanova-Lukas Feb. 18...

Wolf of Wall Street, The Bancroft Jan. 26 .

.

Woman From Moscow, The Negrl-Kerry

Length

10471 feet.

.6099 feet.

7560 feet.

5930 feet

7229 feet.

7202 feet.

7866 foot

5364 feet.

6918 feet.

6402 feet

6134 feet

5852 feet.

7640 feet.

6238 feet

.4690 feet

5038 feet.

.81 00 feet.

6528 feet

6039 feet.

7464 feet.

6792 feet.

741 5 feet.

71 59 feet

7159 feet

4998 feet.

6051 feet

.6506 feet.

6325 feet.

.5941 feet.

6444 feet.

5741 feet

7910 feet

6600 feet

9819 feet

. 7646 feet

.6331 feet

5928 feet

7373 feet

.7112 feet

.7761 feet

.6323 feet

.4792 feet

.7960 feet.

.6218 feet.

6763 feet.

6514 feet.

7029 feet.

5962 feet.

5834 feet

5802 feet.

6509 feet.

6319 feet

10400 feet

5476 feet.

12 reels

6810 feet.

Reviewed

Jan. 12

. Sept 28

..July 7

Jan. 19
. Sept 22
.June 9

..May 12

. Sept 1

. . May 26
Aug. 26

.June 23

Aug. 11

'.'Mil*. 17
June 2

. . Nov. 24
July 26
Aug. 18

Mar. 24

6938 feet

June 30

...Jan. 12
Jan. 26
Oct 13

!"Not."3
...April 21

Dec. 18 '26

. . .
May

...Aug. 18
July 14

. . Mar. 31

..Sept. 1

...Jan. 6

!!m"i
...Dec 8

May 26
...April 14

...June 2

..Sept. 29

...Oct 27

...April 28

...Dec IS
. . Sept 29
...Nov. 3
...July 21

. . Sept 8
..Oct 20
. Jan. 6

Aug. 26'27

...Feb. 2
Dec 1

...Nov. 10

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Alice In Movleland Novelty June 23. .

.

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2...

Baby Feud Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 18. .

.

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 22

Believe It or Not (Christie)

Call Again
Come Easy, Go Slow
Companionate Marriage. . .

.

Dancing Town, The
•Dizzy Diver. The (Christie)

Face Value

Frances Lee Nov. 24...

E. E. Horton Oct 20 . .

.

Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct 13...
Krazy Kat Cartoon July -4. .

.

May-Skelly-Hayes Oct 27. .

.

Billy Dooley Aug. 18. .

.

Novelty July 21...
Footllght Fannie (Christie) Frances Lee. , Feb. 9...

Footloose Wlmmen (Christie) Bobby Vernon
Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec 13...

Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19...
His Angel Child (Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. 18...

Hold 'Er Cowboy (Christie) Bobby Vernon June 2...

Home Girl, The Gllmore-Kruger Dec. I...

•Hot Scotch (Christie) Jack Duffy Aug. 25 .

.

Hot Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3. .

Ko-Ko'a Big Pull Inkwell Cartoon Sept 8...

Ko-Ko Goes Over Inkwell Cartoon June 23

Ko-Ke Heaves Ho Inkwell Cartoon Aug. 25. .

.

Ko-Ko Kleans Up Inkwell Cartoon Sept 22...

Ko-Ko's Catch Inkwell Cartoon July 7. .

.

Ko-Ko's Chase 'nkwell Cartoon Aug. II...

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone I„kwell Cartoon Oct 20 ..

Ko-Ko's Field Daze Inkwell Cartoon June 9 .

.

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct 8 ..

Lay on, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17...
Loose Change (Christie) Sandy MacDuff Oct 6

News Reeling Krazy Kat Cartoon Aug. 4.. .

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. B...
Off the Deck (Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23...
Oriental Hugs (Christie) Billy Dooley Sept 29...

Papa Spank (Christls) Jack Duffy Feb. 2...
Patent Medicine Kid. The Krazy Kat Cartoon June t...

Phantom Mall. The Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 29 ..

Picture My Astonishment (Christie). Frances Lee Oct 13...
Prancing Prune Helen Hayes
Rain Dropper. The Krazy Kat Cartoon June 30...

Say Uncle (Christie) Jack Duffy June 9 .

.

Scrambled Weddings E. E. Horton June 30...

Sea Food (Christie) Billy Dooley July 14...
SeaSword Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 1...

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10. .

.

Show Vote Krazy Kat Cartoon Sept 15. .

.

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec 22...
Slick Slickers (Christie) Neal Bums Jury 7. .

.

Slippery Heels (Christie) Jlmmle Adams June 18...

Length

.2reel8. .

.

2 reels

. 1 reel

1 reel

2 reels...
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels .

.

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 'eels . .

.

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

. 1 reel
1 reel . . .

.

(reel

Ireel
. 1 reel

1 reel

1 reel ....

. 1 reel

1 reel

.2 reels

2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels

.2 reels...
1 reel

. 2 reels . .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels ..

. 1 reel

.2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

Reviewed

Oct 13

•Sock Exchange, The (Christie) Bobby Vernon Sept. 22 2 reels

Stage Coached Krazy Kat Cartoon June 16 .. 1 reel .

•Stop Kidding Bobby Vernon Aug, 11 2 reels

Two Masters Eaton-Post Sept. 8 2 reels

Vacation Waves E. E. Horton Sept 1

S

.... 2 reels

.

Walls Tell Tales Madge Kennedy Aug. 4. 2 reels.

Why Gorillas Leave Home Bobby Vernon Jan. 12. .. .2 rials.

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Abie's Irish Rose Hersholt-Carroll-Rogera 12103 feet. . .
April 28

•tBehlnd the German Unas Special Cast 8254 feet ... Dec 8

Betrayal, The Jannlngs-Ralston-Cooper
Black Eagles George Bancroft
•f{Burlesque James Barton
*t5Canary Murder Case, The (A. T.) Powell-Taylor-Brlan 7171 feet. . . .Feb. 2

'Carnation Kid, The (A. T.) Douglas MacLean
Chinatown Nights Beery-Vldor
•t{Close Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll

*j{Cocoanuts Four Marx Brothers

•{{Concert. The (A. T.) Emll Jannings

•t {Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell

•t {Doctor's Secret. The (A. T.) Warner-Chatterton

•t{Dummy, The (A. T.) Cromwell-Chatterton

•tFour Feathers Wray-Arl en-Beery

•tfGenlus Is Born, A (A. T.) A. P. Heggle
•{{Gentlemen of the Press Walter Huston
•tSHalf an Hour Ruth Chatterton

Here Comes the Band Wagon Wray-Cooper
•t{Hole In the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder
•tllnnocents of Paris, The Maurice Chevalier

•{{nterference (A. T.) Brent-Brook-Powell
lust Twenty-One Rogers-Brian

•t}Letter, The (A. T.) Eagels-Heggie-Owen
•tLoooing the Loop Werner Kraus
*t{Man I Love, The (A. T.) Arlen-Brlan

•t{Nlght Club (A. T.) Special Cast

•tjNothlng But the Truth (A. T.). . . .Richard Dlx
Number Please Daniels-Hamilton
*t§Redskln Richard Dlx Feb. 9. .7643 feet ..Feb. 2

Redskin Richard Dlx Feb. 9. .. .7402 feet. .. Dec 1

Sins of the Fathers Jannlngs-Chatterton Dec 29

•tSoul of France, The Special Cast

Sunset Pass Holt-Lane
*t{TNT Harold Lloyd

*t§ Wild Party Clara Bow
•t{Wolf Song (A. T.) Cooper-Wray
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclanova-Brook-Hamllton

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Bird In the Hand, A (Christie) (A. T.) . Lois Wilson Feb. 23. ... 2 reels Feb. 2

Bishop's Candlesticks, The Walter Huston
Borrah Mannevitch Harmonica Band and Songs
Dear Vivien (Christie—A. T.) Hardy-Hatton
Eddie Peabody Banjo Solos and Songs
False Alarm Fire Company, The Smith-Dale 1 reel Feb. 2

Glersdorf Sisters, The Songs
Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels Feb. 2

If Men Played Cards as Women Do. . . McHugh-Santley-Cameron-McFariand
Jed's Vacation (Christie) Charles Grapewln
Melancholy Dame (Christie—A. T.).. Colored Cast Mar. 9. . . .2 reels Feb. 2

Music Ha'h Charms (ChrlsMe) Colored Cast

One Word Special Cast
Post Mortems (Christie—A. T.) Raymond Griffith Mar. 23. . . .2 reels

{Pusher In the Face, The Taytor-Hltchcock-Allen 2 reels

Ruth Ettlng Songs
•{Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

•Skating Home (Christie) Frances Lee Sept 1 2 reals

That Party In Person Eddie Cantor 2 reels

Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie—A. T.) Hatton-Hardy-Lorralne Feb. 9. . . .2 reefs :

PATHE
FEATURES

Star ,Rel.Title

•tSAnnapolls LofT-Brown Dec 2
Annapolis Lofl-Brown Nov. 1

8

Avenging Snadow, The Klondike (dog) April 29

Black Ace, The Don Coleman Sept 2

Blue Danube. The Leatrice Joy Mar. 12

iData ^Length) (Reviewed

.7957 feet

.7008 feet

4293 feet .. Mcr. 31

5722 feet ... Sept 16
6589 feet . May 28
4598 feet

4550 feet ...Mar. 31

.4846 feet

6124 feet... Dec 29
.6312 feet

6145 feet

9145 feet . Dec 30
7054feet .. Sept 8

6670 feet... Dec II

4476feet Jun„23
6678 feet

* Meant tynckromied tcore. t Meant toand effectt. § Meant voict (inclaiint dialogue and incidental songs)

Border Patrol Harry Carey Dec 23 .

Bullet Mark. The Jack Donovan Mar. 25 .

Burning Bridges Harry Carey Sept 30 .

•
I {Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18 .

.

Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Oct 14..

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7.

.

Chicago Haver-Varconl Mar. 6 .

Cop, The William Boyd Aug. 19 .

Craig's Wife Irene Rich Sept. 16.

.

Fangs of Fate Klondike (dog) June 24 .

Flying Buckaroo. The Wally Wales Nov. 25..

*t{Flylng Fool, The William Boyd Feb. 10
Forbidden Love Llll Damlta Oct. 28. .. .6787 feet. .. Jan. 19

Forty-Five-Callbre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17

Geraldlne Qulllan-Nlxon Jan. 16 5959 feet. . .
.Dec 22

Grandma's Boy (re-Issue) Harold Lloyd Dee. — 4750 feet

Hold 'Em Yale Rod La Rocque Mav 14. .. .7056 flit.. ..Aug. 4

•tJKIng of Kings, The Warner-Logan Sept 30. . . .10,196 feet April 29"27

t aw's Lash, The Klondike (dog) May 20. .
.
4683 feet .... Mar. 31

•t{Leatherneck8, The William Boyd Feb. 24. . .6898 feet. . .
Jan. 28

Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 3
Let'Er Go Gallegher Junior Coghlan Jan. 15— 5888 feet— Jan. 28

Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Seot 16 . . 5737 feet

Man-Made Woman Joy-Boles-Warner Sept 9. . .
.
5762 feet ... Sept 21

•UMarked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 8. . .5490 feet

Marlle the Killer Klondike (dog) Mar. 4 . . 4600 feet ...
.
Mar. 3

Midnight Madness Jacqueline Logan Mar. 26— 6559 feet

•tNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12

Ned McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Dec 2. . . .6070 leet

•t}Nolsy Neighbors Qulllan-Vaughn Jan. 27

Power Boyd-Logan Sept 23 . 6092 feet Sept 11

Red Mark, The von Seyffertltz-Quartaro Aug. 26 . 7937 feet .. Sept 8

Saddle Mates Wally Wales Aug. 6. . . .4520 feet . . Mar. 17

•tSSal of Singapore Phyllis Haver Jan. 4 Jan. 12

•t {Shady Lady, The Phyllis Haver Jan. 20. .. .6132 feet. . . Jan. 20

Ship Comes In, A Rudolph Schlldkraut June 4 6902feet— June 23

•({Show Folks Qulllan-Basquette-Armstrong .
..Dec 18. .. .6466 feet. .. Dec 18

A. T. after title meant All Talkie.
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Itie Star Rel. Date Lengtn Reviewed

Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20
Skyscraper William Boyd Aorll 9 ..7040feet ..April la

•tSSpieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec Oct. 20

Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec 30

•t§Square Shoulders Junior Coghlan Feb. 10

Tenth Ave Haver-Varconl-Schlldkrant Aug. 5 6370 feet

Valley of Hunted Men, The Buffalo BUI, Jr Feb 19 4520 feet . . .
Mar. 3

Walking Back Sue Carol May 21 5035 feet. . Sept. 22

Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney ...Oct. 28. . .5937 fee'. .. Oct. 2

RAYART (S. R.)

.5816 feel.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

Alaska or Bust "Aesop Fables"

Animal Snaps Rarebits—
Baby Show, The "Aesop Fables"

.

Bargain Hunt Jackson-Hlatt-McKee
Bath Time Sportllght.

Big' Game "Aesop Fable

Rel Date Length Reviewed

..SepL 9 1 reel SepLI

..April 8 1 reel

..July 15 1 reel

Oct. 14.... 2 reels Oct. 8

. June 24 1 reel June 23

..Oct 21. ...1 reel Oct 27

Burglar, The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Dec. 9 2 reels

Bunker Battlers Sportllght July 22 1 reel

Camping Out Donald Haines 2 reels Dec. 22

Campus Carmen, The Sennett Girls SepL 23.

Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25

.

Canned Thrills Sportllght Aug. 19.

Catallna Rowboat Races Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Oct 21

.

Caught In a Taxi Jack Cooper June 9.

Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables"

Caught In the Kitchen Billy Bevan SepL 9.

Chicken. The Jackson-Hlatt-McKee Aug. 26.

2 reels SepL 15

.2 reels Nov. 24

. .1 reel Aug. 11

. 2 reels

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 1

.2 reels

.2 reels.

Circus Time Donald Haines 2 reels Feb. 2
.1 reel.

..2reels
.2 reels Jan. 6

. . 1 reel Sept. 8

. .1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel OcL "

City Slickers "Aesop rabies" July 1

Close Shave, A Johnny Burke June 23.

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6

.

Covering Ground Sportllght Sept. 16.

Cross Countr/ Run, A "Aesop Fables" Aug. 19.

Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct. 7

.

Day Off, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 1

Defensive Ends, The Football Sense OcL 28 1 reel OcL 27

Defensive Half Backs Football Sense OcL 7 1 reel Sept. 29

Defensive Line, The Football Sense Oct. 21 ... .1 reel OcL 20

•tDlnnerTlme "Aesop Fable" 1 reel

Dumb Walters Johnny Burke SepL 18 2 reels Sept 8
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14. ... 10 episodes. OcL 6
Early Bird. The "Aesop Fables" July 22 1 reel

Fair Affair, A Sportllght July 8....1 reel SepL 8

Fair Catch, The Football Sense OcL 14 1 reel OcL 27
Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 8
Flight That Failed, The "Aesop Fables" June 3 1 reel June 9

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec. 15
Getting Together Sportllght OcL 28.

Girl Frem Nowhere. The Sennett Girls Aug. 5.

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" OcL 28.

Gndlron Cocktail, A Sportllght SepL 30
High Seas "Aesop Fables" SepL 23.

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30.

His Unlucky Night Bevan-Oent Aug. 12

.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2.

Huntsman, The "Aesop Fables" July 8.

In the Bag "Aesop Fables" Aug. 26.

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11.

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportllght Jan. 6.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 8.

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" 1 reel

Limberlegs Sportllght June 10 1 reel

1 reel OcL 20

2 reels Mar. 24
. .1 reel OcL 27
. . 1 reel

. 1 reel SepL 22

.2 reels

. . 2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Dec 8
. .1 reel July 14

. . 1 reel

..2 reels Nov. 3

..1 reel Jan. 12
1 reel Jan. 6

Nov. 17
June 2

*t§Llncoln (Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10 1 reel Feb.

Mall Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec 22 2 reels

.

Magnetic Bat, The "Aesop Fables" SepL 30.

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" OcL 14.

Motor Boat Mamas Bevan-Dent ..SepL 30.

Motoring Mamas Billy Bevan June 16.
Mouse's Bride, The "Aesep Fabies" June 24.

Muscle Marvels Sportlight OcL 14.

No Company Halnes-Coombs Dec 16.

No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7.

No Sale Halnes-Coombs Nov. 18.

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25.

Our Little Nell "Aesop Fables" Aug. 5.

Outnumbered "Aesop Fables" July 29.

Players at Play Spotlight 1 reel

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 1

1 reel

.1 reel OcL 27

.2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

.1 reel June 30

.1 reel OcL 13

2 reels

2 reels SepL 29
.2 reels

. 1 reel Dec 1

. 1 reel

1 reel Aug. 4

Feb. 2
Nov. 10

Puppy Love "Aesop Fables" June 10. . . .1 reel

Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller 10 episodes
Smith Catallna Rowboat Race Jackson-Hlatt-McKee OcL 21 2 reels OcL 13
Smith's Restaurant Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Aug. 19 2 reels

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" 2 reels Jan. 19
Soldier Man Harry Langden SepL 30 3 reels

South Sea Sagas Sportlight Sept. 22 1 reel

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Dec 8

.
tSStage Struck "Aesop Fables" 1 reel '.

Static "Aesop Fables" SepL 2 1 reel

Sunday on the Farm "Aesoo Fables" SeoL IB 1 reel SepL 8

Sunny Italy "Aesop Fables" Aug. 12— 1 reel

Supple Sex. The Sportllght Aug. 5 1 reel SepL 1

Sweet Adeline , "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 26
Targets Sportlight Nov. 25 1 reel

Taxi Beauties Jaek Cooper Dec 23 2 reels

Taxi for Two Jack Cooper SepL 2. . . .2 reels.'.

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper OcL 28 2 reels OcL 27
Terrible People The (Serial) Ray- Miller Aug. 5. ..10 episodes

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23 10 episodes
White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Jan. 12
•tJWInnlng Patterns Sportllght 1 reel

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables" 1 reel Feb. 2
Yellow Cameo, The (Serial) Ray-Cyclone (dog) June 3 10 episodes

Title

Coming Attraction*
Star

Tills Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Branded Man, The Delaney-Marlowe May 6089 feet June 1
City of Purpe Dreams, The Bedford-Frazer SepL 15 5937 feet
anger Patrol, The Russell-Faire April 6078 feet

Devil's Tower, The • • Buddy Roosevelt June . . . .4533 feet

Divine Sinner, The Vera Reynolds July 15 5683 feet

Gypsy of the North Gordon-Hale April 5976 feet

Isle of Lost Men. .... Tom Santschl 5800 feet
Llghtnln' Shot, The Buddy Roosevelt. May ...4797 feet.

Man From Headquarters. The Roberts-Keefe Aug.
Midnight Adventure. A. .Murphy-Landis May.
My Home Town Brockwell-Glass Mar.
Mystery Valley Buddy Roosevelt July
Phantom of the Turf, The H. Costello-Lease Mar.
Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart ...OcL
Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec.
Trail Riders Buddy Roosevelt April

Trail in' Back Buddy Roosevelt Mar.

Coming Attractions
Title Star

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor
Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankln
Shanghai Bound Irene Rich

"t5 Should a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star

Overture of 1812 (Tschalkowsky) Filmtone Harmonists
Val and Emie Stanton Songs
At the Nightclub Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawallans
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

5946 feet

.5262feet

.6608 feet June
.4538 feet

.5905 feet

.5650 feet

.5991 feet

.4627 feet

4308feet

Length Reviewed

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

STERLING PICTURES (S. R.)
Star Rel.

MarrytheGIrl Bedford-Ellis Mar.
Million For Love, A Dunn-Howes April 15.

T»!e Date

1

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title Star Dlst'r

About Trial Marriage Corliss Palmer Circle Pict

Rel. Date

Oct. 15
Aug. 15.

Length Reviewed

5300 feet... Mar. 10
5400 feet

Length Reviewed

6256 feet. .Aprii 21

Length ReviewedRel. Date

•tJGetaway The Robert Armstrong Mar. 31

•tGodless Girl, The Basquetle-Prevost 10720 feet . . SepL 1

Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17

•tJHIgh Voltage Boyd-Pre,vost-Hale Sky Rider. The Chamoion-Hughes .... Chesterfield . . . June 15 .
.
4900 feet

•tJListen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan Mar. 17 Somme The Special Cast New Era 7000 feet

•tJMissing Man, The Lee Patrick Station Master, The Ivan Moskine Amkino June 16

Adorable Cheat Lee-Keefe Chesterfield..

Age of Lust, The EmilJannings L.T.Rogers..
Air Mall Pilot, The Mehaffey-Metcalfe. . Hl-Mark 6000 feet

Apaches of Paris The Ruth Weyher Ufa Eastern Aug. 15 7545 feet

Arizona Days Bob Custer Syndicate SepL 15. .4345 feet

Autumn Love . . Lya de Purtl Aff. European. .SepL ..6 reels

•tBIg Hop, The Jones-Ralston-Hearn. . B.Jones Corp.. Aug. 7000 feet . Oct. 6

Black Butterflies Rafston-Busch-Frazer Quality Dlst. . Sept. 1 . 6261 feet

Bondage German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Broken Hearts Hercules
City Without Jews, The Soeclal Cast Avwon SepL 1 5000 feet

Code of the Air Harlan-Marlowe Blschoff Prod 5700 feet

Dance Fever Corda-Varconl Ufa Eastern June 1 . 5460 feet

Devil Dogs Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Devil's Passion, The Special Cast Arfa 5700feet
Dugan of the Dugouts Garon-O'Shea Crescent 56oofeet

End of St. Petersburg, The Russian Cast A. Hammersteln 8000 feet . June 16

Fangs of Justice Sllverstreak-Walker . Blschoff 5000 feet

Fortune's Fool EmilJannings L.T. Rogers 61 00 feet

Golden Dawn Warwick-Ward Conquest 6200 feet

Gypsy Romance Raquel Meller Aff. European. SepL . .6 reels

Hands of Orlac Conrad Veldt Aywon Sept. 6500 feet

Hearts of Men Harris-Keefe Anchor 5400 feet

Hell Ship Special Cast Collwyn 5800feet. . . SepL 15

Into the Night Agnes Ayrea Raleigh 5712 feet

House of Shame Falre-Hale Chesterfield.. . SepL 1 . 5300 feet. . . SepL 15

Jealousy Lya de Puttl Brill SepL 1 5460feet

Lady of Petrograd, The Special Cast Aff. European . . SepL . . 6000 feet

Lady from Paris, The Vilma Banky Aywon SeoL 6000feet

Legend of the Bear's Wedding Russian Cast Amkino 7500 feet

Life's Like That Withers-Boteler F. Royer (producer) June 16

Llgnts of Paris Special Cast Superlative 6000feet

Little Wild Girl, The Lee-Landls Hercules
Lookout Girl, The Jacqueline Logan Quality Dlst_. Nov 6413 feet

Loves of Jeanne Ney, The Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Lucrezla Borgia Conrad Veldt Universal 7200 feet. . . .Jan. 12

MotherofMine Special Cast Zakoro OcL ..7200feet

Mountain Lovers Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. . .6500 feet

Mystic Mirror, The German Cast 7000 feet

No Babies Wanted Devore-Mong Plaza 5215 leet

Old Age Handicap, The Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Pict 5573 feet SepL 16

Olympic Hero, The Charles Paddock Zakoro July .5200 feet

On the Divide Bob Custer Syndicate ... OcL 15 4657 feet

Port of Missing Children Special Cast Superlative

Power of Darkness, The Moscow Art Players. . .Aft. European. .SepL . 6 reels

President. The Mosioukine-Vernon. ... E. L. Klein 8100 feet. . . Jan. 28

Prlmanerllebe German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet— Mar. 24

Prodigals of Monte Carlo Balfour-Blackwell Zakoro Aug. . 6200 feet

Q Ships Special Cast 6000 feet

Queen of the Chorus. The Faire-Lease Crescent Pict 5900 feet

Racing Through Mae Marsh Aff. European. .SepL . 7 reels

Rellly of the Rainbow Division. . Hali-Garon Crescent 6040 feet

Romance of a Rogue The Warner-Stewart Quality DIsL.. OcL— 6100 feet

Sally of the South Seas Hercules

Scarlet Youth Corliss Palmer Circle Pict— OcL
Sealed Lips Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000feet

Shanghai Document Russian Cast OcL 13 . . . .5000 feet

Shadows of the Night Hercules
Shooting Stars English Cast Artlee Aorll . .5800 feet. .. April 28
Silent Sentinel, The Champion-Hughes Chesterfield. . . . Aug. 1 . . 4890 feet

Silent Trail, The Bob Custer Syndicate Aug. 15 4315 feet

Slmba JungleFllm Capitol Pict 8000 feet. .. .Feb. *

•t}Office Scandal Phyllis Haver Mar. 3.

PEERLESS PICTURES (S. R.)
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Bitter Sweets Bedford-Graves Sept. 5 5700 feet.

Girl He Didn't Buy, The Garon-Slmpson April 15 5600 foet.

Gulden Shackles Bonner-Wlthers Mar. 15 5600 feet.

Out With the Tide Dwan-Landls June 22. . . .5700 feet.

Reviewed

Streets of Algiers Camilla Horn Ufa Eastern May 1

Tartuffethe Hypocrite Jannings-Dagover Ufa Eastern.. . .April 1

Ten Days That Shook the World..Russian CasL Amkino Nov. 2.

Thee Comrades and One Inven-
tion Russian Cast OcL 13. .6000 feet

Thunder God Cornelius Keefe Crescent 691 7 feet.

Two Brothers Conrad Veldt Ufa Eastern.. . July 1 .6300 feet

Untamed Justice Faire-Glass-Biltmore 57700 feet

U-Boat 9 Foreign Cast Jofa Prod 6500 feet

est of Santa Fe Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feet

When Fleet Meets Fleet English Cast Hl-Mark 7953 (set.

7200 feet

6603feet
6680 feet Aug. 5 '27

781 5 feet. ..Nov. 24

* Meant tynchronized score, f Means sound effect*. % Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means AU Talkie.
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Title Star Dlsl'r Ret. Date Length Reviewed Title Star Ret. Dale

Woman Tempted The Compten-Ward Aywon Sept. 6500 teet Beauty and Bullets Ted Welle ... Dec. 16

Yellow Pass. The Russian Caat Amklno Deo. 8.. 600 feet Body Punch. The Daugherty-Falre Oct 28

youth Astray Johnson-Mattonl Ameranglo 6000 teet Buck Privates De Puttl-McGregor June 3
Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10

SHORT SUBJECTS Clearing the Trail Glbson-Gulllver Oct 7

_,., c . _.,.. „„, _,. i »„„,u R.ui>w<wt Cloud Dodger. The Al Wilson Sept 30..™» Star Dls,r Rel - Da,e Le"9,h Revlewed
Count of Ten. The Ray-Ralston June 17 ...

Fare Enough Poodles Hanneford Artclass 2 reels Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec. 16 .

.

Mysterious Airman, The Weiss Bros 10 eplsodea Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18...

fatal Warning, The (Serial) H. Costello-Groves Mascot Plct .10 eplsodea Flyln' Cowboy, The Glbson-Hasbrouck July 1

Reviewed

Foreign Legion, The Kerry-Stone-Nolan Sept 23 .

Four Footed Ranger, The Dynamite (dog) Mar. 25 .

Freedom of the Press Stone-Kelth-M. Day Oct 28
Gate Crasher. The Glenn Tryon Dec. 9 .

•tJGIrl on the Barge. The Hereholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 24

Girl on the Barge Hersholt-O'Nell-McGregor Feb. 3

•tjGlve and Take Sldney-Hersholt Dec. 23 .

Good Morning Judge Denny-Nolan April 29.

.

Greased Lightning Ted Wells July 29..

Grip of the Yukon, The Bushman-Hamilton-Marlowe . Sept 30..

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27 .

Guardians of the Wild Re* (horse)-Perrln Sept. 16.

Harvest of Hate. The Rex (horse)-Perrln April 14.

Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec. 2.

Home James La Plante-Delaney Sept 2.

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30

Hoofbeats of Vengeance Rex (horse)-Perrln June 16.

HotHeels Tryon-Miller May 13

Hound ot Silver Creek Dynamite (dog) May 20

How to Handle Woman Tryon-Nlxon Oct 14.

Duty to be Silent Maria Albana

.

Aft. European 6 reels Ju2 Mad Hersholt-Nlxon-Lewls Nov. 11..

tjKld's ciever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17

King of the Rodeo. The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6
Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23

•t§Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6

•tJLonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20

Love Me and the World Is Mine Phllbln-Kerry Mar. 4

Made to Order Hero Ted Wells June 3

•tMan Who Laughs, The Veldt-Phllbln Nov. 4

•tMan. Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nlxon Jan. 13

•t}Melody of Love (A. T.) Pldgeon-Harris-Wlnton Dec 2

Michigan Kid. The Nagel-Adoree Oct 21

Night Bird, The Reginald Denny Sept 16
Our Dally Bread Mary Nolan Aff. European 7reels One Rainv Ntoht Laura La Planten a a ,-s O I _ I f> a A I ... . 077C lAnt _ ' 3 — _.

Nothing to Live For Al Joy Cranheld Clarke 2 reels.

She Said No Benturpln Artclass 2 reels

Sophomore. The G. O'Nelll-L. Graydon Hi-Mark
Soookey Money Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

Thick and Thin Snub Pollard Artclass 2 reels

Through the Ages Novelty Castle 1 reel

Vanishing West. The (Serial). Specie Cast Mascot Plct.. . Oct 15 10 episodes. Oct 13

Vultures of the Sea (Serial) Walker-Mason Mascot Plct. Aug. 1 .10 episodes.. Sept. 10

Who's Who Al Joy Cranfleld-Clarke 2 reels

You Can't Win (Serial) Weiss Bros 10 episodes

Coming Attractions
Title Star Dist'r Rel. Date Length

Bachelor Club, The Talmadge-Worth General Plct

Bondage Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Buying a Wife Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

.

Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake Chesterfield

•tjChopln's Passion Robertson-Brlnkley Powers Clnephone
Dancer ot His Majesty. The . Special Cast ... ,i . . Amklno 7000feet

Maria Albana
Escaped from Hell .

.

Murial Esterhazy Aff. Eurupean 8 reels

Exodus to the New World. The. Lyon-Prevost Pioneer

Full Dressed Thieves NllsAsther Aff. European 7 reels

German Underworld Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels

(Great Power, The Special Cast Bell Ton*
Great Unknown, The John Loder Aff. European .6 reels

Guilty Fritsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern
Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels

Just Off Broadway Kelth-Chrlsty

Little Colonel. The Henry B. Walthal

Man Who Cheated Life Veldt-Krauss Aff. European 8 reels

Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

Length

4179 feet

4786 feet

6171 feet

6202 1 eel.

5311 feet

4322 feet

6279 feet.

4179 feet

6357 feet

51 09 feet

7828 feet

442 6 feet

6474 feet

6597 1 set

Revlewei

Feb. 4

Sept 16

Dec 22

June 30

Oct "a

.6908 feet

.6552 feet... Dec 29
5645 feet Sept. 22
4194 feet

6599 feet

..4596 feet

..4B68feet

..4719feet
. .5606 feet

.6307 feet

.6057 feet

.5874 feet ...Sept II
4095 feet

5591 feet ...July 14

.6832 feet

6509 feet .

.

.... 6142 feet . ..Oct 8

...6813 feet.. Feb. 11

4l2ufeet .

.. 101 85 feet . May 12

... 6674 feet . Nov. 10

...6733 feet. ..Oct 27
.6030 feet.. . July 7

. . . 6670 feet.

.

PoetandCzar Special Cast Amklno.. 8775 feet

South of Panama CarmelltaGeraghty . Chesterfield

Two Days Special Cast Amklno 6500 feet

Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovltch . . .Aff. European
Verdun Special Cast Rlchmount
Vera Mlezewa (tentative) Derussa Aff. European 7 reels. ..

Water, The M. Chekhov Amklno 7000 feet

When Duty Calls Special Cast Ufa-Eastern

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Albany Nlghl Boat Olive Borden July 20..

.

Bachelor's Paradise O'Neill-Graves Mar. 15.

Beautiful But Dumb Patsy Ruth Milter Aug. 1.

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 20.
tiCavaller, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. I.

Clothes Make the Woman Southern-Pidgeon May 1

Devil's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 10
Domestic Meddlers Claire Windsor Aug. 15.

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr. Nev. 10.

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20.

•JGhetto. The George Jessel Feb. 1

.

Grain ot Dust, The Cortez-Wlndsor-Bennett July 10
Green Grass Widows Hagen-Harron-Olmsted June 10.

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20.

rouse of Scandal Sebastlan-O'Malley April 1

oles of the Nightclub Cortez-Leonard May 15
Lingerie White-McGregor July 1.

t (Lucky Boy J essel-Qulmby Jan. 10
Man In Hobbles, The Lee-Harron.. Jan. 10.

Marriage bv Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1

.

•fJMolly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn
.. .. ghty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct 10
v er of Silence, The Belle Bennen Oct 20.

Prowlers of the Soa Cortez-Myers June 30

Dec 9

Phantom Fingers Cody-Thompson June 2

Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25..

Plunging Hoofs Rex (horse)-Perrln Aug. 4.

Price of Fear, The Cody-Thompson Oct 28..

Put 'Em Up Fred Humes Mar. 11..

Ouick Triggers Fred Humes July 15.

.

»t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27.

.

Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec 2..

Hiding for Fame Hoot Gibson Aug. 19.

.

•tSShakedown. The Murray-Kent Feb. 3..

Shield of Honor. The Lewls-Gulllver-Hamllton Feb. 19 .

Silks and Saddles Nlxon-Walllng-Nolan Jan. 20.

.

Sky Skldder. The Al Wilson Jan. 13.

.

Stop That Man Lake-Kent Mar. 11 .

.

Surrender Phllbln-Mosklne Mar. 4 .

5844 feet Thanks For Buggy Ride La Plante-Tryon April 1.

5907 feet.

4230 feet.

.4200 feet.

4472 feet.

.6288 feet..

6957 feet.

5424 feet

Length Reviewed

.6147 teet

.6157 feet

6775 feet.

5209 teet

..Oct 27

6362 feet

.6477 feet

.61 26 feet.

5334 feet

.551 6 feet

.5297 feet.

.6553 feef.

.5676 feet

.8500 teet

.5967 feet

.7786 feet

Jan. 12

Oct 20

Thirteenth luror.The Nllsson-Bushman Nov. 13

Thunder Riders, The Ted Wells April 8

Trick of Hearts, A Gibson-Hale Mar. 18.

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrln Nov. 18

•t}Uncle Tom's Cabin Special Cast Sept 2

We Americans Sldney-Miller-Lewls May 6

Wild Blood Rex (horse)-Perrln Feb. 10.

Wild West Show, The Glbson-Gulllver May 20.

Wolves of the City Dec 2.

Won In the Clouds Al Wilson April 22.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel.

.Sid Saylor Dec
Fred Oilman June 16

.Young-La Salle Dec 19

Sid Saylor July 18

6172 feet

.5809 feet

4364 teet

5389 feet.

.8249 feet.

.6179 feet

.5598 feet

4353 feet.

5495 teet.

4616 feet.

10600 feet.... Nov. II
.9151 feet.... April 7
.4497 feet

5254 feet

Dec 3g

April 28
Mar. 10
Feb. 4
Dec 9

.4348 feet.

Title

All for Geraldlne
Ambuscade, The
And Morning Came..
Big Game George.

Date

5...

5271 feet

5102 feet

.5735 feet

.5652 feet.

7256 feet

r>bow. The Dorothy Sebastian
•({Reputation Keane-Standing...
-rsrlet Dove, The Frazer-Borlo April 15

Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20
Souads Right Grlbbon-Stone Feb. 1

Stormy Waters. Seuthern-McGregor June 1.

Their Hour Harmn-Sebastlan Mar. 1

•({Tollers, The Ralston-Falrbanks, Jr Oct 1

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10

SHORT SUBJECTS
TltJe Star Rel. Date Length

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

"({Hawaiian Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15

•ftJapanese Carnival, A Color Svmphony Jan. 1

•({In a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1

.

•t§ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15.

•(Love Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Muller Color Classic 1 reel

No Woman Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

•({Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1 1 reel

Coming Attractions
Tide Star

Broadway Fever Sally O'Nell

Family Row, The
Geraldlne Laird

Girl Who Came Back (tentative)

Bookworm Hero Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 17.
Boundary Battle. The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17..

Broke Out Young-La Salle Aug. t
.

6554 feet Buster Minds the Baby Trimble, Hardwlck and Dog June 27 .

8160 feet Buster Trims Up Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct 17..

1 Busting Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Aug. 15.

.

Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28 .

Calford In the Movies Lewls-Culllver-Phllllps Oct 15

.

Length Reviewed

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels May II

2 reels

2 reels Sept 1

2 reels

2 reels Oct 27
2 reels

2 reels May 21
2reele
2 reels

1 reel Sept. 29
2 reels Oct 6

Calford on Horseback ............ Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Dec 10 2 reels Dec 1

Oct 20

RevleweC

Calford vs. Redskins Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Sept 17

Card of Destiny. The Fred Gllman July 14

Cash Customers Young-La Salle Julv 11.

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec 1

.

Close Shaves Sid Saylor May 22.

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake Oct 8

.

Cross Country Bunion Race, The . . Sid Saylor Nov. 7.

Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30

J™.1 Danger Trail. The Newton House Sept. 1

1 , Dangerous Trail, The Jack Perrln June 2
,'
"f,

1

B"'m Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2
1 "". wov.jij-

Dar|ng ChancM Jack Hoxle Dec 16.

Dead Game Art Accord Oct. 7

Dear Old Calford Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 28

Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec 8.

Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson Feb. 3

•East Side 2 reels

Fantasle Laemmle Novelty 1 reel
" .2 reels Feb. 2

. . 1 reel

. . 1 reel

. .2 reels

. .2 reels Oct 27

.2 reels May IS

. .2 reels

. . 2 reels

.2 reels Oct 20

.1 reel Oct 27

1 reel May 28

2 reels.

2 reels June II

. 2 reels

2 reels Dec 21
.2 reels Nov. 24

. 2 reels

.2 reels

2reels Oct 13
.2 reels

.2 reels.

2 reels May I

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec 18

10 episodes

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Farewell.. Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Feb. 4

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec 24

Fiery Fireman. The Oswald Cartoon Oct 15

Fighting Forester The Edmund Cobb Oct 20

Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulllver-Phllllps Nov. 12

Windsor Gray Fighting Kid. The Newton House June 9

Belle Bennett.
.'..'..'.'.'.'.'

7.7. .'Mar.' 20.'.7. "flhtjng Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29

Eve Southern Mar. 10 Finishing School Young-La Sale May 8

Miracle. The Southern-Pidgeon Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21

Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn Footprints. k
aem

,

ml
o
Novel,y "' 1!

New Orleans Cortez-Bennett Mar. 1
Fox Chase. The Oswald Cartoon June 25

Queen of Burlesque'. 7 7.7 7.7 .77 .'Belle Bennett 777 77777 ...'.. 777777 77777 7 Full House. A Long-Adams-Lymon-McPhalll...June 13

Fun In the Clouda Arthur Lake Nov. 5.

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length RevleweC

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore Sept 9 6243 teet

Arizona Cyclone, The Fred Humes May 8 4076 feet

* Meant synchronized score, t Meant sound effect*. § Meant voice (including ii a\o«ae and incidental tongt).

Galloping Ace. The Jack Hoxie Sept. 22

Gauge of Battle. The Fred Gllman April 21

George Meets George Sid Saylor June 20

Handicapped Laemmle Novelty SepL24
Have Patience Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Feb. 6

•'Hen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4

Her Haunted Heritage Ben Hall Julv 2.

High Up Oswald Cartoon Aug. 8

A. T. alter title meam All Talkie.

.2 reels May II

.1 reel Oct 20
2 reels

2 reels Mar. 24
.2 reels May 10

.1 reel Nov. 24

.2 reels

1 reel

.1 reel June I
. 1 reel
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Title Stir Rel. Date

Hollywood or Bust Arthur Lake Sept 1 .

.

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7. .

.

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7—
Horse Tall, A Oswald Cartoon Dec 10. .

.

Hot Dogs Oswald Cartoon Aug. 20

Hurry Up Marriage Ben Hall Aug. 27 .

.

Husbands Won't Tell Young-La Salle Aug. 29

In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23...

Iron Code. The Jack Perrin June 30...

Junior Year, The Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Sept 3. .

.

Just Walt Young-La Salle Sept 26

Kicking Through Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Oct 1 . .

.

King iif Shebas Arthur Lake Aug. 13...

Knockout Buster Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Mar. 6. ..

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor. Oct 10 .

.

McGlnls vs. Joneses Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhalll .Aug. 8. .

.

Men In the Row (re-Issue) Jack Hoxle Jan. 26. .

.

Mississippi Mud Oswald Cartoon Sept 17

Length Revewed

. 1 real

.1 reel Dec. 22
1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel July 28
. 1 reel

2 reels Sept 1

2reels ".

2 reels May 21
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel July 21
.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2reels
1 reel

Rel. Date Length Review*

Mystery Rider. The\-hH*v.v.\\\\'o«n»n*iHittoi:::::.\\\\\\\w fB.\\\M_^«:::.'::.':: s™"™**^,-;; Ss

Title Star

•f{Mlnstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navy Blues Arthur Lake
•({One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Mar. 3
•({Play Goes On, The (A. T.) James Murray Mar. 10
Points West Hoot Gibson April 7
*t{ Jort of Dreams, The Mary Phllbln Sept 22
•t§Shannons of Broadway, ThefA. T.)James Gleason
•({Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut
Smllin' Guns Hoot Gibson Aug. 30 ...

•({That Blonde Laura La Plante April 28
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 21
Watch My Soeed Reginald Denny
•t§You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 28

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel.

Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan.

Date

11...
June 14.

Length

1 reel

1 reel

Review*

Newlyweds' Anniversary Snookums Aug. 6....2reels.
Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 31— 2 reels Sept. 2 8

Newlyweds' Excuse Snookums, Hardwlck and Dog. .May 15— 2 reels

Newlyweds' False Alarm, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan July 2 2 reels June 7

Newlyweds' Happy Day, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll June 4 2 reels May 1!
Newiyweds' Hard Luck Snookums-Perdue-Egan Sept 5— 2 reels .Aug. 18
Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhalll Jan. 23 2 reels

Newlyweds In Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17. . . .2 reels

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20— 2 reels

Newlyweds Lose Snookums The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28. . . .2 reels Dec 28
Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec 26 2 reels Dec 1

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct 3. . . .2 reels

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20. ...2 reels

Out At Home Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Jan. 9 2 reels

Paddling Co-Eds Lewls-Gulliver-Phllllps Oct 29. . . .2 reels Oct 27

Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct 1 1 reel Oct 13
Poor Papa Oswald Cartoon June 11 1 reel May 10

Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28 1 reel.

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

•({Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17.

.

•(Battle of the Sexes, The Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct 13.

.

College Buster Keaton July 29 .

Drums of Love Phllbln-Alvarado Mar 31 .

.

Garden of Eden, The... Griffith-Ray Feb. 4..
Magic Flame, The Colman-Banky Aug. 14.

.

Ramona Del Rio-Baxter Feb. 11..
•({Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12.

.

• f Revenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3
Private Business.....!

'.'.'. '.

!sid Saylor '.'.'.'...
April 24... 2 reels Steamboat Bill, Jr Keaton-Torrence

Prodigal Pup, The Canine Cast 1 reel Soot IB

Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11 1 reel Jan. 12
Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12 2 reels

Ranger Patrol, The Fred Oilman Aug. 11 2 reels

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9 2 reels Jan. 12
Red Warning Jack Hoxle Nov. 1 2 reels

Reel Life Long-Adnms-Layman-McPhalll July 4 2 reels June I
Ride For Help, The Newton House .July 7 2 reels

Riders of the Woods Edmund Cobb. . Sept. 15 2 reels

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12 1 reel Oct 20
Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood
Ropln' Romance Newton House
Rubber Necks Sid Saylor
Ruse, The Jack Perrin

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2
Sandwiches and Tea Arthur Lake July 16.

.

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct 27.

.

Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial) F. X. Bushman, Jr June 3..
Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10..
Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27.

.

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14.

.

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13 .

.

She's My Girl Sid Saylor Aug. 22.

.

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct 24..
•(Sick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18.

.

Sky Scrappers Oswald Cartoon Sept 3..
Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec 31

.

Sleigh Bells Oswald Cartoon July 23.

.

South Pole Flight A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26..

Speed and Spurs Bob Curwood Sept 8.

.

Speeding Youth Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Jan. 7.

.

Speed Sheik, The Arthur Lake June 18

Oct
Aug. 4 2 reels

Sept. 12 2reels
Aug. 25 2 reels July 2'

2 reels Dec 8
1 reel June 20
2 reels Oct 10

May 12..
t Tempest J. Barrymore-Horn Aug. 11

.

•tTwo Lovers Colman-Banky Sept 7.

.

*(Woman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct 29.

.

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

•({Alibi, The O'Malley-Busch
•({Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
*t{Coquette (A. T.) Plckford-Brown-M. Moore

.

•{City Lights Charlie Chaplin.

.7972 feet

8180 feet

.5800 feet.

8350 feet.

.7300 feet.

.7850 feet

7552 feet

.7980 feet.

.6541 feet.

.6400 feet

.9300 feet

.8500 feet.

8041 feet.

Reviewed

..Jan. 1 2

..Oct 20
Sept. 2

1

Jan. 28
..Jan. 14

Sept. 30
..Feb. 4
Jan. II

..Dec 18

..May 19
. June 16
April 28

..Nov. 17

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

n . . iwiy i.iyiiu>.

% „"!: Eternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varconl Mar. 9 Jan. 21
Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
(Hell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nissen
Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 30 Jan. 20
•({Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Jan. 23 8000 feet Feb. 2
•{Lummox (A. T.).

inenlimles" Miracle Girl. The Lillian Glsh.
luepisoues "-••; •tSOneen Kellv S.mo.n.Rwr

•tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon 1 reel

.

SwellClothes Arthur Lake Dec 5..
Take Your Pick Young-LaSalle Feb. 13..
Tall Timber Oswald Cartoon July 9.

.

Tarzanthe Mighty (Serial) Merrill-Kingston Aug. 12.

.

Teacher's Pest Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Nov. 14..
Tenderfoot Hero, A Bob Chandler Sept 29 .

There's a Will C. Klng-C. Onherty Dec 21..
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10.

.

Tlge's Girl Friend Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dr>g April 3..
Tracked Down Art Acord Jan. 8..
Trackless Trolley, The Ben Hall July 30.

.

Tricky Trickster. The Ben Hall June 4..
Valiant Rider, The (Western) Bob Curwood June 23 .

.

Watch the Birdie Trlmble-Hardwlck and Dog Dec 12..
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct 22 .

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28..
WhoseWife Young-La Salle June 6 .

Winning Point, The Lewls-Gulllver-Phllllps Jan. 21 .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3..
Wooden Soldier, The Laemmle Novelty Dec 17.

.

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 .

.

Yukon Gold Jack Perrin July 28 .

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

•({Bargain In the Kremlin, The (A.T.)Joseph Schildkraut
•({Barnum Was Right
Blow by Blow Hoot Gibson
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells

*t {Braggart, The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante
•({Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
•({Charlatan, The Special Cast
•({Clear the Deck Reginald Denny
*t§Cllmax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
•t{Cohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

•({City, The Sldney-Gordon-Price-Swaln.
•({Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
•({Come Across Special Cast
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosklne
Crimson Hour, The De Puttl-Mosiuklne
•({Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante-
Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert..

.2 reels Oct
,2reels
.1 reel Dec 22
.2 reels

.2 reels July 28

.2 reels

.1 reel

1 reel Aug. 18
.1 reel Dec 8

1 reel June 30
. 1 reel Dec 1

.2 reels Sept 8

.2 reels

1 reel May 26

•({Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron
•({Say It With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
•({She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens...
•({This Is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions Terry-Petrovltch
Venus Constance Talmadge.

Ireel Nov. IP
.2 reels Jan. 12
1 reel June 18
.15 episodes. July 21

.2 reels Oct 20

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.1 reel

.2 reels

.1 reel

. 1 reel May 19

.2 reels May 18
..2 reels Dec 8

. 1 reel

.1 reel

2 reels May 12
.2 reels

.1 reel Nov. 17
. 1 reel Dec 3

.1 reel Jan. 5

2 reefs June 10

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

May 19.

Mar. 24.

Mar. 17.

May 6.

.June 16.

WARNER BROTHERS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

•({Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagle Sept 22. .

.

Caught In the Fog McAvoy-Nagel
•({Conquest (A. T.) Blue-Warner-Wllson Jan. 19. .

.

•Crimson City, The Loy-Mil|an-Hyams April 7...
•Domestic Troubles Fazenda-Cook Mar. 24. .

.

•({Fancy Baggage Audrey Ferris Feb. 23...
•Five and Ten Cent Annie Fazenda-Cook May 26. .

.

*t{Home Towners, The Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Dec 18.

•{Jazz Singer, The Jolson-McAvoy Feb. 4.
•({Land ofthe Silver Fox Rln-Tln-Tln-Nye-Hyams Nov. 10.

•({Lion and the Mouse L. Barrymore-McAvoy-Colller, Jr.Aug. 3 .

*t {Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson Jan. 5.

*i5Llghts of New York (A.T.) Costello-Landis-Brockwell July 21

.

•t {Midnight Taxi, Tne Moreno-Costello OcL 8
({Million Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tln-Tin Feb. 9
({My Man Fanny Brlce Jan. 12
•({On Trial (A. T.) Frederlcks-Lytell-Wllson Dec 29
•Pay As You Enter Cook-Fazenda May 12
•Powder My Back Rlch-Ferrls-Beranger Mar. 10
•Rinty of the Desert Rln-Tln-Tin-Ferrls-Nye April 21 .

.

•t {Singing Fool, The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Jan. 1.

•(•{State Street Sadie Loy-Nagle Aug. 25
•({Tenderloin D. Costello-Nagel April 28
*t§Terror, The (A.T.) McAvoy-Horton Oct 20
•({Women They Talk About I. Rich-Ferrls-Colller, Jr Sept 8

Coming Attraction*
Title Star

•({Alllmony Annie D. Costello-Ferrls-Rankln
•i{Argyle Case, The (A. T.) Thomas Meighan
•({Desert Song, The Boles-King
*t{From Headquarters Monte Blue
•({Frozen River Rln-Tln-Tin
({General Crack John Barrymore
•({Glorious Betsy D. Costello-Nagle
({Greyhound Limited, The Monte Blue Mar. 23
•({Hard-Bolled Rose Loy-Collier, Jr -Brockwell
*t{Honky Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
*({Kld Gloves Nagel-Wilson
•(SMadonna of Avenue A, The Dolores Costetlo

*t{Noah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brleo
*t{No Defense Blue-McAvoy
•t jNo Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr.

•tSOne Stolen Night Bronson, Collier, Jr

*t {Queen of the Night Clubs Texas Gulnan
({Redeeming Sin, The D. Costello-Nagel April 6
({Sao, The Edward Everett Horton
'({Sonny Boy.. Al Jolson
({Stark Mad (A.T.) H. B. Warner-Fazenda Mar. 2

•tSStolen Kisses May McAvoy
•({Time, the Place, and the Girl, The Olmsted-Wlthers-Kirkwood

Length

6270 feet.

5428 feet.

6729 feet.

5388 feet.

.6164 feet.

Review**

April 12

. 4914 feel... Sept 22

.8693 feet ... Oct 27

.7077 feet... Oct 21
6179 feet

.6352 feet May 28

.5644 fee*.... Jan. 21

.6267 feet

.6729 feet... Nov. 24

...9247 feet.. ..Jan.
8290 feet.. .Nov. 3

.4975 feet..

... 6185feet

...4820 feet. . Sept 28
...9592 feet.. Sept 20
...7169 feet.. . Sept 18
...7340 feet.. .April 8
...7654 feet.. ..Aug. 21
....5527 feet..

Rel. Date Length Review**)

.7441! eel ...May I

Oct 27

•({Drake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Pliilbin

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody *({Sonny Boy
Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke
•({Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger. The Arthur Lake
•({Great Cinema Murder, The
•({Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, Tne Hoot Gibson
•t{Hls Lucky Day Reginald Denny June 2
({*!t,Can Be Done Tryon-Carol April 21

•({King of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whlteman and Band
Man Disturber, The Reginald Denny

* Meant synchronized score, f Meant toand effect*. § Means volet (including di alogae and incidental songs).

Title

VITAPHONE
Star

SHORTS
Reviewed

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 28
Ban|omanlac Eddie Peabody Oct 18
Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner Sept 22

A. T. after title All Talkie.
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>tip star Reviews'

Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7

Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 20

California Sonoblrds, The Bell-Coates Sept. 1

Celeste Aida CAIda) Giovanni Martlnelll July 7

Celeste Alda (Alda) Giovanni Martlnelll 1 reel July 7

Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22

CougatA Company Violin. Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate The Karyl Norman Sept. 28
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22

Cycle of Songs. A Florence Brady Sept. 1

Death Ship. The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 25

Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 25
Family Affair. A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios

Florence Moore Song Program June 23

Friend of Father's Lydell-Hlglns-Leah Aug. 2tJ

Giving In Doef-Hoppcr Jan. 12
GusArnheim& His Ambassadors. . . Jazz Band June 23

Harry Delf Songs & Dances June 18

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra ... Jazz Band Sept. 28
Jes so Stafford Orchestra Jazz Band
Ind'an Baritone, The Chief Caupollcan Aug. 26
Ingenues, The Jazz Band June 23
In a Casting Office W. & E. Howard
In Dutch Ulls & Clark

Jack North, the Ban-Jokester Songs Jan. 18
Larry Cebalos Undersea Review. . . .Songs and Dances Sept. 1

Lash, The Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Man of Peace. A Hobart Bosworth June 23
Men Among Men Fred Ardath Jan. 12

Title

Miss Information..

Morrlssey & Miller.

Myers & Hanford. .

Night Court, The. .

.

Noan-Support.

Star Reviewed

Wllson-Horton June 30

Night Club Revue June 16

. Songs & Dances June 23

William Demarest June 16

Burr Mcintosh June 16

Pagllaccl John Charles Thomas.
Pepa's Vacation Bennett-Caron Oct. 20

Question of Today, The Audrey Ferris Aug. 25

Realization Herbert-Pam June 16

Regular Business Man. A Robert Ober. Sept. 15

Rlgoletto—Quartet Glgll-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29

Sharp Tools Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 1

3

Soup Harry Delf Nov. 17

Terry and Jerry Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23

Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La Julve)... Giovanni Martlnelll June 2
When the Wife's Away William Demarest Nov. 17

Winnie Llghtner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry

.

Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks.

.

Moulin Rouge Olga Checova.

.

Pawns of Passion Olga Checova.

.

Tommy Atkins Walter Byron

.

Woman In the Night, A Maria Corda..

.

Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. % Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

HollyWOOd—Continued

New Tiffany Color Symphonies
Tiffany-Stahl announces that their next

Color Symphonies to be released will be
"Melodi'e" and "Way Down South."

Sper And Rogan At Pathe
Norman L. Sper and George R. Rogan,

co-authors of "The Minstrel Man," the

talking picture which Universal is making
with Eddie Leonard, have been added to

the writing staff at the Pathe Studios in

Culver City.

Eugene Walter With Radio
William Le Baron, vice-president in

charge of production for Radio Pictures has

won the signature of Eugene Walter, play-

wright, to an RKO contract. Mr. Walter's
first assignment is to do the dialogue for

"Help Yourself to Happiness," the Red
Book Magazine story from the pen of Frank
R. Adams.

Owen Moore In "High Voltage"
Owen Moore, who recently deserted the

silent drama to play one of the leading

roles in the stage production, "The Mar-
i.'

• Bed," returns to the screen to play

a featured part in William Boyd's new
Pathe production, "High Voltage."

Schoedsack Enroute To N. Y.
Ernest B. Schoedsack, who, with Merian

1
' ooper produced '

' Grass " and "Chang"
and recently concluded the final touches

on Paramount's "The Four Feather-," has

liti Bollywood for New York-. Hi- part-

ner, Cooper, has been in the city for the

pasl t wo weeks.

Baggot To Direct Denny
Bang Baggot has returned to Hie Uni-

-I fold and will direct Reginald

Denny's next picture, "Let Me Explain."

Hal Skelly To Hollywood
Hal Skelly, who created the role of Skid

in the Arthur Hopkins-George Blanker Wal-
ters stage hit, "Burlesque," will leave

New York today for Hollywood where he

will play the principal male role in Para-
mount's talking film version of the play.

Nancy Carroll will have the principal femi-

nine role. Ralph Theadore, Oscar Levant
and Charles D. Brown already are in Hol-
lywood rehearsing for scenes in the film

under the direction of John Cromwell and
Edward Sutherland.

"Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu"
Charles Stevenson, character actor, was

engaged recently for the role of General
Petrie in Paramount's talking picture ver-

sion of Sax Rohmer's "The Insidious Dr.

Fu Manchu."
Lawford Davidson, Noble Johnson, Eve-

lyn Selbie and Charles Giblyn were assigned

to the cast.

Boles Re-Signed By Laemmle
The contract of John Boles has been re-

newed and the former stage star will re-

main at Universal to play in talkies for at

least another two years, it has been an-

nounced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Nils Asther
Nils Asther has signed a new long-term

contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Cast For "The Midway"
Tiffany-Stahl announces that the cast of

"The Midway" (tentative) starring Joe
E. Brown, includes Virginia Bradford and
Helen Foster, the lends, Wallace MacDon-
ald, Wm. Davidson, Richard Tucker, Bar

ton Hepburn, Joan Standing and Allan

Cavan. It is being directed by Albert l\ay.

Christie-MacLean Production
Al Christie has lined up a high powered

cast for the D las MacLean all talking

feature production, "Divorce Made Easy,"
which is to go into recording within a very
hut time. In addition to Marie Prevo I.

who has been announced as playing oppo
site MacLean, will be Johnny Arthur, Jack
Duffy, Frances Lee and Dot Farley in the

picture, which is being adapted by Alfred

A. Cohn from the farce comedy which was
bought by Christie from Wilson Collison.

"Copy," All-Talking M-G-M Short
Norman Houston, who, with James Glea-

son, is responsible for the racy backstage

dialogue in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 's "The
Broadway Melody," has been elevated to

the rank of director by that company.
Houston's first assignment for M-G-M will

be an all-talking short, "Copy," a news-

paper comedy drama by Kendall Banning,

with dialogue by Houston. Roscoe Karnes
will work in this film.

Players For "She Knew Men"
J. L. Warner .has announced plans for

the production of "She Knew Men," the

final picture on Warner Bros, current

schedule of eighteen Special Warner Win-
ners. This story which will completely

round out the program for 1927-28 will be

started sometime in April. Davey Lee will

be a player and others chosen up to

this time include Betty Bronson, Gertrude

Olmstead, John T. Murray and Edmund
Breese.

"Wonder Of Women"
Using a moving train as his first set,

Clarence Brown traveled about two hun-

dred miles on a specially constructed rail-

road track at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, obtaining his first sequence last

week for "Wonder of Women." The new
picture will have dialogue and is an adapta-

tion of Hermann Sudermann's "Stephen
Trtiinholt's Wife."
Lewis Stone has the part of the musi-

cian and Peggy Wood will make her screen

debut lias the chief feminine role. In sup-

port, cast of "AVonder of Woni'-n" are

Ethlyn Clair, and Mary Doran.

The Rooneys In A Feature
The Rooney Family, consisting of Pat.

Sr., Marion Bent, and Pat Rooney 3rd, will

make a six reel feature for Universal in

addition to the two reelers they are now
producing. Edgar Allan Woolf, who writes

the Rooney 's vaudeville material and is

responsible for the two short subjects made
thus far, will write the scenario for the

feature.
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Announcing

EASTMAN

EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

the proved sound film

-l—JAKORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual vise in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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EDUCATIONAL FIL1
EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President "THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Mcn,b,r. .*,.„,„„ ,V,ur, ,>„ U.,rS^
tors uf America, Inc., Will 11, Hays. President
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ROARING LOUDER
THAN EVER!

BROADWAY
MELODY!

New York ! Los Angeles ! A riot

at $2. Making history ! And now in

Cleveland, Stillman scale advanced
from pop prices to $2 Twice Daily,
amazes shoiv world by S.R.O. business!

THE VOICE OF THE CITY
Willard Mack's 100% Talking Melo-
drama (also silent version) is another
sample of Young Blood in the Talk-
ing field ! It's a house-packer !

WILD ORCHIDS (Garbo)
THE PAGAN (Novarro)
THE DUKE STEPS
OUT (Haines)
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REPRODUCTION

QEORQE
JE/TEL

IN Mir FIRST
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PICTURE

Here's the
Tiffany-Stahl's Chance for

Record - Breaking

Talking and Singing

Live Wire
Exhibitors to

Cash in on One

Sensational

Production

of the Greatest

Box Office

Pictures

of the Year.

Synchronized by Qet in Touch

RCA PHOTOPHONE with Your Nearest

Tiffany'Stahl

Exchange

TirFflNV-^Tdl-IL PRODUCTION/ INC
1?40 BROdDVdV NEW YORK CITY



"Jeanne Eagels in 'THE LETTER' gives one of the most

gorgeous portrayals ever caught upon the silver sheet. A
talking picture triumph." —New York American

"Intelligently produced and most competently acted. True

passages of life-like drama. Compellingly performed."
—New York Times

"'THE LETTER' accomplishes still another step forward

in the eye-opening development of the talking film. Miss

Eagels gives a performance that holds the spectator from

first to last with compelling intensity. Reginald Owen as

the husband and O. P. Heggie are admirable. Herbert

Marshall is his own engaging self." —New York Telegram



Q'ammauU,

"THE LETTER' is the best all-talking picture we have

seen so far. Paramount seems to have the way to make
talking pictures sound as well as they appear."

—New York Journul of Commerce

" fTIIE LETTER' proves that both the legitimate stage and

the silent drama have a real menace close upon their heels.

It marks a new epoch in the talking screen."

—New York Morning Telegraph



Cpammoiwt-

"Jeanne Eagels does a magnificent piece of work. The most

ambitious 100% dialogue picture to reach a cinema house.

Voices are well synchronized, all registering well. Certainly

the talkies have done right by this one."

—New York Daily iVeios

"'THE LETTER' represents another step forward toward

mechanical perfection in the audible photodrama. None

of the jarring crudities that marked the earlier talking

films is present. The film progresses with all the smooth-

ness that one would expect of a workmanlike stage play."

—Brooklyn Daily Eagle



!\ow playing at $2
Criterion Theatre, N.Y.

Jeanne !v\(.bis
in

wTHE I.IITIU
With O. P. IIEGGIE. From the play hy W. SOMERSET
MAUGHAM. Directed by JEAN de LIMUR. Another

all-talking hit from PARAMOUNT.



Type 2MDA
$2,500

SYNCHRONOUS
Full Double Channel—for
houses up to 2000 seats

Type 4MDA
$3,500

SYNCHRONOUS
Full Double Channel—for
houses 2000 to 4000 seats

Hailed as the

Greatest Values
IN SYNCHRONOUS SOUND EQUIPMENT

Bear This

in Mind
when buying

Sound Equipment!

PACENT REPRODUCER
SYSTEMS

are being

SERVED
by these leading producers:

PARAMOUNT

FIRST NATIONAL

WARNER BROTHERS

M-G-M
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

VITAPHONE

UNITED ARTISTS

THE high standard of performance established by

Pacent Reproducer Systems in actual service has been

the final proof for exhibitors that Pacent Systems rep-

resent the greatest value in synchronized sound today!

Quality—consistently high performance—low price:

these factors have made Pacent Reproducer Systems the

outstanding success they are. The nearest Pacent represen-

tative will gladly explain the merits and advantages of our

equipment in your theatre. His name will be supplied on

request.

Film Attachment Soon Ready!

The Pacent Film Attachment,

hailed by all who have seen it as

fully as revolutionary as Pacent

Systems themselves, will be ready

for exhibitors soon. It fits right

on the present disc reproducer

equipment, and gives the exhibit-

or both disc and sound-on-film

reproduction in compact, trouble

free form.

Price $500 per attachment.

Two required with each com-

plete Pacent Reproducer Sys-

tem. Send in your name for full

information as soon as released.

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Louis Gerard Pacent, President

Now in FILM CENTER BUILDING

9th Avenue and 44th Street New York, N. Y.

Sales and Service Representatives Throughout U. S. and in Canada



Greatest Screen

"BOUND TO GLEAN UP"
A PICTURE THAT IS BOUND TO
clean up. Easy to forecast a box office sen-

sation comparable to Jackie Coogan's early

features. The youngster sings "Sonny

Boy," after which the returns are all in and

there's nothing to it. Will make 'em rave.

Nothing could be sweeter on the box office

side. — Variety.

"SUCCESS ASSURED"
THE MILLIONS WHO HEARD
Davey Lee sing over the radio, right then and

there made the success of "Sonny Boy'' as-

sured. Davey Lee is blessed with the faculty

of creeping into your heart and cuddling there,

talking some of his lines and singing. That's

more than enough for the mob.

—Film Daily.

"DAVEY CLICKS"
DAVEY LEE CLICKS. HE IS A
movie find. —Evening Graphic.

BROS. VlTAWoi w^-

"SCREEN FIND"
DAVEY LEE IS, WITHOUT A
doubt, the greatest screen find of years.

The Warner Bros, have reason to con-

gratulate themselves.

—New York Evening Journal.

"ACTION FAST"
"SONNY BOY" WILL BE A FA-
vonte with all movie lovers. The action is

fast, the story interesting and the playing

excellent. —Morning Telegraph.

"PACKED -

HOUSE"
ft ftN

DAVEY LEE AN
infant prodigy that can

keep a packed house

hugging itself in glee.

—Telegram.

t*

NOW!
Warner Bros.

Theatre S3&?
TWICE DAILY

At $2-5o Top
andfaming 'emaway



Find of Years!
//

'GALES <

LAUGHTER'
A MERRY FARCE COMEDY.
Seldom have such gales of laughter

greeted a talking picture.—New York Times.

"SWELL BOY"
DAVEY LEE IS A SWELL LIT-
tle boy. Hundreds and thousands of

people will like to see the little fellow.—New York
Evening Post. _. |k I

"BOX OFFICE
DOLLARS"

THE BOX
may burst

OFFICE
with dollar

bills at the Warner The-

atre where Davey Lee

made his starring debut.—Daily NeWs.

oo l lAR-
KID

"POSITIVELY
AMAZING"

WARNER BROS,
have a star of the first

magnitude in Davey
Lee. His performance

is positively amazing.

He brings the house

down.
—Evening World.

HESINGS-MTALKS HtCMRMS

EDWARD EVERETT
HORTON

BETTY BRONSON
directed 6y ARCHIE L.MAYO

Sonny
Boy

NOAHS
ARK

A/eus 1/orK 's

Creates. Sexsatro.-t.

WhatWarner Bros. Promise Warner Bros. Deliver
DESERT
SONG

A ComingAlong



Can
it be

possible-

FOUR such

COMPANY
You said it, Mr. Exhibitor. But we don't blame you for getting

excited. No producing company in the history of the indus-

try has ever released before, such an array of big money

MARCH
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
in the greatest box-office picture

he has ever made. Broke house

record for first and second week at

the Rivoli-United Artists, N. Y. Now

in third record week, in

The Iron Mask
Doug's voice is heard on screen

for the first time.

An Allan Dwan

Production.

D. W.
GRIFFITH'S
latest picture, a singing and sound

production did big business in

Chicago and opened at the RIALTO,

NEW YORK to record crowds, Lupe

Velez, singing Irving Berlin's theme

hit, proving sensation of

LADY of the
PAVEMENTS
with William Boyd, HV* "* 'VHHH

Jetta Goudal, rf^^fca
Lupe Velez

I- *||

HW



pictures from ONE
in Two Months?''
making pictures as are coming from UNITED ARTISTS. You

have a right to be amazed— the whole industry is amazed

at what we are releasing for MARCH and APRIL.

APRIL
MARY
PICKFORD
in the supreme achievement of her

entire career. A new Mary, a mod-

ern, grown-up, bobbed hair Mary.

Sparkling, magnetic, marvelous, in a

screen adaption of a great stage hit,

a 100% Talking Picture

COQUETTE
A

SAM
TAYLOR

Production

ROLAND
WEST'S
Thrilling, gripping picture— a tense,

dramatic melodrama. Hailed by

1500 at recent preview in Hollywood

as "greatest ever made— silent or

talking." Adapted from the play

"NIGHTSTICK." 100%
TALKIE

ALIBI
by John Wray,

J. C. Nugent

and

Elaine Sterne

Carrington

NOT JUST ONE
BIG ONE

Once in a while

BUT ALL BIG ONES,
all of the while.

That's

UNITED
ARTISTS
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20-Minute Knockout!
ALL-TALKER TRIUMPH

All Ready for Release—NOW!

"MEET
THE FAMILY

Peppy , Humorous Playlet Built for the

Box Office and Destined to Be the Talk
of the Town!

Written and Directed by

HARRY DELF
Master Producer of Such Sweeping Hits as

"THE FAMILY PICNIC . . . LADIES' MAN
with CHIC SALES

and many others. He has produced and directed some of the best and
most successful stage plays and is setting the pace as a writer and

director of sound pictures.

NOW COMPLETED . . . READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TO BE FOLLOWED BY ONE EVERY OTHER WEEK

For Territory Write or Wire

ELLBEE PICTURE CORP.
1650 Broadway Louis Baum, Pres. New York City



Harry Pollard
1 Salute You!

(No. 627—Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle, President

of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

IN THE FRONT RANK AS A MOVING PICTURE DIRECTOR—
IN THE FRONT RANK AS A MOVIETONE DIRECTOR—
IN THE FRONT RANK AS A SKILLED SCENARIST-

IN THE FRONT RANK AS AN ACTOR ON STAGE AND SCREEN-
• THAT'S HARRY POLLARD.

WHEN ALL THESE SUPER-QUALITIES OF SHOWMANSHIP ARE FOUND
combined in one human being, it is not stretching the point to say he is a genius.

YEARS AGO HE GAVE YOU HIS EXTREMELY ORIGINAL AND POPULAR
series of "Leather Pushers." He gave you "California Straight Ahead." He gave you
"The Cohens and Kellys." He gave you "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

AND NOW HE IS GIVING YOU "SHOW BOaT"-THE TOPMOST PEAK
in all his high peaks of achievement. Mr. Pollard has lived and breathed "Show Boat."

He has given it his heart and head. He is entitled to the credit for whipping the scenario

into the final shape which brought out the really great and lasting qualities of Edna
Ferber's wonderful book. He chose the cast—and what choosing! He directed not only

the silent picture, but so quickly has he mastered the sound technique that he directed

that also.

IT WILL INTEREST YOU TO KNOW THAT IN ONE OUTSTANDING
characteristic, Mr. Pollard is much unlike other talented directors, in that he is a busi-

ness man and an economist. W7hen he spends money it shows on the screen — not on
the floor of the cutting room. He spends lavishly where it will accomplish results, but

niggardly where it will not.

I SAY THAT WHEN ANY MAN IN THIS BUSINESS SHOWS SUCH
loyalty to his company and to the industry, he is entitled to just such a public tribute

as I now give him.

WHEN YOU SEE "SHOW BOAT" YOU WILL CONCUR IN EVERY WORD
I have written!

HARRY POLLARD, I SALUTE YOU!



Established 10 Years in 1938

Home Office

130 W. 46th St.

New York, N. Y

Physical Distribution

Through Educational
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Some Exhibitor's letters that Exhibitors should Read
From Andrew Baitiston,

Manager of Rit: Theatre, Irwin, Pa.

"We have finished a two-day engagement of your
first subject, 'Moulin Rouge,' and want to tell you
how well pleased we were with the results obtained
on this picture. The picture did as well for us, in

fact, better, than some of the specials which we have
played. On the opening day we came within a few
dollars of equalling our box office record for one
of the biggest specials of the year. On the second
day of the showing we exceeded the record on the
special by more than thirty per cent."

From C. C. Dunsmoor,

Capitol Theatre, Morshalltown, Imca.

"I thought 'Moulin Rouge' might have been an ac-

cident, but when I played 'Tommy Atkins' I knew
you have some real productions. Story and direc-

tion smooth, appeal positively what we Americans
want—real locations, no sham. More power to you
fellows, you have got something and will reach the

top with such productions. Advise availability of

other four. They will make me money."

From H. G. Steely,

Situria, Ala.

"We were more than well pleased with 'Tommy
Atkins' and 'Honeymoon Abroad.' The players

were good and the directing excellent, and every-

thing about them were real. We are glad we have
several more of World Wide pictures."

From Henry I. Mader,

Clifton Theatre, CwclevUle, Ohio.

"I was very much pleased with the 'Tommy
Atkins' picture which I screened Saturday. The
picture was above my expectations."

From Lee A. Ochs,

New York Independent Theatre Operator

"I booked the picture 'Woman in the Night' for

my theatres, and I wish every independent exhibitor

in the United States believed in the World Wide
proposition as much as I do. I am also looking for-

ward to equally good results from both 'Honeymoon
Abroad' and 'Tommy Atkins.' If you do one-half

the things you claim you are going to do, you will

be a Godsend to the independent exhibitors. Good
luck to you

!"

From Fred J. Greene.

Rialto Theatre, Woonsocket, R. I.

''I have just received the approved contracts on
World Wide Pictures for my town. As an independ-
ent exhibitor, I feel that I should like to take this

opportunity to wish Mr. Williams and yourself the

greatest success in your new venture. It is concerns
such as yours that give the Independent exhibitor a

ray of hope, and I'm sure that every Independent
exhibitor in this great country of ours will give you
full co-operation."

From S. P. Briggs,

State Theatre, Denver, Col.

"I fully expect my patrons at the State Theatre to

back up my judgment that 'Tommy Atkins' and
'Honeymoon Abroad' are two well worth while
productions. I am convinced that a hearty welcome
awaits the entrance of World Wide Pictures in the
distribution field. I have always been an advocate
of 'the internationalization of the screen' (with
apologies to 'Jaydee Williams'). Our people like

variety—in fact, it is the life of the entertainment
business—and they like the truth. I believe World
Wide will give them both. There is nothing too

good for the State Theatre, and therefore, I expect
to do a lot of business with you,"

Thank you, Qentlemen-

But we're barely started. Better and Better

Pictures and "Exhibitor's Choice Selling" must win.

"Exhibitor's Choice Selling" means—You can see before you buy; you can buy one or all.

Photoplays made where the story's laid

pictures ACTUALLY PRODUCED IN eUroi
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The Chain Theatre Manager

And His Importance in the Industry

By William A. Johnston

THERE is an old copybook maxim, which

says : "A chain is as strong as its weak-

est link". And that is true of the chain

situation in this industry.

Too little attention, we are convinced, is

paid to the status of and the service rendered

by the managers of chain houses—the men
on the firing-line, the chaps who have the

actual, everyday handling of the million

dollar palaces and the fine neighborhood the-

atres.

Reduced to its lowest terms, the chain will

be just as successful as its personnel makes
it, and that goes all the way from the execu-

tive at the top to the man in the local situa-

tion.

Some of the top executives realize this fact

and proceed accordingly. Others do not.

The latter seem to regard the house manager
as nothing more than a rubber stamp. They
load him down with a mass of details; issue

orders without knowing whether they fit the

local situation, and in general make it all but

impossible for him to do the very thing that

he must do if the chain is to succeed—namely,

deliver the goods.

We believe this shortsighted policy pro-

ceeds from a lack of knowledge of some of

the elementary principles of human nature.

You cannot get the most out of personnel by
putting an iron roof over it. You may pay
for lip-service and perfunctory effort but you
can't buy enthusiasm. The only way you
can capture that priceless ingredient is by

giving the man who is working for you some-
thing to work for; and that something is far

more than mere money.

The development and conservation of

loyalty is based on treating the employee as

if he had some brains. If he hasn't, the re-

flection is not on him, but on the man who
hired him. It consists likewise in not forget-

ting that he, too, is human; not a superman,
capable of performing miracles.

Of course, the house manager likes to be

treated like a human being. The personal

touch develops his loyalty. In a certain big

industrial organization, which has all but a

monopoly in its field, the worker is made to

feel that the top office is interested in his wel-

fare. For example, in this way: each em-
ployee, when he is hired, of course fills out

a blank, containing, among other facts, the

date of his birth. And on every recurring

birthday, as long as he remains with the com-
pany, he receives a remembrance from the

home office. Not a gift of great value, but

simply a congratulatory letter, or some other

token of esteem. And it comes from the Pres-

ident of the company.

We know, of course, that not all the top

chain executives are delinquent and short-

sighted and unbusinesslike in their handling

of employees. There are those who under-

stand the organization of loyalty as one of the

chief functions of the real executive. These

men are not only great showmen; they are

first class administrative officers of big en-

terprises.
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What About the House Manager?
An Interview With Harold B. Franklin

OPPORTUNITIES for the intelli-

gent and able chain theatre

manager were never greater than

are now.

This is the view of Harold 1!. Franklin,

President of Fox-Wesl (oast Theatres,

Inc.. and outstanding executive in the

difficult field of successful chain opera-

tion.

\ firm believer in the modern method
of conducting theatres on a large scale.

.Mr. Franklin is equally emphatic in the

belief that the house manager must

supply the needed personal touch in con-

tact with the public.

Successful chain operation is producing
a modern type of house manager, he

points out. Just as theatre operation

has been modernized, so the manager
himself, if he is successful, has kept

pace with the new development.

Aeir Siandards

New standards are being established.

\nd they apply equally to personnel as

to the types of theatres now being oper-

ated by the chains.

"The need for good men is just as

important as it ever was and chain opera-

tion of necessity demands house managers
of ability and character to represent and
carry out the policies of the company,"
Mr. Franklin declared.

"Those at the top recognize fully that

you can't run a chain successfully from
one desk. Success depends to a great

extent ti]>on the man in the local situa-

tion."

A great deal is heard nowadays al>out

home office rule as applied to the man
in the field. In main instances, it is

considered a handicap to the local situa-

tion because of the hard and fast rules

that arc supposed to be imposed on the

house manager.

I'.tn Mr. Franklin's analysis of the

situation, from the viewpoint of his own
great success as a theatre executive, de-

fines the responsibilities and mission of

both divisions of operation.

Home Office And Field

"The home office," Mr. Franklin' de-

clares," has immeasureably increased the

source of supply for ideas, and helps for

the guidance of the man in the local

chain theatre.

"I do not believe, for example, that

the house manager could buy as well as

the chain's purchasing department, and
that applies not only to pictures but to

uniforms, or any articles that are used
in the theatre.

"In the same way, the aid of a real

live advertising department at the home
office cannot fail to guide the house
manager and be of great help to him.

\dd the home office resources, and
ideas to the initiative of a good local man
and you have come as close to establish-

ing as ideal a plan of chain operation

as has yet been devised."

The house manager is the company's
own representative in contacting the pub-

lic. He must intelligently interpret the

policies of the company. And above
all he must make himself felt in the

conduct of the house, so that the greatest

possible good will may be created in the

D immunity.

In the industry's new era. Mr. Franklin

Qualities That Win Success for the

House Manager Are :

A real appreciation of and sympathy for the business he is engaged

in.

Thorough understanding and practical knowledge of advertising

as applied to the local house.

Familiarity with every department of theatre operation, and service

to the public.

He must be public spirited and fully able to take his place in com-

munity affairs.

Naturally, he must be of good appearance and, in every Way, a

Worthy representative of his company.

Granting intelligence to start with, the house manager who has these

qualities cannot help but be a success.

sees chain operation of theatres playing

a big, perhaps the major, part.

At no time, in his view, have film

rental gn>sM-s |,<vn as great as they are

now. And the reason for this he assigns

to chain operation, particularly in the bit;

cities.

The biggest profits, he says, are going
to film companies closely affiliated with

the chains, and these have already reached

figures that are "astounding." Grosses
have been stabilized through chain opera
tion ; there is very little fluctuation.

Profits and expenses can Ire figured now
with great certainty.

But what has all this to do with the

house manager?

The Vital Contact

This, and importantly: he is in a vital

spot because he is the point of contact

with the consumer to reach whom,
ultimately, all this great activity is car-

ried on—namely, the public.

Not only so, but without proper local

management of theatres, added to home
office direction, the great grosses would
not be forthcoming.

The stabilization process, Mr. Franklin

continues, is accentuated by the building

of tine theatres throughout the country.

The leadership in this movement he at-

tributes to the chains.

Again, the importance of the house

manager comes clearly into view. As
new houses are built—West Coast opened

twenty-five last year—new opportunities

are opened for the vigorous, modern type

of manager.

The West Coast building activity will

be continued. New houses are planned

at San Francisco, San Diego and other

cities along the Pacific Slope, and the

premiere of the new Fox at Seattle is

in the offing.

Wis Record

In his direction of Fox West Coast

Theatres, Mr. Franklin is continuing the

remarkable record he made in his earlier

activities leading up to his management
of the Famous Players-Lasky Theatre

Department, prior to his present position.

IM- firsf conspicuous position was as

a vaudeville booker for a circuit of forty

small houses. When, a lew years later.

he became managing director of Shea's

Hippodrome, Buffalo, he soon attained

national recognition though the innova-

tions he introduced there, many of which

have been incorporated into the policy of

de luxe houses throughout the country.

The theatre, under Franklin's direction.

became famous. With Paramount, he
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planned some of the biggest theatres,

now household words throughout Amer-

The record of his achievements is well

known. And, on the record, he has long

been recognized as an outstanding leader

in the industry.

His words of advice to house man-
agers; his estimate of what they must
have to succeed, are based on the broad-

est knowledge of the theatre in all its

ramifications, gained over a i>eriod of

years in meeting and solving problems
such as confront exhibitors of all ranks,

the house manager no less than the man-
aging director.

The Neiv Era

The building of magnificent playhouses
ushered in a new era in the industry.

These structures have come to be recog-

nized not only as splendid additions to

the architecture of cities and towns
throughout America, but also as commu-
nity institutions equal to any, in import-

ance and influence upon their localities.

The day by day handling and admin-
istration of these institutions is. of course,

one of the most important of all the ac-

tivities in the industry.

As Mr. Franklin points out, the house
manager must be public-spirited and able

to take his place in the affairs of his com-
munity. He stresses this point in the

enumeration of qualities that win success

in theatre management.
Likewise, the house manager needs a

full appreciation and sympathy for the

business in which he is engaged. This
comprehends not only qualities that go
to make up the real showman, but an un-
derstanding that he is the industry's out-

post on the firing-line—the vital contact

with the public.

In the handling of advertising, the

house manager has back of him the re-

sources of the home office in the creation

of ideas to be applied locally. It is here

that the skill of the man in the local situ-

ation comes into play. It is his job to co-

ordinate his theatre with the home office

campaign, if it is being conducted on a

national scale, for instance ; and to avail

himself specifically of the great source of
supply which Air. Franklin discusses

above.

Maxims

In the adjoining columns. Mr. Franklin
states clearly and incisively what he would
do if he were the manager of a chain
house. These maxims are simple and
direct, and are of course based upon his

practical and successful experience all the

way along the line from the managership
of a single theatre to the commanding
position in the administration of a great

circuit.

As such, these maxims hold interest

for every chain theatre manager in the

country. They come from a man who
has arrived at the top of his profession
in a difficult but fascinating field.

Harold B. Franklin, President Fox-West Coast Theatres

Were I A House Manager I Would:

Find out what the other fellow is doing and try to improve

the operation of my house as compared to those run by other

managers on the circuit.

Strive to maf^e my theatre considered the best of the chain.

Give my theatre the personal touch.

Sit through the first show of every change of program

(something very few managers do).

View the show from the patron's angle, even before it is

presented to the public.

Worli constantly to improve the quality of entertainment

offered by the theatre.
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European Producers And
Electric Companies Join In

$100,000,000 Sound Trust

Will Distribute Product All

Over World In Competition

With Pictures, Devices

Of V. S. Companies

BRITISH, French and Ger-

man sound film companies,

both producers of sound pic-

tures and concerns engaged in the

manufacture of devices for record-

ing and reproducing sound in con-

nection with pictures, have formed

a $100,000,000 combine to combat

the invasion of similar American

product, and to distribute their

own product throughout the world,

according to a story published in

The New York Times of March 14.

The new European trust includes all the

sound film companies in Britain, Germany
and France in unification with such elec-

trical organizations as Siemens-Halske and

the General Electric Company of Berlin,

representing the Klangfllm; German To-

bis and Foreign Tobis, representing Tri-

Ergon, Kuchenmeister and Maester, British

Phototone and French Phototone, Ltd.

The total number of patents involved in

the tienp is said to he 432.

The combine is said to have been effected

largely as a result of the fact that Western
Electric Company equipment was gaining

a strong foothold throughout Europe, with

demonstrations of the local device being

made in many theatres. RCA Photophone
also has an American representative on the

ground giving demonstrations and complet-

ing a survey with the possible idea of estah

lishing a manufacturing plant or plants

in Europe.

Operations World-W ide

According to "The Tim s" the entire

manufacturing and research resources of

the Gen ral Electric and Siemens will im-

mediately be put into action for the manu-
facturing of the boxes and producing sets

required. Three sizes will be made, first,

for the largest theatres to sell for not more
than $5,500, second for $3,750 and third for

$2,000, All types of films with sound re-

corded edge and films synchronized with

sixteen discs will be playable with these

theatre equipments.

Installation and maintenance service

will be carri d on throughout the world by

Siemens and General Electric. Large quan-

of theatre equipments are ready for

shipment to England. The British and
French Phototone, Limited, will carry in

their respective territories a lull outfit, ap
paratus and films for the new organization.

Penn. Censors Given
$1200 Increase

ALL of the members of the Penn-
sylvania State Board of .Motion

Picture Censors have been re-,

appointed for a period of two years by
Governor Fisher and their appoint-
ments confirmed by the Senate. The
Governor has also signed a bill provid-
ing for a $1,200 increase in the salary
of each member of the Board, to be
effective July 1, 1929. The Board now
consists of Harry L. Knapp. chairman:
Henry Starr Richardson, secretarv, and
Mrs. A. B. Patton.

E. Penn., S. Jersey

Delaware Owners
Gather In Philly

Convention Is Called For
Discussion Of Sound

Picture Costs

Members of the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware gathered in convention on Fri-

day of this week. The session is being held

at the Elks Clubs in Philadelphia, and a

large attendance was anticipated.

The convention takes on considerable im-
portance as it was called for a discussion

of the increased cost of production caused
by the growing popularity of sound pic-

tures, and other problems in connection
with the talkies.

The discussion will doubtless be a lively

one as several nationally-known figures in

the industry will be present. Among these
are R. F. Woodhull, president of the

M. P. T. 0. A., and Abram F. Myers, presi-

dent of the Allied States Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation.

Tiffanv-Stahl Will Open
Branch Offices In France

Tit'fany-Stahl has completed arrange-
ments to open distributing offices in Prance
with J. Frank Brockliss as director-general.
The main office will be in Paris with
branches in Marseilles, Lyons, Bordeaux,
Lille and Strausbourg. The company re-

cently inaugurated distribution offices in

Great Britain with C. I'. Bernhard as man-
aging director.

Dr. Gromon Joins Pathe
hr. Francis Gromon, musical director of

the Paramount-Publix theatres for the 1926-

1927 season, has become associated with the

Pathe Studios in New York as assistant to

Josiah Ziiro, Pathe director general of

music.

Warners Cutting

Down Overseating

In Philadelphia

Inaugurating Many Changes
In Houses Formerly
Run By Stanley

In order to overcome the overseating in

the downtown district, Warner Brother-

are inaugurating many changes among the

bouses formerly operated by the Stanley
Company of America in Philadelphia. The
Mastbaum, Stanley and Karlton will be op-

erated as first run houses, with change of

program each week, with the Stanton, Boyd
and Aldine as long run theatres.

The Globe Theatre at Juniper and Mar-
ket streets, a motion picture and vaudeville

house, has been offered for sale and it is

stated that a 32-story store and office build-

ing will be erected in its place. The Re-
gent, at 16th and Market streets, is closed

and is being remodeled and its seating ca-

pacity reduced to 370. Upon reopening it

will be known as the Film Art Cinema, op-

erated by the Film Guild Cinema. The
Stanton Theatre will be remodeled at a cost

of approximately $50,000.

It is reported that the Arcadia, on which
the lease expires October 1, 1929, will be

the next Stanley house to close. The Prin-

cess and Savoy, it is also reported, are

scheduled to be closed.

Soriero Resigns

As Director Of
Rochester Theatre

Thomas D. Soriero, one of the best-known
theatre executives in the industry, resigned

this week as managing director of the

Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. His
future plans will be announced later.

H. M. Addison has been appointed resi-

dent manager of the house, with William II.

Rayuor general manager of the Greater
Rochester Properties, Inc., operating the

Lafayette and the Rochester.

Pathe News Cameraman Dies

Covering Florida Speed Test
Charles R. Traub, veteran Pathe News

cameraman, was killed at Daytona Beach,

Fla., Wednesday, while covering the at-

tempt of Lee Bible to break the world's

speed record, in which Bible was also killed.

When the machine overturned it hurtled

into the cameraman, killing him instantly.

I'm- the best part of eighteen years Traub
has I n a new- reel and newspaper staff

reporter.

Handles Fox Publicity

Milton Barris has been named associate

director of publicity for Fox Theatres Cor-

poration. He will act as traveling publicity

director, stopping a month or two in each

city through the west and California to in-

stall the Fox system in each theatre.
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Sales Season

Later This Year

Than In Past

Sound And Other Problems
Will Delay Meetings

To Late June

The sound situation is probably the prin-

cipal factor that will delay the selling sea-

son for 1929-30 this year until the middle
of June. It is said that an understanding
exists between major distributing com-
panies to delay sales conventions until the

middle of June.
The sound problems may be considerably

straightened out within the next three

months and much of the current product
will be cleaned up. It is also said that ex-

hibitors are not inclined to buy as early

as they did in most past years. Many
houses have been promised sound installa-

tions, but they are wary of buying' until

they know just when they will be equipped.

A number of the leading companies de-

clare their sales season will start later than
usual this year. Paramount is planning to

hold its convention in June. Warners are

non-committal, while Universal executives
say the sessions will be held later than in

pasi years. Other companies have not set

definite dates but they are generally agreed
that it will be a late selling season.

William Fox Name
Supplanting West
Coast On Theatres

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Mar. 14.—Substitution of the
name of William Fox in place of Wesl
Coast is being made by various houses op-
erated by West Coast Theatres in and near
Los Angeles.
The change is particularly noted in news-

paper advertisements, with William Pox
replacing West Coast in display advertis-
ing slugs. With Fox owning the entire con-
trol of West Coast Circuit, it is thought
that his name will eventually go up on all

theatres solely owned by the organization
in place of West Coast; with the latter

designation, remaining on those theatres
that are only partially owned by the com-
pany.

"Hell's Angels" Production
Cost Near $3,000,000 Mark
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 14.—"Hell's Angels."
now well into its second year of production
by Caddo, i- also close to the $3,000,000
mark of production costs. Originally How-
ard Hughes intended to spend about one
million on its making. He passed . that
amount in the early stages. The two mil-
lion dollar mark was left behind several
weeks ago. At the current time it is past
$2,500,000, and wh n cutting, titling and
exploitation expenses are added, it is esti-

mated that over three millions will be tied

up in the "Hell's Angels" cans.

Opinions Differ on Present

Practicability Of Television;

Jersey Broadcasts Due Apr. 1

W. E. Installations In
U. S. Now 1,456

LATEST figures given out by the
Western Electric Compny an-
nounce that 1456 installations of

that company's sound reproducing equip-
ment had been completed in the United
States up to March 9. That was an
increase of 72 over the figures given
out for installations up to February
23, or a little less than 36 a week for
the period.

M-G-M To Make
Different Sound,

Silent Versions

Will Not Use Scenes From
Talker As Bulk For

Silent Version
Hollywood, March 14.—In producing a

silent version of "The Voice of the City,"
M-G-M will make an entirely new picture

for the unwired houses, and will not use
scenes from the talker version as the bulk
of footage for the silent production. Wil-
lard Mack directed the talker, and George
Melford is now preparing the silent pic-

ture.

From information gathered at M-G-M
studios, that company will make entirely

different and separate productions for their

silent and sound versions of the same pic-

tures. From present plans, M-G-M will not
adopt the system which is being used by
many studios, whereby silent versions of
pictures are re-cut from the talkers, with a
minimum number of added scenes shot for
the silent picture to put it into some sem-
blance of acceptable form for the exhibit-

ors.

"Noah's Ark" Booked In

Five Cities As Road-Show
Warner Bros.' "Noah's Ark," which

opened at the New York Winter Garden
tlii^ week will be road-showed in live cities

in the near future. The cities ami date-;

are as follows: March 23, Globe theatre,

Atlantic City; April 1. Aldine theatre, Phil-

adelphia; April l."i. Majestic theatre, Bos-
ton; April 7. Wood's theatre, Chicagto;

April 21, New Detroit theatre, Detroit.

Morrow District Manager
Ralph Morrow has been named Southern

District Manager for Tiffany-Stan] in

charge of exchanges in the entire southern

territory. Just previous to this affiliation

Morrow was with United Artists in Dallas,

Oklahoma City and New Orleans.

Hungarian Inventor And U. S.

Concern Claim Process
Ready; Other Experts

See It For Future

THERE seems to be a pro-

nounced difference of opinion

regarding the near future of

television. From Europe comes
word that a Hungarian engineer

has perfected the process to a point

where it is now practical. Tele-

vision movies are to be broadcast

into the homes in the New York
area by the Jenkins Television Cor-

poration of Jersey City by April

ist, according to James W. Garside,

president of that company.
Edward B. Craft, vice-president of the

Bell Telephone Company of New York, en-

route to Honolulu at Los Angeles, is quoted

from there as saying: "To transmit mo-
tion pictures by radio is a costly procedure

and for that reason I do not believe that

home sets will be possible for many years,

although in this business one never knows
what the next day will bring forth."

E. E. Bucher, vice-president of RCA Pho-

tophone, says any announcement of the per-

fection of television for projection into the

home at this time is entirely premature;

that the process is not yet ready and will

not be for some time to come.

Writing from Berlin, Heinrich Fraenkel,

Berlin correspondent of Motion Picture

News, says:

Ready For Radio Use

"After many years of experimental work
the Hungarian inventor, Denes von Mihaly,

living in Berlin, has perfected the practical

possibility of broadcasting pictures by re-

ducing the necessary number of pictorial

elements from 10,000 per second to any-

thing from 900 to 1400 per second, accord-

ing to the outfit used. Thus the invention

has become practicable for the ordinary

radio subscriber and it can be attached to

any radio outfit at a price varying from

$25 to $100.

"At present the inventor is perfecting

means for projecting the picture on an or-

dinary screen."

A broadcasting station to transmit the

images is being erected atop the Jenkins

manufacturing plant in Jersey City. The
Federal Radio Commission has assigned it

the call letters 2-XCR. It will operate on
a wave length of 140 meters with power up
to live kilowatts. A similar station has also

been authorized in Washington, D. C, to

operate at the same power.
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Final Cold Snap Of Year

Forces Down BVay Grosses

With All Houses Suffering

Roxy Under $90,000 For
Second Successive Week;

Strand Business

Goes Up

WHAT seems to have been
the final cold snap of the

winter of '28-'2Q hit the

Broadway picture houses a wallop
in the box office last week. Busi-

ness was off in five of the grind

houses, while three of them went
better than the average. In the

two-a-day runs there was a fifty-

fiftv split.

The Roxy with "The Lone Wolf's Daugh-
ter" had the lowest receipts it has had since

the first of the year with $84,228.25 as the

take and slipped under the $90,000 mark
for the second successive week. This week
the Second Anniversary for the house will

find the figures back above the average. The
Paramount with "The Dummy" went un-

der the average with $66,600, but did a

strong comeback this week with ''The Ca-
nary Murder Case."

In two instances in the grind houses with
attractions having had long Broadway runs
at $2 prices were over the average in busi-

ness. "Alias Jimmy Valentine" at the

Capitol did $76,608.90 for a percentage rat-

ing of 112%, while at the Strand Fannie
Brice in "My Man" clicked with $41,572,
which gave that house 117 1/10%.
"Geraldine" at the Colony got $8,699

and a revival of "Czar Ivan The Ter-

rible" at the little Cameo did almost

$4,500.

Douglas Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask"
in it- second week of a run at the Rivoli

|>l;i\''<| to $42,500 after having broken the

house record the Brsl week. This business

i- al the rate of 150 per cent for that house,

and "The Wolf of Wall Street" finished its

run after six weeks at the Rialto with

$18,588.

In Imth actual figures and percentage
rating "The Broadway Melody" at the

Astor tops the street with $24,137.75 in

cash and a rating of 163 9/10. The nearest

approach is "The Letter" which came into

i riterion lasl Thursday night and in

two days drew $5,252. Another new arrival

in the street last week was "Sonny Boy"
al Warner- where $9,634 was the box office

answer.
"The Wolf Son-" at the Embassy held

up nicelv in its second weei with $8,780
and "Hearl in Dixie" pulled $10,276.25.

At the Central " Weary River" in its fourth

week got $17,311.50, while at the Criterion

"Red-kin" m, ,i| four days of it-

run pulled $3,

"The Singing Fool" which had been at

the Winter Garden for 26 weeks got $21,-

239 there before moving to the Harris the-

atre to make way for "Noah's Ark."

Helen Morgan In South
For "Show Boat"

HELEN MORGAN left New York
early this week to make personal
appearances at the Florida open-

ings of Universal's "Show Boat." She
will be present at the Capitol Theatre
in Miami this Friday night, March 15,

and at the Paramount Theatre in Palm
Beach, Saturday night. Miss Morgan
is among the featured players in both
the film version and the stage version
of "Show Boat."

Julian Quits As
Feature Director;

Wants Short Films

Anxious To Learn More Of
Dialogue ; Barrymore

Succeeds Him

t Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, March 14.—Rupert Julian

has voluntarily withdrawn as director of

M-G-M's "The Green Ghost," with the un-

usual request that he be assigned to talking-

shorts until such time as he learns enough
of dialogue to be able to handle feature

lengths. He has been replaced as director

by Lionel Barrymore.

The request of Julian is the first instance
where a director with only screen experi-

ence has had the courage to acknowledge
possible shortcomings, and ask for a
smaller spot to that which he has been ac-

customed until such time as he feels himself
well qualified for the bigger job. It is quite

in contrast with those directors who make
bad talkies and refuse to admit their tin-

familiarity with the job.

The naming of Barrymore as the director

to succeed Julian confirms the exclusive
story published in Motion Picture News
that the former was retiring from acting to

permanently direct pictures. He already
has "Madame X" to his credit.

Laiigdon Rumored Dickering
For Radio Pictures Unit

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 14.—Harry Langdon
is reported in negotiations with Radio Pic-
tures to become one of their star units.

Langdon has cancelled his vaudeville tour
and is returning to Hollywood. Some
months ago, Langdon and Hal Roach were
supposed to have concluded a deal whereby
the Conner First National comedian was to

make a series of screen musical comedies
for Roach. This plan fell through when the

Roach studio closed down.

Motion Picture News

W. E. To Launch
Big Ad Campaign
On Sound System

National Magazines To Run
Spreads on Recording

and Reproduction

The Western Electric Company is insti-

tuting an extensive advertising campaign in

national magazines to familiarize the mo-
tion picture public with the facts concern-
ing the recording and reproduction of sound
and dialogue motion pictures by the West-
ern Electric sound system.

It is figured that a circulation of more
than 8,000,000 wil be reached by the maga-
zines selected. The campaign will be in-

augurated with the issue of the Saturday
Evening Post of April 6, when a double
page spread will be used. Other publica-
tions in which the ads will be placed are
Liberty, Colliers, Photoplay, Motion Picture
Magazine, Motion Picture Classic, Time,
Life, College Humor, the NewT Yorker and
the American Boy.
Drawings for the advertisement were pre-

pared by Delavantey, sketch artist of the

Sunday Times Magazine Section, who did

his sketching from actual life at the Para-
mount Studio in Astoria. Enlargements of
this ad, 22 by 28, have been prepared for
theatres to use for lobby displays. They
are being mailed to every theatre where the

Western Electric sound system has been
installed or ordered.

Portland, Ore.,

Owners Join To
Fight Union Edict

With the Hippodrome theatre in Port-
land, Oregon, acceding to the demands of
the operators' union, other Portland ex-

hibitors have banded together to fight the

demands of the union with reference to

sound equipment. The union is said to

have demanded two men at a $75 a week
wage scale and this is declared an impossi-
bility for the suburban houses.

A recent meeting held by the two fac-

tions resulted in little headway being made
and another conference is being projected.

The Hippodrome in yielding to the union
demands will continue to show five acts of

vaudeville and feature pictures, but at in-

creased prices with 40 cents top.

Tiffany-Staid Closes Deal

To Use Sennett Sound Stages
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 14.—Grant Cook, rep-

resenting Tiffany-Stahl, has closed a deal

with Mack Sennett whereby Tiffany-Stahl

will use the Sennett sound stages in Studio

City for dialoguing their feature product.

The deal is on a month to month basis until

RCA apparatus is installed at the Tiffany

Studios, which will probably not be for

four months. It will put an end to ship-

ping compares from Hollywood to New
York for the insertion of dialogue and
sound.
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Mayer, Thalberg

And Rubin Stay

Despite Rumors

Will Continue As Production

Heads At M-G-M Returning
To Coast Next Week

The rumors to the effect that Louis B.

Mayer, Irving Thalberg and J. Robert Ru-
bin were to leave the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer production organization as a result

of the sale to Pox were dispelled in New
York this week when all three arrived from
the coast. The Loew-M-G-M company holds

contracts with the trio that have about

three and a half years to run and it is

understood that the organization would not

release them from these contracts under any
conditions, even if they wanted to be freed.

It is understood that there was a confer-

ence with Nicholas M. Schenck with a view
to a release but that Schenck absolutely re-

fused to listen to it.

$8,000,000 Rejwrted

Schenck is said to have received about
$S,000,000 for his holding in the Loew stock

and that in addition to the holdings of the

widow of the late Marcus Loew and her
sons, the Fox organization also secured a
huge block of stock in Loew that was held

by Lee Shubert.

At a series of conferences held in the

Loew State Building this week Winfield
Sheehan, vice president of Fox in charge
of production, was present with both Meyer
and Thalberg. Plans for production for
the coming year on the part of M-G-M
were definitely outlined on the coast at a

series of meetings that were held between
Mayer, Thalberg and Rubin, the latter hav-
ing made the trip from New York for this

purpose. Undoubtedly these plans will meet
with the approval of the Fox organization.

Supremacy Question

Just what division of authority there will

be in the matter of production, if any, is

a question. It will be interesting, however,
to watch the battle for supremacy between
those units that are under the supervision

of Irving Thalberg and those which will

be directed by Sol M. Wurtzel who is the

superintendent of production at the Fox
Studios. Likewise the exact status between
Louis B. Mayer and Winfield Sheehan as

to the future will also be an interesting de-

velopment.

Executive Whereabouts

According to the present plans Thalberg
plans to leave for the coast almost any day
while Louis B. Mayer will remain for an-

other week or ten days. He was the guest
of President Herbert Hoover at the White
House on Tuesday night of this week and
it is said that he could have the U. S. Am-
bassadorship to Turkey if he cared to ac-

cept that portfolio and was able to obtain

a release from his contract to do so. Rubin
is to remain in New York as heretofore in

charge of production activities here.

U. S, Rests In Arbitration

Case On Documents Submitted;

Credit Case Waits Argument
Declares Censorship
Damages Democracy
CENSORSHIP of motion pictures

was severely criticised as "dam-
aging to the American form of

democracy" by Representative James
M. Beck of Pennsylvania, president of

the Washington, D. C, chapter of the
Sons of the Revolution, in an address
before that organization March 1.

No medium of expression has the
right to subvert morals or advocate
treason, Mr. Beck contended, but he
held that existing law was ample to
protect the public in these fields.

French Exhibs

Ask Governing To
Reduce U.S. Quota

Petition Signed By 2,500
Urges Leniency For
Own Protection

The French exhibitors, aroused over the

stiffening of the quota on American pic-

tures, proposed by the French producers,

are to petition their government urging that

American pictures be given every leeway
possible. The producers have had things

their own way up to the present and it

looked as though their hopes for a more
rigid quota would be realized.

A petition was started by the exhibitors

recently and it already has some 2,500 sig-

natures for presentation to the Chamber of

Deputies. The petition declares that if

American pictures are not permitted to en-

ter the country both the theatres and the

government will suffer heavy financial loss,

the theatres at the box-office and the gov-

ern through taxes.

It is expected that those exhibitors who
have not already signed will do so within

the next ten days. The Commission is due
to act on the proposed regulations April 1,

but in the meantime the petition of the ex-

hibitors will be presented and the American
producers will be given a hearing next week
before Francois Poncet, Under Secretary of

State in charge of Fine Arts, in whose
hands the film situation has been placed.

After consideration by him the proposed
regulations and his findings on them will be

passed to the Commission for final action.

Joseph Santley Signs To
Direct Paramount Pictures

Joseph Santley, stage actor and producer,

has signed a year's contract as a director

of Paramount pictures. Santley has been
co-directing with Robert Florey on the talk-

ing film,
'

' The Cocoanuts, '
' starring the

Four Marx Brothers.

Gabriel Hess Tells Details Of
Uniform Contract; Says
Exhibitors Demanded
Arbitration Clause

AFTER closing the credit com-
mittee case of the Govern-
ment on Wednesday to a

point where opposing counsel have
only points of law to argue on the

testimony stipulated, the arbitra-

tion case of the Government
against Paramount, nine other dis-

tributors, the Hays organization
and film boards of trade opened
yesterday before Judge Thatcher
in Federal Court, New York City.

The Government charges conspir-

acy exists between the defendants
in connection with the arbitration

system and asks a permanent order

restraining the alleged conspiracy.
C. Stanley Thompson, chief counsel for

the Government in the proceeding, sprang
a surprise in the afternoon session, when
after an agreement on stipulation of evi-

dence he rested the Government 's case on
documents to be submitted from exhibits

of some eight boards of trade and exhibi-

tors. He retains the right to call witnesses

only in rebuttal.

The morning session yesterday was de-

voted to reading of the Government com-
plaint and the opening arguments of

Thompson and Edwin P. Grosvenor, the

latter chief of counsel for the defense.

Supplementing the original complaint,

Thompson argued vai'ious angles, among
them the bicycling of film, which he con-

tended was illegal under the copyright law

and therefore the distributor should apply

to the Federal Courts for relief rather than

to arbitration boards. Judge Thatcher
said he saw no reason why bicycling should

not be arbitrated and declared the courts

were not collection agencies. Thompson
told at length of the exhibitor complaints

of oppression.

Must Show Injury

Grosvenor 's main contention in his open-

ing argument was that there was no mon-
opoly as charged and that there were no
price agreements. He declared the Gov-
ernment must show injury or the Sherman
act cannot apply. He stressed the Trade
Practice Conference of two years ago and
told how the conditions imposed at that

conference had been carried out. He de-

clared that out of 25,000 arbitration cases

but 134 had gone to the courts, 12.5 to con-

firm award.-, and 9 to be litigated.

Gabriel L. Hess, of counsel for the Hays

( Continued on following page)
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Theatres Of Upper New York

State Show Pleasing Average

On Last Week's B. O. Reports

Leland, Albany, Does 75%
Over Normal With "Alias

Jimmy"; "Wild Orchids"
High In Syracuse

DEVERS1 H ED entertain-

ment struck a pleasing- av-

erage in the upper New
York State cities of Buffalo, Ro-
chester, Syracuse, Utica, Schenec-

tady, Albany, and Troy. The re-

port from Ottawa, Canada, is also

included in this section from Mo-
tion Picture News box office

jcheck-up.

Dialogue and sound pictures are

keeping up their strong attendance

marks yet it is interesting to note

that "Dancing Daughters," a pic-

ture with but a synchronized score

and incidental sound effects,

stepped right along with "Four

Sons" and others in Ottawa, while

in Utica. Martin Johnson's travel

picture, "Simba," outdrew 30 per

cent such pictures as "Wild Or-

chids," "Flying Fleet" and "Circus

Kid."

In Buffalo "Canary Murder Case" at the

Century got 20 per cent over norma] in

spite of cold and stormy weather. "The
Dummy" was the only other feature that

played to normal business.

Rochester's lineup tor the week ran to

fairly even honors with '•Jazz Age" and

••Stark Mad" and "True Heaven" under

the wire neck and neck, all three only •") per

cent under normal. "Dream of Love" was

low with 80 per cent of norma] t rade.

In Syracuse, "Wild Orchids," with 5

acts supporting, made whoopee with

per cent increase over regular trade.

It 1 1 1
i - ht be added thai <iii() in. of advt'g

was used; in contrast, Keith's used L317 in.

and made it 10 per rent over normal with

ible bill of "Tropic Madness" and

Po l.ove." "Old Arizona " was
a regular.

Next to "Simba," in Utica, which went

to 30 per cent over average attendance,

"Circus Kid" was just aide to ease over

the normal mark by 3 per cent. "Flying
Fleet" and "Wild Orchid " ran normal.

"White Shadows" had some pretty

strong competition in Schenectady but beat

them all out to the tune of 20 per cent ovei

normal. "Wolf of Wall Street" was next

with trade reaching the regular mark.
Albany was considerably ahead of Troy

in the matter of percentage rating, "Alias
Jimmy Valentine" at the Leland whooping

Cleveland Exhibitors

Plug Short Films
CLEVELAND, O., theatre owners

and managers are giving adver-
tising space to sound comedies,

for the first time, giving the comedy a

notable place on the program. Man-
ager Watson of the Hippodrome is de-
voting from one half to one third of

his space to the Educational sound
comedies which he is featuring in con-
nection with his sound features. In
consequence, these comedies are get-
ting special notices by the newspaper
motion picture critics.

Qualitone May
Start Factory

Around New York
The Qualitone Corporation, which is pro-

ducing a comparatively inexpensive sound
projection device in Hollywood, may estab-

lish a factory branch in New York in the

near future. Samuel Freedman, president

of the company, who recently disposed of

his interest in the Fine Arts Studios on the

coast, leaves for the east in the near future

to arrange for eastern distribution of the

device and to make a survey with the idea

of establishing the branch factory.

Maryland Exhibitors To
Elect Officers March 21

A general election of officers of the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland,
Inc., affiliated with the Allied Stales As-

sociation, will take place March 21. The
nominating committee has unanimously
recommended the following: Herman
Blum, president; Louis Garman, vice-

presidenl ; Frank A. Homing, treasurer,

and William E. Stumpf, secretary. Direc-

tors, Frank II. Durkee, William Kall>, J.

Louis Rome, Charles Nolte, Thomas D.

Goldberg, George Gaertner, Phillip Miller,

Annapolis, Md., and P. Seiwell, ToWSOn,
Md.

it up to a 7."i per cent over normal business.

A (in- Edwards revue. Vita, aids and sound
news rounded out the bill. The closes! that

Troy came was with "Mother Knows
Best" which did 90 per cent of regular.

( tiller 90 percenters in this zone were '

' ( ar

nation Kid" and "Awakening." For the

week in this zone "Sunrise" was low with

a '_'."> per cent under normal mark.

In Ottawa, "Four Sons" captured hon-

ors lor the week, lining .!."> per cent better

than normal. "Dancing Daughters" was
only 1(1 per cent away and -

' Kamona "

made it regular business. "Forhidden
wa- low here with a 25 per cent

under rating.

Case Against

First National

And Others Rests

Brought To Temporary Close

Follouing Suggestion By
Judge Thatcher

{Continued from preceding /

organization and for the Film Boards of

Trade, was the first defense witness called.

He told a1 length of the operation of the

film boards and of the drawing up of the

uniform contracts in their different altered

conditions. He declared that the arbitra-

tion clause was first suggested by exhibitor

interests. In reciting the details of the L926

uniform contract he gave the names of ex-

bibitor leaders in all parts of the country

who had signed the agreements to the terms

contained therein as Icing satisfactory to

them.
The credit case against First National,

nine distributors, film boards of trade and

the Hays office was brought to a temporary

close Wednesday afternoon following a

testimony stipulation between counsel at

the suggestion of Judge Thatcher, who pre-

sided, and who urged that process as a

means of speeding up the trial. The stipu-

lation is to determine which additional evi-

dence is salient and which may be consid-

ered as cumulat i\ e.

The credit case brought little in the way
of sensational testimony. After several

hour-, which developed little or nothing of

coi sequence Judge Thatcher interrupted

with his stipulation suggestion. Don Doug
la-, secretary of the I 'alias board, was the

firsl witness called by the defense and he

was on the stand mosl of Wednesday. The
government introduced ninety papers from

Dallas to prove I hat agreements supple-

mental^ to the rules of credit committees
existed ill the I

I ; 1 1 1 ; i - I 'rritory.

E. L. Cole, Atlanta secretary, was next

witness. lie testified to a number of trans-

fer- yearly in the Atlanta territory, point

ing out the loss sustained in contracts which

wvri' not assumed.
Rosemary Foley, Omaha secretary, said

that in the Omaha territory there were d'JS

theatre transfers in L928, of which Hi were

placed on lie "fraudulent transfer" list,

with 140 cases of assumption of contracts

and 13 where assumption was refused.

It was during Mi-s Foley's testimony

that the proceedings were interrupted with

the agreement on testimony stipulation.

British Executive Coming
To Discuss Fall Program

John Maxwell, chairman of British Inter-

national Pictures, sailed for America on

March L3 to confer with executives of

World Wide Pictures on a talking picture

program for fall release. Mr. Maxwell's

c pany is the largest British producer,

operating the great new studios at Elstree,

near London, and it i- planning a program
of all-dialogue photoplays to be released

in the United States and Canada by World
Wide Pictures.
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Church Group In

Baltimore Fights

Sunday Pictures

Appears En Masse Before
Legislature In Protest;

Iowa Houses Quit

Sunday motion picture shows continue bo

occupy considerable of the attention of dif-

ferent legislatures, one of the leading dis-

cussions this week being' before the session

at Annapolis, Md. Here a bill and amend-
ment are before the house that would give

the City Council and the Mayor of Balti-

more the right to decide whether Baltimore

6hall have motion pictures after 2 P. M.
on Sundays.

A group opposed to the passage of the

bill appeared en masse before the Balti-

more City Delegation in the lower house of

the Legislature and outlined their stand on

the matter. In this group were Dr. W. W.
Davis, executive secretary of the Lord's

Day Alliance, three clergymen, a representa-

tive of the Federation of Men's Bible

Classes and two women.

This delegation contended that Sunday
movies would corrupt the children of the

city; that the home life of the city would
be disastrously effected and that dire con-

sequences would be suffered by Christianity

on account of it.

The Baltimore Sun, which had opposed

a similar bill in 1924 came out editorially

in favor of the present one.

The Ames Theatre Company, operating

in the Fourth Ward in Ames, Iowa, has

given up the fight for Sunday shows, fol-

lowing a fine of $50 imposed by a local

judge.

Sunday Closing

Halts Building

In Canada Cities
The construction of new theatres in

Montreal and other cities of Quebec and
the installation of costly sound devices

have been held up because of the possibility

of the enforcement of the Sunday Closing

Law. New houses delayed include two by
Confederation Amusements, Limited; two
by United Amusements, Limited, in Mon-
treal, and one in Quebec City by Famous
Players.

Son of Sam E. Morris Will

Take West Virginia Bride

Edwin Morris, son of Sam E. Morris,

vice-president of Warner Bros., is shortly

to take for his bride Miss Carlyn Xathan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nathan
of Parkersburg, West Virginia. Young
Morris is one of the youngest executives

of M. Witmark & Sons, music publisher-.

Publix-RKO Deal Rumored
And Again Denied By Both:

Former Has Neighborhood Sites

Pickford, Fairbanks To
Co-Star In Talkie

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, March 14.—The
much rumored production co-

starring Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks is now slated to be
their next picture. While details have
not been given, Fairbanks admitted the
plan this week. Sam Taylor, who has
directed most of the Pickford recent
productions, will direct it. Sets will

be designed by William Cameron Men-
zies. It is also established that the
joint Pickford-Fairbanks vehicle will

contain dalogue.

3 L. A. Houses

Show Percentages

Of 200 Or Over

"Hearts In Dixie" Leads With
250; "Broadway Melody"

Best Gross

Paramount Seeks Title

Paramount is seeking a new title for

"The Prince Consort." Adolphe Menjou's
first all talker for that company.

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 14.—Nearly all Los
Angeles houses enjoyed splendid business

last week with three of them running to a

percentage of 200 or over. In the line of

percentages United Artists Theatre lead

with the first's week's showing of "Hearts
In Dixie," which registered 250, a jump of

150 over the returns from the picture of

the previous week. The gross reported was
$27,500.

"Broadway Melody" continues its re-

markable run at Graumau's Chinese and
was the money leader in its sixth week with

$33,500, a percentage of 225. "The Carna-

tion Kid was not far behind at the Para-

mount. In seven days this one registered

$32,000 at the box-office for a percentage of

115. It was accompanied by shorts, Para-

mount News and a Publix unit presenta-

tion.

"Desert Xights" in seven days at

Loew's State played to a gross of $31,000

for a percentage of 125. It was aided by a

Fanchon and Marco presentation, short-

and Movietone News.

"Abie's Irish Rose" rang up the good
total of $23,000 in its first week at the

Criterion for a percentage of 200, but it

was strongly supported by a splendid pres-

entation. One of the disappointments of

tlic week was "Queen of the Night Clubs"
at the Warner, which in the first seven days
of a two weeks' run played only to $21,000,

or a percentage of 70.

"The Divine Lady" in the last four days
of it- sixth week at the Carthay Circle

registered $7,000, or 75 per cent.

Circuits Are Already Associated

In Spots; New York And
Chicago Battle Scenes

A RUMOR to the effect that

the deal between- the Publix

Circuit and RKO had been
consummated this week for the

operation of the RKO houses by
Publix and that a further deal was
in the offing- whereby Radio Pic-

tures would become part of Para-
mount was denied by both sides of
the fence late in the week.

Publix undoubtedly is readying itself for
a neighborhood battle in New York and
vicinity, where it has had sites for big thea-

tres for more than two years. These houses
were secured by Publix while the Para-
mount Theatre was still being built and are
located in the Brownsville section of Brook-
lyn, another in the Flatbush section, one
in the east Bronx and another in the west
Bronx. The original plan called for the
building of houses that would seat in the

neighborhood of 4,000. They will undoubt-
edly go ahead w'ith their plans now for the
building of houses on those sites, now that
the sale of Loew-M-G-M to Fox wipes out
the understanding that existed that Publix
would not invade the Loew territory in the
Metropolitan district. Newark, N. J., is

another spot in which Publix is looking
over available sites.

The announcement that Fox is going to
invade Chicago with a 5,000-seat house will

probably bring reprisals in New York
neighborhoods where Publix will build to

oppose Loew-Fox houses.

In denying that a deal had been closed

with RKO it was pointed out that the Pub-
lix Corp. was already interested in several

spots with the Keith organization, notably
in the south and in Buffalo, as well as where
they are operating with Mike Shea, with
Keith holding an interest. In a number of

houses in Florida, Georgia, Tennessee and
Oklahoma acts booked through the RKO
offices play the Publix houses.

Paramount Signs Sprunck

For Photographic Effects

Paul G. Sprunck has been added to the

staff at the Paramount Long Island studio.

in charge of photographic effects. The new
technical expert has been producing un-
usual effects ever since he graduated from
the art department of the University of
Southern California fifteen years ago.

Sprunck goes to the Paramount studio

after a six months' tour of the studios in

Germany, England and France, where he
says he picked up new developments and
technique.
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Russia Making
Bi«j Strides In

Film Production
Bj HEINRICH I I! M:\KI I

(Berlin Correspondent. Motion Picture News)

ii, March I. The remarkable
3o> iets for screen mastery of the

mtries constitutes the most

important development in recenl film hi--

tory in this part of the world. The quality

of ~.Diii- recent Russian productions is

simply astounding and the influenci o

modern Russian production n film

production general] lecially in Ger
many, ardly be exaggerated. The
Russian film, industry is increasing

vastly that even from the point of view

of size ii is coming into the front rank

by leap- and I rids.

There are about a half dozen diffi n

production iiniis. all of them backed
controlled by the Soviets. An idea o

size of these units may be gathered

the fact iliat Sowkino alone owns several

studios in Moscow and this one unit is

to produce 86 full length features this

year, as against 53 l;i ~ t year. Altogether

the Russian production of full length

feature- this year should well exceed 'Jim,

apart from an enor us number of short

educational-, which are widely u-n\ in

schools.

As many as 85,000
i

pie are now con-

stantly engaged in the Russian film in-

dustry and this number will doubtless be

increased to over 100,000 before the year

ends.

U. A. Sends Company South

To Produce "Evangeline"
United Artists has sent a comp;

headed by Edwin Carewe, to Lafayette. La.,

in make a motion picture based on the story

of "Evangeline," the screen version of

which was written by Finis Fox. The deci-

sion to film t lie story in the actual E\ i

line country was prompted by an editorial

in the Tine- Picayune, New Orleans news-

paper, which insisted that the picture could

not be properly made elsewhere. Dolores

Costello is to play the part of Evangeline.

Pathe Planning Sound
Studio On Coast

IN
anticipation of a heavy production

schedule soon to start for the com-
ing season, Pathe is planning t<i

spend $300,000 on studio improvements
it Culver City. There is to he a large
sound studio housing three separate
sound-proof stages or chambers, mak-
ing it possible for three companies to

work on the stage simultaneously.
With this structure completed the
Pathe studio will have a total of eight
large, modern stages.

..

Designation

New Corporations

Fake Big Jump In

N. Y. During Week
( lompanies incorporated with the depa n

menl of state during the past week to en

gage hi the motion picture business in its

various branches include the following:
World Talking Pictures Corporation, $50,-

000, Marcus llerinelin, Raymond Feiden,

Belle Jaffr, New York City; J. Alexander
Leggett Company, Inc., capitalization not

stated, Alice Alexander. B. Cheiker, New
York City; Edward Siegfried, Brooklyn;
C. A. Leonard, Inc., capitalization not

stated, ('. A. Leonard, Chester Erskin, Wil-
liam J. Rapp, New York City; Prudential
Distributors, Inc.. $20,000, Jane E. Cross,

A l\in II. Minkoff, I'.i klvn; Helen M.
Hart, Jersey City, N. J.

Rockaway Theatres Corporation, $20,000,
Etta Feinberg, New York; Robert J.

Bloomgarden, Minnie R. Rose, Brooklyn;
752 Melrose. Avenue Amusement Corpora-
tion $10, Harry Swart/.. Alan R. Rosen-
berg, Morris Slachfer, New York City;

Engl Products Corporation, capitalization

not stated, William Fox, Saul K. Rogers,

Felix A. Jenkins, New York City; Radio-

tone Picture- Corporation, capitalization

not stated, Michael Hoffman, Francis C.

Reed, li'".v C. MaePherson, New York City;

Major Laboratories, Inc., capitalization not

tated, Bernard Kommel, Tessie Schander,
Nathan M. lies. New York City.

Quebec Theatre Owners To
Hold Annual Meeting May 1

The annual meeting of t lie Thi atn

Association "I the Province of

field at Montreal on May
1, this being the end of the first 12 months

of the organization. A lively •

i- expected becau f heavy expenditures

for the battle with the Quebec Govern-

ment over the juvenile law.

Directors Get Credit Only
If Contract Terms Are Kept
first National has signed William A.

Seiier to a two-year directorial contract.

He i- now completing Corinne Griffith's

Yitaplione picture, "Prisoners." In this

contract as in those of other directors re-

cently signed, is the following stipulation:
" Provided that you fully and completely
keep, ami observe all the term-, covenants
and condition- to be kept, performed and
ob ii . ej by you hereunder, we agree to give

; 013 credit oil t he creen in connect ion with

said photoplay."

New Jersey Executives,

Tendered Annual Dinner Warners Doubling Singing

Employees of the New Jersey Theatrical

Enterprises tendered their second annual

testimonial dinner to the chief executive

of the organizat ion at t he Plaza Hotel in

Jersey City, February 25. Some 300 at

tended. The executives are Maurice Kutis-

ker. president; Robert Schoen, vice-presi-

dent; Matin" Katin-ky, treasurer, and M.
II. Klehan. secretary.

For Flayers In Features
I Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 11.—Warner Brothers
are successfully doubling singing for plaj

era in their musical lilnis. The latest song

doubling was done last week when New toii

Wither-, brother of Grant Withers, sang

several number- for the latter fur hi- lead

in "The Time, the Place and the Girl."

"Grandeur Filn

Fox
For Double Width

•'
( Irandeur' ' Mini, a new developm nt of

I 'OX l ase, w In. -I
i ilo able t he widt Ii of

standard negat ive and project- on a set ei a

almost double the average size, will be in-

troduced with th? re lea -e of t lie Fox Movie-

I one Follies. M-G \l a nd Paramount have
i ed double width projection in the past,

but this required a special lens on projec
tioii machine-. The extra width i- being

I ill nil -peel.'ll rev lie -eipleliee- ill tile

"Follies,'.' particularly with those featur-

ing ensemble number-.

Fox has determined to make the

"Follies" a love story instead of the

of specialties, revues, back-outs and
-ketehe- originally planned. As a result, a

romantic tale has been written by Harlan
Thompson connecting up the scenes shot

for the "follies" and these added scenes
will be made during the next three weeks,
which will wind up all production on the
lea I lire.

Right now it look- as though it i- to be a

race to Broadway on the part of Fox and
Paramount. The former with "Fox
Follies" and the latter with their produc-

tion oi "Cocoanuts," a musical with the

Marx Brothers in their original roles.

Over 5,000 Picture Houses
Are Reported In Germany

By HEINRICH FRAENKEL
(Berlin Correspondent, Moving Picture News)

Berlin. March 4.—The \er\ reliable fig-

ures of the 1929 L. B. B.
"" Reichskand-

adressbuch" are ju-t to hand, revealing the

fact that the number of German picture

houses has passed the 5000 mark. The ex-

act figure, at the beginning of this year was
5013, as against 4460 one year ami 4263 two
years before.

In spite of tin- considerable recent build-

ing activity, business has never been as bad
as now, at this time of the j ea r.

In many theatre-, during the last weeks,
business has been

| rer than even in the

worst summer months, - uch SO that, in

many cases, the authorities had to relieve

taxation, in order to avoid the immediate
breakdown of many a business.

New Montana Division For
Fox-West Coast Theatres

Harold B. Franklin, president "1 Fox-
V\ est Coast Theatre-, ha- created a sixth

division of the circuit to be known as the

Montana Division. ,\\"
i 1 1 Steege has "be n

named division manager with headquarters
in Great Falls. He has been serving as

manager of Fox-West Coast Theatres in

Great Falls. New theatres are planned for

Billings, Great Falls and Butte.

Mammons In Hollywood
K. W. Ilaiinnons, president of Educa-

tional Film Exchanges, Inc., ha- left for

Los Angeles. He will ifer with E. II.

Alhn. manager of the Educational Studios,

and Jack White, director in chief, regard-

ing production plan- and schedules for the

1929-30 season. Mr. Hammons expect- to

be back in New York City within two
wci ks.
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Motion Picture News Weekly
Box Office Check-Up

And Showmen's Ad. Tips

In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

"Abie's Irish Rose" (Par. T.)
ST. LOUIS, MO.— Mixed weather, Mid-

town Theatre, (Kind), 7 days, 50c 75e,

Vita, shorts.

Percentage Rating—71%.

CANTON, 0.— Moderate and rainy

weather, Strand Theatre, (750), 7 days,

25e-40e, Pathe Sound News, Eddie (ali-

tor in "That Party in Person."

Percentage Rating—170%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Played on name
alone, billing- as Ann Nichols' spectacular

stage success now brought to the talking-

screen. The cast was mentioned inci-

dentally and word of mouth advertising

played an important part in a successful

week. Teamed well with Eddie Cantor's
•'That Party in Person." Audience ap-

peal: all ages and both sexes, with many
"repeats."—Joe Calla, Manager Strand
Theatre, Canton, ( ).

,

"Adoration" (F.N.)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Fair weather,

Lyric Theatre, (1,238), 7 days, 15c-25c-

45c, "Across the Atlantic in the Graf
Zeppelin,

'

' Fox M. News, Vita, shorts.

Percentage Rating—175%.

KNHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploitation cen-

tered upon Billie Dove and the romantic
appeal of the film. "Across the Atlantic

in the Graf Zeppelin," which was run
with the feature, was ballyhood ecptalh7

.

Appeals to all ages and classes.—E. C.

McKibbon, Manager Lyric Theatre, Min-
neapolis, Minn.

"Alias Jimmy Valentine"

(M-GM T.)
ALBANY, X. Y.—Variable weather, Leland

Theatre, (1,40(1), days, 35c, Gus Ed-
wards Revue (Metro). 1 Vita Act, Fox
M. News.

Percentage Rating

—

175%.

BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Loew's
State Theatre, (3,700). 7 days, 40c-75c,

Fox News, Movietone act-, -tage show.

Percentage Rating—100%.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Cold w e a t h e r,

Piccadilly Theatre (2259), 7 days, 25c35c-
60c, "Ko-Ko Beats Time," George
Dewey Washington (Metro T.), "Lonely
Lapland," Selected News, organ.

Percentage Rating—90%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather: rain,

snow, cold. Capitol Theatre, (4,620 1, 7

For Your Greater
Convenience

WITH this issue,

Motion Picture
News presents

The Weekly Box Office
Check-Up in a new
form—for the greater
convenience of exhibitor
readers.

"Showmen's Ad. Tips"
are now published along
with box-office percent-
age reports, so that the
exhibitor may have all

material relating to the
box-office history of a
picture at a glance.

This change has been
made at the request of
a number of our readers,
who point out that this

form of publication will

enable them to clip data
of specific pictures they
have booked, file it, and
have it ready for im-
mediate use when the
time comes. Such use
was not possible in the
form in which the
Check-Up Reports have
been hitherto printed.
The Box -Office

Check-Up has proved
to be an instantaneous
success, as hundreds of
communications from
exhibitor readers testify.

days, 35c-50c-75c, "Navajo" Revue. Held
over for second week.

Percentage Rating—1121/2%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS — This picture
needed little advertising out of the or-

dinary on my part on account of the

success of the stage play. I did call

attention to the fact that the same
picture was being offered to Albany au-
diences at 35e a- compared to three times
that price in New York City. I also
featured Lionel Barrymore.—Alec Sayles,
-Manager Leland Theatre, Albany, X. Y.

Play up as William Maine-' first sound
picture and also that it follows the stage
play of the name. Lionel Barrymore
adds another star to mention. General
appeal for all ages.—Joseph Brennan,
Manager Loew's State, Boston, Mass.
Hook-up with locksmith establishments

and safe and strong-box store windows
went well with this film. Plenty of atten-
tion was raised also by a department
store window display of guns and other
weapons used in actual crimes and bor-
rowed from the police department. Such
legends as "Even Jimmy Valentine
couldn 't pick these locks, '

' hung over the
lock and safe displays and stirred up the
public. Sidelines were hook-ups with 10c
-.tores on the theme >ong and with book-
stores on the novel. Audience appeal: all

ages and classes. — Herbert Chatkin,
Manager, Piccadilly Theatre. Rochester,
N. Y.

"Air Legion" (RKO)
CTICA. X. Y—Gaiety Theatre i 1,700), 35c-

50e, Lit 'I Was, ."> acts paude.

Percentage Rating—97%.

"All At Sea" (M-GM)
SPOKANE, WASH.— Excellent weather,

Pantages Theatre, (1,500), 7 days 50e-
75c, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating 110%.

CLEVELAND, O.— Clear and stormy
weather. State Theatre, (3,400), 7 days,
30c-60c, "Chasing Husbands," Para.
News, Publix unit in .lii-t Kids."

Percentage Rating—85%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the navy
and the hundreds of sailors with their
life oj] the high seas and in a wild sea

port. Splendid comedy team and one of
the new Wampus stars. Audience appeal:
for all ages and all classes.—Nick
Pierong, Manager Pantages Theatre, Spo-
kane, Wash.

I ( ontinued mi following page)
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Many Percentages Below Normal
Advertised this as the main dish on ;i

Comedy Carnival bill. Also emphasized
Dane and Arthur as the l'un makers. Ap-
peal is strong Eor all houses and all

Full "I good l'un.—Geo. Diamond, Man-
ager State Theatre, Cleveland, 0.

For all ages. Exploit the stars, barl

back tn "Rookies" and calling this

companii e. Tom Allen. Mana
ger, Empire Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

"Annapolis" (Pathe)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Pair weather,

Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre, (2,900), 7

days 25c-50c-75c, 6 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—7&V2%.

SCHENECTADY, X. Y—Bad weather,
Proctor'- Theatre (3,000), ) days, 25i

35c-50c. Educational travelogue, Pathc
Sound News, Band Policy Unit.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXKD3IT0B AD TD?S—The title oJ th

film was exploited. Romance and stars

were second and third respectively in

the exploitation. Audience appeal: from
high school age to adult.-.— Frank Burke.

Manager Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Stress the -access of the same pro

ducers Wesl Point film, also the Annapo-
lis shots and the love story. For chil-

dren and young people especially.—Proc-

tor's Theatre. Schenectady, N. Y.

"Annie Laurie" (M-G-M)
ALBANY, X. Y.—Variable weather, Clin-

ton Square Theatre, (800), 6 days, 25c,

M G M News, Sportlight (Pathe),

comedy.

Percentage Rating—88%.

"Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"

(U-)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Cold

ther, Orpheum Theatre (2,100), i days,

10c-25c-50c, Fables and Topics
I
Pathe),

ode.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHD3ITOB AD TIPS Bessie Love and

Tom Moore nude good and the pictun

was excellent; should please all cla

Manager Orpheum Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

"Avenging Rider" (RKO)
WICHITA, KAN'S, Fair weather, Kansas

Theatre (800), 5 day-. 20c, Filmtone

"Burlesque," Fox New-.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS This one is the or-

dinary western, but the exploitation may
be made about the man who solves the

crime of which he is accused. Not much
go on. Audience appeal: weal

the small town western fan

Mrs. Charles Barron, Manager, Kansas
Theatre, Wichita, Cans.

"The Awakening (U.A.)
ALBANY, N. Y.—Variable weather, Mark

Strand Theatre (2,000), 6 day-. 2">e-50c,

"The Box Office
Check-Up is a

'wow.'

"O. F. Glass, McCook Amusement

Co., McCook, Neb."

2 Vita, acts, Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

\KW ORLEANS, LA.—Cloudy and rainy

weather, Saenger Theatre (3,500), 7 day-.

25c 50c, Fox New-. Publix unit, organ.

Percentage Rating—100%.

ATLANTIC CITY. X. J.—Variable weath-

er, Strand Theatre. (1,118), 4 days, 40c-

50c, George Dewey Washington Metro

M. act, M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—110%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS — In advertising

••The Awakening," I strongly billed

Vilma Banky in all the layouts and also

added a couple of words to the title with

the result that the picture was adver-

I
1 ed as "The Awakening of Love," with

the idea of making a stronger appeal

to the women.—Thomas Clark, Manager
Mark Strand Theatre, Albany. X. Y.

Has a strong appeal in being Banky 's

first picture away from Colman; play up

the love interest and Byron's g 1 sup-

port as leading man. Mention the star's

beauty. Audience appeal : all ages except

children, all classes.—Andrew- D. Mustard.

Manager, Strand Theatre, Atlantic City.

X. .1.

"Barker" (F. Nat'l T.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Cold

weather, Empress Theatre (1,100), 10

days, 10c, 35c 50c; Pathe News, "Joj
Eliding."

Percentage Rating—100%.

A NX ARBOR. MICH.—Weather, cold and
windy, Wuerth Theatre (777), 7 days,

L0c-25c-35c-50c, "Only Me" (Educ),
Kinograms.

Percentage Rating—82%.

If the stage play of the same name has

played your town, talk thi^ one up as be-

ing a movie version of much greater ef-

fect than the legitimate can offer. Audi-
ence appeal: all ages.—Wuerth Theatre,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

"Battle Of Sexes" (U.A.)
DES MOINES, [A.—Weather, cold and

-lush, Strand Theatre, (1,065), 4 days,

20c-30c, "False Alarm Fire Co." (Para.

T.)

Percentage Rating—125%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the love

Story. The appeal is especially juvenile

and romantic—George Watson, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Des Moines, I;,.

"Behind Closed Doors"
(Columbia)

BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather: rainy and
Stormy, Loew's Hippodrome Theatre.
I'J..V")). o days, 2.-.e-.V>c. ••Taxi S) ks,"
I'.erl Smith Players in "Go Easy Mabel,"
i ;i Nile. ;i,i .. chorus.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Play heavily on
Virginia Valli and Gaston Cla-s a- the
star- and play up the mystery, dramatic
and romantic angle-. Bring out the

fact that it is a story of intrigm n

cerning the late of a newly horn republic

with arch enemies trying to make it a

monarchy again. Audience appeal: to

all who like mystery, drama and romance
combined. It went over well with our
family trade.— -X'at Keene, Manager ffip-

podrome Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

"Bellamy Trial" (M-G-M T.)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather: rain and

wind, Century Theatre. (3,221), 6 davs,

25e-65c, "An Ancient Art" (Metro), Os-

wald cartoon (U), Fox M. and M-G-M
Xews, Loew-Publix unit: "Cooling Off"
with Richy Craig, orchestra, organ.

Percentage Rating—105%.

MEMPHIS, TEXX.—Fair and warm
weather, I w's State Theatre (2,500), 6

days, 10c-25c-50c, Fox M. Xews, 5 acts

vaude.

Percentage Rating—90%.

MACON, GA.—Fair weather. Rialto The-

atre (900), ''> days, 35c-45c, Vitagraph
Units, Fox Movietone Xews.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploil as I'

the greatest talking mystery melodramas.
Feature Leatrice Joy and Betty Bronson
and get them guessing with the question:
"Who killed Muni Bellamy.'" Announce
that patrons «ho can't stand suspense
should not see this picture which Broad
way paid $2.00 to sec. Tell them thai

the trial evidence is all spoken in the

picture. Audience appeal: to all; high,

low and middle classes ami young a- well

a- old. All our patrons liked it.—Hoy
ard Price King-more, General Manager,
Loew's Century Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Good murder story of the film and
trial scenes gives an opportunity tor the

use of heralds in the form of tabloid

newspapers, it the stunt hasn't been tried

lately. Play up the actual news angles

of the trial in true newspaper fashion.

—

Ernest Emerling, City Manager, Loew's
State Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.

Feature Betty Bronson and Leatrice

Joy. Play up the mystery and graphic
court scenes and the tact that it's a Sat-

urday FXening Post story. Audience ap-

peal: all ago and classes.—Monte Sal-

mon, Manager, Rialto, Maeon. Ga.

"Beware Of Bachelors"

(W.B.)
SPRIXGFIELD, MASS.—Weather: cold,

snow and wind, Fox-Palace Theatre,

(2.484), 7 days, ,10c-60c, 2 Vita, acts, Fox
Xews, .'i vaude. acts.

Percentage Rating—92% (double feature).
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Reports Indicate Box-Office Winners
KXUIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit it as a

travesty on marriage. Audience appeal

is to the younger element.—Dr. J. V.

Wilson, Manager, Pox-Palace Theatre,

Springfield, Mass.

"Big Hop" (Buck Jones)
JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather, Princess

Theatre (960), 1 day, 15c-30c, comedy,

newsreel.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Recommend play-

ing up Buck Jones in a romance with
- good air thrills. Exploit it as a dramatic

romance packed with thrills.—Patrick

McManus, Manager, Princess Theatre,

Joliet, 111.

"Broadway Fever" (T-S)
COLUMBUS, 0.—Fair and cold weather.

Majestic Theatre (1,000), 7 days, 25c-35c-

50c, "Youth Regained," "Big Ben,"
"Permanent Wave," Pathe News, organ.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Sally O'Neil has

a following. It's a cute picture of the

"big street" but a little different. Audi-

ence appeal : all adults.—Johnny J. Jones,

Manager, Majestic Theatre, Columbus, O.

"Bhvay Melody" (M-GM T.)
CLEVELAND, O.—Clear and stormy, Still-

man Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 75c-$2.00,

"Confession" (M-G-M T. short) 4th

Percentage Rating—125%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather, rain,

snow, cold, Astor Theatre (1,120), 7 days,

2 shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2,

"Confession" (M-G-M)—T. short) 4th
week.

Percentage Rating—163 9/10%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploited this

heavily as the first all-talking, all-sing-

ing, all-dancing screen attraction. Also
as a $5.00 show for $1.50. The novelty of

the entertainment and the new reserve-

seat policy were heavily stressed. Audi-
ence appeal: general. Will go big every-

where.—Charles Katz, Manager, Stillman
Theatre, Cleveland, O.

"The Cameraman" (M-G-M)
WICHITA, BLASTS.—Fair weather, Orphe-

iim Theatre (1,700), 3 days, 25c-40c,

M-G-M News, Loie Bridge.

Percentage Rating—108%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Keaton as a news-
reel man and his aneties in the midst of

a tong war are good for exploitation.

Also "watch Keaton play a ball game by
himself!" Audience appeal: all classes

and ages.—H. E. Jameyson, Publicity Di-

rector, Orpheum Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

"Canary Murder Case"

(Paramount T.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Cold weath-

er, Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 10c,

35c, 50c, Vita. acts.

Percentage Rating 125%.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mixed weather, Grand
Central Theatre, (1,900), 50c-75c, Vita,

shorts.

Percentage Rating 103%.

BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Fenway
Theatre, (1.500), 7 days, 25c-75c, Fox
Xews.

Percentage Rating 100% (2nd week).

BOSTdX. .MASS.—Fair weather, Washing-
ton Street Olympia Theatre, (2,500), 7

days, 25e-75c, Fox News.

Percentage Rating—100% (3rd week).

CHATTANOOGA, TENN—Fair and rainy

weather. State Theatre, (925), 6 days,

50c, "Spanking- Age," Walter Brian on
Vita., Fox News.

Percentage Rating—112%.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Cold and stormy
weather, Century Theatre, 60c, Fox M.
and Para. News.

Percentage Rating—120%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—It was suitable

for every type of audience and filled the

house to a pleasing capacity for a seven-

da vs' run.—Pat McGee, Manager, Capi-

tol' Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Stress the strong mystery angle. All-

talking with William Powell at the head
of a strong east. Adaptation of the best

seller novel. Appeal to all classes.—W.
F. Brock, Manager, State Theatre, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.
Exploit the rattling good mystery and

the talkie features. William Powell is a

good star to play up. Audience appeal:

for high school students up.—John
Carr, Manager, Century Theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Exploit the thrilling mystery. William

Powell is a good name to play up. Run
all advertising as one of the greatest de-

tective plays ever. Audience appeal: all

classes and ages.—John Carr, Manager,
Century Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

For high school age. Exploit Powell,

the star, and the all-dialogue play from
the mystery story by a famous author.

—

Charles. Branham, Manager, Alabama
Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

We called special attention to the fact

that the story has been serialized in a lo-

cal paper and also that it was an all-

talkie, which means a lot here. The ap-
peal is to all classes. William Powell can
back up all the ballyhoo the exhibitor can
give him as a talking picture star.

—

Mar-line Moore, Manager, Worth The-

atre, Fort Worth, Texas.

The advertising featured the mystery
angles of the case. Also its title and Wil-
liam Powell, James Hall and Louise
Brooks. Audience appeal is general.

—

Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

"Captain Lash" (Fox)
BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Metro-

politan Theatre, (4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c,

"A Bird in the Hand" (Para, talkie),

Para. News.

Percentage Rating—110%.

RICHMOND, VA.—Fair weather, Capitol
Theatre (600), 6 days, 25c-35c-50c, three
shorts, organ.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit it as a

typical MeLaglen vehicle, sea fights,

comedy romance. General appeal: all

ages.—Ted Brouchio, Manager, Metro-
politan Theatre, Boston, Mass.

Exploit Victor MeLaglen. Audience ap-
peal : men of all classes.—Sam Bendheim,
-Manager.

For high school age and up. The star
is all that is necessary here. The "love
'em and leave 'em" angle of the story is

good for selling.—George Steele, Mana-
ger, Trianon Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

"Carnation Kid" (Par. T.)
ALBANY, N. X'.—Variable weather, Mark

Ritz Theatre (1,145), 6 days, 25c-35c,

Pathe Sound News, 1 Vita, act, (Metro),

"Our Gang" comedy.

Percentage Rating—90%.

TAMPA, FLA.—Fair weather, Victory
Theatre (1,600), 7 days, 25c-50c-60c,

Vita. Acts, Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—50%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—In connection
with a week's run of "The Carnation
Kid" at the Mark Ritz, I found it very
easy to secure a good tie-up with the flor-

ists in the city ami gave away about 2,Ton

ea inations during the week, these being

furnished free by the florists. I also used

a large basket of carnations in the lobby
and called attention to the fact that these

were furnished by one of the city's lead-

ing florists. In my newspaper advertis-

ing I strongly featured the fact that it

was a talking picture.—Charles Smaco-
witz, Manager, Mark Ritz Theatre, Al-

bany, X. V.

Exploit the star and the fact that it's

his first talkie. Play up the fact it is a

crook play with strong comedy vein. Au-
dience appeal: all classes and ages.

—

George B. Peck, Manager, Victory The-
atre, Tampa, Fla.

Exploit the talking sequences and use

the name of Douglas MacLean as Chi-

cago's "bad boy." Audience appeal: all

classes and ,'iLie-. .1. 1'.. MeFaul, Mana-
ger, Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

"The Box Office Check-Up is a mighty fine addition to your
tpaper:

"C. W. Nebel, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr. Community Theatres, Inc., Milwaukee. Wis."
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Check-Up of Box Offices Shows
The title may be exploited by tying up

with flower stores in carnation display.

Don'1 forget to appeal to Douglas Mac-
Lean Cans. Audience appeal: this is a

comedy melodrama which is unusually
suitable for all ages of fans.- Eerbert D.

Grove, Manager, Capitol Theatre, Cedar
Rapids, la.

The gangland thrills and the comedy
angle give ii the necessary punch. For
all ages. II. S. Amos, Manager, Capitol
Theatre. Macon, Ga.

"Case Of Lena Smith" (Par.)
CHATTANOOOA. TENN—Fair and rainy

weather, Rialto Theatre, i
Sinn, 3 days,

25c 35c, "Collegians" (U), M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—95%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Feature Esther
Ralston in a story of a girl betrayed in

love. Powerful drama. Appeal to the

intellectual classes.—Paul Short, Man
ager, Rialto Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Cavalier" (T-S T.)
WINSTON - SALEM, N. C—Rainy and

clear weather, Auditorium Theatre (1,-

600), 3 days, 25c-35c-50c), "Racing
Blood" (RKO), "The Lion's Roar"

i Kdue. T.), Pathe News, 2 vaude. acts.

Percentage Rating—75%.

"Certain Young Man"
(M-G-M)

LOl ISVII.I.K. KY.—Fair and rainv weath-
er, Rialto Theatre (3,000), 4 days, 30c-

50e, Pathe Review and News, 5 acts RKO
(•audi-.

Percentage Rating—95%.

"Children Of Ritz" (F.1\.)
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mixed weather, Ambass-

ador Theatre, (3,000), 7 days, 25c-75e,
Selected News, organ, Fddie Lowry in

"Monte Carlo," orchestra.

Percentage Rating—87%.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Stormy and fair

weather, Capitol Theatre, (1,400), 3

days, 15c-60e.

Percentage Rating—95%.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Fair and warmer
weather, Orpheum Theatre (2,000), 6
da\ ie-60c, Fables, Review and
S., unci News (Pathe), ."> acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—140%.

"Circus Kid" (RKO)
(JTICA, X. Y. Clear and cold weather,

Gaietj Theatre | 1,700), 1 days, 35c 50c,

Int 'I News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—103%.

EXHIBITOR AH Til's For all ages. Use
the circus ballyhoo on the big acts in the
ring and play up Joe Brown and Frankie
Darro, who arc both popular here. The
hu ioess dune held up the vaude. in piti

of the had weather.—Vernon Reaver,
Manager, Ritz Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

"Clear The Decks" (V)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Clear and cold

weather, Alhambra Theatre (2,000), 7

days, 25c-50c, "Jus! Monkeys," "Tele-
\ ision George" (

I"), Int 'I News.

Percentage Rating—105%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Reginald Dennj 'a

name always draws well; use it and the

fact that it is a talking picture and light

comedy. Audience appeal: younger
folks, the type of whom comedy always
appeals.—Henry Wren, Manager, Alham-
bra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

"Companionate Marriage"
(F.N.)

SPOKANE, WASH.—Excellent weather,

Granada Theatre, (600), 7 days, 25c-35c,

comedy.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit Judge
Ben Lindsey and the popular question of
the legality of the birth control and
companionate marriage topics. The great
moral question involved. Audience ap
peal: particularly to young people of all

classes.—Duncan Iflverarity, Manager,
Granada Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

''Conquest" (Warn. T.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Cold weath-

er, Criterion Theatre (1,750), 7 days, 10c,

25c, 75c, Metro talkie short, stage show.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Its best selling

angle is that it is the first Warner Broth-
ers all-talkie outdoor picture. Appeals
to all classes, both men and women.—Pat
McGee, Manager, Criterion Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Okla.

The publicity recently given the start-

ing of the Byrd Expedition gives a good
background for exploiting this film.

—

Ernest Emerling, City Manager, Loew's
Strand Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.

"Court Martial" (Columbia)
TROY, N. Y.—Variable weather, Lincoln

Theatre (1,000), 3 days, 15c-25c, Kino-
grams and comedy.

Percentage Rating—80%.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Fair weather,
-Rialto Theatre )(853), 3 days, 25c-35c,

Para. News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

A fast moving picture with an excel-

lent plot. Emphasize the Northwestern
locale and the fact that Betty Compson
is cast with Jack Holt. Appeal is general.

—E. T. Crall, Manager, Rialto Theatre,
Newport News, Ya.

"The Coward" (RKO)
WICHITA, CANS.—Fair weather, Kansas

Theatre, (800), 3 days, 20c, Para. News,
comedy.

Percentage Rating—98%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The idler who
' ies hack and the light in the exclusive

club, plus the "wide open space.-/' a^ a

means of rejuvenation all help to sell this

one. Audience appeal : general.- Charles
I'.an-oii, Manager, Kansas Theatre,

Wichita, Kans.

"Crimson City" (Warners)
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—Mild and fair

weather, Strand Theatre (1,400), 2 days,
10c-35c, "Smith Baby's Birthday," Pathe
Sound News, Metro M. acts.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—This is an old-

time melodrama with a Chinese twist and
can be best heralded as such. We used
Chinese lanterns and similar decorations
in the marquee and lobby to get Oriental

atmosphere. Audience appeal : a good gen-
eral picture drawing from all classes.

—

Ray Swan, Manager, Strand Theatre, Ce-

dar Rapids, la.

"Cyrano De Bergerac"
(State Rights)

BALTIMORE, MD.—Rainy and stormy
weather, Little Theatre, (267), 6 days,
35c-50c, "Nature's Wizardry" (Metro),
Movies of Olden Days.

Percentage Rating—90% (return run).

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit Edmond
Rostand's immortal dramatic comedy
filmed in France in natural colors. Play
up the question: Ask anyone who has
seen it if it is not the most thrilling and
enchanting love story ever told." Let
them know that Pierre Magnier, of the
Comedie Francaise, Paris, plays the lead-

ing part of Cyrano, and play up the fact

that this is considered the greatest of all

of Rostand's plays. Audience appeal:
to that great class of intelligent people
who love Rostand and his works, especial-

ly the lovable Cyrano.—Clyde V. McKay,
Manager, Little Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

"Czar Ivan The Terrible"

(Amkino)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather, rain,

snow, cold, Cameo Theatre (549), 7 days,

50c-75c, revived after a year.

Percentage Rating—75 7/10%.

"Desert Nights" (M-G-M T.)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Weather : cold,

snow- and wind, Broadway Theatre,

(1,800), 7 days, 25c-50c, Slmrkey-Strib-
ling fight pictures, Pathe News, Max
Davidson comedy (Metro), 2 Vita. acts.

Percentage Rating—80%.

ANN ARBOR, MICH.- Weather, clear and
windy, Majestic Theatre (1,050), 4 days,
LOc 25c 35c 50c, "Circus Time," "Fa-
illes" (Pathe), Para. News.

Percentage Rating—70%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the star,

John Gilbert, and especially the fact that
he is heard on the screen. Bill it as a
romance of "the white sands !

" Audience
apeal: for women, all ages, especially

Gilbert fans—and they are legion.— E. W.
Smith, Manager, Broadway Theatre,
Springfield, Mass.

Exploit Gilbert in unusual setting and
play up his new co-star, Mary Nolan, as
being the blonde of "West of Zanzibar"
fame.

—

Majestic Theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
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Varying Results On Leading Films
"Doctor's Secret" (Par. T.)

AKRON, 0.—Weather: rain, cold and snow,

Colonial Theatre, (1,147), 7 days, 25c-50c,

comedy, Para. News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

CLEVELAND, 0.—Clear and stormy
weather, Allen Theatre, (3,300), 7 davs,

30c-60c, M-G-M News, "Going GaGa"
(Metro), "Manchu Love" and "So So"
(Metro), Movietone reel.

Percentage Rating—100%.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather, rain and
wind, Valencia Theatre (1,500), 6 days,

25c-35c, "Across the Atlantic Via the

Graf Zeppelin," M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—68%. (2d run.)

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploited as only

picture to play two weeks at the Para-

mount in New York City. Called it the

best talkie. Ruth Chatterton, H. B. War-
ner were mentioned prominently. Appeal
is to adults, of both sexes.—L. B. Cool,

Manager, Colonial Theatre, Akron, O.

Advertised the excellent cast extens-

ively. Also stressed the fact of its being

100% talkie and that it is adapted from
a James M. Barrie story. Audience ap-

peal strong for those who like finesse,

charm and style in mystery dramas. For
the better class of house.—Fred Clary,

Manager, Allen Theatre, Cleveland, O.

Directed our sales talk on this one to

the elite. Emphasized its being an all-

talk picture.—Marsline Moore, Manager,
Worth Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas.

''Dream Of Love" (M-G-M)
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Cold weather, East-
man Theatre (3,400), 7 days, 35c-50c, "If
Men Played Cards Like Women Do"
(Para. T.), Selected News, Publix unit.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Romance, mixed
with the glamor of European royalty is

the combination to be stressed in the ads,

bills or stunts with this show. Stress also

the one-time popularity of the stage show
and its interpretation by Sarah Bernhardt
and other eminent players. Audience ap-
peal: all ages and classes.—M. J. Mur-
phy, Manager, Eastman Theatre, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

"Driftwood" (Columbia)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Weather, cold,

snow and wind, Bijou Theatre, (1,000),

7 days, 25c-50c, "The Fight Pest"
(Metro), Int'l News.

Percentage Rating—75% (double feature).

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit it as a
great love story. Audience appeal : all

ages.—Al Anders, Manager, Bijou Thea-
tre, Springfield, Mass.

"Dry Martini" (Fox)
OTTAWA, ONT.—Weather, mild and cold,

Centre Theatre (1,200), 6 days, 15c-40c,

"Lay On MacDuff," (Para.), Fox News,
orchestra.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Looked upon as

one of the best sophisticated entertain-

ments of the season. Was directed by
one who knows Paris. Mary Astor is

clever and looks well. Audience appeal

:

will be enjoyed by adults of both sexes.—
Don Stapleton, Manager, Centre Theatre,
Ottawa, Ont.

"The Dummy" (Par. T.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Stormy weather,

Strand Theatre, (2,200), 7 days, 15c-50c,

"Yankee Doodle," Selected News.
Percentage Rating—85%.

NORFOLK, VA.—Cloudy and cool weather,
Loew's State Theatre, (2,000), 6 days,

35c-50c, M-G-M News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—110%.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN—Rainy and fair

weather, Tivoli Theatre, (1,900), 3 days,
40c-60c, "The Carnival Man" and News
(Para.), "In a Persian Market" (Tif-

fany-Stahl).

Percentage Rating—97%.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Stormy and fair

weather, Royal Theatre, (1,000), 6 days,

15c-60c.

Percentage Rating—80%.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Weather, cold and
stormy, Buffalo Theatre, 65c, Para, and
Fox News, First Graphic short, vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

WINSTON, N. C—Clear and rainy weath-
er, Carolina Theatre (2,600), 3 days, 10c-
50c-65c, "Election Day" (Metro), Fox
News, 4 vaude. acts.

Percentage Rating—80%.

MACON, GA—Fair weather, Capitol The-
atre (1,000), 3 days, 20c-40c, two sound
shorts, Par. News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather, rain,

snow, cold. Paramount Theatre (3,666), 7

days, 40e-60c-75c-85e-$l, Paramount and
Fox Movietone news, "The Bride's Rela-
tions" (Sennett-Educational-T.), Publix
Unit stage revue "Bubbling Over."

Percentage Rating—91 9/10%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Mystery, thrills

and romance ! Bill as a corking crook
melodrama crammed with action from

A Correction
In the Box Office Check-up section of

Motion Picture News, March 9 issue, it

was erroneously stated under head of "The
Dummy," Metropolitan theatre, Boston,

that the feature was accompanied by "The
Wife's Relations" (Educational comedy).
This should have read: "The Bride's Rela-

tions" (Educational) ; under head of "The
Godless Girl," Hippodrome, Cleveland,

"The Old Barn" is credited to Pathe in-

stead of Educational, and under head of

"In Old Arizona," "The Lion's Roar" is

also credited to Pathe instead of Educa-
tional.

start to finish. Audience appeal : for all

types and ages.—Ed Reid, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.

Feature the boy "dectectif " who out-
wits a gang of hardened criminals. Light
comedy with Ruth Chatterton in talkie.

Appeal to juvenile and elder class.

—

Floyd Smith, Manager, Tivoli Theati-e,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Exploit the cast and 'the detective an-
gle, play it up as an all-talkie with good
comedy. Audience appeal : for all ages.

—

Vincent M. McFaul, Manager, Buffalo
Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Feature combination of mystery and
comedy. Audience appeal: all ages and
classes, particularly for young folks.

—

H. S. Amos, Manager.

"Fancy Baggage" (Warn. T)
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Stormy and fair

weather, Capital Theatre, (1,400), 3 days,

15c-60c.

Percentage Rating—100%.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—Capitol Theatre,

(1,957), 3 days, 10c-50c, Schubert Songs,
"Two Chinese Girls" (Vita.), Para.
News, Orville Rennie in Publix show.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Feature comedy,
Ferris and the splendid cast. Audience
appeal : It 's mostly the younger genera-

tion who will find interest in this picture

of "sense and nonsense."—Herbert D.
Grove, Manager Capitol Theatre, Cedar
Rapids, la.

"Farmer's Daughter" (Fox)
WICHITA, KANS—Fair weather, Kansas

Theatre, (800), 5 davs, Filmtone "Night
Club," Fox News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the city

slicker who gets "slicked by the country

girl." Exploit Arthur Stone as the come-
dian. Audience appeal : fairly general.

—Mrs. Charles Barron, Manager Kansas
Theatre, Wichita. Kans.

"Floating College" (T-S)

WICHITA, KANS.—Excellent weather,

Uptown Theatre, (1,700), 3 days, 25c-40c,

Scnnett talkies comedy, Kinograms.

Percentage Rating—45%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The college cruise

angle and Sally O'Neil are the big fea-

tures to play up in this one, with the idea

of the boy being sought by the two girls.

Youth, pep and the world tour are also

good ad copy. Audience appeal: all ages

and classes.—Arthur Phillips, Manager,
Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

"Flying Fleet" (MG-M)
BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Loew's
Orpheum Theatre, (3,100), 7 days, 25c-

50c, M-G-M News, 6 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.
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Hot Tips From Exhibs On Features
BALTIMORE, MD. Weal a and

wind, Parkway Theatre, i 1,092), 6 days,

L5c-35c, Pox M. News, George Lyons.

Percentage Rating—103%.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA. Pair weather,

( llympic Theatre, i ^7:; i, 3 days, 25c 35c,

comedy, Kinograms.
Percentage Rating—110%.

I'TH'A. N. Y.-^Cold and clear weather,

A\,„, Theatre, I 1,600), 7 days 25c 30c

10c, 'J \'ita. acts.

Percentage Rating—101%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Play up the avia

tion angle and the fact that the t'. S.

j cooperated with the scenes taken

in the air. Sound effects of airplanes are

excellent. Appeal for all of high school

age and up.—Victor Morris, Manager,
Loew's Orpheum Theatre. Boston, Mass.
Another big airplane epic. Should go

over if thi> is emphasized, with present

vogue in airplane pictures. The popu-
larity of Xnvarro is also a drawing card.

—E. T. ('rail. Manager Olympic Theatre,

N wport News, \ a.

Exploit the thrilling air scenes in the

best aviation picture. Naval assistance

in making the picture possible and Na-
varro's name should also be considered

in playing up. Appeals to all ages and
classe Sid Lawrence, Manager Avon
Theatre, Utica, N. V.

"Forbidden Love" (Pathe)
OTTAWA, Ont—Mild and cold weather,

B. P. Keith's, (2,596), 6 days, 15c-60c,

Fahles and News, (Pathe), 5 acts vaude.
Percentage Rating—75%.

EXHTBITOB AD TIPS—Recommend it as

a sumptuously mounted story of a
mythical kingdom with plenty of costume

mor. Lily Damita is capable. Au-
dience appeal—all classes from high

"d age up.—J. M. Franklin, Manager
B. F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.

"Four Sons" (Fox)
OTTAWA. ONT.—Mild and cold weather.
Avalon Theatre, (990), (i days, 10c-35c,
••The Family Picnic" (Fox T.), Fox
M. News.

Percentage Rating—135%.

EXHIBITOR AH TIPS—A substantial
narrative of family life with a great

mother-love them ! that rings true. Plenty
of color and action throughout. Audience
appeal: all ela>-e- and all ages.—Am-
brose Nolan, Manager Avalon Theatre,

Ottawa, Ont.
For lover- of strong, absorbing drama.

An exc -llent film and an excellent east
with a unique plot and a war theme.

—

Sam Bendheim, Manager I apitol Theatre.

Richmond, Va.

'Fugitives" (Fox)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. Cold weath

i r, Liberty Theatre, (1,100), 7 days, lm '1

M. News, .Mack Scnnett comedy.

Percentage Rating—100%.

CANTON, O. Moderate and rainy weather,
Palace Theatre, (1,907.). 3 days, 30c-50c,
comedy, Pathe New-, ~> acta vaude.

Percentage Rating—105%.

LODISVrLLE, KV. — Fair and rainy
weather, Alamo Theatre, (950), 7 daj ,

Little Davey Lee, star oj Warner Bros.' "Sonny
Boy," receives a visit from the Easter Bunny.

20c-30c-40c, 3 Vita, acts, Fox News, style

stage show.
Percentage Rating—90%.

HOUSTON, TEX.—Warm and clear weath-

er. Majestic Theatre, (2,27)0). 7 days, 15c-

25c-60c, Fables (Pathe). serial, Fox M
News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit it as a

tense drama rich in comedy and love ro-

mance.—Robert Hutchinson, Manager,
Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Played name of Madge Bellamy to

limit, along with a brief outline of the

story. Audience appeal: adult, both sexes.

—Mare Wolf, Manager, Palace Theatre,

( lanton, O.

Do not fail to emphasize the acting of

Arthur Stone for be runs away with the

picture even leaving Madge Bellamy in

the shade. Play Bellamy for what she

i- worth locally. Appeal is general.

—

John Plunk. Manager Alamo Theatre,
Louisville, Ky.

Exploit Madge Bellamy as remem-
bered in '•Mother Knows Best." Also
the human interest story. Appeals to

the masses.—Majestic Theatre, Houston,
Tex.

"Fury Of The Wild" (RKO)
JULIET, ILL.—Fair weather. Princess

Theatre, (960), 1 day, 15c-35c, newsreel.
Percentage Rating—90%.
EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Has appeal to

children and men.—Patrick McManus,
Manager, Prince-s Theatre, .Juliet, 111.

"Geriddine" (Pathe T.)
NEW FORK CITY, N. V.— Weather: rain,

snow , cold. I lokra.3 Theatre, ( 1,980), 7

da; 50c 75c $1, Pathe Sound \ ws.
The Brox Sisters (Universal T. short),
Sam Kahn stage hand and specialties.

Percentage Rating—74*4%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS Expioil as a

Tarkington story with sound and dia-

logue. Audience appeal: all ages and
classes. Walter Merket, Manager, Capi-
tol Theatre. Springfield, Mass.

"G host Talks" (Fox. T.)
SAX ANTONIO, TEX.- Fair weather. Ma-

jestic Theatre, (1,700), 7 days, 25c-50c

75c, News and Pables (Pathe), Fox M.
New -, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. -clear and cold

weather, Men-ill Theatre, (1,167), 7 days,

25c-50c, " Apartment Bunting," "Their
Purple Mom nt" (Metro), Fox News.

Percentage Rating—75%.

EXHIBITOR AI> TIPS Expioil the all-

talkie mystery. Also the fact that the

lead-. Eaton and Twelvetree . are former
stage star-. Audience appeal: general.

Great for children and grown-up chil

dren. Raymond Willi-, Manager, Ma-
jestic Th aire, San Antonio, Te\.

Advertise this as a farce comedy.
Audience app al: .juvenile patronage, the

younger folks.

—

William Mick, Manager
'Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

"Give And Take" (Univ. T.)
JOLIET, ILL.—Moderate weather, Rialto

Theatre. (2,300), 1 clay, 35e-60c, Para.
News, comedy, organ, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—110%.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — Variable
weather, Stanley Theatre. (1,099), 3

days, 40c-50c,
' "Plantation Trio,"

"Slag. Fright" (Vita, shorts), Para.
News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit this com-
edy as the greatest talking laugh hit of

1929. Recommend it as a good laugh-

making Jewish-American corned}'. Talk-

ing makes it a sure-fire hit with George
Sidney funnier than ever.—Hoy Rogan,
Manager, Rialto Theatre, Joliet, 111.

Exploit Sidney and ffersholt comedy
team and their dialogue; play up the

app al: all ages and classes.—Joseph
Jordan, Stanley Theatre, Atlantic City,

N. .1.

"Glorious Betsy" (Warn. T.)
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C— Rainy and
dear weather, Carolina Theatre, (2,600),

5 days, 10c-35c-50c, 3 Vita, acts, Pox
News, Fashion show.

Percentage Rating—100%.

"Glorious Trail" (F.N.)
CEDAR RAPIDS, [A— Mild and fan-

weather. Palace Theatre, 10c-20c, "Polar
Peril," Fox Nero 3.

Percentage Rating—100%. (2d run).

"The Godless Girl" (Pathe)
OM MIA, NEBR.—Fair weather, Orpheum

Theatre. (3,000), 7 days, 25c-60c, "Gal
loping Gaucho," Pathe News, 5 acts
\ ,'inde.

Percentage Rating—100%.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Rainy and Eaii

weather, TivoJi Theatre.
1 1,900), 3 days,

40c-60c, Para. News Pables (Pathe),
'

' Typical Topics,
'

' Keith vaude.

Percentage Rating—104%.

CLEVELAND, O.—Clear ami stormy
weather, Hippodrome Theatre, ( 1,7)00), 7

days, 25c-50c, "The Old Barn" (Educ.
T. i. Pox M. act and News.

Percentage Rating—100% (2d week).
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HOUSTON, TEX. — Warm and clear

weather, Kirby Theatre, (1,654), 7 days,

10c-25c-50c, Fox M. News, 4 Vita, acts.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Sound is still new
enough in this house to play it up as a big

talker. Also the melodramatic romance
the notable cast featured. Audience ap-

peal: high school age up.—John Howard,
Manager, Rialto Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

Exploit the defiant youth scoffing at

love and life and the awakening. Gigan-

tic fire spectacle. Appeal to youth and
the middle aged.—Floyd Smith, Manager,
Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

For all ages. Play up Cecil B. De
Mille, the thrill angles and the big

lessons to be derived from the picture.

—Charles Branham, Manager Strand

Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

A fair program picture. Best selling

points are Cecil B. De Mille 's name and
the fact that it his latest picture.

The spectacular fire feature can be played

up a bit to advantage. Audience appeal

:

young people and adults.—Kirby The-

atre, Houston, Tex.

"Greyhound Limited"

(Warners T.)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Clear and cold

weather, Garden Theatre, (1.200), 7 days,

25c-50c, Irene Franklin, Cody and Ortli,

Mexican Orchestra, Fox News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

DES MOINES, IA.—Weather: cold and
slush, Strand Theatre, (1,065), 3 days,

20c-30e, "Off the Decks," orchestra.

Percentage Rating—120%.

SYRACUSE, N. Y—Mild and cold weather,

Strand Theatre, (1,700), 7 days, 20c-30e-

40c, comedy, 2 Vita, acts, Int'l News,
Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS— Advertise as

Monte Blue's first railroad talking pic-

ture. Audience appeal : railroad men
came to this picture direct from the shops
in large numbers. Appeals greatly to

those associated with the railroads.—L.

K. Brin, Manager Garden Theatre, Mil-

waukee, Wis.
Exploit Monte Blue and the action

in the story. The appeal is generally
juvenile with satisfaction expressed by
all types of audiences.—George Watson,
Manager Strand Theatre, Des Moines, la.

Exploit Monte Blue. Thrilling romance
of railroad life and the fact that Monte
Blue's voice is heard in several sequences.

Audience appeal: all types and ages.

—

Walter McDowell, Manager Strand
Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

"The Gun Runner" (TS)
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Fair and warm

weather, Princess Theatre, (1,300), 4
days, 25c-35c, Comedy, Int'l News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit Cortez,
though not much to the picture. Nora
Lane is appealing. Audience appeal:
general.—J. C. MeSween, Manager, Prin-
cess Theatre, San Antonio, Tex.

"Hardboiled" (RKO)
LOUISVILLE, KY. — Fair and rainy

weather, Rialto Theatre, (3,000), 3 days,

30c-50c, Pathe Review and News, 5 acts

RKO vaude.

Percentage Rating—80%.

"Hearts In Dixie" (Fax T.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y—Weather: rain,

snow, cold. Gaiety Theatre (808), 7 days,

2 shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2

1st week. Fox Movietone News; Movie-
tone Shorts.

Percentage Rating—110V8%.

"The Home Towners"
(Warner T.)

RICHMOND, VA.— Fair weather, Byrd
Theatre, (1,600), 15c-25e-50e, Vitaphone
short, color short, organ solo.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Stress the per-

fected sound and dialogue and fine east;

play up fact it was successful stage play.

Audience appeal: all classes.—W. J.

Coulter, Manager.

"Homesick" (Fox)
MACON, GA—Fair weather, Capitol The-

atre, (1,000), 1 day, 30c-40c, Our Gang
comedy, Par. News.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The bicycle race

across the continent. Sammy Cohen's
name. Audience appeal: all ages, par-

ticularly children.—H. S. Amos, Manager,
Capitol Theatre, Macon, Ga.

"Hunting Tower" (Par.)
UTICA, N. Y.—Clear and cold weather,

Gaity Theatre, (1,700), 3 days, 35c-50e,

Int'l News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—97%.

"In Old Arizona" (Fox T.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Fair weather, Pan-

tages Theatre, 7 days, "Aesop's Fables"
(Pathe), 5 vaude acts, Selected News.

Percentage Rating—150%.

OMAHA, NEBR.—Fair weather, World
Theatre, (2,500), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fox
News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—125%.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Rainy and cloudy
weather, Loew's State Theatre, (3,285),
7 days, 25e-50c, Fox M. News, 5 aets

vaude.

Percentage Rating—125%.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Mild and cold weather,
Eckel Theatre, (1,400), 5 days, 35c-50c,

2 Vita, acts, Para., News, organ.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—This one should
be exploited as an outdoor talking picture.

It happened to be the first outdoor talkie

in this town and such advertising proved
very beneficial. Audience appeal : for all

classes and ages.—Louie Charninsky,
Manager, Pantages Theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.

Exploited it big as the first 100 per cent

outdoor talkie. Also stressed the adven-
ture and romantic angles. Pleased all

types of audiences.—Ralph Goldberg,
Manager, Wold Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

Exploit it as the first great outdoor
picture, 100% talkie. Audience appeal:

100% talkie.—Ralph W. Thayer, Manager
Eckel-Schine Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

"Interference" (Par. T.)
JOLIET. ILL—Fair weather, Rialto Thea-

tre, (2,300), 3 days, 25c-60c, "That's
My Wife," Fox M. News, 2 vaude. acts,

organ, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—115%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Recommend the
exploitation of this picture as a Broad-
way hit and a sensational picture with
good dialogue. Feature the fact that it

is 100% talking. Has a great appeal for
women.—Roy Rogan, Manager, Rialto
Theatre, Joliet, 111.

"Iron Mask" (United Art. T.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather:

Rain, snow, cold. Rivoli Theatre, (2,-

200), 7 days, 35c-50c-75c-85c-$l. Selected

news. Paramount talking short. Vocal
soloist. (2nd week).

Percentage Rating—150y2%.

"The Jazz Age" (RKO)
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— Cold weather,

Keith's Palace Theatre, (2,800), 4 days,

25c-35e-60c, Pathe News, 6 acts.

Percentage Rating—95%.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.— Fair weather,
Rialto Theatre (853), 3 days, 25c-35c,

Para. News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—We let the youth

angle entirely alone in this film and
did well just the same. We played up
the city and political adventure angles

and also exploited the name of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., for the young people.

We kept away from the jazz idea. Au-
dience appeal: all classes and ages, par-

ticularly the younger element.—E. L.

Lake, Manager Keith's Palace Theatre,

Rochester, N. Y.

Play up the fact that this is a picture

of modern life among the younger gener-

ation, truthfully presented. Appeals
mainly to adults.—E. T. CralJ, Manager
Rialto Theatre, Newport News, Va.

The usual sex stuff with the college

angle. Not for children.—L. J. Shields,

Manager Ritz Theatre, Macon, Ga.

"Jazz Singer" (Warn. T.)
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Fair and warm

weather, Empire Theatre, (1,550), 7 days,

50c, Vita, shorts, Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—75%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the story,

and the acting and the fact that it is all-

talkie. The litigation affair here proved

a big drawback. Remarkable how un-

known Jolson can be in a town this size.
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lience appeal: general.—Al Fourmet,

Manager, Empire Theatre, San Antonio,

Tex.

"Lady Of Pavements"
(United Artists T.)

ST. I,"I is, MO.—Mixed weather, Loew's
State Theatre, (3,300), 7 days, 25c-65c,

Phil Spitalny and Band, Odette Myrtle in

Movietone reel, orchestra, organ.

Percentage Rating—99%
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Fair weather,

State Theatre, (2,300), 7 days, 25e-35c-

60c, Pox M. News, Selected News, stage

show.

Percentage Rating—53%%.
RICHMOND, YA.—Fair weather, Colonial

Theatre, (1,800), 6 days, Hodge Podge,
comedy, cartoon, Vitaphone short.

Percentage Rating—100%.

I'AHIBITOR AD TIPS—The exploitation

featured the strong love theme, the stars

of the film and the talking and sound
etfects. Audience appeal: adults.—H. B.

Lyon, Manager, State Theatre, Minnea-
polis, Minn.

Singing of Lupe Velez, great settings;

fine acting of Wm. Boyd, Jetta Goudal
and Miss Velez. Audience appeal : all

classes from high school age up.—Joel

Levy, Manager, Colonial Theatre, Rich-

mond, Va.

"Last Warning" (Univ. T.)
BOSTON, MASS.—Pair weather, Keith-

Albee Boston Theatre, (1,800), 7 days,

25c-75c, Pathe News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—90%.

TOLEDO, O.—Weather: rain, snow and
gales, State Theatre, (2,000), 7 days, L5c-

30c, 25c-50c, Gertrude Lawrence in sound
reel, Oswald sound cartoon (U), Fox
News.

Percentage Rating 95V2%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Suggests stress-

ing the mystery angle and the surprise

ending. Also first all-talking mystery of

screen. Appeal, for all ages and classes.

—J. Fitzgerald, Manager, Keith-Albee
Theatre, Boston, Mass.

Used a teaser campaign, including bill-

boards shrieking "Gamblers, this is the

last warning!", and "Speeders, this is

the las) warning!", to good effect in con-

nection with the newspaper advertising.

Referring to the fart that I lie film is based
on the stage play will be of help if the

stage play has been shown in your city.—
Harold P. Wendt, Publicity Manager,
State Theatre, Toledo, O.

"Let's Make Whoopee" (Fox)
ROCHESTER, N. Y. -Cold weather, Roch-

ester Theatre, t 1,000), 7 days, 25c

60c, "Sharp Tools," Fox News, 6 acts

vaude.

Percentage Rating—85%.

I fie Letter" (Par. T.)
MAV STORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather: rain,

cold. Criterion Theatre, (861), 2 days, 2

show- a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2.

Opened Thursday night, invited audience.

With five .-how- on Friday and Saturday.

did a turnaway busii - Para Talking
-hurt-.

Percentage Rating—136 9 10%.

"Little Wildcat" (Warn. T.)
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Cloudy and rainy

weather, Tudor Theatre, (1,000), 7 days
25c-40c, Fox News, Vita. acts.

Percentage Rating—95%.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather: rain and
wind, Rivoli Theatre, ( 1,981), 6 days, 25e-

50c, "Ask Dad" (Educ. T.), Sportlight
(Pathe), Janet Adair, Born and Law-
rence, Fox M. and Pathe News.

Percentage Rating—65%.

Exploit the talking picture angle—that

the story by Gene Wright tells of sisters

crazy about the same man and that it

sparkles with laughs and surprises. Play
up the five important players: Audrey
Ferris, Doris Dawson, James Murray,
Robert Edeson and George Pawcett. Ask
the question: "Which Do Men Love?"
The little wildcat type or the sweet Cin-

derella'?" Use the Vitaphone signature.

Audience appeal: has plenty for all

classes. Will appeal especially to those

who like aviation stories, not about the

war.—Frank Price, Jr., Manager, Rivoli

Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

"Lonesome" (Univ. T.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Fair weather, Uptown

Theatre, (1,993), 3 days, 25c-40c, comedy,
talkie cartoon, Kinograms.

Percentage Rating—46%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Coney Island,

Glenn Tryon and a corking good picture

appealing to all classes of person- are

this picture's best bets. "Alone in a

crowd" is a good slogan. Audience ap-
peal: all ages and classes.—Arthur Phil-

lips, Manager, Fptown Theatre, Wichita,
Ivans.

"Lone Wolfs Daughter"
(Columbia T.)

BOSTON, -MASS.—Fair weather, Modern-
Beacon Theatre, (1,800), 7 days, 25c-75e,

Pathe News, "Broadway Fever."

Percentage Rating—115%.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Fair weather.
Pantages Theatre, (1,575), 7 days, 25c-

50c 75c, Pathe Sound News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—80%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather: rain,

snow, cold. Roxy Theatre, (6,205), ,

day-, 50c-75c-$l-$1.50. Selected and Fox
Movietone News. Roxy stage show of
three units.

Percentage Rating—82 1/5%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The exploitation

featured Bert Lytell and the mystery
features of the film. Adult appeal.

—

E. C. Bo-tick, Manager, Pantages Thea-
t re, Minneapolis, Minn.

"Love And Learn" (Par.)
SPRINGFIELD, 0.—Mild weather, Regent

Theatre, (1,500), 10c-15c-25c-30c-50c,

"King Harold," M-G-M News, 5 acts

vaude.

Percentage Rating—60%.

"Love In The Desert" (RKO)
WINSTON-SALEM, N. ('.—Clear and rainy

weather, Auditorium Theatre (1,600), 3

days, 50c-75c, "Newlyweds" comedy
(U), Fox M. act, Pathe News, 4 acts

RKO vaude.

Percentage Rating—50%.

"Loves Of Casanova" (M-G-M)
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Fair and warm

weather, Princess Theatre, (1,300), 3
days. 25c-35c, comedy, Int'l News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the

beauty and massiveness of the produc-
tion. Also the costume and color angle.

Drew well for a foreign film. Audience
appeal general, to the imaginative.—J. C.

McSween, Manager, Princess Theatre,

San Antonio, Tex.

"Lucky Boy" (T-S T.)
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mixed weather, Missouri

Theatre, (3,558), 7 davs, 25c-75c, Eddie
Peabody in "Country Club Blues," Se-
lected News, orchestra, organ.

Percentage Rating—88%.

DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Capitol

Theatre, (1,064), 7 days, 15c-25c-35c,

"Collegians," Oswald cartoon and Int'l

News (U).

Percentage Rating 90%.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Stormy weather,
Loew's State, (3,800), 7 days, 15c-50c,

MOM and Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—George Jessel is

the feature publicity angle of this pic-

ture, and was advertised as the star of
the New York stage production, "The
Jazz Singer." The fact that he sings

five songs was also stressed and an elee-

trola playing the songs which Jessel sang
in the picture was kept in the lobby of
the theatre during the showing of this

film. It appeals to all classes.—Ray J.

Stinnett, Manager, Capitol Theatre, Dal-
las, Tex.

Exploit the vocal capabilities of
Georgie Jessel and the fact that he was
the original "Jazz Singer" of stage
fame. For al classes of adults.—E. J.

McCarthy, Manager, Loew's State, Provi-
dence, R. T.

"Marriage Contract" (T-S T.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Excellent weather,

Miller Theatre. (1,981), 3 days, 25c-50c,

Ini T News, orchestra

Percentage Rating—97%.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Mild and cold weath-
er. Empire Theatre, (1,700), 25c-30c, 40c-

50c, comedy, 2 M. acts, Int'l News, Fox
M. News.

Percentage Rating—60%.

EXHIBITOR Al) TIPS—Exploit the
"home as sacred" in contrast to the
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lightness with which marriage is held by
the modern generation. Companionate
marriage is being soundly denounced and
that fact is also another good angle.

Patsy Ruth Miller is good for a little

play, but the idea of the picture is the

best bet. Audience appeal : college kids

and home-loving adults.—S. Chambers,
Manager, Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kans.
Play up the companionate marriage

angle. A good picture for girls over 16

years. Audience appeal : flapper type.

Absolutely not for children.—Albert P.

Kaufman, Manager, Empire Theatre,

Syracuse, N. Y.

"Marquis Preferred" (Par.)
DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Old Mill

Theatre, (1,400), 7 days, 20c-25c-35c,

Roach comedy (Metro), Vita, act, Se-

lected News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

WICHITA, KANS.—Orpheum Theatre,

(1,700), 3 days, 25c-40c, M-G-M News,
Loie Bridge.

Percentage Rating—105%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—E x p 1 o i t e d
Adolphe Menjou. Billed as a sinart ro-

mance of empty purses and full hearts—
of a prince in search of a wife. All

classes are to be sought as audience.

—

A. R. Lever, Manager, Old Mill Theatre,
Dallas, Tex.

Exploit Menjou as the proverbial

nobleman who refuses his riches con-
tained by marriage in order to go to work
for the girl he loves. Audience appeal

:

adults and Menjou fans.—H. E. Jamey-
son, Publicity Director, Orpheum Thea-
tre, Wichita, Kans.

"Mother Knows Best"

(Fox. T.)
TROY, N. Y.—Variable weather, Troy

Theatre, (2,000), 3 days, 30c-50c, Fox M.
News, "Early to Bed," 1 Vita. act.

Percentage Rating—90%.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mixed weather, Fox
Theatre, (5,200), 7 days, 25c-65c, Fox M.
News, Master of Ceremonies, "Dance of
the Hours" ballet, overture, "Behind
the Front With Sally," stage show.

Percentage Rating—103%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—In advertising
this picture, I featured the author, Edna
Ferber, even ahead of the star, Madge
Bellamy. I figure that when a theatre
manager gets a picture made from one of
the books classed as a "best seller" that
he has a sure fire bet in featuring the
author, perhaps even ahead of the star
of the picture.—Walter Roberts, Man-
ager, Troy Theatre, Troy, N. Y.

"My Man" (Warners T.)
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Fair and warm weath-

er, Loew's Palace Theatre, (2,200), 6
days, 10c-25c-50c, Jan Garber and His
Orchestra (Metro M.), Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—125%.

WICHITA, KANS.—Fair weather, Palace
Theatre, (1,487), 35c-50c, "Sex Life of

Man" song for all its worth in exploit-

Percentage Rating—103%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather, rain,

snow, cold. Strand Theatre, (2,900), 7

days, 35c-50c-65c-75c, Selected and Fox
M. News. Vita, shorts. Held over for

second week.
Percentage Rating—117 1/10%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Play up the "My
Man" song for all it's worth in exploit-

ing the singing-talking film.—Ernest

Emerling, City Manager Loew's Palace

Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Exploit Fanny Brice and her inimitable

manner of song and monologue presenta-

tion. Also the dramatic story of a

woman who found, lost and then found
her man again. Audience appeal : all ages

and classes.—H. E. Jameyson, Publicity

Director, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

"Napoleon's Barber" And
"Diplomats" (Fox T.)

BALTIMORE, MD.—Rainy and stormy
weather, New Theatre, "Whirls and
Girls" (Educ. T.), Robert Benchley in

"Lesson No. 1" (Fox T.), Fox M. News,
Fox Silent News.

Percentage Rating—20%.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Variable and mild
weather, New Theatre, "Whirls and
25c-35c-60c, Pathe News, RKO vaude.

acts and style show.
Percentage Rating 100%.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Cold and clear

weather, Wisconsin Theatre, (2,902), 7
days, 25c-75c, Fox News, The Singer Mid-
gets.

Percentage Rating—130%.

EXHIBITOR AD TlPS^Used Movietone
shorts, "Napoleon's Barber" and "The
Diplomats," because! of strong vaude
attractions. Good for all ages as regu-

lar shorts with feature. Play up the

excellence of the dialogue in the first, and
the stars, Clark and McCullough, in the

second.—Vernon Feaver, Manager, Ritz

Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

Stress as an important fact that "Na-
poleon's Barber" is 100% talking. Ex-
ploit with a strong statement such as the
fate of France was in a barber's hands.
Then bring out the fact that Napoleon
parried words as he did swords but
leave the end in suspense. Tell them that

George Bernard Shaw called it the best

short play in the English language. Audi-
ence appeal : to all who like their histor-

ical 1 facts presented in an attractive man-
ner and to those who like good drama.
Play up Clark and McCullough heavily in

advertising "The Diplomats," and bill

them as the screen's funniest talking
comedians, exploiting the film as 100%
talking filled with laughs about two stow-
aways who save a king his throne in a
small Balkan kingdom in a hilarious
manner. Audience appeal: this will ap-
peal to every man, woman and child. It

is decidedly one of the funniest things
yet done in talkies.—William E. Stumpf,
Manager, New Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

"Naughty Baby" (F.N.)
BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Keith
Memorial Theatre, (3,000), 7 days, 50c-

$1.50, Pathe News reel, 6 acts of vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

CEDAR RAPIDS—Mild and fair weather,
Strand Theatre (1,400), 5 days, 10c-35c,
"Ruby Lips," Pathe Sound News, Metro
M. Acts.

Percentage Rating—110%

Alice White is a popular and rising
star. Her name should not be overlooked
in exploiting this picture, which is in a
light vein. Audience appeal: Play
principally for the younger folks in draw-
ing crowds to see this story.—Ray Swan,
Manager, Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.

"Ned McCobb's Daughter".
(Pathe)

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Fair weather. Main-
street Theatre, 7 days, "Fables" (Pathe),
Selected News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and cold weather,
Palace Theatre (3,200), 3 days, 25c-50c,

5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—85%
EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The picture was

played up as being the New York Theatre
Guild success in sound. Audience ap-
peal: mostly adult appeal, but it should
draw well from high school students.

—

Lawrence Lehman, Manager, Mainstreet
Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
No particular appeal in this one. Good

program picture. Audience appeal : all

ages, all classes.—Burns O 'Sullivan, Man-
ager, Palace Theatre, Columbus, O.

"Night Club" (Par. T.)
LOUISVILLE, KY. — Fair and rainy

weather, Mary Anderson Theatre (1,376),
25e-35c-50c, Pathe News, "Pusher-in-
Face" and "Bishop's Candlesticks,"
(Para. T.).

Percentage Rating—70%
EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—This Paramount

unit show leaves one thing only to play
up, and that is the presence of famous
stars like Fannie Brice, Pat Rooney, Ann
Pennington and others. "The Pusher-in-
the-Face" (Para. T.), which accompanies
the longer piece, is worth playing up as a
good character sketch. "The Bishop's
Candlesticks" (Para. 7.) is good for
Lent. Audience appeal : is general.—A.
B. McCoy, Manager, Mary Anderson
Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

"Object—Alimony" (Col.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Excellent weather,
Orpheum Theatre, (1,700), 3 days, 25c-

40c, comedy, Loie Bridge Co.

Percentage Rating—167%.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Weather : cold,

snow and wind, Bijou Theatre, (1,000), 7
days, 25c-50c, "The Fight Pest" (Metro),
Int'l News.

Percentage Rating—75%.

MACON, GA—Fair weather, Ritz Theatre
(1,100), 3 days, 30c-35c, Jack King Play-
ers.

Percentage Rating—100%
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EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit Lois Wil-

son and the idea that the girl DIDN'T
want alimony, plus the mother chasing

the boys is the best box-office angle, al-

though the latter is not a wholesome
angle. Audience appeal: really little ap-

peal to any class except those who like

Lois Wilson.—S. Chambers, Manager,
Orpheum Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

Exploit the romance of a girl who
planned to marry for money and mar-
ried, instead, for love. Drama of love

in the social world. Audience appeal

:

hig^h school age and up.—Al Anders,
Manager, Bijou Theatre, Springfield,

Mass.
Worth exploiting as a true love picture.

Lois Wilson's name. Audience appeal:

not for children.—L. J. Shields, Manager,
Ritz Theatre, Macon, Ga.

"Office Scandal" (Pathe T.)

BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather, rain and
wind, Keith's Theatre (3,016), 6 days,

25c-65c, "Wedded Blisters," Int'l and
Fox M. News, 5 acts RKO vaude., An-
nette Kellerman and Julia Rooney.

Percentage Rating—90%
EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit this as

the romance of a sob sister and play up
Phyllis Haver as the star, supported by
Raymond Hatton, Leslie Fenton and
Margaret Livingston, as they mean a
groat deal in the mind of a film fan.

Use photos of Phyllis Haver, showing
her legs in ads to appeal to the
men. Audience appeal: to all who have
been or are connected with newspapers,
and to all who know nothing about them,
the latter because they will get an eyeful
of what a newspaper office really looks
like.—J. Lawrence Schanberger, Man-
ager, Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

"Outlawed" (RKO)
MACON, GA.—Fair weather, Ritz Theatre

(1.100), 1 day, 30c-35c, Jack King Play-
ers.

Percentage Rating—100%

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The usual Tom
Mix Western. Audience appeal: all ages
and classes.—L. S. Shields, Manager,
Ritz Theatre, Macon, Ga.

"Overland Telegraph"
(M-G-M)

NEWPORT NEWS—Fair weather, Olympic
Theatre (873), 3 days, 25c-35c, Kino-
grams.

Percentage Rating—90%

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the name
of Tim McCoy, the number of Indians in

the cast and the natural location in the
Rocky Mountain section. Appeal is gen-
eral.—E. T. Crall, Manager, Olympic
Theatre, Newport News, Va.

"Our Dancing Daughters"
(MG-M)

OTTAWA, ONT.—Weather mild and cold,

Imperial Theatre (1,200), 6 days, 10c-

35c, "Habeas Corpus" (Metro), Para.

News, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—125%

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—A fast-moving
i y of agitated young ladies and schem-

ing matrons with peppy orgies, love, wine

and dancing but a concluding moral.

Audience appeal; outstepping youngsters

and bald heads.—Ray Tubman, Manager,

Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.

"Phantom City" (F.N.)
CHATTANOOGA, TENN—Fair and rainy

weather, Railto Theatre, (800), 1 day,

25c-35c, "The Show Boat," M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—97%.

"Plastic Age" (F.N.)
CANTON, O.—Moderate and rainy weather,

Valentine Theatre (811), 3 days, 15c-25c,

Pathe News, comedy.

Percentage Rating—90% (2d run).

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Made play on the

film adaptation of the best seller. Audi-
ence appeal: high school age.—Joe Calla,

Manager, Valentine Theatre, Canton, O.

"Red Dance" (Fox)
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Fair weather,

Palace Theatre, (720), 4 days, 25c-35c,

Fox News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The color se-

quences, the lavish scenes and Dolores

Del Rio should put this over. Appeals
particularly to theatregoers.—Mrs. Wil-
liam Gordon, Manager, Palace Theatre,

Newport News, Va.

"Redeeming Sin" (Warn. T.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Stormy weather,

Majestic Theatre, (2,400), 7 days, 15c-

50c, Fox News and Vita acts.

Percentage Rating 80%.

TROY, N. Y—Variable weather, Troy
Theatre, (2,000), 4 days, 25c-35c, Pathe
Sound News, Metro "Our Gang" com-
edy, 1 Vita. act.

Percentage Rating—85%.

SPOKANE, WASH—Excellent weather,
Liberty Theatre, (1,000), 7 days, 35c-50c,

talkie comedy and Vita. acts.

Percentage Rating—72%.

DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Melba
Theatre, (1,800), 7 days, 15c-25c-35c-50c,
Fox M. News, Laurel-Hardy Sound com-
edy (Metro), 2 Vita. acts.

Percentage Rating—80%.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Bad weather,
State Theatre (1,700), 7 days, 25c-35c-
50c, Vita, vaude, Fox M. News.

Percentage Rating—70%.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and rainy
weather, Strand Theatre (1,785), 7 days,
25c-35c-50c, 3 sound acts, Fox News.

Percentage Rating—50% (2d week).

MEMPHIS, TENN. — Fair and warm
(1,100), 6 dys, 10c-25c-40c, Timblin and
Raymond (Vita.), M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

KXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The drawing

power of Dolores Costello and Conrad
Nagel should be exploited in the ad

spreads. The strong love element also

may be stressed. Audience appeal : to

adults of all ages and classes.—Sol

Braunig, Manager, Majestic Theatre.

Providence, R. I.

Whenever I get a picture where there

are two such stars a Nagel and Costello,

I play the two strong in all newspapers
and exploitation, and the scheme has

always worked out successfully. If one

is a good drawing card, then two should

be just double as good.—Walter Roberts,

Manager, Troy Theatre, Troy, N. Y.

Exploit Paris underworld. The intense

drama and the question of what sin

committed by a woman is so great that

it constiutes a redeeming sin. Play up
a great love. Audience appeal : all ages

and classes.—Harry Culbert, Manager,
Liberty Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

Featured Conrad Nagel and Dolores

Costello as the favorite talking stars of

filmdom. The underworld angle was also

featured. Audience appeal : all classes

and ages.—Carl A. Wolever, Manager,
Melba Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

State the previous successes of Cos-

tello and Nagel team, and exploit them.

Supporting cast should also be played up.

Advertising comes down heavy on the

Paris-Apache background, and the love

story should be played up. For the adult

audience.—State Theatre, Schenectadv,

N. Y.

"Red Hot Speed" (Univ. T.)
SPOKANE, WASH.—Excellent weather,

Clemmer Theatre, (1,100), 7 days, 35c-

50e, comedy.

Percentage Rating—105%.

ANN ARBOR, MICH—Weather, cold and
windy, Michigan Theatre (2,200), 4 days'
run, 10c-30c-40e-50c, "His New Stenog-
rapher," Fox News, stage unit.

Percentage Rating—40%.

SPRINGFIELD, O.—Mild weather, Majes-
tic Theatre (950), 4 days, 10e-25c-40c,
Fox M. News, 2 M. acts.

Percentage Rating—75%.

MACON, GA.—Fair weather, Capitol The-
atre (1,000), 2 days, 30c-40c, Our Gang
Comedy, Par. News.

Percentage Rating—85%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit Reginald
Denny in a talking role; the fast-moving
comedy with speeding autos and racing
incidents; a dashing love story and a
peppy romance. Audience appeal: all

classes and ages.—Clam Pope, Manager,.
Clemmer Theatre, Spokane, Wash.

Advertised this as Reginald Denny's-
latest comedy drama. Will appeal to all

types of houses and audiences for its

rapid fire action and good fun.—Frank
Hines, Manager, Keith's Palace Theatre,
Cleveland, O.

Play up Reginald Denny at his best and
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in his first talking comedy. Audience ap-

peal : all ages and classes—H. S. Amos,
Manager, Capitol Theatre, Macon, G-a.

Play up Denny's first talking picture

and its high comedy feature. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.—Joseph Jor-

dan, Manager, Stanley Theatre, Atlantic

City, N. J.

Star's name is worth money here, also

the fact that this is one of his best com-

edies. Silent houses can exploit clever

sub-titles in this picture.—Michigan
Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

"Redskin" (Paramount)
KANSAS CITY, M—Moderate weather,

Newman Theatre, (1,866), 7 days, "A
Bird in the Hand," 2 Vita, acts, news-
reel.

Percentage Rating—85%.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Fair weather,

Minnesota Theatre, (4,025), 7 days, 30c-

40c-75c, Fox M. News, Publix unit.

Percentage Rating—75%%.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Weather : cold,

snow and wind, Fox-Palace Theatre,

(2,484), 7 days, 30c-60c, 2 Vita, acts, Fox
News, 4 vaude. acts.

Percentage Rating—92% (double feature).

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Variable and mild
weather, Alabama Theatre, (2,200), 6

days, 25c-35c-60c, "The False Alarm,"
Para. News, spot show: '"Wild and
Whoopee. '

'

Percentage Rating—100%.

COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and cold weather,

Ohio Theatre (4,000), 7 days, 25c-35c-

50c, Fox News, Publix unit.

Percentage Rating—135%.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—Mild and fair

weather, Capitol Theatre (1,957), 4 days,

10c-50e, Fox M. and Para. News, Orville

Rennie in Publix show.

Percentage Rating—90%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather, rain,

snow, cold, Criterion Theatre (861), 3

days, 2 shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $1-

$2, Finished run of five weeks on
Wednesday night, Paramount talking

shorts.

Percentage Rating—57%
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. —Variable

weather, Virginia Theatre (1,222), 7 days,

40e-50c, "The False Alarm Fire Co."
(Para. T.), Fox M. News.-

Percentage Rating—95%.

EXHIBITORS AD TIPS—We featured
Richard Dix in advertising the picture as

a gripping romance of the Indian of to-

day. Audience appeal : all ages and
classes.-—Holden Swiger, Manager, New-
man Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

The exploitation featured Richard Dix,

the sound and the natural colors. Au-
dience appeal : all ages and classes.

—

Murray Pennock, Manager Minnesota
Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

Exploit the star and the fact the film

is a companion piece to an earlier success,

"The Vanishing American." Called the
new epic of the American Indian."

Lobby carried exhibition of Indian relics,

lent by local owner. Audience appeal

:

all ages and classes, but especially to

high school element.—Dr. J. V. Wilson,
Manager, Fox Palace Theatre, Springfield,

Mass.

For all ages. Exploited the popularity
of the star plus the wonderful color

effects in the Western scenery. Men-
tioned "The Vanishing American" for

comparison.—Charles G. Branham, Man-
ager, Alabama Theatre, Birmingham,
Ala.

A classic in color with a good story

and Richard Dix in a stellar role and at

his best. Appeals to all audiences and
classes.—Joel Levy, Manager, Colonial

Theatre, Richmond, Va.
Richard Dix and the combination of

sound and color makes this film an out-

standing attraction. Audience appeal

:

all ages and classes, especially boys.

—

Edw. Melinker, Manager, Ohio Theatre,

Columbus, O.

Where Richard Dix has a good follow-

ing his name can be used to good advan-
tage in exploitation. We used music
store window tie-ups on the song, "Red-
skin," in addition to the usual campaign.
Audience appeal: it's a good picture that

appeals practically to every class and to

persons of all ages.—Herbert D. Grove,
Manager, Capitol Theatre, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa.
Dix as the star strong drawing power,

especially emphasize beautiful technical

photography and the picturesque Indian

dances and costumes. Audience appeal:

all ages and classes.—Harry Klein, Man-
ager, Virginia Theatre, Atlantic City,

N.J.

"The Rescue" (U.A.)
JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather, Rialto Thea-

tre, (2,300), 3 days, 25c-60c, "The
Bride's Relations" (Educ. T.), Pathe
News, 2 vaude. acts, organ, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—120%.

WICHITA, Kan.—Fair weather, Miller

Theatre (1,981), 3 days, 25c-50c, Screen
Snapshots, Review, Int'l News, orches-

tra.

Percentage Rating—98%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Recommend play-

ing up this picture as an adaptation of

the story by Joseph Conrad. Feature
the beauty of Lily Damita. It has sev-

eral good scenes depicting the South Sea
country. Play up Ronald Colman as the

star. Has appeal for romantic persons,

particularly women.—Roy Rogan, Man-
ager, Rialto Theatre, Joliet, 111.

The adventurous tale of a gun runner
and his fight with the sea pirates of the

Java coast is good for ad play. Also Con-
rad, the novelist, for those who are lit-

erally inclined, plus the new actress, Lily

Damita, may be exploited. Audience ap-

peal : all classes and ages.—H. E. Jamey-
son, Publicity Director, Miller Theatre,

Wichita, Kan.

"Ramona" (U.A.)
OTTAWA, ONT.—Weather mild and cold,

Rex Theatre (900), 3 days, 15c-20c, serial,

Pathe News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—This feature has
almost enough reputation to carry itself.

It is the picture that Dolores Del Rio is

known by. Good for a repeat anytime.
Audience appeal: women, old and young,
and adult males.—P. J. Nolan, Manager,
Rex Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.

"Riley The Cop" (Fox)
DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Majestic

Theatre, (2,680), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Fox
M. News, Interstate vaude. featuring
Weaver Bros.

Percentage Rating—150%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Featured as a
laughter special with a million laughs.
Also the stars, J. Farrell McDonald and
Louise Fazenda, were played up. Audi-
ence appeal : juvenile and family patron-
age.—Sid Henry, Manager, Majestic
Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

"Romance Of Underworld"
(Fox)

OMAHA, NEBR.—Fair weather, Rialto
Theatre, (2,247), 7 days, 25c-50e, "Across
the Atlantic Via the Graf Zeppelin,"
Para. News.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS — Featured
"Across the Atlantic," due to the free
Hearst advertising in place of the fea-
ture. Did not overlook the value of the
theme song, "Judy," however. Has ad-
venture appeal for mixed audiences.

—

John Howard, Manager, Rialto Theatre,
Omaha, Nebr.

Exploit the racy romance of life and
love along the shady paths, and do not
overlook the stars and the mystery angles.
Use lots of billing. Audience appeal:
adults of all classes.—H. M. Addison,
Manager, Great Lakes Theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.

"Scarlet Lady" (Columbia)
ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Weather cold and
windy, Michigan Theatre (2,200), 3 days,
10c-30c-40c-50c, "Off to Buffalo" (Me-
tro), Int'l News, stage unit.

Percentage Rating—65%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Dramatic angles
here makes this one a little different from
the usual run of comedy-drama stuff.

Audience appeal : limited to certain types
of individuals of all classes.—Michigan
Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

"Scarlet Seas" (F.1S.)
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Cloudy and rainy

weather, Strand Theatre, (1,500), 7 days,
25c-40c, travelogue, comedy, Int'l News,
1 specialty act.

Percentage Rating—90%.

"Seven Footprints To Satan"
(F.N.)

WICHITA, KANS—Excellent weather,
Orpheum Theatre, (1,700), 3 days, 25c-
40c, Loie Bridge Co.

Percentage Rating—158%.
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EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the mys-

tery idea of the adventurous ohap who

Wanted excitement and got it. Thelma

Podd as the screen's newest beaut,\ is

also good for a little blah. Audience ap-

peal: all ages and classes.—S. Chamber-,

Manager, Orpheum Theatre, Wichita,

Cans.
Featured the beauty of the production

and its thrills. Audience appeal is gen-

eral. Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis,

Mo.

''Shady Lady" (Pathe T.)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Weather: variable

and mild, Strand Theatre, (800), 6 days,

25c-50c, Fox M. News, Vita, acts.

Percentage Rating—100%.

BUFFALO, N. Y—Weather cold and

stormy, Hippodrome Theatre, 65c, Para,

and Fox News, vaude.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—For all ages, good

action drama with Haver and Wolheim
as drawing cards and a good sound

score.—Charles G. Branham, Manager,

Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

Play up Phyllis Haver as the star, the

romance and the love angles as well as

the adventure; good for those that like

mild drama.—George Mason, Manager,

Hippodrome Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

"Show Folks" (Pathe T.)

BUFFALO, N. Y. — Cold and stormy
weather, Lafayette Theatre, 65c, Int'l

News, vaude.

Percentage Rating—90%.

TAMPA, FLA.—Fair weather, Strand

Theatre, (800), 4 days, 15c-35c-40c, Int'l

News, comedy.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the star

and the cast, its comedy and backstage

life. Audience appeal : for all classes and
ages—Edwin Adler, Manager, Strand
Theatre, Tampa, Fla.

A picture that is packed with the life

of the show girls, play it up in the adver-

tising and the billing. Audience appeal

:

for all ages.—William H. Raynor, Man-
ager, Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

"The Sideshoiv" (Columbia)
MACON, Ga.—Fair weather, Ritz Theatre

(1,100), 2 days, 30c-35c, Jack King Play-

ers.

Percentage Rating—100%

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Marie Provost's
name will draw. Circus life picture.

Audience appeal: all ages and classes.

—

L. J. Shields, Manager Ritz, Macon, Ga.

"Simba" (Capitol)
JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather, Princess

Theatre, (960), 3 days, 15c-35c, comedy,
newsreel.

Percentage Rating—90%.

UTICA, N. Y.—Cold and clear weather,
Olympic Theatre (1,600), 6 days, 35c,

comedy, Fox News, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Johnson in personal appearance.

Percentage Rating

—

130%.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— Variable

weather, Strand Theatre (1,188), 3 days,

40c-50c, M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—95%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit this as a

great treat for those who love adventure

and travel. Do not exploit it as a staged

movie but as an actual film of natural

HIV in darkest Africa. Contains many
thrills. Has appeal for children and old-

er persons.—Patrick McManus, Manager,
Princess Theatre, Joliet, 111.

The unusual type of picture that it is

was played up. Great appeal to children,

but the personal appearance of Mr. and

Mrs. Martin Johnson attracted all ages

ami all classes.—Evans Linton, Manager,
Avon Theatre, Utica, N. Y.

Exploit as marvellous natural wild ani-

mal picture; play up Osa Johnson as an
attractive and fearless woman; also the

intimate and imposed animal studies of

rare specimens and the exciting encoun-

ters with lions and elephants. Audience
appeal: all ages and all classes.—Andrew
D. Mustard, Manager, Strand Theatre,

Atlantic City, N. J.

"Singapore Mutiny" (RKO)
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Cloudy and rainy

weather, Orpheum Theatre, (2,200), 7

days, 25c-50c, Fables (Pathe), Fox News,
5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—90%.

"Singing Fool" (Warners T.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather, rain,

snow, cold. Winter Garden (1,492), 7

days, 2 shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun.,

$l-$2, Vitaphone shorts (26th week).

Percentage Rating—52 1/10%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The name of Al
Jolson packed them in, although a re-run

after one full week of good business.—H.
S. Amos, Manager, Capitol Theatre, Ma-
con, Ga.

"A Single Man" (M-GM)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Clear and cold

weather, Majestic Theatre, (1,500), 5

days, 25c-50c, "Across the Atlantic in

the Graf Zeppelin," "Wrong Again,"
M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—75%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Stress the type
of picture — "Flaming youth of
40." Audience appeal: mostly women
of 40 or over.—Herbert Israel, Manager,
Majestic Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Besides the team appeal of Cody and
Pringle, stress the lively bathing scenes

and Mareeline Day as the flapper vamp.
Audience appeal : all ages of not too

discriminating audiences.—Andrew D.
Mustard, Manager, Strand Theatre, At-
lantic City, N. J.

"The Sin Sister" (Fox)
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—Variable weath-

er, Stanley Theatre, (1,999), 4 days, 40c-

50c, "Gus Arnheim and His Ambassa-
dors," "Jim and Betty Morgan" (Vita,

shorts), Para. News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

i:\IIIP.ITOK AD TIPS—Exploit it as an
adventure film with romance; play up
Nancy Carroll and also the conflict of

human passions. Audience appeal: all

ages and classes.—Joseph Jordan, Man-
ager, Stanley Theatre, Atlantic City, X. .1.

"Someone To Love" (Par.)
SYRAcrSK, X. ¥.—Mild and cold weath-

er, B. F. Keith's Theatre, (2,600), 3 days,

30c-50c, Fables, Topics and News
(Pathe), 6 acts RKO vaude.

Percentage Rating—150%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Entertaining pic-

ture. Exploit Charles "Buddy" Rogers.

Audience appeal : general and especially

to younger people.—John J. Burns, Man-
ager, B. F. Keith's Theatre, Syracuse,

N. Y.

"Sonny Boy" (Warner T.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather: rain,

snow, cold, Warner's Theatre, (1,360), 2

days, 2 shows a day; 3 Sat. and Sun., $1-

$2. Opened Friday night. Vita, shorts.

Percentage Rating—84 2/5%.

"Stolen Kisses" (Warner T.)
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Cold and stormy weath-

er, Great Lakes Theatre, 65c-85c, com-
edy, Vita, acts, Fox M. News and Fox
Silent News.

Percentage Rating—85%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit May Mc-
Avoy. Play up a snappy Parisian farce.

Audience appeal : for all ages.—Lawrence
Stewart, Manager, Great Lakes Theatre,

Buffalo, N. Y.

"Stark Mad" (Warner T.)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather: rain and

windy, Metropolitan Theatre, (1,500), 6

days, 15c-60c, "Served Hot," Kinograms,
Frank Whitman, Dave Dreyer, Al Lions
and His Four Horsemen.

Percentage Rating—65%.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Cold weather, Fay's
Theatre, (1,250), 7 days, 15c-40c, "The
Bath Between" (Fox T.), Ceballos Re-
view, Fox News.

Percentage Rating—95%.

TOLEDO, O.—Variable weather, Vita.-

Temple Theatre, (1,200), 7 days, 25c-35c-

65c, Fox News, 3 Vita. acts.

Percentage Rating—95%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—With all the mys-
tery plays, the mystery angle is the best
thing: to exploit. But in "Stark Mad,"
the comedy element should be stressed

almost if not as much. Emphasis should
be laid on the thrills and the tropical

locale. Plenty of chances for costumes
and street stunts.—Arch McCallum, Man-
ager, Fay's Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Exploit the prominent stage and screen

players in the cast; also the dialogue
angle. Audience appeal: all ages and

classes.—Harry Klein, Manager, Vir-

ginia Theatre, Atlantic City, N. J.

Exploit the mystery appeal and the all-

star cast.—Jack O'Connell, Manager,
Vita.-Temple Theatre, Toledo, O.
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Brought out the fact that it was anall-

talker and featured the mystery angles.

Also H. B. Warner, Louise Fazenda and

the other stars in the cast. Audience ap-

peal: to all ages, particularly to fans of

stars in the cast.—Missouri Theatre, St.

Louis, Mo.

"Stolen Love" (RKO)
OMAHA, NEBR—Pair weather, Empress

Theatre, (1,000), 25e-50c, "Collegians"
(U), musical comedy stock.

Percentage Rating—110%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The picture was
subordinated to the stage show, but it

was exploited as a sensational love story

with Owen Moore's and Marceline Day's
names played up big for a draw. Audi-
ence appeal: general.—Ralph Goldberg,

Manager, Empress Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

er, Pantages Theatres, (1,900), 6 days,

10c-25c-50c, Pathe Sound News, 5 acts

vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

"Strong Boy" (Fox)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Weather: cold,

snow and wind, Fox Theatre, (1,444), 7

days, 20c-50c, "Thru Forest Aisles," Fox
News, "Marching On" (Fox T.), "The
Bride's Relations" (Educ. T.).

Percentage Rating—120%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the star,

Victor McLaglen, the comedy elements

and the romance between the clinging

vine and the sturdy oak. Audience ap-

peal : all ages and classes.—James Skiling-

ton, Manager, Fox Theatre, Springfield,

Mass.

'Strange Cargo" (Pathe T.) "Student Prince" (MG-M)
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Fair weather, Royal

Theatre, (?,???), 7 days, "The Carnival

Man," (Para. T.), 2 Vita, acts, Selected

News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

TAMPA, FLA.—Fair weather, Tampa
Theatre, (1,600), 3 days, 25c-50c-60c,

Fable (Pathe), Schubert's songs, Para.
News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

ROCHESTER, N. Y—Cold weather, Re-
gent Theatre, (1,510), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c,
'

' Redman 's House, " " The Movie Man, '

'

"Capitolians," Selected News.

Percentage Rating—90%.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Weather: rain and
snow, Loew's Regent Theatre, (1,600), 6

days, 30e-40c-50c, 4 talkie acts, Fox M.
and M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR. AD TIPS—The mystery
angle, emphasizing the words, "Who
Killed Sir Richard?" can well be fea-

tured in this one. Audience appeal : for

all ages and classes.—Claire Woods, Man-
ager, Royal Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Exploit it as an all-talkie with 14 stage
players. Be careful with the superla-

tives, however, on this one. Audience
appeal: talkie fans.—A. N. Roy, Man-
ager, Tampa Theatre, Tampa, Fla.

High sea adventure and romance
angles were stressed here with good re-

sults. For a street stunt, two sailors

carrying kegs gave plenty of publicity.

Adventure angle was stressed in the ads.

Audience appeal: all ages and classes.

—

Martin Dreyer, Manager, Regent Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.

Exploit the 100% talkie angle, the
mystery, drama and love themes. A pic-

ture for all ages who like mystery pic-

tures only and enjoyed by average person
to whom love stories appeal.—Don W.
Ross, Manager, Loew's Regent Theatre,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Myster angle is an excellent draw; not
so good for children.—H. S. Amos, Man-
ager, Capitol Theatre, Macon, Ga.

"Street Of Illusion (Col.)
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Fair and warm weath-

JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather, Princess

Theatre, (960), 2 days, 15c-35e, comedy,
newsreel.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit it as one
of the successes of the past. Contains
plenty of real romance with two great

stars, Ramon Novarro and Norma Shear-
er. Billed it as the world 's most thrilling

love story. Has appeal to all.—Patrick
MeManus, Manager, Princess Theatre,
Joliet, 111.

"Sunrise" (Fox)
COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and cold weather,
Grand Theatre, (1,200), 5y2 days, 25e-

35c-50c, Movietone vaude., Fox News.

Percentage Rating—150%.

TROY, N. Y.—Variable weather, Lincoln
Theatre, (1,000), 4 days, 15c-25c, Kino-
grams and comedy.

Percentage Rating—75%.

NORFOLK, VA.—Cloudy and cool weath-
er, Granby Theatre, (900), 6 days, 25c-

35c-50c, "Should Scotchman Marry f"

(Para.), "Eagle's Nest," Selected News.

Percentage Rating—85%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Listed as one of

the ten best pictures of the year. Exploit
it as an artistic masterpiece. Audience
appeal : all ages from high school age up
and all classes.—Earl W. Pepper, Man-
ager, Grand Theatre, Columbus, O.

To my way of thinking, the best way
of calling the public's attention to "Sun-
rise" was in telling of its Broadway suc-

cess. This I did with last week's run of
the picture at the Lincoln Theatre.

—

Ben Stern, Manager, Lincoln Theatre,
Troy, N. Y.

"Sunset Pass" (Paramount)
COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and cold weather,
Palace Theatre, (3,200), 4 days, 25c-50c,

Para. News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—95%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The Jack Holt-
Zane Grey combination was good here.

The popularity of the author should be
used. Audience appeal : all ages, all

classes.—Burns O 'Sullivan, Manager,
Palace Theatre, Columbus, O.

"Synthetic Sin" (F.JS.)

CANTON, 0.—Moderate and cold weather,

Palace Theatre, (1,906), 4 days, 30c-50c,

Pathe News, comedy, 5 acts Keith vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The name of star
and the title of the picture were given
equal play in the ads, with short and
snappy summary of the story. Audience
appeal : high school age and over with
masculine tendency.—Marc Wolf, Man-
ager, Palace Theatre, Canton, O.

"Take Me Home" (Par.)
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—Mild and fair

weather, Palace Theatre, 10e-20c,

"Sweeties," Fox News.

Percentage Rating—80% (2d run).

"Tide Of Empire" (M-G-M)
KANSAS CITY. MO.—Moderate weather,
Midland Theatre, (4,000), 7 days,

"Wrong Again," 2 M. acts, Selected

News
Percentage Rating—85%.

CANTON, O.—Moderate and rainy weath-
er, Loew's Theatre, (2,025), 3 days, Int'l

News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—110%.

HOUSTON, TEX.—Warm and clear
weather, Loew's State Theatre, (2,700),

7 days, 15c-25c-60c, Roach comedy, Fox
M. News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Play up Renee
Adoree as the star and don 't overlook the
Spanish setting.—Walter Maloney, Man-
ager, Midland Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Thrilling romance of intrigue and ad-

venture in the early days of California,

featuring Renee Adoree. Audience ap-
peal : all ages, with leaning towards youth
and masculine.—Russell Bovim, Manager,
Loew's Theatre, Canton, O.

Play up the name of Peter B. Kyne;
also the action and romantic angles.

Renee Adoree has some appeal. For all

ages and classes.—Loew's State Theatre,

Houston, Tex.

"Tillie's Punctured Romance9 *

(Paramount)
SPOKANE, WASH.—Excellent weather,
Egyptian Theatre, (300), 7 days, 25c,

comedy.

Percentage Rating—95%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit Louise-

Fazenda, chiefly with circus and war
scenes. Coming of the big top with a run
of comic situations. Stress the modern-
ization of the popular old comedy and the
demands of the public as compared to ten
years ago. Audience appeal : children of
all classes, particularly; for adults, also.

—Duncan Inverarity, Manager, Egyptian
Theatre, Spokane, Wash.
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Managers Analyze Selling Slants
"Trail Of '98" (M-CM)

\ki;i>\\ 0.- Weather: cold, snow and

and Theatre, ( 1,200), 7 days, 25c-50c,

"Our Gang" comedy (Metro), Para.

New*.

Percentage Rating—110%.

DESMOINES, l.V. Weather: cold and

slush, Dea Moines Theatre (1,700), 7

.lays, i2.->c-50c, Fox M. News. Vita, aets,

orchestra.

Percentage Rating—135%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploited the

battle with the frozen north; mentioned

Chilkool Pass, the White Horse Rapid-

and the other big scenes in list form.

The star. Dolores Del Rio, was the big

factor in the advertising. Audience ap

peal: all ages and classes.—Ray Brown.

Manager, Strand Theatre, Akron, O.

Pioneer adventure, big scenes ex-

ploited as well as the cast. The picture

has general appeal, is something the

youngsters may see and all the family.

Lionel Wasson, Manager, Des Moines

Theatre, Des Moines, la.

The romance and the thrills of Klon-

dike days have not lost their old appeal

and they should be exploited. Emphasize

also the star cast and the fact that this

is a picturization of a Robert W. Service

novel. Audience appeal : Both young and

old enjoy this picture.—Ray Swan, Man-

ager, Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids, [a.

"Tropic Madness" (RKO)
SYRACUSE, X. Y.—Mild and cold weath-

er, B. F. Keith's Theatre, (2,600), 4 days,

30c-50c, Fables, Topics and News
(Pathe), 6 acts RKO vaude.

Percentage Rating—110%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS-rFeature the mys-

tery angle. Audience appeal is general.

B. F. Keith's Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

"True Heaven" (Fox)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Variable and mild

weather, Trianon Theatre, (650), 6 days,

15e-30c, "Dear Old Calford" (U), Fox
News.

Percentage Rating—105%.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Cold weather,

Keith's Palace Theatre, (2,800), 4 day-,

25c-60c, Pathe News, >'< act- vaude.

Percentage Rating.—95%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS The stars,
O'Brien and Moran, were the- best ex-

ploitation angles and was successful here

Audience appeal: high -ehool age up.--

George Steele, Manager, Trianon Theatre,

Birmingham, Ala.

We exploited George O'Brien and Lois

Moran in this film, since both have local

followings. The adventure angle and the

powerful anticlimaxes should be stre- ed

Strong emphasis on the woman spy or

adventuress draws well. Audience ap-

peal : all ages and classes.—E. L. Lake,
Manager, Keith's Palace Theatre, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

"Upland Rider" (F.N.)
WICHITA, KANS—Fair weather, Kansas

Theatre, (800), 3 days, 20c, comedy and
Para. News.

Percentage Rating—98%.

Weather
(750), 3

cold and mild,

days, I". !5i

OTT \W.\, ONT.
Pern Theatre,
•

\ , N.iw Cameo" | I'al heseria 1 t .
" Dumb

Daddies," Felix cartoon (Edue.).

Percentage Rating—85%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The big race and

the attempts to foil Ken Maynard, plus

the western thriller angles arc g I ad

points. Audience appeal: for week-end

patrons, particularly for the smaller

cities and the country towns.—Charles
Barron, Manager, Kansas Theatre,

Wichita. Kans.

This is a typical Ken Maynard out-

door picture with a different setting. Au-

dience appeal: great for the kids and

the family patronage.—C. Robertson.

Manager, Pern Theatre. Ottawa, Out.

"Weary River" (F.N. T.)

TAMPA, EDA.— Fair weather, Tampa
Theatre, (1,600), 4 days, 25c-50c-60c,

Para. News, cartoon, Review, M. acts.

Percentage Rating—125%.

COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and cold weather,

Broad Theatre. (3,000), 7 days, 25c-50c,

Movietone vaude., M-G-M and Fox News.

Percentage Rating—100%.

TOLEDO, 0.—Variable weather, Pantheon
Theatre, (922), 21 days, 10c-25c-35c-65c,

Sportlight and News (Pathe).

Percentage Rating—98%.

HOUSTON, TEX.—Warm and clear weath-

er, Metropolitan Theatre, (2,512), 15c-

25c-60c, orchestra, organ, Para. News,
Publix unit.

Percentage Rating—150%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather: rain,

-now, cold, Central Theatre, (922), 7

days, 2 shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $1-

$2-$2.50. Vita, shorts. 6th week. Busi-

ness average based on this run only be-

cause scale was increased to $2.50 top

over week-ends.

Percentge Rating—84 1/10%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the star

and the fact that this is his first talkie.

The many songs and the tuneful theme
melody. Audience appeal: all audiences
and classes.—A. N. Roy, Manager, Tampa
Theatre, Tampa, Fla.

Play up Barthelmess in his first talk-

ing and singing role along with another
beauty, Betty Compson. Use the theme
song aplenty. Go strong on billing. Aud-
ience appeal: for all classes and ages.

—

William II. Raynor, Manager, Lafayette
Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Exploiting Barthelmess and the prison

scenes put it over big despite terrible

weather. --- Monte Salmon, Manager,
Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga.
The women go crazy over this one,

our men patrons weren't so excited.

Strong love interest spells overflow Cor

the matinees.—Harry Gould, Manager,
Palace Theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.

Richard Barthelmess' first talking film

to be shown here. The star is good box
oflice attraction. Use talking phase ad-
vance sales. Audience appeal : all ages,

all classes.—C. H. Weidner, Manager,
Broad Theatre, Columbus, O.

Plaj ap Richard Barthelmess and thai

he talks and sings in your advertising.

—John P. Kumler, Manager, Pantheon
Theatre, Toledo, 0.

Stress Barthelmess' singing. "Hear
his golden voice" is a good catch line.

Barthelmess' name is also a I celling

point. Theme song is a real hit, and can

be played up. Audience appeal: old and
young, all classes.—Manager, Metropoli-

tan Theatre, Eouston, Tex.

"Wedding March" (Par.)
weather, Strand

L5e-35c-40c, Int '1

TAMPA, FLA.—Fair
Theatre. (SOU). 3 day-

New-.

Percentage Rating—100%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploit the di-

rector and the star. Play up the spec-

tacular feature, the COSi and the excep-

tional musical score. Audience appeal:
adult.—Edwin Adler, Manager, Strand
Theatre, Tampa. Fla.

"While City Sleeps" (MG-M)
• ANTON, 0.—Moderate and rainy weath-

er, Valentine Theatre, (611), 4 days, 15c-

25c, comedy, Pathe News.

Percentage Rating—85% (2d run).

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Lon Chaney in a

new type role. Audience appeal : youth
and masculine.—Joe Calla, Manager,
Valentine Theatre, Canton, 0.

"The Whip" (F.N.)
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Fair and rainy

weather, Rialto Theatre, (800), 2 days,

25c-35c, "Out at Home," M-G-M News.

Percentage Rating—92%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Feature adapta-
tion of the famous stage play. Ralph
Forbes and Dorothy Mackaill in a melo-
drama of horse racing. Appeal to all

classes.—'Paul Short, Manager, Rialto

Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

"White Slmdows" (M-G-M)
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Bad weather,

Strand Theatre, (1,000), 7 days, 25c-35c-

50e, Fox M. News, Vita, vaude.

Percentage Rating—120%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Appeal is based
on the expedition of the Director, Van
Dyke, and his crew, with a handful of
actors, to the actual South Sea locations

where the scenes were shot with a genu-
ine background and a native cast. No
appreciable star appeal. Meant to at-

tract the so-called " thinking class," also

from a travelogue standpoint. Good for

the family audiences, however.—Strand
Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

"White Sister" (M-G-M)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Variable and mild

weather. Empire Theatre, (1,000), 6 davs,

25c-40c-50c, "The 01' Gray Hoss," M-G-
M New s.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—This re-issue

failed though I tried to exploit the local

(Continued on page 836)
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Dynamic Lupe

Makes Big Hit

On Broadway

Star In Person Together With

"Lady Of The Pavements" At

The Rivoli To Big Biz

Rothafel Stages Wonderful Program
For Second Anniversary At The Roxy

Lupe Velez hit Broadway last week. She
hit it with a bang- that resounded up and
down the lane on her first day in the box
office to the tune of $9,300. Of course, com-
bined with Lupe's personal appearance,
there is the D. W. Griffith production
"Lady of the Pavements," in which she is

featured.

All the show that the Rialto has is a
selected news weekly with an M-G-M shot,

one from Kinograms, three from the Fash-
ion Reviews, showing Loretta Young,
Dorothy Appleby and Ethlyn Clair in color
and then a Fox silent shot. There is 10
minutes in all devoted here.

Whoopee Lupe!

Then comes Lupe ! She is accompanied
by Frank Yaconelli, the accordion player.
who is also in the picture. Lupe opens with
"Who Buy My Violets," which was
originally popularized by Raquel Heller,
and Lupe puts it over with the same sort

of a kick, working the audience from a
runway and distributing violets to those in

the front rows and finally throwing the
flower basket into the audience. The
women in front simply go wild about her
and almost fight for the flowers. Then she
sings "The Song of Songs," which is the
theme song of the "Lady of the Pave-
ments," and which proves to the audience
that she sings the numbers on the screen.

Finally she hits into a jazz number '
' Happy

Days '

' for a whoopee finish to her offering.

Yaconelli accompanies her in all of her

numbers, playing very well, indeed, and
likewise acts as the foil for her comedy.
Some of this is a little rough and Lupe
should tone it down, at least for Broadway.

Good Publicity

Her publicity on coming into town was
great and to follow it up Ben Pollock, the

orchestra leader at the Park Central Grill

threw a party for the star and the press on

Sunday afternoon which proved to be a

real success. Lupe had to leave early

though because she is doing five frolics a

day to help boost the Rialto receipts. In

a year this girl will be a $5,000 a week bet

for personal appearances and she will

draw more than twice that at the b. o.

O L. ROTHAFEL certainly did himself
k-'- proud for the Second Anniversary
Program at the Roxy Theatre. He staged
a bill that will be remembered through the

year. With a strong talking feature in

"Speakeasy" which was given a whale of

an advertising campaign before coming in,

the stage show was built up in successive

steps so that it resembled as big a revue as

one can get anywhere on Broadway for

$6.60 admission.
Opening the program the Roxy Organ

played a series of popular airs. This was
followed by a most elaborate offering in

"Processional To The Light" in which the

entire personnel of the house was utilized,

the ensemble, ballet corps, the Roxyettes,

and the orchestra. In a gorgeous setting a

figure stands, on a high platform up-stage,
while the processional starts from atop of

the minarets at each side of the stage down
the winding stairs to the stage. The en-

semble clad entirely in white, the ballet in

luminous costumes and the Roxyettes in

reds. Then at the finish with the entire

stage enveloped in light a switch in the cos-

tumes has every person there in white.

There were only 12 minutes consumed in pre-

senting the Processional but so elaborate

was it that one felt that they had spent an
hour looking at a tremendous spectacle.

Immediately following came another stage

unit with Patricia Bowman and Leonide
Massine entitled "Pas De Dux," a ballet

duet that could not have been surpassed
even at the Metropolitan Opera. The five

minutes that were allotted to the dancers
were interspersed with frequent outbursts
of applause.

"The Sewing Kit" was another effective

stage unit and here again were the ballet
corps and the Roxyettes utilized. The ballet
members emerge from a huge representa-
tion of a sewing basket, in which at the
opening picture they represent the spools
of thread, the thimbles, shears and tape
measures. Each individual group contrib-

utes a dance specialty, and again so much
passes before the eyes that one is surprised
when only 11 minutes have elapsed.

The next 14 minutes are devoted to the
Magazine and Fox Movietone News, with
Hoover and Coolidge getting the strongest
play. Included in Movietone were views of
the Roxy stage and house crews. The train-

ing of the ballet and the Roxyettes, the in-

spection of the ushers, the hospital, restau-

rant and other features of the house were
shown, and finally Roxy spoke from the

screen, thanking the public for making the

house the greatest institution of the mo-
tion picture world.

Then came the spectacle wallop of the

bill entitled "Hello Everybody," Roxy's
weekly greeting over the air to the radio

fans. The set was an exact replica of the

huge lobby of the theatre.

"Canary Murder" A Strong Talkie

Surrounded By A Spotty Program
«rpHE CANARY MURDER CASE" an

1 especially strong talking feature

proved the life saver of a rather spotty

program at the Paramount. Had it not been

for the picture the bill would have been

classed as exceedingly weak. The business,

however, on the week looked strong enough

to have the program holdover for there was

a tremendous public interest in the feature

production due to the tremendous popu-

larity that the book had.

Rubinoff and the Paramount orchestra

offered a selection of Italian melodies as an

overture. It was accorded a round of ap-

plause at its conclusion. Then there was a

straight Paramount News weekly, the com-

bined two running fifteen minutes.

Mrs. Jesse Crawford presided at the or-

gan in the absence of her husband who is

on a vacation in Florida and she worked

out a rather amusing series of songs which

the audience is informed via slides that she

is sending to Jesse each night. One of them

"Lover Come Back To Me" hit the audi-

ence. She followed this with "Me And The
Man In The Moon." Then a touch of jazz

as only she can play the organ. The surpris-

ing aspect of Mrs. Crawford's specialty

was the fact that she received a greater

applause return for her work than has

been accorded her husband signally, or the

two combined within the last month.

Bobby Agnew, screen star, is the fea-

tured member of the C. A. Niggemeyer
Publix Unit entitled " Happy-Go-Lueky.

"

Unfortunately Bobby can neither sing or

dance to any great extent, at least not suffi-

ciently well enough to get over in a house

as big as this one, and the Aubrey Sisters

a couple of harmony singers do not measure

up to the standard, if these girls ever for-

get to bring on the two little dolls that they

use at the finish of their first number they

will do a nose dive that will go right

through the floor. Al Norman a novelty

dancer walked away with the hit honors.
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Widespread Reports On Best Sellers
popularity of Ronald Column. Good
mainly for adults—Tom Allen, Manager,

pire Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

"Wild Orchids'' (M-G-M)
OMAHA. NEB.—Fair weather, Riviera

Theatre, (2,900), 7 days. 25c-50c, 7 days,

Para. News, Anita Stewart in personal

appearance.

Percentage Rating—100%.

DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Greater
Palace Theatre. (2,500), 7 days, 25e-35c-

60e, Para. News. Puhlix unit.

Percentage Rating—100%.

SAX AXToNIO, TEX.—Fair and warm
weather, Texas Theatre, (3,000), 7 days,

25c-35c-60e, Para. News, Vita, shorts,

"Mission Pells,'* Publix unit, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—100%.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather: rain and
wind, Stanley Theatre, (3,654), 6 days,

25c-65c, Vincent Lopez, Bert Gordon and
Louise Squires in "A Recital Classique"
(talkies), Fox M. and Pathe Sound Xews.

Percentage Rating—106%.

DES MOINES, IA—Weather: cold and
slush, Capitol Theatre, (1,600), 7 days,

25c-50c, Para. News, Fashion Reel, Pub-
lix unit in "Blossoms," orchestra.

Percentage Rating—130%.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and rainy weath-

er, Loew's Theatre, (3,400), 7 days, 35c-

50c, 2 sound acts, Fox and M-G-M News.
organ.

Percentage Rating—128%.

SPRINGFIELD, O.—Mild weather, State

Theatre, (1,000), 7 days, 10c-15c-30e-50c,

"Skating Home," Para. News, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—58%.

UTICA, N. T.—Clear and cold weather,

Stanley Theatre, (3,500), 4 days, 35c-50c,

2 Vita, acts, orchestra.

Percentage Rating—100%.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Mild and cold weath-
er, Loew's State Theatre, (3,000), 7 days,

25c-35c-50c, comedy, Fox M. News, 5 acts

vaude.

Percentage Rating—150%.

WICTHTA, KANS—Fair weather, Miller

Theatre, (1,981), 25c-50c, Int'l News,
Edna Wallace Hopper in a personal ap-

pearance.

Percentage Rating—112%.

RICHMOND, VA.—Fair weather, Loew's
Theatre, (2,200), 6 days, 25c-35c-50c, two
comedies, Vita, short, organlogue.

Percentage Rating—140%.

MACON, GA.—Fair weather, Rialto Thea-
tre, (900), 3 days, 35c-45c, Fox News.

Percentage Rating—110%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—The star's name
is the strongest exploitation angle but
this was minimized due to the personal
appearance of Anita Stewart. Lewis
Stone and Nils Asther also have drawing

power. Attracted all but the children.

—

Ray Jones, Manager Riviera Theatre,

Omaha, Neb.

The fact that it is a Greta Garbo film,

supported by Nils Asther and Lewis Stone.

was the most effective publicity used.

Featured as a thrilling love story of the

tropics, displaying all of Miss Garbo 's

allurement. Audience appeal: all classes.

—Ernest J. Morrison, Manager Greater
Palace Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Exploit the romantic idea, the tropical

passion, the new combination of Garbo
and Asther. Both are there. Good pic-

ture. Audience appeal: high school age

up. Asther is the matinee idol.—Wm. C.

O'Hare, Manager Texas Theatre, San
Antonio, Tex.

Play heavily on Greta Garbo as the

screen's passionate tiger lady—enchant-

ing empress of emotion—savage sex siren

—in a picture with Nils Asther and
Lewis Stone. Stress as great Garbo ro-

mance in which the heroine is starved for

love, is caught in the spell of the East
where love is untamed. Audience ap-

peal : to all who like a strong three-cor-

nered love drama. To all Garbo fans, par-

ticularly to the younger element.—How-
ard Price Kingsmore, General Manager,
Loew's Stanley Theatre, Baltimore, M. D.

Star east exploited in this picture with

Greta Garbo to appeal to both sexes and
to the variety of ages, while Lewis Stone
has a very strong following. Nils Asther
is a big draw with the women and the

whole cast wins most favorable comment.
Audience appeal: general. "Blossoms,"
stage show, was the prettiest thing Pub-
lix has put out this year.—Jess Day,
Manager, Capitol Theatre, Des Moines,
la.

Exploit Greta Garbo 's name as the one
to be used, and play up the story as an
exotic drama. Javanese dances and set-

tings should not be forgotten. Audience
appeal : for high school students and old-

er classes. George Mason, Manager, Hip-
podrome Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Greta Garbo 's personality should be

exploited along with those of Nils Asther
and Lewis Stone, all of whom are good
box office pulls.—Ernest Emerling, City
Manager, Loew's State Theatre, Memphis,
Tenn.

This is a satisfactory picture from all

standpoints. No exhibitor need fear to
stress the splendid acting of the three
principels as Greta Garbo, Lewis Stone
and Nils Asther have done no better work.
Also do not fail to overlook the possi-

bilities in playing up the author, John
Colton, who did "Shanghai Gesture" and
"Rain." This gives the public an idea
ot what sort of picture they're going to

see. Audience appeal: general; fine for
the younger set.—Col. H. E. Long, Man-
ager, Loew's and United Artists State
Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

Feature Greta Garbo, also the perform-
ance of Lewis Stone as the neglectful

a band. Audience appeal: flapper type.
Harry Weiss, .Manager, Loew's State

Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Greta Garbo, Lewis Stone and the lav-

h manner in which this picture is pro-
duced are the talking points. "A woman
whose soul was bared by the heat of the
.Javanese jungles" is a good catch line.

Audience appeal: limited to the Garbo
fans and the romantic type of patron.
II. E. Jameyson, Publicity Director, Mill-

er Theatre, Wichita, Kans.
Exploit star and great supporting cast;

al-o new version of eternal triangle; lav-

ishness of Javanese settings and produc
Hon. Audience appeal: adults.—Harold
S. Evans, Manager, Loew's Theatre, Rich-
mond, Va.

Featured Greta Garbo because of her
large following here. Also gave Lewis
Stone and Xils Asther attention. Audience
appeal: general to all classes.—Charley
Raymond, Manager, Loew's State Thea-
tre, St. Louis, Mo.

"The Wind" (M-G-M)
AKRON, 0.—Weather: cold, snow and rain,

Allen Theatre, (550), 7 days, 25c-50c,
comedy, M-G-M X'ews.

Percentage Rating—80%.

EXHIBITOR AD TIPS—Exploited the
star's name and the gripping, elemental
story. Audience appeal: general, best
with women.—J. B. Allman, Manager,
Allen Theatre, Akron, 0.

"Wolf Of Wall Street"

(Paramount T.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Fair weather, Palace

Theatre, (1,487), 7 days, 35c-50c, Para,
and Fox M. News, "Shaw and Lee."

Percentage Rating—117%.

NORFOLK, VA.—Cloudy and cool, Norva
Theatre, (1,800), 5 days, 35c-50e, "The
Bath Between" (Fox talkie), "Our
Gang" comedy (Metro), Fox News,
"London Theatre Reel."

Percentage Rating—140%.

BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Scollay
Square Olympia Theatre, (3,000), 7 days,
25c-75c, Vita, and Movietone acts, Para.
News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—115%.

CANTON, O.—Moderate and rainy weath-
er, Loew's Theatre, (2,025), 30c-50c, Fox
M. News, Topics of the Day (Pathe), 5
acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Fair weather,
Palace Theatre, (720), 2 days, 25c-35c,
Fox News.

Percentage Rating—85%.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Clear and cold

weather, Strand Theatre, (1,297), 7 days,
25c-60c, "Post Mortem "( Para. T.),

Robert Benchley in "Lesson No. 1"
(Fox T.), Fox News.

Percentage Rating—133%.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y—Bad weather,
Proctor's Theatre, (3,000), 4 days, 25c-
35c-50c, Pathe News, 5 acts vaude.

Percentage Rating—100%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather: rain,
snow, cold, Rialto Theatre, (1,960), 7
days, 35c-50c-75c-85o-$l, Selected News,

holy Dame" (Christie-Para. T),
6th week.

Percentage Rating—67 7/10%.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Cinephone Makes
New York Debut
In Upper BVay

Reproduces Synchronized
Films Of Both RCA And

W. E. Recording

The Powers Cinephone sound reproducing

system on film and disc made its New York
debut at the Olympia Theatre, Broadway
and 107th street, on Monday of this week.

The feature picture was "The Jazz Singer"
with the Vitaphone sound accompaniment
projected for the first time on the Cine-

phone disc attachment.

"The Jazz Singer" was followed by
First National's "Naughty Baby," re-

corded by the Western Electric process,

and a Pathe News Reel with sound-on-film

recorded by RCA Photophone.
The tone quality and modulation of the

sound reproduction was unusually good and
both the picture and sound accompaniment
were well received by capacity audiences.

Cinephone claims some fifty installations

throughout the United States, but this is

the first time the device has been heard in

a New York theatre.

Berg Head Of
New World Wide
Music Department

S. M. Berg has been named musical
supervisor of a newly-created musical de-

partment for the synchronization of scores

by World Wide Pictures. He will estab-

lish a complete bureau to musically inter-

pret future World Wide releases.

Berg resigned from the Sam Fox sound
and synchronization department to go with
World Wide. He claims to have scored
the first motion picture and is also the in-

ventor of the cue sheet. Previous to going
with Sam Fox he was abroad for more
than six years associated with Keith
Prowse, the largest musical publishers in

England.

Los Angeles Times Asks
Public Opinion On Talkies

Hollywood, March 14.—The Los Angeles
Times is now conducting a public forum
for opinions on talking pictures. Coupons
are being published each Sunday asking
whether the general public likes its film

with or without dialogue. Results will be
published in the annual Preview number
of the Times, due about Easter.

Talkie Problems Are
Solved, Says Lasky

THE movies have conquered the
microphone, is the message
brought back from Hollywood by

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in

charge of production of the Para-
mount Famous Lasky Corporation, who
is back at his New York desk after
spending several weeks in the Califor-
nia film capital.

"In an incredibly short time the mo-
tion picture producers have solved the
mechanical difficulties of making talk-

ing films," Mr. Lasky declared. "The
pictures I saw before leaving Holly-
wood have eliminated the amateur
staginess which marred the pioneer
dialogue films and now combine that
swift flow of movement which has al-

ways been characteristic of the cinema,
with the best qualities of stage tech-
nique."

German Sound
Film Firm Shows

Product In Paris
By L. C. MOEN

(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)
Paris, March 7.—Tobis, the German syn-

dicate which resulted from the fusion of
four sound-film companies, has formally in-

vaded the French market. The first trade
showing of its product was held on Febru-
ary 26 at the Apollo Theatre, Paris, before
an invited audience.

A studio has been acquired at Epinay, a
suburb of Paris, and production is sched-
uled to start within a few weeks. A sepa-
rate French corporation has been formed
for this purpose. Similar moves are on
foot in England and Italy, with other Eu-
ropean countries to follow, despite the fact
that only one German theatre has been actu-
ally installed to date.

The process is practically identical with
Movietone but has been simplified consid-
erably from a mechanical standpoint, and it

claimed that the cost of installation will be
remarkably low.

The general impression created by the
showing seemed to be that the process was
excellent enough, but that with the excep-
tion of the final number its use was only
mediocre. Having seen "The Jazz Singer,"
Paris is already commencing to be a bit
critical of sound-films.

Hobart Henley Signs To
Direct Paramount Feature

Paramount has signed Hobart Henley to
direct a picture at the company's studios
in Astoria, L. I., but the name of the film
has not yet been announced. Henley is a
director of wide experience.

Sound Devices

Installed In 15

Cities of Canada

23 Houses Now Equipped
And Others Will Be

Ready Soon

Substantial developments are noted in
Canada in the matter of sound installations
in theatres from Sherbrooke on the East
to Vancouver, B. C, on the Pacific Coast.
There are now 15 cities of the Dominion
in which there are 23 wired houses all

told, and two cities, Ottawa and Winnipeg,
Manitoba, each have three wired theatres,
with Montreal, Toronto, Windsor and Van-
couver two each.

Theatres to introduce sound screens
during the week of March 4 included the
Capitol at Kingston, Ontario, where Man-
ager E. 0. Smithies selected "The Jazz
Singer" for his sound start; the Avalon
at Ottawa where the attraction was '

' Four
Sons," and the Capitol Theatre at St.

Catharines, Ontario, which had been closed
for a couple of weeks to allow for re-

modelling of the house and equipment
installation.

Sherbrook, Quebec, is the smallest town
in Canada by United Amusements, Limited,
Montreal. The population of Sherbrooke
is 24,000.

With a few exceptions, all installations

in Canada are Western Electric equipment
which is controlled in the Dominion by
the Northern Electric Company, Limited,
Montreal.

Big Newspaper
Campaign Planned

For "Divine Lady"
First National is planning a big news-

paper campaign for "The Divine Lady,"
a Vitaphone special starring Corinne Grif-
fith. It is said that $100,000 will be spent
in leading newspapers of the country that
will fie in with local first runs of the
picture.

Included in the campaign are 84 cities

with 141 newspapers. It is claimed that

these papers have a total circulation of

15,553,306 and will reach a population of

37,401,000.

"Young Man River"
Paramount will produce a Mississippi

River steamboat all-sound picture from an
original story by George Manker Watters.
Temporary title is listed as "Young Man
River."
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Stabilization Of

Recording Needed
Declares Powers

P. A. Powers, president of Powers Cine

phone Equipment Corporation, sees as the

ing 11 1 in the industry for economy
and progress the stablization in recording

which will automatically standardize re

production and sped up theatre installs

Be declares thai the synchronized

sound should be recorded on the film iiselt

and not on a separate record.

In discussing the problem, Mr. Powers
said in part

:

"The sound-on-film system is the only

basic advance made since sound pictures

wore seriously attempted in 1906 and 1907.

The first experiments made with sound rec-

ords presented many difficulties which have
not been overcome by improvements in the

record- themselves nor by the devlopment
of sound amplifiers to increase volume.

Sound recorded on discs still requires dou-
ble handling of subjects in the exchanges,

double installations and double handling in

theatres, double shipments, additional stor-

age -pace and are subject to breakage and
warping.

"

T

Columbia's "Trial Marriage"
Synchronization Completed
Columbia has completed the synchroniza-

tion of music and sound effects with '
' Trial

Marriage" at the Victor studios in Cam-
den. \T . J. David H. Brookman, conductor
and composer, composed and compiled the
score, whieli was played by the Victor
Symphony Orchestra of 32 pieces.

Roseland Talkie
Roseland Pictures Corporation has in

production the second of a series of one-
reel disc talkers. It features the colored
original story by J. D. Trop. Raymond
Friedgen is directing.
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Up in MOTION PIC-

TURE NEWS is great.

You are to be congratu-

lated for giving the boys

something they need and

can use to advantage.

W. E. Belcher,
Riviera Theatre

Rochester, N. Y.

Pelton Designs

New Type Stage

For Bristolphone
Fred E. Pelton, one of the industry's lead-

ing sound engineers, has designed a new
type of sound-proof recording stage, em-
bracing a new combination of engineering,

acoustics and ventilation. The design is for

the new West Coast studios planned by the

Consolidated Bristolphone Corp.

This development, which provides for the

installation of the Bristolphone recording

apparatus and system, was worked out by
Mr. Pelton in collaboration with the Johns-

Manville Co. and the Carrier Engineering

Co.

The new studio will be laid out and the

stages designed in such a way that the op-

erating cost of recording is cut in half, and
much greater freedom of activity permitted
on the recording stages, it is claimed.

Jones Shortly

To Have Ready
New Synchronizer

E. W. Jones will shortly place a disc syn-

chronizer on the market which will permit
the control of pickup, enabling advance or

retarding of reproduction. It was developed
in the Jones research laboratories. The con-

trol enables the operator to jump any miss-

ing parts of the film.

The Jones firm, which has been synchon-
izing pictures for producers for some time
past is now making 33 1-3 rpm (Vitaphone
speed) records, as well as standard speed
records. A number of standard speed discs

are being recut for the 33 1-3 run speed,

which rapidly is becoming the standard for

disc synchronizers.

J. C. Nugent Signs To Appear
In New Vitaphone Playlet

J. C. Nugent, author and character actor

on the legitimate stage, is soon to make a

Vitaphone playlet under the direction of

Bryan Foy at Warner Bros, eastern studios

in Brooklyn. Mr. Nugent collaborated on

the comedies "Kempy" and "The Poor
Xut," and has written and appeared in

many other Broadway stage hits.

F. N.-Vita. Plans

Bordoni Film for

International Mart
A talking and singing picture, to be in-

lernational in its appeal, will be produced

by First National-Vitaphone. According
i" presenl plans it will be ready for world-
h tde release next fall. Irene Bordoni,

musical comedy celebrity and comedienne
of both the stages of Europe and this coun-
try, will star. Her signature was affixed to

a First National-Vitaphone contract a short

time ago.

The forthcoming production is regarded
by First National as the initial attempt to

meet the demands for dialogue in the lan-

guages of the countries where the film is

to be shown. Miss Bordoni will sing in

French, German, Italian and Spanish as

well as English. Simultaneous premieres

in European capitals as well as in New
York and Los Angeles are called for in the

preliminary plans.

The star, at present appearing at the

Music Box Theatre in New York, will con-

tinue in her vehicle until May when she
will leave for Burbank.

Pacent Installs Equipment
Around Cleveland Territory
Pacent Reproducer reports a number of

installations for the Cleveland territory.

The first of these was operated at the Re-
gent theatre in Cleveland with '

' The Ter-

ror" and played to capacity business.

Other similar installations to be completed
this month include : Lasalle, Olympia, West
Park, Lyric and Euclid theatres, Cleve-

land; Liberty, Wellsville; Bexley, Dover;
Opera House, New Philadelphia; Royal,

Findley; McKinley, Canton; Temple,

Bryan and Park, Barberton.

Whiting And Burt Will Be
Heard In Vitaphone Songs

George Whiting and Sadie Burt of the

Ziegfeld Follies will be heard in a number
of compositions of Whiting in a Vitaphone
act just completed by the team. In addi-

tion to appearing in the Follies they are

a well known vaudeville team.

Whiting is the composer of such songs

as "Blue Heaven," "High Up on a Hill-

top," "My Wife's Gone To The Country,"
•West of the Great Divide," "Raquel"
and others.

Two For Lois Wilson
Columbia Pictures has renewed its op-

tion on the services of Lois Wilson and
will star her in two additional productions

on this season's program.

$You are reading this little ad be-
cause the dollar sign caught your
eye. It always works.
By the same token "Building

Theatre Patronage", Barry and
Sargent's great book for showmen
will catch business for you because
it contains the patronage build-

ing ideas that always work- 460

pages of money-making facts.

(Only $}.2o mailed to your door)

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Filth Avenue, New York Cily
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Seven Days For Shooting Talkies
Long Rehearsals

Cut Schedules And
Reduce Expenses

A SEVEN DAYS' shooting schedule on
all talking pictures will be easily

available for producers with the

spread of the two to three weeks' complete
rehearsal policy before starting actual

shooting. Studio heads are learning that a
letter-perfect cast in a talking picture re-

sults in vast improvements, not only artis-

tically, but economically, by lowering the

cost of such finished product by twenty-five

per cent.

At present, production schedules for all-

talkies range from fourteen to twenty-one
days shooting schedules. They are exclu-

sive of silent versions. Practically all stu-

dios employ the system of assigning
"sides" to each member of a cast for the
scene about to be shot. These "sides" are

rehearsed for several hours and then several

"takes" made. Five minutes of perfect
recorded scenes for the finished product is

considered an exceptionally good day's
work. During the time the cast is rehears-
ing, sound-stages, equipment, electricians,

cameramen and other mechanics and techni-

cal men, stand about idly, while time for
which they are paid mounts up.

Under the complete rehearsal system, all

these employees, stage space and equip-
ment could be made available for other pro-
ductions. Even one rehearsal, and rarely
more than two takes, would scarcely be
necessary for a scene. It is estimated by
various directors and technicians inter-

viewed, that a minimum of ten minutes
perfectly recorded and photographed
"time" could be completed in a day. On
this minimum basis alone, the present
shooting schedules would be cut more than
half.

The first talking picture completed under
a system of complete rehearsals before
shooting, was "Alibi," shown privately in

Hollywood last week. The enthusiasm and
acclaim accorded this picture by all pro-
ducers and executives present is largely
responsible for the sudden spread of a pol-
icy of complete rehearsals. Roland West,
who was sought out by a Motion Picture
News representative following all the hulla-
ballo over the production, stated that he
had rehearsed his cast until they were let-

ter-perfect and that his picture cost less

than it would have under the usual method.
This equation is unknown to Hollywood.
What did enthuse the film colony was the
artistic success of "Alibi."

It is also a known fact that D. W. Grif-

Will Make Picture On
L. A. Street Corner

HOLLYWOOD, March 14.—Russell
Birdwell, former dramatic edi-

tor for the New York Telegram
and originally of United Press, Los
Angeles office, slipped into Hollywood
last week to make a two reel original.

"Street Corners" is the title, Bird-
well also being the author. His cast
includes H. B. Walthall, Josef Swick-
ard, Derelys Perdue, Rex Lease, Patsy
O'Leary, Royer Cannon, Billy Colvin,
Franklin Parker, Owen Gory, and Clyde
McClary.
The entire film is to be photo-

graphed on street corners of Los An-
geles and Hollywood.

fith, even with the making of his silent pro-

ductions, never allowed a crank to be
turned on a camera until he had thoroughly
rehearsed his players. Griffith found the

policy successful with silent movies and it

is more adaptable to the new era of produc-
tion.

As a result of "Alibi," all United Ar-
tists' productions intended for complete
dialogue will be rehearsed in the entire

script before filming is begun. It allows for
more scope in business, spontaneity, re-

moves nervousness—and there are the eco-

nomic factors to be considered.

New One For Wellman
"Broken Wing" will be the title of

William Wellman's next directorial effort

for Paramount. It is an original by Paul
Dickey.

Dorothy Arzner To Direct
Dorothy Arzner will direct the new ver-

sion of Booth Tarkington's "Magnolia,"
starring Buddy Rogers. It will be all-

talkie, the original silent version having
been made some years ago for Paramount
by James Craze.

Gloria Swanson Signs Stein
Completing her plans for the dialogue

version of '

' Queen Kelly, '
' Gloria Swanson

has signed Paul L. Stein to direct, and
camera work will be begun in the imme-
diate future.

Mary Nolan Signed
Mary Nolan, the beautiful blonde seen

recently in Lon Chaney's "West of Zan-
zibar," has been signed by Paramount to

play one of the prominent roles in the
forthcoming talking picture version of W.

Somerset Maugham's stage plav, "The
Constant Wife."

Columbia Cast Completed
Virginia Brown Faire and John Wallace

complete the east of thirteen talking stars

signed by Columbia for '

' The Donovan
Affair," its first all talkie special. Jack
Holt, Dorothy Revier, William Collier, Jr.,

Agnes Ayres, John Roche, Fred Kelsey,

Hank Mann, Wheeler Oakman, Alphonse
Ethier, Edward Hearn and Ethel Wales
are the other prominent players who are

to appear in this mystery drama adapted
from Owen Davis 's Broadway stage success

of the same name.

Green Writing Story

Howard Green is writing original story

and dialogue version for "The Broadway
Hoofer," which Edward Small will pro-

duce. The picture will be an all talker

and musical, with production slated to start

about April 1st.

Barbara Stanwick

Barbara Stanwyck, the good-hearted

Bonnie of Arthur Hopkins' "Burlesque,"
will leave New York for Hollywood within

the next fortnight. There she will become
principal player in United Artists' "The
Locked Door," a 100% talking picturiza-

tion of Channing Pollock's "The Sign on
the Door." George Fitzmaurice is direct-

ing, C. Gardner Sullivan is handling the

scenario, and there will be dialogue sup-

plied by George Scarborough.

Edith Roberts With "U"
Edith Roberts, who grew up on the

Universal lot, will return to it again after

an absence of many years. She has been

selected for the leading role in Ken May-
nard's first picture under his new contract

with the Universal Pictures Corporation,

titled "The Wagon Master," an adaptation

of the novel by Marian Jackson which will

be directed by Harry J. Brown.

Newberry In Jealousy

Jack Newberry, who played in the talk-

ing film version of "Gentlemen of the

Press" at Paramount 's Long Island Stu-

dio, has been engaged for a part in

"Jealousy," starring Jeanne Eagels, now in

production at the studio. The picture is

being directed by Jean de Limur and is

produced by Monta Bell.

New RKO Scenarists

George O'Hara and Jane Murfin have
been added to the RKO scenario staff.
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Production Notes From The West Coast
Radio Signs Jane Murfin

Tin' signing up of playwrights Eor Radio's
coming sound and dialogue productions
continues. William Le Baron announces
that Jane Murfin now joins the company
of writers which includes George Abbott,

>>n Raphaelson, Ben Heoht, and
Charles MacArthur. Miss Murfin has
authored "Lilac Time," "Smilin'
Through '• and "Daybreak." Some of
her recent film successes were "Prince of
Beadwaiters," '"Meet The Prince,"
"Mademoiselle Modiste" and "The

,re.
'

'

Marion Nixon Signs
Marion Nixon is the latest player to be

signed by J. L. Warner. During the next
twelve months she will appear in four
productions for Warner Bros. The studio
executives of the company are most en-

thusiastic over the registering qualities of

Miss Nixon's voice for Vitaphone roles.

Beaudine For "Classified"
William Beaudine will direct "Classi-

fied," an all talkie Vitaphone picture for
I'm- i National with Dorothy Mackaill
featured. The picture will be a re-make of
the story made by First National several
years ago with Corinne Griffith starred.

Miller, Mulhall Teamed
Patsy Ruth Miller will be teamed with

.luck Mulhall by First National for one
picture, "Twin Beds." Edyth Chapman,
Ben Hendricks, and Eddie Gribbon are also

cast. Al Santell is to direct.

Werker Contract Renewed
Following the completion of his first

picture for Fox, the studio has renewed
it- contract with Al Werker, director. His
first was "Nobody's Children." made on
scheduled time under the supervision of
Jeff Lazarus. Lazarus was formerly pub-
licity director for the West Coast chain.

Lane Names Leading Lady
i harlene Burt, who has been appearing

in Ideal Comedies in support of .Jerry Drew,
has been selected by Lupino Lane for his

leading lady in his first talking comedy
now in production at the Educational Stu-
dios.

"Christina" Titled
• 'apt. II. 11. Caldwell and Katherine

Hilliker have completed titles for "Chris-
tina." This is Janet Gaynor's last: Fox
vehicle, directed by William K. Howard.
Charles Morton and Rudolph Schildkraut
are in the supporting cast.

Railroad Cooperates
In producing "Thunder," a railroad

melodrama, M-G-M is obtaining full co-

operation of the Northwestern Pacific

Railway; with lines, yards, equipment and
trains placed at the disposal of the pro

ducing company. William Nigh is direct

ing, with Con Chaney starred. Story is

an original by Byron Morgan.

New Zane Grey Western
Paramount 's next Zane Gbrey western to

go into production will be "Stairs of
Sand." Percy Heath is writing the adap-
tation and Agnes Leahy the scenario.

Dotty Jottings

_ By Jerry Hoffman _

AL JOLSON tells it . . so who am I to
keep it secret? . . . it's about Jack Parn-

er's penchant for wise-cracking and the
group of men who are with Jack constantly
and who laugh uproariously at the pearls of

wit which fall from his lips. . . . Jack loosed
one of his perennial classics last week to be
greeted with the usual loud and long guf-
faw's of appreciation from all his "laugh-
men" . . with the exception of one who for-

merly laughed the loudest . . . this chap was
unusually silent and J. L. is supposed to
have glanced at him and remarked . . .

"What a tough audience you've become!"
and the chap replied laconcially . . . "I'm,
quitting Saturday." . . .

TAY GARNETT, Pathe director, is teaching
Patsy Ruth Miller how to fly . . . portend-

ing a romance-rumor in the dailies shortly. . . .

Viola Brothers Shore may start writing theme
songs as well as scenarios. . . . Paul Sloane's
missus makes excellent spaghetti . . . which
means that Paul may make an Italian epic to
follow "Hearts of Dixie." . . .

UNIl'ERSAL has one of the most effective

miniature sets made for "Broadway" . . .

it is the grand old street itself . . . shoiving all

of Times Square . . . street cars, traffic, people,

lights . . . and it photographs beautifully . . .

and I don't believe when Paul Fcjos asked . . .

"Do you mean to compare yourself with Na-
poleon?" . . . that Junior Laemmle shrugged
his shoulders and said . . . "JVe-ll—" . . .

WILSON MIZNER operates a new
branch of a local restaurant and in

arguing with an annoying drunk last week
. . . the drunk said . . . "You're a great guy.
I like you." . . . Mizner replied . . . "You're
not so bad yourself ... I kinda like you. In
fact, I'd like to have a pup out of you. . . .

THE Pathe youngsters in stock are having a
grand time with their talkie training under

Frank Reicher's direction by putting on vari-

ous plays for their own amusement . . . they
are now in the throes of "Lilliom" . . . Jeannette
Loff, Diane Ellis, Eddie Quillan, Carol Lom-
bard and the others are turning turns in play-
ing roles. . . .

THE Pullman company is reported to have
gone still further in exacting service and

courtesy from its employees . . . with the daily

discharge of imported stage writers, song-writ-

ers and the rest to Hollywood the porters
are now reported to be brushing off the stage
importations with the remarks "Well, suh . . .

see you in ten weeks!" . . . so what? . . .

Jessel In New Talkie
Plans are being rapidly completed for

the filming of the next all-talking and sing-

ing production stalling George Jessel in

his second picture for Tiffany-Stahl.

Charles C. Wilson, well known stage di-

rector, has been engaged by the company
to direct all the talking sequences in the

production, the name of which has not
as yet been announced. Rudolph Flothow
will supervise the synchronization and
sound.

Young Fairbanks Signs
The announcement comes from First

National Pictures, Inc., that Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., has been signed for the leading

masculine role for the Vitaphone version

of the stage play, "Diversion." John
Griffith Wray has been assigned the duty
of directing the production. It is scheduled

to face the cameras during this month and
the remainder of the cast will be announced
shortly.

Dorothy Maekaill Vehicle
Dorothy Mackaill will star alone in her

forthcoming First National-Vitaphone pic-

ture, as yet untitled. Charles Delaney, who
is now playing opposite Alice White in

"Broadway Babies," has been signed as

Miss Mackaill 's leading man in this dia-

logue picture and James Finlayson will

also have a prominent role.

Dorothy Revier
Dorothy Revier, who appears with Doug-

las Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask," has

been signed by Paramount to play the role

of Sylvia Marco, the feminine menace in

the all-talking film "Burlesque," adapted
from the George Manker Watters-Arthur
Hopkins stage hit of last season. Another
player engaged for this cast is James Far-

ley, Hollywood character actor.

Bushell In "Jealousy"
Anthony Bushell, young English actor,

has been cast for the leading role opposite

Jeanne Eagels in the Paramount talking

picture "Jealousy," in production at the

Long Island studio.

Griffith With Columbia
E. H. Griffith, formerly with Pathe, has

been placed under contract by Columbia.
He will direct "The Broadway Hoofer,"
an original by Howard J. Green. Edward
Small is producing.

Smilh Gets Fox Contract
Following the purchase of two short

stories by Wallace Smith as talkie vehicles

for Louise Dresser and June Collyer, Fox
has placed the writer under contract for

an original. No title or directorial plans

definite. The two short stories were "The
Grouch Bag" and "Little Ledna."

The Old Minstrel Show
A regular old-time minstrel show, as

played by a traveling company in the small

towns on the road some years ago, will be

a prominent and colorful part of ihe Eddie
Dowling starring production, "The Rain-

bow Man," now being recorded .by Sono-

Art in Hollywood.

Gleason Writes Dialogue
James Gleason, well known playwright

and stage star, has been engaged by Pathe
to write the dialogue for William Boyd's
new all-talking feature, "High Voltage."

Actor Annapolis Graduate
Bryan Dunleavy, who has the heavy

role in Morton Downey's first picture for

Pathe, "Mother's Boy," is a graduate of

the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis,

but preferred the stage as a career.



FACTS!
If I were a Producer and wanted to know
the previous work of a Supervisor or Di-

rector'

—

If I were a Casting Director, checking

parts played at other Studios by any

Actor or Actress

—

If I were a Supervisor wanting to know
what pictures a particular Director had

made

—

If I were a Director and wanted the per-

formance record of an Adaptor

—

If I were a Scenarist and wanted the his-

tory of a Script Writer

—

If I headed a Titling Dpartment and
sought the experience data of a Titling

Expert

—

If I were the Photoplay Editor of a daily

newspaper or magazine having to answer
with Facts the barrage of questions from
readers about screen personalities

—

If I were a Manager of a Radio Broadcast-

ing Station having to answer inquiries

from listeners-in about their Motion Pic-

ture favorites

—

If I handled Advertising and Publicity

for one theatre or a Circuit and wanted
Facts about the personalities in the Pic-

tures I had to Exploit

—

I would consult the only publication that
provides all of this service information

—

Motion Picture News
BLUE BOOK

Publisher and Editor

1929 Edition is just

off the presses and is

now available for im-

mediate delivery.
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Opinions on Pictures

Close Harmony", "Alibi" Win Praise• •

Close Harniony
Sweet Music For The Box Office

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
(Dialogue and Musical Sound Version)

"pLOSE HARMONY" is going to
^-' play a merry tune on any theatre's

cash register. While it cannot be con-
sidered a road show super-feature, it cer-
tainly does stack up as 100 per cent enter-
tainment, and will click in the key city
runs and the smaller houses. It's pack-
full of all around entertainment, and is re-
freshing as a talker-musical on account of
its brevity—in preview form running just
about an hour.

The production is evidence from the
sound studios that topnotch program pic-
tures can be turned out in talkie and
musical form.

Charles Rogers and Nancy Carroll, two
of Paramount 's contract feature players,
have the leads and do an acceptable job
in handling their assignments. Their voices,
both iii talk and song, get across nicely.
The pair is backed up by a supporting cast,
however, that could practically carry any
picture.

Harry Green, Hebrew character comedian
and well known in vaudeville and legitimate
circles, makes his screen debut in the pic-
ture, and walks right out the front door
with 90 per cent of the honors safely
wrapped up under his arm. Green shows
he is sure-fire for pictures and some pro-
ducer (if not Paramount) will grab him
off on a contract for feature billing in no
time.

Jack Oakie and "Skeets" Gallagher
register as a typical headline song and
dance team. They put over their routine
in fine fashion, but it is Green, as the
theatre managing director, who captures
most of the laughs. Green's gag of re-
moving his spectacles every time he gets
excited is worked at least a dozen times,
but it is done so well that it gets a big
laugh with every repetition.

"Close Harmony" is one of those de-
lightfully intimate backstage stories of
people who work in the theatre. Nancy
Carroll is the song and dance star of the
big movie house presentation bill. Rogers
is a warehouse clerk who organizes a
"different" jazz band and is discovered
by Nancy. The latter gets him the job as
stage band leader at the theatre, and that
furnishes the basis for all the plot. Al-
though the story is rather slim in spots,
deft handling in the tempo and direction
gets over the few rough spots without
difficulty.

Oakie and Gallagher are the big time
song and dance team. Both fall for Nancy,
almost shattering the Damon and Pythias
relationship existing between them. Nancy
arranges a date with both of them, ducking
Rogers who does not understand her at-

tempt to split the team so that the band

I-

Audrey Ferris, Warner Bros, ingenue, is fast

making new fan followers with each release.

Some of her newest vehicles are "No Questions

Asked." "Alimony Annie" and "The Little
' Wildcat"

leader will get his big chance. The stunt

works, and the two boys fight and split.

Rogers discovers the truth and makes

Nancy confess that she did it purposely.

Then the song and dancers make up. So

do Nancy and Buddy. Everything is fine

for the final fadeout when Green, the

theatre manager slips a contract under the

door for Buddy and his band.

Both Nancy and Buddy get away with

song numbers. Nancy has a nice offering,

"I Want To Go Places and Do Things,"

with a full chorus background aiding.

Rogers' voice gets over with "I'm All

At witter" in front of his jazz band.

The sound synchronization and registra-

tion throughout was very good, and shows

that mechanical difficulties which have been

confronting the talker producers are gradu-

ally being overcome.
Drawing Power: No question of its

ability to draw the crowds in goodly num-

bers. Plug it strong as a real film musical

comedy, with dialogue and music through-

out. Both Nancy Carroll and Buddy Rogers

have good singing voices but don't forget

to also play up Harry Green, Jack Oakie

and "Skeets" Gallagher, all former fa-

vorites in musical comedy and vaudeville.

After your first showing the picture will

win friends, and should build strongly.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

Length, about 6,500 feet. Released April

13, 1929. Stcry by Elsie Janis and Gene

Miarkey. Adaptation and dialogue by

Percv Heath. Directed by John Cromwell

and A. Edward Sutherland. Photography

by Jay Roy Hunt.

THE CAST
Marjorie Nerwin Nancy Carroll

Al West Charles Rogers

Max Mindel Harry Green
Ben Barnie Ja<* Oakie

Johnny Bay "Skeets" Gallagher

Bert Matty Roubert
Mrs. Prosser Ricca Allen

Kelly Wade Boteler

Sybil .Baby Mack
George Washington Brown Oscar Smith
Eva La Rue Greta Grandstedt

Alibi
S. K. O.! Extended Runs! And Hott!

(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

UNTIL a definite standard is established

for greatness in talking pictures, re-

viewers, as well as audiences, cannot avoid
dealing in superlatives. Lukewarm inter-

est in the new era was heated by "In Old
Arizona." Further belief in the per-

manency of the new art was strengthened

by "Broadway Melody" and "Hearts in

Dixie." Each in turn was hailed as

"great!"

Last week in Hollywood, Grauman's
Chinese Theatre housed 2,000 invited per-

sons one morning to see a private showing
of "Alibi," Roland West's production for

United Artists, wihch was adapted from
the play "Nightstick." Private, as far
as 2,000 persons are concerned. And if

one were to accept the ravings of those

2,000 persons when "Alibi" faded into

"The End," he would believe that the
ultimate in talking picture production has
been achieved. Regardless of how far the
new science may progress, the opinions
passed stated without equivocation that

the greatest of all had been made. This
reviewer is inclined to be equally enthus-
iastic. But cold facts cannot be avoided.

Miracles occur over night. What is mag-
nificent today fades into insignificance to-

"morrow.

All of which is dogmatic for a trade

paper report. But it is preliminary to

saying that I doubt whether miracles of
such magnitude can occur within the next
six months or year as to compel "Alibi"
to be any the less of a great box office

picture. It is doubtful whether any picture

made in that time will attain the tenseness,

the dramatic values in suspense and au-

dience reaction that Roland West's first

talkie effort does. No matter from what
angle one may attack it, story, cast, direc-

tion; in the present day it seems impreg-
nable.

Strong words—but a strong picture. It

is a crime story. Those who saw the play

"Nightstick" and liked it, wouldn't be-

lieve it was impossible to improve on a

story to the extent Roland West and C.

Gardner Sullivan have with their adap-

tation of the play by John Wray, J. C.

Nugent and Elaine Sterne Carrington.

It is the tale of a criminal, and a type

who creates all the audience sympathies for

himself against the police. He's a rat,

he's yellow, he's a murderer, but not until

the latter portion of the production does

the audience come to its senses and realize

that he is the type so common in various

communities daily and must be exter-

minated. No—don't get this wrong.

"Alibi" doesn't intend to preach a moral.

It tells a story.

Maudlin soft-hearted goofs who work for

prison paroles, and some censorship people
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with little vision may object to "Alibi"
on the grounds .that it exploits crime. It

they take such attitudes, they are doing

the country and its citizenry irreparable

harm. For "Alibi" proves, not in a soft-

soap manner, that it is the fact that Mr.
Average Man would rather believe a crim-

inal aginst a cop, which hinders the

suppression of crime. By having a police

sergeant's own daughter fall in love with

the chief crook, Roland West gives a clear

idea of how readily the general public

will believe a gunman's wTail of "Framed"
as against the indictment of police. In-

cidentally there's a grand exploitation

angle for United Artists to use.

Picking out one outstanding high-light

or character in "Alibi" is well nigh im-

possible. Every scene is a high-light, every

actor with one exception, gives excellence

to performance. The exception is the lead-

ing lady, Eleanor Griffith. U. A. imported

her from New York despite the fact that

Patsy Ruth Miller was scoring a sensation

in Los Angeles with her performance in

the legitimate version. The other impor-

tations are praiseworthy. As a rule, a

picture of great proportions brings one

outstanding personality to the screen for

future stardom. "Alibi" exploits several

as tremendous possibilities. Firstly, there

is Chester Moms. A juvenile on the

style of Barthelmess, but without the

drooping mouth-corners of Richard. He's
more than an actor—he's an artist. Then
there is Pat O'Malley, originally of the

screen who has been playing- theatres for

a year. "Alibi" is a come-back for him
equal to Bessie Love's in "Broadway
Melody." There is a chap named Regis
Toomey, whose smile inspired the theme
song, "There Never Was a Smile Like
Yours." A personality that is sure-fire

and also star-material. Include among
come-backs, one for Mae Busch, in a role

not quite as big as the other principals.

But she makes that role live. Irma Har-
rison delivers nicely. In fact, every one,

the rest of the principals including Harry
Stubbs, Purnell Pratt, De Witt Jennings,

Al Hill and James Bradbury, Jr.

"Alibi" also contains theatre and revue

sequences. Not jammed in for no reason,

but good basic premises with a bearing on
the story. It gives opportunity for the cute

songs of Irma Harrison and the beautiful

vocal work of Virginia Flohri and Edward
Jardon.

Any house not packing 'em in with this

will need an alibi of rare imagination.

Produced by Boland West for Feature
Productions, Inc., distributed through
United Artists. Adapted and dialogued by
West and C. Gardner Sullivan from the

play "Nightstick" by John Wray, J. C.

Nugent and Elaine Sterne Carrington.
Music arranged by Reisenfeld, dances by
Fanchon. Footage, eight reels.

THE CAST
No. 1065 (Chick Williams) Chester Morris
Buck Bachman, Owner of Bachinan's Cabaret...

Harry Stubbs
Daisy Thomas, His Sweetheart Mae Busch
Joan Manning Eleanor Griffith
Toots. Cabaret Dancer Irma Harrison
Billy Morgan (Danny McGann I Regis Toomev
Brown, Crook Al Hill
Blake, Crook James Bradbury, Jr.
Soft Malone, Taxi Driver Elmer Ballard
Trask, Plainclothes Man Kernan Cripps
Pete Manning, Police Sergeant Purnell B. Pratt
Tommy Glennon, Detective Sergeant .... Pat O'Malley
O'Brien, Policeman De Witt Jennings
George Stanislaus David Edward Brady
Singers in Theatre. .Yirgina Flohri & Edward Jardon

An embarrassing position for Wallace Lupino.
The Educational .comedian is seen in a scene
from a new Tuxedo comedy, "Husbands Must

Play"

The Devil's Apple Tree
A South Sea Western

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

DOROTHY SEBASTIAN as a South
Sea native is the most arresting fea-

ture of "The Devil's Apple Tree"—other-
wise there is little reason for either the pic-

ture or the title.

The plot, which is credited to Lillian

Ducey, has seen service since the earliest

westerns; only this time it has been trans-
ferred to the South Sea Islands, and spiced
with some scenes of the natives at work
and play. The native backgrounds are more
like scenes of a cabaret show—except for-

the costumes.
The heroine doesn't look like a moron but

apparently she was, because she stepped
rig'ht into the unpleasant situation instead
of appealiing to the two white men in Pen-
ango, who were obviously gentlemen. The
poor girl had come to the island to marry
a man she had corresponded with through
a matrimonial journal. When he proved to

be slightly the worse for gin and climate,

she promptly assumed the name of a girl

she supposed dead and vamped the son of
the Colonel the other girl was coming to

visit.

You can guess the rest—the other girl

turned up and Dorothy hit for the jungles.

But it ended with the usual clinch. Larry
Kent is the nice young hero, and Edward
Martindel his father. Ruth Clifford plays

the other girl: Elmer Clifton directed, and
apparently struggled with an impossible

story, finally doing the best he could with
the script in hand.
Drawing Power : Nothing to speak of, with

the exception of Dorothy Sebastian as fea-

ture name.
Produced and distributed by Tiffany-Stahl.

Directed by Elmer Clifton. Story and
scenario by Lillian Ducey. Titles by Fred-
eric and Fanny Hatton. Photography by
Ernest Miller.

THE CAST
Dorothy Ryan Dorothy Sebastian
John Rice Larry Kent
Jane Norris Ruth Clifford
Colonel Rice Edward Martindel
George Owen George Cooper

Nancy Welford Signed

First National signed Nancy Welford to

play the lead in "No, No, Nanette," slated

as an all musical Vitaphone feature. Miss
Welford appeared in the coast company
of the musical show several years ago.

Broadway Fever
Not Too Contagious

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

BROADWAY Fever," Sally O'Neill's

latest Tiffany-Stahl production,

runs pretty "hot" in spots, and in others

it is decidedly subnormal. It's a picture

that has average entertainment values, and
can be classed as program calibre. Several

others turned otit by larger companies re-

cently have been considerably below this

one in audience values.

The story is an original by Viola
Brothers Shore and is one of those old tales

of a small country girl trying to get a
"break" on the New York stage. She gets

it, of course—but "how" is the basis of
the picture plot.

It seems that Sally has been trying for

weeks to interview the leading New York
producer. She Anally gives up and answers
an ad for a maid's job. Imagine her sur-

prise when she finds it is in the home of

the bachelor producer.

He is busy rehearsing his latest "find"
for the starring role of his new play. Sally

immediately falls head over heels in love

and bounces up and down stairs and hither

and yon in a great state of anguish when-
ever the blonde lady is in the house.

By giving wrong directions to the leading

woman, Sally rids herself of the opposition.

Taking Sally's word for it the blonde buys
a railroad ticket for Oakland, Calif., and
is heard from no more. Sally, in the mean-
time, packs her grips and appears for re-

hearsals at Oakland, N. J., impersonating

the blonde.

The producer doesn't discover the decep-

tion until the dress rehearsal of the play

—

it doesn't say whether this was a week or

month, later and one wonders why the

blonde woman does not appear or at least

let the producer know where she is. When
the producer discovers Sally playing the

lead his ire knows no bounds, and he orders

her off his stage forever and ever.

Sally hides in his auto and after it starts

crawls from beneath a robe to the seat be-

side him. The rest is the usual thing, al-

though it takes some time to reach the

climax.

Roland Drew plays the part of the pro-

ducer and spends most of his time looking

dreamy-eyed and romantic. There are a
couple of scorching bedroom sequences.

The manner in which Sally gets rid of the

blonde star forms one of the chief comedy
highlights of the picture.

It takes three reels for the story to get

started, and the first part is slow in tempo.

Through the middle the picture is exceed-

ingly pleasant, finishing with enough sac-

charine to send everybody home happy.

There are a number of places where some
clever titles would put over the specific se-

quences in great style. As a whole, the

titles are rather flat and meaningless.

Drawing Power: Star Sally O'Neill in a

tale of Broadway backstage. The picture

will get by as average entertainment with

audiences in the general run of houses.

Produced and distributed by Tiffany-

Stahl. Directed by Edward Cline. Story by
Viola Brothers Shore. Scenario by Lois

Leeson. Titles by Paul Perez. Photography

by John Boyle.

The Cast: Sally O'Neill, Roland Drew,
Corliss Palmer, Calvert Carter.
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Lady Of The Pavements
Reason For the Franco-Prussian War

of '71

(Reviewed by Freddie Srhadcr)

IF the D. W. Griffith production entitled

"Lady of the Pavements" doesn't dis-

close the roil reason for the conflict be-

tween the French and the Germans in L871,

it at least 9howe what might have been one
of the contributing causes. This is provid-
ing that Dr. Karl Volmoeller's tale "La
1'iava " was founded on some historical

fact. At any rate the picture serves to in-

troduce Lupe Velez, that volatile and vo-
luptuous bit of Mexican femininity, in a
role that is going to make a great many ad-
mirers for her among the fans. The picture
as a whole will be entertaining to the greater
portion of audiences, and in instances, as
in New York, where Lupe makes a personal
appearance, it will assume record-breaking
proportions. Without Lupe present it will

just attract about average business.

Lupe is introduced as a Spanish singer
in a low Parisian cabaret where she is the
life of the party. Her introduction to the
main plot, follows the refusal of the son of
the Prussian ambassador to Paris to marry
the Countess Diana des Granges, telling her
that he would rather wed a woman of the
pavements than she, after he has found her
in the arms of Napoleon III. The Countess
then summons Baron Finot, chamberlain to
the Emperor, and commands that he seek
out a woman of the pavements, young and
attractive, and school her in social carriage
sufficiently that she may attract and win
the young German. Then comes Lupe. She
is taken from the dive in which she sings,
clad in the height of fashion, placed with a
social mentor, and finally introduced as a
young lady of breeding who has just come
from a convent in Spain. Her charm, at
her debut, wins the lover who scorned the
Countess, ami when the two are finally
wed the Countess discloses the fact that the
German has really had his desire and wed a
lady of the pavements. With that the little
singer returns to her cabaret, but her heart
is no longer in her work. Even so she re-
mains there until such time that her hus-
band comes and takes her away.
Sounds like a simple enough story, but

the manner in which D. W. Griffith has
handled it with In, master hand makes it
hold one. There is one shot in a cabaret at
the end of the picture where double expos-
ure has been utilized to a dgree that is go-
ing to surpise a lot of technicians.

Drawing Power: Adult audiences, and
the stressing of Lupe Velez as the real find

from Mexico. Thus girl should outshine
Dolores Del Rio in about a year. D. W.
Griffith'-, latest should mean something to

the audience.
Produced by 1). W. Griffith. Distributed

by United Artist,. Length, Sound, 8,001)

feel; Silent, 7,1!).") feet. Running Time, an
hour and twenty-nine minutes. Released,
Ian. 23, L929. Story by Dr. Karl Vonmoel
ler. Adapted by Sam Taylor. Director, D.
W. Griffith.

THE CAST
Nation del Rayon Lupe Velez
Karl von Arnim William Boyd
Countess Diane des Granges Jetta Goudal
Baron Finot Albert Conti
Baron Haussmann George Fawcett
Papa Pierre Henry Armetta
Pianist William Bakewell
M. Dubrey Franklyn Pangburn

Sonny Boy
Warners Cash In On "Singing Fool"

Kid
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

Till-: Warner Bros., quick to seize oppor-

tunity, are starring little Davey Lee,

who is the kid player with Al Jolson in

"The Singing Fool," in a production en-

titled "Sonny Boy," which was the title

of the hit song that Jolson had in his pic-

ture. It is sure fire at the box office com-

ing right in the wake of the former hit,

even though it is a story without any great

pretense built along farcial lines, with the

kid serving as the motivating force for the

action of the adults in the cast. It can't

be said that the picture is worthy of a $'2

extended run, but it is a real novelty

Supporting the youthful star the pro-

ducers have a cast that has some worth-

while names, including Betty Bronson, Ed-
ward Everett Horton, Gertrude Olmsted,

John T. Murray, Edmund Breese, Tommy
Dugan, Jed Prouty and Lucy Beaumont.
That sounds formidable, doesn't it? The
surprise will come with the performance of

Edward Everett Horton, who utilizes all of

his stage tricks in getting to the audience

at all times.

The story in brief is concerning a battle

and parting of the mother and father of

little Sonny Boy. Gertrude Olmsted has

the role of the mother, while John T. Mur-
ray is the dad. He wants a divorce and the

possession of the child. The mother, to re-

tain the youngster and avoid a court order

which has been issued directing her to turn

the child over to the father, sends for her

sister, to whom she entrusts the little lad.

When sister misses her train to the little

town in the country where she lives, and
overhears the lawyer who is representing

her brother-in-law declare to a friend at

the railroad station that he is going out of

town for two weeks and has left his apart-

ment empty, she can think of no better

place to hide overnight than right in that

apartment. It would have all been well had
not the mother and father of the lawyer
turned up, and mistook the sister for their

-nn's wife and Sonny Boy for their grand-
child.

The youngster will win the hearts of any
audience and he talks well enough to be
understood. Then for the honor score comes
Mr. Horton, who virtually walked away
with the picture. John Murray made the

most of a husband that suffered from hay
fever and sneezed continually, while Tommy
Dugan as wise cracking private detective

got many a laugh.

Drawing Power: Particularly strong in

the spots where "The Singing Fool" has

played. Good with all ages from the babies

lo the grand folks. Davey Lee should be

I>layed up as the Al. Jolson find of "The
Singing Fool," and reference to the song
itself won't hurt.

Produced and distributed by the Warner
Brothers. Length: Sound, 6,010 feet. Run-
ning Time, an hour and six minutes. Story

by Leon Zuardo. Adapted by ('. Graham
Baker. Director, Archie L. Mayo.

THE CAST
Sunny Boy Davey Lee
Winifred Canfield Betty Bronson
Crandall Thorpe Edward Everett Morton
Mm \ Gertrude Olmsted
Hamilton John T. Murray
Mulcahy Tommy Dugan
Mrs. Thorpe Lucy Beaumont
Col. Thorpe Edmund Breese
Phi] Jed Prouty

The Letter
One Of The Best Dramatic Talkers

To Date
(Reviewed by Freddie Srhadcr)

'< rpilK LETTER," produced by Fa-
1 mous-Lasky-Paramount at their

Long Island studios with Jeanne Eagles of

the stage starred proves to lie the Jiest of

the dramatic talking picture offerings to

dale. It is a women's picture and while it

is rather sordid in theme it is going to be
sure fire for women at the box office.

'

' The
Letter" is adapted from the stage play of

W. Somerset Maugham, with Garrett Fort
responsible for the adaptation and the con-
tinuity. Jean De Limur directed the screen

production and has a most creditable piece

of work to his credit.

The scene of the action is laid in the East
Indies, where the Crosbies, played by
Jeanne Eagles and Reginald Owen, man and
wife, are in charge of a rubber plantation.

The opening shot, which travels from the
mad through the trees right to the door of
the plantation house and the indoors is

one of the best combinations of camera and
sound to date. Natives are shown outside
the house playing instruments.

The story is that of a wife marooned
from society who seeks diversion outside of
her husband, finds a lover, and when he
wishes to desert her and break off the affair

because he has taken a Chinese woman as a

mistress, the woman sends for him, tries to

have him return to her and when he refuses
shoots him dead. Then follows the inevi-

table trial, with the woman's story to the

effect that their family friend had called

at their home slightly intoxicated while her
husband was absent, took several drinks
while there and then after trying to make
love to her attacked her. The jury believed

her story and all would have been smooth
sailing had it not been for the letter that
she had sent to her lover demanding his ap-
pearance. That letter was in the hands of
his Chinese mistress and she offered it to

the attorney of the defense for $10,000 pro-
viding that the white woman would call for

it herself. The attorney provides the

wherewithal to obtain the letter and the

woman carried out the demands of the

Chinese mistress. Then when the murderess
is acquitted the husband has to foot the bill,

lie demands the letter that he is told has
cost $10,000 and on reading it informs the

wife that instead of the vacation that they
had planned after her acquittal they will

have to remain right where they are because
he has paid out all his savings for the let-

ter. Then she turns on him, and in one of

the strongest scenes played in a talking

picture up to this time, blames him for
everything, stressing the fact that she has
murdered the only person that she ever
loved and the final fadeout arives with this.

Strong meat, but meat that audiences will

love, especially, as said before, the women.
Jeanne Eagles proves herself as sterling

an actress in this talking motion picture as

she ever was on the stage and the manner
in which she portrays the role assigned her,

despite its unsympathetic nature, will win
her a host of admirers in the picture the-

atres. Her supporting cast is uniformly
good, even to those who play minor roles,

among whom is Harry Lee as a court clerk.

0. P. Heggie as the attorney for the de-

fense makes his role outstanding, while

Reginald Owen and Herbert Marshall are
all that anyone could ask for, this is especi-
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ally true of Marshall iu the role of the lover

even though he is out of the picture early.

Lady Tsen Mei, of vaudeville fame, in the

role of the Chinese woman, comes as one of

the real surprises of the picture. Her work
in this production alone will rate her a
place among the Oriental screen players

that will be equal to that of Sessue Haya-
kawa when he first appeared in "The
Cheat."

Drawing Power: Adults and mostly
women. The stage following of Jeanne
Eagles should count for a great deal at the

box office.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length: Sound, 5866 feet. Running time,

-an hour and two minutes. From the play
by W. Somerset Maugham. Adapted
by Garret Fort; directed by Jean De Limur.
Produced under supervision of Monta Bell.

THE CAST
Leslie Crosbie Jeanne Eagles
Joyce O. P. Ileggie
Robert Crosbie Reginald Owen
Geoffrey Hammond Herbert Marshall
Mrs. Joyce Irene Brown
•Li-Ti Lady Tsen Mei
Ong Chi Seng Tamaki Yoshiwara

"The Carnival Man"
(Paramount Short Talking Picture)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THIS is a dramatic sketch with songs.
Walter Huston plays the titular role, as-

sisted by a woman, who is not programmed but
who does effective work. Of course, the novelty
of "The Carnival Man" has been somewhat de-
stroyed by the two features, "The Barker" and
"The Spieler." But this as a short is interest-
ing and entertaining. Huston is the "spieler"
with a carnival outfit. The girl is a dancer.
They have been playmates since she joined the
show a few days before the story starts. Then
the girl gets a wire to come home as there is

a job as steno. awaiting her. She asks his ad-
vice and he tells her to go home because she car-
nival racket isn't any good to anyone in it.

That gives him a chance for a song at the close
•of the picture regarding the hardships that
.he endures to bring happiness and entertain-
ment to others. There is another song earlier in

the subject. Runs sixteen minutes.

man in the fourth row will now sing the song,

and then a voice other than that of Baker is

heard and the illusion is perfect. He opens with
an accordion selection, follows it with "Big But-
ter and Egg Man from the West" and then

plays and sings "How About Me?" but it is

the "I'll Get By" number that plants him solid

with the audience. Baker's personality gets to

the audience and it wouldn't be surprising to

see him taken out of the class of singing-musi-

cians and made a juvenile lead in one of the

musical talkies. Eight minutes.

"The Midnight Frolic"

(Paramount Short With Eddie
Cantor)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

I^HIS is virtually a monologue and song by
Eddie Cantor, backed by a jazz orchestra.

The atmosphere and the color of the Ziegfeld
Midnight Frolic is used. The combination should
be effective for billing and advertising purposes
outside of New York. Eddie cracks a few
jokes, introduced a number of screen and bright
light celebrities including Paramount star play-
ers, and does his numbers. Cantor is funny and
working in blackface he snaps over his gags in

great shape. Especially the one about Ziegfeld
insisting that he become a partner in the

"Frolic," at least what Zieggy said was "Eddie,
you have got to take a greater interest in the

"Frolic.'" It runs 10 minutes.

"The Music Makers"
(Willie and Eugene Howard

—

Vitaphone)
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

THERE is a name value to these boys out-

side of any theatre, but while this offering

is good for a few laughs your audiences are not

going out raving about it, either for or against.

Willie Howard does the fresh boy that steps

into a phonograph store for a job taking the

"Boy Wanted" sign with him, then after break-
ing all the available records, conceals himself

in a huge prop victrola to sing numbers for

the customers, who happen to be a couple of

good looking girls. He finally emerges and does

a couple of imitations, including one of Jolson.

Eugene, as usual, is the feeder. The three num-
bers in the imitations are "Gallagher and
Sheehan," "It's Ray Ray Raining" and "Baby
Curls." The talk between the two brothers gets

laughs. It runs twelve minutes in all.

"Max Schmeling"
(Vitagraph Has German Fighter

Talk)
(Revietced by Freddie Schader)

MAX SCHMELING, the German heavy-
weight pugilist who has created consider-

able furor about New York with his knocking
out some of the candidates for the Tunney
crown, thanks the American public for having
been so gracious to him. He accomplishes this

in both English, with an accent, and in German.
He also runs through some gym training stunts

and boxes a couple of exhibition rounds with

one of his sparring partners. This should be

sure fire in the spots where men predominate in

the audience, although there is nothing that will

offend women.' Runs nine minutes.

"Meet The Missus"
(A Paramount Short Talking Picture)

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

''TV/fEET the Missus" has James Gleason
l-Vl and Lucille Webster Gleason as its two

principal players. There are a number of others
in the cast, but these two carry the brunt of the

work. It is a story of the life of a couple of
small time vaudeville players. They are hus-
band and wife and the hubby is picking a new
girl on every bill, filling them full of the old

line bull and thinking himself a Romeo of no
mean proportions. The picture opens with the

family rowing in the wings of one of the houses
they are playing. Later goes to the front stoop
of the actor's boarding house that they frequent,

with the hubby making an excuse to the wife
that he is going to the club to see a writer about
a new act for the family. Instead he hits into

the speakeasy beneath the boarding house and
there meets a girl who is with pals of his. He
runs through the usual routine and finally de-

cides that they should make a wonderful team,

the idea then and there is to go up stairs and
break the news to the "Missus" that he is leav-

ing her. He takes the new "partner" along, the

result being that the two women know each

other and "hubby" is forced to sleep on the

Sofa while the two women utilize the bed, and
start talking over old times before they go to

sleep. This is jammed with laughs, especially

for a wise audience. It runs twenty minutes.

"Songs Of Love"
(Julia Sanderson and Frank Crumit

—Vitagraph)
(Revietced by Freddie Schader)

JULIA SANDERSON, who was Douglas
Fairbanks' first leading woman on the stage

in "Fantana," looking as young and pretty as

ever, with Frank Crumit accompanying her on
his guitar and singing, proves a very pleasing

Vitaphone subject. There are three numbers in

the song cycle. They are "No Wonder You're

a Wonderful Girl," "I Can Live Without You"
and "That Precious Little Thing Called Love."

The second is. a comedy number that gets over

nicely while the closing number is tunefully

handled by the pair. Five minutes.

"Phil Baker"
(Accordion and Songs—Vitaphone)

(Revietced by Freddie Schader)

PHIL BAKER is more impressive on the

sound screen than on the stage. In this par-

ticular Vitaphone offering he- is going to prove
one of the best bets. Four numbers are his con-

tribution in this record and the final number
-which is a real novelty will get any audience.

It is the popular number "I'll Get By" and
Baker does it as though he had a "plant" seated

an the audience. He tells those in front that the

Standard
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"Kitty Kitty"
(Educational-Cameo—One Reel)

THIS is the old familiar story of "The Cat
Came Back." It has a human cast of but

three, Billy Dale, Estelle Bradey and Al
Thompson, with a half dozen cats figuring

prominently in the action. It is a poor attempt

at comedy, with scarcely a laugh in the reel.

There is entirely too much repitition in the re-

turn of the cat.

Billy brings his wife this pet to keep her com-
pany and she loaths cats. The pet immediately

parks on her new expensive hat and ruins it.

She orders the cat thrown out and Billy at-

tempts times innumerable to do it._ He is finally

caught by a policeman trying to dispose of it in

a street can and the cop orders him to take home
all cats in the neighborhood. They disport all

over the premises, much to the discomforture

of Billy and his frantic wife. Jules White was
responsible for the direction.

"Eleanor Painter"
(Lyric Soprano In Songs

—

Vitagraph)
(Revietced by Freddie Schader)

ELEANOR PAINTER, musical comedy

prima donna, is heard in three numbers.

Two of these are classical and one popular to

lend a little diversity to her program. She looks

very striking on the screen with the exception

that one did not get the full value of her eyes,

she squinting and making them appear as nar-

row slits. Her voice, however, is excellent. Her
opening number is "Love Is Best of All," which

is followed by "Habanera" from "Carmen."

Then for a final number she offers "How About

Me?" rendering it in a most dramatic manner

and drawing a full applause appreciation for it.

Five minutes.

"Bernie Cummins Orchestra"

(Vitagraph Short Music and Songs)

(Revietced by Freddie Schader)

ONE of the usual combinations of music and

songs by a dance orchestra. Bernie Cum-
mins and his orchestra hold forth at the Bilt-

more Hotel and are a combination that is

equally at home whether playing hot tunes for

stepping or ballads. In the program offered here

they have three numbers, "Come On, Baby,"

"If I Had You" and "Here Comes My Ball and

Chain." The latter is the most effective and

worked up with some comedy. Runs eight min-

utes.
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•Foolish Husbands"
(Sennett-Pathe—Two Reels)

( Hit iiict-d by George J. Reddy)

SOMETIMES this Mack Sennett offering is

funny inasmuch as it is a burlesque on the

jealous wife and guilty husband theme. How-
ever it never grows vociferous and is perhaps

too mild to be called a really good laugh-puller.

Suitable material for the comedy stretch of

the majority of neighborhood house

grammes.
Billy Bevan stars, Vernon Dent, Carmelita

Geraghty and Dot Farley support. Phil \\ hit

man directed.

Carmelita agrees to help her friend. Dot, to

cure Billy of his flirtatious ways. At Billy's

house, from which the wife is supposed to be

away visiting her sick mother, the susceptible

male is found by wifie making love to Miss

Geraghty, who falls stricken when a gun, in

the irate hands of witie. goes off. Billy believes

he has shot and killed the beautiful Carmelita,

so he and Vernon play hide and seek with the

body, further difficulty arising when a polici

man arrives and searches for the wandering
corpse. Finally the truth is revealed and Bevan,

to all intents and purposes, is cured of Ins

agreeable weaki

"The Black Duck"
(Pathe-Fables—One Reel)

RAFFLES the cat and Woofus Wolf plot

against Milton Mouse, who sedulously

guards his troop of ducks. They beguile Mil-

ton with an attractive picture book while his

ducks are lured away. But when disaster stares

Milton in the face, his black duck, whom he

had tied to a tree to voice his displeasure

against his annoying manners, saves the day.

He conveniently acts as Milton's airplane and
carries him to where the ducks are kept cap-

tive by the mean Woofus Wolf. Milton im-

mediately fights Mr. Woofus and beats him
soundly. Meanwhile the black duck again

proves his incalculable worth by leading his

fellows back to the pond.

More thrilling than Goldilocks and the three

bears or the "huff and I'll puff 'till I blow
your house down" story. The proper metier

for these Fables is at a children's matinee, but

a houseful of grown-ups derive enjoyment
from them, too.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Riding For Love"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

GEORGE CHANDLER stars in this. It is

the usual type of entertainment that these

western shorts present: fights galore, horse-
manship and wild and wooly adventure. It plays

up a serenading cowboy, who, finding that lie

cannot win a fair summer guest in a gentle

manner, adopts a rough and ready technique and
sweeps her off her feet with his caveman
tactics.

But a villain is lurking in the background
and he spoils the romance between the pair,

forcing the hero to tell her he's the father of a
family. But everything turns out all right in

the end and Mr. Villain gets his trimming and
the hero and the heroine fall into an embrace.

Walter Fabian directed.

"Alpine Antics"

(Universal—One Reel)

OSWALD, the lively Winkler bunny and
who is a daily celluloid visitor in and out

of the Universal exchanges, is a mountain
climber and yodeler in this new cartoon.

Along with him is Fanny, his sweetheart, a St.

Bernard dog, a mountain antelope and various

other figures. It shows Oswald to the rescue

when his sweetie becomes entangled on a lofty

tree limb.

Fairly entertaining cartoon work.—GEORGE
J. REDDY.

Dorothy Gulliver, "U" Star and Her Pet Colt

"The Prodigal Pup"
(Universal—One Reel)

THESE Laemmle Novelties are proving

themselves to be the best series of shorts

that has graced the Universal programs in a

Ions while. About four of them have been

reviewed so far and in all of their comments
on the qualities of this particular series the

writers have agreed that they are skilful little

pictorial presentations. In this one, an idea is

delicately sketched, is pictured with intriguing

skill and is bound to make a most pleasing

impression.

A wee pup, left to mind his brothers and

sisters, journeys from home when his parent

leaves the doghouse. The world presses in on

him with all its forceful vigor and the dis-

illusioned youngster first laps too much cider

almost drowned by a playful little girl, and,

supperless, is pelted by a rainstorm through

which he hungrily runs. A smarter and wiser

dog, with tail between his legs, he finally

reaches home.

Not so easy to picture and carry through to

a trkunphant conclusion are these reels dealing

with dogs. Hal Roach was most eminently suc-

cessful with "Dog Heaven" and now Samuel

Jacobsen, who conceived this story, and Jacques

Rollens, who directed, have achieved another

modest triumph along the same lines.

—

GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Delicious And Refreshing"

(Educational-Cameo—One Reel)

ADRIENNE DORE, an Atlantic City beauty

contest winner, is the featured player in

this fairly snappy little comedy and she is a
pretty clever performer. She is vivacious, good
to look at and undoubtedly has a flare of com-
edy.

Adrienne and Tania Akron are hoofers in the

picture, working on a truck and advertising a

fashion show. The truck is banned on the

streets so they apply at the fashion shop for a

job as models. Unaccustomed to the details

they get into all sorts of difficulties with the

customers and literally wreck the establishment.

The anctics are so humorous that they are

signed by a theatrical producer, there with his

girl friend, to repeat the act in the theatre.

In the cast besides the Misses Dore and
Akron are Eva Thatcher, Al Thompson. Rob-
ert Graves and Stanhope Wheatcroft. Francis

J. Martin directed.—CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Howling Hollywood"
(Educational-Mermaid—Two Reels)

(Revietced by Chester J. Smith)
r I'MlIs is a combination burlesque on picture

1 production and a mystery drama with an

abundance of comedy interspersed, some good
and some not so good. The cast is made up of

George Davis, Vernon Dent, Fred Spencer, Ella

M< ECenzie, Arthur Housman and Al Thomp-
son, with James Jones directing.

It starts in a motion picture studio where
they make bad comedies with the backer of the

company demanding that they get some action

and some comedy into them. This they deter-

mine to do, so they inject a haunted house and
take the troupe to it, after which there is plenty

of action and all sorts of knockabout comedy.
When midnight arrives in the haunted house

clutching hands are revealed, trap doors are

sprung, weird figures appear and all together

it is quite spooky. Done with sound or effects

the picture will improve when shown in a the-

atre and will doubtless prove a fair attraction

where they appreciate this type of comedy.
Vernon Dent and Ella McKenzie provide a

good part of the comedy and they do well

enough, though most of the laughs will come
from the situations. In fact, all of the cast

are acceptable. It is a somewhat out of the

ordinary story for a two-reeler and moves
fast enough after it gets fairly under way to

hold the attention.

"Good Night, Nurse"
(Educalional-Lupino Lane—2 Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

LUPINO Lane is one of the cleverest com-
edians of the screen or stage and it is un-

fortunate that they cannot give him better story

material in these short comedies into which to

work his inimitable antics. He is certainly vers-

atile and has an unending store of gags and
and accomplishments, which are not improved
any by the material into which he has to work
them.

In this one Lane is a nerve patient, ordered
to a sanitarium by a specialist for a complete
rest. There are patients there of all descrip-

tions, one in particular having gout and a very
much bound-up foot, which Lane repeatedly

and repeatedly steps on. In fact, he becomes
entangled in one way or another with most of

the patients. Then there is a steaming hot radi-

ator, which each in turn, backs into.

Throughout the entire action Lane goes
through his complete repertoire of gags and
stunts and they are very cleverly executed. He
does a dance with a skeleton that is a wi >w :

he goes through contortions and falls that are

bound to bring laughs, but there is entirely too

much repetition in this picture.

"Tige's Girl Friend"
(Stern-Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

THERE'S not so much of Buster Brown and
Alary Jane in this new Stern opus—Tige,

a clever dog, and another little canine per-

former carry the brunt of it. As a result of

the dogs' work it is considerably above the

usual cut-and-dried funfilms in which Arthur
Trimble is so often ineffective. Good screen

material for the children but quite tame for

adults. Sam Newfield, one of the busiest of

the Stern's directors, is credited with this one.

Tige listens to a tale of woe from his little

friend who has been hurt by a harsh bulldog.

The latter receives a drubbing and Tige returns

to reassure his friend that justice has been

meted out in a proper manner. So much for

the first and best .portion of the film. The
second sequence occupies most of the second

reel and is not as effective as that which pre-

cedes, as it deals mainly with a visit of Tige,

Buster and Mary to Buster's sick grandpa. The
dog upsets the serenity of the hospital when a

bee alights on his nose and the events end in a
free-for-all among the patients and a wild ride

through the streets on grandpa's bed.
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Conducted by An Exhibitor for Exhibitors

MANAGERS
ROUND TABLE CLUB

By Charles E. Lewis

"The Brotherhood of
Showmen"

PRIOR to the organisation of the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB, there were probably no two managers
who ever communicated with each other, unless they had

met previously or were old friends. With the coming of this

great society of intercommunication the practise of keeping in

touch with one another has become so universal that distance

has ceased to be a factor in the friendship of the different

members scattered throughout the entire world. Shozi'incn in

Kalamazoo think nothing at all of writing a letter to Borneo,
British East Indies, or from New York to San Francisco, etc..

etc. In fact, the spirit of this idea has caught on so favorably

that from various members zve learn that their most interesting

and profitable pastime is to zmtch the CLUB columns in

the News each week and then sit down and zvrite to the mem-
bers about the different "stunts" and ideas that were printed in

the latest edition.

So, from complete isolation in their various towns, cities

and hamlets, the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB
became the clearing house where men began to know each
other, where their ideas zvere given publication, zchcrc their

pictures appeared and so on until now hundreds of theatre

managers and exhibitors arc intimate friends without having
ever seen each other personally. Thus we proudly exclaim,

"We are the Brotherhood of Shozvmen" and every one of us
are proud to be members of this great national association of
theatre managers.

Whether you are already a member or whether you con-

template joining, see if you can't catch a bit of that famous
CLUB "spirit" and try this idea of intercommunication be-

tween yourself and your brother managers, see if you don't

get a "kick" out of starting an intimate correspondence with
some theatre man a thousand miles azvay, in other zvords, crazvl

out of that "den of darkness" and obscurity and let the zvhole

zmde zvorld knozv that you not only are in the business, but
that you are an important part of it.—C. E. L.

Dick Kirschbaum Is

A Real Showman
All The Way Thru*

To read this little story
about Dick without seeing
his picture might lead you to

suspect that he is about 125
years old. Therefore our
continuous sermon about

"""~—""""~~~"~~"~"^^ getting all the members'
photos. We want you to "See and Hear" rather than just
hear. Dick hails from the Lincoln Theatre, in Arling-
ton, N. J.

But to get back to the story of Kirschbaum, we must
quote a bit of his first letter to the CLUB when he sent us
his application—"Am enclosing my application . . . be-
cause I feel that I owe it to you and the club. The reason
I say this is because I have gotten plenty of enjoyment
out of the ideas, and feel that I should reciprocate. ..."

Dick is entering his second year as a theatre manager after

fifteen years as a press agent and exploitation man in the the-

atrical racket, and if that does not constitute a "hard school

of experience" then we must have got out of bed this morning
from the wrong side. He knows his onions when it comes to

selling the picture and he tackled "Uncle Tom's Cabin" by
erecting a log cabin front for his theatre and offering passes

to the youngsters submitting the best com-
positions about this famous story. On the

"Barker" he offered passes for the best

ballyhoo speech by the youngsters. And he

reports that they all fell for it great.

Kirschbaum is also a great believer in the

old CLUB argument for members to be-

come affiliated with their local Chambers of

Commerce and he is the Director of Pub-
licity for his Chamber, and is also a mem-
ber of the governing board. Such coopera-

tion is bound to result in plenty of good will for the theatre

without going into the great publicity angle that it carries

with it. •

We know that the other members will be just as anxious as

we are to hear from Dick regularly. He is going to make a

perfect "active" member. Right?

More Club Gossip
About Our Widely
Scattered Members

Many of the boys are now
sending me their weekly pro-

grammes regularly and I want
to take this means of thanking

them all together. It's a great

idea and often provides me^^^^^^^^™~"^^^^^^^^—
with items to comment about

in these columns. I hope to be able to report a ioo per cent

showing of programmes every week from all the members, so

if you have not already done so, PiLEASE put me on your
regular mailing list.

A. H. R. Miller, by way of introducing his mailing card,

sent one to me, and I want to tell you it is a fine piece of

mailing matter for any theatre or town. Miller runs the
Opera House up in Waynesburg, Pa.

F. M. Boucher, busy resident manager of the Capitol-Colonial

& Win Theatres, in Winchester, Virginia, is one of the depend-
ables (that's a new name for activity) who always keeps the

CLUB posted on everything of interest about Winchester and

the theatres he is running. It's a corking habit and we are

all for Boucher in this respect. We're watching the mails

F. M. ?

F. C. Goldquist was one of the first to recognize the great

possibilities of the CLUB and he has been a regular ever
since he joined. He likes to boil his letters down to hard
facts and so his summary of "preference between silent and
sound pictures reads—"The well done silent picture has
my vote every time." And he ought to know, he's been
watching the talkies from their first appearance.

Smalley's Sidney Theatre is another house which uses the

post card idea for a mailing list and the one which they sent
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me shows extreme good taste in both composition and set-up.

of you who rarely i>r never go into this phase of mail-

ing-lists would do well in try it for a relief from the routine

Stuff that your customers have heen getting.

A. H. Schwartz's Century Circuit utilizes a great idea in

a combination program which includes every theatre in

their Flatbush group. The booklet is both interesting and
well put up and we can readily see that it must be awaited
with interest by everyone on the mailing list. We wish we
could impress this idea on towns where all theatres are

controlled by a single company. It is beneficial to every

house and adds dignity to their programs.
Sydney Oshrin (the CLUB's own inventive genius) shows

good sense by using a change of program cover often enough

to relieve the feeling of monotony from those who must look

at it all the time to see what the Allerton Theatre is playing.

Varietv is the spice of life, so they tell us. and Sydney sure

believes in it.

Ray Le Strange, manager of Keith's Central Theatre, in

Cedarhurst, L. I., has made up a "Ten Commandments of

Theatre Management," and only lack of space prevents our

printing it at this time. But if you do not care to wait for

publication, then we suggest you drop a line to Ray direct

and he will, no doubt, be glad to accommodate with a copy
of them. It's good stuff, boys, so get after it.

Levey Starts Off
"Sound" In Beacon
With Big Campaign

When Schine's Oneonta
Theatre had to sell "The
Rarker," in that city, C. J.

Rose, the live-wire manager
of the house decided that a

circus front would just hit the
""——^^~~"^~^^^~~"^^^— town right, and he did not

make a mistake either. Witness the photograph herewith and

how it takes a drab looking theatre front and livens it up con-

siderably. We only mentioned lasf week that "atmospheric

G. J. Rose Works
Up Interest On
A "Barker" Front

William A. Levey, an old-

timer in the CLl'M. was ion-

fronted with the serious prob-
lem of starting the Beacon
Theatre, in Port Washington,
L. I., with some sort of an ad-^"^"""""" vertising campaign that would

give it the proper' start. From the newspaper clipping which he
recently sent us we are convinced that he accomplished all he
set out to do—and more. Front page stories anil inside read-

ers all helped to create the intense interest which resulted from
his efforts and we can well' understand why the reports have
reached us that the Beacon is "knocking" 'em dead out on
Long Island. So much actually depends on the right start that

we should lay particular stress on our advance campaigns so

that we can liven up the great tales which we tell them about
"sound and the talkies."

Levey sent invitations to over fifty

promnient people in his section and they
were all there on the opening night of

sound. We rather like Bill's expression

—

"There is nothing wrong with the show
business, just give them good shows."
That's the spirit that wins every time.

Don't get discouraged and lay down be-

cause the B. O. has fallen off a little.

Those things will happen in the best of

theatres. Go out and give them the shows
—then watch the business.

fronts" were staging a come-back, and already wc have received

numerous photos showing that the statement was correct. If

you have worked any unusual front dressing ideas we wish

you would take a snap-shot of it and send it to me. I like to

show them because they pep up the front.

Euering Tells Us
How He Trained
His Theatre Staff

When we mentioned the

exceptionally fine staff that

Lee J. Euering trained for his

Majestic Theatre in Spring-

field, Ohio, we immediately

dropped Lee a letter and asked^~"~~"""""^~~^—
for some "dope" on how he

handled it. His letter is both modest and interesting, and we
will quote from it here

:

"I consider all my employees equal, but at the same
time I do not let them get the upper hand on me or I never
would be able to handle them. A few months ago I had the
pleasure of going to Detroit, it was my first visit to a big
city, in five years. It just happened that they were train-

ing ushers for the New Fox, I watched the Drill-Master,

and after that I went to the Michigan and United Artists,

where I took a back seat, I watched every move and along
with what I saw at the Fox, I put them both together, so
when I got home I decided to try them out on the home
folks. It sure was tough at first, because I had all the boys
dressed in evening uniforms with starched collars and shirt

front. The natives made fun of the boys, because they made
all the bows and so forth, but that didn't daunt me. Now
when they come in they expect this service, such as
thanking them for their tickets, assisting them with their

coats and opening the doors.

"My cashiers have been trained the same way, and it

might interest you to know that they have been with me
four years. I have always made it a point for my cashiers

to find out just what my patrons want, and they have cer-

tainly co-operated with me in this way. Each and every
patron who purchases a ticket from our B. O. receives a

pleasant smile and thank you. Well, Charles, I hope my
letter hasn't bored you, for I am a rather "punk" writer,

but I haven't had the good luck to attend college, as prob-
ably some of your other managers have. Good bye and
good luck till next week."

So there you have Lee's own little story and when you stop

to consider that he is but twenty-three years of age you must
surely marvel at his keen sense of showmanship. We want to

hear often from Lee, and so do the other members.
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Stevenson's Ads
Show Exceptionally

Good Lay-Outs

We present here two
newspaper ads which were
used by D. F. Stevenson,
Publicity Director of the
Lincoln Theatre, in Trenton,
N. J., and a glance will bring~"~~"—"""""~—^""~

^

——"""^—
out the fact that they have

been well laid out for newspaper purposes. First you will

note that the theatre name and the feature picture gets the

top and best billing in these ads. This is good sense be-

cause, after all, it is the theatre and the feature we are

selling above everything else. The talking and sound
angles are well played up and are not deceiving in any way.
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When there is any talking, Stevenson makes sure they
know it, but if it is just a sound picture, he gives that phrase
sufficient prominence. The policy of "truth in advertising"

has apparently been set forth as part of the theatre's policy

;

and the other attractions are played up according to their

importance. We recommend such advertising to all mem-
bers on the lookout for good copy and many would do well

to profit by this example.

I. Hamilton Webb, of the Union Theatres, Ltd., in Australia,

was a visitor at OLXJB headquarters this week, and we had a

most interesting chat with him about his far-off country. Many
things were discussed by Mr. Webb which we know you would
like to read so we will print a short story about conditions in

Australia and how the showmen of that country differ from the

showmen here in the United States.

We recommend it to those managers who still believe that all

the "srood ideas" are created here.

Please Take Note

IT has come to our attention that many managers
believe there is a membership or initiation fee

charged by the Round Table Club.

This is incorrect. There are no charges of any
kind involved with membership in the CLUB. Your
only obligation is to keep us posted on your theatre
operation and exploitation activities for publication
on these pages. C. E. L.

6 4Live Wire"
Showmen

Recent Additions to Membership of
Managers Round Table Club

Harry Lee Moller, Schine's Ohio & Oapitul Theatres, Sidney Ohio
Jack LaReaux. Huntington Theatre, Huntington, L. I N. Y
George A. Nevin, Capitol Theatre, Ilion, N. Y.
Milton H. Kress, Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ga.
A. M. Abbott, Ki-he-kak Theatre, Pawhueka, Okla.
Gordon W. Reap, Arcade Theatre, Fort Myers Florida
Harry M. Lowensteln, Riu &, Palace Theatres, Ardmore Okla
Charles Hurwitz, Unique Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.
J. J. Dempsey, Strand Theatre, Dorchester Mass.
Robert M. Paskow, Ritz Theatre, Newark, N. J
Harry Klein, Roth-Lyons Theatre, Madison. N. J.
Ken Hoel, Harris Theatre, Findlay, Ohio
Johnny Jones, Majestic Theatre, Columbus, Ohio
C. W. Massy, Jefferson Theatre, Huntington, Ind.
Louis Stein, Roosevelt & Hawthorne Theatres, Newark N I

Carter Barron, Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta Ga
Ray C. Brown, Strand Theatre, Akron, Ohio
E. E. Bair, State & American Theatres, East Liverpool, Ohio
C. R. Iundbald, Plaza Theatre, Milwaukee Wise
A. J. Obush, Capitol Theatre, Whiting, Ind
Samuel Cohen, Kent Theatre, Philadelphia Pa
Harry P. Rose, Palace Theatre, Oneonta. N Y
G. B. DePauw, Capitol Theatre, Newark. N. j
L, G. Jenkins, Etta Theatre, Oeala, Florida
M. R. Blair, Regent & Empress Theatres, Oedar Falls la
••Buzz" Briggs, State Theatre, Denver Colo
Elias S. Sutter, Tivoli Theatre, Kansas City Mo
George Frankie, Golden Rule Theatre. New York City
Lou Smith, Ritz & Berkshire Theatres. Brooklyn. N Y
Dick Kirschbaum, Lincoln Theatre. Arlington, N. J.
George L. McGee, Union Theatre. Union N. J.
J. Victor Wilson, Fox-Poli Palace Theatre, Springfield, Mass
Harris Lumberg, Bellevue Theatre. Niagara Falls. N. Y.
Nat. B. Smith, Grove Theatre, Freeport, L. I.

Margaret Vandem Berg, Crescent Theatre. Grand Haven Mich
Harold I. Garfinkle, Midwood & Manor Theatres, Brooklyn, N. T.
Alvin L. Locks, Loew's Yonkers Theatre. Yonk'ers, N. Y.

'

R. A. Cole, Cole's Hall Theatre, DeKalb Junction N Y
F. W. Linehan, Wemick Theatre, Ghicopee Falls Mass
Paul Weintraub, Victoria Theatre Ossining, N. Y.
Al Price, Union Square Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Wendell Werner, Rialto Theatre. Tell-Oity, Ind.
Jay B. Smith, Gravois Theatre, St. Louis Mo.
Henry Frieder, Playhouse Theatre, Hudson. N. Y.
Leon L. Berger, Moviland Theatre, Olfveland, Ohio
M. E, Klare, Strand Theatre, Sharpsburg Pa.
Daniel Katlin, Colonial Theatre. Phoenixville, Pa.
Love B. Harrell, Lyric Theatre, Waycross, Ga
A. D, Natelson, Lakeside Theatre. Chicago, 111.
T. J. McSpadden, West-Colonial & Plaza Theatres Galesbnrg 111.
E. D. Rhind, Bates Theatre, Attleboro, Mass.
Charles J. Rose, Oneonta Theatre, Oneonta, N. Y.
H. L. Davidson, Columbia & Garden Theatres, Davenport. Iowa
Will. J. Glaser, Sun Theatre, Faribault. Minn.
Bennett Brandon, Mineola Theatre, Mineola, L. I.. N. Y.
R. Lee Kline, Maryland Theatre. Hagerstown, Md.
Fred E. Walters, Castle Theatre, Irvington, N. J,
James F. Mahoney, Bradley Theatre, Putnam, Conn.
Earl H. Arnold, Liberty Theatre, Watertown, N. Y.
Frederick W. Demara, Palace Theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
J. D. O'Rear, Colonial Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.
Harold G. Cummings, Rialto Theatre, Roslindale, Mass.
George J. Reister, Ohio & Majestic Theatres, Mansfield, Ohio
Russell A. Bovim, Loew'p Theatre. Canton, Ohio
Harry B. Howe. Loew's Columbia Theatre, Washington, D. 0.
H. A. Hill, Hollywood Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Raymond E. Smith, Amherst Theatre. Amherst, Mass.
Otto Hoffmeister, Imperial & Kinsman Theatres, Cleveland, Ohio
Robert Slote, Strand Theatre, Cumberland, Md.
William P. Murphy, Floral Theatre Floral Park. L. I , N. Y.
Earle S. Tyson, Belnord Theatre. Baltimore, Md.
Martin H. Rogers, Circle Theatre, Annapolis, Md.
E. W. Haferkamp, Hollywood Theatre, Chicago, 111.

(Additional New Members, Next Weeh)

WILL YOU BE NEXT??
MANAGER'S ROUND TARLE CLUR,
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

I hereby apply for membership in the Club.

Name

Theatre

Address

SHOOT IT IN—NOW!!!!
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j. J. Clarke New Pathe

Head In Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE, WISl—J. J.

Clarke succeeds William A.

Whin.iiin as manager of the Mil-

waukee Pathe brajich. Mr. Clarke

was formerly assistant manager in

the Chicago Pathe office.

The Elite Theatre on Tuesday
night was the scene of a serious fire

in the projection booth. Equipment
to the extent of $750 was destroyed.

Six reels of film burned. Patron-.

of the theatre filed out quietly. The
Elite is managed by Steve Bauer.

Fred A. Flader, general manager
of the Universal chain, is spending

a few weeks in the Wisconsin ter-

ritory.

Henry Dohn replaces Arnold
Hensler as assistant booker in the

Paramount exchange.

Z. G. Dexter, manager of the

Doris Theatre at Hermansville,

was in the city on Thursday.

Joe Ecker, of the Auditorium at

Brillion, is installing Movietone
equipment in his theatre.

Felix Malitz, Ufa general sales

manager, is spending a short time

in this territory, exploiting his

product.

M. D. Thompson of the Colonial

and Braumart Theatres at Iron

Mountain, Mich., was a recent vis-

itor at the exchanges.

J. H. Zimmerman, M-G-M au-

ditor, who has been here for the

past two weeks, left on Wednes-
day for Chicago.

Al Bartlet has again taken over

management of the Mirmar The-
atre, which, for a short time, was
managed by Morrie Anderson.

Correction—In a recent issue of

the News, Reinhold Wallack was
designated as a former manager of

Universal chain theatres in this ter-

ritory. Mr. Reinhold has never

served in this capacity, but was
formerly manager of the Lake The-
atre, one of the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit houses.

Theatre Changes In

K. C. Territory

KANSAS CITY.—The follow-

ing changes in theatres and

managements in the Kansas City

territory have been announced : Iris

Theatre, El Dorado, Kans., pur-

chased by W. D. and R. F. Fite

from Oscar Evertson; a new $12,-

006 theatre will be built in Virgil,

Kans., by O. D. Allis; Oral Bur-
but has sub-leased the Cozy Thea-
tre, South Haven, Kans., from Hen
Wright ; the first installation in

the Kansas Gty territory of a

Pacent reproducer will be in the

Tackett Theatre, Coffcyville, Kans.,

about March 15; Lucas, Kans., will

have a new fireproof theatre to re-

place the Isis Theatre, which re-

cently was destroyed by fire, the

new house to be built by L. Gil-

breath ; The Nomar Theatre, of

J. C. Harrman and associates, of

Wichita, Kans., is scheduled for a
formal opening April 1 ; the old

Home Theatre, Hutchison, Kans.,

which recentlj was purchased bj

C. L. Hurt, will be lorn down and

.•i new structun ted or the site.

The MovaphoiK' branch in Kan-

sas City, of which Allen Burke is

manager, has completed the in-

stallation of a Moviephone for

demonstration purposes.

The Newman Theatre, Publix

house, of Kansas City, has in-

augurated a Saturday night "owl

show." starting at 11:30 P.M.
With the completion of Vita-

phone equipment in the Lincoln

Theatre, Kansas City, that house

now has the distinction of being the

only negro house west of the

Mississippi River to have a talking

picture policy. Business has great-

ly increased since installation of

the Yitaphone equipment, it is said.

E. E. Sprague, of Goodland,

Kans., Glenn Dickinson, of Law-
rence, Kans., Maurice Jencks, of

Topeka, Kans., and H. Gabriel, of

Great Bend, Kans., were out-of-

town exhibitors visiting the Kansas
City inarket this week.
M. D. Dohn has resigned as man-

ager of the Marshall and Wareham
Theatres, Manhattan, Kans., to ac-

cept a position as manager of the

Rialto Theatre, of Denver, Colo.,

a Publix house.

A sales office of the Good-All
Reproducer was opened in Kansas
City this week under the manage-
ment of S. Vorzimer, formerly

manager of the United Artists ex-

change, in Omaha, Nebr.

Mid-West Division
Manager Resigns

CLEVELAND, Ohio.—John F.

Royal, since 1916 manager of

the Keith Theatre, in Cleveland,

and for the past two years general

manager of the midwest division,

has announced his resignation from
the RCA-Keith-Orpheum circuit,

effective April 1st. Royal states

as his reason for resigning that he

is tired of traveling, and wants
more time with his family. He
also states that he plans to remain
in the show business but does not
say what those plans are.

The Dreisler Theatre, Plymouth,
is now re-opened under the man-
agement of M. C. Barch, of Cleve-
land.

George Shenker, who tried a

two-day a week policy at the Cozy
Theatre, Lorain, without success,

announces that he is closing the

house permanently.

Paul Geyer has notified the

Cleveland Film Board of Trade
that he closed the Jewel Theatre,

Freemont, March 10th. He failed

to stated whether this is a perma-
nent or temporary arrangement.

O. S. Taylor has re-opened his

Electric Theatre, Irondale. Sev-
eral weeks ago he closed it because
business was poor.

Willis Kent was in town last

week making arrangements for the

Ohio distribution of "Linda." An
announcement will follow shortly.

The Uptown Theatre, new 2,000-

seat house, at St. Clair Ave. and
East 106th St., and the Variety,

built about two Mars ago, will be-

long to Warner Brothers, if nego-

tiations now said to be pending,

work out satisfactorily. The Up-
town and Variety belong to Sam
S techcr, Meyer Fine, Abe Kramer
and their associates.

The local Universal exchange is

getting a new spring dress, includ-

ing green paint on the walls, newly

finished furniture and all new in-

terior decorations.

W. A. Finney, temporarily in

charge of the Loew Theatres here

following the recent resignation of

William Haynes as assistant gen-

eral manager, states that the Park

Theatre is doing a tremendous busi-

ness since sound has been installed.

Business in the house has doubled,

Finney says, and it is building con-

stantly.

Phil Selznick, who left the movie

business several years ago to open

several night clubs, has announced

that he will be a candidate for

councilman in Shaker Heights, ex-

clusive residence suburb of Cleve-

land.

Gus McCune, general* representa-

tive for "Simba," the Martin John-

son jungle picture, is spending sev-

eral weeks in Cincinnati.

Nate Bigelson, formerly with the

Lande exchange here, is now with

the newly opened Hi-Mark ex-

change, which is under the man-
agement of B. and C. Oswald.

Loew's Granada Theatre will

open with Vitaphone and Movie-
tone March 17th. Loew houses in

Cleveland now playing sound pro-

grams are the Stillman, Allen,

State, Cameo, Circle and Park.

Their silent houses are the Mall,

Liberty, Doan and Heights. It is

highly improbable that sound will

be installed in any of these silent

houses, it was stated by district

manager W. A. Finney.

First Vaude Theatre

Wired In Toronto
OTTAWA, CAN.—The first

vaudeville theatre in Canada
to be wired is Loew's Theatre, To-
ronto, of which Jules Bernstein has

long been manager. He will spec-

ialize in popular prices for sound
programs, which will also include

the regular vaudeville and pipe or-

gan.
Charles Straw, formerly mana-

ger of the Capitol Theatre, Winni-

ng, Manitoba, has been appointed

manager of the Palace Theatre,

Calgary, Alberta, the latter having
been the first super-cinema of the

Canadian West, built by the Aliens.

Howard Kenvels has returned to

the Pantages Theatre, Toronto,
this time as manager of what is

the largest theatre in the Dominion.
In recent years he has been con-
ducting theatres in Montreal and
I lamilton.

Clarence Robson, eastern division

manager of Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Toronto, has been suf-

fering from injuries which he sus-

tained in a tumble down the main
staircase of the Uptown Theatre,
Toronto, chief house of the Famous
Players chain.

Exchange Notes From
New England

BOSTON, MASS. — Johnny
Howard, formerly sound rep-

resentative for Paramount, has been
assigned to Western Massachu-.
setts for Paramount. He succeeds
Albert Kane, who goes to Rhode
Island from the Western Massa-
chusetts territory.

John Caddington, a former pub-
lic accountant in Boston, has been
appointed chief accountant at the

Paramount exchange at Boston.
Tom Bailey, district manager for

Paramount - Famous - Lasky, with
headquarters at Boston, has re-

turned from a week-end sales con-
ference at Portland, Me.

F. T. Carr, of the Idlehour The-
atre at Hardwick, Vt., was wel-
comed to the Film District during
the week.

Phil Lavine, formerly of the

Gordon and Winchester circuits,

and one of the best known mana-
gers in New England, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Riverside,

Medford, succeeding Norman Fitz.

The new Garden Theatre at

Greenfield, one of the Goldstein

Brothers houses, will soon be ready
for its formal opening.

Mrs. Laura L. Temple, of the
Notre Dame Theatre at Manches-
ter, N. H., opened Saturday with
sound equipment, having installed

DeForest Phonofilm equipment.
The Brighton Theatre has been

closed, the lease having expired
and the property purchased by other

parties.

Gerald Swaebe, non-theatrical

manager for Pathe, paid a visit to

his old stamping ground at the

Pathe exchange, Boston, during the

week.
Louis Lazar, who has been on

leave of absence at the Metropoli-
tan, has resigned as manager and
Theo Brouchio, who has been act-

ing manager, is appointed manager
of the theatre.

The Capitol Theatre at Lowell
has opened with sound equipment.
Frank Calvi, formerly of Braintree,

will be in charge of the sound
equipment.

Manuel Williams of the Strand
Theatre at Providence is recover-
ing from a serious illness.

Andrew Teague of the Palace
Theatre at St. Johnsbury, Vt., is

planning to install Pacent sound
equipment.
The Capitol at Springfield, one

of the Abe Goodside theatres, has

been acquired by Publix.

Sam LaBelle, formerly covering

New Hampshire for Metro, is now
covering New Hampshire and Ver-
mont for United Artists.

The former FBO exchange is

resplendent in its new signs and
lettering, "RKO Corpn—Radio."

Joseph L. Rothe, branch mana-
ger for Consolidated Films, is back
at his desk again after a three

weeks' illness.

Arthur McGrory, formerly of

the Jackson Theatre at East Wey-
mouth, is handling Victor records

in the Film District and has opened
offices at 16 Piedmont street.
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Baltimore Little Re-

opened To Public
BALTIMORE, MD.—After hav-

ing been repainted and redeco-

rated, the Little Theatre, Wash-
ington, D. C, has reopened to the

public under the auspices of Mov-
iegraphs, Inc., with William Gold-

man as house manager ; Goldman
was formerly with the 55th Street

Playhouse, New York. Ann Spitz-

er is acting as publicity representa-

tive and Joseph Fleisher is super-

visor.

Harry Reddisch, proprietor of

the Patterson Theatre, Baltimore,
is having the house altered and an
addition built to it, costing about

$25,000. But this is not interfer-

ing with the regular schedule of

performances each day.

The new theatre to be built at

Laurel, Md., to cost about $75,000
with 1,000 seats, is being promoted
by Sidney Lust, Washington, D. C.
theatre owner and exchange mana-
ger.

A new motion picture theatre to

seat 1,000 persons and to cost about
$100,000 is to be built at Waynes-
boro, Va., by the Waynesboro The-
atres Corporation. C. H. Hinnant,
architect, designed the building.

Due to an ear affliction, Miss
Margaret Streeks, secretary to

James B. Fitzgerald, of the Film
Board of Trade, Washington, D.
C, has been confined to a hospital

for some weeks. During her ab-
sence, Miss Frances Anderson is

acting as Mr. Fitzgerald's secre-

tary.

Herman Cohen, formerly with
the Cincinnatio M-G-M office, is

now covering the Eastern shore of
Maryland for that company.
WCBM, Baltimore radio station,

has removed its studio from the

Chateau Roof uptown to the roof
of Keith's Theatre here, managed
by J. Lawrence Schanberger.

Jack Stanley, who was succeeded
as master of ceremonies at Loew's
Century here, is now M. C. at the

Mastbaum, Philadelphia.
,

Sound Equipment On
Gain In Iowa

DES MOINES, IA.—E. J. Til-

ton, manager of the First Na-
tional exchange, reported that last

week they entertained a large group
of exhibitors who are installing and
buying sound pictures. Among
these was Jack Bauma of the Poco-
hontas Theatre at Pocohontas, who
is installing the Biophone ; M. A.
Brown, of the Forest Theatre at

Forest City, who is putting in the

Talkafone. Also Otto Parkan, of

the theatre at Marengc, who will

install the Movietone, was in to

buy pictures, while Bert Glenn,

of the theatre at Knoxville, was in

conference with the exchange man-
ager as to equipment he could buy
for the sound pictures and to talk

over the schedule of big pictures

coming.

O. C. Strine, of the Circle The-
atre at Nevada, has been managing
the theatre for the court after the

house was placed in the hands of

receivers last week.

The office of RKO entertained

a few visitors last week, including

J. E. Michaels of the Strand at

Jefferson, W. C. Graham of the

Grand at Knoxville. John Waller

of the Lyric at Osceola, and O. C.

Strine of the Circle at Nevada.
Lewis, Iowa, is to have a mo-

tion picture show after several

months in which the house has
been showing only occasionally.

Lewis, which is near Atlantic, la.,

recently voted in the Sunday shows
in spite of the fact that several

members of the city council were
not entirely favorable to the lifting

of the ban. The vote of the people

gave the Sunday shows a big de-
cision with a 2 to 1 vote. Lewis
has never had the Sunday pictures

before.

John Anderson of the Princess
Theatre at Boone was accompanied
by his wife when he called at the

office of the Des Moines Theatre
Supply Company to discuss new
theatre equipment. Mr. Anderson
is installing the Biophone, which is

handled by Jake Cohen.
John Waller of the Lyric at

Osceola last week purchased a re-

built Powers machine.
Stephens and Puffer of the Gran-

ada Theatre at Webster City, la.,

are planning the installation of

equipment for handling sound pic-

tures and have purchased the Pa-
cent machinery.

E. Lampman, manager of the Or-
pheum Theatre, reported an au-

spicious opening for sound pictures

at the Des Moines house and held

over the picture feature for the

week's run.

Avoca, Iowa, is to have a new
motion picture house, reports Ed
Harris, who is the owner of the

new enterprise. Mr. Harris will

build a $20,000 house. Construction
was started on March 1. Mr. Har-
ris has secured Ole Lahman to act

as manager of the house.

Miss Daisy Tibbets, one of the

prettiest brides that Film Row has
ever had, was married on March 8
to Richard Campbell, young Des
Moines business man. Miss Tib-
betts left her desk at the Paramount
office on Friday evening and the

wedding came as a surprise to her
friends of Film Row. She returned
to the office on Monday after a
short wedding trip and will con-
tinue her work as secretary to the

Paramount exchange manager for

a short time.

Katherine Pillis, cashier of the

Educational exchange, spent a few
days at her home at Ittumwa, la.

Frank Kennebeck, recently of the
sales force of the Paramount ex-
change here and in Des Moines,
left to attend the Publix managers'
school in New York. His brother.

John Kennebeck. is Paramount'

s

general manager in Australia. Both
are former Omaha men.-

The newly-remodeled Strand
Theatre in Council Bluffs. la., is

being wired for Bristolphone, the

device's first installation in Iowa
and Nebraska territory. Philip

Monsky, manager of Liberty Films,

Inc. Omaha, local Bristolphone
representatives made the deal.

Opening date with sound is tenta-

tively set for March 31.

New Indiana Theatre

Co. Incorporates
T NDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Arti-
I cles of incorporation have been
filed with the secretary of state of

Indiana by the Hill Amusements
Corporation, 420 Indiana avenue,

this city. The corporation has an
initial capital stock of 100 shares
of no par value common and is

formed for maintaining and oper-
ating motion picture houses. The
incorporators are James M. Hill,

M. J. Doody and Leonard E. Gar-
rison.

Announcement of the sale of the

Ritz Theature building here by the

Ramley Realty Corporation to Lon
Kennedy, a local clothier, is ex-
pected to be made shortly. It is

understood that the Remley com-
pany is to lease the theatre for a

term of years and continue its op-
eration and the clothier will move
to one of the two large storerooms
in the building.

Officials of the M. C. B. The-
atre Company of Frankfort, Ind.,

have filed papers with the secre-

tary of state here, evidencing the

final dissolution of the corporation.

Announcement is made that the

Tivoli Theatre in Mishawaka, Ind.,

has closed for the installation of

sound equipment. When the theatre

is reopened it will be under the

management of LeRoy Alexander,
of Mishawaka, who has leased the

house for a long period. He is the

owner for a long period. He is the

Gary, Hammond and Chicago.
Talking pictures soon will be

shown at the Palace Theatre here
in connection with the regular

RKO vaudeville bills. Phototone
will be installed.

Marion, Ind.—A new theatre

here likely will be ready for open-
ing by May 15, according to Don-
ald Graham, architect of Indianapo-
lis. Mark Margolis, of Indianapo-
lis, is the largest stockholder in

the project. The theatre will be
modern in every respect. A name
has not been chosen.

The Indiana theatre at South
Bend has announced a change of

policy effective March 13. The
new policy will include sound pic-

tures and three big time vaudeville

acts. Vitaphone equipment has
been installed.

Daylight Saving Bill

Still In Doubt
ALBANY, N. Y—Exhibitors in

New York state can hope for

no relief this summer through any
repeal of the present daylight sav-

ing law. Legislators at Albany
last week decreed that a bill re-

pealing daylight saving should not

be reported out of committee.
The Lincoln, in Troy, opened

last Saturday night with sound, and
the American Theatre is now being

wired, but no opening date has been

set. Incidentally, Louis Saper-
stein. manager of the American, is

supervising the redecoration made

necessary by the recent basement
fire in the American.
Tony Veiller, former manager of

the Mark Ritz, in Albany, is back
from a two weeks' vacation spent
at West Palm Beach, Fla.

Stanley Rowland, who has been
connected with Dailey and Sever-
ance, at the Granville Theatre, has
just been named as manager of the
Starr Theatre, in Corinth, which
has been purchased by Dailey and
Severance.
The Strand, in Carthage, has in-

augurated a new policy to the end
that pictures will be given a two-
day instead of a one-day run.
The first of a series of presenta-

tions at the Olympic Theatre, in

Watertown, managed by L. J.
Carkey, started this week when a

ten-piece orchestra was featured.
The orchestra pit has been enlarged
and raised, and a number of other
changes made.
The question of Sunday movies

for Massena will be settled at a
village election on March 19, ac-
cording to a resolution adopted' last

week by the village board of
trustees. Abe Cohen, of the Strand
Theatre, is largely responsible for
the present agitation in favor of
Sunday shows.
The Bates Theatre, in Mohawk,

which has been run by H. Edick,
has just been taken over by F. N.
Bates.

According to film exchanges, in

Albany, the present Lenten season
has slackened up business to a con-
siderable extent.

George Thornton, who runs the

Orpheum in Saugerties, is making
plans to shortly open a house in

Tannersville, which he bought at

auction, and which was previously
owned by Julius Byck.
Harry Hellman, owner of the

Royal and Paramount Theatres, in

Albany, will spend a week in At-
lantic City, during the fore part

of April.

Jack Jennings, a representative

of Timely Films, was in Albany
the past week.

Miss Agnes Fogarty has been
presiding at the organ at the

Strand Theatre, in Carthage, dur-
ing the recent illness of Mrs. Rob-
ert Ferguson.

Joe Miller, of Buffalo, represent-

ing Columbia Pictures, and Lionel

Wilcox, assistant manager of the

Strand, in Syracuse, stopped over
in Albany last week while on their

way to New York City. They
spent an hour or so with Charles
Smakowitz, manager of the Mark
Ritz, and a former resident of

Syracuse.

E. H. Arnold, of Watertown,
manager of the Liberty, was a re-

cent Albany visitor.

Al Marchetti, former booker at

the Pathe exchange, in Albany,
was in Adams. Mass., during the

past week, checking "King of

Kings."

Morris Silverman, of Schnec-
tady. has purchased sound equip-

ment for his two theatres, the
Rivoli and Pearl.

EMPIRE FILM VAULTS INC.
MODERATE PRICE FILM STORAGE

1 to 10 Containers $.75 Over 100 Containers $ -35

51 to 100 " !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!. 140 Cases per month, 20 to 25 reels 1.00

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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Atlanta And South

East Film Notes
ATLANTA, GA.—With a loss

estimated at approximately

00, the Royal Theatre at Sam
son, Ala., was practically destroyed

by tire, it is reported. The Royal
was a comparatively new theatre.

having been built about a year ago.

1» was operated by G. S. Owen.
Prominent business men of East

Gadsden, Ala., are financially inter-

ested in the new theatre which is

now being constructed at that place.

It is also understood that when
completed the house will be under

management of E. L. Dyer.

Walter Price, manager of the

Riveria Theatre at Knoxville.

Term., was a recent visitor to At-
lanta.

Mrs. W. H. Harmon, wife of the

manager of the Strand and Rialto

Theatres at Kingsport, Tenn., who
has been very ill for several wee'.s

at a hospital at Bristol, Tenn., Va.,

was reported this week as greatly

improved and expected to be com-
pletely recovered in a few days.

Recent Atlanta visitors included

R. Sansome, manager of the Rex
Theatre at Griffin. Ga. ; George E.

Kicker, of the Grand Theatre at

Fitzgerald, Ga. ; W. H. Harmon,
Strand and Rialto Theatres, Kings-
;>. irt. Tenn.; Lester Neely, Strand
Theatre at Oneonta, Ala., and the

Alamo at Altoona, Ala.

J. M. Johnson, Jr., of the Kath-
erine Theatre at Monticello, Fla.,

was seen on Film Row during the

week.
Changes in the management of

Asheville's two first run theatres

were made this week by the Publix
Theatres, Inc., owners of the

houses. Charles Amos, formerly
manager of the new Tennessee the-

atre at Knoxville and one time dis-

trict manager for Publix, came to

the Imperial to succeed T. R. Earl,

who was transferred to the Plaza.

Tom Halliday, former manager
of the Plaza, was ordered to the

Xew York office, where he will

probably be given a new assign-

ment.

The York Eheatre, Chattanooga,
Tenn., which has been taken over
from Publix by Independent The-
atres, Inc., of which S. H. Bo-
risky is the prime executive, is

being completely remodeled, re-

furnished and redecorated. The
name has been changed to the
Cameo and it will be reopened
about March 15, according to an-
nouncement by Mr. Borisky.

Colonel Fred Levy, president of

Big Features Rights Corp., Louis-
ville, is spending his winter vaca-
tion in Cuba and California.

Fred S. Dolle, president of
Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.,

Louisville, has returned from
Terre Haute, Ind., where he made
arrangements for sound equipment
in the Indiana Theatre.
Harold Speith, regular leader of

the orchestra at Keith's Rialto
Theatre, Louisville, has been away
for a week on a honeymoon.

Miss Douglas Robertson, Prin-
cess Theatre, Flemingsburg, Ky.,
returned last Thursday from a visit

at Newoport.
Leo F. Keiler, Strand Amuse-

ment Co., Paducah, Ky., was a vis-

itor last week.

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Robs, Rohs
Theatre, Cynthiana, Ky., returned
home from a trip to Florida.

Marvelous business in the the-

atre of South Florida is predicted

for tlu- spring and summer as the

result of the bumper crop of tour-

ists which has hung up a record un-
surpassed even by the boom days
of 1925, according to the opinion of

C. B. Ellis, manager of the RKO
exchange in Jacksonville. Mr. El-

lis returned the first part of the

week from a trip around the state.

Jesse L. Clark, district super-

visor for Publix in Florida, re-

cently conferred with John Carroll,

of the Miami district.

Jonas Pearlberg has been named
assistant manager of the Florida,

Jacksonville, with Fred Lee con-

tinuing his work in advertising, un-

der Mr. Pearlberg.

J. C. Hagerty, one of the old-

time showmen of mintrelsy, has de-

serted the stage for the front of

the house. After appearing here

with Coburn's Minstrels, Mr. Hag-
erty stopped off in Jacksonville to

replace Brandon Warren as mana-
ger of the Riverside Theatre, Jack-
sonville's most pretentious subur-

ban house.

That public interest in the Sun-
day motion picture referendum to

be held in Orlando Tuesday, Mar.
19, is decidedly spirited was evi-

denced the other day when 320 citi-

zens registered with City Clerk J.

Arthur Ctinson to take part in the

balloting. This brought the total

up to 6,744. This number is more
than 25 per cent of the total votes

cast in the last general election

here.

Frank B. Sharbrough, owner and
manager of the Royal Theatre,
Rolling Fork, Miss., has bought a
complete Phototone synchronous
outfit. Rolling Fork has a popula-
tion of less than 1,000.

2 Northwest Houses

Are Renamed
PORTLAND, ORE.—In taking

over the Clemmer Theatre,
Spokane, Ray Grombacher has re-

named the house Audian.

The name of the Broadway The-
atre, Portland, will be changed to
Fox Broadway, according to Har-
old D. Franklin, president of the
West Coast Theatres, Inc., who
made a one-day stop here. A mon-
ster electric sign bearing the new
name will be erected.

The Liberty Theatre, Olympia,
Wash., was visited by safe crack-
ers over the week-end. After ex-
tracting $1,000 they carefully
placed the burglary insurance pol-
icy on the ruined strong box. ac-
cording to Manager Al Raleigh.

June Clyde, appearing in the
leading West Coast theatres on the
Coast with Will King & Co., fell

down a flight of 18 steps at the
Capitn! Theatre, Salt Lake, and is

in a critical condition. She is the
fiancee of Phil Lampkin, master of
ceremonies at the Seattle Theatre.

Wisconsin Exhibitors

In Line For Sound
WAUSAU, Wise—Vitaphone

sound equipment is being in-

stalled at the Majestic Theatre, at

Rice Lake, Wisconsin, ( , .

.

Miner, owner. The Royal Thea-
tre, of Ashland, Wisconsin, has

also purchased Vitaphone appa-
ratus.

The New Ven Der Yaart Thea-
tre, of Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
opened its new sound equipment on
March 3.

A Moviephone talkie machine is

being installed at the Beverly Thea-
tre, at Janesville, Wise.
A terraced, modernistic building

will house the New Orpheum Thea-
tre, of Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Originally the Green Bay Orpheum
company planned to build a three-

story theatre. The plans have been
changed and now call for an eight-

story theatre and office building.

The Majestic Theatre, Stevens
Point, .Wisconsin, a newly pur-
chased Fox Midwesco playhouse,
closes March 10 for extensive re-

pairs. The theatre will be done
over in the de luxe manner so
loved by Fox Midwesco directors.

When the playhouse re-opens it

will be equipped to present sound
pictures.

Midwesco plans to add sound
equipment to its chain theatre, The
Palace, at Antigo, Wisconsin, soon.

St. Louis Southwest

Regional Notes

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Construction
will start soon on the general

alterations of the Strand Theatre
in Chillicothe, Mo. New sound
equipment will be installed.

The Nomand Theatre, Inc., A. B.
Nomand, president, Shawnee, Okla.,
has had plans prepared for a new
theatre to be erected in Clinton.
Okla. It will be two-story with
basement and of stucco and terra
cotta construction. Boiler Brothers,
Kansas City, Mo., are architects.

The out-of-town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row during the past
week included : Mrs. I. W. Rodg-
ers. Cairo, 111.; Russell Armen-
trout, Pittsfield, 111. : Tohn Rees.
Wellsville, Mo.; Ted Yemm and
Tom Reed of Duquoin, 111. ; Frank-
Russell of Shelbyville, 111.; Gus
Klingenfuss, New Athens, 111.

;

Charles Henry, Glen Carbon, 111.

;

Dominic Fresena, Taylorville, 111.,

and Eddie Clark, Matton, 111.

Milton Slosser, organist at the
Missouri Theatre, is to temprarily
take over the master of ceremonies
job at the Grand boulevard picture
palace pending the appointment of
a permanent successor to Eddie
Peabody and his banjo.
Doling Park, the last of Spring-

field, Mo., privately owned amuse-
ment parks, has been purchased b)
the Springfield Park Board.

St. Louis film stock closed on the
St. Louis Stock Exchange March
9 as folows : Skouras A $46 asked.
High for the year, $51.25. St.

Louis Amusement A, $20 bid. High
for vear, $28.

The Hamilton Amusement Com-
pany has sold 100 feet of ground
at 5924-26 Easton avenue to F.
K'elley. The plot will be improved
by a large store and apartment
building.

Tom McKean, president of Pro-
gressive Pictures, St. Louis, Mo.,
has closed a deal to represent the
Powers Cinephone in the St. Louis
territory, including Missouri,
Southern Illinois and Tennessee. It

will be handled in connection with
other Progressive Pictures prod-
ucts.

John Groart, formerly booker for
the St. Louis Amusement Com-
pany, has taken a similar position
with the local Tiffany-Stahl office.

Dent Theatres, Inc., will erect a
new $150,000 theatre at Waco, Tex.,
in the near future.

The Ritz Theatre at Big Springs,
Texas, has installed sound equi|>-

ment and will also operate on Sun-
days in the future.

Three theatres—the Iris, the
Queen and Royal—at Houston,
Texas, will install sound equip-
ment in the near future.

Dent Theatres, Inc., will erect a
new $225,000 hotel and theatre at

Amilene, Texas, in the near fu-

ture.

Hall Bros, are erecting a new
theatre at Taft, Texas.
Hummell's new Uptown Theatre

has been opened at Carlisle, Ark.
The Rex Theatre at Troupe,

Texas, has been opened by Gilbert

Van Alst.

East Texas Theatres, Inc., have
opened their new house at Hender-
son, Texas.
M. R. Parker has leased the

Grand Theatre at Collinsville,

Okla., and renamed it "The
Roxy."
The New Empire Theatre at

Altus, Okla., is installing sound
equipment
Sam Mankins has purchased the

Folly Theatre at Maysville. Okla.
Gus A. Doering has purchased

the Select Theatre at Mineola, Tex.
E. E. Lytz has leased the Wink

Theatre at Wink, Texas.
Henry and E. W. Cocke have

purchased the Rialto and Gem The-
atres at Wellington, Texas, from
Simpson, Nelson and Remington.
The Crescent Theatre at Pampa,

Texas, is installing sound equip-
ment.

Diaz Callahan is erecting a new
theatre at Carrozo, Texas.
The Lone Star Theatre at Mule-

shoe, Texas, is being remodeled.
Walter Avera, of Sentinel, has

purchased the Hvdro Theatre at
Hydro, Okla.
The Palace Theatre at San Sa-

bam, Texas, destroyed by fire. Loss,
$20,000.

The Happy Hour at Daingerfield.
Texas, was razed by fire.

C. A. Hart has started work on
his new Roxy Theatre at Stratford,
Texas.

R. N. Smith has been appointed
manager of theatres at Slatton,
Texas, for Oscar Korn.
Manson Floyd, one of the most

popular young theatre managers in
Texas, resigned from managership
oi 1 he Kirby Theatre, Houston, ef-
fective Saturday, March 9, to enter
the retail grocery business with his
two brothers.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS™ Er
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Harmony Amus. Buys

Park, Cincinnati
CINCINNATI.—The Harmony

Amusement Company, re-

cently incorporated in Cincinnati,,

with capital of $75,000, by Frank

W. Huss, Sr., F. W. Huss, Jr., and

Miss Jennie Coleman, has pur-

chased the Park Theatre from

Henry Levy, head of the "L" cir-

cuit, who operated the house as the

Northside Amusement Company.
The Hamilton Amusement Com-
pany, likewise controlled by Frank
W. Huss, Sr., which organization

now operates the Americus The-
atre, has acquired the Park The-
atre from Levy, who conducted the

house under name of Nordland
Amusement Company. In releas-

ing these two suburban houses,

Levy still retains his interest in

other theatres in Cincinnati.

Chester Loewe, Cincinnati man-
ager for Independent Pictures, Inc.,

spent several days in Cleveland in

conference with his Forest City

connections.

M. White, Cincinnati, and R. J.

McLean, Washington Court House,
Ohio, have taken a lease on the

Colonial Theatre in the latter city.

Policy of pictures will be continued.

L. E. Brewer has sold his Folly

Theatre, Maysville. Ohio, to Sam
Mankins, who has engaged Billy

Dillbeck to manage the house.

Plans for a new $100,000 theatre

have been drawn by Dayton, Ohio,

architects to be erected at Oxford,
Ohio. It is understood that the

house, which will have seating ca-

pacity of 1,000, has already been
leased for a 10-year period at a
consideration of $65,000, and that

Ed Keen, new manager of the Ox-
ford Theatre, will be engaged to

handle the new theatre. Names of

lessees have not been made public.

Manager Griff Granger, of the

Kaypee Theatre, Mt. Gilead, Ohio,
now the only house in Morrow
county, states that there is a possi-

bility of curtailing showings and
going on a two nights' a week
schedule on account of decided de-

crease in patronage.
Announcement was made last

week that Canton's, Ohio's remain-
ing two first-run movie houses, will

be ready for sound pictures before
the month has" expired. The Pal-
ace, according to Manager Marc
Wolf, will open with sound pic-

tures on the 21st. Vitaphone and
Movietone equipment have been in-

stalled.

The same equipment is being in-

stalled at the Valentine, says Man-
ager Joe Calla, and will be ready
for use about April 1. The policy

of first-run pictures at the Valen-
tine was changed for this week
only, and excellent second-run re-

ceipts were reported. First-run
pictures are booked for this week.

the Butterfield organization with

the opening of the Michigan a

year ago, was advanced to the po-
sition left vacant by Ennis.

Resigns Managership
To Join Publix

ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Rich-
ard Watson, manager of the

Wuerth Theatre here, has resigned
that position to connect up with
Publix in New York City as an
advertising man in the display
writing division. His place at the
Wuerth, a Butterfield house, was
filled by Ronald Ennis, former as-
sistant manager of the Michigan.
Paul W. Seippel. a newcomer to

New Latonia Opens At

OU City, Pa.
HARRISBURG, PA. — With

special dedicatory exercises,

the Latonia Theatre, Oil City, Pa.,

was formally opened to the public

on the night of March 4. The La-
tonia, which was erected at a cost
of $300,000, as a new link in the
chain of the Imperial Chain The-
atres, Inc., has a seating capacity
of 1,500. Fine compliments were
paid to C. L. Payne, who con-
ceived the idea of building the the-
atre. The house is equipped with
a $25,000 Wurlitzer organ and Vi-
taphone talkie devices will be in-

stalled and ready for use by April 1.

The Park Theatre, Williamsport,
owned by Valentine C. Luppert,
has a new manager in the person of
William Gane, formerly manager
of the Regent, Philadelphia.

C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the
Wimer & Vincent theatres in the
Harrisburg and Reading territories,

has accepted the post of chairman
of the Luncheon Committee for the
eight-day campaign to be held in

April to raise the annual budget
to support the Harrisburg welfare
organizations.

The Strand Theatre, Annville,
Lebannon County, has been leased
by William Hissiner to Stanley
Gordon.

Use of the State Theatre, Harris-
burg, C. M. Gibble, manager, has
been granted to the Harrisburg Y.
M. C. A. for the holding of Holy
Week Community services.

It is understood that the site of
the Lyric Theatre, Norristown,
which closed on February 23, will
be used for the erection of a store
building.

Lease of the Star Theatre, Hum-
melstown, Dauphin County, has
been transferred from Samuel
Wood, veteran showman, to Mrs.
Ada Hirsch.
Announcement is made that Bio-

phone and Phonofilm devices have
been installed in the quarters of the
Pennsylvania Board of Censors, to
make it easier for the censors to
hear the dialogue of talkie films

submitted for their inspection. The
State Supreme Court recently ruled
that the Pennsylvania censors have
authority to censor talkies under
the act of 1915 applying to silent

films.

The Feeley Theatre, Hazleton.
a unit in the Comerford chain,

hereafter will be devoted exclu-
sively to pictures.

The marriage was recently an-
nounced of Miss Dorothy Reinoehl,
secretary to John A. Jackson, head
of the Jackson Enterprises, which
control several theatres in Lebanon,
to Mayor William J. Brunner, of
that city.

The engagement of Miss Ada
Dickinson, assistant organist of the

Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, to

William George Drury, of West
Pittston, was announced on March
0th.

Control of the Legion Theatre,
White Haven, has been transferred

from B. W. Freed to Silas A.
Henry. Mr. Freed will continue

to do the booking for the house.

Classified Ads
RATES. 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situations Wanted
PUBLICITY: Young man,

23, good working knowledge

of general theatrical publicity-

seeks connection where he can

develop his ideas; willing to

work hard for the oppor-

tunity, salary no object.

Write Box 475, Motion Pic-

ture News, 729 7th Ave.,

New York City.

ORGANISTS and SING
i£RS, thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

Help Wanted
SALESMAN WANTED

:

Excellent opportunity for live

men to sell service to theatres

for nationally known and

rapidly growing company.

Liberal commissions assure

good representation ; excep-

tionally high weekly remuner-

ation. Exclusive territories

now available. Get full de-

tails. Box K, Motion Pic-

ture News, 729 7th Ave.,

New York City.

For Sale
THEATRE FOR SALE or

rent. Town, 10,000 popula-

tion. Equipped for vaude-

ville. Box 480, Motion Pic-

ture News, 729 7th Ave.,

FOR SALE: One of The

best small town shows in

Nebraska. All new equip-

ment, new building, equip-

ment priced right for quick

sale. Satisfactory lease on

building. Must go at once.

Apply Fred Glass, McCook,

Nebraska.

SEVERAL THOUSAND
brand new upholstered chairs.

Sensational bargains. Also
3,000 new veneer chairs way
below cost. C. G. Demel, 845
South State, Chicago.

For Sale
FOR SALE: Two leases

and equipment on two picture

and vaudeville and road show
theatres in Indiana. Leases

run 6 J/2 years longer. Will

sell right. Reason, ill health.

Address Box 485, Motion
Picture News, 729 7th Ave.,

New York City.

THEATRE FOR SALE.
Town 2,000 population. Com-
municate Box 455, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.

FOR SALE: Two rebuilt

Wurlitzer Unit Organs, as

good as new, 6 stops, percus-

sion drums, traps, etc., new
console. Price, $3,800 each.

Bargain. Address, Box 465,

Motion Picture News, New
York City.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE : Wurlitzer

Electric Reproducing piano,

six roll automatic. Factory
rebuilt. Cost $2100. Sell for

$350.00. Clearfield Amuse-
ment Co., Inc., Clearfield, Pa.

It Pays to

Advertise

in the

Classified

Ads Section

of the News*



854 Motion Picture News

COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

COLUMBIA Title Star

Title Star Rel. Date

Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston Nov. 1

9

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass Feb. 24

Driftwood Alvarado-M. Day Oct. 15

Eternal Woman Borden-Graves Mar. 18

Faker. The Logan-Delaney Jan. 2

•tiLone Wolf's Daughter Lytell-Olmsted Feb. 1

8

Silent Version! Feb. 18

Nothing to Wear Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5

Object -Alimony Wilson-Allan Dec. 22

Power of the Press Fairbanks. Jr. .-Ralston Oct. 31 .

Quitter. The Lyon-Revier April 1

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes Nov. 30

Stool Pigeon Borden-Delaney Oct. 25

Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves Dec. 1

1

tSubmarlne Holt-Revier Nov. 12

Silent Version) Nov. 12

•'Trial Marriage Kerry-Eilers Mar. 10

Silent Version) Mar. 10

*t? Younger Generation Hersholt-Basquette Mar. 4

Silent Version) Mar. 4

*(i Donovan Affair Holt-Revier

*t jFall of Eve

Length

581 8 feet

5897 feet

6267 feet

5651 feet

6339 feet

6214 feet

5701 feet

6266 feet

6465 feet

6085 feet

5792 feet

5999 feet

8192 feet

6639 feet

8217 feet

7394 feet

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All in Fun Jerry Mandy Oct. 21

Air Derby Reed Howes Jan. 6 .

America's Pride Our World Today Oct. 7
Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17 .

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27
Be My King Lupino Lane Dec. 9
Best Dressed Woman in World Our World Today Feb. 17
Bumping Along Stone-Ruth Nov. 18
Cloud Patrol Reed Howes Feb. 24
Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct. 14
Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7
Dumb— and How Thatcher-Young Jan. 27
Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct. 28 .

Fixer. The "Big Boy" Feb. 3
Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec. 16

Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct. 14.

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13..

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4
Her Big Ben Gene Stone Mar. 10
Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11

Hot or Cold Al St. John Dec 2
Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6
In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec. 30
Lucky Duck Billy Dale Oct. 7 .

MagicCity Our World Today Nov. 11 .

Making Whoopee Goodwin-Bradley Oct. 28
Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25. .

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16.

.

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20 .

Patchwork of Pictures Hodge-Podge Nov. 18
Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24 .

Permanent Wave Railroad Our World Today
Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20
Quiet Worker Jerry Drew Nov. 4
Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10 ..

Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec. 16 .

.

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18
Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23 .

Stage Frights George Davis Oct. 21 .

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13
What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan.
Whoopee Boys Monty Collins Feb.
Dominion of Diversity Hodge-Podge Feb.
Good-Night Nurse Lupino Lane
Ginger Snaps "Big Boy" Mar. 24
Howling Hollywood George Davis
Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match Special Reel Jan. 13...
Moving Movie Show Hodge-Podge Mar. 31 . .

.

Parlor Pests Collins-Dent Mar. 24 .

Smart Steppers Al St. John Mar. 3

Summer Saps Lupino Lane Mar. 17...
Time to Expire Gene Stone Mar. 24
Wise Wlmmln Jerry Drew Mar. 31
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec 16

TALKIE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

•tiAsk Dad E. E. Horton Feb. 17 ..

*,tiBride's Relations Burke-Gribbon Jan. 13
•tiEllgible Mr. Bangs E. E. Horton Jan. 13...
•tiLion's Roar Burke-Bevan Dec. 9 ..

•tiOld Barn Johnny Burke Feb. 3
. .

.

•((Whirls and Girls Grlbbon-Clyde Mar. 10 . .

.

FIRST NATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

(Adoration Blllle Dove Dec. 2 ..

((Barker, The Sllls-Compson Dec. 30 . ..

Cheyenne Ken Maynard Feb. 3
•tChildren of the Rite Mackaill-Mulhall Mar. 3

(Silent Version) Feb. 17

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

13

10
24

Length Reviewed

1 reel Oct. 27
2 reels

1 reel Oct. 6

2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12

2 reels Nov. 10
1 reel

1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel . Dec 22
2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels Feb. 3

2 reels Nov. 17
1 reel Oct. 27
2 reels

1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels Nov. 10

2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Sept. 15

. 1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Nov. 10

2 reels Dec. 15
1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Feb. 2
1 reel Dec 1

1 reel Dec 1

1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct. 6
1 reel Jan. 19

. 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
2 reels Nov. I7
2 reels Oct.
1 reel

1 reel Dec. 15
2 reels Jan. 12
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel Feb. 2

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 15

Length Reviewed

2 reels Feb. 16
2 reels Feb. 2
2 reels Feb. 9
2 reels Dec. 1

2 reels Feb. 16

2 reels Feb. 16

Length Reviewed

6360 feet .Jan. 19

7137 feet . Dec. 16
5944 feet

6426 feet

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Walhng
Crask, The . Sills-Todd

((Divine Lady, The Griffith-Warner
(Silent Version)

Do Your Duty Charlie Murray
Glorious Trail Ken Maynard
(Haunted House Kent-Todd
*tHis Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill

*tHot Stuff Alice White
(Silent Version)

ULHac Time Moore-Cooper
(Love and the Devil Sills-Corda

(Silent Version)
((Man and the Moment Bit lie Dove

(Silent Version)
*tNaughty Baby White-Mulhall
(Outcast Griffith-Lowe
Phantom City Ken Maynard
(Saturday's Children Corlnne Griffith

(Silent Version >

(Scarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson
* (Seven Footprints to Satan Conklin-Fazenda

(Silent Version)
tSSynthetic Sin Colleen Moore
Ware Case, The Special Cast

*t! Weary River Barthelmess-Compson
(Silent Version)

*t§Why Be Good Colleen Moore
(Silent Version)

Rel. Date

Oct. 21

Oct. 7

Mar. 31

April 14

Oct. 14

Oct. 28
Nov. 4 .

Mar. 24
April 14
Mar. 24
Nov. 8
Mar. 24
Feb. 24
April 7
Mar 17
Dec. 16
Nov. 1

1

Dec. 23
April 14

Mar. 10
Dec. 9
Feb. 17
Jan. 27
Jan. 6
Nov. 25
Feb. 10
April 7
Mar. 17
Mar. 3

Length Reviewed

6227 feet

6225 feet

9914 feet

8993 feet

5976 feet

5886 feet

5755 feet

7692 feet

Feb. 9

Dec.,22
Jan. 19

8967 feel Mar. 24 '28

6431 feet

6226 feet

5887 feet

6727 feet

6237 feet

5405 feet

5238 feet

6730 feet

6185 feet

7978 feet

7565 feet

7692 feet

Dec. 8

Jan. 5

Coming Attractions
Title Star

(Broadway Babies Alice White
California Mail Ken Maynard
Lawless Legion Ken Maynard
Prisoners Corinne Griffith

((Squall, The Joyce-Loy

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Dec.
Oct.

Mar.
Jan.

Jan.

Title Star

(Blindfold O'Brien-Moran
(Silent Version)

fDry Martini Astor-Moore
(Silent Version)

*tBlue Skies Twelvetrees-Albertson
(Captain Lash Victor McLaglen

(Silent Version)

(Four Devils Gaynor-Duncan
(Fugitives. Bellamy-Terry

(Silent Version)
(Great White North Special Cast Dec.
((Ghost Talks, The (A. T.) Twelvetrees-Eaton Feb.
(Girls Gone Wild Carol-Stuart Mar.
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec.
((Hearts in Dixie (A. T.) Clarence Muse Mar.
*(§ln Old Arizona (A. T.) Lowe-Baxter Jan.
(Joy Street Moran-Stuart April

tSMother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct.
(Mother Machree Bennett-McLaglen Oct.
(5 Making the Grade Lowe-Moran Feb.
(Me Gangster Terry-Collyer Oct.
(Not Quite Decent Collyer-Dresser Mar.
(Plastered in Paris Cohen-Pennick Jan.
(Prep and Pep Rollins-Drexel Nov.
tNew Year's Eve Astor-Morton Feb.
(Romance of the Underworld Astor-Boles Nov.

f Riley the Cop McDonald-Drexel Nov.
(Silent Version)

fRed Dance Del Rlo-Farrell Dec
(Red Wine Collyer-Nagel Dec
(Sunrise O'Brlen-Gaynor Nov.
*(Sin Sister Carroll-Gray Feb.

(Silent Version)
(Strong Boy McLaglen-Joy Mar.
*(§ Speakeasy (A. T.) Page-Lane Mar.
Taking a Chance Rex-Bell Nov.
Trent's Last Case Griffith-Day Mar.
((Through Different Eyes Baxter-Lowe April

(True Heaven O'Brien-Moran Jan.

I Silent Version)
(SVallant, The (A. T.) Churchill-Terry April

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

9 5598 feet

7 7176 feet

6822 feet

17

Jan. 5

Nov. 10

5453 feet

5376 feet

10 reels

27 . 5331 feet

5356 feet

30 5560 feet

24 .6395 feet

10

Feb. 9

Oct. 13

5153

8724

IB

10

20
7
28 .10116
21 .6807
17 ...5024
14 .6042
24
23 5641

18 .6806
24 ...5958
11 .6162
25 6132

5993
2 .9250
23... 61 94
4 .8393
10 ...6072

6053
3 .5526
24
18 4876
31

7
20 . 5531

5563
21

feet

feet Dec. 29

feet Sept. 22
feet Mar. 17 '28

feet

feet . Oct. 27

feet... Sept. 29
feet.... Jan. 5

feet

feet Jan. 12

feet Dec. 8

feet

feet

feet

feet . Oct. 14

feet

feet

feet

feet

feet

feet

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9 1 reel

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct. 28 1 reel

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11 ... .1 reel

Low Necker Marjorie Beebe Dec. 18 2 reels Jan. 14
Monument Valley .Variety Nov. 25 .... 1 reel

Steeplechase Variety Oct. 14. ... 1 reel

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23 ... 1 reel

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t(At the Ball Game Joe Cook
•isBalh Between Clark-McCullough Feb. 17.. 1870 feet

6296 feet HBridge at Midnight Mary Duncan.

S Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



March 16, 19 2 9 855

Title Star Rel. Date Length

*t§Corpus Christie Raquel Meller

*j§ Diplomats, The Clark-McCullough
*t§Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drexel.

*t§Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Lightner

*t§Family Picnic Raymond McKee.

.

*t§George Bernard Shaw Interview . , .

*t§lnterview. The Clark-McCullough
*t§Ladies" Man Chic Sales. - -

*t§Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert

*t 5 Napoleon's Barber Otto Mattiesen
*tiJThey're Coming to Get Me Chic Sales. . .

.

*t§Treasurer's Report Robert Benchley
*t§Serenade (Schubert) Harold Murray
*t§White Faced Fool Lionel Atwill

Feb. 17. 3200 feet

Reviewed

Sept. 8
Jan. 12

June 30
June 30

Feb. 17 2980 feel

Sept.

Sept.

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Head of the Family, The Russell-Corbin
Thru the Breakers Livings»on-Herbert
M-G-M FEATURES
*t§Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines-Barrymore -Jan. 26. .

(Silent Version)
All at Sea Dane-Arihur Feb. 9
*tBaby Cyclone Cody-Pringle Nov. 3.

.

*tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct. 13 .

Bushranger, The Tim McCoy Nov. 17.

.

*+Bridge of San Luis Rey Damita-Alvarado
(Silent Version) Mar. 30

*t&Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson Mar. 2.

.

(Silent Version)
*t§Broadway Melody (A. T.) Page-Love-King
Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec 1 . .

.

Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Mar. 9 .

Duke Steps Out Haines-Crawford Mar. 16. .

.

tFlying Fleet Novarro-Page Jan. 19. .

.

Honeymoon Flash-Moran Dec. 29. .

.

Lady of Chance Norma Shearer Dec. 22. .

.

Loves of Casanova Ivan Mosjoukine Feb. 16 .

.

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Nov. 17.

Morgan's Last Raid Tim McCoy Jan. 5. .

.

Man's Man, A Haines-Dunn. .

Napoleon Special Cast Oct. 27..
Overland Telegraph Tim McCoy Mar. 2.

Shadows of the Night Flash-Gray Oct. 6
*tShow People Davies-Haines Oct.
Spies Special Cast Dec
Single Man. A Cody-Pringle. Jan.
tTrail of '98. Del Rio-Forbes Jan.
Tide of Empire Adoree-Duryea Mar. 23
*tWind,The Gish-Hanson Oct. 27
*t§ White Shadows in the South Seas. Blue-Torres Nov. 10
West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan Nov. 24. .

*+Woman of Affairs. Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15
Wild Orchids Garbo-Asther Feb. 23

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. 5.

.

*tBooster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24
(Silent Version) Nov. 24 .

.

Boy Friend Roach Stars Nov. 10.

.

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct. 15
Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22.

.

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars .Oct. 13..
Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct. 6 .

Election Day "Our Gang" Jan. 12
Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec. 8 .

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson Jan. 5.

.

Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec. 1 . .

.

Kisses Come High Ufa Oddities Jan. 5.

.

*tLiberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 .

(Silent Version) Jan. 26.

.

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10...
Madame Du Barry Nov. 17.

.

Manchu Love Sojin . , Jan. 12 .

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities . Jan. 5.

.

*tNoisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9
(Silent Version) Feb. 9

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16 .

*tOI' Gray Hoss "Our Gang" Oct. 20 .

(Silent Version) Oct.

Length Reviewed

6250 feet

6420 feet

7803 feet

.7142 feet

5345 feet

5053 feet

6053 feet

5220 feet

Nov. 24

8268 feet ...Feb. 2
7524 feet

9372 feet .... Feb. 16

7987 feet .. Jan. 5
6177 feet Jan. 19

9044 feet.... Feb. 16
4823 feet

71 26 feet Jan. 26
6179 feet

6575 feet Dec. 1

5264 feet

20

12

5.

6893 feet

481 5 feet

5448 feet

7453 feet . Nov. 17
7999 feet

5596 feet

8799 feet Mar. 2 '28

6552 feet

6721 feet Nov. 17
7968 feet

6150 feet

831 9 feet

9235 feet

Aug. 18
Jan. 5
Nov. 3

Pair of Tights Roach Stars . . . Feb. _
Savage Customs Ufa Oddities.

.

Nov. 24
•(School Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17
Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16.
•tSpanking Age "Our Gang" Dec. 15
Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec. 22
Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3
Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19
*tWe Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec. 29
Wiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" Feb. 2
Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27
World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct. 13
Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb. 00

PARAMOUNT
Title Star Rel. Date

Avalanche Jack Holt Nov. 10
•HAbie's Irish Rose Rogers-Carroll Jan. 5..

(Silent Version) Jan. 5 .

•tBehind the German Lines Special Cast Jan. 12
Case of Lena Smith, The Ralston-Hall Jan. 19
*t§Canary Murder Case The (A. T.) Powell-Brooks Feb. 16

(Silent Version) Feb. 16..
•tjCarnalion Kid The Douglas MacLean Mar. 2 .

(Silent Version) Mar. 2
•fSDoctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Edeson-Chatterton Jan. 26

(No Silent Version)
•tsDummy. The (A. T.) Bennett-Chatterton Mar.

(No Silent Version)
Hunting Tower Harry Lauder Nov. 3
His Private Life Menjou-Carver Nov. 7
•tHomecoming. The Hanson-Parlo
*t§lnterference (A. T.) Powell-Brent-Brook Jan. 5
•tLooping the Loop Werner Krauss Mar. 16
Moran of the Marines Dix-Elder . Oct. 13
•tsManhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll Nov. 24

Length Reviewed

. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 1

2 reels

2reels
.2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 3

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels. Jan. 12
.1 reel

2 reels

.2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels July 28
2 reels

. 1 reel

2 reels Sept. 29
. 1 reel

. 2 reels

1 reel

2 reels Dec. 8

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

Title Star Rel. Dale

Marquis Preferred Menjou-Conklin Feb. 2.

.

*t§Night Club (A. T.) Brice-Rooney Feb. 23
•tRedskin Richard Dix Feb. 23

(Silent Version) Feb. 23
Someone to Love Rogers-Brian Dec. 1 .

.

*tsSins of the Fathers Jannings-Chatterton Dec. 29 .

(Silent Version) Dec. 9 .

*t&Shopworn Angel, The .Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12.

.

(Silent Version) Jan. 12 .

Sunset Pass Holt-Conklin Feb. 9 .

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct. 13.

.

Three Week Ends Bow-Hamilton Dec. 8.

.

*t§Tong War (A. T.) W. Beery-Vidor-Oland Mar. 23
(Silent Version) Mar. 23 .

.

*t5 Varsity Rogers-Brian-Conklin Oct. 27..
(Silent Version) Oct. 27 .

•tWedding March, The Von Stroheim-Wray Oct. 6 .

•tWoman from Moscow, The Negri-Kerry Nov. 3 .

.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec. 22 .

*t§Wolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.) . Bancroft-Baclanova Feb. 9 .

(Silent Version) Feb. 9 .

.

*t§ Wolf Song Cooper-Velez Mar. 30 .

(Silent Version) Mar. 30 .

.

*tWings Arlen-Bow-Rogers Jan. 5.

.

(Silent Version) Jan. 5.

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 2 .

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 22 .

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24 .

.

Call Again E. E. Horton Oct. 20.

.

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 13 .

Crazy Doings (Christie) Billy Dooley Mar. 23 .

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct. 27 .

Footloose Fannie (Christie) Frances Lee Feb. 9 .

Footloose Wimmin (Christie) Bobby Vernon
Gobs of Love (Christie) Billy Dooley Dec. 15...
Happy Heels (Christie) Billy Dooley Jan. 19 .

.

His Angel Child (Christie) Bobby Vernon Feb. IB...
Home Girl, The Gilmore-Kruger .Dec. 1 . .

.

Hot Sparks (Christie) Bobby Vernon Nov. 3
Ko-Ko's Dog Gone Inkwell Cartoon Oct. 20 .

Ko-Ko's Parade Inkwell Cartoon Oct. 6 . .

.

Lay On, MacDuff (Christie) Jack Duffy Nov. 17
Loose Change (Christie) Jack Duffy Oct. 6. .

.

Nifty Numbers (Christie) Frances Lee Jan. 5. ..

Off the Deck (Christie) Billy Dooley Feb. 23 .

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2
Picture My Astonishment (Christie).. Frances Lee Oct. 13...
Reckless Rosie (Christie) Frances Lee April 6 .

.

Rough Dried (Christie) Billy Dooley April 26
Sappy Service (Christie) Bobby Vernon April 13...
She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10. .

.

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec. 22
Single Bliss (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 30 ..

Tight Places (Christie) Frances Lee Mar. 9
Turn Him Loose (Christie) Bobby Vernon Mar. 16...
Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie). Bobby Vernon Jan. 12. .

.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

*f§BirdintheHand A (Christie A. T.) Lois Wilson Feb. 16...
•tjBishop's Candlesticks, The (A. T.) Walter Huston Feb. 23

(No Silent Version)

Boyhood Days Borrah Minnevitch Jan. 26 .

(No Silent Version)

*f§Blue Songs Ruth Etting Jan. 5...

(No Silent Version)

*f§False Alarm Fire Co. The Smith-Dale
*t§Framing of the Shrew The

(Christie, A. T.) Colored Cast April 27 .

.

*t§Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon
*T5lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) Special Cast

+f§Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.).. . Charles Grapewin April 13. .

.

*t§Just One Word (A. T.) Special Cast Jan. 26...

(No Silent Version)

*t§Meet the Missus (Christie A.T.) James Gleason Mar. 30. .

.

•{^Melancholy Dame, The (Christie

A.T.) ColoredCast Feb. 2...

*t§Music HathCharms (ChtistieA.T.). Colored Cast Mar. 16

*t8Post Mortems (Christie A. T.I. Raymond Griffith Mar. 2 .

*t5Pusher-in-the-Face, The (A. T.) Hitchcock-Taylor Feb. 23 .

(No Silent Version)
*t§Ruth Etting Songs
•tSidewalks of New York Novelty
•t&That Party in Person Songs Jan. 5 .

.

(No Silent Version)

*t§Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma
*t§When Caesar Ran a Newspaper

(Christie A. T.) Hatton-Hardy Feb. 9

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date

Length

5506 feet

3389 feet

7643 feet

7402 feet

6323 feet

.7845 feet

7724 feet

7373 feet

7112 feet

5862 feet

5614 feet

5962 feet

7081 feet

7145 feet

6348 feet

6063 feet

10659 feet

691 6 feet

5378 feet

d
Reviewe

Jan. 26

. Feb.

. Dec.
2

1

...Feb. 2

.... Jan. 5

...Oct.

. . Dec.

27

15

...Nov. 3

Oct. 20
Nov. 10
Jan. 5

Feb. 2
Dec. 1.6396 feet

6060 feet .

7021 feet

12267 feet

12267 feet Aug. 26 '27

Length

2 reels. .

.

1 reel

2 reels. .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

. 1 reel . .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

2 reels. .

.

2 reels. .

.

2 reels. .

.

2 reels .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

. 2 reels
.

.

.

.2 reels. .

.

. 1 reel

,1 reel. . .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels .

.

.2 reels. .

.

2 reels .

.

2 reels .

.

2 reels .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels .

2 reels. .

2 reels

2 reels . .

2 reels.

.

2 reels

2 reels.

.

2 reels .

.

Reviewed

Length Reviewed

2 reels Feb. 2

1911 feet

1510 feet

1 reel Feb. 2

2 reels

2 reels Feb.

.2 reels

615 feet

2

Mar. 2

2 reels . Feb. 2
.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

805 feet

Feb. 2

2 reels

Title Length Reviewed

Nov. 3

Length

6099 feet

10471 feet

10187 feet

8254 feet

7229 feet

7171 feet

5943 feet

6290 feet

7156 feet

5832 feet

Reviewed

! Nov.' 17
Jan. 12
Dec. 8
Jan. 19

Feb.
Mar.

9 5354 feet Mar. 9

5812 feet

4690 feet

8104 feet

7487 feet.

6676 feet

5444 feet

6051 feet

Betrayal, The Jannings-Raiston-Cooper.
Black Eagles George Bancroft
*t§Burlesque James Barton
•tSCIose Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll
*t§Cocoanuts (A. T.) Four Marx Brothers
•t&Concert, The (A. T.) Emil Jannings
*t§Darkened Rooms (A.T.) Brent-Powell
•tFour Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
*t§Genius is Born, A. (A.T.) O. P. Heggie
*t§Gentlemen of the Press (A.T.).. Walter Huston
*t 5 Hole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson

*f jlnnocents of Paris, The (A. T.) . Maurice Chevalier
*t§Letter, The Jeanne Eagels
•tsMan I Love, The (A. T.) Arlen-Brian , . ..

*!SNothing But the Truth (A.T.).. Richard Dix
•ISoul of France, The.. Special Cast
*t§T N T Harold Lloyd
-t$ Wild Party Clara Bow
*f§Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclanova-Brook

Nov. 17
Nov. 24
Oct. 27
Feb. 23
Nov. 3

Jan. 12

Rel. Dale

Dec. 2 .

(Silent Version) Nov. 18..

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All

PATHE
FEATURES

Tille Star

tsAnnapolis Brown-Loff

Length Reviewed

7957 feet

7008 feet

Talkie.



Motion P i c t u r e News

Title Star R«l. Date

Border Patrol. The Harry Carey Dec. 23 .

"
i Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov. 18

(Silent Version ..... Oct. 14
Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct. 7
Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov. 25 .

.

Forbidden Love Lily Damita Oct. 28
. .

.

Forty-Five Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb. 17
"iGeraldino Quillan-Nixon

Silent Version: Jan. 16...
• Godless Girl. The Basquelte-Prevost Mar. 31...

(Silent Version)
Hawk ol the Hills Ray-Miller Mar.17...
*t(King of Kings. The Warner-Logan

(Silent Version i

••(Leathernecks. The William Boyd Feb. 24 .

.

(Silent Version
Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Nov. 25 ...

•((Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec 5 ..

Silent Version)
-'Ned McCobbs Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12...

(Silent Version! Dec. 2 .

N tey Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27 .

.

• Office Scandal. The Phyllis Haver Mar. 3
Silent Version)

(Silent Version)
'; Sal of Singapore Haver-Hale Jan. 4

(Silent Version)
Ship Comes In, A Dresser-Schildkraut June 4
•[Show Folks Quillan-Basquette Dec. 18...

(Silent Version) Oc>. 21 . .

.

•'(Shady Lady, A Phyllis Haver Jan. 20
(Silent Version) .

Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20 .

.

»t(Spieler. The Hale-Adoree Dec. 30
(Silent Version) Dec 30. .

.

-; Square Shoulders Junior Coghlan Mar. 3

(Silent Version)
•T(Strange Cargo (A. T.) Lee Patrick Mar. 31

Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney Oct. 28

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

All Aboard Haines-Coombs Jan. 13 ...

Bargain Hunt. The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 14 .

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct. 21 ..

Burglar. The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Dec 9 .

.

Camping Out Donald Haines Dec. 16 .

.

Campus Vamp. The Sennett Girls Nov. 25 .

.

Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables" Nov. 11...
Circus Time Donald Haines Feb. 10

. .

.

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6 ..

Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct. 7...
Day Off A "Aesop Fables" Dec. 9 . ..

Defensive Ends. The Football Sense Oct. 28 .

.

Defensive Half Backs, The Football Sense Oct. 7 . ..

Defensive Line, The Football Sense, The Oct. 21 . .

,

•tDinner Time "Aesop Fable"
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14 . ..

Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct. 14. .

.

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" Dec. 2. ..

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" Dec 23 . .

.

Getting Together Sportlight Oct. 28. .

.

Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct. 28.

.

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec. 30. .

.

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4 .

.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec 2. ..

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11...
Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 8.

.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 6

Length Reviewed

4598 feet

6124 feet Dec. 29
6312 feet

6145 feet Aug. 11

4751 feet ...

6787 feet Jan. 19
4790 feet Feb. 16

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

5959 feet

9328 feet ..

9019 feet .

4840 feet

Dec 22
Sept. 1

April 29 '27

Jan. 26

6898 feet

5737 feet

5490 feot

Nov. 3

6015 feet

6070 feet

5998 feet

6291 feet '..

6511 feet

5735 feet

6349 feet

6988 feet

6902 feet ..June 23
6566 feet Dec 15
6581 feet

5808 feet

6132 feet

4554 feet

5600 feet . Mar. 2

5816 feet

1

27

Nov. 4..

Feb. 10 .

Dec. 30 .

Oct. 14..

Oct. 14

Mar. 10

Oct. 7 .

Nov. 1!

Laundry Man, The "Aesop FabL.
'[Lincoln Special reel) George Billings
Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables"
Monkey Love "Aesop Fables"
Muscle Marvels Sportlight
No Children Haines-Coombs
No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey
No Sale Haines-Coombs
On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25
Players at Play Sportlight Jan. 20 ..

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 .

Queen of the North Woods iSerial) Clair-Miller May 12 .

Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 21 . .

.

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" Jan. 20 .

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" Nov. 11...
•(Stage Struck "Aesop Fables" .

SweetAdeline "Aesop Fables" Feb. 3 ...
Targets Sportlight Nov. 25
Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec. 23 .

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper Oct. 28
Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec. 23 .

.

Watch My Smoke Haines-Coombs April 7
White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables" . . . Jan. 13
'((Winning Patterns Sportlight
Wooden Money "Aesop Fables" Feb. 10..

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date

Boyd-Prevost-Hale
Eddie Quillan

5477 feet

7099 feet

5937 feet Oct. 2

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 8

1 reel Ocl. 27

2 reels

2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24
1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Feb. 2
2 reels Jan. 5
1 reel Oct. 6
1 reel Dec
1 reel Oct.

.1 reel Sept. 29
1 reel Oct. 20
1 reel

10 episodes Oct. 6

1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Dec. 8

1 reel Dec. 15
1 reel Ocl. 20

1 reel Oct. 27
2 reels

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Dec 8

2 reels Nov. 3

1 reel Jan. 12
1 reel Jan. 5
1 reel Nov. 17

1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels

1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Oct. 13

2 reels

2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels

1 reel Dec 1

1 reel Feb. 2

1 reel Nov. 10
10 episodes

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels Jan. 19
1 reel Dec. 8
1 reel

1 reel Jan. 26
1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
10 episodes

1 reel Jan. 12
.1 reel

1 reel Feb. 2

Title

*t(High Voltage.

•KLIsten Baby A. TO

Length Reviewed

RKO
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Air Legion Lyon-Sleeper Jan. 6 .

.

Amazing Vagabond Bob Steele April 7
Avenging Rider Tom Tyler Oct. 7..
•([Blockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec. 16
•tlCircusKid Darro-Brown Oct. 7

(Silent Version)

Length

6361 feet.

Reviewed

4808 feel

6408 feet

61185 feet

Come and Get It Bob Steele . Feb. 3 5264 feet
Drifter The Tom Mix Mar. 18
Fury of the Wild Ranger Jan. 6 4899 feet
Freckled Rascal Buzz Barton Mar. 31
Headin' for Danger Bob Steele Dec. 16 . 6265 feet
Hardboiled O'Neil-Tashman Feb. 3
Hey Rube! Olmsled-Trevor Dec. 23 6290feet
His Last Haul T.Moore-Owen Nov. 11 5797 feet
Jazz Age Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day Feb. 10 6245 feet
King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26 6269 feet
Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct. 21 4647 feet

Sept. 22

4923 feet

17

23
3

21 .6057 feet

4 .471 4 feet

17

Love in the Desert Borden-Trevor Mar.
Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec
One-Man Dog Ranger Mar.
Outlawed Tom Mix Jan.
Rough Ridin' Red Buzz Barton Nov.
Red Sword Nixon-Collier Jr Feb.
Sally's Shoulders Lois Wilson Oct.
Singapore Mutiny Taylor-lnce Oct.

Sinners in Love Olive Borden Nov.
Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct.
Stolen Love M. Oay-O. Moore Dec.
*t(Taxi 13 Conklln-Sleoper Nov.
Tracked Ranger Nov.
Trail of the Horse Thieves Tom Tyler Jan.
Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec
Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov.
Vagabond Cub Buzz Barton Feb.
Voice of the Storm Sleeper-Dane Jan.
Yellowback, The T. Moore-Owen Jan.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke .June 25
Beef Steaks Helium-Davis Dec. 30 .

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9 .

Come Meal Al Cooke June 11 .

.

Curiosities No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10
Curiosities No. 3 Novelty Oct. 24.

.

Curiosities No. 4 Novelty 1 reel

Curiosities No. 5 Novelty 1 reel

7
14

4..

I..

2
18

4..

13..

9..

26
10..

13

20

6279 feet

681 2 feet . Oct. 13
.6310 feet.... Oct. 24
.6037 feet . . Sept. 29
6223 feot

5760 feet

4957 feet

4823 feet

6217 feet

4823 feet

Length

2 reels .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels . .

.

1 reel ...

1 reel

Reviewed

Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec 5
Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec. 19
Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2
Horsefeathers Barney Helium Dec 9
Jessie's James Vaughn-Cooke
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14
Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7. . . 2 reels.

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23 2 reels.

Mickey's in Love Mickey Yule June 4. . 2 reels.

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule 2 reels.

Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule July 2. . . 2 reels.

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule OcL 28 2 reels.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta-Vaughn Oct 14 2 reels

*t§Odd Facts Curiosities

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels June 16

2 reels

2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels Oct. 20
2 reels

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct. 7.

.

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct. 27 .

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 .

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct. 24.

.

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct. 7 .

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct. 14 .

Big Diamond Robbery Tom Mix May 13.

.

Idaho Red Tom Tyler April 21 .

.

Laughing at Death Bob Steele June 2 .

Litlle Savage Buzz Barton May 19
Pals of the Prairie Buzz Barton July 7 .

Pride of Pawnee Tom Tyler June 9.

.

*t (Rio Rita Special Cast
•((Syncopation; Bennett-Watson-Waring
Woman I Love Morris-Kerry May 26.

.

2 reels

.

2 reels

.

2 reels

.

2 reels

2 reels

. 2 reels

.

RAYART (S. R.)

FEATURES
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Isle of Lost Men Tom Santschi. 5800 feet

Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart Oct. 1... 5650 feet

Sweet Sixteen Foster-Olmstead Dec 5991 feet

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor
Brothers

, Keefe-Bedford-Rankin
Shanghai Bound Irene Rich
*t(Should a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith
Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards

Length Reviewed

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Overture of 1812 (Tschalkowsky) Fllmtone Harmonies
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawaiians
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks, The Songs

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

5412 feet

6775 feet Oct. 27
6430 feet

5477 feet

5516 feet

8653 feet Jan. 12
5957 feet

7780 feet Oct. 20

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew. Jan. 1 .

.

* ((Cavalier, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1 .

.

Devil's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 20 .

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec. 20 .

'(Ghetto, The George Jessel .Feb. 1 .

.

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20 .

*t§Lucky Boy Jessel-Qulmby Feb. 2. .

.

Man in Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Dec 20.

.

*t( Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1 .

.

*(( Molly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn Mar. 1 .

.

Naughty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct. 10

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennett Oct. 20 .

.

Rainbow, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 16.,
•((Reputation Keane-Standing
Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20 .

Squads Right Gribbon-Stone Feb. 1 .

.

*f (Toilers, The Ralston-Fairbanks, Jr. Oct. 1 .

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10. .

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

•((Hawaiian Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15. .. .1 reel

*t(Japanese Carnival, A Color Symphony Jan. 1....1reel
•t(ln a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct. 1 1 reel Nov. 17
*t(ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15.1 reel .

,

''Love Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

5271 feet

5554 feet

6114 feet

7256 feet

5449 feet

Oct. 20

Reviewed

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



March 16, 19 29 857

Rel. DateTitle Star

Maude IV] tiller Color Classic

No Women Allowed Color Classic

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic

*t§Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1.

COMING FEATURE ATTRACTIONS
*t§Two Men and a Maid . .• Colller-Jr.-Bennett June 15

*t§ Whispering Winds Southern-McGregor May 1

*t§ Midstream Cortez-Windsor June 1

.

Miracle, The Southern-Pidgeon

•tSMolly and Me Alberta Vaughn
*f§My Lady's Past Bennett-Brown April 1

*t5New Orleans Cortez-Bennett June 20
Spirit of Youth, The Sebaslian-Kent Feb. 10

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Length

. 1 reel ...

. 1 reel ....

1 reel .

1 reel . .

. 1 reel . .

.

6216 feet

Star Rel. DateTitle

*t$ Awakening, The ' .Banky-Byron Nov. 17 .

.

*tBattle of the Sexes Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct. 13...

Eternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varconi Mar. 9 .

Iron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 30. ..

*t§Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Jan. 23 .

*t§Rescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12...

*tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3. .

.

tWornan Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct. 29

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

*tSAIibi, The O'Malley-Busch
Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Cotman-Tashman-Love

*t§Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore
*tSCity Lights Charlie Chaplin
Evangeline Del Rio-Drew
tHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nisson
*§Lummox (A. T.)

Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish
*t§Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron
*t§Say It With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
*t§She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens
*f §This is Heaven Banky-Hall
Three Passions Terry-Petrovitch

Venus Constance Talmadge

Length Reviewed

7972 feei... Jan. 12
81 80 feet... Oct. 20

Jan. 26
Jan. 26

8000 feet . Feb. 2

7980 feet ..Jan. 19
6541 feet... Dec. 15

8041 feet Nov. 17

Length Reviewed

UNIVERSAL
Ti.le Star Rel. Date

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore Sept. 9.

.

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec. 16
Body Punch, The Daugherty-Faire Oct. 28.

.

Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10 .

.

Clearing the Trail Gibson-Gulliver Oct. 7. .

.

Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec 16 .

Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18.

.

Freedom of the Press Stone-Keith-M. Day Oct. 28
Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec. 9.

.

*(§Girl on the Barge, The Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 3 .

(Silent Version) Feb. 3 .

.

*f§Giveand Take Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23 .

(Silent Version) Dec. 23 .

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27..
Hero of the Circus Special Cast " Dec. 2.

.

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30.

.

How to Handle Women Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14 .

Jazz Mad Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis Nov. 11 .

.

*t§Kid's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17..
King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6.

.

*t§Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6.

.

(Silent Version) Jan. 6.

.

*t§ Lonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20 .

(Silent Version) Jan. 20.

.

*|Man, Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nixon Jan. 13..
(Silent Version) Jan. 13.

.

*t§Melody of Love (A. T.) Pidgeon-Harris.Winton Dec. 2.

.

Michigan Kid Nagel-Adoree Oct. 21 .

.

One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec. 9 .

.

Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25 .

Price of Fear, The Cody-Thompson Oct. 28.

.

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27 .

(Silent Version) Jan. 27
Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec 2 .

*t5Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Mar. 10 .

Silks and Saddles Nixon-Walling-Nolan Jan. 20
Sky Skidder, The Al Wilson Jan. 13..
Slim Fingers Bill Cody Mar. 24
Thirteenth Juror, The Nilsson-Bushman Nov. 13.

.

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrin Nov. 18.

.

Wild Blond Red (horse)-Perrin Feb. 10
Wolves of the City Dec. 2..

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

All for Geraldine Sid Saylor Dec. 5.

.

Alpine Antics Oswald Cartoon April 1 .

.

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec. 19 .

Bookworm Hero Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec. 17 .

Bojndary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17
Buster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwick and Dog . Oct. 17
Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28
Calford in the Movies Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Oct. 15 .

Calford on Horseback Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec. 10 .

*t§Charlatan, The Special Cast Mar. 24 .

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19.

.

Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec. 1..
*t§Clear the Deck Reginald Denny Mar. 3 .

.

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake Oct. 8..
Cross Country Bunion Race, The Sid Saylor Nov. 7 .

Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30..
Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2..
Daring Chances Jack Hoxie Dec. 15.,
Days of Daring Bob Curwood April 13..
Dead Game Art Acord Oct. 7 .

Oear Old Calford Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec. 8
Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson Feb. 3..
Fantasf

e

Laemmle Novelty
Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4 .

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24
Fiery Fireman, The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 15 .

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

Length

.6243 feet

.41 79 feet

4786 feet

.5202 feet

.5311 feet

4179 feet

5357 feet

6474 feet

5597 feet

7510 feet

6908 feet

7089 feet

6552 feet

4596 feet

.5606 feet

6057 feet

5591 feet

6832 feet

5729 feet

5509 feet

7980 feet

7731 feet

6761 feet

.6142 feet

6589 feet

6674 feet

6733 feet

6030 feet

Reviewed

Dec 22
Oct. 20

Dec 29

July 14

Jan! 12

del. 6

Nov. 10

Oct. 27
July 7

5907 feet

4230 feet

6621 feet

6621 feet

6957 feet

6753 feet

5809 feet

.4364 feet

4232 feet

.5598 feet

4616 feet

4497 feet

Length Reviewed

2 reels Nov. 17
. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
.2 reels

1 reel Sept. 29
2reels Oct. 6

2 reels Dec. 1

.2 reels Dec 22
2 reels Nov. 24

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 1

3

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 15
.10 episodes
.1 reel

.2 reels Feb. 2
1 reel

1 reel

Title Star Rel. Date

Fighting Forester, The Edmund Cobb Oct. 20 .

Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Nov. 12.

.

Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec. 29.

.

Final Reckoning, A (Serial) Lorraine-House April 15.

.

Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21 .

.

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19.

Nov.
Feb.

Feb.
Jan.

Jan.

Dec.
Feb.

Oct.
Mar.
Oct. 10
Mar. 25
April 15

5

6.

4

7

7
10

23.

1

Fun in the Clouds Arthur Laki

Have Patience Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
*tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon
Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon
Horse Tail, A Oswald Cartoon
In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb
Kicking Through Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips

Knockout Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Look Pleasant Sid Saylor

Love and Sand Arthur Lake
*tLumberjack Oswald Cartoon

(Silent Version) April 15
Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

Mystery Rider, the (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26.
Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 31

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill Jan. 23.

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28
Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec. 26.
Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 3.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20.
Out At Home Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9.

Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Oct. 29
Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct. 1

.

Prodigal Pup, The ' Canine Cast April 8
Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11

.

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 1 2

.

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9
Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1.

Riding for Love George Chandler April 6

.

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12.

Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct. 6.

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2
Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct. 27
Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10
Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27
Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14
She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13
Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24
*tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18
Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec. 31

.

South Polo Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26
Speeding Youth. Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips. Jan. 7.

tSteamboat Willie Oswald Cartoon
Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec 5
Take Your Pick Young-La Salle Feb. 13
Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwick'and Dog Nov. 14
There's a Will C. King-C. Doherty Dec 21

This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10
Tige's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwick and Dog .... April 3

.

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. 5
Watch the Birdie Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Dec. 12
Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct. 22
Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28
Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec. 3.

Wooden Soldier. The Laemmle Novelty Dec. 17.

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21

.

Length Reviewed

.2 reels

. 2 reels Oct. 27
.2 reels

.10 episodes

.2 reels Oct. 20
. 1 reel Oct. 27
. .1 reel Oct. 20
.. 2 reels

. . 1 reel

1 reel Dec 22
. 1 reel

. 1 reel

. .2 reels

2reels
. . 2 reels

. .2 reels

. . 1 reel

. . 1 reel

. 1 reel

. 2 reels

. .10 episodes

.2 reels Sept. 29
. .2 reels

.2 reels

. .2 reels.

. 2 reels Dec 28

.2 reels Dec 1

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
1 reel Oct. 13

.1 reel Sept. 15

.1 reel Jan. 12

. .2 reels

. 2 reels Jan. 12

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

1 reel Oc*. 20
. .2 reels

.2 reels Dec 8

..2reels Oct. 16

. 2 reels Oct. 8
. .2 reels

. 1 reel Dec 22

. 2 reels

. .2reels

. . 1 reel

. 1 reel Dec 8
. 1 reel Dec 1

. .2 reels.

. . 1 reel

1 reel Nov. 18
2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels Oct 20

.2 reels

. .2 reels

. 1 reel

. .2 reels

. 2 reels . . Dec 8

. .1 reel

. .1 reel.

. .2 reels

. 1 reel Nov. 17
1 reel Dec 00

. .1 reel Jan. 00

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Mar. 3 .5729 feet

Mar. 17

Title

*t§Bargain in the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schildkraut

*t§Barnum Was Right
Blow for Blow Hoot Gibson May 19

Born to the Saddle Ted Wells
*|§Braggart, The Jean Hersholt

Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante

*t§Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version)

*t§CMmax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
Cohens and Kelleys in Atlantic

City, The Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain

.

"tjCollegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips

*t5Come Across Special Cast April 28
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosjukine
*t§Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante June 16
Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert
*t§Drake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Philbin

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody
Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke
*t§Flaming Daughters
Girl Dodger, The Arthur Lake
*t§Great Cinema Murder, The
*t§Haunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
*t§His Lucky Day Reginald Denny May 12

*t§lt Can't Be Done Tryon-Carol April 14

*j&King of Jazz, The (A. T.) Paul Whiteman and Band
Lariat Kid, The Hoot Gibson June 23
Man Disturber, The .

." Reginald Denny
*t§Minstrel Show, The (A.T.) Eddie Leonard
Navy Blues Arthur Lake
*t§One Rainy Night Laura La Plante June 16

Play Goes On, The James Murray AP r - 21

Plunging Hoofs Rex-Perrin April 14— 4344 feet

Points West Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
*t§Portof Dreams, The Mary Philbin Sept. 22

*t§Scandal Laura La Plante April 14
*t§Shannons of Broadway, The (A.T.) James Gleason
*t§Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut

Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibson April 7 5270feet

*t§That Blonde Laura La Plante May 5
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 26

Watch My Speed Reginald Denny
*f§You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

*t§At the Night Club Bronx Sisters Mar. 25

*t§Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11.

Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14.

»; Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28

Length

.1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

. 1 reel ...

Reviewed

§ Means voice (inc lading dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.
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WARNER BROTHERS
Title

•fjConquest A. T.

Star Rel. Dale Length

6729 feel

4706 (eel

Reviewed

Feb. 16

*!, Fancy Baggage

•tJHome Towners, The A. T.' Oct. 27

Nov. 3

Sept. 29

Aug. 25

Blue-Warnpr-Wilson
Silent Version Jan. 19

Audrey Ferris

Silent Version! Feb. 23 5983 feet

Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell

.

8693 feet

Silent Version' Dec. 15 4841 feet

•tSLand of the Silver Fox

.

... Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams
Silent Version . ..Nov. 10 5079 feet

'•(Little Wild Cat, The Ferris-Hall-Dawson 5644 feet

Silent Version' Jan. 5 5161 feet

•((Midnight Taxi. The Moreno-Coslello 5729 feet

(Silent Version) Oct. 6 5057 feet

'illion Dollar Collar, The Rin-Tin-Tin
(Silent Version! Feb. 9 4878 feet

My Man Fanny Brice 9247 feet

Silent Version) Jan. 12 6136 feet

'iOn Trial A. T. Frederlck-Lytell 8290 feet

(Silent Version i Dec. 29 5455 feet

''(Singing Fool. The Jolson-Bronson-Dunn 9592 feet

Silent Version) Jan. 1 7444 feet

*t(Terror, The A. T.) McAvoy-Horton 7654 feet

(Silent Version) Oct. 20 5443 feet

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t(Argyle Case, The A. T.) Thomas Meighan
•'iDesert Song. The Boles-King

Fr. >m Headquarters Monte Blue

I ! Frozen River Rin-Tin-Tin
•ijGlad Rag Ooll. The Dolores Costello

•((Glorious Betsy D. Costello-Nagel 7441 feet May 5

•tsGreyhound Limited, The Monte Blue
*t[Hard-Boiler Rose Loy-Collier-Brockwell

•t(Honky-Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
•t(Kid Gloves Nagel-Wilson
•rj Madonna of Avenue A Dolores Costello

-tjNoah's Ark D. Costello-O'Brien Oct. 27
•t(No Defense Blue-McAvoy
•t(No Questions Asked Ferris-Collier, Jr

*1[One Stolen Night Bronson-Collier, Jr

Queen of the Night Clubs Texas Guinan
"(Redeeming Sin. The . . D. Costello-Nagel

(Silent Version) April 6 6145 feet

*t(Sap. The E. E. Horton
"'(Sonny Boy Lee-Horton-Bronson
•'(Stark Mad (A. T.) Warner-Fazenda

(Silent Version) Mar. 2
"•jStolen Kisses May McAvoy
((Time, the Place and the Girl The. Olmsted, Withers-Kirkwood

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Three Brox Sisters Song Program June 23
Va Prononcer Ma Mori La Julvej. Giovanni Martinelli June 2
When the Wife's Away William Demnrest Nov. 17
Winnie Lightner Songs Nov. 17

WORLD-WIDE PICTURES
Title Star

Bondman, The Norman Kerry
Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks
"tMoulin Rouge Olga Checova
Pawns of Passion Olga Checova
Tommy Atkins Walter Byron.
Woman in the Night, A Maria Corda
Woman in White, The Blanche Sweet

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

9 reels Feb. 23

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Title

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend

Banjomaniac
Bitot Scotch, A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments
California Songbirds, The
Celeste Aida Aida

Celeste Aida (Aida)

Character Studlas

Chips of the Uld Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Family Affair, A
Feminine Types
Florence Moore
Friend of Father's

Giving In

Gus Arnheim & His Ambassadors
Harry Delf
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra

Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone, The
Ingenues, The
In a Casting Office .

.

In Dutch
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Lash, The
Man of Peace, A
Men Among Men
Miss Information

Morrissey & Miller

Myers & Hanford
Night Court, The
Non-Support
Pagliacci

Papa's Vacation
Question of Today, The
Realization

Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto Quartet
Sharp Tools
Soup ..

Terry and Jerry

* Means synchroniz

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 25

Eddie Peabody Oct. 13
Kitty Doner Sept. 22
Harry J. Conley July 7

Benny-Mario Aug. 25
Bell-Coates . Sept. 1

Giovanni Martinelli July 7

Giovanni Martinelli July 7

Florence Brady Sept. 1

The Foy Family Sept. 22
Violin, Songs & Dances June 16

Karyl Norman Sept. 29
The Croonaders Sept. 22
Florence Brady Sept. 1

Mitchell Lewis . . , Aug. 25
Plantation Songs Aug. 25
Arthur Byron
J ean Barrios

Song Program June 23

Lydell-Higins-Leah Aug. 25
Deef-Hopper Jan. 12

Jazz Band June 23
Songs & Dances June 16

Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jazz Band
Chief Caupolican Aug. 25
Jazz Band June 23
W. & E.Howard
UllsA Clark
Songs Jan. 19

Songs and Dances Sept. 1

Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 1

6

Hobart Bosworth June 23
Fred Ardath Jan. 1

2

Wilson-Horton June 30
Night Club Revue June 16
Songs & Dances June 23
William Demarest June 16

Burr Mcintosh June 16

John Charles Thomas
Bennett-Caron Oct. 20

Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Herbert-Pam June 16
Rober: Ober Sept. 15

Gigli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29

Ethel Grey Terry Oct. 13

Harry Delf Nov. 17

Songs and Gags Aug. 25

ed score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (inc

Title

About Trial Marriage
Age of Lust, The
Bondage
Broken Hearts
Code of the Air

Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dugan of the Dugouts
Fangs of Justice

Fortune's Fool

Golden Dawn
Hearts of Men
Into the Night
Legend of the Bear's Wedding
Life's Like That
Lights of Paris

Little Wild Girl, The
Lookout Girl. The
Loves of Jeanne Ney, The
Lucrezia Borgia

Mother of Mine
Mountain Lovers
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
On the Divide
Port of Missing Children
President, The
Primanerliebe

Q Ships
Queen of the Chorus, The
Reilly of the Rainbow Division.

Romance of a Rogue, The
Sally of the South Seas
Scarlet Youth
Sealed Lips

Shanghai Document
Somme, The
Ten Days That Shook the World
Three Comrades and One Inven

tion

Thunder God
Untamed Justice

U-Boat 9
West of Santa Fe
When Fleet Meets Fleet

Yellow Pass, The
Youth Astray

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Star Dist'r Ret. Date Length Reviewed

Corliss Palmer Circle Plct Oct. 15
Emil Jannings L. T. Rogers
German Cast Ufa 6040 feet

Hercules
Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod 5700 feet

Holmes-Alt Crescent 5600 feet

Special Cast Aria 5700 fee*

Garon-O'Shea Crescent 5600 feet
Silverstreak-Walker Bischoff 5000 feet

6100 feet

6200 feet

5400 feet

5712 feet

7500 feet

6000 feet

Emil Jannings LT. Rogers
Warwick-Ward Conquest
Harris-Keefe Anchor
Agnes Ayres Raleigh
Russian Cast. Amkino
Withers-Boteler F. Royer [producer)
Special Cast Superlative

Lee-Landis Hercules
Jacqueline Logan Quality Dist Nov. 6413 feet

Edith Jahanne Ufa-Eastern 7563 feet

Conrad Veidt Universal 7200 feet

Special Cast Zakoro . Oct. .7200 feet

Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan. .6500 feet

German Cast 7000 feet

Devore-Mong Plaza 521 5 feet

Vaughn-Hughes Trinity Pict 5573 feet

Bob Custer Syndicate .... Oct. 15 4657 feet

Special Cast Superlative

Mosjoukine-Vernon. E. L Klein 8100 feet

German Cast Scenic Films 6500 feet

Special Cast 6000 feet

Faire-Lease Crescent Pict 5900 feet

Hall-Garon Crescent 6040 feet

Warner-Stewart. Quality Dist.. Oct. 6100 feet

Hercules
Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct
Swedish Cast Colwyn 6000 feet

Russian Cast Oct. 1 3 5000 feet

Special Cast New Era ^ . .7000 feet

Russian Cast Amkino Nov" 2 7815feet

June 16

Sept. 15

Jan. 26
Mar. 24

Russian Cast
Cornelius Keefe
Faire-Glass-Biltmore.
Foreign Cast .

Bob Custer
English Cast.

Russian Cast
Johnson-Mattoni

Oct. 13 6000 feet

Crescent 5917feet
5770 feet

Jofa Prod 6500 feet

Syndicate. Nov. 15 4852 feet

Hi-Mark 7953 feet

Amkino Dec. 8 600 feet

Ameranglo 6000 feet

Title

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

Talmadge-Worth
Special Cast
Special Cast
Foster-Keefe-Lake,
Robertson-Brinkley
Special Cast
Maria Albana
Muriat Esterhazy
Lyon-Prevost ....

Nils Asther ....

Special Cast

Special Cast
John Loder
Fritsch-Vernon.

Bachelor Club, The
Bondage
Buying a Wife
Circumstantial Evidence
*t§Chopin's Passion
Dancer of His Majesty, The
Duty to be Silent

Escaped from Hell

Exodus to the New World, The.
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
$ Great Power, The
Great Unknown, The
Guilty.

Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan
Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy

Little Colonel, The Henry B. Walthall

.

...

Man Who Cheated Life Veidt-Krauss
Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast
Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan
Poet and Czar Special Cast
South of Panama Carmelita Geraghty
Two Days Special Cast
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovitch
Verdun .

.

Special Cast
Vera Miezewa (tentative). . . . Derussa
Water The M.Chekhov
When Duty Calls Special Cast. . .

lading dialogue and incidental songs). A. T.

.7 reels

Rel. Date

General Pict

Ufa-Eastern . .

Aff. European
Chesterfield

Powers Cinephone
Amkino 7000 feet

Aff. European 6 reels. .

Aff. European 8 reels

Pioneer
Aff. European 7 reels .

Aff. European 7 reels .

.

Bell Tone
Aff. European 6 reels

Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European 6 reels

Length Reviewed

Aff. European
Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European
Amkino .

Chesterfield.

Amkino
Aff. European
Richmount .

Aff. European
Amkino
Ufa-Eastern..,

7 reels .

8775 feet

6500 feet

7 reels

7000 feet

after title means All Talkie.

Special Feature Articles Dealing With Sound Will Appear

in the April 6 Issue of The Showman Section



Announcing

R
EASTMAN

EPROTONE
NEGATIVE

the proved sound film

LLABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Wherever progressive showmen demand the^^ best- you will find

\

Recent
Installations

'Jr. Loew's Fairmount
NewYorkCitu

•+;Loew's Valencia
NewYorkCity

rHLoew's State
Providence,R I.

HiLoew's &.United Artist
Columbus ,Oh.i o

.

H: Loew's Oriental
Bi«ooKlytt,N.Y.

Hi Loew'sMidland
Kansas Cit 4,Mo.

Hi A.H.Schu>avtvAvaloi»
BrooKltjnrNY.

H: Gipitol
New Britain , Conn.

* 55^St.PlavHouse
N^wYorkCitlJ

4- Libertu
zanesville; o.

'Ar. New Gates
. Brooknjn,N.Y.

rH Conant
Detroit, Mich.

* Vista
Kansas Citu,Mo.

r\- Saender's Centurij
JacRSon,Miss.

H: „Waldo
Kansas Citij,Mo.

H* Saender'sMajestic
Shre^eport, La.

"rKSaender's Marion
Clarksdale,Miss.

rH Saender's Columbia
Baton Rouge,Lft.

!-H Jefferson
Beaumowt.Tex.

rH Capitol
Wmctiester,Va

.

1+. Loew's Grand
New YorK Citij

* New-Kirk
Brooknjn,N.Y.

Hi Dumont
Dumont, n:J.

rH PlumoutH
Worcester.Mass.

rH Publix-Saenger
National

Gi'eensboro,N.C.

Recent
Installations

: Saender
New Orleans,La

.

&. Pantages
San FrancisccOlif

^ Pantad.es
Fresno, v Calif.

rK Cecilia
Panama Citi/,Pan

rH Hoffman's Strand
Hartford,Conn.

'#. Berkeley
Denver, Colo.

rHPublix-Saender
Hope,AvkP

rH Pla3aMilford,Del.
rH Rialto
Leominster,Mass.

rH Pavamount-

Latrot>e,Pa.

Ritx

t^. Harveu
Aliqmppa,Pa.

rK Pla^a „
BrownsvillePa.

:H. Universal's Rivoli
Indianapolis ,Ind

.

rH Universal'sCapitol
Atlanta,Ga.

rH AlhambraGarden
Sacramento,Cahf.

W. Up-Town
Kansas City,Mo.

rH Arcade
Crisfield,Md.

rH Strand
Emporia ,Kans.

rH Manfail*
NewarK.,NJ.

rH Capitol
Steutionville,0.

•¥. Ed/uptian
Delta; Colo.

rH Capitol
Mai shall toum,Iou)a.

rH Palace
Bevdenfield,N.;r.

"rHLoews *** United
Artist's Penn.

V Pittsbuv^k,P«.. .

New York.
"viy

totom MwtoiOrganG&
Chic ig-o

624 So.Michi^an.
Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

SmFrancisco
16ftGolden Gate

GENUINE DEAGAN PERCUSSUIONS USED



March 23, 1929

Reg. U. S. Patent Offia

IMAGINE! FROM POP
^PRICES TO $2

In Cleveland "The Broadway Melody" is doing S. R. O.

business at $2 twice daily at the Stillman, formerly a pop

price continuous run house! Only
u
The Broadway Melody"

could do it! Only Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer could produce

such a history-making hit!

Vol. XXXIX No. 12

T nv /lunirlpc

Entered as second-class matter April 22, 1926, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under act of March 3, 1879

Published Weekly—$3.00 a Year
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The Wurlitzer Organ, with its exclusive features, is

an indispensable attraction in every motion picture
theatre. To enhance the beauty of performance, the Wurlitzer '

Organ is supreme.

FACTORIES: NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y.

BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS



EVIDENCE PILES UP
It reflects a nation-wide opinion

Extractfrom
Baltimore Sun:

Extract from
unsolicited

letter:

The nation names the leader in SOUND

PARAMOUNT
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BROADWAY'S
MOST OAZZONG
NIGHT SHOW
The show all New York floeks

to. Now your patrons can en-

;oy it in two dazzling, dane.ng,

iuging, talking reels- Pro-

duced with all the glamonr

and class of the ordinal-

t 1 airls, the newest
Beautiful gins,

songs and dances.

EDDIE CANTOR

FROI.IC"
A para..u»uut Sound

Short Feature



A*i
Special

hand drown ads
on every-
picture

-^j^

Individual Picture Service

Beginning March 25th, T A M will furnish clients with a com-

plete Ad Mat campaign on every feature released on and after

the above mentioned date. This individual picture service will

be supplied in accordance with play dates.

General Service

In addition to the 100% picture service, T A M also renders a

general service consisting of vaudeville, added attractions and pic-

ture layouts including a varied assortment of descriptive slugs and

seasonal suggestions.

Specialized Publicity

T A M has affiliated with one of America's foremost exploiteers

who in each issue of T A M General Service, will have a page

giving ideas on stunts and general newspaper tie-ups which has

brought one of the country's major circuits enormous profits.

G rVfite to-dau fot details

TUEATHE AD MAT SERVICEm
2.45 West 39^: Mew York City



TIFFANy-ZTAHL ANNOUNCE/
TO BE RELEASED IN APRIL

FOR THE
FIRJTTIME BELLE

TME CREAT

TYILK

l^UCky lioy A screen novelty custom-built to

the amazing proportions of George Jessel as an enter-
tainer. Directed by Norman Taurog and Charles C.
Wilson. Dialogue and titles by George Jessel.

"Midstream" Startling drama of a

mail whose withered old age is restored to

fresh youth and love. With Kicardo Cortez,
Claire Windsor and Larry Kent. Story'by
Frances Guihan. Directed by James Flood.

"Ne\V Orleans* Revelry, racing and romance in

Mardi Gras land with William Collier, Jr., and Ricardo
Oirte/. in love will) the same girl, portrayed by Alma
Bennett. Story by Jack Natteford. A Reginald Barker
production.

all "mere feature; can be mad with

TIFF<INy-y>Tdl-IL PRODUCTION/ INC
I^O BNOflDVdY MEW YORK CITY



HH
ANOTHER BOX-OFFICE JEN/ATION

BEKKETT
SCREEN FAVORITE

J1NC

"TWO Men and a Maid"— Burning desert
sands, the Foreign Legion and a girl who sets men's
hearts aflame and drives them mad. William Collier,

Jr., Alma Bennett, Eddie Gribbon and Georgie Stone.
Story by Jack Natteford. Directed by George Achain-
baud.

"Whispering Winds"—

i

n his bean
there was room for love for two women--
in his life room for but one! A new slant

on a triangle drama with Patsy Ruth Miller,
Malcolm McGregor and Eve Southern.
Directed by James Flood.

"My Lady's Past" —A jilted spinster turns the
tables when fate provides her with a ready-made repu-
tation for being a heart-breaker. Belle Bennett again
with Joe E. Brown. Story by Frances Hyland. Directed
by Albert Ray.

/OUMD OH FILM OR OH Dl/C OR /ILEMT

TirFflNy*^>TflHL PRODUCTIONS INC
1540 BROflDVoy MEW YORK CITY



Biff Theatres have come

OMEDIES
Since

Educational*s

Talking Comedies
Took the Industry by Storm

Royal Theatre sets precedent

for Kansas City with display

on "The Bride's Relations".

"The Lion's Roar" (at Loew's
Warfield Theatre) ... is a
continuous laugh from be-

ginning toend SAN FRAN-
CISCO BULLETIN.

BEGINNING with the very first release Educa-
tional's talking comedies have commanded

a leading place on the programs—and in the

exploitation—of the biggest and finest theatres

in the land. And the box-office is showing why.

Read what the Editor of

Exhibitors Herald-World says:

"Big theatres in the larger cities were dropping the

short features to make room for presentation acts . . .

motion picture theatres were drawing further and
further away from motion pictures . . .

"With the advent of sound, the short features came
promptly back into their own . . . Educational promptly
took the cue and today there is a livelier demand than
ever for this type of entertainment.

;fc"Big theatres which dropped the short comedies for

acrobats and singers, orchestras and masters of cere-

monies, have come back to short features. Comedies
are back in style."

If such a sketch as that at the Carthay Circle (the Coronet
Comedy "The Eligible Mr. Bangs") does not meet with favor,

none will. -FILM SPECTATOR (Los Angeles)



back to Short Features

ARE BACK IN STYLE

At the Paramount on Broadway this week the audience

is howling its head off at a Mack Sennett Talking

Comedy entitled "The Bride's Relations" ... As a

matter of fact, this comedy is the outstanding feature

of the show . . . had the audiences screaming with

laughs. —M. P. NEWS

The Theatres that Set the Fashions

in Entertainment Proclaim that

EDUCATIONAL^ TALKING
COMEDIES Are in Style:

PARAMOUNT . . . -New York

PARAMOUNT .... -Brooklyn
CHICAGO .... McVICKERS .... UPTOWN

TIVOLI .... PARADISE .... —Chicago
METROPOLITAN -Boston
OLYMPIA.. ROGER SHERMAN . -New Haven
METROPOLITAN .. EARLE . . -Washington
RIVOLI NEW -Baltimore

LOEW'S STATE . . . CARTHAY CIRCLE . . .

HILLSTREET —Los Angeles

LOEWS WARFIELD PANTAGES . . .

GOLDEN GATE —San Francisco

FIFTH AVENUE .... -Seattle

BROADWAY —Portland

RIALTO —Tacoma
BUFFALO —Buffalo
STRAND —Cincinnati

HIPPODROME . . . -Cleveland

CIRCLE —Indianapolis

STATE ADAMS
UNITED ARTISTS . . -Detroit

MINNESOTA STATE . .

— Minneapolis

CAPITOL -St. Paul

MERRILL —Milwaukee

ROYAL NEWMAN
MAIN STREET . . — Kansas City

AMERICAN —Denver

RIVIERA .... ORPHEUM . .

—Omaha
MELBA —Dallas

DES MOINES . . . —Des Moines

HOWARD —Atlanta

CAROLINA -Charlotte

MARY ANDERSON —Louisville

SAENGER .... —New Orleans

CRITERION . —Oklahoma City

VICTORY . . . —Salt Lake City

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distributor* of America,. Ine Will H. H*jr». President



WE DON'T MAKE PROMISES-WE DELIVER
MORE VALUE FOR EVERY DOLLAR YOU INVEST
THAN IN ANY EQUIPMENT YOU CAN BUY

WE URGE YOU
TO

HEAR
SEE
COMPARE

CKetwdl
SYNCHRONIZER
(YSTEM£

Now Being

SERVED
by

Warner Bros.

First National

Vitaphone

M-G-M
United Artists

Columbia

and Others

Guarantees are only as good as the guarantors who make them! Before investing in sound equipment exhibi-

tors, as intelligent business men should find out something about the organization back of the

product; if its past accomplishments, financial stability, integrity and ability

to "make good"1

are such as to warrant their confidence.

SYNCHRONIZATION

—

Vibrationless. The utmost

finesse and precision combined with a sturdiness that will out-

last your theatre. Gears and bearings are of the finest material
which insures you against the trouble and expense of frequent
gear replacement, caused by excessive vibration.

AMPLIFICATION

—

Full Double Channel
System. (2 complete units) is the standard equipment of

all Gennett Models. All built into rack and panel combination
69 x 19 x IS inches—a feature typical only of the highest priced
equipments. Built to stand up and perform faithfully, depend-
ably, day after day, year after year.

REPRODUCTION

—

Without Distortion.
GIANT DYNAMICS—cone type or enclosed type for air
column horns—specially designed for and so perfectly matched

PI [ C E S

MODEL GN 200

MODEL GN 202

MODEL GN 301

FOR THEATRES
UNDER 400 SEATS

FOR THEATRES
UP TO 2,000 SEATS

FOR THEATRES
SEATING OVER 2,000

$1,750

$2,500

$3,500

with entire system as to reproduce naturally and with fidelity

the entire range of frequencies—from the highest soprano to

the lowest bass notes without distortion.

GENNETT SYNCHRONIZER SYSTEMS
are so designed that by a simple lever movement you can
detach the entire synchronous equipment from your projectors.

Thus: 1) You can switch from "talkie" to silent and run your
projector on its own power at any speed to conform to time
schedules; 2) Keeps current bill down; 3) Saves overtime pay-
rolls.

GENNETT SYNCHRONIZER SYSTEMS
are all A-C 110 volt operated and are adaptable

to any and all standard makes of projection

machines.

DELIVERY
With one of the largest modern plants now at top speed we
can guarantee delivery as follows:

NOTE: MODEL GN 301 has power output equal to highest
priced equipments—sufficient to cover the Roxy Theatre.

MODEL GN 202

MODEL GN 301

MODEL GN 200

15 to 30 Days

15 to 30 Days

After May 1st

Deferred Payment Plan
j s now available at a nominal

cost to all responsible exhibitors by an arrangement with one of

the largest financial institutions in the United States.

A Complete Sales and Service Organization
covering all exchange centers in the U. S. and Canada will b:
announced in our next advertisement appearing in these columns.
Meantime write or wire

GENERAL SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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/"T^HE man who made SHOW BOAT—the

I picture which marks a new era in en-

^^^ tertainment.

The man who, for the first time in show busi-

ness history, combines a best-selling novel
wilh a tremendous musical comedy success

and blends the two into the most gigantic

screen entertainment ever dreamed of

—

The man who gives every theatre in the land
the cpportunity of presenting, at popular
prices, the cream of a $7.70-per-seat stage

production plus a romantic drama that has
swayed the nation's millions.

Truly— Carl wws the Way!

CARLl&EMMUS^

.1 : r^v.

BOAT
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/^"^^"^ I \ F. gifted Homan >*li<> wrote

^"1 the novel from which the

^^ pieture was made.

She ix one of the greatest of living

author- Everj hook «*ln writefl

a best neller. For months and
months SHOW BO iT headed the

list of he*t nellers and still is away

up on top of the li-t. The royal-

tien from it still poui Mis*

Ferher.

ml JVew Era in

/">^^HREE great forms of ex-

l pression merged by master

showmen into the one
giant entertainment that will es-

tablish new high grosses for thea-

tres throughout the land. Think

of it! As a novel SHOW BOA1
topped all others in sales ... as a

Ziegfeld Musical Comedy it was

a sensation . . . now— as Carl

Laemmle's talking and singing

Triumph, Universal gives you the

biggest thing that ever happened

in motion pictures.

SHOW
The picture

»1 Harry Pollard



Entertainment!

a £

/^\^)OU will HE^i? as well as

^l/ SEE the famous Ziegfeld

/^) stars... HELEN MORGAN^^ singing "Bill," and wCan*t
Help Loving That Man". . .JULES
BLEDSOE singing "Old Man
River". ..AUNTJEMIMA and the

celebrated ZIECFELD PLANTA-
TION SINGERS singing "Hey
Feller"and"ComeOn Folks."The
brilliant Universal cast of screen
stars including Laura La Plante,

Joseph Schililkraut, Otis Harlan,
Alma Rubens, Emily Fitzroy,

Jane La Verne and hundreds of
others.

at

/rx

"n

ivgMil

ma&ttificent

!

•».—,kH

CARL LAEMMIES^^7

ProfhwUon

/"">^^IIKr«'lrl»ralV<l tdiowman who
^ I produced ihe record-break-

^^^ iiif» Broadway musical com-

.,1 ion of SHOW BOAT. He
in known far and w i<i< uw tin* world's

greatest producer of brilliant mu-

sical hit*. New York paid as hifdi

> per seal i<. his SHOW
IU> </, and no* for the first time

tin- cream of hi- l>< - i* availahle

to YOl
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A

Laura La Plante

Marry l*«ll«r<l

-

The
Grandest

Show

HOW
—with the greatest array of stage and screen

celebrities ever identified with one picture.

Names, names, names — BOX-OFFICE
NAMES! Carl Laemmle, for 20 years the

industry's leader; Florenz Ziegfeld, world.

known producer of stage hits; Edna
Ferber,one of the greatest living writers.

Think of it!— the exquisite music of

Jerome Kern, the most successful

composer of music for musical
comedies; the heart-touching

lyrics of Oscar Hammerstein,
2nd, one of the most

illustrious names in

show business; the'

:<?



le'ph Schildkraut

'lb
.

Ever
Put

On!

BOAT
direction of Harry Pollard, whose every
picture fattens your bank account; the
brilliant Universal cast headed by Laura
La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut, Otis
Harlan, Alma Rubens, Emily Fitzroy,

Jane Laverne and hundreds of others;

the singing of Helen Morgan, who
has "it" and pats it into her work;
the singing of Jules Bledsoe,
greatest living singer of negro
spirituals; the singing of Aunt
Jemima and the Ziegfeld
Plantation Singers. ALL
IN ONE PICTURE! ALL
IN SHOW BOAT!

ws*.

J .<!> I

»r Han>

^V vV



Glittering;, Gongetms, Glamorous!

f7\\S a novel it was the TAlK of t

(_^/\. As a stage production il was t

country over! As a SINGING, TALKI
the TALK of the industry whlrever s

gorgeous, glamorous SHOW BvAT—

t

a story; what a picture; what fen attri :tion! Edna Ferber's charac-

ters to the life— singing, dnicing, t

eyes on the screen. Livinjl for y
dously compelling dramaic |epis< les of jilnovcl that took

with a Icope as broad,

v J.

v a
v/ .

/

the country by storm

as deep, as sweeyii

Scenes to plul

lieighjs^y

lo vibr

...ove

a

reading public of the nation!

TALK of the show world the

,
motion picture it is already

owmen foregather. Glittering,

e romance of the ages!—what

Iking, I IVING before your

-with you— the tremen-

'8S5«vfi

9M*

is and

<:nce;

esistlesM as life itself!

reach the

sounds

a

li Sii
i8 siioii no

\

L VX \J
X V





SHOW BOAT



Published for purposes of record only

This picture has already been sold

*
P ATHE

WILMAM BOYD
in

Ik
P ATHE

The Leatherneck
with Alan Hale, Robert Armstrong,

Fred Kohler. Supervised by Ralph

Block. Directed by Howard Higgin

There are no regrets for the Smart Ex-

hibitor who booked Pathe solid for

1928-29. It has been hit after hit—
consistent sure-fire box-office product.

And now— what a break for these

thousands of wise showmen. Here's

William Boyd in the greatest picture of

In Dialogue his career "The Leatherneck". In Dia-

and oOund logue and Sound or Silent one of the

or SILENT season's biggest.

*
PATHE

One of the outstanding pictures of the year
{Statements contained herein, while not guaranteed by us, ar e based upon infor mat ion and advice which we consider accurate and reliable)



There's something
funny about this!

Pathe has produced some all

talk comedies with George

LeMaire,ot Broadwavr iuntame.

When we screened them Harry

Scott said they were good.

John Flinn took them out to

a trvout house nearby and

practically wrecked the place

with mirth—so he reports.

Phil Reisman heard about it

and suggested that we release

them to the trade for current

consumption. He's commercial.

However, we have decided to

limit the distribution of these

comedies to only 250 prints

of each subject.

WHAT Film DAILY SAYS

"At the Dentists"-

A Hit

Pathe

Type of production 1 reel comedy all-talker.

Chalk this down of the ones you can't afford

to miss. It's sure fire anywhere as a laugh-

getter, and George Le Maire as the dentist piles

up the laughs, ably seconded by Louis Simon as

the first victim, George Gould as a prize fighter,

Helen Knapp as the Iatter's wife, and Susan

Conroy as the nurse. Le Maire has set a high

standard in this, his initial production. The skit

is cleverly gagged, and expertly directed by
Basil Smith. The laughs are beautifully timed,

and to us it looks like a model in this respect

for all the rest of the sound slingers to shoot at.

The first victim, Louis Simon, registers his au-

dible terror, thinking the dentist is murdering a

patient in the chair. But the highlight is the

climax, with the prizefighter in the chair, and

the first victim aiding the dentist in pulling out

all his good teeth at the wile's orders. The
lines are all spoken, and they are natural laugh-

getters. You can't go wrong on this.

Strictly reserved for
the exclusive use of
the customers of Pathe.

PATHE PATHE PATHE PATHE



GEORGE LeMAIRE

GEORGE LeMAIRE
Broadway's foremost
comedy creator ....

Pathe presents a New Sensation in Talking Comedies
A Series of 12 Original All Talking Comedies featuring

the leading funsters of the Broadway Theatrical World.

Now Completed

"AT THE DENTIST" "DANCING AROUND"
with with

George LeMaire Louis Simon George LeMaire Joe Phillips

"HER NEW CHAUFFEUR" "WHAT A DAY"
with with

Louis Simon Verree Teasdale Louis Simon Kay Mallory

PATHE — LeMAIRE

ALL TALKING COMEDIES

PATHE PATHE PATHE PATHE
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Western Electric,
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The Western Electric Sound Picture

advertising will appear during 1929
in the following publications,

the first advertisement to be in:

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, April 6
LIBERTY, April 6
COLLIER'S. April 6
LIFE. April S

THE NEW YORKER , April 6
TIME, April 8
PHOTOPLAY. May
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, Maj
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC. M.t

COLLEGE HUMOR. May
AMERICAN BOY, M.j

TELLING
" QCIENCE, art and business, working shoulder to shoulder

!5 have accomplished it." This statement is made in the

first of a series of advertisements on Sound Pictures, to

be published this year by Western Electric.

These advertisements will set the publicstraight on three

important facts—First, that Western Electric made the first

successful Sound Picture system—a development of the

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Second, that leading pro-

ducers have faced the difficulties of the new studio tech-



Telephone

Yesterday's

dream is

today's fact

MOVING pictures with sound are

here! This new. popular enter-

tainment made |KJB!sible In W <•»!< rn

Electric is less than three yar* old.

but already it ha* taken such stride-

as to make certain of continuing de-

velopment and wide application.

Hear leading star;? of motion pio

mrcs, opera, concert and stage in life-

like renderings when you *ee them

on the screen.

Hear and see the worldV greatest per-

sonalities as thev talk from the screen.

Western
SOUND

Reprint

of magazine
advertisement

A national cam-
paign will show
how Sound Pic-
turesweremade
possible by
Western Elec-
tric with the co-

operation of
progressive
producers and
exhibitors.

YOUR PUBLIC
nique and, with the help of Western Electric equipment,
are making better and better Sound Pictures. Third, that

exhibitors in more than two thousand theatres have
shown characteristic eagerness to serve their patrons by
equipping with the Western Electric Sound System.
This is your advertising, sellingyourcustomersin millions

of homes, month after month. It will give the nation a

better understanding and a greater appreciation of what
Sound Pictures are and where they are going. Here is an

authoritative interpretation of a great new art in which
the moving picture industry is making a tremendous
investment.
Thus to its recognized services as manufacturing

pioneer and technical sponsor of Sound Pictures, Western
Electric now adds the important role of interpreter.

Electrical Research Productsftic.
250 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK.



Savage Roman

FOR TERRITORIAL RIGHTS and OTHER INFORMATION

write or wire

PARTHENON PICTURES, Inc.

1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CIRCLE 6131

OSCAR PRICE MACK D. WEINBERGER
President General Manager
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Words ami Music by the

MASTER
Talking Picture Reproducer

Finest Reproducing Machine
Irrespective of Price!

f| Battleship Construction

Weighs 1,800 lbs. complete,

dure. Absolutely foolproof.

Built to en-

€) Perfect Synchronization
No jumping of needles,

action of the screen.

Geared to the

€}The Perfect Machine at last.

Not an assembled equipment, but built

complete in our factories. Price $2,000
F.O.B. Philadelphia for theatres up to 1,000

seats—over 1,000 seats, $2,500.

Don't Experiment—Buy the Best

The First Master Installation, at the Lorraine Theatre, Philadelphia, Was
Immediately Okayed by Warner Bros, and Serviced Vitaphone Pictures

Mather Building
Washington, D. C.

For Territorial Rights
Address

S.H.
Sales Company

Inc-

NEWYORK
CITV



ANNOUNCING?
the First Annual

AMERICAN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT EXPOSITION
AND EXHIBITORS INSTITUTE

to be held in

THE COLISEUM, CHICAGO
JUNE 1 to 9, 1929

The leading manufacturers of theatre equipment—including the latest

developments in the art of sound reproduction, both synchronized and

non-synchronized—will show their products to thousands of motion pic-

ture theatre exhibitors from all parts of the country.

This project is soundly conceived and amply financed by a group of

responsible Chicago business men experienced in the successful manage-

ment of similar enterprises.

The general public is cordially invited to attend and many interesting

exhibition features will be arranged exclusively for its benefit.

Complete information regarding exhibition spaces, rates, terms, res-

ervations, and general information may be secured by writing

American Theatre Exposition

Corporation

W. G. Newbould, Manager

Headquarters Fourth Floor Hotel Stevens

Chicago

American Theatre Exposition Corporation
Fourth Floor, Hotel Stevens
Chicago

Please send us complete information including chart of

exhibition spaces.

NAME

ADDRESS

CFTY STATE



COMING
4 4

Arnold Bennett's Original Play for the Screen

Piccadilly
* *

COMING
4 4

Arnold Bennett's Original Play for the Screen

Piccadilly
f f

COMING
4 4

Arnold Bennett's Original Play for the Screen

Piccadilly
9 9

. r^'i 1 r^ Photographed by
Starring Gilda Gray werner brandes

With Jameson Thomas and Anna May Wong

A. E. DUPONT'S MASTERPIECE
A British International Picture

Produced :it Klstree, London

Physical Distribution Through Kduratioiiiil

Photoplays made where the story's laid

PICTURES ACTUALLY PRODUCED IN EUROPE ASIA
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Key Carrier Or Manager?
The Chain Theatre Employee Wants To Know

By William A. Johnston

ONE of the most important elements in

this industry is the chain theatre man-
ager. There is too little recognition

of this fact. Yet the success of the business,

to an increasing degree, is dependent upon
the chain theatre manager and the treatment

accorded him from above.

If any proof is needed of the great interest

in this subject we can
furnish it: never in

our history as a pub-
lisher have we seen so

large and so instanta-

neous a reaction as

that given to Harold
B. Franklin's article,

"Were I a House
Manager".

Letters are pouring
in from exhibitors, both
chain and independent.

Without exception
they are pointed and
vigorous.

The issue seems to

us clear cut : thousands
of house managers in

this country want to

know whether they are to be considered as

having brains or are just to operate as autom-
atons? Whether they are men or robots?

Whether there is prospect of real opportunity

ahead, without which no man can handle
successfully the job he already has or whether
they are under an iron roof of home office

dictatorship?

This is plainly the import of the letters we
are receiving. One of the most vigorous of

A National Sales Manager
Speaks His Mind

One of the greatest sales minds
in the industry will handle the
chain theatre situation without
gloves in next week's issue.

One of his startling statements
is: "The chain theatres should
keep independent opposition
alive".

Again: "The best operated chain
is only fifty per cent efficient".

Watch for this remarkable ar-

ticle.

these communications is from a manager
whose name we are not permitted to quote,

but who says: ' Just sign it 'Another Key
Carrier'."

Mind you, this exhibitor is now working
for a circuit because he had already shown
what he could do in the employ of a larger

chain. Referring to our editorial he says:

"I can appreciate

your article fully, be-

cause I am in exactly

the predicament you
mention— too many
higher-ups, all with
their own ideas and
each contradicting the

other. What is the re-

sult? I, as the glor-

ified porter, am the

goat. . . . To make
matters worse, I am
working for people I

consider shoemakers
so far as the show
game is concerned

—

people who have no
more idea of how a

theatre should be con-

ducted than the proverbial man in the moon.
If business is good, it's because we have good
shows—if it's rotten, it's because I don't know
my business".

Is there any reason for such business folly

on the part of chain executives?

Are chain theatre managers to be mere key

carriers or are they to be given every oppor-

tunity to function as real managers?
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Arbitration Defense In

U. S. Government Suit Being

Completed In New York City

Case Will Continue Until \ext
W eek. When Eight Ex-

hibitor Witnesses Will

Be Presented

THE attorneys Eor the Film Boai

Trade completed t heir defense of i he

litration Boards befon I

Judge Thatcher in the ( . S. Com-; on Fri

day la-t 'in the Government's charg

conspiracy and coercion. ('. Stanley Thi

son, chief of the Governmeni counsel, will

get iiitn action on Monday and present a

number of exhibitor witi the court.

The case will undoubtedly take until the

end of nexi week before all the witi

are heard.

At the end of the session on Thursday,
after th adjournment of Court, Judge
Thatcher stated as he left the bench, when
Edwin P. Grosvenor. trial counsel for tin-

defense, stated thai he believed that he

would complete his defense by Friday after

noon, thai be would be quite willing to

concede thai the counsel had already com-
pleted it.

Clash Of Counsel

0) Tuesday while Jack M. Greenberg,of
the Philadelphia Board, was on the stand

there was a clash of counsel. Edwin P.

it defense counsel was begin-

ning to take him page by page through a

bulky Governmeni exhibit, giving samp] -

of arbitration cases. Judge Thatcher
wanted to know the point.

"Do you claim thai this file shows the

system is unfairly operated after th

bibitors are mice in it
.'" he asked C. Stan-

ley Thompson, special assistant to the At-

torney-* leneral.

"Assuming thai the system has beei

hether legally or not, will you sa: thai

these boards have acted in an imp:

and unbiased way, reaching the besl con-

clusion they could as honest business d

Thompson said he was ready to concede
thai there was no evidence in the file of

actual bias, but insisted thai b.\ the

perhaps fifteen distributors in a terri-

tory, naturally closer together than fifteen

red exhibitors, each group having
i line r presentat i\ es on i he arbil i

board- -thei e a an inherent di ad

he exhibitor.

"Yes, but that's the fault of the setup,"
said the .1

The two attorney- and their a 01

pre-- ei el he bench, and finally thosi

for the defense said they wen- satisfied

with .n's conc>
• nt has iiit roduced eighl vol-

of arbitration proceedings from cit ies

represental i\ e of all sect - of I he count r\

.

each exhibit having about two hundred
pages. Under the Government's conce
the defense attorne i i med to 1 hink a

stipula
I
toi ild bi reai hi d reducing this

to about sixteen typical

Paul Lazarus Returns
To United Artists

PAUL N. LAZARUS is to resume
. his post as sales promotion man-
ager for United Artiste next

week This announcement was made
last week by Al. l.ichtman, sales man-
ager of the organization. Lazarus was
one of those who stepped out of the
corporation several weeks ago when a

sweeping change of personnel was ef-

fected. He had been with the organiza-
tion since 1919.

Lazarus has been in the film indus-
try for 13 years and in that time was
associated with but two companies, Vi-
tagraph and Lnited Artists.

No Deal Between
Sonora and TVS.;

Plionofilm Hitch?

Schlesingers And Members Of
Bristolphone Combination
Unable To Get Together

The rumored deal between Sonora-Bris-

tolphone and Tiffany-Sfalil was denied in

Xew York as well as on the coast. In

Hollywood Grant L. Cook for T.-S. branded
the report as ridiculous.

This week it was reported that there was
a great ileal of difficulty being experienced

by those active in the affairs of Sonora
olphone to bring about a deal with

the Schlesingers who are in control of the

DeForesI Phonofilm rights. One of the

Bristolphone executives in speaking of the

iations stated that lie did not believe

that the factions would come to an under-

standing.

i Ine of the side issues of the Bristolph

will be a home talker. Charles Rogers is

said to have this worked out and in manu-
facture. The device will be attachable In

all home projectors to synchronize with
Hi nun. film. A number of short subjects

On this width film have already been made.
'Inline talker" will market for about

-in retail. There are about 250,000 home
machines now in the field.

country, and the Judge instructed the two
oi a in > 3 to frame it.

This was the decision arrived at by the

opposing sides when they reappeared on

Wednesday afternoon. On Thursday, the

ecretarj of the New York Film Hoard was
i upon the -land as a witness.

Fifty Talking

Pictures From
M-G-M In '29-'30

Mayer, Thalberg and Rubin
Remain As Executives

of Company

Announcement was made by [rving Thal-
berg tin- week on his return to Culver City
iii which lie stated thai M-G-M would con-

tinue to function as an individual organi-
zation and would make fifty talking pro-
duct ions for the season L929 30.

Thalberg who came cast of his own voli-

tion with Louis B. Mayer and Robert Ru-
bin, returned to il asl when he, together
with Mayer and Rubin discovered thai th

could not be released from their contract-.

The trio wanted to quit immediatel; on
their arrival in Xew York ami tendered
their resignations with a request thai they
be permitted to tear up their contracts.
This both William Fox and Schem-k re-

in- d to listen to.

Thalberg's Statement

Thalberg returned to the coast last week
after several conferences with Fox and
Winfield Sheehan, Mayer and Rubin re-

maining in New York.
In the statement issued on the coast.

Irvine- Thalberg stated:
•' 1H29-30 will be our greatest picture sea-

son.

"After a conference with my associates
Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin and
Nicholas M. Schenck, in New- York, we
have completed our plan- for fifty talking
pictures with complete silent version-.

"I would like to make a definite state-

ment that the integrity of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer organization will be preserved. It

it r gnized as being one of the for •most

organizations in the business and will con-

tinue as such.

"Mr. Mayer, Mr. Rubin and I have given
assurance to the people in our studio that

we are to be a progressive scparat -gnni-

zation.

"We state unreservedly thai the confi-

dence that the theatregoing public of tin-

world has -how n In our product during the
last five years will be more than justified

in the coming season."

1
1 is known that had Mayer, Thalberg

and Rubin been successful in having their

contracts torn up as they requested that
they were ready to start a production or-

ganization of their own. almost immedi-
ately.

Les Jordan Of RKO Dead
From Attack Of Pneumonia
Pneumonia, aggravated by bear! attacks,

took Les Jordan, -ales promotion manage]
of RKO, last Wednesday evening at bis

home in Newark, N. J. He was close to

fifty at his demise and is survived by his

wife and two daughters. Air. Jordan eiHted
I in M.i ter Showman, RKO house organ,
and handled publicity for FBO for seven

j ears.
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Booth Troubles

Delay Opening Of
IPs "Show Boat"

Report States 2 Operators

Were Kidnapped And
Machines Damaged

A report from Miami. Ma:, states that

the first showing of -'Show Boat," Uni-

versal'* talkie special, was unable to be

held on account of damage done to the pro-

jection apparatus of the Capitol theatre

and the alleged mysterious disappearance

of operators who were to project the pic-

ture. The premiere was delayed until the

following day.

A Universal representative made the an-

nouncement of the trouble after several of

the guest artists had rendered some pre-

liminary entertainment and a fashionable

audience of about 1,500 persons dis-

appointedly filed out of the Capitol after

assurance that a refund would be made
and that the showing would be held as soon

as possible. Several well known film

notables in the audience endeavored to ob-

tain a transfer of the show to another

Miami house but this plan was found to be
impractical.

What became of the operators and what
caused the damage to the projection ap-

paratus is a matter of conjecture. The re-

port states that the men failed to be at

their posts at the necessary time. Last
seen they were at a next door drug store

drinking a soda. No explanation is ad-

vanced as to how the machines became unfit

for a proper projection of the picture.

The Capitol theatre is owned and oper-

ated by Sidney Meyers, co-partner with
Mitchell Wblffson, both well known ex-

hibitors of the South.

Stage Hands And
Operators Strike

In Cambridge, O.
Stage hands and operators walked out

of the Colonial and Strand Theatres, Cam-
bridge, Ohio, Thursday night, March 8,

after the evening performance was over,

although a settlement had been made by an
I. A. T. S. E. representative, Edward Tin-
ney. The strike, however, had no effect on
business as "The Singing Fool" brought
capacity audiences all week to the Colonial.

Charnas, Waxman To Handle
Warner Bros. Road Shows

Warner Bros, announce that Harry Char-
nas and A. P. Waxman will head the newly
organized road show department of the com-
pany. They will be in charge of road show
engagements of "Noah's Ark" and other
Vitaphone special productions, but will also
continue in their present posts with the
Warner organization. The first assignment
undertaken by them will be the opening of
^'The Singing Fool" at Shubert's Majestic
in Brooklyn on April 7.

"Show Boat" Knockout^ Says

William A. Johnston, News'

Editor. At Miami Premiere

"Divine Lady" Premiere
At Warners March 22

AN earlier than expected premiere
for "The Divine Lady," the First

National special production, oc-

curs this Friday, March 22, at the
Warner's Theatre in New York City.

Arrangements had been under way for
some time to secure a theatre for the
picture and the decision for its Warn-
er's showing was hastened by the fact

that the star will soon embark on a

European trip.

Nat Shilkret has composed a theme
song, "Lady Divine," for the film and
Richard Kountz has done the lyrics.

Victor has already made two records
of the song.

Gloomy Business

Forces 5 Sparks

Houses to Close

Running Time Of Circuit's

Other Florida Projects

Cut To Ease Condition

That E. J. Sparks, head of Peninsular
Theatres and Publix-Saenger-Sparks houses
in Florida, has ordered the immediate clos-

ing of five theatres in that state, it has been
learned. The houses affected are the Queen,
at Ft. Lauderdale; Omar, at Ft. Myers;
Athens, at DeLand; Phillips, at Orlando;
and the Princess, at Sanford.

This action was taken, it is understood,
as a result of conditions in the sections

affected, attendance being so small that it

was not considered good business policy to

continue to keep the five houses open.
The running time of the Star, at Arcadia,

another Sparks house, has been cut to three
days a week, and it is thought probable that
this same plan will be put into effect in

houses at Plant City, Kissimmee and
Palmetto. It is also understood that, be-
ginning about April 15, the Sparks circuits

will close a number of their larger Class B
houses for certain days in the week, and
confine operation to four days in seven-day
towns, and three days in six-day towns, and
there is also a probability that some of the
Sparks Vitaphone houses will temporarily
suspend operation after May 1, until the
Fall season begins.

Associated Theatre Head
Enthusiastic Over Talkies

Charles L. Casanave, of Associated The-
atres, Chicago, is enthusiastically in favor
of talking pictures, according to a state-
ment credited to him while in Cleveland,
Ohio, on a booking trip for the Ohio houses
he represents.

Predicts Universal Talkie Will

Break All Existing Picture

Records At Resort And
Like-size Cities

By WILLIAM A. JOHNSTON
Editor, Motion Picture News

MIAMI, FLA., March 19.—
"Show Boat" is a knockout
and will rank among the

ten best pictures of this year.

The operators' walkout at the
local premiere at the Capitol Thea-
tre had a big publicity rebound, so
that the picture started with extra-

ordinary ballyhoo, but even so, it

is gaining daily in genuine popu-
larity and after running continu-

ously from eleven thirty in the

morning for two days, an extra

morning show at nine-thirty is now
necessary.
The management announces that the pic-

ture will run through the month of May
but at least several weeks will be needed,
which will break all records here and in

other cities of this size.

The picture needs pruning, especially in
those sequences where suspense is too pro-
longed, and this also applies to some La-
Plante closeups, but on the whole there is a
wealth of audience interest which puts the
show over with a bang!

Action is swift and the acting is of the
highest order. The backgrounds are spa-
cious and colorful and Laura LaPlante is a
revelation. Joseph Schildkraut adds to his

best exhibition on the screen about the
finest voice register the talkies have so
far produced. The sound drama of the
story has been skillfully retained.

Practically every performance so far has
had box office lines, evidently attracting
here a new movie patronage.

Facts On "Shoiv Boat"
From the Edna Ferber novel and

Ziegfeld extravaganza by same name.
Book and lyrics by Oscar Hammer-

stein. 2nd.

Music by Jerome Kern.
Produced by Universal.
Cost well over a million.

Took about eight months to make.
Now in 16 reels.

All Movietone recording.

Ziegfeld production played year at

Ziegfeld Theatre, New York City.

Prominent in cast : Laura La Plante,

Joseph Schildkraut, Otis Harlan, Helen
Morgan, Jules Bledsoe, Alma Rubens,
and Emily Fitzroy.

Continuity by Charles Kenyon.
Editorial supervision by Ed. Montagne.
Titles and dialogue by Tom Reed.
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Mary Pickford Proves A Sensation
In Dialog Version Of "Coquette"

By EDWIN SCHALLERT
Editor of The Los Angeles Times Preview and Special Correspondent of Motion Picture News

By Hollywood Wire. March 21

SCORE another sensation for the talkies. "Coquette"

will be just that. In it Mary Pickford has made the

transition to the new medium with flying colors. This

feature, which is all dialog with no silent version even

scheduled, is an emotional thriller and proves that Mary
is a pioneer in voice film just as she was in the mutes of

the olden days.

Just Misses Heavy Tragedy
The story is from the stage play produced in New York

by Jed Harris in which Helen Hayes was starred. It is the

next thing to heavy tragedy. There is just a suggestion of

light shining through the clouds at the finish, but the rest

is plenty heart-throbbing and weepy.

"Coquette" classes perhaps as the first real star pic-

ture, outside of the two Al. Jolsons, to appear in the new
spoken word form. It is the first big film produced by a

big old-line picture star and favorite.

Everybody in the industry wondered how Mary's voice

would sound when she got around to making a talkie. But

they scarcely expected that she would make her first ven-

ture before the "mike" with a characterization that re-

quired the adoption of an accent, especially a southern

accent. The adoption of this drawl adds much to the

charm of the production, it softens, too, the rigors of the

change, and with the bobbed hair and all, Mary seems to be

a new personality.

Mary Pickford's oldtime admirers will probably regard

with mixed emotion her advent into the spoken film. How-
ever, she has done the deed with characteristic skill and
efficiency. Minus those deficiencies which the new medium
naturally still possesses, she has made a great picture—one

that will win her a new public, and excite most widespread

curiosity among the fans she has in tremendous numbers
for her past successes.

Concentrated Pathos
"Coquette" is concentrated pathos, climaxing in scenes

where a girl is torn between her love for a boy and her

devotion to her father. There are two scenes that will have
audiences nearly hysterical, but despite the fact that most
women will be a wreck for the balance of the afternoon or

evening on which they see the picture they will not want
to miss it. Johnny Mack Brown, John St. Polis and Matt
Moore are among the leading principals, and Sam Taylor
has done a splendid job of direction. But it is decidedly

Mary's picture and she proves that she is an actress.

<•<•

Hearts In Dixie"

Again Leads Los

Angeles Theatres

"Broadway Melody" And"Iron
Mask" Also Double Normal

Week's Trade

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 21.—Not a bad week
t his last one—three pictures doubled normal
business and one of the trio even went an-
other 50 per cent over for good measure.
Two others garnered a 50 per cent increase,

two more were noritinl and the remaining
one skidded to what may be termed very
poor business.

"Broadway Melody," in its sixth week,
demonstrated its strength by getting $33,-

500 at Grauman's Chinese, double norma]
trade, and "Hearts in Dixie," at United
Artists, made it another week of better
than doublely gro.-sing $25,000. The other
picture up with the leaders was "The [ron

Mask," which registered 200 per cent, or
$25, , for its first week at the Carthay
Circle.

In its second week at the Criterion,

''Abie's Irish Eose" was 50 per cent up,
getting $16,000 and, while only two days'
figures are available at this time on ''Sonny
Boy," at Warners Hollywood, this picture
showed a 50 per cent normal gait. It is in

for an indefinite run.

"Why Be Good?" went along to even
business at Loew's State, taking in $28,000
and "Chinatown Nights" was another 100
per center For 7 days at the Paramount
with $30,000.

The backward child for the week was
"Queen of the Night Clubs," which only
did $16, 0(10 cm the last leg of its two weeks'
i-uii al Warners Hollywood, or a fifty-five

per cent trade. These figures are the lowest

this house has bad for weeks.

"Redskin" Rolls Up High
Percentage In South East

The highest percentage revealed in last

week's figures for Dixieland indicate "Red-
skin" as a winner, it having rolled up a

percentage of 199 in Macon and 107 in

Chattanooga.

Other films that made out well were
"Synthetic Sin," which did business to the

tune of 190 per cent al Tampa, "The Ca-
nary Murder Case," which returned 125
per cent ai Memphis; "The Dummy," to-

taling 1(14 per cent at Tampa; "The Leath-
ernecks," chalking up 110 per cent at

Tampa, and "Siniba." which grossed L04
per cent at Chattanooga. As IS apparent,

Tampa bad the better of the argument, and
-In. wed even another winner in "Red
Wine," which did 1 Hi per cent. It- one
setback was "Desert Nights," which
showed onlj 75 per cent. "Old Arizona"
« cut n\ er in Atlanta.

Average results were had by "Children
of the Ritz," "Wolf of Wall Street."
••Can- War," "Godless Girl," "Behind
Closed Doors," "Flying Cowboy," -'Duke
Step- Out."
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Exhibitors Show
Keen Interest

At Sound Meet

Over 200 Gather In Philly

To Investigate Different

Types Of Apparatus

More than 200 exhibitors of the M. P.

T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, comprising

the largest gathering to respond to a spe-

cial meeting of that organization, assembled
at the Elks Club in Philadelphia, Friday,

March 15, to hear from representatives of

various companies offering apparatus for

sound reproduction in theatres, and dis-

cussions of various problems connected with

the technical and economic phases of sound
presentations.

Questions concerning the increased cost

of film rentals brought the statement from
the representative of RCA Photophone that

sound has greatly increased production
costs. Dr. Lee De Forest, one of the prin-

cipal speakers, told the exhibitors that in

his opinion the ultimate in speakers will be
a device involving nothing so "clumsy, so

inherently imperfect as a diaphragm or any
description," and that such a device would
be perfected in the next five years, he be-

lieved. It was also brought out that RKO
will rcord both on film and discs during the
immediate future, and that Tiffany-Stahl,
whose pictures are synchronized by the

Photophone method, also will offer disc and
film recorded synchronization with all fu-

ture releases.

The heavy attendance emphasized the
eagerness which exhibitors throughout the
country are displaying' in their study of the
mi nation and their determination to in-

vestigate all types of equipment available
before selecting the equipment they will

install. The morning session was devoted
to addresses by representatives of various
companies making and distributing repro-
ducing apparatus. The assembled exhibitors
listened attentively to descriptions of the
various machines, patiently giving their at-

tention to several high-pressure sales talks

for the manifest purpose of obtaining every
bit of useful information that might be
gleaned from any source.

That maintenance costs, service fees, and
the adaptability of the available apparatus

( ( ontinued on pai/c 895)

Producers Race To Be The First

On B'way With $3 Sound Film;

"Cocoanuts" Or "Show Boat"?

Pola Negri Leaves "The
Queen's Necklace" Cast

By I.. C. MOEN
(Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, March 14.—Pola Negri, who was
to have started production about This time
on the "Queen's Necklace" in Paris, for
Aubert release, is said to have broken her
contract because of dissatisfaction with
working conditions and the continuity. It

is rumored that she will be replaced by
Ganna Walska and it is hoped to make
talking and singing sequences, Aubert hav-
ing signed with Western Electric for both
theatre and studio installations.

Miss Negri, meanwhile, announces she
will besjin a production in six weeks in Eng-
land.

"Coquette" Premiere
Set For Rivoli In April

MARY PICKFORD'S all - talking
picturization of "Coquette" will

have its world premiere at the
Rivoli Theatre in New York some time
in April depending upon the completion
of the run of "The Iron Mask." It

will follow immediately upon the con-
clusion of that picture. Miss Pickford
will be seen for the first time in a
grown-up dramatic role.

Katz Enroute To
The Coast Denies

Tale Of RKO Deal

ISo Chance Of Publix-RKO
Operating Plan At Present;

May Develop Later

Sam Katz, president of Publix Theatres,

left for the Coast on Thursday. Before tak-

ing the train he denied that there had been
any deal consumated whereby Publix would
operate the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit.

This was in line with the denials that had
been issued by Hiram S. Brown, president

of R-K-O. It is reported, however, that

with the return of David Sarnoff, the RCA
executive, from abroad, there is a possi-

bility that the deal may be revived.

Katz refused to state the purpose of his

present trip to the Coast. He had just re-

turned from a vacation in Cuba and
Florida, and he was not contemplating the

trip to the west at this time. Developments
in the fight bet ween the Fox West Coast

houses and the Publix operated theatres in

San Francisco and Los Angeles may be the

cause for the trip at this time.

Roach Launching

Series Of Talkies

With Star Casts
The Hal Roach stars appearing in com-

edies released by M-Gr-M will launch pro-

duction on a dozen all-talkie comedies, the

first of which will be released May 4. Four
now in work are "Small Talk," with Our
Gang; "Their Last Word," with Laurel

and Hardy; "The Big Squawk," with
Charley Chase, and "Noisy Neighbors,"
with the Roach stars. Each of the units

will contribute three.

Roach left New York this Wednesday
after a flying trip to New Y

T
ork. All of the

Roach player- have had stage experience.

Fox Rushing "Follies", Sono-
art Looking For House For

Eddie Doivling Film;
Warner's Also Have

One

THERE is a race on between
the producers to be the first

on Broadway with a musical
comedy talking; and sound film with

an admission scale of $3 top. At
present there are five pictures of

this type all in the final stages of
production headed for Broadway.
It is a question which one of them
will have the honor of the title "The
First $3 Motion Picture" and go
down into history as such as did

"The Birth of a Nation" as the first

$2 picture.

Paramount has the production of "Cocoa-
nuts" with the Four Marx Brothers, which
was made at the Long Island Studios of the

company. It was previewed at the big
Paramount one night this week and found
to be packed with laughs. There are the

musical numbers by Irving Berlin, one of
which is sure to be a seller. The picture

was rather lengthy, running almost ten

reels and the preview was for the purpose
of finding where to cut an additional 500
feet out of the film. Mary Eaton and Oscar
Shaw carry the burden of the musical end
of the production while the Marx Bros, at-

tend to the comedy. Groucho, Harpo and
Chico, of the Marx clan, do the major por-

tion of the work with Groucho the hardest

worked of the trio. There are at one time

48 girls on the stage, but for most portions

either 12 or 24 girls are used for the num-
bers.

Will Use Wide Screen

For the big scenes the wide screen is

going to be used to give the effect of im-
mensity. The road show department of

Paramount, with A. Griffith Gray in charge,

is known to be planning a $3 top admission

scale for this production when it is finally

set for a Broadway house within the next
few weeks.

Universal has already taken a lease on
the Globe Theatre Eor the New York show-
ing of "Show Boat" and expect to

brim;' that picture into town about April

15, following the closing of the Fred Stone

for this to he .! .+.'! picture. The seats for

the New Yoik opening are to be priced at

$25 each and the plans are to make the

premiere the biggest event to date ,of its

kind in filmdom. Henry L. Young, man-
ager of the lilobe, was the Bxsf to introduce

the $3 scale Eor musical comedy attractions,

{Continued on follozviiig page)
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Brandt First New
York Exhibitor To
Be Paid Off By Fox

Received $25,000 This Week
On Account Until Final

Closing; Fox Starts

Operating Apr. 1

William and Harry Brandt were the firsl

exhibitors in the Metropolitan area thai

have received payments on the account of

tlic sale of their houses to Williain Fox.

William Brand) received $25,000 on Mon-
day as a partial payment until such time

that the final closing of contracts takes

place. The Pox Circuit will take over the

active operation of the theatres as of

April 1.

All <>!' the Brandt houses are located in

Brooklyn. A complete lisl of their holdings

enumerate fourteen theatres. They are

the Atlantic, Biltraore, Bunny, Carlton,

Cumberland, Duffield, Emblem, Empress,
Rational, Ocean, Park siile, Hoof Garden,
Stratford and Terminal. Of these Fox has

taken ten houses.

Work on installing sound wiring sys-

tems has been in progress on the houses for

several weeks and in five the wiring has

been completed. The additional five are

now being wired. It is ex] ted that when
the houses go over to Fox on April 1 all

will have sound installed.

William Brandt entered the exhibiting

ranks on the lower West Side in New York-

some fifteen years ago. He was one of the

leading factors in exhibitor organization in

New York City and State and ha- been
president of the M. P. T. 0. A. of New
York as well as president of the T. <>. C. C.

for several terms. It was Brandt who was
responsible for the inauguration of the

Film Board arbitration system in New
Y'ork between the F. I. L. M. Club and the

T. 0. C. C. long prior to the plan being

generally adopted throughout the country.

Palace In N. Y.

Does Three-A-Day
Against Film Houses

The Palace, New Fork, star house of the

I; K circuit, wen! to three-shows-a-day

last Sunday, for Sundays only. The pur-

pose of (his was to provide direct opposi
tion to the tilm houses. The regular two-

a-day film attractions play three a da\ on

Saturday and Sunday. Over the weekends
the two extra performances in the picture

houses manage to boost the receipts con-

siderably on the week.

Fannie Brice Will Start

Talkie In June For U. A.

Fannie Brice will -tart work June 1 tor

United Artists on .in all-talking mid sing-

ing tilm. Billy Rose, whom Mis- Brice re

cently married, is writing the story directly

for the screen and is composing the music
as well.

Paramount Sells Stock
To Canadian Interests

r % limn
SUBSTANTIAL block of I'ara-

inl Famous Lasky Corpora-
tion stock holdings in the Fa-

mous Players Canadian Corporation,
has been disposed of to Canadian in-

terests, thus insuring continued Can-
adian control of the enterprise. Adolph
Zukor stated that there will he no
change in the management or officers

of the Canadian company. The fran-

chise agreement between Paramount
Famous Lasky of New York and Fa-
mous Players Canadian runs until 1032.

The sale of Paramount's holdings in

the Canadian corporation has no bear-
ing on the franchise.

Famous Flayers Canadian shares,
having a nominal value of $25, have
jumped to $52. Talking pictures have
had considerable to do with the rise in

the securities, it is conceded.

Producers Raee
For First Three

Dollar Showing
ii ontimted from preceding page)

and later was responsible for the $4.40,

$5.50 and $6.60 admission scales which the

other houses along the street followed.

William Fox has had in preparation at

his Coast studios a ''Fox Follies" for more
than nine months. Portions of this picture
arc -aid to have finally been shot on the

wide measure tilm. Originally it was
framed as a revue type of entertainment,
hut lately it ha- been revamped and a love

story substituted, with the blackout por-

tions only playing an incidental part in tin 1

general scheme. When a thread of story

was first suggested on which to hang the

revue idea it was rejected by the produc-
tion supervisor, hut since the folly of a

-cries of unconnected scenes was realized

utter a couple of hundred thousand dol-

lars hail been spent, and now the "Fox
Follies" is also in the race for the Main
Stem at $3 top.

Doivling Looks Around

Eddie Dowling's musical comedy produc-

tion, which has been made by Sonoart, is

al-o looking for a Broadway house with the

Cohan in view for the summer, anil al-o

with the $3 top idea at the box office.

The Warner Bros, are getting finished on
On With The Show," which they figure

a- a $3 top possibility and will bring to

Broadway with that idea in mind.

It now remains to he seen which will he

the firsl of t hem to arrive.

With the success that "The Broadway
Melody" has had and continues to have it

would not he hard to put up a $3 lop scale

for that production over the week ends. The
box office might a- well get that price as the

speculators who are charging $3 and more
for the picture on Saturday and Sunday
nights. "Weary River" when il opened
put a $_'.."ill top -cale in effect at the Central

over Saturday and Sunday and thai -rale

-till being operated makes it possible for

the house to run up an unusual gTOSS.

Decision Favors

Jetta Goudal In

Hollywood Suit

Clause Defining "Outbursts"

H ill Shortly Be Inserted

In All Contracts

I Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News I

Hollywood, Mar. 21.—A new clause in

actor-producers contracts, definitely defin-

ing temper; 'ill, will he inserted shortly

as a result of the decision favoring Jetta

Goudal in her suit against Pathe studios.

Inc., handed down in I."- A.ngeles Superior

Court by Judge Yankwich. Mis- Goudal
was awarded a judgment of $31,000, hav-

ing sued for $100,(1(11), claiming breach of

contract. The studio's defense was that

they were compelled to discharge her by
reason of her temperamental outbursts.

In deciding in favor of the actress, Judge
Yankwich ruled that the obedience of an

artist is not the obedience of a menial, and

that she lias a legal right to so-called lit-

of temperament. In other words, the court

held that the value of Jetta Couilal. dis-

charged by the company largely because of

her bursts of artistic temper! 'tit, lay not

in her ability to obey slavishly, for the

humblest extra can do that, but in her abil-

ity to inject the force of personality, ex-

perience and intelligence in her acting.

This decision, according to attorneys,

cannot help hut result in a new relationship

between actor- and producers in the draw-

ing of future contracts. There i- too wide

a scope in "temperament" to protect the

interests of producers. Some definite

description of what liberties can he ac-

corded a player, and just what constitutes

"temperament" will have to he included in

null racts.

Much Sought After

Hartford House
Goes to Pnblix

Publix is said to have picked a choice

plum from the Connecticut theatre tree

when this company announced securing a

lease on the Allyn Theatre. Hartford.
Conn.

The Allyn is the property of Robert .1.

Allyn and Dorothy Bell Allyn Seymour and
report has il that this house lias long been

sought by a number of prominent New
England theatre operating companies.

Lease was negotiated by the Allyn branch
of Clarence AY. Seymour of Hartford.

Western Electric sound equipment is being
installed and Publix will assume operation
March 23.

Drumhar City Manager
William K. Drumhar, lately Publix city

manager and head of the Olympia Theatre
in Miami, Fla., returned to his old post as

Publix city manager in Knoxville this week.
He succeeds Charles II. Amos who has

been promoted to "city manager at large."
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200 Exhibitors

Gather In Phillv

To Discuss Sound
{Continued from page 893)

to immediate or future application of both

types of recording—disc and film track

—

are factors receiving great considerations

by exhibitors in determining their future

course was evident in the questions put to

the various speakers by the members pres-

ent.

Intel-changeability bobbed up in the

course of some questions addressed to the

representative of RCA Photophone. The
latter declared that "interchangeability is

as dead as a doornail." Regarding the in-

creased cost of film production, he said he

was not qualified to speak authoritatively on
that, but gave it as his opinion that the pro-

ducers are spending large sums in the pro-

duction of sound films, due to the fact that

the talking picture has caused a revolution

in Hollywood, with large turnover in the

ranks of the stars and directors, difficulties

in recording caused by outside noises of
automobiles, aeroplanes, etc.

Regarding the addition of "sound heads"
for reproduction of film recorded sound as

added equipment for machines now provid-
ing only for disc reproduction, the represen-

tatives of several companies said that they
were preparing to make their equipments
"dual reproducers" in the near future.
The representative of the Pacent company
said that film-track reproducers would be
available with the Pacent machine, now ex-

clusively a disc reproducer, within a couple
of months. Jesse Goldburg, representing
the General Talking Pictures, Corp., dis-

tributors of the De Forest Phonofilm, said
that a disc attachment had been perfected
for that machine and would be available
soon.

At the conclusion of talks by representa-
tives of RCA Photophone; Silver-Marshall,
Inc.; Johns-Mansville Company; Biophone;
Master; Sonora-Bristolphone; Powers Cine-
phone; Royal Amplitone; Melotone; Reel-
tone; Pacent; Traveltone, and other equip-
ment companies, the meeting was addressed
by R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P.
T. 0. A.

In a set speech, delivered in the typical
Woodhull style, the president of the na-
tional organization told his audience that
on a recent trip he saw theatres doing tre-

mendous business with pictures which
judged by pre-sound standards were not up
to even "program grade" merely on the
strength of the public's interest in sound.
But he warned his hearers to "go slow"
and hold out from the sound policy as long
as possible.

"Hallelujah" Trailer Will

Combine Sound And Tides
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 21.—In making the
sound talking trailer for King Vidor's
••Hallelujah," Pete Smith, publicity head
of M-G-M studios, will combine sound with
titles in selling the picture to theatre pa-
trons in advance.

Smith has developed a system of double
exposure of motion black-outs with sound;
with sales titles in the center of the frame.

All Broadway Grind Houses

Except Two With Holdovers

Do Better Than 100% Average

E. V . Richards, Jr., who was elected president

of Saenger Theatres, Inc., to succeed Julian H.

Saenger, with whom he founded the Saenger
circuit

E. V. Richards Jr.

Is Elected Chief

Of Saenger Chain
E. V. Richards, Jr., has been elected

president of the Saenger Theatres, Inc.,

affiliated with Publix, succeeding Julian H.

Saenger, who is made chairman of the board
of directors. Formal announcement of the

election held February 25th was made by
Mr. Richards "Wednesday, March 13. No
changes in the corporation's policies were
announced. All other officers were re-

elected.

Saenger Theatres, Inc., owns and opera-

ates 150 theatres in 50 cities in Dixie, and
also owns a chain of theatres in Panama,
Havana and some Central American cities.

Mr. Richards founded the company twelve

years ago with Julian Saenger, A. D.

Saenger and L. M. Ash.

Fox To Put Dialogue Into

Films Planned As Silents
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 21.—Fox, heretofore

one of the most conservative companies in

the making of talkies despite its greatest

outlay for equipment, is becoming more ag-

gressive and has decided to put dialogue

into at least five of eleven pictures intended

as only silent releases until Last week. Of
the six remaining, it is estimated three will

be switched to dialogue versions as well,

making a total of eight.

The eleven in production which were
slated for only silent versions include "Our
Dailv Bread," "The Grouch Bag" (also

temporarilv titled "Emptv Arms") "The
River," "The Far Call," "Joy Street."

Roxy Anniversary Gets $136,-
754; "Canary Murder" Does

$80,000; Capitol And
Strand Both Drop

EVERYONE of the Broadway motion
picture houses operating on a grind
policy, whether weekly change or

playing runs, with the exception of two,

last week did better than 100 per cent of

their average business. In the two-a-day
houses things weren't as good as that for

but three of eight houses showed over the

100 per cent mark. This business was done
despite cold and rainy weather.

Among the grind houses the two that

failed to come up to the mark both had
holdover attractions. They were the Capi-

tol, which was playing "Alias Jimmy Val-

entine" for its second week, and the

Strand, which had held over Fannie Brice

in "My Man." The former house played

to $65',831.60, which made it a total' of

$142,440.50 for the two weeks. The Strand

got $30,000 last week, which gave it $71,572

for the fortnight.

The Roxy celebrated its Second Anni-

veipary with a special stage show and
"Speakeasy," a corking Fox talker. With
a heavy advertising campaign behind it

that must have cost over $25,000 the house
played to $136,754.25, with the result that

the show was held over for the current

week. The Paramount, with "The Canary
Murder Case," played to $80,700, which
was enough to have them hold the picture

over there. They did, however, switch their

stage show for this week, putting in a new
Publix Revue.

Velez Over The Top
Toll percentage rating for business on

the street went to the Mexican Hot Taniale,

Lupe Velez, who is making personal appear-

ances at the Rialto with her picture "Lady
of the Pavements," a D. W. Griffith pro-

duction. The little star is doing five shows

a day with the result that the business

reached a percentage rating of 156 1/10 on

a gross of $44,800. Douglas Fairbanks m
"The Iron Mask,' in its third week at the

Rivoli, played to $35,100 for a percentage

of 124 3/10.

Even the Colony last week managed to

go over the average. The attraction at that

house was the Columbia talking production

"The Younger Generation," which, with

a strong stage show, attracted $12,562 to

the box office, and made the figure for that

house 107 1/5 per cent. Even the little

Cameo did the trick with "That Murder In

Berlin," a gross of $6,000 figuring 101 per

cent for that little house.

"The Broadway Melody," at the Astor,

is the percentage leader of the two-a-day

runs, with a rating of 164 4/5, the picture

playing to $24,068.25 in its fifth week at

the house. The speculators of tickets are

still cleaning up at both matinee and night

(Continued on page 914)
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Theatre, Tam-
pa, Fla.. h a s

heen enlarged

three linns in a

>c«r because of

increased busi-

ness

Six Failed- Then Along Came B. E. Gore

And Made A "Jinx" House Pay Profits

HALF a dozen exhibitors tried and
failed. Then along came another
exhibitor—and succeeded. More

than that, he made a "lemon" house paj at

cheap admission prices. Business has

grown so fast that he has had to enlarge

the theatre several times and before he

gets through he will have jumped the

number of seats from 300 to 1.000.

Oul "ii 20th Street, in the north sec

tion of Tampa, Florida, si 1 a little

church, which had been abandoned for a

larger edifice and was offered for sale.

This section was well developed. It was
about two miles from the down-town the-

atres. It looked like a good location for

a neighborh 1 house. A man had the

cash to back hi- judgment, so he bought

the property, converted it into a theatre

and named it "The I Iarden."

Beating The "Jinx"

It was a neat little show-shop and prior

to the opening, the interest of the neigh-

borhood seemed to indicate a sure-fire suc-

cess, but sad to relate, the opening night

seemed about the only one that drew suf-

ficient tu pay the film rental. The owner
had his investment at stake and held mi

for several months, trying out all the

schemes, but the business failed tu de

velop and finally he closed down.
This all happened several years ago.

During the years the house has been sold

and leased to different ones, who operated

from a few days to a few week-., bul all

finally gave it up in disgust. The house

seemed to have a jinx that no one seemed
to overcome, and fur month- it remained

dark.

About a year ago a young man named
B. E. 1 lore, who was operating picture

shows in the schools, got a hunch that the

Garden could be made to pay. Gore had
been very successful with his school

shows. He had a circuit of six schools.

He bought big pictures that had been
shown quite a time before in tin; big

theatres, at very reasonable prices, and
passed them along to the school children

at a ioc gate. He had a little money ahead
and decided to try out the < iarden. He
leased it, did a little fixing up and opened
up at 5c and roc prices.

Cheaj) Admission Prices

Now these prices had been unheard of

in Tampa since long "before the war"
and it started something out there in that

north section. The Garden commenced
tu "pack 'em" every night, and turn 'em
away on Sunday. Gore was sit tin* pretty

and adding to the bank roll daily.

The talkies had been introduced in one

of the down town theatres and were
mopping up, so Gore decided to give his

patrons "synchronized" music, lie built

a double turn-table phonograph in the

booth, hooked it up with amplifiers and

Three times in a single year,

Gore had to enlarge his theatre

to take care of increased busi-

ness. Read this remarkable

story of what clever showman-
ship and dogged persistence can

do to win success for the ex-

hibitor.

horns back of the screen, and with just

the regular phonograph records, cued his

pictures so that they gave the effect of

full synchronized scores. This gave him
a chance to advance his prices a little, but

the 5c and ioc prices stood four days of

each week, and were tilted to ioc and 20c

only on Saturday, Sunday and .Monday.

The 300 seats of the Garden wouldn't

hold 'em, so Gore decided to add on. How-
ever, he was not going to build unto the

other fellow's property and so he ar-

ranged to buy the building, using mosl of

his profit-, for the initial payment. The
first addition was on the right side, which
gave him a little better than 15 feet added
width. This increased his capacity about

170. Still, with the added seats, be had
as many standing nightly, so Ik- took out

the back wall and went back to the limit

of his lot. adding another 150 seat-, and
now today he is getting ready to tear out

the other side and add more capacity

there.

300 Seats To 1000
"I'm going to have a thousand seats in

the Garden before I am through." said

Gore, "And then f guess J will have to

tear it all down and build me a regular

show shop."

He has bought the next lot, where he
lives, is advertising his shows in the pa-

pers and says people come from all sec-

tions of Tampa to see his big second

runs at the cheap prices. He is also plan-

ning on adding real sound equipment so

be can show the regular talkie releases.

"Go6d pictures, good music, good pro-

jection, and cheap prices have put the

little Garden into the winner class. Yes-
sir." said ( lore.
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How A Novel Idea Turns

Junior Matinees

Into

Gold Mines

WELL exploited junior matinees

are gold mines if properly

handled. If you don't believe

it step up and listen to the testimony

of a manager who has doubled his Satur-

day afternoon take.

That man is Cliff C. Chellew, manager
of the Fox West Coast Alexander
Theatre at Glendale, Calif. Women's
clubs throughout Southern California are

seeking him every week to tell them
how he does it. At a recent meeting of

the associated women's clubs and P.T.A.

groups Chellew was characterized as "the

most successful exploiter of children's

shows."

It's A Game
The secret of his success lies in making

a game of the whole business.

A year ago in company with other

theatres in the West Coast string the

Brownie Club idea was established. It

is supposed to have been copyrighted by

its originator, E. Sperry, while he was
connected with the chain. In twelve

months Chellew's theatre can truthfully

record a complete success for the Brownie
idea.

Every Saturday afternoon there are

from 1300 to 1500 youngsters, under the

age of 14. that storm through the doors

of the theatre. Many of them bring then-

parents. The gross income of the theatre

for Saturday afternoon has been increased

on an average of more than 100 per cent.

Brownie club members in good stand-

ing are admitted for seven cents each

if their credentials are in order. To
obtain this special club price they must
bring a letter from their parents stating

that they have been good Brownies dur-

ing the week, have helped with house-

work in a willing manner, studied hard,

bathed and washed regularly and in

general conformed with the Brownie
rides.

Any perfect grade in school is also

credential for the cut rate ticket. The
paper must be shown at the box office.

A card showing Sunday school attendance

likewise admits to the special rate.

For 26 consecutive Sunday School
attendances a free admission is given.

Members are also admitted free on their

birthdays.

The entire proposition is a game.
Every member of the club has a mem-
bership card and a membership button.

Chellew is the t ireat White Brownie,

the orchestra leader is The (ireat Musical

Brownie, the organist is the Great Organ
Brownie and others have similar titles.

Chellew has been embarrassed once

or twice by having some piping voice

shrill at him at receptions and important

affairs
—

"Hello Great White Brownie."
But he likes it and plays the game.
The city's mayor, Harry G. MacBain,

and the rest of the city officials also

play the game. They all have member-
ship cards and acknowledge the greetings

of the members of the club.

The shows are specially prepared for

the youngsters. Vaudeville acts are

cleaned up before being used. Special

pictures are selected with every film that

is shown being approved by the women's
clubs reviewing board.

Chellew's Brownie Club
has a membership of 2000
youngsters. They storm
the doors of his theatre

every Saturday afternoon.

He gets mere than 1000
letters weekly from parents.

Any theatre manager can
put the idea across if he is

willing to work.

"< )f course I have doubled my Saturday
afternoon gross." Chellew declared, "but
tha!t isn't what counts most. I have
every one of those kids, more than 2000
members now, talking, singing and cheer-

ing for the Alexander. As far as they

are concerned it is the 'only' theatre

in town. This gives me invaluable word
of mouth advertising. Then every week
1 receive more than 1000 letters from
parents regarding the children—the let-

ters l>eing statements of how good the

Brownies have been during the week.

This gives me direct personal contact

with these parents. That means good
will for us.

"The parents have found that they can

place their children with us for the

afternoon with utmost confidence. They
know that we will take care of them.

It only took us four days to start the

Brownie clubs here but it has taken a

Cliff ('.. Chellew, manager. Fox W est Coast
Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Calif.

year of mighty hard work to make it the

brilliant success that it now is. Any
theatre manager can put the idea across

if he is willing to work."

Chellew experienced considerable

trouble for quite awhile with adolescent

youngsters with slightly perverted twists

to their minds. Then he discovered a
number of suspicious men who always
attended the Brownie shows — adult

tickets may be purchased but they are

discouraged unless it is a parent.

He worked around this trouble by

segregating the boys and girls in different

sections of the house. The girls he now
has in the large center section and the

boys on the two sides.

Group Rivalry

He continued to make a game of it.

He told the kiddies that they were to

have contests between boys and girls.

They have done this. Herb Kern, who
was at the console of one of the large

Los Angeles houses for a couple of years

and who is recognized as one of the most

versatile organists in the business, con-

ceived the idea of song contests between

the groups.

It went across with a bang. Now
neither the girls or boys would think

of sitting in the others' sections.

By making the matter a game Chellew

and his fellow workers in the theatre are

enabled to have complete control over the

group. Any rough actions, hair pulling,

refusal to be quiet when told to be. or

other violation of rules meets with a

suspension from the club.

The usual suspension is three weeks

and means that the child cannot attend

the show for that length of time.

C hellew has reached the conclusion that

the junior matinees are the best all-

around advertising he gets and he would-

n't quit them on a l>et.
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Is Your Theatre

Stealing A Ride

At Local Expense

B;y Daniel N. Casey

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pa.

Daniel N. Casey

IF
a theatre is in the Community, it

ought to be OF the community. A
theatre is a semi-public service insti-

tution, depending upon the public for its

sustenance and upon the prosperity of the

community it serves for its continuing

business volume.

The owners and operators of this util-

ity, therefore, have an abiding interest in

all those elements which affect their very
balance sheet. This interest to have value

must consist of something other than a

mere necessary payment of restricted dues
to community organizations; it means
active participation in the affairs of these

associations. It contemplates something
more than passive support ; it indicates

genuine cooperation.

Playing Fair

If any group of people have employed
high sounding phrases to illustrate the

service features of their business, it is the

theatrical group. Do they mean it ? What
is the object of a theatre in the commun-
ity?

Before days of mergers, distant con-
trol, absorption and what-not. the local

theatre o]>erator distinctly was a vital

factor in the community in which lie

moved and of which he was a part. Now,
the number of individual operators stead-

ily is shrinking. What will the new peo-

ple do? Will they come in, just to run a

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiigiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii mi miiniiniiiiiii!

house, draw out the proceeds each night,

milk the community for all they can,

show large profits and sell out to a larger

group—or will they, while striving fairly

for all volume, give the people and the

community a run for their money ?

There are many kinds of chains in all

fields, but a survey recently completed by

the National Association of Commercial
Organization Secretaries shows that the

large majority realize their community
responsibilities. Formerly it used to be

—

"We have ioo stores; we can't join ioo

Chambers of Commerce and subscribe to

ioo Welfare Federations;" now they are

recognizing that they have a definite ob-

ligation wherever they have a unit. If

your manager is ill ; if people are hurt in

your theatre, you expect the community
to have hospitals, don*t you ? You want
conventions to build your business and
you want all retail trade stimulated so

that people may be attracted to the com-
munity? Well, those are only a few
things the Chamber of Commerce. Wel-
fare Federations, and similar organiza-

tions constantly are doing. They mean
business to the house.

Is your local manager "too busy" to

attend community meetings? Do you en-

courage him to take a real part in com-
munity affairs, or are you and he stand-

ing aside? Here is what you are doing,

if this is your policy: Stealing a ride on

!:iiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiu iiiiiiNiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

the chariot of progress. And surely, that

isn't fair.

Let's have things like the days of the

individual show-man—get in step with

the city and plav the community game. It

will get the institution a whole lot further.

Any individual or institution either is

for the things of the community or against

them. A lackadaisical, nonchalant, dis-

tant attitude, is pussy-footing. The the-

atre itself is outward evidence of ma-
terial progress. The human element con-

trolling the theatre should be out in front

with the community of which it is a part.

Civic Loyalty

Communities differ in their needs. It

would be difficult to suggest merely in the

abstract what civic activities theatre men
all over the country should sponsor.

Civic loyalty is a lialf-brother to na-
tional patriotism. This latter, the theatre

with its inspirational environment, helps

to promote. A desire on the part of Mr.
Citizen to work for his community can lie

furthered through the theatrical medium.
And a good way to start is for the the-

atre man to be a known leader. Such is

in the case in Harrisburg where all the

houses are owned by outside groups, but

local managers are integrally of the com-
munity and one of them a past president

of the Chamber of Commerce. There's
the answer.

Editor's N^OtG* Chain theatre owners and operators will do welt to listen

to what Mr. Casey says in this article. The relation of the

chain house to the community is of the first importance in this industry. Here is

a straightforward, two-fisted statement of the attitude of a Chamber of Commerce of-

ficial toward community responsibilities of chains. Motion Picture News knows there

is widespread resentment among civic bodies in various parts of the country toward
chains that fail to get in step with cities in winch they have theatres. This feeling is not

directed particularly toward picture chains, but equally to chains of other industries. No
greater mistake can be made by any theatre owners and managers, chain or independent,

than to fail to live up to their community duties. 'This is the first of a scries of articles

by executives of Chambers of Commerce.
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Motion Picture News Weekly
Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips

In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Abie's Irish Rose (Paramount)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather.

Criterion Theatre, Creatore's Band, Fox
Movietone News.
Rating—150% (2nd week).

ROCHESTER, N. Y—Clear and rainy

weather, Eastman Theatre (3,400), 7 days,

3Sc-65c, Publix Unit, "Papa's Vacation"

(Pathe), selected news reel.

Rating—85%.
AD TIPS—Film sold good deal on own

merits, although theatre ballyhooed it a little

in department store window displays and tie-

ups with florists on roses. Newspaper ads

stressed fact that film was version of stage

success. Little emphasis placed on players.

Audience appeal : all ages and classes.—East-

man Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., M. J. Mur-
phy, Mgr.

Alias Jimmy Valentine (M-G-M)
TROY N. Y.—Fair weather, Lincoln

Theatre (1.000), 7 days, 35c, Vita-phone act.

Hal Roach Comedy (M-G-M), Kinograms.
Rating—195%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather:

Cold and Rain. Capitol Theatre. (4620)
35-50-75c-$l-$1.50. 7 days. M-G-M News,
Fox Movietone. "Navajo" Revue. (Second
week.)
Rating—96 7/10%.
AD TIPS—In handling this picture, I

used double the amount of advertising space,

principally because the theatre opened with
this picture with sound. I also called atten-

tion to the fact that the picture had been one
of the hits of the winter in New York City
and further, that it had played to capacity

business in the neighboring city of Albany.
The combined advertising and drawing fea-

tures of the picture served to establish a new
house record for the theatre during the week.
—Ben Stern, Manager, Lincoln Theatre,
Troy, N. Y.

The Apache (Columbia)
WICHITA, KANS.—Fair and warm

weather, Orpheum Theatre (1,70(1). 25c-40c,
comedy, Loie I '.ridge. Int'l News.
Rating—110'..

COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and warm weath-
er. Majestic Theatre (1.000), 7 days. 15c-
25c. comedy, organ, Int'l News.
Rating—115%.
AD TIPS—Underworld of Paris and

struggle of girl to save lover from Devil's
Island good for play. Livingston and Al-
vardo have some box office value. Audience
appeal : all ages and classes.—Orpheum The-
atre, Wichita. Kans., H. E. Jameyson. Pub-
licity Director.

Feature thrills and melodramatic aspects.
Audience appeal: all ages and classes.—Ma-
jestic Theatre, Columbus, O., Johnny Jones,
Mgr.

All At Sea (M-G-M)
HOUSTON, TEX. — Warm, rainy

weather.Loew's State Theatre (2,700), 7

days, 15c-60c, 5 acts vaud., Hal Roach com-
edy, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—100%.
UTICA, N. Y.—Rain, moderate weather.

Gaiety Theatre (1,700), 4 days, 35c-50c, 5

acts vaud., Int'l News.

Rating —97%.

DES MOINES, IA.—Warm weather,

thaw, Strand Theatre (1,065), 20c-30c, "Post
Mortem" (Par.), organ, Paramount News.
Rating— 100' ',.

AD TIPS—We find Karl Dane exploited

as the star is the thing that sold this picture.

We billed Dane in every mention, and put

his name in capitals. The picture is fine,

clean comedy and sold itself when seen.

Everybody liked it, young and old.—Loew's
State Theatre, Houston, Tex.

The stars were played up. Juveniles

especially liked it. Was satisfactory gener-

ally.—Strand Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa,

Geo. Watson, Mgr.

The Awakening (U.A.)
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—Rain and snow

weather, Olympia Theatre (3,000), 7 days,

40c-60c, M-G-M News, Publix unit.

Rating—110%.
OMAHA, NEB.—Fair weather, Rialto

Theatre (2.247), 7 days, 25c-50c, "The
Bride's Relations" (Educ), Paramount
News.
Rating—100?r.

AD TIPS—Plugged "Marie" as a great

theme song, exploiting Irving Berlin's name
as author. Good star draw. Audience: gen-

eral.—John Howard, manager, Rialto,

Omaha, Neb.

The Avalanche (Paramount)
ANN ARBOR. MICH.—Rain and snowy

weather, Wuerth Theatre (777), 3 days, 10c-

50c, "Half Back Buster" (U), Kinograms
News.
Rating—45'!.

AD TIPS — Put
of strong western angle,

able. Western fans will

it over because
Sills' name is valu-

take to it mostly.

—

Wuerth Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Behind German Lines (Par.)
SEATTLE, WASH.—Fair and mild

weather. Coliseum Theatre (1,650), 7 days,

25c-35c, comedy, Fox Movietone News.
Rating—85%.
AD TIPS—Needs nothing but descriptive

phrases to sell it. Audience appeal : those
who appreciate something to think about;
educated adults.—Coliseum Theatre, Seattle,

Wash.

The Barker (F.N.)
NEW: HAVEN, CONN.—Rain and snow

weather, Roger Sherman Theatre (2,500),
7 days, 25c-60c. 4 Vitaphone acts. Fox Mo-
vietone News, stage show.

Rating—90' i

.

DES MOINES, IOWA.—Warm weather,
thaw, Des Moines Theatre (1,600), 25c-50c,

Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—110%
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Generally fair

weather, State Theatre (1,700), 25c-50c),
Vitaphone vaud.. "Schubert Serenade"
(Fox), Fox M. News.

Rating—125%.

Behind Closed Doors (Col.)

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Fair and warm
weather, Strand Theatre, (2,200), 7 days,

15c-50c, Strand Pictorial.

Rating—90'
I (double feature).

MACON, GA.—Good weather, also rain

and floods, Ritz Theatre (1,000). 3 days,

30c-35c, Jack King Players.

Rating—100',.

Blindfold (Fox)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Cloudy, rainy

weather, Fox Theatre (1,444), 7 days, 20c-

50c, Robert Benchley (Fox Movietone),
Fox News.

Rating—110 fA (double feature).

AD TIPS—Exploit LTnderworld activi-

ties and types as accurately described by
Charles Francis Coe ; also stars, Lois Moran
and George O'Brien. Audience appeal

:

Younger element and generally, to men and
boys.—Fox Theatre. James Skifington, Mgr.,

Springfield, Mass.

Blockade (RKO)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. — Cold,

clear weather, Orpheum Theatre (2,100), 7

days, 10c-50c. Aesops Fables, Topics of the

Daj (Pathe). Fox News, 5 acts vaud.

Rating—100';.

Broadway Melody (M-G-M)
CLEVELAND, O.—Mostly fine weather.

Stillman Theatre (1,800), 7 days, 50c-$2.00,

"Confession" (M-G-M), M-G-M News.

Rating—116%.
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Weather:

Cold and Rain. Astor Theatre, (1,120), $1-

$2. 7 davs, two shows a day. 3 on Sat ,\

Sun. M-G-M shorts. Fifth week.

Rating—164 4 5'..

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather.

Grauman's Chinese Theatre vaud. revue.

Rating—225% (6th week).
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The Bellamy Trial (M-G-M)
HAVEN, CONN Snow and rainj

Bijou Theatre < 1,500), 7 days, 25c-

. talking shorts. Fox News.

Rating—80' , .

MILWAUKEE, W 1S< —Fair, moderate
weather, Majestic Theatre (1,500), 9 days,

25c-50c, "When Money Comes," News (M
G-M).
Rating—140':.

EVANSVI1 LE, 1X1).—Rain and coo
weather. Loew's Victory Theatre (2,300),
I5c-40c, 5 acts vaud., Loew and RKO, M
G—M corned) . M < i-M \> n s

Rating— 105 ! .

S W FRANCISO >, CAL. Unsettled,
rainy weather, Loew's W'arfield Theatre
(2,671), 7 days, 35c-65c, comedy, "Greene
Hatter." Fox Movietone News.

Rating—125%.

MALI. AS. TEX.— Fair weather. Greater
Palace Theatre (2,350), 7 days, 25c-60c, Pub-
lix presentation. Blossoms and Jimmy Ellard,
Paramount News.

Rating—90'
.

NEW ORLEANS, La.—Rainy, warm
weather. Loew's State Theatre (3,200), 25c
60c. 5 vaud. acts, Fo* Movietone News.

Rating— 120';.

PORTLAXD. ORE.—Summer and mild
weather, Broadway Theatre (1,912), / days,
25c-60c, Fox Movietone. Styles, F. & M.
"Flip Flops," M-G-M News.

Rating—97 '',

.

WINSTON-SALEM, X. C—Clear first

half, raining second half of week, Carolina
Theatre i 2,600), 3 days, 35c-50c, 3 Vitaphone
acts, dance unit. Fox Movietone News.

Rating—65';.

AD TIPS— Exploited the baffling mysterj
angle and also that it is a talkie. In each
of the newspaper advertisements, the follow
ing insertion was made. Note: No one will

be seated during the breath-taking finale of
this picture. This gave the impression that
the picture was really extraordinary. Audi-
ence appeal—all classes.—Greater Palace,

Ernest \V. Morrison, Mgr., Dallas, Tex.
Played up advertising former Sat. Eve.

Post story. Mystery angle also. Held atten-

ce appeal all ages and classi -

especially legal fraternity.—Fox Broadway,
Portland, Ore., Floyd Maxwell, Mgi
Book well known; use it in advert:

Name star- as they generally are well
known. Audience appeal: all types of the-
atre goers.—Majestic Theatre. Milwaukee,
Wise.. Herbert Israel. Mgr.

Case Of Lena Smith (Par.)

ANN ARBOR, MICH. — Rain and
snowy weather. Wuerth Theatre (777), 4
days. 10c-50c, "Come to Papa" (Educ),
Kinogram News.

Rating—40';.

AD TIPS—Book b\ -ante name is to be
played up. Local tie-ups with book stores

and libraries will help. Audience appeal ;

general.—W'uerth Theatre. Ann Arbor, Mich.

Capt. Swagger (Pathe)
< VNTON, (J.—Cold, rainy weather, Pal-

ace Theatre (1,906), .5 days, 30c-50c. 5 acts
Keith-Albee vaud., Pathe News.

Rating— 120' ;.

AD TIPS—Best opportunity here is for

strong play on names La Rocque anil Carroll,

especially on latter. Played strong also on
romantic title. Audience appeal : youth.

—

Palace Theatn n, O., Mare Wolf,
Mgr.

Captain Lash (Vox)
>RF« ILK, V A l loud} and warm

her, ( rranbj Theatre i 900 I, 6 days, 25c-

"] lizzj I liver" i Par. | "Getting To-
I 'athi i

. \ itaphone arts, Fox News.

Rating—65 •;

.

>\ RACUSE, X. y.—Mild weather. Em-
rheatre I 1,700), 7 days, 25c-40c, 2 Mov-

ne .ui-. comedy, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—80' -

.

AD TIPS -Exploit he-man thrills, sus-

pense, romance. Audience appeal : men and
general- -Empire Theatre, Syracuse, X. Y.,

Albert P. Kaufman. Mgr.

The Cameraman (M-G-M)
AXX ARBOR. MICH.—Rain and snow-

weather, Michigan Theatre (2,200), 4 days,

10c-50c, Timberg unit, Fox News.

Rating—89 r',

.

AD TIPS—Play up fact that this is an-

other news cameraman picture with plenty

of action. However, audience appeal seems
to be limited to male half.—Michigan The-
atre. Ann Arbor, Mich.

Carnation Kid (Paramount)
FT. WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Worth Theatre (2,500), 3 days, 15c-50c,

George Dewey Washington (talkie short),

Krazy Kat (Par.)

Rating—90'
. .

SEATTLE, WASH. -- Fair, variable

weather, Seattle Theatre (3,150), 7 days.

25c-60c, Publix "Bars and Stripes" Unit,

Paramount Xews.

Rating—75%.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA --Flood rains,

Alabama Theatre (2,200). 6 days. 25c-60c,

Paramount sound short, Spot show-, "Crazy
Quilt," Paramount News.

Rating—85%.

DES MOIXES, IA—Warm weather,

thaw. Capitol Theatre (1.700), 25c-50c),

Publix unit, Vitaphone act. Paramount
News.

Rating—110%.

AD TIPS—Exploit comedy angle, Doug.
McLean talking, mistaken identity and re-

sultant consequences, etc. Audience appeal

—

all classes.—Seattle Theatre, Seattle, Wash.,

Robert Blair, Mgr.

A feature for all ages. Exploited as

typical picture for star, Douglas MacLean,
with comedy crook angle played up.—Ala-

bama, Birmingham, Ala., Charles G. Bran-
ham, Mgr.

Gave away 75 carnations free every day
to ladies for advertising. MacLean wired
ilowers to theatre for display.—W. C. Allen,

Publicity Manager, Olympia Theatre, New
Haven, Conn.

Exploit comedy angles, all-talking. Audi-
ence appeal : practically all ages and classes.

—Victory Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah,

Ray Hendry. Mgr.

Canary Murder Case (Par.)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather.

Circle Theatre (2,500). 7 days, 25c-60c, Or-

ganlogue, Fox Movietone News.

Rating— 100'
I

.

XF.W HAVEN, CONN. — Snow and
rainy weather, Palace Theatre (3,000), 7

days. 40c-60c, talking shorts, Fox News,
vaud.
Rating— 100'

. .

MILWAUKEE, WISC—Fair, moderate

weather, Wisconsin Theatre (2,902), 7 days,

35c-75c, 5 acts vaud., box Xews,

Rating—125%.

Canary Murder Case^—Cont.
RICHMOND, \ A. — 1'oor weather,

Loew's Theatre (2,200), 6 days, 25c50c,

Organlogue, "We Law Down" i \l G M),
Johnnv Marvin, Fox Movietone News, M
G-M News.

Rating— 160',.

Xl-W \ i IRK ( ITY. X. ^ . Weather:
Cold and Rain. Paramount Theatre (3666)
4(1 65 75 85c SI. 7 days. Paramount Xews,
Mrs Jesse Crawford, organ: Publix L'nit

"Happy Go Lucky." Picture held over.

Rating— 111 2/5%.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Fair and warm
weather, Loew's Palace Theatre (2.200), 6
days, 15c-50c. "The Croonaders" (Vita.),

Our Gang Comedy (M-G-M), Fox Movie-
tone Xews.

Rating— 125',.

WITCHITA, KAN'S.-Fair and warm
weather. Palace Theatre (1.487). 7 days,

35c-50c, Raquel Meller, Aesops Fables
(Pathe), Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating— 136',.

ST. LOUIS. MO.—Mixed weather, Grand
Central Theatre ( 1,900), 7 days. 50c-75c. Vi-
taphone shorts

Rating—86%.

ROCHESTER. X. V.—Clear to rainy
weather, Piccadilly Theatre (2.25'' I. 7 days,

25c-60c, "Holy Terror" ( M-C-M I, twin or-
gans feature, selected news reel.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS—The thrilling mystery of the

story, combined with the all talking feature

are the high spots to play up in publicity.

William Powell's name is an asset in lo-

calities where he has been liked before

—

George D. Tyson, advertising manager of

Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Stress the fact that this is an all-talking

picture with an excellent cast headed by
W'illiam Powell, who made such a wonder-
ful mark in "Interference. Also, that the

picture is the screen adaptation of the fam-
ous novel by S. S. Van Dine, which depicts

that writer's idea of the murder of a well-

known Broadway beauty. Audience appeal

:

all classes from the high school age up.

—

Loew's Theatre, Richmond, Va., Harold
W. Evens, Mgr.

Exploit all-talking, mystery film. Audience
appeal : all classes.—Capitol Theatre, Salt

Lake City, Utah, George E. Carpenter, Mgr.
Since practically everyone has heard of

story and good many have read it, book
should be played up in advertising. Audience
appeal : adult patronage, varied types.—Wis-
consin Theatre, Milwauke, Wis., W. O.
James, Mgr.

Play up murder mystery angle, using news-
paper feature angle in publicity material.

Heralds in form of tabloid paper with big
headlines do effective work.—Loew's Palace.

Memphis, Tenn., City Manager Ernest F.m-
erling.

The lovers of Canary, Van 1 line

story, Powell as having one of best screen

personalities and voices plus excellent cast

make good exploitation. Don't overlook
mystery clement and who killed Canary?
Audience appeal : general.—Palace Theatre,
Wichita, Kans., H. E. Jameyson, Publicity

Director.

Mystery chief exploitation point. Staged
unique stunt by inviting detectives and police

captains to special preview, cutting show in

middle and asking vote on solution before

proceeding with film. Newspapers carried

story. Powell's name and fact that film

follows dialogue and plot of best seller also

were picked as good exploitation points. Au-
dience appeal : all ages and classes.—Pic-
cadilly Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., Herbert
Chatkin, Mgr.
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Children Of The Ritz (FN)
SAN AXTOXIO, TEX.—Fair and warm

weather, Aztec Theatre (,2fi500), 7 days, 25c-

60c, Comedy, Fox News, Mel Ruick's stage

band.

Rating—90%.

TOLEDO, O.—Fair and mild weather,

Pantheon Theatre (922), 7 days. 10c-6Sc,

Sportlight. Pathe News.

Rating—90%.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Fair, warm
weather, Strand Theatre (2,200), 7 days,

15c-S0c, Strand Pictorial.

Rating—90% (double feature).

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Unsettled.

rainy weather. Golden Gate Theatre. (2,600),

7 days, 35c-60c, 6 acts vaud., comedy, Pathe

News.

Rating—100%.

WICHITA, KAN'S.—Fair and warm
weather, Miller Theatre ( 1,981), 3 days, 25c-

50c, Our Gang Comedy "Election Day" (M-
G-M), Miller News and Review.

Rating—97%.

COLUMBUS. O—Fair, warm weather,

Keith Palace Theatre (3,200), 4 days. 25c-

50c, 5 acts vaud., Mae Murray in person.

Rating— 125',.

BUFFALO. N. V.—Fair, rain or snowy
weather. Hippodrome Theatre, 7 days, 65c,

vaud.. Fox Movietone News.

Rating—110%.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and warm
weather. Rialto Theatre (3,000), 4 days, 30c-

50c, Pathe.

Rating 100%.

AD TIPS — Star appeals to the

.younger element. The title will pull others."

—Langdon W. Kumler, Mgr., of Pantheon,
Toledo, O.

Exploit the frivols of the jazz-mad age
and bill the fact that picture is made from
College Humor story. Herald modernism
and use cuts of snappy cars and pretty girls.

Appeal : To adolescents chiefly.—Strand,

Providence, R. I., Ed. Reid, Mgr.

Rich girl who becomes poor and chauf-
fer who gets rich and their married troubles

may be exploited with always drawing com-
bination of Mulhall and Mackaill. Audience-

appeal : general and all classes.—Miller The-
atre, Wichita, Kans., H. E. Jameyson, Mgr.

This was $10,000 prize story, and was se-

lected from among many entries. Use excel-

lence of story as feature. Audience appeal

:

all adults.—Keith's Palace, Columbus, O.,

Burns O'Sullivan, Mgr.

Mulhall and Mackaill's teamwork big sell-

ing point. Their popularity and modern
slant of film will put it over. Appeal : for all

ages and classes.—Rialto Theatre, Louis-
ville, Ky.

Exploit high life with very good settings.

Audience appeal: for younger set.—George
Mason, Mgr., Hippodrome Theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.

•Chinatown Nights (Paramount)
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — Fair, warm

weather, Victory Theatre (1,600), 7 days,

15c-50c, Giersdoff Sisters, (talkie short),

Pathe Sound News.

Rating—100%.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Warm and un-

settled weather, Newman Theatre, 7 days,

2 Vitaphone acts, "Joyriding," selected news
reel.

Rating—95%.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather,
Paramount Theatre, Publix unit, Paramount
News.

Rating—100%.

Two Swedish stars ivho have triumphed in

American films—Greta Garbo and Nils Asther.
They are seen above as Lillie Sterling and
Prince de Gace in M-G-M's "Wild Orchids"

Chinatown Nights—Cont.
PORTLAND. ORE. — Summer, mild

weather, Portland Theatre (3,068), George
Johnson, organ spec, Henry Busse, M. C.
Publix "Blue Review." Paramount News.

Rating—98 r
,.

SEATTLE. WASH.—Fair and mild
weather, Seattle Theatre (3.150). 7 days,

25c -60c. Hoover sound reel, "Step On It,"

Publix unit, Paramount News.

Rating—100%.

SAX FRANCISCO. CAL—Unsettled,
rainy weather, Granada Theatre (2,900), 7
days, 35c-50c, "Volcano" orchestra, coined)',

Fox News.

Rating—150%.

AD TIPS—Wallace Beery and Florence
Vidor offer good copy to feature, along with
the mention of the fact that the story con-
cerns a society girl who falls in live with a

white Chinatown boss. Audience appeal—all

ages and classes.—Newman Theatre, Kan-
sas City, Mo., L. J. Finske, Mgr.

Exploit first talkfilm Beery, and beauty
Miss Vidor—held strong feminine appeal.

—

Portland Theatre, Portland, Ore., Chas.
Pincus, Mgr.
Glamorous adventures in old Chinatown

should be exploited big in ad spreads. Plaj

up the mystery' of the Orient and feature

name of Wallace Beery. Appeal : All classes

and ages.—Victory, Providence. R. I., 'China
town Nights," Matt Riley, Mgr.

Sell this one on the all-talking angle ; fine

cast ; interest and "different" angle of China-
town expose. Audience appeal : almost all

types.—Seattle Theatre, Seattle Wash.. Rob-
ert Blair. Mgr.

Conquest (W.B.)
RICHMOND, VA.—Poor weather, Capi-

tol Theatre (600). 6 days, 25c-50c, Vita-
phone short comedy, organlogue, Fox Movie-
tone News.

Rating—95%.
COLUMBUS, O.—Fair, warm weather.

Broad Theatre, 7 days, 25c-50c, Van and
Schenck (M-G-M Movietone), Fox News.

Rating—75%.
AD TIPS—Featured stars of film. Blue.

Warner and Wilson. Also played up adven-
ture angle of airplane dash to pole. LTni-

versal appeal.—Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn., E. C. Prinsen, Mgr.

Stress all-talking feature and timeliness

of theme
;
polar exploration by airplane. Au-

dience appeal : all ages and classes.—Capitol

Theatre, Richmond. Ya.. Sam Bendheim.
Mgr.
Cash in on publicity attending recent po-

lar flights, especially Byrd's trip to south
pole. Audience appeal : high school age es-

pecially.—Broad Theatre. Columbus, O., C.

H. Weidner, Mgr.

The Chinese Parrot (Univ.)
OTTAWA, ONT.—Fair and cold weath-

er, Rex Theatre (900). 3 days. 15c-20c,

"Scarlet Arrow" (U serial), Pathe News.

Rating—90%.

Crimson City (W.B.)
CANTON. O.—Warm, clear weather

first half of week, cold and rainy second
half, Valentine Theatre (811). 7 days, 15c-

25c, comedy, Pathe News,

Rating—85%.

AD TIPS—Aroused interest over what
title of picture might actually mean, and
then featured names of Loy and Hyams. Au-
dience appeal : masculine tendency.—Valen-
tine Theatre, Canton, O., Joe Calla, Mgr.

Desert Nights (M-G-M)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. — Cold,

clear weather, Capitol Theatre (1,200), 7

days, 10c-50c, Vitaphone units, Fox Movie-

tone News.

Rating—100'
. .

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Fair weather,

Capitol Theatre (1,400). 3 days, 15c-60c.

Rating—100%.

TAMPA, FLA.—Fair weather. Tampa
Theatre (1.600), 4 days, 25c-60c, Song car-

toon, Vitaphone act, review, organ concert.

Paramount News.

Rating—75'-.

COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and warm weath-

er, Ohio Theatre (4,000). 7 days, 35c-50c,

Loew's Publix unit, Fox News.

Rating—100r'r.

BUFFALO, N. Y—Fair, rain, snowy
weather, Buffalo Theatre. 7 days, 65c, Para-

mount, M-G-M, News, Fox Movietone News,
vaud.

Rating—120^%.

\|> TIPS—Exploit John Gilbert in mys-
tery-romance of revenge. Story of diamond

robbery in African desert. Appeal to adults.

—State Theatre, Canton, O., W. E. Brock,

Mgr.

Exploit Gilbert in a he-man role. Play

up the cast and go strong on the desert

stuff as it is the big thing of the piece.

Audience appeal ; All classes, adult.—Tampa
Theatre, Tampa, A. X. Roy, Mgr., Tampa,
Fla.

Excellent picture, and sure to please all

patrons seeing it.—Capitol Theatre, Okla-

homa City, Okla.

Bill as thrilling drama of African

desert; play up unusual scenes drama. Audi-

ence appeal : all ages, all classes.—Ohio The-
atre, Columbus, O., Edw. Mclniker, Mgr.

Exploit Gilbert and fact that he is more
romantic than ever. Unusual setting. Audi-

ence appeal : for all ages, especially young
women.—Vincent P. McFaul, Mgr., Buffalo

Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

The Diplomats (Fox)
SCHENECTADY, N. Y—Generally fair

weather, Strand Theatre^ (1,000), 7 days.

25c-50c, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—105%.

FT. WORTH. TEX.—Clear weather, Ma-
jestic Theatre (1.435). 7 days, 25c-60c,

Aesops Fables, 5 acts K-O vaud., "The Dip-

lomats," "The Star Witness." "Xapoleon's

Barber" (Fox), Fox Movietone and Pathe

News.

Rating—120' -

.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.—Stormy weather.

Victory Theatre (1.600). 7 days, 15c-50c,

"Our Gang" comedy, Pathe News.

{Continued on jollowing page)
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The Diplomats Cant.
AD 1 [PS Bill Clark and McCulIough

as the b "i the musical corned)

stage and lay stress on tin corned) p< issibili-

ties. It should be coupled with another fea-

ture. Audience appeal: to adults who like

wise patter Matt Reilly, Manager, Victory
Theatre, Providence, R. 1.

The Doctor's Secret (Paramount

)

fOLIET, II. 1..—Fair weather, Rialto

atre, (2,300), 3 days, 2Sc-50c, combined
stage shows, 1ml News.

Rating— 125',.

CANTON, ( >.—Warm and clear weather,

Loew's Theatre, (2,025), 30c-50c, 5 acts.

vaud.. Fox Movietone News.

Rating— 135',.

UTICA, X. V.—Rain, moderate weather,

Avon Theatre (1,600), 25c-40c, _' Vitaphone
acts, comedy, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—105', .

AD TIPS— Based advertising on title of

picture, which had been given wide publicity

in several periodicals just previous to show

ing here. Mentioned tact that it had Keen

adapted from Barries stage play and went

mg on all-star quartet heading cast.

Audience appeal: Adult, feminine tendency.

—Russell Bovim, Manager, Loew's Theatre.

Canton, O.

Advertise this picture with a question

mark. Exploit forbidden love angle and
the mystery of whether the doctor would
reveal the woman's secret or keep it. Fea
ture all-talking drama adapted from stage

play "Half an Hour" by .lames Barm
Four real stars, Ruth Chatterton, H. B.

Warner. Robert Edeson and John Loder,

all with good speaking voices. Not a dull

moment in the hour and two minutes il

takes to run it. Has appeal to ever) movie
goer, particularly tn women.—Roy Rogan,
Manager of Rialto Theatre, Joliet, 111.

Played it up as version of Barie's "Half
Hour" and Maude Adam-' former stage

success. .Attracted discriminating and drama-
loving public. Xot picture for children but

should be aided by hilarious comedy.—Sid

Lawrence. Mgr., Avon Theatre, Utica. X. Y.

Doom stlay (Paramonn t)

EVANSVILLE, IND.—Rain and cool

weather, Alhambra Theatre, (000), 2 days,

2( ii 30c, < i >med) . 1 'athe News,

Rating—90%.

Dream Of Love (M-G-M)
\i'0\l \. WASH.- -Unsettled weather,

Colonial Theatre (695), 7 days. 10c-50c,

ick Sennett comedy, Bathe Review, Fox
Xews.

Rating—80%.

Dry Martini (Fox)
VLBANY, X. Y. Fair weather. Clinton

Sq. Theatn (8 I day-, 25c, Sportliglit

i Pathi I, Sennett I M I i M News,

Rating—80' i

.

S( HENECTADY, X. V.—Generally fair

weather, Strand Theatre (1,000), 7 I

Fox Movietone News, "The Diplo-

mats," "Napoleon's Barber" ( Fox Movie-
tone I

.

Rating—105%.

AD TIPS—The only drawing iK>wer this

picture has in preliminary advertising i- tin

liberal use of adjective- describing Mary
Astor and her work. The picture went over

quite well, although 1 do not think that

the title contributes anything to tin pii

itself.—John Carry, Mgr., Clinton Square

Theatre, Albany, X. Y.

The Drifter (RKO)
II WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Hippodrome Theatre (700), 3days, 35c-50c,

"Hi- \ugel i luld" ( Par.), Pathe News.

Rating—90' ,

.

The Duke Steps Out (M-G-M)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— Flood rains,

mpire Theatre, i 1,000), 6 da\s, 25c-40c,

"Madame Dubarry" (M-G-M), M-G-M
New -.

Rating—100%.

AH TIPS— It carries appeal for all

ages. Haines and Joan Crawford were
enough to put this picture over in face of

terrible weather.— Empire Theatre. Birming-

ham, Ala., Tom Allen.

The Dummy (Paramount)
i

I I \ ELAND, ().—Mostly tine weather.

Hippodrome Theatre. 1 4, 11(H)). 7 days, 25c-

50c, Clark and McCulIough (Fox Movie-
v Tie ). Fox News.
Rating—100%.

HOUSTON, TEX. — Warm. rainy

weather. Metropolitan Theatre, (2.512), 7

days, 15c-60c, Publix unit, organ, concert

orchestra, Paramount Xews.

Rating—90%.

TAMPA, IH.A.—F'air weather, Victory

Theatre, (1,600), 7 day-. 35c-60c, Vitaphone
acts, Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating—125%.

DALLAS, TKX. — Fair weather, Melba
Theatre, (1,806), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Holy
Terror" (M-G-M), Jack Goldie in "Ace
oi Spades," Roy Fox, Whispering Cornetist,

T'ox Movietone New:;.

Rating—85',.

BALTIMORE, MD. — Unsettled, fair,

rainy, cold weather, Centurv Theatre,

(3,221 ), 25c-65c, 'Wrong Again" ( M-G-M ).

M ( r-M ( Iddity, Loew-Publix unit, "Carnival

Cocktail" with Richy Craig. Jr.. orchestra,

organlogue' Fox Movietone and M-G-M
Xews.

Rating—86%.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and warm
weather, Mary Anderson Theatre (1,376),

7 days. 25c-50c, 2 sound acts, Pathe Sound
New -.

Rating—857c.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Fair and warm
weather, Loew's State Theatre ( 2.1.0(1 ). 6

days, 15c 50c, 5 acts vaud., Fox Movietone
News,

Rating—85%.

CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA—Hood, mild
weather. Capitol 'Theatre (1,957). 4 days,

10c-50c, "Melancholy Dame" (Par.), I'.orn

and Lawrence. Publix acts, T'ox Movietone
and Paramount Xews.

Rating—95' !

.

I ( )RT WORTH, TEX.—Clear wether,
Worth 'Theatre (2.500). 3 clay s. 15c-50c,

"Liberty" (M-G-M), "Twinkleones" Cl'if-

Stahl), Paramount News.

Rating— 110',.

\l) TIPS— I 'laved up the strong cast and

featured the picture as an all talking corned)

drama with plenty of humor, thrills and
adventure. Audience appeal—all ages and

classes.— Melba 'Theatre. Dallas, 'Tex. Tail

A. Wolever, Mgr.

'The only thing to seli in this picture is

the fact that it is an all-talking one and
a comedy. Stressing the detective angle

will help some. Audiences like it. but will

not enthuse over it in advance. Audience
appeal i- general, children delighted with it.

Metropolitan Theatre, Houston, 'Tex.

Dummy Ad Tips—Gont.
Work of Micke) Bennett, kid -tar. Hora-

tion Algeresque hero of film, worth playing
uii for its interest to both juveniles and
grown-ups.—Loew's .State. Memphis. Tcnn.,
City Mgr.. Ernest Emerling

Many exciting moments, plenty of laughs
Supplied. Mention these, also -tars, Chatter-
ton, Bennett, Pitts. Vudience appeal: both
old and young. Entertaining picture.— Her-
bert D. Grove, Mgr., Capitol Theatre. Cedar
Rapids, low, i.

Fairly goo<l picture; need- exploitation to

overcome unattractive title. Bennett, kid

actor, ran be played up as he gives good per-
formance. Also fact that it's 100 per cent

talking is worth advertising. Audience ap-
peal: family.—Mary Anderson Theatre. Lou-
isville, Ky., A. IT McCoy, Mur.

Exploitation featured all talking cast, the

-tar- of picture. I ntversal appeal.—Minne-
sota Theatre. Minneapolis, Min., Murray
Pennock, Managei

Exploit fact that whole cast talks: fast

detective work and Ruth Chatterton in lead-

ing role. Audience appeal : All classes,

from high school age up.—Capitol Theatre,
Walter Mergel. Mgr.. Springfield, Mass.

Exploit the cast and play up the boy who
is exceptionally clever. Play up the juvenile

angle and the story. Audience appeal: All

classes and ages.—Victory Theatre, Tampa,
Fla., Ceo. B. Peck, Mgr.

Exploit heavily as another Paramount
100% all talking sensation which played

in New York at $2.00. Stress fact that it

will appeal to grown-ups and kids and that

it will grip one's heart as well as on'es

funny hone. Name important players such
as Ruth Chatterton, Frederic March, John
Cromwell and Jack Oakie. Audience appeal:
'To all parents who have children living

age.l 12 and under. Clever story should

appeal to all.— Howard Price Kingsmore,
General Manager, Loew's Century. Balti

more, Md.

Fancy Baggage (W.B.)
MILWAUKEE WIS.—Fair, moderate

weather. Garden Theatre, (1,200), 7 days,

25c 50c, Mary Hay nc- "i'o-low," Fox Xews.

Rating—55',.

SYRACUSE, X. V.—Mild weather, Eckel
I lirai, , (1,400), 4 days, 25c-35c, 2 Vita-
phone acts, organlogue, Paramount News.

Rating— 100',.

Al) 'TIPS — Xot many phases to advertise.

Probably can be best put across as comedy
drama. Vudience appeal: youthful patron-
age, regular theatre patrons.—Garden The-
atre. Milwaukee, Wis., L. K. Brin, Mgr.

Fazil (Fox)
OMAHA, NEBR.—Fair weather, World

'Theatre, (2,500), 7 days, 25c-60c, 5 acts

vaud., Oswald Comedy (U), Fox New-.

Rating—90'
,

.

ST. LOUIS, MO.— Mixed weather. T'ox

'Theatre (5.200). 7 day-. 25c-65c, orchestra

in "Robespierre," "Syncopation Carnival"
Revue," "Parade of Wooden Soldiers" and
"'The Bisque (lock" ballet, Fox Movietone

News.

Rating— 119',.

AD TIPS—Farrel's name and theme of

deserl love plus East vs. West idea ex-

ploited. Audience: favorable reaction from
older folks, tedious for children. — Ralph
Goldberg, Mgr, World 'Theatre, Omaha,
Neb.
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The First Kiss (Paramount)
SCHENECTADY. X. Y.—Fair and

warm weather, Proctor's Theatre (3,000), 3

days, 25c-50c, 5 acts vaud., Pathe News.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Cooper advertised as star of

"Shopworn Angel," which went big at this

house. Romantic angle was played up. For
young people.—Proctor's Theatre, Sche-

nectady, N. Y.

Flying Cowboy (Univ.)

MACON. GA.—Good weather, Ritz Thea-
tre (1,000), 1 day, 30c-35c, Jack King Play-

ers.

Rating—100%.

The Flying Fleet (M-G-M)
TACOMA, WASH. — Fair and cold

weather, Colonial Theatre, (965), 7 days,

comedy, newsreel.

Rating—1107c.

Fugitives (Fox)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Cloudy, rainy

weather, Fox Theatre, (1,444), 7 days, 20c-

50c, Robert Benchley (Fox Movietone),
Fox News.

Rating—110% (double feature).

WICHITA, KANS.—Fair and warm
weather, Orpheum Theatre (1.700), 3 days,

25c-40c, comedy, Loie Bridge, Int'l News.

Rating—110%.

AD TIPS—How law reached to Fugitive's

bay, not to bring back criminal but right a
wrong plus Bellamy and Stone as leads with
Betz, butcher in "Wedding March"—all good
for exploitation.—Orpheum Theatre, Wich-
ita, Kans., H. E. Jameyson, Publicity Di-
rector.

Gang War (RKO)
MEMPHIS, TENW—Fair and warm

weather, Pantages (1.900), 6 days, 15c-50c,

5 acts vaud., Pathe Sound News.

Rating—100%.

The Ghost Talks (Fox)
FT. WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Majestic Theatre, (1,435), 7 days, 25c-60c,

Aesops Fables, Pathe News, Fox Movietone
News, 5 acts RKO vaud.

Rating—110%.

DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Majestic
Theatre, (2,680), 7 days, 25c-60c, comedy,
acts Interstate vaud., Fox Movietone News.

Rating—90%.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Fair, rain or snowy
weather, Great Lakes Theatre, 7 days, 65c-
85c, Fox Movietone and Fox Silent News.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Played up Twelvetrees and
Eaton as Broadway stars and also that

this picture is Fox all-talkie. Billed as

farce with thrills, chills, mystery. Audience
appeal: all classes. — Majestic Theatre,
Dallas, Tex., Sid Henry, Mgr.

Play up all-talkie mystery with Twelve-
trees as star. Good farce comedy. Audience
appeal : for all young people.—Lawrence R.
Stuart, Mgr.. Fox Great Lakes Theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Geraldine (Pathe)
BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Keith

Memorial Theatre, (3,000), 7 days, 50c -$1.50,

6 acts vaud., Pathe News.

Rating—105%.

Louis Wolheim and Junior Coghhin, both play-

ing in "Square Shoulders," a new Pathe feature

with talking and sound

Geraldine—Cont.
LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and warm

weather, Rialto Theatre (3,000), 3 days, 30c-

50c, Pathe Review, Will Mahoney and four

acts RKO vaud., Pathe News.

Rating—90%.

The Girl On The Barge (Univ.)

BOSTON, MASS. — Fair weather,

Modern-Beach Theatre, (1,800), 7 days, 25c-

75c, Fox News.

Rating—957c (double feature).

BALTIMORE, MD.—Unsettled weather,

fair, rainy, cold, Keith's Theatre, (3,016),

6 days 25c-65c, "Private Business" (comedy),

5 acts RKO vaud., headed by x\lice Deyo
and Co., Int'l and Fox Movietone News.

Rating—80%.

PORTLAND, ORE. — Summer, mild

weather, Pantages Theatre (1,825), 7 days.

25c-50c, Aesop Fables, 5 acts vaud., Pathe
News.

Rating— 1007c.

AD TIPS—Emphasize talkie triumph from
Hughes' Cosmopolitan Magazine story.

Cast including Hersholt, O'Neil, McGregor.
Stress that it is exciting story of Erie

canal life on barge where poverty and death

mingle with love and laughter. Audience

appeal : to those who care for fine character

study—good love story. — J. Lawrence

Schanberger, Manager, Keith's Theatre,

Baltimore, Md.

Big thrill climaxes strong river drama.

O'Neill does excellent work. Audience

appeal : all ages, especially juvenile.—Pan-

tages Theatre, Portland, Ore., J. Johnson,

Mgr.

Give And Take (Univ.)

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Cloudy, rainy,

weather. Bijou Theatre. (1,000), 7 days,

25c-50c, Oswald Comedy (U), Int'l News.

Rating—707c (double feature).

AD TIPS—Exploit comedy of youth and

ideals ; friendly struggle between father and

son; all-talking. Audience appeal: all ages

and classes
;
particularly to families.—Bijou,

Al Anders, Mgr., Springfield. Mass.

Girl From Chicago (W.B.)
WTCHITA, KANS.—Fair and warm

weather, Kansas Theatre (800), 3 days, 20c,

Lupino Lane comedy (Educ), talkie vaud.

Rating—987c.

Girl From Chicago—Cont.
AD TIPS—Stars always good box office.

Also battle with police and mob good ex-
ploitation. Audience appeal : general.—Kan-
sas Theatre, Wichita, Kans., Mrs. Charles
Barron, Mgr.

The Godless Girl (Pathe)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Unsettled weather,

fair, rainy and cold, New Theatre (1,600),
6 days, 25c-50c, Chic Sale in "The Ladies'
Man" (Fox Movietone), Fox Movietone and
Fox Silent News.

Rating—607o.
FT. WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Worth Theatre (2.500), 4 days. 15c-50c,
"Holy Terror" (Pathe), Paramount News.
Rating—1007c.

MACON, GA.—Good weather, also rain
and floods, Capitol Theatre (1,000), 3 days,
35c-40c, Paramount Talkie, units, Paramount
News.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Featured dramatic elements of
picture and sound sequences. Adult appeal.
—Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn., Frank Burke, Mgr.

Exploit this as DeMille's newest sensation
in sound and dialogue. That it is dynamic
and dramatic. That it has all-star cast, in-

cluding Prevost, Beery and Basquette. Tell
them it is about girl who thought she was
too wise for love. Audience appeal : romance
will appeal to many ; spectacular fire will ap-
peal to numbers and reform school expose
will appeal to serious minded.—William E.
Stumpf. Mgr., New Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Play it up as DeMille special. Basquette
goes well ; fire scenes very good. Audience
appeal : all people.—Capitol Theatre, Macon,
Ga., H. S. Amos, Mgr.

Good Bye Kiss (F.N.)

VANCOUVER, B. C—Fine and warm
weather, Dominion Theatre (800), 3 days,

25c-50c, Collegians (U), "Our Singing
Cashier."

Rating—1037c.

AD TIPS—Play up comedy. Evening of

laughter for all who have laugh in them.

—

Dominion Theatre. Vancauver, B. C. I.

Akrey, Mgr.

Great White North (Fox)
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Clear to rainy

weather, Fay's Theatre (1,250), 7 days, 15c-

35c, "Dank You," Fox News.

Rating—8Q7c

AD TIPS—Was not ballyhooed as adven-

ture play. Stress laid entirely on merits as nar-

rative of actual facts. Advance stories car-

ried tale of expedition which went north to

find party of lost Arctic explorers. Fact

that sound effects were used proved an ex-

cellent attraction. Audience appeal : all ages

and classes.—Fay's Theatre, Rochester, N.
Y., Arch McCallum, Mgr.

The Greyhound Limited (W.B.)
TACOMA, WASH. — Fair and cold

weather, Blue Mouse Theatre, (601), 7 days,

Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—1157c.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Rainy, warm
weather, Tudor Theatre, (1,200), 50c, 4

Vitaphone vaiud. acts, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—1007c.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Clear to rainy-

weather, Fay's Theatre (1,250), 7 days, 15c-

35c, "Dank You," Fox News.

Rating—907c (double feature).
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Greyhound Limited—Cont.
PORTLAND, ORE. —Summer, mild

weather, Music Box Theatre i 1,837), 1 days,

50c, Fox Movietone shorts, "Ask Dad."

Vitaphone acts, M-G-M News.

Rating—90' I .

AD TIPS—We found that small electric

train installed in lobby brought man
passerb) into house who might othen
have gone his way after reading posters.—

Tudor Theatre, New Orleans, La.

Vitaphone audibilitj exploited, outdoor

melodrama. Wide appeal younger genera-

tion and railroad fraternity. — Music Bo>

Theatre, Portland, Ore., Andrew Saso, Mgr.

Vppeal to ordinary public ;h well as rail-

road men. Action, adventure and speed cm
phasized in advance stories and ads. Ex-

ploitation of Blue is drawing card. Many
came 'Ju'st to bear Blue's voice. Audience

appeal ; chiefly young, but all ages and

classes.—Fay's Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.,

Arch McCailum, Mgr.

Hardhoiled (RKO)
JOL1ET. ILL.—Fair weather, Princess

Theatre, (960). 1 day, 15c-35c, comedy.

Rating—110'..

AD TIPS—Feature star and fact that

deals with chorus girls. Has appeal

for men— Patrick McManus. Mgr., Princess

Theatre, Joliet, 111.

Hearts In Dixie (Fox)
ALBANY, N. Y.—Fair weather, Leland

Theatre. (1,400), 6 days, 35c, 2 Vitaphone

acts. Fox Movietone News.

Rating— 190'

.

.

NEW YORK CITY. X. V.—Weather:
I old and rain, Gaiety Theatre. (808), SI $.',

7 days, I wo shows a day; three on Saturday

and Sunday. "Friendship" Movietone short;

• ond week.

Rating—93 3 5'
i

.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather.

United Artists Theatre, Movietone acts, pre-

servation Sharpe Minor, Fox M. News.

Rating—2507 (2nd week).

\I> TIPS— From the opening a very

heavy daily paper advertising campaign ha

been carried, but this has not pulled business.

The decided slipping after the first week's

business shows that it hasn't the strength

for a run.—Gaiety Theatre, New York.

Found it easj to put over, lame within

an ace of establishing new house record

1 plentj of advertising - did

not forget to tell that they now had chanci

to see one of real his pictures at 35 cents

admission as compared with same picture

for which New York charges £2.00 Played

up that picture bad an all Negro east

i Leland Theatre, Ubani , N. Y.

Homesick (Fox)
ANN ARBOR, MICH. Rain and -now

itn (2,200), 3

lii, 50c, 'I imberg unit, Int'l (*

Rating—80'
i

.

UTICA, N. Y.—Rain, moderate weather.

mpic Theatre (1,300), 2 days, 35c-40c,

edy, Patbe Review, Fox News

Rating—40';

.

Honeymoon (M-G-M)
WORTH, "1 >r weather,

Hippodrome Theatre (700), 2 days, 35c-S0c,

iter" I M-G-M), Pathe Mews.

Rating—60' ;

.

Hit Of The Show (RKO)
CHESTER, N. Y I leai to rainy

weather. Rochester Theatre (4,000), 7 days,

50c-60c, Donald Brian Songs, "Lead Kindly

Light" (Vita.), 6 acts vaud., selected news
reel.

Rating—85'
i

.

AD TIPS Show life to which public gen-

erallj responds was played up in advance
stones and newspaper ads. Sound, music.

dialogue also stressed. Brown and reputa-

tion as musical corned} star given good play.

Audience appeal: high school age up, all

classes. Rochester Theatre. Rochester. X.

Y. IP M. \dihson. Manager.

Home Towners (W.B.)
SAN l-'RAXCISt '(), CAL.—Unsettled,

rainy weather, El Capitan Theatre, (3,100),

7 days, 35c-50c, comedy, Pathe News, "Jazz

Whirl."

Rating—50' -

.

The Homecoming (Paramount)
I . WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Hipp.Klrome Theatre, (700), 2 days, 35c-50c,

"Jim Jam Janitor" (Pathe), Kinograms.

Rating—50',.

In Old Arizona (Fox)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather,

\ polio Theatre, (1,100), 7 days, 25c-50c,

Fox Xews.

Rating—75%. (Second week.)

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Warm and un-

settled weather, Pantages Theatre, 7 days,

5 acts vaud., Aesops Fables (Pathe), selected

newsreel.

Rating— 140' ,

.

HOUSTON, TEX. — Warm, rainy

weather, Majestic Theatre, (2,250), 7 days,

15c-60c, Aesops Fables (Pathe), serial, 5

acts vaud.. Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating—170 ! .

VANCOUVER, B. C—Fine and warm
weather, Capitol Theatre (2,400), (i days.

Van and Schenck (talking short I , stagi

hand. Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating—125%.

DES MOIXFS. I A.—Warm weather.

thaw, Orpheum Theatre (1,600). 25c-50c,

Orphcum vaude.

Rating—120'..

SYRAOI SE, N. Y.—Mild weather. Eckel

Theatre (1.400). 3 days. 25c-35c, 2 Vita-

phone acts, organloguc. Paramount Xews.

Rating— 100';

.

AD TIPS—Should be exploited as first

i doors all talker. Play up Itheme of

colorful story of frontier days done in an

all talking film. Audience appeal : all ag( -

and classes.—James Kennedy. Mgr., Apollo

1 h iti e, I ndianapi >lis, Ind.

I.' t selling points are that it is the first

outdoor talking picture, and that film backs

up this advance assertion. Broke record of

Majestic for regular program feature, only

thine topping it was Dempsey-Tunney tight

|:ict'n. I owe and Baxter havjt value

and will have lot more from now on

Henry's name is of much value in Texas.

Audience appeal general.— Majestic Theatre,
I I i >uston, Tex.

I'!., up as first l" 11 per cent all-talking

nre filmed outdoors; representing the

birth of a new art. the stage and the screen

outdoors in one. A dramatic all-action

with an audience appeal to

all ages and classes.—Capitol Theatre. Van-
B C, "In Old Arizona" I Fox),

Lloyd Dearth. Mgr.

Interference (Paramount)
OTTAWA, OXT.— Fair and cold

weather. Regent Theatre i 1.225 i. 6 days, l?c-

60c, orchestra. "That Certain Party," Fox
Movietone Xews.

Rating—95'..
WIXSTOX-SALEM. X. C—Clear first

half, raining second half of week. Auditor-
ium Theatre (1,600), .' days, 35c-65c. Eddie
Cantor and Ruth Etting, 4 acts RKO vaud.,

Patbe Xews.

Rating—85' ;.

All TIPS—Pla} up as Paramount's first

big all-talkie production. Absorbing, plot
excellent, quality of talking close to perfec-

tion. Audience appeal: lovers of drama,
those above high school age.— Regent The-
atre. Ottawa, (int.. Raj Tubman, Mgr.

The Iron Mask (U.A.)
PROVIDENI P.. R. P— Fair and warm

weather, Loew's State Theatre. (3,800). 7

days, 15c-50c, Gordon and Squires (talkie

short), Organloguc, M-G-M Xews.

Rating— 125'..

SEATTLE WASH. — Fair, variable

weather. Music Box Theatre, (950). 14

days, 25c-50c, Vitaphone acts, Fox Movie-
tone Xews.

Rating—1007c.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Warm and un-
settled weather, Loew's Midland Theatre,

7 days, 2 M-G-M sound arts, selected news
reel.

Rating—907 .

OMAHA, NEB.—Fair weather, Riviera

Theatre, (2,900), 7 days. 25c-60Cj Puhlix

unit, organ, Paramount Xews.

Rating—80' ,

.

HOUSTOX, TEX. — Warmy. rainy

weather, Kirby Theatre, (1,654), 7 days,

10c-60c, 4 Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone
Xews.

Rating—110%.
NEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather:

Cold and rain. Rivoli Theatre (2,200), 35c-

50c-75c-85c-$l, 7 days, third week. This is

being plugged strongly as being Douglas
Fairbank's first talker. Selected Xews reel,

and a vocalist.

Rating— 124 3/10%.

BUFFALO, N, Y.—Fair, rainy or snow
weather. Century Theatre, 7 days. 60c, Vita-

phone, Pox Movietone News.

Rating— 150',.

SEATTLE, WASH -Pair and mild
weather. Music Box Theatre (950), 21 days,

25c-50c, Vitaphone acts. Fox Movietoni

New s.

Rating—95%.

PORTLAND, ORE. — Summer. mild

veather, United Artists Theatre (957). 7

days, 25c-60c, "Hawaiian Love Call" (Tif-

fany-Stahl ). M-( . M News

Rating—100%.

FT. WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather.

Palace Theatre (1,500), 7 days, 20c-60c,

"Paddling Co-Eds" (U), tins Arnheim's
orchestra (Vita.), Fox Movietone and
M(,M New,.

Rating— 175'..

LOS ANGELES, CA1 I air weather,
i arthay Circle Theatre, "Mind Your Busi-

ness" (Pox Movietone), Fox Movietone
Xews. Carl 1. Elinor's orchestra.

Rating—200'/;

.

\D TIPS Douglas Fairbanks is always

ure fire hit and this one went over big

especially due to the fact that it was along

the hues ol "The Three Musketeers," a

popular photoplay in this section.

—

Sai nger I h< atre, New ( Irleans, La.
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Iron Mask Ad Tips—Cont.
Doug Fairbanks was played up and the

picture featured as a continuation of the

adventures of "The Three Musketeers."

Audience appeal : all ages and classes.

—

Loew's Midland Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.,

Walter Maloney, Mgr.

Exploit the fact that Douglas Fairbanks'

voice is heard in the picture. Next in im-

iportance is Fairbanks' name, but the fact

that he talks is the best selling point.

Romantic settings, and the fact that this is

a sequel to "The Three Musketeers" is of

some value in exploitation. Audience appeal

is general.—Kirby Theatre, Houston, Tex.

Over the heads of all Omaha, excep-
tionally as it may seem. Played up as Fair-

banks first talker, which together with
star's name was a big attraction. However,
lack of love element kept flappers away.
Audience : adult and sophisticated tyipe.—Ray
Jones, Manager, Riviera, Omaha, Neb.

Dumas story,, sequel to "The Three Mus-
keteers." Doug's audible soliloquy. In-

definite run, extra performances. Audience
appeal : universal, popularity of star un-

questioned.— "United Artists," Portland.

Ore., J. J. Parker. Mgr.

Pulling pow:er of Fairbanks' name should

be stressed with emphasis on sequel to "The
Three Musketeers." Also play up the ath-

letic stunts of Doug as being of interest

to one and all. Appeal : all classes and ages.

Exploit as Fairbanks' first "talkie" and
sequel to "Three Musketeers." Be careful

of way in which "talking" scenes are ad-
vertised. Audience appeal : all classes,

particularly youth.—Music Box Theatre,
Seattle, Wash., Robert Murray. Mgr.

Exploit as Fairbanks' first talkie. Thrills,

gorgeous settings. Audience appeal: every
age and class.—Granada Theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah, Dave Schayer, Mgr. .

We did not consider Fairbanks' small
amount of talking in picture sufficient to ad-
vertise it as talking film. Big play it got as
silent makes me wonder if public is so sound
crazy as we sometimes believe.—Harry
Gould, Palace Theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.

Sell Doug in his first "talkie" as sequel to

"Three Musketeers." Appeals to all classes

and ages.

Play up Fairbanks in his first talkie.

Audience appeal : all ages.—John Carr, Mgr.,
Century Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Lone Wolfs Daughter (Col.)

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Fair, rain or snow
weather, Lafayette Theatre, 7 days, 65c,
vaud., comedy. Int. Xews.

Rating—1007c.

AD TIPS.—Lytell good name to exploit

along with mystery angle. Audience appeal,

for all ages.—William Ravnor, Manager,
Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Love And The Devil (F.N.)
ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Rain and snowy

weather, Majestic Theatre (1,050), 3 days,

10c-50c, "Papa Spank" (Educ), Pathe Re-
view, Topics of the Day, Paramount News.
Rating—60%.
WICHITA, KANS.—Fair and warm

weather, Miller Theatre (1,981), 3 days,
25c-50c, "Ruby Lips." Libby Dancers, Mil-
ler News.

Rating—101%.

AD TIPS—Love in Venice, its canals,
dark tragedy lurking in background in

form of jealous opera tenor, plus Sills and
Corda, good for exploitation purposes.
Audience appeal: adults and theatre publics
in medium-sized cities.— Miller Theatn
Wichita, Kins. H. E. Jameyson, pub. di-

rector,

If ilHam Desmond, veteran Western actor, en-

tertains the "Smitty" players: Donald Haines

and little Jackie Coombs. Bill is guest star in

a new 'Smilty" which Pothe will release

Lady Of The Pavements (U.A.)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather,

Palace Theatre, (2,800), 7 days, 25c-50c,

Metro Movietone acts, Fox News, Organ-

logue.

Rating—93%.
NORFOLK, VA—Cloudy and warm

weather, Loew's State Theatre, (2,000), 6

days, 35c-50c, 5 acts vaud., M-G-M News.

Rating—70%.
BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, Or-

pheum Theatre, (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c,

6 acts vaud., M-G-M News.

Rating—95%.
CLEVELAND, O.—Mostly fine weather,

Allen Theatre, (3,300), 7 days, 30c-60c,

Movietone acts, M-G-M News.

Rating—94%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y—Weather:

Cold and rain. Rialto Theatre (1,960). 35c-

50c-75c-85c-$l ; 7 days, first week of run.

Lupe Velez making personal appearances

five times a day. Selected newsreel. Strong-

publicity on star's arrival in New York
ahead of opening.

Rating 156 1/10%.

SYRACUSE, N. Y. — Mild weather,

Loew's State Theatre (3.000). 7 days, 25c-

50c, 5 acts Loew vaud.. Fox Movietone,

Int'l News, MGM Xews.

Rating—150%.
MACON, GA.—Good weather, also rain

and floods, Rialto Theatre (900), 3 days,

40c-45c. 3 Vitaphone units. Fox Movietone
News.

Rating—85%.

AD TIPS—Velez, Boyd and Goudal

should be exploited. Play up romance. Au-
dience appeal : from high school age up.

—F. J. Flex, Mgr., Loew's Palace Theatre.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Exploit Velez singing and talking. Good
audience picture. Audience appeal : general.

—Loew's State Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.,

Harry Weiss, Mgr.

Feature Velez, historical angle, Parisian

underworld. Not for children, but draws
young folks.—Rialto Theatre. Macon, Ga.,

Monty Salmon, Mgr.

Land Of The Silver Fox (W.B.)
TAMPA. FLA.—Fair weather, Strand

Theatre. (800), 3 day-. 15c-40c, comedy,
Int'l Xews.

Rating—95 ',.

AD TIPS—Exploit Rin-Tin-Tin. Play

up Alaskan sjtuff. Appeal especially to

younger fans. Audience appeal : all ages

;

best for youth.—Strand Theatre, Tampa,
I'la.. Edwin Adler, Mgr.

Last Warning (Univ.)
CANTON, O.—Warm, clear weather,

Palace Theatre (1,906), 4 days. 30c-50c, 5
acts Keith-Albee vaud.. Pathe Xews.
Rating—125%.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. — Good, mild

weather, Strand Theatre (1.400). 4 days,
10c-35c, "Lion's Roar" (Educ), Gus Ed-
wards' Color Revue, Pathe Sound News.
Rating—125%.
ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Rain and snowy

weather, Majestic Theatre (1,050), 4 days,
10c-50c, "Smith's Baby's Birthdav" (Pathe)^
Pathe Review, /Esops Fables, Paramount
News.
Rating—62%.

Lilac Time (F.N.)
JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather. Princess

Theatre, (960), 2 days, 15c-35c, comedy.
Rating—200' !

.

AD TIPS— Exploit one of great stage
successes of past. Advertise it on strength
of Moore and Cooper. Great romance of
the air. Has appeal for young people.

—

Patrick McManus, Mgr., Princess Theatre
Joliet, 111.

The Leathernecks (Pathe)
MEMPHIS, TEXX.-Fair and warm

Orpheum Theatre (2.600), 6 davs. 15c-60c,
Aesops Fables, Sportlight ( Pathe I, Pathe
Silent Xews, 6 acts vaud.

Rating—110%.
AD

.

TIPS—Exploit Marines' activities,
thrilling situations in Javanese setting'
romance. Audience appeal, all ages and
classes.—Gem Theatre, Salt Lake City
Utah, W. E. Shippley, Mgr.

Brotherly devotion angle gives this picture
strongest pull, like that in "Beau Geste."
Personalities of Boyd, Armstrong and Hale
worth exploiting. — Orpheum, Memphis,
Tenn., Manager L. R. Pierce.

The Letter (Paramount)
XEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather

:

cold and rain, Criterion Theatre (861),
$l-$2, 7 days, two shows a day. three Satur-
day and Sunday Paramount shorts, first
week.

Rating—102 1/10%.

Love In The Desert (RKO)
OTTAWA, OXT.—Fair and cold

weather. B. F. Keith's Theatre (2,596), 6
days, 15c-60c, 5 vaud. acts, "The Fixer"
(Educ), Aesops Fables (Pathe), Pathe
Xews.

Rating—70%.
AD TIPS—Gets right back to good old

sheik theme and is splendid pull for ladies.

Desert scenes quite captivating. Audience
appeal: women of all ages will be entranced.

—B. F. Keith's Theatre. Ottawa, Ont., J.
M. Franklin, Mgr.

Love Over Night (Pathe)
FT. WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Hippodrome Theatre (700), 2 days, 35c-50c,
"Ills Unlucky Night" (Pathe). Pathe Xews.

Rating—80%.

Lucky Boy (T-S)

RICHMOND, VA.—Poor weather, Co-
lonial Theatre (1,800), 6 days, 25c-50c. "Our
World Today" (Educ). Aesops Fables

(Pathe), Vitaphone short, organlogue,

Paramount Xews.

Rating—80' !

.

AD TIPS—Stress talking and singing and
Jessel, of musical comedy fame. Also love

interest and "mother" theme. Appeals to

all classes.—Colonial Theatre. Richmond,

Va., Joel Levy, Mgr.
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The Little Wildcat (W.B.)
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Fair and warm

weather, Loew's Strand Theatre (1,100

days, 10c-40c, M-G-M News.

Rating—95 :.

Making The Grade (Fox)

OKL \llo.\i \ CITY, I >KLA.—Clear an 1

cold weather, Libert} Theatre, (1,100), 7

5
,
10c 50c, I Mir Gang Comedj I M-G \! I,

Movietone acts, International News

Rating—90'
. .

MACON, G V -( i 1 weather. I apit.

Theatre (l'k000>, 1 days, 3Sc-40c, "Posl

Mortem" (Par. I, Paramount News.

Rating—95' :.

AD TIPS— Exploit it* great screen

comedj side uppermost. Top notch Bunny

djne.—J.ilvcrt/. Theatre. Oklahoma Oity,

I (kla.

Man. Woman And Wife (Univ.)

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—Good, mild

weather, Strand Theatre (1,-HX)), 3 days.

10c-35c. "Foolish Husbands" Van and

Schenck (M-G-M Movietone). Pathe

Sound New?.

Rating—100'
i

.

AD TIPS—Romance and intense dramatic

interest form principal features. Exploit

Stark and Kerry. Audience appeal : quite

general for all classes and ages.—Ray Swan,
Manager. Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa.

Marquis Preferred (Paramount)

CLEVELAND, O.—Mostly fine weather,

State Theatre. (3,400), 7 days. 30c-60c,

l'ublix unit. "Pair of Tights," "Dying
Jungle" (M-G-M), Paramount News.

Rating—80' V.

Marriage By Contract (T-S)

I LEVELAND, O.—Mostly fine weather.

Palace Theatre. (3,600), 7 days, 3Sc-7Sc, 5

acts vaud.. "Calling Hubby's Bluff" i I'ar.),

Pathe, Fox and Paramount News.

Rating—90' i

.

UTICA, N. V.—Rain, moderate weather.

Stanley Theatre (3,500), Passing Follies of

1929, M-G-M News, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—95%.

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH. — Good
weather, Regents Theatre (1.880). 7 days.

30c-50c, Vitaphone shorts. Fox Movietom
News.

Rating—150%.

AD TIPS—Exploit answer to Companion-
ate Marriage. Appeals to all ages, all clases.

Regent Theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Frank Kleaver, Mgr.

Mali Hari (S.R.)

BALTIMORE, MD.—Unsettled weather,

fair, rainy and cold, Little Theatre (267),

6 days. 35c-50c, Harry Langdon in "The
Handsome Cabman," "Paradise on the Pa-
cific."

Rating—85'.
I

.

AD TIPS—Exploit as gripping romance
of woman who rocked world and wrecked
thrones, with famous European player,

Magda Sonja. Bring out fact that it is a
love story of world's most fascinating

VOman spy, who was outwitted by British

like foreignl romances with political in-

trigue.—Clyde V. McKay, Mgr., Little The-
atre, Baltimore, Md.

The Mating Call (Paramount)
VANCOUVER, 1'.. C—Warm weather

with rain. Dominion Theatre, (800), 6 days,

25c-50c, Collegians (U), 1 ad vaud., Fox
News.

Rating—125'..

AD TIPS— Big drawing cards were stars,

particularly Meighan, who is still sure lire

name to feature in advertising. Love appeal

is Strong. Picture went well all week with
neral mixed audience, young and old.

—

Dominion Theatre. Vancouver, li. t'., I.

Alste\, Mgr.

Million Dollar Collar (W. B.)

IT. WORTH, 'TEX.—Clear weather.
Hippodrome Theatre. (700). 3 days, 35c-
50c, "Mickey's Babies" (RK(M. Kinograms.

Rating—60%.

Mother Machree (Fox)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Fair, warm

weather. Majestic Theatre, (2,400), 7 days,

15c-50c, Irene Franklin (Vitaphone), Fox
News.

Rating—100' i>.

BOSTON. MASS.—Fair weather, Fen-
way Theatre, (1,500), 7 days, 25c-75c, Vita-
phone specialties. Fox News.

Rating—95%.

BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather. Wash-
ington Sq. Olympia Theatre, ( 2.51X1 ), 7 days,
25c-75c, Vitaphone specialties. Fox News
Rating—100' ,

.

TACOMA, WASH.—Unsettled weather,
Pantages Theatre, (1,500), 7 days, 10c-50c,

5 acts valid.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS—Title spells money as char-
acter is well-known in song and story. Bill

heart-throbs and names of cast. Appeal

:

all classes of adults. — Majestic Theatre,
Providence, R. I., Sol Brauning, Mgr.

My Man (W.B.)

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Cloudy, rainy
weather, Fox-Palace Theatre, (2,484). 7

days, 30c-60c, Arthur Byron and Co., Mar-
lowe-Gordon (Vitaphone), Sidney's Froli-

cers, vaud., Fox News.

Rating—89.5%.

PORTLAND, ORE. — Summer, mild
weather, Blue Mouse Theatre, (657), Fox
Movietone shorts, MGM News.

Rating—65%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather:
I old and rain. Strand Theatre. (2.900),
35c-50c-75c, 7 days, second week. Pathe

nd and Fox Movietone news. Bill of
Vitaphone shorts. Used empty store ad-
joining with a hidden phonograph playing
"My Man" record of Fannie Bricc, creating
illusion that it was being broadcast from the

theatre. Proved good ballyhoo.

Rating—86 3/10 .

AD TIPS—Exploit star as being seen
and heard in famous songs. Audience ap-
peal : all ages and classes.—Fox- Palace
Theatre, Springfield, Mass., Dr. J. V. Wil-
son. Mgr.

Second run. Singing and sound effects

applauded. Audience appeal : all ages,

especially high school students.—Blue
Mouse Theatre, Portland, Ore., Francis
Johnson, Mgr.

Napoleon's Barher (Fox)
FT. WORTH, TEX. Clear weather,

Majestic Theatre. (1.435). 7 .lays. 25i QDc,

Vesops Fables, 5 acts Keith-Orpheum vaud.,
"The Diplomats," "Star Witness" (Fox
Mom. tour i. Fox Movietone and Pathe
News.

Rating— 120';.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y—Generallj fair

weather, Strand Theatre, (1,000), 7 days,
25c-50c, Fox Movietone News, "The Dip
li imats."

Rating— 105',.

Ned McCobb's Daughter (Fox)
SYRACUSE, N. V.—Mild weather. B. F.

Keith Theatre (2,600), 4 days, 30c-50c,
Aesops Fables, Topics of the Day, 6 acts

RKO vaud., Pathe News.

Rating—100%.

Fxploit Roberts in his last picture. Play
up Rich. Audience appeal, general- B. F.

Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y., fohn I. Burns,
Mgr.

Night Club (Paramount)
DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather. Old Mill

Theatre, (1,400), 20c-35c, F. Scott Fitz-

gerald's all talking comedy. "The Bishop's

Candlesticks" ( Par.)

Rating—95%.

AD TIPS— Exploited as picture that

brings Broadway to Dallas, with 25 inter-

nationally known Broadway stage and screen

celebrities. Billed as all-talking, all-singing,

all-thrilling, all-star picture with $100,000.00

worth of talent at regular prices. Audience
appeal : all classes.—Old Mill Theatre, Dal-
las, Tex., A. R. Lever, Mgr.

Noah's Ark (Warner Bros.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y—Weather :

Rain. Winter Garden, (1,492), fl-$2, 4

days, two shows a day, three on Saturday
and Sunday. Vitaphone shorts. Opened
Thursday, rating based on four days business.

Rating—106%.

AD TIPS—Opened with extra heavy ad-

vertising campaign both in papers and on
boards. Notices only fair. Big lights dis-

play with escaping steam in front of house.

Office Scandal (Pathe)
FORT WORTH, TEXAS. — Clear

weather, Palace Theatre, (1,500), 4 days,

20c-50c, 2 Vitaphone acts, M-G-M News,
Fox Movietone News.

Rating—100%.

COLUMBUS, O—Fair, warm weather.

Keith Palace Theatre, (3,200), 3 days, 25c-

50c, 6 acts vaud.

Rating—90%.

Fact that this is true-to-life story of

newspaper office ought to be good for pub-

licity—might get local sob sisters to review

this one and tell whether it depicts city

room accurately. Audience appeal : general,

especially to newspaper folks.— Keith Palace,

Columbus, ( )., l'.urns O'Sullivau, Mgr.

The Primrose Path (Arrow)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Unsettled weather,

fair, rainy and cold, Hippodrome Theatre,

(2,500), 6 days, 25c-55c, "Ladies Must
Dress," Bert Smith Players in "Naughty
Cinderella" with vaud. acts and chorus.

Rating—110%.

AD TIPS—Play up this 1925 feature as

Bow starring vehicle and exploit Bow name
with those of Santschi, Holmes. MacDonald.

(Continued on following tufic)
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The Primrose Path—Cont.
Warn them not to fail to see this gripping

story of intrigue and 'baffled passion. Au-
dience appeal : to all who like Clara Bow
and their name is legion. She has improved
greatly, however, since she appeared in this

picture.—Nat Keene, Mgr., Hippodrome
Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Phyllis Of Follies (Univ.)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Cloudy, rainy

weather, Bijou Theatre, (1,000), 7 davs,

25c-S0c, Oswald Comedy (U), Int'l Ntews.

Rating—70',

.

Potemkin (S.R.)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Unsettled,

rainy weather, St. Francis Theatre, (1,430).

7 days, 35c-50c, "Apartment Hunting"
(comedy), Fox News.

Rating—100' i

.

Queen Of Night Clubs (W.B.)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather,

Warner's Hollywood Theatre, Yitaphone
acts presentation, Larry Ceballos Revue.

Rating—55%.

TACOMA, WASH.—Unsettled weather,
Blue Mouse Theatre, (601 ), 7 days, 25c-50c,

1 reel and 2 reel Yitaphone acts, 1 reel

Movietone act, 2 reel Educ. talkie, Fox
Movietone, Hoover Inaugural reel.

Rating—105%.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Fair and mild
weather, Blue Mouse Theatre, (950), 7 days,

25c-50c, Vitaphone acts, comedy. Fox
Movietone News.

Rating—607c.

AD TIPS—Sell this one on Guinan; play
up New York night club life angle; revelry,

whoopee. Audience appeal : jazz-minded
public and youth.—Blue Mouse Theatre,
Seattle, Wash., John Hamrick, Mgr.

The Red Dance (Fox)
JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather, Rialto

Theatre, (2,300), 3 days, 25c-50c, 2 acts,

comedy, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—200%.

OTTAWA, ONT.—Fair and cold weather,
Avalon Theatre, (990), 6 days, 10c-35c,

"The Interview" (Fox Movietone), Fox
Movietone News.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Truly colorful feature made
doubly attractive with synchronization.
Second best portrayal by del Rio. Audience
appeal : all classes and all ages.—Avalon
Theatre, Ottawa, Ont., Ambrose Nolan, Mgr.

Exploit star. Advertise romance of Rus-
sia's revolution with countless spectacular
scenes. Advertise as melodrama with punch
or drama of mad love. Has universal appeal,

especially to romantic.—Rialto Theatre,
Joliet, 111., Roy Rogan, Mgr.

Red Wine (Fox)
TOLEDO, O.—Fair and mild weather,

State Theatre (2.000), 7 days, 15c-50c, "Na-
poleon's Barber" (Fox), Fox News.
Rating—97',.

TAMPA, FLA.—Fair weather. Strand
Theatre (800), 4 days. 15c-40c, Our Gang
Comedy, Int'l News.

Rating—110%.

AD TIPS—Feature fact it is a peppy jazz
entertainment. Plenty of opportunity with
this one for teaser ads, to married men who
step out, and to married women who think
*heir hubby does. Audience appeal : adult.

—

Strand Theatre, Tampa. Fla., Edwin Adler,
Manager.

Nick Grinde, former director of Westerns for

M-G-M and noiv in charge of the Metro eastern

sound plant, recently gave the radio audience
an earful about talkie production

Redskin (Paramount)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather,

Indiana Theatre (3,000), 7 days. 36c-65c,

Publix unit and band, Pathe News.

Rating—95%.

TACOMA, WASH.— Fair and cold

weather, Rialto Theatre, (1,350), 7 days,

comedy and Fox Movietone News.

Rating—807c.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Fair, moderate
weather, Merrill Theatre, (1.167), 7 days,

25c-60c, "Edison and Marconi Co.' ( M-G-
M), Fox News.

Rating—100%.

CANTON, O.—Cold, rainy weather,

Loew's Theatre, (2,025), 3 days. 30c-50c,

5 acts vaud., Int'l News.

Rating—150%.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN. — Rainy
weather, Tivoli Theatre, (1,900), 3 days,

40c-6Oc, "Noisy Noises" (M-G-M), Para-

mount News.

Rating—1077c.

UTICA, N. Y.—Rain, moderate weather,

Stanley Theatre, (3,500), 4 days, 35c-50c,

2 Vitaphone acts, MGM News, Fox Movie
tone News.

Rating—105%.

MACON, GA.—Good weather, also rain

and floods, Rialto Theatre, (9(H)). 3 days.

40c-45c, 3 Vitaphone units, Fox Movietone

News.

Rating—199%.

AD TIPS—Feature Technicolor angle,

first full feature with color and sound effects.

Audience appeal: practically all types, es-

pecially elite patronage.—Merrill Theatre,

Milwaukee, .Wis., Wm. Mick, Mgr.

Color picture angle should be exploited,

also name of Dix. Splendid color picture.

People will talk about it. Audience appeal

:

all ages and classes.—Indiana Theatre, In-

dianapolis, Ind., Geo. D. Tyson, Adv. Mgr.

Three good angles for exploitation. Most
important here was Dix, second was all-

color feature, and third, sound accompani-

ment. Audience appeal : all ages ; entire

family.—Loew's Theatre, Canton, O., Rus-

sell Bovim, Mgr.

Exploit color effect. Scenery of Arizona

and lives of Indians faithfully reproduced.

Dix in romance of college bred Indian.

Appeals to all classes.—Tivoli Theatre, Can-
ton, O., Floyd Smith, Mar.

Feature Dix, color photography, rugged

western, Indian settings. Extraordinary

picture. Audience apptal : all.—Rialto

Theatre, Macon, Ga., Monty Salmon, Mgr.

Red Hot Speed (Univ.)
DALLAS, TEX.—Fair weather, Capitol

Theatre, (1,044), 7 days, 15c-35c, Vitaphone,
"The Gyp," Four Aristocrats, "Melody
Man" (comedy), Int'l News.

Rating—907c.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Flood rains,

Strand Theatre, (800), 6 days, 2Sc-50c,

"Post Mortems" (Par.), Fox Movietone
News.

Rating—857c

OTTAWA, ONT.—Fair and cold weather,
Imperial Theatre, (1,200), 6 days, 10c-35c,

Ufa Oddities (MGM), Pathe Review, or-

chestra.

Rating—657c.

AKRON, O—Unsettled weather, Allen

Theatre, (505), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Tell It to

the Judge," Int'l News.

Rating—957c.

AD TIPS—Denny is not so hot and his

portrayal is far from being dignified. Court
room scenes hardly lend themselves to

comedy. Audience appeal : those who are

not serious minded and Denny fans among
fair sex.—Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.,

Ray Tubman, Mgr.

Denny given big break in advertising.

Good at box office. Played up modern youth

unrestrained by laws. Appeal : general,

particularly younger audience.—Allen The-
atre, Akron, O., J. B. Allman, Mgr.

Featured fact that it is Denny's first

talking picture. Advertised as a comedy of

speed laws that breaks all comedy speed

records. Also played up Alice Day. Au-
dience appeal: juveniles.—Capitol Theatre,

Dallas, Tex., Ray J. Stinett, Mgr.

"Red Hot Speed," all ages. Exploited as

usual Denny (picture of pep plus talking

angle. Short subject, "Post Mortems," with

Ray Griffith, offered opportunity for special

billing to bridge fans.—Strand Theatre, Bir-

mingham, Ala., Charles G. Branham. Mar.

The Redeeming Sin (W.B.)

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Fair and warm
weather, Texas Theatre, (3,000). 7 days,

25c-60c, Vitaphone shorts, Paramount News,

Publix Unit of "Bag o' Tricks," orchestra.

Rating—1007c.

AD TIPS—Both Costello and Nagel have

splendid talkie voices. Exploit love team,

talking angle and good story. Audience

appeal : general.—Texas Theatre, San An-
tonio, Tex., Wm. C. O'Hare, Mgr.

The Rescue (fJ.A.)

ALBANY, N. Y.—Fair weather. Mark-
Ritz Theatre (1,146), 25-35c, 1 Yitaphone

act, Hal Roach Comedy, Pathe Sound News.

Rating—857c.

PORTLAND, ORE. — Summer, mild

weather, Oriental Theatre. (1,600), 7 days,

25c-35c, "Mvsterious Dr. X.", Frazier Stock

Co.

Rating—125'; (2nd run).

AD TIPS—Decided to first feature Col-

man as screen's greatest Wer, and then to

play up fact that Reisenfelu s orchestra plays

musical score. Albany is familiar with this

orchestra.—Charles Smakowitz, Mgr.. Mark-
Ritz, Albany, N. Y.

Second run—Popularity of story and sea

adventure, tropical beauties—beauty of Lily

Damita. Audience appeal all ages, particu-

larly to class likina adventure.—Oriental,

Portland, Ore.. Walter Tebbetts, Mgr.
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Restless Youth (Col.)

TAG IM \. \\ VSH. Fair

weather, Pantages ["heatre (1,500), 5 acts

vaud

Rating—60'
I

.

Reteng4> (l.A.)
OK] \\\n\] \ | [TY, OKI \

d weather, Criterion Theatre (1,750), 7

-. 10c-75c, stage show, Vitaphone unit,

Ohman and Arden, Paramount News.

Rating—100'-.

\1> TIPS.—Del Rio and support made
d; picture very enjoyable. Picture ap-

peals I- all classes. Criterion Theatre, Okla-
homa City, Okla.

Riley the Cop (Fox)
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.—Fair and

warm weather, Majestic Theatre (1,700), 7

days, 25c-75c, Weaver Bros, and 4 acts vaud.,
le News, \.esops Fables (Pathe), Fox

Movietone News.

Rating—85',
.

AD II PS i omed will draw if

exploited with Drexel-Rollins love angle.

Name doesn't attract. Audience appeal:
more or less general, to children and high
<c1t.h1 age, especially.— Majestic Tb
San Antonio, Texas, Raymond Willie, Mgr.

River Pirate (Fox)
VANCOUVER, P.. C—Fine and warm

weather. Dominion Theatre. (800), 3 days,
25c-50c, "That's My Wife," "Our Singing

iier.'
1

Rating—95 r
'r (Second week).

Saturday's Children (F.N.)
EVANSVILLE, I XI).— Rain and cool

weather. New Garden Theatre (1,125), 4

days. 25c-40c, 5 acts RKO vaud., Kenneth
Harlan in person, Aesops Kahles, scenic,

Pathe New s.

Rating—98',.

Scarlet Seas (F.N.)

MACON, GA.—Good weather, also rains

and flood-. I apitol Theatre. (1,000), 2 daj .

35c-40c, "Post Mortems" (Par.). Paramount
News.

Rating—95' ,

.

AI) TIPS— Feature "Eas1 of Suez" angle,

Barthelmess, Compson. Draws young folks

and appeals ti> all.—(/apitol Theatre. Mar, m,
1 M.S. Am, iv. Mgr.

Sinners In Love (RKO)
UTICA, X. Y.—Rain, moderate weather.

Gaiety Theatre, (1,700), 3 day.. 35c-50c, 5

acts vaud.. Int'l News.

Rating— 106'!.
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Make your sport time earn a better position and
more money for you.

'I'h,' New York Institute of Phol tor 18
r 1 1 n \ taught Morion Plcturi P

;,,! New Photography in their great New
York studios or in spam time a' borne

Write or call for Free illustrated book and full details.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 W. 33rd St. Dept. 161, New York. N. Y.

Sal Of Singapore (Fathe)
ROCHESTER, X. V.—Clear to rainy

weather, Keith's Palace Theatre. (2,800), .5

days, 35c-60c, 6 acts vaud., Pathe News.

Rating—95 ',.

SYRACUSE, X. V.— M.ld weather, 1',.

I' Keith Theatre. (2,600), .1 days. 30c-50c,

Vesop Fables, Topics of the Day, 6 acts

RKO vaud., Pathe N< \\ s.

Rating—100%.

\l> TIP'S -Adventure in tropical settings,

romance of tale played as chief points.

Show ran last hall of week, but despite

tact it missed heavy ad spice in Sunday
papers, drew well on romance and adventure
points alone. Audience appeal: all ages
and classes, chiefly high school age up.

—Keith Palace Theatre, Rochester, X. Y..

E. I.. I. .ike. Mgr.

Seven Footprints to Satan (F.N.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Clear,

cold weather. Empress Theatre (1,250), 7

days. 10c-50c, Pathe News, Pathe talking

raedy, "At the Dentist's."

Rating—85',.

OTTAWA, ONT.—Fair and cold weather,
Centre Theatre (1.200), 15c-40c. Sharkey-
Stribling fight, "Going Places" (Educ), or-

chestra, Fox New s,

Rating—75',.

ST. LOUIS. MO.—Mixed weather. Am-
bassador Theatre. (.,.1)00), 7 days. 25c-75c,
Ed Lowry in "Topsy Turvy," orchestra, se-

lected news reel.

Rating—94%.

VANCOUVER, B. 'C—Fine and warm
Mather. Strand Theatre, (1,800), 6 days,

25c-50c, Fanchon Marco acts, stage hand.

Fox Xews.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Unusual type of production
with unique theme treated from new angle.
Picture has unusually large cast. Audience
appeal : adults of both sexes who want the
unusual.—Centre Theatre, Ottawa, Don
Staple-ton. Mgr.

First class mystery story. Audience Ap-
peal : all classes and ages.—Empress Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Feature mystery angle with good dash
of creepiness. May be well offset by ro-
mantic angle throughout in strong vain.

—

Strand Theatre. Vancouver, B. C, D. B.
I >eWe s, Mgr.

The Singing Fool (W.R.)
TOLEDO, OHIO.—Fair, mild weather,

Yita-Temple Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 25c-
65c, .i Vitaphone acts. Fox Xews.

Rating—75% (5th week).

NEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather,
cold and rain. Harris Theatre (1,200), $l-$2,
7 days, two shows a day, three Sat. and Sun.
Vitaphone shorts. Was at the Winter Gar-
den for 26 weeks and was moved to the Har-
ris and advertising was carried for it in con-
junction with heavy splurge for "Noah's
Ark," which succeeded it at the "Winter Gar-
den.

Rating—77 2/5' ,

.

\1) TIPS—Has universal appeal. Play
up Jolson.—Jink ( ) ( onnell. Mgr.. Vita
Temple, Toledo. O.

A Single Man (M-G-M)
IT. WORTH, TEXAS—Clear weather.

Hippodrome Theatre (700), .i days, 35c-50c,
"Taxi Beauties" (Pathe), Kinograms.

Rating—75',.

The Shopworn Angel (Par.)

VANCOUVER, B. C—Warm with rainy-

weather. Capitol Theatre (2,400), ', days,

25c-65c, -' reel Movietone Revue, stage band,
Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating— 100' ,.

AI) TIPS- Sincere human interest ap-

peal, suitable to average adult audience; gives

general pleasure. Received personally some
warm commendation for it. Theme music
appealing, theme s,,ng. "Precious Little

Thing Called Love," very popular. Capitol

Theatre, Vancouver, B. C, Lloyd Dearth,
Mgr.

The Shakedown (U)
MILWAUKEE, W'ISC.— Fair, moderate

weather, Alhambra Theatre (2,000), 7 days.

25c-50c, cartoon comedy, Int'l News.

Rating—85',.

NEW ORLEANS, I.A.— Rainy, v, irm
weather, Orpheum Theatre (2.500). 25c 60c,
C-'ips Fables (Pathe), Fox Movietone
News, 5 acts vaud.

Rating— 100',.

AI> TIPS—No ads as fight picture, wom-
en will stay away; therefore, it is better to

exploit it from angle of stars and fact that

it is talking picture. Audience appeal : men
and boys.—Alhambra Theatre. Milwaukee,
Wise. Harry Wren, Mgr.

Simba (S.R.)

CHATTANOOGA, T E X X. — Rainy
weather, Rialto Theatre, (800), 6 davs, 25c-

35c, M-G-M Xews.

Rating—104%.
ROCHESTER. X. Y.—Cleai to rainy

weather, Regent Theatre. 1 2,25') 1 , 7 days,

25c-'60c, "Sidewalks of Xew York" (Par.).

"Pair of Aces" (Par.), "Post Mortem"
(Par.), selected news reel.

Rating— 150',.

AD TIPS—Exploit camera record of

Johnsons' African bunt. Thrilling picture

of denizens of jungles in native haunts.

Actual fight with live lion by natives. Edu-
cational, interesting. Appeal to all classes.

—Rialto Theatre. Canton. O.. Paul Short,

Mgr.

Broke box office records of year's stand-

ing. Billed and played up entirely as edu-
cational and yet thrilling reproduction of

Johnsons' adventures in jungle. They were
here in person and that was played as chief

attraction. Stress was laid on struggle of

beast and human for life in Africa. Au-
dience appeal : all ages and classes.—'Regent

Theatre, Rochester, X. V.. Martin Dryer,
Mgr.

Sisters Of Eve (Rayart)
JOLIET. ILL.—Fair weather, Princess

Theatre (960), 1 day, I5c-35c, comedy.

Rating— 100',.

AD TIPS—Exploit as adaptation of Op-
penheim's novel, "Tempting of Tavcrnake."
Petty P.lythc made personal appearance here
other half oi week. Appeals to both men and
women. Patrick McManus, Mgr.. Princess,

Theatre, Joliet, 111.

"Moving pictures thai think are

now being perfected, and after

that something may be done
about turning out producers, di-

rectors and lilm stars who ran
do as much."—//. /. Phillips in

his "Sun Dial" eol u 11111 in The
New York Sun.
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Sin Sister (Fox)
UTICA, N. V.—Rain, moderate weather,

Olympic Theatre. (1,300), -4 days. 35c, Col-

legians (U), Fox News.

Rating—60%.

Someone To Love (Paramount)
NEW ORLEANS. LA.—Rainv, warm

weather, Strand Theatre (2,000), 10c-30c,

Comedy, Int'l News.

Rating—90%.

AKRON. O—Unsettled weather, Strand
Theatre (1.200), 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy,
Paramount News.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS—Rogers given big play in ad-
vertising directed at flapper trade. Impulsive,
youthful romance, coupled with comedy,
prominently mentioned. General appeal, hut
particularly for youth.—Strand Theatre,
Mgr., Ray Brown, Akron, O.

Sonny Boy (W.B.)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather.

Warner's Hollywood Theatre, 2 days in-

definite run. Vitaphone acts presentation.

Larry Ceballos Revue.

Rating—150%.

NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Weather

:

Cold and rain. Warner's Theatre, (1,360),

$1 $2, 7 days, two shows a day. three on
Saturday and Sunday. Vitaphone shorts,

special children's matinee Saturday morning.
Second week.

Rating 97 4 5%.

Speakeasy (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather

:

Cold and rain. Roxy Theatre, (6,205), 50c-
75c-$l-$1.50, 7 days, selected news reel with
Fox Movietone. Second Anniversary Week
with special stage show. Whole bill held
over for second week.

Rating—133'/,.

AD TIPS—Special advertising campaign
in all dailies prior to opening and con-
tinued throughout first week of engagement.
Special stress laid on fact that picture gave
New Yorkers chance to see and hear how
they acted on streets. Expert opinion es-
timates cost of advertising at $25,000 for
advance and current displays.

The Spieler (Pathe)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Weather unsettled,

fair, rainy and cold, Rivoli Theatre, (1,981),
6 days, Joe Lewis. McKay and Ardine,
"The Carnival Man" (talkie shorts). "Ha-
waiian Love Call" ( Tiffany- Stahl), Fox
Movietone and Pathe Sound News.
Rating—65' .

.

AD TIPS—Stress that it played Roxy,
New York, and that it is sound and talking
picture. Exploit members of cast. Say it

was synchronized by RCA Photoplione and
that it is most gripping drama of carnival
life screened. Audience appeal : has much to
appeal to all classes including romance,
adventure and an expose of little known
carnival life, but appeals mostly to men.

—

Frank Price., Jr., Rivoli Theatre. Baltimore,
Md.

The Stool Pigeon (Col.)
SAX ANTONIO. TEX.—Fair and warm

weather. Princess Theatre (1,300), 3 days,
25c-35c, Comedy and Int'l News.

Rating—90'
i

.

AD TIPS—Exploit star though not so

well known as yet. Best exploitation is

crook melodrama angle. Audience Appeal

:

general. They like crook stuff.—Princess
Theatre, San Antonio, Tex.. T. C. McSween,
Mgr.

The Star Witness (Fox)
FT. WORTH, TEXAS—Clear weather,

Majestic Theatre (1,435), 7 days, 25c-60c,

Aesops Fables, 5 acts K-O vaud., "Napo-
leon's Barber," "The Diplomats," Fox
Movietone and Pathe News.

Rating—120%.

Stark Mad^W.B.)
FORT WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,

Palace Theatre (1.500). 3 days, 20c-50c, 2

Vitaphone acts, "When Money Comes" (M-
G-M), Fox Movietone News.

Rating—120%.

CANTOXT, O.—Warm, clear first half

of week, cold and rainv last half. Strand
Theatre (750), 7 days. 25c-40c, Sennet all-

talking comedy, Pathe Sound News.

Rating— 110',.

BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather. Met-
ropiltan Theatre ( 4.351) I. 7 days. 3Sc-75c,

Publix unit, Tom Mix, Paramount Xews.

Rating—120%.

WINSTON-SALHM. X. C—Clear first

half, raining second half of week, Carolina

Theatre (2,600), 3 days, 35c-65c, Our Gang
ci imedy, 4 acts vaud.

Rating—65' ,

.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mixed weather, Mis-

souri Theatre (3.558). 7 days. 25c 75c,

Eddie Peabody in "Spice of 1929," orches-

tra organ, selected news reel.

Rating—91%.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and warm
weather, Strand Theatre (1,785). 7 days,

25c-50c, 3 sound acts, Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating—75'
I

.

DES MOINES, IOWA.—Warm weather,

thaw, Strand Theatre (1,065), 20c-30c, Col-

legians (U), Paramount Xews.

Rating—100%.

CEDAR RAPIDS, H >\\ \ Good, mild

weather, Capitol Theatre (1,957), 3 days,

10c-50c, "The Carnival Man," Publix units,

Paramount News.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS — Three leads are worth
playing up. While not equal to "The
Terror" it is of same general type and can

be advertised as such. Audience appeal

:

general.—Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky.,

C. C. Atkinson, manager.

Superb acting of Warner, Fazenda strong

points. Laughs, as well as screams from
tense situations, should be mentioned. Audi-

ence appeal : not so much for youngest fans,

hut for adults. Dramatic intensity has at-

tractions.—Herbert D. Grove. Mgr.. Capitol-

Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.

Vitaphone ventures into Central American
jungles with unexpected mystery and sound
effects. Played up mystery touches and
names of principals. Featured gorilla and
girl pictures in publicity. Audience Appeal

:

high school age and over.—Strand Theatre,

Mgr. Joe Calla, Canton, O.

"The movie magnates are de-

termined to bring art to the

masses—even if it is onlyy Art

Rosenhaum and His Sixteen Syn-
copators."

—

Weare Holbrook, in

"Commotion Pictures," T h e

New York Herald Tribune Maga-

Stocks Ami Blondes (RKO)
MACON, GA.—Good weather, also rains

and floods, Ritz Theatre (1,000), 2 days,
30c-35c, Jack King Players.

Rating—90%.

LOUISYILLE. KY. — Fair, warm,
weather, Alamo Theatre (950), 7 days, 20c-
40c, 3 sound acts, Fox Movietone Xews.

Rating—95'
I

.

AD TIPS—Star one worthwhile thing.

Fact that it is ple'asant farce and not of
usual morbid type should not be overlooked
in advertising. Audience appeal : good for

all ages and classes.—Alamo Theatre, Louis-
ville. Ky.. John Blunk, manager.

Stolen Kisses (W.B.)
SEATTLE. WASH.—Fair. variable

weather, Blue Mouse Theatre (950). 7 days,

25c-50c, Vitaphone Acts, Fox Movietone
News.

Rating—65%.

\I> TIPS— Exploit stars and use teaser
angle on title. Nothing much to tie with.
Suitable for average program audience.

Adults.— Blue Mouse Theatre. Seattle,

Wash., John Hamrick, Mgr.

Strange Cargo (Pathe)
SEATTLE. WASH.—Fair. variable

weather. Fifth Ave. Theatre (2.75D). 7 davs,

25c-60c, "We Faw Down" (M-G-M). Fan-
chon-Marco "Rolling On" unit. Fox Movie-
tone Xews.

Rating—70%.

KAXSAS CITY, MO.-Wann and un-
settled weather, Royal Theatre, 7 days, 2
Vitaphone acts, "The Carnival Man" (Par.),

selected news reel.

Rating—95%.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Cloudy, rainy

weather, Broadwav Theatre (1.800), 7 days,

25c-50c, Our Gang Comedy i M-G-M),
"Now and Then" (talkie short), Pathe News

Rating—85' ,

.

AKRON, O —Unsettled weather, Colonial

Theatre (1,147), 7 days, 25c-50c, Comedy,
Paramount Xews.

Rating— 100'
! .

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Rainy
weather, Tivoli Theatre, 3 days, 40c-50c,

"Back to the Soil" (cartoon), 4 acts RKO
vaud. with Lasses White. Paramount News.

Rating—92%.

TACOMA, WASH.—Unsettled weather,

Rialto Theatre. (1.350). 7 days, 10c-75c, 2

Movietone acts, Fox News.

Rating—75%.

AD TIPS—Sketch of a ghost, doomed
ship, etc., along with line, "Who killed Sir

Richard," makes good copy. Audience Ap-
peal : all ages and classes.—Royal Theatre,

Kansas City. Mo., Claire Woods, Mgr.

14 Stage players in mystery talking pic-

ture. Appeal to adults.—Tivoli Theatre, Can-
ton, O.. Floyd Smith. Mgr.

Mentioned prominently cast of 14 artists;

stressed mystery aboard ship; pointed out

excellence of voices. Mystery melodrama ap-

peals to all ages and classes.—Colonial The-

atre, Mgr. I.. P.. Cool, Akron, O.

Exploit all-talking, mystery angle, cast of

stage stars. Tease on mystery angle particu-

larly. Suitable for all audiences, not too

fastidious.—Fifth Avenue Theatre, Seattle,

Wash., lames J. Clemmcr. Mgr.

Exploit mystery and murder hurling selves

into midst of pleasure party aboard cruising

yacht. Cast of 14 stars, talking features.

Audience appeal: from high school age—
Broadwav, Springfield, Mass., E. W. Smith,

Mgr.
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Strong lii>y (Fox)
ROCHESTER, N. V.—Clear to rain)

weather, Keith Palace Theatre (2,800), 4

days, .v->i' '.ii k -. 6 acts vaud., Pathe \i«^.

Rating—95'
.

.

AD TIPS Comedy best ad exploitation.

McLaglen played up in advances and ads,

emphasis given personality and corned)

rather than plot. Comedy reputations ol

McDonald, Cook and Summerville stressed

Joj also played up. Audience appeal: all

ages and classes.— Keith Palace Theatre,

Rochester, X. V.. 1-'.. 1.. Lake. Mgr.

Sunrise (Fox)
I OL1 M i:l S, I >.—Fair, warm weatli r,

Grand Theatre I 1,200), 7 days, 2Sc-S0c,

Vitaphone vaud.. Fox News
Rating—110 r

; (Second week).

Synthetic Sin (F.JS.)

TROY, X. V. -Fair weather. Troy Theatre
(2,000), 3 days, 35c-50c. _' Vitaphone an,.

Fox Xews.

Rating—90'
!

.

'TAMPA. FLA.—Fair weather. Tampa
Theatre (1,600), 2Sc-S0c), Aesops Fables,

organ concert, talkie short. Paramount News.

Rating—190%.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Flood rains.

Ritz Theatre ( 1,800), 6 days. 25c-60c, RKO
vaud.. Movietone of Inauguration, Pathe
Xews.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS—Exploit it as the best thing
< olleen Moore has done recently. Feature
its pleasing comedy. Audience appeal : all

ages and classes.—Joseph Jordan, Mgr., Stan-
ley Theatre, Atlantic City, X. J.

Moore has always been big favorite in

Troy ; her name was carried heavy in con-
nection with all advertising. This is best

way to handle picture in city where she is

prime favorite.—Walter Roberts, Mtr., Troy
Theatre, Troy, N. Y.

Don't hesitate to recommend this as

Moore's best. Play up fact it is laughing
treat. Audience appeal: all classes and ages.

—Tampa Theatre, Tampa, Fla., A. X. Roy,
Mgr.

mission
HETS

of All Kinds
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Superior Mechanical
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The Terror (W.B.)
SAX ANTONIO, TEX.—Fair and warm
weather. Empire Theatre (1,550), 2 days,

50c, \ itaphi me shorts, Fox M< >\ iet me
News.

Rating—100%.

Ah I IPs Selling angle is all-talking

cast. Mysterj angle. Keeps audience
in constant suspense. Intermingled comedy
running through film adds to enjoyment. \u

dience appeal ; all classes and ages, especially

children.- Empire 'Theatre, >san Antonio,

Tex.. Al Fourmet, Mgr.

That Murder In Berlin (Big 3)
NEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather:

Cold and rain. Cameo 'Theatre, (549), 7

days, 50-75c. Pathe Xews, 2 reel Chaplin
revival.

Rating— 101' ;.

Tide Of Empire (M-G-M)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather.

Palace Theatre (2,800), 7 days, 25c-50c,
Movietone acts, Fox Xews, Organlogue.

Rating—75',.

VANCOUVER, B. C—Warm weather
with rain. Strand Theatre (1.800). 6 days.

25c-50c, Fanchon and Marco acts, Mildred
Harris in person, "Scandals of Hollywood,"
1 act vaud., stage hand. .

Rating— 65'
-

.

AI) 'TIPS—Exploit Adoree above. Ro-
mance of California in frontier days is good
bet. Audience appeal: high school age up.

all children.—J. F. Flex, Mgr.. Loew's Pal-
ace. Indianapolis, Ind.

Flavor of western romance in the early
history of Pacific Coast is attractive angle.

Costumes and scenery with dramatic sur-
ptises should be brought out; days of gold
rush, and good horse race.—Strand Theatre,
Vancouver, B. C.

Times Square (Gotham)
BALTIMORE, MO.-Unsettled weather,

fair, rainy and cold. Metropolitan Theatre
(1,500), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Ain't it the Truth"
(talkie short), Gus Arnheim (Vitaphone),
Arthur Luhin in person, male lead of

"Times Square."

Rating—75%.

AD TIPS—Exploit this as absorbing story

of Broadway romance with players as Day,
Lubin, Miljan. Play heavily on See and
Hear angle. Tell them it is vivid story ot

love and conflict on "Tin-Pan Alley." Audi-
ence appeal : Particularly to those musically
inclined. Good strong romance that will

please all.—C. S. Lang, Mgr., Warners' Met-
ropolitan, Baltimore, Md.

The Toilers (T-S)

Silent Serrrtne/ wi/l Sofirt/uorct
fO- BOX Off/£T /teceipfs ondSperHup

f* your- & *r*i*y^s 3.

SAX ANTONIO, TEX.—Fair and warm
u.ather. Princess (1,300), 4 days, 25c-35c,
( c.medy and Int'l Xews.

Rating—90' % .

Tropical ISights (T-S)
OMAHA, NEBR.—Fair weather. Empress
Theatre (1,000), 7 days, 2Sc-50c, musical
COmed} stock. The Collegians (U).

Rating— 100' ,

.

True Heaven (Fox)
BOSTON, M VSS. -Fair weather. Scollay

Sq. Olympia 'Theatre (.1000). 7 days, 25c-

75c, 5 acts vaud., "A Bird in the Hand"
( Par.). Fox News.

Rating—95' ,

.

Under Tonto Rim (Paramount)
( i'T'TAW \. ( INT. Fair and cold, Fern

Theatre (750), 3 days 10c-25c, "Eagle of

tin- Night" (Pathe serial), "Rain) Days"
(M t

, \l i, Felix Cartooa

Rating—85',.

\|) I IPS Should be mentioned as ( ,re>

story, lias much thrilling outdoor action

Audience appeal— Lovers i.i Westerns and
all boys and girls.—Fern 'Theatre, Ottawa,
C lv ''erts. m, Mgr.

Uncle Tton's Cabin (Univ.)

EVANSVILLE, 1X1).—Rain and cool

weather. Majestic Theatre (1,200), 5 days,

10c-25c, Comedy serial. 3 acts vaud.

Rating—125%.

VANCOUVER, B. C—Warm weather

with rain. Pantages Theatre (1.700). 30c-75c,

2 vaud. cast, Fox Xews.

Rating—200' ,

.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Clear,

cold weather, Ritz Theatre, 7 days, 10c-30c,

Comedy, organ novelty.

Rating—100%.

VANCOUVER, B. C—Fine and warm
weather. Pantages Theatre (1,700), days,

30c-75c, scenic. 4 vaud. acts.

Rating—100%.

AI) TIPS—One of biggest hits I have

played. Had to stand them out all week,

those that would wait. Personal knowledge
of book and play attracted many. Drama,
pathos, thrills, mother love, historical and
educational value are points to emphasize.

—

Pantages Theatre, Vancouver, P>. C, Lloyd
Pantages.

Excellent picture, appeals to all classes

and ages. While subject is old, picture is

verv pleasing and good picture to book.

—

Rite Theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.

Waterfront (F.IS.)

OMAHA. XKBR.— F'air weather, Orphe-
um Theatre (3,000), 7 days. 25c50c, 5 acts

RKO vaud., "At the Dentist's" (Pathe).

Pathe Xews.

Rating— 115':.

AD TIPS—Excellent, pleasing program
picture subordinated in exploitation to vaud.

Mulhall and Mackail helped draw 'em in.

Audience : general ; they all liked it.—Wtn.
A. Hartung, Mgr.. Orpheum, Omaha, Xebr.

The Water Hole (Paramount)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather,

Indiana Theatre (3,000), 7 days, 35c 65c,

Jack and Jean, radio stars, Pathe Xews

Rating— 135',.

AI) TIPS—Carroll and color scenes

should be exploited. Audience appeal : high

school age up; all classes.—George D. Tyson,

advertising manager. Indiana and Circle The-
atres. Indianapolis, Ind.

The Wolf Song (Paramount)

NEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather:
Cold and rain. Embassy 'Theatre! 596), $1-

$2, 7 days, 2 shows a day, •> Sat. and Sun..

Paramount shorts, third week.

Rating—84 2 5' !

.

NEW YORK CITY. X. Y. Weather:
rain. snow, cold, Embassy Theatre (596), 7

days, -' shows a day. 3 Sat. and. Sun.. S1-S2.

2nd week. Para, shorts. Strong publicity for

arrival of Lupe Yelcz in X. Y. helped busi-

ness.

Rating—112 3/5%.
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Weary River (F.N.)
LITTLE ROCK, ARK—Fair weather,

Royal Theatre I l.( ). 7 days, 15c-60c, Vi-

taphone acts.

Rating—120%.
INDIANAPOLIS, IXD.—Fair weather,

Circle Theatre (2,500), 25c-60c, Organlogue,

Fox News.

Rating—105%.
ALBANY, N. Y—Fair weather, Mark-

Strand Theatre (2,000), 6 days, 3Sc-S0c, 2

Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone News.

Rating—135%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Warm and un-

settled, Mainstreet Theatre, 7 days, Master
Ceremony, Aesops Fables (Pathe), Pathe

News.

Rating—125%.
RICHMOND, VA.—Poor weather, Bvrd

Theatre (1,600), 6 days, ISc-SOc. Radio-

grams, Vitaphone short comedy, organ solo,

Pathe Sound News.

Rating—95%.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Unsettled
weather, California Theatre (2,358), 7 days,

35c-50c, "Melancholy Dame" (Par.), orches-

tra, Fox News.

Rating—100' ;

.

BALTIMORE, MD—Unsettled weather,

fair, rainy and cold, Stanley Theatre (3,654),

6 days, 25c-65c, Keller Sisters and Lynch
(short talkie). "Rube Minstrels" (short

talkie), "Sick Cyclone" (Oswald-U). Or-
chestral overture, organ solo, Fox Movietone

and Paramount News.

Rating—128%..

BOSTON, MASS.—Fair weather, K-A
Boston Theatre (1,800), 25c-75c, Ruth Mix,

5 acts vaud., Pathe News.

Rating—95%.

AD TIPS—Feature fact that Barthelmess

sings. Compson playing opposite him. Au-
dience appeal : all classes and ages.—Main-
street Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., Lawrence
Lehman, Mgr.

Barthelmess' voice one of important an-

gles in exploiting. Theme song another high

point.—George D. Tyson, advertising mana-
ger. Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Play this up as best picture Barthelmess

has appeared in. Stress it as bringing him
talking and singing to public with Compson
as heroine. Tell them it is one of ten best

of this or any year and that Dick sings,

talks and plays piano in it. Audience appeal :

to every class.—Howard Price Kiugsmore,
General Mgr., Loew's Stanley, Baltimore,

Md.
Exploit all talking angle ; intense dramatic

interest, as well as Barthelmess being heard.

Audience appeal : all classes.—Capitol The-
atre, Salt Lake City, Utah. George E. Car-

penter, Mgr.
Stress Barthelmess. his singing and dia-

logue : with brand new theme of unusual

interest. Audience appeal : all ages and class-

es.—Byrd Theatre, Richmond, Ya., W. J.

Coulter, Mgr.
Featured fact that in New York it is run-

ning at Broadway bouse at $2.50 top. Then
drew contrast to fact that my theatre was
showing it for 50 cent top. Did not forget

to call attention to fact that this picture gave
audience chance to see and hear Barthelmess.

—Tom Clark, Myr.. Mark Strand Theatre,

Albany. X, Y.

Wyoming (M-G-M)
WICHITA, KANS.—Fair and warm

weather, Kansas Theatre (800), 20c, comedy,
talkie vaud.

Rating—99' ,

.

Al) TIPS—McCoy and fight to preserve

life-long friendship with Indians will help

sell this one. Audience appeal : More gen-
eral than average western, especially in medi-
um sized cities.— Mrs. Charles Barron, Mgr.,
Kansas Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

Wild Orchids (M-G-M)
EVANSVILLE. 1X1).—Rain and cold

weather. Loew's Victory Theatre (2,300), 4
days, 15c-50c, 5 acts Loew's vaud., scenic,

M-G-M News.

Rating— 100'-.

FORT WORTH, TEX.—Clear weather,
Worth Theatre (2,500), 4 days. 15c-50c,

"The Bride's Relations" (Educ. ), Paramount
Xews.

Rating—90%.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK,—Fair weather,

Capitol Theatre (1,400), 4 days, 15c-60c,
"Realization" (Vitaphone), "Habeas Corpus"
(M-G-M).
Rating—100'-.

XORFOLK, VA.—Cloudy and warm
weather. Norva Theatre ( 1,800), 6 days, 35c-
50c), M-G-M and Vitaphone acts, Fox
Xews.

Rating—75',.

BOSTON". MASS.—Fair weather.' Loew's
State Theatre (3,700), 7 days, 40c-75c, Mov-
ietone, band show, Fox Xews.

Rating—100%.
AD TIPS—Scenic effects, popularity of

stars, tense dramatic action. Audience appeal

:

adult classes.—Pantages Theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah, Grant Pamberton, Mgr.

ST. LOUIS, MO. — Mixed weather,
Loew's State Theatre (3.300). 7 days. 25c-

65c, Movietone shorts, orchestra organ,
M-<;-M News.

Rating—97 %.

The Wind (M-G-M)
JOLIET, ILL.—Fair weather, Princess

Theatre (960), 3 days, 15c-35c, comedy, news
reel.

Rating—95%.
AD TIPS—Advertise as greatest dramatic

triumph of Gish. Bill it as epic film with
great star. Has appeal for occasional movie-
goer.—Patrick McManus, Manager, Princess
Theatre, Joliet, 111.

Wolf Of Wall Street (Par.)
MILWAUKEE. WISC—Fair, moderate

weather, Strand Theatre (1,297), 14 days,

25c-60c, "Post Mortem" (Par.), "Lesson
No. 1" (Fox Movietone), Fox News.

Rating—97%.
TROY, N. Y—Fair weather. Troy The-

atre (2,000), 4 days, 35c-50c, 2 Vitaphone
acts, Fox News.

Rating— 100',.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Unsettled weathet,
fair, rainy and cold, Parkwav Theatre ( 1 ,-

092), 6 days, 15c-35c. "Confession" (M-G-
M ). Bernardo DePace (Vita.), "Noisy
Noises" (M-G-M), Fox Movietone News.

Rating—92' i. (Second run.)

AD TIPS—Has greatest appeal at pres-

ent time when stock market craze is at its

height. Worked this feature in all newspa-
per advertising. Judging from business done,

it carried distinct appeal.—Walter Roberts,

Mgr., Troy Theatre, Troy, N. Y.
Exploit all-talking angle, tense situations

dealing with Wall Street and first hearing
of Bancroft's voice.—Paramount Empress
Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah, Carl A. Por-
ter, Mgr.

"Some of old-liniers can re-

member when the movies were
mule and glorious—all the talk-

ins; was done by the audience."—U eare Holbrook, in "Commo-
tion Pictures," The IVeiv York
Herald Tribune Magazine.

Woman Of Affairs (M-G-M)
SCHENECTADY, X. Y.—Fair weather,

Proctor's Theatre (3,000), 4 days. 25c-50c,
5 acts vaude., Pathe News.
Rating—100%.

OTTAWA, ONT.—Weather : mild and
cold, Regent Theatre (1,225), 6 days, 25c-
65c, "Miss Information" (Yita.), Fox M.
and Para. News, orchestra.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS—Do not be afraid to draw a
close relationship with Michael Aden's
"Green Hat" with this story. Greta Garbo
does her best acting and more or less re-
deems herself. John Gilbert loves better than
ever. Audience appeal: a feature that will
particularly hold women and stir manly emo-
tions as well.—Ray Tubman, Manager, Re-
gent Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.

Gilbert and Garbo played in all ads as
"stars of 'Flesh and the Devil'." Supporting
cast of Stone, Brown, Bosworth. etc., also
exploited, as was Arlen's book to consider-
able degree. For adult audience, and appeal-
ing especially to women.—Proctor's Theatre,
Schenectady, X. Y.

Woman Disputed (U.A.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Fair weather. Mill-

er Theatre (1.981), 3 days, 25c-50c. Int'l
News, comedy.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Exploit Norma Talmadge,
also the acting of Kent as a new star of
the movies. The "disputed" angle is also
good, particularly if it can be played discreet-
ly in a tie-up with the "bad woman" situa-
tion. Not so much on the war stuff, a little

overworked now. Audience appeal : For
adults only.— S. Chambers, Manager, Miller
Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

Woman From Moscow (Par.)
SPRINGFIELD. O.—Mild weather. Re-

gent Theatre (1,500), 4 davs, 10c-15c-25c-
30c-50c, "Half-Back Hannah," M-G-M
Xews, 5 acts vaude.

Rating—60%.

Why Be Good (F.N.)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Fair weather,

Loew's State Theatre, 7 days. Movietone
acts, Fanchon Marco Idea, Fox Movietone
News.

Rating—105%.

Younger Generation (Columbia)
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Mild weather.

Strand Theatre (1.700), 7 days. Vita, acts,

orchestra. Fox M. News.

Rating—100%.

NEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather:
cold and rain. Colony Theatre (1,980), 7
days, 50c-75c-$l, Pathe Sound News, Walter
O'Keefe, in. c, Sam Kahn stage band and
specialties.

Rating—107 1/5%.

COLUMBUS, O.—Fair and cold weather,
Grand Theatre (1,200), 2 days, 25c-35c-50c,
Fox News, Movietone vaude.

Rating—50'
,

.

AD TIPS—Play up character portrayal
of Hersholt. First talkie for Cortez ; ex-
ploit Basquette, Lease. Play up underworld
angle. Audience appeal : Al! classes.—Walter
McDowell, Mer., Strand Theatre, Svracuse,
X. Y.

Exploit talking, music and sound effects,

with pathos and comedy mingled. Audience
appeal: All classes.—Carl A. Porter. Mgr.,
Paramount Empress Theatre, Salt Lake I

Utah.
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Manager And
His Projectionist

Invent A Device

/ tica Theatremen Contrive

The Lincrophone, 2-1 nit

Sound Film Apparatus

\ case where ;i theatre manager, in eoii-

junction with his projectionist, contrived

to make a sound apparatus that gave him
more satisfaction than any that the large

electrical companies are offering for sale

has jusl been brought to lighl in [Jtica,

\. Y. Bere Evans W. Linton and ETarrj

Cross, manager and booth operator re-

spectivelj of the Olympia Theatre in I tica,

bat e in > ented a ta Iking picture ilr\ ice, I he

Lincrophone, coined from the names of the

two men.
The invention is said to involve two

units, one for non synchronous pictures and
the other for photoplays synchronized with

sound or talk. Filtering devices eliminate

extrai ises in the speakers, it is

claimed. Mosl of the apparatus is lo<

in thr projection room, including a mixing

panel, « hile I he six exl ra iii

speakers are behind thr screen. Two heavy
ampli We the operator to change
from one amplifier to the other in case of

emergency, and Mr. Linton asserts thai it

is possible to resynchronize instantly. The
turntable runs with wormed gears in a bath

of oil at all times, and the machine
<tl\ A. C. operated, it is declared.

It is planned to form a corporation to

manufacture the apparatus. Application

for patents has already been made.

Couple Of Ottawa Exhibs

Han«: On To Their Organs
1

1 spite "i strides made by producers of

talking pictures a recenl incidenl which oc

curred in Otl av a, < Intario, reflects an atti

tnde of uncertainty on the pari of certain

theat remen.

Two local exhibitors, presenting sound
programs, received an offer from a church

for their pipe organs, at present standing

Cally idle. The reply was that the

organs Mere being "held bn re ei e."

"Rainbow Man" Completed,

Bowling Returns To N. Y.
I l.i'. bag completed '

' The Ra inbo Vlan,

his first all-talking feature picture, '

Dowling returned to New York this week.

It is expected that his new vehicle, a pro
duet ion cit Sono-Art, will have it- world
premiere in New York in the near tut lire.

Rival Border Exhibs
Compete With Sound

EXHIBITORS along the border line

of Canada and the United Slates

are finding that the talking pic-

tures are one means of meeting com-
petition where rival cities are within

a short traveling distance from one
another.
The Imperial Theatre, Sarnia, On-

tario, managed by John Meyers, has
been wired to meet the competition
from a rival I nited States city. I'ort

Huron, .Mich., just across from Sarnia.

Sarnia, with a population of 21,000, is

the smallest city in the Dominion to
have sound pictures so far.

International competition from Satilt

Ste. Marie, Mich., has also led to the
wiring of the Algoma Theatre there.

New Sound Device

Company Will Cater

To Independents
A new company, with the purpose of

catering to independent producers and ex-

hibitors making ami showing -mind pic-

been tunned under t he name id'

Vitovox, .iml is shortly to be incorporated
in California. Walter Ford Tilford is gen
eral manager for the linn which has estab-

i headquarters in the Tec-Art Studios.

Vitovox records on film on a variable area

tract ami is interchangeable with all repro
ducing devices using sound on film. The
eompanj also intend- to turn out a portable

ling device, of particular value to

camera men and directors on location.

The company i- to he incorporated for

$10,000,000 under the laws of California.

Among its officers and board oi directors
are: Charles I'.. Jones, vice-presidenl ami
treasurer of the Bio Grande <>il Company;
I.'. A. Broomfield, president of the Broom-
field Oil Company; William Forefine, capi-

talist; I,. E. Lockhart, vice-president, Rio
I I ramie I ill (',,.; Lyman .1. ( rage, president

.

Precision Electrical Manufacturing Corp.;
J. A. Miller, well known radio engineer and
Walter ford Tilford.

Chas. Butterworth To Make
Paramount Talkie In East

1

I
.i ile- Butterworth, musical < -d\

Comedian, will star in a short feature talkie
lor Paramount and i- expected to begin
production shortly at the company's A-
toria tudio, with Fred Allen directing.

Touring For Bristolphone
\I. .\Iillen. supervising engineer of the

Consolidated Bristolphone Corp., is now on
i inspect ion tour that w ill nn er

every city in which Bristolphone equipment
ii en installed.

Old Sensational

Successes To Be
Made With Sound

"Birth Of Nation," "Thief Of
Bagdad" Planned For

Reissue

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollyw 1, March 21.—The oft-mentioned

idea of remaking old film sensations with
sound is now- to become a fact. Two of the

industry's classic- are definitely intended
for new dialogue ami sound i fleet versions,

these being "The Birth of a Nation" ami
"The Thief of Bagdad." In addition to

this, come plans from others to reissue big
spectacular productions with newly syn-
chronized sound effects. The most impor-
tant rumored among these i- "Ben llur."

D. W. Griffith is now in New York, but
according to close associates in Hollywood,
he ha- expressed both desire and intention
of making liis world-famous epic. He plans
to gather a- many oi the original casl as

possible. Among those available, altl

some are in retirement and have changed
with the Mar-, are Mae Marsh, Lillian

G-ish, Walter Lang, Henry B. Walthall, and
Mary Alden. New face- will have to be
engaged to take the ride- played originally
by Roberl Harron, George Seigmann and
Wallace Eteid.

"The Iron Mask' i- commonly accepted
as Douglas Fairbanks' last picture, lie and
Marj Pickford have announced their inten-

tion of making one co-starring feature to

mark their retire nt from the screen
However, unless Fairbanks decide- relj

to synchronize it with sound effects, ho will

make a talkie version of "The Thief of
Bagdad " firs!

.

Jack White's First Talking
Comedy Released This Week
Exhibitors who are hooker- ami buyers

of Educational product will interestingly
await public reaction to the firs! of pro-
ducer -lack White's talking comedies,
"Zip!

—

Boom- Boom!," print- of which
are being delivered to Educational ex-
changes this week.

Vitaphone Artists Grow
Warner Bros, list of artists recording

Vitaphone subjects was much increased this

v eel when i he following signed to appear
in talk ami sound dims : Rudy Valloe and
Hi- Connecticut Yankee-. Leo Reisman ami
Hi- Hotel Brunswick Orchestra, -Minnie Du
Tree, who was signed to play opposite -I. c.

Nugent in "The Veteran," a sketch; and
Josie Heather. Scotch comedienne.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Colony's Comedy
Bill Topped By

"Cohens & KehVs"

Walter O'Keefe Still M. C.

With Sam Kahn Band And

Specialty Acts

With "The Cohens and The Kellys at

Atlantic City" as the feature film attrac-

tion for the week a fairly entertaining

comedy show was built up al the Colony.

It wasn't the feature that really handed

the audience what it paid its money for,

Eor although there are any number of

laughs in the picture it is in reality based

on the old-fashioned chase formula. The

stage show running thirty-six minute-, s

Pathe Sound News for seven minutes and

the f aturc taking- an hour and twenty min-

ute- made the show run just a little over

two horns.

The stage still has Walter O'Keefe as

master of ceremonies, and the boy is mak-

ing himself very well liked by the custom-

ers, and Sam Kahn and orchestra. Kahn
opens the show with "Sweethearts On Pa-

rade," paving the way for the appearance

of O'Keefe, who steps out with "I've Got

a Cold In My Nose," getting a lot of laughs

with the number. The Vorsell Sisters in a

dancing divertissement followed to a light

hand. Kahn, with a burlesque of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" by the band, got a number
of laughs, and Lydia Harris stepped in and
shot over a couple of numbers for a real hit.

O'Keefe, just ahead of the finale, landed

solidly with the audience with a new ver-

sion of '

' Frankie and Johnnie, '

' the num-
her is filled with laughs and the wise ones

in front got an extra kick out of it.

In the seven minutes given over to the

Pathe Sound News four shots were shown.

The most interesting to Broadway was the

explanation of Senator Jones of the how
and whyfor of the new Jones Law is con-

nection with prohibition enforcement.

Walter O'Keefe and the Sam Kahn Band
are now featured in the lights at the Col-

ony above the film attractions.

"Alibi" Will Come To The

44 St. And Not The Harris

United Artists' "Alibi," directed by Ro-
land West, will arrive for its New York
premiere at the 44th Street Theatre and not

at the Sam II. Harris, as previously an-

nounced. The first showing occurs Sunday
night, April 7.
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Helen Morgan, stage star nhn recently made her screen debut in "Show Boat," the Universal
talkie which this week had sensational double premiere at Miami and Palm Beach. She is

seen above rendering a vocal solo

"Canary Murder Case" Hekl Over
But Rest Of Paramount Bill Changed

was given real plug with a singer plained
in the audience for a chorus, and Mrs.
Crawford ragging the number after that.

Still it only took seven minutes to pul it

over.

"The Trail of The Rainbow" was the
I'uhlix Unit tor the week. It is a Dave
Gould production, with a chorus of Gluck
Soul! girls. As specialties with the unit

are Ossman and Schepps, the banjoists.

The Bachelor Four, and Bud Carlell, the
cowl>oy roper. For a novelty there is a
sharpshooting bit by the chorus as a finish

to a Jesse .lames number. Jean Wardell
walks away with the hit honors doing a
eoniedv number.

AT the Paramount this week, for second
time in the history of the house a fea-

ture film was held over. The picture was
"The Canary Murder Case," hut all of the

other features of the program were changed
for the current week.

Opening the show an overture of Irish

airs was offered, with the musicians flooded

with a green light, while Dave Rubinoff

pulled his usual solo on the violin in an
orange spot. One of the electricians must
have a sense of humor, or a grouch against

Rubinoff and hoped that some real rabid

Irishman would take offense at the orange
spot in the flood of green and take it out

on the orchestra leader. l!uf up to mid-
week no ambulance calls for the Paramount
were reported. The overture runs eight

minutes and has all the usual Irish melodies

including the more popular ones that were
written in this country.

The Paramount silent news, running for

eight minutes, held the next spot in the pro-

gram. Five shots were shown and the

"Redskin" trailer was placed in the news.

The clips were Wilkins Return from the

Antarctic: Zep Tunes Up for Pole Flight;

The Hoover Cabinet; Lee Bible's Florida

Auto Smash and the Pacific Fleel in action.

Mrs. Jesse Crawford worked out a nov-

elty in a program that was dedicated to her

favorite orchestra leader of the radio, in

which she introduced Lopez' favorite

"Xola"; Rudy's Vallee's "Deep Night";
Lombardo's Royal Canadians playing "1

Faw Down"; Ben Bernie'~ "Carolina
Moon"; and finally Paul Ash with "I'll

Never Ask For More." The latter number

Colleen Moore Will Make
"Irish Eyes" As First Talkie
"When Irish Fyes Are Smiling," a First

National-Vitaphone vehicle, will mark Col-

leen Moore's entry into the circle of the

talking stars. It will be an all-talking and
all-singing attraction ami Colleen will speak
with a brogue.

Father of Wolf Bros. Dies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollyw 1. March 2.—Solomon Wolf, 70,

father of Fanchon, Marco and Rube Wolf,
died at San Diego last week following a

heart attack. Fanchon and Marco are pre-

sentation producers for Fox-West Coast;

and Rube Wolf is band leader and master
of ceremonies at Loew's State, Los Angeles.
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"Bellamy Trial" With "Tallyho" Revue
Provides Enjoyable Capitol Program

i • 'y BE BETJ«AMY TRIAL," having its

1 firsl run in New York ai popularpopul
prices, is the screen attraction :ii the Capi-
tol this week. Surrounding it is a pleasing
program headed by the Chester Hale
production "Tallyho" which has as its

kiek ;it the finish a horse race on a tread-
mill with three thoroughbreds competing.
The show runs two hours and twenty-live
minutes.

Fur the opening of the program the over-
ture to "Raymond" is played by the Grand
Orchestra. The selection running ten

minutes, and receiving a very fair applause
return from the audience. It is followed
with several selectee! shots from the M-G-M
News and Fox .Movietone, which runs for
nine minutes.

George Dewey Washington, the colored
singer in his latest M-G-M -Movietone Short.

offered three popular numbers, "Lonely

Vagabond," "The Sun Es Shining at My
Window" and "The Curtain Conies
Down." All three numbers were put over
effecl ively.

"Tallyho," the Chester Hale Revue,
runs twenty-six minutes. Dave Schooler
and the band are in polo costume for the

week. Outstanding is the male singing en-

semble of twenty voices. Harry Koye and
Marj'orie Liuken offer a dance novelty,

while (Ins Mulcahy, with his talking har-

monica and dancing, slipped over an ap-

plause hit. For the finish of the offering

there was the old tread-mill horse race,

which gave the audience as big a kick as

ever. Three horses riming on the mill up-
stage on a platform above the heads of the

hand made a corking flash picture. The
feature ran an hour and thirty-three
minutes, which accounted for the unusual
length of the show.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

If your dancing jiartner chooses to fix her

garter . . be nonchalant. . LIGHT A MURAD.

Musicians* Anti-

Talkie Parade
Falls Through

Musicians are in a -ad plight at the
present time, according to the Musical
Mutual Protective Union, which says 35,000
throughout the nation. 6,000 in New York
alone, are either jobless or in critical cir-

cumstances. Recentlj a -roup of them,
affiliated with the NV« York Union No. 802,
of the American Federation of Musicians,
voted to name a committee to confer with
t lie governing body to discuss means for
checking unemployment.

The musicians intended to stage a parade
this week in New York as a demonstration
against talking pictures, which they charge
with having deprived them of their jobs.
Xot so long ago they steadily earned .+4.'i.7.">

a week for nightly performances and *.->..">()

extra for matinee work.
The parade was never staged due to police

refusing a permit. To add to their dis-

comfiture a disagreement as to the extent
and causes of the musicians' plight oc-
curred between J. M. Camuti, who was to

have lead the protesting musician- in the
parade, and Joseph X. Weber, president of
American Federation of Musicians. The
former declared 11,000 out of 17,000 musi-
cians were out of work in New York, while
the latter asserted that the correct figure
was hut :SIII! in New York and 3,000 m the
United States and Canada, and said that
most of the unemployment is due to the feu
musical shows on Broadway and on tin-

road.

Broadway Grind Houses
Do Above 100% Business

(Continued from page 895)
performances on this one. "The Letter,"
which Paramount brought into the Cri-
terion a week ago, played to *1 .1.7 1 7 for a

rating of 102 1/10 per cent.
The Warner Brothers brought "Noah's

Ark" into the Winter Garden last Thurs-
day night with a typical Hollywood opening
night with the M-ats at $11 a copy, van-
colored searchlights and sun-arcs Hashing to
the skies and the full dress parade on the
part of the Warner set. The opening was
followed with an extra heavy advertising
splurge in the newspapers, possibly to over-
come the lukewarm and some condemning
notices that the picture received, with
whole pages being devoted to paid superla-
tives about the production. The business
on four days went to $24,239, which i> an
average of 106 per cent for that house on
the figures of the Jolson run there in "The
•Singing Fool.

"

"The Singing Fool" was moved to the
Sam Harris Theatre after 'Jti weeks at the
Winter Garden; in its 27th week it played
to $15,361.50. "Sonny Boy," in it- second
week, got tl.yilil, ami finished at Warner's
on Thursday night, with Corrine Griffith's
"The Divine Lady" coming in on Friday
night. Incidentally, "The Wolf Song," at

the Embassy, finished on Friday night.

Last week the picture played to $6,615 in

its third week.
A heavy advertising campaign in the

daily papers placed behind "Hearts In
Dixie," at tin' Gaietj tor the second week
that the picture was in there, could not

stop tlic receipt-, from slipping to $8,732.50,
while "Weary River," at the Central in its

seventh week, played to $14,989.
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MANAGER'S
ROUND TABLE CLUB

CHARLES E. LEWIS SrEC
A National Association of Theatre Managers Meeting in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Every Week—for Mutual Benefit and Progress

CONDUCTED BY AN EXHIBITOR FOR EXHIBITORS

"The Spirit of

Co-operation ?»

O VER a year ago, while en-

gaged in operating a small

chain of theatres in New
England, the thought came to me
that there was needed in this great

industry of ours a trade paper de-

partment which would accord to

the manager of theatres the recog-

nition and respect that he is worthy
of. This thought stuck in my mind
for a long time and finally I decided

to drop a few lines to Mr. William

A. Johnston, of the Motion Pic-

ture News, and put the idea up

to him.

The present Managers' Round
Tabic Club, and the pages it uses

every week in the News, is the most

dramatic answer we can offer to

our hosts of readers and members.
The fine, attentive cooperation

which was accorded me is, to a

large extent, responsible for the

success of the organization and
now, with this issue, we present

the new enlarged edition of the

Managers' Round Tabic Club news.

If it will not impose too much on
your time, just bear with me for a

few minutes and I will show you
why this great National Associa-

tion of Theatre Managers holds the

spot it now occupies in the thea-

trical business.

Co-operation!

That is what turned the trick.

Table of Contents
This Issue

Marpole holds patron s good
will

* * *

Misleading Newspaper Ad-
vertising

* * *

Wallace R. Allen joins the

Club
* * *

W . H. Hall's Newspaper ad-

vertising
* * *

Zadra sells "Valentine" in

novel stunt
* • *

Banners and Flags Coming
back in style

* * *

Putting the Stars to work
» * *

Marquee display on "Short
Subjects"

* * *

Toy "Showboats" for store

tie-ups
* * *

House program discussion
* * *

Introducing 18 new mem-
bers

* * *

How they do it in Australia
* * *

Culver announces "sound
pictures"

* * *

Watch Your Ventilation

Carefully
* * *

"Tod" Browning's show-
manship in Boston

Without it we were licked before
we even started, but right from the
first shot of the gun we began to

interest theatre managers, publicity

men, supervising managers, general
managers (yes we have quite a few
G. M.'s), and others all connected
with and interested in this great
business of ours. Their problems
were discussed in an open and frank
way, their theatre operation meth-
ods and exploitation ideas were
published on the Club pages and
suggestions were given and re-

ceived. Soon there was started a
sort of 'spirit of intercommunica-
tion' ( rather a long winded way of

describing it), but just the same
that is what hapened. Managers
in one city began to correspond
with managers in other cities, their

topics of correspondence were the

different items appearing on the

Club pages. Distance ceased to

be a factor and soon, either direct

or through the Club headquarters

hundreds of letters were being ex-

changed.

This spirit or cooperation has

reached the point which we now
will call your attention to.

About two weeks ago a regular

Club bulletin letter was mailed

to every member of the Club with

the request that they pledge then-

support for a certain advertising

survey which we decided to make
at the insistence of a great number
of Club members. There was noth-

ing compulsory in the request, it

i
( initialled on next page)
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MANACf IU flCUND TACLF CLUB
was left entirely to the individual members to decide whether

the\ wanted to give a little of their time to make the survey a

success. Now the important news, the point which we have

been building up to, i- this: OVER NINETY-FIVE PER
i OF THE ENROLLED MEMBERSHIP IN THE

MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CH B >GED THEM-
SELVES TO HELP <>\ THE SURVEY.
We point with tremendous pride to that statement boys,

because it is the answer to almost a year's hard work to build

up die CLUB to its present fine standing and when so large a

group of showmen will get behind a suggestion of this kind.

then we have no more doubts about the success of our efforts.

Fellows, the Motion Picturi News stood behind me and

me every possible help, sympathetic cooperation, and spent

plenty of money to help us put this idea across and to the

News we should indeed be grateful.

We are all pulling in the right direction, boys, and let's keep

up the great work. Keep on shooting in your advertising and

exploitation ideas, tell us how you run your theatres, send us

yout own and your theatre's photographs, in other words,

"Keep the liling" and keep your shoulders to the wheel.

It'- "All for ( »ne and < >ne for Ml." C E. L.

C. F. Lawrence Is

At the request of Mr.
Schine, head of the circuit,

C. F. Lawrence was shifted

i\o\Y Located Up In from the Ohio Theatre, in

Utica At The Avon Lima, °.hio >
to ^e

v
Av0"

Theatre, in Utica, N. Y., and
-~—""**"~"~"——^—————— it did not take him long to

start things humming in Utica. He used one of the most
popular forms of teaser throwawavs that is rapidly coming
into favor all over the country. Sid used this one on "The
Flying Fleet" and knowing how well he can get behind a

stunt, we feel that his effort met with much success.

In addition to this throwaway idea he inaugurated a fly-

ing contest for the last day's presentation of the picture.

All the entrees were planes designed and constructed by
members of the Wings of Utica, Boys' Club. These he
placed on exhibition in his lobby for several days and then

the contest was run to determine which of these miniature

models would make the best speed, or fly the highest in the

contest. With interest so keen at this time on anything per-

taining to airplanes it did not require a lot of advertising

to bring out a huge crowd to see this stunt pulled off and
naturally the business reflected the success of the entire

stunt that day. We are watching for further news from
Utica. Get busy, Sid.

Many letters we receive

Ventilation Is An ,l

;

vr " ''" th
j

M1, ' |,

,

l
'

t

- "'^"V
1

_ _ _ ilean air and ventilation m the

Important Matter theatres, especially at tins

This Time Of Year """' "' the vear
-
We are sorl

di bet w een seasi ms, and while
^~"^^~"

the weather may be chilly in

the morning and afternoon, it is quite apt to warm up during
the evening, and it' you have a good sized crowd you are going
tn he; squawks from the customers, unless you watch
your ventilation carefully. One good suggestion we received

from down south was, if you run matinee and evening separate,

it'- a good idea to open up every door between shows and give

the theatre a good airing, regardless of the weather. This is

because fresh, clean air i- important if you expect
tu keep tlie patrons satisfied. Don't en-ate had draughts during

how if you can possibly avoid it; they will cause more
kieks than the hot air itself; hut at tin- same time wateli the

weather conditions outdoors and use that a- a guide for what
you must do with your own heating and ventilating plant. It

used to In- a habit with me al this time of thi i to walk out

in trout of the house several times early in the evening .and if

I thought the weather was getting warm and the crowds com-
ing good, I would see that the heat was shut down and one of

the fans started very slowly to draw out stale air. Thi- could

he increased as conditions warrant it. Don'l overlook thi- angle
in your theatre operation because it's too important.

Getting and Holding
Good Will Is The
WayMarpoleWorks

I WE THANK YOU, LODI

I

Most of you will recall the
story I printed a short time
ago about Marpole and the
New Tokay Theatre in

Lodi, Calif., and the open-
ing he handled on the

,—™~^^^^^^^^~~^~^~ "sound" pictures in his

house. Now we are showing you an ad. he used the day
after the opening which shows that he is not slow to keep
in the good graces of his patrons. This kind of advertising

is great stuff, boys; it just makes
them feel good and gives the im-
pression that the New Tokay The-
atre is the most important theatre
in town. That is what you want
them to believe so live up to it.

Crowds like to follow the crowds.
If people see others trying to get
into a theatre, they themselves in-

B ,.„,.....,„„,. .. -.
j

variably want to get in, too. Its
— .""IT "". ..2'-.-. theatre psychology and darned

good psychology at that. From the
same paper that we clipped this

ad. we found a news story in

which the New Tokay Theatre
announced that

—"due to a re-

grettable error in shipment, the sound and color subject,
Tn a Persian Market,' did not arrive for showing on Sun-
day, but anyone who cares to see this subject will be ad-
mitted free . . .

" So once again Marpole shows good
showmanship in holding the good-will of his patrons. It's

an example worth following in many a town of the same
size as Lodi.

GEORGE JESSEL

LUCKYBOY

», TONITE anil WEDNESDAY
it ,. ..

S DON'T MISS IT!

glLJI THEATRE?Ji$mc—

Australians Use
Different Methods
In Their Theatres

In a most interesting talk

with I. Hamilton Webb of

the Union Theatre, Ltd., in

Australia, but who is at

present in this country in-

vestigating theatre condi-^~~™^"""" tions, we learned that the
showmen in his far off country use many different methods
in their operation and presentation of shows.

According to Webb, continuity during the running of a

show is of utmost importance and the dreary stage waits,

so common in this country, are absent in his. As soon as an
act is over the floods and spots are thrown onto the orches-
tra pit and leader and they entertain for the few minutes
necessary to prepare the stage for the following act. Not
just fiddle away on any old orchestration, but they render
a short popular number which gives them the featured
spot while this is going on. As soon as they finish the

eyes are directed to the stage by a quick shift of the floods.

Many managers in this country would do well to give this

angle serious consideration, because I remember distinctly

from last summer's tour of the middle west that stage waits
were evident in many of the finest houses in the cities

through which I passed. I do know that it "killed" many
a good performance.

Those of you who are located in states where censorship is

particularly strict should be thankful that you do not have to

contend with the Australian'- position when it conies to censor-

ship. Mr. Wehh told me that the censor hoard, consisting of
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two men and a woman, use the knife on practically every pic-

ture that comes into the country. They do not permit the show-

ing of a fist fight'; the marching of soldiers must be short and

snappy; soul-kisses must also be abbreviated; main titles are

often ordered changed because they do not meet with the

board's approval. Sub-titles must be carefully worded. And
many other similar restrictions. What they are going to do

with the "talkie-" is apparently going to be tough. But per-

haps they will find the solution.

Mr. Webb has consented to an appointment on our Aus-

tralian Membership Committee and has already started work

by writing to his many friends down there. So we may soon

carry a section devoted to the Australian Theatre Activities.

Move about this country later on.

Good Old Days Are
Coming Back With
Flags And Banners

This sure is a queer busi-

ness all right. When the so-

called high class and de luxe

type of house came into ex-

istence we were told that our

showmanship was "behind the"^-——^—————— times" because we used to

decorate the fronts of tin- theatres with banners, rla.^s and other

kinds of display. Not so any more, boys, not so. The finest,

and when we say finest we mean finest, theatres are going in

for banners and flags and pennants just as in the good old days.

Maybe the displays are a little better looking and cost more
than what we used to use. but they are banners, etc., just the

I™'8 ST R A K
j G Ert!A ROO

« I ! ? CHEAM wiim LAUEH1
NLf* pN f ' t> SALE

Typewriters •-- -'.niin-iM oj

".-
i -.

I PPIC i-s in Tut

r^-^g gg£

Take a look at this attractive banner which was recently used

at the famous Hippodrome Theatre in New York City. This

and several others adorn the theatre almost every week. Change

of colors and sizes make the difference that attract the patrons,

but you must .admit that this is an attractive affair. If you

were to walk down Times Square you would find banners of

some sort on practically every theatre in the famous district.

It's the good old ballyhoo, but it catches the eye just the

same, so why worry about the "high-class" or "De Luxe"

names when you can draw the customers to the 1'.. O. Better

a few red banners once in a while than a tew red ink state-

ments. Are we right or are we right.''

E. T. Zadra Sells

"Valentine" With
New Serial Stunt

Mr. Zadra needs no intro-

duction to Club members,
he was one of the first mem-
bers to enroll in the Club
and was, until recently, a

steady active member. But~
he is now making up for his

inactivity and the first letter we received tells about a

mighty fine idea of tieing up a serial story on "Jimmy Val-

entine" with a herald, making them one and the same thing.

In the first place, in case you don't know it, Ed. is the

manager of the Lyric and Ramsdell Theatres in Manistee,

Mich., for the Butterfield Circuit, and has been active in

theatre circles for quite a few years.

This latest stunt of Mr. Zadra was to take the mats which
are furnished gratis by the exchange on the serialization

of "Alias Jimmy Valentine" for the purpose of tieing up
with local newspapers, and printed them on a 9 by 12 inch
throwaway. A separate herald for each of the ten chapters
was employed and on the reverse side of each herald he
printed: "See This Story brought to Life on the Lyric
Screen—date, etc.

We would have liked to reproduce the herald here but
the copy which we received was not fit for reproduction
due to extremely light print. However, those of you who
are looking for something new on this picture can write
direct to Mr. Zadra, whom, we are sure, will send you a
copy by return mail. O. K., Ed.?

"Tod" Browning Is

On The Job With
Real Showmanship

"Tod" Browning, manag-
ing director of the Famous
B. F. Keith Memorial The-
atre in Boston, Mass., pulled

a master stroke in show-
manship when he signed up
Jack Sharkey, outstanding

heavyweight champion contender for the title left vacant
by Gene Tunney. "Tod" has to keep on his toes every min-
ute so that the Memorial Theatre continues to occupy the
fine position it now holds in Boston, so he never misses a
single trick when it means bringing more business to the
theatre.

"This vaudeville engagement, by the way, will mark
Sharkey's first appearance on the variety stage. Exhibition
bouts will be staged and the real atmosphere of the ring
will be injected into the entire presentation. This whole
engagement demonstrates an interesting angle because the
Memorial Theatre is strictly a "class" house catering to the
best people in and around the Hub, and it clearly shows
that surrounded and presented in the proper manner, any
theatre, "class" or otherwise, can put over a stunt which
will draw the business.

"Tod's" further activities will be looked for with much
interest in the future. Shoot them along and also your
photo.

NEXT WEEK
The Club Columns will carry

some unusually interesting stor-

ies from the members including:

Lloyd Sinclair's?

Birthday Mailing List Stunt

Leonard Freund'S;
"All Qirl" Show Publicty Campaign

READ THE CLUB NEWS
EVERY WEEK
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Does Misleading
Advt. Ever Bring
More Business?

We are tempted to ask this

question and trust it wi.l

evoke some interesting an-

swers ami comment. I have

before me some theatrical

pages from a certain city^~"~"™"~""————— where one theatre has installed

a sound plant and another has just a cheap non-synchronous
machine. The theatre without a synchronous outfit, probably
believing he was fooling the patrons, immediately started using

the same expressions and captions as his opposition. "See
Frankie Darro and hear a fine musical accompaniment," is what
he advertised to his patrons, but it is nol so strange to relate

that he was fooling no one but himself, because those who did

come soon left to tell the neighbors that the "So and So Thea-
tre" was hunk and did not have any talking pictures.

It it were the last thing I ever accomplished in this business

I would impress on even- exhibitor and manager the im-

portance of "Truth in Advertising." Don't try and deceive

the theatre-goers, because they are practically "fool-proof" in

this modern age. They go to the larger cities and theatres and
know what it's all about, so just confine yourself to telling the

truth and selling the show you have.

Culver Announces
"Sound & Talkies"
On Neat Mail Card

We are in receipt of a

mighty neat looking an-

nouncement card which the
Culver Theatre in Brooklyn,
mailed to all their patrons.
The card was the idea of^^~~ Harry Lewis (no relation),

manager of the house for the Seigel Circuit and well known
in Brooklyn theatre circles.

With some very well chosen words, Lewis has set forth
the inauguration of the sound equipment in the Culver and
assures his patrons that all the finest "talking pictures" have
been contracted for and that they will be presented with
all the trimmings, the same as on Times Square. And
Harry knows how to do it; what say, H. L.? Haven't seen
you for a few years, but I hear about you, so that's not so
bad.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, in last week's

issue of the NEWS, said: "If I were a

manager I would find out what the other

fellow is doing and try to in/ prove . . .

That's the spirit of the Round Table Club.

Find out what the other fellow is doing by
reading the Club pages every week.

Tell your brother managers, through the
Club pages, what you are doing.

"ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL"
Managers' Round Tabic Club of the Motion
Picture News.

The Original Idea Exchange of the Industry.

Marquee Displays
Being Used For
"Talking Shorts"

The "sound" angle brought

about one very desirable

change in theatre advertising

by reason of the ever growing
popularity of the "talking

short" subjects. 1 Iere we pic-———————^^^ tim ,

( |u .
[sjs Theatre marquee

in Kansas City, Mo., and the Plaza Theatre in the same
city, where you will note that Educational's "The Lion's Roar"
and Mack Sennett's "The Bride's Relations" are getting prom-
inent billing along with the other main attractions on the pro-

gram. And this is as it should lie. Why let the opportunity roll

by to play up a part of your show that is as entertaining, or

sometimes more entertaining, than even the featured picture?

I personally witnessed the showing of "The Bride's Relations"

in the Paramount Theatre in New York a few weeks ago and
in my humble opinion it was the outstanding attraction on the

entire program. "Sound" has opened up a wider held for

shorts than for the feature length productions for many good
reasons, and we should be quick to grasp the opportunity to

play them up strong. That goes for lobby and program billing

as well as newspaper ads. Take it from me. boys, it's worth
the billing. Get after it you "sound" house managers.

Egan Is Always On
Job To Keep The
Capitol In Front

the local Radio broadcasting station CHWC

From the Capitol Theatre,
in Regina, Sask., Canada, our
good friend P. D. Egan tells

us that he is getting plenty
of publicity and keeping the
theatre in everyone's atten-
tion through a tie-up with
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The station asks every day over the air, why the Capitol

is so well liked and the idea is that the listeners must em-
body their answers in ten words. Free passes are sent to

those submitting the best phrases and to give you some
idea how successful the stunt is working we need only call

your attention to the fact that almost one thousand answers
were received during the first week. Just imagine the in-

terest this stunt has created and the raft of new names Egan
is getting for his mailing list. That's what we call "steppin'

on the gas." Atta boy Pete.

Toy "Showboats"
Means Good Store
Tie-Ups on Pictures

Here's one that will bear fil-

ing away for use when you
play Universal's "Showboat,"
and from advance notices we
are led to suspect that it's go-

ing to be a box office winner.

The Arcade Mfg. Co., in

cooperation with Universal's exploitation department, has man-
ufactured toy "Showboats" as pictured here; all you need do

is to work on all your local toy stores to effect a fine window
tieup on the picture by use of these boats. Another good angle

is to get some sort of a tank in your lobby or foyer (if pos-

sible ) and make a display of your own. Even without the tank

or water you could still produce an effect which, when properly
set and lighted, would make everyone stop and take notice ; in
other words get them talking—that's always the way to create
interest in any corning attraction.

We recall on "Down to the Sea in Ships" a fine miniature
stage stunt we used which showed a ship (the duplicate of the
one in that picture ) being tossed around on a storm sea. And
make believe the cash customers didn't applaud the effect. It

got a bigger hand than the favorite house orchestra. Such
tieups invariably are good business getters and on this particu-
lar one the toy manufacturers have arranged to furnish every
toy dealer in the country with all the necessary stuff for the
window display. Don't lose track of this one boys; it's good.

W. R. Allen, Live-
wire Publicity Man
Joins Round Table

It always gives us great
pleasure to single out some
particular new member of the
Club for special mention, and
we believe this is the case with
.Mr. Wallace R. Allen, the"~"~"'^—^~

~ publicity man for Publix-
( Hympia Theatre in New Haven.
Some of the exploitation engineered by Mr. Allen has been

broadcast throughout the country by the Puhlix office because
of the novelty and originality of the stunts. So we can all look
forward to reading some interesting things from the Olympia
Theatre and Mr. Allen.

Welcome, Wallace, and let's have your photo by return mail,
and we don't mean maybe.

House organs and pro-
grams play so large a part
in successful theatre opera-
tion that we intend to play
this angle up quite a bit in

the future issue of the Club—^————""""^
" pages.

The first one we illustrate is that used by William A.
Levey of the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington, L. I.

House Programs
Will Be Publishd
On These Pages

GRETA GARBO JOHN GrLBERT ,

AWoman ofAffairs

.LENin^

CAPTAIN
NOW

V1TAPHONE and
MOVIETON E

•'Inr Wbolt Show on Ox Sacra"'

MAK. 7 H

VILMA BANKY In

THE
AWAKENING

VICTOR McLAGLEN

TRUE HEAVEN
WINNIE LIGHTNER FAMILY PICNIC WILL MAHONEY

You may recall that I called attention to Levey's program
some time ago and since doing so, Bill tells me that he
has received many requests for copies. Now we decided

to show you what we were talking about. There are a lot

of us who may not care for this type of house program.
But to those managers who believe, as Levey does, this is

just the thing. You will note the absence of theatre notes

or editorials. It is strictly held to announcing the attrac-

tions that the Beacon will play. But it does announce these

pictures emphatically.
Members will confer a favor by placing the Club on their

regular theatre mailing lists so that we can receive a copy
every week or as often as they are published. Do this right

away so that I get plenty of programs to select from.
Thanks in advance for this favor.
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When the Paramount,

New York, stage show
added the Williams Sisters

to their elaborate presenta-

tion, it was done on such
short notice that no regular—^———— men were available to

change the marquee signs, so the famous sisters borrowed

Stars Had To Put
Their Own Names
Up At Paramount

RUTH ^^^l
1 V^F^V^^ '

^^i^^i
a ladder back stage and proceeded to bill themselves. As
you will readily see in the photograph, this stunt attracted

plenty of attention from the strollers on Broadway, and
how they do love to see strange sights in this old town. On
the top of the ladder is pretty Dorothy Williams, while her

sister Hanna hands the letters of their name to her. Class,

eh, wot?

W. H. Hall Sends
Us Some Fine
Newspaper Advts.

From Baton Rouge, La.,

Manager W. H. Halll has
sent us some copies of

his newspaper ads which
will come in for future use
before very long. Mr. Hall~

~

is well known in theatrical
circles down his way and has been schooled in the proper
methods of real theatrical advertising, with the result that
his ads are eye-arresting as soon as you reach the theatre
page in his local papers.

NEXT WEEK
Frank C. Goldquist'S; open

discussion of "smut" comedies.

W. A. PRAGER'S; Exploitation on
Canary Murder Case in Seattle.

Montague Salmon's; Quick
thinking ballyhoo in Macon, Qa.

And many other interesting items for

live wire showmen.

Interesting Club
Chatter About Our
Various Members

Ed. Zadra, busier than
ever, managing the Butter-
field house ;n Manistee,
Mich., always finds the time
to keep the Club posted on
his activities. In running

"""""" through one of his recent
letters we found the following paragraph—"Business is

fair and I am getting ready for sound. It won't be long
before the exhibitor without it will be in the 'horse and
buggy' class."

As limy as we're on the track of boosting the Club 1>\ quot-
ing from some of our members' correspondence, we can't pass
up the one from Lloyd E. Sinclair of the N'ew Southern The-
atre in Minneapolis. Says Lloyd: "1 believe that this Club is

one of the greatest things that lias been created in . . .

any trade magazine, and that the managers or exhibitors that

do nut join are missing out on a great thing." Thanks, Brother
Sinclair, on behalf of all the members.

In looking at the "Season Pass" throw-away gag which
seems to be sweeping the country, I have had occasion to
question several members close to New York as to their
opinion of this type of advertising. The decision seems to
be fifty-fifty. But those who have used it seem to have
kept to a neat and attractive make-up, with the result
that the finished card is not a bad job. I have before me
one from the Babcock Theatre, upstate house, and one from
Sid Lawrence of Utica. However, you boys who run the
house should know what is O. K. for your theatres. Use
the old nut and you won't go wrong.

-Michael Nicholas of the Farragut Theatre on the Schwartz
Circuit is busier than a one-armed paper hanger with the itch

these days, even though his theatre is closed. But it is only for

a few weeks while they redecorate the entire house from top
tn bottom and install his Vitaphone and Movietone equipment.
Then watch out for news from the Farragut and Nichols.

Fred Johnson hit the "bull's eye again when he worked
some good dope on censorship into the editorial columns of

his local paper. Fred always manages to keep himself and
his theatre in the public eye and that's high-powered pub-
licity in anybody's town. But whether he is busy as the

devil or not he always keeps in touch with us. Gosh, Fred,

what a shining example you would be for members with the

the writer's cramp. Hey, hey.

Morris Rosenthal, manager of Schwartz' Queens Village

Theatre, starts off his membership in the right way. Says
Morris

—

"I will send you details of a campaign I executed

here in changing from Vaudeville to Vitaphone policy. This
may he of interest to many exhibitors who are facing the

same problem we did." That's the spirit Rosenthal, the CLUB
"hug" has bitten you already, so keep to your promise and

the good work \ on have started.

What we would term originality is the best way to

describe the very novel method which was used by Man-
ager A. Baier of the, Lindbergh Theatre in Kansas City,

when he injected an entirely new "line" in theatre advertis-

ing by finishing off his ad with these words: "Thanking you
in advance for your presence, we are, sincerely, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Baier."

Maurice Bliss, of the Metro Theatre, in the Bronx, N. Y.,

is one of those members who fall behind once in a while
and then make up for it by "shooting" some good stuff

along. And his latest is a "WOW" in any language. Mau-
rice, it was one of the best expressions, and truthful, thati

I have ever seen, but I like to get them just that way.
We are all brothers under the skin, and when we want to

say something in plain words and still feel certain that our
confidence will not be violated, then you picked the right

man to send it to. Let's hear some more from you Mau^
rice, I like your stuff.
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Manager's Round Table Club
Permit Us To Introduce Some New Members
CHARLES E. HUTCHINSON, of the

'Folly Theatre, in Oklahoma City, Okla.,

is busy preparing for "sound" and no
doubt busy preparing- an advance cam-
paign for the inauguration of this type of

entertainment. The way he engineers it

should make darn good reading on these

pages. Anything to start with Charlie?

EDWARD L. CONROY, directing

head of the Capitol Theatre in Shreve-
port, La., has now had enough time and
experience on "sound" pictures to make
his views well worth reading about. Sup-
pose I'd., you show us what a good mem-
ber should do in the line of communicat-
ing with us on your exploitation of sound
pictures?

* * *

J. EDWIN THAMERT, under whose
direction the Strand Theatre keeps going
out in Boise, Idaho, is just the type of

smaller town manager whose views we
value very highly. The small town is

worthy of all the space that we can give
it and from managers like Thamert we
want the 'up to the minute' news.

WALTER NEITHOLD, manager of

the Liberty Theatre in Plainfield, N. J.,

has earned a reputation for bringing
Broadway to Plainfield and his many
novel exploitation and theatre operation
methods have brought him into the lime-
light very often, which just proves that
you can't keep a good man down. Walter
should be sure to keep us posted on his

activities.

J. E. JONES, who manages the Rex
and Ritz Theatres in Seminole, Okla.,
has a man-sized job on his hands with
the effort necessary to properly handle
both those house-, but J. E. knows the
-how business and it takes more than
just two houses to stump him. He could,
if he wanted to. make a real active mem-
ber In keeping us posted on how he ex-
ploits Ins pictures. Right, J. E.?

NOTE: These are just a few of the
many new members nf the Club, others
will appear in succeeding issues. Mem-
bers who have forwarded their applica-
tions are requested to give us time to
reach their names.

HENRY SOSNOSKY, manager of the
Philo and Grand Theatres in Chisholm,
Minn., is another enterprising member
who just joined our ranks and from ad-
vance information about Henry we are
sure that his membership application will

be followed by some good tips on theatre
operation and showman-hip. We may he
wrong about this but we doubt it. You
answer this yourself, Henry. O. K. ?

CARL H. MILLER, manager of the
Redland Theatre, in Redlands. California,
knows the show business and, unless re-
ports which have reached us are untrue,
Carl will certainly be able to supply us
with some interesting exploitation and
theatre operation ideas. What say, Carl?

E. T. MATHES, manages the Avalon
Theatre, in Bellingham, Wash., a live

little place up in the Northwest, and since
some of the best stuff we have ever pub-
lished came from that section of the
country, we can expect something of real

interest from Mathes.

ART HILE, the Judith Theatre man-
ager from Lewistown, Mont., must have
more than a passing knowledge of the
show business because he has to handle
everything from road shows to vaudeville
and pictures, and besides his house is

now wired for the "talkies" so that makes
news from him still more interesting.

ARTHUR BACHECHI, manager of

the Kimo Theatre in Albuquerque, N. M.,
runs a 1,500 seat theatre in the modern
manner and a letter from him, now and
then, should prove interesting reading
for all the members. Come on. Art.

L. E. BREWER, manager of the Royal
Theatre in Pauls Valley, Okla., is another
new member whose theatre is now being
wired for "sound," and while waiting for

"talkie" news from him he might tell us
how he put over the Royal advertising up
to this time.

* * *

GEORGE E. CUIMETTE, Princess
Theatre manager, from Fairhaven, Mass.,
is one of those managers who deals
rather in quality than quantity, and for
this reason he ought to come out in the
open and tell us some of the ways he
put over the pictures up there. We shall

watch the mail for more about him.

FRED B. PICKREL, director of the
Murray Theatre in Ponca City, Okla.,
has had a long and varied career in the
theatre game and so should be well
equipped to write us some news about
the way he runs his theatre and sells the
picture.

WILL YOU
BE NEXT??

COME ON!!

APPLICATION FOR

MEMBERSHIP IN

"MANAGER'S ROUND

TABLE CLUB"

729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Address

Theatre

City

Policy

Capacity

State

Honorary Chairman Chairman

Wm. A. Johnston C. E. Lewis

SHOOT IT IN—NOW!!

C. R. LINDBLAD hails from the
Plaza Theatre (one of the box Midwesco
houses) in Milwaukee. Wis., and being
right in the midst of so much theatre ac-

tivity qualifies him to be a good corres-
pondent on operation and advertising.
We have every right to believe that he
will make a good member. Time will

tell.

ARCHIE B. HOLT, is the man at the

helm of the Capitol Theatre, 'way out in

Salem, Oregon, and if he lives up to the
example of our other far-western mem-
bers, then look-out for some "live-wire"

stuff from Salem.

"BOB" UNGERFELD is the directing
genius of the Gateway and Orpheum
Theatres, in Kenosha, Wise, and, in case

you don't know it, these two theatres
handle a variety of entertainment from
silent and sound pictures to stage shows.

J. RAY COOK, manager of the Mis-
souri Theatre, in Maryville, Mo., who op-

erates the first -run house of that town
and who has put across some fine exploi-

tation ideas. Members should look for-

ward with interest to some great "dope"
from Ray.

H. O. APPLETON finds selling sound
to patrons of the Appleton Theatre in

Vppleton, Wis., an interesting and profit-

able pastime. Xow he should broadcast
the way he does it through the Club
pages in the News. We are waiting.

II. O.
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A Mystery Solved

A Secret Revealed!

Why do certain pictures smash records,

while others, believed by many to be

equally good, do only average bus-

iness?—or less!

The answer, by producers, supervisors,

writers, directors, stars, players, film

editors and title writers who have

made Record Smashing pictures, and

by-

Exhibitors who have played Record

Smashers, and—

Newspaper Photoplay Editors who
have reviewed, criticized and eulogized

Record Smashers, will appear in the

greatest and most practical special issue

in the history of the Industry—the

Record Smasher Number
of

Motion Picture News
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Opinions on Pictures

The Younger
Generation

Not Jazzy, But A Well Done Talker

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

urpHE YOUNGER GENERATION" is

1 not one of those jazz and gin pic-

tures as might be expected from the title.

It is a story of advancement in this country

of an emigrant family of Jewish faith, who
rise from Delancey Street in the Ghetto of

New York to Fifth Avenue, and in the pro-

cess the son of the family changes from
Morris Goldfish to Maurice Fish. The pic-

ture is a sob talker, produced by Columbia,

and in all it looks like a good box office bet.

Not a world beater by any means, but a

picture that will get average business.

Columbia went out and got a very com-
petent cast for this production as befitted

the Fannie Hurst story which they had first

secured. Then they went along and made
a talking picture that rates fairly well with
those that have been turned out in the

first rush of dialog production.

The early scenes of life in the Ghetto
district are well handled and the youngsters
playing the roles of the children of the two
families are worthy of billing, but unfor-
tunately they were not programmed. Here
the young son of the Goldfish family shows
that he is destined to make his mark in the
business world and he is the light and pride
of his mother's eye. By the same token it

is the daughter that is daddy's pride. When
the boy reaches man's estate and becomes
Maurice Fish an antique dealer of Fifth
Avenue he moves his family to a spot where
they will be on the edge of the social circle.

That is all very well for he and mother but
the father longs for the old neighborhood
and his bearded cronies who speak his lan-
guage and the daughter has not outgrown
her childhood love affair with one of the
old neighborhood boys, despite the fact
that her brother upbraids her for it. When
the sister's sweetheart becomes involved in
a robbery and the girl sticks and marries
him, it is too much for the high-toned
brother and he turns her out of the house.
She does not get back until she arrives at
her father's bedside as he dies. By that
time she is a mother and her husband has
been released from prison. Then even the
old mother turns from her boy and decides
that she too would prefer to go back among
her own people in the Ghetto, where the
daughter is living.

Melodramatic yes, but the kind of melo-
drama that the majority of audiences like.

Drawing Power: General. Teaches a
fairly good moral in honoring the parents.
The cast with Jean Hersholt as the father,
Lina Basquette and Ricardo Cortez have
box office value.

Produced and distributed by Columbia
Pictures. Length: Sound, 8,217 feet; Silent
7,394 feet. Running time an hour and
thirty-five minutes. Released March 9, 1929.

THE CAST
Poppa Goldfish Jean Hersholt
Birdie Goldfish Lina Basquette
Morris Goldfish Ricardo Cortez

The Woman Who
Needed Killing

Title Tells The Story
(Reviewed by Jerry Hoffman)

('THE WOMAN WHO NEEDED
* KILLING" is made obvious from

start to finish by its title and the earlier se-

quences. The audience knows, from the

moment the title is flashed, that they will

see a woman who is a rather mean person
and that she will be disposed of in some
manner for the good of the rest of the

characters before the final fade-out. This

bings the only suspense or interest from the

audience in speculation as to how this kill-

ing will be done and when.

It is from the story by Margaret H.
Lawrence, which is supposed to have been
widely circulated. The locale is South
Africa, wherein an English gentleman and
his wife are stationed in a government post.

From the outset, we see that the woman is

the type who needs killing, simply because
she can't help vamping other men, particu-

larly youngsters. When she tries it on the

younger brother, an idol of her husband,
that calls for the execution. While the

husband sets about exterminating her, (for

the good of the race) he is spared that crime
by another circumstance. Clyde Cook sup-
plies the other circumstance which relieves

Clive Brook of the vampirish presence of

Baclanova. And Neil Hamilton, as Clive

Brook's younger brother, furnishes impetus
to the motive. Prior to this Leslie Fenton
appeared as a young man who served as

"lure practice" for Baclanova.

The sound apparatus in the theatre where
previewed was horrible and didn't enhance
the value of the dialogue one bit. That the

dialogue is good was proven by the fact that

the audience liked it when they could under-
stand it. There are a bit too many Russian
songs from Baclanova. So far, this gorgeous
lady has delivered Russian chansons (an

odd combination but it goes) in "The Wolf
of Wall Street" and now unloads a truck-

ful in "The Woman Who Needed Killing."

For exhibitors "The Woman Who
Needed Killing" is a sporting proposition.

It will rate one extreme or another in your
locality depending on exploitation, the type
of patrons and sort of newspaper reviews.

In other words, it will be hailed either as

"great, different unusual, brilliant" and
whatever adjectives are the favorites of
alleged "high-brow" critics; or it will be
just plain flop. The odds are in favor of

the former.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
A Louis Lighton Production, directed by
Rowland V. Lee; adaptation and dialogue

bv John Farrow and Edward E. Paramore,
Jr.

TflE CAST
Tannie Gregory Baclanova

Frank Gregory Clive Brook

Bobhy Gregory Xeil Hamilton

Tubbs Clyde Cook

Peter Allerton Leslie Fenton

Chief Macheria Snitz Edwards

That Murder In Berlin
Just Another Court Room Melodrama

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

AS suggested by the title this is a Ger-
man made production. That means

good photography, direction and possibly

acting. The question of story, however, is

another matter. In this particular case the

story is rather unsatisfactory for the audi-

ence will leave the theatre wondering what
really happened, who committed the mur-
der or was it a suicide. Their curiosity

won't be satisfied, so they won't be satis-

fied with the picture. Then there is the title

to raise something of a question. Will
Amei'ican audiences be interested in a mur-
der that occurred in Berlin?

The tale does show German court pro-

cedure to be somewhat different from our
own, but at the same time it shows that the

juries are no different and a good looking
woman charged with crime has more than
an even chance of being acquitted.

In this particular instance the story opens
with an aged artist, who has been secretly

married for months to a young and very
beautiful actress, disclosing the fact at a
little wedding supper for three. The next
morning he is discovered dead in his room,
while his wife is found tied to her bed in

the adjoining room. From that point the
action is wholly in the court room, with the

various theories of what took place being

pictured as the testimony of various wit-

nesses is given, and then picturized differ-

ently when the prosecutor and the attor-

neys for the defense sum up. In the end the

woman is acquitted, and when her attorney

proposes to her in the empty court room,
she rewards him with a smile and says she
will consider his proposal later.

Magda Sonja who created the role of

Mata Hari in "The Red Dancer" is the

woman in the case in this instance and
gives a very finished performance. Her
aged husband in the hands of Carl Gotz
becomes a fine piece of character work,
while Karl Ettlinger is the attorney hero

of the affair. The heavy played by Anton
Pointner is passable. A comedy chai-acter

played by Gustav Diesel lends itself per-

fectly to what is rather a dreary affair.

A twist at the end of this picture, show-
ing what a farce some jury trials are where
a pretty woman is concerned, by having the

heroine walk out and marry the heavy
might have helped.

Drawing Power: Little if any. The pic-

ture will do to fill in though as against

another mystery feature that may be played

up in your town by the opposition with
heavy advertising.

Produced and distributed by The Big
Three. Length 5,700 feet. Running time an
hour and twelve minutes. Story by Max
Brod, directed by Frederick Feber.

THE CAST
The Hushand Carl Gotz

The Wife Magda Sonja

The Friend Anton Poinlner

The Butler Gustav Diesel

The Attorney Karl Ettlinger

The Prosecutor Gustav Riekelt
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Where East Is East
Fine ludience Picture

(Reviewed 1>> Walter It. Greene)

REGARDLESS of a perfectly obviou

storj thai tells what 's coming n •

in ach ance, there are so many g I [>

to the production, thai story faults are

easily forgotten.

••Where East i- East" i- an example

thai good silent pictures still can be m ide

—pictures thai can and do hold the atten

tii hi of audiences even better than the nc er

form nt all-talkers and sounders. Even in

rough preview form, with .-i few hundred
ieet -till to be shaved, and with nece

brushing up of titles to be accomplished,

the picture unwound at a clip thai held

audience interest throughout.

Lou Chaney is, as always, an outstanding

actor, and presents ;i forceful characteriza

tion. He is supported by Lupe Velez, United
Artists meteoric star; Estelle Taylor, in a

role that is outstanding; and Lloyd Hughes,
former First National star.

•Where East U East" as n picture grips

an audience. It'- one of those stories laid

somewhere east of Suez with Chancy in the

role of a hard-boiled wild animal trapper

for one of the large circuses. Chancy
achieves another excellent makeup with a

face torn and scarred (but not grotesque)

where sundry jungle "cats" have raked
their claws.

Estelle Taylor handles one of the oddest

roles of her screen career—and one of the

most difficult portrayals that have been
handed out in many a day. Around her
characterization revolves the entire plot of
this weird story.

Toyo is in reality Estelle 's daughter

—

and therein lies the salt of one of the oddest
plots in a long time. The struggle of a
French mother, versed in all the trickery
of the Orient, trying with all her wiles to

lure away the sweetheart of her daughter,
is in itself a novel idea that Tod Browning
developed to the tallest extent.

The climax is one that causes the audi-

ence to hold its breath, even though it had
been telegraphed three reel- previously. To
forever still the luring eve- of his former
wife, chaney uncages a man-eating gorilla,

which was waiting lor an opportunity to go
after Estelle for a hurt years previously.
When the gorilla first attack- Estelle, cha-
ney apparently changes his mind and makes
a futile attempt to ave her. Toyo and I he
hoy are married in front of the mangled
animal trapper, ami embark Tor the VVesl

as Chaney peacefully cashes in from lu-

wound-.
It'- a picture with plenty of wallop.
Drawing Power: Lon chaney- Lupe

Vele/ Estelle Taylor, a combination that

re to attract attenl ion. Y..n - an
gO the lllini in :m1\ ertising this one a

entertainment, and will have to make no
apologies alter. |i'- a star easl in a Kip-

jesque love story of flic Orient.

Produced and distributed by Metro
G-oldwyn Mayer. Story by Tod Browning

Barry Sinclair Drago. Adapted bj

Waldemar Young, Scenario by Richard
Schayer. Directed b Tod Browning. Pho-
tography by 1 1

1

• 1 1

1

-
> Sharp. Length, approx.

'• feet. Release date, May I.

II CAST
Tiger Ha m I on I

Toyo ] ,,;,, \ elcz
our I telli (

Lli

Louis Stei n

The Spirit Of Youth
Exceptionally Good

(Reviewed by Don Ashbangh)
< Silent Version Only i

Tl 1 I . career of i rtain boxing champion
who retired and married an heiress

forms the basis of this Tiffany Staid pic-

ture starring Dorothy Sebastian. From the

enthusiasm displayed by a jaded evening

audience, the film is a certain box office

l.,i ... 1 1 's a pi]i of a program picl ure

neatly directed by Walter Lang and is well-

edited.

'fhe story opens in a harbor town. Larry

Kent is cast as the sailor-boxer the pride

of the Navy. He is enamored with the \il-

lage librarian, Dorothy Sebastian. After

several sequences establishing the idea that

she's a sweet young thing, madly in love,

his boat leaves. Kent promises to come
back to her and to "write a postcard from
every port."
Time lapses are cut in neatly by showing

Dorothy making trips to the mail box hope-

fully awaiting the promised postcards. In

a trip from the house through the snow is

interlapped a shot showing her stepping

from the door in summer finery. The next
she hears Larry is the world's middleweight

champion.
In the meantime he has fallen in love

with another girl—a rich heiress who lives

in the harbor city and who is very friendly

with Dorothy.
The heiress prevails upon Larry to stage

an exhibition bout before he retires for all

time. His sparring partner pulls a double-
cross and when Larry is blinded from rosin

in the other's gloves, he is knocked out.

Naturally the heiress is disappointed but
Dorothy, who is in the crowd, comes to the

ring, and with the love light gleaming in

her eyes, tells Larry he is still champion as

far as she is concerned.
At this point Larry re-enters the rim;'

and knocks out the unfaithful sparring
partner. Then he rushes to Dorothy's little

seaside collage for the final fadeout.
It's a clever little picture for some rea-

son. It caught the audience's fancy right
tit the start, and held right through to the
finish. The immense amount of ballyhoo
which has been put forth for championship
boxers evidently strikes home to most of
the public.

Betty Francisco handles the role of the

heiress daughter in capable fashion. The
cleverest individual work in the picture is

contributed by Maurice Murphy, the young
brother of the heiress.

Drawing Power: Dorothy Sebastian is

forging ahead rapidly in popularity and
should mean something as the star. The
picture can he n intended as line enter
tainment, as il is way above the general
average of program pictures. Stress can be
laid on t he fact that it 's the love -lory of
a boxing champion hut most of the busi-
ness will come from favorable word of
ii th advertising.

Produced and distributed by Tiffany-
Stahl. Story and scenario by Eve T'nsell

and Elmer Hani-. Directed b\ Walter
Lang. Photography by John Boyle. Titles
b Frederic and Fanny Eatton. Length ap-
proximately 6,000 feet. Released Feb. 20.

THE CAST
Grant I lorothy Sebastian

Jim Kenney Larrj knit
Ewing [.'ii' I rancisco

I 'I Ewing Maui u

I oodles I' u ing \mt.i
I i . ma nil

Mr. Ewing Donald It'll

Hal Loring Douglas G

The Canary Murder
Case

A Mystery Thriller In Talk Well
Handled

(Reviewed bv Freddie Srliader)

HERE is a erarkei jark mysterj thriller

done in dialog. It is from a "be-t

seller" bj S. S. Van Dine and the audi

ences should eat II up. 'fhe mystery and

suspense are maintained until the final min
ule- of the picture and the story has the

audience on the c<\<sr of their seat- the big-

gest pari of the time. From a box office

angle it is a bet that you can't afford to

miss if you have a wired house.

The cast is one hundred per Cent great

with William Powell, Louise Brooks, dames
Hall and dean Arthur as the featured mem-
bers. William Powell in the role of Philo
Vance the society criminal investigator

walks away with the honor- of the picture,

but the others are close behind him.

It is a story that combines the stage and

screen and it is quite possible thai S. S. Van
Dine received his original suggestion for

the novel from "The Broadway Butterfly"

case several years ago. In adapting the

book Florence Ryerson and Albert Shelby
LeVino have done a neat and effective piece

of work, while Malcolm St. Clair who di-

rected cleverly maintained the suspense to

the last shred in his screen development of

the story.

"The Canary" is a musical comedy girl

who has had considerable of a past and any
number of admirers, most of them being
around that dangerous age of 40. Finallj

she meets with young Jimmy Spotswoode.
He is socially prominent and there is money
in the family. The fad that Jimmy is en-

gaged to another girl in the show means
nothing to "The Canary." He's her bird-

seed and she goes right after him. Jimmy
finally tries to break off, his father also goes
to see her, but she is determined to marry
the boy and proceeds to call up all of the

men in her past and tells them that she is

going to wed and ad\ i-e- t hem to •

' kick in
"

to her with substantial wedding presents,

checks preferred, 'fhe admirers dare not

disobey her summons to her apartment
and the next morning when it i- found that

"The Canary" has been strangled with her
own necklace, they are all under suspicion.

of course Philo Vance arrives and clears

the mystery and shows how cleverly the

one who committed the crime hid hi- tracks.

Drawing Power: You can go a- far as

you like on this one and rest assured that

it will please any type of person that sits

in your audience.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length: Sound. 7,171 feet ; silent, 7,171 Ieet.

Running time an hour and twenty two min-
utes. Released Feb. '_':;. 1929. from the

mystery novel by S. S. Van Dine. Adapted
by Florence Ryerson ami Albert LeVino.
Directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

I UK CAST
Philo Vance William Powell
I 'ii it n \ Spotswoode James I lilt

Margaret Odell Louise Brooks
Alys lit",.-, Jean Arthur
Dr. Ami" " .'

I indquist G ta

Charles Spotswoode Charles Lane
Ernest Heath Eugi ne Pallette

< li.nl' is i leaves I.aw rence ('.rant

T"ii\ Skeel Ne«l Sparks
Louis Mannix Louis 1.1m Bartels

Markham E. II. Calvert
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Speakeasy
Good Underworld-Prize Ring Talker

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

WQPEAKEASY" should get a lot of

^ dough at the box office. In the first

place the title is one that should intrigue

audiences. It is a fast moving story, well

acted and directed with as good dialog as

any of the feature length talkers have had
to date. It came into New York this week
for the 2nd Anniversary Bill at the Rexy
and was backed with a whale of an adver-

tising campaign that is second only to that

given to the advent of "In Old Arizona."

The original play of Edward Knoblock
and George Rosner won't be recognized by
those writers when they look at the picture.

But Eddie Burke who handled the changes
of dialog to fit the new version has don'' a

good job. Ben Stoloff who directed also

did a very workmanlike piece of work, and
the picture brings a new leading juvenile

to the screen in Paul Page who was given

all the best of it in the advertising. He
proves fairly satisfactory as does Lola Lane
who has the lead opposite him, but the

three people who really run away with the

picture are Helen Ware, Stuart Erwin and
Sharon Lynn.
The tale concerns a middleweight cham-

pion pugilist who wants to retire, but his

manager in order to keep him in the fight

game frames for him to be defeated. This
manager is a pretty tough egg, a slick

politician, protector of speakeasies and the

leader of a gun mob. The complications
start when a girl working on one of the

newspapers decides that she will be able to

get a story out of the defeated champ de-

spite the fact that he has refused to talk to

anyone. Accompanied by one of the re-

porters of the paper she invades the speak-
easy where the champ and his manager
make their headquarters. The manager
tries to make her and when it becomes
necessary for her to prove to the fighter

that he has been framed she seemingly falls

for the manager's wiles, and once she has
the proof the former champion decides that
he will go back in the ring and regain the
crown he has lost—just for love's sake.

He gets a return match, which he wins,
but not before there has been a kidnapping
of the heroine, the murder of the crooked
manager and the shooting of an old piano
player in the dive. Just why this piano
player wanted to protect the young gir]

will be one of those mysteries but he did
protect her and paid with his life for it.

"Speakeasy" is a safe bet for it has any-
thing that an audience can ask for.

Drawing Power: All classes. It will gel
those wlio want underworld stuff, and you
can make a play for the sports and fighl

followers. Still there is sufficient of a love
story to keep the Haps thrilled and maybe
they will fall hard for this Page boy.
Produced ami distributed by Fox Films

Corp. Running time an hour and one min-
ute. From tin' play by Edward Knoblock
and George Rosner. Directed by Ben Sto-
loff.

lilt CAST
¥?rti

V--\; p '"' ''•'«

Alice \\ Is Lola Lane
Fuzzy Henry B. WalthallMm Helen Ware
Cannon Delmont Warren Hymei
Cy \\ imams Smart Erwin
Mazie Sharon Lynn
1 it! Editor Erville Alderson
Dave} James Guilfoyle
Speakeasy Hangers-On ... Helen Lynch. Marjorie Beeln

Sailor Vincenl

Battle Of Mons
War Scenes Without A Kick
(Reviewed by Freddie Srhader)

THIS is a picture that glorifies the Eng-
lish Army that was first to cross the

Channel secretly in 1914 to throw its force

with the French to stop the German inva-

sion. However, the picture is one that is

patently a manufactured product with a
few actual shots incorporated. The fact

that it is manufactured and the troops are

so evidently taking direction makes it a

laugh at times. There is little inerest in

the picture for this country, although it

should find ready box office patronage in

Canada.
The titles are a series of dates, begin-

ning with August 14, 1014, and running
through the memorable retreat of the Eng-

lish and French armies, until they stood

with their backs to the walls of Paris be-

fore they were able to repulse the invader.

Regiment after regiment of English troops

are mentioned. They don't mean anything

to those of us in this country who are not

English. The tradition and history of these

regiments are not familiar to the average

American audience and therefore we
naturally cannot get the thrill out of the

picture that an English or Canadian audi-

ence would.
The New Era Films, Ltd., present the

picture, which was produced with the offi-

cial sanction and cooperation of the

British Army Council. The direction is the

work of Walter Summers.
Scenes shown are the English troops

leaving Dover, crossing the channel, their

arrival in France and the first battle of the

war. In reality it wasn't a battle, but a

running fight which virtually ended in a

rout, with the mere handful of Britishers

trying to stem an irrestible force. There

are a couple of dramatic incidents that

have been played up, one of two English-

men standing off a troop of Germans in a

wind-mill, and the Germans being finally

dispersed by artillery tire. Another a street

battle where again a handful of English

licked the whole German Army.
But there is no story other than the

combat of the military forces behind the

picture and that washes it up as far as

most American audiences are concerned.

Produced and distributed by British New
Era Films, Ltd. Length, 5,500 feet. Run-

ning time, an hour and -even minutes.

Directed by Walter Summer-..

Raymond McK.ee and some negro gents are a

trifle per Imbed by the appearance <>j a pair of
se<i lions. The scene i^ from "Sip! Hoom!
Bang!", the first of a new Jack II hite talking

comedy series to be released thru Educational

Cohens And Kellys In

Atlantic City
Slapstick Hoke To Get Laughs

(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

HP HE picture is a combination of talkie

' and silent. The dialogue sequences are

principally between George Sidney as

Cohen and Mack Swain as Kelly, with the

usual Weber and Fieldian cross fire clash-

ing of the Irish and Jew partners who
have been in business together for 30 years

and who have fought continuously for that

length of time. Albert DeMond is respon-

sible for the dialogue and titles.

Cohen and Kelly, in this installment of

their activities, are engaged in the business

of manufacturing bathing suits. But they
are behind the times, so Rosie Cohen and
Pat Kelly, daughter and son of the re-

spective partners decide that the firm

needs new life, so they undertake to pro-

vide it. The fathers are sent on the mad
and the children remodel the shop and
show room, putting in a bathing girl revue

to attract the buyers. They have also con-

tracted to present a prize of $10,000 to the

prize bathing beauty of the Atlanic City

pageant. In the midst of the bathing girl

revue at the sales rooms the parents walk
in and the kids flee. Atlantic City is their

objective. Cohen becomes aware of this,

and, with Mrs. Kelly, follows them. Kelly,

believing his wife has eloped with Cohen,

gets Mrs. Cohen and follows. Mrs. Kelly-

has had the foresight to send a telegram

to the Atlantic City police asking them to

hold her son and Cohen's daughter on their

arrival. The police watch the trains but the

kids go by auto, so when the senior Cohens
and Kellys arrive they are seized by the

cops and thrown in jail. Cohen is placed

with a murderous crook as a cell mate and

handcuffed to him. When the crook makes
his escape he carried Cohen with him and

then there is another chase that goes on

for hours. In the end the pageant is held

and Rosie Cohen wins it, so the firm is in

the $10,000 prize money and the business

of the firm is rehabilitated through the

business activities of the youngster-.

In the matter of cast the picture i- all

that could be asked. George Sidney and

Vera Gordon are Mr. and Mrs. Cohen.

Mack Swain and Kate Price are the Kelly

couple, while Nora. Lane i- the Rosie Cohen

and Cornelius Keefe portrays Cat Kelly.

Virginia Sale, sister of Chic Sale, i- present

in a. bit as a -teno. while Tom Kennedy
plays the tough crook.

Drawing Power: Should get by in the

cheaper houses, but hasn't the class to en-

title it to a week's run in the first run

theatres. Harmless enough in it- hokum
comedy ami should pull laughs from the

average second run audience-.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Length: Sound version, 7.4oo Eeet. Run-

ning time, an hour and twenty minute..

Story by -lack Townley, adapted by Earle

Snell, directed by William James Craft.

THE CAST
Mr. Cohen George Sidney

Mrs. Cohen Vera I "idon

Mr. Kelly Mack Swain

Mrs. Kelly Kate Price

Pat Kelly ' ornelius Keefe

Rose Cohen Nora Lane

Miss Rosenberg Virginia Sale

Crook Tom Kennedy
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"At the Dentists"
(Path.- All-Talkie—2 Keels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

GEORGE LE MAIRE lias gone and done it.

In his first talking comedy for Pathe he

has turned out an appreciable lot of humor.
That the fans will gulp it down with satisfac

tion seems a certainty ami that there will be

loud guffaws and laughter is

elusion.

The scene is laid in a dentist's office and Mr.

[aire presides as the extractor of teeth

iiis office come various sufferers Erom re-

US bicuspids and their reactions to the

doctor's manipulations with the tweezers offer

a whale of fun.

One little runt in particular (a part thai is

played superbly by Louis Simon) shoves tin

comedy up the laugh barometer. He is strik-

ingly funny with his quavering speech at

inoffensive anctics. "I know your goin' ter hurt

me," he renders in a high pitched voice blended

witli tear as l.e Main- endeavors to applj his

pliers. When he does get them grasped firmly

to a molar, the runt displays amazing stubborn

ness in refusing to part with his tooth and the

doctor wrestles him to the floor and all over his

sanctum in a mad endeavor to pull the resisting

grinder. This scene is funny. Pathe will

pull the laughs and the customers if the

forthcoming series of talkies are even one-halt

as good as this one. Basil Smith directed and

George Gould and Evelyn Knapp are seen in

supporting roles. Le Maire's name is a new

one to exhibitors, but they may as well form his

acquaintance right away. And don't overlook

little Mr. Simon in the hustle.

"A Final Reckoning"
(Universal—Ten Episodes)

(Reviewed by Thomas Tyrrell)

THIS serial of the early gold rush days in

Australia is too similar to the old western

type of picture to be interesting. The acting is

a bit overdone, with the exception of pretty

Louise Lorraine, who takes all the honors. Jay
Wilsey (Buffalo Bill. Jr.) and Newton House
are also featured in the cast.

The scenes are taken in a small town in

Australia, where the old fashioned saloon still

prevails. There are many thrills that will ap-

peal to children, especially small boys.

Reuben Whitney and his sister are living

alone in England while their father is seeking

his fortune in Australia. He strikes it rich

and sends for them, enclosing a map of the

mine which "Black Jack," a renegade, and his

band of bushrangers are trying to steal. Whit-
ney is killed by Tom Thorne, alias "Black
Jack," because he would not reveal the secret of

the mine. He is found by Captain Wilson, a
friend of Whitney's, who vows vengeance. Reu-
ben and his sister arrive in Australia and with
the aid of Captain Wilson foil all attempts of

"Black Jack" to gain possession of the mine.

This serial was directed by Ray Taylor, who
could have accomplished more with better ma-
terial. Released April 15, 1929.

"A Dominion Of Diversity"

(Edueational—One Reel)

THIS is one of the Lyman H. Howe Eiodgi

Podge series showing the grandeur and

scenic beauty of Canada, as well as some ot its

industrial activities. As usual the picture is

splendidly arranged and the shots so diversified

that interest is readily maintained throughout.

Shots showing the peaceful pastoral pursuits

are followed by the lively lumbering activities

and then the scenic beauties of the waterfalls,

the apple blossoms and the vacation pleasures

of summer and winter. There are shot ol

Niagara Falls, of mountain climbing exploit.
,

of various types of Indians and of the 1

ski clubs in the world. It is good entertain

ment for any tvpe of house.—CHESTER I

SMITH.

Betty Boyd, Wampas baby star mid Educational

featured player, who will play opposite Lupino
Lane in his all-talkie comedies. She has also

been chosen to star opposite Edward Everett

Horton in "The Right Bed" a new Coronet
talking comedy

"Seeing Sights"

(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

SID SAYLOR, who is known on the screen

as the victim of the "Let George Do It"

series, carries on with some effective gags in

this latest release from the Stern Bros. As
usual, (ins Meins directed. You can catalogue
this one as a satisfying number that'll get the

laughs.

George and his pal arrive to spend an even-
ing entertaining two sisters in their parlor with
musical offerings and similar endeavors. Then
the comedy switches to George on his new job:

that of driving a sight-seeing bus. The girls

assist him in drumming up trade and more than
enough customers result. A fight breaks out in

the bus and chaos rules.

"A Lad And His Lamp"
(Pathe-Fables—One Reel)

THESE Pathe Fables have variety. One
week they deal with Milton and Rita

Mouse, the next with Thomas Cat, and so forth

and so on through animaldom. This time Mil-
ton and Rita are smitten again with each other
and Rita neglects her work as a beauty parlor

maid listening to Milton's ecstatic serenades.

King Egypt, an evil soul, spies the lovely

Rita and immediately his couriers go after her.

But the heroic male mouse defends his mistress

in the castles of the king, delivers her from
the arms of His Royal Highness and spirits her
away.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation

THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
Aslor Theatre Building

N. W. Cor. 45th St. & Broadway
/ </' l.'iit anno 7H76

"Days Of Daring"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

BOOTLEGGERS invade the wild open
spaces and cause a little war thereon in

this new Westernette tarring the heroic Bob
1 urw I II" up-to-date hijacker-bootlegger

- it some pep, although there is Still

the trite idea of the hi ro, a th girl's foi

bi hi:' her ci mstanl n cuei and the means
through which the villain is soundly trounced.

i i riding i
i cellently pictured and then

: an Hi' fights with lists and guns to give
it a vigorous swing. But the story is but a
slight variation of the one and only theme:
the hero and heroi the villain. Walter
Fabian is labelled as the director, Norman \\

.

I-acy as author and continuity writer, Milton

Bridenbecker as cameraman, Val Cleveland as

title writer, and Richard II. Cahoon as film

editor. Gloria Grey is the gal and Bud Osborn
the menace.

Alter saving her from a runaway horse. Bob
becomes the foreman of Gloria's ranch where
Bud is engaged in smuggling the forbidden

liquor. He smacks Bob down, ties him up, but

he escapes when his horse unties the knots: he-

goes off after the villain who is abducting the

girl. Hijackers engage the bootleggers in gun-

play while Bob vanquishes the villain and the

posse arrives just in time to move all the

wicked men to jail. A familiar story.

"Sound News No. 12"
(One Reel—Pathe)

'TMIE latest issue of Pathe's talking news-
1 reel contains scenes of ex-president Taft
and granddaughter, marines in bayonet practice,

and a lifeboat drill aboard a modern ocean liner.

The contents of the reel are not stirring, neither

do they really engross the attention. The Taft
story, in particular, is disappointing, because

the conversation between this genial figure and
his little descendant is for the most part in-

audible because of some hubbub that is going

on. A lion's roaring forms about the best bit

of the lot. The sound absorbed by these

"cameras with ears" is too mechanical at the

present time and it will he some time, it ap-

pears, before they can be caught and repro-

duced with authenticity. Good filler on a talkie

program.—RAYMOND GANLY.

"The Lumberjack"
(Universal—One Reel)

IN this cartoon, we have Oswald, the funny
little rabbit in another of his adventures,

this time as a lumberjack.
While the animals are busy in the sawmill.

Oswald strolls into the forest to cut down
trees. As he is cutting down a tree, he finds a
bag of gold which is snatched by a bear who
scoots off with it. In the chase that follow-s.

Oswald executes many funny tactics, especially

when he uses his tail as a wind propeller.

This cartoon has some effects which makes it

very entertaining.—THOMAS TYRRELL.

"Old Black Joe"
(Flischer-Paraiiiount Sound Novelty)

(Revieived by Freddie Sehader)

THIS is one of the Max Fleischer song nov-
elties done in sound and released by Para-

mount. They have taken the old plantation

ditty, that was the delight of the street corner
quartets of the last fifty years and worked it

out effectively in cartoon and music. Runs four
minutes.

Shaw Signs For "Marianne"
In "Marianna," Marion Davie- firsl talk-

ing- picture, the masculine lead will be Os-
car Shaw, musical comedy figure who also

stars in the same capacity in Paramount 's
'

' Four < 'oeoanut s.
'

'
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Another "Scandal" Show Announced
M-G-M Plans To

Produce Annual
Musical Revue

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 21.—M-G-M intends to

produce one musical talkfllm yearly under
a title of "Hollywood Scandals," ':' Rev-
els" or some other similar designation much
in the manner of the Greenwich Follies and
various annual musical revues staged in

New York.
This decision was reached by production

executives after final rehearsals were held

last week for the M-G-M Minstrel Show all-

talker and musical production. A long list

of prominent stage and vaudeville talent

has been engaged for special numbers in

the picture, and when finally cut and re-

leased, it will be more in the nature of a
stage revue.

Last week M-G-M notified all employees
a new title was required for the picture

;

and then it was decided that the word
"Hollywood" would have to be included;
with an idea of making an all talker musical
revue annually.

Fox Buys George JessePs

Tiffany-Stahl Contract
Tiffany-Stahl's contract with George

Jessel, whom they starred in "Lucky Boy,"
current release, has been purchased by Wil-
liam Fox who plans to star him in four
dialogue pictures. Director and cast had
been engaged for Jessel 's next for Tiffany-
Stahl, but the Fox offer was so tempting
that his agreement with Tiffany-Stahl was
abrogated.

"Twin Beds" Cast Grows
Among the names added to the cast of

First National's Vitaphone version of
"Twin Beds" are Zasu Pitts, Edythe Chap-
man, Knute Erickson, Nita Marfan, and
Ben Hendricks. Jack Mulhall is to play
the leading masculine role in the adaptation
of the famous stage play, and Patsy Ruth
Miller will play opposite him.

A certain Kansas City film
salesman is telling the one about
a Joplin, Mo., exhibitor who ad-
vertised a synchronized picture
the other dav: "With noise ef-
fects."

It Has Come To This:

Screen Star Wallpaper
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, March 21.—A new
novelty stunt now in form of
organization is a company manu-

facturing "Screen Star Wallpaper."
The intention is to make paper of dif-

ferent stars, through tie-ups with stu-
dios. Thus a home can be decorated
with paper glorifying different poses
of the owner's favorites. Instead of a
blue-room, there would be a '"Garbo
Room," for the kiddies, "Our Gang" or
"Tom Mix Room," and for moon-struck
flappers a "Buddy Rogers" or a "John
Gilbert Room."

Another Talkie For Taurog
Norman Taurog, instead of Harry Sweet,

will direct Clark and McCullough in

"Nightie Knights," a two reel Fox Movie-
tone. Dixie Lee, Carol Wines, Charles
Laton, Gavin Gordon and Clifford Dempsey
support.

Lina Changes Her Mind
Lina Basquette, who announced her re-

tirement from pictures when she married
Peverell Marley, is coming out of it for

Universal. She has signed to star in one
called "Come Across," which Ray Taylor
will direct. Reed Howes will be leading
man.

Leading Woman For Barthelmess

Richard Barthelmess has chosen Alice

Day to play opposite him in his forthcom-
ing First National picture, "Drag-," from
the novel by William Dudley Pelley. Tom
Dugan has also been cast for an important
role.

RKO Screen Material

The purchase of "High River" from an
unproduced play by Gwendolyn Ranger
Wormser and of '

' Tanned Legs '

' by George
Hull are announced by William Le Baron as

the latest of his story acquisitions for Ra-
dio Pictures. "High River" is to be filmed

as a talker.

Title For Mackaill Vehicle

"Hard to Get" is the title First National
has bestowed upon Dorothy Mackaill 's

forthcoming starring vehicle which will

soon go into production at the Burbank
Studios. Edmund Burns has been signed to

play the leading masculine role in the pic-

ture.

Stein Will Finish

Gloria Swanson's

Dialogue Vehicle
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 21—Paul Stein is

slated to direct the dialogue version of
Gloria Swanson's "Queen Kelly," with
Erie von Stroheim reported walking out.

According to reports, von Stroheim wanted
the ending shot as he had written it. He
was asked to supervise a revised ending
with Stein directing but refused, it is said.

Under the terms of von Stroheim 's con-
tract it is claimed he withholds the right

to have his name placed on all advertising
as author, actor and director of the picture
unless he finishes the direction.

In "Wonder of Women"
Clarence Brown, directing "The Wonder

of Women" for M-G-M, has assembled
many of the players whom he directed in

"Flesh and the Devil." They include: Bert
Sprotte, William Orlamond, Mary Merseh,
Mack Swain. Lewis Stone and Peggy Wood
star.

In Cast Of "Thunderbolt"
George Bancroft's support for his newest

Paramount film, "Thunderbolt," has been
augmented by the addition of James Spotts-
wood.

RKO Signs George Abbott

George Abbott has been engaged by Wil-
liam Le Baron, vice-president in charge of
production at the RKO Studios, to assist in
producing "Ringside," as a Radio Picture.

Travis Banton Signed
Travis Banton, who dictates the styles of

gowns worn by the women in Paramount
pictures, has been signed to a new contract.

Hedda Hopper Added To Cast

Hedda Hopper has been signed for an
important role in "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney" by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Under the caption of "Trade
War, Perhaps," H. I. Phillips,

"Sun Dial" columnist, N. Y. Sun,
calls attention to an item from
The N. Y. World: " 'Noah's Ark.'
Warner Brothers resent a Vita-

phone production starring Do-
lores Costello."
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Pampas Name
Free Lance Press

Ajjent President
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollyw !. March 21. Thai the Wampas
intend reviving activities oi the type which
originally brought them into pr inenci

shown in the election of old time members,
including many founders al the annual ••lec-

tion held Monday al the Breakfast Club.

Tor the first time in Wampas historj a free

lance press agent becomes president with

the choi E Harry Hammond Beall. Joe

Sherman, of M-G M. is first vice-president;

Pal I >"« ling, Chri 1
1 ond vice-presi

dent; Hank Arnold, secretary; Samuel
Goldwyn, treasurer; Ed Perkins, free lance

an1 .-it arms ; i leorge Barr, Brew n,

Warners; Board of Directors, Sam. W. B.

. George Landy, Pete Smith. Charles

West, [van St. John, Harry D. Wilson.

Dotty Jottings

_ By Jerry Hoffman _

"Redemption" In Production

All the intricacies of a Russian Church
baptism ceremony marked the opening of

production last week on John Gilbert's next

starring picture "Redemption," adapta-

tion of tlie Tolstoi novel of Russia. Sup-
port includes Conrad Nagel, Eleanor

Boardman, Renee Adoree and Claire Mc-
Dowell. Fred Niblo is at the megaphone.

In Cast Of "Jealousy"

Carlotta Coerr, well known character act-

ress of stage and screen has been added
to the cast of the all-talking Paramount
picture, "Jealousy," starring Jeanne

Eagels.

To Direct For Paramount
Rouhen Mnrmonlian, who staged "Por-

gy" and "Wings Over Europe" for the

Theatre Guild, has been signed as a director

for Paramount.

Anthony Bushell Signs

Anthony Bushell. just selected for lead-

in? man opposite Jeanne Eagels in "Jeal-
ousy." has received also a long- term con-

tract to continue in Paramount pictures.

Zuro On Coast

Josiah Zuro, musical director for Pathe,
arrived at the Culver City studios this

wei'k and plans to spend six weeks on the

coast. While here he will lay out the musi-
cal plan- for synchronization as needed on
next season 's Pathe features.

New Railroad Meller

Paramount is figuring on producing "Lo-
comotive," an all talker and sound railroad

melodrama from an original story by Zion

Myers. M-G-M is now making "Thunder."
a railroad melodrama with Ton Chaney.

Filming Another Maugham Play
"The Marriage Holiday," screen adapta-

tion by Doris Anderson of a W. Somerset

Maugham play, went into production al

Paramount's Hollywood studio recently
with a east including Ruth Chatti

Clive Brook, Mary Nolan, Montague Love,
Paul Lukas, Florence Eldridge, Juliette

Crosby, Lorraine Eddy and Claude All

It is being directed as an all-talkie by Ro-
bert Milt

rT, HEY credit this one to Arthur Caesar
I ... who in defining Hollywood society

is supposed to have said . . . "From Poland
to polo in two generations" . . . incidentally

Caesar has moved his wit and typewriter to

Universal City where he will bat out orig-

inals . . . because they look alike, Mary
Brian and Jean Arthur have been cast as sis-

ters by Paramount in "Magnolia" . . . well,

what's wrong with that reason . . . Mau-
rice Chevalier is due back from Ziegfeld's

roof shortly . . .

H\kRY BRAND dedicates a theme song

to theme songs under the title of

"When It's Theme Song Tim in Hollywood
... I want to Live in Tennessee" . . .

E*DMUND BREESB, according to his press

J agent in announcing that Breese has been

signed for a picture . . . was "formerly a stage

star in his own right" . . . Pathe announces
"I rankie and Johnny" the old song for a future

talkie picture . . . there's a new field for pro-

ducers . . . next we'll have the "Bold CabelUro

from Rio de Janeiro" . . . "Maggie Murphy"
. . . the scope is unlimited. . .

.

MOLLY O'DAY has been shaking off the

extra flesh by dancing in vaudeville . . .

filling in dates which her sister Sally O'Neill
was supposed to play and couldn't because
of a picture engagement . . . now Molly's
back and with Sally will be costarred by
Tiffany-Stahl in a story calling for two sis-

ters . . . Norman Kerry goes into vaude-
ville when he finishes the lead opposite
Dolores Costello in "Hearts in Exile" for
the Warners . . . Armand Kaliz will play
an opera singer for First National in "Twin
Beds" . . . Lou Alter, the youngster who
composed "Manhattan Serenade" and most
of the music for Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
is now with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer writing
originals for "Hallelujah" with Jo Trent who
does the lyrics . . .

Wallace Beery In Grey Story

Zane Grey's new best seller novel,

"Stairs of Sand" is to he brought to the

screen with Wallace Beery in the leading
role of a jovial had man. Otto Brower will

direct Percy Heath in adapting and Agnes
Brand Leahy is writing the continuity.

De Sano With Paramount
Marcel De Sano has signed to a contract

as a Paramount director. His first assign-
ment will he the direction of Maurice Che-
valier's second American production.

In "Burlesque"
Twenty old time burlesque queens with

rounded figures and an equal number of
their slender modern prototypes appeared
before the cameras as '•Burlesque" went
into production recently. Nancy Carroll
and Hal Skelly head the cast.

It's Done With Mirrors
f Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News

)

HOLLYWOOD, March 21.—Over-
heard on Poverty Row, one of
its producers speaking:

"If I had a microphone I'd make a
talkie."

Bebe Daniels Is

Newest Star To
Sicjn With Radio

( Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News

)

Hollywood, March 21. Bebe Daniels
signed with Radio Pictures this week to

make lour all-talking pictures, thus ending
her 1MI day "talkie strike." Several
months ago Daniel- was released by Para-
mount I ause the\ believed her value was
decreased with tin' talkie vogue ami thought

she would not do For dialogue pictures.

since then Daniels has had several offers

from other companies to appear in silent

product ion-, hut refused, stating that she

would only work in "talkies" first to prove
her value. The first will be made in May.
William Le Baron is now selecting stories

for her.

Brox Sisters In M-G-M Revue
The Three Brox Sisters are the latest

addition to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 's new
revue being made by Gus Edwards. Sammy
Lee has been placed under long term con-
tract. Other additions to the cast are Jack
Benny, and Nattacha Nattova, vandevil-

lians.

M-G-M Signs Rohert Ober
Robert Ober, who introduced the legiti-

mate playlet "Casualties" by Martin Fla-
vin to the stage, has been signed by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer to direct it and play the
leading role. With Ober in the cast are
Walter Percival, and Mary Doran.

Van Dyke Enroute For N. Y.

AY. S. Van Dyke is leaving for New
York prior to embarking for South Africa.

With him are Edwina Booth and the tech-
nical staff for "Trader Horn." One group
of technicians preceded Van Dyke several
weeks ago.

Paramount Borrows Revier

Dorothy Revier, Columbia star, has been
"loaned" to Paramount for an important
role in the talkie, "Burlesque." She will

move her make-up box from the home lot as
soon as she completes her part in "Father
Love," Columbia's latest talkie special.

RKO Engages Maude Fulton
Maude Fulton, author of "Humming

Bird" and "The Brat," has been signed by
William Le Baron, vice-president in charge
of production for Radio Pictures.

Her First Talkie

Jacqueline Logan's tir~t Columbia pro-
duction under her newly signed contract
with the company is "The Bachelor Girl,"'

Columbia talkie-Special scheduled for im-
mediate production. William Collier, Jr.,

and Edward [learn are the only other fea-
tured members of the cast selected so far.

Jack King In M-G-M Talkie
lack King, pianist, has been signed by

• ceil [',. De Mille in the dual role of com-
poser ami actor. King has composed "How
Am I To Kno« .'". the theme song of

"Dynamite," De Mille's first production
lor Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He is also act-
ing in the production.

i ( 'ontimied mi page 938 I
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Sound Installations

Mount In Ottawa

THE first city in Canada to

have four wired theatres is

Ottawa, Ontario, the fourth instal-

lation being that of the Imperial

Theatre, which entered its sound

era under auspicious circumstances

on March 16.

The Capital Theatre, London,
Ontario, celebrated its ninth anni-

versary during the week of March
11 with a sound program, arrange-

ments for the event being made by-

Manager R. S. Roddick.

Vice-Regal patronage was be-

stowed upon the new Avalon The-
atre, a neighborhood house of Ot-
tawa, Ontario, owned by J. P. No-
lan, when Their Excellencies, Vis-

count Willingdon, Governor-Gen-
eral of Canada, and Viscountess

Willingdon. with official party from
Government House, attended a re-

cent performance.

J. M. Franklin, of B. F. Keith's

Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, figured

once more in the day's news when
he was re-elected a director of the

Ottawa Humane Society.

John Gardiner, who has just been

announced as the publicity director

of Visugraphic Pictures, Inc., New
York City, is a native of Canada,
having had many years of experi-

ence as a newspaperman of Mon-
treal and Ottawa.

Many New Playhouses

Planned For Va. Zone

AN addition measuring 27 by
43 feet is to be built to the

Dunbar Theatre, 613 North Cen-
tral avenue, Baltimore, Md., by the

Dunbar Amusement Company, W.
Carr, secretary.

A moving picture theatre meas-
uring SO bv 100 feet, and to cost

about $25,000, is to be built at Nor-
folk, Va., by L. H. Futrell.

A theatre, store and office build-

ing is to be built at Bluefield, W.
Va.. by P. H. Lawless, of Ber-
wind, and J. H. Longworth, of

Bluefield. It will cost about $45,-

000.

A theatre is to be built at Fred-
ericksburg, Va., by the Fredericks-

burg Hall Association, Inc., David
Hirsh, president. It was recently

chartered with $100,000 capital

stock.

A theatre building is to be con-

structed at Charleston, W. Va., by
the Community Amusement Com-
pany. Wysong and Bengston are

the architects.

A moving picture theatre is to

be built at Fairmount Park, a sub-

urb of Norfolk, Va., by W. S.

Wilder. Plans have been drawn by
Karl Hulsick, architect. The build-

ing will cost about $50,000 and
seat 600 persons. Mr. Wilder now
operates the Newport Theatre Nor-
folk.

A large playhouse is to be built

upon the sites of the Isis and Eagle
Theatres at Bristol, Va., by the

Goebel Theatres, C. A. Goebel,

manager.

The Tivoli Theatre at Ports-

mouth, Va., the largest motion pic-

ture house in the city, was closed

Saturday night, March 9, to be

wired for sound. When it reopens

it will have been entirely remod-
eled and refinished and will be one

of the finest theatres in Maryland,

it is said.

G. Sidney Gates, vice-president

of the amusement company operat-

ing the Gates, Portsmouth, Va., will

now manage that house in which
sound mechanism is being in-

stalled.

Rodman Collier, formerly mana-
ger of the Rialto, Washington, D.

C, has become assistant manager
at the Colony, New York City.

The Rialto, Allentown. Pa., a

Wilmer and Vincent house, will be

managed now by Harry D. Stern,

formerly manager of the Gates,

Portsmouth, Va.
The Carolina moving picture

theatre at Clover, S. C, was prac-

tically destroyed by fire recently

with several other buildings.

J. B. Crockett has reopened the

Ghent Theatre, Norfolk, Va.
The Amuzu Theatre, Ellicott

City, Va., managed by Charles

Yates, is dark, according to reports.

The Academy Theatre, Lynch-
burg, Va., managed by Olinto Ac-
corsini, is having sound mechanism
installed.

Throngs of colored movie fans

attended a moving picture matinee

given one Sunday recently in Nor-
lulk. Va., at all the colored houses

in that city. As previously ar-

ranged they paid for the amuse-
ment given, leaving silver offerings

at the door.

There will be no reduction in the

twenty years sentence which James

J. Healy, 40, is serving in the

Maryland penitentiary for having

held up John T. Moore, then mana-
ger of the New Theatre, August
15, 1927. State Parole Commis-
sioner Edward M. Parrish re-

fused to reduce the sentence.

Albany Film Affair

Well Attended
NEARLY 100 persons connected

with the motion picture film

exchanges and theatres in Albany
and the surrounding country at-

tended the ball held at the Hotel

DeWitt Clinton in Albany, last

Saturday night. Credit for much
of the success of the affair falls to

Miss Jane Holloran, of the Fox
exchange.

C. H. Buckley, owner of the

Leland and Clinton Square theatres

in Albany, was in New York city

a portion of last week.
Lew Kniskern, of the New York

city Pathe office, was recently in

Albany, going over matters gen-

erally with Charles Stombaugh.
Leon Herman, who is connected

witli the Columbia exchange in Al-
bany, had his five minutes of ex-

citement last week when someone
discovered his car on fire as it

Stood in front of the exchange.
IIh- film boys quenched the blaze.

Al Marchetti, former booker at

the Pathe and other exchanges in

\lliany, started in as booker at

Warner Brothers' Albany ex-

change this week. Miss Eve Gold-

stein, who has been booking for

Warner Brothers, has been ill for

a number of weeks.

W. H. Rose, who recently took
over Gardner Hall in Trov, has

installed sound apparatus. Richard
Curry, running tbe Bijou in Troy,
and the Hudson in Albany, is doing
considerable figuring these days on
the cost of sound apparatus, and
will probably join the ranks.

Mitchell Connery, who runs the

Columbia in Rensselaer, took over
the Delaware theatre in Albany
last week, and will reopen it on
April 1.

Amos Leonard, formerly of the

Pathe exchange in Albany, is now
acting as manager for "Chic"
Meehan, the well known football

coach and who has appeared in

football pictures.

Claude Fish, of Schenectady,

owner of the American theatre, has

now reached the goal in Elkdom,
having been elected during the last

week or so to the position of ex-

alted ruler.

Alec Papayanakos, one of the

pioneers in the motion picture the-

atre business in northern New
York, has opened a security house
in Syracuse.
The American, in Troy, will

open with sound on March 30, ac-

cording to present plans.

Chas. Downs, manager of the

Strand theatre for the last five

months in Carthage, N. Y., re-

signed last week to become man-
ager of a stock company.
The theatre in Lasellville opened

last week.
In the Troy, N. Y., regional

news of February 16 issue of the

News, mention was made of Roy
Helson. of Chicago, as being the

new manager of the Bijou theatre

in Lowville. This is a misstate-

ment, as James L. Hallaron, of the

Fargo theatre. Sycamore. 111.,

kindly points out. Mr. Hallaron is

a friend of Mr. Helson and he in-

forms us that Mr. Helson is from
Sycamore and that he worked in

the same theatre with Mr. Halla-
ron, namely, the Fargo in Syca-
more. So let it be understood by
all that Mr. Helson is from Syca-
more and not Chicago.

Syracuse And Buffalo
Houses Install Sound
THE Elmwood, Buffalo, has re-

opened after being closed for
three weeks during the installation

of the talking equipment.

Announcement that B. F. Keith's,

in Syracuse, X. Y., will be wired
was made at all performances of
that theatre this week. Photophone
will be used and it is expected in-

stallation will take place March 25.

"The Dummy," Paramount talkie,

is scheduled to open there Easter.

The Junior League of Buffalo
gave a film show Sunday, March
17th. at the Erlanger Theatre,
Buffalo, for the benefit of the Chil-

dren's hospital.

New Opening Date For
Salt Lake City House
Till' new Granada Theatre, Salt

Lake City, opened its doors
the evening of March 8th rather
than March 5th as previously an-
nounced. An open house was held

at the opening and the patrons were
entertained complimentary in the

Granada ballroom.

Frank Hallow, former Salt Lake
City ad-sales manager for Para-
mount-Famous-Lasky, has resigned
and is being succeeded by Alan
Heid, from the San Francisco Para-
mount office.

The general offices of the Louis
Marcus Enterprises, Salt Lake
City, are being enlarged to enable
it to accommodate the expansion
of the organization.

On March 8th the regular month-
ly meeting of the Louis Marcus or-

ganization was held at the Vic-
tory theatre, Salt Lake City.

The ceremonies of President-
elect Hoover's inauguration were
broadcast from the Pantages thea-

tre stage the morning of Mar. 4th.

The prologue idea has taken a

foothold in Salt Lake City, where
an atmospheric prologue, under the

direction of Kenneth Scoville, has
been built around "All Faces West"
shown at the Victory.

The management of the Salt

Lake Rayart Pictures exchange is

reported to have been assigned to

Evans Innes, former assistant man-
ager.

The Broadway Theatre, of

Butte; the Antlers Theatres, at

Helena; the Liberty Theatre, at

Kalispell ; and the Ellen Theatre,

at Bozeman. Montana, as well as

the Egyptian Theatre, at Boise,

Idaho, and the Majestic Theatre,

at Nampa. Idaho, will be equipped
with the RCA Photophone within

the very near future, according to

G. B. Cummings who has charge
of the RCA Photophone for the

Intermountain Region.

The Orpheum Theatre, of Poca-
tello, Idaho, opened with sound this

past week.

The Majestic Theatre, at Nampa,
Idaho, is being taken over by Her-
man Brown, who is installing Vita-

phone.

The Broadway Theatre, of Idaho
Falls, Idaho, is to be installed with
Photophone very shortly, it is an-

nounced.

D. T. Lane. Secretary and
Treasurer of the Salt Lake Film
Board of Trade, is reported to have
made a business trip to New York
recently.

Rumor that George Jungert,

former Milton-Freewater. Oregon,
exhibitor, had purchased fifty per

cent of the stock in Tri-State

Theatres, Lewiston, Idaho, has been

confirmed.

B. F. Shearer Company has se-

cured contract for new furnishings

for Ike Binnard's Liberty Theatre,

at Lewiston, Idaho.
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New "Little Theatre"
To Open In Philly

A i III' K "Little Ti i

will soon open its doors in

Philadelphia when the remodeling
of the Regent theatre at 16th and
Market streets is completed. £

in the rear of the. house are being
removed so that the seating capac
ity will he reduced to about 370,
as compared with 21«>. the capa i

of the Motion Picture Guild's

hi atre at 22nd and Market
streets. The theatre will be known
as the Film Art Cinema upon its

reopening and its policy will be
similar to that of the Film Guild
Cinema in New York.
The Motion Picture Guild, which

operates the Little Theatres in

New V. >rk, Philadelphia and Bal-
timore, has closed its Washington
house and moved its headquarters
to Philadelphia. Buying of films

is still done in New York.
The Lyric theatre, Norristown,

Pa., operated by the Norris
Amusement Co.. has been closed
and the theatre converted into a

Harrison Brothers, of Ardmore,
Pa., will build a new theatre, stores
and apartments in West Chester,
Pa., at a cost of approximately
$600,000.

Biophone and Phonofilm equip-
ment have recently been installed

in the headquarters of the Penna.
State Board of Motion Picture
Censi >rs.

William Gane, manager of the
Regent theatre, 16th and Market
streets, prior to its closing, has
been appointed manager of the
Park theatre, Williamsport, Pa.

Effective on March 4th the Stan-
ley theatre inaugurated a new
change policy, the show now run-
ning from Saturday till Friday
night instead of from Mondaj to

Saturday. The Mastbaum and Up-
town theatres are also operating
under this policy, which Warner
Brothers are said to have found
effective in the Middle West.

State In Pittsburgh

Changes Policy
THE State Theatre in down-

town Pittsburgh, without a
doubt one of the most beautiful
small theatres in the world, has
been re-opened as a fifteen-cent

wing two features each
day with a daily change of pro-
gram. The lease on the house,
which has been held by Warner
Bros., recently expired and was
taken over by the State Theatre
Amusement Company, headed by
James B. Clark, formerly of Row-
land and Clark's chain of thea-
tres, which is now controlled by
Warner-Stanley.

Recent RCA local installations

include the Columbia at Warren
and the Pastime at Lewistown.

Fred Querner, owner of the
Dome Theatre, Butler Street, Pitts-

burgh, is back on the job after a
brief sojourn at a local hospital

for the removal of his tonsils.

Charles Katz, assistant manager
at Loew's Penn Theatre in Pitts-

burgh has won a promotion

e to i *hii n In re he

will int to W. A. ]

i
i :. blei , ( olumbia

man. has g in innati to

for Tiffany-Stahl.

Joseph Skirboll, former n

ager of the local First National ex-

change, and now sales manager ior

\\ o! id W ide, i ei ently paid a visit

to Pittsburgh.

The Grand Theatre, Greens-

burg, recently destroyed by fire is

soon to be rebuilt.

C. B. Hall plans the erection of

a new theatre at Parkersburg, Va.
The house will probably be called

the Virginia.

The I lendel Theatre Corporation
has opened the new Roosevelt The-
atre in uptown Pittsburgh. Louis
and Harry Hendel are heads of
the organization. Sam Abramovitz,
formerly at the Centre Square is

manager of the Roosevelt, while

Sidney Rosenfeld is now at 'he

Centre Square.

I. Golden, owner of the Idle

Hour in downtown Pittsburgh, has
taken over the Rialto in the up-

town section of the city. The retir-

ing owner is M. A. Rosenberg.

Sabbath Movies Make
Progress In Florida
THE American Legion Post of

Winter Haven, Fla., will no
longer sponsor the Sunday shows
there. For the past six months
Sunday shows have been permitted
through the fact that the Legion
derived the benefit. Recently an
election was held there, with the
vote heavily in favor of Sunday
shows, so the shows may be per-

mitted to continue without the Le-
gion as sponsors.

John B. Carroll, district super-
visor of the Publix houses in South
Florida, visited the Tampa theatres

controlled by his company the past
week.

L. E. Newsome, who has been
connected with the Tampa Theatre
staff, has been appointed assistant

manager of the Strand. Tampa,
Fla., under Manager Edwin Ad-
ler.

The Garden Theatre, neighbor-
hood house of Tampa, Fla., oper-
ated by B. E. Gore, has been wired
for sound and will open as a regu-
lar talkie house Sunday. The usual
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
prices of 10c and 20c will be con-
tinued. Non-synchronized films will

be used the other four days of the
week, when the established 5c and
10c prices prevail.

Charles M. Biddle, formerly
managing a house at Bunnell, has
reopened the Lewis American The-
atre at Green Cove Springs, Fla.

R. M. Simril, for some time in

the Jacksonville Universal ex-
change, has been transferred to the
Atlanta office. Reuben Brenner,
formerly with FBO, has taken over
a post with Universal.

C. B. Stiff, acting division man-
ager for Publix, has established of-
fices in Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Stiff is

expected to be back in Florida next
Week.

I In regular Saturday morning
children's matinee, under auspices

oi the 1 letter Films Commit!
Jacksonville, Fla., was to be held
at the Imperial Theatre this week,
instead of the Florida, so that the

children could see "Simba." The
transfer was made at the request

of the Better Films Committer
cording to Manager John Thomas
of the Imperial.

Ralph Phillips, young manager
of the Arcade, Jacksonville, is step-

ping out next week with his Arcade
players, presenting "The Wooden
Kimono."

C. B. Ellis, manager of the RKO
Jacksonville, Fla., exchange, Mrs.
Ellis, their daughter Jean, Mrs.
R. H. Winn and Jack Phillips,

singing star, motored to Daytona
Beach last Thursday.

New State Right Branch

Opens in Milwaukee

WA. ASCHMANN, former
• Pathe branch manager in

this territory, is opening offices in

the old M-G-M offices at 102 9th

street. Mr. Aschmann will handle
state right pictures and will also

be representative in this territory

for a sound track device, the
name of which he will announce
later. Associated with Mr. Asch-
mann is Ben H. Louthain, who re-

cently resigned his position as sales

representative for Pathe, and who
is representing "Voicophone" equip-

ment.

Paul DeOuto has recently been
appointed to the sales staff of

Tiffany-Stahl to succeed Morris
Anderson.

Another new record in the bowl-
ing league ! This time the Silents,

a team composed mostly of oper-
ators, upset the dope bv rolling

1,010.

Two Brin theatres, the Majestic
at Milwaukee and the Strand at

Madison, are replacing Bristol-

phone sound equipment with Vita-
phone installation.

The Paris, Milwaukee, recently

changed hands. Leo Behring turned
over his interest in the house to
Herman von Wilfskeel.

Harry Miller replaces Don
Kastler as manager of the Granada
at Racine.

The Rex at Kaukauna has been
closed for an indefinite period.

Tom Norman has taken over
management of the Capitol at Ra-
cine.

The express company notified
film exchanges on Thursday that
several Wisconsin towns were cut
off because of washouts and floods
and that film could not be de-
livered. The weather paralyzed
all roads of traffic.

Fred A. Flader, general manager
of Universal Chain Theatrical En-
terprises. Inc., has announced the
appointment of L. G. Sewnig to the
managership of the Riviera The-
atre, Milwaukee. Sewnig has been
with the Milwaukee Theatre Cir-
cuit in various capacities and was
recently in charge of its Sheboygan
house.

New Columbia Branch
Mgr. at Okla. City

Fl .. Stacker, formerly attai ted

• to the < olumbia I >a!!as

offii < . . pn unoted to thi

sition of Branch Vlanagi r oi Co-
lumbia's newly acquired Oklahoma
t itj office. I.. C, Montgomery,
Pathe salesman for seven years
and more recently with Warner
Bros., has been added to the

luniibia Dallas office.

Booth equipment and screen for

the new !\es Theatre, Troup,
Texas, was supplied recently by
Roy C. Lee of Dallas.

The General Realty Co., will

erect a new $250,000 theatre at

Austin, Texas, with 1,750 seating

capacity in the near future.

Colvin and Ahearn will erect a
new theatre at Waco, Texas, soon.

The Texas Theatre at Goose
Creek, Texas, will install sound
equipment.

The Liberty Theatre at Sham-
rock, Texas, is being remodeled.

The Crescent and Rex Theatres
at Pampa, Texas, have installed

sound equipment.
Roy Walker and W. Northing-

ton have leased the opera house at

Burnett, Texas.
The Lone Star Theatre at Jas-

per, Texas, has been remodeled
and seats added.

Chas. H. Collins has purchased

the Pastime Theatre at Tuscola,

Texas.
Mrs. Zula House has purchased

the theatre at Franklin, Texas.

The Palace Theatre at Chilli-

cothe, Texas, is being remodeled.

J. R. Brown has purchased the

Nu-Tex Theatre at Shamnck,
Texas.

Thomas Gavin has been ap-

pointed publicity director of the

Alamo Amusement Company at

San Antonio, Texas.

W. C. Dofflemeyer will rebuild

his Palace Theatre, recently de-

stroyed by fire at San Baba, Texas,
in near future.

L. C. Baxley has rejoined Pathe
and will be the traveler out of

Dallas, Texas.

Robb and Rowley are erecting

a new theatre at San Angelo,
Texas.

Dent Theatres, Inc., are erecting

a new theatre at Waco, Texas.

Colvin and Ahearns will take

over the operation of the Hancock
Opera House at Austin, Texas, and
at expiration of present leases,

will acquire the Majestic and

Queen Theatres at Austin.

A. B. Momand of Shawnee,
Okla., announces that Maud,
Wewoka, and Clinton, Okla., will

get new theatres in near future, to

be built by the Monand Theatres,

Inc. The Maud house to cost $50,-

000, the Wewoka house $125.1 "in.

and the Clinton house not ETA
mined as to cost.

W. M. Haulsee announces that

he will erect a new $100,000 the-

atre at Wewoka, Okla., in the very
near future, to be equipped with
tage for vaudeville and Vitaphone

for pictures.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS •££?
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Atlanta, Memphis And
Southern Trade News
\A EARNER BROTHERS will

V V establish a branch in Mem-
phis in the near future, according

to reports generally current along

Film Row this week.

Creation of a new Memphis dis-

trict is anticipated. Such a step

would merge in a new territory

theatres now served from New
Orleans, Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Oklahoma City, and Atlanta.

Film Row, Memphis, visitors

for the week included C. E. Kess-

nich, southern district manager,

M-G-M ; A. C. Wilson, traveling

auditor, Fox, New York ; J. F.

McGuire, Princess theatre, Holly

Springs, Miss.
; J. F. Norman,

Fordyce, Ark., secretary of the

M. P. T. O., of Arkansas, Missis-

sippi, Tennessee ; F. H. Jones,

Dixie, Wynne, Ark. ; Louis

F. Haven, Imperial, Forrest City.

Ark.; Mrs. J. L. Whitten, Majes-
tic, Lepanto, Ark. ; W. L. Howard,
Tyronza, Tyronza, Ark.

According to reports, the Joy,

Foreman, Ark., operated by R. L.

Anderson, has been closed.

Sharp's, Humboldt, Tenn., has

been sold by J. P. Sharp to J. F.

Lowrance, owner of the Princess,

Humboldt, and the Gem, Trenton,

and will be changed to the Capitol.

The Lyceum, former Memphis,
Tenn., legit house, last week closed

its newly launched motion picture

policy after eight days of losing

money.
Sound at the new Orpheum will

definitely go into operation the

week of April 1.

Memphis may have its first ama-
teur movie in the form of films of

"Eva the Fifth," Little Theatre
play, if plans, still in a tentative

stage, are carried out.

R. W. Tyson, owner of the new
theatre at Sumner, Miss., open
just a month, will not carry out

his plan to open another house in

Moorhead, Miss.

The Arlington, Arlington, Ky.,
probably will reopen.

"Coming in" of a 6,000-barrel-

a-day oil well at Camden, Ark., is

expected by the Rialto and Hau-
bert, Camden's movie houses, to

mean a rich harvest in box office

receipts in the next few months.
Four Arkansas Amusement En-

terprises houses and three Sude-
kum houses in west Tennessee
have installed Pacent devices

:

Conway, Conway, Ark. ; Rialto,

Camden, Ark.; Majestic, Stutt-
gart, Ark. ; Capitol, Newport,
Ark. ; Capitol, Dyersburg, Tenn.

;

Capitol, Paris, Tenn., and Capitol,

Union City, Tenn.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Maxwell,

who owns the Princess, Earle,
Ark., has acquired control of the

Empress, Haiti, Mo.
Recent visitors to Atlanta in-

cluded R. E. L. Golden, Golden
theatre, LaGrange, Ga. ; Ralph
Morrow, southern district man-
ager of Tiffany-Stahl ; C. T. Bobo,
Bocanita theatre, Scottsboro, Ala.

;

Juran Carbonell, Monroe theatre,

Key West, Fla.; T. E. Watson,
Strand theatre, Montevallo ; Paul
P. Standi, Lyric theatre, Jackson,
Ga. ; Preston Henn, Haven theatre,

Canton, Ga. ; Edgar F. Boyd, Ma-
jestic theatre, Adel, Ga. ; W. H.
Odom, Pastime theatre, Sanders-
ville, Ga. ; Tom Harper, Fairfax

theatre, LaGrange, Ga. ; Al. W.
Smith, Jr., Mildred theatre,

Barnesville, Ga. ; Col Thomas A.
Orr, head of the Marshall County
Enterprises, operating a circuit of

theatres in the Sand Mountain sec-

tion of Alabama; Ernest F. In-

gram, Ingram theatre at Ashland.
Ala. ; D. E. Ponder, Rainbow the-

atre, Opelika, Ala. ; Roy E. Mar-
tin, Martin chain of theatres,

Columbus, Ga.
Virgil ("Doc") Wadkins, \x\v<

for some time past has been man-
ager of the Rialto theatre in At-
lanta under the Publix banner, has
been transferred to Birmingham,
Ala., to be assistant manager of the

Alabama.
Willis Grist, Jr., well known in

theatre circles in the southeast, is

now city manager for Publix the-

atres in Greenville, S. C.

The Park theatre and adjoining

property at the southeast corner of

Forty-first and Market streets,

Louisville, Ky., has been sold for

approximately $120,000, E. Mat-
tingsly, president of E. H. Mat-
tingsly & Co., announcing the sale

of the theatre property by P.

Berger to E. Busath.

Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Miles, Emi-
nence theatre, Eminence, Ky., were
visitors at the Louisville, Ky., ex-

change last week.
Dr. John B. Stout, Stout's the-

atre, Danville, Ky., who suffered

from a second stroke of paralysis,

is reported slightly improved.
George A. Sine, assistant to the

president of the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co., left Louisville last

Wednesday for Terre Haute, Ind.,

where his company is making ar-

rangements to open another theatre

with sound.

Items Of Interest In

New England Circles
IRVING GREEN, who took over

the management of the Fells-

way Theatre in Medford a short
time ago, has also become manager
of the Park and Rialto Theatres in

Everett.

Al Couture, of the Star Theatre
at Manchester, N. H., is confined
to the hospital in that city by ill-

ness.

H. A. Woodward, who for some
time owned and operated Wood-
ward Hall in Hill, N. H., and who
later leased the theatre, has taken
it over from L. W. Heath and will

continue to operate it.

Sam Davidson, Connecticut rep-
resentative for Consolidated Films,
spent part of the week in Boston.
The Strand Theatre at Winstead,

Conn., has installed • Vitaphone
equipment.
The old Keith Theatre at Boston,

which was replaced by the B. F.
Keith Memorial Theatre and which
was acquired by the Shuberts, is

to reopen about April 1st under the
name of the Shubert Apollo The-
atre. It has been extensively reno-
vated.

A $12,000 organ belonging to the
Lyceum Theatre at New Britain,

Conn., which has been stored dur-
ing alterations to the house, was
badly damaged by vandals, accord-

ing to Manager Joseph D. Dzicek,

having removed parts which it

may be impossible to replace.

Two Connecticut theatre mana-
gers passed away within a few
days of each other. Joseph DiLor-
enzo, 63, manager of the Crown
Theatre at Hartford, died of heart

trouble. He leaves a wife and one
son. M. W. Leighton, aged 52,

owner and manager of the America
Theatre at Bridgeport, passed away
a few days later. He also leaves a

wife and one son.

Kenneth Robinson, Paramount's
exchange manager at Albany, who
was formerly sales manager at the

Boston exchange, was injured in

an automobile accident in that city

a few days ago, suffering two frac-

tured ribs.

Al Foy of Cliftondale has sold

the Dream Theatre in that town to

A. Weiner of Maiden.

The Vitaphone Building has

leased, for a long term of years,

two buildings adjoining the Warner
Brothers exchange and located

around the corner at 7 and 9 Isa-

bella street, Boston. Carl Crawford
is to have charge upon completion.

The Uptown Theatre in Provi-

dence is temporarily closed.

The Garden Theatre at Green-
field, the new Goldstein Brothers
theatre, was formally opened last

Monday.
Frank Scully, Western Massa-

chusetts representative for First

National, had a narrow escape from
serious injury on his latest trip,

when his new Buick was in an acci-

dent.

Miss Rose Rubin, biller at the

First National exchange, Boston, is

absent from her desk on account
of illness.

P. J. Levesque of the Arcadia
Theatre at Rumford, Me., paid his

first visit to Boston in many
months during the week.
Miss Theresa Reardon, inspector

at Independent Films, is seriously

ill with intestinal grippe.

Maurice Curran, a former film

salesman in the New England ter-

ritory, has joined the Warner
Brothers staff as head shipper.

Joseph Dondas of Rockland, Me.,
well known theatre manager, was
in Boston for a few days last week.

It is understood that E. J. Car-
ron will take over the Eagle The-
atre at Manchester, N. H., later in

the season after an absence of some
years from the theatrical business.

The Comique and Waldorf The-
atres at Lynn, the Alhambra at

Quincy and the Rialto in Boston
have installed Pacent equipment.

Ben Abrams, representative of

Metro-Goldwyn in Western Massa-
chusetts, escaped injury in a col-

lision during the week.
The Boston Civic Theatre Co.

has incorporated with 5,000 no par
shares. Incorporators are George
R. Russell, James S. Russell and
Oscar W. Hausermann, all of Mil-
ton, Mass.

3 Cleveland Houses
Adopt Sound Devices

] A. GOFFINET of the Goffi-

«J • net Theatre, Rittman, Ohio,
has purchased a Movie-Phone
sound equipment for immediate in-

stallation. Movie-Phone is handled
by Edward Casanave, 401 Film
Bldg.

The LaSalle, owned and operated

by Paul Gusdanovic, opened last

Sunday as a sound house. A Pa-
cent reproducer was installed.

Gusdanovic also has a Pacent in

his Regent Theatre.

The Utopia Theatre, Paineville,

has installed a DeForest Phonofilm.
The house is owned and operated

by Jules and Abe Schwartz.

George W. Erdmann, secretary

of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association, was in New
York last week attending the hear-

ing of the Federal case against the

Hays organization and the Film
Boards of Trade. Mrs. Georgia
Moffet, secretary of the Cleveland

Film Board of Trade, was also

present.

Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Gordon of

9015 Parmalee avenue, Cleveland,

have announced the engagement of
their daughter, Jessie, to Murrel
Fischer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mayer Fischer, Derbyshire Road,
Cleveland Heights. Murrel Fischer

was associated with his father in

the Fischer Film Exchange.

Ernest Hunt, organist at Loew's
State Theatre, has returned from a
trip to Florida. He went south to

recover from an attack of neuritis.

J. Stein is now operating the

Penn Square Theatre, Cleveland,

seven days a week. He has been
operating only three days.

George Kreutz, manager of the

State, Toledo, O., has collected his

golf clubs and hied himself to Flor-

ida for a month's vacation, leaving

Harold F. Wendt, publicity mana-
ger, in charge.

Fremont, O., residents are count-

ing the months until they will be
saved the 25-mile drive to Sandusky
or 35 miles to Toledo to witness
sound pictures. Merger with the

Fox interests is not expected to de-

lay plans made by the Schine group
for the erection of a Fremont play-

house.

Directors of the Toledo, O., Re-
tail Merchants Board have unani-

mously approved the movement of

William E. Vogt and Will L. Kerr
to establish a new legitimate the-

atre in Toledo. The plan calls for

a theatre with a seating capacity

of 2,500. Top prices of $2 to $2.50

are proposed.

Engineers, electricians and tech-

nical experts are now working at

the State, Springfield, O., instal-

ling sound equipment. Springfield

now has two theatres equipped with
sound, The Majestic and The State.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES INC.
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Quality Bryant 2180-2181-2182

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Kansas City Dramatic
Unit Forced To Quit

Till Kansas ( itj theatre, a

civic dramatic organization,

was forced to quil last weel
cause of lack of public suppi rt

The Kansas I it) theatre was or-

ganized in l
1 '-'-'. It received at

triple the amow pub-
licity of any theatrical i>r motion
picture enterprise in town.

A large amount of new equip-

ment has been purchased foi thi

Main Street theatre. Independence,

Kans., by R. 1 1. Montgon* rj

Work of repairing tin $35,000

damage done to the Columbia the-

atre. Columbia, Mo., which was
caused last week by tire, is under
way. The interior of the Peerless

theatre, Lebo, Kans., is to t>

modeled. to H. K« p,

manager. R. E. Mills is revising

the plans for his new theatre to be

built in Chanute, Kans. Boiler

. Kansas City, are the archi-

J. P. Price has been suc-

ceeded as general manager of the

Star, ( trpheum and Broadway-Star
theatres. Hannibal. Mo., by Harry
Schadiker. The Odeon theatre.

s, Kans., has been traded by
II. P. Hartley for the Sterling the-

atre. Sterling, Kans. H. Newboldt

of Kansas City has purchased the

Garden theatre. Marion. Kans.,

i Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Mttdd.

I In the night of February 8,

1904, C H. Thompson and M. J.

Trimble opened the Opera House
in Plattsburg, Mo. Their pioneer-

ing spirit was the cause of a

lengthy editorial in a Plattsburg

newspaper recently.

Kansas City's film row "dug

down" to the extent of $130 to aid

a citywide drive for boy and girl

scouts.

Publix Buys Land For

St. Francis In Frisco

HERMAN WOBBER, Pacific

i..ast managing director for

Paramount Picture- and Publix

Theatres, has purchased that piece

of property adjoining the St. Fran-

cis Theatre on Market street. This

-it.-, adjoining the Kress building.

is 47', x 65 feet. The St. Fran-

cis, which is owned by Publix. has

a frontage on Market street oi

137'.. feet. So with this newly ac-

quired property, Publix will have a

frontage of 185 feet.

Max Weiss, of Sutter Theatre,

Sacramento, opened his house on
March 1st. He purchased additional

bonier lights from K. E. Fulton
i ompany.

Carl Fulton, president of E. E.

Fulton Company, and Alexander
have made a trip to Tia

J nana together.

I . . Hulling is representing KKO
in the Sacramento \ alley.

i . lumbia "talkies" hair been

placed at the Alhambt a, Sacrami n

to. A special trip to the capitol

was mad< to complete the sale.

Friends of Lou < iolden, able

manager of the Loew's Warfield,

d and sorry to learn

that he will soon li a: i this city to

open the new Fox Theatre in S<

attic, where hi will be connected

with i hat lit 1 hall.

(', I. Hyde, formerly of I os \>

geles, is now publicity director of

the t .old. ii i iate Theatre.

Jacob Weil, of Healdsburg, was
a recent visitor to I .olden Gate ave-

nue.

trving P. Arnold is now con-

nected with RKO, having taken

over the San Joaquin territory.

i harlie Powers, recently con-

d with the local Fox exchange.

has been sent to the Portland of-

fice- to act as branch manager for

Fox.

Al Oxtaby, of First National,
is making a trip through the south-

ern coast.

Violet Leslie is a newcomer at

the RKO exchange.

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING

&RS. thoroughly trained and

experienced in theatre work.

Men and women now ready

for good positions. Write

salary, and other data. Ad-

dress, Chicago Musical Col-

lege, 64 E. Van Buren, Cbi

<^ago.

Flames Wreck Gaiety,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
FLAMES discovered at 8

o'clock S u n d a v morning.
March 10, in the Gaietv theatre,

Wilkes-Barre, part of the Comer-
ford Amusement Company chain,

wrecked the structure, entailing a

loss of $150,000. Investigation as

to the cause led to the conclusion

that the fire started from a care-

lessly dropped cigaret. The Gaiety

was one of the oldest Wilkes-
Barre theatres

The Seville theatre. Easton, was
formally opened on February 21,

bv Clayton Busse, and is the fourth

picture house operated by him in

that city.

A. Karl Kramer, organist and
compo-er. who resided in Carlisle

for fifteen years until a few-

months ago, when he resigned his

position at the console in the

Strand theatre and went to Holly-
wood, is now employed in writing
musical themes for synchronized
motion pictures for the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Company. He has
completed orchestrations fc>r scv-
< . A pictures, among them: "The
Pagan," "< lotton" and "The Bridge
.1 San T.uis Rey."
Arthur If. lames. Lieutenant

Governor of Pennsylvania and
.-wner of several motion picture
theatres in the vicinity of his

home, Wilkes Barre, was ..ne of

thi guests of honor and made an
'dress at the fifteenth annual din-

ner of the Dickinson College Club,
of Harrisburg, held in the latter

. it\ on the .-..nine of March 15.

He is a closi friend and business

of \l I-'. < omerford, of

Serai

Mr-. Hulda \pp. 11. mother of

late Nathan Appell, of York,
founder and for many year- head

:

:. \p!" 11 \iiiu-ement F.nter-

-. which today control prac-

tii ally all the n York and
numerous other- in the vicinitv of
that city, di.-.l at her home in Har-
risburg on Man h '». at thi age of
83 years. Among her surviving

grandchildren is Louis Vppell, ol

v ork, present head of the Appell

theatre chain.

Fire destroyed the Acadcniv oi

Music and a building owned h> the

William Moyer estate, in Fret

burg, Snyder county, on March 9,

causing a loss oi f30,000, chieflj to

the theatre.

The Coatesville V. M. C. A.
auditorium, used as a motion pic

ture theatre, has been reopened

after undergoing extensive altera-

tions and wiring.

A companj known as the First

Eastern Film Corporation, accord-

ing to York, Pa., newspapers, has

been formed to take over the largi

warehouses of the old Foust Dis-

tilling Company, at Glen Rock, for

use as studios for the making of

motion pictures.

Film Notes From The
Indiana Territory

NATIONAL and state sessions

of conventions of the In-

dorsers of Photoplays will be held

in Indianapolis, Ind., April 4 and 5.

at the Claypool Hotel, according to

the Indianapolis Endorsers. A na-

tional business session will open

the meetings with an election of

national officers and reporters from
presiding officers. During the after-

noon of April 4 an election of

state officers will be held. The next

day will be devoted to discussion

of organization work and the an-

nual luncheon will be held during

this last day's session. Mrs. David
Ross, of Indianapolis, will preside

at the convention of both groups.

A new motion picture theatre,

not yet named, will open in Marion,
Ind., about May 15, according to

Donald Graham, Indianapolis ar-

chitect.

Charles Sweeton, Evansville,

Ind., theatre operator and manager,
now president of the North Side

Amusement Company operating the

Majestic, Ohio, and Royal theatres,

was seriously injured one night last

week when forced by a "road hog"
over a 30-foot embankment into a

ditch filled with five feet of water.

The New Grand. R-K-0 house

in Evansville, Ind.. announced
some time ago that RCA Photo-

phone, with Movietone and Vita-

phone attachments, was being in-

stalled, to be ready for opening
March 3, at which time a 15-year

policy would be changed. On
March 1, wdien no bookings for the

coming week's pictures had been

received by the local management,
. .rders came from New York to

continue the vaudeville policy for

at least another week. March 7. it

was suddenly announced that the

house would close its doors for an

indefinite period. On March 9, it

was stated the house would reopen,

but no date set. Monday. March
11. it was announced the house
would reopen Saturday, March 16,

with talkies. ( Ither policy an-

nouncements were all shows would
change on Saturday and be mil

week stands.

Bids have been received by Oscar
and Isador Fine, operators of the

Alhambra, Columbia and Franklin
neighborhood houses in Evansville,

Ind.. for their new $45,000 neigh

borhood house b i be err. ted at

Washington and Kentucky avenui

Construction will probably start in

three or four weeks.

Carl Stearn, Veteran

M«;r., Dies In Seattle
Ol VTTLE'S Film Row was
r^ grieved this week at the death

of i arl Stearn. manager • >f the

\\ .ii in i Brothi i s exchange, who
died at the Swedish Hospital Fri-

day night following a heart attack

suffered in his home on Thursday
evening. Mr. Steam had been as-

sociated with the film industry for

nearly twenty-live years. He is

survived by his widow, two sisters

and a brother.

Carl Mahne, manager of the

I ptown theatre for DcLuxe The-
atres. Inc.. Seattle, last week took

on the added duties of an editoi

Henceforth, he will be editor of

the Seattle Motion Picture Record,
trade paper.

Manny Brown, Western division

supervisor for Tittany-Stahl, made
his fust triii to Seattle last week.

I- red Normand, Northwest rep-
resentative of Photophone. spent

several days here last week with
Manager Carl Reiter of the New
( Irpheum theatre, planning installa-

tion of Photophone in the R-K-0
b .us.'.

Jack Mansfield. West Coast
manager, came up from Portland
for a brief visit at Seattle Wesco
headquarters this week.

The Biophone Distributing Cor-
poration, featuring the Biophone
disc and the Cinephone film sound
attachments, opened offices at 2419
Second avenue, Seattle, last week.
Their first job in the Northwest
will be an installation in DeLuxe
Theatres' Neptune theatre.

Another suburban installation of

sound is the Vitaphone-Movietone
equipment used last week at Jen-
sen-VonHerberg's Bagdad theatre.

Changes are occurring at Wil-
liam Matthew's Seattle R-K-O ex-

change. This week saw the raising

id' a new sign reading "RKO Pro-
ductions—Radio Pictures" over the

exchange.

Ray Grombacher, magnate of the

Inland Washington empire, last

week added the Clemmer theatre in

Spokane to his present chain of

three houses.

Pantages in Spokane opens with

Vitaphone and Movietone early in

\pril.

Jess Beckman, head of Maritime
Film Service, Inc., of Seattle, last

w.ek announced an exclusive con-

tract for Metro-! loldwyn-Maycr
films to he used on the S. S. Wil-
heinina.

Mrs. Jack Lannon, wife of the

head of tin Greater Features Ex-
changes, Inc.. passed away last

week after an illness of two weeks

For Sale
SEVERAL THOUSAND

brand new upholstered chairs.

Sensational bargains. Also
i.000 new veneer chairs way
below cost. C. G. Demel, 845

South State, Chicago.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th
Ave, New York City.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

COLUMBIA
Title Star

Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass

Driftwood Alvarado-M. Day
Eternal Woman
Faker, The
*t§Lone Wolf': Daughter

Rel. Date

Nov. 19
Feb. 24
Oct. IB..

Borden-Graves Mar. 1

Logan-Delaney Jan. 2

Lytell-Olmsted Feb. 18
i Silent Version) Feb. 1

8

Nothing to Wear .

.

. . . Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5

Object—Alimony Wilson-Allan Dec. 22
Power of the Press Fairbanks, Jr..-Ralston Oct. 31

Quitter, The Lyon-Revier April 1

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes Nov. 30
Stool Pigeon Borden-Delaney Oct. 25

Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves Dec. 1

1

*fSubmarine Holt-Revier Nov. 12
Silent Version) Nov. 12

*tTrial Marriage Kerry-Eilers Mar. 10

Silent Version) Mar. 10
*t§Younger Generation Hersholt-Basquette Mar. 4

i Silent Version) Mar. 4

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel.

*t§ Donovan Affair Holt-Revier
*t§Fall of Eve

Length

581 8 feet

5897 feet

6267 feet

Reviewed

5651 feet

6339 feet

6214 feet

5701 feet

6266 feet

6465 feet

6085 feet .

5792 feet

81 92 feet

6639 feet

Sept. 15

8217 feet

7394 feet

FIRST NATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

*tAdoration Billie Dove Dec. 2 .

*t8Barker, The Sills-Compson Dec. 30 .

Cheyenne Ken Maynard Feb. 3 .

*tChildren of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Mar. 3

(Silent Version) Feb. 1 7

.

Companionate Marriage Bronson-Walling Oct. 21

.

Crash, The Sills-Todd Oct. 7..
*t§Divine Lady, The Grifith-Warner Mar. 31

(Silent Version) April 14
Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct. 14
Glorious Trail Ken Maynard Oct. 28
*tHaunted House Kent-Todd Nov. 4 .

*tHis Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Mar. 24
*tHot Stuff Alice White April 14

i Silent Version i

. Mar. 24 Mar. 9
*t5Lilac Time Moore-Cooper Nov. 8 8967 feet Mar. 24 '28
*tLove and the Devil Sills-Corda Mar. 24 6431 feet

Silent Version) Feb. 24
*t§Man and the Moment Billie Dove April 7 .

(Silent Version) Mar 17

Length

6360 feet

71 37 feet... Dec. 15
5944 feet.

6426 feet

6296 feet

6227 feet

.6225 feet

9914 feet

8993 feet

5976 feet

5886 feet

5755 feet

7692 feet

Reviewed

Jan. 19

Feb. 9

Dec. 22
Jan. 19

*fNaughty Baby IB

Date Length Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

A II in Fun . Jerry Mandy Oct. 21 .

.

Air Derby Reed Howes Jan. 6.

.

America's Pride Our World Today Oct. 7
Auntie's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17..
Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27
Be f/"y King Lupino Lane Dec. 9.

.

Best Dressed Woman in World Our World Today Feb. 17.

.

Bun jing Along Stone- Ruth Nov. 18 .

Clo.d Patrol Reed Howes Feb. 24.

.

Come to Papa . "Big Boy" Oct. 14..
Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7.

.

Delicious and Refreshing Adrienne Dore April 21

Dominion of Diversity Hodge-Podge Feb. 24.

.

Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young Jan. 27.

.

Reviewed
. Oct. 27

Fisticuffs Lupino Lane
Fixer, The "Big Boy". . .

Follow Teacher "Big Boy". .

Four Wheel Brakes Jerry Mandy
Ginger Snaps "Big Boy".
Glorious Adventure Hodge- Podge
Going Places George Davis
Good Night Nurse Lupino Lane
Hay Wire Stone-Dale
Her Big Ben Gene Stone.

Oct. 28
Feb. 3
Dec. 16
April 7

Mar. 24
Oct. 14...
Jan. 13...
Apirl 28
Nov. 4...
Mar. 10...

Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11...
HotorCold AlSt.John Dec 2
Howling Hollywood ... Davis-Dent April 21 .

.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6 ..

In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec. 30
Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen.. Our World Today Mar. 24 ..

Lewis-Sonnenberg Wrestling Match Special Reel Jan. 13...
Kitty. Kitty Bradley-Thompson
Lucky Duck Billy Dale Oct. 7 ...

Magic City Our World Today Nov. 11...
Making Whoopee Goodwin-Bradley Oct. 28
Meandering Thru the Menagerie. . Hodge-Podge April 28
Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25. .

.

Moving Movie Show Hodge-Podge Mar. 31 . .

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec. 16. .

.

Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20
Parlor Pests Collins-Dent Mar. 24 .

.

Patchwork of Pictures Hodge-Podge Nov. 18
Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24
Permanent Wave Railroad Our World Today
Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec. 1...
Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20
Quiet Worker Jerry Drew Nov. 4
Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10...
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec. 16 .

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18
Smart Steppers Al St. John Mar. 3 . .

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec. 23 .

.

Stage Frights George Davis Oct. 21 .

.

Summer Saps Lupino Lane Mar. 17...
Time to Expire Gene Stone Mar. 24 .

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13...
What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13. ..

Whoopee Boys Monty Collins Feb. 10. .

.

Wise Wimmin Jerry Drew Mar. 31...
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec 16...

ALL-TALKIE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

'tsAsk Dad E. E. Horton Feb. 17...
*(§Bee's Buzz. The Gribbon-Clyde April 7 .

*.t§Bride's Relations Burke-Gribbon Jan. 13.

.

**§Broadway Blues Johnny Burke Mar. 10 ..

*t§Eligible Mr. Bangs E. E. Horton Jan. 13.

.

*t§Lion's Roar Burke-Bevan Dec. 9 ..

*t50ld Barn Johnny Burke Feb. 3...
*t§Right Bed. The E. E. Horton April 14
*t$Whlrls and Girls Gribbon-Clyde Feb. 24 .

Length
. 1 reel . .

.

2 reels. .

.

1 reel Oct. 6
2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels Nov. 10

1 reel

1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels

2reels Oct. 13
2 reels Oct. 6

1 reel Mar. 16
1 reel

1 reel Dec. 22
2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels Feb. 3

2reels Nov. 17
1 reel

2 reels

1 reel Oct. 27
.2 reels

2 reels Mar. 16
1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Feb. 2

2 reels Oct. 27
2reels Nov. 10
2 reels Mar. 16
2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel

1 reel Feb. 2
1 reel Mar. 16
1 reel Sept. 15
1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Oct. 13
1 reel

2 reels Nov. 24
. 1 reel

.1 reel Nov. 10
2 reels Dec. 15
2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Feb. 2

1 reel Dec. 1

1 reel Dec 1

1 reel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct. 6

.1 reel Jan. 19
1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3

2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct. 6
2reels

.1 reel

1 reel

1 reel Dec. 15
.2 reels Jan. 12
. 2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 15

Length Reviewed

2 reels Feb. 16
2 reels

2 reels Feb. 2
2 reels

.2 reels Feb. 9

2 reels Dec 1

2 reels Feb. 16
2 reels

2 reels. Feb. 16

White-Mulhall Dec.
(Silent Version)

*tOutcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11

Phantom City Ken Maynard Dec. 23
*tSaturday's Children Corinne Griffith April 14

(Silent Versions Mar. 10
*fScarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec. 9
*tSeven Footprints to Satan Conklin-Fazenda. Feb. 17

(Silent Version) Jan. 27
*t§Synthetic Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6
WareCase.The Special Cast Nov. 25
*f§Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10

(Silent Version) April 7
*t§Why Be Good Colleen Moore Mar. 17

(Silent Version) Mar. 3

6360 feet

6406 feet

6226 feet

5887 feet

6727 feet

6237 feet

5405 feet

5238 feet

6730 feet

61 85 feet

7978 feet

7565 feet

Feb. 9

Dec. 8

Jan. 12

>eb. 2

7692 feet Jan. 26

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Coming Attractions
Title Star

*|Broadway Babies Alice White
California Mail Ken Maynard
*t§House of Horrors Fazenda-Conklin

(Silent Version) 6700 feet

Lawless Legion Ken Maynard
Prisoners Corinne Griffith

*t§Squall, The Joyce-Loy

Sept. 2?

FOX FILMS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

*!Blindfold O'Brien-Moran
(Silent Version) Dec. 9 5598 feet

*tDry Martini As'or-Moore Oct 7 7176 feet

i Silent Version) 6822 feet

*fBlue Skies Twelvetrees-Albertson Mar. 17
•tCaptain Lash Victor McLaglen Jan. 6 5453 feet

(S.lent Versioni ..-. 5376 feet

*|Four Devils Gaynor-Duncan 10reels Oct. 13
tFugitives Bellamy-Terry Jan. 27 5331 feet

(Silent Version) 5356 feet

Reviewed

Jan. 5
Nov. 10

Feb. 9

5560 feet

6395 feel

6000 feet

5153 feet

6650 feet

8724 feet

•tGreat White North Special Cast Dec. 30
*t§Ghost Talks, The (A. T.) Twel*etrees-Ea>on Feb. 24
Girls Gone Wild Carol-Stuart Mar. 10

(Silent Version) Mar. 10

Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec. 16
*t§Hearts in Dixie (A. T.) Clarence Muse Mar. 10

*TSln Old Arizona (A. T.) Lowe-Baxter Jan. 20
*tJoy Street Moran-Stuart April 7
*t$Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct. 28
*|§Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen Oct. 21

*f§Making the Grade Lowe-Moran Feb. 17
*tMe Gangster Terry-Collyer Oct. 14
*|Not Quite Decent Collyer-Dresser Mar. 24
*tPlastered in Paris Cohen-Pennick Jan. 23
*tPrep and Pep Rollins-Drexel Nov. 18
*tNew Year's Eve Astor-Morton Feb. 24

*tRomance of the Underworld Astor-Boles Nov. 11

*fRiley the Cop McDonald-Drexel Nov. 25
i Silent Version) 5993 feet

*tRed Dance Del Rio-Farrell Dec. 2 . 9250 feet

•(Red Wine Collyer-Nagel Dec. 23.. 61 94 feet

*|Sunrise O'Brien-Gaynor Nov. 4 8393 feet

*tSin Sister Carroll-Gray Feb. 10 . . 6072 feet

(Silent Version) 6053 feet

*tStrongBoy McLaglen-Joy Mar. 3 5526 feet

MSpeakeasy A. T.) Page-Lane Mar. 24
Taking a Chance Rex-Bell Nov. 18 4876 feet

Trent's Last Case Griffith-Day Mar. 31

*HThrough Different Eyes Baxter-Lowe April 7
*tTrue Heaven O'Brien-Moran Jan. 20.. 5531 feet

I Silent Version) 5563 feet

*t§Valiant, The (A. T.) Churchill-Terry April 21

Feb. 23

Mar. 9

Mar. 2

Dec. 29

10116 feet Seot.2fr
6807 feet Mar. 17 '28

.5024 feet . .

6042 feet Oct. 27

5641 feet

6806 feet

5958 feet

6162 fert

6132 feet

Sept. 29
Jan. 5

Jan. 12
Dec. 8

Oct. 14

Feb. 16

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9 1 reel—
Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct. 28 1 reel

Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11— 1 reel

Reviewed

' Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.
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Title Star

Low Necker Marjorie Beebe
Monument Valley Variety

Steeplechase Variety
Storied Palestine Variety

Rel. Oate

Dec. 18..

Nov. 25..

Oct. 14

Dec. 23

Length Reviewed

.2 reels Jan. 14

.1 reel

. 1 peel

1 reel

Title Star Rel. Date

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*»5At the Ball Game Joe Cook
Hi Between Clark-McCullough Feb. 17.

Bridge at Midnight Mary Duncan
*t§Corpus Christie Raquel Meller .

*'S Diplomats. The Clark-McCullough Feb. 17.

*t§Dolls and Puppets Nancy Drpxel
*fJEverybody Loves My Girl Winnie Lightner
*tj Family Picnic Raymond McKee
*t ^Friendship

•tjGeorge Bernard Shaw Interview.
.

•tilnterview. The Clark-McCullough
•tsUdies' Man Chic Sales
*t}Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert
* +

S Napoleon's Barber Otto Mattiesen Feb. 17.

»'§Old Tunes for New Dr. Sigmund Spa'.ith

•tSThey're Coming to Get Me Chic Sales
^Treasurer's Report Robert Benchley
*tj Serenade Schubert) Harold Murray
•tsWhite Faced Fool Lionel Atwill

I ."7il f.-.t

3200 feet

Sept. 8

Jan. 12

June 30

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Title Star

Head of the Family, The Russell-Corbin
Thru the Breakers Uvlngs*on-Herbert

tSpanking Age "Our Gang" Dec. 15.

.

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec 22.

.

That's My Wifo Laurel-Hardy Mar. 23

(Silent Version) Dec. 29
*tThin Twins Charley Chase April 13

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 .

.

Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19
'i We Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec. 29
When Money Comes... Roach Stars Mar. 2

Why Is a Plumber? Roach Stars Mar. 30.

.

tWiggla Your Ears "Our Gang" April 6

Witch Doctor Ufa Oddities May 25
Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27 .

World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct. 13 .

*i Wrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb. 00 .

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

China Bound Dane-Arthur May 18

Deadline, The ...... Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Rider .Tim McCoy May 11

.

..2980 feet •••• Dynamite iA. T.) Conrad Nagel
*t§Five O'clock Girl, The (A. T.).. Davies-Arthur-King
*t§Great Power. The (A. T.) Special Cast April 20

*t§Green Ghost, The
*t§Hallelujah Colored Cast

He Learned About Women Haines-Page-Percy
*t§Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel
Man's Man, A Haines-Dunn May 25
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore
*t§Nize Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
*t§Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocque
*f§Pagan . . Novarro-Adoree-Janis April 27

Dec. 8

Length

2 reels .

1 reel .

.

2 reels

.

2 reels.

.

2 reels .

2 reels.

.

. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel Nov.
2 reels

June 30 Length Reviewed

1 reel Mar. 2

Sept.

. Sept.

Mar. 2

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

6250 feet Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine.
6420 feet

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

*t$Alias Jimmy Valentine Haines-Barrymore... Jan. 26. .

.

(Silent Version)
All at Sea Dane-Arthur Feb. 9 . .

.

*tBaby Cyclone Cody-Pringle Nov. 3. .

.

•tBrotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct. 13.

.

Bushranger, The Tim McCoy Nov. 17. .

.

*t§Bridge of San Luis Rey Damita-Alvarado Mar. 30
(Silent Version) Mar. 30

*t§Bellamy Trial, The Joy-Bronson Mar. 2.

(Silent Version)

*fSBroadway Melody (A. T.) .Page-Love-King
Dream of Love Crawford-Asther Dec. 1

.

**Desert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Mar. 9

(Silent Version)
*t§Duke Steps Out Haines-Crawford Mar. 16

(Silent Version) Mar. 1

6

tFlying Fleet Novarro-Page Jan. 19.

Honeymoon Flash-Moran Dec. 29.

Lady of Chance Norma Shearer Dec. 22.

Loves of Casanova Ivan Mosjoukine Feb. 16.

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Nov. 17.

Morgan's Last Raid Tim McCoy Jan. 5.

Napoleon . . . : Special Cast Oct. 27
Overland Telegraph Tim McCoy Mar. 2.

Shadows of the Night Flash-Gray Oct. 6
*tShow People Davies-Haines Oct. 20.

Spies Special Cast Dec. 8.

Single Man. A Cody-Pringle Jan. 12
*tTrailof '98 Del Rio-Forbes Jan. 5

(Silent Version) Jan. 5 .

•fTlde of Empire Adoree-Duryea Mar. 23.
*»Wind, The Gish-Hanson Oct. 27.

*tS While Shadows in the South Seas.. Blue-Torres Nov. 10.

West of Zanzibar Cheney-Nolan Nov. 24.

.

*tWoman of Affairs Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 1 5 .

nwild Orchids Garbo-Asther Feb. 23 .

Length

.7803 feet

7142 feet.

5345 feet

5053 feet

6053 feet

5220 feet

Reviewed

. . Nov. 24

Feb. 23
8268 feet... Feb. 2
.7524 feet

9372 feet ...Feb. 16
. 7987 feet .. Jan. 5

6177 feet

Jan. 19

6236 feet

6201 feet

.9044 feet... Feb. 16

.4823 feet....

.7126 feet.

61 79 feet

6575 feet.

5264 feet

6893 feet... Feb.
.4815 feet ...

.5448 feet.

7453 feet.

7999 feet

5596 feet

.8799 feet

Jan. 26

. Dec. 1

Nov. 17
Mar. 9

. 6552 feet

6721 feet

..7968 feet.

6150 feet

831 9 feet

.9235 feet

Feb. 9

Mar. 24, '28

! Nov. 17
Aug. 18
Jan. 5

Nov. 3

Sioux Blood McCoy-Frazer 4811 feet April 30

*t§Trialof Mary Dugan, The (A.T.) Shearer- Warner-Hackett
*i Viking, The Starke-Crisp 8508 feet Nov. 17

Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine.
(Silent Version) April 27 7 reels Feb. 2

*t§Spite Marriage Buster Keaton April 6

(Silent Version) 6500 feet Feb. 2

*t§Voice of the City (A. T.) Willard Mack April 13
(Silent Version)

*tWhere East is East Chaney-Velez-Taylor May 4

*\ §White Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec. 1

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels Mar. 9

Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct. 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Oct. 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs Oct. 20
Marion Harris Songs Sept. 29
Jimtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs Sept. 29
Joseph Regan Oct. 13
Joseph Regan Nov. 3

Leo Beers Songs and Whistling
Locust Sisters Songs Oct. 8
Man Higher Up The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

Mayor of Jimtown Miller and Lyle Oct. 13
M-u-M Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct. 13

Odette Myrtle Songs Oct. 20

PARAMOUNT

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities ...

All Parts Charley Chase.
Ancient Art. An Ufa Oddities..

.

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities. .

.

Big Business Laurel-Hardy
•tBooster, The Charley Chase

.

Rel. Date

Mar. 16..

Oct. 27 .

Mar. 2 .

Nov. 5..

April 20 .

Nov. 24,

Length

. 1 reel

2 reels . .

.

.1 reel.

1 reel

Reviewed

Title Star Rel. Date

Avalanche Jack Holt Nov. 10 .

*t§Abie's Irish Rose Rogers-Carroll Jan. 5.

.

(Silent Version) Jan. 5 .

.

*fBehind the German Lines Special Cast Jan. 12.

.

Case of Lena Smith, The Ralston-Hall Jan. 19.

.

*t5Canary Murder Case The (A. T.) Powell-Brooks Feb. 16..

(Silent Version) Feb. 16..

*fSCarnation Kid The Douglas MacLean Mar. 2.

.

(Silent Version) Mar. 2 .

*t§Doctor's Secret, The (A. T.) Edeson-Chatterton Jan. 26.

.

(No Silent Version)

Length Reviewed

6099 feet

10471 feet..

.10187 feet .

8254 feet .

. 7229 feet .

7171 feet..

.5943 feet..

.6290 feet..

.7156 feet .

.5832 feet..

.Nov. 17
Jan. 12
Dec. 8

Jan. 19
Feb. 2

Mar. 2

l«" 'III III UT 1 ! II

;
ree s *tSDummy, The (A. T.) Bennet-Chatterton Mar. 9. . . .5354 feet . . .Mar. 9

(Silent Version) Nov. 24.

.

Boy Friend...
, . . Roach Stars Nov. 10.

.

Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct. 15.

.

Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec. 22 .

Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13..
Double Whoopee Laurel-Hardy May 18
Dying Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2 .

Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct. 6 .

.

Election Day "Our Gang" Jan. 12..
Fast Freight "Our Gang" May 4
Feed 'Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec. 8.

.

Foundations of Eold. Ufa Oddities. May 16. .

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson Jan. 5..
Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec. 1 .

.

"(Holy Terror, The "Our Gang" Mar. 9
Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30
Kisses Comes High Ufa Oddities Dec. 8
Leader, The Ufa Oddities April 27 .

tLiberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 26 .

(Silent Version) Jan. 26 .

.

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10 .

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar. 16 .

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17.

.

Manchu Love Sojln Jan. 12 .

*tMovie Night Charley Chase May 11.
Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 .

fNoisy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9
(Silent Version) Feb. 9

Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16
*tOI' Gray Hoss "Our Gang" Oct. 20

(Silent Version) Oct. 20 .

Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2
Persian Wedding Ufa Oddities April 13
•tRuby Lips Charley Chase Jan. 19 .

Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24.

.

*fSchool Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17
Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16.

.

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

•| feels... (No Silent Version)

^
ree s • •— : Hunting Tower Harry Lauder Nov. 3 ,

.

2rees Dec. 1 His Private Life Menjou-Carver Nov. 7..
j. ree s *tHomecoming. The Hanson-Parlo

5
ree s

*t§ Interference (A. T.) Powell-Brent-Brook Jan. 5.

.

;
rees *tLoopingthe Loop Werner Krauss Mar. 16.

.

f
ree s Moran of the Marines Dlx-Elder Oct. 13. .

.

1 reel

2 reels Nov,
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

.2 reels Jan.

*t8Manhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll Nov. 24.

Marquis Preferred Menjou-Conklin Feb. 2.

*t8Night Club (A.T.) Brice-Rooney Feb. 23.

*tRedskln Richard Dlx Feb. 23

5812 feet

.4690 feet

.81 04 feet

.7487 feet.

.6676 feet.

.5444 feet.

6051 feet.

5506 feet

3389 feet

7643 feet.

Nov. 17
Nov. 24
OcL 27
.Feb. 23
Nov. 3

Jan. 12
Jan. 26

(Silent Version) Feb. 23 ... . 7402 feet

Someone to Love Rogers-Brian Dec 1

*f§Slns of the Fathers Jannlngs-Chatterton Dec 29.
12 (Silent Version) Dec. 9.

J roc s *t5Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12.

]
ree (Silent Version) Jan. 12.

J

ree Sunset Pass Holt-Conklln Feb. 9
I
ree Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct. 13.

Three Week Ends Bow-Hamilton Dec. 8
*t5Tong War (A. T.) W. Beery-Vldor-Oland Mar. 23.

(Silent Version) Mar. 23

.

*t$ Varsity Rogers-Brian-Conklln Oct. 27.

(Silent Version) Oct. 27.

Oct. 6

tWoman from Moscow. The Negrl-Kerry Nov. 3.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec 22.

*tSWolf of Wall Street, The (A. T.). . Bancroft-Baclanova Feb. 9.

.

(Silent Version) Feb. 9 .

*
f §Wolf Song Cooper-Velez Mar. 30 .

.

(Silent Version) Mar. 30 .

.

*t Wings Arlen-Bow-Rogers Jan. 5..

(Silent Version) Jan. 5

Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
Feb.

Jan. 5

. .2 reels

. . 1 reel

.

. .2 reels

2 reels

|
ree

]

s *tWedding March, The. . „ Von Stroheim-Wray

. 1 reel

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

. 2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels July 28

. .2 reels

. .1 reel

2 feels SHORT SUBJECTS
''2reels.'.'!!!!sept29 Tllle star Rel. Date Length

. .1 reel Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie) Ji;'< Djfy Mar. 2... 2 reels .

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

6323 feet .

.7845 feet..

..7724 feet..

.7373 feet..

.7112 feet

.5862 feet

.561 4 feet ..Oct. 27

.5962 feet . Dec. 15

.7081 feet

. 7145 feei

.6348 feet... Nov. 3

.6063 feet

.10659 feet Oct. 20

.691 6 feet ...Nov. 10

.5378 feet Jan. 5
Feb. 2

. .6396 feet . Dec 1

.6060 feet Mar. 9

.7021 feet

12267 feet

.12267 feet Aug. 26 '27

Reviewed
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Title Star Rel. Date

Beaches and Scream Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 22

.

Believe It or Not (Christie) Frances Lee Nov. 24.

.

Call Again E. E. Horton Oct. 20..

Come Easy, Go Slow Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 13 .

.

Crazy Doings (Christie) Billy Dooley Mar. 23.

.

Dancing Town, The May-Skelly-Hayes Oct. 27..

Footloose Fannie (Christie) Frances Lee Feb. 9.

.

Footloose Wimmin (Christie) Booty Vernon
Gobs of Love (Christie) ....

Happy Heels (Christie)

His Angel Child (Christie).

.

Home Girl, The
Hot Sparks (Christie)

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko's Parade
Lay On, MacDuff (Christie).

Loose Change (Christie)

Nifty Numbers (Christie).

Length

.1 reel. . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

2 reels. .

.

.1 reel

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

. 1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

2 reels. .

.

2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels, .

.

.2 reels. .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.2 reels. ..

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. ..

Reviewed Title Star Rel. Date

Jan. 4 .

Billy Dooley Dec. 15.

.

Billy Dooley Jan. 19..

.Bobby Vernon Feb. 16.

.

. Gllmore-Kruger Dec. 1 .

.

.Bobby Vernon Nov. 3.

.

Inkwell Cartoon Oct. 20 .

.Inkwell Cartoon Oct. 6.

.

Jack Duffy Nov. 17..

Jack Duffy Oct. 6..

.Frances Lee Jan. 5.

.

Off the Deck (Christie).! Billy Dooley Feb. 23 .

Papa Spank (Christie) Jack Duffy Feb. 2 .

Picture My Astonishment (Christie). . Frances Lee Oct. 13..

Reckless Rosie (Christie) Frances Lee April 6.

.

Rough Dried (Christie) Billy Dooley April 26 .

Sappy Service (Christie) Bobby Vernon April 13

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie) Billy Dooley Nov. 10

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie) Jack Duffy Dec. 22..

Single Bliss (Christie) Jack Duffy Mar. 30.

.

Tight Places (Christie) Frances Lee Mar. 9.

.

Turn Him Loose (Christie) Bobby Vernon Mar. 16.

.

Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie).Bobby Vernon Jan. 12.

.

SOUND SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t5BirdintheHand A (Christie A. T.) Lois Wilson Feb. 16... 2reels Feb. 2

*t§Bishop's Candlesticks, The (A. T.) Walter Huston Feb. 23. .. .1911 feet

(No Silent Version)

*t§Boyhood Days Borrah Minnevitch Jan. 26 1510 feet

(No Silent Version)

*t§Blue Songs Ruth Etting Jan. 5
(No Silent Version)

*t§Carnival Man, The Walter Huston , VA reels Mar. 16

*t§False Alarm Fire Co. The Smith-Dale 1 reel Feb. 2

*t§Framing of the Shrew The
(Christie A. T.) Colored Cast April 27 2 reels Mar. 9

*t§Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels Feb. 2

*j§lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) Special Cast 1 reel Mar. 2

*t§Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.) Charles Grapewin April 13 2 reels

*t§Just One Word (A. T.) Special Cast Jan. 26. . . .615 feet

(No Silent Version)

*t§Meet the Missue (Christie A. T.). James Gleason Mar. 30 2 reels Mar. 16
*t§Melancholy Dame, The (Christie

A. T.) Colored Cast Feb. 2. ... 2 reels Feb. 2
*t§Midnight Frolic, The Eddie Cantor 1 reel Mar. 16

*t§Music Hath Charms (Christie A.T.). Colored Cast Mar. 16 2 reels

*t§Now and Then Special Cast Mar. 2
*t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.)... Raymond Griffith Mar. 2 2 reels Marl 9

*t§Pusher-in-the-Face, The (A. T.). Hitchcock-Taylor Feb. 23 2 reels

(No Silent Version)

*t §Ruth Etting Songs 1 reel Mar. 2

*tSidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

*t§That Party in Person Songs Jan. 5 805 feet

(No Silent Version)
*t§Traffic Regulations Donald Ogden Stewart 1 reel Feb. 23
*f§Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper
(Christie A. T.) Hatton-Hardy Feb. 9 2 reels

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Betrayal, The Jannings-Ralston-Cooper
Black Eagles George Bancroft
*t§Burlesque.. James Barton
*t§Close Harmony (A. T.) Rogers-Carroll April 13 6500 feet Mar. 16
*1§Cocoanuts (A. T.) Four Marx Brothers
*t§Concert. The (A. T.) Emil Jannings
*t§Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell
*tFour Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
*f§Genius Is Born, A. (A. T.) O. P. Heggie
*t§Gentlemen of the Press (A. T.).. .Walter Huston
*t&Hole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson

; Innocents of Paris, The (A. T-). . .Maurice Chevalier
*t§Letter, The Jeanne Eagels 5886 feet Mar. 16
tsMan I Love, The (A. T.) Arlen-Brian
*t§Nothing But the Truth (A. T.) . . . . Richard Dix
*|Soul of France, The Special Cast
*t§T NT Harold Lloyd

*t§ Wild Party Clara Bow
Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclanova-Brook

PATHE
FEATURES

Title Star Rel.

*t8Annapolis Brown-Loff Dec
(Silent Version) Nov.

Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Dec.
t (Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov.

(Silent Version) Oct.
Celebrity Armstrong-Basquette Oct.
Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov.
Forbidden Love Lily Damita Oct.
Forty-Five Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb.
*t§Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan.

(Silent Version)
"tGodless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost Mar.

(Silent Version)
Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar.
*t§King of Kings, The Warner-Logan

(Silent Version)
*|§Leathernecks, The William Boyd.... Feb.

(Silent Version)
Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Nov.
*t§ Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec.

(Silent Version)
*tNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan.

(Silent Version) Dec.
* SNoisy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan.
»tSOffice Scandal, The Phyllis Haver Mar.

(Silent Version)
(Silent Version)

6.

7.

9
28
7

21.

*t§Sal of Singapore Haver-Hale
(Silent Version)

Ship Comes! n, A . Dresser-Schildkraut June 4. .

.

*t§Show Folks Quillan-Basquette Dec. 16...
(Silent Version) Oct. 21 . .

.

*t§Shady Lady, A Phyllis Haver Jan. 20. ..

(Silent Version)
Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20. .

.

*t§Spieler, The Hale-Adoree Dec. 30...
(Silent Version) Dec. 30 .

.

*t§Square Shoulders Junior Coghlan .Mar. 3. .

.

(Silent Version)

*t §Strange Cargo (A. T.) Lee Patrick Mar. 31 . .

.

Yellow Contraband .Leo Maloney Oct. 28. .

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

All Aboard Haines-Coombs Jan. 13. .

.

Bargain Hunt, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 14. .

.

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct. 21 . .

.

Black Duck, The "Aesop Fables"
Burglar, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Dec. 9. .

.

Button My Back Billy Bevan
Camping Out Donald Haines Dec. 16 .

.

Campus Vamp. The .Sennett Girls Nov. 25. .

.

Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables" Nov. 11 . .

.

Circus Time Donald Haines Feb. 10.

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan.
Cure or Kill • "Aesop Fables" Oct.
Day Off A "Aesop Fables" Dec.
Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct.
Defensive Half Backs, The Football Sense Oct.
Defensive Line, The Football Sense, The Oct.
*tDinner Time "Aesop Fable"
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14...
Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct. 14 . .

.

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" Dec. 2. .

.

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" Dec. 23 . .

Foolish Husbands Bevan-Dent
Girls Will Be Boys Sportlights

Getting Together Sportlight Oct. 28. .

.

Grandma's House "Aesop Fables"
Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct. 28 .

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec. 30
Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4. .

.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec. 2. .

.

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11...
Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 6. .

.

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 6. .

.

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" Nov. 4. .

.

*T§Lincoln (Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10. .

.

Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec. 30 ..

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct. 14. .

.

Muscle Marvels Sportlight Oct. 14. .

.

No Children Haines-Coombs Mar. 10...
No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7. .

.

No Sale Haines-Coombs Nov. 18. .

.

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25 .

.

Players at Play Sportlight Jan. 20 .

.

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 .

.

Queen Bee, The "Aesop Fables"
Queen of the North Woods (Serial). Clair-Miller May 12...
Smith Catalina Rowboat Race Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 21...
Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" Jan. 20. .

.

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" Nov. 11 . .

.

*§Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"
Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables" Feb. 3 . .

.

Targets Sportlight Nov. 25 .

.

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec. 23. .

.

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper Oct. 28. .

.

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec. 23
Watch My Smoke Haines-Coombs April 7. .

.

White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables" Jan. 13. .

.

*t5 Winning Patterns Sportlight

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables" Feb. 10. .

.

Corning Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date

Length Reviewed

6349 feet

6988 feet. .. Aug. 22
.6902 feet . June 23
.6566 feet Dec. 15
.6581 feet

.5808 feet... Nov. 17

.6132 feet

.4554 feet

.5600 feet ...Mar. 2

.581 6 feet.... Oct. 20

! 5477 feet!
'.'.'.'.'.'.

.7099 feet ...Feb. 23
.5937 feet .. Oct. 2

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 8
1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Mar. 16
2 reels

2reels Feb. 16
.2 reels Dec. 22
2 reels Nov. 24

Title

*t§High Voltage Boyd-Prevost-Hale

.

*tSListen Baby (A. T.) Eddie Quillan

1 reel Dec.

2 reels Feb. 2
.2 reels Jan. 5

.1 reel Oct. 6

.1 reel Dec. 1

1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Sept. 29

.1 reel Oct. 20

.1 reel

.10 episodes. Oct. 6
1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Dec. 8
1 reel Dec. 15
2reels Mar.16

.1 reel Feb. 9
1 reel Oct. 20

.1 reel Feb. 16
1 reel Oct. 27
.2 reels

.2 reels Nov. 17

.2 reels Dec. 8

.2 reels Nov. 3

.1 reel Jan. 12
. 1 reel Jan. 5

. 1 reel Nov. 17
1 reel Feb. 2
.2 reels

.1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Oct. 13
2 reels

.2 reels Sept. 29

.2 reels

.1 reel Dec. 1

1 reel Feb. 2
.1 reel Nov. 10

. 1 reel Feb. 9

.10 episodes

2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels Jan. 19

1 reel Dec. 8

. 1 reel

1 reel Jan. 26
. 1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
10 episodes

1 reel Jan. 12
.1 reel

. 1 reel Feb. 2

Length Reviewed

Title

RKO
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

Date

2..
18..

23..

18..

14..

7..

25..

28
17..

16..

Length Reviewed

7957 feet

.7008 feet

4598 feet

.6124 feet . Dec. 29
6312 feet

.6145 feet ..Aug. 11

4751 feet

.6787 feet

4790 feet

5959 feet

Jan. 19
Feb. 16
Mar. 9

31.... 9328 feet .

901 9 feet .

17.... 4840 feet

Sept. 1

April 29 '27

24 Jan. 26
6898 feet

25 ...5737 feet

5... 5490 feet

Nov. 3
12. ...6015 feet ...Feb. 9
2... 6070 feet

27... 5998 feet

3. ...6291 feet

6511 feet

5735 feet

Air Legion Lyon-Sleeper Jan. 6.

.

Amazing Vagabond Bob Steele April 7.

Avenging Rider Tom Tyler Oct. 7.

.

*t§Blockade Anna Q. Nilsson Dec. 16

*t§Circus Kid Darro-Brown Oct. 7.

.

(Silent Version)

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3

Drifter The Tom Mix Mar. 18

Fury of the Wild Ranger Jan. 6

Freckled Rascal Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Headin'for Danger Bob Steele Dec. 16

Hardboiled O'Neil-Tashman Feb. 3

Hey Rube! Olmsted-Trevor Dec. 23 .

His Last Haul T. Moore-Owen Nov. 11 .

.

Jazz Age Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day Feb. 10 .

King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26 .

Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct. 21

Love in the Desert Borden-Trevor Mar. 17.

.

Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec. 23 .

One-Man Dog Ranger Mar. 3 .

Outlawed Tom Mix Jan. 21 .

Rough Ridin' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4

Red Sword Nixon-Collier Jr Feb. 17
Sally's Shoulders Lois Wilson Oct. 7.

.

Singapore Mutiny Taylor-lnce Oct. 14.

.

Sinners In Love Olive Borden Nov. 4.

.

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix.. Oct. 1..

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore Dec. 2 .

*t§Taxl 13 Conklin-Sleeper Nov. 18..

Tracked Ranger Nov. 4 .

.

Trail of the Horse Thieves Tom Tyler Jan. 13..

Tropic Madness Leatrice Joy Dec. 9.

.

Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25
Vagabond Cub Buzz Barton Feb. 10..

Voice of the Storm Sleeper-Dane Jan. 13.

.

Yellowback, The T. Moore-Owen Jan. 20

Length

6361 feet

4808 feet

6408 feet

6085 feet

5264 feet

Sept. 22

4899 feet

5265 feel

6290 feet

5797 feet

6245 feet

6269 feet

4647 feet

4923 feet

6057 feet

4714 feet

6279 feet

6812 feet

6310 feet

.6037 feet

.6223 feet

.5760 feet

.4957 feet

4823 feet

.621 7 feet

4823 feet

Oct. 13
Oct. 20)

Sept. 20

* Means synchronized score, j Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



M o t io n Pic t u re A* e zv s

SHORT SUBJECTS
Ttlle Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25
Beefsteaks Helium-Davis Dec 30 .

Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec. 9

Come Meal Al Cooke June 11

Curiosities No. 2 Novelty Oct. 10..

Curiosities No. 3 Novelry . Oct. 24..

Curiosities No. 4 Novelty
Curiosities No. 5 Novelty
Curiosities No. 6 Novelty Dec 5

Curiosities No. 7 Novelty Dec 19 .

Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 11

Honey Balks Helium-Davis . ... Dec 2 .

Horsefeathers Barney Helium Dec. 9

Jessie's James Vaughn-Cooke
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14

Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule . Aug. 7

Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec. 23
Mickey's in Love Mickey Yule. .

June 4

Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule July 2

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct. 28 .

.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta-Vaughn Oct. 14...

^tjOdrJ Facts Curiosities

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct. 7...

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct. 27...

Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9 . .

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct. 24. .

Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct. 7 ..

What a Wife Duncan-Hill Oct. 14...

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

Big Diamond Robbery Tom Mix May 13

Idaho Red Tom Tyler April 21...

Laughing at Death Bob Steele June 2

Little Savage Buzz Barton May 19...

Pals of the Prairie Buzz Barton July 7. .

.

Pride of Pawnee Tom Tyler June 9 ..

*tsRjo Rita Special Cast
**5Syncopation Bennett-Watson-Waring
Woman I Love Morris-Kerry May 26

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels June 16

2 reels.

2 reels Sept. 29

2 reels Oct. 20

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

Star

Robertson-Brinkley
Special Cast
Maria Albana
Muriat Esterhazy .

.

Lyon-Prevost
Nils Asther ,

Special Cast
Special Cast

John Loder
Fritsch-Vernon

Title

TiChopin's Passion
Dancer of His Majesty, The .

Duty to be Silent

Escaped from Hell

Exodus to the New World. The.
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
$Great Power, The
Great Unknown, The
Guilty.

Her Viennese Lover Asther-Nolan .

Just Off Broadway Keith-Christy
Little Colonel. The Henry B. Walthall ,

Milak of the Snowlands Special Cast
Our Daily Bread Mary Nolan
Poet and Czar Special Cast
South of Panama Carmelita Geraghty
South of Panama Carmelita Geraghty .

Two Days Special Cast
Unholy Love Wegener-Petrovitch
Verdun Special Cast
Vera Miezewa (tentative) Derussa
Water The M.Chekhov
When Duty Calls Special Cast

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Powers Cinephone
Amkino 7000 feet

Aff. European 6 reels

Aff. European 8 reels. .

.

Pioneer
Aff. European 7 reels

Aff. European 7 reels

Bell Tone
Aff. European 6 reels .

.

Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European 6 reels

2 reels.

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

Length Reviewed

RAYART (S. R.
FEATURES

Title

Isle of Lost Men
Sisters of Eve. -

Sweet Sixteen, . .

Star

Tarn Santschi

Anita Stewart
Foster-Olmstead

Rel. Date Length

Oct. 5800 feet

Oct. 1. . . 5650 feet

Dec 5991 feet

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. DateTitle

Black Pearl, The Lee-Hallor

Brothers Keefe-Bedford-Rankin
Shanghai Bound Irene Rich
"SShculd a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith

Some Mother's Boy Carr-Ralston-Robards
When Dreams Come True.

Length Reviewed

Title

FILMTONE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date

Overture of 1 81 2 Tschaikowsky) Filmtone Harmonies
Val and Ernie Stanton Songs
At the Night Club .Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawaiians
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks. The . Songs

Leng.h Reviewed

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

Title

About Trial Marriage
At the South Pole
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Aliar

Bondage
Code of the Air .

Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Faces of Children
Fortune's Fool
Golden Dawn
Hearts of Men
Holy Sinner, The
Into the Night .

Lash of the Czar
Little Wild Girl. The
Lookout Girl, The
Lucrezia Borgia
Man Who Cheated Life

Mother of Mine
Mountain Lovers
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
On the Divide
President, The
Q Shlpa
Reilly of the Rainbow Division

Romance of a Rogue, The
Sajenko the Soviet

Scarlet Youth
Shanghai Document
Somme, The
Ten Days That Shook the World
Thou Shalt Not Steal

Three Comrades and One Inven
tion

Thunder God
Untamed Justice

U-Boat 9

West of Santa Fe..
Yellow Ticket, The

Star

Corliss Palmer .

.

Special Cast
Junkermann-Mara
Wilhelm Dietarle

German Cast
Harlan-Marlowe
Holmes-Alt
Special Cast
French Cast . .

Emil Jannings
Warwick-Ward
Harris-Keefe
Special Cast

Agnes Ayres
Russian Cast
Lee-Landis
Jacqueline Logan
Conrad Veidt
Veidt-Krauss
Special Cast
Gaston Jacquet
German Cast
Devore-Mong
Vaughn-Hughes .

.

Bob Custer .

Mosjoukine-Vernon.
Special Cast
Hall-Garon
Warner-Stewart .

Susy Vernon
Corliss Palmer
Russian Cast
Special Cast
Russian Cast
Lillian Harvey

Russian Cast

Cornelius Keefe
Faire-Glass .

.

Foreign Cast

Bob Custer
Russian Cast

Dist'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Circle Pict Oct. 15
Pole Pict. Corp
Aywon
Aff. European 6200 feet

Ufa 6040 feet

Bischoff Prod 5700 feet
Crescent 5600 feet

Arfa 5700 fee*

Zakoro 8000 feet
L. T. Rogers 61 00 feet

Conquest 6200 feet
Anchor 5400 feet

Wurldart Pirt

Raleigh 5712 feet

Amkino 6290 feet

Hercules 5300 feet

Quality Dist Nov. .6413 feet

Mutual 7200 feet

Aff. European Feb. 8 8000 feet

Zakoro Oct. 7200 feet

Conquest Jan. . 6500 feet

Ufa 7000 feet

Plaza 5215 feet

Trinity Pict 5573 feet

Syndicate ... Oct. 15 4657 feet

E. L. Klein 8100 feet

New Era 6000 feet

Crescent 6040 feet

Jan. 12
Feb. 16

Sept. 15

Jan. 26

Quality Dist.. Oct.
Ufa
Circle Pict . . Oct.

Oct. 13
New Era
Amkino Nov. 2
Ufa

61 00 feet

5000 feet

7000 feet

7815 feet

6941 feet

Nov. 24

Amkino Oct. 13 6000 feet

Crescent 591 7 feet
Biltmnre 5770 fe*t

Jofa Prod 6500 feet

Syndicate Nov. 15 4852 feet
Amkino Dec. 8 6200 feet

Ufa-Eastern
Aff. European 7 reels

Amkino 8775 feet .

Chesterfield 6300 feet

Chesterfield

Amkino 6500 feet
Aff. European

,

Richmount
AH. European 7 reels . .

Amkino 7000 feet.,

Ufa-Eastern 6714 feet.

Length Reviewed

541 2 feet Mar. 16
6775 feet Oct. 27
6430 feet Mar. 16
5477 feet

5516 feet

8653 feet . Jan. 12
.5957 feet

7780 feet ... Oct. 20

.5271 feet

5554 feet

6114 feet

7256 feet

5449 feet

Oct. 20

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 1 .

.

*f§Cavalier, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. I...
Devil's Apple Tree. The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 20 .

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr. Nov. 10 .

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec. 20 .

*§Ghetto, The George Jessel Feb. 1.

.

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20
< t&Lucky Boy Jessel-Quimby Feb. 2. .

.

Man in Hobbles, The Lee-Harron Dec. 20.

.

*t§ Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1.

.

*t§ Molly and Me Brown-Bennett-Vaughn Mar. 1 .

Naughty Duchess, The Warner-Southern Oct. 10 .

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennett Oct. 20 .

.

Rainbow, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 15.
*t§Reputation Keane-Standing
Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20..
Squads Right Grjbbon-Stone Feb. 1 .

.

*t§Toilers, The Ralston-Fairbanks. Jr Oct. 1 .

.

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec. 10.

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Ret. Date Length Reviewed

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

*t 5 Hawaiian Love Call, The. Color Symphony Dec. 15 1 reel

*t§Japanese Carnival, A Color Symphony Jan. 1 ... .1 reel

*f§ln a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct. 1 1 reel Nov. 17
*t$ln a Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15. . . .1 reel

*+Love Charm, The Color Symphony 1 reel

Maude Muller Color Classic 1 reel

No Women Allowed Color Classic 1 reel

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic 1 reel

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic 1 reel

*|§Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1 1 reel

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t§Two Men and a Maid Collier-Jr.-Bennelt June 15
*t§ Whispering Winds Southern-McGregor May 1

*t§ Midstream Cortez-Windsor June 1

Miracle, The Southern-Pidgeon

*t§ Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn
*t§My Lady's Past Bennett-Brown April 1

*t5New Orleans Cortez-Bennett June 20
Spirit of Youth, The Sebastian-Kent Feb. 10 .6216 feet

UNITED ARTISTS
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

*t 5 Awakening, The Banky-Byron Nov. 17.

.

*tBattleof the Sexes Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct. 13.

.

* + §lron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 9 .

(Silent Version)

*f$Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Feb. 16

(Silent Version
i

*fRescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12 .

i Silent Version) Jan. 12
*tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3. .

,

*tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct. 29 .

Length

.7972 fee..

8180 rrt

8855 feet

.8659 feet

8329 feet

.7495 feet

7980 feet

7910 feet

.6541 feet.

8041 feet

Reviewed

Jan. 12
Oct. 20
Jan. 26

Mar. 16

Jan. 19

. Dec. 15
Nov. 17

Coming Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t§Alibi (A. T.) O'Malley-Busch April 20... 8 reels Mar. 16

*t$Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love
*f §Coquette iA. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore Mar. 30
*t§City Lights Charlie Chaplin
tEternal Love Barrymore-Horn-Varconi May 11 Jan. 26

*
1 Evangeline Del Rio-Drew

"f Hell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nisson

*liLummox ' A. T.i Aua. 3
Miracle Girl. The Lillian Gish
+ *§Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron July 13
*t [Say It With Music (A. T.) Harry Richman
*t§She Goes to War Boardman-Rubens-Holland June 22

Silent Version Feb. 23
*t§Thisis Heaven Banky-Hall
*

-f Three Passions Terry-Petrovltch .. June 1

•fVenus Constance Talmadge

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Slar

Bachelor Club. The Talmadge-Worth
Buying a Wife Special Cast
Circumstantial Evidence Foster-Keefe-Lake

* Means synchronized score. '!

Rel. Date Length

Gcncr.il Pirl

Aff. European . . 7 reels

Che terfietd

Reviewed

Means sound effects.

Ti.le Star Rel. Date Length

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore Sept. 9 6243 feet

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec. 16 41 79 feet

Body Punch, The Daugherty-Faire Oct. 28 4786 feet

Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10 5202 feet

Clearing Ihe Trail Gibson-Gulliver Oct. 7 5311 feet

S Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

Reviewed
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Title

Crimson Canyon, The
Danger Rider, The

Star Rel. Date

Ted Wells Dec. 16..

Hoot Gibson Nov. If

Freedom of the Press Stone-Keith-M. Day Oct.

Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec.

*tSGirl on the Barge. The Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb.

(Silent Version) Feb.

*1§Give and Take .

Grit Wins
Hero of the Circus

Honeymoon Flats

28

9
3
3

Sidney-Hersholt

.

... . Dec. 23

(Silent Version) Dec. 23

Wells-Collins Jan. 27

Special Cast Dec. 2

. Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30

How to Handle Women Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14

lazz Mml Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis Nov. 11

*t§Kid's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 17

King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6

*t§Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6
(Silent Version) Jan. 6

*t§Lonesome Tryon-Kent Jan. 20

(Silent Version) Jan. 20

"frVlan, Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nixon Jan. 13

(Silent Version) Jan. 1

3

*t§Melody of Love (A. T.) Pidgeon-Harris.Winton Dec.

Michigan Kid Nagel-Adoree Oct.

One Rainy Night .Laura La Plante Dec.

Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov. 25

Price of Fear, The Cody-Thompson Oct. 28

*t§Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27

(Silent Version) Jan. 27

Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec. 2

*t§Shakedown, The Murray-Kent Mar. 10

Silks and Saddles Nixon-Walling-Nolan Jan. 20
Sky Skidder, The Al Wilson Jan. 13

Slim Fingers Bill Cody Mar. 24
Thirteenth Juror, The Nilsson-Bushman Nov. 13

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrin Nov. 18
Wild Blond Red (horse)-Perrin Feb. 10

Wolves of the City Dec. 2

2
21

9

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Dati

All for Geraldine .. ...SidSaylor Dec. 5

Alpine Antics Oswald Cartoon April 1

Alpine Antics Oswald Cartoon April 1

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec. 19
At the Front Arthur Lake
Beyond the Smoke Edmund Cobb
Bookworm Hero Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec. 17
Boundary Battle. The Edmund Cobb ... ... Nov. 17
Buster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Oct. 1

7

Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28

Calford in the Movies. Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Oct. 15

Calford on Horseback Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec. 10

*t§Charlatan, The Special Cast Mar. 24

Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb Jan. 19
Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler Dec. 1

*t§Clear the Deck Reginald Denny Mar. 3

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake Oct. 8

Cross Country Bunion Race, The . . Sid Saylor Nov. 7
Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30
Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2
Daring Chances Jack Hoxie Dec. 1

5

Days of Daring Bob Curwood April 13

Dead Game Art Acord Oct. 7

Dear Old Calford Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec. 8
Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson Feb. 3
Fantasie Laemmle Novelty
Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4

Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24
Fiery Fireman, The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 15
Fighting Forester, The Edmund Cobb Oct. 20
Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Nov. 12
Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec. 29
Final Reckoning, A (Serial) Lorraine-House April 15
Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19
Fun in the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5
Have Patience Trimble-Hardwick and Dog. . . . Feb. 6
*tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4
Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7
Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7
Horse Tail. A Oswald Cartoon Dec. 10
In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23
Just Monkeys Laemmle Novelty

Length

41 79 feet.

5357 feet

6474 feet

5597 feet

7510 feet

6908 feet

7089 feet

6552 feet

4596 feet

5606 feet

6057 feet

5591 feet

6832 feet

5729 feet

5509 feet

7980 feet

7731 feet

6761 feet

6142 feet

6589 feet

6674 feet

6733 feet

6030 feet

Reviewed

Dec. 22
Oct. 20

Dec. 29

July 14

Jan. 12

Oct. 6

Title Star Rel. Date

Nov. 10

Oct.

..July

5907 feet

4230 feet

6621 feet

6621 feet

6957 feet

6753 feet

5809 feet

4364 feet

4232 feet

5598 feet

4616 feet

4497 feet

Feb. 26

Dec. 9

Oct. 1

.

April 1

April 1

April 22
Mar. 6

Oct. 10

Kicking Through Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Kidnapped Bob Curwood
"*t$King of the Campus Lewis-Gulllver-Phillips. .

.

(Silent Version
Knight Watch The Arthur Lake
Knockout Buster Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Look Pleasant Sid Saylor
Love and Sand Arthur Lake Mar. 25
*|Lumberjack Oswald Cartoon April 1

5

(Silent Version) April 1

5

Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26
Mystery Rider, the (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26
Newlyweds' Court Trouble. Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 31

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartlett-McPhaill Jan. 23
Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan April 17
Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20
Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The . Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28
Newlyweds' Need Help. The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec. 26
Newlyweds' Unwelcome. The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 3

Feb.
Jan.

Oct.

Oct.

20

April 26
April

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan
Out At Home Trimble-Hardwick and Dog
Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips
Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon
Private Business SidSaylor
Prodigal Pup. The Canine Cast
Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 1

1

Range of Fear. The Bob Curwood Jan. 12
Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9
Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1

Riders of the Sierras Edmund Cobb April 27
Riding for Love George Chandler April 6
*t§Rivals, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips April 15

^ 'Silent Version) April 15
Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12
Romeo of the Range Bob Curwood Oct. 6
Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2
Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct. 27
Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood .Nov. 10.

Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27.

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14

Length Reviewed

2 reels Nov. 17

1 reel Mar. 16

.1 reel

2 reels

1 reel Feb. 16

2 reels Feb. 23
2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels

1 reel Sept. 29
2 reels Oct. 6

.2 reels Dec. 1

2 reels Dec. 22

2 reels Nov. 24

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 15

10 episodes
.1 reel

.2 reels Feb. 2

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels

10 episodes
2reels Oct. 20
1 reel Oct. 27

.1 reel Oc!. 20

.2 reels

1 reel

1 reel Dec. 22
.1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

. 2 reels Feb. 9

2 reels

2 reels Feb. 9

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels Feb.

2 reels

1 reel Feb.
.1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

.10 episodes

.2 reels Sept. 29
2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 28

.2 reels Dec. 1

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Feb. 16

2 reels. Oct. 27
1 reel Oct. 13

2 reels

.1 reel Mar. 16

.1 reel Jan. 12

.2 reels

2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels

. 2 reels

. 2 reels Mar. 16

. 2 reels

2 reels

1 reel OC. 20
2 reels

2 reels Dec. 8

2 reels Oct. 16

2 reels Oct. 6

2 reels

1 reel Dec. 22

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24

*tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18
Sleeping Through Arthur Lake Dec. 31 .

South Pole Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26 .

Speeding Youth Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 7 .

tSteamboit Willie Oswald Cartoon
Swell Clothes Arthur Lake Dec. 5

Take Your Pick Young-La Salle Feb. 13.

.

Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14.

.

There's a Will . . C. King-C. Doherty Dec. 21

Reviewed

Feb. 9

Length

2 reels

.2 reels .

.

.1 reel

1 reel . . . Dec 8
.1 reel Dec. 1

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel Nov. 18
2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels Oct. 20
.2 reels

2 reels . Mar. 16

1 reel Mar. 16
.2 reels

.1 reel

2 reels

2 reels Dec. 8
.1 reel

.1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel Nov. 17
.1 reel Dec. 00
.1 reel Jan. 00

Length Reviewed

This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10
Tige's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwick and Dog . . April 3
This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10 .

Tige's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwick and Dog .... April 3 .

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. 5..

Watch the Birdie Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Dec. 12 .

Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct. 22 .

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28 .

Winning Point, The. Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21 .

.

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec. 3.

.

Wooden Soldier. The Laemmle Novelty .Dec. 17.

.

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 .

.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date

*t5Bargain in the Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schildkraut

*t§Barnum Was Right
Blow for Blow Hoot Gibson May 19
Born to the Saddle Ted Wells
*t§Braggart, The Jean Hersholt
Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante

*t§Broadway (A.T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version) Mar. 3. . . .5729 feet

*t§Climax, The (A.T.) Hersholt-Crawford
*UCohens and Kelleys in Atlantic

City, The .Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain . Mar. 17
*t§Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips

*t§Come Across Special Cast April 28
Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosj'ukine
*tij Dangerous Dimples Laura La Plante June 16
Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert
*t5Drake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Philbln

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody
Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke
*t§Flaming Daughters..
Girl Dodger, The Arthur Lake
*f §Great Cinema Murder, The
*HHaunted Lady, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson
*t§His Lucky Day Reginald Denny May 12
*t§lt Can't Be Done Tryon-Carol April 14
*t§King of Jazz, The (A.T.) Paul Whiteman and Band
Lariat Kid. The Hoot Gibson June 23
Man Disturber, The ,

."! Reginald Denny
*t§ Minstrel Show, The (A. T.) Eddie Leonard
Navy Blues Arthur Lake
*t§One Rainy Night Laura La Plante June 16
Play Goes On, The James Murray Apr. 21

Plunging Hoofs Rex-Perrin April 14 4344 feet

Points West Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
*t§Port of Dreams. The Mary Phllbin Mar. 2

(Silent Version) Sept. 22
*f§Scandal Laura La Plante April 14
*f§Shannonsof Broadway, The (A.T.) James Gleason
*t$Show Boat La Plante-J. Schildkraut

Smilin' Guns Hoot Gibson April 7 5270 feet

*t&That Blonde Laura La Plante May 5
Under the Southern Cross Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 26
Watch My Speed Reginald Denny
*t§You Can't Buy Love Special Cast May 26

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star

*t§Atthe Night Club Brox Sisters Mar. 25 .

*t§Bailey and Barnum Vaudeville Act. Jan. 11 .

Three Brox Sisters Songs June 14.

.

*t§Zimmerman and Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28 .

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

. 1 reel

. 1 reel

1 reel Mar. 9
.1 reel

Title

*t§Beware of Bachelors

*t§Conquest (A.T.)

*t§Fancy Baggage

*t§Greyhound Limited, The

*t§Hard-Boiled Rose

*f§Home Towners. The (A. T.)

*t§Kid Gloves

*t§Land of the Silver Fox

*t§Little Wild Cat. The

*f §Midnight Taxi. The

*t§Million Dollar Collar, The

*t§My Man

*t§One Stolen Night

*t§On Trial (A. T.

*t§Queen of the Night Clubs A. T.>

*t§Redeeming Sin. The

*t§Slnging Fool. The

*|§Sonny Boy

*!§Stark Mad

WARNER BROTHERS
Star Rel. Date

Audrey Ferris Oct. 27..

(Silent Version) Dec. 1.

Blue-Warner-Wilson Dec. 22
(Silent Version) Jan. 19
Audrey Ferris . Jan. 26

(Silent Version) Feb. 23
Monte Blue Feb. 9

(Silent Version) Mar. 23
Loy-Collier-Brockwell Mar. 30

(Silent Versiont May 4 .

Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell. Nov. 3 .

(Silent Version) Dec. 15

Nagel-Wilson Mar. 23
Silent Version) April 27

Rin-Tin-Tin-Nye-Hyams Oct. 13 .

(Silent Version) Nov. 10 .

Ferris-Hall-Dawson Dec. 8

(Silent Version) Jan. 5 .

Moreno-Costello Sept. I..

(Silent Version) Oct. 6.

.

Rin-Tin-Tin Jan. 12..

(Silent Version) Feb. 9.

.

Fanny Brice Dec. 15..

(Silent Version) Jan. 12.

.

Bronson-Collier Jr Mar. 16

(Silent Version) April 20

Frederick-Lytell Dec. 1 .

(Silent Version) Dec. 29 .

Texas Guinan Mar. 16 .

(Silent Version) April 14

D. Costello-Nagel

(Silent Version)
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn
Silent Version)
Lee-Horton-Bronson.

.

(Silent Version!

Warner-Fazenda
i Silent Version

Feb. 16
April 6

Sept. 29
April 13

April 13

May 18 .

Feb. 2
Mar. 2

Length Reviewed

5778 feet

5278 feet

6779 feet Feb. 16
4706 feet

6447 feet

.5983 feet

6114 feet

4696 feet

8693 feet Oct! 27
4841 feet

6235 feet

5179 feet
.'.'.'.'.'.'.

5079 feet

5644 feet Jan. 29
5161 feet

5729 feet Nov. 24
5057 feet

5561 feet

.4878 feet

9247 feet Jan. 5

.6136 feet

.5243 feet

8290 feet Nov. 3

.5455 feet

.5424 feet

6921 feet Feb. 23
6145 feet

9551 feet Sept. 29

6001 feet Mar. 16

6681 feet

4917 feet

* Means synchronized score. Mcans sounid effects. § Means Doice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



Motion Pic t ur c X
Title

•tJStolen Kisses

*t§T error. The A. T.

Star Re!. Date

Feb. 23..May McAvoy
Silent Version . . Mar. t

McAvoy-Hortnn Sept. 8
iSilent Version) Oct. 20

Length

6273 feet.

491 7 feet

7654 feet

5443 feel

Reviewed

Aug. 25

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*UArgyle Case. The (A. T.l Thomas Meighan...
•tjDesert Song, The Boles-King
•tjFrom Headquarters Monte Blue

Frozen River Rin-Tin-Tin
•tjGlad Rag Doll. The Dolores Costelln
•tiGlorious Betsy D. Costello-Nagel 7441 feet May 5
•UHonky-Tonk (A. T.) Sophie Tucker
tJMadonnaof Avenue A Dolores Costello April 20

(Silent Version^ May 25
•HNoah'sArk D. Costello-O'Brien Oct. 27
•tSNo Defense Blue-McAvoy ... Feb. 16... 6921 feet April 6

(Silent Version May 11

*'<No Questions Asked Ferris-Collier. Jr
•tjSap. The. ... E. E. Horton
*t§She Knew Men Betty Bronson
•t jTtme, the Place and the Girl The. Olmsted, Withers-Kirkwood

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend Songs and Jazz Band Aug. 25
Banjomaniac Eddie Peabody Oct. 13
Bernie Cummins Orchestra Dance Numbers 1 reel Mar. 16
Bobby Folsom Songs 1 reel Mar. 2
Bit of Scotch, A Kitty Doner Sept. 22
Book Worm, The Harry J. Conley July 7
Bright Moments Benny-Mario Aug. 25
California Songbirds, The Bell-Coates . Sept. 1

Celeste Aida Aida Giovanni Martinelli July 7
Celeste Aida (Aida) Giovanni Martinelli July 7
Character Studies Florence Brady Sept. 1

Chips of the Old Block The Foy Family Sept. 22
Cougat &. Company Violin, Songs & Dances June 16

Creole Fashion Plate, The Karyl Norman Sept. 29
Crooning Along The Croonaders Sept. 22
Cycle of Songs, A Florence Brady Sept. 1

Death Ship, The Mitchell Lewis Aug. 25
Dixie Days Plantation Songs Aug. 25
Eleanor Paintor Songs y> reel Mar. 16
Family Affair. A Arthur Byron
Feminine Types Jean Barrios
Florence Moore Song Program June 23
Friend of Father's Lydell-Higins-Leah Auq. 25
Give Us a Lift . Flo Lewis 1 reel Feb. 16

Title

Giving In

Gus Arnheim & His Ambassadors
Harry Delf

Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra
Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone. The
Ingenues, The
In a Casting Office

In Dutch
In the Tniiiics

Jack North, the Ban-Jokester
Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Lash, The
Mai Hallett & Orchestra
Man of Peace, A
Max Schmeling
Meet the Wife
Men Among Men
Miss Information
Morrissey & Miller

Music Makers. The
Myers & Hanford
Night Court. The
Non-Support. .

.

Pagliacci

Pair of Aces, The.

.

Papa's Vacation
Phil Baker
Question of Today. The
Realization

Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto -Quartet
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup. ..

Terry and Jerry,

Three Brox Sisters

Va Prononcer Ma Mort (La JulveV
When Ihe Wife's Away
Winnie Lightner

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed
Deef-Hopper j an. 12
Jazz Band

, . J un e 23
Songs & Dances June 16
Jazz Band Sept. 29
Jazz Band
Chief CaupoMcan Aug. 25
Jazz Band J une 23
W. & E. Howard
UllsA Clark
The Paragons (Quartet) Feb. 23
Songs Jan. 19
Songs and Dances Sept. 1

Crane-Davidson-Tucker June 16
Dance Numbers Feb. 23
Hobart Bosworth June 23
Interview Mar. 16
Frank Orth & Co Feb. 23
Fred Ardath Jan. 12
Wilson-Horton June 30
Tight Club Revue June 16
Howard Bros 1 reel . . Mar. 16
Songs & Dances June 23
William Demarest June 16
Burr Mcintosh June 16
John Charles Thomas
Timblin & Raymond 1 reel Feb. 16
Bennett-Caron Oct. 20
Accordion Solos 1 reel Mar. 16
Audrey Ferris Aug. 25
Herbert-Pam June 16
Rober: Ober Sept. 15
Giqli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon Sept. 29
Ethel Grey Terry Oct 13
Sanderson-Crumit J reel , Mar. 16
Harry Delf Nov. 1 7
Songs and Gags Aug. 25
Song Program June 23
Giovanni Martinelli June
William Demarest Nov. 1_
Songs Nov. V

WORLD-WIDE PICTURES
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Adam's Apple Monty Banks
Bondman, The Norman Kerry
Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks
*tMoulin Rouge Olga Checova 9 reels Feb. 25
Pawns of Passion Olga Checova
Tommy Atkins Walter Byron
Woman in the Night, A Maria Corda
Woman in White, The Blanche Sweet

' Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.

HollyWOOd—Continued

Shirley Mason Returns
Shirley Mason returns to motion pictures

in the starring role of "Anna Against the

World " tor Trem Carr Productions. Miss

Mason retired over n year ago. The story

is an original by Arthur Hoerl, and will he

directed by Duke Worne.

Completes Jolson Dialogue

Joseph Jackson has completed the dia-

logue tor Al Jolson 's next picture, "Little

Pal," in which Davej Lee also will he seen.

Jackson wrote the talk Cor "The Singing
I -.I."

Technical Effects Combined
Warners have combined tin- technical ef-

fects and miniature departments of War-
ner and Kir-l National Studios, witli the

department's new headquarters at the lat-

ter plant. Fred Jackman is in charge, with

Alvin Kiiiii'liel agisting.

Renews Asther Option
M <. M has renewed option on contract

of Nils Asther, featured player, for an ad-

ditional year.

Signs New Contract

Bart let t Cormack, who wrote the stage

play "The Racket," and who lias recently
been 011 the Paramount writing staff, <igned
a new contract yesterday with that organ-
ization.

He has just completed an adaptation for

the screen, with dialogue, of S. S. Van
Dine's "The Greene Murder Case," which
will go into production soon at the Para-
mount Hollywood studios.

Writing Dix Dialogue

John Farrow is now engaged in writing

dialogue and adaptation of "Wheel of

Life," an all-talkie, starring Richard Dix.

Story is from the stage melodrama of
same title by James B. Fagan. Victor
Schertzinjrer will direct the all-talkie.

Baclanova In All-Talkie

Paramount is now planning to star

I'.aelanova in "The Love Market." slated

as an all-talker. Story and dialogue i-

being written by Lawrence Arnold.

Working On An Original

Samuel Ornitz is now occupied with
writing an original story under title of

••'Ihe Master" for Paramount. Picture

when made will be an all-talker.

Lloyd Cast Complete
Casting for Harold Lloyd's initial sound

and dialogue production was completed re-

cently when Mary McAllister was signed
by Production Manager John L. Murphy, to

portray one of the leading roles of the

story.

"Brown of Harvard"" Sequel

Metro-Croldwyn-Mayer intends produc-

tion of a sequel to "Brown of Harvard"
titled "Back to Harvard." Jack Conway
who directed the first, will do the epilogue,

which will again star Billy Haines. A. P.

Younger is doing the adaptation.

Warner Baxter's Next
Warner Baxter's next vehicle for Fox-

will be the lead in "Behind the Curtain,"
from Earl Derr Biggers' Satevepost story.

Irving Cummings will direct. Lnmsden
Hare is also cast.

Will Feature Fetchit

Stepin Fetchit, colored comedian under
contract to Pox, will be featured in a full

length comedy by that company. Paul

Sloane, director of "Hearts in Dixie" will

handle the megaphone and Walter Weems
is writing the story. It will have a mixed
cast, white and colored. No definite title

yet.

Colleen Moore Vehicle

Firsl National Pictures, Inc.. anno ses

that contracts have been closed covering
the purchase of complete motion picture

and talking motion picture rights for

"Footlights and Fools," Catherine Brush's
College Humor story, which will serve as a
starring vehicle for Colleen Moore, to fol-

low "When Irish Eyes Avt- Smiling."



Announcing

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE

the proved sound film

-i-JABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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March 30, 1929

1/ loiKJU Pit; Jill's

J5

/,'.</ U. S. Patent Office

IMAGINE!
FOLLOWING right

AFTER the

SENSATIONAL
"BROADWAY Melody"
M-G-M brings you another

MARVELOUS All-Talking

WONDER picture

MORE to come
CLINCHING M G-Ms
SUPREMACY in the

TALKING, as well as

SILENT field!

The Trial of

MARY
DUGAN
The slage hit. Directed by the

author, Bayard Veiller

mth NORMA SHEARER
LEWIS STONE H. B. WARNER

RAYMOND HACK.ETT

For immediate
booking

ANOTHER GREAT
ALL-TALKING

G-M HIT!
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distr ihutors of America. Inc.

Vol. XXXIX No. 13

Los Angeles

littered as second-class matter April 22. \<)>t>, at the Post Office a!

under act of March 3, 1879

Published If. ekly—$3.00 a Year

Neiv York

PRICE 20 CENTS

Chicago



[Now Wou 1 1 kno
I I I L|vhMtdialog makes

greater entertainment

f

with

J4MC/ MUC|P4y
BARBARA KENT

and

JACKIE HANLON, the freckle-faced

he-boy w|>o will win your heart completely.

Stdty by Charles A. Logiu'

A WILLIAM WyLEE
Production

T«<> Negatives: one with dialog; (ink silent

A UNIVERSAL. jAvEL
Production Presented by

tlCL LAEMMLE



TREMENDOUS
business— week
before Easier!

Above
City Normal

Business

SAN FRANCISCO 30%

LOS ANGELES 20%

KANSAS CITY 25%

PORTLAND 28%

SEATTLE 30%

#r i t It

amount's talk-

singing, danc-

ing Jazz Revue
Romance with

Charles "Buddy"

Rogers, Nancy Car-

roll, Jack Oakie,

Skeets'Gallagher,

Harry Green and

Hollywood beau-

ties. The biggest

box office clean-up

in the business

and available now!

«ei -CLOSE HARMONY" dales set now!PARA >l OUNT
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BROADWAYi^5 PHOTOPHONE
PUBLICO recognition of the tonal superiority

of RCA Photophone is in direct proportion

to the showings of the pictures recorded by it.

Nowhere is this truer than on Broadway—the

testing ground of all things theatrical.

Characteristic of the enthusiasm with which
Photophone has been received on this famous

thoroughfare, is the comment of Sime Silverman,

editor of "Variety" upon the occasion of the

showing of "Lucky Boy," starring George Jessel.

at the Capitol Theatre, New Y'ork.

Similar acclaim was accorded " The Spieler,"

shown at the Boxy the same week, and "Strange

Cargo" at the Paramount the preceding week,

both Photophone-recorded.

Mr. Silverman's comment on "LuckyBoy "follows:

"Ifyou want to accept this Photophone sounding,

heard for the first time by this reviewer in a

theatre (previously heard in the projection room

of Photophone) as indicative of the possibilities

ofsound pictures, then Photophone seems to have

it considerably over the others.

"Clear, without a blur or whirr, you must hear

Jessel talk and sing to know how far ahead
Photophone appears to be as a sound recorder

and reproducer. In one number, 'My Real Sweet-

heart,' which Jessel sings, he is supposed to be

on the rear end of an observation car on a trans-

continental train. It's the actual sameness, as

though Jessel ivere singing himself in 'one,' near

the apron."

Praise from such source is praise indeed, but the

truest test of Photophone superlative qualities is

to let it speak for itself in your theatre. It will

give your audiences a new conception of the

entertainment value of sound pictures—and your

box office a new index of their popularity.

Address all Inquiries to Commercial Department

RCA PHOTOPHONE, IXC
Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America

411 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
81T-17th St., I S. Nail. Bank HI. I,..

SV\ FRANCISCO
235 Montgomery St., Ilu^ Bldg.

CHICAGO
1CM1 W. >].,,,. ... St., Room 1810



THE INDUSTRY
IS ALL EARS!

Quess who's going to

TALK
for your audience Now



QUICK
OUR GANG in

SMALL TALK

and 2 more

hurry:
LAUREL-HARDY in

THEIR LAST WORD
and 2 more

FAST!
CHARLIE CHASE in

THE BIG SQUAWK
and 2 more

ROACH ALL-STARS in

NOISY NEIGHBORS
and 2 more

HAL ROACH'S
ALL-TALKING

(Victor Recording)

COMEDIES NOW READY!

Get out the pen

!

OUR GANG
All 'Talking

Comedies

Grab 'em!

LAUREL-
HARDY
All'Tdiking

Comedies

Act now!

CHARLIE
CHASE
All-Talking

Comedies

Another milestone in the history

of Talking Pictures. Imagine the

thrill of hearing Farina, Fatty Joe
Cobb and the rest of the Gang!
Think how your patrons will flock

to hear the screamingly funny
Laurel-Hardy and Charlie Chase.
Celebrated figures! And now they
talk! Here are the funniest, cleverest,

ALL-DIALOGUE pictures that can
be had. Don't lose a minute.
Book them now!

Starting May 4th

ONE A WEEK "^STSTAROS^*'



International Photo Play

Distributors, Inc.
Announce

"THE BEST SOUND IN TOWN" PICTURES

(DE FOREST PHONOFILM SYSTEM)

LICENSED BY GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORPORATION

One and Two Reel ^^k Available Immediately to

100% Talking and Sound Pictures m Responsible Territorial Buyers

"THE MARIONETTES" No. 1
Greatest I Reel 100% Talking and Singing Novelty Produced. A Sure Fire
First Run.

"WHEN THE CLOCK STRUCK TWELVE"
All Dialogue—2 Reek of Comedy-Drama With Nile* Welch and Maude
Malcomb.

"CLUB ALABAM"—New York's Great Colored
Revue

The Complete Show of a Night Club. 2 Reels. With Abbie Mitchell and
Her Crowd.

"THE MARIONETTES" No. 2
One Reel Novelty—A Treat for Any Audience.

"THE MEAL HOUND"
All Dialogue—2 Reel Comedy, With Broadway's Favorites "The Nugenta."

"CLYDE DOERR AND HIS SAXOPHONE
SEXTETTE"

Im 1 Reel—And How They Can Play-

"HOAK"
All Dialogue—1 Reel Comedy Novelty, With Frawley and Smith.

"RADIO FRANKS" and "THE FOUR
BATCHELORS"

Songs in Harmony and Wise Cracks—1 Reel.

"THE MISER"
All Dialogue. 1 Reel from Charles Dickens "Bleak House" With Bransby
Williams.

"A TRIP TO THE ZOO"
1 Reel. A more realistic animal picture than you have ever seen.

AND OTHERS NOW BEING CUT AND EDITED

International Photo Play Distributors, Inc.

Head Offices and 218 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK EXCHANGE New York



"ZIP! BOOM! BA
with

RAYMOND MCKEE
directed by

JACK WHITE

recorded by RCA Photophone
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LA-DEES^HN-TUL-MEN

!

We now take great pleasure in introducing

to you for the first time in any land, that

mammoth collection of rollicking rib

crackers-JACK WHITE TALKING COME-
DIES! A glittering galaxy of six scintillating

roof raisers in two reels, each and eV-ery

one packed with laughs and each and ev-ery

one jammed with thrills. If it's speed and

laughs you want, remember the man who

makes 'em—JACK WHITE—the man who

holds all records for packing fast action

into a comedy. You've known him for years;

but you don't know how funny he can make

'em when they talk! Now, la— dees— and

— gen— tul— men, you want to know, of

course! So step right in and see and hear

the first one-"ZIP! BOOM! BANG!"

Back white
TALKING
COMEDIES

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMONS, President.

(T (QcUvocLtLoruxl U^LctwuiA^

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-

tors of America. Inc.; Will H- Havs. Prttident

1



SOUND
OF FILM AND DISC
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Exhibitors

Permanent

Installations

Also Road
Showing at

Your Theatre

Imveltvne
Licensed and Protected NAKKEN Patent No. 16,870

Producers

Ask for Our
Road Showing

Proposition

We Cover the

Country

$2,950 COMPLETE ON BOTH FILM & DISC
NO INSTALLATION CHARGES

ONLY $785 CASH REQUIRED. BALANCE IN SMALL PAYMENTS
NO SERVICE CHARGES

"Traveltone" has the new Heller Automatic Re-synchronizer. If

the picture is "out of step" with the sound, either your operator
or you can press a simple button and immediately put the picture

"in step."

These re-synchronizer buttons can be conveniently placed either

in your office or in the theatre, so that you can quickly adjust any
mistake or defect in the record.

Each "Traveltone" has two

amplifiers, powerful enough
for any theatre, eliminating

all distortion and dead spots.

"Traveltone" patents are
non-infringing and carry
complete protection.

"Traveltone" can be at-

tached to any make of pro-

jector.

PRODUCERS — We are
now ready to license pro-

ducers for making sound on
film pictures under protected

and controlled patents. Our
equipment is available im-
mediately.

MANUFACTURERS — We
are prepared to license you
t o manufacture sound o n
film reproducers under the
Nakken Patents.

Order today to secure Prompt Installation

Orders Are Coming in Faster than Production Schedule

General Offices:

729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Long Distance Phone: Bryant 2691



PATHE <Audio REVIEW
Edited by T ERRY R.AMSAYE

The world's most famous magazine reel now in

TALK and SOUND—MUSICAL and MERKY



LOUDER £r FUNNIEK
Now in its eleventh year of unwavering sue'

cess, Pathe Review brings forth a talk-and-

sound edition.

Pathe Audio Review is produced, not merely

assembled. It is daring, saucy and alert. It

ventures to kid the great and plays with the

foibles of a frivolous world.

Pathe Audio Review knows its own where it

finds it— New York, London, Paris, San

Francisco, Timbuktu or the South Seas.

Every issue different, utterly— pretty girls,

joyous places, bright thoughts and knowing

smiles.

Sound recording by the incomparable

RCA PHOTOPHONE SYSTEM.

PATHE studio REVIEW
T h ere Is h! o u bstitute



We

Featuring

8B

I n f o r m a tion

About Available

Sound Reproduc-

ing Equipment.

86

How Much It

Costs.

Terms on Which

It Is Sold or

Leased.

App roximate
Delivery Dates

as of April i.

88

Where You Can

Get It.

SHOWMAN
next week will present

An Easy Chair Shopping

Tour of the Sound

Equipment Market

No need to close up shop and go on a trip about the

country, or even travel to a convention to find out

what the sound equipment market offers today.

All that is laid before you in the sound equipment

catalogue which will be one of several service fea-

tures of The Showman for April to be published -in

your copy of

MOTION PICTURE
NEWS
Next Week



Will be
released

only as

a 100%
All

Talking

Picture

fHEAR
The New

Mary Pickford
. . . ."The Perfect Screen Voice"

A marvelous, modern, chic Mary Pickford with

a charming bobbed head and the loveliest
/

voice imaginable, in her most thrilling picture.

The most appealing dramatic portrayal

of her career; a fascinating little flirt who gave

her kisses with modern freedom and whose

whole life was a gay adventure in romance.

HER FIRST

ALL-TALKING PICTURE

You can't afford to miss this ! Make your date
' now to See and HEAR this alluring, exciting, new

MARY

PickfordCIN .-

OQUETTE
A Sam Taylor Production. The supreme

achievement in 100% Talking Pictures.

Adapted from the Broadway stage success

A UNITED ARTISTS PRODUCTION

THE SUPER
THE MOST STUPENDOUS
PICTURE EVER MADE



Mm \

Mary Pickford's Voice

Comes to the Screen
HEAR THE NEW MARY PICKFORD,

a modern, grownup Mary Pickford

—

with chic bobbed hair in a picture that

will moke motion picture history!

SEE her, lovelier than ever before,

as an alluring little flirt, breaking hearts,

playing with love I HEAR her, the per-

fect screen voice, marvelous, thrilling

beyond description)

Whatever you're doing, put it off and

make a date now to SEE and HEAR

this supreme achievement in All-Talking

pictures IMARY

Pickford
Coquette
A Sam Taylor Production A United Artists Picture

BBHHHH8H

The ads shown
here of 800 lines

will be seen in

leading newspapers

throughout the

United States

where "Coquette"
is scheduled to

open.

i

PICTURE OF THE AGE
BOX-OFFICE MOTION

UNITED ARTISTS
congratulates the world.



THE GLOBE
On TheBoardwalk, Atlantic City

Opened In Sound

MARCH 23, 1929

Playing

Noah's Ark
At Two Dollars

and Using
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PACENT4MDA
REPRODUCER

SYSTEM
Playing "Noah's Ark" at $2.00 as the first

production in sound, the Globe on the Board-

walk, Atlantic City, New Jersey, had a highly

successful opening last Saturday. Everything

100 percent, including box office receipts.

Just as in the case of over 200 other Pacent

Reproducer System openings, Pacent Engi-

neers supervised the installation.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.
FILM CENTER BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Chickering 7950-48-49-51-52 LOUIS,GERARD PACENT, President

THE GLOBE, BRILLIANT SPOT OF LIGHT ON THE BOARDWALK,
NOW PLAYING "NOAH'S ARK " IN SOUND ON PACENT

REPRODUCER SYSTEM TYPE 4 M D A
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Pacent Film
Attachment

Cornet

The Finest Sound-On-Film ^Device £ver ISuilt

Over six months ago, Pacent engineers started a survey of all avail-

able sound-on-film devices. These devices were thoroughly examined and

subjected to rigorous test and were found wanting.

It was thereupon decided by Pacent Reproducer Corporation to de-

vote whatever time was necessary to the development of a sound-on-film

device which would set new standards in the quality of sound-on-film

reproduction.

With the assistance of six additional consulting engineers, the Pa-

cent Sound-on-Film Device has been developed with no saving of time or

expense.

We can say, without fear of contradiction, that the Pacent Sound-on-

Film device, resulting from the combined labors of Pacent engineers and
consultants, is the finest and most efficient ever built. It is just around
the corner!

^Deliveries Start <JMay ist

The Pacent Film Attachment is already
in strong demand. Dozens of orders are
now in our hands.

Deliveries on the remarkable new at-

tachment which fits right on the present
Pacent Reproducer machine will start

May 1st.

Substantial production of the device be-

gins within ten days. Orders will be filled

in order of receipt.

The price is $500 per attachment, the

lowest price ever placed on a quality film

attachment. Two attachments required

with each Pacent Reproducer System.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORPORATION
FILM CENTER BUILDING New York, N. Y.

Louis Gerard Pacent, President
Chickering 7950-48-49S1S*

Sales and Service Representatives Throughout U. S. and in Canada—Write for List



The word of a gentleman and a scholar

concerning "PICCADILLY"

WILTON A BARRETT, eucutivi sickitahv

©1j? National iltoard of fttmtxo

of fHdttrm JlirlurrH

ESTABLISHED BY THE PEOPLE'S INSTITUTE

7 O FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK. N. Y.

Telephone Algonquin 8344

March 21, 1929

Mr. J. D. Williams
World Wide Pictures, Inc.

150 West 46th Street
New York City

My dear Mr. Williams

t

This is to acquaint you v/ith the fact that the

World Wide production "Picoadilly", reviewed by our Committee

on Exceptional Photoplays on March 20th, was selected hy that

group for major mention in the National Board's exceptional
photoplays list.

It was the consensus of opinion of the Committee
that this film is the finest picture yet imported from England
and one of the finest pictures, for that matter, to reach this

country from anywhere else. They considered its production
quality all that American standards and American picture taste
demand and particularly commented on the consistency of its

story, the truthfulness of its characters, the very high level
of acting on the part of the entire cast and, last "but not
least, the great distinction of Mr. Dupont's direotion whioh
holds the plot at a point of continuous interest.

film,
With best wishes for the suooess of this very line

Sincerely yours,

WABiHAC
^Vt&t^U- p>44*etr
Executive Secretary

Physical Distribution Thru Educational
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Sink Or Swim
The Theatre Not Equipped For Sound Will Lose Out

By William A. Johnston

THE public has gone sound. More defi-

nitely, the public has gone talkie. Of
that there can be no question, provided

only that the talkie is good entertainment, and
not just talk for the sake of talk.

All the indications point to the correct-

ness of this viewpoint. There is no use argu-
ing about the matter further. The screen has

found its voice and it is going to use it. There
is no turning back from such a revolutionary

step. Whether pictures will be one hundred
per cent dialogue, or only partly vocal, is

beside the point, so far as this discussion is

concerned.

The vital thing now is : what's the exhibi-

tor to do about it?—the exhibitor whose house
is not yet wired. In other words, the vast ma-
jority of theatres in this country.

Are these exhibitors to say that they can-
not wire their houses because of the cost?

That, in our opinion, is not an answer to the

problem.
We believe that the exhibitor must wire,

if he is going to stay in business. Broadly
speaking, nobody can run counter to great
public demand and continue to live. This
is emphatically true in the entertainment
field. To say that the public may, a year, two
years from now, walk out on the talkie and
demand the silent picture again, is not an
answer to the problem, either.

Make up your mind to this: now that the

screen has talked and the public has listened,

and liked it. the screen can never again be-

come wholly silent. We do not say that no
more silent pictures will be made. But we
do say that few. if any. theatres can stay in

business unless they are equipped to show
talking pictures. That is where the big rev-

enue will come, because the production peo-

ple will inevitably, and through force of pub-
lic compulsion, evolve a finer and more ap-

pealing type of entertainment, by the use of

sound, than is possible with silence.

The theatre not equipped to show these

new era pictures will just as certainly suffer.

It would seem clear enough, then, that the

exhibitor, to the extent of his resources and
ability, should install some sort of good sound
equipment. If he is limited in his finances,

it might be a good idea—certainly it would
be wise—for him to seek financing of sound
equipment from his banker, or in some other

practical way.
As a matter of fact, the small suburban

or neighborhood theatre is, for the first time,

in a position, with sound, to meet the com-
petition of the big houses. They are losing

patronage now, because their communities
go downtown for the talkies. But what a dif-

ferent position the small house would be in,

if it could say to its patrons that the same pic-

tures could be seen in suburb or neighbor-

hood within a reasonable time after the big

house had run it.

This cannot be done unless the small

house is wired. And if it is wired, it has a

big added advantage: good music, revues,

presentation acts, jazz—all these, formerly in

the big house solelv. are now on the screen,

because sound made it possible to put them
there.

We know that many small town exhibitors

are greatly worried. If they have to install

sound equipment to live—well, they feel it

just can't be done.

On the other hand, the resourceful and
intelligent small exhibitor will find a way
out. He will survive. He will fight to keep

alive, instead of crying about the difficulties.
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Chains Must Develop

Competition
'The best operated circuit of picture theatres today is only

fifty per cent efficient

.

. . The reason is lack of man power . .

.

The chains should keep the independent houses alive as

good, healthy opposition . . . Personality in the theatre is

vitally important to the whole film structure."

and

i 4"\T ATURALLY I have a tremendous interest

1^ in the operation of the theatre chains and
the individual theatre in the chain. I

would be a very short sighted sales manager if I

didn't. Just as naturally I cannot let my name be

used in an interview, but I can tell you this, that the

old adage of a chain being only as strong as its weak-
est link could at no time be more aptly applied than

to the chain theatre operation in its relation to the

entire business structure of the motion picture in-

dustry."

Lack Of Manpower
The speaker was a very prominent sales executive

with one of the big companies which also operates its

own chain of houses. The question had been placed

before him, as to whether or not it was possible for

one organization to undertake so great an operation
of theatres that the very size would make the venture

not only unwieldy but unprofitable.

"Right now I do not believe that the best operated
circuit of motion picture theatres in the country is

functioning at better than fifty per cent efficiency," he
declared, and continued: "Can you realize what that

means? It means that the sales organization isn't

getting better than one-half of what it should be get-

ting in returns for rentals. Now you can see where
my interest in theatre operation lies.

"The reason for inefficient operation is the lack of

manpower. By manpower, I mean men who are born
showmen, who, in addition, have kept step with the

parade of theatre advancement and adapted them-
selves to the chain type of operation. The motion pic-

ture theatre isn't like the chain cigar store, where you
can stick any type of a counter salesman behind the

showcase. The public will drop into cigar stores be-

cause smoking is a habit. Theatregoing is not a habit

in the same sense as smoking is. You can't operate

a theatre the same as you can a cigar store, because

you're not catering to the same public psychology.

On one hand you have a habit that almost amounts

to an addiction; on the other, a habit that has to be
created.

"The theatre-going public does not walk up to the

box office window and say, 'Give me five reels of this

or five reels of that,' and lay its money down. They
do come and ask, 'What have you got?' or look at

your advertising and see what you are offering, and
then, if it isn't of a brand that they recognize as one
that has been consistent in presenting entertainment
value they are just as apt not to buy.

"The successful house manager and showman is

the one who has built up a confidence with his public

as far as the programs that his house offers are con-

cerned. If his feature is weak he has built up his

surrounding show. He feels that he can honestly tell

his public that his show is the best in town because
he has extended all his effort to make it that. He
does not go out and make them believe, through dis-

honest advertising, that he has the best when he has a

weak sister of a program. He lays low on a bad pic-

ture and doesn't try to gloss it with glowing superla-

tives and thunderous adjectives, but when a good one
comes along he goes the limit, personally and in his

advertising. It doesn't take the public that he is cater-

ing to long to understand him and his manner of

doing business and the result is that he builds up a

confidence in himself and his theatre.

Keep Independent Alive!

"Today the same condition exists even with chain

operation as existed when the theatres were inde-

pendently operated. And right at this point I want to

clear up an erroneous impression that exists in a great

many quarters. The sales managers of the big pro-

ducing and distributing organizations have no desire

to see the independent theatre operator wiped out. As
a matter of fact I do not believe that the chain oper-

ators have either. In fact, if I was a chain operator

I would make it my business to see that there was at

least one independently operated theatre in every town
that I operated in, that would give my house good
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Man
Power
By An Outstanding

Sales Executive

of the Film Industry

healthy opposition; in fact, I would make it a point

to see that the opposition house got the best product
that they could play, for that opposition would keep
my own local men on their toes fighting it, and the

result would be better business for both houses.

"From a sales manager's viewpoint I believe that

opposition is what this business needs, and as for wip-
ing the little fellow out, that's all foolishness, for once
a theatre is closed it is like last night's theatre ticket

—

a dead loss. The chances are it won't be reopened, and
that means, to me, another account that has been
wiped out for all time.

Chain Manager s Importance

"When the houses were independently operated and
an exhibitor came along that could not measure up to

the standards of showmanship necessary to make his

house a money maker he got out of the business and
usually someone else came along who was capable,

and he made a lot of money for himself as well as for

those that he brought product from. All right, you
will say that making money for himself was the in-

centive that made him go out and hustle and bring
in business. You'll say that he had a greater leeway
than the chain manager has. I'll say that you are
right in the latter instance, and I also say that the
chain house manager should have the same leeway,
and if he makes good he'll make money and lots of it,

for those that are operating chains realize only too
well how rare the men are that can do this very thing.

"I do not believe that the average chain house man-
ager realizes his own importance to the rest of the

industry. Now, I'm getting back to the weak link

thought. No matter what the brains are at the head of
the industry, no matter what Winnie Sheehan, Jesse
Lasky, Louis Mayer or any of the other high-powered
production executives may have in brain capacity,

they are going to be limited by that of the weak sister

in the managerial field. The reason for it is that he is

limiting the financial return on pictures. If he can't

get the money into his theatre then he can't pay it info

J V.

Editor's Note:
This ar
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icle is
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e expression of

views of one of the greatest sates

and executive minds of the industry. For obvious reasons,,

his name cannot be printed, but Motion Picture News
vouches for the authenticity of the article. We believe the

views here expressed are of vital importance to all branches

of the business at this juncture in film affairs when the

chaining-up of theatres is proceeding rapidly. Particular

attention is directed to the part the house manager must

play if the financial success of the whole picture operation,

from studio through sales department to the theatre and
then to the public, is to succeed. Coming from an executive

who is in the front rank of film leaders, these opinions should

receive the close attention of everybody engaged in the

business.

^ r
the local exchange for rental, the exchange cannot
make the return that it should to the home office, and
the distributing and sales department cannot turn
over to the production department what it should to

make possible the making of better and more ex-
pensive pictures.

"That is the angle that keeps me as a sales manager
interested in the operation not only of whole chains
but of individual theatres.

"No doubt the day will come when theatres will

be operated in a manner that will make possible the
utilization of their maximum capacity. But until that

time comes there is going to be a lot of water go over
the dam. There'll be a lot of time and money spent
training and preparing men who will employ to the
fullest the best that there is in showmanship from
both theoretical as well as practical standards. The
question is, where to get the men who are capable of
assimilating the theory of the theatre and to apply it

practically.

"Right there you have the question of MAN-
POWER.
"Money alone never won a war. Money plus arms

and men is the sum total that spells victory. What
good would a fleet of battleships be as national de-

fense without sailors to man them ? It's the same with
the theatre. All the houses in creation might be

welded into one gigantic operating chain, but without
the manpower to adequately operate them they would
fight a losing battle for public favor.

Individual Personality

"Successful theatre operation in the past can be

traced directly to the individual personality of the op-

erator. Take the biggest house in the country as an
instance, its very name conjures up the personality of

the man who built it and operates it as managing di-

rector, although that house is now part of a chain

operation. Back in the legitimate theatre days the

names of the operators have come down through his-

tory as part and parcel of their theatre operations. I

mean old Wallack's and Daly's in New York, Mc-
(Coiitiiutrd on page 962)
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British Producer

Convinced This Is

The Dav Of Sound

States That English Public

Is Rapidly Taking
To Talkies

Thoroughly convinced that this is very

much the day of the sound picture, .John

.Maxwell, prominent figure in the British in-

dustry and managing director of British

International, arrived here this week from
London, and announced that the company
would make 15 to 20 talkies this year and
20 to 25 in 1930. Distribution here is

through World Wide.

British International is building two
sound stages at the Elstree Studios, RCA
recording equipment being used. There

will be a variety of sound product.

By the end of the year, Mr. Maxwell be-

lieves 600 to 700 theatres in England will

be wired. About 150 are equipped now.
The English public is taking rapidly to

sound.

Mr. Maxwell will be in New York two or

three weeks and may go to the Coast to

stud}' the sound situation there.

Publix Taking
Over U. A. Houses

For Operation
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 28.—With the arrival

here of Sam Katz a deal has been closed

whereby the Publix Theatres will take over

the operation of the theatres controlled by
United Artists. The United Artists theatre

here will be operated by Publix beginning
next month. That will give them two houses

in Los Angeles, the Paramount as the

Metropolitan has been renamed and the

United Artists, both in the down town sec-

tion.

Joseph Schenck has not arrived here as

yet, although reported to have left New
York on Sunday. It is believed that, with
his arrival, he and Sam Katz will work out
the details for the operation of the U. A.
houses, and this may possibly lead to a

merger of producing interests between
United Artists and Paramount. It would
be a marked coincidence to have two of the

former great stars of Paramount, Mary
I'ickl'ord and Douglas Fairbanks, returning
to the Zukor banner.

Musical Film Shows Hold
Big Spot In RKO Program

The out tanding production aim of Radio
Pictures, mapped out by William Le Baron,
vice-president in charge of production, is

tin making of from eight to ten musical
film shows staged on a lavish -rah- with
promineni musical on Iv and operatic

stars. The shows are to be written e peci

ally for the screen and writers, composers,
librettists, gagmen, musical comedy direc
tors, etc, will he placed under contract.

Reinhardt Believes In
The Silent Movie

f~|^HK present popularity of the
talking drama does not mean the
death knell of the silent film, de-

clared Max Reinhardt, theatre impre-
sario, in Berlin recently where he em-
barked aboard ship for New York. Both
types of screen entertainment will

thrive alongside of each other, he be-
lieves. The talkie's difficulty, he staled.
is that it calls for a particular brand
of story and dialogue to start with and
a perfect union of music, noises, dia-

logue and pantomime. Movie produc-
ers of America, he asserted, need not
worry about the future of the art of

the movie if they succeed in halting
the present tendency towards shallow-
ness.

Best Operated
Circuit Is Only

50% Efficient
{Continued from page 961)

Vicker's in Chicago and today the Belasco
and Ziegfeld theatres. The moment you
mention those theatres you compel a mental
vision of the men who operate them and the

type of entertainment that they stand for.

"When the chain method of theatre op-
eration arrives at the place where each of
its links is commanded by a personality
then it will be operating at its greatest
efficiency.

"Of course there is the question as to

how best to develop personalities in man-
agement. First, pick your men, men whom
you think are best qualified to develop along
the lines that you want them to. Put them
in command of a theatre and do not limit
their respsonsibility. Give them a chance
to think for themselves, and let them put
into practice what they think will be best
for the theatre in accordance to the locality

of the house and the population that it

draws from.

Develop Personality

"Watch the man closely during his in-

itial period so that you can check any move
that might cause irreparable damage to the
property, ami within three to six months
Mm will either have replaced him with some
one else, because he failed to show that he
had the necessary qualifications, or you will
have developed a personality that will mean
money at the box office.

"Of course there must be an incentive to

his development. It must cither take the
form of a bonus for work well done, or an
interest in profits, or possibly a stock in-

terest in the company. The method of re-
ward is one that can be worked out in vari-
ous ways, but there must be a reward. You
can develop a man's loyalty to a certain
point and play on that loyalty for results
up to a certain point, but you must give him
something more material than a letter of
praise or a tin medal when he brings home
the bacon at the box office."

Opening Date For "Alibi"
"Alibi," United Artists talkie, comes to

the 41th Street Theatre, New York, on Mon-
day night, April 8, instead of April 7, as
previously announced.

Brown Expresses

Optimism As To
Foreign Affairs

C7

England Thoroughly Sold, He
Says, But Trance's Case
Somewhat Different

Expressing optimism over the foreign

picture situation as related to American
product, Colvin W. Brown, executive vice-

president of l'athe, returned this week from
a month's trip abroad on company business-

England is thoroughly sold on sound, Mr.
Brown declared. Talkies already shown
there have created a desire for more. This
tend ncy is not so marked in France.

There is a steady demand for silent pic-

tures and the popularity of American films

is as great as ever. He found no evidence
that America was losing playdates to native

producers because of a shortage of silents.

Exhibitors abroad, he added, are still in the

market for silents and this is, at present,

the dominant demand in Europe.

N. Y. Legislature

Gets New Child

Admission Bill
Exhibitors all over the country will

watch with much interest a bill amending
the general municipal law of New York
state as it relates bo the care of children
in motion picture theatres, which was intro-

duced in the New York State legislature

last week by Senator Freiberg, of Buffalo.

This bill allows the common council or gov-
erning body in New York State cities with
a population of more than 500,000, and
less than 1,000,000 inhabitants, to adopt an
ordinance, if it so desires, that will result

in a license being issued to a motion pic-

ture theatre permitting admission of chil-

dren between the ages of ten and sixteen
years, during the hours from 2 p. m. to

6 p: m. on Saturdays and legal holidays,
with Sunday excepted.

The bill stipulates, however, that films

shown shall bear the words "for family
use." The bill also specifies that such chil-

dren, if unaccompanied, shall be segregated
in a special section on the street level, with
a matron in charge of each 200 persons, and
also that each child must have its own seat.

The bill stands little chance of passage.

Dario L. Faralla Becomes

Educational Comptroller
Dario L. Faralla has been appointed

comptroller of Educational Film Ex-
changes, Inc., to succeed Charles Van
Zamlt, recently resigned. Mr. Faralla has
been connected with the film industry in

kindred capacities for the past 18 years
and has been chief inspector for Pat he
Freres, assistant comptroller for Selznick
Enterprises, financial comptroller and
treasurer for Reelart Pictures, assistant

comptroller and studio executive business
manager for First National.
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Plight Of Small Theatre Revealed

In News' Survey Of Exchange Centres
THE HOLLYWOOD STATUS

News' Coast Representative

Interviews Studio Officials

To Ascertain Present

Picture Line-Up
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

HOLLYWOOD, Mar. 28.—
Following is a summary of

Hollywood producers'
plans as far as can be ascertained

at present

:

Universal has 28 features lined

up for next season, all having
talkie and silent versions. A Hoot
Gibson is slated for silent only.

Four of the others are now in cut-

ting and four more in production.

First National has five in pro-

duction, both silent and talkie; five

cutting and six starting in April.

This company will make 35 next

season.

Many Silents In W/ork
Warner Brothers have seven in cutting,

both sound and silent releases; three in

production and five starting within three

weeks. This company plans thirty-five for

1929, each with sound and silent versions.

Fox is making and preparing one talkie

with a silent version, and seven all-silents.

These will complete the 1928-29 schedule.

Tiffany-Stahl has six pictures in cutting;

three will have dialogue versions and the

other three are going out silent, according
to present plans. Later on this company
may decide to make dialogue versions for
the latter.

Columbia's future product will have both
talkie and silent versions. Five arc now
in production or preparation.
Paramount has ten with dialogue and

silent versions, two talkers without silent

versions and one silent version in work or
definitely planned.

R-K-0 is preparing twelve dialogue pic-

tures and has not yet determined how
many will carry silent versions. Neither has
this company made any decision on entirely

silent pictures.

United Artists is preparing one talkie

with a silent version and two talkies with-

out silent versions. Nothing further here
until the arrival of Joseph Sehenck.
Pat he is preparing three talkies which

will carry silent versions. Nothing further
here until final approval of next year's
program.
M-G-M is shooting and preparing eight

talkies with silent versions ; one talkie

without silent, and one entirely silent pic-

ture. This company plans fifty pictures
next season, all dialoguers but carrying
silent versions in each ease.

Over 1,500 Houses Now
Equipped by W. E.

UP to March 16, Western Electric
Company reports that a total

of 1,505 theatres have been
equipped with the Western Electric

sound system, approximately fifty more
installations having been recently com-
pleted. These are all of the film and
disc type and in theatres well scattered
over this country. Seating capacity of

these houses range from 500 up to

3,000.

OPINIONS ARE DIVIDED

Fox To Make
Voice-Music

Pictures Only

Sheehan Announces No More
Silent Pictures; Many
Stage Stars Signed

Last Sunday, two days before departing
for Hollywood, Winfield Sheehan, general

manager of production and vice-president

of Fox Pictures, made an announcement in

New York to the effect that his company
was abandoning the making of any silent

pictures, and that in the future every effort

would be devoted to turning out sound pro-

ductions. Dialogue and musical produc-
tions would be the only product that the

company would release in the future. The
formal announcement also stated that a
number of stage stars, including Will Rog-
ers, William Collier, George Jessel, and
others, as well as stage directors and
dramatists, musical comedy producers, as

well as dancers and composers, to the num-
ber of about two hundred had been placed
under contract by Sheehan.

After eighteen months of preparation
and experimental work and the building of
new studios at a cost of about $15,000,000,

according to the statement, the Fox organ-
ization was now in a position to devote
itself exclusively to the production of sound
pictures.

Neither Mr. Fox nor Mr. Sheehan would
make a statement regarding the foreign

market, but it was stated that with silent

production eighteen months in advance of

the foreign release dates, matters in I he

field outside of the United States and the

English speaking countries would adjust

themselves in that time.

Among the film actors whose Movietone
tests have been successful and who will be
heard in Fox Movietone features will be:

Janet Gaynor, Mary Duncan, Lois Moran,
Sue Carol, Mary Astor, June Collyer, Louise
Dresser, Sharon Lynn, Charles Farrell,

Warner Baxter, Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Baxter, McLaglen and Lowe.

Consensus Is That Small Un-
wired House Would Be Forced
Out By Sudden Cessation

Of Silent Pictures

A SURVEY made this week
by Motion Picture News
of key city exchange man-

agers' opinions as to what extent

business would be affected by a
dropping of silent pictures by a
majority of producers reveals

divided opinion. There is a con-

sensus, with one or two exceptions,

that the small unwired house would
be practically forced out of the run-

ning, statements varying in pro-

portion to number of sound in-

stallations in respective zones.

Most managers also agree that the

distributors would suffer a certain

loss of revenue.

Seattle Suprises

From Seattle comes the surprising state-

ment expressing a majority of opinions

there that as long as the public demands
sound films as strongly as at present, ex-

change managers feel that elimination of

silent films would result in greater revenue

and reduce sales costs by doing away with

serving small theatres with small film at

low rentals. Most managers here feel that

this year will see practically every theatre

wired or closed and that the only objection

to immediate elimination of silents by some
managers is their moral obligation to some
house not yet wired.

General trend of thought in Kansas City

is that an all-talkie production program
would greatly aid conditions in that it

would result in the lowering of film rentals

because supply and demand would be more
evenly balanced. Managers and exhibitors

also question how long producers will be

able to make a living off silents, and one
veteran exchange man pointed out that,

with reasonably priced equipment now ob-

tainable, the small owner would be able to

book sound film. "The sooner silents are
discontinued the better for us all," said

another exchange manager. Other Kansas
City sales heads believe that all-sound

production would put thousands of small
exhibitors out of business.

The opinion of Dallas exchange man-
agers is that business would show a tem-
porary slump if silent pictures were en-

tirely dropped, but that this condition

would be soon overcome by increased

revenue. One manager said: "We are go-
ing talkie, but there will always be silents

{Continued on page 966)
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"Close Harmony'r

Does $44,000 At

L. A. Paramount

'Broadway Melody* And 'Iron

Mask' Get Capacity Trade;

^ Others Just Average

"Close Harmony" gathered $44,000 at

the Paramount in seven days and the fig-

ures are rated as exceptional. They repre-

sent a one hundred and seventy per cent

rating for this theatre.

The check-up of last week's grosses in

Los Angeles houses shows "Broadway Mel-

ody," in the seventh week at Grauman's
Chinese, still a sell out with a two hundred
and twenty-five per cent average. The cash

returns were $34,000.

Next in line was "Iron Mask," at the

Carthay Circle, where in its second week
this show took in $25,000. This house has

capacity nights and the figures are rated as

hig, percentage going to two hundred, or

double normal business.
'

' Sonny Boy '

' went to $24,000 in its sec-

ond week at Warners Hollywood, or a one
hundred and twenty per cent showing.

"Abie's Irish Rose," at the Criterion in its

third week, got $14,000 and made a rating

of one hundred and twenty-five per cent.

"Godless Girl," at Loew's State, shows
low for the week, getting $25,000, or a ten

per cent below normal rating. "Hearts in

Dixie" did a good third week's trade at

the United Artists, gathering in $14,500,

but was off about one-half from first and
second week figures.

M. P. T. O. of Md. Elects

Officers For The Year
At the annual meeting of the M. P. T. O.

of Maryland, Inc., at the Southern Hotel

in Baltimore, March 21, officers elected Cor

the ensuing year were: Herman A. Blum,
president; Louis Carman, vice-president;

Frank A. Hornig, treasurer, and William
E. Stumpf, secretary. The directors elected

were Frank 11. Durkee, .1. Louis Rome,
Charles E. Holte, William Kalb, Thomas D.

[berg, George Gaertner, Phillip Miller,

and P. Seiwell.

The outgoing president, J. Louis Rome,
declined to accept the nomination for an-

other term. Mr. Blum was president of the

organization in 1026 and 1927.

Denver Theatres Set
Up A New Record

IN
spite of the most inclement

weather conditions of the year,

movie playhouses of Denver, Colo.,

last week realized their biggest in-

take in the history of the city, approxi-
mately $100,000 passing through the

box-office tills of the leading houses.
Theatre managers regard this as in-

dicating beyond a doubt that Denver
is snapping out of the apathy which
thev say it has had for a decade.

Defense Scores

In Film Case

In U. S. Court

Judge Indicates That Defense
Has Proven Strongest

Position

Oscar Price Will Handle

"The Wild Heart Of Africa"
A motion picture transcript of an expedi

tion into Central Africa, photographed by
and featuring the Walker-Arbuthnol Hunt-
ing Expedition, has been acquired for dis-

tribution by Oscar Price, head of Parth aon
Pictures. The expedition was composed of
Dr. Thomas S. Arbuthnot, Fletcher, Jr., and
Kenneth R. Walker. Mack D. Weinberger,
Parthenon general manager, is now
tiating for a Broadway theatre in which the

film will be premiered.

The U. S. Government suit against the

. membership of the Motion Picture Produc-
ers and Distributors who are members of

the Arbitration Boards of the Film Boards
of Trade, is now up to the court. The final

hearing was held on Monday of this week.
There was a decided indication on the part

of Federal Judge Thomas D. Thatcher that

he thought the position of the defense much
stronger than that of the Government. He
asked, however, that briefs be submitted by
both sides on April 22.

The Government asked that the distrib-

utors be enjoined forever from continuing

an elleged conspiracy in restraint of trade,

consisting of their insistence that exhibitors

sign a standard form of contract, the clauses

which compelled all matters of dispute be-

tween distributor and exhibitor be sub-

mitted to the Arbitration Boards.

C. Stanley Thompson, special assistant

to the Attorney General, and Edwin P.

Grosvenor, leading counsel for the ten big-

gest picture distributing firms, and the film

boards of trade, took very different angles

as they summed up.

Arbitration Principle

Mr. Thompson addressed himself to a

point of law and cited decisions in cases

somewhat similar. The principle of com-
pulsory arbitration has never been passed
upon by the United States Supreme Court,

and it is there that this action is admittedly
headed.

Mr. Grosvenor insisted that the arbitra-

tion system, anjd the standard Contract

works. Conditions in the industry are far

better now than they were prior to adop-
tion of the uniform contract, he said, and
there is no conspiracy likely if, as is stipu-

lated, there is keen competition in the dis-

t l'ilintion of films.

He pointed out such practical advan-
tages as the removal from the regular

courts of a great burden of potential litiga-

tion which is taken care of by the arbitra-

tion boards. He said thai it has 1 n shown

(Continued on page 965)

Merger Rumors
Crop Up Again

Linking 3 Cos.

Paramount-Warners And U.A.

All Talked As Possibilities

To Three Cornered Tie-Up

The Broadway rumor grind has been

active again in the -la.^t week with the re-

sult that a three-corner tie-up between
Paramount, Warner Bros, and United Art-

ists is being talked about through film

circles.

When Sam Katz left for the Coast last

week there was immediate rumor that he

was going west as an advance guard for

Adolph Zukor, and that he would treat, with

Joseph M. Schenck when the latter arrived

on the Coast this week. From Hollywood
on Thursday came the word that Publix has

closed a deal to take over the United Artists

theatres and operate them for that organ-

ization. This added fresh fuel to the

rumors that there was to be a deal.

It was stated this week that the purpose

of Joseph M. Schenck 's trip to the Coast

was for the purpose of lining up his stars

and obtain their consent to the merger. The
only hold-out possibility being Charles

Chaplin. But it was stated that Chaplin

wanted to be an independent and offer his

completed productions to the highest bid-

der in the releasing field. In that event

Schenck is practically free to make any
sort of a deal that he cares to for Douglas

Fairbank and Mary Pickford undoubtedly

would be willing to be guided by him in his

figuring what was the best way out in the

battle which seems certain to be waged.

Hearst A Factor

Another factor that enters into the lists

is William Randolph Hearst, with Marion
Davies and the Cosmopolitan productions.

"The Broadway Melody" is a Cosmopoli-

tan picture, and the outstanding hit of the

music and dialogue films to date. In the

new order of things, providing the three

factors get together, Miss Davies, who has

developed tremendously during the last

three years at the box office, and as an

actress as well, would be another star to

be listed in the United Artists division,

while the Cosmopolitan productions would

be lined up as part of the First National.

At Paramount it was denied that there

was any possibility that Adolph Zukor
would go to the Coast in the near future.

But, if a chance of a deal crops up, he will

undoubtedly be on the ground when the

final signing takes place.

Schenck, according to report, is to spend

but a few weeks on the Coast, and then

return to New York for the further

negotiations.

Pathe Adds Mickey Neilan

To Production Personnel
Marshall Neilan, veteran author and di-

rector, has been signed by Pathe and will

be associated with the production staff at

the Culver City studios of the company.
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Capitol Throws
Out Feature Film

After Single Day

"Greater Power" Booed By
Premiere Audiences Replaced

By Keaton Film

"The Greater Power," an independently

made talker, recorded by the Bristolphone

process, with the same cast of stage play-

ers who had appeared in the production in

New York and with the scenery originally

used in the stage production, was with-

drawn from the program at the Capitol

Theatre after it had been shown for only a

single day. The picture was replaced by a

Buster Keaton silent comedy "Spite Mar-
riage." The action on the part of the

Capitol management came after the Satur-

day night audiences at the theatre had
booed the picture.

The withdrawal is a record for a Broad-
way house and sets a precedent.

Myron C. Pagan, a theatrical producer,

and Franklin Warner, no relation of the

Warner Bros., were the sponsors for the

film. Fagan was the producer of the play
which was a flop on the stage. He engaged
the facilities of the Bristolphone studio and
made the picture. Later Joe Rock was
called in to reshoot part of it. The picture

was then placed with M-G-M for distribu-

tion.

Judge Indicates

Defense Stronger

In U. S. Gov't Case
(Continued from preceding page)

that the supplemental agreements of which
the Government complained are no longer

in force, and never existed with the ap-
proval of headquarters.

After the closing arguments were in the

Judge began to question the Government
attorney.

"Either it is lawful for all of the dis-

tributors to agree together and dictate the

form of the contract, or it is unlawful.
Now which do you contend 1 " he asked.
"In view of the present state of de-

cisions," said Mr. Thompson, "I should
have to take the position that it is illegal."

'

' I have understood the Government 's

position to be that any agreement on any
contract, however beneficial, is illegal?"

"The provisions of the specific case are
not normal and reasonable."

"I'd like* to know why they 're not

!

Normal and reasonable provisions are what
good business dictates—you don't contend
that they're not that, do you?"
"Not to the exhibitors—not in the en-

forcement provisions."
"Your testimony shows that the system

is of great value to the entire industry."
Having thus brought the Government's

legal point close to absurdity, and agreed
with the defense contention that there is

much benefit in the working of the system,
the Judge called for briefs, apparently
wishing to get more light on the Govern-
ment's legal angle.

Bellamy Trial" $69,751 At

Capitol; "Iron Mask" Does

$31,500; "Melody" Still Big

"Lilac Time" Hits 10c
Level In Schenectady

i t T ILAC TIME," First National's
. war-in-the-air special re-— leased last year, first hit the

ten cent level at a Schenectady theatre.
The producer on March 1 authorized
exhibitors to show the film at a ten-
cent flat rate and the Van Curler, a
small second run in Schenectady, was
the first theatre in the country to do
so.

RKO Is Seeking

BVay Theatre

For Next Year

'Syncopation" Frozen Out Of
A Showing On The Main
Stem Reason For Move

The executives of RKO Pictures are
determined that they will have a house on
Broadway by the time that next season
conies 'round. They want a house so that

their new product which is to be largely

of the musical comedy order in sound will

receive adequate representation on the the-

atrical Main Street.

The sales organization of the company
has been trying to obtain a spot for its

combination musical-talking feature "Syn-
copation" on Broadway, either in one of

the run houses or for a two weeks' showing
in one of the bigger houses. They were
frozen out and, as a. result, the picture will

go into the N. Y. Hippodrome for a two
weeks' run with an advertising campaign
in the daily papers which will represent
about $25,000 placed behind it.

Lee Marcus, general sales manager of

RKO, stated this week that his company
did not intend to accept the decree of the

managers of the street that they were not
to get a showing for their pictures, and
they would in the future be protected by a
theatre of their own.

R. H. Cochrane Announces
Engagement of Daughter

The engagement of Miss Betty Cochrane,
daughter of R. H. Cochrane, vice-president

of Universal Pictures, and Mrs. Cochrane,
was last Saturday annoimced by Mr. Coch-
rane. Miss Cochrane will wed John How-
ard Laeri, formerly of Youngstown, 0., and
now connected with the National City Bank
of New York. No date has been fixed for
the nuptials. Miss Cochrane will graduate
from Smith College this June. Mr. Laeri is

a Williams College graduate.

'Speakeasy" Held Over At
Roxy For Third Week;
"Queen Of Night Clubs"

Disappoints

THERE were but two new arrivals in

feature films on Broadway last week
as far as the weekly change houses

were concerned. They were "The Queen
of the Night Clubs," at the Strand, with
the irrepressible Texas Guinan as the star,

and "The Cohens and The Kellys at Atlan-
tic City," which Universal brought to the

Colony. Neither one fared extra well at

the box office and the former proved a
distinct disappointment.

The highlights of the week were the fact

that "Speakeasy," at the Roxy with the
second anniversary program, held to $112,-

837.50, and was retained at the house for a
third week, while at the Paramount, with
the holding over for a second week of "The
Canary Murder Case," the receipts there

dropped to $57,000.

The "Queen of the Night Clubs" played
to $29,500, while "Cohens and Kellys"
turned in $12,851 at the Colony.

The Capitol, which had "The Bellamy
Trial" for its first popular priced showing
in town, played to $69,751.50, while at the

little Cameo the British film "Mons"
turned in $6,500 and stayed for second week
there.

At the Rialto and the Rivoli, the two
grind run houses, the receipts held up
nicely. The former, with Lupe Velez mak-
ing personal appearances with her picture
'

' Lady of the Pavements, '

' showed $35,500
on the second week, while Douglas Fair-

banks in "The Iron Mask,' in its fourth
week, came under the wire to the tune of

$31,500.

"Broadway Melody" Holds On
But a single one of the features showing

in legitimate houses for runs with two per-

formances a day showed above a 100 per
cent business average last week, and that

one was "The Broadway Melody," which
got $23,868.25, which gives it a rating of

162 4/5 per cent, and this is the sixth week
of the picture at the house. The nearest

rival was "The Letter," at the Criterion,

where the returns were $13,178 or 98 9/10
>er cent.

"Weary River," at the Central, played
to $13,309.75 for its eighth week on Broad-
way, and to date the picture shows a profit

of $60,000 on the engagement here. That is

giving First National a new thrill. They
had Colleen Moore in "Lilac Time" at the

same house for 21 weeks and the profit on
that run was only $3,000.

"The Wolf Song" departed last Sunday
from the Embassy, having played to a gross
of $6,615 in nine days. "The Trial of
Mary Dugan" opened at the house on

(Continued on page 972)
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Sudden Dropping Of Silent

Pictures Would Spell Ruin

To Small House., Survey Reveals

VI a n y M ana g er s Believe

Middle West Would Be
Hard Hit Account Lark

Of Apparatus

•in page 963)

for the small exhibitor." Another believes

that silents will disappear, as a natural

course, and that his firm's revenue will not

be affected if they do.

Milwauk xchange managers' opinions
vary: One thinks that if installations con-

tinue at the present rate it will not bo long

before every exhibitor will have sound
equipment. A manager of a large distribut-

ing company stated that his trade would
suffer approximately 20 per cent through
dropping of silents. Another said thai he

would benefit considerably if others went
all-talkie. Still another manager of a large

exchange believed that his trade would be

cut 50 per cent, with only 20 per cent of
the houses wired at present.

Total abandonment of silents will not be

beneficial to the territory, is the opinion of

a majority of Omaha exchange managers,
due to comparatively few installations in

small towns. A sound picture distributor

stated that his exchange was serving all

they could possibly take care of, and an-
other believed that the talkies would in-

crease revenue. One other said that only
when business in small towns increased in

proportion to large cities, would all-sound

product increase profits.

Minneapolis Viewpoint

Seven out of ten exchange managers in

Minneapolis believe that the dropping of

silents would ruin small houses and hurt

business, and hold that the middle west
would be hardest hit clue to fewer wired
houses. Also that competition would be
limited to large theatres and universally

disastrous to the smaller ones.

In Des Moines, one manager is doubtful

as to whether 70 wired houses out of a total

of 400 could possibly handle a 100 per cent

increase in overhead for sound, as small

town theatres predominate in Iowa. Des
Moines managers would not mourn the pass

ing of the several-times weekly-change
house, however.

The consensus of New Orleans exchange
managers is that it would be a costly error

for producers to cease output of silents

and confine production to all-sound.

Another declared that there must be no
cessation in sound production on account of

favorable public reaction.

San Francisco managers agree thai there

is but little demand at present for silents

but that if they were suddenly discontinued
the small theatre owner would probably be
crippled and ruined in a business way. It

is predicted here thai mosl theatres will

sound equipment within six montl
a vear.

Ohio Senate Committee
Kills Censor Bills

ALL censor bills were unanimously
killed by the Ohio Senate Com
mittee on Education last Tues-

day. This action leaves state censor-
ship unchanged for two years. The
bills killed include the Johnson bills

providing for talkie censorship and an
inspection fee increase to $4, and the
Bender bill repealing all censorship.

Still pending are the 5 per cent gross
receipt tax bill and the Sunday local

option bill.

Publix Acquires

Full Control Of
A, H. Blank Chain

Approximately 25 Theatres

Are Included In Deal;

Blank To Take Rest

Sale of his entire interest in the A. H.
Blank Theatre Corp. to Paramount-Famous-
La sky was announced in New York City

last week by A. H. Blank, president of the

company, and with this deal in effect Pub-
lix Theatres Corp. has stepped up a partial

control of the circuit to full ownership.
Approximately 25 houses are mentioned in

the transaction and they are located in

Iowa and Illinois. Included are de luxe

houses in Omaha, Des Moines, Cedar
Rapids, Davenport, Rock Island and Water-
loo.

Exchange managers of Indianapolis are

unanimous in the opinion that if producers
altogether dropped silent pictures it would
cause most smaller exhibitors to go out of

business on account of lack of money for

sound equipment. Also, that on account of

keen competition resulting from all-talkie

production, film prices would mount
out of reach for the independent
owners.

As but a small proportion of houses in

Pittsburgh territory are wired at present, it

is agreed that the dropping of silent-, at

this time would have a bad effect on busi-

ness as there would be nothing for the un-

equipped houses to book but repeats.

That extreme hardship would be brought
to bear upon many small theatre owners of

New York state is reflected in a communi-
cation from Albany. Exhibitors are com-
plaining that they are losing a lot of trade

due to hundreds motoring to nearby cities.

Hard put by this fact they view with alarm
t he spending of additional money for ex-

pensive sound equipment. Many houses in

the resort section only operate two or three

days a week outside of the tourist season.

Patent Claimed

On Photoelectric

Cell For Sound

Company Announces Selling

Plans For Disc And Sound-
On-Film Reproducer

The claim that sound converted to film

through a light device employing the photo-
electric cell is protected by a patent
awarded Theodore Xakken. was advanced
at a luncheon in the Hotel Astor, New York,
last Tuesday to announce the marketing
plans for Traveltone, a combination disc

and sound-on-lilni reproducer, by the Cine-

sonorc Company, manufacturers and dis-

tributors of the machine, h hich is exclu-

sively licensed under the Nakken patent

through agreement with Lumophone Com-
pany.

The Traveltone synchronous reproducer,
it was announced, will be sold to theatres

for $2,950, with the provision that the the-

atre operating the equipment pay a weekly

royalty fee of $5 to the Lumaphone Com-
pany for the life of the Nakken patent,

which runs until 1032. The Traveltone was
developed by Herman Heller, former musi-
cal director for Warner Bros., and a pio-

neer in the early experimentation by that

company in the making of Vitaphone pic-

tures. The machine is now in production
and the Cinesonore Company will be pre-

pared to install equipment in theatres by
April 15, it was declared by Maurice Liv-

ingston, vice-president of Cinesonore and
formerly associated with the foreign sales

department of Warner Bros, and Para-
mount. Distinctive features of Traveltone
as described by Mr. Livingston are a new
type amplifying system which does not em-
ploy the negative grid bias, which latter

is controlled under patent held by the Radio
Corporation of America, and an electrically

controlled re-synchronizing device operat-

ing on the disc reproducer. It was also said

that the design provides for exact control

of the correct length of loop—19 frames—
necessary to proper synchronization of the

sound on film recording.

Under an arrangement with the Lumo-
phone Company, holder of the Xakken pat-

ent, Mr. Livingston announced, Traveltone

now controls the exclusive rights to manu-
facture, lease, sell and in every way under-

take the output of sound-on-film recording

and reproducing machines to studios, the-

atres and places of entertainment.

Deny Passing Of
Consolidated Lab.

Stock Control
A statement issued from the offices of

Doremus and Company, of Broad Street,

this week set forth a denial on the part of

II. Y. Yates, president of Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., that the control of that

corporation had been purchased over his

head. The statement said that there had

been rumors that leading motion picture in-

terests Or Eastman Kotak had obtained
control of the company.
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Eddie Bremer, manager of the Majestic,

Houston, Tex.

CAPITALIZING personalities and
injecting individuality into a thea-

tre are two of the best bets a real

showman has and they are too generally

overlooked in these days of the chain

houses with their constantly shifting per-

sonnel. Rarely is a chain theatre taken to

the hearts of an amusement public as a

"home town institution." But this can be

done, and one way to do it is to train a

staff right through the house from the

box-office to the back-drop and keep them
right on the premises over a period of

years.

That's what Karl Hoblitzelle. president

of the Interstate Amusement Company,
succeeded in doing with the Majestic

which he operates in Houston, Texas.
The Majestic is a "home town institu-

tion."

Veteran Personnel

It lias served Houston's amusement
needs well for twenty-four years. And a

good part of its success is due to the fact

that the house personnel has at least a nod-
ding acquaintance with a large number of

the city's residents. In fact, they have
come to be almost personally acquainted
witli a large percentage of the regular

cusomers.
Mr. Hoblitzelle and his staff know just

about what Houston wants in the way of

entertainment and they know just how to

serve it. They know for the most part

ju^t about what seats the regular clients

want and they see to it that they get them
as nearly as possible.

The Majestic opened as a vaudeville
theatre twenty-four years ago. Eddie
Bremer is the manager and just about as

much an "institution" in the city as is the

theatre he manages, for he has been with
the company for the past tvventv-three

years. The year previously lie was with
the company, but not with the Majestic.

How The Right Personnel

Can Make A Theatre

A "Home Town"

Institution
Mr. Bremer knows his Houston. There
are few in the city who can call more
people by their first names. He has in-

vited suggestions over all these years and
he has made the patrons realize that the

Majestic was THEIR amusement place.

Mr. Bremer is not the only veteran in

the house personnel. There are Jim
Trammell and Charles Williams. They
were the first ushers at the opening of

the theatre in 1905. When they graduated
from the ranks of the ushers they were
made stage hands, positions they still hold.

There's Ruck Alexander. There are

few vaudevillians and few residents of

Houston who do not know Buck from

'TTARL HOBLITZELLE^
-I *- head of an important cir-

cuit in the Southwest, knozvs

hoiv to make his theatres

"home town" institutions. The
Majestic, Houston, is an excel-

lent example of the successful

Hoblitzelle policy. The theatre

has changed its location three

times in 24 years with the pro-

gress of the city. But the chief

members of the staff hai>c been

with the theatre for a long

^ period. r
seeing him around the Majestic, for he,

too, has been a stage hand in that house
for the past fifteen years. Mr. Hob-
litzelle takes as good care of his house

staff as he does of his customers at the

box-office. Take the case of Bud Gleich,

for instance. Bud was one of the first

stage hands in the house. Then for

years he served as stage manager. When
he had completed twenty-four years of

service Mr. Hoblitzelle told him he was
all through ; all washed up— but he

handed Bud a pension that will take care

of him for the rest of his life.

Lloyd Calvin Finlay came to the Ma-
jestic as orchestra leader in 191 2. He is

as much a fixture now as the orchestra

itself, and sound equipment holds no
terrors for him. The announcement that

Finlay's orchestra will give a ten-minute

concert at a certain hour and day will

pack the theatre. Everyone in Houston
knows Finlav.

Miss Mickey Lawrence, pretty little

box ticket exchange girl has handled so

many tickets that if placed side by side

they would stretch from here to there and
back again. She has greeted the custom-
ers for ten years now.

Another faithful and proud employee
is Hattie Morris, colored maid, who has

been a familiar figure at the Majestic

since it took up its location on Congress
Avenue way back in 1905.

The Majestic has changed its location

three different times with the progress

and growth of the city. Mr. Hoblitzelle

first built on a location in Congress Ave-
nue, which since has developed into a

wholesale section. The theatre flourished

as a vaudeville house from the start.

In 1910 a new home for the Majestic
was built ; a two-story building with well

appointed offices, rest rooms, mezzanine,
balcony, gallery and elaborate auditorium

and stage. It was at that time the last

word in theatre construction and it was
still confined exclusively to vaudeville.

Again the Majestic, still a vaudeville

house, outgrew its quarters and, in Janu-
ary, 1923, the present theatre was opened
with speeches by the Mayor and other

eminent men and women. It continued

vaudeville, but loosened up a bit by in-

jecting a newsreel.

A Home Town Institution

With the opening of this house Mr.
Hoblitzelle addressed the audience and
said : "We want this new house to become
more of a Houston institution than ever

before ; we want it a social and cultural

life of the city. If we had wanted only a

playhouse we should have built a substan-

tial auditorium and stage, with necessary

lobby and box-office and let it go at that."

The Hoblitzelle wish came true.

It was in 1924 that feature pictures first

became a regular part of the program.

At present a feature picture, sound news-

reel and a serial are shown with five acts

of selected vaudeville.

Designed by John Eberson. the archi-

tect, and conforming to the accepted

pattern for the present-day motion picture

palaces, the Majestic, after six years of

picture showing, remains unique in de-

sign among Texas theatres, appealing in

beauty, and a rare example of a chain

theatre taken to the hearts of an amuse-
ment public as a "home town institution."
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No more important, problem confronts the exhibitor whose house

is wired than the proper reproduction of sound pictures. No
matter homo perfect the recording may be at the studios , or homo

well the players render their lines, all goes for naught if the

theatre does not get the full sound value over to the audience.

tlere are practical helps on ways to control volume and definite

suggestions on how the house staff may be co-ordinated in this

work so that the patron may be fully satisfied with the picture

and go out of the theatre boosting the talkies instead of knock-

ing. With the industry's heavy investment in sound, the reac-

tion of the public is of prime importance to the financial well-

being of all branches of the business. A survey by Motion Pic-

ture News reveals the necessity for closer attention by the theatre

to sound reproduction. Other articles of a practical nature on

this subject will appear in succeeding issues.

-\n

s

Do Talking Pictures Talk or Screech

At Your Audiences?
To Get The Best Results, You Must Give Sound Reproduction The Same Attention

You Would Your Radio In Your Own Home

PRODUCERS have gone a long

way in the perfection of talking

pictures. Whether it be on film or
on record the production of sound and
its quality is greatly ahead of a short few-

months ago. Despite this there are many
complaints and kicks about bad record-

ing, ineffective reproduction and un-

natural voice quality.

Production is being blamed for this—
is production at fault?

Controlling Volume
This is a vital question for all exhibi-

tors. Can a theatre owner fairly accuse

the producers of not delivering the goods

it he has not given the production, when
presented in the theatre, the proper atten-

tion and followed the advice and thought

for projection as outlined by the distrib-

utor ?

In making a survey of the situation.

Motion Picture News has found that

in many cases theatres are the seat of

complaints on talking pictures. Answer a

few of these questions for yourself, then

say whether the talking picture is poorly

produced or whether it is properly of-

fered to the public.

Does your floor man or head usher

watch the effect of the volume of sound
in the theatre when a talking picture is

being run ? Does he let it stay at the same
tone when the house is half full and when
the house is packed to the doors? Do
you run a screening in an empty house,

set your faders and then expect a full

house to give the same tonal results?

Does your operator answer the buzzer

when the floor man indicates an increase

or a decrease in volume?

To get the best results you must give

your talking pictures the same attention

you would your radio or phonograph in

your own home. You don't let it blast

through your rooms nor do you continue

to listen to a meek quality of reproduc-

tion when the machine is not properly

tuned in.

It is advisable to appoint your floor

man or head usher as a guardian of the

buzzer or monitor. Make it one of his

duties to see to it that the proper volume
is being offered in the theatre. Let him
walk around the house, see what it sounds
like half way down the center or side

aisles, then from the back or from the

balcony of the theatre. His proper regu-

lation of the monitor will have a great

deal to do with your audience reaction

when you present a talking picture.

Cliange Of Shows
Every change of show will see a dif-

ference in reproduction. Different parts

of the feature will call for the raising or

lowering of the tonal volume. This is a

big feature and when you have done this

you have stepped ahead for better

presentation of talking pictures in your

theatre. The biggest strides in produc-

tion perfection will come to naught if

you do not do your part in the regulat-

ing of the talking picture you offer as en-

tertainment to your patrons.

Go over the importance of this matter

with your staff, let your operator under-

stand that a great deal of the show de-

pends upon him. He 'has more than good
projection to watch now. It is greatly

to his credit as an operator if his score

is as good as his projection. Be sure that

he is acquainted with the meaning of the

monitor, make sure that he understands

the meaning of the various rings, whether

he is to raise or lower the volume of the

picture. When this is done you have the

cooperation of your operator.

Watch Your Settings

The distributor offering talking pic-

tures gives you an idea as to what the

tone of the number or reel being offered

should be. He marks the fader and horn

settings for you. Do not take this as the

final word. Your theatre may be larger

or smaller than the theatre in which these

settings were made. It does give you an

idea just about where the settings should

be and from that it is up to you to regu-

late the tone according to your own sit-

uations.

Improper sound will do more to hurt

talking pictures than bad projection could

ever have done for the silent screen. Keep
this in mind and follow the outlines above

to keep your patrons satisfied with the

talking pictures they see and hear in

your theatre. Don't let them walk out

sayfng that the talking pictures in the

other houses are better than the ones in

your house. This is not so; the pictures

may be just as good but the offering of

these pictures is where the trouble mostly

lies. Correct it and keep your patronage

and watch it grow.
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What I Would Do If I Were
A Chain Executive

The Viewpoint of An Experienced and Successful House Manager

By

William

A. Levey

and if they were only practiced by the

man in the main office and the house
manager in his everyday activity I am
sure the result would be better business

generally.

I have stated my feelings in this matter
in a general way and want those who
read this article to know that in my pres-

ent connection I am, indeed, very happy.

I have found A. H. Schwartz, the head
of the Century Circuit, to be one of the

fairest minded men in the show business

and it is a distinct pleasure to be asso-

ciated with his circuit.

And now may I address a word to

house managers themselves ? I have al-

ways cherished seven basic principles of

theatre management handed to me by an
oldtimer when I was an usher at the age
of iy. He said to me: "Bill, if you want
to make good follow these rules. I have

always tried to follow them closely.

Seven Basic Rules

"Remember, as manager of the theatre,

you are 'Master of the House,' and the

'Master of the House' is always a gra-

cious dispenser of hospitality. Nothing
costs less or counts for more than plain,

unaffected courtesy in our daily relations

with our fellow-man."

Then he told me his seven basic prin-

ciples—the seven absolutely necessary

qualifications for a successful theatre

manager. They are : Service, Cleanliness,

Courtesy, Efficiency, Economy, Honesty,

and Hospitality.

The old timer has long since answered

the final curtain call, but his advice to me
is as good as the day he gave it. Let us

live up to his suggestions and we cannot

fail to succeed in our careers as dis-

pensers of entertainment to the American
people.

amiNiimiiiiiiiiii imiiiiiiiiiiiininn niiiiiiniininiiiiiiiiiiiiifflfflinnini! iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnmniiiiiiiiiiiniiiii iiiiniiiitimminnin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuHiiin annul iiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiii inniiiiiiniini! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiik

1AM a house manager. I have been

in the show business since I was 17,

when I started as an usher at the old

Academy of Music in New York. May I

say, in all modesty, that I believe I am
efficient and understand what is involved

in the successful operation of a theatre.

It may be a bit unusual for a house
manager to suggest what he would do if

he were a chain executive, but I believe

what I have to say is right.

If I were at the head of a theatre cir-

cuit, I would be very careful in engaging
my managers. I would investigate their

character and habits of each and would
satisfy myself beyond a doubt that I was
willing to place my theatre in his charge

and feel satisfied that he would look after

my interests as though they were his

own.
After that, I would place implicit con-

fidence in the man and give him leeway
to make changes as he saw fit. After all,

he, and not the man who sits in the office

miles away dictating letters, is the cap-

tain on the bridge of the ship.

Give Manager Leeway
It is the manager who is faithful to his

trust who knows just what is needed for

the best interests of his house. He has

the opportunity to study and learn just

what the public, his audience, wants.

I honestly believe that business in many
local houses, especially community the-

atres, would be immensely improved if

the manager were given his own way re-

garding suggestions to improve condi-

tions. If he is a faithful manager he will

soon find out what's wrong and try to

improve matters.

I am sure the great majority of man-
agers are faithful. Those who are not

are not worthy of the job. I know if I

were at the head of a circuit it would not

Manager, Beacon Theatre, Port Wash-
ington, L. I.

take me long to find out if my men were
faithful to their trust, and, if not, I

would certainly weed them out, as good
men are to be had.

Praises Franklin s Maxims
As a chain theatre manager, I wish

every theatre head and executive would
read and digest Mr. Johnston's editorial

in the issue of Motion Picture News
for March 16. His statement that some
circuit heads consider their managers as

rubber-stamps is not exaggerated. I

know a very competent general manager
of a very progressive circuit who con-

siders a manager "just one of the

swabs." That's not exaggerating it one

bit.

My idea of the ace in theatre manage-
ment is Harold B. Franklin. I was among
the first to buy his book, "Motion Picture

Theatre Management," and it has always

been on my desk in the office for ready

reference on any subject about which I

was in doubt.

Mr. Franklin's article in The News is

a revelation. His maxims, "Were I a

Theatre Manager," should find a place on
every manager's memo pad.

Both the Johnston editorial and the

Franklin article hit the nail on the head,

The WHAT—WHEN—WHERE
and HOW MUCH for Sound Equipment

The essential problems concerning the decision to install sound equipment
and what equipment can be bought—where and for how much it can be bought—
will be an open book to exhibitor subscribers to MOTION PICTURE NEWS with
the publication next week of THE SHOWMAN, including a complete listing of the
available apparatus and accessories for synchronized and non-synchronized sound
reproducers.

THE WHOLE SOUND EQUIPMENT MARKET BEFORE YOUR
EYES AT A GLANCE

Next Week in MOTION PICTURE NEWS
3!iiiii!iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iii:'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii'i»iii iniiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiniKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiinnniii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiun! 1 iniiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin nun inn ' i: .;
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The Voice of the Screen
News and Comment on All Phases of "Sound" Pictures

Ruffo's Voice Will

Be Heard Throujsli

Medium Of Sound
The announcement made by Titta Ruffo,

internationally known basso, thai be had
severed bis connection with the Metropoli

Company and would devote prac-

tically all lit' his time in the recording of
short subject sound films, means that the

of this famous singer will be heard in

.-ill parts ni the country through the medium
of the motion picture. The extensive dis

tribution appeals to him and he predicts

that other opera artists will follow his

example.
Mr. Ruffo stated that lie had contracts

tor ten short subjects and two feature

length pictures, totalling $350,000. He has

already completed four of ten shorts for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, he said, and that

the- first of these will be released during
April. Arias from "Barber of Seville,"

"Othello," "Africana" and Italian folk

songs are included in these four.

Tobis Is Now Producing
Sound Installations Daily

By L. C. MOEN
I Paris Correspondent, Motion Picture News)

Paris, March 14.—Tobis, the German
talking film syndicate, is now understood to

be producing one complete theatre installa-

tion daily in its German plant. Some thirty

German houses have been wired to date, it

is claimed.
The company recently launched a branch

in Paris, where plans for manufacture of
apparatus commencing May 1 are an-
nounced. It is claimed that contracts have
already been signed for about one hun-
dred houses in France. A studio at Epinay
has been leased for one vear.

"Meet The Family," Delf

Talkie, Finished For Elhee
"Meet the Family," the first of a scries

of 18 two-reel all-talking comedies of Amer-
ican life which Harry Delf, comedian, is

writing and directing for Klbce Pictures-

release, has been completed and Delf is now-

engaged in rehearsing for the shooting of
another sketch, "At the Photographers."
For these sketches, Deli plane a different

cast with each release. They arc being pro-

duced at the De Forrest Studios.

Tiffany-Stahl Will Make
Two-Reel All-Talkfilms

Josephine Quirk, scenarist and writer,

has been signed by Tiffany Stahl and will

produce 10 two-reel subjects. They at

be 100 per ecu' talkie. Dp to the present
time, George Mcintosh has been en

»o play the leading boy role in the -erics.

A view of one of the sound stages noiv going
up tit the Columbia Coast studio. Harry Cohen,
vice-president in charge of production, Dorothy
Hevier and Jack Holt, Columbia stars, can be
seen in the picture watching construction ivork.

The last uord in technical perfection and ef-

ficiency is promised for these stages

Columbia's Sound Stages

Now Nearing Completion
There are several sound stages now in

the course of construction at the Columbia
studios on the Coast. A crew of over 200
men, including builders, carpenters, plumb-
ers, electricians, etc., will soon complete
these structures.

The main stage of the new sound studios

measures 92 feet by 140 feet all in one
spread, the roof 37 feet above the floor. The
latest developments in sound deadening
have been adopted for the stages. The
monitor room measures 55 feet by 47 feet,

the projection booth 14 feet by 16 feet and
the recording building 51 feet by 72 feet.

Air ducts have been constructed between
the studding of the buildings thus provid-
ing ventilation.

Pacent Devices Installed

In B'klyn And Atlantic City
On St. Patrick's Day, Sam Berman's

house, the Walker, in Brooklyn, 64th St.

and 18th Ave., had its sound opening,
playing "The Home Towners " as the pro-
duction in sound. Mr. Barman also man-
ages the Senate, in Brooklyn. The installa-

tion in the Walker is the Pacent device and
the same is being installed in the Senate.
Another house to enjoy a premiere was

the Globe, in Atlantic City, along the

Boardwalk, which opened with sound last

Tuesday, playing "Noah's Ark." The
house seats 1,900. The installation is of the

A type 4 Mda Pacent reproducer.

George Lewis Craff Signs

With Powers Cinephone Co.
Powers Cinephone Company has sign d

George Lewis Craff, formerly recording en-

gineer for the Victor Company at Camden,
NT. J.

Twenty-Six New
Movietone Acts

For M-G-M Release
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has announced its

release schedule for a new -cries of twenty-
six Movietop" act-. These will be available

at the rate of two weekly, beginning April

6. Featured among the group, the third ser-

ies i" be released by the company, are the
i in- Edwards Revue, International Revue,
Metro Movietone Revue, Emil Bpreo, Titta
Ruffo, Eappiness Boys, Van & Schenck, and
The Revellers.

Progress is reported from the M-G-M
Eastern sound studio, located at 127th
street and second avenue. New York, where
most of these Movietone acts were filmed.

From three to six Metro Movietone fea-

tures are being produced here weekly,
under the supervision of Major Edward
Bowes and Louis K. Sidney. Nick Grinde
is guest director at this plant, and Larry
Williams chief cameraman.

Movie-Phone Marketing

A Sound-On-Film Device
A sound-on-film device, which sells for

$1,000, is now being marketed by the Movie-
Phone Corporation, Chicago. The company
has been handling a disc system for some
time and claims over 200 installations of
the latter device to date. The sound-on-
film apparatus is being sold in connection
with the disc system and can be attached to

the latter.

Pacent Leases Quarters

In New Film Center Bldg.
The Pacent Reproducer Corp. has leased

5,000 square feet on the 10th floor of the

Film Center Building, New York, and will

install special laboratories and reproduction
rooms there to be used in the demonstration
of sound equipment. They also plan to con-

duct in these premises a school for their

salesmen instructing them in the use of
sound devices.

Pomeroy Will Experiment
Roy J. Pomeroy, technical expert on

sound recording apparatus and amplifica-

tion, who is now abroad vacationing, expects

to stop on his return at the electrical ex-

perimental laboratories at Camden to

further his technical knowledge of sound
and dialogue films.

2 Vita. Specials Done
"Ilonky Tonk," Sophie Tuck-r's initial

Vitaphone vehicle, and "The Time, The
Place and The Girl," with Grant Withers,

Betty Compson, Gertrude Olmsted and
• I; IS Kirkwooil, are two Warner Bros.

talkie specials that have been finished.
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Broadway Show Reviews
By Fred Schader

Dix In "Redskin"

And "Fore" Revue
At The Paramount

Feature's First Popular Price

B'lvay Date Draws Nicely,

Golf Champ A Hit

Richard Dix in "Redskin," the Para-
mount Technicolor release, coupled with a

pleasing- little Puhlix Unit headed by Alex
Morrison, the champ trick shot golfer,

seems to frame into a nice little show for

the natives. In addition, Jesse Crawford
is back at the console of the Wurlitzer
again, and on the night that the show was
reviewed Rubinoft' wasn't in the orchestra

pit, and that helped some, although his

absence was something of a disappointment,

as we had a friend from the Coast with us,

and we had touted him that he was sure of

a laugh when he got a load of the wriggling

orchestra leader.

There was no overture for the band
started immediately the house darkened
and the Paramount Xews, with an insert of

Technicolor Fashion Review, took the first

nine minutes of the show. Jesse Crawford
followed, and the chances are that Jesse

did not get back from his vacation in time
to prepare his program for this week, for

it certainly was pretty flat musical fare

that he offered.

The revue, "Fore," ran forty-two min-
utes, and handed the audience a lot of
laughs. The honors of the show went to

Wilton Crawley, a colored youngster work-
ing in blackface, with a hot clarinet and a

couple of gags that are roof raisers. This

boy will bear watching, for spotted in a

Broadway revue, he will stop it just as cold

as he does the Paramount show. Cliff

Crane, the comedian of the unit, smacks
strongly of burlesque both in his method
of working and the material that he is

using. He starts the proceedings in one
with the dozen Albertina Rasch girls, after
which there is a switch to full stage for
Aline Faye and Brian McDonald to slip

over a number. After this Ted Claire, the
house M. C, and Crane put over a scene for

a few laughs, which is followed by Aline
with her guitar for a solid hit. She offers

a dance number here that is sure tire for
any audience. Another double number be-
tween her and McDonald and then that
Crawley boy and how he wowed that audi-
ence. They simply couldn't get enough of
him. He worked so hard and fast that he
even broke up the stage orchestra and had
Claire laughing his head off. His panto-
mime bit of singing "Sonny Boy" is a
gem. The trick golf shots by Morrison fin-

ished off the unit in great shape.

A group of celebrities who attended the dinner given Eddie Cantor, stage and Paramount star,

by the Jewish Theatrical Guild of America at the Hotel Commodore in ISetv York on March
10. Left to right, seated: Grover A. Whalen, police commissioner; Eddie Cantor, Mayor James
J. Walker, George Jessel. Standing, left to right: Judge Max A. Levine, Dr. Burnstein, chap-

lain of the Guild; Major Edward Bowes, Managing director of the Capitol and vice-president

of M-G-M; William Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation, and Bugs Baer, humorist

Buster Keaton In "Spite Marriage" And
"Black And Gold" Revue At Capitol

THE Capitol really had two features this

week. On Saturday the house opened
with "The Greater Power'* an independ-
ently made talker. It was out after the

first show on Sunday and Buster Keaton in

"Spite Marriage" was substituted. The
Keaton comedy was getting a lot of laughs
as the week went on. The feature ran an
hour and eleven minutes with the balance
of the show running an hour. The "Black
and Gold" Revue, an Arthur Knorr pro-

duction, proved to be a tremendous flash

and mighty pleasing to an afternoon audi-

ence.

Phil Spitalny is at the house as guest

conductor for the week presenting a two
part overture. The opening selection is

"Capriccio Italienne" which was well re-

ceived but "Lover Come Back To Me"
which was the second selection was the real

applause wow. In the latter number the

Paul Sisters are introduced to sing a chorus
in close harmony and the girls looked
pretty and sang pleasingly. The combina-
tion took fourteen minutes.

An M-G-M short subject of William
O'Neal in a series of three songs was the
next offering. The numbers presented were
"Loita," "Duna" and "Until." Eight
minutes for these.

The next seven minutes were given over
to the M-G-M News and Movietone Xews.

The revue ran a little more than half
an hour. It was opened by Dave Schooler
with a piano solo which seemed a little

draggy. But right after going to full stage

the action got underway with the chorus

in a very novel costume effect, running

from all gold at one end of the line of

thirty-two girls to all black at the other.

Evelyn Wilson is back at the house again

and does her "souse" with "Let's Get
Acquainted" a number that seemed a little

rough for a picture house audience. Johnny
Burke who has been on the coast doing

pictures is back on the Alain Stem and in

the bill offering his former vaudeville mono-
logue recounting his experiences in the

World War. The material must have been
new to the film theatre audience for they

laughed long and loud. Benny and West-
ern with their hoofing routine got over in

snappy manner and earned a hand.

For a finale smash "Glad Rag Doll,"

with Dave Schooler and Evelyn Wilson
working together, proved to be a winner.

The dressing of this number and its man-
ner of staging being on a par with any-
thing that the Broadway musical shows
have to offer. It was the class of the little

revue.

New Policy For Cameo
The Cameo, the little RKO Theatre in

New York which for the past several years
has specialized in foreign film presenta-
tions, will experience a complete change of
policy and will open on March 30 as a talkie

house, the first feature presentation being
"The Godless Girl," the Pathe dialogue

film.
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"Shady Lady" And O'Keefe's Gags
Enliven Program At The Colony

PATIIK's release, "The Shady Lady."
with Phyllis Haver starred, together

willi a great topical gag routine by Walter
n'Krrtc, master of ceremonies, made the

Colon; program this week one thai the cus-

tomers seemed to enjoy. Of course, a lot

depends on the type of house that the en-

tertainment is presented to as to the recep-

tion. On Sunday night with a crowded
house the program was thoroughly enjoyed.

O'Keefe is following in Will Rogers'
footsteps. He gets his material for gags
from the news events of the day. The sub-

ject he picked for the current week 's gag-

ging was the reported engagement of one
of the Siamese Twins. It was a subject

that lent itself admirably to the applica-

tion of double entendre, and O'Keefe made
the most of it, but in a manner that was at

once inoffensive, yet clever enough to pull

a lot of laughs.

The whole show ran two hours and seven
minutes with the feature taking an hour
and four minutes.

Opening with an organ solo that was
brief, a Pathe Sound News followed run-
ning for nine minutes. Pathe seemingly
has not yet mastered the knack of out-

door shooting. Their Paris Island Marine
Corps subject showed that. The whole red
as a matter of fact ran hot and cold, at

times the sound reproduction was perfect:

while at others it was decidedly off.

A talking short of Bob Nelson of vaude-
ville, released by M-G-M, proved to be
rather a flop. Whoever directed Bob should
have known better than to ever shoot a
close-up of this boy. In the medium close-

up shots he will get by, but he needs a

stronger song routine if he expects to make
any more song shorts. Ten minutes was
wasted on this one.

The stage show ran thirty-three minutes
with O'Keefe and Sam Kahn's band carry-
ing the greater portion of the time. Two
additional specialties were added for the

week. One of these, Sweet Sally Sweet.

Reduction In New York
Theatre Rates

THK Auxiliary or Service Depart-
ment of the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Owners of America reports

that a very substantial reduction in

fire insurance rates for theatres in the
New York City division has been ef-

fected. These savings will aggregate
thousands of dollars for theatre own-
ers on the premiums on buildings and
contents. In a few instances individual
reductions were previously effected.
But in the main the special rate of
reduction herein enumerated was
brought about through a representa-
tive of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, named by National
President R. F. Woodhull.

who is billed as "The Personality Girl"
seemed to click with the house. She hasn't
any voice to speak of, nor can she dance,

but that gal has something that gets over
with those in front. She is an excellent foil

for O'Keefe, and she managed to handle
'

' Everything I Do, I Do For You '
' in man-

ner sufficient to get by. Her working in

the audience got a lot of laughs. The other
specialty was contributed by the Stuart
Sisters, who offered a Hula as their open-
ing number and followed it with a hard
shoe routine later. The girls look pretty
and will get by.

In his conducting of one number it

looked as though Sam Kahn had gone down
to the Paramount and gotten a load of
Rubinoff, for he did more wiggles and ges-

tures than has been his wont in the past.

At one time I almost expected him to

squawk "Mammy," that's how far he bent
his knees. Sammy had better let Ruby do
that contortionistic stuff for one of those

directors on a street is enough.

MAXCY-BARTON ORGAN CO.
Makers of-

After this date—
the company \nown for years as the

Bartola Musical Instrument Company
will be \nown as above.

To the many friends of the Barton
Organ we assure that this ma\es no

other change in personnel or manufac-
ture and wish for their continued good-

will and patronage.

THE MAXCY-BARTON ORGAN CO.

314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

,THE Same Golden-Voiced Organ

jy^oRGAN Same Company

—

New Name

Just Ordinary
Business Along

B-way Last Week
(Continued from page 96S)

Thursday night id' this week. "Hearts in

Dixie" also waltzed out on Friday night,

not having been able to make the grade,
and was replaced by the new William K.

Howard production, "Christina," with
Janet Gaynor as the star. The third week
of the all-colored cast talker drew $8,881.25.

"Sonny Boy," at Warner's, slipped out

last week to make room for "The Divine

Lady," and is now current at the Strand,

the final five days' business was $6,764.75,

while "The Singing Fool," at the Earris

in its 28th week, drew $12,484.50.

At the Winter Garden, "Noah's Ark" is

not living up to expectations at the box
office, despite the strong daily newspaper
advertising campaign behind the picture.

The receipts for the second week wei-e

$32,588.

New RKO House In Long
Island Opens With Throng

A new B. F. Keith's theatre was opened
last Friday, March 22, when the Structure

at Richmond Hill, Long Island, housed an
audience for the first time. The feature at

the opening was "Strange Cargo." The
house, flying the RKO banner, seats 2,500.

Civic leaders and notables in the entertain-

ment field were on hand for the occasion.

Also on the first program were The Four-
teen Bricktops, Al Trahan, Davis and Dar-
nell, Gordon and King and The Le Grohs.

RCA Photophone has been installed in

the house. Louis Frohman was guest con-

ductor for the opening. Fred Kinsley was
guest organist but he will relinquish the

niche to Abram Grayson.

"Passion Of Joan Of Arc"
At Little Carnegie, N. Y.

"The Passion of Joan of Arc," the

French film which the New York State Cen-
sor Board has just passed, had its gala pre-

miere at the Little Carnegie Playhouse,
N. Y., Thursday evening, March 28,

under the sponsorship of the Societe Gen-
erale des Films of France, the producers.

"Rouen," another French film, was in-

cluded in the program. "Joan of Arc" was
banned in England.

"Melody" At Regular Prices
While "Broadway Melody" is filling the

Astor in New York at $2.00 top, Manager
Thomas H. James, operating the Loew's
Capitol Theatre in Atlanta, Ga., is prepar-
ing to offer the picture to his patrons at
regular admission prices during Easter
Week, starting with a midnight show Eas-
ter Sunday.

Herschmann With Acme
Max Herschmann, manager of Loew's

Circle Theatre in New York City and for
several years a member of the Loew's home
office staff, has tendered his resignation ef-

fective March 25 and has affiliated himself
with the Acme Film Co., New York.
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Motion Picture News Weekly
Box Office Check-Up
And Showmen's Ad. Tips

In Figuring Percentage Rating On Pictures, The Normal
Or Average Business Of The Theatre Is Taken As 100%

Abie's Irish Rose (Par.)
JOLIET, ILL.—Rialto Theatre (2,300), 3

days, 25c-50c, 2 acts and orchestra, comedy,

Pathe News. Weather, fair.

Rating—160%.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—Criterion The-

atre, (1,5(50), Fox M'tone News, Creatore Band.

Rating—125% (3rd week).

AD TIPS—Exploit as greatest stage enter-

tainment of past. Feature fact that laughs are

retained. Advertise Carroll's songs. Will not

disappoint any theatregoer. Had appeal for ev-

eryone in this city.—Rialto Theatre, Roy Rogan,

Manager, Joliet, 111.

Adoration (F.N.)
ATLANTIC CITY, N. T.—Stanlev Theatre

(1999), 3 days, 40c-S0c, Leo Beers (M-G-M
M'tone,) "Here Comes the Bridesmaid," Par.

News. Weather, clear and moderate.

Rating—110%.
,AD TIPS—Billie Dove in romantic drama at-

tracts fans to this picture, as will Moreno in

support. Audience appeal : high school age up
and all classes.—Stanley Theatre, Joseph Jordan,

Manager. Atlantic City, N. J.

Air Circus, The (Fox)
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—Majestic Theatri

(950), 5 days, 10c-25c-40c, Three M'tone Acts,

Fox M'tone News. Weather, mild.

Rating—60%.

OTTAWA, ONT.—Avalon Theatre (990),

6 days, 10c-35c. "The Interview" (M'tone),

M'tone News. Weather, fine and mild.

Rating—90%.
AD TIPS—Feature of inspirational type in

keeping with general public interest in flying.

Might be better with few real aerial stunts.

Marie Dressier makes excellent talker. Au-
dience appeal : young people and air-minded

adults.—Avalon Theatre. Ambrose Nolan, Mgr.,

Ottawa, Can.

Air Legion, The (RKO)
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—Colonial The-

atre (1,750), 2 days, 20c-35c, "Hold That Mon-
key" (Educ). orchestra, Kinograms. Weather,
clear and moderate.

Rating—140%.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Orpheum Theatre

(2,200), 7 days. 25c50c, 5 vaud. acts, Fables
(Pathe), Fox M'tone News. Weather, clear,

warm.

Rating— 115',.

AD TIPS—Good display of plane pictures
in lobby with advertising carrying over aviation
spectacle angle is best approach.—Orpheum The-
atre, Vic Meyer, New Orleans, La.

Play up aerial thrills and romance in air mail
service. Audience appeal : all ages, especially

boys, and all classes.—Colonial Theatre, Doris
Siiberman, Manager, Atlantic City, N. J.

Alias Jimmy Valentine (M-G-M)
BOSTON, MASS.—Orpheum Theatre (3,-

100), 7 days, 25c-50c, 6 Vaud. Acts, M-G-M
News. Weather, good.

Rating—100%.

All At Sea (M-G-M)
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—State Theatre (1,-

000), 4 days, 15c-30c-50c, Orchestra, "Eagle's

Nest" (M-G-M), "Love at First Flight" (M-
G-M), M-G-M News. Weather, mild.

Rating—60%.

AD TIPS—Good picture. Drew juvenile

trade together with adults. Arthur and Dane
have drawing power.—State Theatre, Spring-
field, Ohio.

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? (U.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Kansas Theatre, (800),

3 days, 20c, Comedy. Filmtone Act, News reel.

Weather, warm.

AD TIPS—Likeable stars in appealing story

plus big fight scene and exciting run of patrol

wagon good for exploitation. Audience appeal

:

all ages and classes.—Kansas Theatre, Mrs.
Charles Baron, Manager, Wichita, Kans.

Awakening, The (U.A.)
TROY, N. Y.—Troy Theatre (2,000), 4

days, 35c-50c, 1 Vita. Act, Fox News. Weather,
fair.

Rating—90%.

SCHENECTADY. N. Y.—State Theatre,

(1,700), 7 days. 25c-3Sc-S0c, Anatole Friedland
Revue. (Fox M'tone), Fox M'tone News, In-

ternational News Reel. Weather, fair.

Rating—85%.

W IC.HIT A, KANS.—Palace Theatre,

(1,487), 7 days, 35c-50c, Chic Sales, "The
Gyp" and Eddie Lowry, Int'l News. Weather,
warm.

Rating—105%.

AD TIPS—Featured Banky in ads as she has
always been good draw and naturally people
want to see her in any picture in which she
appears. Also found it to advantage to feature
song theme.—Troy Theatre, Walter Roberts,
Manager, Troy, N. Y.

Exploit fact that this is Banky 's first picture
as star in her own right. Also simple, powerful
story and excellent production. Audience ap-

peal: fairly general.—Palace Theatre. II. E.
Jameys, Pub. Director, Wichita, Kans.

Banky should draw w-ell in first starring
vehicle, also excellent support. Exploited Byron
as successful new find. Played u/p Berlin
thenu- song.—State Theatre, Schenectadv, X. V.

Baby Cyclone (M-G-M)
SPRINGFIELD, O. — Regent Theatre,

(1,500), 3 days. 10c-15c-25c-30c-50c, 5 Keith's
Vaud. Acts, "Love in a Police Station" (Pathe),
M-G-M News. Weather, warm.

Rating—50%.

The Bath Between (Fox)
AD TIPS—Play up Clark and McCullough

as stars and tell them they will see screen's
funniest talkie comedians in the year's funniest

all-talkie comedy. Audience appeal : to every-
body, they all like Clark and McCullough.

—

New Theatre, William E. Stumpf, Manager,
Baltimore, Md.

Bellamy Trial, The (M-G-M)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Capitol The-

atre (1,200), 7 days, 10c-50c, Vita, unit, Mor-
rissey & Miller's Night Club Revue (Vita.),

Charles Morrison in "The Ice Man," Fox
M'tone News. Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.
SAN ANTOXIO, TEX.—Texas Theatre (3,-

000), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix unit, "Blos-
soms," orchestra, Vita, shorts, Para. News.
Weather, variable and mild.

Rating—100%.
DES MOIXES, IOWA.—Capitol Theatre

( 1,700;, 25c-50c, Orchestra, Irish melodies, Para.
Xews, Publix unit of "Beaux Arts Frolic."
Weather, fair.

Rating—120%.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Capitol Theatre

(1,400), 6 days, 15c-60c, Talkie Act. Weather,
clear.

Rating—100%.
CANTON, OHIO—Loew's Theatre (2,025),

4 days, 30c-50c, 5 Loew's Vaud. acts, "Topics
of the Day" (Pathe), Fox M'tone. Weather,
warm, clear.

Rating—150%.
ROCHESTER, X. Y.—Eastman Theatre,

(3,400), 7 days, 35c-65c, Publix presentation,
"Suicide Shiek", Selected news. Weather, fair

to rain.

Rating—88%.
OMAHA. NEB.—Riviera Theatre, (2,900),

7 days, 25c-60c, Publix unit with Jay Mills,

organ, orchestra. Par. News. Weather, fair.

Rating— 100' !

.

CEDAR RAPIDS. IA.—Capitol Theatre,
( 1,957), 3 days, 10c-50c, Par. comedy, "Knights
in Venice," Par. Xews, Publix presentation,

"Going Some." Local flood greatly reduced
theatre attendance.

Rating—80%.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Empire Theatre,

(1,000), 6 days, 25c-40c, "The Booster," M-G-M
Xews. Weather, rain 3 days, fair 3 days.

Rating—87%.
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Bellamy Trial Cont.
'

<
i \ y Buffalo Theatre, (3.100),

7 days, 65c\ Publix Revue, M'tmte News,
\l News. Weather, warmer, rain.

Rating— 130';.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS.—Worth I!

(2,500), .
; days, 15c-60c, "Post Mortems"

(Par.), Par. News. Weather, clear, warm.

Rating— 100' !

.

AD TIPS Plaj up talking sequences. Pic-

ture full of mystery and will appeal toall classes.

—Capitol Theatre, Pat McGee, Manager, Okla-

homa City, Okla.

Exploit talking trailer. Wonderful trial scene,

fine pl<>t, tine acting. Cast well fitted to picture,

but not much at the box office. Serial in Satur-

day Evening Post ought to bring in a lot. Au-
dience appeal : general.—Texas Theatre, W. C.

(ill are, Manager, San Antonio, Texas.

The mystery of who killed Mimi Bell-

amy and the fact that it is a talking picture

draws for this picture. The courtroom scenes
urn played up. Audience appeal developed to

be largely for t lie older folks, though receiving

general patronage.—Jess Day, Manager, Capi-

tol Theatre. Des Moines, Iowa.

Emphasized mystery theme and talking se-

quences.—Worth Theatre. Marsline Moore,
Manager. Ft. Worth, Tex.

Mystery touch is angle here, not forgetting'

fact that film was adapted from widely-read
story. Made some mention of members of cast

and talking sequences, but confined biggest play

to mystery touches. Audience appeal : high
school age and over.—Loew's Theatre, Russell

Bovim, Manager, Canton, O.

Exploited mystery and author. Audience
appeal : high school age and over.—Empire
Theatre. Tom Mien, Manager, Birmingham,
Ala.

Mystery angle main feature to emphasize in

exploitation. I'sed trailers, cards, and lobby

displays. Audience appeal: all classes, but

more particularly' for adult minds.—Capitol

Theatre. Herbert D. Grove, Manager, Cedar
Rapids, la.

rt room dialogue angle played up as

much as m\ sterj ' ' ttei s sent to every lawyer
in city inviting attendance and comments.
Stress laid on talking climax. Reputation of
book mentioned in advance stories. Audience
appeal: all classes, high school ages up.

—

Eastman Theatre, M. I. Murphy, Manager,
Rochester, X. V.

Advance showing two d.'cys before opening

for members of Omaha Bar Association, city-

police and local bench got lots of talk. Picture

out just before expose and guests asked to

put name of character they thought committed
crime on a card ushers passed around. Result

:

ds turned in, 108 wrong guesses. During
regular showing, also, picture was cut

:

expose of criminal, and announcement thrown
on screen: "During this brief pause decide

whom you think killed Mimi Bellamy. Talk
r with your seat neighbor." Audience

appeal: general.—Riviera Theatre. Kay Jones,

Manager, Omaha, X'eb.

Exploit thrilling talking sequences in the

big trial. Audience appeal : for all ages.

—

Buffalo Vw en1 P. McFaul, Manager,
o, X. Y.

Broadway Melody (M-G-M)
CLEVELAND, OHIO—Stillman Theatre

(1,800), 7 days, 50c-$2.00, "Confessions" (M-
G-M) M-G M News. Weather, rain and mild.

Rating 100% (3rd week).

LOS ANGEJ : IF. Grauman's Chi-
ii aire, Vaud. Ri

Rating—220'; (7th week).

AD TIPS— Exploit as great entertainment,

stressing fact oi its being first all tal

all-singing, all-dancing production Third
week. Audience appeal : great for all agi

all types of audiences.—Stillman Thi

Charles Katz, Manager, Cleveland, O.

Canary Murder Case (Par.)

PROA. IMA, T. R. 1.—Warm and fair

weather. Majestic Theatre (2,400), 7 days, 15c-

50c, Chic Sales i M'i. i .
i .

I i
. M'toue News.

Rating—100%.
BOSTON. MASS, — Scollay Sq. Olympia

Theatre (3,000), 7 days, 25c-75c, O'Leary's
Irish Minstrel. Vita, and M'toue, Par. News.
Weather, good.

Rating—95%.
BALTIMORE, Ml).—Stanley Theatre (3,-

654), 6 days, 25c-65c, Orchestral Overture, Or-
gan Solo. Sunshine Sammy in "Stepping Along,"
Bob Nelson, "Oswald Cartoon" (1 I, Fox
M'tone, Par, News. Weather, variable but
warm.

Rating— 123''.

AD TIPS—Should be featured as one of
most thrilling of mystery dramas. Lay stress

on fans exercising their sleuthing ability. Ap-
peal to all classes and ages.—Majestic Theatre,
Sol Braunig. Manager, Providence, R. I.

Exploit as all-talking mystery melodrama
sensation, with Powell. Hall and Brooks. Ask
them: Who Killed Broadway Butterfly? Give
brief outline of story without divulging real

murderer. \udience appeal: Everyone will like

this.—Loew's Stanley Theatre, Howard Price

Kingsmore, General Manager, Baltimore, Md.

Carnation Kid, The (Par.)

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Loew's State The-
atre (3,285), 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 Vaud. Acts, Fox
M'tone Xews. Weather, clear, warm.

Rating—1007e.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Minnesota The-

atre (4,025). 7 days, 30c-40c-75c, Publix unit,

Concert Orchestra. Organ novelty and Stage
Band, M'tone Xews. Weather, fair.

Rating 5234%.

MILWAUKEE. WISC—Wisconsin Thea-
tre (2,902), 7 days, 25c-75c, 6 Vaud. Acts,
Fox Xews. Weather, rainy, mild.

Rating—95%.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Fox-Palace The-

atre (2,482), 7 days, 30c-60c, Lyons and Lyons,
Vaud., 2 Vita. Acts. Weather, cloudy, rain, fair.

Rating—90%.
TROY, N. Y.—Troy Theatre (2,000), 3

days, 35c-50c, 1 Vita. Act, Disney Sound Car-
toon, Fox News. Weather, fair.

Rating—75%.
ATLANTA, GA.—One day rain. Keith',

Georgia Theatre, 6 days, 25c35c-60c, short sub-
jects, Keith's vaud.

Rating—75%.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—Keith's Theatre,

(2,600), 4-3, 35c-50c, Presentation 6 acts RKO
vaud., Pathe News, weather, fair.

Rating—95' ,

.

WICHITA, KANS. — Miller Theatre,

(1,983), 3 days, 25c 50c, Charley Chase
(M-G-M), Int'l News. Weather, warm.

Rating—93%.
AD TIPS.—In advertising this picture. I fig-

ured that my best bet was to exploit MacLean,
rather than to play up anything along the line

of gang picture.—Troy Theatre, Walter Rob-
erts, Manager. Troy. X. V.

Douglas McLean in first talkie should be fea-
tured as he has following from old silent days.
Then, too, Chicago gangster theme must not be
overlooked in advertising.— Loew's State The-
atre, Rodney Toups, Manager, New Orleans,
La.

I diil wish it would make up its

mind whether it was a recorded
play, a photoplay, an operetta,
or a hull light.—John S. Cohen,
Jr., in a review of a talkie in The
•New York Sun.

Carnation Kid—Cont.
i omedy, feature and star, Douglas MacLean,

received equal boosting. Former local girl,

France Lee (Myrna Tibbitts), mentioned in

ads. Audience appeal : all ages and classes.

—Minnesota Theatre, Murray Pennock, Mana-
ger, Minneapolis, Minn.

Exploit comedy angles and MacLean. En-
tertaining picture. Audience appeal: all ages
and classes.—B. F. Keith's Theatre. John J.

Burns, Manager, Syracuse, X. Y.

Exploit return of MacLean to screen in good,
clean, exciting, funny crook picture. Audience
appeal: all ages and classes.—Miller Theatre,

H. E. Jameyson, Pub. Director, Wichita. K.nis

Exploit star in sound comedy. Audii nee

appeal: all ages, from high school up, and all

classes.—Fox Palace Theatre, Samuel Torgan,
Manager. Springfield, Mass.

Best angle to use here is MacLean's first

talking picture. MacLean draws well. Audience
appeal : usual theatre goers.—Wisconsin The-
atre, W. O. James, Manager, Milwaukee, Wis.

Cavalier, The (Tiffany-Stahl)
SAX ANTOXIO. TEX.—Princess Theatre

(1,300), 4 days, 25c-35c, Minerva Edwards in

songs, comedy, Int'l Xews. Weather, variable

and mild.

Rating—100%.
TOLIET, ILL.—Princess Theatre (960), 1

day, 15c-35c, Xews, Comedy. Weather, fair.

Rating—90%.
II )RT WORTH, TEX.—Hippodrome Thea-

tre (700), 3 days. 15c-35c, "Off the Deck"
(Par.), Pathe News. Weather, clear, warm.

Rating—85%.
\|) TIPS—Exploit as daring series of ad-

ventures suggested by "The Black Rider." Ad-
vertise it as being filled with record-smashing
stunts, thrills, pep, speed. Has appeal for those

preferring adventure stories.— Princess Theatre,

Patrick McManus, Manager, Joliet, 111.

Good Spanish angle. Took well here due to

nearness to Mexico. Also Talmadge's stunts

;

they're good. Audience appeal : general, to

Spanish element and boys.—Princess Theatre, J.

S. McSween, Manager, San Antonio, Texas.

Children Of The Ritz (F.N.)
\ II.ANTIC CITY, N. J.—Stanley Theatre

(1,999), 4 days, 40c-50c. Green's Flapperettes,

McKaj & Ardine, Par. Xews. Weather, clear

and moderate.

Rating—110%.

TAMPA, FLA.—Strand Theatre (800), 3

days, 15c-35c-40c, Int'l Xews, Comedy, Vita.

Act. Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—95%.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Indiana Theatre

(3,000), 7 days, 35c-65c, Pathe News, Publix

unit, band, local style show. Weather, fair.

Rating—105%.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Broadway The-

atre (1,800), 7 days, 25c-50c, 2 Vita. Acts,
"Should Husbands Go Home?" Pathe Xews.
Weather, cloudy, rain, fair.

Rating—80%.
DALLAS, TEXAS.—Old Mill Theatre (1,-

400), 7 days, 20c-25c-35c, Vita. Specialties,

"Prof. Moore and California Harmony Kings,"
"Harry Delf," Pathe News. Weather, fair.

Rating—85%.

AD TIPS—Exploit Mackaill and Mulhall co-

featured in fast-moving, bubbling comedy-dra-
ma; give publicity to adaptation from $10,000
prize story in College Humor. Audience appeal

:

all ages and classes.- -Stanley Theatre, Joseph
Jordan, Manager, Atlantic City, X. J.

Plaj up fact it is $10,000 College Humor
story. Feature cast and peppy story. Good for

any audience.—Strand Theatre, Edwin Adlcr,
Manager. Tampa, Fla.

Exploit Dorothy Mackaill as "glittering

in film of night clubs, "hot music" and
jazz age. Audience appeal: high school age;
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Children Of Ritz Cont.
younger element, especially to feminine audience.

—Broadway Theatre, E. W. Smith, Manager,
Springfield, Mass.

Chinatoivn Nights (Par.)

TAMPA, FLA.—Tampa Theatre (1,600), 4
days, 2Sc-50c-60c, Par. News, Cartoon, Review,
Talkie Act, Organ concert. Weather, fair and
warm.

Rating:—75%.

BOSTON, MASS.—Metropolitan Theatre
(4,350), 7 days, 35c-75c, Publix Unit, Par.
News. Weather, good.

Rating—85%.

MACON, GA.—Capitol Theatre, (1,000),
3 days, 35c-45c, Our Gang comedy, "Schubert's
Songs," Par. News, fair weather.

Rating—110%.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—Tivoli Theatre

(1,900), 3 days, 40c-60c, "Music Hath Charms"
(Par.), "False Alarm Fire Company" (Par.),
Par. News. Weather, rain.

Rating—99%.
AD TIPS—Exploit star in first talkie. Play

up cast and Chinese atmosphere, quaint features

of Chinese theatre, etc. Best for adult audi-
ences.—Tampa Theatre, A. N. Roy, Manager,
Tampa, Fla.

Play up mystery of Orient, Vidor, Beery.
Strong appeal for feminine patrons, particu-

larly young ones.— Capitol Theatre, Robert
Mann, Manager, Macon, Ga.

Exploit mystery melodrama of Chinese un-
derworld. How society woman became lover

of gangland leader. Play up Beery and Vidor
in sound. Audience appeal : adult.—Paramount
Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Close Harmony (Par.)
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—Paramount The-

atre, 7 days, Singer Midgets, Par. News.

Rating—170%.

Cohens And Kellys In Atlantic

City (U.)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Victory Theatre (1,-

600), 7 days, 15c50c, Eddie Peabody (Vita.),
Pathe News. Weather, warm and fair.

Rating—125%.
TOLEDO, OHIO—State Theatre (2,000), 7

days, 15c25c-35c-50c, Sound cartoon "Collegians''

(U), Fox M'tone News. Weather, cloudy.

Rating—105%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Royal Theatre, 7

days, 2 M'tone Acts, Selected News. Weather,
fair and warm.

Rating—110%.
BOSTON, MASS.—K-A Boston Theatre

(1,800), 7days, 25c-7Sc, S Vaud. Acts, Pathe
News. Weather, good.

Rating—110%.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Pantages The-
atre (1,575), 7 days, 25c-50c-75c, 5 Vaud Acts,
Pathe Sound News. Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.—Strand Theatre,
(1,400), 7 days, 10c-35c, "School Begins," Gang
comedy, Pathe Sound News, Metro Acts. At-
tendance severly affected by local floods.

Rating—90%.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Theatre,
(4,000), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, "Give Us a Lift"
and Int'l News. Weather, fair to rain.

Rating—88%.

TACOMA, WASH.— Pantages Theatre,
(1,500), 7 days, 25c-3Sc-50c-75c, 5 Acts Vaud,
Fox News. Weather, fair 3 days, rain and
cold.

Rating—95%.
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Palace Theatre,

Cohens And Kellys—Cont.
(720), 3 days, 25c-35c, comedy, Fox News.
Weather, fair.

Rating—85%.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— Strand Theatre,

(800), six days, 25c-50c, "Bird in the Hand,"
Fox M'tone News. Weather, rain 3 days,
fair 3 days.

Rating—91%.
LOUISVILLE, KY.—Alamo Theatre, (950),

7 days, 20c-40c, Sound Acts, Fox M'tone News.
Weather, fair.

Rating—95%.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Proctor's The-

atre, (3,000) , 4 days, 25c-35c-50c, Leavitt-Lock-
wood unit, Pathe News. Weather, fair and
warm.

Rating—95%.
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Pantages Theatre,

(1,900), 6 days, 15c-25c-50c, 5 Vaud. Acts,

Pathe Sound News, Int'l News. Weather, fair

and warm.

Rating—115%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Lafayette Theatre,

(2,900), 7 days, 60c, Vaud., Par. and M'tone
News. Weather, warmer, rain.

Rating—105%.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Bijou Theatre,

(1,000), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Oswald Cartoon"
(U), "Honeymoon Flats" (U.), Int'l News.
Weather, cloudy, rain, fair.

Rating—90% (double feature).

FORT WORTH, TEX.—Palace Theatre,

(1,000), 4 days, 10c50c, 2 Vita. Acts, Fox
M'tone and M-G-M News. Weather, clear,

warm.

Rating—100%.
RICHMOND, VA.—Byrd Theatre, (1,600),

6 days, 15c-25c-50c, Screen Snapshots, Vita.

Acts, Pathe Sound and Int'l News. Weather,
unsettled.

Rating—100%.

MILWAUKEE, WISC—Alhambra Theatre
(2,000), 7 days, 2Sc-50c, "Suicide Sheiks,"

"Early to Wed," Int'l News. Weather, rainy,

mild.

Rating—125%.
DALLAS, TEX.—Capitol Theatre (1,044),

7 days, 15c-25c35c, "Hawaiian Nights," "Fly-
ing High," "The Two Doves" (Vita.), Pathe
News. Weather, fair.

Rating—95%.
HOUSTON, TEX.—Metropolitan Theatre

(2,512), 7 days, 15c-25c-60c, Publix unit, organ
and orchestra, Par. News. Weather, warm and
rain.

Rating—100%.
BALTIMORE, MD.—Keith's Theatre (3,-

016), 6 days, 25c-65c, 5 Acts RKO Vaud., fea-
turing Eva Tanguay, "Magic" (U), Int'l News.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—Strand Theatre
(1,188). 6 days, 40c-50c, "Booster" (M-G-M),
M-G-M News. Clear and moderate weather.

Rating—125%.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Aztec Theatre (2,-

500), 7 days, 2Sc-35c-60c, Mel Ruick and Band,
Comedy, Fox News. Variable and mild weather.

Rating—80%.

UTICA, N. Y.—Avon Theatre (1,600), 7
days, 40c, 2 Vita. Acts, Fox M'tone News.
Weather, rain and moderate.

Rating—100%.

AKRON, OHIO.—Allen Theatre (550), 7
days, 25c-50c, no presentation, comedy, Int'l

News. Fair weather.

Rating—85%.

AD TIPS—Played it up as Sidney's first

talking picture. Does not interest discriminating
public.—Avon Theatre, Sid Lawrence, Mana-
ger, Utica, N. Y.

Another of series of Cohens and Kellys pro-
vided theme for advertising. Used general
knowledge of resort to aid in interest win-

Cohens And Kellys—Cont.
ning. Audience appeal : all classes.—Allen The-
atre, J. B. Allman, Manager, Akron, Ohio.

Those who have played the two previous pic-
tures should exploit new episodes in adventures
of two families. Play up Sidney as original
Cohen, Kate Price and Vera Gordon and Mack
Swain. Jewish-Irish comedy angle effective.
Audience appeal : all ages and classes.—Strand
Theatre, Andrew D. Mustard, Manager, At-
lantic City, N. J.

Cohen and Kelly's bathing suit business be-
came a pleasure when they discovered that the
shorter they made "em" the more money they
made. Will appeal to all classes of patrons and
full houses should be expected when picture
shown.—Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Exploit fact that noted farceurs are at Ameri-
ca's famous playground with plenty of publicity
on prevalence of bathing beauties. Appeal : to
all lovers of hilarious comedy.—Victory Theatre
Matt Riley, Manager, Providence, R. I.

Universal appeal. Play up title and Sidney's
name.—State Theatre. Harold F. Wendt, Pub-
licity Director, Toledo, Ohio.

Comedy angle and vanishing or nearly elim-
inated bathing costumes featured. Ravishing
beauties in bathing suits. Adult appeal.—Pan-
tages Theatre, E. C. Bostwick, Manager, Min-
neapolis, Minn.

Long line of bathing girls with letters on
suits spelling title of picture used in advertising.
Stars also should be played up. Audience ap-
peal

: all classes and ages.—Royal Theatre, J.
H. Coppock, Manager, Kansas City, Mo.

Exploit previous successes of Cohen-Kelly
pictures. Played up two comedy teams in one
picture, emphasized picture was doubly funny.
Audience appeal : comedy fans only.—Palace
Theatre, Mrs. William Gordon, Manager, New-
port News, Va.

Bathing beauty sequences one drawing point
which should not be overlooked in advertising.
Sidney's comic exhibits good for another argu-
ment; dialogue can be used as exploitation
angle. Audience appeal : all classes.—Alamo
Theatre, John' Blunk, Manager, Louisville, Ky.

Reputations of Sidney, Gordon and Price
given top place in ads. Throughout week,
fact that film is latest Cohens and Kellys was
played up. Film's reputation proved best point
to stress, along with comedy element. No
outside hookups used. Audience appeal : all

ages and classes..—Rochester, H. M. Addison,
Manager, Rochester, N. Y.

Tieup with national release ; regular newspa-
per and outdoor advertising.—C. D 1

. Miller,
Manager, Pantages Theatre, Tacoma, Wash.

Principal emphasis in exploitation should be
on fact that it's one of Cohen and Kelly series,

which has a distinct following. Audience ap-
peal : all classes and all ages.—Strand Theatre,
Ray Swan, Manager, Cedar Rapids, la.

Success of previous feature with same stars

best selling angle. Atlantic City stuff, especially

beauty parade, goes good.—Proctor's Theatre,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Play up comedy with famous Jewish and
Irish families. Audience appeal : for all classes

that like comedy.—Lafayette Theatre, Wm. H.
Raynor, Manager, Buffalo, N. Y.

$You are reading this little ad be-
cause the dollar sign caught your
eye. It always works.
By the same token "Building

Theatre Patronage", Barry and
Sargent's great book for showmen
will catch business for you because
it contains the patronage build-
ing ideas that ahvays work- 460

pages of money-making facts.

(Only $;.2Q mailed to your door)

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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Cohens And Kellys—Cont.
Play up comedy and perfected dialogue. Also

tine work of Sidney, Gordon, Swain and rest

of cast of "talking picture." Snappy theme,

shots from Atlantic City bathing girl revue.

Audience appeal : all classes.—Byrd Theatre,

W. J. Coulter, Manager, Richmond. Va.

Series has always been popular. We called

attention to fact this was first talkie of series

and had dandy week.—Palace Theatre, Harry
Gould, Manager, Ft. Worth, Tex.

Play up comedy angle and talking sequences

first. Bathing girls good help, and it is season

for that sort of thing in South Texas. Were
agreeably surprised that tbis picture held up

to normal business. The title is good—it tells

story. Appeal is to young and old, because

good comedy with some hilarious slapstick.

—

Metropolitan Theatre, Emil Bernstecker. Man-
ager, Houston, Tex.

Exploit it as first talking feature of Cohen
and Kelly series. Audience appeal: all ages

and classes of people who like to be amused
cflily.—Bijou Theatre, Al Anders, Manager,
Springfield, Mass.

"Funnier than ever because they talk" was
the line used. A talking Cohen and Kelly.

Cast sufficiently well known to bear consider-

able stressing in advertising. Drew well. Au-
dience appeal : Jewish people find picture very

interesting. Usual movie audience.—Alhambra
Theatre, Harrv Wren, Manager, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Sidney's personality alone, if well advertised,

proves tremendous drawing card. He, indi-

vidually, more than anything else, makes up
drawing power of "Cohen-Kelly" series.—Pan-
tages Theatre, A. B. Morrison, Manager, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

Hail as event of season in talkies. Exploit

lines : Hear them talk and see them act ! An-
nounce the stars. Tell them : You've seen
them in New York— You've seen them in

Paris—Now see them in America's playgronnd
—Wow! Audience appeal: crackerjack picture

for whole family, will appeal to all classes.

—Keith's Theatre, J. Lawrence Schanberger,
Manager, Baltimore, Md.

Exploited it as first of "Cohen and Kelly"
series done in sound plus three original stars

and bathing beauty angle. Audience appeal

:

all ages.—Strand Theatre, Charles G. Branbam,
Manager, Birmingham, Alabama.
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Conquest (If .B.J

UTICA, N, V.— Stanley Theatre (3,500), 3

days, 35c-50c, Stage presentation, M-G M, Fox
M'tone News. Weather, rain and moderate.

Rating—108%.
PORTLAND. ORE.—Blue Mouse Theatre,

(657), 7 days, 25c-35c, Vita. Acts, Fox News
Keel. Weather, mild, ideal spring.

Rating—85% (2nd run).

AD TIPS— Played up as timely show with

Antarctic expedition in progress. Audience ap-

peal: to all ages and all classes.—Stanley The-
atre, Bernard Depkins, Manager, Utica, N. Y.

Crash, The (F.N.)
BOSTON, MASS.—Keith Memorial Theatre

(3,000), 7 days, 50c -$1.50, 6 Yaud. Acts, Pathe
News. Weather, good.

Rating—105%.

Crimson City, The (W.B.)
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—Regent Theatre

(1,500), 3 days, 10c-25c-30c-50c-75c, 5 Vaud.
Acts, "Sea Food" (Par.), M-G-M News.
Weather, mild.

Rating—40%.

Desert Mights (M-G-M)
NORFOLK, VA.—Loew's State Theatre (2,-

000), 6 days, 35c-50c, 5 Acts Loew's Vaud., Ed-
die Conrad and Marion Eddy, M-G-M News.
Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—90%.
AKRON, O.— Strand Theatre (1,200), 7

days, 25c-50c, no presentation, Inkwell comedy,
Par. News. Fair weather.

Rating

—

907c.

MACON, GA.—Rialto Theatre (900), 3
days, 3 Vita, units, Fox M'tone News. Weather,
fair.

Rating—90%.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—Fox-Poli Theatre

(3,200), 7 days, 40c-60c, M'tone News, 3 Acts
vaud. Weather, fair.

Rating—60%.

SYRACUSE, N. V.—Loew's Theatre (3,-

000), 7 days, 25c-50c, Presentation-Blackstone,
magician, and 4 other acts, M-G-M News, Fox
M'tone, Orchestra. Weather, fair.

Rating—200%.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Saenger Theatre

(4,000), 7 days, 25c-60c, Publix presentations.

Fox M'tone News. Weather, clear and warm.

Rating—105%.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Loew's Midland

Theatre, 7 days, 2 M'tone Acts, "Manchu
Love" (M-G-M), Selected News. Weather,
fair and warm.

Rating—100%.
DALLAS, TEX.—Greater Palace Theatre

(2,350), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Publix "Oh Teach-
er," "Ruth Etting" (Par.). Weather, fair.

Rating—90%.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C—Carolina The-

atre (2,600), 3 days, 35c-50c, 2 Vita. Acts, 2
\ and. Acts, Fox M'tone News. Weather, fair.

Rating—75%.
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Loew's State Theatre

(2,600), 6 days, 15c-25c-50c, 5 Vaud. Acts,
"Marion Harris" M'tone (M-G-M), Fox
M'tone News. Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—100%.
WICHITA, KANS.—Miller Theatre (1,-

983), 3 days, 25c-S0c, "When Money Comes"
I M-G-M), Int'l News. Weather, warm.

Rating—95%.
I( ik'T WORTH. TEX. -Worth Theatre (2,-

500), 4 days, 15c-60c. "Our Gang" Comedy
( Pathe), Par. News. Weather, clear, warm.
Rating—85%.
AD TIPS—Gilbert, deserts. Arabia, greatest

lover of screen sure fire drawing points that

prospective audience can't pass up.—Manage-
ment Saenger Theatre, New Orleans, La.

Desert Nights—Cont.
Gilbert and love making ability played up in

connection with title, picture being advertised

as high point of romantic success. Audience
appeal: all ages and classes.—Loew's Midland
Theatre, Walter Maloney, Manager, Kansas

( 'itj . Mo.
Picture divided space with vaud., with no

outstanding ad feature. Audience appeal: large-

ly women.—Loew's State Theatre, A. M. Spar-
row, Manager, Norfolk, Va.
Used Gilbert name prominently. Stressed un-

usual romance. Mentioned clever diamond
theft and battle of two men for love of woman
in parching desert. Audience appeal : all classes.

—Strand Theatre, Ray Brown, Manager,
Akron, O.

Gilbert's personality still good for plenty of
exploitation. State aided "atmosphere" by at-

tiring ushers and indoor employes in "sheik"
costumes, flowing turbans, etc. Coffee was
served in foyer, oriental fashion, by courtesy
of Memphis coffee packer.—Loew's State The-
atre, City Manager, Memphis, Tenn.

Exploit racking trek over desert in search of

water and lure of diamonds. Also strong cast.

Gilbert, Nolan, Torrence. Audience appeal:
general.— Miller Theatre, H. E. Jameyson, Pub-
licity Director, Wichita, Kans.

Exploited the stars entirely. Outside stunts,

special nights, feature news stories, theatre

stunts. Audience appeal : general.—Loew's State
Theatre, Harrv Weiss, Manager, Syracuse,
N. Y.
We opened strong on Saturday with this.

Took an awful tumble Sunday and never picked
up. Gilbert's unkempt appearance seemed to

spoil matinee trade. We yelled Gilbert at top
of our voices and kept mum on other features

of picture.—Marsline Moore, Manager, Worth
Theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex.

Gilbert's fame and name best feature. Audi-
ence appeal: poor.—Fox-Poli Theatre, New
Haven, Cann.

Exploit Gilbert and Nolan ; diamond mines,

desert scenes. Good mystery-romance.—Rialto

Theatre, Monty Salmon, Manager, Macon, Ga.

Docks Of New York (Par.)
UTICA, N. Y.—Olympic Theatre (1.300), 7

days, 35c, Comedy, Fox News. Weather, rain

and moderate.

Rating—70%.
AD TIPS—Exploited Bancroft and Compson

for name value. Audience appeal : to all classes

of high school age and above.—Olympic The-
atre, Evans Linton, Manager, Utica, N. Y.

Do Your Duty (F.N.)
UTICA, N .Y—Gaiety Theatre (1,700), 4

days, 15c-55c, News, Comedy. Weather, fair.

News. Weather, rain and moderate.

Rating—104%.

Drag Net, The (Par.)
JOLIET, ILL—Princess Theatre (960), 3

days, 15c-35c, News, Comedy. Weather, fair.

Rating—150%.
AD TIPS—Bancroft should be exploited.

His acting worth exploitation. Has appeal for
men.—Princess Theatre. Patrick McManus,
Manager, Joliet, 111.

Dry Martini (Fox)
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—Regent Theatre

(1.500), 4 days, 10c-25c-30c-50c-75c, 5 Yaud.
Acts, "Love Shy" (Par.), M-G-M News.
Weather, mild.

Rating—50%.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Tudor Theatre I

1.-

100), 7 days, 15c-50c. 4 Vita. Acts, Fox News.
Weather, clear, warm.

Rating— 100','.

SPRINGFIELD. OHIO—Regent Theatre
(1,500). 4 days, 10c-15c-25c-30c-50c, 5 Keith
Vaud. Acts. "Love Shy" (Par.), M-G-M News.
Weather, warm.

Rating—60'
-

.
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Dry Martini—Cont.
AD TIPS—Sophistication angle a good one.

Emphasis must be placed on whirl of Paris'

fast set.—Tudor Theatre, New Orleans, La.

Duke Steps Out, The (M-G-M)
TAMPA, FLA.—Tampa Theatre (1,600), 3
days, 25c-50c-60c, Para. News, Aesop Fable,
Talkie Act, Organ concert. Weather, fair and
warm.

Rating—150%.
HOUSTON, TEX.—Loew's State Theatre

(2.700), 7 days, 15c-2Sc-60c, 5 Vaud. Acts,
Roach comedy, Fox M'tone News. Weather,
warm and rain.

Rating—155%.
MACON, GA.—Capitol (1,000), 3 days, 35c-

45c, "The Carnival Man," Aesop's Fables, Par.
News. Weather, fair.

Rating—150%.
AD TIPS—Star and cast are greatest asset.

Play up story of college life and promise fans
real fast boxing match. Good for all audiences
and ages.—Tampa Theatre, A. N. Roy, Mana-
ger, Tampa, Fla.

Broke house record for opening Saturday and
Sunday. Haines and Crawford in combination,
and fact that it is Saturday Evening Post serial.

Prize fight angle had little value, and Dane, al-

ways billed with stars, drew large patronage.
Has special appeal to college folk, but pleases
everybody.—Loew's State Theatre, Homer Mc-
Callon, Publicity Director, Houston, Tex.

Exploit Haines and Crawford. Picture closely
follows Saturday Evening Post story, which is

worth advertising, and fight scene is one of best.

—Robert Mann, Manager, Capitol, Theatre,
Macon, Ga.

Dummy, The (Par.)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Criterion

Theatre (1,750), 7 days, 25c-75c, Our Gang
Comedy, Brown & Whitaker (Vita.), Stage
Show, "The Sign on the Door," Para. News.
Weather, fair.

Rating—95%.
AKRON, OHIO—Colonial Theatre (1.147),

7 days, 25c-50c, "Music Hath Charms," Para.
News. Fair weather.

Rating—90%.
JOLIET, ILL.—Rialto Theatre (2,300), 3

days, 25c-50c, 2 Acts and Orchestra, Sound
News, Comedy. Weather, fair.

Rating—90%.
MILWAUKEE, WISC—Strand Theatre

(1,297), 7 days. 25c-60c, "Kisses," "Happy
Birthday," Fox News. Weather, rainy and mild.

Rating—115%.
CANTON, OHIO—Loew's Theatre (2,025),

3 days, 30c-50c, 5 Loew's Vaud. Acts, "Topics
of the Day" (Pathe), Int'l News. Weather,
warm and clear.

Rating—100%.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Piccadilly Theatre

(2,259), 7 days, 35c-60c, Twin organ feature,
Gits Edwards Revue (M-G-M), Selected News.
Weather, Fair to rain.

Rating—90%.
RICHMOND, VA.—Colonial Theatre (1,-

800), 6 days. 25c-3Sc-50c, 2 Vita. Acts, Par.
News, Comedy. Weather, unsettled.

Rating—100%.
AD TIPS—Exploit as one that even blind

can enjoy because of all-talking feature. Let
all blind persons hear it free. Advertise it as
first big all-talking melodrama dealing with boy
detective. Play up snappy dialogue. Has uni-
versal appeal.—Rialto Theatre, Roy Rogan,
Manager, Joliet, 111.

Exploited Chatterton, whose name is good
here. Also fact of stage adaptation. Melodra-
matic thrills and tickler lines on what happens
when dummy speaks. Audience appeal : all

classes ; worth stressing youthful appeal.—Co-
lonial Theatre, L. B. Cool, Manager, Akron, O.

New faces for old. Lupino Lane, ace comedian
for Educational, is now starring in ''Good Night
Nurse" "Summer Saps," and 'Only Me," cur-

rent releases

Dummy, The—Cont.
The starring player, Ruth Chatterton,

was played up strongly, as was all-talking angle.

Don't forget children interest. Audience appeal

:

good one for entire family, and one that will

appeal strongly to children because of cast.

—

Loew's Theatre, Russell Bovin, Manager, Can-
ton, O.

Play up Bennett, young star ; also Chatterton,
Pitts and others. Stress all-talking feature, that

every word is clear and distinct. Fine comedy,
as well as "thriller." "Clever Kid" is hit of this

detective story. Audience appeal : all ages and
all classes.—Colonial Theatre, Joel Levy, Man-
ager, Richmond, Va.

Chatterton's name brings in patronage. Use
it in advertising. Also may be exploited as all-

talking thriller. Audience appeal : general au-
dience, with strong juvenile patronage.—Strand
Theatre, William Mick, Manager, Milwaukee,
Wise.
Film proved good draw for youngsters. Toy

detective badges and suggestions to attend were
distributed among school children. Comedy
strain stressed to get adults. All talking angle
emphasized in advance stories. Film drew well
latter part of week after first two days gave it

a reputation. Audience appeal : particularly

youngsters, but all ages and classes.—Piccadilly
Theatre, Herbert Chatkin, Manager, Rochester,
N. Y.

Fleet's In, The (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONT.—Rox Theatre (900), 3

days, 15c-20c, "Aching Youth," Pathe News.
Weather, fine and mild.

Rating—95%.
OTTAWA, ONT.—Regent Theatre (1,225),

6 days, 25c-60c, Orchestra, "Song of the Roses,"
M'tone. Weather, fine and mild.

Rating—98%.
AD TIPS—Fast stepping story in which

Bow is outstanding and in which she is appar-
ently at home. Plenty of comedy and action.

Audience appeal : all ages and all classes.—Rex
Theatre, P. J. Nolan. Manager, Ottawa, Can.

Flying Fleet, The (M-G-M)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Hennepin-Or-

pheum Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 2Sc-50c-75c, 6
Vaud. Acts. Weather, fair.

Rating—77^%.
AD TIPS—Ramon Novarro played up. Ro-

mance and adventure, extraordinary flying feats

boosted.—Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre, Frank-
Burke, Manager, Minneapolis, Term.

Flight Of Graf Zeppelin
AD TIPS—Epochal flight aroused strong in-

terest with sound accompaniment, especially in-

Flight of Graf Zeppelin—Cont.
teresting. At school children's matinee i|t scored.

Audience appeal : universal, especially students

aviation.—Pantages Theatre, J. Johnson, Mana-
ger, Portland, Ore.

Flying Cowboy (U.)
WICHITA, KANS.—Kansas Theatre (800),

3 days, Comedy, Filmtone Act, News Reel.

Weather, warm.

Rating—97%.

AD TIPS—Exploit Gibson, himself, busting
bronco, throwing steer and licking crooks. Au-
dience appeal : Western fans and Saturday
crowds in suburbs and smaller cities.—Kansas
Theatre, Mrs. Charles Baron, Manager, Wich-
ita, Kans.

Fugitives (Fox)
MILWAUKEE, WISC—Merrill Theatre

(1,167), 7 days, 25c-50c, Van and Schenck,
"Friendship," Fox News. Weather, rainy and
mild.

Rating—80%.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Trianon Theatre
(650), 6 days, 15c-30c, "Calford on Horse-
back," Fox News. Weather, rain 3 days ; fair

3 days.

Raring—103%.

RICHMOND, VA.—Capitol Theatre (600),
6 days, 25c-35c-50c, Chic Sale comedy, "The
Hut," Fox M'tone News. Weather, unsettled.

Rating—80%.

AD TIPS—Suggest advertising this as un-
derworld picture since underworld stories are
at height of their popularity. Audience appeal

:

usual movie audience.—Merrill Theatre, William
Mick, Manager, Milwaukee, Wise.
Exploited underworld drama with South Sea

background plus star appeal. Audience appeal

:

high school age and over.—Trianon Theatre,

George Steele, Manager, Birmingham, Ala.

Exploit Bellamy and excellent work in

"Mother Knows Best." Also stress fact that

this is screen adaptation of famous novel by
Richard Harding Davis, and has theme of
Broadway night life. Pre-Easter season af-

fected box-office receipts.—Audience appeal : all

classes.—Capitol Theatre, Sam Bendheim, Man-
ager, Richmond, Va.

Geraldine (Pathe)
ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Majestic Theatre

(1,050), 3 davs. 10c-50c "Loud Soup" (MGM),
"Heart of Robert E. Lee" (Pathe), Techni-
color), Par. News, Pathe Review. Weather,
rainy.

Rating—30%.

AD TIPS—Only thing is to play up Tarking-
ton. Picture must have lots of short-subject

support.—Majestic Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Ghost Talks, The (Fox)
ALBANY, N. Y—Leland Theatre (1,400),

6 days, 35c, M'tone Act, M-G-M Revue, Aesops
Fables (Pathe), Fox News.

Rating 95%.

HOUSTON, TEX.—Majestic Theatre (2.-

250), 7 days, 15c-25c-60c, 5 Vaud. Acts, Fables
and Serial, Fox M'tone News. Weather, warm
and rain.

Rating—115%.
ATLANTA, GA.—One day rain. Loew's

Capitol Theatre, 6 days, 25c-35c-60c, short sub-
jects, M-G-M M'tone subjects, Fox M'tone
News, Loew's vaud.

Rating—50%.
The Ghost walked for us, also. Exploited as

howling comedy with eerie mystery angles, all

in talking and sound; brought business. My
advice is to play up the GHOST angle big.

Children ate this up, and grownfolk laughed like

children.—Majestic Theatre, Eddie Bremer,
Manager, Houston, Tex.
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Ghost Talks. The—Cont.
AD TIPS—Used more than usual amount of

newspaper advertising, featuring fact that it

carried plenty ol is well as considerable

mystery.—Leland Theatre, Alex Sayres, Mana-
ger, Albany, N. Y.

Girl On The Barge. The (U.)
ROCHESTER, X. Y.—Regent Theatre (1,-

510), 7 days, 2Sc-S0c, The Harvest and Johnny
Marvin (M-G-M), Selected News. Weather,
fair to rain.

Rating—88' i

.

AD TIPS—Should go well in Easl or Mid-

west, where remnants of historic canals .--till

remain. Fact play was filmed in this vicinity

Old Erie stressed in advance stories

>wji1 ads with good results. Love and adventure
• given good play. Audience appeal : all

classes and ages.—Regent Theatre, Martin Dry-
tr. Manager, Rochester, N. Y.

Give And Take (U.)
CAN'TOX, OHIO—Palace Theatre (1,906),

3 days, 35c-50c, 5 Loew's Vaud. Acts, "Old
Barn" (Educ), Pathe Sound News. Weather,
warm, clear.

Rating—150%.
CHATTAXOOGA, TEXX.—Tivoli Theatre

(1,900), 3 days, 40c-60c, 4 Acts Keith Vaud.,
Par. Xews. Weather, rain.

Rating—97%.
AD TIPS—Since picture marked entrance of

Palace into field of "talkies," advertising was
based strongly on this angle. Also featured

names of principal players, and rather than give

information concerning plot, aroused curiousity

by not commenting too freely. Audience appeal :

good family picture.—Palace Theatre, Marc
Wolf. Manager, Canton, O.

Exploit Sidney ami Hersholt in laugh special

in sound. How college hoy showed his clad how
to run his business. \ppeal to all classes.

—

Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Godless (Jirl (Pathe)
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Loew's State The-

atre, Fanchon-Marco Idea, Rube Wolf, Fox
M'tone Xews.

Rating—90%.
TACOMA, WASH.—Rialto Theatre 1,350),

7 days, 10c-25c-35c-50c-75c. Laurel-Hardj com
edy "We Faw Down," Fox M'tone News.
Weather. .1 days fair, balance cold and rain.

Rating—75'..

KANSAS CITY, MO.—Newman Theatre. 7

days, -' Vita. \>i\ "A Modern Priscilla," Se-
lected News. Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—115%.
SAX FRANCISCO, CAL.—St. Francis The-

atre '1.435), 7 days, 35c-50c, "Sheepskin"
(Par. 1. Kinograms. Weather, unsettled.

Rating—120%.
AU TIPS—Played up as a DeMille spec-

tacle and featured line, "She cared onlj for

things of the flesh." Audience appeal: mostly
adult and high school age.—Newman Theatre,
Holden Swiger, Manager, Kansas City, Mo.

Exploit girl who had no home and all ended
Sweetly with her. Novelty strong drama. Au-
dience appeal : all ages and all classes.—St.

Francis Theatre, J. Karlin, Manager, San Fran-
Cal.

Play up DeMille end, as he is former resi-

dent here and also made some pictures in this

vicinity.— Douglas Kimbcrley. Rialto Theatre,
Tacoma. Wash.

Greyhound Limited. The (W.B.) >

ATLANTIC CITY, X. f.—Colonial Theatre

(1,750), 3 days, 20c-35c, "Fisticuffs" (Educ),
"Pirates of the Air," Orchestra, Kinograms.
Weather, clear and moderate.

Rating— 150 r
T.

Hardboiled (RKO)
FORT WORTH, TEX.—Palace Theatre

(1,000), 3 days, 10c-50c, "Collegians" (U.), 2
Vita. Acts, Fox M'tone News, MUM News.
Weather, clear, warm.
Rating— 100 f

;;.

AD TIPS—Exploit Blue in dialogue, film

with excellent sound effects supplementing ro-

mance of railroad life. Audience appeal : all

ages, especially young people and all classes.

—

Colonial Theatre, Loris Silberman, Manager,
Atlantic City, N. J.

Bang-up melodrama. Sound effects among
most unusual to date. Held special matinee for

railroad men which brought out good gathering.

Play up strong melodrama of this film and it

is pretty sure to click.—Harry Gould, Manager,
Palace Theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—B. F. Keith's Theatre,
Presentation 6 acts RKO Vaud., Pathe Xews.
Weather, fair.

Rating—95%.
OMAHA. XEBR.—Empress Theatre I 1.-

000), 7 days. 25e-50c, Musical stock, Joe Marion
Players in "Where Is My Teddy?" Collegians.

Weather, fair.

Rating— 125' ,

.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Olympic Theatre
(853), 3 days. 25c-35c, Comedy, Kinograms.
Weather, fair.

Rating—85%.
AD TIPS—Exploit angle of Broadway

shows, chorus girls. Audience appeal : adults

only.—B. F. Keith's Theatre, John J. Burns,

Manager, Syracuse, N. Y.

Ever-popular chorus girl theme. Lay empha-
sis on show business, and fact that it is "peek
on the inside," as public likes to see behind the

scenes. Audience appeal : general.—Olympic
Theatre. E. T. Crall, Manager, Newport Xews,
Va.

Haunted House, The (F.N.)
CHATTAXOOGA. TEXX.—Rialto The-

atre (825), 3 days, 25c-35c, "Calford in the

Movies" (U. ). Metro Xews. Weather, raining.

Rating— 103'..

Hearts In Dixie (Fox)
CLEVELAND, OHIO.—Hippodrome The-

atre (4,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, M'tone, "Happy
Birthday," Fox Xews. Weather, rain and mild.

Rating—140%.

LOS AXGELES. CALIF.—United Artists

Theatre , M'tone Acts, Fox M'tone News, C.

Sharpe Minor.

Rating— 110'; (3rd week).

AD TIPS—Stressed novelty of first colored

cast. Also its size, listing 200 singers and danc-
ers, 60 Billbrew chorus, 100 dancers ; empha-
sizing comedy angle. Audience appeal : great

for every one. Almost touched record of "Old
Arizona." Will make money for everyone.

—

Hippodrome Theatre, Wm. Watson, Manager,
Cleveland, O.

Hey, Rube (RKO)
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.—Olympic Theatre

(853), 3 days, 25c-35c, Comedy, Kinograms.
Weather, fair.

Rating—90%.

"Indeed, the entire motion
picture industry (as its defend-
ers have hcen reminding us for
the last twenty-five years) is still

in its infancy—hut not as Still

as it used to he."

—

Woarc Hoi-
brook, in "Commotion Pic-

tures," The ISew York Herald
Tribune Magazine.

Hey, Rube—Cont.
AD TIPS—Played up suggestion that this

is one of most accurate versions of carnival life.

Highlights of picture were all featured. Has
all allure of circus. Can be exploited similarly.

Audience appeal : general.—Olympic, E. T.
Crall, Manager, Newport News, Va.

Homecoming (Par.)
LOUISVILLE, KY.—Rialto Theatre (3,-

000), 3 days, 30c-60c, Harry Carroll Revue and
4 RKO acts, Pathe Review, Pathe News.
Weather, fair.

Rating—65',.

AD TIPS—Artistic production, wonderfully
directed and executed, but rather lacking in

general appeal. Best to advertise as drama with
emphasis on fine Continental acting and on
theme of "when a man's best friend falls in

love with his wife what happens?" Audience
appeal: adult. Rialto. I. II Boswell, Manager,
l.ouis\ ille, k\ .

In Old Arizona (Fox)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Ritz Theatre (1.-

800), 6 days, 25c-35c-60c, RKO Vaud., Pathe
Xews. Weather. 3 days rain, 3 days fair.

Rating— 110',.

SAX FRANCISCO, Cal.—El Capitan The-
atre (3,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Western Ways."
"Mexican Troubles.'' \eSop's Fables, Int'l Xews.
Weather, unsettled.

Rating— 120',.

SPRIXGFIELD, O.—State Theatre (1.000),
7 days, 10c-15c-30c-50c, Song Slides, 2 M'tone
Acts. Weather, warm.

Rating—90' i

.

AD TIPS—Exploit as first outdoor all-talk-

ing films, stars and new type of Western thrill

drama. Audience appeal : all ages.—Ritz The-
atre. Vernon Reaver, Manager, Birmingham,
Ala.

Iron Mask, The (U.A.)
NORFOLK, VA.—Norva Theatre (1,800),

6 days, 35c-50c. Fox M'tone Acts, Pathe Xews.
Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—100%.
DES MOINES, IA—Des Moines Theatre

(1,600), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox M'tone Xews
Weather, fair.

Rating—120%.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.—Palace Theatre

(2,800), 7 days, 25c-50c, Metro M'tone Acts,
Metro and Fox News, Organlogue. Weather,
fair.

Rating—138%.
BOSTON', MASS.—Loew's State Theatre

(3,700), 7 days, 40c-75c, Technicolor, M'tone,

Stage show, Fox News. Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.

MINNEAPOLIS. MI XX.—State Theatre
(2,300), 7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Stage show, stage

band and organ novelty, Fox M'tone Xews.
Weather, fair.

Rating—75%.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Melba Theatre (1,800),

7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Vita. Act, Musical Melange.
"The False Alarm" (Par.), Weather, fair.

Rating—110%.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Carthay Circle

Theatre, M'tone Shorts. Fox M'tone Xews, Eli-

nor's Orchestra.

Rating—200%.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.—Olympia Theatre

(2,400), 7 days. 40c-60c, Publix Stage Show,
"Laces and Graces." Weather, fair.

Rating— 140';.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Fair and mild weath-
er. Music Box Theatre (950).' 28 days, 25c-

35c-50c, Vita, shorts, Fox M'tone Xews.

Rating—75', (4th week).
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Iron Mask, The—Cont.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA—Capitol Theatre

(1,957), 4 days, 10c-50c, M'tone News, Publix

presentation, "Step on It." Local flood cut in

heavily on attendance.

Rating—75%.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Alabama Theatre

(2,200), 6 days, 2Sc-3Sc-60c, Spot show, "Tin
Types," Par. News. Weather, 3 days rain, 3

days fair.

Rating—92%.
LOUISVILLE, KY.—Loew's and United Ar-

tists State Theatre (3,400), 7 days, 3Sc-S0c, Or-
ganlogue, 2 Sound Acts, M-G-M Silent Xews,
Fox M'tone News. Weather, fair.

Rating—120%.
PORTLAND, ORE.—United Artists The-

atre (957), 7 days, 25c-50c. Weather, mild,

ideal spring.

Rating—95% (2nd week).

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Loew's Palace The-
atre (2,200), 6 days, 15c-25c-50c, Lowell Sher-
man in "Nearly Divorced" (M-G-M), Irene

Franklin (Vita.). Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—115%.
BUFFALO, N. V.—Century Theatre (2,900),

7 days, 65c, Vita. M'tone News. Weather,
warmer, rain.

Rating—115%.
CHATTANOOGA TENN.—State Theatre

(925), 7 days. 50c, M'tone News. Weather,
raining.

Rating—94%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather fair

and cool, Rivoli Theatre (2,200). 7 days, 35c-

50c-75c-85c-$l, selected news reel, Paramount
shorts. Fourth week.

Rating— 111 3/5%.

RICHMOND. VA.—Loew's Theatre (2,200),

6 days, 25c-35c-50c, M'tone specialty. Vita, mu-
sical melange, Fox M'tone Xews, M-G-M News.
Weather, unsettled.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Exploitation featured Fairbanks,
romantic appeal of film, and talking sequences.

Audience appeal : all ages and classes. State

Theatre, G. E. Greene, Manager, Minneapolis.
Minn.

Exploited Fairbanks, sword in hand, in fight-

ing pose, emphasizing fact he would speak and
sing, and comparing this with other Fairbanks
pictures. Audience appeal : all classes.—Norva
Theatre. Tohn J. Madden, Manager, Norfolk,
Va.

Fact that it is first picture in which Fair-
banks talks and that it is sequel to stories fea-

turing the "one for all and all for one' which
forms theme song, was emphasized in exploita-

tion. Audience appeal was 100% : there is al-

ways a big juvenile following for Fairbanks.—
Des Moines Theatre, Lionel Wesson, Manager,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Play up Fairbanks in sequel to "Three Mus-
keteers." His first sound picture. Romance and
adventure of 18th century. Appeal to all class-

es.—State Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Play up Fairbanks in one of his best and first

talking drama.—Century Theatre, Geo. Mason,
Manager, Buffalo, N. Y.

Exploit Fairbanks and fact that he breaks
screen and stage silence of 14 years. Also that
this shows further adventures of Three Mus-
keteers and D'Artagnan. Further stress lavish
sets and costliness of production. Audience ap-
peal : all ages, all classes.—Loew's Theatre,
Harold W. Evens. Manager, Richmond, \'a.

Play up old Musketeers story and colorful
surrounding. Man wearing Musketeer's uni-
form walked streets with another wearing
"iron mask," so labeled. One day they led all

newsboys of two leading papers in "treasure
hunt" in loop district, all carrying "Iron Mask"
banners. Palace also conducted coloring con-
test in one paper, which fitted particularly well
with colorful costuming of the period.—Loew's
Palace Theatre, Ernest Emerling, City Man-
ager, Memphis, Tenn.

Iron Mask, The—Cont.
Lay all possible stress on fact that this pic-

ture is' sequel to "Three Musketeers," using
Dumas characters and showing adventures of

later years. Play up prologue in which Doug
speaks for first time to theatre audience in 14

years. Material in picture is particularly

adapted to Fairbanks, and all Fairbanks en-

thusiasts will feel satisfied, so you can play up
big. Audience appeal : fine for all classes and
all ages.—Loew's and U. A. State, Col. Harry
E. Long, Manager, Louisville, Ky.

Exploit Fairbanks first sound picture, and
fact that this will be his only picture this year.

Play up as sequel to "Three Musketeers." Suit-

able for all audiences.—Robert Murray. Man-
ager. Music Box Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Fairbanks' name and fact that he speaks. Dis-

tributed advertising napkins in restaurants and
masks to school children. Audience appeal : all

classes.—Olympia Theatre. Wallace Allen, Ad-
vertising Manager, New Haven, Conn.
The fact that it's a Fairbanks picture offers

strongest exploitation possibilities. Medieval
romance and adventure makes tie-ups difficult.

Audience appeal : all classes and all ages.

—

Capitol Theatre, Herbert D. Grove, Manager,
Cedar Rapids, la.

Jazz Age, The (RKO)
WIXSTON-SALEM, N. C—Auditorium

Theatre (1,600), 3 days. 35c-50c-75c. Educ.
comedy, RKO vaud., Pathe Xews. Weather,
fair.

Rating—75%.

Kid's Clever, The (U.)
PORTLAXD. ORE.—Pantages Theatre (1,-

825
1 . 7 days, 25c-50c, 5 vaud. acts. Pathe

talkie, "Flight of Graf Zeppelin." Weather,
mild, ideal spring.

Rating—98%.

King Of Kings (Pathe)
SPRINGFIELD. O. — Majestic Theatre

(950), 7 days, 20c-30c-50c, 2 M'tone acts, Par.

News. Weather, warm.

Rating—95'-.

Lady Of Chance, A (M-G-M)
SPRIXGFIELD, OHIO.—State Theatre

(1,000), 4 days, 15c-30c-50c. Orchestra, "Sa-
cred Baboon" (M-G-M), "Lay on MacDuff"
(Par.), Par. News. Weather, mild.

Rating—50%.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINX.—Lyric Theatre

(1,238), 7 days, 15c-25c-35c, "Sharkey-Strib-
ling" fight film. Weather, fair.

Rating—165%.
AD TIPS—Centered about struggle—woman

to woman. Shearer played up prominently in

newspaper advertising. Official fight films,

Stribling-Sharkey bout, played up equally well.

Teaser in ads read: "Was the Radio Wrong?"
Adult appeal.—Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis,

Minn.

Lady Of The Pavements (U.A.)
SAX FRANCISCO, CAL.—Granada The-

atre (2,900), 7 days, 35c-50c, "Crinoline vs.

Jazz," orchestra, "Fatal Warning" Serial

(Mascot), Par. Xews, Fox M'tone Xews.
Weather, unsettled.

Rating— 100',.

SEATTLE, WASH.—Fair and mild

weather, Blue Mouse Theatre (950), 7 days,

25c-35c-50c, Vita, shorts, Fox M'tone News.

Rating—100' r.

XEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather fair

and cool, Rialto Theatre (1,960), 7 days, 35c-

50c-75c-85c-$l, selected news reel. Second
week of Lupe Velez making personal appear-

ances.

Rating—123 7/10%.

AD TIPS—Exploited girl who morally "fell

down" and was again brought to surface by one

Lady of Pavements Cont.
she loved. Audience appeal : all ages and all

classes.—Granada Theatre, Leon Levy, Man-
ager, San Francisco, Cal.

Exploit star to the limit, and use plenty of

art on scenes from picture. Good for adult

audiences.—John Hamrick, Blue Mouse Theatre,

Seattle, Wash.

Last Warning, The (V.)
OTTAWA. OXT.—B. F. Keiths Theatre

(2.596). 6 days, 15c-60c, 5 Vaud. Acts. "Smit-
ty" (RKO), Aesop Fables, Pathe Xews.
Weather, fair and mild.

Rating—75%.
HOUSTOX, TEX.—Kirby Theatre (1,654),

7 days, 15c-25c-50c, Vita, short reels. Weather,
warm and rain.

Rating—90%.
AD TIPS—Mystery angle logical one to ex-

ploit in combination with comedy. Appeal is

general, Kirby Theatre. George Baker, Man-
ager, Houston, Tex.
Mystery thriller in which LaPlante displays

dramatic capabilities. Worth while mentioning
Leni as director because of his "The Cat and
Canary." Audience appeal : all ages and all

classes.—B. F. Keith's Theatre. J. M. Franklin,

Manager, Ottawa, Can.

Leathernecks (Pathe)
ROCHESTER, X. Y.—Keith Palace The-

atre (3,200), 4 days. 35c-60c, 6 acts. Pathe
News. Weather, fair to rain.

Rating—92' ,

.

AD TIPS—Human side of life. Marine ex-
ploited to good advantage. Film was billed as

"he man"; play full of pathos and romance.
Adventure angle stressed irt advance stories and
ads. Boyd photograph carried in ads. Audi-
ence appeal: all classes.—Keith Paiace. E. L.

Lake, Manager, Rochester, X. Y.

Letter, The (Paramount)
XEW YORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather cool

and fair, Criterion Theatre (861). 7 days. 2
shows a day. 3 Sat. and Sun.. $l-$2. Paramount
shorts. Third week.

Rating—98 9 10';.

Lilac Time (F.N.)
WINSTOX-SALEM, X. C—Auditorium

Theatre (1,600), 3 days, 35c-50c, Beatrice Lil-

lie in Fox M'tone, vaud act. Pathe Sound Xews.
Weather, rainy.

Rating— 150' ..

An Easy Chair Shopping

Tour of the

Sound Equipment Market

You need not close up shop and
go on a trip about the country,
or even travel to a convention
to learn what the sound equip-
ment market of TODAY offers.

All that is laid before you in

the sound equipment buying
guide

In The Showman

Published in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Next Week
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Little Wildcat, The (ff .B.)

TO! EDO, OHIO—Vita-Temple U
200), 7 .lav -, 25c-35c 65c, "Music Huh ( harms"

\ ami acts. M'tone. Weather, cloudy.

Rating—50%.

Lone ft olf's Daughter (Col.)
ATI \\T \. I, \ Metropolitan Theatre. 6

days, 25c-35c-50c, short subjects, Vita, acts, Fox
M'tone News. Weather, one daj rain.

Rating—90'
I

.

FORT W< >k 1 II. 1T\ Majestic Theatre
( 1,350), -4 days, 15c-60c, 5 Keith Orpheurn vaud.

acts, "iEsop's Fahle-." (1'athei. Fox M'tone
News, I'athe News. Weather, elear. warm.

Rating—100' b.

AD TIPS—Lytell has piled n|i SO 111,1m 1 1

lowers with I.one Wolf characterizations about
all that is needed for this picture is to let fans

know Lytell is out "lone Wolfing" again.

—

Frank Weatherford, Manager, Majestic The-
atre, Fort Worth, Tex.

Looping The Loop (Par.)
BALTIMORE, MIX—Hippodrome Theatre

(2,500 , 20c-55c, Bert Smith players in

Sweets," Vaud. Acts, Chorus, "Button
My Back" (Pathe), Pathe News. Weather,
variable hut warm.

Rating—90' ;.

\l> TIPS—Exploit as daring, thrilling, hair-

raising picture with all-star cast. Outline ac
tion thus: "Swirling through space in great
test oi love. Man's fight for love. Woman's

prove herself worthy." Audience ap-
peal : to those who like something different and
to all who like films set in a foreign background.
—Hippodrome Theatre, Xat Keene, Manager,
Baltimore, Md.

Love tnd The Devil, (F.N.)
XEW ORLEANS. LA.—Strand Theatre 1 L-

/ days, 10c-30c, "We Faw Down" M-
G-M 1. Int'l News. Weather, clear, warm.
Rating—90%.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Keith Palace The-

atre (3,200), .5 days, 35c-60c, 6 act-. I', nl„

News. Weather, fair to rain.

Rating—95%.
Al) TIPS—Playing up Sills as love starved

outcast in Africa and his return to amis of
11 worked satisfactorily.—Strand Theatre,

New Orleans, La.
Love theme carried out in exploitation in ac-

cordance with theme expressed in title. Sills

big play to get local following. Fact Sills

and Corda are heing co-starred for first time
also stressed. Audience appeal : high school
age up and all classes.—Keith Palace Theatre,
E. L. I.ake, Manager, Rochester. N. V.

Love In The Desert (RKO)
JOLIET, 1 1. 1..— Princess Theatre (960), 1

day. 15c-35c, News Reel, Comedy. Wi
fair.

Rating—90%.
ATLANTA. GA.—Rialto Theatre, 6 days,

-50c, Vita, acts, Fox M'tone News.
Weather, one day rain.

Rating—60' ,

.

\1> TIPS—Exploit this as story of fierce love
under burning sun. Has appeal for romantic

1 is Theatre. Patrick Mi
'

Manager, Joliet, III.

Love Over Night (Pathe)
TAMPA, FLA.—Strand Theatre (800), 4

days, 15c-35c-40c, Int'l News, Color pii

Vita. act. Weather, fair and warm.
Rating—90%.
AD TIPS—Assure patrons picture i-, made

for laughing purposes, and this includes titles.

Feature clever work of LaRocque and Kennedy
and amusing situations. Good for all audiences
and ages—Strand Theatre, Edwin Adler, Man-
ager, Tampa, Fla.

Lttves Of Casanova (M-G-M)
1 II \ T T \\l)()(, \. TENN.- -Rialto The-

atre (825), .i days, 25c-35c, comedy, M-G-M
News. Weather, raining.

Rating—90%.
\l> TIPS Exploil love affairs of famous

Frenchman who loved often and sometimes un-
wisely. F.xploit foreign cast and colored film.

ii to adults. Rialto Theatre, Chattanooga,
Tenn.

Lucky Boy (Tiffany-Stahl

)

LITTLE ROCK, \KK. Royal Theatre 1 I,-

n(iD). 3 days, 15c-60c, 3 Vita. Acts. Weather,
clear.

Rating—60' {

.

CANTON, OHIO Strand Theatre (750),
. 25c-40c, "Star Witness" ( M'tone), "The

•-hop" (T-S). Int'l Xews. Weather, warm.
clear.

Rating—85%.
MACON, GA.—Fair weather, Rialto The-

atre (900), 3 days, 40c-50c, 3 Vita units. Fox
M'tone Xews.

Rating—85'
. .

AD TIPS.—First starring vehicle for Jessel

the big opportunity for exploitation here. Play
it up strong, with names of song hits to he

heard, and don't go heavy for plot or compar-
ing it to Jolson films. Audience appeal : for

entire family.—Strand Theatre, Joe Calla, Man-
ager, Canton, O.

Singing and talking of Jessel. musical com-
edy star, are best features for exploitation.

Mother theme worth playing also.—Monty Sal-

mon. Manager, Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga.

Making The Grade (Fox)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Fox Theatre (1,-

444), 7 days. 20c-50c, 2 M'tone Acs. "Ask
I lad" (Educ), Fox Xews. Weather, cloudy,

rain, fair.

Rating—95%.
AI) TIPS—Exploit Ade humor made into

fast screen comedy. Audience appeal : general.

—Fox Theatre, James Skiftington, Manager,
Springfield, Mass

Manhattan Cocktail (Par.)
SEATTLE, WASH.—Fair and mild weather.

Seattle Theatre (3,250) 7 days, 25c 35c 50c-

60c, Par. News, Publix stage unit.

Rating—85%.
\l> TIPS—Exploit Carroll, idea of stage life

and troubles. Play up as star of "Shopworn
Angel." Good for average audiences.—Bob
Blair, Manager, Seattle Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Marriage By Contract (T-S)
OMAHA. NEB.—World Theatre (2,500), 7

daj s, 25c-60c, 5 acts Pan Vaud., Fox News.
Weather, fair.

Rating— 110',.

AD TIPS Exploited as carrying mural and
offering solution to present evils of marriage
problem. Audience appeal: not children.

—

World Theatre, Ralph Goldberg, Manager,
( Imaha, Neb.

Mons (Big Three)
NEW VORK CITY, X. Y.—Weather, fair

and cool. Cameo Theatre (549), 7 days, 50c-

75c, Pathe News, .Lsop's Fables. Held over
for second week.

Rating— 109 2/5%.

"A comedian I i< I n"i try to look
like II. mill i when he fell down
stairs and you could get a big
glass of beer for a nickel."—
Weare Ilolbrook, in "Commo-
tion Pictures," The iVeic York
Herald Tribune Magazine.

Mother Machree (Fox)
Empire (1,700), 7 days, 25c-35c. 2 M'tone

acts, comedy, Fox M'tone News,

Rating— 115',.

LOUISVILLE, KV.— Strand Theatre (1,-

785), 7 days, 35c-50c, 4 Sound acts. Fox
M'tone Xews. Weather, fair.

Rating— 75' ,

.

WI< HI r V KAN. Orpheum Theatre | [,-

700), 5 days, 25c-40c, Loie Bridge, comedy,
Xews. Weather, warm.

Rating— 117',.

\l' TIPS— McLaglen's presence in cast big
drawing card, and Bennett's acting will Stand
any thing you promise. Audience appeal : family
and other classes.—-Strand. C. • . Atkinson,

tger, Louisville, Ky.
Exploit title, heart interest, good acting.

Audience appeal : all mothers, especially and
il.—New Empire Theatre, Albert P.

Kaufman, Manager, Syracuse, X. V.
Exploit strong cast, excellent acting of Mc-

Laglen, Bennett, Dc Lacy, together with pow-
erful story and intelligent production, also song.

Audience appeal : all ages and classes.—Or-
pheum Theatre, H. E. Jaincyson, Publicity Di-
rector. Wichita, Kan.

Million Dollar Collar (W.B.)
spRlXGFIELD, OHIO— Majestic Theatre

I
''5(1 1, 3 days, 10c-25c-40c, 3 M'tone Acts, Fox

M'tone Xews. Weather, mild.

Rating—50%.

Napoleon's Barber (Fox)
DALLAS, TEX.—Majestic Theatre (2,680),

7 days, 25c-35c-60c, Interstate Vaudeville, "Chic
Sale's" (M'tone), Clark & McCullough
(M'tone), ".Esop's Fables" (Pathe), Par.

News. Weather, fair.

Rating—90' ,

.

Naughty Baby (F.N.)

JOLIET, ILL.—Rialto Theatre (2,300). 4

days. 35c-60c. 3 Acts and Organ, Comedy, Int'l

News. Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.
CANTON, OHIO.—Palace Theatre (1,906),

4 days, 30c-50c, 5 Keith Vaud., "Old Barn"
(Educ), Pathe Sound News. Weather, warm,
clear.

Rating—857c
AD TIPS— Exploit as good, light entertain-

ment mixed with laughs. Exploit White as

playing role of gold-digger who nailed her man.
ANo exploit Mulhall's smile in role of poor

little rich hoy. Has appeal for every class.

Rialto Theatre. Roy Rogan, Manager, Joliet,

111

Made strong play on title of picture and
names of Mackaill and Mulhall. Booked as

ii-i moving story of modern youth escapades

in night club and metropolitan settings. Audi-

ence appeal: high school age and above.—Pal-

ace Theatre. Marc Wolf, Manager, Canton, O.

New Year's Eve (Fox)
BALTIMORE, MD. -New Theatre (1,600),

(i days. 25c-50c, Clark and McCullough, "The
Bath Between" (M'tone). "Husbands Must
Play, Fox M'tone. Fox Silent Xews. Weather,
variable but warm.

Rating—45%.

ROCHESTER, X. Y.—Fay's Theatre (1,-

250 i, 7 days, 15c-25c-40c, "Xa|>oleon's Barber,"
"IIh Diplomats" (Fox), (ins Arnheim's Or-
chestra (Vita.), Fox News. Weather, clear to

rain.

Rating—92',.

AD TIPS—Underworld adventure, played up
•

1 advantage. Good live ads with white
im on black background, also carrying Aster's

picture used to carry out promises of suspense

and adventure in advance stories. No outside

hookups necessary to bring in good house. Aud-
ience appeal : all ages and classes. Fay's, Arch
McCallum, Manager, Rochester, X. V.
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New Year's Eve—Cont.

Exploit as M'tone with sound and musical

effects, and announce Astor and Morton as fea-

tured players. Give them idea of what it's like.

Love comes on wings of adventure. Thrills.

Romance. Audience appeal : a fine picture to

play the week before Christmas. Has plot that

appeals to all.—New Theatre. William E.

Stumpf, Manager, Baltimore, Aid.

Night Club (Par.)

BOSTON', MASS.—Modern-Beacon Theatre

(1,800), 7 days, 2Sc-75c, "The Rainbow," Fox
News. Weather, good.

Rating—100%.

Noah's Ark (W.B.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather fair

and cool, Winter Garden, (1,492), 7 days, 2

shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2. Vita, snorts.

Heavy advertising campaign. Second week.

Rating—80 7/10%.

Noisy Neighbors (Pathe)
ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Michigan Theatre

(2,200), 3 days, lOc-SOc, stage presentation,

"Auntie's Mistake" (Educ), Int'l News.
Weather, rainy.

Rating—45%.

Our Dancing Daughters (M-G-M)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Ritz The-

atre (750), 7 days, 10c-15c, Yaud. Weather,
fair.

Rating—75%.

Queen Of The Night Club (W.B.)
CLEVELAND, OHIO—Allen Theatre (3,-

300, 7 days, 30c-60c, Fox M'tone, "Why Is a
Plumber?" (M-G-M), M-G-M News. Weather,
rain and mild.

Rating—80%.
MILWAUKEE, WISC—Garden Theatre

(1,200), 7 days, 2Sc-50c, Comedy, Fox News.
Weather, rainy, mild.

Rating—70%.
BALTIMORE, MD.—Metropolitan Theatre

(1.500), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Auntie's Mistake"
( Educ. ) , Jay Velie Codee and Orth, Dorothy
and Rosetta Ryan, Kinograms. Weather, vari-
able but warm.

Rating—75%.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—Roger Sherman

Theatre (2,000), 7 days, 50c-60c, 4 Vita, acts,

talking comedy, stage show. Weather, fair.

Rating—95%.
Strand Theatre (1,700), 7 days, 20c-40c,

2 Vita, acts, orchestra, comedy, Fox M'tone.
Weather, fair.

Rating—110%.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Strand Theatre

(1.000). 7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Vita, vaud, Fox
M'tone News. Weather, fair.

Rating—57%.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Great Lakes Theatre

(3.000), 7 days, 65c-85c, Vita., M'tone News.
Weather, Warmer, rain.

Rating—120%.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather fair

and cool, Strand Theatre (2,900), 7 days, 35c-
50c-75c, Fox M'tone News, Vita, short subjects.

Rating—84 9/10%.

AD TIPS—Exploit Guinan, playing her own
famous role in night club. Audience appeal

:

all ages, all classes beyond ninth grade.—Capi-
tol Theatre, Walter Merkel, Manager, Spring-
field, Mass.

Guinan's name popular, and is best feature
to advertise ; title gives theme of picture, which
in itself has drawing power. Audience appeal

:

all types of adult patronage.—Garden Theatre,
L. K. Brin, Manager, Milwaukee, Wis.

James Kirkwood, actor of stage and screen, fits

right into the talkie roles. One of his first

spoken screen roles is in "The Time, The Place

and The Girl," new Vitaphone special

Queen Of Night Club—Cont.
Used Guinan's name prominently. Audience

appeal : mild. Will do business in houses where
audiences are lured by night life in New York.
—Allen Theatre, F. H. Clary, Manager, Cleve-

land, O.

Go heavily on Guinan as star, calling her

world's foremost night club hostess. Let them
know they will hear and see her and exploit

story of Whoopee. Picture of wine, women and
wrong. Urge them to see New York all

dressed up and ready for thrills and to make
whoopee with "Whoopee Girls." Use Vita,

signature cut. Audience appeal : to tired busi-

ness men generally and to all who like good
drama, romance and action.—Warners' Metro-
politan, C. S. Langue, Manager, Baltimore, Md.

Exploit Guinan as famous night club hos-

tess. Chance to see her in action. Audience ap-

peal : general.—Strand Theatre, Walter Mc-
Dowell, Manager, Syracuse, N. Y.

Play up background of big New York night

club with name of Guinan world's hostess.

Audience appeal : all classes.—Great Lakes The-
atre, Lawrence P. Stuart, Manager, Buffalo,

N. Y.

Worked up elaborate teaser, ran it four or
five days preceding opening, ballyhooing "tour-

ing night club" to locate for one week at the-

atre address. Had lots of 'phone calls for

reservations, etc., and worked up good interest

in film. For current ads, exploited night club

.itmosphere and Guinan in familiar setting.

—

Strand Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

Red Dance, The (Fox)
OMAHA, NEB.—Rialto Theatre (2.247), 7

days, 25c-50c, "A Bird in the Hand," Par. News.
Weather, fair.

Rating—75%.

AD TIPS— Play up title, but lay off Rus-
sian revolution theme of picture. Theme song,

"Someday, Somewhere," good one to plug.

Audience appeal—sophisticated people only

—

Rialto Theatre, John Howard. Manager, Omaha,
Neb.

Redeeming Sin, The (W.B.)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fair weather. Ap-

ollo Theatre (1,100), 7 days, 25c-50c, Fox
News.

Rating—100%.
BOSTON, MASS.—Fenway Theatre (1,-

500), 7 days, 25c-75c, Movietone features, Fox
News. Weather good.

Rating—95%.

Redeeming Sin, The——Cont.
BOSTON, MASS.—Washington St. Olympia

Theatre (2,500), 7 days, 25c-75c, M'tone fea-

tures, Fox News, Weather, good.

Rating—95%.

NORFOLK, VA.—Granby Theatre (900),
25c-35c-50c, Vita, acts, comedy, "Wooden Sol-
diers," "Sock Exchange," News. Weather, fair

and warm.

Rating—70%.

UTICA, N. Y—Stanley Theatre (3,500), 4
days, 35c-50c, 2 Vita, acts, M-G-M and Fox
(M'tone), News. Weather, rain and moderate.

Rating—95%.

AD TIPS—No special play; ad featured pic-
tures of Costello and emphasized talking, which
is still something of a novelty. Audience appeal
largely women.—Granby Theatre, Pierre Bo-
logne, Manager, Norfolk, Va.

Played up Costello and Nagel love team and
their good "talkie" voices. Audience appeal

:

general.—Stanley Theatre, Bernard Deplcin,
Manager, Stanley Theatre, Utica, N. Y.

Red Hair (Par.)
OTTAWA, ONT.—Fern Theatre (750), 3

days, 10c-25c, "Wild Cat Valley," "Scarlet Ar-
row" (U), weather, fine and mild.

Rating—90%.

AD TIPS—One of two features by which
Bow is well and favorably known. Popular
enough for any theatre any time. Audience
appeal—Ladies of all ages and adult males.

—

Fern Theatre, C. Robertson, Manager, Ottawa,
Can.

Red Hot Speed (U.)
KANSAS CITY, MO.—Pantages Theatre, 7

days, 5 vaud acts, ^Esop's Fables, selected News.
Weather, fair and warm.
Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Play up Denny and fact that it

is his first talking picture. Audience appeal

:

all ages and classes.—Pantages Theatre, Louis
Charninsky, Manager, Kansas City, Mo.

Redskin (Par.)
BALTIMORE, MD—Century Theatre (3,-

221), 6 days, 25c-65c, Loew-Publix unit "Har-
vest Time," with Richy Craig, Jr., orchestra,
organlogue, "When Money Comes" (M-GM-),
"Sportlight." (Pathe), "Ko-Ko Cartoon"
(Par.), Fox M'tone, M-G-M News. Weather,
variable but warm.

Rating—90%.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Mary Anderson The-
atre (1,376), 7 days, 25c-50c, 2 Sound Acts.
Pathe Sound News, Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Exploit color element in picture
as scenic beauty of piece is outstanding. Dix
can be played for following, but principal ap-
peal is to the curious. Audience appeal : All
classes.—Mary Anderson, A. B. McCoy, Man-
ager, Louisville, Ky.

Announce it
: On the screen at last ! Supreme

achievement. A natural color sound picture.
Spectacle for eye and ear starring Dix. Play
up haunting melodies, eye-appealing photogra-
phy. Spectacle such as (your city's name) has
never seen before. Audience appeal : As most
beautiful color picture yet made; this appeals
to all who like beauty.—Loew's Century Thea-
tre, Howard Price Kingsmore, General Man-
ager, Baltimore, Md. '

Reno Divorce, A (W.B.)
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—Regent Theatre

(1.500), 4 davs, 10c-25c-30c-5Oc-75c, 5 vaud.
acts, "Bullfighter" (Pathe), M-G-M News.
Weather, mild.

Rating—75%.
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Riley The Cop (Fox)
ALBANY, N. Y.—Clinton Square Theatre

(800), 6 days, 25c, comedy, Sportliglit (Pathe),
M-G-M News. Weather, fair.

Rating—90%.

Sal Of Singapore (Pathe)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Rivoli Theatre (1,-

981), 6 days, 25c-50c, Bobby Gillette, Hughes
and Pain, "Two Little Chinese Maids" (Par),
"False Alarm Fire Company," Fox M'tone
News, Pathe Sound. Weather, variable but
warm.

Rating—75%.
LOUISVILLE, KY. — Rialto Theatre

(3,000), 4 days, 30c-60c. Coogan in person, 4

RJKJO Acts. Pathe Renew, Pathe News.
Weather, Fair.

Rating—130'..

AD TIPS—Haver does good work in new
type of role, but unusualness of sea yarn
contradicts usual blood and thunder. Pi
outstanding. Audience appeal : General.—Rialto

Theatre, .1. 11. Boswell, Manager, Louisville, Ky.

Play up strong on Haver's name and that

she is supported by Hale and Kohler. Announce
as dialogue and sound picture synchronized by
RCA Photophone. Vcclaim it as love romance

i, from Dale Collins
1

story "Sentimental-

ind outline it as two men of sea who
Vudience appeal : Particularly to sea

going i»ersons ; to all mothers and to all who
like wholesome romance.— Rivoli Theatre,

Frank Price, Jr., Baltimore, Ml

Scarlet Seas (F.N.)
I >MAH \. NEB.—Orpheum Theatre, i 3,000),

7 days. 25c-60c, Mosconi Bros., RKO Act.

Pathe Sound News. Weather: fair.

Rating— 115'
.

NEWPORT NEWS, VA. -Palace Theatre

(720), 3 days. 25c-35c. Comedy. Fox News.
Weather, fair.

Rating—92'
i

.

i MEi i VDY, X. Y.- Proctor's Thea-

3,000), 3 days, 25c-35c-50c, 5 Vaud. Acts.

Weather, cold and rainy.

Rating— 100';.

Al> TIPS—Name of Barthehness and sea

romance angle sure-fire exploitation features.

Audience appeal : Quite general. Palace, Mrs.
William Gordon, Manager, Newport News, Va.

Plenty of possibilities in adventure in South
ingle, and good star draw.—Proctor's The-

atre, Schenectady. N. Y.

Seven Footprints To Satan (F.N.)

DES MOINES, IOWA. Strand Theatre

„ 4 days, 20c-30c, "Music Hath Harms"
(Par.), Par. News. Weather, fair.

Rating—120%.
AD TIPS—Star, Thelma Todd was played

up. Comedy with cast of colored people took
very well. Audience appeal: largely juvenile,

with regular patronage well pleased with bill.

—

Strand Theatre, George Watson, Manager, Des
Moil"

Shopworn Angel (Par.)

SYR \.CUSE, X. Y.—Eckel Theatre, (1,400),

5, 25c-35c. 2 Vita. Acts, Organlogue. Par.

News, Weather, fair.

Rating—125,

.

AD TIPS—Exploit "That Precious Little

Thing Called Love" entirely. Hook up with
music stores, radio, orchestra and in newspaper
advertising. Audience appeal : All ages and
classes. —Eckel Schine Theatre. Ralph W.
Thayer, Manager, Syracuse, N. Y.

Shotv Folks (Pathe)
: ANTONIO, TEX.—Majestic Theatre

(1,700), 7 days, 25c-60c-75c, 5 acts vaud.,
- Fables, Pathe News, Fox M'tone News.

Weather, variable and mild.

Rating—€0%.

Show Folks—Cont.
AD TIPS—Exploit theatrical play

Also good synchronized score. Stars, Basquette
and Quillan, not so well known. Audience ap-

peal: general.— Majestic Tin aire, Kayinon M.
Willie. Manager, San Antonio, Tex.

Singing Fool, The (W.B.)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y—Weather fair

and cool, Harris Theatre (1,200), 7 days, 2

shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2, Y'ita. shorts.

Twenty-eighth week.

Rating—63 1/20%.

Sire Sister, The (Fox)
WICHITA, KANS. —Orpheum Theatre.

(1,700), 3 days. 25c-40c, Loie Bridge. Comedy.
Pathe News. Weather, warm.

Rating—123%.

AD TIPS—Exploit sacrifice of dancer's repu-

tation to save selfish millionaire, spoiled daugh-
ter, hypocritical evangelist, her pal and sweet

heart in order that they might he rescued from
certain death of Alaskan blizzard. Also good
work of Carroll and scenes of storm and ice-

locked ship. Audience appeal: Fairly general.

—Orpheum Theatre, II. E. Jameyson, Pub. Di-

rector, Wichita, Kans.

Sins Of Fathers (Par.)
AXX ARBOR, MICH.—Michigan Theatre.

(2,200), 4 days. 10c-50c, Norman Thomas
Quintette, "Wrong Again" ( Metro) Fox News.
Weather, mild.

Rating—80' i

.

AD TIPS—Play up fact that here is Jannings
in American picture and playing American role.

Especially where costume pictures do not go
over big, this is important to bear in mind.

Audience appeal : Adult.—Michigan Theatre,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Sonny Boy (W.B.)
LOS ANGELES, CALIF—Warners Hol-

ly wo, .d Theatre, Y'ita. Acts, Cehallos stage

show.

Rating—120% (2nd week).

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather fair

and cool, Warner's Theatre (1,360), 7 days, 2
shows a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2. Third
week. Rating based on business for last five

day s of run.

Rating—59 1/5%.

Spieler, The (Pathe)
PORTLAND, ORE. — Oriental Theatre,

(1,600), 7 days, 25c-50c. Frazier Players, "At
thi I "eiitist" (Pathe), Pathe News. Weather,

mild, ideal spring.

Rating—115'..

FORT WORTH. TEXAS. — Hippodrome
Theatre, (700), 2 days, 15c-35c, "His New

(Pathe), Pathe News. Weather, clear,

warm.

Rating—85'
I

.

An exhibitor in Kingston,
Ont., had his troubles tbe other
day when a lady fan took ber dog
with ber to the theatre. During
the presentation of a Movietone
news weekly in which a hooting
owl was seen and heard the dog
became excited and ran from the
lady's lap down the theatre aisle

barking and frightening patrons.
Now the manager is displaying a
"No Dogs Allowed" sign.

Spieler The Cont.
AD TIPS—Audible film, tale carnival life

plus good comedy and st'*'k; Inst business of

year. Audience appeal, all ages particularly

juvenile.—Oriental Theatre, Walter Tebbetts,

Manager, Portland. Ore.

Speakeasy (Fox)
NEW YORK CITY, X Y.—Weather fair

and cool, Roxy Theatre (6,205) 7 days, 50c-

75c-$l-$1.50, Fox M'tone News and selected

news shots. Second Anniversary Program held

over for three weeks. Rating based on business

for second week.

Rating—100 2/57'.

Spirit Of Youth (Tiffany-Stahl)
SAX \XTOXIO. TEX—Princess Theatre

(1,300), 3 days, 25c-3Sc, comedy, Int'l News.
Weather, variable and mild.

Rating—90%.
AD TIPS Rather good prize-fight angle.

Exploit hero as lighting gob, will attract Tun-
ney fans. Cast is well balanced and gives sat-

isfaction. Audience appeal: to young boys,

Sports lovers and high school age.—Princess

Theatre, I. S. McSween, Manager, San Antonio,
Tex.

Spite Marriage (M-G-M)
CLEVELAND, OHIO—State Theatre (3,-

400), 7 days, 30c-60c, Publix Revue, "Newly-
weds Visit" (U), "Lost in Sand" (U), "Allah
'L Allah" (M-G-M), Paramount News.
Weather, rain and mild.

Rating—83%.
AD TIPS—Presented Jazz Week program in

connection with this. Played up Keaton and
comedy angle. Audience appeal : great for all

who enjoy laughter. Should go over with
every type of audience.—State Theatre, George
Dumond, Manager, Cleveland, O.

Stark Mad (W.B.)
TROY, N. Y.—Lincoln Theatre (1,000), 7

days, 35c, 1 Vita, act, Stan. -Laurel Comedy
(M-G-M). Kinograms. Weather, fair.

Rating—75%.
TAMPA, FLA.—Victory Theatre (1,600), 7

days, 25c-50c-60c, Fox M'tone News, four Vita,

acts. Weather, fair and warm.

Rating—110%.
AD TIPS— 100'; talkie with exceptional

cast and perfect recording. Thrills and chills

galore. Good for any audience.—Victory The-
atre, George B. Peck, Manager, Tampa, Fla.

Stolen Kisses (W.B.)
TACOMA, WASH.—Blue Mouse Theatre

(601), 7 days, 25c-50c, 3 acts, Vita, and M'tone
news. Weather, three days fair, balance of
week rainy and cold.

Rating—70'I.

PORTLAND, ORE.—Music Box Theatre
(1,837), 7 days, 25c-50c, "The Carnival Man"
(Par.), 3 Vita, acts, Fox News. Weather,
mild, ideal spring.

Rating—95'. .

AD TIPS—Played up comedy. Frothy tales

of ncwlywcds. "Carnival Man" made strong
bid for first place. Universal appeal drew good
business.—Music Box Theatre, Andrew Saso,
Manager, Portland, Ore.

Strange Cargo (Pathe)
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Warm and fair

weather, Locw's State Theatre (3,800), 7 days,

15c-50c, Van and Schenck, Fox M'tone News,
organlogue.

Rating—90%.
AD TIPS—Exploit this stirring film as en-

grossing mystery and play up thrills and dra-
matic potentialities. Appeal : children and
adults who like cinema fare set to fast tempo.

—

Locw's State Theatre, E. J. McCarthy, Man-
ager, Providence, R. I.
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Street Angel (Fox)
JOLIET, ILL.— Princess Theatre (960), 2

days, 15c-35c, News, comedy. Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.
AD TIPS—Exploit Gaynor and Farrell as

unforgettable stars of "Seventh Heaven" in an-

other great romance. Exploit theme song, "An-

gela Mia," and fact that story is tale of young

love. Has appeal for every one.—Princess The-

atre. Patrick McManus, Manager, Joliet. 111.

Strange Case Of Capt. Hamper
(F.N.)

FORT WORTH, TEX.—Hippodrome The-

atre (700, 3 days, 15c-3Sc, "That Night"

(M-G-M), Pathe News. Weather, clear, warm.

Rating—60%.

AD TIPS—Foreign films make poor show-

ing here. We harped on aeronautical features

of this picture, using mats of plane wreck con-

spicuously.—A. E. Hughes, manager, Hippo-

drome Theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.

Strong Boy (Fox)
CLEVELAND. OHIO—Palace Theatre (3,-

600), 7 days. 35c-75c, 5 vaud acts, "His New
Stenographer" (Pathe), Fox News, Par. News,
Pathe News. Weather, rain and mild.

Rating—80%.

ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.—Virginia Theatre

(1,222), 7 days, 40c-50c, "Post Mortems"
(Par.), Fox M'tone News. Weather, clear and

moderate.

Rating—90%.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—Bijou Theatre

(2,700), 7 days, 25c-30c, Fred Adams' Band,

M'tone News, comedy short. Weather, fair.

Rating—60%.

AD TIPS—Exploit rollicking comedy of Mc-
Laglen, Cook and Summerville ; name appeal

of well-known players in cast. Audience ap-

peal : all ages and classes.—Virginia Theatre,

Harry Klein, Manager, Atlantic City, N. J.

Because Joy appeared in person as headline

vaudeville attraction, played her name up in

connection with picture. Audience appeal: just

so-so. Fairly amusing but entirely improbable

tale, suitable to any house, but not box-office

attraction of any magnitude.—Palace Theatre,

Frank Hines, Manager, Cleveland, O.

McLaglen's name and reputation and com-
edy angles. Audience appeal : not too good
here.—Bijou Theatre, New Haven, Conn.

Sunset Pass (Par.)

SEATTLE, WASH.—Coliseum Theatre (1,-

650), 7 days, 25c-3Sc, comedy, Fox M'tone
News. Fair and mild weather.

Rating—75%.

AD TIPS—Exploit Grey story and greater

possibilities of sound in this type of film.—Wm.
Hartford, Manager, Coliseum Theatre, Seat-

tle, Wash.

Ten Days That Shook The World
(Sovkino)

BALTIMORE, MD.—Little Theatre (167),
6 davs, 3Sc-50c, "Bumping Into Broadwav,"
with "Harold Lloyd, "The Bee" (Tolhurst),

Par. News. Weather, variable but warm.

Rating—75%.

AD TIPS—Play up actual scenes with Lenin.

Announce this as smashing drama of Russia's

revolution that startled civilization—that it

played 6 weeks on Broadway and months in

Berlin—that it is magnificent study of human
emotions—reveals downfall of Czar, storming
Winter Palace—shows Women's Battalion of

Death. S. M. Eisenstein, who made "Potemkin,"
directed it. Audience appeal : to foreign ele-

ment interested in foreign affairs and to edu-
cated classes particularly.—Little Theatre, Clyde
V. McKay, Manager, Baltimore, Md.

H. B. Warner, stage and screen star, who is one
o/ the tfdrner Bros, foremost talkie stars.

"Conquest" and 'Stark Mad" are recent vehicles

Terror, The (W.B.)
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Empire Theatre

(1,550), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c, Vitaphone shorts,

Fox M'tone News. Weather, variable and mild.

Rating—65%.

AD TIPS—-Best exploitation is mystery
angle and all-talkie. McAvoy will pull pretty
well, also Horton, who carries picture. Audi-
ence appeal : general, especially to kids.—Empire
Theatre, Al Fourmet. Manager, San Antonio,
Texas.

Three Week Ends (Par.)
NEWPORT NEWS, YA.—Rialtu Theatre

(873), 6 days, 25c-35c, Cartoon, Para. News.
Weather, Fair.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Another big Bow-Glyn combina-
tion. Bow's pictures need little exploitation other
than her name here. Audience appeal : General.

—Rialto Theatre, E. T. Crall, Manager, New-
port News, Virginia.

Tide Of Empire (M-G-M)
PORTLAND, ORE.—Portland Theatre (3,-

068), 7 days, 25c-60c, Orchestra, Publix' "Vol-
cano," Henry Busse. M. C. Weather, mild.

Rating—115%.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Hippodrome Theatre
(2,100), 7 days, 65c, Vaud., Par. and M'tone
News. Weather, warmer, rain.

Rating—100%.

AD TIPS—Exploit as thrilling picture as

good old western type. Audience appeal—for

all young men.—Hippodrome Theatre, John
Carr, Manager, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tragedy Of Youth (T.-S.)

OTTAWA, ONT.—Centre Theatre (1,200),

6 days, 15c-40c, orchestra, Educ. Comedy, Fox
News. Weather, fine and mild.

Rating—80%.

AD TIPS—Excellent story dealing with
youthful infatuation, hasty wedding and bitter

aftermath. Has great moral. Cast capable and
well-balanced. Audience apeal : Both sexes from
high school age up.—Centre Theatre, Don Sta-

pleton, Manager, Ottawa, Can.

Trail Of '98, The (M-G-M)
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C—Carolina Thea-

tre (2,600), 3 days, 35c-50c-65c, "Loud Soup"
(M-G-M), 4 vaud. acts, Fox M'tone News.
Weather, rainy.

Rating—60%>.

True Heaven (Fox)
DES MOINES, IOWA—Strand Theatre

(1,096), 3 days, 20c-30c, "Are Scotchmen
Tight?" (Par.), Par. News. Weather, fair.

Rating—110%.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Loew's Strand Thea-
tre (1,100), 6 days, 10c-25c-40c, Bobby Vernon
Comedy (Par.), M-G-M News. Weather, fair

and warm.

Rating—85%.

AD TIPS—Stars were advertised for this

feature. Audience appeal: largely juvenile with

good matinees.—George Watson, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.

Weary River (F.N.)
BALTIMORE, MD.—Valencia Theatre (1,-

500), 6 days, 25c-35c, Newlyweds in "Excuse
Me" (U.), "Prodigal Pup" (U.), Fox M'tone,
Par. News. Weather, variable but warm.

Rating—100% (second run).

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—California The-
atre (2,358), 6 days, 35c-50c, "Melancholy
Dame" (Par.), Fox News. Weather, unset-

tled.

Rating—100%.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Empress
Theatre (1,250), 7 days, 10c-50c, Pathe News,
"The Melancholy Dame" (Par.), Weather, fair.

Rating—100%.

TACOMA, WASH.—Colonial Theatre (965),
7 days, 10c-25c-35c-50c, Sennett comedy "Taxi
for Two," Fox Variety "SolitiiHes," Fox News.
Weather, 3 days fair, balance of week rainy
and cold.

Rating—80%.

ATLANTA, GA.—Howard Theatre (2,478),

6 days, 25c-35c-60c, Par. News, short subjects,

stage show. Weather, one day pouring rain.

Rating—135%.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather cool

and fair. Central Theatre (861), 7 days, 2 shows
a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2-$2.50, Vita, shorts.

Eighth week.

Rating—70 1/10%.

AD TIPS—Advertise it extensively as Bar-
thelmess' first talking and singing picture. Ex-
cellent voice and singing of "Weary River,"

convict story of man who came back. Adult
appeal, but all classes will like the picture.

—

Empress Theatre, Tom Boland, Manager, Ok-
lahoma City, Okla.

Used usual newspaper advertising, but pub-
licity featured Barthelmess, well known here

for war portions of "Patent Leather Kid,"
filmed at Fort Lewis.—Dougles Kimberley,
Manager, Colonial Theatre, Tacoma, Wash.

What A Night (Par.)

CANTON, OHIO—Valentine Theatre (811),
7 days, 15c-25c, comedy, Pathe News. Weather,
warm, clear.

Rating—95%.
Daniels presents chance for exploitation, along

with newspaper and mystery angles. Audience
appeal : High school age and above. —Valentine

Theatre, Joe Calla, Manager, Canton, O.

White Shadows In South Seas

(M-G-M)
ALBANY, N. Y.—Mark Ritz Theatre (1,-

146), 6 days, 25c-35c, 1 Vita, act, Our Gang
Comedy (M-G-M), Pathe News.

Rating—175%.
AD TIPS—Here was a picture which I

found entirely different from usual run. Used
every opportunity to impress this upon every
one who read newspapers. Used plenty of

teasers, and featured fact that picture showed
many unknown spots in South Sea Isles.

Crowds were so great that I used midnight

show two days.—Mark Ritz Theatre, Charles

Smakowitz, Manager, Albany, N. Y.
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Why Be Good (F.N.)
PROVIDENI E, K. [.—Warm and fair

weather, Strand Theatre (.2.200), 7 day.-, ISc

50c, 'The Carnival Man" Pai i, Strand Pi<

torial.

Rating—85'
I .

INDIANAPOLIS, IND Fair weather,

Circle Theatre (2,500), 7 days, 25c-60c,

Acts, Fox News, Organlogue.

Rating—«5 ,.

EDO, I IHIO—Pantheon The:
7 dayd, 10c-25c-35c 65c, "Ask Dad,"
Sound News. Weather, cloudy.

Rating—

8

KANSAS CITY. MO—Mainstreet Theatre,

7 days. Master of Ceremonies, Aesop's I

Pat lie News. Weather, lair and warm.

Rating—95' ,

.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK—Royal Theatn 1,

000), 3 days, 15c-60o, "Melancholy Dame"
I. Weather, clear.

Rating—100%
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Loew's War-

field Theatre (2,671), 7 days. 35c-65c, Fanchon-
Marco Idea, "Grotesque.,

1 Benny Rubin, Shank
Talkie. M-G-M News, Weather, un-cttled.

Rating—100%
PORTLAND, ORE.—Fox Broadway Thea-

tre (1,912), 7 days, 25c-60c, Fanchon and Mar-
rlotter'n Hot," Georgie Stoll, M. C, Fox

News Weather, mild, ideal spring.

Rating—100%
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Orpheum Theatre

(2,600), 6 days,. 15c-25c-60c, 6 Vaud. Acts.

"Grantland Rice Sportlight" (Pathe). Pathe
Review, Pathe Silent Xews. Weather, fair and

warm.

Rating—90' i.

AD TIPS—Drawing power of star should

be played up big in exploitation. Bill as hectic

story of modern age with cuts showing frills

of modern youth. Appeal: to all classes of

adults, particularly collegiates.—Strand Thea-

tre, Ed Reed, Manager, Providence, R. I.

Appeal to younger set. Let Moore's name
bring them in.—Pantheon Theatre, Langdon W.
Kutnlcr, Manager, Toledo, Ohio.

Moore featured in advertising and picture

played up as her whoppiest picture since "Flam-
ing Youth." Audience appeal : all ages and
classes.—Mainstreet Theatre, Lawrence Leh-
man, Manager, Kansas City, Mo.

Semi-comedy and picture of human life ex-

ploited and telling reasons to be good. Audi-
ence appeal — especially young generation.

Some older.—Loew's Warfield Theatre, Lou
Golden, Manager, San Francisco, Calif.

Advertised red hot features of film. Called

Collegian week. Appeal: only fair, not as strong

previous Moore films. Appeal to school and
college ages.—Fox Broadway Theatre, Floyd
Maxwell, Manager, Portland, Ore.

Wild Orchids (M-G-M)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Majestic Theatre

n,500), 7 days, 25c-50c, "Off to Buffalo"
' M '<-M;, M-G-M News. Weather, rainy and
mild.

Rating—130%.

B \l 'I I MORE, MD.—Parkway Theatre (1,-

092), 6 days, 15c-35c, Vincent Lopez, G
Dewey Washington, M'tone, "Lucky Rabbit"

cartoon (U.). Weather, variable but warm.

Rating— 111% (second run).

ALBANY, N. Y.—Mark Strand Theatre
(2,000), 6 days, 25c-50c, 2 Vita, acts, Fox News.

Rating—100%.
SEATTLE, WASH.—Fifth Avenue Theatre

I 2,750), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-60c, Fox M'tone
News, Fanchon-Marco stage unit. Fair and
mild weather.

Rating—90' i

.

AD TIPS—In newspaper advertising I fig-

ured it would be good bet to call attention to

fact that picture was made from Maughan's

II ihi Orchids Cont.
. and that he was author of "Rain."

Also featured fact that Esther and Garbo con-
stituted new and perfect love team. Mirk
Strand, Tom Gark, Manager, Albany, N. Y.

Liberal u -i ol Garbo's name will help more
than anything in putting picture across. Audi-

tppeal: Theatre's usual patron- Majestic
Theatre, II. Israel, Manager. Milwaukee. \\ isC

iloit work oi three members of cast, scenic

intelligent handling. Suitable for

type adults.—James Q. Clemmer, Manager,
Fifth Avenue Theatre. Seattle, Wash.

Wolf Song, The (Paramount)
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Weather cool

and fair. Embassy Theatre (596), 7 days, 2
-Imws a day, 3 Sat. and Sun., $l-$2, Paramount
-horts. Fourth week. Rating based on nine

daj -' business.

Rating—75 4/5%.

Wolf Of Wall Street, The (Par.)
OTTAWA. ONT.—Imperial Theatre (1.-

200), 6 days, 15c-50c, "Kisses, Iwo Little

Chinese Maul-" (Par.), Par. Xews. Weather,
fine and mild.

Rating— 140',.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Fair and warm
weather. Loew's State Theatre (3,400), 7

days, 35c-50c, 2 sound acts, Fox and M-G-M
Xews, organlogue.

Rating—100%.
AD TIPS—Exploit George Bancroft, the

star of "Underworld and "The Dragnet," in

hi- first talking role. Also the stock market
angle where even the big ones get trimmed.
Baclanova is also good for a day. Audience
appeal : mostly for adults.— S. Chambers,
Manager Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

Plenty of angle- for exploitation, but fea-

tured especially the all-talking angle and file-

name of George Bancroft. Played up the

W all Street angle with the present interest

in the market. Audience appeal : all ages,

both sexes.—Russell Bovini, Manager Loew's
Theatre, Canton, O.

Exploit the picture by using Bancroft's

name. Stress the amount of talking in the

picture- a 100 per cent talkie. Audience ap-

peal : adult patronage of all classes.—Wil-
liam Mick, Manager, Strand Theatre, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

George Bancroft has the best voice on the

screen and it always shows itself. It's worth
emphasizing together with the marvelous
talking ca_st. The high finance angle also

has a popular appeal. We used a tie-up

with the auto dealers in a "Wall Street"

parade of new cars, carrying money bags.

Pennies thrown to the children in the street

crowds also had a good effect. Audience
appeal: The picture is of interest mostly to

those of mature years and to city folk rather

than country residents.—Herbert D. Grove,
Manager, Capitol Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.

Melodrama of general appeal, especially

timely on account of present interest and
public participation in stock trading, which
angle is heavily played, hearing down on the

stock pit scene. AU-talfting angle, also

Baclanova's songs help sell it. Suitable for

adult audiences.—Proctor's Theatre. Schenec-
tady, X. Y.

Advertise Bancroft as proving ability to

hold leading place in talking pictures. Play
up lesson value of picture as it not only

Here's to the happiest
Hours I know.

Spent sound asleep
In a talkie show.

—Rev Wiley, -'Cook-Coos,"
Y. V. American.

Wolf Of Wall St.—Cont.

-how- inner working- of Wall Street raanipu-

shows results to thousands of

"suckers." In««l drama of Stock market-.
Audience appeal : < !en< rallj fi ir

chool period II. E. Long, Mgr.. Loew's
and II. A. Matt Theatre, Louisville, Kv.

•it Georgi the -tar of "Under-
world" and "The Dragnet," in his first talking
role. Also the stock market angle where even

ones get trimmed. Baclanova is also

good for a day. Audience appeal: mostl
adults. S. Chambers, Manager, Palace The-
atn . Wichita. K

Plentj oi angles foi exploitation, but featured
especially the all-talking angele and tl

George Bancroft Played up the Wall
angle with the present interest in the market.
Audience appeal: all ages, both sexes.—Russell
Bovim, Manager, Loew's Theatre, i anton,

Great dramatic punch and make- exi

tie up with present stock market interest. Ban-
croft splendid in talking role and
superb. Audience appeal : all adults.—Imperial
Theatre, R, Tubman, Manager. ( htawa. Can,

Woman Disputed, The (U.A.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKI. A. — Victoria

Theatre (1.000), 5 days, 25c-35c. comedy, news
reel. Weather, fair.

Rating—75%.
ANN ARBOR, MICH.—Majestic Theatre

(1,050), 4 days, 10c-50c, "All Set," Aesop's

Fables (Pathe), Pathe Review, Par. News.
Weather, mild.

Rating—70%.
WICHITA, KAXS.—Fair weather. Miller

Theatre, (1,981), 3 days, 25c-50c, Int'l

News, comedy.

Rating—100%.
AD TIPS—Exploit Norma Talmadge, also

the acting of Kent as a new star of the movies.

The "disputed" angle is also good, particularly

if it can be played discreetly in a tie-up with
the "bad woman" situation. Not so much on
the war stuff, a little overworked now. Audi-

ence appeal : for adults only.—S. Chambers,
Manager, Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

Exploit fact that here is one of screen's most
beautiful love stories pictured against war
scenes of realism. Talmadge at her best. Might
arouse interest by calling attention to striking

similarity between Roland and Gilliert, particu-

larly when camera catches Roland'- face straight

on. Audience appeal: general.— Majestic Thea-
tre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Woman From Moscow (Par.)

SPRINGFIELD, O—Mild weather. Regent
Theatre. (1,500), 4 days. 10c-15c-25c-30c-50c,

"Half-Back Hannah." M-G-M News, 5 acts

vaud.

Rating—60%.

Woman Of Affairs (M-G-M)
OTTAWA, ONT.—Weather : mild and cold,

Regent Theatre, (1,225), 6 days, 25c-65c, "Miss
Information" (Vita.), Fox M. and Para. Xews,
orchestra.

Rating—60%.

AD TIPS—Draw close relationship with

Michael Allen's "Green Hat" with this story,

Greta Garbo does her best acting and in

lis- redeems herself. John Gilbert loves bettet

than ever. Audience appeal: a feature that will

particularly hold women and stir manly emo-
tions as well.—Ray Tubman, Manager, Regent
Theatre, Ottawa, Out.

Younger Generation (Col.)

COLUMBUS, 0.—Fair and cold weather,

Grand Theatre, (1,200), 2 day-. 25c-35c

50c, Fox News. Movietone vaude.

Percentage Rating—50%.
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Talent May Be
Around Corner,

Says Schulberg
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 28.—Pointing out that

studio executives have a habit of overlook-
ing potential talent within the gates of their

own studios, and get wildly excited over
some person working for another company,
Ben P. Schulberg, general manager of West
Coast production for Paramount, impressed
his corps of production assistants with the
importance of giving more attention to the

possibilities of players, writers and others

currently working for Paramount.
Schulberg said that every studio, Para-

mount included, had time and again let ex-

ceptional bets get away from them, mainly
because the studio executives had not taken
the time to watch the people working on
the lot. He continued that many executives
had their eyes on what the other companies
were doing, rather than keeping in closer

contact with their own studio activities and
personnel.

Paul Bern Joining M-G-M
As Production Supervisor

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, March 28.—Paul Bern, who

has been supervisor of production at Pathe
until he asked to be released from his con-
tract a week ago, has been signed as a pro-
duction supervisor by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. He was formerly scenario editor
for that company.

There were rumors that Bern was slated
as general manager for Universal, but those
reports were denied by both Carl Laemmle,
Jr., and Robert Welch, present general man-
ager of U. City.

Will Remake "Grounds For
Divorce" As Menjou Film

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, March 28.—"Grounds for

Divorce," an all-talker, will be Adolphe
Menjou 's final picture under his current
contract with Paramount. It will be a re-
make, the first version having been pro-
duced in 1925 with Florence Vidor starring.
"The Prince Consort," announced as a
forthcoming Menjou vehicle, will be pro-
duced by Paramount within the next two
months as an all-talker with a featured
cast.

Walter Stern Leaving "U"
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 21.—Walter Stern, for
the past two years business manager at
Universal City, Gal., resigned last week. No
appointment has been made to fill the va-
cancy.

Jerry Hoffman Resigns
From M. P. News

WITH regret. Motion Picture
News announces the resigna-
tion of Jerry Hoffman, who has

been Western News Editor for this
publication. Mr. Hoffman will devote
all his energies to Universal Service
and The Los Angeles Examiner in the
future. He has been contributing to
Universal Service and is now film cri-
tic for The Examiner, as assistant to
Louella Parsons.
Motion Picture News takes pleasure

in expressing our appreciation of Mr.
Hoffman's excellent work for us and in
extending sincere best wishes for his
future success.

Paramount Will Remake "The
Fighting Coward" In Sound
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 28.—"Magnolia,"
from story by Booth Tarkington, will be
produced by Paramount as an all-talker
and sounder. It will be a remake, having
been produced by Paramount in 1924 under
release title of "The Fighting Coward,"
with James Cruze directing.

Dorothy Arzner, who will direct the new
version of "Magnolia," was assistant to
James Cruze when the latter directed the
former picture several years ago.

Lucille Powers has been signed by Para-
mount for a feature part in the picture,
mainly on account of her natural Southern
accent. The story is laid in the South along
the Mississippi River.

Pathe To Make Series of
2-Reel All-Negro Comedies
(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, Mar. 28.—Pathe will produce
a series of two reel all talker comedies with
all-negro casts. The company purchased
sixteen Hugh Wiley short stories that have
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post
from time to time. Monty Brice has been
signed to write the adaptations and dia-
logue for the pictures, and Paul Powell will
direct. Production will start as soon as
selection is made of player to take the part
of '^Wildcat," the negro around whom the
stories revolve.

New Film Company
The Arnold Production and Releasing

Corporation has been formed for production
of feature pictures based on animation of
miniatures. The company hopes to raise
$50,000 for cost of the first picture. Officers
and directors of the organization include
Richard K. Arnold, Jr., Henry Weyler,
Henry B. Rickard, and Glen Lambert. J. L.
Roop is named as technical director.

New Call Bureau
Checks Production
For Coming Month

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 28.— The recently
established Call Bureau has become the
production barometer of the industry. By
checking on the number of calls received
daily or weekly, it is possible to tell im-
mediately just what ratio of production i<

scheduled in Southern California studios
for the coming month.
The Central Casting Bureau has not been

able to serve in this way, since five thousand
extras might be required with only one pro-
duction being made in the entire group of
studios. Another reason is that extras are
called for work twenty-four hours before
needed. The Call Bureau, listing all stand-
ard feature players, is checked with by pro-
ducers from three to four weeks ahead
when certain individuals are required.
Although the Bureau has been operating

but five weeks, there are over 4,000 feature
players now listed. The office has become in-

ternational in scope, since producers phone
requests for individuals who are now
located in all parts of the world. Manx-
such cases have not been registered with
the bureau and it is difficult to locate them.

Christies Will Not Renew
Contract With Billie Dooley

Hollywood, Mar. 28.—Christies will not
renew the term contract of Billy Dooley.
starred for several years on the Christie
program. This is because of a change in
production policy by the company whereby
all future releases will be full dialogue and
sound with big names from pictures and
the stage.. Christie's are not likely to re-

new expiring contracts with their other-
term comedians and players.

Cruze, Inc., Buys Studio
And Property of Chadwick

(Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 28.—James Cruze,
Inc., headed by the director, has purchased
the studio, real estate adjacent to the
studios and the entire studio equipment of
Chadwick Pictures, Inc., in Hollywood.
Cruze is making a series of short and fea-
ture-length talking pictures.

De Sano And Chevalier
{Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)

Hollywood, March 28.—Marcel De Sano
has been signed by Paramount to direct
Maurice Chevalier in his next talker for
Paramount.

(Continued on following page)
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Dotty Jottings

_ By Jerry Hoffman _

it. llurr. head of Burr Comedies, o newly

formed company which will produce talkie

coined) thorts for the independent market

Burr Plans Series Of Talk

Shorts For hide. Market
l Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollyw I. .March 28. C. C. Burr, form

i-r producer of Torchy Comedies and the

Johnny Hines features for Pirsl National,

will produce and release a series of two-

talking pictures for the independent

market, under brand of Burr Comedies, Inc.

Burr's 6rsl series will be titled "Storm
and Strife" comedies, with domestic farce

background. Both stage and screen players

will be used in the all-talkers, with sound
to be reproduced by both film

and disc methods.

New "U" Special
Carl Laenunle, Jr., has launched a "

prise" production at Universal City. It is

"College Spirit," and is promised for re-

well before summer, and will be han-

dled as a special. It will have? college and
"hot' written for it, will contain

i and dialogue, and will also feature

the Glee Club of the University of

fornia.

New Educational Player
The work of Al Alt in several of Educa-

tional 's one-reel Cai edies in which
he ha- been featured this season, has won
him the featured comedy pari in a Mer-
maid about to go into production under the

direction of Charles Lamont.

Baclanova-Soussanin Honeymoon
Following a four-day honeyn n al Lake

Arrowhead, Baclanjova, actress, ami her

husband Nicholas Soussanin, have re

turned to the Hollywood film colony. The
couple were married in Riverside, Cal.,

March 7.

Chevalier and Wallace
Maurice i bevalier and Richard Wallace,

w ho directed him in "Ii of Paris,"
have i

i The picture

tor release late nexl month,

Educational Writer
any clever sub-titles in Edu-

nal's comedies this year, Al Martin
now is turning his talent lor humor in an-

other He is writing dialogue for
Jack White's series of talk dies.

MARY PICKFORD held a press preview
of "Coquette" last week . . . and now

all I want in the theatres showing it is the
handkerchief concession . . . aside from
the merits of the picture as a picture . . .

one cannot help but admire the tremendous
amount of courage displayed by Miss Pick-
ford in not only her departure from a stand-
ard character . . . but the daring treatment
of the story . . . "Coquette" makes the first

talking screen drama . . . and it is fitting

that one of the industry's most prominent
figures should thus add to her history . . .

FOX has signed a title girl named Helen
Gardner for Movietones. ... I heard

hei sing the other day and she brings one ol

the few real voices in Hollywood to pictures

. . . . she has a glorious coloratura and
I'm anxious to hear her first picture ....
film stars no longer drive up to San Bernardino
or Pasadena to meet incoming folks ....
the new stunt is to fly to .Albuquerque and
come in on the train. . . . Douglas Fair-

banks, Mary Pickford. Lillian dish. Owen
Pickford Fairbanks and Mr. and Mrs. John
L"airbanks made up a party which flew last

week to greet Joseph M. Schenck, Irvine Ber-

lin and Barbara Stanwyck who were coming
from Xew York. . . .

MARGARET ETTINGER threw a parly

last week asking for a new name for her
protege, Liska .... the suggestion of

Liskareene was discarded .... however,
they'll never "walk away" from Liska ....
she has too much charm and beauty ....
even her best friends say so ... . ap-

ropos the tailors who radiovertisc "two suits

for the cue price" .... in Hollywood
they say .... "Harry Cohn, where you

make two pictures for the price of one" ....
certdinly all these tales about Prof. Marston's
psycho-analysis cannot be true ....
there's a difference between psychology and
psychopathy .... with these fond words
. . . . mi 'voir. . . .

Damita With McLaglen-Lowe
Lily Damita has been borrowed b\ Pos

tioin Samuel Goldwyn for female lead in

"The Cockeyed Worlo\" Raou] Walsh will

direct, others casl being Victor McLaglen
and Edmund Lowe. The film is to be a se-

quel to ' What Price Glory."

Fox Ke-making "Headlines"
Fos has decided to remake "Headline .

'

'

directed by Fred Newmeyer and shelved

las! fall. lien StolofI is directing the re

make under the title of '"Protection."

Taylor Starts "Come Across"
Kay Taylor has -tailed direction on

•
( lome Aero . " CJnh ei al -leu el silenl

.

with casl including Lina Basquette, Reed
Howe, Flora Finch, Uustav von Seyffertitz,

and Crauford Kent.

Betty Boyd Progresses
Betty Boyd, Wampas baby star this year,

ba been selected to play the leading fem-
role with Edward Bveretl Horton in

his new all-dialogue comedy, "The Righi

Bed," Coronet Talking Comedy. \L-

Boyd also has been chosen as hading lady

for Lupino Lane in one of bis all-talking

laughmakers.

Doit Alvarado and Lily Damita in a love scene

from "The Bridge of Sim l.uis /\ey," in which
Miss Diuniln plays the role of the dashing Peru-

vian actress, The I'erirhole

Paramount Looks Out For
Material To Star Green

< Hollywood Bureau, Motion Picture News)
Hollywood, March 28. Paramount is

looking for possible material to feature

Harry Green in talking features. Green,
former comedian on the stage and a fea-

tured player in three Paramount talkies

since he came to the Coasi several months

asro, has been assigned a role in Moran and
Mack 's vehicle.

"U" Sounding "Southern Cross"
Universal is sounding and synchronizing

"Under the Southern Cross," produced in

New Zealand lasl summer. A chorus of

fifty is being rehearsed to sing native songs.

Will Ke-make "Broken Wing"
Paramount will re-make "The Broken

Wing" as an all talker ami sound produc-
tion under direction of William Wcllman.

"Green Goddess," New Talkie
Al Green has been signed bv Warners to

direct "The Green Goddess" an all talker

with George Axliss; marking Green's intro-

duction to talking pictures.

Change In "U" Schedule
"You Can't Buy Love" replaces "Cli-

max" as .lean llersbolt's next Universal

vehicle. It will be a 100 per cent talker,

directed by Arch Heath. Charley Chase has
been borrowed for the comedy lead. Kath-
ryn Craw ford will be ingenue.

"Protection" For Dorothy Burgess
"Protection" will be Dorothy Burgess'

firsl Vehicle for Fox under her long term
contract. Benjamin Stoloff will direct; the

story based on original by Frederick Hazlitt

Brennan. Roy Stewart, Robert Elliott and
Paul Page are principals.

Work Halted On "The Gob"
After fooling for several days on "The

Cob." MC \1 has stopped production on
the picture, and is now re vamping the

-lory.

Kinaldo In "Trader Horn"
Duncan Kinaldo will play the role

Little Peru in M Q M's production

"Trader Horn."

of
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Opinions on Pictures

The Donovan Affair
One Of The Best Talkies

(Dialogue Version)
(Reviewed by Bill Furman)

FOR sustained interest and belt line
laughs, this is easily one of the best

talkers of the season. Jack Holt, recently
from the wide open spaces in westerns,
brings out the fact that he is a comedian of
high calibre, and an actor who can go
through his routine without being stagey.
Holt has an excellent voice for recording
purposes; well modulated, and getting over
without apparent effort.

"The Donovan Affair" is a fast moving
comedy-drama in which a series of triangles
and two cold blooded murders in the dark
keep audience interest at highest pitch.
There is no inkling as to the identity of the
perpetrator of the crimes, both of which
occur around a banquet table; until the
murderer is captured by a clever ruse for a

smashing climax. Any one of four mem-
bers of the east seem guilty of the crimes,
until the real criminal is revealed to the
audience.

High class comedy runs riot through the
tragic sequences. Fred Kelsey as the
clumsy but faithful assistant to Inspector
Killian (Jack Holt) getting the biggest
share of laughs; with Hank Mann, a stut-
tering doctor, and Ethel Wales getting
plenty of attention for their portrayals.

Columbia has assembled a notable east
for their initial plunge into the all-talker
field. Every one has been seen in pictures
for several years, and all voices register
satisfactorily.

The sound effects inserted are very realis-
tic and tend to provide additional thrills
for the audience. The dialogue by Howard
J. Green is sparkling and interesting
throughout.
The picture should be an exceptional box

office draw, and will likely bring back many
repeaters, as it is well worth seeing two or
three times. It's packed with laughs
throughout, clean comedy and a thriller of
the first water.
Drawing Power: 100 per cent either as a

talker or silent. It has plenty of audience
qualities, and enough featured "names" to
help bring in capacity houses. It's a pic-
ture that will interest all types and ages.
Produced and distributed by Columbia

Pictures. From play by Owen Davis.
Adaptation and dialogue by Howard J.
Green. Scenario by Dorothy Howell. Di-
rected by Frank Capra. Photography by
Teddy Tezleff. Length, sound version, 7,-
200 feet. Running time, one hour and a
half.

THE CAST
Inspector Killian

jack Hol,
Jean Rankin Dorothy Revier
Jack Donovan John Roche
Lydia Rank.n. . A A
Capt. Peter Rank.n Alphonse Ethier

,,
0rn

»;••,; William Collier, Jr.Mary Mills Virginia Browne Faire*e's0" Edward Hearn
« T

"
"J

Wheeler Oakman
Mrs. Lindsay Ethel w ,

SS7 Fred KelseyDobb9
John Wallace

The Shady Lady
A Likeable Melo-Comedy
(Reviewed by Freddie Schader)

A LTHOUGH this is listed as a talking
*» picture, there is but one sequence in
dialogue. That comes along at the finish
of the picture and runs for nine minutes.
But the picture is a well worth while melo-
dramatic comedy that will please any audi-
ence. It is light entertainment, but with
closely knit action and the plot carried by
four people it will hold audience and send
them out satisfied.

There is a cast of four people pro-
grammed. The names are worth while.
Phyllis Haver is starred, with Robert Arm-
strong and Louis Wolheim supporting her
and Russell Gleason playing the role of a
sap reporter getting all the laughs.

The story has its scene laid in Havana.
Louis Wolheim, an exiled American because
he almost "occupied the Chair of Applied
Electricity at Sing Sing," as Prof. Hol-
brook is running a gaming establishment
and doing a little gun running to other
Central American countries. It has been
profitable for him, but of late there has
been a fly in the ointment. His shipments
have been hijacked, with the result that
his profits have been fast dwindling. The
cause is Blake, a "gentleman adventurer"
in the person of Robert Armstrong. The
Professor knows who is doing the jobs, but
he cannot come out and openly accuse him
of it. That is the situation when the Shady
Lady enters his gaming establishment. She
is "wanted" in New York. A wealthy ad-
mirer of hers has has been slain and she is

supposed to have committed the crime. The
Professor invites her into his private office

and then unfolds a plot. She is to lure the
reason for .the hijacked shipments into
the Professor's hands and in return the
Professor will forget that she is the girl
that they are looking for in New York.

Well, the Shady Lady, who is no one else
than Phyllis Haver, steps out to get her
man. But she falls in love with him.

It is the final scene in the gunrunner's
den that is in dialogue. The four principals,
Miss Haver, Wolheim, Armstrong and Glea-
son, all take part in it. The scene is a tense
one, and as it is the finish of the picture
the audience carry away the impression of
the talking kick at the finish.

Drawing Power: This will fit almost any-
where. The fact that the greater part of
the picture is silent won't mitigate against
it, for the nine minutes at the finish is just
enough to punch it.

Produced and distributed by Pathe.
Length: 5,808 feet. Running time: an hour
and four minutes. Released, Jan. 20, 1929.
A Paul Block production. Dialogue and
synchronization by RCA method. Story by
Jack Jungmeyer. Directed by E. H
Griffith.

THE CAST
Lola Phyllis Haver
5 ,\V ; Rohcrt Armstrong
I rof. Holbrook Louis Wolheim
Haley Russell Gleason

The Wild Party
Clara Bote Scores In Talkie

(100 Per Cent Dialogue)
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)

/^LARA BOW makes her debut in the^ talker field with "The Wild Party,"
and she still remains the delightful, effer-
vescing, audience-catching personality that
brought her to the top of Paramount box
office "draws." Neither Clara nor Para-
mount have any worries over her ability to
talk in front of the microphone—she puts
everything across without difficulty. One
fact is brought out in looking at this pic-
ture—Clara can be even a bigger favorite
in the talkers than she has been in the
silent form of film entertainment.
Paramount did not give the girl such a

hot story for her first venture in front of
the mike. The story, from a novel of the
same name by Warner Fabian, is rather
episodic and forced in its presentation. It
doesn't just seem to ring true—but Clara
Bow in the lead puts the picture over by
sheer force of her personality.

Clara is portrayed as a wild student at a
girl's college, leader of a sorority group
or something like that. Then Frederic
March appears as the new professor of
Anthropology. Clara sets out to show the
professor his rightful place and falls in
love with him. The affair is dragged
through the balance of the picture; with
wild doings by the girls under leadership
of Clara ; until the usual clinch for the
finish.

There is no need for detailing the story;
it's one of those college yarns that have
been done many times before.

Just because the story is not original is

no reason to believe the picture will not
prove a success. "The Wild Party" should
get over big in any locality—chiefly because
Clara Bow is starred, and does fine work
in her first picture with talking through-
out.

Drawing Power: One of the sure-fire
money-makers in the talker field—Clara
Bow talks for the first time, and she is cer-
tain to win new popularity in the sounders.
Audiences will overlook story in admira-
tion for Clara.

Produced by Paramount-Famous-Lasky.
Released by Paramount. From novel by
Warner Fabian. Adaptation and dialogue
by E. Lloyd Sheldon. Directed by Dorothy
Arzner. Photographed by Victor Milner.
Sound footage about 7,000 feet. Release
date not determined.

THE CAST
Stella Ames Clara Bow
Gil Gilmore Frederic March
Helen Owens Shirley O'Hara
Faith Morgan Marceline Dav
Eva Tutt Joyce Compton

£aDa Adrienne Dore
Toss Virginia Thomas
;^" n Jean Lorraine
Thelma Kay Bryant
Maisie Alice Adair

{
amc? Renee Whitney

Jean Amo Ingram
Gwen Marguerite Cramer
A

'-., Jack Oakie
P'; 1 ' Phillips R. Holmes
J;-'

1 Ben Hendricks, Jr.
George Jack Luden
Iia,aam Jack Raymond
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S> Dcopation
Good Triangle W<7/«t U ith s <»fii;.s

(Reviewed bj Freddie Schader)

H. E i- another Broadw ay story, di

ing with small time vaudevillians,

night clubs and Park Avenue society, with

;i lot of good music, three corking song

numbers, and look- like it -In in I il be a

bet. [I has got a couple oi good

kick- and, while it i- shy on picture names,

the combination ol Bobby Watson and Mor-

ton Downey should mean something to the

customers. The one weak spol in the pic-

ture i- Barbara Bennett who handli

lead.

"Syncopation" is the 6rsl Eeature length

production with dialogue and music thai

has been made by R-K-0 in the easl and,

considering the limitations of the studio,

they have tur i oul an extraordinarj

of work.

It i- the story of a small time team, man
•ukI wife, who have finally been given a

chance on Broadway in a production. The
show is a flop but a night club owner, who
i- ;i society man, falls for the wife and

gives the combination a job in hi- club.

The girl gets society ideas and believes that

she i- destined to be society's pet, except

for the fact that her husband is a hick.

The result is that, after they have achieved

a Park Avenue apartment, she gives hubby
plenty of air, then tries to make good on

her "\\ ii in a ne« club that the society

admirer has financed for her. She do

flop, and then when the admirer makes her

a proposition to go abroad, without benefit

of clergy, the wise vaudeville girl sez:

"Well I guess you must of have made a

mistake, I 'm not that kind of a girl." II«li

!

time.

In the cast, Bobby Watson plays the role

of the husband dancer, while Barbara Ben-

net! i> the wife. Watson scores. Miss Ben-

nett, however, does not make a pleasing

impression. She doe- not photograph par-

ticularly well, and after all though they he

talkie- we are -till in the picture business,

and her voice i- harsh and disagreeable.

Morion Downey plays a hick song writer

and he with Dorothy Lee walk off with the

honors when it comee to song ami the Hal

roles. Dorothy Lee. a- ;i Dumb Dora, i- a

wow. And she handles one of the song
numbers, "Do Something," in great shape.

To I >o« nc\ 's lot falls a number cut it led

"Jericho," which is going to be a real hoi

hit. and ''I'll Always Love Von." both of

which ure destined to he dinned to tor n

long while, and Downey put- them over in

•.•rent shape.

Atop of this one of the features of the

picture lire Waring's I'eiin-ylvanian-,

The production was made under the

supervision of Robert Kane, while Bert

Olenon directed.

Drawing Power: This one will go any-

mid i- v. or; hi ol .'in extended run in

i lie biggest houses.

Produced and distributed by R-K-0
ictions. Length: 7,626 feet. Running

time: an hour and twenty-two minute-.

Adapted from the (line Murker novel

"Stepping High. Adaptation by Frances
.\'j new. directed l>; Bert Qlennon.

THE CAST
Barbara '

Benny Bobby Watson

M.
Hummel Perkins

Mackenzie Ward
V< n

llorM

Marie Prevost in a scene from the ('.nil Ii.

DeMiUe production that I'nihe is releasing,

"The Godless dirl." The feature is coming to

the (urn eo in \ci< \ork for nn extended run

"Those Two Boys"
(Educational—Two Reels)
(Rerimced by Raymond Ganly)

MONTY COLLINS and Vernon Dent act

goofy enough in this one to delight the

most exacting fan craving nutty proceedings,
embellished with simple tomfoolery and setting

forth doltish comedy ahsolutely devoid of sensi

I hat's how the majority of fans desire their

screen humoi ;
the crazier and more m nsensii al,

the hitter they like it Well, the two Educa-
tional "nuts" carry on in this Mermaid in a

childish manner. Big Vernon is as dense as
any one could possibly he and his companion in

humor, Monty, is equally dumb. The silly things
they do make one gurgle.
The two arrive at an exclusive club where

old. and dignified men play their quiet games
and where the loudest noise is a cough or a
muffled sneeze. Vernon and Monty dislike the

dignity of the place so they indulge in a few
of their own rough games. They play hide and
seek among the guests, cause a fight in the

billiard room, insult the chief steward, argue
among themselves and before they arc through
have thoroughly demoralized the conservative

club-members so that they, too, indulge in fights

and argument. A kicking hee, in which prac-
tically every person on the set participates,

brings the fun to an amusing finish.

It's very good comedy, easily one of the best

of the Collins-Dent team. It clearly defines the

influence of Hal Roach upon other comedy
nroducers. The gags are excellently detailed.

Rolnrt Craves and Al Thompson support.

Stephen Roberts directed.

"The Newlyweds in Society"

(Univernal-Stcrn—Two Keels)

(Reviewed hy Raymond Ganly)

SUNNY McKEEN, Derelys Perdue and Jack
Egan—the screen "Newlyweds1 family"

—

are featured in this comedy directed hy (ins

Meins. It employs an old idea—that of a couple
who go to make a big impression at a house

?athering and who arc dreadfully embarrassed
by their precocious child.

It has its moments, the lust of which exhibits

us entertaining the gathering with selec-

tions on the piano. He is really supposed to be
playing himself, but through an arrangement
with Snookums, who helps him run the instru-

ment via the electric plug, he is able to get

away with his performance. The appearance of

ii couple of crooks, who lift the hostess' jewels

SO that suspicion is cast upon Egan and the

cleverness of the child ill recovering tin

and rendering the crooks helpless suppl) the

other stem upon which the laughs are built, al-

though these laughs arc never tin genuine article.

The producers have made oi little Sunny just

a rough, bouncing boy. Ill- performance would
eatly enhanced if ever so often the) would

have him conic across with a touch of wistful-

r baby tenderness, \- it is his talent i-

not being realized to it, proper extent Oi so

'ins to the writer.

"Matchmaking Mamas"
(Pathe-Sennetl—Two Reds )

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

M\i K SENNETT has nn assortment of

infill in tin-- release, part <>i which was
shot in Technicolor, that is not often gatl

together for a two-reeler. In it are featured

Johnny Burke, Carol Lombard, Sally Kilers and
Matty Kemp. It is easy to see because of her
work in a small role why Miss Kilt rs i* rapidly

jng a new movie star, for here shi

hibits a deal of charm, devoid of coquetry. She
is a nice little girl to watch and shines brightly

m this picture.

Sally is Burke's daughter, fresh from school,

and falls in love with Matty. Burke's wife is

planning to marry off Carol to Matty and in

Sally sees a hindrance to her plans. So she

whispers in her ear that Matty is a tlirt and
that he is already promised to Carol. Of course,

that breaks Sulk's heart until I'.urkc finds out

what's the matter, and eggs Matty on to run off

with Sally to the minister. The two of them
follow his advice, and Carol, much to her
in. ther's horror, weds a dancing master.

'flic Technicolor is nice and that's about all.

It is noticeable that it doesn't improve the

comedy to any great extent and just add- a

touch of novelty. A good gag used in the reels

has Burke, who is considerably henpecked,
heaving heavy books at his wile at the most
unexpected times, 'flic comedy, on the whole,

is good, although at times it looks (if one is to

judge by the photograph) ) a trifle old.

Harry Edwards directed

"Watch My Smoke"
(Pathe—Two Reels)

(Rerieired by Raymond Ganly)

BEING a new "Smitty" comedy, co-starnng
Donald Haines and Jackie Coombs, with

Betty Jane supporting and Bull Montana the
featured guest artist, with direction from
llair\ Edwards, this new two-reeler, adapted
from the newspaper strip by the Amadee Van
I allien unit, provides fair amusement. It is a
typical kid comedy and contains appeal, tin n -

fore, for adults as well as youngsters.

The kids play at the game of firemen, Donald
and Jackie acting as the chiefs. After consider-

able footage devoted to their unique methods of
lire-house training, the gist of the story comes
around when a jealous rival of the gang starts

a fake fire in a nearby building and beguiles

Donald into thinking that his girl. Vera, is in

danger of her life in the smoking structure.

Donald and his cohorts endeavor to combat the

supposed fire but without avail, everything
going topsy-turvy during the excitement.

The film contains laughs in spots and at times
is quite tame. The series raised a pretty fine

standard when "No Picnic," its first release,

appeared, hut seems to have deteriorated since

tin ii

"Four Wheel Brakes"
(Educational—One Reel)

THE style of comedy put over by Jen >

Mandy in this Cameo is so old-fashioned

and unproductive of real fun that the subject

appears best suited for an audience of children.

Their young minds— and not those of older and
wiser fans—may find it amusing.

Besides its inadequate star are Eleanor Fred
crick, a newcomer with considerable charm,
little Jackie Levine and Roberts Burns. Jules

White directed while Dwight Warren tended to

the cameras.
Jerry, street car conductor and head of a

family, is shown getting in Dutch with his land-
lord so that he has to run out of the house in

preference to being kicked out. He, Eleanor
and Jackie go joy-riding in a newly-purchased
roadster and of cdurse the ride is characterized

by dumb antics from groggy Jerry. The finale

is reached when he unsuccessfully tries to beat
i train at a grade crossing.

Not so hot. nor good, nor funny. There have
been better Cameos. RAYMOND GANLY.
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"King Of The Campus"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Revietced by Raymond Ganly)

THIS "Collegians" is different from and far

in advance of the hitherto silent comedies

of the same name for it has sound.

Sound demonstrates clearly in this instance

how a series can be considerably pepped up even

rejuvenated. Certainly, this subject, togged

out as it is with effects and snappy music,

possesses more appealing characteristics than its

silent predecessors. This one exhibits a snap-

pier tempo, a breezier stride. If the series of

new "Collegians,'' the fourth by the way, holds

up to the calibre of this, its first release, then

Universal salesmen have a fine line of product

to sell exhibitors.

With the re-opening of school there is re-

sumed that friendly feud between Don (Eddie
Phillips) and Ed (George Lewis) over June
(Dorothy Gulliver) at the co-educational col-

lege of Calford. It doesn't take long before the

seniors led by Don and the juniors led by Ed
are clashing and they bury the hatchet tem-
porarily at the suggestion of the coach (Hayden
Stevenson) who asks them to let the push-ball

game on the following day decide which of the

two classes shall have the privilege of sleeping

in the dormitory, the losers to sleep on the roof.

When the time for the contest comes around,
the juniors are losing as their leader, Ed. and
•others have been spirited away by the seniors

during the night. But they arrive back in time
to defeat the seniors and all ends happily for

Ed. and his friends. Nat Ross directed.

The Movietone system is employed and on
the occasion of its showing at the Universal pro-
jection room the voices, on the whole, were
recorded well. The synchronized score is fine.

"The Cloud Patrol"
(Educational—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

THIS is another of the Sky Ranger series

starring Reed Howes as Russ Farrell, air

hero and crack pilot. It has an assortment of
heighty air thrills and a thread of story that is

colored with some adventurous incident. Ex-
hibitors can rely on it as pleasing audience fare

for it deserves that adjective.

Marjorie Daw is the heroine playing opposite

Howes. The latter is thrown into an adven-
ture in which he is pitted against the wile and
craft of air villains. Somewhat after the vein

of westerns, only he uses a plane instead of a
horse, he pursues the villains, rescues the

heroine and likewise rights wrongs. . Even if

the story material is thin, it holds the interest

and the air scenes boost it up to a pleasing

level.

"The Best Dressed Woman In

the World"
(Educational—One Reel)

1^ HAT'S a title for you, and one that the

ladies can't resist. Their curiosity is bound
to be awakened and for the same reason that

thej buy "Vogue" and the other fashion books
they will be anxious to examine this reel closely

to discover the creations their sisters are wear-
ing. So it's a lively reel for the exhibitor to
book, and is just the thing for a matinee where
women generally predominate or for a night
showing when the ladies and their husbands
both go to the movies.—GEORGE J. REDDY.

"Shifting Scenes"
(Educational—One Reel)

THIS issue of the Hodge-Podge series from
the studio of Lyman H. Howe, contains

some goi>d screen entertainment in the form of
a diversified and well balanced stories of sense
with nonsense after the Howe fashion. The
scenes are in regular screen magazine style ex-
cept that they are leavened with animation and
the two and varied types of screen presentation
in this instance go to make a suitable little short.

—GEORGE J. REDDY.
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Olive Borden, as a gypsy girl of fiery temperament, John Miljan and Josef Sivickard in a

climactic scene from "Eternal Women," a new Columbia feature photoplay

"A Rider of the Sierras"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

EDMOND COBB, directed by Ray Taylor
and with Marjorie Bonner as his leading

lady, is the star of this new featurette of West-
ern happenings. Ed is a ranger and Marjorie is

the daughter of a wealthy financier roughing
it in the mountains.

It comes to pass that a desperado for whom
Ed is searching is instrumental in bringing
Marjorie back to her father when her horse
throws her. However, his kindness is only
momentary for he forces her and her father to
mount their horses and come along to his

rendezvous, probably to hold them for ransom.
The ranger, who had first come to the girl's

assistance when she was hurt and who was
kayoed by the desperado when he took the girl

back to her dad, follows the group. The villain,

seeing he is followed, suddenly decides he will

have to make a break for it and, hoisting the
girl onto his saddle, he attempts to gallop off

with her, but his horse, overburdened, cannot
keep ahead of Ed's steed and when the two men
come abreast the villain is thrown from his

perch and pummeled by the ranger.

"Going Places"
(Educational—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

GEORGE DAVIS, a fine English panto-
mimist, is probably one of the goofiest

screen performers. He can carry on as if he
had not a brain in his head and his half-witted
type of humor is ever so effective. This "Go-
ing Places," in which he stars, is easily one of
his funniest- recent vehicles.

It has a fair amount of gags which are
pushed along effectively by the star, who is

good in facial expression. The comedy moves
along at a fast pace and it shapes up as a num-
ber equipped with a number of advantageous
points—enough of them in fact to brand it "a
good comedy."

"Bridle Byways'"
(Pathe—One Reel)

GRANTLAND RICE reaches the chase,

trotting and similar types of horseback
exercise in his Sportlight focused on the world
at play. The subject deals in mass movement,
particularly, showing groups of riders canter-

ing and the like. It is slower in pace than most
Sportlights, but it is interesting nevertheless

and is bound to provide about ten minutes of

relaxation and enjoyment to audiences partial

to the sport—RAYMOND GANLY.

"Smart Steppers"
(Educational—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

AL ST. JOHN is an old funster and one
who knows all the tricks in the bag of

screen humor. This vehicle he can be proud
of because it is chock-ful of funny happenings
and can readily be classified as a winner. You
feel bound to laugh and laugh you do whether
you want to or not. Stephen Roberts directed

and he strongly reinforces a conviction that he
is one of the best of Educational's megaphone
wielders.

Al is first seen as a soda store clerk, and out of

this job arise many possibilities for laughter.

Lloyd. Tryon, Hamilton and other comedians have
utilized the soda-clerk as a means for eliciting

laughs and St. John also gets over some chortles

with his gay goofiness. He gets fired by the

boss who tells the girl demonstrating the won-
ders of bunion plaster to hustle up or she'll

joint Al, too. So with a hammer Al drums or

rather bangs up business on the sore toes and
other nether extremities of various pedestrians

with the result that the store where the girl

works is the center of a furious throng. It is

all very good fun.

"Auntie's Mistake"
(Educational—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

WITH this release Dorothy Devore lags

behind as a funster. It is a tepid affair

and even when striving mightiest to be funny it

only reaches about a lukewarm intensity. The
gags could be better. For one thing, they

couldn't be any worse. It's too bad to see Miss
Devore trying to carry the burden of a gagless

yarn. Although labeled "comedy." this one is

misleading. Charles Lamont directed, but he

has demonstrated that when given the material

to work with he can do much better. And so

can Dorothv.

"The Under Dog"
(Pathe—One Reel)

THE staff of the Terry studio turned out a

lemon when they released this Aesop. It

is way below the standard of cartoon enter-

tainment and to this spectator it seemed poor all

the way through, in the execution and design

of its drawings, its humor and the slipshod

calibre apparent throughout. It is true that the

moon, generally, is just light entertainment

and is used primarily as an introductory short

on a program : nevertheless, the bulk of them
have had considerable care expended upon them.

This one looks like a rush job and one that's

nothing to be proud of.-R.\YMOND GAXI.Y.
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George LeMaire and Louis Simon indulge m some uproarious comedy in Pathe's new talkie

comedy, "At ilw Dentist's," which LeMaire produced

"Summer Saps"
( Educational—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

LUPINO LANE stops out with another dif-

ferent screen comedy and om
man) artistic and subtle flashes of humor. It

is an unusual type of comedy, distinct from the

Roach and Sennett standards, and similar -

of screen fun, and individually reflecting I

own brand of entertainment. Some of tin

ed> is sly, other dly painted, and wittily

put Although it is slow in pace, and that be

cattle of tli i the character it portrays,

it is always entertaini

I. an. icticall) marooned in a summer
hotel and one who ha i such
a place with a rain pelting

thing inside seemingh I can sympathize
with him. His nerves are ;ed state and
P. add to his discomfortun

a squalling child and in his immi
neighborhood a d ophone player. Quite
a chamber of horrors! Against tins background

some mighty clever comedy.

"Fishing Fools"
(Universal—One Keel)

SND tits a cartoon like the proverbial rub-
ber glove, and. ii these joking creation

black and white were amusing I sound
era. they are doubly SO now. This Oswald is

It is greatl]

heightened in effectiveness by amn
inter]

on shows ( tswald fishing I li is a
poor hand at the fame for nary a fish does hi

catch. Finally he casts Ins rod awaj in disgust,
and r< trategy. Ih plays phonograph
records of Delilah's song and similar mu ii

an entranced fish begins to to flit hack and forth

the sands in the rhythms of the dance
; and the fun i-

tained when Oswald, his phonograph horn
smashed, used his tail as a needli and his month

plifii r ior the reproduction I thi
n...s„ R ^YMOND GANLY.
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"Magic"
(Universal-Stern—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

THIS Buster Brown comedy won't galvanize
them into uproarious laughter. It caters main-

ly to juvenile minds and is just program fare.

fige, the clever canine, gives about the best per-

formance in it when all is said and done. Samuel
Newfield is chalked up with the direction.

Buster, Mary Jane and Tige spoil the well

laid plans of a couple of magicians entertaining

at a house party. Tige shows up their

so that they are disgraced before the Lathering.

A small riot results when the birds used by the
magicians run aboul the room, creating a hurri-

i feathers and driving thi guests from
their (

1

"Husbands Must Play"
( Educational—Two Reels)
(Reviewed by George J. Reddy)

THK Lupino family is represented on the

screen not only by Lupino Lane, but by
another talented artist who happens to b(

brother of the former Xiegfcld star. Wallace
Lupino is his name and ever so often he per-
forms in the Lupino duets; that is, he a--ists

Lane a- the principal supporting player in the
Lane burlesques. lie has starred in so],, roles
for Educational before and in this. " \ Mer-
maid." he again essays the leading part.

The corned) is a successful affair, for its pos-
sesses laughs in abundance, a gentle and smooth
brand of humor intermingling with slapstick,

and putting forth a capable characterization by
Wallaci \ii.t a while he is sure to create a

follow'ng of his own a a] tin- corned) will do
its bit to make that i -in. about.

"Pathe Review No. IT"
(Pathe—One Reel)

TfkkV RAMSEY, like Ray Long, editor
I of the Cosmopolitan Magazine, with the
wise belief that with the descent of Cal Cool-
idge from tin White House to plain Mr. Citi-

zen he makes good copy for readers and movie
has made from the newsreel shots of tin

former president an interesting collection. Cal
in various poses— yes, even with the spurs and
cowboj regalia with which he startled an un-
suspecting nation while sojourning in the Black
Hills is g 1 (op, for tin .amera as well as
the headlines. The Review also offers shots of
flowers blossoming and the cavalr) of Bang
kok's monarch. All good screen magazim

R WMOMi t.AMA .

Educational Comediennes
Two comediennes have 'he featured part

in "Delicious and Refreshing," a new Edu-
cational I ameo comedy. Thej are Adrienne
Dore and Tania Akron.

"(Finger Snaps"
(Educational—Two Reels)
(Reviewed /<> George J. Reddy)

THIS "Big Boy" docs not make the high
grade achieved by other issues of the

Juvenile series of comedies. But that is not
ungster's fault. All complaints can be

laid at the door of the story, for it is not strong
enough, or so it appeared to tins review,
keep effervescing for the whole of two reels.

As is always the case with "Big Boy,"
1 harles Lai t coached tin- youthful comedian.
Really, the kid is more than a comic because
hi I an at tunes put Ovei some VI I \ line pathos
and in doing so he i ises far above the car
of comedian. He is, as has been said innumer-
able times before, talented. But his talc nt could
have been put to better advantage. "Gi
Snaps" is just a weak sister in a go. xl series

of shorts. All stars sooner or later are handed
stories that do not fit in with their other fine
cot ti ibuti< 'ii-

"Red Romance"
(Universal—Two Reels)

(Reviewed In Raymond Ganly)
GEORGE CHANDLER appears in a bet

ter-than-average two-reeler from the
Tenderfoot Thriller series of Westernettes.
This one was directed by Walter Fabian and
contains a fairly interesting story and suitable
acting from its principal.

(.corge is supposed to be an Eastern aesthete
who revels in the great open spares and fondl)
believes that the bad old days of the West still

, \i-t When he is told that there are no more
bandits hiding in the chaparral, he is tempted to
pack up and go East But jusl a- he i-

to carry out this decision, the Eathi r of tl

/es is kidnappi d b) an escaped iailbii

i w ho can he quite In roic at t mi -
I

.

jumps astridi .i horse and dashes to the ri

After capturing the villain, he and the eirl ex-
change love -< k glanci s until thi fin

"The Cop's Bride"
(Path,.—One Reel)

/ 1 \ K T < m INIST PAUL I l kin presents
>^ some more of the Vesop high jinks, but
not as successfull) as on some former occasion-
Turning out 52 of these animated creations is

no eas) job, as anyone could guess, but it often
happens that humor suffers from this prolificacy
in output. Ibis opus from Terry's portfolio is

about an av« rage affair.

I dd Al, passionately fond of Kitty Kat, calls
on Waffles, a motor, ol, cop, to rescue her
'Alien she is kidnapped by gangland. Waffles
goe- into the thugs' stronghold, battles them.
and after tin explosion that results in the gun-
play and fighting, rescues her from the ruins
of the wrecked house.

One happ) feature of this Acs,,], is that for
once the piece ends without the alw a\ s-to-be-
xpected chase down the road, an old stand-by

which the Terrvites have so often used that it

is worn thin R \YM( >\1> GANLY,

"The Night Watch"
(Universal—One Reel)

THIS is one of the "Horace m Hollywood"
series of one re. lets with which Universal

utilizes sets for various feature productions as
a background for comedy trivialities. Arthur
Lake, young, sincere hut often inadequate a- a
comedian, -lai- with more or less success. It is

really just a fair laugh number. Doran Cox
o dited with the direction

Horace, his mind aflame with medieval ro-
falls asleep on a movie set and awakens

to find himself the melodramatic center of a
plot. He rescues a maiden from a pair of

. besting them with tin sword- and prov-
ing his superiority in a dashing manner He
awakens to find that it is all a phantasm..
and that instead of buffeting the villains he is

reall) cuffing an angry n janitoi

RAYMI 'Mi i, VNLY.
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CONDUCTED BY AN EXHIBITOR FOR EXHIBITORS

How Far Is

Distance i

?

TALK about your funny ques-

tions, why not tackle the one

at the head of this story and
see how you figure it out. But af-

ter you are through we have our

answer all ready for you.

As far as the Club is concerned

there is no distance where the link-

ing together of our large member-
ship is concerned. You are as close

to your brother members as your
nearest mail box, and thereby

hangs the tale of this great brother-

hood of showmen. If it were only

possible to make an accurate check-

up, we have no doubt that the out-

come would emphatically show that

hundreds of the members have be-

come intimate friends and corres-

pondents through the medium of

their membership and because they

have started and maintained a con-

tact, via the mail, with the friends

they have thus created.

That is what we so often refer

to as "Inter-communication," the

secret of the success of the Man-
agers' Round Table Club. Perhaps
you have not tried this new method
of making friends in different parts

of the country, or the whole world
for that matter, by writing to them
about some particular item that you
read on these Club pages. To ask

them for a copy of their house pro-

gram. To ask for more details

about some exploitation campaign
you have read about, or a hundred
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^ % ^
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^ ifc ;$c
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^fi % %:
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^ ^ ^
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^ * *
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^ ^ ^
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Scattered Members

* * *

Additional New Members
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other good reasons. Well if you
haven't you are missing out on a
great thing, and something that

may somedav mean a whole lot to

you.

Take the convention up at Cedar
Point, Ohio, last summer, many of
the managers attending were heard
to ask each other whether thev be-

longed to the Round Table Club,

new friendships were started and
to this day they are just as close as

at that time because they keep up
their contact thru the mail.

We don't care which nationally

famous theatre executive you select

in this country; lint were you to

ask him what kind of managers he

favors he would no doubt, in-

stantly reply, "The man who
watches what the other fellow is

doing.'' And so to those hundreds

of members and readers of the

Managers' Round Tabic Club who
keep in touch with their brother

m e m b e r s either through their

Chairman, or direct, we say: "You
are on the right track to great suc-

cess and achievement in the thea-

trical industry."

What thrill is there greater than

to create and execute a successful

campaign on some particular at-

traction than to pass it on for the

benefit of those who can possibly

make use of such an idea? What
greater confidence in your own abil-

ity is there than to tell other show-

men, like yourself, how you cater

to your public, how you offer them

{Continued on following page)
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more than just a show, how you trained your stafl until it is

the talk of your town?
By virtue of the same argument: isn't il greal to be able

to read how Manager So and So engineered his advertising

campaign on a certain picture and then sit down and apply his

original idea to suit your nun theatre and community? Like

all good rule- it works both ways, bul you arc given every pos-

sible aid to encourage such inter-communication. We open
ii|> the pages of this Club in the Motion Picture News ever)

week where you can tell the whole darned world how you do
things, where you can ask any kind of a question and then

know that it is going to be read by hundreds of men in the

>ame position that you are in.

I'he Club is the Clearing House for all problems on theatre

operation, exploitation and advertising, use it for all it is

worth and keep the Club slogan in mind every minute:

"Use the News." C. E. I..

Organization of

The great success of the

M WAGERS' ROUK D
I VBLE CLUB has prompted

KeglOnal (chairmen us to start a campaign of ex-

Is NOW Underway pansion, and the first move
was to organize and appoint

"^™,^^""^^—^^^^™^^^~ Chairmen for the Regit ma I

Membership Committees. The purpose of these committees is

to create a closer contact between the members coming within

a -elected zone and the Chairman of the Membership Commit-
i >r thai zi 'in-.

The first of the members to accept such appointments
were: Jack O'Connell of the Vita-Temple Theatre in To-
ledo. Ohio, whose committee zone covers Northern Ohio
and Michigan. The exact boundaries of the zones will be set

forth in detail in an early issue. W. E. Belcher, of Schine's

Riviera Theatre in Rochester, who will cover the upper!

part of New York State north of Albany. W. A. Levey of

the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington, L. I., will head
the committee for Long Island. For the Porto Rico (for-

eign) zone, we have received the acceptance of Lorenzo
Gelabert of the San Jose Theatre in San Juan. He intends

to establish immediate contact with over 80 theatre man-
agers in his zone and writes with enthusiasm to say that

he is going to line up every one of them for the CLUB
membership rolls. A spirit that meets with the hearty ap-
proval of every CLUB member.

Additional Regional Chairmen will be announced from week
to week until the entire country has been mapped out into

From that point each Chairman will start his contact;

with all members coming within his section. The next moves
will be of great interest to every member of the CLUB and
it' you are looking for plenty of happy news, then watch the

CL1 B from now on. We won't stop until every living

.vman is in the CLUB or is wishing he were.

NEXT WEEK—
Read About F. P. HARP-
STER'S Activities in a Pitts-

burg Naborhood House

Lloyd Sinclair Is

On The Alert Lor

Lloyd Sinclair's theatre ex-

pel ience covers so long a pe

riod of sear', thai his advice

and ideas are more than

Patron's Good Will worthy of passing attention.

Lloyd "keeps the pol boiling"^—"—~~—^^^^^^^—
in Minneapolis at the New

Southern Theatre, with many novel stunts, all tending to keep

his clientele alert for news from Ins theatre. This latest sug-
iii from him is one that will go a long ways towards cement-

ing good relations between theatre and patron.

He secures through many different ways, the date of birth

of patrons on his mailing list ami a few days previous to their

birthday sends them the following letter with a complimen-
tary pass

:

Dear Friend:

We take this means to extend to you our sincere wishes
for many happy returns of this, your birthday.

Accept the enclosed small gift with our compliments,
and our earnest hope that you will thoroughly enjoy the

entertainment it entitles you to attend.

Yours most sincerely,

(Theatre name)

Not bad, is it hoys? Well, see if you can pull the same gag
in your own town. Or if you want more details, write direct

to Mr. Sinclair at the New Southern Theatre. Washington at

Cedar Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Trumble Attracts
Crowds on "Wolf"

In Boston, Mass.Up

An attractive and inexpen-

sive stunt that brought
plenty of business and com-
ment from local theatre

goers was cleverly put over

by Manager James P. Trum-
^~——^^^^-^——^^^ ble of the Scollay Square

Theatre in Boston when he ran "The Wolf of Wall Street.*'

This picture offers many different methods of exploitation,

but we singled out this particular one because it was so

well done. You will note on the photo that Mr. Trumble
carried the

Stock Exchange
idea right
through his

stunt by erect-

ing a black-
board and
ticker at t h e

theatre en-

trance and had
a boy chalking
up the quota-
tions as they
came over the

ticker. This
stunt was used
for a full week
prior to the
opening of the

picture and the

ticker was in-

stalled and ser-

viced by West-
ern Union free

of charge. It certainly proved itself a crowd puller.

This is just different enough to warrant our passing
it on to the members of the CLUB who expect to run
this picture and the fact that you run it silent or with
sound does not in any way affect the method which
Trumble used. Even if a ticker were not available, you
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could easily fake up something to cover this phase, so

set this one aside for use when you need it.

Conditions on the stock market today are known the

world over and you will hardly find a town or hamlet,

let alone a fair sized city, where these conditions are not

well known. Now is the time to cash in on such a topic

so if you are playing "Wolf" in the immediate future,

go out after it as much as you can and don't stint, because

it IS a corking picture.

NEXT WEEK-
HARRY KLEIN Will Tell

You How He Tied Up With a

Local University to Big B. O.
Receipts

Leonard Freund's
"All Girl" Show
Surprised Them

This little story about Leon-
ard Freund's "All Girl" show
stunt will just serve as a means
of introducing him to the other

CLUB members so that they

will all know who he is. Leon-^~™"™^"~""
" ard is one of those boys who

actually "climbed the ladder" through his own efforts and
ability. Starting some years back as a sort of head usher, he

gradually worked his way up until now he is the manager of

the well-known Albemarle Theatre of the Schwartz Circuit

in Brooklyn. Personally knowing him over a period of years

qualifies me to say that he is a darned good manager and we
hope to see him reach great heights in the business.

Now to get back to his "All Girl" stunt. We will let)

him tell it to you in his own way—"Of the many stunts,

and contests that I have pulled, I look back with pride to

the "Bathing Beauty Frolic" made up entirely of local

girls that had a little talent, such as singing, whistling,

dancing, and those that could play musical instruments.
This Frolic was in the making for three weeks, presents
being offered by naborhood merchants; tie-ups were made
for bathing apparel window displays and the theatre was
getting a lot of free publicity. Merchants were giving 100
per cent co-operation, applications from entries were com-
ing in fast, I was busy with rehearsing and eliminating
besides giving the Frolic an "airtight" publicity campaign.
Now for the "pride" part—the date set for this "Frolic"
was Thursday evening, the second day of the film's run
and it was only a fair program picture, weather was not
the kind that brings good business, and it was the opening
date for a popular amusement park in the city. Some of
the boys in the "know" smiled a little and said 'Well, well,

we'll see!' But I knew my theatre, my community, my
patrons and my attraction. Result—Sold out completely.
We hung them from the chandeliers, so to speak, breaking
all previous records for the theatre." So there you have
Leonard's own story about the "Frolic" and since we are
reaching the time of the year when such stunts are, not only
in order, but very profitable, it would do well to keep this

handy for your own use with such revisions as will suit your
own locality. Let's hear some more from you, and very
soon, Freund.

A. H. Schwartz
Returns From His
Southern Vacation

A. II. Schwartz, head of the

Century Circuit in Brooklyn

and Long Island, and rated as

<me of the finest of the smaller

chains in the country, just re-

turned from an extended trip
~~

in the south where while en-

gaged in one of his favorite pastimes, fishing, he landed a 50-

pound beauty which he is having mounted and will recall some

of the happy times he spent down in Florida.

Work on the newest of the Schwartz Chain at Sheeps-

head Bay, Brooklyn, is progressing rapidly and will no

doubt open this fall as another achievement of this great

circuit. Additional houses are contemplated for Rockville

Centre and Baldwin On Long Island. When these are

completed the Schwartz Chain will exceed thirty houses

in and around the Metropolitan district. The Sheepshead

Bay house will specialize in the presentation of "sound"

pictures and special attention is being given to this angle

in the construction of the house. It will be modernistic in

design and in keeping with the beauty of the other houses

on the circuit. We will try to secure a picture of the thea-

tre front for publication in the near future. But we can

honestly say that it will be a beautiful house.

Two attractire ads from
Portland, Ore.

NEXT WEEK—
J. L. CARTWRIGHT of St.

Petersburg, Fla. Tells How
''Redskin' ' Can Be Put Over
Big
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Foreign Countries
Arc Adopting Our
American Methods

The idea of printing pictures

- certainly nol to tell

you '1" with

a picture tl probably

played lasl season, bul it's •

was to iu~! let you~~"^"~

~

— know en wa\ ofl iii

ay, in what they call tin I inema Precious, the) ballyh id

od Ship" in i old American manner, in fact

it was crude enough to be credited to a lot of theatres that i

could mention

but won't. At any
rale it'- a good
piece of work and
whoever did get

behind it must

have been on the

east side of New
Y ox k at some
stage of his life.

V\ i >». hi >\v they

did bally 'em in

that community in

thf old days. Wit-
the M. & S.

Circuit today. 1

think it was start-

ed on a ballyhoo,

and never quite

g< it over it. Well,

maybe this story

and the pictures

will be the means
"i getting some

\\ e hope -' i.Wore stuff from tin.- Near for Far) East.

Theatre Programs
Should Be Made
Verv Attractive

The programs -elected this

week for showing on the

CLUB pages are varied types
and popular in their respective

communities. House organs
differ in make-UD according to

""~~^^~~"™"~"-—^
' either the chain theatre man-

agement's policy, or the independent's idea- on what a theatre

program should be.

The one used last week was distinctly of the "announcing"
of program and did not give any space to readers or

theatre gossip of any kind. For it- purpose it was well laid

out. Now we -how another kind which gives plenty of space

to theatre new-, stories of the stars and the pictures and -till

plays ii] > the programs of the current and coming week-.

JWMPIA
Ol 1MI'I\ llll \ I Kl

PROGRAM WEEK Ol SUNDAY, MM

/*&££<?

A
The Metro Theatre program prefers the use of cuts on

the different attractions and the use of plenty of black
makes much of it stand out from the small type used for

news in the weekly.
If you have not already done so, kindly put the CLUB

on your regular mailing list and see that we get a copy-

regularly. We want to show off these different programs
to the other members so that they might get some ideas to

incorporate into their own. The same applies to you. You
may find much of interest that you could use.

Still harping on the cut-

out and marquee dressing,

brings to light the use of

large and attractive cut-outs

now becoming very popular
up in the Allerton Theatre
in the Bronx, N. Y. Sydney

Oshrin, manager of the house, and a peppy individual at

that (we ought to know 'cause he drops in to see us) gets

Allerton Is Using
Marquee Gut-Outs
To Attract Crowds

these cut-outs at a very low cost by arranging to use their,

after some of the larger playhouses up in his part of the

city. The two pictured here show the layout for "Inter-

ference" and "Abie's Irish Rose" and both these pictures

played to good business during their runs at the Allerton

Theatre.

The Olympia Theatre program is made up by Milton J.
Gorson, manager of the house for the Brecher Circuit and
is very attractive from many angles. The current week's
attractions are followed by a little chatter about the pic-

ture and tends to create interest in each production.

NEXT WEEK—
Read How MATTHEW F.

ANYSH "Pepped" Up "Lucky
Boy" in San Diego

i» >t# r.
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Blair & Hitchcock
Knocking 'Em Dead
Out In Seattle

Bob Blair, house manager
and Eddie Hitchcock, public-

ity director of the Seattle

Theatre in Seattle, Washing-
ton, engineered and executed
one of the finest campaigns

"""""~~""""""^

~

-^—^ ever brought to our atten-

tion recently when they put over "The Canary Murder
Case."

Their first step was the preparation of a simple trailer

which read—"Who Killed The Canary?". This strip was
inserted between every
film subject for over
two weeks before the

showing. In this way
public interest was
aroused several weeks
before the announce-
ment of the film's com-
ing to the theatre. Simi-

lar wording was used
in the newspapers a

week in advance of the

showing in a two col-

umn by two inch teaser

ad.

However, the b i g
smash of the entire

campaign was the dis-

tribution of a newspa-
per front page herald
with the flaring head-
line—' 'ACTRESS
MURDERED" and the

balance of the sheet representing a spectacular newspaper
story of the "Canary's death." The whole idea was
executed with the idea of creating plenty of talk and that
it succeeded is a surprise to no one. Such campaign must
meet with some measure of success when handled as this

one was.

During the run of the picture the mystery and murder
angle was not lost sight of, as the ad. reproduced herewith
will show. You will note the "crime angle" of this ad, and
the "Cross Marks the Spot" which were played up promin-
ently in both papers and house display.

This is the reproduc-
tion of the front page

WadsetWM POWELL
-a^BROOKS

ACTRESS MURDERED!
Extra

ijgg SEATTLE NEWS

LOVES OF STAR
BARED BY POLICE

Famous Movie Slar

'
to AflWf m Perseo ~rT

throwaway used by Blair

& Hitchcock in their big
exploitation campaign on
"The Canary Murder
Case" when that picture

j.laved Seattle Theatre
in Seattle. Wash.
The flaring headline

would attract plenty of
attention the moment it

hits the eye and the bal-

ance of the copy has
been set so as to make
you want to read it all.

( In news-print it is by
no means an expensive
herald.

While a campaign of

this type is well suited for the larger cities, it could, with
a little thought and planning, be reduced and revised to
meet any local smaller city condition. We heartily recom-
mend it to members and readers of the CLUB. More about
Blair-Hitchcock-Seattle in the near future.

Hall Creates Fine
Front Display In
Baton Rouge, La.

Manager W. H. Hall of

the Columbia Theatre in Ba-
ton Rouge, La., created
quickly an attractive front
setting on "The Barker" as

you will note in the picture.~~~~™~"^
~ The atmosphere of the car-

nival was carried out and in addition he used an electrola

behind the cut-out in the center of the setting showing,
Princess Kelina and "The Barker." The whole idea started

a lot of talk down in Baton Rouge and business at the'

B. O. was perfect, according to Mr. Hall.

Theatres large and small, all over the country are going in

strong for atmospheric fronts and banners of some sort and
its appeal must be greater than ever since we got so much
favorable comment regarding this type of exploitation from
our readers. I think it would be a great idea to forget that

"Class" distinction which we used to talk a lot about when it

came to classifying theatres, and get down to brass tacks. If

a front ballyhoo or setting will bring the customers to the box
office, then the devil with the "class" angle. It doesn't cheapen

any theatre in my estimation. What say?

Send us some more pictures, W. H., we always like to

show off our various member's achievements.

MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB

The Original Idea Exchange
and Sponsors of Inter-Commu-
nication Between theShowmen
of the World

MEMBERSHIP OPEN
TO ALL EXHIBITORS

NO DUES OR INITIATION
FEES OF ANY KIND
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Action'" Gut-Outs
A Great Asset In

These Fast Times

the griddle when it comes to

;ui advance ii]i on a sna]

lobbj displa) for your tl

tre. This one is on "Syncopa-

tion." R K' I's newesl "talkie,^^———^———— singer, and whatnot." This

displi iriginated and used 1>> the Mainstreel Theal

Kansas City, Mo. (Seem's to me that K. C is breaking into

a lot whole stunt is this . 1

1

fortunate enough
to have someone
who can make it

up it's a darn
\

day, it' not,

well you're not ex-

actly out o' luck.

but you're not far

from it. But pass-

ing that up for a

moment brings to

light the fact that

this circular sec-

tion is made to re-

volve with the aid

of a small motor
mounted on the

rear with pulley, etc. Properly lighted, possibly with a chang-

ing color spot or two should make this especially attractive

and with some tinsel thrown on it while the paint is still wet,

"hot dorgs," it would pull their eyes like a magnet.

But since the picture will not hit most of your towns for a

few weeks, you can put the old thinker to work and figure

out how VOU can best use the idea in your theatre.

\\ lieu a theatre manager is

Montague Salmon's ?
lert tn

'T
crv mov£ thal is ""

Q. , ™, • , • . T me on aim
uick 1 bunking Is

B. O. Booster

bout him, and when
he is quick to take advantage
of ever) opportunity to capi-

talize for his theatre something"^"™"^~~~ new or novel, then that man-
ager ha> one of the most important qualifications for his job

Rather a lengthy way to lead up to Montague Salmon's rapid-

tire idea of cashing in on his opposition's ballyhoo. The other

house was playing a minstrel show and. of course, the street

parade and band stunl was being pulled every day, and right

through the main business section of the town. Salmon had
a truck fixed up with twenty-four sheets on "Wolf of Wall
Street" and altogether the stunl looked rather attractive. On
the inside of the truck he placed a large l>ell which was rung
at frequent intervals to attract attention from those who might
not see the truck. Letting the truck tarry a while after the

miii-trel hand had passed, he had his truck follow the hand
for the entire parade. Many, without a doubt, seeing this

parade must have thought it was for the purpose of attracting

attention to the "Wall Street" picture and so, without all the

expense of hiring a band etc.. he had a corking good bally!

due entirely to his ability to think quick. Montague Salmon.
by the way, is an old timer in the ("1.1 'J', having joined when
he was out on the l'acitic Coast, and he is now directing the
I'uhlix Rialto Theatre in Macon. Ga. Here's hoping we hear
some more about Montague.

Frank C. Goldquist, man-

Goldquist Wants *s er of the ™ el
?
Thftre in

^,. ^ ,. Savanna, 111., has been a
Cleaner Comedies regular contributor to the

In The Future CLUB columns ever since

he joined us some time ago.
""""—^^""

^

~~ Frank can always be counted
on to pass out some good sound common sense and his

latest offering is very timely due to the number of letters

received on this same subject from other parts of the coun-
try. This time he brings up the question about "Smut"
comedies and his point is well taken. Says Goldquist:
"When are we going to be allowed to cease offending our
patrons by not having every comedian at some stage of

the comedy lose his pants? They have been doing this for

quite a while and are still at it." Well, Frank, perhaps
some "mighty" power in the short subject field will see
this little story and keep it in mind when passing on some
material for his product. But it is a fact, and I have had
the same experience—that many parents object to having
their youngsters see such stuff in picture houses, especially

where the kiddies are regular patrons. Since we have
always preached to members and readers alike, that they
should keep their shows as clean as possible and above
such objections, we take pleasure in stressing the point.

Up
^^^^^^^^^^^==^= Frank S. Mickley, formerly

To-The-Minilte '"' the
?
arle Theatre in Allen-

_
T

. . _^ town, ha- resigned from that

IMeWS AbOUt (Jur theatre to take full charge of

Members & Readers the Cameo in thc' s*™ citv -

Mickley has always been a
""—~^^^^^~~^^^^^^^^~

regular and active member oi

the CLUB and now with greater possibilities for the expansion
of his idea-- and more leeway to work, we should gel some
line "stuff" from him. We till have our eyes on you, Frank.

Practically every member of the Club is now centering

his interest on the advertising Survey being sponsored by
the Club. In the event that you have not received your
post cards, on which to make your report, you can use the

form which will be found on one of the Club pages.

R. W. Sykes. owner of the King Theatre in Troy X. \ ..

pulled a fast one when he played up in his advertising the

fact that his was the only theatre in Troy showing "Silent

Pictures." Why not. It's a good angle.

C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the Wilmer & Vincent Thea-
tres in Harrisburg, collected more than a thousand books
on a local campaign to establish libraries for seamen on
American Ships. The stunt was a "Book Matinee" in con-

junction with Dick Barthelmess in "Scarlet Seas." A good
publicity idea and for a mighty worthy cause. A case where
two and two makes more than four.

II. Jernberg, manager of the Province Theatre in Win-
nipeg, Canada, pulled an odd one when he ran Tom Mix in

'"file Lone Star Ranger" and boldly announced 'the fact

that it was four years old. Mow's that for telling 'em the

truth and cashing in on the statement. Another one he put

over was "Danger Street'' against the opposition of two sound

theatres. His ad read: "Silent as far as music and sound are

concerned—but the greatest thriller ever presented." But Jcrn-

berg has pulled a lot of "fast" ones in the past and will prol>-

ably continue to pull them in the future. Right, Jernberg?

George B. Peck, manager of the Victory Theatre in

Tampa earned a lot of laughs, publicity and business when
he ballyhooed "The Carnation Kid" by using a regulation

hearse with banners on each side reading—"This man
laughed himself to death watching Douglas McLean in

'The Carnation Kid.' " Not bad, George, but how about
some of the other stunts you put over down in Tampa?
The Slate Theatre in Louisville, Kv.. reached the front

page recently when they invited S51) carriers of the Courier-

Journal to the theatre. In addition to the story tiny also had

a corking picture in conjunction with the story.

The Circle Theatre in Indianapolis, Ind., made all their

patrons movie critics when they asked for 200 word criti-

cisms on "Weary River." The idea went over rather big

and resulted in a lot of letters from the patrons giving

their views of the picture.
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MANAGE!?!' flOLND TADLE CLUB
Meet Some More New Members!
MERTON L. OSBORNE of the Win-

ter Garden Theatre, in Fredonia, N. V., is

now on the jump preparing for sound pic-

tures, but, while they are putting in the

equipment, there is no reason why Mert.

can't drup us a line and give us some of the

"dirt" about Fredonia and the show game
up there. Come on, Mert., get busy and
become a "regular" with the other boys.

They want to know you better.

WILLIAM J. DALY, brother mem-
bers, is the manager of the Fox Uptown
Theatre, in Milwaukee, Wise, and we are
glad to welcome you into the Club, Bill.

Let us hope you will follow the example of

our other midwestern members, and send

us something that might be of interest to

other showmen. We would also like to have
your photo by return mail. We are watching
the mail bag from now on.

HARRY D. STEARN, runs the Rialto
Theatre, in Allentown, Pa., for the Wilmer
& Vincent outfit, and should be well qualified

to contribute some peppy news for the bene-
fit of his brother members. Particularly on
the subject of sound. Maybe, Harry, you
can find a few moments to give me some
idea how you handle the sound equipment
in your house, that's a subject on which we
receive many letters. Thanks in advance,
old scout, but do it soon.

FRANCIS A. CASA, handles the Riant
Theatre, in Conshohocken, Pa., and it is

from towns of the size of Conshohocken
that we want to know how they sell the

picture to the public. There is no more
interesting reading than that furnished by

members, for members, situated in the aver-

age smaller city and town. Francis has had
enough experience to be well fitted for the

subject. Come on, Fran.

SIDNEY JACOBS, manager of the
Lansdowne Theatre, in Lansdowne, Pa., a
2,000 seater on the Stanley Circuit playing
sound pictures, and for that reason Sidney
should make a perfect member. We are all

interested in sound right now and to learn

how Jacobs puts them over in his town will

be just the thing for these Club pages. How
about it, Sidney? Can we count on vou?

J. H. WEBSTER, who, business ad-
dress is the Carolina Theatre, in Elizabeth
City, N. C, is another southern member to

hop aboard the Good Ship of NEWS and
now he is a full-fledged Round Table Club-
ber. J. H, what are the chances of getting a
little story from you about how you put
the picture over in Elizabeth City?

ROY H. BROWN, is the hustling man-
ager of the Blank-Rialto Theatre in Boone,
la., and with a house devoted solely to sound
we should hear early and often just how Roy
puts 'em over in Boone. Come on, Roy, let's

have a good little stunt or two for a starter,

sort of just to get acquainted.

THOMAS DI LORENZO, is still an-
other Long Island showman to join the

Club, and we have every reason to suspect

that Tom can deliver some darned interest-

ing stuff for the benefit of his brother mem-
bers. The Calderone Circuit and the Valley
Stream Theatre are his pet hobbies right

now, so better keep us informed about the

theatre game out on Long Island.

CHARLES D. CARROLL, manager
of the Senator Theatre, in Oakland, Cal., is

another live-wire westerner to get into the
Club line-up. But he is no stranger to your
Chairman as I know several good things
about him from other coast members. Still

I would like to hear how he handles his big
West Coast house. What do you say,

Charlie?

CHARLES D. MERVIS, manager of
the Hippodrome and Temple Theatres, in

Newport, Kentucky, and those two enterpris-
ing houses keep him well on the jump. But
not so busy that he will not be able to
write often to keep us acquainted with
how he runs those houses and sells the pic-
ture and show to the pnblic. Can we hear
from you soon, Charlie? Atta boy!

CHARLES P. GILMORE, with all
modesty we must admit that Charlie's are
becoming quite popular in the Club ; Gilmore
makes about the ninety-fifth one so far. But
if he happens to be as active as a lot of the
other Charlies, then we will most certainly
welcome him with three cheers. How about
a photo and a little story that would sort of
introduce you more directly to the other
members ? They all want to know you more
intimately.

NOTE: Tlnse are just a few of the
many new members of the Club, others
will appear in succeeding issues. Mem-
bers who have forwarded their applica-
tions are requested to give us time to
reach their names.

WILL YOU
BE NEXT??

COME ON!!

APPLICATION FOR

MEMBERSHIP IN

"MANAGER'S ROUND

TABLE CLUB"
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

I hereby apply for membership in

the Club.

Name

Address

Theatre

City

Policy

Capacity

State

Honorary Chairman Chairman

Wm. A. Johnston C. E. Lewis

SHOOT IT IN—NOW!!

WALTER E. WOODWARD, another
Pennsylvania showman, hails from the Park
Theatre, in Philly, and since this is an-
other Vitaphone house, we are expecting lots

of good news from Walter telling the mem-
bers all about talkies and how to sell them.
Can we expect your photo and a story soon?
That's the spirit.

GEORGE E. WILLIAMS, is the busy
manager of the Regent and Avon Theatres,
in Syracuse, N. Y., and from the stories we
have heard about that city, we would not be
surprised to get some mighty fine letters

from George. We would also like to show
off his photo to the other members, that is

if he will send it on to me. What say,

George? Let's hear from you early and
often.

IRVING P. ALEXANDER, manages
the Rivoli Theatre, in Roxbury, Mass., for
the big Netoco outfit, of Boston, and with
all the activity taking place on that circuit

we shouldn't wonder that Irving will be-
come a regular active member. Photo,
stories and letters are what we are looking
for, so get busy, Alex.

DICK BRADLEY, is the directing
head of the Palace in Antigo, Wise, and
since we are in need of some stories from
members who run combination houses, we
must insist that Dick favor us with a little

letter on what kind of vaudeville he recom-
mends for the average house in cities of his

own size. Okay ?

E. A. McAULIFFE, is the man who
guides the destinies of the Strand and Grand
Theatres, in Bellefontaine, Ohio, a town that
we missed on our trip last summer, but we
won't pass it up next time. E. A., we would
all like to hear a little something from you
about the show business in your section of
the country, so please favor us with an early
letter so we can all become better acquainted
with vou.
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What IsARecord Smasher?

Docs a record smashing picture con-

tain some secret, mysterious element

that makes it click grosses far beyond

the average picture?

Is it star, story, direction, titles,

novelty, heart interest, melo-drama,

comedy, spectacle, thrills, or all of

these in combination, plus real show-

manship?

The answer, from the people that have

made them, and exhibitors who have

played them, will appear in

The Record Smasher Number
of

Motion Picture News
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Adoption Of Sound In

la. Circles Widespread

AGREAT many Iowa exhibitors

are showing interest in sound

pictures this spring, and many are

getting their installations in this

week. The Hidreth theatre at

Charles City and the Casino at

Sac City are installing sound this

week, while the Garden at Guthrie
Centre is now showing talking pic-

tures. At Fort Dodge, the Plaza

theatre is installing the Drama-
phone, and at LeMars the Film-o-

Fone has been installed at the

Royal. At the Neu at Carroll the

Columbia portable machine has

been making a good showing. The
Empress at Shenandoah lias in-

stalled the Han-a-Phone.
The theatre at Wilton Junction,

la., has been reopened and has been

operated for the past two months
by Mr. Robertson, who formerly

had the theatre at Lohrville, la.

Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson,
of the Princess theatre at Boone,

la., called at the "U" office last

week. They are making plans for

wiring their house for sound.

John Waller, of the Lyric the-

atre at Osceola, la., reports that

he is figuring on installing sound
equipment.
Mr. Jacobs, who has had the

Palace theatre at Burlington, la.,

for a number of years, sold out

last week. The theatre was
bought by Harry Weinberg, head
of Commonwealth Theatres.

Ralph Pratt this week concluded
the installation of a sound equip-

ment at his theatre, the Fox, at

Washington, la.

Another theatre installing sound
equipment is the Granada at Web-
ster City, which is owned by
Stephens and Puffer.

Visitors at the Paramount office,

Des Moines, were S. R. Peake, of

the Pastime theatre at Maquoketa,
who reports that he is interested in

sound equipment for his theatre;

F. W. Curtis, of the Peoples the-

atre at Redfield, and A. R. Cramer,
of the Princess at Mt. Ayr.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Graham, of

the Grand at Knoxville, la., are

leaving soon for a vacation trip in

California.

RKO entertained among visitors

last week W. L. Dixon, of the
Temple theatre at Mt. Pleasant,
la.; F. W. Wolcott, of the Grand
at Eldora, and W. C. Treloar of
the Treloar at Ogden, la.

The Empress at Grundy Center,
la., closed temporarily during bad
weather.
The business men of Franham-

ville, Iowa, are backing a free

movie which is given twice a week.

The American Legion Post at

Amelia, Iowa, are interested in the
opening of another theatre there
and have been negotiating with J.

C. Kding in regard to managing
the house.

Work of preparing the Armon
Theatre, a new house over which
Messrs. Bluechel and Lannon pre-
side, is progressing steadily. Men
are now doing the decorating, both
the exterior and interior of the

house. While the management does

not feel that the work has prog-
ressed enough to definitely set an
opening date they hope to announce
the first show around the first of

April.

Mrs. Joe Ayerly, owner of the

building housing the Strand at

Newton, la., took over the theatre

this week and secured Fred Wayt
to act as her manager.
Walter Waldorf, of Waldorf &

Johnson, exhibitors at Estherville

and Atlantic, was in Des Moines
last week.

Sound Installations in

Portland, Ore. Area
WITH the installation of

Photophone at Tebbett's
Oriental on March 15th, all first

run houses in Portland have gone
"sound and talkie." Also a num-
ber of the suburban houses have
fallen into line.

Pacent reproducer installations

have been made in the Granada
theatre, Portland, and also Gran-
ada theatre, Camas, Wash. The
Venetian theatre at Hillsboro,
Ore., will shortly install a device.

Bill Morelan, of Cottage Grove,
Ore., has installed Western Elec-
tric sound equipment, and the house
at LaGrande, Ore., will be simi-
larly equipped in April.

Guy Matthews and Jim Moran
have opened their new Granada
theatre at The Dalles, March 15th.

It is equipped for sound produc-
tions.

Joe Moore, of the Lyric theatre,

Butte, Mont., has also taken over
the Orpheum theatre, and will in-

stall Western Electric sound equip-
ment in July.

Bob Hill, formerly head of
Warner Bros., Portland, has been
advanced to manager of the Seattle
office.

Paul De Mourdant, formerly
manager of the American and later

the Ansonia theatre at Butte, has
opened the Gaiety theatre at Idaho
Falls, Ida.

Marc K. Bowman has returned
to Portland and will be publicity

director of Fox Broadway and
Hollywood theatres, and will again
be associated with Manager Floyd
Maxwell. Bart Wheeler will be
transferred to San Francisco to di-

rect publicity for Fox.
A new branch manager was ap-

pointed this week for the Warner
Bros, exchange in Portland, Sam
E. Morris, vice-president of the
company, announcing that A. H.
Huot has been placed in charge.

Cambridge, operated by J. Red-
nick and E. Markel, has been sold

to B. Pearlman and P. .Markel

The new Franklin, at Spring-
field, Mass., with about 900 seats,

was opened by Frank Lombard
last week.
The Town Hall, at Hopkinton,

Mass., has been closed.

The Strand at Fitchburg is

closed indefinitely.

The Lancaster, in Boston, is in-

stalling Photophone equipment.
The Universal theatre, at Cam-
bridge, opens March 31st with
Photophone, and the Keith Memor-
ial, Boston, will open about the

same time with Photophone equip-

ment. The Keith theatres at

Lowell and Portland, Me., are in-

stalling sound equipment.
It is understood that Nat Hock-

burn, who operates the Hingham,
Millville and Scituate theatres, is

negotiating for the Shea theatres

at Valley Falls, R. I., operated by
Joe Shea.
The Capitol theatre, at Arling-

ton, is to install Vitaphone and
Movietone equipment.

The Medford theatre, at Med-
ford, opens with Vitaphone and
Movietone equipment next Mon-
day.

The site of the new theatre at

Manchester, N. H., is being
cleared for the new 2,200-seat the-

atre to be erected by the States

Theatres, Inc.

Phonofilm equipment is being

installed in the Auburn theatre, at

Auburn, Me. ; Star, at Concord,
N. H. ; Capitol, at Lynn: Bijou, at

Springfield ; Park, at Lebanon,
N. H. ; Colonial, at Portsmouth,
N. H. ; Notre Dame, at Man-
chester; Conn and Metropolitan, at

Leominster.

George J. Elmore, who has been
manager for the Strand theatre, at

Westfield, is now managing the

Victory theatre at Holyoke. He is

succeeded at Westfield by Israel

Shancupp.
Netoco Theatres have made se\ -

eral changes in managers. James
Wall goes from the Regent, at

Norfolk Downs, to the Central

Square. Waltham. Harold Gordon
goes from the Central Square to

the new Embassy as assistant man-
ager. J. J. McDermott, acting-

manager of the Jamaica, goes to

the Regent at Norfolk Downs.
George Kinnaley goes to man, me
the new Seville in East Boston,

and Max Nayor has been made
manager at the Globe.

3 Theatres Sold In

New England District

THE Circle, at Pawtucket, R. L,

has been sold by E. Marked ti i

Ernest E. Bettez.

The Scenic theatre, at Oakland
Beach, has been sold to Albert J.
Lambert to A. H. Lambert.
The Colonial theatre, at Belfast,

Me., a Publix theatre, has been
sold to Sam Kurson.
The Porter Scpiare theatre in

San Diego Houses Un-

affected By Flu

D WIGHT L. HILL, manager
of the San Diego houses of

the National theatre chain, re-

cently addressed the monthly
luncheon of the San Diego County
Federation of Women's Clubs on
"Talkies, or Sound Pictures."

The flu epidemic which worked
havoc on motion picture houses in

many other places made but little

change in the operation of the San
Diego theatres. For a few days
only children were kept away from
the shows.

Milwaukee Theatre Is

Mysteriously Bombed
THE Whitehouse, Milwaukee,
I managed by Otto Meister, was
the scene of an attempted bombing
on Sunday night. A stick of dyna-
mite was sd against the side of the
building. The mystery remains un-
solved. Damage to the theatre was
slight.

Xate Blumberg has been ap-
pointed Midwest division manager
RKO theatres. About a year ago
he was associated with Universal
as manager of the Milwaukee the-
atre circuit.

John J. Frueler, owner of the
Butterfly, Milwaukee, recently an-
nounced his intention of remodeling
and rebuilding it.

George Beyer, who formerly
managed the Comet in this section,
has retired from the show business
and is going into the retail grocery
business in Wauwatosa.
The theatre which has been

building in Bay View for a con-
siderable time, is finally reaching
completion and will soon be ready,
judging from outward appearances.

Installation of sound equipment
in the Adler Theatre at Marshfield
was delayed for a few weeks and
consequently does not open until
March 30th.

An unusually large number of ex-
hibitors came to Milwaukee during
the past week. Among those who
visited the exchanges were : F. J.
Martin. People's Theatre. Laur-
ium, Mich. ; Ray Kerridge and
son, Hancock, Mich.: Len Brown,
Capitol, Madison

; Jack Yeo, Bea-
ver Dam; George Panka, Metro-
politan, Prairie du Chien ; Al
Merritt, Princess, Oconto; Xeil
Duffy, Elite, Appleton; George
Herzog, Strand. Manitowoc, and
Mrs. M. Gilman, Princess, Ply-
mouth.

This week's bowling tournament
resulted in the Scenics taking cov-
eted first place from George Bi
team, which has long held the lead.

The Rex Theatre at Sheboygan,
managed by Ernest Hoefer, opens
with Pacent equipment on March
31st.

In the February 23rd issue of

the News, in the Milwaukee col-

umn, there appeared a news note t< i

the effect that "Reinhold Wallacb.
who has been in charge of the Uni-
versal Chain Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., in Milwaukee for some time,

has gone to California to take a
position in the executive offices of
Universal Pictures.'' This item was
in error inasmuch as Fred S.

Myer is manager of the Lhiiversal
Chain Theatres ( Milwaukee The-
atre Circuit) and we were unin-
tentionally doing him an injustice.

However, the slight was not pre-
meditated and Mr. Myer has our
apologies.

So to have everything clearly de-

fined we desire to make known that

Mr. Myer is manager of the Uni-
versal Chain Theatres and has been
for sometime. Whereas Mr. Wal-
lacb was once manager of the Lake,
a U chain theatre in Milwaukee.
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^ eggs Lift $1,000
From Wash. Theatre
MANAGER AL R VI EIGH,

of the Liberty theatre,

Olympia, Washington, last week
reported that hi- office had
entered l>> safe-crackers who had
garnered $1,000 from the

theatre strong-box, and had then

replaced the burglary insurance

policj in the ruined safe.

nhit. >rs who visited film row.

tie, !:«-t week included Fred
Mercy and Junior from Eastern
Washington, to buy and book for

their chain. And from Southern

Washington, Bill Ripley, of I.one

uid Kelso, to accomplish the

same thing.

Bernard Mulligan, of the Tokay
theatre in Raymond and the South

Bend in South Bend. Washington,
with his partners, known as the

Willipa Harbor Amusement Com-
pany, has taken over the Basil the-

atre at Raymond from A. G. Basil.

Manager Neal Kast. of Para-
mount, in Seattle, last week an-

nounced the resignation of H. M.
i llanfield, who has moved over to

Tiffany-Stahl branch.

The latter part of March last

week was announced as the open-

ing; date for the Stadium theatre,

formerly the Montlake, in Seattle,

which has been leased to the Met-
ropolitan Talking Picture Com-
pany by B' ib Mayca. A sound
film policy will prevail.

Among the houses to install

equipment in the near future are

C C. Ervine's theatre at Okano-
gan, Washington; Buckmiller's

theatre at Baker, Oregon, and
Allcnder's Rex and Ritz theatres

in Spokane.

H. A Black, president of Aust
& Black's Theatre Display Com-
pany, Seattle, this week reported

that his son Donald, who was
rushed to the hospital for an emer-
gency appendix operation last

week, is out of danger.

R. C. Hill has been made man-
t the Warner Bros, exchange
iittle.

70-Year Old House In

Md. Closes Its Doors
AFTER having been used as a

theatre for i >ver 70 j ears, the

Belvi mberland, Md.. has
given up tl It was one of

the film pioneers when admission
prices used to be 5 and 10 cents.

John Sadowski, for 15 years
irer of the Palace burlesque

house in Baltimore, '

le as-

ited with the staff of the Hip-
podrome, managed by X'at Keene.

ost at the main en-
trance.

Frank Price, Jr., manager of the
Rivoli, Baltimore, is running a close

in the popular-
ity contest being conducted by the
Baltimore Daily Post. Another en-
trant in the contest is Frederick
Clemen! Weber, former exhibitor.

An election of officers for the en-
suing year of the Musical Union of
Baltimore City, Local No. 40, af-

•
i American Federa-

ibor, occurred March 21.

icceeds Henry May-
i and will be also

delegate to the national convention.

officers are: R. M. Pach-
ark. vice-president; Elmer Martin,

etary; Joseph J. Be-
nick, financial secretary ; Paul I.

i treasurer.

muel E. Fried, a veteran in the

distribution field, has been ap-

pointed salesman out of the Wash-
ington, D. C. exchange of Colum-
bia.

Happenings Along Salt

Lake City's Film Row
NB GROSSMAN, of the

•
I ipitol theatre at I'oeatello,

Idaho, was in Salt Lake City last

week.

Arthur Lewis is reported to have
purchased the Forum theatre of

Sugar House here from Don Tibbs.

The Bonita theatre at Provo, Utah,
has been taken over recently by S.

I Ruschmeier, who will reopen

next week after redecorating and
remodeling. Powers Cinephone has
been installed.

The Lyric theatre of Richfield,

Utah, operated by ti. 1). Johnstone,
is being remodeled and will seat

about 800 when it is opened about

April 1st.

John Rugar of the Egyptian, Or-
pheum and American theatres of

Park City, was a visitor here this

week.

Photophone has been installed at

the Majestic theatre of Nampa.
Idaho, operated by Herman Brown.

The Orpheum theatre at Poca-
tello, Idaho, operated by Don Cor-
ruthers, opened a few days after

installing Bristolphone.

The New Egyptian theatre of

Boise, Idaho, will be ready for

their reopening with Photophone
by April 1st.

Thomas Berto, operating the

Rialto theatre at Rock Springs,

Wyoming, was among exhibitor

>rs here this past week.

Mr. and Mr-. E II. Littlejohn

of the Lyric and Star theatres at

Price, Utah, spent a few days at

the local film mart this week.

After being completely re-

in, .deled at a cost of $100,000, the

Granada theatre, formerly the

American, had a brilliant opening

March 8th. A. L. Glasmann of

n, Utah, owner of the theatre,

and Dave Schayer, manager, were
on hand to welcome the crowds.

nis Perry, exhibitor and fi-

nancier of Ogden, Utah, left this

past week for a trip to the Pacific

Coast.

The Bonita theatre at Provo,
Utah, will open under new man-

ii nt right away. S. C. Rusch-
mier. formerly connected with

'1 Thornberg at the

Orpheum theatre of Milford, Utah,
has taken this house over from J.

W. Nixon, according to report.

Joe George is reported to have
recently bought a Photophone in-

stallation f..r his new Broadway
theatre at Idaho Falls, Idaho.

I <
i hind of the Rivoli and

Star Theatres of Springville, Utah,
is among exhibitor visitors '

this week as are Mr. and Mrs.
Littlejohn Mar and Lyric
Theati. - at Pi ii e, I'tah.

F. I \\ t the Orpheum
Theatre at Cedar City, Utah, i-

-pending some time lining up new
productions this week-

Other exhibitors visiting the local

film mart within the past few da] -

include : Albert Van Wagner of
the Alhambra Theatre at Pleasant

Grove, Utah; Andy Murdock of
the Ideal Theatre at Heber ( it\,

I'tah; T. M. Chesler of the Prin-
cess ami linn at Bingham, Utah;
J. J. Gillette of Tooclle, Grantsville
and Garfield, Utah, and John Ru-
gar of the American, Egyptian and
Orpheum Theatre- at Park City,

Utah.

Events In Cineinnati

And Vicinity

AFTER a prolonged legal fight

over possession of the Grand
Opera House, St. Mary's, Ohio,
the Ohio Supreme Court has final-

ly decided that Thomas Broad is

the absolute and legal owner of the
theatre. The case, which involved
the question of ownership by rea-

-ii of financial complications, has
been carried through the various
courts during the past few years.

Chester Martin, manager of the
Orpheum theatre, Cincinnati sub-
urban house, has returned from a
visit to Hollywood.
The Nordland theatre. Corry-

ville, Ohio, suburban to Cincinnati,
has installed Vitaphone.

Robert Aura Smith, dramatic
editor of the Cincinnati Commer-
cial Tribune, gave a talk to mem-
bers of the Cincinnati Better Mo-
tion Picture Council at their recent
monthly meeting, discussing the
talkies.

The State, Springfield, O., is

now in the talkie class, having just
completed installation.

George Gross, manager of the
Columbia theatre, Dayton, O., is

all smiles on account of Vitaphone
equipment, which he has just in-

stalled.

Billy Clifford, who recently pur-
chased two movie houses at Ur-
bana. O., has accepted a position

with the State, and now bears the
titl. of Deputy State Fire Marshal.
He will continue to look after his

two houses.

Rushing the usual season by
about two months and cutting be-
low the ordinary summer prices
here. Johnny Jones, manager of
tin Majestic theatre, Cincinnati.
this week announced new rates of

1? and 25 cents. The house, which
has 1.000 seats, had been getting a

50 cent top.

Clyde II. Gordinier, of Chi.

has taken over the management of

tli. young Wolfe Palace theati

Mario, O., replacing Albert Sind-
linger. who has been transferred
t.. Kokomo, Ind.

Toledo, ii, theatres were dark
until 2.30 p.m. on Good Friday a-

tile result of a good will agreement
between numbers of the Toledo
Amusement Association and the

Toledo Council of Churches.

Fire Destroys Tenn.
House of Sudekum
FIRE almost complete!) de

stroyed the < apitol theatre at

Nashville, Tenn.. early last Satur-

morning I he i apitol was
..wned and operated by the I

cent Amusement I i rnipanj . of

which Tony Sudekum is president,

to reports, the damage
was variously estimated at from
$.500,000 t.

C. A. Crute. of Huntsville, \la .

states his business has held up
wonderfully well, and he antici-

pates installing sound equipment.
S. H. Borisky, of Independent

Theatres. Inc., Chattanooga. Tenn
,

is happy over the auspicious open-
ing of In- new ( am. i

•

E. C. Reeves, of Cookeville,
Tenn., is contemplating an exten-
sive trip throughout the territory
ii the purpose of thoroughly in-

vestigating sound equipment
C. D. Haug has become manager

of the Strand and Galax theatres

in Birmingham, Ala. He will work
under the supervision of Charles G.
Uranham.
At his own request Alex Keese,

formerly personality leader at the

Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn..
has been assigned to the Alabama
theatre as personality leader.

Installation in the very near

future of DeForest Phonofilm
equipment in the Palace, McGchee,
Ark., owned by Timothy Shea, and
the Strand, Wilmot, Ark., owned
by J. C. Kistler, is reported.

M. A. Lightman, president of

the Arkansas Amusement Enter-
prises, of El Dorado, and presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. of Arkan-
sas, Mississippi and Tennessi
was a week-end visitor on the

row. W. F. Ruffin, Palace, Cov-
ington, and Nathan L. Low. of

Low's Milan, Milan, Tenn., also

were seen in Memphis. Douglas
Carr, Eureka theatre, Lambert,
Miss., was a Monday visitor.

The Capitol theatre at Nashville.

Tenn, was destroyed by fire on
March 16, according to news re-

ceived here.

J. F. I.owrance, owner of the

Princess theatre at Humboldt,
Tenn., has leased Sharp's theatre,

at Humboldt, from John Sharp
and will continue to operate both

houses in future.

L. J. Andrews, for the past two
years booker for the Memphis,
Tenn., exchange of Pathe, has re-

signed and has been succeeded by
X. T. Powers.
David W. Hunt has been ap-

pointed salesman out of Colum-
bia'- Memphis office.

Hall Bros. Acquire 2
South Texas Houses
HALL BROS, of Bcevillc. Tex.,

have taken over the Queen
and King's Inn Theatres of K it

ville, giving them a chain of nine
movie houses in seven South Texas
cities.

Besides the new acquisition, the
I I. ill Bros, have two theatre- in

tile and one theatre in each of

the following cities: Kenedy. Three
Rivers. Sinton, Taft and Arkansas
Pass.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS «"S
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Pittsburgh Film Man
Dies Suddenly

PITTSBURGH, PA., film and

theatre folk were shocked

Thursday morning last when news
came of the sudden death of H. B.

Kester, owner of the Cameraphone
in East Liberty. Mr. Kester had

apparently been in the best of

health, was taken ill on the street,

and died immediately after being

assisted into a doctor's office.

Death was caused by acute gastri-

tis. He was aged 56 years.

The news has just been broad-

cast that "Bill" Maute. Irwin the-

atre owner, was married last No-
vember. Congratulations.

A few promotions at the Para-

mount office : Harold Lund, for-

mer assistant booker, was promoted

to salesforce, and is succeeded by

Charlie Mergen, former biller. Bill

Bowers, former clerk in the ac-

cessories department, is now biller.

Residents of Dunmore, Pa., have

been requested to affix their sig-

natures to petitions asking the Com-
erford Amusement Company of

Scranton to erect a theatre in Dun-
more.
M. A. Rosenberg has sold his

two theatres. He will devote all his

time to his responsibilities as a

member of the Board of Directors

of the Affiliated Theatrical Utilities

Corp. The houses sold were the

Rialto, purchased by I. Golden, and
the Lincoln, taken over by Simon

'

Krom.
Louis Meyers, who has conducted

the Dreamland at McKeesport for

the past eleven years, is retiring

from the theatre business, having

sold the house which is to be con-

verted into a storeroom. He is un-

decided as to future plans.

Sam Abramovitz is now manager
of the Roosevelt, recently opened
by Hendel Enterprises.

Julius and Israel Golden, owners
of a.department store in Fairmont,

W. Va., purchased the Fairmont
there at a public auction March 7.

Bid was $256,000.

Hendel Theatres Corp., Pitts-

burgh, have purchased property in

Monessen, where they will build a

theatre.

The Hinton Theatre Company
has purchased the Masonic at Hin-
ton, W. Va. P. L. Dysard will

manage it.

have purchased a site at Prescott

nil which to build a theatre, for

which the plans are being prepared

by Richards and Abra, architects,

Ottawa.
Luna Park, a large amusement

park at Hull, Quebec, embodying a

moving picture theatre, has been

acquired by a syndicate of Hull

business men.

Veteran Ontario Mgr.
Felicitated By Friends

GOOD fellowship was much in

evidence at a party which
was held in the foyer of the new
Avalon theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,
on the occasion of the 50th Birth-
day of P. J. Nolan, proprietor of

the Avalon, Rex and Columbia
theatres, about 200 guests attend-
ing.

Further sound-film developments
in Canada are indicated by the an-
nouncements of two Canadian the-

atre supply houses that arrange-
ments have been completed for the
sale of devices in the Dominion.
These are the Coleman Electric,

Toronto, and the Perkins Electric

Cos.
Business luncheons are to be held

on the second Wednesday of each
month at Montreal by the Province
of Quebec Theatre and Cinema
Owners Association.

The Aliens, of Toronto, Ontario,

Film Events of Interest

in Atlanta, Georgia

WG. (BILLY) EVANS,
• who formerly operated

the Delray theatre at Delray, Fla.,

is now manager of the Kincaid
theatre at Experiment, Ga., near

Griffin. This house is owned by
Thomas and Copeland and has

sound equipment.

C. T. Bobo, who operates the

Strand theatre, Alexander City,

Ala., a visitor to film row during

the week, announces that he is

building another theatre, the Bo-
canita, at Scottsboro, Ga.

H. C. Farley, city manager for

Publix in Montgomery, Ala.,

passed through Atlanta late last

week enroute to Baltimore, where
he will undergo treatment at Kelly

Hospital. Mr. Farley has been ill

for several months suffering from
a serious affection of the throat.

Film row, Atlanta, Ga., visitors

for last week included the follow-

ing : W. H. Carroll, Rivoli theatre,

Douglas, Ga. ; Mrs. H. T. Wood,
Strand theatre, Washington, Ga.

;

J. A. Snider, Grand theatre,

Bessemer, Ala. ; George O. Hatch-
er, Social Circle theatre, Social

Circle, Ga. ; S. H. Borisky, head
of Independent Theatres, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn. ; Mose Klein, Lil-

lian theatre, Carksville, Tenn. ; R.
Sansone. Rex theatre, Griffin, Ga.

;

O. C. Lam and his brother, J. H.
Lam, Rome Enterprises, Rome,
Ga. ; Mack Jackson, Strand the-

atre, Alexander City, Ala.

;

Charles Jabealey, Jablex theatre,

LaGrange, Ga. ; Fred G. Wei-.
Savannah theatre, Savannah. Ga.

;

W. H. Ogden, Pastime theatre,

Sandersville, Ga. ; Hugh Manning
and W. C. H. Wink, who operate
a chain of theatres in North
Georgia and East Tennessee ; W.
M. Wise, Strand theatre, Winder,
Ga. ; J. M. McCarty, Forsyth the-

atre, Forsyth, Ga. ; Roy Martin,
head of the Martin theatre chain,

Columbus, Ga.
;
James Lundy, Im-

perial theatre, Bessemer, Ala.

;

Mrs. I. H. Dietz, Star theatre,

Covington, Ga.
Monty Salmon, for several

months managers for the Publix
corporation, Macon, Ga., having
control of the Rialto and Capitol
first-run theatres, has been ap-
pointed city manager of all Macon
Publix houses effective at once.

Publix has acquired outright the
Ritz theatre in Macon, a first-run

house formerly owned by the

Lucas-Jenkins (Richmond, Va.)
interests, and the Criterion, a
second run theatre.

House managers under the new
systems will be : H. S. Amos at

the Ritz ; R. E. Mann at the Capi-

tol ; R. A. Simpson at the Rialto;

P. D. Griffith at the Criterion.

L. A. Kennedy, cameraman for

the Fox news reel, left Tampa last

Sunday by airplane to visit the flood

districts in North Florida and Ala-

bama.
It has been announced that five

of the Sparks' houses would close

for the summer months. The
houses mentioned were the Queen
at Ft. Lauderdale, the Omar at Ft.

Meyer, the Athens at De Land, the

Phillips at Orlando and the Prin-

cess at Sanford. In each of the cit-

ies mentioned the company has two
or more houses.

Daylight Saving Again

Up In St. Louis

WHEN a concerted drive for

a daylight saving ordinance

in St. Louis will be made this year
is to be determined at a mass meet-
ing of proponents of the plan, city

officials and representatives of civic

and commercial organizations, to

be held at 2 p.m., Marcli 22, in the

St. Louis Chamber of Commerce.
If the plan is adopted and approved
by the Board of Aldermen or the

voters of the city the clock would
be moved forward one hour prob-
ably the first Sunday in Tune and
turned back the first Sunday in

September or October.

The Nomand Theatre, Inc.. A.
B. Normand, president. Shawnee,
Okla., has had plans prepared for

new theatres to be erected in

Maud, Okla., and Wewoka. Okla.
Boiler Brothers. 114 West Tenth
street, Kansas City, Mo., are the

architects.

The Frederick Theatre Com-
pany. R. E. Tomlinson, president,

has purchased the site for 950-seat

theatre to be erected in Frederick.

The house will be one story with
balcony and 50 by 140 feet.

Alex Beck. Keeline building.

Omaha, has been awarded the con-
tract for the construction of a the-

atre at North Platte. Neb., for the

North Platte Realty Company.

Frank Coilman. of Gillett, Ark.,

plans to rebuild his house, recently

destroved bv fire. The new house
will be one-story, 100 by 150 feet.

E. F. Howe, president and gen-
eral manager of the National Film
Publicity Corporation, St. Louis,
Mo., has announced the acquisition

by that concern of patent rights

and recording equipment of the
Warner Recording Company of

Kansas City for use in making in-

dustrial and educational short sub-
jects for the sound screen. J. F.
Warner has been retained as a
consulting engineer.

Harry Rose has been selected to

serve as master of ceremonies at

the Missouri theatre. Grand boule-
vard and Lucas avenue. Eddie
Peabody moves into the Warfield
in San Francisco.

New Exch. Rumored
In Philadelphia

THE rumor is current along
Vine street that a new ex-

change will be built on the site

now occupied by First National,
which will be the headquarters of
Warner Brothers, the Stanley
Company. Yitaphone and First

National.

Lewen Pizor, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penna.,
Southern X. J., and Delaware, is

now managing the Narberth the-

atre. Xarberth, and the Boulevard
theatre, Brookline.

The new Keswick theatre, Glen-
side, which is rapidly becoming one
of the . most popular community
houses in this territory, is arrang-
ing for an amateur moving picture.

Joseph E. Cohen, president of
the Sentry Safety Control Corpor-
ation, has just returned from a
European trip.

Coast House Renovated
and Named After Star

SAN FRANCISCO is to have
its first theatre named for a

motion picture star. On March 30,

according to announcement from
William B. Wagnon, lessee of the
show house, the Marion Davies
Theatre will open its doors. The
house is being remodeled and re-

decorated at a cost of approxi-
mately $100,000 and will have a
seating capacity of 1200.

Allen Held has been transferred
from the Paramount Booking De-
partment in San Francisco to the

Salt Lake branch, where he will

manage the Ad Sales Department.

The Redwood Theatres, Inc., has
taken over the Fortuna Theatre.
The former manager was Charles
Westcott.

In Oakland, as in San Francisco,
all the moving picture theatres are
changing Fridays now; the Or-
pheum continues with Saturday, but
is giving three shows Saturdays as
well as Sundays.
Manager Rosenberg of the Dia-

mond Theatre was given a surprise

party one night recently by mem-
bers of the profession, at the Bag-
dad Cafe.

Mrs. R. Bates of the Setab The-
atre, Capitola, was a recent visitor

to San Francisco.

Dave Bolton, district manager
for Golden State Theatre Co. in

Monterey territory, was a visitor

in San Francisco recently.

Voila Langer is opening the Bay
Shore Theatre.
Morgan Walsh arrived in San

Francisco from Los Angeles for a
few hours visit at Warner Broth-
ers local exchange.
Dorothy Feldstein, Warner Bros.

cashier, after eight years of service
at that exchange, is leaving to be
married.
Ben Giroux, formerly manager

of the Capitol Theatre, is now
managing the American Theatre,
San Jose.

EMPIRE FILM VAULTS INC.
MODERATE PRICE FILM STORAGE

1 to 10 Containers $ .75 Over 100 Containers $.35

SI to 100 " *II"I***I"*I«I*!«! -40 Cases per month, 20 to 25 reels 1.00

723 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. Bryant 2180-2181-2182
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Ne* Kansas < i t> Mgr.

issumes Duties

ECOPPOCK, formerly
• manager of Metropolitan,

Hon -Hilled his

duties as manager of the Royal
ity, suca i

Claire Woods, who has been trans-

ferred to

nstruction is under way mi the

ral remodeling of the Strand
theatre, Chillicothe, Mo., which
will be equipped for sound pictures

A Moviephone i- being installed

in tin- Orpheum theatre, Parsons,

The Broadmour theatre, subur-

ban house of Kansas City, has

been closed for an indefinite period

by H. Duncan, manager.
They're at it at last! Elbow

your way inti> any conversation

along Kansas City's movie row
and you'll hear about golf. And
preparations are being made to or-

ganize a baseball league. W'l

business P < >h. well

!

Among the out-of-town exhibi-

tor- in the Kansas City market this

week were : I Klmer F. Harris,

•rdia. Kans.: Sam Blair,

Belleville. {Cans.; John F.gli. Hick-
theatre, St Joseph, Mo.; Jack

Gros- i. Mo.; Bert Levy.

Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo.; Edward
Frazier, Pittsburg, Kans.. and A.
i Bowman, Nevada. Mo.

Wichita's newest suburban house,

the Xomar. opens April 1st, ac-

cording to J. C. Hartman, general

manager. Hartman-Stockman,
builders and operators.

The house will have a -eating

capacity of 8(1*1 person- and will

quipped for talking pictures.

It is Spanish and Oriental in de-

sign and will, when finished, cost

Free parking will

the attractive features of
the tli

Theatre Transactions

Occur In Okla.
GRIFFITH BROS, have pur-

sed the Mecca theatre at

Enid. Okla., from Jack Johnson.
The Monand Theatres. Inc..

red the three theatres at

Clinton, Okla.

t general manager for Mon-
Theatres, Inc., at Shaw

Okiahi
Th' 'kla..

quipment.
Lou B. uthern di-trict

man.'i I (alias, 1

has resigned.

Tli' Turkey,
ing remodeling.

Li;
I

Work has started on the new

Situations Wanted
ORGANISTS and SING-

ERS, thoroughly trained and

xperienced in theatre work,

ien and women now ready

'or good positions. Write

mlary, and other data. Ad-

Iress, Chicago Musical Col-

'.ege, 64 E. Van Buren, Chi-

cago.

building at Perry-

model extra

speed list! ibuting

unit- ipped by Buf-
nj to R.

& R at I. are.]

the ell.nice being used in connec-

tion with the uipment.

The Leathermai Com-
pany . ' i Atlanta. '

i

lished a branch "Hue at I >allas. and
will distribute Powers I

and Biophone devii

The Jesse Join- theatre at I

'. n
th, Texas, will be completed

and ready for opening about Sep
tetnher 1.

A $75,000 theatre is 1.

erected at Lawton, Okla.

The Rialto theatre at Oklahoma
i ity, Okla., i- remodeling and in-

stalling sound equipment.

Changes in Loew's

Cleveland Staff

G .',!•' DUMOND, tor >ev-

eral years manager of Loew's
State Theatre, has been transferred

to Loew's State in St. Louis as
manager. Sanford Farcus of Syr-
acuse. X. V.. succeeds him at the

State. Other changes in the or-
ganization include the appointment
of R. L. Jones, assistant manager
at the Stillman, as assistant man-
ager at Loew's Theatre in Akron,
which -t completed and the

opening date set for April 20th.

! lenarde. service chief at

the State, succeeds Jones at the

Stillman.

George Fox. assistant manager
at the Ohio, a director and pro-
ducer of parts, is head of the mo-
tion picture division of the Ohio
School of it, directed by
Carlton Brickert. Fox will special-

ize in classes on talking pictures.

ii J. Fitch, doorman at I

liberty, died last week. Burial took
place in Syracuse.

J. E. Firnkoess, district manager
for Keith theatres, has booked all

of the Columbia talkies for the

e and Hippodrome, Cleveland.

RCA Photophone equipment is be-

ing installed in both the Palace and
Keitl

The Madison Theatre. Mansfield.

fire several months
back, is now in course of being re-

built. When completed it will be
: modern h

will 1

reports thai

busii i Regent and LaSalle

has
' -nice he is pla) ing

talkie-. Gusdanovic has installed a

Pacent in each hi

Fred 1 1, < larj . th< atre manager
leveland, has accepted thi

mint as assistant managi
land- Public Auditorium.

Clary has been managei ol I oew's

Mien Theatre the past year.

i 1 levaney, l Fniversal midwest
division manager, and Lester Ro

tal, "L"' Indianapolis branch
manager, narrowly escaped death
last week in an automobile accident.

Ri i-i mlial got off with a few
bruises, but Devanej injured hi-

knee and ankle and wrenched his

back.

\\ alter Steuve has installed a
Musictone disc sound reproducing
device in the Orpheum Th<
Canton.

Old Stroudsburg, Pa.,

House Razed by Fire

FIRE .discovered at 4 a. m.,

March 21, in the Grand the-

atre. Stroudsburg, Pa., completely
wrecked the building, causing a

loss of $50,000. including the de-

struction of the (14,000 pipe organ.

RCA Photophone apparatus is

being installed in the State. Wil-
mer and Vincent theatre, Harris-

burg, Pa.

A change has been made in man-
agers of the Equity-Earle theatre.

AUentown, Pa.. Frank Micklcy
having resigned to become mgr. of

the Cameo operated by Harry
Friedman. He has been succeeded
at the F.arle by William Keegan,
formerly with the Roxy, Phila-

delphia.

Wiring for sound devices is be-
ing installed in the Park theatre.

A charter was granted on March
8 at the State Department, Harris-
burg, to the Cinema Art Guild,

Inc., of Philadelphia. Authorized
capital stock is SiO.OOO. Treasurer
is Benjamin F. Leon, Philadelphia.

Incorporators are Frank I..

Schmid, Alfred G. Bauer, and
Charles A. Adami, all of Phila-

delphia.

A shift has been made by the

Wilmer & Vincent Company af-

fecting the manager 1 "i

it- Pennsylvania theatres. Johnny
Newkirk, in charge of the Capitol.

Reading, has been sent back to the

Rialt". AUentown, where in for-

\l M.
Shenckman, of the Rialto. has been
-nit to the < apitol, Read

SYNDICATE now buying The-
^ atres with capacity of 1500 or

more. Want several more modern
playhouses. Location must be good.

Must be East of Pittsburg, Pa. and

North of Wilmington, Del.

For information inquire by tester only,

T. M. LAMB
126 West 32nd St.. New York City

Kilm Marts of Albany
and Troy <v)uiet

LWI week was a quil

along the film route- of Al-
banj and Troj . X. Y.

Considerable impi
been made to the proji ( tion at the
TrO) theatre. 'I roy, during j I ,< past

week hiding a new screen.

I oin- managi r of

the American. I roj . -a> - his the-

atre reopens March 30 with Sound
equipment

Jake Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose, Troy, has de< ided m 't to
equin his house with sound Hi

was all prepared to install equip
nient when the I roy union an-
nounced they would be forced to

add an extra man to the booth at

the Rose theatre.

Hen Stern, manager of the Lin-
coln in Troy, staged his first

children's matinee last Saturday.
It now looks as though the open-

t the new Stanley residential

theatre in Albany might he de-
layed iiblj several weeks,
on account of a workmen's -trike.

Among the visitors along Al-
bany's film row during the past
week were Lew Fischer, Fort Ed-
ward; Henry Grossman and Sam
Hochstim, Hudson; Sam Slotnick
and John Augello, both hailing
from I'tica.

The Lyceum, in Watcrville, will

11 next month. Dr. Swam, of
( hestertown, was in town during
the week and announced that

house would reopen in April.
A Contract wi

the erection of a new Community
theatre at Bolton. Work will bi

at on. i

Th' i at the Strand the-

atre in i Igdensburg was discharged
last week

Theatre InHuntington,

Lad., Changes Hands
THI Colonial theatre, Hunting-

ton. Ind., South Jefl

Street, has been purchased by the
John Jack Adams-V. W. Tate
Amu- i inpam , accordii

a statement by .1. F. Bailey, former
Owner. A new policy of larger pic-

tures will be adi

Articles of tion have
filed in Indianapolis bj < lyde

Snodgrass, [ncorpoi

field, Ind, Thi n has an
initial capital stock ol (10,000 and
the ii Raj mond A.

Bulstra, Clyde S

Kathryn A. Snodgrass.
Funeral services for Mr- Mar-

William-, manager ol B

St. I lair theatre, who died fo

ing a Stroki li \.\ . were held

at the residence in Indianapolis.

or Sale
SEVER AI., THOUSAND

brand new upholstered chairs.

Sensational bargains. Also
3.000 new veneer chairs way
below cost. C. G. Demel, 845
South State, Chicago.

For Sale: 2,000 high class

upholstered opera chairs from
Leading Broadway theatre.

$2.00 per chair. Box 425, Mo-
tion Picture News, 729 7th

Ave.. New York City.
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COMPLETE RELEASE CHART
Productions are listed according to the names of Distributors in order that the Exhibitor may have

a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.

Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been assigned, are listed in

"Coming Attractions"

COLUMBIA
Title Star Ret. Date

Apache, The Alvarado-Livingston Nov. 19.

.

Behind Closed Doors Valli-Glass Feb. 24

Driftwood Alvarado-M. Day Oct. 15.

.

Eternal Woman Borden-Graves Mar. 18.

.

Faker, The Logan-Delaney Jan. 2.

.

•fSLone Wolf s Daughter Lytell-Olmsted Feb. 18 .

i Silent Version) Feb. 18..

Nothing to Wear Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5 .

Object—Alimony Wilson-Allan Dec. 22 .

Power of the Press Fairbanks, Jr.,-Ralston Oct. 31 .

.

Quitter, The Lyon-Revier April 1 .

Restless Youth M. Day-Forbes Nov. 30 .

Stool Pigeon Borden-Delaney Oct. 25

Sideshow, The Prevost-Graves Dec. 11.
*tSubmarine Holt-Revier Nov. 12 .

I Silent Version) Nov. 12 .

•(Trial Marriage Kerry-Eilers Mar. 10

(Silent Version) Mar. 10

•({Younger Generation Hersholt-Basquette Mar. 4 .

(Silent Version) Mar. 4

Coming Attractions

Title Star

*t{Bachelor Girl. The Logan-Collier

*t§Broadway Hoofer, The
•(§Donovan Affair Holt-Revier

*t§Fall of Eve
*jj Father Love
**{Flying Marine, The Ralph Graves

Length

581 8 feet

5897 feet

6267 feet

5651 feet

6339 feet

6214 feet

5701 feet

6266 feet

6465 feet

Mar. 9

Title Star Rel. Date

•({Eligible Mr. Bangs E. E. Horton Jan. 13.

.

•({Lion's Roar Burke-Bevan Dec 9 .

•({Old Barn Johnny Burke Feb. 3 .

•({Right Bed, The E. E. Horton April 14.

.

«f {Whirls and Girts Gribbon-Clyde Feb. 24 .

FIRST NATIONAL

Length Reviewed

2 reels Feb. 9
2 reels Dec. 1

2reels Feb. 16
2 reels

2 reels Feb. 1

6

6085 feet

5792 feet

6639 feet

8217 feet

7394 feet

Mar. 23

EDUCATIONAL
Title Star Rel. Date

All in Fun. Jerry Mandy Oct. 21 .

.

Air Derby Reed Howes Jan. 6.

.

America's Pride Our World Today Oct. 7.

.

Auntte's Mistake Dorothy Devore Feb. 17.

.

Beauties Beware Jerry Drew Jan. 27.

.

Be IV" y King Lupino Lane Dec. 9.

.

Best Dressed Woman In World Our World Today Feb. 17
Bum ping Along Stone- Ruth Nov. 18 .

Cloi.d Patrol Reed Howes Feb. 24 .

Come to Papa "Big Boy" Oct. 14.

.

Companionate Service Dorothy Devore Oct. 7.

.

Delicious and Refreshing Adrienne Dore April 21 . .

Dominion of Diversity Hodge-Podge Feb. 24
Dumb—and How Thatcher-Young Jan. 27.

.

Fisticuffs Lupino Lane Oct. 28.

.

Fixer, The "Big Boy" Feb. 3
Follow Teacher "Big Boy" Dec. 16.

.

Four Wheel Brakes Jerry Mandy April 7.

.

Ginger Snaps "Big Boy" Mar. 24
Glorious Adventure Hodge-Podge Oct. 14.

.

Going Places George Davis Jan. 13.

.

Good Night Nurse Lupino Lane Apirl 28 .

.

Hay Wire Stone-Dale Nov. 4.

.

Her Big Ben Gene Stone Mar. 10..

Hold That Monkey Monty Collins Nov. 11..
Hot or Cold Al St .John Dec. 2
Howling Hollywood Davis-Dent April 21.

.

Husbands Must Play Wallace Lupino Jan. 6 .

In the Morning Vernon Dent Dec. 30.

.

Jungle Kings and Queens of Screen. . Our World Today Mar. 24 .

Lewis-Sunn enb erg Wrestling Match . . Special Reel Jan. 13 .

Kitty, Kitty Bradley-Thompson
Lucky Duck Billy Dale Oct. 7.

.

Magic City Our World Today Nov. 11.

.

Making Whoopee Goodwin-Bradley Oct. 28.

.

Meandering Thru the Menagerie. . . . Hodge-Podge April 28.

.

Misplaced Husbands Dorothy Devore Nov. 25.

.

Moving Movie Show Hodge-Podge Mar. 31 .

.

Murder Will Out Vernon Dent Dec 16..
Only Me Lupino Lane Jan. 20 .

Parlor Pests Collins-Dent Mar. 24 .

Patchwork of Pictures Hodge-Podge Nov. 18.

.

Pep Up Cliff Bowes Feb. 24.
Permanent Wave Railroad Our World Today
Playful Papas Jerry Mandy Dec 1 .

Question Marks Hodge-Podge Jan. 20
Quiet Worker Jerry Drew Nov. 4..
Served Hot Cliff Bowes Feb. 10
Shifting Scenes Hodge-Podge Dec. 16.

.

Skywayman, The Reed Howes Nov. 18.

.

Smart Steppers Al St. John Mar. 3 .

.

Social Prestige Monty Collins Dec 23 .

Stage Frights George Davis Oct. 21

.

Summer Saps Lupino Lane Mar. 17 .

Time to Expire Gene Stone Mar. 24 .

Walking Fish Our World Today Jan. 13.

.

What a Trip Vernon Dent Jan. 13..
Whoopee Boys Monty Collins Feb. 10.

.

Wise Wimmin Jerry Drew Mar. 31..
Wives Don't Weaken Drew-Bradley Dec 16 .

•({Zip! Boom! Bang! (A. T.) McKee-Conlin-Glass

Title Star Rel. Date

*fAdoration Bill ie Dove Dec 2.

.

•tSBarker, The Sills-Compson Dec 30 .

Cheyenne Ken Maynard Feb. 3 .

*tChildren of the Ritz Mackaill-Mulhall Mar. 3.

(Silent Version) Feb. 17

J™ ,
Companionate Marriage Bronson-Walling Oct. 21 . . 6227 feet

8192 feet .......... crash. The Sills-Todd Oct. 7 . . .6225 feet
bept. la Dancing Vienna Myon-Mars

•({Divine Lady, The Griffith-Warner Mar. 31

(Silent Version) April 14.
Do Your Duty Charlie Murray Oct. 14
Glorious Trail Ken Maynard Oct. 28
*tHaunted House Kent-Todd Nov. 4
*!Hls Captive Woman Sills-Mackaill Mar. 24
•(Hot Stuff Alice White April 14

Silent Version) Mar. 24.
•({LilacTlme Moore-Cooper Nov. 8.

*fLove and the Devil Sills-Corda Mar. 24.

(Silent Version) Feb. 24

.

*t5Man and the Moment Billie Dove April 7
(Silent Version) Mar- 17

*tNaughty Baby White-Mulhall Dec 16
(Silent Version) 6406 feet

•^Outcast Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11 . . . .6226 feet
Phantom City Ken Maynard Dec 23. . . 5887 feet

•(Saturday's Children Corinne Griffith April 14

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Length

6360 feet

71 37 feet

5944 feet

6426 feet

6296 feet

5683 feet

9914 feet

8993 feet

5976 feet

5886 feet

5755 feel

7692 feet

Reviewed

Jan. 19
Dec 15

Feb. 9

Dec 22
Jan. 19

Mar. 9
8967 feel Mar. 24 '28

6431 feet

6360 feet . Feb. 9

Dec. 8

Reviewed
. Oct. 27

Length
. 1 reel .

.

. 2 reels .

.

. 1 reel Oct. 6

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12
. 2 reels Nov. 10
. .1 reel

. 1 reel Nov. 3

. 2 reels

. 2 reels Oct 13

. 2 reels Oct. 6

. 1 reel Mar. 1

6

1 reel Mar. 23
. 1 reel Dec. 22
.2 reels Oct. 27
. 2 reels Feb. 3

. 2 reels Nov. 17
.1 reel

2 reels

1 reel Oct. 27
.2 reels

2 reels Mar. 16

1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Feb. 2

2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels Nov. 10
2 reels Mar. 16

2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel

1 reel Feb. 2
.1 reel Mar. 16
1 reel Sept. 15

1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels Oct. 13
. 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 24 . ._ ., . .

.1 reel " lDrv Martini

.1 reel Nov. 10
2 reels Dec 15

2 reels

1 reel Nov. 24
1 reel Feb. 2

.1 reel Dec 1

(Silent Version! Mar. 10 . . 6727 feet
*t Scarlet Seas Barthelmess-Compson Dec 9 6237 feet Jan. 5
•(Seven Footprints to Satan Conklin-Fazenda Feb. 17 5405 feet

(Silent Version) Jan. 27

.

... 5238 feet
•{Synthetic Sin Colleen Moore Jan. 6 6730 feet Jan. 12
Ware Case, The Special Cast Nov. 25 ...6185 feet
*({ Weary River Barthelmess-Compson Feb. 10 7978 feet . Feb. 2

(Silent Version) April 7. . . .7565 feet
**{ Why Be Good Colleen Moore Mar. 17

Silent Version) Mar. 3. .. 7692 feet . ..Jan. 26

Coming Attractions
Title Star

*tBroadway Babies Alice White.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

California Mail Ken Maynard
*({Careers i A. T.) Dove-Moreno-Myers
Drag Barthelmess-A. Day
**Hard to Get Mackaill-Burns

*f {House of Horrors Fazenda-Conklin
.Silent Version

Lawless Legion Ken Maynard
tt§Prisoners. Corinne Grifilh

•({Squall, The Joyce-Loy
*t§TwinBeds Mulhall-Miller

6700 feet Sept. 22

FOX FILMS
FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

O'Brien-Moran Dec.

Title

'Blindfold

Silent Version). .

.

•(Blue Skies Twelvetrees-Albertson
•(Captain Lash Victor McLaglen

Silent Version
Astor-Moore
i Silent Version

*fFour Devils. . Gaynor-Duncan
"(Fugitives Bellamy-Terry Jan. 27.

Silent Version Jan. 27
"(Great While North Special Cast Dec 30
*( §Ghost Talks, The (A. T.) Twel-elrees-Ea'on Feb. 24
tGirls Gone Wild Carol-Stuart Mar. 10

'Silent Version) Mar. 10
Homesick Sammy Cohen Dec 16
*( {Hearts in Dixie 'A. T.) Clarence Muse Mar. 10.

*T8ln Old Arizona (A. T.) Lowe-Baxter Jan. 20
*(Joy Street Moran-Stuart April 7
•({Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser Oct. 28
*t {Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen Oct 21

.

•({Making the Grade Lowe-Moran Feb. 17.

*tMe Gangster Terry-Collyer Oct. 14
•(Not Quite Decent Collyer-Dresser Mar. 24

\

'

ree
'(

'

*tP|astered in Paris Cohen-Pennick Jan. 23.

1 reel Dec 15 *+Prep and Pep Rollins-Drexel Nov. 18

2 reels Jan. 12 *(New Year's Eve Astor-Morton Feb. 24.

2 reels! !1
*tRomance of the Underworld Astor-Boles Nov. 11

2 reels Dec 15

Length Reviewed

Dec 9... 5598 feet . Jan. 5

Mar. 17....
Jan. 6

Jan. 6

Oct. 7

Oct. 7

Feb. 9

10

1 reel Dec
Ireel Feb. 2
2 reels Oct. 6

.1 reel Jan. 19

. 1 reel

2 reels Nov. 3
.2 reels

2 reels Nov. 17
2 reels Oct. 6

2 reels

1 reel

. 5453 feet

5376 feet

7176 feet Nov.
6828 feet

10 reels Oct. 13
5331 feet

5356 feet

5560 feet

6395 feet Feb. 23

'. 6000 feet
". Mar.' 9

5153 feet

6650 feet ... Mar. 2
8724 feet Dec. 29

.10116 feet Sent. 22

.6807 feet Mar. 17 '28

.. 5024 feet . ...

.6042 feet Oct. 27

! 5641 feet Sept. 29
. 6806 feet ...Jan. 5

.5958 feet

2 reels

ALL-TALKIE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

t S Ask Dad E. E. Horton Feb. 17..
({Bee's Buzz, The Gribbon-Clyde April 7.

.

M SBride's Relations Burke-Gribbon Jan. 13.

.

•({Broadway Blues Johnny Burke Mar. 10..

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

6162 feet

•tRiley the Cop McDonald-Drexel Nov. 25. 6132 feet

Silent Version Nov. 25 5993 feet

**Red Dance Del Rio-Farrell Dec. 2 9250 feet

"tRed Wine Collyer-Nagel Dec 23. . . 6194 feet

"(Sunrise O'Brien-Gaynor Nov. 4 8393 feet

*(Sin Sister Carroll-Gray Feb. 10. . .6072 feet

(Silent Version Feb. 10 6053 feet
•tstrong Boy McLaglen-Joy Mar. 3 5526 feet

*+§Speakeasy A. T. Page-Lane Mar. 24 5775 feet

Taking a Chance Rex-Bell Nov. 18 4876 feet.

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

Jan. 12
Dec 8

June 30

Length Reviewed

2reels Feb. 16
.2 reels

.2 reels Feb. 2

2 reels

Oct. 14

Mar. 23



M o t i o n I' i c t ii r X

Rel. Date Length ReviewedTide Star

• Trent's Last Case . Griffith-Day Mar. 31 .

•".Through Different Eyes Bailer-Lowe April 7

••TrueHeavm OBrien-Moran Ian. 20 5531 feet

(Silent Version Jan. 20 5563 leet

••(Valiant. The (A. T. Churchill-Terry .. April 21

Title Star Rel. Date

1 ..

Feb. 16

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Blue Grass and Blue Blood Variety Dec 9.

Drifting Through Gascony Variety Oct, 28
Glories of the Evening Variety Nov. 11.

Low Neck er Mar|orie Beebe Dec 18

Monument Valley Variety Nov. 25 1 reel

Steeplechase Variety Oct. 14
. .. 1 reel

Storied Palestine Variety Dec 23 . . .1 reel

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

•j At the Ball Game Joe Cook

Length Reviewed

Ireel

1 reel

Ireel
2 reels Jan. 14

Length Reviewed

"! Bath Between Clark-McCullough Feb. 17 . 1870feet
"(Bridge at Midnight Mary Duncan
•'(Corpus Christie Raquel Meller Sept. 8

"•(Diplomats. The Clark-McCullough Feb. 17 ... 3200 feet Jan. 12

"I Dolls and Puppets Nancy Orexel

"I Everybody Loves My Girl Winnie Llghtner
•SFamily Picnic Raymond McKee June 30
•^Friendship
"(George Bernard Shaw Interview June 30
••(Interview. The Clark-McCullough
"(Ladles' Man Chic Sales

i nne Man. The Clark-McCullough 2 reels

"(Mind Your Business Hugh Herbert
*t| Napoleon's Barber Otto Mattiesen Feb. 17.... 2980 feet

-•Nightie Knights Clark-McCullough 2 reels

"{Old Tunes for New Dr. Sigmund Spa 'th 1 reel Mar. 2

•'iThey're Coming to Get Me Chic Sales
•tlTreasurer's Report Robert Benchley

•'I Serenade Schubert! Harold Murray... Sept. 8

••(White Faced Fool Lionel Atwill Sept. 8

Habeas Corpus Laurel-Hardy Dec
•tHoly Terror. The "Our Gang" Mar. 9
Jungle Orphans Ufa Oddities Mar. 30
Klssos Comes High Ufa Oddities Dec 8
Leader. The Ufa Oddities April 27 .

•(Liberty Laurel-Hardy Jan. 28
(Silent Version) Jan. 26

Lonely Lapland Ufa Oddities Nov. 10 .

Loud Soup Charley Chase Mar. 16 .

Madame Du Barry Nov. 17..
Manchu Love Solln Jan. 12 .

•(Movie Night Charley Chase May 11

Napoleon's Homeland Ufa Oddities Jan. 5 .

•tNolsy Neighbors "Our Gang" Feb. 9 .

(Silent Version) Feb. 9
Off to Buffalo Charley Chase Feb. 16

•tOI' Gray Hoss "Our Gang" Oct. 20
(Silent Version) Oct. 20

Pair of Tights Roach Stars Feb. 2
Persian Wedding Ufa Oddities April 13 .

•tRuby Ups Charley Chase Jan. 19
Savage Customs Ufa Oddities Nov. 24
•tSchool Begins "Our Gang" Nov. 17 .

Secret Boozehounds Ufa Oddities Feb. 16.

.

Spanking Age "Our Gang" Dec. 1

5

Strange Prayers Ufa Oddities Dec 22 .

-•That's My Wife Laurel-Hardy Mar. 23
(Silent Version) Dec. 29

"(Thin Twins Charley Chase April 13

Two Tars Laurel-Hardy Nov. 3 .

Uphill and Downhill Ufa Oddities Jan. 19
•tWe Faw Down Laurel-Hardy Dec 29 .

When Money Comes Roach Stars
*

Mar. 2 .

Why Is a Plumber? Roach Stars Mar. 30 .

•tWiggle Your Ears "Our Gang" April 6
Witch Doctor Ufa Oddities May 25
Wives for Sale Ufa Oddities Oct. 27
World's Playgrounds Ufa Oddities Oct 13.

.

"fWrong Again Laurel-Hardy Feb. 00

Length Reviewed

2 reels Jan. 12
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Oct. 13
2 reels July 28
2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

2reels SepL29
1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

2reels
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec 8
Ireel
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel Nov. 3

2 reels

GENERAL PICTURES
FEATURES

Title Star

Bachelor Club. The Talmadge-Worth
Heroic Lover, The St. Leo-Bedford
Wild Heart of Africa Special Cast

GOTHAM
FEATURES

Tide Star

Head of the Family, The Russell-Corbin
Thru the Breakers Uvings'on-Herben

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Parthenon Pictures)

Rel. Date Length

6250 feet

M20 feet

Reviewed

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Title

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

*ti Alias Jimmy Valentine Halnes-Barrymore Jan. 26.

.

(Silent Version)

All at Sea Dane-Arthur Feb. 9
"Baby Cyclone Cody-Prlngle Nov. 3..
•(Brotherly Love Dane-Arthur Oct. 13 .

Bushranger. The Tim McCoy Nov. 17.

.

•({Bridge of San Luis Rey Damita-Alvarado Mar. 30
Silent Version Mar. 30

•tlBellamy Trial. The Joy-Bronson Mar. 2 .

(Silent Version)
•'[Broadway Melody (A. T.) Page-Love-King
Dream of Love Crawford-Aslher Dec 1 .

.

•tDesert Nights Gilbert-Nolan Mar. 9
(Silent Version'

•tiDuke Steps Out Haines-Crawford Mar. 16
(Silent Version) Mar. 16

••Flying Fleet Novarro-Page Jan. 19 .

Honeymoon Flash-Moran Dec. 29.

.

Lady of Chance Norma Shearer Dec 22 .

Loves of Casanova Ivan Mosjouklne Feb. 16 .

Masks of the Devil John Gilbert Nov. 17
Morgan's Last Raid Tim McCoy Jan. 5 .

Napoleon Special Cast Oct. 27
Overland Telegraph Tim McCoy Mar. 2..
Shadows of the Night Flash-Gray Oct. 6 .

- People Davies-Haines Oct. 20..
Spies Special Cast Dec 8 .

Single Man. A Cody-Pringle Jan. 12..
'•Trail of '98 Del Rio-Forbes Jan. 5.

Silent Version) Jan. 5
•tTlde of Empire Adoree-Duryea Mar. 23 .

••Wind. The .. Gish-Hanson Oct. 27..
• •

; White Shadows In the South Seas. Blue-Torres Nov. 10.

.

West of Zanzibar Chaney-Nolan Nov. 24 .

•Woman of Affairs Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15 .

•tWIld Orchids Garbo-Asther Feb. 23

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Allah 'L Allah Ufa Oddities Mar. 16...
All Parfe Charley Chase Oct. 27
Ancient Art. An Ufa Oddities Mar. 2 ..

Assorted Babies Ufa Oddities Nov. I...
Big Business Laurel-Hardy April 20
•(Booster, The Charley Chase Nov. 24 .

.

(Silent Version) Nov. 24...
Boy Friend Roach Stars Nov. 10...
Call of the Cuckoo Max Davidson Oct. 15
Chasing Husbands Charley Chase Dec 22...
Do Gentlemen Snore? Roach Stars Oct. 13...
Oouble Whoopee Laurel-Hardy May 18
Dying Jungle Ufa Oddities Feb. 2
Early to Bed Laurel-Hardy Oct 6 .

Election Day "Our Gang" Jan. 12
Fast Freight "Our Gang" May 4
Feed Em and Weep Roach Stars Dec 8 .

Foundations of Eold Ufa Oddities May 16 .

Going Ga Ga Kennedy-Davidson Jan. 6. .

.

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects.

Length

7803 feet

7142 feet

5345 feet

5053 feet

6053 feet

5220 feet

Reviewed

. Nov. 24

8268 feet

7524 feet

9372 feet

7987 feet

61 77 feet

Feb. 23
Feb. 2

Feb. 16

.Jan. 5

6236 feet

6201 feet

9044 feet

4823 feet

7126 feet

6179 feet

6575 feet

5264 feet

6893 feet

4815 feet

5448 feet

7453 feet

7999 feet

5596 feet

8799 feet

Feb. 16

J an." 26

Dec 1

Feb. 16

Nov. 17
Mar. 9

6552 feet

6721 feet

7968 feet

6150 feet

11119 feet

9235 feet

Feb. 9

Mar. 24, '28

Nov. 17
Aug. 18
Jan. 5

Nov. 3

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

China Bound Dane-Arthur May 18
Deadline, The Flash-Lorraine-Gray
Desert Rider Tim McCoy May 11

•({Oynamite <A. T.) Conrad Nagel
*(§Five O'Clock Girl, The rA. T.). . . Davies-Arthur-King
*f {Great Power, The (A. T.) Special Cast April 20
*t{Green Ghost, The
*t{Hallelujah Colored Cast
He Learned About Women Haines-Page-Percy
({Last of Mrs. Cheney Conrad Nagel
*t{Madame X
Man's Man. A Haines-Dunn May 25
*t{Marianne Davies-Shaw
Masked Stranger, The Tim McCoy
Mysterious Island, The Hughes-Daly-Barrymore Mar. 2
*1{Nize Baby Gordon-Holtz-Waldridge
*t{Our Modern Maidens Crawford-Page-La Rocque
*t {Pagan Novarro-Adoree-Janis April 27
Redemption Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine
Sioux Blood McCoy-Frazer 4811 feet . April 30
Single Standard, The Flash-Gray-Lorraine

(Silent Version) April 27 7 reels Feb. 2

'({Spite Marriage Buster Keaton April 6
(Silent Version) 6500 feet . Feb. 2

'({Thunder Lon Chaney
ttrader Horn Harry Carey
*! {Trial of Mary Dugan, ThelA.T.) Shearer-Warner-Hackett
**Viking, The Starke-Crisp 8508 feet .. Nov. 17
*t{Voice of the City (A. T.) Willard Mack April 13

Silent Version)
* '{Where East is East .. Chaney-Velez-Taylor May 4 6500 feet Mar. 23
*1 {White Collars Nagel-Love-Hyams
Wonder of Woman, The Stone-Wood

TALKIE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*'§Big Squawk. The A. T.) Charley Chase 2 reels

Casino Gardens 2 reels Dec 1

Confession Ames-Nye 2 reels Mar. 9

Fuzzy Knight Songs Oct. 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Oct. 27
George Dewey Washington Songs Nov. 17
Gus Edwards' Song Revue Songs and Dances 2 reels

Marion Harris Songs Nov. 17
Marion Harris Songs OcL 20
Marion Harris Songs Sept. 29
Jlmtown Cabaret Miller and Lyle Nov. 10 2 reels

Johnny Marvin Songs Nov. 3
Johnny Marvin Songs Sept. 29
Joseph Regan Oct. 13
Joseph Regan . Nov. 3
Leo Beers Songs and Whistling
Locust Sisters Songs Oct. 8
Man Higher Up The Bosworth-Edeson 2 reels

IVayor of Jlmtown Miller and Lyle Oct 13
M-G-M Movietone Revue Nov. 3
M-G-M Movietone Revue Oct. 13
"'{Noisy Neighbors (A. T.) Roach Stars 2 reels

Odotto Myrtle Songs Oct. 20
•{SmallTalk iA. T.i "Our Gang" 2 reels

"({Their Last Word (A. T.I Laurol-Hardy 2 reels

Rfvlewrt.Length

1 reel

2 reels

1 reel

. 1 reel

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels Dec.
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels Nov.
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

1 reel

2 reels

PARAMOUNT
Title

Avalanche
•((Abie's Irish Rose

Star Rel. Date

•tBehlnd the German Lines
Case of Lena Smith, The
•tjCanary Murder Case, The (A. T.)

•tlCarnalion Kid The

•tlDoctor's Secret, The (A. T.)

•([Dummy, Tho (A. T.)

.

Hunting Tower
His Private Life

*(Homecomlng. The

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental

Jack Holt Nov. 10
Rogers-Carroll Jan. 5

(.Silent Version) Jan. 5 .

Special Cast Jan. 12 .

Ralston-Hall Jan. 19
Powell-Brooks Feb. 16
(Silent Version) Fob. 16

Douglas MacLean Mar. 2 .

(Silent Version) Mar. 2

Edeson-Chatterton Jan. 26 .

(No Silent Version)

Bennett-Chatterton Mar. 9

(No Silent Version)

Harry Lauder Nov. 3 .

.

Menjou-Carver Nov. 7.

.

Hanson-Parlo

Length

6099 feet

10471 feet

10187 foot

8254 feet

7229 feet

7171 feet

5943 feet

6290 feet

7156 feet

5832 feel

5354 feet

581 2 feet

4690 feet

.8104 feet

...Nov. 17

. . Jan. 12

Dec B

. . Jan. 19

Mar. 23

...Mar. 2

.'.'.
.Feb. 9

...Mar. 9

Nov. 17

Nov. 24

songs). A. T. after title means All Talkie.



March 30 , 19 29

Star Rel. Dale

tSlnterference (A. T.) Powell-Brent-Brook Jan. 5..

'Silent Version) Jan. 5 .

*tl_ooning the Loop Werner Krauss Mar. 16..

Moran of the Marines Dix-Elder Oct. 13.

.

*ti Manhattan Cocktail Arlen-Carroll Nov. 24.

.

Marquis Preferred Menjou-Conklin Feb. 2.

.

*t§Night Club (A. T.) Brice-Rooney Feb. 23.

.

*tRedskin Richard Dix Feb. 23..

(Silent Version) Feb. 23.

.

Someone lo Love Rogers-Brian Dec. 1 .

.

*t§Sins of the Fathers Jannings-Chatterton Dec. 29..

(Silent Version) Dec. 9 .

*t5Shopworn Angel, The Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12.

.

(Silent Version) Jan. 12.

.

Sunset Pass. Holt-Conklin Feb. 9

Take Me Home Daniels-Hamilton Oct. 13

Three Week Ends Bow-Hamilton Dec.

•tSTong War (A. T.) W. Beery-Vidor-Oland Mar.
(Silent Version) Mar.

*tSVarslty Rogers-Brian-Conklln Oct.

(Silent Version) Oct.

*tWedding March, The Von Stroheim-Wray Oct.

*tWomanfrom Moscow, The Negri-Kerry Nov.

What a Night Daniels-Hamilton Dec.

*t§Wolf of Wall Street, The iA. T.l.Bancroft-Baclanova . . . ..Feb.

*t§Wolf Song.

*|Wings

23
23 .

27 .

27
6

3..

22
9

9..
30

30
5

5..

Title

Are Scotchmen Tight? (Christie)

Beaches and Scream
Believe It or Not (Christie)

Call Again
Come Easy, Go Slow
Crazy Doings (Christie)

Dancing Town, The
Footloose Fannie (Christie)

Footloose Wimmin (Christie)

Gobs of Love (Christie)

Happy Heels (Christie)

His Angel Child (Christie)

Home Girl, The
Hot Sparks (Christie)

Ko-Ko's Dog Gone
Ko-Ko's Parade
Lay On, MacDuff (Christie)

Loose Change (Christie)

Nifty Numbers (Christie)

Off the Deck (Christie)

Papa Spank (Christie)

Picture My Astonishment (Christie).

Reckless Rosie (Christie)

Rough Dried (Christie)

Sappy Service (Christie)

She-Going Sailor, A (Christie)

Should Scotchmen Marry? (Christie)

Single Bliss (Christie)

Tight Places (Christie)

Turn Him Loose (Christie)

Why Gorillas Leave Home (Christie)

(Silent Version) Feb.

. . Cooper-Velez Mar.
(Silent Version) Mar.

. Arlen-Bow-Rogers Jan.

(Silent Version) Jan.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Date

..Jack Duffy Mar. 2 .

..Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 22..

. .Frances Lee Nov. 24.

.

E. E. Horton Oct. 20..

Krazy Kat Cartoon Oct. 13..

. . Billy Dooley Mar. 23 .

.

. May-Skelly-Hayes Oct. 27..

. .Frances Lee Feb. 9.

.

. Bobby Vernon .'

..Billy Dooley Dec 15..

. Billy Dooley Jan. 19..

Bobby Vernon Feb. 16..

. Gilmore-Kruger Dec. 1 .

.

Bobby Vernon Nov. 3..

Inkwell Cartoon Oct. 20 .

. . Inkwell Cartoon Oct. 6 .

..Jack Duffy Nov. 17..

Jack Duffy Oct. 6 .

. .Frances Lee Jan. 5.

.

Billy Dooley Feb. 23

Jack Duffy Feb. 2 .

Frances Lee Oct. 13..

Frances Lee April 6.

.

Billy Dooley April 26..

Bobby Vernon April 13.

.

Billy Dooley Nov. 10 .

Jack Duffy Dec. 22..

Jack Duffy Mar. 30..

Frances Lee Mar. 9.

.

Bobby Vernon Mar. 16..

Bobby Vernon Jan. 12.

.

Length

.7487 feet

6643 feet

.6676 feet

.5444 feet.

.6051 feet

.5506 feet

.3389 feet

.7643 feet.

.7402 feet

.6323 feet

.7845 feet

.7724 feet

,7373 feet

. .71 12 feet

.5862 feet

5614 feet

.5962 feet

7081 feet

.7145 fee.

6348 feet

.6063 feet

10659 feet

,6916 feet

.5378 feet

6810 feet

.6396 feet

.6060 feet

7021 feet

12267 feet

12267 feet

Reviewed

. OcL 27

; Feb. 23
. Nov. 3

..Jan. 12

.Jan. 26

".Feb" 2

..Dec. 1

Dec. 8

..Feb. 2

..Jan. 5

Oct. 27
Dec. 15

Oct. 20
Nov. 10

Jan. 5

Dec 1

Mar. 9

Aug. 26 '27

Length

2 reels. .

.

1 reel—
.2 reels. .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

. 1 reel

.2 reels. .

2 reels . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. .

.

.2 reels. ..

2 reels .

1 reel

. 1 reel

. 2 reels . .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

. 2 reels . .

.

.2 reels. .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels. .

.

2 reels. .

.

2 reels .

2 reels . .

.

2 reels.

.2 reels. ..

. 2 reels . .

.

2 reels . .

.

2 reels. .

.

Reviewed

SOUND SHORTS
Length Reviewed

2 reels Feb. 2

.1911 feet

Title

*t§Letter, The
*t§Magnolia (A. T.) Rogers-Brian-Arthur

*i§Man I Love. The (A. T.) Arlen-Brian
*f : Marriage Holiday. The (A. T.). . Chatterton-Brook—
tSNothing But the Truth (A. T.). . . Richard Dix

*tSoul of France. The Special Cast

*t§Thunderbolt (A. T.) Bancroft-Wray-Arlen

*t§T NT Harold Lloyd

*§Wheelof Life, The Richard Dix . .

*t§Wild Party Clara Bow
*t8Woman Who Needed Killing, The

(A. T.) Baclanova-Brook

1005

Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Jeanne Eagels 5886feet . Mar. 16

Title

fSAnnapolis.

Title Star Rel. Date

•tSBirdintheHand A (Christie A. T.) Lois Wilson Feb. 16...

•tSBishop's Candlesticks, The (A. T.) Walter Huston Feb. 23. .

.

(No Silent Version)

•tjBoyhood Days Borrah Minnevitch Jan. 26 1510 feet

(No Silent Version)

*t5Blue Songs Ruth Etting Jan. 5
(No Silent Version)

*t§Carnival Man, The Walter Huston VA reels. . . Mar. 16

ISFalse Alarm Fire Co. The Smith-Dale 1 reel Feb. 2
•tSFraming of the Shrew The

(Christie A. T.) Colored Cast April 27. . . 2 reels Mar. 9
*t£Highlowbrow Donnelly-Shannon 2 reels Feb. 2
*t§Humorous Lights (A. T.) Donald Ogden Stewart

*t&lf Men Played Cards as Women
Do (A. T.) Special Cast 1 reel Mar. 2

*t§lnstalment Collector, The Fred Allen

*t§lt Happened to Him (A. T.). .... James Barton
*t§Jed's Vacation (Christie A. T.).. . Charles Grapewin April 13. . . 2 reels

*tiJust One Word (A. T.) Special Cast Jan. 26. . . 615 feet

(No Silent Version)
* t jMeet the Missue (Christie A. T.) . James Gleason Mar. 30 2 reels Mar. 16

*t§ Melancholy Dame, The (Christie

A. T.) Colored Cast Feb. 2. ... 2 reels Feb. 2
*t§M!dnight Frolic, The Eddie Cantor 1 reel Mar. 16
*t§Moonshine (A. T.) James Barton
»t5Muslc Hath Charms (Christie A.T.).Colored Cast Mar. 16 2 reels

*t§Now and Then Special Cast Mar. 2
*t§Old Black Joe Fleischer Song Cartoon ' 2 reel Mar. 23

*t§Post Mortems (Christie A. T.).. Raymond Griffith Mar. 2. ...2 reels Marl 9
*t5Pusher-in-the-Face, The (A. T.) Hitchcock-Taylor Feb. 23 2 reels

(No Silent Version)

*t §Ruth Etting Songs 1 reel Mar. 2
*

I

Sidewalks of New York Novelty 1 reel

*t(That Party in Person Songs Jan. 5 805 feet

(No Silent Version)
*t§Traffic Regulajons Donald Ogden Stewart 1 reel Feb. 23
*t§Two Little Chinese Maids Chang-Kuma Feb. 2
*t§When Caesar Ran a Newspaper

(Christie A. T.) Hatton-Hardy Feb. 9.2 reels

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Betrayal, The Jannings-Ralston-Cooper
*t§Burlesque Carroll-Skelly-Review
•tjClose Harmony (A.T.) Rogers-Carroll April 13... 6500 feet... Mar. 16
*t§Cocoanuts (A. T.) 4 Marx Bros.-Eaton-Shaw
*t5Concert, The (A. T.) Emil Jannings

•Jl Darkened Rooms (A. T.) Brent-Powell
*t§Divorce Made Easy (A. T.) MacLean-Prevost
*|Four Feathers Wray-Arlen-Beery
•tSGenius is Born, A. (A. T.) O. P. Heggie
*t§Gentlemen of the Press (A. T.) ... Walter Huston
*t§Greene Murder Case The (A.TJ.Powell-Chatterton
•tSHole in the Wall, The (A. T.) Colbert-Robinson
*t5innocents of Paris, The (A. T.) . . Maurice Chevalier
*t§lnsidiousDr. Fu Manchu (A.T.).. Oland ,

*f §Jealousy i A. T.) Jeanne Eagels

PATHE
FEATURES
Star Rel.

Brown-Loff Dec.
(Silent Version) Nov.

Border Patrol, The Harry Carey Dec.

; Captain Swagger La Rocque-Carol Nov.
(Silent Version) Oct.

Celebrity Armstrong-Basquelle. Oct.

Flying Buckaroo, The Wally Wales Nov.
Forbidden Love Lily Damita Oct.

Forty-Five Calibre War Coleman-Loff Feb.

*t§Geraldine Quillan-Nixon Jan.

(Silent Version)

*t§Godless Girl, The Basquette-Prevost Mar. 31 .

.

(Silent Version)

Hawk of the Hills Ray-Miller Mar. 17.

.

*t§Kingof Kings, The Warner-Logan
(Silent Version)

*t§Leathernecks, The William Boyd Feb. 24..

(Silent Version)

Love Over Night La Rocque-Loff Nov. 25 .

.

*fS Marked Money Junior Coghlan Dec. 5.

.

(Silent Version)

*tNed McCobb's Daughter Irene Rich Jan. 12..

(Silent Version) Dec 2..
* 5 Noisy Neighbors Quillan-Vaughn Jan. 27.

.

*tSOffice Scandal, The Phyllis Haver Mar. 3 .

.

(Silent Version)

(Silent Version)

*t§Sal of Singapore Haver-Hale Jan. 4.

.

(Silent Version)

Slip Comesl n, A Dresser-Schildkraut June 4..

*t§Show Folks Quillan-Basquette Dec. 16.

.

(Silent Version) Oct. 21 .

.

*i§Shady Lady, A Phyllis Haver Jan. 20.

.

(Silent Version)

Sin Town Allen-Fair Jan. 20 .

*t§Spleler, The Hale-Adoree Dec 30.

.

(Silent Version) Dec. 30 .

*t§Square Shoulders Junior Coghlan Mar. 3..

(Silent Version) :

*t§Strange Cargo (A. T.) Lee Patrick Mar. 31 .

.

Yellow Contraband Leo Maloney Oct. 28..

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

All Aboard Haines-Coombs Jan. 13..

Bargain Hunt, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 14 .

.

Big Game "Aesop Fables" Oct. 21 .

.

Black Duck, The "Aesop Fables"
Burglar, The Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Dec 9..

Button My Back Billy Bevan
Camping Out Donald Haines Dec 16 .

.

Campus Vamp, The Sennett Girls Nov. 25 .

Caught in the Draft "Aesop Fables" Nov. 11..

Circus Time Donald Haines Feb. 10

Clunked on the Corner Johnny Burke Jan. 6

Cure or Kill "Aesop Fables" Oct. 7.

.

Day Off A "Aesop Fables" Dec. 9.

.

Defensive Ends, The Football Sense Oct. 28

Defensive Half Backs, The Football Sense Oct. 7...

Defensive Line, The Football Sense, The Oct. 21 .

*tDinner Time "Aesop Fable"
Eagle of the Night (Serial) Frank Clarke Oct. 14. .

.

Fair Catch, The Football Sense Oct. 14. .

.

Fishing Fool, The "Aesop Fables" Dec 2. .

.

Flying Hoofs "Aesop Fables" Dec 23 .

.

Foolish Husbands Bevan-Dent
Girls Will Be Boys Sportllghts

Getting Together Sportlight Oct, 28. .

.

Grandma's House "Aesop Fables"
Gridiron Demons "Aesop Fables" Oct. 28. .

.

His New Stenographer Billy Bevan Dec 30 .

Hubby's Latest Alibi Billy Bevan Nov. 4. .

.

Hubby's Week-End Trip Bevan-Dent Dec. 2. .

.

Jim Jam Janitor, A Johnny Burke Nov. 11 . .

.

Knowing the Ropes Rice Sportlight Jan. 8 .

.

Lad and His Laugh, A "Aesop Fables"

Land o' Cotton "Aesop Fables" Jan. 6. ..

Laundry Man, The "Aesop Fables" Nov. 4 .

.

*tSLincoln (Special reel) George Billings Feb. 10

Mail Man, The "Aesop Fables" Dec 30. .

.

Monkey Love "Aesop Fables" Oct. 14. .

.

Muscle Marvels Sportlight Oct. 14 .

.

No Children Haines-Coombs Mar. 10 .

.

No Picnic Haines-Coombs-Dempsey Oct. 7...

No Sale Haines-Coombs Nov. 18...

On the Links "Aesop Fables" Nov. 25...

Players at Play Sportlight Jan. 20

Polar Flight, A "Aesop Fables" Nov. 18 .

.

Queen Bee, The "Aesop Fables"

Queen of the North Woods (Serial). . Clair-Miller May 12. .

Smith Catallna Rowboat Race Jackson-Hiatt-McKee Oct. 21 . .

.

Snapping the Whip "Aesop Fables" Jan. 20.

Spartan Diet "Aesop Fables" Nov. 11...

*§Stage Struck "Aesop Fables"

Sweet Adeline "Aesop Fables" Feb. 3 .

.

Targets Sportlight Nov. 25. .

.

Taxi Beauties Jack Cooper Dec. 23

Taxi Scandal, A Jack Cooper Oct, 28 .

.

Tiger's Shadow, The McConnell-Allan Dec 23...

Watch My Smoke Haines-Coombs April 7 ..

White Elephant, A "Aesop Fables" Jan. 13...

*tS Winning Patterns Sportlight

Wooden Money "Aesop Fables" Feb. 10

TALKIE SHORTS
Star Rel. Date

Le-aire-Simon Mar. 24...

Date Length Reviewed

2 .7957 feet

18 .7008 feet

23.. .4598 feel

.6124 feet18.. Dec. 29
14 6312 feet

7.. .6145 feet Aug. 11

25 .4751 feet

28 . 6787 feet Jan. 19
17 .4790 feet Feb. 16

16.. .5959 feet Mar. 9

.9328 feet.

.9019 feet.

4840 feet

Sept. 1

April 29 '27

Jan. 26
.6898 feet

.5737 feet

.5490 feet

Nov. 3

.. 601 5 feet ..Feb. 9
6070 feet

.5998 feet

.6291 feet •

.6511 feet

.5735 feet

.6349 feet

. 6988 feel Aug. 22
6902 feet .. June 23
.6566 feet . Dec 15

.6581 feet

.5808 feet... Nov. 17

.6132 feet

4554feet
..5600 feet.... Mar. 2
..5816 feet.... Oct. 20

.5477 feet

7099 feet Feb. 23
5937 feet . Oct. 2

Length Reviewed

.2 reels

2 reels Oct. 8
.1 reel Oct. 27
.1 reel Mar. 16
. 2 reels

2reels Feb. 16
2reels Dec 22
.2 reels Nov. 24
. 1 reel Dec 1

2 reels Feb. 2
2 reels Jan. 5
1reel Oct. 6

. 1 reel Dec. 1

.1 reel Oct.

Title

+ §A1 the Dentist's.

.1 reel Sept. 29
Ireel Oct. 20

. 1 reel

.10 episodes Oct. 6

.1 reel Oct. 27
Ireel Dec. 8
1 reel Dec 15
2reels Mar. 16
Ireel Feb. 9

.1 reel Oct. 20

.1 reel Feb. 16

.1 reel Oct. 27
2 reels

2 reels Nov. 17
.2 reels Dec 8
2 reels Nov. 3
1 reel Jan. 12
1 reel Mar. 23

1 reel Jan. 5
.1 reel Nov. 17
Ireel Feb. 2
.2 reels

.1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Oct. 13
2reels
2 reels SepL29

. 2 reels

.Ireel Dec 1

Ireel Feb. 2
.1 reel Nov. 10
Ireel Feb. 9

.10 episodes
2 reels Oct. 13

2 reels Jan. 19
.1 reel Dec 8
. 1 reel

.1 reel Jan. 26

. 1 reel

.2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
.10 episodes

.1 reel Jan. «

. 1 reel

Ireel Feb. 2

Length Reviewed

2 reels Mar. 23

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.
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Ti;ie

: Dancing Around
H.r New Chauffeur

Dj>

Title

M.ir H.I Dili

LrMairr-Phiiiips
Simon-Teasdale
Slmon-M.il

Coming Feature Attractions
Slar Rel. Dale

Length Reviewed

2 reels

Length Reviewed

STATE RIGHTS
FEATURES

|h Voltage Boyd-Prevost-H.il.>

Eddie Quillan
"Moth. Downey-Bennett

RKO
FEATURES

Rel. Date

Jan. 6 . ..

April 7 .

Oct. 7

Dec 16
Oct. 7

Title Star

Air Legion Lyon-Sleeper
Amazing Vagabond Bob Steele .

.

Avenging Rider Tom Tyler

•tfBlockade Anna Q. Nllsson

••(Circus Kid Darro-Brown
(Silent Version

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3

Driller The Tom Mix. . Mar. 18
Fury of the Wild Ranger. Jan. 6
Freckled Rascal Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Headln'for Danger Bob Steele Dec. 16
Hardboiled O'Neil-Toshman Fen. 3

HeyRube! Olmsled-Trevor Dec. 23
His Last Haul T.Moore-Owen Nov. 11.

Jazz Age Fairbanks Jr.-M. Day Feb. 10
King Cowboy Tom Mix Nov. 26
Lightning Speed Bob Steele Oct. 21

Love In the Desert Borden-Trevor Mar. 17
Orphan of the Sage Buzz Barton Dec. 23
One-Man Dog ... Ranger Mar. 3

Outlawed Tom Mix Jan. 21

Rough Ridin' Red Buzz Barton Nov. 4
Red Sword Nlxon-Colller Jr Feb. 17

Sally's Shoulders Lois Wilson Oct. 7.

Singapore Mutiny Taylor-lnce Oct. 14

Sinners in Love 1 i ve Borden Nov. 4

.

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct. 1

Stolen Love M. Day-O. Moore Dec. 2

•t|Taxl 13 Conklln-Sleeper Nov. 18
Tracked Ranger Nov. 4

Trail of the Horse Thieves Tom Tyler Jan. 13
Tropic Madness Leatrlce Joy Dec. 9
Tyrant of Red Gulch Tom Tyler Nov. 25
Vagabond Cub Buzz Barton Feb. 10
Voice of the Storm Sleeper-Dane Jan. 13
Yellowback. The T. Moore-Owen Jan. 20

Length

6361 feet

Ri'vh'Wrtl

1809 real

B408fe«l
6i '85 feet

Sept. 22

4899 feet

5265 feet

5940 feet

6262 feet

5797 feet

6245 feet

6269 feet

1647 feet

4923 feel

4481 feet

6057 feet

4714 feet

6279 feet

6812 feet

6310 feet

6037 feet

6223 feet

5760 feet

4957 feet

4823 feet

6217 feet

4823 feet

4717 feet.

Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Sept. 29

Title

SHORT SUBJECTS
Star Rel. Date

Almost a Gentleman Al Cooke June 25.

Beefsteaks Helium-Davis Dec 30
Casper's Week-End Hill-Duncan Dec 9
Come Meal Al Cooke June 11

Oct. 10
Oct. 24.

Dec 5 .

Dec 19.

Curiosities No. 2 Novelty
Curiosities No. 3 Novelty
Curiosities No. 4 Novelty
Curiosities No. 5 Novelty
Curiosities No. 6 Novelty
Curiosities No. 7 Novelty
Heavy Infants Karr-Ross-Alexander June 1

1

Honey Balks Helium-Davis Dec 2
Horsefeathers Barney Helium Dec 9
Jessie's James Vaughn-Cooke
Joyful Day Karr-Ross-Alexander Aug. 14
Mickey's Babies Mickey Yule Aug. 7
Mickey's Big Game Hunt Mickey Yule Dec 23
Mickey's in Love Mickey Yule June 4
Mickey's Rivals Mickey Yule
Mickey's Triumph Mickey Yule July 2 .

Mickey the Detective Mickey Yule Oct. 28 .

.

Mild But She Satisfies Alberta-Vaughn Oct. 14...
"UOddFacts Curiosities

Okmnx Barney Helium Oct. 7...

Six Best Fellows Alberta Vaughn Oct. 27...
Standing Pat Karr-Ross-Alexander July 9. .

.

That Wild Irish Pose Alberta Vaughn Oct. 24..
Watch Your Pep Alberta Vaughn Oct. 7...
WhataWife Duncan-Hill Oct. 14...

Coming Feature Attractions
Title Slar Rel. Date

Big Diamond Robbery ' Tom Mix May 13 .

Idaho Red Tom Tyler April 21 .

Laughing at Death Bob Steele June 2 .

Little Savage Buzz Barton May 19 .

Pals of the Prairie Buzz Barton July 7 .

Pride of Pawnee Tom Tyler June 9...

•tlRio Rita Special Cast
"SSyncopation A. T. Downey-Warings Band

.Viennese Charmer, The Betty Compson
Woman I Love Morris-Kerry May 26

Length Reviewed

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

1 reel

1 reel

.1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels June 16
.2 reels

2 reels Sept. 29
.2 reels Oct. 20
2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

2 reels

.

Length Reviewed

Title

About Trial Marriage
At the South Pole

Bittta "I Mom, The
Beautiful Blue Danube
Behind the Altar

Bondage
Broken Barriers

Cleanup. The
Code of the Air

Daughter of Two Fathers
Devil Dogs
Devil's Passion, The
Dream Melody. The .

Escaped from Hell.

Faces of Children
Fortune's Fool

Golden Dawn
Hearts of Men
Holy Sinner, The
Into the Nighl
Jazzland
Krassin

Lash of the Czar
Life of Beethoven
Little Wild Girl, The
Lookout Girl, The
Lucrezia Borgia
Man Who Cheated Life

Marie Antoinefe
Mother of Mine
Mountain Lovers
Must We Marry'
Mystic Mirror, The
No Babies Wanted
Old Age Handicap, The
On the Divide
Passion Song, The .

Peacock Fan The
President, The
Q Ships
Reilly of the Rainbow Division

Reward of Fal*h. The
Romance of a Rogue, The
Sajenko the Soviet

Scarlet Youth
Shanghai Document
Silent Trail, The
Smoke Bellew
Somme, The
South of Panama
Ten Days Thai Shook the World
That Murder in Berlin

Thou Shalt Not Steal

Three Comrades and One Inven
tion

Thunder God
Underground
Untamed Justice

U-Boat9
West of Santa Fe
Yellow Ticket, The

C
Title

Buying a Wife
Circumstantial Evidence
tSChopin's Passion
Dancer of His Majesty, The. .

Duly to be Silent

Exodus to the New World. The.
Full Dressed Thieves
German Underworld
SGreat Power, The
Great Unknown, The
Guilty
Her Viennese Lover
Just Off Broadway
Little Colonel, The
Milak of Hie Snowlands
Our Daily Bread
Poet and Czar

^Rainbow Man The A. T.

Two Days
Unholy Love
Verdun
Vera Miezewa (tentative)

Water The
When Duty Calls

Star Dlst'r Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct. 15
Special Casl
English Cast
Junkermann-Mara
Wllhelm Oletarle

German Cast

H I "'twin-Glass
' hu

i
iielaney

Pole Pict. Corp
British New Era
Aywon
All. European. .

.

Ufa
Excellent

Excellent
Harlan-Marlowe Bischoff Prod
Japanese Cast Shockuchi
Holmes-Alt Crescent
Special Cast Arfa
Roche-Shelby Excellent.

Muriat Esterhazy . . .. Aft. European
French Cast ZUkOTO
Emil Jannings ... L. T.Rogers..
Warwick-Ward Conquest
Harris-Keefe . . Anchor.
Special Cast Worldart Pict

Agnes Ayres Raleigh
Reynolds-Nye Carlos

Russian Cast . Amkino
Russian Cast Amkjno
German Cast Film An Guild
Lee-Landls Hercules
Jacqueline Logan Quality Dist .. Nov.
Conrad Veidt , ... Mutual
Veldt-Krauss AN. European Feb. 8
Foreign Cast Unusual
Special Cast Zakoro Oct.
Gaston Jacquet Conquest Jan.
Garon-Eason Trinity

German Cast Ufa
Plaza
Trinity Pict

Syndicate Oct. 15

Excellent

Chesterfield.

E. L Klein

Devore-Mong
Vaughn-Hughes .

Bob Custer
Olmsled-N. Beery
Dorothy Dwan
Mosjoukine-Vernon.
Special Cast New Era
Hall-Garon Crescent
French Cast Conquest
Warner-Stewart Quality Dist..

Susy Vernon Ufa
Corliss Palmer Circle Pict Oct.
Russian Cast Oct. 13
Bob Custer Syndicate
Conway Tearle Firs* Division .

Special Cast New Era
Carmelita Geraghty. . . Chesterfield

Russian Cast Amkino Nov. 2.

German Cas* Big 3
Lillian Harvey Ufa.

Oct.

8000 feet

5500 feet

6200 feet

6040 feet

6000 feet

5660 feel

5700 feet

5600 feet

5700 foci

5050 feel

8 reels . .

8000 feet

6100 feet

6200 feet

5400 feet

5712 feet

5700 feet

6290 feet

7000 feet

5300 feet

6413 feet

7200 feet

6000 feet

6000 feet

7200 feet

6500 feet

5400 feel

7000 feet

5215 feet

5573 feet

4657 feet

5080 feet

5400 feet

8100 feet

6000 feet

6040 feet

5927 feel

6100 feet

5921 feet

Jan. 12
Feb. 16

Sept. 15

Russian Cast. Amkino Oct. 13
Cornelius Keefe Crescent
English Cast Ameranglo
Faire-Glass Biltmore
Foreign Cast Jofa Prod
Bob Custer Syndicate Nov. 1

5

Russian Cast Amkino Dec. 8

oming Feature Attractions

5000 feet

4315 feet

6605 feet

7000 feet

6300 feet

7815 feet

5700 feel

6941 feet

6000 feet

5917 feet

7300 feet

5770 feet

6500 feet

4852 feet

6200 feel

Nov. 24
Mar. 23

Star

Special Cast
Foster-Keefe-Lake.
Robertson-Brinkley

Special Cast

.

Rel. Date Length

Aff. European 7 reels .

Chesterfield

Powers Cinephone
Amkino 7000 feet

Maria Albana. Aff. European 6 reels...

Lyon-Prevost Pioneer
Nils Asther Aff. European 7 reels. .

Special Cast Aff. European 7 reels. .

.

Special Cast Bell Tone
John Loder Aff. European 6 reels. .

.

Fritsch-Vernon Ufa-Eastern
Asther-Nolan Aff. European 6 reels.

.

Keith-Christy

Henry B. Walthall
Special Cast Ufa-Eastern
Mary Nolan Aff. European 7 reels .

.

Special Cast Amkino 8775 feet.

Eddie Dowling Sono-Art Prod.

Special Cast Amkino 6500feet
Wegener-Petrovitch . . Aff. European
Special Cast Richmount
Derussa Aff. European.. 7 reels. .

.

M.Chekhov Amkino 7000 feet

Special Cast Ufa-Eastern 6714 feet

Reviewed

7626 feet

RAYART (S. R.)
FEATURES

Title

Black Pearl. The

Star Rel. Date

Lee-Hal lor

Isle of Lost Men . Tarn Santschi

Sisters of Eve Anita Stewart
Sweet Sixteen Fosler-Olmstead

Oct.

Oct.

Dec.

Length

5100 feet

5800 feet

5650 f.-i'i

5991 feet

Reviewed

Coming Feature Attractiona
Star Rel. DateTitle

Anna Against the World Shirley Mason
Brothers.. Keefe-Bedford-Rankin
Shanghai Bound Irene Rich
•tlShould a Girl Marry? Foster-Keith
Some Mother's Boy. Carr-Ralslon-Rohards
When Dreams Come True Lease-H. Coslello

FILMTONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

Overture of 1812 iTschalkowsky) . Filmtone Harmonies
Val and Ernie Stanton ... Songs

.

At the Night Club. . Gladys Read and Shaw's Hawalians
Dancing Colleens Tap Dancers
Radio Franks. The Songs

* Means synchronized score, f Means sound effects.

Length Reviewed

TIFFANY-STAHL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date Length

Broadway Fever O'Neill-Drew Jan. 1 541 2 feet

•flCavaller, The Bedford-R. Talmadge Nov. 1 . . 6775 feet

Devil's Apple Tree, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 20 6430 feet

Floating College, The O'Neill-Collier, Jr Nov. 10 .5477 feet

George Washington Cohen Jessel-Palmer Dec 20
"SGhetto, The George Jessel Feb. 1 . . .

.

Gun Runner, The Cortez-Lane Nov. 20
*t|Lucky Boy Jessel-Qulmby Feb. 2
Man In Hobblos, The Lee-Harron Dec. 20
*t' Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray ....Dec 1.
1

1 :Molly and Mo Brown-Bennett-Vaughn April

Naughty Duchess. The Warner-Southern Oct. 10. . . 5271 feet.

Power of Silence, The Belle Bennett Oct 20 6554 foot

Rainbow, The Dorothy Sebastian Feb. 15. .. .6114 feet

*t jReputation Keane-Standing
Spirit of Youth Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20 6 reels

Squads Right Grlbbon-Slone Feb. 1

•UToilers, The Ralston-Folrbanks. Jr Oct. 1 7256 feet

Tropical Nights Miller-McGregor Dec 10 5449 feet

Reviewed

Mar. 16

Oct 27
Mar. 16

5516 feet

8653 feet Jan. 12
6957 feet

7780 feet Oct. 20

Mar. 23

Oct 20

SHORT SUBJECTS
Leng.h Reviewed Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Gold Color Classic 1 reel

»t|Hawailan Love Call, The Color Symphony Dec 15 1 reel

'tiJapanese Carnival, A Color Symphony Jan. 1 1 reel

'tlln a Persian Market Color Symphony Oct 1 1 reel Nov. 17
•Ulna Chinese Temple Garden Color Symphony Feb. 15— 1 reel

§ Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.



March 30, 19 29 1007

Length

. 1 reel

.1 reel- . .

.

1 reel

1 reel—
. 1 reel

.1 reel . .

.1 reel. . .

.

1 reel

1-jti e Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*tLove Charm, The Color Symphony
Maude Muller Color Classic

ftijMelodie Color Symphony

No Women Allowed Color Classic

Tenderfoot Tourist, A Color Classic

Tom, Dick or Harry Color Classic

*t§Toy Shop, The Color Symphony Nov. 1 .

.

*f§Way Down South Color Symphony

Coming Feature Attractions

Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed

*t§Midstream Cortez-Windsor June 1

Miracle, The Southern-Pidgeon

*f§Molly and Me Alberta Vaughn

*t§My Lady's Past Bennett-Brown April 1

tsNew Orleans Cortez-Bennett June 20

Spirit of Youth, The Sebastian-Kent Feb. 10. .
.
.6216 feet

*tSTwo Men and a Maid Collier-Jr.-Bennett June 15

*t5 Whispering Winds Southern-McGregor May 1

UNITED ARTISTS

Title Star

Calford in the Movies Lewis-Gulliver-Phlllips.

Calford on Horseback Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips.

*t5Charlatan. The Special Cast
Claim Jumpers, The Edmund Cobb
Clean Sweep, A Bob Chandler. .

Come on, Horace Arthur Lake

.

Rel. Date Length Reviewed

Oct. 15.... 2 reels Oct. 6

. Dec. 10.. 2 reels Dec. 1

Mar. 24
Jan. 19 .2 reels Dec. 22
Dec. 1 2 reels Nov. 24

Oct. 8 . .2 reels

.2 reels Oct. 13

.2 reels

. .2 reels

. .2 reels

2 reels Mar. 23
. 2 reels

. .2 reels

. 2 reels Dec. 15
10 episodes

Title

FEATURES
Star Rel. Date

Banky-Byron Nov. 17..*t§Awakening, The
*tBattle of the Sexes Bennett-Hersholt-Haver Oct. 13

*t{lron Mask, The Douglas Fairbanks Mar. 9

(Silent Version) Mar. 9

*f5Lady of the Pavements Boyd-Velez-Goudal Feb. 16.

(Silent Version) Feb. 16

*fRescue, The Colman-Damita Jan. 12

(Silent Version) Jin. 12

*tRevenge Dolores Del Rio Nov. 3

*tWoman Disputed, The Talmadge-Roland Oct. 29

Length

7972 feei.

8180 feet

.8855 feet

8659 feet

.8329 feet

7495 feet

7980 feet

7910 feet

.6541 feet

8041 feet

Reviewed

..Jan. 12
Oct.

Jan.

Mar. 16

Jan. 19

Dec 15
Nov. 17

Title

Coming Attractions
Star Rel. Date

*t§Alibi (A. T.) O'Malley-Busch April 20

*t§Bulldog Drummond (A. T.) Colman-Tashman-Love

*t §Coquette (A. T.) Pickford-Brown-M. Moore April

( No Silent Version)

*t§City Lights Charlie Chaplin

*tEternal Love Barry more-Horn-Varconl May 11

.

•tEvangeline Del Rio-Drew
•tHell's Angels Lyon-Hall-Nisson

*t»Lummox (A. T.) Aug. 3 .

Miracle Girl, The Lillian Gish

*t§Queen Kelly Swanson-Byron July 13

*t(Say It With Music (A. T.) Harry Rlchman
*}§SheGoesto War Boardman-Rubens-Holland June 22.

{Silent Version) June 22

•tSThls is Heaven Banky-Hall

*}Three Passions Terry-Petrovitch June 1

•fVenus Constance Talmadge

Length Reviewed

8reels Mar. 16

Cross Country Bunion Race, The Sid Saylor Nov. 7
Crushed Hats Sid Saylor Jan. 30
Daring Dude, A Bob Chandler Feb. 2
Daring Chances Jack Hoxle Dec. 15
Days of Daring Bob Curwood April 1

3

Dead Game Art Acord Oct. 7.

Dear Old Calford Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Nov. 26
Death's Head Bob Curwood Dec 8

Diamond Master, The Lorraine-Stevenson Feb. 3

Fantasie Laemmle Novelty 1 reel

Farewell Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Feb. 4 ...2 reels Feb. 2
Farmyard Follies Oswald Cartoon Dec. 24. . . .1 reel

Fiery Fireman, The Oswald Cartoon Oct. 1

5

.... 1 reel

Fighting Forester, The Edmund Cobb Oct. 20 2 reels

Fighting for Victory Lewis-Gulllver-Phillips Nov. 12 2 reels Oct. 27
Fighting Tenderfoot, A Bob Chandler Dec 29 ... 2 reels

Final Reckoning, A (Serial) Lorraine-House April 15 .10 episodes

**Fishing Fools Oswald Cartoon April 29
(Silent Version i

. .... April 29

Fish Stories Young-La Salle Nov. 21 .

.

Footprints Laemmle Novelty Nov. 19.

.

Fun in the Clouds Arthur Lake Nov. 5 .

.

Have Patience Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog.. . . .Feb. 6 .

*tHen Fruit Oswald Cartoon Feb. 4

Hold Your Horses Young-La Salle Jan. 7.

.

Homeless Homer Oswald Cartoon Jan. 7.

.

Horse Tail, A Oswald Cartoon. Dec 10 .

In Line of Duty Edmund Cobb Feb. 23 .

Just Monkeys _ Laemmle Novelty 2 reels

Kicking Through Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Oct. 1 2 reels ....

Kidnapped Bob Curwood 2 reels Feb.

*t§King of the Campus Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips April 1.2 reels

(Silent Version) April 1

Knight Watch The Arthur Lake April 22
Knockout Buster Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Mar. 6.

Look Pleasant Sid Saylor Oct. 10

Mar. 23

1 reel

1 reel

2 reels Oct. 20
1 reel Oct. 27
1 reel Oct. 20
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel Dec. 22
1 reel

1 reel

2 reels

Feb. 9

2 reels

. . 1 reel

. 2 reels Feb.
2 reels

Mar. 23

Love and Sand
*tLumberjack

Jan. 26

Feb. 23

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

Title Star Rel. Date

Anybody Here Seen Kelly? Love-T. Moore Sept. 9

Beauty and Bullets Ted Wells Dec. 16.

Body Punch, The Daugherty-Faire Oct. 28

Burning the Wind Hoot Gibson Feb. 10

Clearing the Trail Gibson-Gulliver Oct. 7.

*t§ Clear the Decks Reginald Denny Mar. 3.

.

*tSCohens and Kelleys In Atlantic

City, The Sidney-Gordon-Price-Swain Mar. 1

7

(Silent Version) Mar. 17.

Crimson Canyon, The Ted Wells Dec. 16.

Danger Rider, The Hoot Gibson Nov. 18.

Freedom of the Press Stone-Keith-M. Day Oct. 28.

Gate Crasher, The Glenn Tryon Dec. 9.

*t§Girl on the Barge, The Hersholt-O'Neil-McGregor Feb. 3

(Silent Version) Feb. 3

*t5Give and Take Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23
(Silent Version) Dec. 23

Grit Wins Wells-Collins Jan. 27

.

Harvest of Hate Rex-Perrin

Hero of the Circus Special Cast Dec. 2

.

Honeymoon Flats Lewis-Gulliver Dec. 30

How to Handle Women Tryon-Nlxon Oct. 14

Jazz Mad Hersholt-Nixon-Lewis Nov. 1

1

*t§Kid's Clever, The Glenn Tryon Feb. 1

7

King of the Rodeo, The Hoot Gibson Jan. 6

*t§Last Warning, The Laura LaPlante Jan. 6
(Silent Version) Jan.

*t»Lonesome Tryon-Kent Jan.

(Silent Version) Jan.

*tMan, Woman and Wife Kerry-Starke-Nixon Jan.
(Silent Version) Jan.

*t§Melody of Love (A.T.) Pidgeon-Harris.Winton Dec
Michigan Kid Nagel-Adoree Oct.

One Rainy Night Laura La Plante Dec
Phyllis of the Follies M. Moore-A. Day Nov.
Price of Fear, The Cody-Thompson Oct. 28
*t»Red Hot Speed Denny-Day Jan. 27 .

(Silent Version) Jan. 27 .

Red Lips Nixon-Rogers Dec. 2..

tfiShakedown, The Murray-Kent Mar. 10.
Silks and Saddles Nixon-Walling-Nolan Jan. 20
Sky Skidder, The Al Wilson Jan. 13.

.

Slim Fingers Bill Cody Mar. 24 .

Thirteenth Juror, The Nilsson-Bushman . Nov. 13.

.

Two Outlaws, The Rex (horse)-Perrin Nov. 18.

.

Wild Blood Red (horse)-Perrin Feb. 10 .

Wolves of the City Dec. 2.

.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Title Star Rel. Date

All for Geraldine Sid Saylor Dec. 5
Alpine Antics Oswald Cartoon April 1 .

.

Alpine Antics Oswald Cartoon April 1 .

.

And Morning Came Young-La Salle Dec. 19.

.

At the Front Arthur Lake
Beyond the Smoke Edmund Cobb
Bookworm Hero Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Dec. 17.:
Boundary Battle, The Edmund Cobb Nov. 17.

.

Buster Trims Up Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog Oct. 17.

.

Bull-oney Oswald Cartoon Nov. 28 .

* Means synchronized score, t Means sound effects.

Length

.6243 feet

.41 79 feet

.4786 feet

5202 feet

.5311 feet

Reviewed

7400 leet

.7752 feet

.4179 feet .

.5357 feet

6474 feet

5597 feet

7510 feet

6908 feet

7089 feet

.6552 feet

4596 feet

4719 feet

. . 5606 feet

6057 feet

.5591 feet

6832 feet

.5729 feet

.5509 feet

. 7980 feet

7731 feet

6761 feet

6142 feet

. 6589 feet

6674 feet

.6733 feet

6030 feet.

Mar. 23

Dec 22
Oct. 20

Dec. 29

July 14

Jan. 12

!6ct"s

! Nov. 10

; Oct! 27
.July 7

.ArthurLake .'. Mar. 25 . . . 1 reel Feb. 23
1 reel Mar. 23

1 reel

2 reels

2 reels

.10 episodes
2 reels Sept. 29
.2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 28

.2 reels Dec. 1

.2 reels

.2 reels

2 reels Feb. 16
2 reels Oct. 27

.1 reel Oct. 13

. 2 reels

.1 reel Mar. 16

.1 reel Jan. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels Jan. 12

2 reels

2 reels

.2 reels. ..'

. 2 reels Mar. 16

. . 2 reels

. .2 reels

1 reel Oc*. 20
.2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 8
2 reels Oct. 16

2 reels Oct. 6

2 reels Mar. 23

1 reel Dec. 22
2 reels Feb. 9
2 reels

1 reel

1 reel Dec 8
1 reel Dec. 1

2 reels

Oswald Cartoon April 15

(Silent Version) April 15

Magic . . .Trimble-Hardwick and Dog May 1

Men in the Row (re-issue) Jack Hoxie Jan. 26.

.

Mystery Rider, the (Serial) Desmond-Perdue Nov. 26 .

Newlyweds' Court Trouble Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 31 .

.

Newlyweds' Headache, The Snookums-Bartiett-McPhaill Jan. 23.

.

Newlyweds in Society Snookums-Perdue-Egan . . .April 17.

.

Newlyweds' Holiday Snookums-Perdue-Egan Mar. 20 .

Newlyweds Lose Snookums, The . . Snookums-Perdue-Egan Nov. 28 .

.

Newlyweds' Need Help, The Snookums-Perdue-Egan Dec. 26.

.

Newlyweds' Unwelcome, The. .... Snookums-Perdue-Egan Oct. 3.

.

Newlyweds' Visit Snookums-Perdue-Egan Feb. 20 .

.

Out At Home Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Jan. 9..

Paddling Co-Eds Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Oct. 29 .

Panicky Pancakes Oswald Cartoon Oct. 1 .

.

Private Business Sid Saylor April 26 .

Prodigal Pup, The Canine Cast April 8..

Rag Doll Laemmle Novelty Feb. 11 .

.

Range of Fear, The Bob Curwood Jan. 12.

.

Range Wolf Bob Curwood Feb. 9..

Red Romance George Chandler May 4

Red Warning Jack Hoxie Nov. 1 .

Riders of the Sierras Edmund Cobb April 27.

Riding for Love George Chandler April 6 .

*t§Rivals, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phllllps April 15..

(Silent Version) April IB..

Rocks and Saddles Oswald Cartoon Nov. 12 .

Romeo of the Range. Bob Curwood Oct. 6 .

Sailor Suits Sid Saylor Jan. 2 .

Saps and Saddles Bob Chandler Oct. 27 .

Secret Outlaw, The Bob Curwood Nov. 10.

.

Seeing Sights Sid Saylor Mar. 27

Shadows Laemmle Novelty Jan. 14 .

She's a Pippin Young-La Salle Mar. 13..

Shooting the Bull Young-La Salle Oct. 24

*tSick Cylinders Oswald Cartoon Feb. 18

Sleeping Through ArthurLake Dec 31

South Polo Flight, A Oswald Cartoon Nov. 26

Speeding Youth Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 7

•tstoamb* it Willie. Oswald Cartoon 1 reel

5907 feet

.4230 feet

.6621 feet

6621 feet

6957 feet

6753 feet

5809 feet

4364 feet

.4232 feet.

.5598 feet

4616 feet

4497 feet

Feb. 26

Swell Clothes ArthurLake Dec. 5

Take Your Pick Young-La Salle Feb. 13

Teacher's Pest Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Nov. 14

There's a Will C. King-C. Doherty Dec. 21

This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10

Tlge's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwick and Dog April 3

This Way Please Young-La Salle April 10

Tlge's Girl Friend Trimble-Hardwlck and Dog. . . .April 3 .

Tracked Down Art Accord Jan. 5 ..

Watch the Birdie Trimble-Hardwick and Dog Dec. 12 ..

Wax Figures Laemmle Novelty Oct. 22. .

.

Whose Baby Arthur Lake Jan. 28 .

Winning Point, The Lewis-Gulliver-Phillips Jan. 21..,

Woman's Man, A Arthur Lake Dec 3. .

.

Wooden Soldier. The Laemmle Novelty Dec. 17...

Yankee Clippers Oswald Cartoon Jan. 21 . .

.

Coming Feature Attractions
Star Rel. Date

1 reel Nov. 18
2 reels Jan. 12

.2 reels Oct. 20

. .2 reels

. 2 reels Mar. 16
1 reel Mar. 16

. .2 reels

. . 1 reel

. .2 reels

.2 reels Dec. 8

. . 1 reel

. . 1 reel

. .2 reels

. 1 reel Nov. 17
1 reel Dec. 00

. .1 reel Jan. 08

Dec. 9

5729 feet

Length Reviewed

2 reels Nov. 17
1 reel Mar. 16
1 reel

.2 reels

1 reel Feb. 16
2 reels Feb. 23
2 reels

2 reels Oct. 27
2 reels

Title

•HBargalninthe Kremlin, The (A.T.) Joseph Schlldkraut.

.

*t§Barnum Was Right
Blow for Blow Hoot Gibson May 19

Born to the Saddle Ted Wells
*t§Braggart, The Jean Hersholt

Brides Will Be Brides Laura La Plante

*t§Broadway (A. T.) Tryon-Brent-Kennedy
(Silent Version) Mar. 3

.

*t$Cllmax, The (A. T.) Hersholt-Crawford
*t§Collegiate (A. T.) Lewis-Gulllver-Phillips

*|§Come Across Basquette-Howes April 28

Crimson Hour, The De Putti-Mosjukine
*t§Dangerous Dimples. Laura La Plante June 16.

Doubling For Trouble Gibson-Gilbert
*t8Drake Murder Case, The
Erik the Great Veidt-Philbln

Eyes of the Underworld William Cody April 28

Fallen Angels Kerry-Starke
*t§Flamlng Daughters
Girl Dodger, The ArthurLake
*t5Great Cinema Murder, The
Hell Wrecker, The Hoot Gibson

1 reel Sept. 29*t5His Lucky Day Reginald Denny May 12

§ Means voice (inc lading dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie

Length Reviewed

4208 feet



1008 .)/ o t i o n Pict u re N

Till*

•Mil Can't Be Done
•M King of Jazz. The A. T.

Lariat Kid. The
Man DMurbrr. The

w. The A. T.

Na» B
Rainy Night

Play Goes On. The
Plunging Hoofs
Points We-t
•'{Port of Dreams. The

•MScandal
•M Shannons of Broadway. The A.T.

•MShow Boat
Smplin' Guns
•MThal Blond.

Under the Southern Cross
Wagon Master, The
Watch My Speed
•t|You Can't Buy Love...

Star Rel. Dote Length Reviewed

Tryon-Carol. April 14

Paul Whileman and Band
Hoot Qlbaon June 23

Reginald Denny
Eddie Leonard
Arthur Lake
Laura La Plant* June 16
James Murray Apr. 21

Rex-Perrin April 14 43441,,'
Hoot Gibson Aug. 30
Mary Philbin Mar. 2

Silent Version Sept. 22
Laura La Plante April 14

James Gloason
La Plante-J. Schlldkraut

Hoot Gibson April 7 5270 feet

Laura La Plante May 5

Special Cast 6500 feet Jan. 26
Ken Maynard
Reginald Denny
Special Cast May 26.

Title Star Rat Dill

•t {No Defense Blue-McAvoy Feb. 16 .

.

Silent Vtralim May 11...
" " N„ Questions A^kcd Ferris-Collier, Jr

On Wilh the Shuw AT. C,imoson-8rown-Fazonda
.

Pie E. E. Horton
;She Knfw M. Bronson-Lee-Olmsted

•UTime, the Place and the Girl The Olmsted. w,thcr--Klrkwnod

Length

6921 feet

Reviewed

April 6

VITAPHONE SHORTS
Title

MOVIETONE SHORTS
Title Star Rel. Date

•MAt the Nightclub Brox Sisters Mar. 25
•MBailey and Bamum Vaudeville Act Jan. 11

Three Brox Sisters .... Songs June 14...
'iZimmermanand Granville Vaudeville Act Jan. 28

WARNER BROTHERS
Title

•t {Beware of Bachelors

••[Conquest ;A. T.

•• {Fancy Baggage

•t {Greyhound Limited. The

•'IHard-Boiled Rose

•tJHomeTowners. The (A. T.)

•tjKJd Gloves

•tjUnd of the Silver Fox

•{Uttle Wild Cat, The

••{Midnight Tail, The

•({Million Dollar Collar. The

•»{My Man

•t|One Stolen Night

•t{On Trial (A. T.)

••{Queen of the Night Clubs A. T.)

*t {Redeeming Sin, The

•({Singing Fool, The

•t {Sonny Boy

•'.Stark Mad

•t {Stolen Kisses

•t{Terror. The (A. T.)

22
19
26
23

Star Rel. Date

Audrey Ferris Oct. 27. .

.

i Silent Version) Dec 1.

Blue-Warner-Wilson Dec.
tSilent Version) Jan.
Audrey Ferris Jan.
(Silent Version) Feb.
Monte Blue Feb. 9
i Silent Version) Mar. 23
Loy-Collier-Brockwell Mar. 30
Silent Version! May 4
Bennett-Kenyon-Brockwell Nov. 3
Silent Version) Dec 15
Nagel-Wilson Mar. 23
Silent Version) April 27
Rin-Tln-Tin-Nye-Hyams Oct. 13
Silent Version) Nov. 10
Ferris-Hall-Dawson Dec. 8
Silent Version) Jan. 5
Moreno-Costello Sept. 1

.

Silent Version) Oct. 6
Rin-Tin-Tin Jan. 12

I Silent Version) Feb. 9
Fanny Brice Dec 15
Silent Version) Jan. 12
Bronson-Collier Jr Mar. 16
(Silent Version) April 20
Frederlck-Lytell Dec 1

(Silent Version) Dec 29
Texas Gulnan Mar. 16
Silent Version) April 14
D. Costello-Nagel Feb. 16.
Silent Version) April 6
Jolson-Bronson-Dunn Sept. 29
Silent Version) April 13
Lee-Horton-Bronson April 13
Silent Version) May 18
Warner-Fazenda Feb. 2
Silent Version) Mar. 2
May McAvoy Feb. 23
Silent Version) Mar. 4
McAvoy-Horton Sept. 8
.Silent Version) Oct. 20

Length Reviewed

Ireel
Ireel
1 reel Mar. 9
Ireel

Length Reviewed

5778 feet

5278 feet

6779 feet Feb. 16
4706 feet

6447 feet

5983 feet

6114 feet

4696 feet

8693 feet

4841 feet

6235 feet

5179 feet

5079 feet

5644 feet

5161 feet

5729 feet

5057 feet

5561 feet

4878 feet

9247 feet

6136 feet

5243 feet

Oct. 27

Jan. 29

Nov. 24

Jan. 5

8290 feet

5455 feet

5424 feet

Nov. 3

6921 feet

6145 feet

9551 feet

6001 feet

Feb. 23

Sept. 29

Mar. 16

6681 feet

4917 feet

6273 feet

4917 feet

7654 feet

5443 feet

Aug. 25

Ann Grey and Her Boy Friend
Banjomaniac.
Bernie Cummins Orchestra
Bobby Folsom
Bit of Scotch. A
Book Worm, The
Bright Moments. . .

California Songbirds, The .

.

Celeste Alda (Aida)

Celeste Aids (Aida:

Character Studies

Chips of the Old Block
Cougat & Company
Creole Fashion Plate, The
Crooning Along
Cycle of Songs, A
Dead Laughter
Death Ship, The
Dixie Days
Eleanor Paintor

Family Affair, A
Feminine Types. .

Florence Moore ....

Friend of Father's

Give Us a Lift

Giving In

Gus Arnheim & His Ambassadors
Harry Delf
Hollywood Montmarte Orchestra .

Jesse Stafford Orchestra
Indian Baritone, The
Ingenues, The
In a Casting Office

In Dutch
In the Tropics
Jack North, the Ban-Jokester . .

Larry Ceballos Undersea Review
Lash, The ...

Mal Hallett & Orchestra
Man of Peace, A
Max Schmeling
Meet the Wife
Men Among Men
Miss Information
Morrissey & Miller,

Music Makers. The
Myers & Hanford
Night Court, The
Non-Support.
Pagliacci

Pair of Aces. The
Papa's Vacation
Phil Baker
Question of Today, The
Realization

Regular Business Man, A
Rigoletto—Quartet
Sharp Tools
Songs of Love
Soup. ,

.

Terry and Jerry

Three Brox Sisters

Va Prononcer Ma Mort La Julve).

When the Wife's Away
Winnie Lightner

Star Rel. Date Length

Songs and Jazz Band
Eddio Peabodv.
Dance Numbers 1 reel

Songs . 1 reel

Kitty Doner
Harry J. Conl,7
Benny-Mario
Bell-Coatee...
Giovanni Martlnelll

Giovanni Martlnelll

Florence Brady
The Foy Family
Violin, Songs & Dances
Karyl Norman
The Croonaders
Florence Brady
Scssue Hayakawa
Mitchell Lewis
Plantation Songs
Songs H reel

Arthur Byron
Jean Barrios
Song Program
Lydell-Higins-Leah
Flo Lewis 1 reel

Deef-Hopper
Jazz Band
Songs & Dances
Jazz Band
Jazz Band
Chief Caupolican
Jazz Band
W. & E.Howard
Ulls A Clark
The Paragons (Quartet)

Songs •

Songs and Dances
Crane-Davidson-Tucker
Dance Numbers
Hobart Bosworth
Interview Mar. 16
Frank Orth & Co
Fred Ardath
Wilson-Horton
Night Club Revue
Howard Bros 1 reel .

Songs & Dances
William Demarest
Burr Mcintosh
John Charles Thomas
Timblin & Raymond 1 reel

Bennett-Caron
Accordion Solos 1 reel . .

.

Audrey Ferris

Herbert-Pam
Robert Ober
Gigli-Talley-de Luca-Gordon
Ethel Grey Terry
Sanderson-CrumJt H rool.

Harry Delf
Songs and Gags
Song Program
Giovanni Martlnelll ...

William Demarest
Songs

Revfftwod

Aug. 25
Oct. 13
Mar. 16
Mar. 2
Sept. 22
July 7
Aug. 25
Sept. 1

July 7

July 7

Sept. 1

Sept. 22
June 16

Sept. 29
Sept. 22
Sept. 1

Aug. 25
Aug. 25
Mar. 16

June 23
Aug. 25
Feb. 16
Jan. 12
June 23
June 16
Sept. 29

Aug. 25
June 23

Feb. 23
Jan. 19
Sept. 1

June 16

Feb. 23
June 23

Feb. 23
Jan. 12
June 30
June 16

Mar. 16
June 23
June 16

June 16

Feb. 16
Oct. 20
Mar. 16
Aug. 25
June 16

Sept. 15
Sept. 29
Oct 13
Mar. 16
Nov. 17
Aug. 25
June 23
June 2
Nov. 17
Nov. 17-

WORLD-WIDE PICTURES
Title Star Rel. Date Length Reviewed1

Coming Feature Attractions
T'8 Star Rel. Date Length Reviewe

I;!^syJlc*", X
h
.
e <A- T-> Thomas Melghan Adam's Apple Monty Banks

.!!? Jz?' - Boles-King -.{Black Waters Kirkwood-Brian•From Headquarter. Monte Blue Bondman. The Norman KerryS n*,, tk 5,n
;
Tln

-J
ln „ Honeymoon Abroad Monte Banks

• Gad Rag Doll. The Dolores Costello ..SKitty English Cast
! }£'™u

?
Betay D. Coslel o-Nagel 7*41 feet May 6 *tMoulin Rouge Olga Checova

.JE!"?! t u ,". t
H

'
Cos'»" <>-K"''y Pawns of Passion Olga Checova

I M^ky "T0
l
k
i*-

T
-'-i

Sophie Tucker.... Piccadilly Gilda Gray
•t {Madonna of Avenue A Dolores Costello April 20 Tommy Atkins Walter Byron

.. - (Silent Version) May 25 *'jWeek-End Wives Thomas-Banks
'INoahsArk D. Costello-0 Brien 7401 feet Oct. 27 Woman in the Night. A Maria Corda 7688 feet

Silent Version 7752 feet Woman In White, The Blanche Sweet

* Means «»ncnToni«<i score, f Means sound effects. § Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs). A. T. alter title means All Talkie.

9re*rs. Feb. 23

Complete Buying Index for All Sound Equipment

Will Be Published Next Week in the

April SHOWMAN Section of

Motion Picture News



Announcing

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE

the proved sound film

LLABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



herever progressive showmen demand the
~ best- y«u will find

Recent
Installations

Loew's Fairmount
NewYorkCitu

Loew's Valencia
New York City

I*Loew's State
Providence,R I

HiLoew's^United Artist
Colu.ttibus,Ohio.

rK Loew's Oriental
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Hi LocwfeMidland
Kansas City,Mo.

rH AH.SchxyavtvAvaloii
BrooKlunrw.Y.

rK Capitol
New Britain , Conn.

,rK 55**St.Pla* House
N<?wYork Citu.

!-K Libertu
zanesville7o.

rK New,Gates
Brooklyn ,N.Y.

rK Conant
Detroit, Mich.

* Vista
Kansas Citu,Mo.

rK Saender's Centunj
JacRson,Miss.

rK Waldo
Kansas Citi|,Mo.

f. Saender'sMajestic
ShreYeporl, La.

Saender's Marion
Clarksdale.Miss.

rK Saender's Columbia
Baton Rouge,La.

Jefferson
Beaumont.Tex.

if. Capitol
Winchester ,Va

.

H: Loew's Grand
New York City

* New-Kirk
BrookXun,N.Y.

!-K Dumont
Dumont,NJ.
Plumouth.
Aforcester.Mass.

I Publix-Saender
National

GreensborcNC^

laiitanira ehratrr

iff ./? '«/." 8? '/

SAENGER THEATRES, Ac.

' « „, In _

Recent
Installations

rH Saender
New Orleans, La

.

rK Pantages
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